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8.3. CONCORDANCES DE LES VERSIONS ANGLESES DELS 
POEMES D'AUSIÁS MARCH 
8.3.1. CONCORDANCA DE LA VERSIÓ ANGLESA DELS POEMES 
D'AUSIÁS MARCH (WOOLSEY,TRAD., 1951) 
afraid 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes a 
all 1 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, 
alone 1 
XVIII 7 eeds might bi hidden/ but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it 
an 1 
XVIII 4 cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
and 3 
XVIII 8 , but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
XVIII 2 to lose its light, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
XVIII 4 easts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
are 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids 
as 1 
XVIII 2 day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
beasts 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the 
bi 1 
XVIII 6 t all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment 
but 1 
XVIII 7 that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing 
cióse 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an incre 
comes 1 
XVIII 2 fraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
could 1 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds might 
day 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the ni 
deeds 1 
XVIII 6 it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone i 
do 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel a 
doing 1 
XVIII 8 I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
Evil-doers 1 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that th 
eyelids 1 
XVIII 3 re few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their 
feel 1 
XVIII 4 not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
few 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and 
hidden 1 
XVIII 6 11 year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment an 
I 1 
XVIII 7 their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no 
ill 2 
XVIII 6 ish it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alo 
XVIII 8 ess alone in my torment and, doing no ill', wish it may pass quickly 
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XVIII 7 ight bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may p 
increase 1 
XVIII 4 se their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
is 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night 
it 2 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds mi 
XVIII 8 in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
its 2 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scatters out 
XVIII 2 , as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
last 1 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hi 
less 1 
XVIII 7 ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wi 
light 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scatters out its 
live 1 
XVIII 7 heir ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no il 
lose 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scatter 
may 1 
XVIII 8 my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
might 1 
XVIII 6 Id last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live less alone in my t 
my 1 
XVIII 7 t bi hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass 
night 1 
XVIII 2 now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
no 1 
XVIII 8 e less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
not 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an i 
now 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night com 
Of 1 
XVIII 4 eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
out 1 
XVIII 2 ight, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
pain 1 
XVIII 4 nd the sick feel an increase of their pain 
pass 1 
XVIII 8 orment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
quickly 1 
XVIII 8 t and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
scatters 1 
XVIII 2 ose its light, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
shades 1 
XVIII 2 the night comes and scatters out its shades 
sick 1 
XVIII 4 at do not cióse théir eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
that 2 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick f 
XVIII 6 vil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I li 
The 3 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as th 
XVIII 2 y is now afraid tosióse its light, as the night comes and scatters out its shades 
XVIII 4 s that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
their 3 
XVIII 3 here are few beasts that do not cióse their eyelids and the sick feel an increase of 
XVIII 6 oers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but I live le 
XVIII 4 lids and the sick feel an increase of their pain 
There 1 
XVIII 3 There are few beasts that do not cióse their e 
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to 1 
XVIII 1 The day is now afraid to lose its light, as the night comes and scat 
torment 1 
XVIII 7 i hidden, but I live less alone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass qu 
wish 2 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill dee 
XVIII 8 lone in my torment and, doing no ill, wish it may pass quickly 
year 1 
XVIII 5 Evil-doers wish it could last all year that their ill deeds might bi hidden, but 
1 
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8.3.2. CONCORDANCIA DE LA VERSIÓ ANGLESA DELS POEMES 
D'AUSIÁS MARCH (TERRY,TRAD., 1993) 
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y : 'Behold the greatest lover of all 
t I cannot say : 'In you is my hope ! 
eave me , have pity on my suffering ! 
re nourished for you by understanding 
kes away all pleasure on earth for me 
ering , it is a miracle that pleasure 
-to deprive me of so pleasant a sight 
ecall her to me in sadness and others 
ele that pleasure - I do not know how 
ve , I do not believe this can happen 
ur intelligence rules over subtleties 
er to me in sadness and others - many 
realizing clearly that he has chosen a 
In every love there is a lover and a 
ment , and I have made this rule into a 
e is a fool , that he will never find a 
say : 'In you is my hope ! ' Love has a 
to have no eyes before receiving such a 
so stricken by Death ? Why , in such a 
, and then see if there has been such a 
shore and he thinks it ( as safe as } a 
I am a 
ind that Love 's great sadness may be a 
allowed to make the oíd man act like a 
ach to ; excess of love makes me like a 
el it ; but , through his knowledge , a 
O Love , o Love : I cut myself a 
Why does such a 
love that lie will take certainty for a 
e suffering ; and I carry in my heart a 
oes not diminish it ; rather is Death a 
Wise lady : give me a 
0 him who is wounded , death alone is a 
ffers misfortunes should not look for a 
A thousand times a 
not try to tempt me ; their cause is a 
on ; they are terrified of me , as of a 
oad ; it thinks it will find haven on a 
s ) the equivalent of hoping for such a 
My foolish thoughts placed such a 
uses before you , when I have to give a 
He who considers a 
ove ; through not knowing , I live in a 
panion ? Through much loving I become a 
I feel a 
worth of his former master and taking a 
to him , hope and fear show him from a 
11 coarse when we try to express what a 
sufficed for you alone ; He has made a 
ur pleasure bases his satisfaction on a 
ve forgotten that I ( ever ) had such a 
ger and sees two clusters of fruit on a 
root in you ; his passion finds in us a 
I have not experienced such a 
Who but a 
He sees well and truly , unless he is a 
exists ; if I have any desire , he is a 
our power , so that I consider anyone a 
/ loves in the same way as a wolf or a 
saw a gesture and heard a voice from a 
had been ) living with it , and with a 
an enemy to myself when I think to be a 
it , and I have never been able to be a 
My eyes have made a 
to you , it is present , and to me , a 
I-. shall compare you to a 
y { own ) castle I was a serf ; I saw a 
Him who pleases you , you cali a 
s that in a short time the body loses a 
t ; he only tells me I shall not lack a 
y mine ; I am jealous if you love God a 
bitterness from me ; I have conceived a 
neither good ñor evil from love sees a 
1 am that person ; the world would be a 
One part-and a 
A 
he slightest doubt that there will be a 
, and each one pity my evil fate 
Love has a bittersweet flavour which my tast 
O wretched heart of him who finds himself in 
The clearer the understanding , the greater 
and over the flawless movement of your lovel 
for as long as we are alive , I do not belie 
I do not know how - should be present 
I should not thank it for not clothing in ea 
many - which show her as happy 
should be present 
: ( that ) after my death , you may lose you 
which are nourished for you by understanding 
which show her as happy 
189 
bad road in changing his situation for a hig 
beloved ; so , once the body is dead , he wh 
bent sickle 
better situation 
bittersweet flavour which my taste is unable 
blow , but to him who is wounded , death alo 
case , does one 's reason hide and passion a 
case in the present age or in times past ! P 
castle ; seeing that the sky is quite clear 
Catholic , but Faith does not warm me , for 
certain and much nobler fate than any other 
child , and { because of whom ) the wise man 
child : I desire and do not desire for no re 
coarse man reckons that the greatest good is 
coat from your cloth , dressing my spirit ( 
common case seem so extreme to one who by ch 
companion ? Through much loving I become a d 
continual fire without smoke , and the heat 
crucible which refines and perfeets gold , 1 
crust of your bread , to take away the bitte 
cure 
dark place in which to be sad : let him read 
day I pray God for what for the most part li 
dead letter as far as I am concerned 
dead man 
deserted beach and poison seems to it a reme 
desirable good 
desire in me as has made me worship the god 
detailed account of my sins ? You have given 
different end has no rest , for the will doe 
different { kind of ) suffering : in whateve 
different person , so much so , that I think 
different sorrow which clothes and covers me 
dislike to his behaviour , ( but ) realizing 
distance their good or evil , of which he al 
fair and honest body deserves ; well-bred yo 
fair number { who are ) very wise and good , 
false ground ; thus his understanding has no 
feeling ; it is my nature to desire such a s 
fine branch , whose desire covets them both 
fitting place , and , ( though ) we could op 
flavour , and I have to taste what is more b 
fool asks me if , when I am absent , I miss 
fool , that he will never find a better situ 
fool who does not believe that my spirit bur 
fool who is angry with you 
fox ; for their power to love is limited , s 
frail body , and I , who would have sworn I 
fresh ailment I come to die , since it is no 
friend 
friend to myself , for I have never made the 
full confession of this , and all my senses 
future cause 
game of dice 
gesture and heard a voice from a frail body 
god ; for , resembling you , you raise him t 
good part of its flesh 
good reward 
great deal ; when you take pleasure without 
great distaste for all food , except that wh 
great glory gathered within himself , loving 
great marvel if I were not afraid of misfort 
great one-of supreme pleasure is found in th 
great pleasure is hidden from lovers , from 
great upheaval : and woe to those who are in 
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arthly glory because they experienced 
I strive that suffering should become 
Though I am 
suffering can alter the law and make 
e : so corrupted is my taste ! I have 
, so will my own , and , falling from 
The King of Cyprus , imprisoned by 
t from the world and be known only as 
e time is near when I shall live like 
My thoughts rise to such 
r , resembling you , you raise him to 
ad road in changing his situation for 
I avoid all pieasure as 
him , since he conceals from you such 
is no rest for a man who is to no on 
, and each feels such pain , of such 
ast : desire possesses him , which is 
ed , they will leap on to dry land as 
no track ; he will not and cannot use 
it , since my suffering is mixed with 
o suffering ; labour is doubled after 
ned to death , and has known this for 
ss it has adopted , ( and ) which for 
ad in the world , not having been for 
saintly lovers : I love you with such 
With such 
nd loves his { own 0 true friend with 
In every love there is 
If at any time I thought myself 
better for him not to have been born 
Thus , if 
the goods which I alone possess , for 
Lily among thorns : we both know that 
me in delaying ; there is no rest for 
ours , there dies an innocent man and 
ith naked feet , bareheaded , serving 
am not like the little page who seeks 
arrows are of gold and lead , and of 
r and loves himself for being of such 
n should not be placed where there is 
s a poor lover ; in suffering , it is 
o hate anything which rests on it for 
rieved , and put him to death without 
ees , my suffering is not as great as 
are that pestilential air that brings 
not wish my life to be exempted from 
I see before me 
In 
I saw 
if I do love ? No one can forcé such 
even ) if death did not inflict such 
sad man is allowed , for , when such 
ppen to me ; I live in pain , leading 
gness , the more so if she is in such 
u of ingratitude for not having found 
; my unchaste body was afraid to lose 
from the past and what Love can do in 
the body and soul taste naturally is 
ffering , ( but ) before long , it is 
And yet this seems to me 
uffering , would have it reduced , is 
out heat : these dangers will give me 
The sea will boil like 
gth ) have already overeóme me ; I am 
take away my liberty ? I find myself 
ntain of great suffering , since such 
If Love were 
deserted beach and poison seems to it 
: because of which , I remain in such 
ish , he breaks anchors and tackle in 
er ) ;. in every base action , his was 
ith those of silver he can only leave 
surrendered to her without receiving 
er me that in my ( own ) castle I was 
O Grief , be impartial to me ! ; be 
ity , performing such actions that in 
penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant 
gplace ; take ( my ) instability as ( 
who approach you , and your arms are 
ot remember my grief , I already have 
d heart : it has cured many others of 
fine , lie firmly believes that with 
time to time their power varies : in 
hich it can be said that the laws are 
y which leads to not-loving , but not 
hich is given to sleeping cannot take 
signs of love which men feel in such 
eart of him who finds himself in such 
If I find myself at 
ear ; I feel joy , while I am in such 
senses ) dies ; anyone who is in such 
a greater one , so I feel scorn and loathing f 
a habit , so that I may never again know the t 
a had Christian in my works , I am not angry w 
a heart composed of steel and stone 
a heart of steel , flesh and wood , all in one 
a height , it will break to pieces , for every 
a heretic , is not unfortunate , compared with 
a hermit 
a hermit , the better to keep Love 's feast da 
a high degree in love that my soul is within t 
a higher level than man ; therefore it is very 
a higher one 
a hostile thing , for one small good among gre 
a humble servant as myself through his weaknes 
a journey 
a kind , according to the extent to which they 
a lack of good , and , ( once ) that good ( is 
a last resort 
a level path , he cannot go back since someone 
a little pieasure 
a little rest , like the sick man who , for on 
a long time and takes courage , and they make 
a long time it has worn , of black material or 
a long , time near habitation , ( and ) by cha 
a love , and Death cannot take it away from me 
a love I love her who is dead , and , in my fe 
a love such that Death does not diminish it ; 
a lover and a beloved ; so , once the body is 
a lover , I can recognize little feeling of lo 
A lukewarm desire hinders the pieasure of love 
a man 
a man does not feel the pains of love , his pa 
a man does not perform pleasant things on his 
a man may well die of love ; the least you can 
a man who is to no on a journey 
a martyr to loving you : he who would ( gladly 
a master who was never a vassal ñor ever thoug 
a master who will treat him well , keeping him 
a metal which is called silver : each of these 
a mind 
a miracle 
a miracle that pieasure - I do not know how -
a moment ; fish great and small will rush to s 
a moment for remembering ( his past 
a mortal injury entails ; Death has the advant 
a mortal plague into the world ; it would be b 
a most grave event , which I pray God may come 
a mountain of great suffering , since such a q 
a noble heart , Love does not undergo death , 
a pair of eyes which had such great power to c 
a passion : therefore I do not complain if any 
a penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant a sigh 
a person laments his situation , his complaini 
a perverse life , and I fear everlasting death 
a place because of me ; let me not suffer such 
a place to suit me ; this is the fault because 
a place which gave it pieasure 
a place which is prepared { for it ) , I simpl 
a pleasant , life-giving medicine 
a pleasant pain 
a poor excuse , that I am not afraid of my cor 
a poor lover ; in suffering , it is a miracle 
a poor reward 
a pot in the oven , chancing its colour and na 
a prisoner , in fear , of your intelligence 
a prisoner , ( now that I am ) set free by Lov 
a quantity is necessary for my happiness , and 
a rational substance and held the sceptre of m 
a remedy 
a sad state of mind that I visibly draw near t 
a safe harbour , and I see many people die fro 
a savage heart ; he only tells me I shall not 
a scar , but those whom lie wounds are exempte 
a scratch 
a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a voice fro 
a shield to me against oblivion ! Wound my hea 
a short time the body loses a good part of its 
a sight - I should not thank it for not clothi 
a sign of ) constaney 
a sign of this 
a sign that I shall return to it 
a similar affliction 
a single anchor he has enough 
a single day , melancholy reigns 
a single one 
a single step of mine will be found there 
a single step on this rocky shore 
a situation , I find affect me without pain : 
since it is not broken into piec 
I do not remember my grief , I a 
I remember 
and in that 
situation , 
stage where 
state 
state feels a strange grief but this does 
- 7 -
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13 
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160 
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42 
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223 
XCVI I 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XIII 
XLVI 
186 
ling ; it is my hature to desire such 
it seems to me extreme ; I am not in 
ccount of my sins ? You have given me 
p me , God , since you see me in such 
ems to me as if everything in me were 
; anyone who is in such a state feels 
Thus I ( too ) find myself in 
: its opposite lies outside nature , 
that each man 's heart is harder than 
Love is an accident and not 
And he sees approaching , 
I am besieged by 
n ( to be ) in disagreement : this is 
er to endure my suffering than to mix 
reject it altogether and let me feel 
in some places I see him denounced as 
which is ) found in this world is not 
s in the mere intention of him who is 
, though fools do not believe it , is 
aded , serving a master who was never 
You deserve one , since 
as a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard 
Love no service ; Love is said to be 
f Tityos , whose liver is devoured by 
er or concéntrate my thoughts , it is 
e ) , for he would not have come such 
Death attacks so fiercely and in such 
ontemplation , the soul rests in such 
omposition , loves in the same way as 
a state ; ( this ) desire never occurs to the 
a state to wish to receive advice and I do not 
a straight commandment , and I have made this 
a strait ! I despair if you consider my desser 
a strange custom : among other people , love i 
a strange grief , but this does not last long 
a strange place , so that only you can help me 
a strong and piercing , but relentless , worm 
a stump of wood ; no one grieves if another su 
a substance , and makes himself known to us th 
a sudden spell of storm and impossible weather 
a suffering greater than that of Tityos , whos 
a sure sign that it is not based on truth ; co 
ñ thousand times a day I pray God for what for 
a tiny part of pleasure with those evils which 
a tiny spark of the pleasure which the good ma 
a traitor , and he avoids me , who have honore 
a true end , since it does not make men happy 
a true lover and loves himself for being of su 
a true sign of the good which resides in it : 
a vassal ñor ever thought to pay homage { to a 
a visible crown should not be placed where the 
a voice from a frail body , and I , who would 
a voluntary act of good , and you do not know 
a vulture , and each time the flesh is renewed 
a waste of time ; whatever I do , I regret bef 
a way by himself 
a way that , in killing another , she kills me 
a way that the body , wellrestrained , sheds n 
A wise doctor does not take the case lightly w 
a wolf or a fox ; for their power to love is 1 
A wrong opinión is voiced by people in general 
abandon 3 
More and more does hope abandon me , and the fear of that evil which I 
g the reward lie may give , willingly abandon myself to his sadness and shall live s 
e of seeing her aga,in , unless I soon abandon this belief , may my soul not remain i 
found myself disinclined and totally 
( this ) lasts until one of the winds 
eryone pities me ; as much as you are 
t in misfortune , for as much as I am 
ied me for it , and I have never been 
ken away the woman they loved will be. 
lour and bearing , but he will not be 
all love repels me and seems to me an 
other desire , for great joys do not 
cries peace , so that all men may go 
bly on them , that all five may bring 
I have no illusions 
ñor can I know anything more certain 
spirit , which resembles you ; and , 
that the greatest good is delightfui 
g other people , love is lost through 
, and if I see before me the worm of 
Wise lady : when love is very oíd , 
Who but a fool asks me if , when I am 
abandoned 1 
abandoned by love : because of which , I remai 
abandons 1 
abandons its great strength to the more powerf 
able 5 
able , extend your power over me 
able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and when I 
able to be a friend to myself , for I have nev 
able to judge part of my suffering 
able to speak properly of your gesture 
abominable 1 
abominable thing ; if I mix any pleasure with 
abound 1 
abound without suffering 
about 4 
about bareheaded ; there is no need to build c 
about my return 
about my unfavourable condition : I feel that 
about you ; indeed , it is unnecessary for me 
above 2 
above all , may my faith not wander ñor my hop. 
above all others 
absence 3 
absence , and my own love does not end with de 
absence , and ( see ) comfort struggling again 
absence is the worm that devours it , unless c 
absent 1 
absent , I miss that woman who makes me live ? 
abundance 1 
ve ; but , even as" they are , give me abundance of these , since they are the path a 
accept 1 \ 
die ; with great love , it is hard to accept that I have escaped Death 
\ accident 1 
Love is an accident and not a substance , and makes himse 
accompanied 1 
12 n in me great suffering , my soul was accompanied by great joy 
accompany 1 
7 eply , for they have no one but me to accompany them in their continual lament 
accomplish 1 
1 Sails and winds will accomplish my desires , making dangerous paths 
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LXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XIX 
XCVII 
16 
213 
193 
12 
116 
102 
189 
93 
36 
202 
146 
67 
203 
68 
6 
6 
5 
18 
57 
accordance 1 
and virtues when it acts entirely in accordance with its own nature loving for he 
according 
f these conveys its { own ) feeling , according 
ch feeis such pain , of such a kind , according 
cold so Love gives 'suffering or joy , according 
e made to feel pain from their wounds according 
rough which another end is achieved , according 
Quality varies according 
reveal his quantity or his quality ; according 
ees point to her with their fingera , according 
together , they perform good or evil according 
to the difference which exists betwe 
to the extent to which they share in 
to the law of the place where it has 
to the manner in which they are stru 
to the process one may understand 
to what it beholds , for it is born 
to where he starts from , so lie pro 
to whether suffering or pleasure occ 
to which of them dominates the other 
account 4 
ch seeks for some pleasure on its own account and , having achieved it , the other b 
you , when I have to give a detailed account of my sins ? You have given me a strai 
I think of Hell , where time is of no account , there all that the feelings fear is 
e arms of life , but had then paid my account to death , so that now I would not be 
accounts 2 
is out of his senses who settles his accounts and , in losing such pleasures , is d 
, which were greater than the written accounts tell ; those who dwell in love 's sic 
aecuse 4 
me if I do not love ? What fool will aecuse me if I do love ? No one can forcé such 
What fool will aecuse me if I do not love ? What fool will ac 
re , because of which I get angry and aecuse myself for no reason ; and the second i 
from me , but since I do not die , I aecuse myself of little love 
66 o Love 
aecused 1 
I am truly sorry that I have aecused you of ingratitude for not having foun 
aecuses ¿ 
II 32 weakness ; certainly , it is Love who aecuses me , ( now that I am ) in love 
CV 15 " Already your anger aecuses my delay ; your pity finds nothing in 
achieve 5 
LXXIII 25 om lovers , from all those who do not achieve great love : in their desire , they do 
LIV 11 f it without suffering ; if I do not achieve it , I shall be so wretched that I sha 
XCII 81 later the soul feels it and wants to achieve its own pleasure , which it lacks the 
XCIV 40 isturbs man 's nature and he does not achieve the end which he seeks in all his acti 
CV 127 tite , though without it man does not achieve the other : Saint John announced the c 
achieved 5 
CV 115 inning , through which another end is achieved , according to the process one may un 
XIII 30 agining that my des,ires will never be achieved ; and if I must end my last day , the 
XCII 203 asure on its own account and , having achieved it , the other bears its imprint 
XIII 15 h me , since what I wish for never be achieved : no doctor will cure me of my desire 
LXIII 64 ood , and , ( once ) that good { is ) achieved , such desire must fail 
achieves 1 
IV 50 contain perfect good , through me man achieves this supreme good , and whoever hopes 
achieving 1 
LXXXI 7 Without hope of achieving my desires , I shall go through the 
acknowledges 1 
IV 39 through which the deed is performed , acknowledges the understanding as master , and 
across 1 
XLVI 2 h my desires , making dangerous paths across the sea 
LXXXIX 
CV 
LXVI 
IV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
52 
6 
34 
47 
90 
35 
200 
37 
the slightest hair on your body will 
meet you ; I do not know why I do not 
m God has allowed to make the oíd man 
vice ; Love is said to be a voluntary 
ut the conflict is so small when they 
them guides man naturally ; when they 
proceeds from both together , from an 
emoves its cataract , and if it could 
act 8 
act against or scorn me 
act as I would wish , since I am certain that 
act like a child , and { because of whom ) the 
act of good , and you do not know the way to t 
act separately that , in the body 's actions , 
act together , they perform good or evil accor 
act which does not make it clear which of the 
act without hindrance , no eye in the world wo 
Nature 
acting 1 
acting wisely in me wants me to make an effo 
XLVI 
XXIX 
LXVI 11 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
II 
55 
6 
23 
87 
58 
41 
45 
23 
165 
187 
127 
35 
action 4 
tside me ; its power will be shown in action and I shall prove my words by my deeds 
so I must go away from you , for your action has weakened my courage ; I shall not r 
homage ( to another ) ; in every base action , his was a savage heart ; he only tell 
dy is so united with the soul that no action in man can ever be called single ; neit 
n of them and performs their sepárate 
eve the end which he seeks in all his 
Yóur gesture restrains all my 
contrary changes , for in one instant 
honest cause will -give rise to noble 
makes himself known to us through his 
to Uve in another world , and my own 
, pursuing quality , performing such 
actions 11 
actions 
actions 
actions , and nothing can hold back my desire 
actions are performed by the soul and immediat 
actions as long as I live 
actions ; he does not reveal his quantity or h 
actions seem strange to me ; like those action 
actions that in a short time the body loses a 
- 9 -
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I 
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LXXXIX 
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91 
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211 
53 
102 
48 
158 
5 
97 
44 
75 
39 
14 
cv 
CI 
XCVII 
XCVII 
LIV 
cv 
cv 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
I 
XCII 
XLVI 
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XLVI 
64 
20 
32 
30 
24 
86 
167 
16 
51 
29 
142 
33 
19 
30 
30 
42 
25 
33 
act separately 'that , in the body 's 
tions seem strange to me ; like those 
1 by way of the body are the compound 
only good things and virtues when it 
I shall return to it : I remember her 
And it continúes to 
d because of the kind of dress it has 
actions , the soul is no great obstacle ; and 
actions which my own opinions praised , the fa 
actions which torment lovers , and each feels 
acts 2 
acts entirely in accordance with its own natur 
acts of love , and more vividly than before ; 
address 1 
address the body with great scorn : 'You wish 
adopted 
adopted ( and ) which for a long time it has 
mortal injury entails ; Death has the 
The wise man has no 
am not in a state to wish to receive 
struggles hard , and it mistrusts the 
thout losing anything , following the 
t ; you are compelled to take Love 's 
advantage 2 
advantage over all ( other ) evils : I have ex 
advantage ( over the fool ) , except that the 
advice 4 
advice and I do not want to see any remedy : r 
advice of the envious 
advice of their good reason ; and I leave it t 
advice : on you and on him depends my perfect 
75 men feel in such a situation 
affect 1 
I find affect me without pain whatever I undertake 
affliction 
it has cured many others of a similar affliction 
afraid 
t , let alone myself , that he is not afraid 
nce , he finds himself among rocks is afraid 
What saint was not afraid 
, flies off to the uncertain place , afraid 
would be a great marvel if I were not afraid 
s to me a poor excuse , that I am not afraid 
weigh upon my sinews ; he who is not afraid 
is placed in the scales with death , afraid 
drives me to such jealousy ; I am not afraid 
I am afraid 
me ; whoever lies in the earth is not afraid 
I am mortally afraid 
ty before this ; my unchaste body was afraid 
13 
? If job , the just ( man ) , was oppre 
( lie does not know where to set his fe 
of Death ? Who will mourn for death , h 
of eternal damnation ; all present plea 
of misfortune 
of my corruption , great as it is ; if 
of the claws of the strong lion will fe 
that fear will frústrate my hope 
that the slightest hair on your body wi 
that your own faint will , if I should 
to fall still further : my hope in what 
to have news of you , greatly fearing t 
to lose a place which gave it pleasure 
after 5 
urns to suffering ; labour is doubled after a little rest , like the sick man who , 
iendship , its great strength endures after her death 
I am that most extreme of lovers , after him whose life God takes away : since I 
After misfortune , anyone who experiences the 
believe this can happen - : ( that ) after my death , you may lose your power to lo 
afterwards 
Then , evil here and evil afterwards without end 
CXIV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
LXVI 
IV 
XIX 
LXXIII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
XCVI 
CI 
XIX 
73 
170 
73 
227 
70 
2 
37 
25 
19 
47 
119 
36 
89 
121 
52 
3 
38 
17 
4 
16 
II 
LXIII 
CI 
LXVI 
34 
38 
21 
31 
an I think that I might feel pleasure 
o make me unfeeling , so that I never 
become a habit , s*o that I may never 
love , and I lose hope of seeing her 
témplate God , rebels , blaspheming , 
have it in his power to love another 
Who is the man who strives 
If at any time I sinned 
ence , and { see ) comfort struggling 
that my flesh , which rebels so much 
ile she was alive , my. flesh rebelled 
impartial to me ! ; be a shield to me 
ther : they conflict and take up arras 
en they were ) free , ( they pulled ) 
slightest hair on your body will act 
istral and the west wind take up arms 
with me , for I do not defend myself 
again 4 
again 
again experience any pleasures : not only thos 
again know the taste of joy 
again , unless I soon abandon this belief , ma 
against 13 
against Him ; man cannot reckon such great evi 
against his will , ñor be so strong , with suf 
against it ? For the will , through which the 
against Love , I have been punished ( for it ) 
against love , I suffer so much in recovering 
against me , may be appeased and not wholly co 
against me ; the great differences between our 
against oblivion ! Wound my heart and capture 
against one another 
against one another 
against or scorn me 
against them ; but the east and south-west win 
against you : grant me so much misfortune that 
age 2 
Like the child who. , for his age , can walk well enough along his own stree 
e has been such a case in the present age or in times past ! Pity me , then , your f 
agony 1 
fficient indications , apart from his agony , which speaks for itself 
agree 2 
will combines with"-my reason and they agree , pursuing quality , performing such act 
ves on earth , merely that lie should agree to dwell in me ; he is like death ', who 
ahead 1 
ot know where to set his feet ) to go ahead , because he sees no track ; he will not 
ailment 1 
n ) living with it , and with a fresh ailment I come to die , since it is not like t 
- 10 -
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LXVI 
LXXXII 
XCII 
LXVI 
ailments 2 
26 e sick man clings to life because his ailments are familiar to him , if by chance so 
3 nd I see many people die from trivial ailments : no one is certain how any matter wi 
aim 1 
22 d , since my desire has an impossible aim ; the hour will not delay , for it is aire 
air 2 
117 oughts up and down like clouds in the air ; at times I grieve , at others I scarcely 
38 from you ! You are that pestilential air that brings a mortal plague into the world 
Alas 1 
29 Alas ! my pleasure turns to suffering ; labour 
aliment 1 
5 ie will have greater knowledge of his aliment and will understand its nature much be 
XIX 
XCVII 
XLVI 
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XLVI 
XCIV 
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XCII 
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17 
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105 
8 
87 
43 
29 
23 
41 
18 
28 
35 
55 
88 
154 
169 
44 
3 
78 
213 
34 
131 
30 
42 
45 
59 
41 
11 
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158 
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45 
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22 
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What man 
loved so much is now dead , but I am 
earth for me - for as long as we are 
at nothing hinders me ? While she was 
hose life God takes away : since I am 
avour is not sepárate ; while she was 
charge of loving little if he remains 
d say : 'Behold the greatest lover of 
find my sufferings have decreased at 
To 
except in him who is not troubled at 
We are 
In such suffering 
st as all rivers run to the sea , so 
You are the end in which 
ana to blow favourably on them , that 
My nature shows decrepitude , for 
I have conceived a great distaste for 
• O Death , who are envious of 
ommand great subtlety : in performing 
not achieve the end which he seeks in 
In times before our own , Love shot 
y desire ; and I beg Love to give you 
easure , I shall soon come to die and 
I cannot do more : 
e a heart of steel , flesh and wood , 
e rs reason hide and passion assemble 
ose ; for , seeing myself deprived of 
Much more than this , 
t , which resembles you ; and , above 
his is partly because it is common to 
II does not rest in any other thing ; 
incere heart he cries peace , so that 
when the Innocent One for the good of 
Your gesture restrains 
ere is no dissatisfaction ; I scatter 
d torment ; so I pardon everyone with 
ffer continual pain ? I have combined 
oblivion ! Wound my heart and capture 
made a full confession of this , and 
reflect that the dead do not think at 
ntails ; Death has the advantage over 
are the good which is the measure of 
the greatest good is delightful above 
pain of this : { which is ) to avoid 
ispleased enough , for I wish to lose 
I avoid 
ree by Love , and , having left him , 
te , and it can compel me to renounce 
ivion ; this thought alone takes away 
place , afraid of eternal damnation ; 
Just as 
ts everything else , so that he loses 
g does not follow the normal course ; 
Fair and intelligent lady : 
oin my hands in prayer to God , since 
inion , thinking I lose the world and 
enses puts { it ) out , since I leave 
All that I think and 
, where time is of no account , there 
to rise to lasting good , throw away 
well and once you have known me , 
There is in ( 
alive 7 
alive , enduring such pain , desires what he d 
alive , having seen her die ; with great love 
alive , I do not believe this can happen - : ( 
alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; the gre 
alive , my heart does not show such grief as i 
alive , such were my desires 
alive when the one he loves is dead ; or he sh 
all 77 
all ' , and each one pity my evil fate 
all ; and if some day they were to pass , the 
all appearances , my suffering is not as great 
all by the flesh 
all coarse when we try to express what a fair 
all comforts fail me , for she whom I love is 
all ends enter into you 
all ends terminate , and it is not an end if i 
all five may bring about my return 
all flesh makes me vomit ; great lovers who lo 
all food , except that which costs me much lov 
all good things , and in such purpose are assi 
all good things , indolence sleeps in you ; yo 
all his actions 
all his golden arrows , but thoughtlessly kept 
all his strength 
all hope of cure is now lost to me 
all I can do is obey what my grief demands 
all in one 
All injuries that Love or Fear could do me cam 
all its forces ? God , who is pitying and just 
all love , earth fails me and I cannot reach t 
All love fails , except ( for love ) of self ; 
all love repels me and seems to me an abominab 
all , may my faith not wander ñor my hope trem 
all men 
all men feel this , and it requires no subtlet 
all men may go about bareheaded ; there is no 
all men was placed upon the Cross , you wounde 
all my actions , and nothing can hold back my 
all my desires on you : everything that makes 
All my friends may pity me when they see my su 
all my heart , if I am not pitied for what my 
all my pleasures in one ; it pleases Love to m 
all my senses , do as you like with me , for I 
all my senses have joined in ; I suffer becaus 
All my speech will be in vain to those who hav 
all of tile living , and the grief which I end 
all ( other ) evils : I have experienced this 
all other goods , and he who does not resemble 
all others 
all people who are happy and to resent that su 
All pilgrims together will make vows and will 
all pleasure and that my eyes would never stop 
all pleasure as a hostile thing , for one smal 
all pleasure has gone from me 
all pleasure : ñor can I think that I might fe 
all pleasure on earth for me - for as long as 
all present pleasure is left behind 
all rivers run to the sea , so all ends enter 
all sense of himself in thinking of her 
all suffering is conquered and diminished by t 
all tasks are light , { compared ) to my trial 
all that can happen to her is decided : if she 
All that I see and feel turns to grief , remin 
All that I think and all that my eye sees , th 
all that is { in it 
all that my emotions feel , and believe in Par 
all that my eye sees , the more beautiful it i 
all that the feelings fear is manifest 
all the cross pleasures of the world , firmly 
All the desires which were confused in me are 
all "the suffering I have felt because of you w 
aíl ) the world greater pleasure of the mind t 
- i i -
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XCIV 54 .My ) passions kept all 
III 2 orn , and hope , which passes through all 
IV 35 m it , in it resides the judgement of all 
XCII 150 I look on all 
CV 165 Then all 
CV 172 base pleasures which attack one , but all 
CXIV 20 his is the most terrible condition of all 
LXXIII 25 pleasure is hidden from lovers , from all 
LXXIX 3 eding , from the stroke of Love , and all 
LIV 37 Let all 
XXIII 37 All 
XIX 1 • Oyez , oyez , all 
XIII 43 the least you can do is believe with all 
these desires in confusión , just as the d 
these stages , are sources of delight to m 
things : it is the sure guide of the will 
things with an equal countenance : nothing 
those things will be beneath me which at p 
those which are indifferent 
those which can be known on earth 
those who do not achieve great love : in t 
those who , with burning hearts , have lov 
who are in love follow me , let some of th 
who understand ( these things ) feel great 
you who love truly , and pity me if I dése 
your heart that my suffering is as great a 
en ( also 
allotted 
to me : whichever you are allotted I ( too ) shall suffer it 
allow 2 
IV 56 ar is subtle thought , which does not allow it to fast from delicate foods 
CXIV 27 nd perhaps I might love , if he would allow me to love without his help 
allowed 3 
XXXIX 29 pleasure is that which any sad man is allowed , for , when such a person laments his 
XIX 37 But I reproach myself for having allowed myself to speak of what my knowledge d 
LXVI 33 O you , Love , whom God has allowed to make the oíd man act like a child , 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
XLVI 
XCII 
LXVI 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XLVI 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XIX 
CI 
CV 
XIII 
CV 
XCVI 
19 ith despair ; but , mercifully 
allows 1 
Love allows him not to be deprived of the hope of p 
37 
26 
38 
41 
40 
64 
127 
146 
61 
20 
31 
37 
117 
232 
101 
23 
43 
15 
32 
12 
7 
36 
CV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
CV 
CV 
CI 
XCVI I 
LIV 
XLVI 
XCVI I 
XLVI 
CV 
CXIV 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
CXIV 
XVIII 
44 
89 
26 
23 
11 
185 
33 
44 
45 
2 
29 
10 
43 
98 
57 
17 
36 
- 7 
156 
107 
80 
23 
alone 
The world is at peace and I alone 
o make notable women sufficed for you alone 
o love , that I might have come to it alone 
hat desire which arises from my flesh alone 
w , but to him who is wounded , death alone 
What man is so just , let alone 
and fear with honest shame the spirit alone 
il ! I do not valué the goods which I alone 
n honest desire should struggle to be alone 
he one phoenix among the best ; for I alone 
cast me into oblivion ; this thought alone 
It is ndt by your cholee ( alone 
e flesh , I wanted to love her spirit alone 
13 
at war , since Love has ceased to fight 
; He has made a fair number ( who are ) 
? I would have known how much your will 
, if it is not dead , will not be long i 
is a cure 
myself , that he is not afraid ? If job 
of her whom God forgive , and I desire n 
possess , for a man does not perform pie 
, pouring forth the marvellous effect wh 
renounce the horde of base desires which 
takes away all pleasure on earth for me 
) that my pleasure can be fulfilled , ev 
: then , how much more so , now that not 
for his age 
along 1 
can walk well enough along his own street but if , by chance he 
already 5 
It has already happened : then it is no great wonder 
where I do not remember my grief , I already have a sign that I shall return to it 
; the hour will not delay , for it is already late , when I shall set foot on the ha 
ghts , weakening ( my strength } have already overeóme me ; I am a prisoner , in fea 
Already your anger aecuses my delay ; your pit 
also 3 
f I must end my last day , there will also be an end to good loving 
since I wish to be yours , to wish it also ; make your blood soften my hard heart : 
for your salvation or doom is given ( also ) to me : whichever you are allotted , I 
alter 1 
Great suffering can alter the law and make a heart composed of ste 
19 mly believe that you are sure of it 
although 1 
although you show that the reason why Love is 
altogether 3 
to me , give me strength to reject it altogether and let me feel a tiny spark of the 
ved are like me in part , but are not altogether equal 
he taste of good cannot be said to be altogether unlucky ; the food of love is not s 
always 2 
anee their good or evil , of which he always feels one or the other , and whichever 
, they long to leave it behind , and always think of themselves 
Though 
rength } have already overeóme me ; 
ight in misfortune , for as much as 
Who but a fool asks me if , when 
ave loved sos.much \s now dead , but 
m whose life God takes away : since 
is quite contrary to your own , and 
time thinking of my misfortunes and 
I 
ng : in whatever direction I look , I 
do not act as I would wish , since I 
y , God / to make me love you , for I 
I come to grieve for her death and I 
worship the god of Love , and , now I 
ir cause is a dead letter as far as I 
am 73 
am a Catholic , but Faith does not warm me , f 
am a had Christian in my works , I am not angr 
am a prisoner , in fear , of your intelligence 
am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and when 
am absent , I miss that woman\who makes me liv 
am afraid that your own faint will , if I shou 
am alive , having seen her die ; with great lo 
am alive , my heart does not show such grief a 
am an enemy to myself when I think to be a fri 
am at case in this , since I find pleasure in 
am besieged by a suffering greater thah that o 
am burned 
am certain that my will is free and I do not k 
am certain that the greatest good derives from 
am compelled to lament my misfortune ; I have 
am compelled to leave him , what to others is 
am concerned 
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II 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XCVII 
cv 
XIX 
XLVI 
LXXXIX 
CV 
cv 
II 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
LXXXI 
LXXXIX 
CV 
II 
XVIII 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
I 
cv 
LXXXIX 
CV 
XCVII 
cv 
XCII 
LXVIII 
LXXVI I 
XLVI 
CV 
LIV 
XCII 
CXIV 
LXIII 
CV 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
CV 
LXVIII 
XLVI 
LIV 
LXXIII 
LIV 
CV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CV 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
LXXIX 
20 
46 
84 
47 
144 
31 
35 
12 
101 
23 
32 
24 
85 
14 
5 
54 
88 
1 
40 
21 
33 
51 
9 
86 
51 
34 
8 
158 
97 
1 
12 
45 
35 
39 
184 
83 
3 
162 
31 
7 
55 
102 
17 
41 
22 
40 
28 
94 
89 
38 
211 
65 
1 
43 
181 
39 
that you take pleasure in me ; and I 
ithin the body which it loves , and I 
out the reason for which I am sad , I 
wish to mourn , and when I do not , I 
od ! Prolong my life , since I feel I 
ne who is so weak in strength , for I 
rned into anger , and ( that ) , if I 
g holds you back from me as long as I 
spair if you consider my desserts ; I 
What 
is Love who accuses me , { now that I 
by Love that I cannot say how much I 
sadness I wear ; I feel joy , while I 
el such pleasure that I forget that I 
not reach it : so it is with me , who 
your will to become entirely mine ; I 
, I do not valué it sufficiently ; I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
hen I see you far away , for ( when 
is seems to me a poor excuse , that 
hich ) drives me to such jealousy ; 
I am a had Christian in my works , 
aspire to tile ñame of lover , for 
I do not feel great delight , since 
grief and it seems to me extreme ; 
don everyone with all my heart , if 
you ñor do I blame you in any way ; 
e in laughter , some in tears , for 
me to root out the reason for which 
find myself a prisoner , ( now that 
longer fear death ? It will be when 
weak in strength , for I am dying and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
rly bought with painful sighs ; and 
y words , giving to understand that 
t my life should be drawn out , and 
person , so much so , that I think 
and if Love ever brought pleasure , 
you to blame , for I confess that 
ffended you with great sin 
O Love , 
; and if 
o Love : 
Because 
by which ng ; that other ( desire ) 
, since Love has ceased to fight 
am confident that you will come to know me wel 
am content with any kind of reputation : in an 
am content with the sadness I wear ; I feel jo 
am displeased enough , for I wish to lose all 
am drawing near to you 
am dying and am so feeble that I cannot say : 
am forced to leave this world , my whole misfo 
am given your will 
am greatly vexed that my life should be drawn 
am I to do , since I do not deserve your help 
am ) in love 
am in love 
am in such a state 
am in this world , and when I try to see his d 
am in trouble , and see that you are sufficien 
am jealous if you love God a great deal ; when 
am lacking in both fear and hope 
am like the master whose ship lies cióse to sh 
am like the philosopher who , in order to rise 
am losing what many men have lost , and I suff 
am mortally afraid to have news of you , great 
am } near you , nothing can trouble me , and , 
am no lover of the present , but of the past , 
am not afraid of my corruption , great as it i 
am not afraid that the slightest hair on your 
am not angry with you ñor do I blame you in an 
am not as passionate as I should be 
am not disposed to feel it ; but , through his 
am not in a state to wish to receive advice an 
am not like the little page who seeks a master 
am not pitied for what my heart is suffering 
am prepared for ( the ) good or { the ) evil o 
am quite certain that you continually perform 
am ready to taste cali or honey on behalf of t 
am reminded of Death , and I return to my grie 
am sad , I am content with the sadness I wear 
am ) set free by Love , and , having left him 
am set on fire by your love , and that cannot 
am so feeble that I cannot say : 'In you is my 
am sure that it will come sooner or later , if 
am talking nonsense 
am terrified that it may end ; I live in suffe 
am that man who , in time of storm , when most 
am that most extreme of lovers , after him who 
am that person ; the world would be a great ma 
am that servant who bears no grudge if his ser 
am the man who can bear witness to it 
am the one at fault ; I have judged you with a 
am this man who is called Ausias March ! I pra 
am this man who takes pleasure in death , sinc 
am too weak , gorge yourself on my flesh , but 
am truly sorry that I have accused you of ingr 
am unique in love , it seems to me as if every 
am watered with continual suffering , if it fa 
am worth as much to you as many who never serv 
am wounded and cannot be cured , since she who 
among 
XCIV 71 a hostile thing , for one small good among 
XCIV 3 rything in me were a strange custom : among 
CI 19 but if , by chance , he finds himself among 
XCIV 60 Who can believe that , among 
XVIII 19 e would find me to be the one phoenix among 
XCII 234 were certain that she had been placed among 
XIX 41 Lily among 
LIV 41 Lily among 
XXXIX 39 Lily among 
XXIII 41 Lily among 
XVIII 56 Lily among 
XIII 41 Lily among 
LXXIII 56 Lily among 
XIII 5 ales of great deeds ; and let me walk among 
great ills brings ( more ) pain , and I 
other people , love is lost through abse 
rocks is afraid ( lie does not know wher 
shameful loves , an honest desire should 
the best ; for I alone renounce the hord 
the saints , I should not want her to be 
thorns : believe the lover who is dumb a 
thorns : Love 's torments make Fear and 
thorns : may God make you realize how fo 
thorns : my power is not so great that i 
thorns : my will is tempered in that who 
thorns : we both know that a man may wel 
thorns : whoever considers love ( finds 
tombs , questioning the souls of the dam 
3 ed the truth 
amorous 1 
and restraining my own amorous desire so that it does not distract me 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
CI 
CXIV 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
XIII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
XCVII 
CV 
XCII 
79 
186 
200 
15 
52 
226 
106 
155 
32 
29 
11 
204 
17 
98 
150 
, all love repels me and seems to me 
Love is 
ve proceeds from both together , from 
Id have sworn I was capable of making 
cting wisely in me , wants me to make 
If I believe 
ch all ends termínate , and it is not 
that Love or Fear could do me carne to 
end my last day , there will also be 
h cannot be corrupted , so Death puts 
my terrible sins ; before death puts 
And you see that Death puts 
Her ) life had still not come to 
quite contrary to your own , and I ant 
I look on all things with 
an 27 
an abominable thing ; if I mix any pleasure wi 
an accident and not a substance , and makes hi 
an act which does not make it clear which of t 
an armed man suffer , have surrendered to her 
an effort , and I do not apply myself to this 
an end has come to our love , and I lose hope 
an end if it does not end in you 
an end on the day when I saw her cióse her eye 
an end to good loving 
an end to my base appetite : this was enclosed 
an end to my suit , may it please you , God , 
an end to their desires ; { but ) she cannot e 
an end when I saw her draw near to death , say 
an enemy to myself when I think to be a friend 
an equal countenance : nothing makes me sad , 
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LXXIII 
XVIII 
cv 
XCII 
XCIV 
III 
XCIV 
XIX 
XCII 
XIII 
IV 
XXIII 
17 
5 
95 
164 
61 
7 
105 
22 
242 
38 
43 
42 
II 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
XIII 
cv 
XIX 
CXIV ' 
CI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XIX 
XCII 
XVIII 
XIII 
XCVII 
XXIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
I 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XLVI 
I 
LXXXI 
LXXIX 
CI 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXXXII 
III 
XCII 
CV 
LXVIII 
XCII 
IV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XIII 
XCIV 
XIX 
IV 
cv 
XXIX 
XCVI 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
LIV 
XCII 
XIII 
XIII 
LXXVII 
CV 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
CI 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
II 
LXIII 
2 
108 
38 
213 
18 
35 
26 
77 
9 
3 
11 
57 
31 
52 
35 
1 
61 
15 
35 
240 
23 
188 
64 
57 
51 
244 
15 
36 
4 
39 
22 
37 
51 
8 
15 
216 
192 
3 
65 
9 
133 
20 
51 
9 
10 
40 
17 
28 
3 
2 
20 
37 
117 
212 
34 
36 
163 
19 
25 
16 
77 
59 
50 
22 
52 
51 
10 
22 
126 
4 
45 
3 
40 
suffering does not torture me to such an 
My spirit contemplates Love to such an 
one at fault ; I nave judged you with an 
That desire which comes from an 
believe that , among shameful loves , an 
Help me within the space of an 
: from the one and the other is born an 
cióse to my end , since my desire has an 
Love dealt them an 
e of your meagre favours , there dies an 
ly and your desires are vain , for in an 
t so'great that it could make for you an 
extent that I should wish to leave its bitt 
extent that it seems to sepárate itself com 
eye of flesh ; I beg you give light to the 
honest cause will give rise to noble action 
honest desire should struggle to be alone , 
hour , for my symptoms show that I shall no 
illegitimate child , contrary to its parent 
impossible aim ; the hour will not delay , 
incurable wound ; Death separated them : it 
innocent man and a martyr to loving you : h 
instant your pleasures turn to loathing , a 
invisible crown 
anchor 1 
ie firmly believes that with a single anchor he has enough 
at the ship should perish 
anchors 1 
he breaks anchors and tackle in a safe harbour , and I s 
In every love there is a lover 
favours , there dies an innocent man 
uch my spirit , which resembles you ; 
nature , because of which I get angry 
h pleasure , I shall soon come to die 
have made a full confession of this , 
e opinión , thinking I lose the world 
All that I think 
bleeding , from the stroke of Love , 
ring , they long to leave it behind , 
ole time thinking of my misfortunes , 
so weak in strength , for I ara dying 
, which are contraríes , so that will 
( for the body is the soul 's prison 
Let people celébrate feast days 
ast live in retirement from the world 
He may be familiar with your colour 
0 make the oíd man act like a child , 
ake my spirit where her own resides ; 
an with her child , who , if it cries 
e I leave all that my emotions feel , 
en by the power of contraríes ? Sweet 
This desire communicates with soul 
Man is composed of soul 
of judgement , when we take on flesh 
ing from the sea where they were born 
for a long , time near habitation , ( 
the place where he could take refuge 
ve has ceased to fight ; I am wounded 
ecause he sees no track ; he will not 
me against oblivion ! Wound my heart 
e from nature are contained in limits 
perience and judgement fail ; fortune 
s , with clumsy tongue ; his gestures 
What in the past was tangled 
me , Lord , with the fire of faith , 
1 , keeping him warm in time of frost 
feel a different sorrow which clothes 
As the sea complains deeply 
overs : I love you with such a love , 
wet my face when 1 think of her life 
Everyone seeks 
1 course ; all suffering is conquered 
love makes me like a child : I desire 
which I travel ; I want to go back , 
his kind who is too strong for him , 
ongue can describe of him who is dead 
ay grow much less if yours fluctuates 
ess ) , so Love carries off my spirit 
My feelings drive my thoughts up 
mpound actions which torment lovers , 
are two desires which follow nature , 
ich and poor feel their harsh evils , 
'Behold the greatest lover of all ' , 
hose liver is devoured- by a vulture , 
h ; I remain indifferent to past good 
Then , evil here 
were cleansed.,of evil humours ; good 
est love in me V since , between good 
f it goes downhill , so will my own , 
) near you , nothing can trouble me , 
to preserve the lover from both hope 
who disagree with me are without love 
and sadness are present to him , hope 
I love 
All that I see 
the greater part attracts the lesser 
; seeing that the sky is quite clear 
like death , who catches the fugitive 
and 396 
and a beloved ; so , once the body is dead , h 
and a martyr to loving you : he who would ( gl 
and , above all , may my faith not wander ñor 
and accuse myself for no reason ; and the seco 
and all hope of cure is now lost to me 
and all my senses have joined in ; I suffer be 
and all that is ( in it 
and all that my eye sees , the more beautiful 
and all those who , with burning hearts , have 
and always think of themselves 
and am at case in this , since I find pleasure 
and am so feeble that I cannot say : 'In you i 
and appetite conflict ; everything the body an 
and as long as the soul dwells in it , it is i 
and be glad , praising God { and ) playing gam 
and be known only as a hermit 
and bearing , but he will not be able to speak 
and ( because of whom ) the wise man may not c 
and , before my life ends , I wish my body to 
and begs her for poison , has so little sense 
and believe in Paradise by faith and judge it 
and bitter at once , their flavour is not sepa 
and body ; it is born of them and performs the 
and body , which are contraríes , so that will 
and bone , we shall share out our bodies witho 
and bred , they will leap on to dry land as a 
and ) by chance one of them appears and remind 
and by misfortune cannot reach it : so it is w 
and cannot be cured •, since she whom I love ha 
and cannot use a level path , he cannot go bac 
and capture all my senses , do as you like wit 
and certainty 
and Chance disturb their functioning 
and colour are sufficient indications , apart 
and confused has gone : the grain is no longer 
and consume in fire that part of me which is c 
and cool in summer when the heat comes ; despi 
and covers me completely , when I think that D 
and cries out when two strong winds attack it 
And Death attacks so fiercely and in such a wa 
and Death cannot take it away from me 
and death ; I live in sadness , remembering he 
and desires his like ; thus I take no pleasure 
and diminished by time ; I do not say that my 
and do not desire for no reason 
And do not think I was so foolish as not to se 
and do not turn my steps in that direction 
and does not come back until he has recovered 
and does not know where he will go ( he does n 
and does not show that it increases ; and if i 
and does not take with it any impure thoughts 
and down like clouds in the air ; at times I g 
and each feels such pain , of sucha kind , ac 
and each of them guides man naturally ; when t 
and each of them with { his ) proud ways 
and each one pity my evil fate 
and each time the flesh is renewed , though th 
And { even ) if death did not inflict such a p 
and evil \ 
and evil afterwards , without end 
and evil preserve man ' s radical heat , withou 
and evil , they blind my thoughts 
and , falling from a height , it will break to 
and , far from you , I find nothing good witho 
and fear ; in such present joy will lie be fou 
and fear love 's suffering , and when they are 
and fear show him from a distance their good o 
and_ fear with honest shame the spirit alone of 
and feel turns to grief , reminding me of you 
and finds the way which leads to his true end 
and fine , lie firmly believes that with a sin 
and flees from him who wishes , to find her 
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CI 
XCII 
XXIII 
XCVII 
XCII 
I 
XCII 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXXXI 
LXXIII 
II 
II 
cv 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CI 
XVIII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XIX 
I 
XXIII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
III 
LXXIX 
CV 
XCII 
II 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
LXXXIX 
LXVIII 
CXIV 
III 
I 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
XIX 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XVIII 
XCII 
XCVII 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXXXII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
CI 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
LIV 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
CV 
LXXIII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
CV 
LIV 
XXXIX 
XCII 
IV 
29 
46 
27 
23 
123 
14 
203 
4 
36 
40 
2 
43 
5 
2 
108 
3 
123 
13 
17 
104 
36 
42 
2 
18 
32 
88 
111 
2 
37 
98 
107 
20 
46 
7 
102 
28 
19 
45 
5 
18 
128 
53 
8 
9 
98 
76 
60 
119 
67 
57 
23 
6 
124 
148 
27 
30 
76 
4 
227 
53 
48 
184 
3 
56 
97 
72 
22 
21 
34 
14 
161 
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55 
33 
29 
48 
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91 
3 
175 
59 
31 
216 
18 
37 
21 
234 
137 
27 
11 
114 
31 
Love wants me 
may be called concupiscible desire , 
e a fair number ( who are ) very wise 
s or left without blood ! Little love 
go away unless they reject both love 
e the man who is condemned to death , 
for some pleasure on its own account 
( now that I am ) set free by Love , 
es I see him denounced as a traitor , 
nd the reverse disturbs man 's nature 
se to death , when the weather is bad 
exists soiely where his goodwill lies 
master whose ship lies cióse to shore 
h is the measure of all other goods , 
should pay no attention to my works ; 
ry man judge the cause of my desire , 
castle I was a serf ; I saw a gesture 
If Love were a rational substance 
I contémplate both her spirit 
at war , in peace I would be defeated 
horns : believe the lover who is dumb 
the man who takes pleasure in drearas 
se when we try to express what a fair 
m Death has taken away from earth , ( 
ficiently ; I am lacking in both fear 
Love does not live when desire 
e , from which great desire is born , 
The world is at peace 
will is quite contrary to your own , 
f pity 1 come to grieve for her death 
I know that you take pleasure in me ; 
1 is within the body which it loves , 
so dearly bought with painful sighs ; 
ed that my life should be drawn out , 
at you may have regard to my desire ; 
ople enjoy themselves around the fire 
deprived of all love , earth fails me 
esh grow thin , brings me suffering ; 
ish to God that my thoughts were dead 
pirit alone of her whom God forgive , 
in me , wants me to make an effort , 
nce I am certain that my will is free 
I want to rise up 
in a state to wish to receive advice 
e in pain , leading a perverse life , 
onfess this sin : my hope is troubled 
ve , at others I scarcely feel pain , 
dead person comes from mutual love , 
her death , they are quite distinct , 
r is believed as much as lie wishes ; 
you much more in death than in life , 
ess they reject both love and grief ; 
ave given me a straight commandment , 
ven ) my enemy has pitied me for it , 
have not experienced such a flavour , 
ing the advice of their good reason ; 
d my clear day is dark night to men , 
believe an end has come to our love , 
e in sadness , remembering her life , 
rous , another must make me content { 
I am reminded of Death , 
nchors and tackle in a safe harbour , 
e ; its power will be shown in action 
e to think that I ever offended her , 
ong great ills brings { more ) pain , 
I am losing what many men have lost , 
ver runs away from Love , finds him , 
and heard a voice from a frail body , 
e , I bear no great signs of injury , 
do not love you as much as I would , 
ich is evil because of my great sin ; 
long as he does not break the rules 
I have offended you with great sin 
anything of hers , it gives me pain 
I miss that woman who makes me live 
leads towards you ; do this , Lord 
ver I feel content with the present 
t my desires will never be achieved 
y will not fail me if they are firm 
uld wish to leave its bitter limits 
letely that it removes its cataract 
and does not show that it increases 
my feelings remain in hope of this 
ove overeóme the fear I have of you 
for that is pleasure rs chief enemy 
ound in the thoughts of the sad man 
my sufferings have decreased at all 
e it is no more than brute appetite 
and 
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Fortune draws me away : my strength is not 
generally lasts , since it greatly concern 
good , but it is my Lady Teresa who tastes 
great pity should be enough for it to show 
grief ; and I go through pains like those 
has known this for a long time and takes c 
, having achieved it , the other bears its 
, having left him , all pleasure has gone 
he avoids me , who have honored him more t 
he does not achieve the end which he seeks 
he is in danger at sea , and sees the plac 
he places his entire will in hers 
he sees approaching , a sudden spell of st 
he thinks it ( as safe as } a castle ; see 
he who does not resemble you , God , is no 
he who suffers misfortunes should not look 
he will easily observe the results in me ; 
heard a voice from a frail body , and I , 
held the sceptre of majesty , rewarding go 
her body ; I feel joy as great as that of 
her slave 
him who changes colour from one moment to 
his pleasure comes from foolish thoughts , 
honest body deserves ; well-bred young men 
) honest desire remains in me unmixed 
hope 
hope are dead , and in nothingness there c 
hope , which passes through all these stag 
I alone at war , since Love has ceased to 
I am an enemy to myself when I think to be 
I am ccrapelled to lament my misfortune ; I 
I am confident that you will come to know 
I am content with any kind of reputation : 
I am sure that it will come sooner or late 
I am terrified that it may end ; I live in 
I beg Love to give you all his strength 
I can join in their games , walk over snow 
I cannot reach to Heaven 
I carry in my heart a continual fire witho 
I could spend my life in sleeping ! He liv 
I desire nothing of myself or of the world 
I do not apply myself to this { as I shoul 
I do not know what prevents me from this p 
do not try hard enough : such is the wei 
do not want to see any remedy : rather h 
fear everlasting death in the next world 
feel great discord within me 
feel sufferings which bring pleasures wi 
feel the full pain of this : { which is 
feel them separately , as if they were v 
find myself so overeóme by Love that I c 
forgive those who will not believe me : 
go through pains like those of Hell beca 
have made this rule into a bent sickle 
have never been able to be a friend to m 
I have to taste what is more bitter than g 
I leave it through false opinión , thinkin 
I live by that which ordinary people do no 
I lose hope of seeing her again , unless I 
I mourn her death as best I can 
) I must find my pleasure outside myself 
I return to my grief , and when I do so , 
I see many people die from trivial ailment 
I shall prove my words by my deeds 
I should like to redeem this with my blood 
I strive that suffering should become a ha 
I suffer more , the more I excel them in 1 
I , who love him for his own sake , not re 
I , who search for Love within myself , ha 
I , who would have sworn I was capable of 
I wish it were more obvious to other peopl 
I wish to do this , but custom hinders me 
if by death I can redeem my error , this w 
if God wishes me to dwell in Heaven , apar 
if he does this , you will come to the ext 
if he goes beyond what nature decrees , th 
if I am too weak , gorge yourself on my fl 
if I avoid it , it is as if I were parting 
if I do not weep , who sees me laugh , tho 
if I ever stray from it , may I be sure to 
if I feel sad because of some present inst 
if I must end my last day , there will ais 
if I pray to you for my flesh , do not lis 
if I see before me the worm of absence , a 
if it could act without hindrance , no eye 
if it goes downhill , so will my own , and 
if it were certain that she had been place 
if love does not enter into me as I should 
íf Love ever brought pleasure , I am. the m 
if people have seen in me great suffering 
if some day they were to pass , the time f 
if you see the lover ( burn } in the fire 
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Love of evil 
ant actions are performed by the soul 
O true Love ! I invoke 
approaching , a sudden spell of storra 
ons , the soul is no great obstacle ; 
) which gives joy without suffering , 
f his senses who settles his accounts 
such a love I love her who is dead , 
live when desire and hope are dead , 
since it does not cali upon virtue , 
And Death attacks so fiercely 
who are envious of all good things , 
,in a single day , melancholy reigns , 
I fear , rather than love , you , 
nature decrees , the result is false 
eneral , since it dwells both outside 
Fair 
, but of the past , which is nothing 
die , since it is not like the other 
joy at seeing myself in this state , 
the end in which all ends termínate , 
ut it on , I felt it was very large , 
ath , you may lose your power to love 
t , unless constancy struggles hard , 
any other thing ; all men feel this , 
I feel grief 
ancing its colour and natural state , 
asure which one receives through it , 
el , and believe in Paradise by faith 
I see experience 
all its forces ? God , who is pitying 
soul is involved , so that the tears 
These arrows are of gold 
e me strength to reject it altogether 
be filled with tales of great deeds ; 
Less than fish are found in woods 
enced a greater one , so I feel scorn 
r lesser in sorneone else 's opinión , 
Pleasure 
t art by one who is out of his mind ; 
intention of him who is a true lover 
Great suffering can alter the law 
d ( these things ) -feel great delight 
is an accident and not a substance , 
? O cruel evil which takes away youth 
who have not understood my writings , 
this so that I may think only of you 
I see you ( to be ) just 
it ) without me is foolish or stupid 
More 
The str'onger 
to it : I remember her acts of love , 
ove 's great sadness may be a certain 
which it hides from the rnost subtle , 
ntity is necessary for my happiness , 
for poisons so that comfort may die , 
suffering , for my desire is not firm 
I seem to live in another world , 
ople , love is lost through absence , 
not feel that desire of the senses , 
pot in the oven , chancing its colour 
Reason 
the infinite damnation which I fear ; 
naws my thoughts , another my heart , 
these desires takes its own course , 
for time past occupies my imagination 
Love is an accident 
• implore you both to change your law , 
ble at this kind of love ; it is felt 
so much against me , may be appeased 
ur gesture restrains all my actions , 
Then , what wonder I love it ? 
pply myself to this ( as I should ) ; 
has made me worship the god of Love , 
erienced this ( in another 's death ) 
of the time it gives me sterile grief 
These arrows are of gold and lead , 
elled to take Love 's advice : on you 
esses him / which is a lack of good , 
that you will come to know me well , 
from one another , bringing pleasures 
orne which recall hevr to me in sadness 
When I imagine our united wills 
nourishéd for you by understanding -
such a case , does one 's reason hide 
her is Death a crucible which refines 
th soul and body ; it is born of them 
world through being unable to love ; 
and in that same day , choler , blood 
and ignorance of good is the reason men do not 
and immediately the cause is in the body 
and implore you : since you have wounded me , 
and impossible weather ; he calculates that if 
and , in conteraplation , the soul rests in suc 
and in its presence blind desires can see 
and , in losing such pleasures , is divorced f 
and , in my fear , I love everything that had 
and in nothingness there can be no hope ; what 
and in part is sensual appetite 
and in such a way that , in killing another , 
and in such purpose are assisted by Fortune ! 
and in that same day , choler , blood and phle 
and in your presence I confess this sin : my h 
and inconstant desire 
and inside us 
and intelligent lady : all tasks are light , ( 
and ( is ) finished ; I take comfort and pleas 
and is ( much ) greater 
and it can compel me to renounce all pleasure 
And it continúes to address the body with grea 
And it hurts me to think that I ever offended 
and it is not an end if it does not end in you 
and { it is ) very tight now that I wear it 
and it may quickly be turned into anger , and 
and it mistrusts the advice of the envious 
and it requires no subtlety , for outside your 
and it seems to me extreme ; I am not in a sta 
and it will appear to hate anything which rest 
and its pillar is subtle thought , which does 
and judge it by reason 
and judgement fail ; fortune and Chance distur 
and just , shows himself to be cruel : so conf 
and lamentations of both are never silent 
and lead , and of a metal which is called silv 
and let me feel a tiny spark of the pleasure w 
and let me walk among tombs , questioning the 
and lions dwell in water will my love ever cha 
and loathing for those desires which , ( once 
and Love assumes power , depending on where it 
and love , from which great desire is born , a 
and Love , who has caused it , knows the reaso 
and loves himself for being of such a mind 
and make a heart composed of steel and stone 
and make it their occupation to understand you 
and makes himself known to us through his acti 
and makes the flesh rot in the tomb ! The spir 
and many more who have never heard of them 
and may find the way which leads towards you ; 
And may I die straight away if my words are fe 
and merciful ; I see your will which grants gr 
and monstrously uncouth 
and more does hope abandon me , and the fear o 
and more powerful Love is in me , the nearer t 
and more vividly than before ; I do not consen 
and much nobler fate than any other pleasure
 f 
and my clear day is dark night to men , and 1 
and my desire may grow much less if yours fluc 
and my heart is never so full of pleasure as w 
and my judgement is now disturbed in me 
and my own actions seem strange to me ; like t 
and my own love does not end with death ; inde 
and my spirit covets works of love ; I have no 
and natural state , and it will appear to hate 
and nature créate this other desire , for grea 
and nature does not comprehend such suffering 
and neither rests , and their work can only be 
and no one knows where the médium lies 
and no other good dwells there 
and not a substance , and makes himself known 
and not to resemble that ( law ). which is harm 
and not understood ; few nave known its cause 
and not wholly contrary to me 
and nothing can hold back my desire ; burning 
And nothing consoles me so much 
and now , entirely overeóme by my oíd habits , 
and , now I am compelled to leave him , what t 
and now it terrifies me 
and occasional pleasure with another , ( more 
and of a metal which is called silver : each o 
and on him depends my perfect good 
and , ( once ) that good ( is ) achieved , suc 
and , once you have known me , all the sufferi 
and other feelings which trouble me 
and others - many - which show her as happy 
and our conversation , now separated for ever 
and over the flawless movement of your lovely 
and passion assemble all its forces ? God , wh 
and perfeets gold , leaving it puré , and scat 
and performs their sepárate actions 
and perhaps I might love , if he would allow m 
and phlegm 
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posite lies outs'ide nature , a strong 
yez , oyez , all you who love truly , 
e , is mixed with other base metáis , 
as if I were parting from her ; times 
ast days and be glad , praising God { 
Let squares , streets 
and ( is ) finished ; I take comfort 
t will find haven on a deserted beach 
ds of such mortal enemies ; both rich 
e sceptre of majesty , rewarding good 
make him think he will be reprieved , 
( and ) by chance one of them appears 
away by passion , exceed the truth , 
my sufferings , I immediately lose it 
eprived of the hope of pleasure ; joy 
and perfects gold ,, leaving it puré , 
I see before me the worm of absence , 
II , for I suffer the pain of longing 
o it is with me , who am in trouble , 
h more than this , all love repels me 
r is bad and he is in danger at sea , 
food to satisfy his dangerous hunger 
ife , for Love wants me for his court 
llingly abandon myself to his sadness 
mmon to the dead ; come back to earth 
arts towards which my desires mount , 
be called single ; neither is humble 
feel such great sweetness in itself , 
at my will may be joined with yours ; 
rests on it for a moment ; fish great 
hich lead me to great madness ; yes , 
no less for them than I ask of you ; 
just one , with which he wounded me , 
petite conflict ; everything the body 
e up arms against them ; but the east 
aw and make a heart composed of steel 
my pleasures contain mortal suffering 
ood ; few have known its cause ; joys 
hip should perish , he breaks anchors 
give me-back the time of my suffering 
race without merits ; you freely give 
pie towards the other : they conflict 
die , since they have half killed me 
, and has known this for a long time 
pising the worth of his former master 
dark , ( and that there were ) howls 
when I am set on fire by your love , 
one think that I spin out my words , 
it may quickly be turned into anger , 
ing that in it this love originates / 
set sail without the contrary wind , 
ugh , for I wish to lose all pleasure 
I wish the clear day were dark , ( 
ain that you continually perform good 
et my false companion feel pleasure , 
More and more does hope abandon me , 
do not think at all of tile living , 
eart a continual fire without smoke , 
t receive great good or much injury ; 
ithout ( themselves ) being in love , 
ve , who she is , what she is worth ; 
y eye sees , the more beautiful it is 
, soul seeks its like : from the one 
two of which follow nature : one dies 
ts whole operation is worthy of man , 
At one 
gry and accuse myself for no reason ; 
m , with their friends the north-east 
colour from one moment to the next / 
I see the mistral 
sport is confined to arrows of lead , 
nother my heart , and neither rests , 
d pity me if I deserve to be pitied , 
uffering or pleasure occurred there ; 
g in wishing me in the next world , ( 
My will combines with my reason 
s for a long time and "takes courage , 
questioning the souls of the damned ; 
e sees that the sick man has no fever 
e wounds of Love are of three kinds / 
I desire what may cost me dear / 
n of death is much more than feared , 
the east , the other from the west , 
o obtain , for it is entirely false , 
you , for they will not believe it ; 
wledges the understanding as master , 
passion finds in us a fitting place , 
ot take with it any impure thoughts , 
ther not to lessen my firm intentions 
ed for me ; to you , it is present , 
d such great power to cause suffering 
s ) to avoid all people who are happy 
and piercing , but relentless , worm 
and pity me if I deserve to be pitied , and th 
and , placed in the fire , the dross goes off 
and places point to her with their fingers , a 
and ) playing games between times 
and pleasant gardens be filled with tales of g 
and pleasure in this thought , but when I lose 
and poison seems to it a remedy 
and poor feel their harsh evils , and each of 
and punishing faults , he would find me to be 
and put him to death without a moment for reme 
and reminds him of his past pleasures , so tha 
and restraining my own amorous desire so that 
and return to my anguish 
and sadness are present to him , hope and fear 
and scatters the rest in smoke 
and ( see ) comfort struggling against love , 
and see no way of hoping for any good 
and see that you are sufficient to remedy my c 
and seems to me an abominable thing ; if I mix 
and sees the place where he could take refuge 
and sees two clusters of fruit on a fine branc 
and sends for me 
and shall live sadly for ever 
and show what has become of you : your look wi 
and similarly they arise in three ways ; they 
and simple towards the other : they conflict a 
and , since I feel no other pleasure , I shall 
and , since I know that the world is of no pro 
and small will rush to save themselves and wil 
and so great that I prefer her scorn , her reí 
and so I beg you to enter my heart , since you 
and so I give up ( my ) Ufe 
and soul taste naturally is a pleasant , life-
and south-west winds will help them , with the 
and stone 
and such suffering is bound up with pleasure 
and sufferings usually come from it 
and tackle in a safe harbour , and I see many 
and take away my liberty ? I find myself a pri 
and take away your gift without merits 
and take up arms against one another 
and taken away my life 
and takes courage , and they make him think he 
and taking a dislike to his behaviour , ( but 
and tears instead of songs 
and that cannot be without contempt for life a 
and that I exaggerate my deeds by my utterance 
and ( that ) , if I am forced to leave this wo 
and that it ( is the body which ) feels most p 
and that key which shuts you in the cupboard c 
and that my eyes would never stop weeping ! I 
and that there were ) howls and tears instead 
and ( that ) you are right whether you give de 
and the envious one , who takes delight in mis 
and the fear of that evil which I dread overwh 
and the grief which I endure without reward wi 
and the heat does not reach my outer part 
and the high extreme ( of love ) is its own pl 
and the liar is believed as much as lie wishes 
and the more I find ( in her ) , the worse it 
and the more pleasure it brings me , the more 
and the other is born an illegitimate child , 
and the other lasts for ever , the third is th 
and the reverse disturbs man 's nature and he 
and the same time , I found myself disinclined 
and the second is the terrible refusal you giv 
and the south , humbly begging the tramontana 
and the timid man when he thinks of Love ; as 
and the west wind take up arms against them ; 
and their forcé is not sufficient to draw bloo 
and their work can only be interrupted by that 
and then see if there has been such a case in 
and there are some which recall her to me in s 
and ) therefore take my spirit where her own r 
and they agree , pursuing quality , performing 
and they make him think he will be reprieved , 
and they will reply , for they have no one but 
and thinks him well , since he is healthy to t 
and this can be seen from the arrows with whic 
and this hope consoles me for many evils ; I d 
and this is partly because it is common to all 
and ( this ) lasts until one of the winds aban 
and this vexes the soul 
and those who see you , if they cannot see wit 
and , though it may disagree with it , in the 
and , ( though ) we could oppose it , we do no 
and thus I experience the pleasure which never 
and to keep you continually present ( to me 
and "to me , a future cause 
and to promise pleasure ; I , in my imaginatio 
and to resent that suffering should ever end 
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ot feel pity for him who lies in pain 
ame time , I found myself disinclined 
When the eye does not see 
ood which he possessed ? He sees well 
g thorns : Love 's torments make Fear 
uch your will desired me , fearing ( 
ions praised , the false seems true ( 
understanding was not slow to speak , 
Our spirit considers only good things 
hink of my situation ! ) Sleeping , ( 
ts pleasure ; later the soul feels it 
ce of these , since they are the path 
consider any ( lover ) from the past 
am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , 
of Death , and I return to my grief , 
iearned do not succeed in mastering , 
at I forget that I am in this world , 
emy , bringing him news of troubles ; 
the way which leads to his true end ; 
they share in the body or the soul ; 
out love and fear love 's suffering , 
the kind of dress it has adopted , ( 
ch he always feels one or the other , 
ose desire covets them both equally , 
an to think of the person one loves , 
h me man achieves t'his supreme good , 
il me / for she whom I love is cone , 
ill disappear , my feelings stiffer , 
All pilgrims together will make vows 
nd small will rush to save themselves 
have greater knowledge of his aliment 
Sails 
, for as much as I am able , I mourn 
( since I had been ) living with it , 
t cannot be without contempt for life 
that there will be a great upheaval : 
ste ! I have a heart of steel , flesh 
ant your pleasures turn to loathing , 
only help the man who helps himself , 
said to be a voluntary act of good , 
to you as many who never served you , 
reated me that I might save my soul , 
ou cannot fail any who approach you , 
with great scorn : 'You wish vainly 
ur lack of love drives on my desire , 
and torment ; so I pardon everyone with all my 
and totally abandoned by love : because of whi 
and touch is not practised , the desire which 
and truly , unless he is a fool , that he will 
and Trust share the same lodgings ; there is n 
and ) trusting everything to the future 
and ) truth false 
and utterly refuted this argument , saying tha 
and virtues when it acts entirely in accordanc 
and ) waking , I engage my imagination in cont 
and wants to achieve its own pleasure , which 
and way to the others 
and what Love can do in a place which is prepa 
and when I do not , I am displeased enough , f 
and when I do so , I suffer pain which weakens 
and , when I speak , they deny my words , givi 
and when I try to see his deeds from within , 
and when it tries to provide him with some pie 
And when she lived on earth in the flesh , I w 
and when the appetite desires what is necessar 
and when the loved one dies , love lasts for a 
and when they are in suffering / they long to 
and ) which for a long time it has worn , of b 
and whichever he loses lie later recovers 
and who will not appease it until he has chose 
and whoever attains to this forgets everything 
and whoever hopes { to obtain it ) without me 
and will not come back 
and will not go away unless they reject both 1 
and will promise many votive offerings of wax 
and will search for secret hiding-places : esc 
and will understand its nature much better 
and winds will accomplish my desires , making 
and wish to mourn , and when I do not , I am d 
and with a fresh ailment I come to die , since 
and without my despising it for your sake 
and woe to those who are in their hands ! Who 
and wood , all in one 
And yet this seems to me a poor excuse , that 
and you are tired of them : every day you are 
and you cannot fail any who approach you , and 
and you do not know the way to this good 
and you have done no less for them than I ask 
and you know that the reverse may happen to me 
And you see that Death puts an end to their de 
and your arms are a sign of this 
and your desires are vain , for in an instant 
and your eyes have shattered my arraour ; my th 
anger 3 
Already your anger accuses my.delay ; your pity finds nothi 
ove and it may quickly be turned into anger , and ( that ) , if I am forced to leave 
The sinner suffers God 's anger when in this world lie is sent no triáis 
angry 4 
rrupt nature , because of which I get angry and accuse myself for no reason ; and th 
Though you show yourself í to be ) angry , this is the fault of our ignorance ; y 
that I consider anyone a fool who is angry with you 
had Christian in my works , I am not angry with you ñor do I blame you in any way ; 
anguish 3 
immediately lose it and return to my anguish 
ecause of me ; let me not suffer such anguish 
Take away the anguish of seeing myself lose the world , for 
LXXIX 28 er so feeble , has -broken his bow 
announce 1 
I announce this to the world 
128 
announced 1 
es not achieve the other : Saint John announced the coming of the Messiah 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XIII 
II 
XXIX 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXVII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
89 
121 
2 
61 
55 
115 
207 
22 
16 
47 
22 
29 
2 
159 
34 
134 
140 
8 
50 
126 
conflict and take up arms against one 
) free , ( they pulled ) against one 
one can have it in his power to love 
they take different courses from one 
; it is the beginning , through which 
hey appreciate the- joys of Paradise ; 
1 ñor ever thought to pay homage ( to 
le grief and occasional pleasure with 
ure come ; if I find him ungenerous , 
it : for one worm gnaws my thoughts , 
the wilderness when lie is beaten by 
evils : I have,experienced this { in 
Who will mourn for death , his own or 
y and in such a way that , in killing 
th for myself : I have feared her for 
n a stump of wood ; no one grieves if 
lory gathered within himself , loving 
I seem to live in 
another 20 
another 
another 
another against his will , ñor be so strong , 
another , bringing pleasures and other feeling 
Another desire , which makes its way between t 
another end is achieved , according to the pro 
another example of this is the evil which we f 
another ) ; in every base action , his was a s 
another , { more ) gentle kind of suffering 
another must make me content { and ) I must fi 
another my heart , and neither rests , and the 
Another , not myself , is to blame for this ; 
another of his kind who is too strong for him 
another 's death ) and now it terrifies me 
another ' s , such is the great evil ?'One cann 
another , she kills me 
another ; since she has been cruel , let her s 
another suffers injury 
another with sincere intention , for her virtu 
another world , and my own actions seem strang 
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48 oor unbarred 
answering 
it will find me hurably answering 
39 red 
antidote 1 
but it is like the insufficient antidote whose power is cancelled by too much 
LXXIII 
XCII 
CV 
II 
LXIII 
CV 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
XVIII 
LXXXII 
XCVI 
II 
XCII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XIX 
XCVII 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CV 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XIX 
LXVI 11 
LXIII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
IV 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XLVI 
III 
XIII 
IV 
XLVI 
CV 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
I 
IV 
47 
222 
113 
28 
32 
154 
37 
46 
5 
7 
4 
31 
26 
139 
11 
26 
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30 
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170 
98 
29 
25 
1 
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34 
21 
37 
36 
38 
8 
16 
12 
16 
25 
17 
1 
77 
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24 
74 
57 
19 
90 
15 
59 
8 
61 
11 
16 
34 
57 
11 
92 
198 
33 
156 
36 
5 
tent with any kind of reputation : in 
it feel no longer exists ; if I have 
y frail heart burns without receiving 
ionging and see no way of hoping for 
ask you to give me physical health or 
f my spirit and does not take with it 
hich it loves , and I am content with 
at love within me ; but if I consider 
for my desires are not to be found in 
vial ailments : no one is certain how 
ich comes from her great misfortune ! 
ure that it does not make true love ( 
great pain , which lasts longer than 
that my own is utterly different from 
e a certain and much nobler fate than 
rest , for the will does not rest in 
1 come to the extremity , if there is 
to me an abominable thing ; if I mix 
ng , so that I never again experience 
ceive advice and I do not want to see 
rt of my great pleasure is that which 
If at 
If at 
no other experience , I think , is of 
angry with you ñor do I blame you in 
o helps himself , and you cannot fail 
I do not ask him for 
any 28 
any concern of my own , my will is dead 
any desire , he is a fool who does not believe 
Any end ( which is ) found in this world is no 
any favour 
any good 
any goods of nature or fortune , but merely , 
any impure thoughts , and thus I experience th 
any kind of reputation : in any concern of my 
any ( lover ) from the past and what Love can 
any man , except in him who is not troubled at 
any matter will end 
Any misfortune is small if it is not eternal , 
any more ) distant from me ; hotter than the s 
any other 
any other kind ( of suffering ) : in quantity 
any other pleasure , since pleasant languor is 
any other thing ; all raen feel this , and it r 
any place where Love may take root in you ; hi 
any pleasure with my sufferings , I immediatel 
any pleasures : not only those base pleasures 
any remedy : rather have I taken my theme from 
any sad man is allowed , for , when such a per 
any time I sinned against Love , 1 have been p 
any time I thought myself a lover , I can reco 
any valué ; the way has been cleared by Death 
any way ; I am quite certain that you continua 
any who approach you , and your arms are a sig 
any woman who Uves on earth , merely that lie 
LXXIII 
XCII 
IV 
XCII 
59 
48 
30 
52 
s me , who have honored him more than 
from your power , so that I consider 
sion : therefore I do not complain if 
ice ; I love as much as Love can make 
severe that it seems incredible that 
deceived himself , he will never find 
After misfortune , 
entirely from these ( senses ) dies ; 
at the beginning , so that the end of 
it may not be considered sweeter than 
tion , not having wished for or known 
ny have left the world without losing 
: apart from you , God cannot give me 
eyes show me favour , ñor can I know 
If I see 
o help me by making the world give me 
r desire ñor yet guidance to wish for 
it that I neither desire ñor wish for 
red within me , so as not to think of 
al state , and it will appear to hate 
d colour are sufficient indications , 
if God wishes me to dwell in Heaven , 
Wise lady : 
olour and natural state , and it will 
ally displays clemency , your hostile 
res : the body on its own desires the 
pleasure of love ; extremes have the 
To all 
ation , ( and ) by chance one of them 
them both equally , and who will not 
ch rebels so much against me , may be 
he third is that which looks to false 
upon virtue , and in part is sensual 
ited , since it is no more than brute 
ich are contraríes , so that will and 
anyone 3 
anyone 
anyone a fool who is angry with you 
anyone does not wish me well 
anyone love 
anyone should wish for that of which lie has n 
anyone to treat him better 
anyone who experiences the taste of good canno 
anyone who is in such a state feels a strange 
Anyone who is not sad or has not at some time 
anything 12 
anything does not satisfy me 
anything else 
anything else 
anything , following the advice of their good 
anything in which there is no dissatisfaction 
anything more certain about you ; indeed , it 
anything of hers , it gives me pain , and if I 
anything , of its own , since it has nothing t 
anything on earth ; my thoughts are gathered w 
anything outside myself 
anything to do with the world 
anything which rests on it for a moment ; fish 
apart 3 
apart from his agony , which speaks for itself 
apart from seeing Him , for my pleasure to be 
apart from you , God cannot give me anything i 
appear 1 
appear to hate anything which rests on it for 
appearance 3 
appearance is immeasurably good 
appearance of filth ; the soul by itself wishe 
appearance of perfect good 
appearances 1 
appearances , my suffering is not as great as 
appears 1 
appears and reminds him of his past pleasures 
appease 1 
appease it until he has chosen one or the othe 
appeased 1 
appeased and not wholly contrary to me 
appetite 9 
appetite 
appetite 
appetite , and if you see the lover ( burn ) i 
appetite conflict ; everything the body and so 
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XCIV 
xciv 
XCIV 
XCIV 
cv 
46 
42 
37 
29 
126 
leads to his true end ; and when the appetite desires what is necessary to it , man 
When appetite follows the soul 's part , man goes s 
When reason controls the appetite , its whole operation is worthy of ma 
ted , so Death puts an end to my base appetite : this was enclosed in the bodily par 
uman end gives no rest or term to the appetite , though without it man does not achi 
CV 
CV 
53 s me to make an effort 
84 
206 
21 
CV 
CV 
XCVI 
XLVI 
XXIII. 
XCVI 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
LXVI 
CI 
XCIV 
CV 
II 
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CV 
XCIV 
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CV 
22 
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40 
32 
17 
8 
30 
39 
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51 
52 
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29 
24 
19 
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40 
7 
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17 
60 
223 
133 
68 
20 
12 
8 
37 
10 
44 
172 
49 
89 
5 
64 
24 
21 
44 
11 
58 
26 
24 
89 
132 
51 
7 
35 
20 
13 
9 
23 
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11 
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118 
22 
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94 
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11 
12 
15 
6 
17 
18 
12 
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211 
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107 
apply 1 
and I do not apply myself to this { as I should ) and now 
appreciate 2 
mprehend such suffering , ñor can man appreciate , still less feel , it 
fear the pains of Hell more than they appreciate the joys of Paradise ; another exam 
approach 1 
himself , and you cannot fail any who approach you , and your arms are a sign of thi 
approaching 1 
And he sees approaching , a sudden spell of storm and impo 
are 
any who approach you , and your arms are 
of which it can be said that the laws are 
t everyone pities me ; as much as you are 
e on earth for me - for as long as we are 
We are 
given ( also ) to me : whichever you are 
all good things / and in such purpose are 
were in favour of fulfilling it ; you are 
dant parts sing in harmony , now they are 
The impulses which come from nature are 
is composed of soul and body , which are 
ve does not live when desire and hope are 
O Death , who are 
ve a scar , but those whom lie wounds are 
deserves ; well-bred young men , who are 
n clings to life because his ailments are 
d may I die straight away if my words are 
those who wíll not believe me : there are 
le ; charity will not fail me if they are 
Less than fish are 
h for anything on earth ; my thoughts are 
rather than love ; but , even as they are 
he prayers come from , but where they are 
( which is ) to avoid all people who are 
have pursued it , but , though ( they are 
ointment which cures us sufferers who are 
Id with which Love wounds those ( who are 
Let all who are 
ear love 's suffering , and when they are 
great upheaval : and woe to those who are 
hich attack one , b'ut all those which are 
Fair and intelligent lady : all tasks are 
lovers who lost the woman they loved are 
My deeds of love are 
the body , I feel sorrow , since they are 
re decrees it , because its pleasures are 
I see many men who are 
you are tired of them : every day you are 
rikes , whence those who are stricken are 
There are 
at the tears and lamentations of both are 
hings , indolence sleeps in you ; you are 
they loved are like me in part , but are 
If it is there , they are 
e been revealed to many martyrs ( who are 
letely from the body , for my desires are 
ligence rules over subtleties - which are 
, but , though ( they are } hungry , are 
These arrows are 
The wounds of Love are 
changes , for in one instant actions are 
he hope of pleasure ; joy and sadness are 
together ; but since her death , they are 
They are 
inually perform good and ( that ) you are 
for those desires which , { once they are 
rs who placed the true end in oneself are 
the desires which were-confused in me are 
an take no pleasure in yourself : you are 
r pleasure occurred there ; and there are 
ich passes through all these stages , are 
h which he strikes , whence those who are 
according to th'e^manner in which they are 
umsy tongue ; his gestures and colour are 
who am in trouble , and see that you are 
O you , who are 
you , since I firmly believe that you are 
uctant to imagine my condition ; they are 
s lie is not protected from you ! You are 
h come to the soul by way of the body are 
You are 
You are 
82 
a sign of this 
a single one 
able , extend your power over me 
alive , I do not believe this can happen -
all coarse when we try to express what a f 
allotted , I ( too ) shall suffer it 
assisted by Fortune ! I implore you both t 
compelled to take Love 's advice : on you 
compelled to , though ( when they were ) f 
contained in limits and certainty 
contraríes , so that will and appetite con 
dead , and in nothingness there can be no 
envious of all good things , and in such p 
exempted from death 
expert ( in such matters ) , have pursued 
familiar to him , if by chance some other 
feigned ! Your lack of love drives on my d 
few who believe things other than those wh 
firm , and if I pray to you for my flesh , 
found in woods and lions dwell in water wi 
gathered within me , so as not to think of 
, give me abundance of these , since they 
going to 
happy and to resent that suffering should 
) hungry , are obliged to go on suffering 
ill because of you 
) in love 
in love follow me , let some of them folio 
in suffering , they long to leave it behin 
in their hands !. Who will give me back the 
indifferent 
light , ( compared ) to my triáis when I s 
like me in part / but are not altogether e 
like the Romans1 { deeds ) , which were gr 
lost beyond recall 
lost in Death ; in its suffering my soul i 
loved , without ( themselves ) being in lo 
made aware of this 
made to feel pain from their wounds accord 
many on earth who have not understood my w 
never silent 
no virgin , since God wished you to bear o 
not altogether equal 
not as before the event ; it is changed : 
} not as clever as the scholars who have n 
not to be found in any man , except in him 
nourished for you by understanding - and o 
obliged to go on suffering ( hunger 
of gold and lead , and of a metal which is 
of three kinds , and this can be seen from 
performed by the soul and immediately the 
present to him , hope and fear show him fr 
quite distinct , and I feel them separatel 
reluctant to imagine my condition ; they a 
right whether you give death or life : eve 
) satisfied , cause Love to diminish , cho 
seen ( to be ) in disagreement : this is a 
shown clearly by their outward behaviour : 
so gross that you do Love no service ; Lov 
some which recall her to me "%n sadness and 
sources of delight to me , but the fear of 
stricken are made to feel pain from their 
struck 
sufficient indications , apart from his ag 
sufficient to remedy my cares 
supreme suffering when you join together u 
sure of it ; although you show that the re 
terrified of me , as of a dead man 
that pestilential air that brings a mortal 
the compound actions which torment lovers 
the end in which all ends termínate , and 
the good which is the measure of all other 
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cv 
XCII 
IV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
IV 
XXIII 
XCVI 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
IV 
cv 
XVIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CI 
CI 
XCII 
XLVI 
cv 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
LXVIII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
224 
59 
44 
33 
49 
42 
27 
13 
9 
46 
21 
26 
222 
30 
60 
16 
41 
15 
42 
89 
3 
22 
241 
202 
241 
18 
115 
7 
13 
18 
21 
25 
10 
ve me abundance of these , since they 
There 
pleasures turn to loathing , and you 
There 
the secrets which God keeps in store 
: 'You wish vainly and your desires 
one ; He has made a fair number ( who 
The place where you 
Those who disagree with me 
east offended by such behaviour , you 
are the path and way to the others 
are three parts towards which my desires mount 
are tired of them : every day you are made awa 
are two desires which follow nature , and each 
are unattainable , though these have been revé 
are vain , for in an instant your pleasures tu 
are ) very wise and good , but it is my Lady T 
are will make me change my mind concerning wha 
are without love and fear love 's suffering , 
are without love , or do not know what love de 
The body had one 
w to speak , and utterly refuted this 
rs ) come from attrition , since they 
ve to diminish , choosing those which 
my desires mount , and similarly they 
h is not practised , the desire which 
That desire which 
have sworn I was capable of making an 
íre , and your eyes have shattered my 
the other : they conflict and take up 
the mistral and the west wind take up 
fail any who approach you , and your 
ends , I wish my body to lie with its 
d baptism , I had not returned to the 
, I wish my body to lie with its arms 
m , when most people enjoy themselves 
, the time for this to begin has now 
w how your hearts were pierced by the 
These 
re our own , Love shot all his golden 
By such 
These days hís sport is confined to 
kinda , and this can be seen from the 
argument 2 
argument for its part , saying that in it this 
argument , saying that the body , because of i 
arise 3 
arise from fear rather than love ; but , even 
arise from the spirit , which never tires , bu 
arise in three ways ; they take different cour 
arises 2 
arises entirely from these ( senses ) dies ; a 
arises from my flesh alone , if it is not dead 
armed 1 
armed man suffer have surrendered to her wit 
armour 1 
armour ; my thoughts , weakening { my strength 
arms 5 
arms against one another 
arms against them ; but the east and south-wes 
arms are a sign of this 
arms around hers 
arms of life / but had then paid my account to 
around 2 
around hers 
around the fire and I can join in their games 
arrived 1 
arrived 
arrow 1 
arrow of gold with which Love wounds those { w 
arrows 5 
arrows are of gold and lead , and of a metal w 
arrows , but thoughtlessly kept just one , wit 
arrows , many were killed in the past ; now Lo 
arrows of lead , and their forcé is not suffic 
arrows with which he strikes , whence those wh 
6 1 troubled thoughts 
art 1 
uttered without art by one who is out of his mind and Love 
II 
XCVI I 
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cv 
cv 
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cv 
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157 
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47 
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178 
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24 
as 
e to shore and he thinks it ( as safe as 
ment from the world and be known only as 
I avoid all pleasure as 
bred , they will 1-eap on to dry land as 
ranees , my suffering is not as great as 
estingpiace ; take ( my ) instability as 
; in some places I see him denounced as 
s composition , loves in the same way as 
Just as 
If it is there , they are not as 
ring her life , and I mourn her death as 
ealed to many martyrs ( who are ) not as 
mpt me ; their cause is a dead letter as 
emember that you rewarded the thief ( as 
he timid man when he thinks of Love ; as 
As 
all appearances , my suffering is not as 
h all your heart that my suffering is as 
her spirit and her body ; I feel joy as 
My misfortune is not as 
ss and others - many - which show her as 
h thoughts placed such a desire in me as 
an does not fall into error , as long as 
nt cannot describe his illness , weak as 
s delight in misfortune , for as much as 
; their cause is a dead letter as far as 
othing holds you back from me as long as 
As long as 
g myself lose the world , for as long as 
ot sin so clearly in my understanding as 
er will my love ever change , as long as 
11 give rise ,to noble actions as long as 
oes not long , for the spring as much as 
now that I do not make as much effort as 
seeing that the sky is quite c 
108 
) a castle 
a hermit 
a hostile thing , for one small good among 
a last resort 
a mortal injury entails ; Death has the adv 
( a sign of } constaney 
a traitor , and he avoids me , who have hon 
a wolf or a fox ; for their power to love i 
all rivers run to the sea , so all ends en 
before the event ; it is changed : ( by ) D 
best I can 
clever as the scholars who have no knowledg 
far as I am concerned 
far as one can see , his works were not suf 
for the bold lover , may his time be wasted 
God removed the soul of Saint Paul from his 
great as a mortal injury entails ; Death ha 
great as I say 
great as that of the pious man in church 
great as that which oceurred to others : I 
happy 
has made me worship the god of Love , and , 
he does not break the rules , and if he goe 
he is , with clumsy tongue ; his gestures a 
I am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and 
I am concerned 
I am given your will 
I do not think , I find some rest , but my 
I grieve ( for it ) I do not love you as mu 
I have burdened my will with guilt 
I know that you take pleasure in me ; and I 
I live 
I ( long ) to be in your presence ; only by 
I might 
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r heart that my suffering is as great 
, and I do not apply myself to this ( 
of lover , for I am not as passionate 
rieve because I cannot grieve as much 
! And if love does not enter into me 
( for it ) I do not love you as much 
you ; I do not know why I do not act 
I am unique in love , it seems to me 
e from deciding to do this ; it looks 
s me pain , and if I avoid it , it is 
stinct , and I feel them separately , 
e , my 'heart does not show such grief 
m not afraid of my corruption , great 
reluctance to speak , her state such 
ise by means of it ) , except insofar 
ot consider himself blameless as long 
ve , and the liar is believed as much 
0 it , man does not fall into error , 
ask ; nothing holds you back from me 
of seeing myself lose the world , for 
1 in water will my love ever change , 
cause will give rise to noble actions 
an may not consider himself blameless 
n the loved one dies , love lasts for 
or the body is the soul rs prison and 
ay all pleasure on earth for me - for 
eward for my service ; I love as much 
I am worth as much to you 
rmed , acknowledges the understanding 
who takes delight in misfortune , for 
d deer does not long , for the spring 
I grieve because I cannot grieve 
I grieve ( for it ) I do not love you 
ng in love , and the liar is believed 
, but reward for my service ; I love 
misfortune that everyone pities me ; 
help , for I know that I do not make 
If I do not have 
I am worth 
ned away from hope , for I desire you 
nceals from you such a humble servant 
And do not think I was so foolish 
thoughts are gathered within me , so 
ondition ; they are terrified of me , 
that you rewarded the thief ( as far 
to tile ñame of lover , for I am not 
ies cióse to shore and he thinks it ( 
It is done with me 
it and her body ; I feel joy as great 
My misfortune is not as great 
ved one dies , love lasts for as long 
all these desires in confusión , just' 
ife of you who have left this world , 
Just 
d myself refreshed in his fire , just 
Just 
any martyrs { who are } not as clever 
t give me deceitful confidence ! Just 
ody is the soul rs prison and as long 
ce of your body ; he does not know it 
the Venetians is not as well-ordered 
Just 
om fear rather than love ; but , even 
xtend to base impulses : rather is it 
leasure on earth for me - for as long 
It would have been 
he government of the Venetians is not 
my heart is never so full of pleasure 
une that everyone pities me ; as much 
I believe , 
heart and capture 'all my senses , do 
If I do not have as much faith in you 
and now , entirely overeóme by 
as I say 
as I should ) ; 
as I should be 
as I should like at the infinite damnation whi 
as I should wish , increase my fear , so that 
as I would , and I wish to do this , but custo 
as I would wish , since I am certain that my w 
as if everything in me were a strange custom : 
as if I wanted to , but it is not true , since 
as if I were parting from her ; times and plac 
as if they were visible 
as in death , whose suffering is extreme 
as it is ; if I ask for Heaven , I do not valu 
as it is , to being king over the entire Frene 
as it was the beginning of our own law , becau 
as lie is not protected from you ! You are tha 
as lie wishes ; and I find myself so overeóme 
as long as he does not break the rules , and i 
as long as I am given your will 
As long as I do not think , I find some rest , 
as long as I grieve ( for it ) I do not love y 
as long as I know that you take pleasure in me 
as long as I live 
as long as lie is not protected from you ! You 
as long as the dead one retains the pledge of 
as long as the soul dwells in it , it is in da 
as long as we are alive , I do not believe thi 
as Love can make anyone love 
as many who never served you , and you have do 
as master , and , though it may disagree with 
as much as I am able , I mourn and wish to mou 
as much as I ( long ) to be in your presence ; 
as much as I should like at the infinite damna 
as much as I would , and I wish to do this , b 
as much as lie wishes ; and I find myself so o 
as much as Love can make anyone love 
as much as you are able , extend your power ov 
as much effort as I might 
as much faith in you as you would wish , ( it 
as much to you as many who never served you , 
as my greatest good 
as myself through his weakness ; certainly , i 
as not to see your great superiority before th 
as not to think of anything to do with the wor 
as of a dead man 
as one can see , his works were not sufficient 
as passionate as I should be 
as safe as ) a castle ; seeing that the sky is 
as should be done 
as that of the pious man in church 
as that which oceurred to others : I have made 
as the dead one retains the pledge of the livi 
as the desires themselves lay mixed together ; 
as the fates secretly decreed 
as the master detests his servant ( so much ) 
as the saint { who is ) burning in God finds c 
as the saints , seeing the divine light , real 
as the scholars who have no knowledge of such 
As the sea complains deeply and cries out when 
as the sick man clings to life because his ail 
as the soul dwells in it , it is in darkness ) 
as the subtle man does : the colour , yes , bu 
as ( the way in which ) your intelligence rule 
as the wind , depending on the región through 
as they are , give me abundance of these , sin 
as though ( it were ) dead 
as we are alive , I do not believe this can ha 
as well for me if , having received baptism , 
as well-ordered as ( the way in which ) your i 
as when my thoughts wander in love 
as you are able , extend your power over me 
as you chose to say of Judas , that it would h 
as you like with me , for I do not defend myse 
as you would wish , ( it is ) my great desire 
aside 1 
Leaving aside the manner of the troubadours who 
cv 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
cv 
cv 
87 
37 
11 
182 
153 
my corruption , great as it is ; if I 
I do not 
It is you I 
you have done no less for them than I 
I do not 
ask 5 
ask for Heaven , I do not valué it sufficientl 
ask him for any woman who u v e s on earth , mer 
ask ; nothing holds you back from me as long a 
ask of you ; and so I beg you to enter my hear 
ask you to give me physical health or any good 
Who but a fool 
asks 1 
asks me if when I am absent , I miss that wo 
aspire 1 
7 prepared {. for it ) , I simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of lover , for I am not as 
assailed 
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assemble 1 
*s reason hide and passion assemble all its forces ? God who is pitying 
good things 
assisted 1 
and in such purpose are assisted by Fortune I implore you both to ch 
someone else 's opinión 
assumes 1 
and Love assumes power depending on where it enters 
at 
If I find myself at 
not find my sufferings have decreased at 
n , except in him who is not troubled at 
I reflect that the dead do not think at 
If at 
If at 
e thinking of my misfortunes , and ara at 
But I lie at 
me , for I confess that I am the one at 
it , I recover it with much signing ; at 
: how will he do it despite himself , at 
they cannot see within , will be sad at 
e one he loves is dead ; or he should at 
killed by Death , ñor do I feel grief at 
hat body which I loved so much , look at 
that it has pleased you to shed tears at 
e in this world I shall never see her at 
ower of contraríes ? Sweet and bitter at 
At 
ouds in the air ; at times I grieve , at 
The world is at 
those things will be beneath me which at 
he weather is bad and he is in danger at 
taken hold of me , so that I feel joy at 
Anyone who is not sad or has not at 
n : whatever I undertake , I spoil it at 
annot grieve as much as I should like at 
to the one who loved it except grief at 
not show less pity than it has for me at 
ody , wellrestrained , sheds no tears at 
Most people tremble at 
up and down like dlouds in the air ; at 
f she through whom he wounded me were at 
The world is at peace and I alone at 
; whenever you suffered , I suffered at 
35 
a stage where I do not remember my grief , 
all ; and if some day they were to pass , t 
all by the flesh 
all of tile living , and the grief which I 
any time I sinned against Love , I have bee 
any time I thought myself a lover , I can r 
case in this , since I find pleasure in it 
death 's door : be sure of that 
fault ; I have judged you with an eye of fl 
first it enters into me with suffering , ( 
great cost ? I see that each man * s heart i 
heart when they believe me 
least live in retirement from the world and 
losing , the world 
me in my suffering : I hesitate to speak to 
my death , repenting that , because of your 
my side 
once , their flavour is not sepárate ; whil 
one and the same time , I found myself disi 
others I scarcely feel pain , and I feel su 
peace and I alone at war , since Love has c 
present weigh upon my sinews ; he who is no 
sea , and sees the place where he could tak 
seeing myself in this state , and it can co 
some time been sad should pay no attention 
the beginning , so that the end of anything 
the infinite damnation which I fear ; and n 
the memory of pleasure ; when this fails , 
the moment 
this 
this kind of love ; it is felt and not unde 
times I grieve , at others I scarcely feel 
war , in peace I would be defeated and her 
war , since Love has ceased to fight ; I am 
your misfortune 
attack 2 
y and cries out when two strong winds attack it equally 
not only those base pleasures which attack one 
one from the east , the ot 
but all those which are indiffere 
to him , if by chance some other kind 
And Death 
of the person one loves , and whoever 
ngrateful if I ever reject it or even 
lacking in strength , since I make no 
t at some time been sad should pay no 
e , his mentor ; for the greater part 
Bitter ( tears } come from 
I am this man who is called 
No other help from your love 
e full pain of this : { which is ) to 
I 
of hers , it gives me pain , and if I 
es pleasure in death , since I do not 
e him denounced as a traitor , and he 
This kind of love 
attacks 2 
attacks him , his imagination plunges him into 
attacks so fiercely and in such a way that , i 
attains 1 
attains to this forgets everything else , so t 
attempt 2 
attempt to leave it behind 
attempt to reveal my inclination 
attention 1 
attention to my works ; and he who suffers mis 
attracts 1 
attracts the lesser and finds the way which le 
attrition 1 
attrition , since they arise from fear rather 
Ausias 1 
Ausias March ! I pray God not to prolong my li 
avails 1 
avails me , unless your eyes show me favour , 
avoid 4 
avoid all people who are happy and to resent t 
avoid all pleasure as a hostile thing , for on 
avoid it , it is as if I were parting from her 
avoid the reason for which it comes to me 
avoids 2 
avoids me , who have honored him more than any 
avoids these conflicts , since its extent does 
47 me no occasion ( for either 
awake 
; wide awake with door unbarred 
1 
it will find me h 
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away 
o oblivion ; this thought alone takes away 
order to rise to lasting good , throw away 
er of the troubadours , who , carried away 
red ) to ray triáis when I see you far away 
dily part of her whom Death has taken away 
not true , since nothing takes Death away 
I cannot be turned away 
Whoever runs away 
uch a love , and Death cannot take it away 
each me : Fortune has no more to take away 
grief ) takes it away 
ne who has injured ,him , so I must go away 
nt for him ; but when the friend goes away 
And may I die straight away 
ack the time of my suffering and take away 
ce they have half killed me and taken away 
Love wants me and Fortune draws me away 
y , when I think that Death has taken away 
vers , after him whose life God takes away 
tate of mind , since He does not take away 
Take away 
ve me a crust of your bread , to take away 
Those from whom Death has taken away 
my feelings stiffer , and will not go away 
out merits ; you freely give and take away 
from Death ? O cruel evil which takes away 
back 
om I love is cone , and will not come back 
towards which I travel ; I want to go back 
It is you I ask ; nothing hoids you back 
all my actions , and nothing can hold back 
annot use a level path , he cannot go back 
are in their hands ! Who will give me back 
om which is common to the dead ; come back 
oo strong for him , and does not come back 
26 
all pleasure on earth for me - for as Ion 
all the cross pleasures of the world , fi 
by passion , exceed the truth , and restr 
, for { when I am ) near you , nothing ca 
from earth , ( and ) honest desire remain 
from him who wishes it for himself 
from hope , for I desire you as my greate 
from Love , finds him , and I , who searc 
from me 
from me 
from me , but since I do not die , I accu 
from you , for your action has weakened m 
, he is forced to grieve : when good depa 
if my words are feigned ! Your lack of lo 
my liberty ? I find myself a prisoner , ( 
my life 
: my strength is not equal to such confli 
our love 
: since I am alive , my heart does not sh 
that which makes me sad ! In my sadness I 
the anguish of seeing myself lose the wor 
the bitterness from me ; I have conceived 
the woman they loved will be able to judg 
unless they reject both love and grief ; 
your gift without merits 
youth and makes the flesh rot in the tomb 
, and do not turn my steps in that direct 
from me as long as I am given your will 
my desire ; burning winter , summer witho 
since someone else brought him { there ) 
the time of my suffering and take away my 
to earth and show what has become of you 
until he has recovered his strength to de 
bad 2 
cióse to death , when the weather is bad and he is in danger at sea , and sees the 
ealizing clearly that he has chosen a bad road in changing his situation for a highe 
badly 3 
If I have expressed my desire badly , be sure that it does not make true lov 
myself , is to blame for this ; think badly of him , since he conceals from you such 
ou wounded me , for I defended myself badly , thinking the day itself would protect 
CV 201 n as well for me if 
baptism 
having received baptism I had not returned to the arms of li 
LXVIII 
LXXIX 
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, bareheaded 
, walk over snow , with naked feet , bareheaded 
peace , so that all men may go about bareheaded 
serving a master who was never a 
there is no need to build castles 
base 
pay homage ( to another ) ; in every base 
orrupted , so Death puts an end to my base 
Wise lady : I cut off base 
t ; for I alone renounce the horde of base 
desire for the body cannot extend to base 
t from the mine , is mixed with other base 
rience any pleasures : not only those base 
7 
action , his was a savage heart ; he only 
appetite : this was enclosed in the bodil 
desires from myself ; no weeds grow on my 
desires which mingle with the good ; ther 
impulses : rather is it as though ( it we 
metáis , and , placed in the fire , the d 
pleasures which attack one , but all thos 
based 1 
: this is a sure sign that it is not based on truth ; consequently , it is of no sa 
bases 1 
Love ! Whoever desires your pleasure bases his satisfaction on a false ground ; thu 
Basque 1 
The Basque who is in Germany paralysed , unable 
be 
or I am not as passionate as I should be 
y mind that Love 's great sadness may be 
am an enemy to myself when I think to be 
or it , and I have never been able to be 
nk I am that person ; the world would be 
t the slightest doubt that there will be 
O Grief , ,be impartial to me ! ; be 
do Love no serVq.ce ; Love is said to be 
taken away the woman they loved will be 
colour and bearing , but he will not be 
imagining that my desires will never be 
with me , since wíiat I wish for never be 
, an honest desire should struggle to be 
s the taste of good cannot be said to be 
ust end my last day , there will also be 
Though you show yourself ( to be 
which rebels so much against me , may be 
106 
a certain and much nobler fate than any oth 
a friend 
a friend to myself , for I have never made 
a great marvel if I were not >afraid of misf 
a great upheaval : and woe toxthose who are 
a shield to me against oblivion ! Wound my 
a voluntary act of good , and you do not kn 
able to judge part of my suffering 
able to speak properly of your gesture 
achieved ; and if I must end my last day , 
achieved : no doctor will cure me of my des 
alone , pouring forth the marvellous effect 
altogether unlucky ; the food of love is no 
an end to good loving 
) angry , this is the fault of our ignoranc 
appeased and not wholly contrary to me 
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rtal plague into the world 
this world 
r the spring 
ither rests 
Then all those things will 
that if it lasts for long , it would 
It would 
; it would 
I want to 
It may 
e soul that no action in man can ever 
from seeing Him , for my pleasure to 
love is not so bitter that it may not 
for me to look for more , in order to 
moke , leaving puré gold which cannot 
s pitying and just , shows himself to 
ed to fight ; I am wounded and cannot 
is not completely sound , it can soon 
ded me were at war , in peace I would 
, mercifully , Love allows him not to 
radical heat , without which he would 
It is done with me as should 
am greatly vexed that my life should 
d ! Little love and great pity should 
Who would 
many evils ; I do not wish my life to 
f she is in Heaven , such good cannot 
He may 
quares , streets and pleasant gardens 
, since in { your ) service they will 
d fear ; in such present joy will lie 
the body , for my desires are not to 
esent instance , nothing future is to 
, but not a single step of mine will 
choice ( alone ) that my pleasure can 
Let people celébrate feast days and 
hindrance , no eye in the world would 
O Grief , 
One may know my life to 
the true end in oneself are seen ( to 
my whole misfortune will 
All my speech will 
as much as I { long ) to 
and their work can only 
rengthen my heart so that my will may 
I see you ( to 
ible condition of all those which can 
live in retirement from the world and 
nt to death , so that now I would not 
alone , if it is not dead , will not 
ath I can redeem my error , this will 
my pleasure to be complete , it will 
: that , without sadness , there can 
e dead , and in nothingness there can 
ul by itself wishes its clothing { to 
but I do not believe that my will can 
e truly , and pity me if I deserve to 
er { burn ) in the fire , he will not 
ne , since a visible crown should not 
pleasure - I do not know how - should 
the saints , I should not want her to 
age , and they make him think he will 
I think I shall 
to light the secrets which will never 
ou , if they cannot see within , will 
not look for a dark place in which to 
our own law , because of which it can 
experiences the taste of good cannot 
if the body is content , each one may 
ove are of three kinds , and this can 
gaze of those who .show themselves to 
performs outside me ; its power will 
o love another against his will , ñor 
g ; if I do not achieve it , I shall 
at favour is so powerful that it will 
But I lie at death 's door : 
If I have expressed my desire badly , 
, and if I ever stray from it , may I 
let me die ; death 's bitterness will 
When will 
unishing faults , he would find me to 
Let me not 
y believing that my supreme joy would 
I cannot 
your power to love and it may quickly 
o weeds grow on my riverbank ; let it 
ce I feel no other pleasure , I shall 
ice they will be firm ; Love likes to 
as for the bold lover , may his time 
day I no longer fear death ? It will 
n fire by your love , and that cannot 
ing , if it fails in me , it will not 
it please you , God , since I wish to 
be beneath me which at present weigh upon my s 
be better for him to seek harbour than to stay 
be better to endure my suffering than to mix a 
be better to have no eyes before receiving suc 
be burned by Love 's heat , for I find myself 
be called concupiscible desire , and generally 
be called single ; neither is humble and simpl 
be complete , it will be necessary for them to 
be considered sweeter than anything else 
be content 
be corrupted , so Death puts an end to my base 
be cruel : so confused is our knowledge of Him 
be cured , since she whom I love has no pity f 
be dead 
be defeated and her slave 
be deprived of the hope of pleasure ; joy and 
be destroyed 
be done 
be drawn out , and I am terrified that it may 
be enough for it to show great signs 
be equal to mourning the pious injury which co 
be exempted from a most grave event , which I 
be expressed ; if in Hell , my prayer is fooli 
be familiar with your colour and bearing , but 
be filled with tales of great deeds ; and let 
be firm ; Love likes to be waited on by such s 
be found ! I have forgotten that I ( ever ) ha 
be found in any man , except in him who is not 
be found in me 
be found there 
be fulfilled , even if you were in favour of f 
be glad , praising God ( and ) playing games b 
be impaired ; but it is like the insufficient 
be impartial to me ! ; be a shield to me again 
be in danger , falling into the hands of such 
be ) in disagreement : this is a sure sign tha 
be in not seeing you 
be in vain to those who have not seen you , fo 
be in your presence ; only by this bridge can 
be interrupted by that which is forbidden to m 
be joined with yours ; and , since I know that 
be ) just and merciful ; I see your will which 
be known on earth 
be known only as a hermit 
be living in doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hel 
be long in dying ; that other ( desire ) by wh 
be my sweet penitence 
be necessary for them to tell me there that it 
be no great joy 
be no hope ; whatever belongs to the body , De 
be ) of puré white 
be overeóme by such separation 
be pitied , and then see if there has been suc 
be pitied , much less defended 
be placed where there is a miracle 
be present 
be protected from Death 
be reprieved , and put him to death without a 
be reproached by many people for praising so h 
be revealed to the confessor 
be sad at heart when they believe me 
be sad : let him read my writings , which revé 
be said that the laws are a single one 
be said to be altogether unlucky ; the food of 
be satisfied 
be seen from the arrows with which he strikes 
be sensual lovers , unworthy of Love 
be shown in action and I shall prove my words 
be so strong , with sufficient forcé to undo t 
be so wretched that I shall have found Hell in 
be sufficient to preserve the lover from both 
be sure of that 
be sure that it does not make true love ( any 
be sure to find your ear deaf 
be sweet to me 
be the day I no longer fear death ? It will be 
be the one phoenix among the best ; for I alón 
be the only one in your disfavour ! With hands 
be troubled by that pleasure which quickly tur 
be turned away from hope , for I desire you as 
be turned into anger , and ( that ) , if I am 
be understood that , deep in my heart , my tho 
be ungrateful if I ever reject it or even atte 
be waited on by such servants 
be wasted 
be when I am set on fire by your love , and th 
be without contempt for life and without my de 
be without great cause 
be yours , to wish it also ; make your blood s 
56 
beach" 1 
inks it will find haven on a deserted beách and poison seems to it a remedy 
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XCII 
XXIII 
LXIII 
LIV 
160 
24 
15 
28 
XCII 
LXXIII 
15 
203 
40 
bear 4 
In terms of Love , I bear no great signs of injury , and I wish it 
e no virgin , since God wished you to bear offspring 
joy his delights ; every lover should bear this in mind : that , without sadness , t 
ought pleasure , I am the man who can bear witness to it 
bearing 
familiar with your colour and bearing but he will not be able to speak pro 
and 
bears 2 
having achieved it , the other bears its imprint 
I am that servant who bears no grudge if his service goes unrecogniz 
beaten 1 
s off into the wilderness when lie is beaten by another of his kind who is too stron 
CXIV 10 k and all that my eye sees 
beautiful 1 
the more beautiful it is and the more pleasure it bring 
31 
CI 
LXVI 
XCIV 
CV 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCII 
CI 
IV 
XCVI 
CV 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
LXIII 
XIX 
CXIV 
CV 
LXVI 
LXVI 
II 
XIII 
XVIII 
LIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XCVI 
21 
26 
1 
81 
25 
125 
34 
24 
27 
27 
23 
54 
59 
48 
68 
18 
32 
124 
35 
12 
23 
37 
26 
- 21 
72 
53 
43 
beauty 1 
ng to rnake herself wholly known : her beauty blinds the devout man her understandi 
because 
where to set his feet ) to go ahead , because 
! Just as the sick man clings to life because 
Because 
I grieve because 
I fear death because 
I go through pains like those of Hell because 
more than feared , and this is partly because 
ffers , since its nature decrees it , because 
1 my senses have joined in ; I suffer because 
his argument , saying that the body , because 
the more so if she is in such a place because 
d ! Reverse my natu,re , which is evil because 
with the present ; and if I feel sad because 
st , but my spirit is continually sad because 
place to suit me ; this is the fault because 
rst misfortune is my corrupt nature , because 
lined and totally abandoned by love : because 
it was the beginning of our own law , because 
the oíd man act like a child , and ( because 
which cures us sufferers who are ill because 
wn me , all the suffering I have felt because 
tears at my death , repenting that , because 
d was false , despising earthly glory because 
23 
he sees no track ; he will not and can 
his ailments are familiar to him , if 
I am unique in love , it seems to me a 
I cannot grieve as much as I should li 
I do not want to leave you , for Love 
in this world I shall never see her at 
it is common to all men 
its pleasures are lost in Death ; in i 
of it , but cannot prevent it , since 
of its composition , loves in the same 
of me ; let me not suffer such anguish 
of my great sin ; and if by death I ca 
of some present instance , nothing fut 
of the kind of dress it has adopted , 
of which I cannot love 
of which I get angry and accuse myself 
of which , I remain in such a sad stat 
of which it can be said that the laws 
of whom ) the wise man may not conside 
of you 
of you will not go unrewarded ; then y 
of your meagre favours , there dies an 
they experienced a greater one , so I 
become 4 
r a companion ? Through much loving I become a different person , so much so , that 
, and I strive that suffering should become a habit , so that I may never again kno 
I want your will to^become entirely mine ; I am jealous if you lov 
come back to earth and show what has become of you : your look will not cause me te 
236 rey God 
bee 
! But I do.not know what to bee 
XIX 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXVI 
XCII 
XIX 
XVIII 
XXXIX 
XIX 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
LXXIII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
XCII 
IV 
CV 
CV 
27 
201 
200 
200 
219 
141 
35 
63 
124 
30 
234 
26 
50 
1 
3 
140 
11 
231 
28 
102 
85 
17 
9 
18 
240 
17 
39 
132 
18 
74 
146 
been 
s pitied me for it , and I have never been 
It would have been 
to say of Judas , that it would have been 
have been better for him not to have been 
think , is of any valué ; the way has been 
eared her for another ; since she has been 
nds lie had in the world , not having been 
forth the marvellous effect which had been 
e the results in me ; my love has not been 
ess was nothing to me , ( since I had been 
; and if it were certain that she had been 
y time I sinned against Love , I have been 
are unattainable , though these have been 
ho is not sad or has not at some time been 
be pitied , and then see if there has been 
I shall lose those habits which have been 
before 
h is the weight of 'my terrible sins ; before 
ugh the dead do not return to earth , before 
te of time ;.. whatever I do , I regret before 
acts of love , and more vividly than before 
ters into me with suffering , { but ) before 
I see before 
So great is the good which is set before 
eave its bitter limits , and if I see before 
spirit where her own resides ; and , before 
In times before 
; it would be better to have no eyes before 
If it is there , they are not as before 
as not to see your great superiority before 
beg you , Lord , to cut short my life before 
Who will show me how to make excuses before 
of you , except that you ( should ) gath 
16 
able to be a friend to myself , for I hav 
as well for me if , having received bapti 
better for him not to have been born a ma 
born a man 
cleared by Death 
cruel , let her show no pity for me ; who 
for a long , time near habitation , ( and 
hidden by the power of. contraríes ? Sweet 
killed by Death , ñor do I feel grief at 
} living with it , and with a fresh ailme 
placed among the saints , I should not wa 
punished ( for it ) , (so that even ) my 
revealed to many martyrs ( who are ) not 
sad should pay no attention to my works ; 
such a case.in the present age or in time 
the cause of my not loving you 
15 
death puts an end to my suit , may it p 
I die , I shall have newsvof her 
I do it v 
; I do not consent to escape.from this 
long , it is a pleasant pain 
me a mountain of great suffering , sinc 
me that I live in hope of it without su 
me the worm of absence , and ( see J co 
my life ends , I wish my body to lie wi 
our own , Love shot all his golden arro 
receiving such a blow , but to him who 
the event ; it is changed : ( by ) Deat 
this ; my unchaste body was afraid to 1 
worse things happen to me ; I live in p 
you , when I have to give a detailed ac 
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LXXXIX 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXVI 
28 
96 
73 
169 
183 
41 
14 
XLVI 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
123 
76 
115 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
XXIII 
XCII 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCII 
III 
XIII 
XIX 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XIII 
II 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
may have regard to my desire ; and I 
e judged you with an eye of flesh : I 
man who travels in that direction ? I 
I 
for them than I ask of you ; and so I 
I 
! With hands jolned ( in prayer ) , I 
the north-east and the south , humbly 
y were to pass , the time for this to 
f it ) , except insofar as it was the 
tever I undertake , I spoil it at the 
t does not make men happy ; it is the 
23 ith her child , who , if it cries and 
I am ready to taste cali or honey on 
LXVI 11 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCVII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
I 
CV 
6 
22 
45 
31 
6 
11 
28 
190 
162 
102 
CV 
XXIX 
LXXVII 
II 
CI 
XXXIX 
XCVI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
197 
8 
21 
13 
39 
38 
22 
17 
26 
228 
226 
199 
188 
6 
31 
8 
6 
10 
60 
222 
27 
72 
18 
40 
41 
7 
32 
43 
22 
4 
beg 7 
beg Love to give you all his strength 
beg you give light to the eyes of the soul ! M 
beg you , Lord , to cut short my life before w 
beg you , Lord , to make me unfeeling , so tha 
beg you to enter my heart , since you have ent 
beg you to strengthen my heart so that my will 
beg your pity ; grant me no favour , but rewar 
begging 1 
begging the tramontana to blow favourably on t 
begin 1 
begin has now arrived 
beginning 3 
beginning of our own law , because of which it 
beginning , so that the end of anything does n 
beginning , through which another end is achie 
begs 1 
begs her for poison , has so little sense that 
behalf 1 
behalf of those who will receive good or evil 
behaviour 
er master and taking a dislike to his behaviour 
me are shown clearly by their outward behaviour 
ou feel in the least offended by such behaviour 
( but ) realizing clearly that he 
my flesh suffers , since its natur 
you are without love , or do not k 
behind 5 
nation ; all present pleasure is left behind 
reject it or even attempt to leave it behind 
in suffering , they long to leave it behind , and always think of themselves 
d when the time comes for me to leave behind former pleasure 
e is ready , but I draw near dragging behind me my sensual part 
'Behold 1 
people / so that everyone would say : "Behold the greatest lover of all * , and each 
beholds 1 
Quality varies according to what it beholds , for it is born inevitably from liken 
being 
Change into nothingness , I pray , my being 
the great fear which prevents me from being 
ho are loved , without { themselves } being 
So it has happened to me , being 
speak , her state such as it is , to being 
is a true lover and loves himself for being 
he latter , cancel my spirit , let my being 
I want no pleasure except that of being 
this : that I lose the world through being 
, for I prefer that to the dark , everla 
happy 
in love ,. and the liar is believed as mu 
in love , through the boundless pleasure 
king over the entire French nation 
of such a mind 
return to nothingness , the more so if s 
sad : I mean that pleasure ( which is ) 
unable to love ; and perhaps I might lov 
beings 1 
Human beings feel that many of the secrets which God 
er again 
belief 
unless I soon abandon this belief 
believe 
If I believe 
I believe 
leave all that my emotions feel , and believe 
have not seen you , for they will not believe 
This love , though fools do not believe 
thin , will be sad at heart when they believe 
fe , and I forgive those who will not believe 
stain it , for , without pleasure , I believe 
Who can believe 
ny desire , he is a fool who does not believe 
is cancelled by death ; but I do not believe 
it entirely beyond their confines ; I believe 
ed to say I love you , since I firmly believe 
body from soul , if liecould really believe 
Lily among thorns : believe 
11 not believe me : there are few who believe 
or as long as we are alive , I do not believe 
die of love ; the least you can do is believe 
1 
may my soul not remain in my body 
an end has come to our love , and I lo 
, as you chose to say of Judas , that 
in Paradise by faith and judge it by r 
it ; and those who see you , if they c 
it , is a true sign of the good which 
me 
me : there are few who believe things 
suffering does not remain 
that , among shameful loves , an hones 
that my spirit burns with puré love , 
that my will can be overeóme by such s 
that the motive ( for my suffering ) p 
that you are sure of it ; although you 
that you would pity him 
the lover who is dumb and him who chan 
things other than those which happen t 
this can happen - : { that ) after my 
with all your heart that my suffering 
ves ) being in love 
believed 1 
and the liar is believed as much as lie wishes and I find my 
is quite clear and fine 
believes 1 
lie firmly believes that with a single anchor he has enou 
believing 2 
se who dwell in love 's sickness , in believing me , feel no remorse in their consci 
cross pleasures of the world , firmly believing that my supreme joy would be trouble 
belongs 2 
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XXIII 
XCIV 
II 
XCIV 
13 Whatever belongs to the body but does not share in the 
113 gness there can be no hope ; whatever belongs to the body , Death turns ( it ) to no 
beloved 2 
14 less pleasure I receive from you , my beloved : displeasure is the way which leads t 
108 In every love there is a lover and a beloved ; so , once the body is dead , he who 
beneath 1 
165 Then all those things will be beneath me which at present weigh upon my sine 
benefits 1 
11 triáis ; let him not hope for God 's benefits : he who has not laboured receives no 
bent 1 
148 nt , and I have made this rule into a bent sickle 
XIII 
XVIII 
XCVII 
I 
LXVIII 
CI 
cv 
II 
LXVIII 
I 
LXVI 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
19 
53 
8 
16 
6 
200 
8 
12 
25 
39 
18 
50 
120 
55 
16 
2 
70 
64 
71 
48 
besieged 1 
17 I am besieged by a suffering greater than that of T 
best 3 
nd me to be the one phoenix among the best ; for I alone renounce the horde of base 
g her life , and I mourn her death as best I can 
rn out well for me ; that past is the best ( part ) of me 
better 8 
e will never find anyone to treat him better 
t and will understand its nature much better 
ay of Judas , that it would have been better for him not to have been born a man 
at if it lasts for long , it would be better for him to seek harbour than to stay 
is a fool , that he will never find a better situation 
It would be better to endure my suffering than to mix a ti 
1 plague into the world ; it would be better to have no eyes before receiving such a 
when I shall live llke a hermit , the better to keep Love 's feast days ; no one sho 
between 5 
s disturb honest love in me , since , between good and evil , they blind my thoughts 
ed against me ; the great differences between our discordant parts sing in harmony , 
Another desire , which makes its way between the two , is found to have no sure roa 
ording to the difference which exists between them on earth 
, praising God ( and ) playing games between times 
beyond 4 
uffering I experience is not entirely beyond my own natures , ñor is it entirely bey 
, I feel sorrow , since they are lost beyond recall 
d my own natures , ñor is it entirely beyond their confines ; I believe that the mot 
not break the rules , and if he goes beyond what nature decrees , the result is fal 
20 ime the flesh is renewed 
bird 1 
though the bird never ceases to feed on it for one worm 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
cv LXIII 
LXIII 
XCII 
cv 
II 
LXVI 
64 
17 
86 
221 
30 
27 
136 
52 
42 
20 
XCII 
CXIV 
CV 
II 
CV 
LXVI 
CV 
152 
49 
93 
29 
34 
35 
70 
XCII 
XCII 
XVIII 
XCII 
35 
34 
11 
50 
bitter 
y the power of contraríes ? Sweet and'- bitter 
xtent that I should wish to leave its bitter 
Thus disposed , what is bitter 
Bitter 
ur , and I have to taste what is more bitter 
unlucky ; the food. of love is not so bitter 
Some have said that Death is bitter 
grown so oíd in me that I find virtue bitter 
at once , their flavour is not sepárate 
limits , and if I see before me the wor 
seems sweet to me : so corrupted is my 
( tears ) come from attrition , since t 
than gall , for I suffer the pain of lo 
that it may not-be considered sweeter t 
; those who experience her taste may sa 
to the taste 
bitterness 2 
rust of your bread , to take away the bitterness from me ; I have conceived a great 
e you thus , or let me die ; death 's bitterness will be sweet to me 
bittersweet 1 
Love has a bittersweet flavour which my taste is unable t 'In you is my hope 
black 2 
; there is no colour left , white or black : for me , nothing is dark or light 
hich for a long time it has worn , of black material or coarse sackcloth • 
e me , God , if I have thought you to 
Another , not myself , is to 
ks , I am not angry with you ñor do I 
the wise man may not consider himself 
chosen to contémplate God , rebels , 
s , who lie .underground , your bodies 
It gives light to 
thout suffering , and in its presence 
e ; I have no fear of burning in that 
since , between good and evil , they 
blame 3 
blame , for I cpnfess that I am the one at fa 
blame for this ; think badly of him , since he 
blame you in any way ; I am quite certain that 
blameless 
blameless as long as lie is not protected from 
blaspheming 1 
blaspheming , against Him ; man cannot reckon 
bleeding 1 
bleeding , from the stroke of Love , and all t 
blind 4 
blind desire , though not so completely that i 
blind desires can see 
blind fire in which lovers grow hot 
blind my thoughts 
blinds 
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XXIII 31 ake herself wholly known : her beauty blinds the devout man ; her understanding is f 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCVII 
cv 
LXVI 
XLVI 
LXXIX 
XCII 
blood 5 
26 their forcé is not suffioient to draw blood 
97 I should like to redeem this with my blood 
20 gns , and in that same day , choler , blood and phlegm 
22 ot broken into pieces or left without blood ! Little love and great pity should be e 
13 e yours , to wish it also ; make your blood soften my hard heart : it has cured many 
blow 2 
39 nave no eyes before receiving such a blow , but to him who is wounded , death alone 
7 th , humbly begging the tramontana to blow favourably on them , that all five may br 
bodies 2 
2 hed ones , who lie underground , your bodies bleeding , from the stroke of Love , an 
245 esh and bone , we shall share out our bodies without distinction 
30 e appetite 
bodily 1 
this was enclosed in the bodily part of her whom Death has taken away f 
body 
XXIII 36 the flawless movement of your lovely body 
XCII 229 belief , may my soul not remain in my body 
XCIV 24 1 and immediately the cause is in the body 
CI 14 esture and heard a voice from a frail body 
XCII 53 nd appetite conflict ; everything the body 
XCII 210 which come to the .soul by way of the body 
IV 27 futed this argument , saying that the body 
XXIII 13 Whatever belongs to the body 
XXIII 39 understand you , since desire for the body 
XCIV 109 e the body is dead , he who loved the body 
XCIV 113 be no hope ; whatever belongs to the body 
XXIII 18 try to express what a fair and honest body 
XCII 206 When the body 
XVIII 6 o sepárate Itself completely from the body 
XIII 39 ou : he who would { gladly ) sepárate body 
CXIV 50 Nothing which concerns the body 
IV 21 The body 
XXIII 10 t fail to recognize the grace of your body 
XCII 104 I contémplate both her spirit and her body 
XCII 63 thoughts show me the pleasures of the body 
XCII 80 he body 
IV 24 sure ( from this ) , so that , if the body 
XCIV 109 a lover and a beloved ; so , once the body 
XCII 86 The body 
XVIII 34 might see divine mysteries ( for the body 
CV 50 I cannot move without you , since my body 
XCII 57 his desire communicates with soul and body 
II 36 such actions that in a short time the body 
II 37 Lack of sleep brings thinness to my body 
XCII 198 n is defined by his two natures : the body 
XCII 213 the extent to which they share in the body 
XCII 91 hen they act separately that , in the body 
XVIII 33 moved the soul of Saint Paul from his body 
XCIV 17 Within man 's body 
XCII 240 and , before my life ends , I wish my body 
IV 19 superiority before this ; my unchaste body 
XCII 92 the soul rests in such a way that the body 
XCII 51 Man is composed of soul and body 
XIII 28 it for not clothing in earth my naked body 
IV 23 ove originates , and that it ( is the body 
XCVI 10 spirit , who have departed from that body 
II 39 doubled by thinking of love ; the fat body 
LXXIII 45 ee in love that my soul is within the body 
LXXXIX 52 fraid that the slightest hair on your body 
IV 41. And it continúes to address the body 
45 
, and I , who would have sworn I was capa 
and soul taste naturally is a pleasant , 
are the compound actions which torment lo 
, because of its composition , loves in t 
but does not share in the spirit , the co 
cannot extend to base impulses : rather i 
cannot love , since he finds nothing to 1 
, Death turns ( it ) to nothing 
deserves ; well-bred young men , who are 
dies , nothing is left to the one who lov 
, for my desires are not to be found in a 
from soul , if lie could really believe t 
gives me pleasure , since the spirit has 
had one argument for its part , saying th 
; he does not know it as the subtle man d 
; I feel joy as great as that of the piou 
, I feel sorrow , since they are lost bey 
in itself desires its pleasure ; later th 
is content , each one may be satisfied 
is dead , he who loved the body cannot lo 
is so united with the soul that no action 
is the soul 's prison and as long as the 
is worse than paralysed ! Evil habits hav 
; it is born of them and performs their s 
loses a good part of its flesh 
, my wit is doubled by thinking of love ; 
on its own desires the appearance of filt 
or the soul ; and when the loved one dies 
's actions , the soul is no great obstad 
so that he might see divine mysteries ( f 
, the humours disagree ; from time to tim 
to lie with its arms around hers 
was afraid to lose a place which gave it 
, wellrestrained , sheds no tears at this 
, which are contraríes , so that will and 
, which expects to lose no other pleasure 
which ) feels most pain or pleasure ( fro 
which I loved so much , look at me in my 
which is given to sleeping cannot take a 
which it loves , and I am content with an 
will act against or scorn me 
with great scorn : 'You wish vainly and 
XLVI 
boil 1 
The sea will boil like a pot in the oven chancing its col 
LXXIII 
CV 
XCIV 
XLVI 
III 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
IV 
CV 
XCII 
200 
105 
15 
1 
103 
58 
26 
4 
88 
104 
bold 1 
4 4 n when he thinks of Love ; as for the bold lover , may his time be wasted 
bone 1 
244 judgement , when we take on flesh and bone , we shall share out our bodies without d 
borders 1 
4 ay die this instant if my speech ever borders on fiction 
born 6 
been better for him not to have been born a man 
like : from the one and the other is born an illegitimate child , contrary to its p 
escaping from the sea where they were born and bred , they will leap on to dry land 
and love , from which great.desire is born , and hope , which passes through all the 
ording to what it beholds , for it is born inevitably from likenesses ; flesh desire 
mmunicates with soul and body ; it is born of them and performs their sepárate actio 
both 11 
so that the tears and lamentations of both are never silent 
ine branch , whose desire covets them both'equally , and who will not appease it unt 
lúe it sufficiently ; I am lacking in both fear and hope 
I contémplate both. her spirit and her body ; I feel joy as g 
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LXIII 
XIII 
XCII 
XCII 
LIV 
LIV 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
XLVI 
XCIV 
II 
51 
41 
123 
76 
35 
31 
200 
6 
36 
22 
53 
14 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXIX 
27 
42 
47 
22 
cv 
XLVI 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCII 
XLVI 
I 
XCII 
LXVI 
XLVI 
III 
CXIV 
XCIV 
II 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XCVII 
XCII 
CI 
LIV 
XIX 
31 
15 
3 
8 
119 
243 
19 
20 
62 
38 
46 
4 
10 
71 
37 
25 
27 
22 
2 
23 
27 
21 
30 
sufficient to preserve the lover from 
Lily among thorns : we 
d will not go away unless they reject 
y people in general , since it dwells 
to the hands of such mortal enemies ; 
e assisted by Fortune ! I implore you 
Love proceeds from 
d comes very slowly to me , so dearly 
ortal suffering and such suffering is 
rather shall I vow to the God who has 
both hope and fear ; in such present joy will 
both know that a man may well die of love ; th 
both love and grief ; and I go through pains 1 
both outside and inside us 
both rich and poor feel their harsh evils , an 
both to change your law , and not to resemble 
both together , from an act which does not mak 
bought 1 
bought with painful sighs ; and I am sure that 
bound 2 
bound up with pleasure 
bound us together not to lessen my firm intent 
XXIX 
18 
man nature ; its sure sign is that no 
d to me , being in love , through the 
his power so feeble , has broken his 
sees two clusters of fruit on a fine 
Wise lady : give me a crust of your 
t , if nothing prevents you from it , 
1 into error , as long as he does not 
and , falling from a height , it will 
God that the ship 'should perish , he 
eeping > with dishevelled hair , your 
s were not sufficient ) ; your spirit 
from the sea where they were born and 
to be in your presence ; only by this 
avourably on them , that all five may 
el pain , and I feel sufferings which 
ed them : it is right that she should 
fferings of wax ; the great fear will 
oorly who has his thought for enemy , 
different courses from one another , 
! You are that pestilential air that 
love , but it is my fate that Fortune 
ich makes my tender flesh grow thin , 
utiful it is and the more pleasure it 
, for one small good among great ills 
Lack of sleep 
To live in pleasure 
ve , seeing his power so feeble , has 
in such a situation , since it is not 
liquids which never pardoned have now 
he cannot go back since someone else 
ure 's chief enemy,, and if Love ever 
I find myself 
is limited /since it is no more than 
bout bareheaded ; there is no need to 
Like the 
clearly in my understanding as I have 
boundary 1 
boundary endoses it 
boundless 1 
boundless pleasure I receive from you , my bel 
bow 1 
bow : I announce this to the world 
branch 1 
branch , whose desire covets them both equally 
bread 1 
bread , to take away the bitterness from me ; 
break 3 
break the custom which is common to the dead ; 
break the rules , and if he goes beyond what n 
break to pieces , for every extreme leads to i 
breaks 1 
breaks anchors and tackle in a safe harbour , 
breasts 1 
breasts open to show how your hearts were pier 
breathes 1 
breathes where it pleases ; how or why , no li 
bred 1 
bred , they will leap on to dry land as a last 
bridge 1 
bridge can I cross into the great calm of my h 
bring 4 
bring about my return 
bring pleasures with them 
bring them together 
bring to light the secrets which will never be 
bringing 2 
bringing him news of troubles ; and when it tr 
bringing pleasures and other feelings which tr 
brings 7 
brings a mortal plague into the world ; it wou 
brings me no occasion ( for either ) ; wide aw 
brings me suffering ; and I carry in my heart 
brings me , the more I find it makes me suffer 
brings ( more ) pain , and I strive that suffe 
brings thinness to my body , my wit is doubled 
brings with it fear of death , for that is pie 
broken 3 
broken his bow : I announce this to the world 
broken into pieces or left without blood ! Lit 
broken the thread which held the life of you w 
brought 3 
brought him ( there ) , for he would not have 
brought pleasure , I ara the man who can bear w 
brought very cióse to my end , since my desire 
brute 1 
brute appetite , and if you see the lover { bu 
build 1 
build castles to take refuge from him : his st 
bull 1 
bull who goes off into the wilderness when lie 
burdened 1 
burdened my will with guilt 
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31 appetite , and i'f you see the lover ( burn ) in the fire , he will not be pitied 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
XVIII 
CI 
XCII 
II 
36 
41 
3 
43 
11 
47 
223 
28 
XCII 
XCVI 
135 
LIV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
CV 
CV 
XXIII 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XCVI I 
IV 
XLVI 
XCII 
CV 
XCVI 
XIX 
LXXIX 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XIX 
XXXIX 
CI 
XCVI I 
XCII 
XCII 
XLVI 
XXIII 
XCVI I 
XIII 
LXIII 
CV 
XVIII 
CXIV 
IV 
II 
I 
XCII 
LXVIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXVI 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCVI I 
LXVI 
XCII 
XLVI 
III 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXIX 
CV 
LXVI 
I 
I 
XCIV 
1 
172 
89 
85 
27 
179 
212 
13 
223 
185 
149 
173 
203 
12 
16 
10 
8 
27 
236 
190 
32 
30 
33 
149 
19 
29 
37 
34 
19 
5 
47 
39 
46 
28 
14 
7 
19 
155 
31 
47 
15 
16 
10 
12 
7 
75 
107 
15 
70 
205 
56 
57 
23 
90 
4 
3 
29 
17 
24 
20 
19 
159 
40 
12 
39 
133 
in whatever direction I look , I am 
I want to be 
ke of Love , and all those who , with 
s fire , just as the saint ( who is ) 
ets works of love ; I have no fear of 
and nothing can hold back my desire ; 
1 who does not believe that my spirit 
in the month of June , my frail heart 
I do not know why my heart does not 
burned 2 
burned 
burned by Love s heat , for I find myself ref 
burning 4 
burning hearts , have loved well , I pray you 
burning in God finds comfort in his torment 
burning in that blind fire in which lovers gro 
burning winter , summer without heat : these d 
burns 2 
burns with puré love , keenly desiring that Go 
burns without receiving any favour 
burst 1 
burst 
him for Himself 
bury 1 
or whether He will bury him in Hell my spirit suffers equally 
Who 
ose base pleasures which attack one , 
ornan they loved are like me in part , 
it enters into me with suffering , ( 
joined in ; I suffer because of it , 
as I would , and I wish to do this , 
o weak , gorge yourself on my flesh , 
Whatever belongs to the body 
ey arise from fear rather than love ; 
I am a Catholic , 
t fear Death , whom everyone curses , 
faith is the first thing to return , 
ad not returned to the arras of Ufe , 
subtle man does : the colour , yes , 
miliar with your colour and bearing , 
om I have loved so much is now dead , 
happened to me in loving two women , 
ou , for Love is cancelled by death ; 
O mercy , God ! 
The spiritual part of me is ready , 
rtune is small if it is not eternal , 
Certainly , I have will to spare , 
I want ,to straighten it , 
Help me , God ! 
ising so highly the life of sadness 
Ik well enough along his own street 
ue that I find great love within me 
since it greatly concerns the soul 
eye in the world would be impaired 
the } good or { the ) evil of love 
mber { who are ) very wise and good 
o this ; it looks as if I wanted to 
hey will reply , for they have no one 
atly when lie is faced with despair 
h or any goods of nature or fortune 
from the spirit , which never tires 
s I do not think , I find some rest 
t desires have assailed my thoughts 
s the way which leads to not-loving 
I am no lover of the present 
heart , Love does not undergo death 
taking a dislike to his behaviour , 
side nature , a strong and piercing 
the flesh is lost , ceases to love 
beg your pity ; grant me no favour 
This is true 
eath puts an end to their desires ; 
sires themselves lay mixed together 
grief ) takes it.away from me 
vain hope which I receive from you 
west wind take up arms against them 
ages , are sources of delight to me 
such a state feels a strange grief 
of silver he can only leave a scar 
in such matters ) , have pursued it 
n , Love shot all his golden arrows 
since I am not disposed to feel it 
o eyes before receiving such a blow 
omfort and pleasure in this thought 
t he makes the past present for him 
onsider where the prayers come from 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
but 
But 
but 
But 
But 
But 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
a fool asks me if , when I am absent , I m 
all those which are indifferent 
are not altogether equal 
) before long , it is a pleasant pain 
cannot prevent it , since my suffering is 
custom hinders me ; in time past I loaded 
do not touch my spirit , which resembles y 
does not share in the spirit , the coarse 
, even as they are , give me abundance of 
Faith does not warm me , for the slow cold 
fear that Heaven may escape me 
firm knowledge is not within our power 
had then paid my account to death , so tha 
he knows nothing of the texture 
he will not be able to speak properly of y 
I am alive , having seen her die ; with gr 
choose so that Love may grant me life 
do not believe that my will can be overc 
do not know what to bee , of you , excep 
draw near dragging behind me my sensual 
fear she may not have earned this kind 
know of no one who is so weak in strengt 
lie at death 's door : be sure of that 
need your help 
pray to you foolishly , since you only h 
remember that you rewarded the thief ( a 
reproach myself for having allowed mysel 
who have seen its glory with my own eyes 
, by chance , he finds himself among ro 
I consider any ( lover ) from the past 
it fails in time , since it does not cali 
it is like the insufficient antidote whose 
it is my fate that Fortune brings me no oc 
it is my Lady Teresa who tastes of perfect 
it is not true , since nothing takes Death 
me to accompany them in their continual 1 
, mercifully , Love allows him not to be d 
merely , God , to make me love you , for I 
multiplies continually 
my spirit is continually sad because of th 
my will decides to follow one of them ; I 
not a single step of mine will be found th 
of the past , which is nothing and ( is ) 
( only ) in that which is inclined to vice 
) realizing clearly that he has chosen a b 
relentless , worm 
z remembering the pleasure , he is left wi 
reward for my service ; I love as much as 
sadness has taken hold of me , so that I f 
) she cannot end what is good , however mu 
since her death / they are quite distinct 
since I do not die / I accuse myself of li 
that which reason consents to have near it 
the conflict is so small when they act sep 
the east and south-west winds will help th 
the fear of misfortune , which makes my te 
the other love , that of puré friendship , 
this does not last long : the experienced 
those whom lie wounds are exempted from de 
, though ( they are ) hungry / are obliged 
thoughtlessly kept just one , with which h 
, through his knowledge , a coarse man rec 
to him who is wounded , death alone is a c 
when I lose it , my suffering , increases 
Hhen the friend goes away , he is forced t 
where they are going to 
The King of Cyprus 
by 70 
imprisoned by a heretic is not unfortunate / compared w 
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XIII 
XIII 
XXIX 
CI 
XCII 
I 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XLVI 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
LIV 
XXXIX 
CI 
XCII 
XCIV 
IV 
XCII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
CV 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CV 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
XCII 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XIII 
XVIII 
LXXIX 
XVIII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
II 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
17 
18 
2 
19 
167 
36 
27 
8 
133 
219 
26 
55 
124 
167 
4 
36 
188 
65 
4 
82 
30 
12 
24 
197 
98 
40 
199 
3 
31 
41 
23 
15 
32 
122 
4 
56 
54 
2 
139 
6 
2 
76 
188 
57 
21 
45 
28 
44 
12 
47 
24 
4 
7 
8 
2 
63 
23 
22 
38 
3 
10 
40 
35 
43 
210 
43 
74 
37 
162 
I am besieged 
t of Tityos , whose liver is devoured 
nto the wilderness when lie is beaten 
nough along his own street , but if , 
ommon case seem so extreme to one who 
long , time near habitation , ( and ) 
his ailments are familiar to him , if 
ter , if the road is not closed to me 
before the event ; it is changed : { 
any valué ; the way has been cleared 
to_ leave you , for Love is cancelled 
evil because of my great sin ; and if 
s in me ; my love has not been killed 
e to one who by chance is so stricken 
of self ; the whole world is overrun 
One cannot know , except 
otions feel , and Relieve in Paradise 
ob , the just ( man ) , was oppressed 
y hand towards yours , drag me to you 
If 
gs , and in such purpose are assisted 
t suffering , my soul was accompanied 
for he would not nave come such a way 
d for him in man , for man is defined 
Love is known 
sagree with it , in the end is guided 
es the appearance of filth ; the soul 
prisoner , { now that I am ) set free 
elf disinclined and totally abandoned 
I want to be burned 
ishes ; and I find myself so overeóme 
t Love , I do not want God to help me 
I think I shall be reproached 
itself ( one could not enter Paradise 
place where he could take refuge and 
in action and I shall prove my words 
hould ) ; and now , entirely overeóme 
ords , and that I exaggerate my deeds 
hat , fearing / I may not sin ; for , 
oubled thoughts , uttered without art 
the troubadours , who , carried away 
A wrong opinión is voiced 
eve in Paradise by faith and judge it 
intuitively ) rather than know you ( 
If you feel in the least offended 
believe that my will can be overeóme 
be firm ; Love likes to be waited on 
The man who , tormented 
that my supreme joy would be troubled 
nd their work can only be interrupted 
day is dark night to men , and I live 
to show how your hearts were pierced 
ept in him who is not troubled at all 
es you , give me your hand or lift me 
rvellous effect which had been hidden 
in one instant actions are performed 
were confused in me are shown clearly 
inness to my body , my wit is doubled 
long ) to be in your presence ; only 
suffering is conquered and diminished 
ent antidote whose power is cancelled 
tleties - which are nourished for you 
rred to others : I have made it great 
hose pleasures which come to the soul 
long in dying ; that other { desire ) 
which in me has no limit is the means 
It is not 
th ? It will be when I am set on fire 
by a suffering greater than that of Tityos , w 
by a vulture , and each time the flesh is rene 
by another of his kind who is too strong for h 
by chance , he finds himself among rocks is af 
by chance is so stricken by Death ? Why , in s 
by chance one of them appears and reminds him 
by chance some other kind attacks him , his im 
by death 
by ) Death 
by Death 
by death ; but I do not believe that my will c 
by death I can redeem my error , this will be 
by Death , ñor do 1 feel grief at losing , the 
by Death ? Why , in such a case , does one 's 
by envy ; no man wants to do good , even when 
by experience , the great pleasure which exist 
by faith and judge it by reason 
by fear of God , what shall I do , who swim in 
by forcé 
by forcé I direct my thought elsewhere , remera 
by Fortune ! I implore you both to change your 
by great joy 
by himself 
by his two natures : the body on its own desir 
by its effeets 
by its wisdom 
by itself wishes its clothing ( to be ) of pur 
by Love , and , having left him , all pleasure 
by love : because of which , I remain in such 
by Love 's heat , for I find myself refreshed 
by Love that I cannot say how much I am in lov 
by making the world give me anything , of its 
by many people for praising so highly the life 
by means of it } , except insofar as it was th 
by misfortune cannot reach it : so it is with 
by my deeds 
by my oíd habits , I take no pleasure in unfam 
by my utterances : rather I pray God that I ma 
by not sinning , I shall lose those habits whi 
by one who is out of his mind ; and Love , who 
by passion , exceed the truth , and restrainin 
by people in general , since it dwells both ou 
by reason 
by reason ) , so that the worse part will rema 
By such arrows , many were killed in the past 
by such behaviour , you are without love , or 
by such separation 
by such servants 
by such suffering , would have it reduced , is 
by that pleasure which quickly turns to loathi 
by that which is forbidden to me 
by that which ordinary people do not taste 
by the arrow of gold with which Love wounds th 
by the flesh 
by the hair ; if I do not reach out my hand to 
by the power of contraríes ? Sweet and bitter 
by the soul and immediately the cause is in th 
by their outward behaviour : my flesh suffers 
by thinking of love ; the fat body which is gi 
by this bridge can I cross into the great calm 
by time ; I do not say that my own is utterly 
by too much poison 
by understanding - and over the flawless movem 
by valuing highly what I lose ; for , seeing m 
by way of the body are the compound actions wh 
by which I am watered with continual suffering 
by which my suffering is increased : its oppos 
by your choice ( alone ) that my pleasure can 
by your love , and that cannot be without cont 
of storm and impossible weather 
calculates 1 
he calculates that if it lasts for long it woul 
CV 
LIV 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XCII 
cali 3 
109 Him who pleases you , you cali a god ; for , resembling you / you raise 
39 me in tears , for I am ready to taste cali or honey on behalf of those who will rece 
47 it fails in time , -since it does not cali upon virtue , and in part is sensual appe 
called 4 \ 
89 I am this man who is called Ausias March ! I pray God not to prolon 
45 It may be called concupiscible desire , and generally la 
14 Id and lead /--.and of a metal which is called silver : each of these conveys its { ow 
87 oul that no action in man can ever be called single ; neither is humble and simple t 
LXXXIX 
154 
calm 1 
his bridge can I cross into the great calm of my happiness 
carne 1 
njuries that Love or Fear could do me carne to an end on the day when I saw her cióse 
XCVII 
can 
ife , and I mourn her death as best I can 
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XCVII 
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XCVI 
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CI 
CI 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
LXVI 
CV 
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LXXIX 
XCII 
XCVII 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
LXXXIX 
IV 
CI 
LXVI 
CI 
CI 
36 
37 
20 
16 
112 
28 
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10 
28 
60 
22 
72 
49 
3 
1 
6 
43 
55 
58 
87 
7 
32 
18 
1 
31 
15 
8 
46 
3 
19 
73 
19 
16 
84 
23 
23 
108 
2 
55 
34 
30 
16 
45 
32 
4 
51 
18 
Great suffering 
our choice ( alone ) that my pleasure 
terrible condition of all those which 
mind : that , without sadness , there 
e are dead , and in nothingness there 
h ; but I do not believe that my will 
of our own law , because of which it 
of Love are of three kinds , and this 
r brought pleasure , I am the man who 
Who 
what no other is capable of , for it 
seeing myself in this state , and it 
If the world 
if he is ill , no doctor in the world 
! The great suffering which no tongue 
( lover ) from the past and what Love 
may well die of love ; the least you 
I cannot do more : all I 
No lover 
d with the soul that no action in man 
will accuse me if I do love ? No one 
we are alive , I do not believe this 
nds in prayer to God since all that 
No one 
without her , I 1 to such conflicts 
unless { I possess } it entirely , I 
in a strange place ', so that only you 
estrains all my actions , and nothing 
n your presence ; only by this bridge 
unless your eyes show me favour , ñor 
peí me to renounce all pleasure : ñor 
njoy themselves around the fire and I 
r my service ; I love as much as Love 
s not comprehend such suffering , ñor 
, and neither rests , and their work 
With those of silver he 
ne ; I have lost so much that no good 
any time I thought myself a lover , I 
e of my great sin ; and if by death I 
g , and in its presence blind desires 
ou rewarded the thief { as far as one 
our will is not completely sound , it 
You 
Now you 
nt forcé to undo the knots which Love 
for { when I am ) near you , nothing 
Like the child who , for his age , 
can alter the law and make a heart composed of 
can be fulfilled , even if you were in favour 
can be known on earth 
can be no great joy 
can be no hope ; whatever belongs to the body 
can be overeóme by such separation 
can be said that the laws are a single one 
can be seen from the arrows with which he stri 
can bear witness to it 
can believe that , among shameful loves , an h 
can command great subtlety : in performing all 
can compel me to renounce all pleasure : ñor c 
can contain perfect good , through me man achi 
can cure him , unless he is from Spain ; in wh 
can describe of him who is dead and does not k 
can do in a place which is prepared í for it } 
can do is believe with all your heart that my 
can do is obey what my grief demands 
can escape the charge of loving little if he r 
can ever be called single ; neither is humble 
can forcé such a passion : therefore I do not 
can happen - : ( that ) after my death , you m 
can happen to her is decided : if she is in He 
can have it in his power to love another again 
can have no hope in this world 
can have no pleasure ; if your will is not com 
can help me 
can hold back my desire ; burning winter , sum 
can I cross into the great calm of my happines 
can I know anything more certain about you ; i 
can I think that I might feel pleasure again 
can join in their games , walk over snow , wit 
can make anyone love 
can man appreciate , still less feel , it 
can only be interrupted by that which is forbi 
can only leave a scar , but those whom lie wou 
can reach me : Fortune has no more to take awa 
can recognize little feeling of love in myself 
can redeem my error , this will be my sweet pe 
can see 
can see , his works were not sufficient ) ; yo 
can soon be dead 
can take no pleasure in yourself : you are so 
can tell me what you think of my situation ! ) 
can tie 
can trouble me , and , far from you , I find n 
can walk well enough along his own street , bu 
XCVI 21 If it is the latter 
cancel 1 
cancel my spirit let my being return to noth 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XCVI 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
III 
XCVII 
XCII 
XXIII 
CV 
LXXVII 
XCVII 
XXXIX 
IV 
CI 
CV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
CV 
II 
XVIII 
CI 
LXXXI 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CV 
I 
LXXVII 
XIX 
XXIII 
II 
LXXVII 
26 
40 
7 
28 
39 
19 
26 
9 
163 
13 
54 
205 
'39 
21 
9 
35 
24 
57 
23 
81 
36 
62 
68 
109 
49 
12 
41 
27 
4 
45 
35 
71 
24 
24 
32 
7 
10 
1 
cancelled 2 
o not want to leave you , for Love is cancelled by death ; but I do not believe that 
insufficient antidote whose power is cancelled by too much poison 
' cannot 
ich is prepared ( for it ) , I simply cannot 
ff in smoke , leaving puré gold which cannot 
as ceased to fight ; I am wounded and cannot 
ded : if she is in Heaven , such good cannot 
one who experiences the taste of good cannot 
I cannot 
m set on fire by your love , and that cannot 
The patient cannot 
I cannot 
an end to their desires ; ( but ) she cannot 
stand you , since desire for the body cannot 
p the man who helps himself , and you cannot 
does not know ( it from experience } cannot 
her 's , such is the great evil ? One cannot 
I cannot 
Wise lady : apart from you , God cannot 
not and cannot use a level path , he cannot 
I grieve because I cannot 
One cannot 
feel the pains of love , his passion cannot 
this is the fault because of which I cannot 
body is dead , he who loved the body cannot 
Help me , God , for I cannot 
t key which shuts you in the cupboard cannot 
o , in order to rise to the good that cannot 
ned in ; I suffer because of it , but cannot 
e could take refuge and by misfortune cannot 
ed of all love , earth fails me and I cannot 
desire has neither fear ñor hope , it cannot 
els , blaspheming , against Him ; man cannot 
poison , has so little sense that she cannot 
ind myself so overeóme by Love that I cannot 
or I am dying and am so feeble that I cannot 
it ; and those who see you , if they cannot 
is capricious ; so much so , that he cannot 
The world cannot 
41 
aspire to tile ñame of lover , for I am 
be corrupted , so Death puts an end to 
be cured , since she whom I love has no 
be expressed ; if in Hell , my prayer i 
be said to be altogether unlucky ; the 
be turned away from hope , for I desire 
be without contempt for life and withou 
describe his illness , weak as he is , 
do more : all I can do is obey what my 
end what is good , however much she off 
extend to base impulses : rather is it 
fail any who approach you , and your ar 
feel pity for him who lies in pain and 
feel the mortal injury ; he whom death 
get out of my mind that Love 's great s 
give me anything in which there is no d 
go back since someone else brought him 
grieve as much as I should like at the 
know , except by experience , the great 
last : desire possesses him , which is 
love 
love , since he finds nothing to love 
move without you , since my body is wor 
open the same door 
perish , cast his perishable goods into 
prevent it , since my suffering is mixe 
reach it : so it is with me , who am in 
reach to Heaven 
receive great good or much injury ; and 
reckon such great evil 
refuse it 
say how much I am in love 
say : 'In you is my hope ! ' Love has a 
see within , will be sad at heart when 
set sail without the contrary wind , an 
show less pity than it has for me at th 
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I 
CI 
XXIII 
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II 
XCVI 
LXXXI 
40 
20 
112 
7 
22 
21 
15 
9 
37 
6 
XVIII 
III 
XCII 
XIX 
CXIV 
CI 
III 
XCII 
XVIII 
XLVI 
LXIII 
CI 
II 
36 
5 
168 
3 
57 
5 
9 
166 
42 
30 
7 
12 
2 
31 
36 
39 
185 
e fat body which- is given to sleeping 
love you with such a love , and Death 
ersation , now separated for ever , I 
ust fall into its hands , time future 
se he sees no track ; he will not and 
ur intelligence does what no other is 
, and I , who would nave sworn I was 
It often happens that the wind is 
against oblivion ! Wound my heart and 
that you are sufficient to remedy my 
the manner of the troubadours , who , 
in it , it is in darkness ) , so Love 
ow thin , brings me suffering ; and I 
o stricken by Death ? Why , in such a 
and then see if there has been such a 
hinking of my misfortunes , and am at 
, unless he is from Spain ; in which 
A wise doctor does not take the 
Why does such a common 
rise to the good th'at cannot perish , 
wn faint will , if I should die , may 
r duties ( to perform ) , so Love has 
er exerted over me that in my ( own ) 
ore and he thinks it ( as safe as ) a 
areheaded ; there is no need to build 
not so completely that it removes its 
dwell in me ; he is like death ,.. who 
I am a 
cannot take a single step on this rocky shore 
cannot take it away from me 
cannot think my grief will ever know moderatio 
cannot turn out well for me ; that past is the 
cannot use a level path , he cannot go back si 
capable 2 
capable of , for it can command great subtlety 
capable of making an armed man suffer , have s 
capricious 1 
capricious ; so much so , that he cannot set s 
capture 1 
capture all my senses , do as you like with me 
cares 1 
cares 
carried 1 
carried away by passion , exceed the truth , a 
carries 1 
carries off my spirit and does not take with i 
carry 1 
carry in my heart a continual fire without smo 
case 6 
case , does one 's reason hide and passion ass 
case in the present age or in times past ! Pit 
case in this , since I find pleasure in it 
case , lie will have greater knowledge of his 
case lightly when the heat does not come to th 
case seem so extreme to one who by chance is s 
cast 3 
cast his perishable goods into the deep sea , 
cast me into oblivion ; this thought alone tak 
cast me off , for he does not wish to demonstr 
castle 2 
castle I was a serf ; I saw a gesture and hear 
castle ; seeing that the sky is quite clear an 
castles 1 
castles to take refuge from him : his strength 
cataract 1 
cataract , and if. it could act without hindran 
catches 1 
catches the fugitive and flees from him who wí 
Catholic 1 
Catholic , but Faith does not warm me , for th 
XCII 
cv 
XVIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XVIII 
XCVI 
XCIV 
cv 
CI 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
44 
152 
23 
24 
78 
29 
44 
122 
140 
10 
165 
40 
7 
cause 
in me , it will not be without great cause 
it is present , and to me , a future cause 
e they do not try to tempt me ; their cause 
ormed by the soul and immediately the cause 
d not understood ; few have known its cause 
which , ( once they are ) satisfied , cause 
as become of you : your look will not cause 
Let every man judge the cause 
lose those habits which have been the cause 
of eyes which had such great power to cause 
hat desire which comes from an honest cause 
is a dead letter as far as I am concerne 
is in the body 
; joys and sufferings usually come from 
Love to diminish , choosing those which 
me terror 
of my desire , and he will easily observ 
of my not loving you 
suffering and to promise pleasure ; I , 
will give rise to noble actions as long 
caused 
ove has no pity for the wound she has caused 
out of his mind ; and Love , who has caused it knows the reason which drives me t 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
XIII 
41 adness , so that , while it lasts 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
XCIV 
13 
20 
106 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXII 
19 
26 
4 
cease 1 
I cease to feel or understand 
38 e and I alone at war 
ceased 1 
since Love has ceased to fight ; I am wounded and cannot be c 
ceases 3 
If my mind ceases for one moment to imagine' that I posses 
sh is renewed. / though the bird never ceases to feed on it : for one worm gnaws my t 
the flesh , once the flesh is lost , ceases to love , but , remembering the pleasur 
celébrate 1 
Let people celébrate feast days and be glad praising Go 
certain 9 
favour , ñor can I know anything more certain about you ; indeed , it is unnecessary 
d that Love 's great sadness may be a certain and much nobler fate than any other pl 
die from trivial ailments : no one is certain how any matter will end 
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LXVI 
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II 
LIV 
CV 
XCVI 
LIV 
99 
6 
7 
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35 
29 
32 
51 
20 
8 
19 
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36 
27 
10 
18 
6 
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13 
31 
XIX 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
LXXXIX 
XCVI I 
CV 
CV 
LIV 
LXVI 
XCIV 
XIX 
CI 
I 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
42 
22 
8 
42 
58 
215 
217 
26 
34 
105 
39 
17 
22 
37 
20 
XVIII 
CV 
LXVIII 
IV 
CV 
30 
199 
7 
6 
69 
33 
Its quantity has no 
fering to lie in wait , knowing , for 
not act as I would wish , since I am 
main in hope of this ; and if it were 
God , to make me love you , for I am 
o I biame you in any way ; I am quite 
vant as myself through his weakness ; 
om nature are contained in limits and 
accustomed to love that lie will take 
ence and judgement fail ; fortune and 
gh along his own street , but if , by 
on case seem so extreme to one who by 
g , time near habitation , { and ) by 
ailments are familiar to him , if by 
ea will boil like a pot in the oven
 / 
ions dwell in water will my love ever 
in one ; it pleases Love to make this 
since your knowledge was infallible ? 
The place where you are will make me 
ed by Fortune ! I implore you both to 
certain measure : the lover is greater or less 
certain that I must fall into its hands , time 
certain that my will is free and I do not know 
certain that she had been placed among the sai 
certain that the greatest good derives frorn th 
certain that you continually perform good and 
Certainly 2 
Certainly , I have will to spare , but I know 
certainly , it is Love who accuses me , ( now 
certainty 2 
certainty 
certainty for a companion ? Through much lovin 
Chance 5 
Chance disturb their functioning 
chance / he finds himself among rocks is afrai 
chance is so stricken by Death ? Why , in such 
chance one of them appears and reminds him of 
chance some other kind attacks him , his imagi 
chancing 1 
chancing its colour and natural state , and it 
change 5 
change , as long as I know that you take pleas 
change in me ; there is nothing in the world ( 
Change into nothingness , I pray , my being , 
change my mind concerning what I would say to 
change your law , and not to resemble that ( 1 
133 y are not as before the event ; it is 
eve the lover who is dumb and him who 
go through very different or contrary 
arly that he has chosen a bad road in 
Do not fear or take exception to my 
No lover can escape the 
aith not wander ñor my hope tremble ; 
Oh , when shall I water my 
ar of death , for that is pleasure 's 
llowed to make the oíd man act like á 
and the other is born an illegitimate 
h to ; excess of love makes me like a 
Like the 
asure , he is like the woman with her 
It is not by your 
choly reigns , and in that same day , 
ned to me in loving two women , but I 
satisfied , cause Love to diminish , 
I believe , as you 
( but ) realizing clearly that he has 
who will not appease it until he has 
The soul , which was 
Though I am a had 
as great as that of the pious man in 
sinews ; he who is not afraid of the 
changed 1 
changed : { by ) Death 
changes 2 
changes colour from one moment to the next , a 
changes , for in one instant actions are perfo 
changing 2 
changing his situation for a higher one 
changing thoughts , since in ( your ) service 
charge 1 
charge of loving little if he remains alive wh 
charity 1 
charity will not fail me if they are firm , an 
cheeks 1 
cheeks with the sweet tears of weeping ? Contr 
chief 1 
chief enemy , and if Love ever brought pleasur 
child 5 
child , and ( because of whom ) the wise man m 
child , contrary to its parents 
child : I desire and do not desire for no reas 
child who , for his age , can walk well enough 
child , who , if it cries and begs her for poi 
choice 1 
choice ( alone ) that my pleasure can be fulfi 
choler 1 
choler , blood and phlegm 
choose 1 
choose so that Love may grant me life 
choosing 1 
choosing those which arise from the spirit , w 
chose 1 
chose to say of Judas that it would have bee 
chosen 3 
chosen a bad road in changing his situation fo 
chosen one or the other : so it has happened t 
chosen to contémplate God , rebels , blasphemi 
Christian 1 
Christian in my works 
church 1 
church 
I am not angry with yo 
claws 1 
claws of the strong lion will fear much less t 
cleansed 
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LXIII 58 ould not live in' the world if it were cleansed of evil humours ; good and evil prese 
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IV 
XCII 
CV 
LXVIII 
LXVIII 
CV 
XVIII 
LXVI 
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LXXXI 
XIX 
II 
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3 
62 
201 
219 
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22 
17 
7 
15 
91 
51 
25 
155 
1 
21 
2 
8 
LXXVII 
XCII 
XIII 
XCII 
xcn 
III 
IV 
XXIII 
CV 
CXIV 
XXIII 
26 
65 
27 
199 
117 
14 
3 
14 
159 
49 
17 
LXXVII 26 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XXIII 
XLVI 
III 
XIX 
XCII 
XXIII 
LIV 
II 
XCII 
XCVI 
XXIX 
192 
186 
191 
15 
10 
15 
42 
152 
12 
5 
33 
28 
43 
3 
castle ; seeing that the sky is quite 
t hides from the most subtle , and my 
I wish the 
, from an act which does not make it 
is of any valué ; the way has been 
• The 
s which were confused in me are shown 
I do not sin so 
to his behaviour ,. ( but ) realizing 
oodness of the time now lost ? Seeing 
anee ; your will continually displays 
ed to many martyrs ( who are ) not as 
ful confidence ! Just as the sick man 
e to an end on the day when I saw her 
Like the man who finds himself 
I find myself brought very 
I am like the master whose ship lies 
sooner or later , if the road is not 
In my suffering , if one looks 
Love : I cut myself a coat from your 
I feel a different sorrow which 
sight - I should not thank it for not 
filth _; the soul by itself wishes its 
gs drive my thoughts up and down. like 
be his illness , weak as- he is , with 
sfy his dangerous hunger and sees two 
ut does not share in the spirit , the 
it ; but , through his knowledge , a 
me it has worn , of black' material or 
We are all 
O Love , o Love : I cut myself a 
sume in fire that part of me which is 
Faith does not warm me , for the slow 
h it has passed , sends out warmth or 
He may be familiar with your 
like a pot in the oven , chancing its 
with clumsy tongue "; his gestures and 
lover who is dumb and him who' changes 
sad , still less happy ; there is no 
know it as the subtle man does : the 
do not suffer continual pain ? I have 
My will 
he whom I love is cone , and will not 
custom which is common to the dead ; 
is too strong for him , and does not 
clear 4 
clear and fine , lie firmly believes that with 
clear day is dark night to men , and I live by 
clear day were dark , ( and that there were ) 
clear which of the two has the greater share i 
cleared 1 
cleared by Death 
clearer 1 
clearer the understanding , the greater the pl 
clearly 4 
clearly by their outward behaviour : my flesh 
clearly in my understanding as I have burdened 
clearly that he has chosen a bad road in chang 
clearly that he has deceived himself , he will 
elemeney 1 
elemeney , your hostile appearance is immeasur 
clever 1 
clever as the scholars who have no knowledge o 
clings 1 
clings to life because his ailments are famili 
cióse 4 
cióse her eyes 
cióse to death , when the weather is bad and h 
cióse to my end , since my desire has an impos 
cióse to snore and he thinks it ( as safe as ) 
closed 1 
closed to me by death 
closely 1 . 
closely , one will find that pleasure is mixed 
cloth 1 
cloth , dressing my spirit ( in it ) ; when I 
elothes 1 
clothes and covers me completely , when I thin 
clothing 2 
clothing in earth my naked body , which expect 
clothing ( to be' ) of puré white 
clouds 1 
clouds in the air ; at times I grieve , at oth 
clumsy 1 
clumsy tongue ; his gestures and colour are su 
clusters 1 
clusters of fruit on a fine branch whose des 
coarse 4 
coarse man knows well 
coarse man reckons that the greatest good is d 
coarse sackeloth 
coarse when we try to express what a fair and 
coat 1 
coat from your cloth , dressing my spirit ( in 
cold 3 
cold 
cold of the senses puts ( it ) out , since I 1 
cold so Love gives suffering or joy , accordin 
colour 6 
colour and bearing , but he will not be able t 
colour and natural state , and it will appear 
colour are sufficient indications , apart from 
colour from one moment to the next , and the t 
colour left , white or black ": for me , nothin 
colour , yes , but he knows nothing of the tex 
combined 1 
combined all my pleasures in one ; it pleases 
combines 1 
combines with my reason and they agree , pursu 
come 2 6 
come back 
come back to earth and show what has become of 
come back until he has recovered his strength 
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CV 
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LXXIII 
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XXXIX 
221 
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46 
52 
7 
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17 
34 
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29 
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25 
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28 
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2 
30 
66 
37 
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5 
11 
44 
21 
19 
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31 
Bitter ( tears ) come 
Son not to consider where the prayers come 
s cause ; joys and sufferings usually come 
ven though the first impulse does not come 
I feel such great pleasure come 
The impulses which come 
f I speak to you foolishly ! My words come 
the nearer to me I feel his pleasure come 
st grave event , which I pray God may come 
ul sighs ; and I am sure that it will come 
him { there ) , for he would not have come 
Her ) life had still not come 
Sad with pleasure , I shall soon come 
with it , and with a fresh ailment I come 
Out of pity I come 
no limit to love , that I might have come 
me ; and I am confident that you will come 
If I believe an end has come 
And if he does this , you will come 
Those pleasures which come 
e case lightly when the heat does not come 
Love has made me come 
d well , I pray you , do not forget ! Come 
comes 
rost and cool in summer when the heat comes 
drive me out of my mind when the time comes 
That desire which comes 
s pleasure in dreams and his pleasure comes 
delight , s o great is the fear which comes 
To mourn for the dead person comes 
or life : everything is equal when it comes 
do not avoid the reason for which it comes 
The day so much desired comes 
from attrition , since they arise from fe 
from , but where they are going to 
from it 
from it , in it resides the judgement of 
from it that I neither desire ñor wish fo 
from nature are contained in limits and c 
from suffering 
; if I find him ungenerous , another must 
soon 
sooner or later , if the road is not clos 
such a way by himself 
to an end when I saw her draw near to dea 
to die and all hope of cure is now lost t 
to die , since it is not like the other a 
to grieve for her death and I am compelle 
to it alone ? 1 would have known how much 
to know me well , and , once you have kno 
to our love , and I lose hope of seeing h 
to the extremity , if there is any place 
to the soul by way of the body are the co 
to the surface ; the ignorant one sees th 
to this : that I lose the world through b 
weeping , with dishevelled hair , your br 
; despising the worth of his former mast 
for me to leave behind former pleasure 
from an honest cause will give rise to n 
from foolish thoughts , so it happens to 
from her great misfortune ! flny misfortu 
from mutual love , and I feel the full p 
from your power , so that I consider any 
to me 
very slowly to me , so dearly bought wit 
comfort 4 
nothing and ( is ) finished ; I take comfort and pleasure in this thought , but whe 
saint ( who is } burning in God finds comfort in his torment 
und that I search for poisons so that comfort may die , and my heart is never so ful 
me the-worm of absence , and ( see ) comfort struggling against love , I suffer so 
comforts 2 
In such suffering all comforts fail me , for she whom I love is cone 
nts his situation , his complaining , comforts him more than if the whole world piti 
128 
coming 1 
the other : Saint John announced the coming of the Messiah 
XXIII 22 
command 1 
t no other is capable of , for it can command great subtlety : in performing all goo 
commandment 1 
y sins ? You have given me a straight commandment , and I have made this rule into a 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCVI 
166 
34 
42 
common 3 
Why does such a common case seem so extreme to one who by chan 
ed , and this is partly because it is common to all men 
u from it , break the custom which is common to the dead ; come back to earth and sh 
XCII 57 
communicates 1 
This desire communicates with soul and body it is born o 
XCVI I 
LIV 
43 
20 
they see my suffering ; let my false 
ve that lie will take certainty for a 
companion 2 
companion feel pleasure , and the envious one 
companion ? Through much loving I become a dif 
XIII 10 like ; thus I take no pleasure in the 
company 1 
company of the living 
XCVI I 
XLVI 
CI 
XIII 
3 If I 
60 I shall 
50 ligent lady : all tasks are light , ( 
14 d by a heretic , is nót unfortunate , 
compare 2 
compare myself to the majority of people , it 
compare you to a game of dice 
compared 2 
compared ) to my triáis when I see you far awa 
compared with me , since what I wish for never 
72 ing myself in this state , and it can 
compel 1 
compel me to renounce all pleasure ñor can I 
XCII 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
107 
80 
39 
121 
8 
15 
30 
come to grieve for her death and I am 
ship the god of Love , and , now I am 
in favour of fulfilling it ; you are 
parts sing in harmony , now they are 
e such a passion : therefore I do not 
me feel its lack of favour ; I do not 
a person laments his situation , his 
compelled 4 
compelled to lament my misfortune ; I have los 
compelled to leave him , what to others is evi 
compelled to take Love 's advice : on you and 
compelled to , though { when they were ) free 
complain 2 
complain if anyone does not wish me well 
complain of Love , even though he leads me to 
complaining 
complaining comforts him more than if the wh 
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complains 1 
As the sea complains deeply and cries out when two strong 
XXIX 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
7 
6 
16 
36 
65 
51 
37 
XCII 
CV 
III 
II 
211 
83 
20 
30 
XCVI 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XCVI 
CXIV 
XCII 
47 
23 
14 
50 
46 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XIII 
13 
24 
19 
11 
CV 
CV 
CI 
XLVI 
94 
58 
25 
20 
XCII 
XCII 
34 om seeing Him , for my pleasure to be 
age ; I shall not return until I have 
tent that it seems to sepárate itself 
ave no pleasure ; if your will is not 
líght to blind desire , though not so 
nt sorrow which clothes and covers me 
Man is 
ng can alter the law and make a heart 
saying that the body , because of its 
o the soul by way of the body are the 
on which I fear ; and nature does not 
he reason why Love is unequal is well 
this ; think badly of him , since he 
away the bitterness from me ; I have 
me ; whether I let my mind wander or 
with any kind of reputation : in any 
cause is a dead letter as far as I am 
e you are will make me change my mind 
Nothing which 
nd generally lasts , since it greatly 
It may be called 
ing , increases : like the man who is 
ve no illusions about my unfavourable 
s opposite : to the ( man of ) humble 
dness , for this is the most terrible 
They are reluctant to imagine my 
28 orts fail me , for she whom I love is 
I have thought you to blame , for I 
n love , you , and in your presence I 
My eyes have made a full 
s which will never be revealed to the 
Do not give me deceitful 
at you take .pleasure in me ; and I am 
These days his sport is 
res , ñor is it entirely beyond their 
s not last long : the experienced man 
45 
25 
complete 1 
complete , it will be necessary for them to te 
completely 5 
completely driven out the great fear which pre 
completely from the body , for my desires are 
completely sound , it can soon be dead 
completely that it removes its cataract , and 
completely , when I think that Death has taken 
composed 2 
composed of soul and body , which are contrari 
composed of steel and stone 
composition 1 
composition , loves in the same way as a wolf 
compound 1 
compound actions which torment lovers , and ea 
comprehend 1 
comprehend such suffering , ñor can man apprec 
concealed 1 
concealed in you 
conceals 1 
conceals from you such a humble servant as mys 
conceived 1 
conceived a great distaste for all food , exce 
concéntrate 1 
concéntrate my thoughts , it is a waste of tim 
concern 1 
concern of my own , my will is dead 
concerned 1 
concerned 
concerning 1 
concerning what I would say to you ; through y 
concerns 2 
concerns the body gives me pleasure , since th 
concerns the soul , but it fails in time , sin 
concupiscible 1 
concupiscible desire , and generally lasts , s 
condemned 1 
condemned to death , and has known this for a 
condition 4 
condition : I feel that everything I perform t 
condition no insult seems severe 
condition of all those which can be known on e 
condition ; they are terrified of me , as of a 
cone 1 
cone , and will not come back 
confess 2 
confess that I am the one at fault ; I have ju 
confess this sin : my hope is troubled and I f 
confession 1 
confession of this , and all my senses have jo 
confessor 1 
confessor 
confidence 1 
confidence ! Just as the sick man clings to li 
confident 1 
confident that you will come to know me well , 
confined 1 
confined to arrows of lead , and thei-r forcé i 
confines 1 
confines ; I believe that: the motive ( for my 
confirms 1 
confirms this 
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XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CI 
XCIV 
89 e and simple towards the other : they 
52 ontraries , so that will and appetite 
90 But the 
84 This kind of love avoids these 
30 ay : my strength is not equal to such 
112 uld take the ñame of him with whom he 
conflict 3 
conflict and take up arms against one another 
conflict ; everything the body and soul taste 
conflict is so small when they act separately 
conflicts 
conflicts 
conflicts 
conforms 
conforms 
confused 
since its extent does not reach to 
without her , I can have no hope i 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
216 
21 
171 
54 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXIII 
XCII 
LXVI 
CV 
CV 
XCVII 
CV 
LXVI 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
10 
33 
8 
103 
23 
157 
120 
5 
38 
35 
78 
100 
132 
What in the past was tangled and 
All the desires which were 
just , shows himself to be cruel : so 
) passions kept all these desires in 
al to mourning the pious injury which 
the normal course ; all suffering is 
It is the understanding which 
lieving me , feel no remorse in their 
d more vividly than before ; I do not 
eive from you , but that which reason 
sign that it is not based on truth ; 
confused has gone : the grain is no longer wit 
confused in me are shown clearly by their outw 
confused is our knowledge of Him ! When suffer 
confusión 
confusión 
conies 1 
conies from Death 
just as the desires themselves lay 
O cruel evil which takes a 
conquered 1 
conquered and diminished by time I do not sa 
conquers 1 
conquers sensuality 
consciences 1 
consciences 
even though the first im 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XLVI 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
I 
CV 
XIX 
IV 
129 
12 
56 
52 
50 
183 
48 
43 
192 
35 
49 
XCII 
CV 
XVIII 
CI 
XCII 
104 
69 
5 
34 
92 
find great love within me ; but if I 
it comes from your power , so that I 
ecause of whom ) the wise man may not 
Take me when you 
e in such a strait ! I despair if you 
xpiated sins , I pray your Son not to 
28 e is not so bitter that it may not be 
He who 
ind ( of suffering ) : in quantity it 
Lily among thorns : whoever 
Our spirit 
what may cost me dear , and this hope 
, what wonder I love it ? ñnd nothing 
e ( my ) instability as ( a sign of ) 
is the worm that devours it , unless 
Lord , with the fire of faith , and 
is unable to sepárate : my pleasures 
If the world can 
51 e impulses which come from nature are 
I 
The soul , which was chosen to 
My spirit 
) waking , I engage my imagination in 
soul is no great obstacle ; and , in 
our love , and that cannot be without 
consent 1 
consent to escape from this into peace of mind 
consents 1 
consents to have near it 
Consequently 2 
Consequently , I do not feel great delight , s 
consequently , it is of no satisfaction to man 
consider 6 
consider any ( lover ) from the past and what 
consider anyone a fool who is angry with you 
consider himself blameless as long as lie is n 
consider me most ready ; I do not know what us 
consider my desserts ; I am greatly vexed that 
consider where the prayers come from , but whe 
considered 1 
considered sweeter than anything else 
considers 4 
considers a different end has no rest , for th 
considers itself very similar to others ; in q 
considers love { finds that ) it has three par 
considers only good things and virtues when it 
consoles 2 
consoles me for many evils 
consoles me so much 
constancy 2 
constancy 
constancy struggles hard 
I do not wish my 
and it mistrusts th 
consume 1 
consume in fire that part of me which is cold 
contain 2 
contain mortal suffering and such suffering is 
contain perfect good , through me man achieves 
contained 1 
contained in limits and certainty 
contémplate 2 
contémplate both her spirit and her body ; I f 
contémplate God , rebels , blaspheming , again 
contemplates 1 
contemplates Love to such an extent that it se 
contemplating 1 
contemplating the person I love who she is 
contemplation 1 
contemplation , the soul rests in such a way t 
contempt 1 
contempt for life and without my despising it 
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LXXVII 
LXIII 
IV 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
III 
XIII 
LIV 
XCII 
XVIII 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
CXIV 
20 
47 
24 
46 
58 
84 
5 
8 
4 
43 
31 
91 
35 
24 
47 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
II 
52 
63 
22 
105 
48 
97 
10 
XCII 
LXXIX 
LXVIII 
XIX 
CXIV 
XCIV 
15 
3 
17 
87 
28 
CV 
LXXVII 
XLVI 
6 
49 
XCII 
XCII 
XXIII 
CV 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
I 
LXXXI 
37 
154 
42 
122 
57 
32 
40 
18 
3 
content 6 
me to look for more , in order to be content 
him ungenerous , another must make me content ( and } I must find my pleasure outsid 
rom this ) , so that , if the body is content , each one may be satisfied 
in the body which it loves , and I am content with any kind of reputation : in any c 
I think of your death whenever I feel content with the present ; and if I feel sad b 
the reason for which I am sad , I am content with the sadness I wear ; I feel joy , 
continuai 4 
suffering ; and I carry in my heart a continuai fire without smoke , and the heat do 
ne but' me to accompany them in their continuai lament 
ees me laugh , though I do not suffer continuai pain ? I nave combined all my pleasu 
( desire ) by which I am watered with continuai suffering , if it fails in me , it w 
continually 5 
, which never tires , but multiplies continually 
he fault of our ignorance ; your will continually displays clemency , your hostile a 
any way ; I am quite certain that you continually perform good and ( that ) you are 
en my firm intentions and to keep you continually present ( to me 
, I find some rest , but my spirit is continually sad because of the kind of dress i 
continúes 1 
And it continúes to address the body with great scorn 
contraríes 
composed of soul and body , which are contraríes 
which had been hidden by the power of contraríes 
so that will and appetite conflic 
Sweet and bitter at once , their 
contrary 5 
the soul go through very different or contrary changes , for in one instant actions 
other is born an illegitimate child , contrary to its parents 
t me , may be appeased and not wholly contrary to me 
e eyes of the soul ! My will is quite contrary to your own , and I am an enemy to my 
, that he cannot set sail without the contrary wind , and that key which shuts you i 
219 eks with the sweet tears of weeping 
37 When reason 
111 en I imagine our united wills and our 
hich is called silver : each of these 
keeping him warm in time of frost and 
My first misfortune is my 
what is bitter seems sweet to me : so 
e , leaving puré gold which cannot be 
36 r excuse , that I am not afraid of my 
1 he do it despite himself , at great 
I desire what may 
AA aste for all food , except that which 
t it removes its cataract , and if it 
All injuries that Love or Fear 
ns : my power is not so great that it 
saic law was not good in itself ( one 
Man 
a fitting place , and , ( though ) we 
ly ) sepárate body from soul , if lie 
God that my thoughts were dead and I 
at sea , and sees the place where he 
I look on all things with an equal 
Contrition 1 
Contrition is the spring from which they flow 
controls 1 
controls the appetite , its whole operation is 
conversation 1 
conversation , now separated for ever , I cann 
conveys 1 
conveys its ( own ) feeling , according to the 
cool 1 
cool in sumraer when the heat comes ; despising 
corrupt 1 
corrupt nature , because of which I get angry 
corrupted 2 
corrupted is my taste ! I nave a heart of stee 
corrupted , so Death puts an end to my base ap 
corruption 1 
corruption , great as it is ; if I ask for Hea 
cost 2 
cost ? I see that each man 's heart is harder 
cost me dear , and this hope consoles me for m 
costs 1 
costs me much love 
could 9 
could act without hindrance , no eye in the wo 
could do me carne to an end on the day when I s 
could make for you an invisible crown 
could not enter Paradise by means of it ) , ex 
could not live in the world if it were cleanse 
could oppose it , we do not wish to 
could really believe that you would pity him 
could spend my life in sleeping ! He uves poo 
could take refuge and by misfortune cannot rea 
150 
countenance 
countenance nothing makes me sad ., still les 
I 
XXIX 
14 known this for a long time and takes 
6 you , for your actidn has weakened my 
courage ¿ 
courage , and they make him think he will be r 
courage ; I shall not return until I have, comp 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
9 suffering does not follow the normal 
38 Each of these desires takes its own 
course 
course 
course 
all suffering is conquered and dimini 
and no one knows where the médium lie 
61 e in three ways ; they take different 
courses 1 
courses from one another bringing pleasures 
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XXXIX 
XIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
cv 
XCVI 
LXXVII 
LXVIII 
cv 
20 
20 
65 
IV 
XVIII 
cv 
XCII 
cv 
LXXIII 
I 
IV 
LXXIX 
I 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XXIII 
XXIII 
4 
10 
195 
67 
193 
54 
23 
9 
29 
40 
3 
45 
42 
42 
43 
XCVI I 
XCVI I 
XCII 
XCII 
37 
27 
141 
170 
y of life , for Love wants me for his 
the terrible refusal you give me if I 
a different sorrow which clothes and 
fruit on a fine branch , whose desire 
desire of the senses , and my spirit 
If this is so , why , then , did you 
Reason and nature 
nature , loving for her own sake that 
he woman with her child , who , if it 
As the sea complains deeply and 
With sincere heart he 
d departs , it summons evil with ioud 
presence ; only by this bridge can I 
to lasting good , throw away all the 
e good of all men was placed upon the 
at it could make for you an invisible 
You deserve one , since a visible 
178 s not diminish it ; rather is Death a 
us injury which conies from Death ? O 
her for another ; since she has been 
itying and just , shows himself to be 
XCVI 
XCII 
II 
LXVI 
CI 
CXIV 
XIII 
CV 
LXXIX 
26 
19 
11 
40 
3 
35 
16 
14 
3.9 
2 
179 
42 
25 
25 
73 
Wise lady : give me a 
Id not regret having said ; whether I 
Honest love leads to the 
, and that key which shuts you in the 
him who is wounded , death alone is a 
e is ill / no doctor in the world can 
hall soon come to die and all hope of 
or never be achieved : no doctor will 
r blood soften my hard heart : it has 
to fight ; I am wounded and cannot be 
, please grant me that ointment which 
; I do not fear Death , whom everyone 
as if everything in me were a strange 
I would , and I wish to do this , but 
hing prevents you from it , break the 
O Love , o Love : I 
Wise lady : I 
hat direction ? I beg you , Lord , to 
court 2 
court and sends for me 
court you 
covers 1 
covers me completely , when I think that Death 
covets 2 
covets thera both equally , and who will not ap 
covets works of love ; I nave no fear of burni 
créate 2 
créate me , since your knowledge was infallibl 
créate this other desire , for great joys do n 
created 1 
created me that I might save my soul , and you 
creature 1 
creature whose virtues protect her from vices 
cries 4 
cries and begs her for poison , has so little 
cries out when two strong winds attack it equa 
cries peace , so that all men may go about bar 
cries { to take its place 
cross 3 
cross into the great calm of my happiness 
cross pleasures of the world , firmly believin 
Cross , you wounded me , for I defended myself 
crown 2 
crown 
crown should not be placed where there is a mi 
crucible 1 
crucible which refines and perfects gold , lea 
cruel 4 
cruel evil , for ever separating hearts ( whic 
cruel evil which takes away youth and makes th 
cruel , let her show no pity for me ; whoever 
cruel : so confused is our knowledge of Him ! 
crust 1 
crust of your bread , to take away the bittern 
cry 1 
cry out or remain silent , I find nothing to s 
cult 1 
cult of saintly lovers : I love you with such 
cupboard 1 
cupboard cannot open the same door 
cure 4 
cure 
cure him , unless he is from Spain ; in which 
cure is now lost to me 
cure me of my desire 
cured 2 
cured many others of a similar affliction 
cured , since she whom I love has no pity for 
cures 1 
cures us sufferers who are ill because of you 
curses 1 
curses , but fear that Heaven may escape me 
custom 3 
custom : among other people , love is lost thr 
custom hinders me ; in time past I loaded myse 
custom which is common to the dead ; come back 
cut 3 
cut myself a coat from your cloth , dressing m 
cut off base desires from myself ; no weeds gr 
cut short my life before worse things happen t 
13 
Cyprus 1 
The King of Cyprus , imprisoned by a heretic , is not unfo 
XCVI I 
CV 
30 
82 
e uncertain place , afraid of eternal 
much as I should like at the infinite 
damnation 2 
damnation ; all present pleasure is left behin 
damnation which I fear ; and nature does not c 
damned 
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XIII 6 tombs , questioning the souls of the damned ; and they will reply , for they have n 
LXXXI 
LIV 
XLVI 
IV 
XLVI 
2 
33 
21 
danger 3 
when the weather is bad and he is in danger at sea , and sees the place where he co 
One may know my life to be in danger , falling into the hands of such mortal 
In { such ) danger , you will never leave my mind ; rather 
dangerous 2 
e man who desires food to satisfy his dangerous hunger and sees two clusters of frui 
s will accomplish my desires , making dangerous paths across the sea 
winter , summer without heat 
dangers 1 
these dangers will give me a poor reward 
dark 5 
CXIV 62 I wish the clear day were dark , ( and that there were ) howls and tears 
CV 198 , my being , for I prefer that to the dark , everlasting prison 
XVIII 3 the most subtle , and my clear day is dark night to men , and I live by that which o 
XCII 153 white or black : for me , nothing is dark or light 
XXXIX 4 ers misfortunes should not look for a dark place in which to be sad : let him read m 
35 g as the soul dwells in it 
darkness 
it is in darkness so Love carries off my spirit and 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXVI 
IV 
XIII 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
XCVI 
I 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCVI I 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XIII 
XCII 
XCVI I 
XCIV 
XCII 
20 
161 
25 
3 
44 
209 
19 
244 
5 
31 
114 
62 
155 
41 
44 
1 
25 
18 
40 
47 
16 
2 
17 
180 
111 
9 
42 
230 
120 
109 
23 
12 
215 
59 
66 
42 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
54 
242 
49 
melancholy reigns , and in that same 
When will be the 
A thousand times a 
s from the most subtle , and my clear 
defended myself badly , thinking the 
ng : when the saint fails , his feast 
"time their power varies : in a single 
On the 
The 
achieved ; and if I must end my last 
s have decreased at all ; and if some 
I wish the clear 
ear could do me carne to an end on the 
O Love , o Love : on the 
g , and you are tired of them : every 
day 15 
day , choler , blood and phlegm 
day I no longer fear death ? It will be when I 
day I pray God for what for the most part lies 
day is dark night to men , and I live by that 
day itself would protect me 
day lapses 
day , melancholy reigns , and in that same day 
Day of judgement , when we take on flesh and b 
day so much desired comes very slowly to me , 
day / there will also be an end to good loving 
day they were to pass , the time for this to b 
day were dark , { and that there were ) howls 
day when I saw her cióse her eyes 
day when the Innocent One for the good of all 
day you are made aware of this 
days 3 
Let people celébrate feast days and be glad , praising God ( and ) playin 
These days his sport is confined to arrows of lead , 
the better to keep Love 's feast days ; no one should pity me for this strange 
: rather is it as though ( it were ) 
in any concern of my own , my will is 
not completely sound , it can soon be 
no tongue can describe of him who is 
I wish to God that my thoughts were 
With such a love I love her who' is 
oes not live when desire and hope are 
She whom I have loved so much is now 
eak the custom which is common to the 
Though the 
When I reflect that the 
and a beloved ; so , once the body is 
ot try to tempt me ; their cause is a 
; they are terrified of me , as of a 
dies , love lasts for as long as the 
emains alive when the one he loves is 
To mourn for the 
es from my flesh alone , if it is not 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
dead 
deaf 
and does not know where he will go ( he d 
and I could spend my life in sleeping ! H 
, and , in my fear , I love everything th 
, and in nothingness there can be no hope 
, but I am alive , having seen her die ; 
; come back to earth and show what has be 
do not return to earth , before I die , I 
do not think at all of tile living , and 
, he who loved the body cannot love , sin 
letter as far as I am concerned 
man 
one retains the pledge of the living 
; or he should at least live in retiremen 
person comes from mutual love , and I fee 
, will not be long in dying ; that other 
aear 
m it , may I be sure to find your ear deaf 
deal 
I am jealous if you love God a great deal when you take pleasure without me my 
dealt 1 
Love dealt them an- incurable wound Death sepárate 
dear 
I desire what may cost me dear and this hope consoles me for many evil 
LXXXIX desired comes very slowly to me 
dearly 1 
so dearly bought with painful sighs and I am su 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVI I 
CXIV 
XCII 
22 
24 
8 
30 
133 
219 
235 
11 
33 
178 
death 
no more with which to make war to the death 
ose whom lie wounds are exempted from death 
, if the road is' not closed to me by death 
its great strength endures after her death 
re the event ; it is changed : ( by ) Death 
y valué ; the way has been cleared by Death 
uld not want her to be protected from Death 
is hard to accept that I have escaped Death 
e of mind that I visibly draw near to death 
eath does not diminish it ; rather is Death a crucible which refines and perfects go 
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LIV 
LXVI 
I 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCII 
XIII 
XCII 
XCII 
LIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
CV 
XCVII 
LXXVII 
XCII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCVI 
CV 
XCVII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
XIII 
LXVI 
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23 
48 
ais ; it is placed in the scales with death 
a blow , but to him who is wounded , death 
es : like the man who is condemned to death 
Out of pity I come to grieve for her death 
I am reminded of Death 
have experienced this ( in another 's death 
emembering her life , and I mourn her death 
And Death 
it is not true , since nothing takes Death 
I fear death 
leave you , for Lqve is cancelled by death 
a noble heart , Love does not undergo death 
s : I love you with such a love , and Death 
And ( even ) if death 
n ) true friend with a love such that Death 
I do not fear Death 
ve in pleasure brings with it fear of death 
closed in the bodily part of her whom Death 
ers me completely , when I think that Death 
Those from whom Death 
as great as a mortal injury entails ; Death 
afraid of Death ? Who will mourn for death 
1 because of my great sin ; and if by death 
my face when I think of her life and death 
of Love , even though he leads me to death 
t , because its pleasures are lost in Death 
erverse life , and I fear everlasting death 
e , and my own love does not end with death 
Some have said that Death 
The pain of death 
When will be the day I no longer fear death 
nnot feel the mortal injury ; he whom death 
n me ; my love has not been killed by Death 
ng the pious injury which conies from Death 
that ) you are right whether you give death 
e gold which cannot be corrupted , so Death 
e weight of my terrible sins ; before death 
And you see that Death 
t has pleased you to shed tears at my death 
me not see you thus , or let me die ; death 
But I lie at death 
to an end when I saw her draw near to death 
Love dealt them an incurable wound ; Death 
I am this man who takes pleasure in death 
ife , but had then paid my account to death 
th ; indeed , I love you much more in death 
es lay mixed together ; but since her death 
hope ; whatever belongs to the body , Death 
ke the man who finds himself cióse to death 
My final good : I think of your death 
O Death 
uld agree to dwell -in me ; he is like death 
What saint was not afraid of Death 
ant things on his own ; I do not fear Death 
heart does not show such grief as in death 
o one who by chance is so stricken by Death 
he will be reprieved , and put him to death 
this can happen - : ( that ) after my death 
, afraid that fear will frústrate my hop 
alone is a cure 
, and has known this for a long time and 
and I am compelled to lament my misfortu 
, and I return to my grief , and when I 
) and now it terrifies me 
as best I can 
attacks so fiercely and in such a way th 
away from him who wishes it for himself 
because I do not want to leave you , for 
; but I do not believe that my will can 
, but { only ) in that which is inclined 
cannot take it away from me 
did not inflict such a penalty -to depri 
does not diminish it ; rather is Death a 
for myself : I have feared her for anoth 
, for that is pleasure 's chief enemy , 
has taken away from earth , { and ) hone 
has taken away our love 
has taken away the woman they loved will 
has the advantage over all ( other ) evi 
, his own or another rs , such is the gr 
I can redeem my error , this will be my 
; I live in sadness , remembering her li 
; I remain indifferent to past good and 
; in its suffering my soul is involved , 
in the next world 
; indeed , I love you much more in death 
is bitter ; those who experience her tas 
is much more than feared , and this is p 
? It will be when I am set on fire by yo 
never tempted knows still less of it 
, ñor do I feel grief at losing , the wo 
? O cruel evil which takes away youth an 
or life : everything is equal when it co 
puts an end to my base appetite : this w 
puts an end to my suit , may it please y 
puts an end to their desires ; ( but ) s 
, repenting that , because of your meagr 
's bitterness will be sweet to me 
' s door : be sure of that 
, saying with tears : 'Please do not lea 
separated them : it is right that she sh 
, since I do not avoid the reason for wh 
, so that now I would not be living in d 
than in life , and I forgive those who w 
, they are quite distinct , and I feel t 
turns ( it ) to nothing 
, when the weather is bad and he is in d 
whenever I feel content with the present 
, who are envious of all good things , a 
, who catches the fugitive and flees fro 
? Who will mourn for death , his own or 
, whom everyone curses , but fear that H 
, whose suffering is extreme 
? Why , in such a case / does one 's rea 
without a moment for remembering ( his p 
, you may lose your power to love and it 
deceitful 1 
Do not give me deceitful confidence ! Just as the sick man el 
now lost ? Seeing clearly that he has 
, since all that can happen to her is 
ve assailed my thoughts , but my will 
: I do not know what prevents me from 
when this fails , love is not long in 
on : I do not find my sufferings have 
our knowledge of Him ! When suffering 
ft this world , as the fates secretly 
rs equally , not knowing what God has 
: my flesh suffers , since its nature 
s , and if he goes beyond what nature 
deceived 1 
deceived himself , he will never find anyone t 
decided 1 
decided : if she is in Heaven , such good cann 
decides 1 
decides to follow one of them ; I proclaim my 
deciding 1 
deciding to do this ; it looks as if I wanted 
declining 1 
declining : when the saint fails , his feast d 
decreased 1 
decreased at all ; and if some day they were t 
decreases 1 
decreases , faith is the first thing to return 
decreed 2 
decreed 
decreed for you , for your salvation or doom i 
decrees 2 
decrees it , because its pleasures are lost in 
decrees , the result is false and inconstant d 
decrepitude 1 
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86 
IV 
My nature shows decrepitude , for all flesh makes me vomit ; g 
it ? For the will , through which the 
deed 1 
deed is performed , acknowledges the understan 
XLVI 
XIII 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
LXVIII 
XCII 
XVIII 
56 
4 
2 
15 
5 
5 
27 
194 
42 
LXXXIX 
IV 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
LXXXIX 
36 
38 
32 
43 
197 
XIX 
XCII 
cv 
23 
238 
15 
XXIII 
XCVII 
XCVI 
cv 
III 
37 
44 
29 
157 
3 
LXIII 
XVIII 
XCVI 
I 
XCII 
XCIV 
35 
54 
9 
40 
190 
101 
LXXXIX 
tion and I shall prove my words by my 
gardens be filled with tales of great 
t my words , and that I exaggerate my 
his world , and when I try to see his 
My 
deeds of love are like the Romans' ( 
verbank ; let it be understood that , 
the place where it has thrust out its 
, cast his perishable goods into the 
As the sea complains 
The wounded 
me were at war , in peace I would be 
do as you like with me , for I do not 
e , he will not be pitied , much less 
on the Cross , you wounded me , for I 
prepared for him in man , for man is 
My thoughts rise to such a high 
an impossible aim ; the hour will not 
uld ) gather me to her place ; do not 
Already your anger accuses my 
o not know what use there is to me in 
which does not allow it to fast from 
nderstand ( these things ) feel great 
ure , and the envious one , who takes 
I do not mourn the injury of my lost 
Consequently , I do not feel great 
ugh all these stages , are sources of 
man reckons that the greatest good is 
torment need not expect to enjoy his 
: all I can do is obey what my grief 
thout love , or do not know what love 
ed myself to every extreme ; Love has 
cast me off , for he does not wish to 
found him ; in some places I see him 
mastering , and , when I speak , they 
v
 You , spirit , who have 
, he is forced to grieve : when good 
Just as the wind , 
's opinión , and Love assumes power , 
40 ke Love 's advice : on you and on him 
56 
14 
55 
46 
41 
deeds 6 
deeds 
deeds ; and let me walk among tombs , question 
deeds by my utterances : rather I pray God tha 
deeds from within , he gives me pleasure mixed 
deeds of love are like the Romans' ( deeds ) , 
deeds ) , which were greater than the written 
deep 3 
deep in my heart , my thoughts do not drag me 
deep roots : on the earth 's surface / or on m 
deep sea , thinking they would hinder his unde 
deeply 1 
deeply and cries out when two strong winds att 
deer 1 
deer does not long , for the spring as much as 
defeated 1 
defeated and her slave 
defend 1 
defend myself against you : grant me so much m 
defended 2 
defended 
defended myself badly , thinking the day itsel 
defined 1 
defined by his two natures : the body on its o 
degree 1 
degree in love that my soul is within the body 
delay 3 
delay , for it is already late , when I shall 
delay long in wishing me in the next world , ( 
delay ; your pity finds nothing in me to work 
delaying 1 
delaying ; there is no rest for a man who is t 
delicate 1' 
delicate foods 
delight 5 
delight and make it their occupation to unders 
delight in misfortune , for as much as I am ab 
delight , s o great is the fear which comes fr 
delight , since I am not disposed to feel it ; 
delight to me , but the fear of misfortune , w 
delightful 1 
delightful above all others 
delights 1 
delights ; every lover should bear this in min 
demands 2 
demands 
demands ; whoever suffers from this sickness h 
demolished 1 
demolished me with my own stréngth , not with 
demónstrate 1 
demónstrate his power on me 
denounced 1 
denounced as a traitor , and he avoids me , wh 
deny 1 
deny my words , giving to ünderstand that I am 
departed 1 
departed from that body which I loved so much 
departs 1 
departs , it summons evil with loud cries ( to 
depending 2 
depending on the región through which it has p 
depending on where it enters 
depends 1 
depends my perfect good 
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CV 
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26 
44 
20 
156 
13 
1 
56 
XXIII 
XIX 
CV 
43 
2 
23 
deprive 1 
th did not inflict such a penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant a sight - I should n 
deprived 2 
hly what I lose ; for , seeing myself deprived of all love , earth fails me and I ca 
ercifully , Love allows him not to be deprived of the hope of pleasure ; joy and sad 
derives 1 
r I am certain that the greatest good derives from this 
describe 2 
The patient cannot describe his illness , weak as he is , with el 
e great suffering which no tongue can describe of him who is dead and does not know 
deserted 1 
d ; it thinks it will find haven on a deserted beach and poison seems to it a remedy 
deserve 3 
You deserve one , since a visible crown should not 
you who love truly , and pity me if I deserve to be pitied , and then see if there h 
What am I to do , since I do not deserve your help , for I know that I do not m 
XXIII 
deserves 
o express what a fair and honest body deserves well-bred young men , who are exper 
desirable 1 
} the equivalent of hoping for such a desirable good 
XIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
II 
CI 
XCII 
XCII 
IV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XIX 
XXIII 
XIX 
LXXIII 
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LXXIII 
CXIV 
III 
CV 
IV 
XXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
LXIII ' 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
CV 
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CV 
XLVI 
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XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XVIII 
IV 
XCII 
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49 
16 
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27 
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25 
46 
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4 
52 
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40 
39 
22 
34 
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32 
78 
1 
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60 
35 
19 
64 
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9 
62 
32 
61 
3 
54 
26 
173 
35 
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49 
16 
41 
164 
50 
73 
55 
10 
5 
39 
65 
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42 
204 
desire 
hieved : no doctor will cure me of my desire 
or her virtues , unmixed with sensual desire 
, the result is false and inconstant desire 
, since it has nothing to offer to my desire 
ess of love makes me like a child : I desire 
It may be called concupiscible desire 
Let every man judge the cause of my desire 
Love does not live when desire 
you : that you may have regard to my desire 
gned ! Your lack of love drives on my desire 
If I have expressed my desire 
ctions , and nothing can hold back my desire 
1 not be long in dying ; that other ( desire 
This desire 
ers of fruit on a fine branch , whose desire 
The other desire 
Reason and nature créate this other desire 
me like a child : I desire and do not desire 
oceupation to understand you , since desire 
ought very cióse to my end , since my desire 
The faint desire 
feel no longer exists ; if I have any desire 
A lukewarm desire 
My foolish thoughts placed such a desire 
Pleasure and love , from which great desire 
ay end ; I live in suffering , for my desire 
res on you : everything that makes me desire 
have seen its glory with my own eyes desire 
s necessary for my happiness , and my desire 
ce ) that good ( is ) achieved , such desire 
ure to desire such a state ; { this ) desire 
pleasure come from it that I neither desire 
I find in myself neither desire 
alone of her whom God forgive , and I desire 
My flesh does not feel that desire 
s of love , his passion cannot last : desire 
aken away from earth , { and ) honest desire 
at , among shameful loves , an honest desire 
ruth , and restraining my own amorous desire 
d such a feeling ; it is my nature to desire 
do not achieve great love : in their desire 
I desire 
It gives light to blind desire 
e , God , for my strength is weak ; I desire 
I desire 
see and touch is not practised , the desire 
That desire 
That desire 
s you would wish , ( it is ) my great desire 
That ( other ) desire 
Another desire 
nnot be turned away from hope , for I desire 
and do not desire for no reason 
, and generally lasts , since it greatl 
, and he will easily observe the result 
and hope are dead , and in nothingness 
; and I beg Love to give you all his st 
, and your eyes have shattered my armou 
badly / be sure that it does not make t 
; burning winter , summer without heat 
) by which I am watered with continual 
communicates with soul and body ; it is 
covets them both equally , and who will 
exceeds human nature ; its sure sign is 
, for great joys do not abound without 
for no reason 
for the body cannot extend to base impu 
has an impossible aim ; the hour will n 
has neither fear ñor hope , it cannot r 
, he is a fool who does not believe tha 
hinders the pleasure of love ; extremes 
in me as has made me worship the god of 
is born , and hope , which passes throu 
is not firm and my judgement is now dis 
is within you 
its evils , since they promise pleasure 
may grow much less if yours fluctuates 
must fail 
never oceurs to the ignorant : ignoranc 
ñor wish for anything outside myself 
ñor yet guidance to wish for anything o 
nothing of myself or of the world excep 
of the senses , and my spirit covets wo 
possesses him , which is a lack of good 
remains in me unmixed 
should struggle to be alone , pouring f 
so that it does not distract me , I sha 
such a state ; ( this ) desire never oc 
, they do not take pleasure in love , n 
this so that I may think only of you an 
, though not so completely that it remo 
to know what you have predestined for m 
what may cost me dear , and this hope c 
which arises entirely from these ( sens 
which arises from my flesh alone , if i 
which comes from an honest cause will g 
( which ) drives me to such jealousy ; 
which in me has no limit is the means b 
, which makes its way between the two , 
you as my greatest good 
desired 2 
The day so much desired comes very slowly to me , so dearly bo 
I would have known how much your will desired me , fearing ( and ) trusting everyth 
_ desires 28 
; while she was alive , such were -my desires 
elf completely from the body , for my desires are not to be found in any man , excep 
at scorn : 'You wish vainly and your desires are vain , for in an instant your plea 
u see that Death puts an end to-their desires ; ( but ) she cannot end what is good 
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XVIII 
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XIII 
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LXIII 
CV 
LXXVII 
XIII 
34 suffering , and in its presence blind 
49 These 
104 rn inevitably from likenesses ; flesh 
1 • Like the man who 
25 Wise lady : I cut off base 
14 to the more powerful one , two great 
9 Everyone seeks and 
7 Without hope of achieving my 
54 My ) passions kept all these 
80 he body in itself 
1 Sails and winds will accomplish my 
59 here are three parts towards which my 
59 no dissatisfaction ; I soatter all my 
38 Each of these 
198 his two natures : the body on its own 
55 se desires in confusión , just as the 
10 What man alive , enduring such pain , 
4 6 his true end ; and when the appetite 
33 There are two 
21 or I alone renounce the horde of base 
28 o í feel scorn and loathing for those 
21 All the 
30 easure than that of imagining that my 
41 O foolish Love ! Whoever 
18 
100 
XVIII 
CV 
LXVIII 
26 
164 
5 
100 
LXIII 
CV 
LXIII 
XIX 
XCII 
CV 
60 
146 
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145 
111 
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XIII 
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CV 
CI 
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25 
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34 
21 
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57 
231 
30 
42 
31 
141 
40 
3 
desires can see 
desires disturb honest love in me , since , be 
desires flesh , soul seeks its like : from the 
desires food to satisfy his dangerous hunger a 
desires from myself ; no weeds grow on my rive 
desires nave assailed my thoughts , but my wil 
desires his like ; thus I take no pleasure in 
desires , I shall go through the world proclai 
desires in confusión / just as the desires the 
desires its pleasure ; later the soul feels it 
desires , making dangerous paths across the se 
desires mount , and similarly they arise in th 
desires on you : everything that makes me desi 
desires takes its own course , and no one know 
desires the appearance of filth ; the soul by 
desires themselves lay mixed together ; but si 
desires what he despairs of ? It is so severe 
desires what is necessary to it , man does not 
desires which follow nature , and each of them 
desires which mingle with the good ; there is 
desires which , ( once they are ) satisfied , 
desires which were confused in me are shown el 
desires will never be achieved ; and if I must 
desires your pleasure bases his satisfaction o 
224 spirit burns with puré love , keenly 
uffers greatly when lie is faced with 
since you see me in such a strait ! I 
enduring such pain , desires what he 
at the light of the world was false , 
hout contempt for life and without my 
cool in summer when the heat comes ; 
n it is no effort : how will he do it 
strait ! I despair 'if you consider my 
ntil he has recovered his strength to 
ical heat , without which he would be 
es before you , when I have to give a 
Just as the master 
ers this pleasant pain , for soon the 
, making me equal in suffering to the 
is very right that he who pleases the 
than that of Tityos , whose liver is 
s very oíd , absence is the worm that 
wholly known : her beauty blinds the 
I shall compare you to a game of 
And { even ) if death 
If this is so > why , then , 
with pleasure , I shall soon come to 
earch for poisons so that comfort may 
! Let me not see you thus , or let me 
safe harbour , and I see many people 
it away from me , -but since I do not 
ead do not return to earth , before I 
hat your own faint will , if I should 
ns : we both know that a man may well 
, and with a fresh ailment I come to 
t those habits which kept me from you 
And may I 
ranees : rather I pray God that I may 
desiring 1 
desiring that God should take her soul to hims 
despair 2 
despair ; but , mercifully , Love allows him n 
despair if you consider my desserts ; I am gre 
despairs 1 
despairs of ? It is so severe that it seems in 
despising 3 
despising earthly glory because they experienc 
despising it for your sake 
despising the worth of his former master and t 
despite 1 
despite himself , at great cost ? I see that e 
desserts 1 
desserts ; I am greatly vexed that my life sho 
destroy 1 
destroy the one who has injured him , so I mus 
destroyed 1 
destroyed 
detailed 1 
detailed account of my sins ? You have given m 
detests 1 
detests his servant ( so much } that he will g 
devil 3 
devil himself will pity me when lie sees me go 
devil ! I do not valué the goods which I alone 
devil should take the ñame of him with whom he 
devoured 1 
devoured by a vulture , and each time the fies 
devours 1 
devours it , unless constaney struggles hard , 
devout 1 
devout man ; her understanding is fobd for tho 
dice 1 
dice 
did 2 
did not inflict such a penalty -to deprive me 
did you créate me , since your knowledge was i 
die 13 
die and all hope of cure is now lost 
die , and my heart is never so full • 
die ; death 's bitterness will be swe 
die from trivial ailments : no one is 
die , I aecuse myself of little love 
die , I shall have news of her 
die , may cast me into oblivion ; thi, 
die of love ; the least you can do is 
die ,. since it is not like the other 
die , since they have half killed me 
die straight away if my words are fei 
die this instant if my speech ever bo 
to me 
f pleasur 
t to me 
certain 
thought 
believe 
and is { 
and taken 
gned ! Yo 
rders on 
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16 
214 
206 
XVIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
cv 
LXVIII 
II 
cv 
CXIV 
10 ad , but I am al'ive , having seen her die ; with great love , it is hard to accept t 
dies 5 
dies an innocent man and a martyr to loving yo 
dies and the other lasts for ever , the third 
dies ; anyone who is in such a state feels a s 
dies , love lasts for as long as the dead one 
dies , nothing is left to the one who loved it 
XCIV-
XCII 
cv 
XCIV 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
LIV 
XCII 
13 
61 
129 
11 
13 
35 
22 
21 
65 
29 
177 
CV 
cv 
LXXXIX 
28 
72 
36 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXIII 
17 
40 
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118 
XCIV 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
CXIV 
120 
13 
5 
30 
91 
47 
158 
86 
ecause of your meagre favours , there 
ts , two of which follow nature : one 
arises entirely from these ( senses ) 
or the soul ; and when the loved one 
When the body 
16 ts ( own ) feeling , according to the 
120 flesh rebelled against me ; the great 
similar to others ; in quality it is 
they arise in three ways ; they take 
He who considers a 
; I do not say that my own is utterly 
ing you , my lady , its gaze is quite 
e ; through not knowing , I uve in a 
passions of the soul go through very 
nion ? Through much loving I become a 
I feel a 
9 The eye of the ignorant man is not so 
they are ) satisfied , cause Love to 
with a love such that Death does not 
urse ; all suffering is conquered and 
If by forcé I 
ck , and do not turn my steps in that 
state of the man who travels in that 
t { kind of ) suffering : in whatever 
everything I perform turns out to my 
Within man 's body , the humours 
nding as master , and , though it may 
Those who 
end in oneself are seen { to be ) in 
ef which I endure without reward will 
my hope is troubled and I feel great 
e ; the great differences between our 
Let me not be the only one in your 
, do not forget ! Come weeping , with 
ne and the same time , I found myself 
rth of his former master and taking a 
our ignorance ; your will continually 
h to mourn , and when I do not , I am 
ure I receive from you , my beloved : 
t feel great delight , since I am not 
Thus 
58 give me anything in which there is no 
difference 1 
difference which exists between them on earth 
differences 1 
differences between our discordant parts sing 
different 9 
different 
different courses from one another , bringing 
different end has no rest / for the will does 
different from any other kind ( of suffering ) 
different from the gaze of those who show them 
different ( kind of } suffering : in whatever 
different or contrary changes , for in one ins 
different person , so much so , that I think I 
different sorrow which clothes and covers me c 
dim 1 
dim that he will not fail to recognize the gra 
diminish 2 
diminish , choosing those which arise from the 
diminish it ; rather is Death a crucible which 
diminished 1 
diminished by time ; I do not say that my own 
direct 1 
direct my thought elsewhere , remembering it , 
direction 3 
direction 
direction ? I beg you , Lord , to cut short my 
direction I look , I am burned 
disadvantage 1 
disadvantage ; though my strength is great , I 
disagree 3 
disagree ; from time to time their power varié 
disagree with it , in the end is guided by its 
disagree with me are without love and fear lov 
disagreement 1 
disagreement : this is a sure sign that it is 
disappear 1 
disappear , my feelings stiffer , and will not 
discord 1 
discord within me 
discordant 1 
discordant parts sing in harmony , now they ar 
disfavour 1 
disfavour ! With hands joined ( in prayer ) , 
dishevelled 1 
dishevelled hair , your breasts open to show h 
disinclined 1 
disinclined and totally abandoned by love : be 
dislike 1 
dislike to his behaviour , ( but ) realizing c 
displays 1 
displays clemency , your hostile appearance is 
displeased 1 
displeased enough , for I wish to lose all pie 
displeasure 1 
displeasure is the way which leads to not-lovi 
disposed 2 
disposed to feel it ; but , through his knowle 
disposed , what is bitter seems sweet to me : 
dissatisfaction 1 
dissatisfaction ; I scatter all my desires on 
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dissuade 1 
CXIV 65 ere is nothing on earth sufficient to dissuade me from remaining forever in mourning 
XCIV 
XCII 
XXIII 
XCII 
LXXXII 
XVIII 
cv 
XCIV 
XVI11 
XVI11 
56 
245 
4 
49 
8 
39 
104 
39 
24 
33 
distance 1 
22 o him , hope and fear show him from a distance theír good or evil , of which he alwa 
distant 1 
26 does not make true love { any more ) distant from me ; hotter than the sun in the m 
distaste 1 
4 3 ss from me ; I have conceived a great distaste for all food , except that which cost 
distinct 1 
but since her death , they are quite distinct , and I feel them separately , as íf 
distinction 1 
we shall share out our bodies without distinction 
distract 
wn amorous desire so that it does not distract me I shall say what I find in you 
disturb 3 
These desires disturb honest love in me 
d judgement fail ; fortune and Chance disturb their functioning 
ows tired , so that my flesh does not disturb true love 
disturbed 1 
e is not firm and my judgement is now disturbed in me 
since , between go 
on is worthy of man 
disturbs 1 
and the reverse disturbs man ' s nature and he does not achieve 
CXIV 69 
Just as the saints- , seeing the 
ul from his body so that he might see 
and , in losing such pleasures , is 
divine 2 
divine light , realized that the light of the 
divine mysteries ( for the body is the soul 's 
divorced 1 
divorced from human nature 
XCVI 
LXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCVI I 
XIII 
XCVI I 
XCVI 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
IV 
XCII 
XCVI I 
XCII 
LXXIII 
LIV 
CV 
cxiv 
LXIII 
CV 
CXIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCII 
CV 
XIX 
XCVI I 
LXVI 11 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
XCII 
xcn 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
XCVI I 
LXXIII 
IV 
LXXXIX 
XCVI I 
CV 
XCII 
XCVI 
CV 
38 
5 
34 
125 
28 
6 
43 
55 
28 
6 
6 
46 
154 
54 
68 
25 
11 
6 
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37 
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39 
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27 
32 
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15 
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38 
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23 
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28 
140 
148 
41 
157 
220 
113 
4 
24 
49 
47 
15 
48 
46 
13 
- 8 
236 
25 
79 
my heart and capture all my senses , 
is overrun by envy ; no man wants to 
y works , I am not angry with you ñor 
ve has not been killed by Death , ñor 
, it is a waste of time ; whatever I 
ver ) from the past and what Love can 
well die of love ; the least you can 
I cannot do more : all I can 
e ; whatever I do , I regret before I 
en when it is no effort : how will he 
love ? What fool will accuse me if I 
yourself : you are so gross that you 
All injuries that Love or Fear could 
I cannot 
te this other desire , for great joys 
dden from lovers , from all those who 
hope of it without suffering ; if I 
go to meet you ; I do not know why 
, wants me to make an effort , and 
who takes pleasure in death , since 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
This love , though fools 
or Love is cancelled by death ; but I 
me - for as long as we are alive , I 
an forcé such a pas"sion : therefore I 
makes me feel its lack of favour ; I 
ve / and more vividly than before ; I 
nses , do as you like with me , for I 
u { should ) gather me to her place ; 
What am I to do , since I 
makes me like a child : I desire and 
) takes it away from me , but since I 
that , deep in my heart , my thoughts 
I 
erform pleasant things on his own ; I 
Consequently , I 
I 
y grief will ever know moderation ; I 
arts , have loved well , I pray you , 
If I 
mourn and wish to mourn , and when I 
g , it is a miráele that pleasure - I 
be a voTuntary act of good , and you 
behaviour , you are without love , or 
I ought to go where her road lies : I 
am certain that my will is free and I 
O merey , God ! But I 
e when you consider me most ready 
do 98 
do as you like with me , for I do not defend m 
do good , even when it is no effort : how will 
do I blame you in any way ; I am quite certain 
do I feel grief at losing , the world 
do , I regret before I do it 
do in a place which is prepared { for it ) , I 
do is believe with all your heart that my suff 
do is obey what my grief demands. 
do it 
do it despite himself , at great cost ? I see 
do love ? No one can forcé such a passion : th 
do Love no service ; Love is said to be a volu 
do me carne to an end on the day when I saw her 
do more : all I can do is obey what my grief d 
do not abound without suffering 
do not achieve great love : in their desire , 
do not achieve it , I shall be so wretched tha 
do not act as I wou-ld wish , since I am certai 
do not apply myself to this ( as I should ) ; 
do not ask him for any woman who lives on eart 
do not ask you to give me physical health or a 
do not avoid the reason for which it comes to 
do not believe it , is a true sign of the good 
do not believe that my will can be overeóme by 
do not believe this can happen - : ( that ) af 
do not complain if anyone does not wish me wel 
do not complain of Love , even though he leads 
do not consent to escape from this into peace 
do not defend myself against you : grant me so 
do not delay long in wishing me in the next wo 
do not deserve your help , for I know that I d 
do not desire for no reason 
do not die , I accuse myself of little love 
do not drag me down 
do not fear Death for myself : I have feared h 
do not fear Death , whom everyone curses , but 
Do not fear or take exception to my changing t 
do not feel great delight , since I am not dis 
do not feel my flesh ; then ivt is impossible f 
do not find my sufferings havex decreased at al 
do not forget ! Come weeping , with dishevelle 
Do not give me deceitful confidence ! Just as 
do not have as much faith in you as you would 
do not , I am displeased enough , for I wish t 
do not know how - should be present 
do not know the way to this good 
do not know what love demands ; whoever suffer 
do not know what prevents me from deciding to 
do not know what prevents me from this purpose 
do not know what to bee , of you , except that 
do not know what to say that I should not regr 
do not know what use there is to me in delayin 
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I want to go to meet you 
d ignorance of good is the reason men 
o death , sayíng with tears : 'Please 
, and if I pray to you for my flesh , 
my eyes would never stop weeping ! 
What fool will accuse me if 
for as long as I grieve ( for it ) 
deserve your help , for I know that 
Wise lady : 
ur hand or lift me by the hair ; if 
If I find myself at a stage where 
Though the dead 
conquered and diminished by time ; I 
I 
subtleties to me , which the learned 
t weep , who sees me laugh , though I 
e great iove : in their desire , they 
I live by that which ordinary people 
When I reflect that the dead 
As long as I 
And 
ak , gorge yourself on my flesh , but 
I want to rise up and I 
is no need to punish me , since they 
ch I travel ; I want to go back , and 
at as it is ; if I ask for Heaven , I 
e equal in suffering to the devil ! I 
Having lost Love , I 
I fear death because I 
state to wish to receive advice and I 
at woman who makes me live ? And if I 
s hope consoles me for many evils ; I 
, ( though ) we could oppose it , we 
What am I to 
Then what will he 
and I return to my grief , and when I 
ey do not take pleasure in love , ñor 
ou as much as I would , and I wish to 
now what prevents me from deciding to 
ind the way which leads towards you ; 
pressed by fear of God , what shall I 
fear , I love everything that had to 
e , so as not to think of anything to 
A wise 
ble to make signs , if he is ill , no 
hat I wish for never be achieved : no 
I do not know why I do not act as I would wish , 
I do not know why my heart does not burst 
do not know you 
do not leave me , have pity on my suffering ! 
do not listen to me 
I do not love so little that no tears wet my fac 
I do not love ? What fool will accuse me if I do 
I do not love you as much as I would , and I wis 
I do not make as much effort as I might 
I do not mourn the injury of my lost delight , s 
I do not need to join my hands in prayer to God 
I do not need to say I love you , since I firmly 
I do not reach out my hand towards yours , drag 
I do not remember my grief , I already have a si 
do not return to earth , before I die , I shal 
do not say that my own is utterly different fr 
do not sin so clearly in my understanding as I 
do not succeed in mastering , and , when I spe 
do not suffer continual pain ? I have combined 
do not take pleasure in love , ñor do they exp 
do not taste 
do not think at all of tile living , and the g 
do not think , I find some rest , but my spiri 
do not think I was so foolish as not to see yo 
do not touch my spirit , which resembles you ; 
do not try hard enough : such is the weight of 
do not try to tempt me ; their cause is a dead 
do not turn my steps in that direction 
do not valué it sufficiently ; I am lacking in 
do not valué the goods which I alone possess , 
do not want God to help me by making the world 
do not want to leave you , for Love is cancell 
do not want to see any remedy : rather have I 
do not weep , who sees me laugh , though I do 
do not wish my life to be exempted from a most 
do not wish to 
do , since I do not deserve your help , for I 
do , since no other good remains to him , exce 
do so , I suffer pain which weakens me 
do they experience good , if hope does not fia 
do this , but custom hinders me ; in time past 
do this ; it looks as if I wanted to , but it 
do this , Lord , and if I ever stray from it , 
do , who swim in sins ? When I think of Hell , 
do with her 
do with the world 
doctor 3 
doctor does not take the case lightly when the 
doctor in the world can cure him , unless he i 
doctor will cure me of my desire 
does 
More and more does 
reverse disturbs man 's nature and he does 
the appetite / though without it man does 
its pillar is subtle thought , which does 
I have any desire , he is a fool who does 
s not fall into error , as long as he does 
I do not know why my heart does 
oul , but it fails in time , since it does 
kind who is too strong for him , and does 
ality ; even though the first impulse does 
t take the case lightly when the heat does 
e damnation which I fear ; and nature does 
ue friend with a love such that Death does 
ning my own amorous desire so that it does 
never grows tired , so that my flesh does 
erminate , and it is not an end if it does 
ost through absence , and my own love does 
the fear I have of you ! And if love does 
desires what is necessary to it , man does 
Thus , whoever does 
My flesh does 
Thus , if a man does 
ñor do they experience good , if hope does 
.My great suffering does 
recognize the grace of your body ; he does 
He who does 
e can describe of him who is dead and does 
s himself among rocks is afraid ( lie does 
d does not know where he will go ( he does 
tate feels a strange grief , but this does 
This peace in me does 
Love does 
The wounded deer does 
from an act which does 
true end , since it doe^s 
sed my desire badly , be sure that it does 
ods which 1 alone possess , for a man does 
ual fire without smoke , and the heat does 
myself to speak of what my knowledge does 
rom both together 
is world is not 
65 
hope abandon me , and the fear of that ev 
not achieve the end which he seeks in all 
not achieve the other : Saint John announ 
not allow it to fast from delicate foods 
not believe that my spirit burns with pur 
not break the rules , and if he goes beyo 
not burst 
not cali upon virtue , and in part is sen 
not come back until he has recovered his 
not come from it , in it resides the judg 
not come to the surface ; the ignorant on 
not comprehend such suffering , ñor can m 
not diminish it ; rather is Death a cruci 
not distract me , I shall say what I find 
not disturb true love 
not end in you 
not end with death ; indeed , I love you 
not enter into me as I should wish , incr 
not fall into error , as long as he does 
not feel Love 's torment need not expect 
not feel that desire of the senses , and 
not feel the pains of love , his passion 
not flatter them 
not follow the normal course ; all suffer 
not know it as the subtle man does : the 
not know ( it from experience ) cannot fe 
not know where he will go { he does not k 
not know where to set his feet ) to go ah 
not know whether his God will want him fo 
not last long : the experienced man confi 
not last very long , since suffering endu 
not live when desire and hope are dead , 
not long , for the spring as much as I ( 
not make it clear which of the two has th 
not make men happy ; it is the beginning 
not make true love { any more ) distant f 
not perform pleasant things on his own ; 
not reach my outer part 
not reach to ; excess of love makes me li 
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188 
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15 
13 
43 
20 
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9 
37 
16 
11 
185 
8 
8 
168 
12 
166 
11 
29 
67 
21 
ds these conflicts , since its extent does 
ithout pleasure , I believe suffering does 
asure of all other goods , and he who does 
tlety / for outside yourself the will does 
ferent end has no rest , for the will does 
known to us through his actions ; he does 
ginning , so that the end of anything does 
When the eye does 
Whatever belongs to the body but does 
es away : since I am alive / my heart does 
row much less if yours fluctuates and does 
me ih my sad state of raind , since He does 
A wise doctor does 
) , so Love carries off my spirit and does 
Love 's suffering does 
In a noble heart , Love does 
I am a Catholic , but Faith does 
therefore I do not complain if anyone does 
} , so Love has cast me off , for he does 
ken by Death ? Why , in such a case , does 
t makes me suffer , for good pleasure does 
Why does 
he does not know it as the subtle man does 
And if he does 
ures , not realizing how much harm he does 
Your intelligence does 
not reach to truth 
not remain 
not resemble you , God , is not good 
not rest 
not rest in any other thing ; all men fee 
not reveal his quantity or his quality ; 
not satisfy me 
not see and touch is not practised , the 
not share in the spirit , the coarse man 
not show such grief as in death , whose s 
not show that it increases ; and if it go 
not take away that which makes me sad ! I 
not take the case lightly when the heat d 
not take with it any impure thoughts / an 
not torture me to such an extent that I s 
not undergo death , but ( only ) in that 
not warm me , for the slow cold of the se 
not wish me well 
not wish to demónstrate his power on me 
one 's reason hide and passion assemble a 
riot enter my heart 
such a common case seem so extreme to one 
: the colour , yes , but he knows nothing 
this , you will come to the extreraity , i 
to himself 
what no other is capable of , for it can 
CXIV 
CV 
CXIV 
13 
182 
13 
dominates 1 
od or evil according to which of them dominates the other 
done 3 
It is done with me as should be done 
y who never servad you , and you have done no less for them than I ask of you 
It is done with me as should be done 
XCVI 
II 
LXXIX 
XLVI 
I 
II 
CV 
LIV 
XCII 
LXVI 11 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 11 
CV 
12 
33 
47 
30 
38 
204 
43 
- 225 
28 
117 
21 
28 
4 
LXXIX 
CV 
CXIV 
XCVI I 
26 
190 
33 
18 
CV 
CI 
LIV 
I 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
101 
29 
18 
1 
48 
26 
7 creed for you , for your salvation or 
in the-cupboard cannot open the same 
But I lie at death 's 
on ( for either ) ; wide awake , with 
easure turns to suffering ; labour is 
rings thinness to my body , my wit is 
so that now I would not be living in 
lodgings ; there is not the slightest 
hould take her soul to himself ; if I 
my heart , my thoughts do not drag me 
My feelings drive my thoughts up and 
ow that it increases ; and if it goes 
deep in my heart , my thoughts do not 
not reach out my hand towards yours , 
190 part of me is ready , but I draw near 
and their forcé is not sufficient to 
spxritual part of me is ready , but I 
ch a sad state of mind that I visibly 
ill not come to an end when I saw her 
! Prolong my life , since I feel I am 
greatly vexed that my life should be 
. Love wants me and Fortune 
e , and the fear of that evil which I 
doom 1 
doom is given ( also ) to me : whichever you a 
door 3 
door 
door : be sure of that 
door unbarred , it will find me humbly answeri 
doubled 2 
doubled after a little rest , like the sick ma 
doubled by thinking of love ; the fat body whi 
doubt 3 
doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell more than t 
doubt that there will be a great upheaval : an 
doubt this , may I suffer' for it 
down 2 
down 
down like clouds in the air ; at times I griev 
downhill 1 
downhill , so will my own , and , falling from 
drag 2 
drag me down 
drag me to you by forcé 
dragging 1 
dragging behind me my sensual part 
draw 4 
draw blood 
draw near dragging behind me my sensual part 
draw near to death 
draw near to death , saying with tears : 'Plea 
drawing 1 
drawing near to you 
drawn 1 
drawn out , and I am terrified that it may end 
draws 1 \ 
draws me away : my strength is not equal to su 
dread 1 
dread overwhelms me 
dreams 1 
Like the man who takes pleasure in dreams and his pleasure comes from foolish tho 
dress 1 
ontinually sad because of the kind of dress it has adopted , ( and ) which for a Ion 
dressing 1 
I cut myself a coat from your cloth , dressing my spirit ( in it ) ; when I put it o 
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rt of pleasure with those evils which 
My feelings 
7 11 not return until I have completely 
, ( it is ) my great desire { which ) 
as caused it , knows the reason which 
words are feigned ! Your lack of love 
tais , and , placed in the fire , the 
born and bred , they will leap on to 
ong thorns : believe the lover who is 
will give him neither punishment ñor 
And if God wishes me to 
the written accounts tell ; those who 
rth , merely that lie should agree to 
han fish are found in woods and lions 
inions : the place where they used to 
oiced by people in general , since it 
oul 's prison and as long as the soul 
When Love 
pies my imagination and no other good 
who is so weak in strength , for I am 
it is not dead , will not be long in 
drive 2 
drive me out of my mind when the time comes fo 
drive my thoughts up and down like clouds in t 
driven 1 
driven out the great fear which prevents me fr 
drives 3 
drives me to such jealousy ; I am not afraid t 
drives me to such suffering 
drives on my desire , and your eyes have shatt 
dross 1 
dross goes off in smoke , leaving puré gold wh 
dry 1 
dry land as a last resort 
dumb 1 
dumb and him who changes colour from one momen 
duties 1 
duties { to perform so Love has cast me of 
dwell 5 
dwell in Heaven , apart from seeing Him , for 
dwell in love 's sickness , in believing me , 
dwell in me ; he is like death , who catches t 
dwell in water will my love ever change , as 1 
dwell is no longer there 
dwells 4 
dwells both outside and inside us 
dwells in it , it is in darkness ) , so Love c 
dwells in me indivisibly , I feel such pleasur 
dwells there 
dying 2 
dying and am so feeble that I cannot say : 'In 
dying ; that other ( desire ) by which I am wa 
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7 himself , at great cost ? I see that 
34 two desires which follow nature , and 
36 and poor feel their harsh evils , and 
15 d of a metal which is called silver : 
38 
24 , so that , if the body is content , 
163 oíd the greatest lover of all ' , and 
202 the two has the greater share in it ; 
19 liver is devoured by a vulture , and 
16 
32 
20 
31 
43 
230 
45 
31 
116 
142 
37 
27 
59 
194 
64 
58 
26 
123 
each 10 
each feels such pain , of such a kind , accord 
each man 's heart is harder than a stump of wo 
each of them guides man naturally ; when they 
each of them with ( his ) proud ways 
each of these conveys its ( own ) feeling , ac 
Each of these desires takes its own course , a 
each one may be satisfied 
each one pity my evil fate 
each seeks for some pleasure on its own accoun 
each time the flesh is renewed , though the bi 
32 eternal 
ear 1 
, may I be sure to find your ear deaf 
earned 1 
but I fear she may not have earned this kind 
earth 
fference which exists between them on earth 
im : his strength lies lower than the earth 
on of all those which can be known on earth 
of her whom Death has taken away from earth 
is common to the dead ; come back to earth 
Though the dead do not return to earth 
seeing myself deprived of all love , earth 
ught alone takes away all pleasure on earth 
And when she lived on earth 
no pity for me ; whoever lies in the earth 
ot ask him for any woman who lives on earth 
ould not thank it for ñot clothing in earth 
yet guidance to wish for anything on earth 
as thrust out its deep roots : on the earth 
There is nothing on earth 
There are many on earth 
16 
, { and } honest desire remains in me un 
and show what has become of you : your 1 
, before I die , I shall have news of he 
fails me and I cannot reach to Heaven 
for me - for as long as we are alive , I 
in the flesh , I wanted to love her spir 
is not afraid to fall still further : my 
, merely that lie should agree to dwell 
my naked body , which expects to lose no 
; my thoughts are gathered within me , s 
's surface , or on mud , or on the rough 
sufficient to dissuade me from remaining 
who have not understood my writings , an 
XLVI 
IV 
earthly 1 
ht of the world was false , despising earthly glory because they experienced a great 
easily 1 
the cause of my desire , and he will easily observe the results in me ; my love has 
east 2 
d take up arms against them ; but the east "and south-west winds will help them , wit 
inds attack it equally , one from the east , the other from the west , and ( this ) 
eats 
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I 32 asant mouthful ,' turns everything lie eats into sufferíng ; like the hermit in whom 
XCIV 
CV 
62 
98 
XIX 
CXIV 
CV 
LXXVII 
28 
.52 
24 
5 
46 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CI 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
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28 
24 
23 
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30 
91 
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30 
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effect 1 
alone , pouring forth the marvellous effect which had been hidden by the power of c 
effects 1 
Love is known by its effects 
effort 4 
to myself , for I have never made the effort 
ng wisely in me , wants me to make an effort , and I do not apply myself to this ( a 
for I know that I do not make as much effort as I might 
wants to do good , even when it is no effort : how will he do it despite himself , a 
either 
t Fortune brings me no occasion ( for either ; wide awake , with door unbarred 
else 6 
t be considered sweeter than anything else 
t having wished for or known anything else 
ath , he cannot go back since someone else brought him ( there ) , for he would not 
lover is greater or lesser in someone else ' s opinión , and Love assumes power , dep 
er attains to this forgets everything else , so that he loses all sense of himself i 
ray God not to prolong my life , or ( else ) to instil in me this firm intention : t 
elsewhere 1 
If by forcé I direct my thought elsewhere , remembering it , I recover it wíth 
emotions 1 
it ) out , since I leave all that my emotions feel , and believe in Paradise by fai 
enclosed 1 
an end to my base appetite : this was enclosed in the bodily part of her whom Death 
endoses 1 
e ; its sure sign is that no boundary endoses it 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
IV 
XIII 
XCIV 
xcn CV 
XIX 
XIII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
I 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XIX 
LIV 
LIV 
I 
XIX 
LXIII 
4 
69 
77 
45 
126 
226 
129 
102 
106 
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105 
106 
115 
40 
31 
77 
155 
113 
21 
32 
29 
11 
204 
205 
17 
41 
113 
4 
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240 
105 
25 
8 
121 
30 
95 
9 
34 
26 
20 
26 
56 
end 
no one is certain how any matter will end 
to resent that suffering should ever end 
il here and evil afterwards , without end 
finds the way which leads to his true end 
Thus the wholly human end 
If I believe an end 
He who considers a different end 
out , and I am terrified that it may end 
all ends terminate , and it is not an end 
hose philosophers who placed the true end 
You are the end 
, and it is not an end if it does not end 
the beginning , through which another end 
ough it may disagree with rt , in the end 
ill never be achieved ; and if I must end 
oil it at the beginning , so that the end 
t Love or Fear could do me carne to an end 
s ) found in this world is not a true end 
find myself brought very cióse to my end 
d my last day , there will also be an end 
annot be corrupted , so Death puts an end 
terrible sins ; before death puts an end 
And you see that Death puts an end 
to their desires ; { but ) she cannot end 
Her ) life had still not come to an end 
's nature and he does not achieve the end 
Any end 
gh absence , and my own love does not end 
; and when the appetite desires what is ne 
gives no rest or term to the appetite , th 
has come to our love , and I lose hope of 
has no rest , for the will does not rest i 
; I live in suffering , for my desire is n 
if it does not end in you 
in oneself are seen ( to be ) in disagreem 
in which all ends terminate , and it is no 
in you 
is achieved , according to the process one 
is guided by its wisdom 
my last day , there will also be an end to 
of anything does not satisfy me 
on the day when I saw her cióse her eyes 
, since it does not make men happy ; it is 
, since my desire has an impossible aim ; 
to good loving 
to my base appetite : this was enclosed in 
to my suit , may it please you , God , sin 
to their desires ; ( but ) she cannot end 
what is good , however much she offends it 
when I saw her draw near to death , saying 
which he seeks in all his actions 
( which is ) found in this world is not a 
with death ; indeed , I love you much more 
ends 3 
s all rivers run td the sea , so all ends enter into you 
er own resides ; and , before my life ends , I wish my body to lie with its arms aro 
You are the end in which all ends terminate / and it is not an end if it do 
endure 3 
It would be better to endure my suffering than to mix a tiny part of 
with it ; therefore m suffering will endure , since it has something to sustain it 
f tile living , and the grief which I endure without reward will disappear , my feel 
endures 2 
puré friendship , its great strength endures after her death \ 
not last very long , since suffering endures longer than pleasure 
What man alive 
enduring 1 
enduring such pain desires what he despairs 
enemies 
falling into the hands of such mortal enemies both rich and poor feel their harsh 
enemy b 
death , for that is pleasure ' s chief enemy , and if Love ever brought pleasure , I 
lives poorly who has his thought for enemy , bringing him news of troubles ; and wh 
shed { for it ) , (so that even ) my enemy has pitied me for it , and I have never 
rs to the ignorant : ignorance is the enemy of Love 
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cv 98 te contrary to your own , and I am an enemy to myself when I think to be a friend 
33 ion ! ) Sleeping , ( and ) waking 
LXIII 
LXVIII 
XCII 
14 
18 
el Love ' s torment need not expect to 
, in time of storm , when most people 
II 
CI 
XCVII 
XCVII 
cv 
4 
18 
47 
24 
9 
CV 
CV 
CXIV 
CV 
CV 
137 
134 
12 
183 
122 
4 6 rk of the pleasure which the good man 
eves that with a single anchor he has 
ild who , for his age , can walk well 
, and when I do not , I am displeased 
Little love and great pity should be 
want to rise up and I do not try hard 
157 ng is not as great as a mortal injury 
I have of you ! And if love does not 
rivers run to the sea , so all ends 
suffer , for good pleasure does riot 
an I ask of you ; and so I beg you to 
as not good in itself ( one could not 
184 ou to enter my heart , since you have 
engage 1 
engage my imagination in contemplating the per 
enjoy 2 
enjoy his delights ; every lover should bear t 
enjoy themselves around the fire and I can joi 
enjoys 1 
enjoys in you , so that my flesh , which rebel 
enough 5 
enough 
enough along his own street , but if , by chan 
enough , for I wish to lose all pleasure and t 
enough for it to show great signs 
enough : such is the weight of my terrible sin 
entails 1 
entails ; Death has the advantage over all ( o 
enter 5 
enter into me as I should wish , increase my f 
enter into you 
enter my heart 
enter my heart , since you have entered other 
enter Paradise by means of it ) , except insof 
entered 1 
entered other more wretched ones 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
I 
LIV 
XCVII 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
CI 
cv 
IV 
XCVI 
IV 
101 
84 
39 
43 
70 
71 
83 
16 
15 
53 
53 
54 
44 
29 
44 
4 
89 
150 
145 
25 
30 
37 
4 
5 
10 
XCIV 
cv 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XLVI 
XCVI 
XCVII 
47 
55 
103 
149 
58 
15 
31 
30 
enters 2 
assumes power , depending on where it enters 
er it with much signing ; at first it enters into me with suffering 
entire 2 
uch as it is , to being king over the entire French nation 
e his goodwill lies and he places his entire will in hers 
( but ) before 
e great suffering I experience is not 
ely beyond my own natures , ñor is it 
lacks the power to obtain , for it is 
t practised , the desire which arises 
s your will , unless ( I possess ) it 
good things and virtues when it acts 
I want your will to become 
f to this ( as I should ) ; and now , 
, and it mistrusts the advice of the 
O Death , who are 
lse companion feel pleasure , and the 
self ; the whole world is overrun by 
e me in part , but are not altogether 
I look on all things with an 
O painful , final parting , making me 
Who would be 
ne draws me away : my strength is not 
ou give death or life : everything is 
ranch , whose desire covets them both 
ury him in Hell ) : my spirit suffers 
s out when two strong winds attack it 
8 nothing in the world ( which is ) the 
entirely 8 
entirely beyond my own natures , ñor is it ent 
entirely bsyond their confines ; I believe tha 
entirely false , and this vexes the soul 
entirely from these ( senses ) dies ; anyone w 
entirely , I can have no pleasure ; if your wi 
entirely in accordance with its own nature , 1 
entirely mine ; I am jealous if you love God a 
entirely overeóme by my oíd habits , I take no 
envious 3 
envious 
envious of all good things , and in such purpo 
envious one , who takes delight in misfortune 
envy 
envy no man wants to do good , even when it 
essary to it , man does not fall into 
sin ; and if by death I can redeem my 
dly than before ; I do not consent to 
one curses / but fear that Heaven may 
No lover can 
ve , it is hard to accept that I have 
ill search for secret hiding-places ,: 
Any misfortune is small it it is not 
ff to the uncertain place , afraid of 
egual 6 
equal 
equal countenance : nothing makes me sad , sti 
equal in suffering to the devil ! I do not val 
equal to mourning the pious injury which conie 
equal to such confliets ; without her , I can 
equal when it comes from your power , so that 
equally 3 
equally , and who will not appease it until he 
equally , not knowing what God has decreed for 
equally , one from the east , the other from t 
equivalent 1 
equivalent of hoping for such a desirable good 
error 2 
error , as long as he does not break the rules 
error , this will be my sweet penitence 
escape 3 
escape from this into peace of mind 
escape me 
escape the charge of loving little if he remai 
escaped 1 
escaped Death 
escaping 1 
escaping from the sea where they were born and 
eternal 2 
eternal , but I fear she may not have earned t 
eternal damnation ; all present pleasure is le 
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15 
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30 
14 
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34 
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18 
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207 
40 
even 
se from fear rather than love ; but , even 
be ungrateful if I ever reject it or even 
And ( even 
) that my pleasure can be fulfilled , even 
been punished ( for it ) , (so that even 
favour ; I do not .complain of Love , even 
rstanding which conquers sensuality ; even 
n by envy ; no man wants to do good , even 
as they are , give me abundance of these 
attempt to leave it behind 
) if death did not inflict such a penalty 
if you were in favour of fulfiliing it ; 
) my enemy has pitied me for it , and I h 
though he leads me to death ; I remain in 
though the first impulse does not come fr 
when it is no effort : how will he do it 
event 2 
is there , they are not as before the event ; it is changed : ( by ) Death 
life to be exempted from a most grave event , which I pray God may come soon 
ever 
his sadness and shall live sadly for ever 
th the soul that no action in man can ever 
t I may die this instant if my speech ever 
pleasure 's chief enemy , and if Love ever 
and lions dwell in water will my love ever 
y and to resent that suffering should ever 
be found ! I have forgotten that I ( ever 
our conversation , now separated for ever 
r ever , I cannot think my grief will ever 
And it hurts me to think that I ever 
pleasure , I shall be ungrateful if I ever 
O cruel evil , for ever 
wards you ; do this , Lord , and if I ever 
re : one dies and the other lasts for ever 
g a master who was never a vassal ñor ever 
15 
be called single ; neither is humble and 
borders on fiction 
brought pleasure , I am the man who can b 
change , as long as I know that you take 
end 
) had such a feeling ; it is my nature to 
, I cannot think my grief will ever know 
know moderation : I do not find my suffer 
offended her , and I should like to redee 
reject it or even attempt to leave it beh 
separating hearts ( which were ) united ! 
stray from it , may I be sure to find you 
, the third is that which looks to false 
thought to pay homage ( to another ) ; in 
everlasting 2 
leading a perverse life , and I fear everlasting death in the next world 
ing , for I prefer that to the dark , everlasting prison 
every 9 
ght to pay homage ( to another ) ; in every base action , his was a savage heart ; h 
oathing , and you are tired of them : every day you are made aware of this 
eight , it will break to pieces , for every extreme leads to its opposite : to the ( 
or your sake I have exposed myself to every extreme ; Love has demolished me with my 
In every love there is a lover and a beloved ; so 
ed not expect to enjoy his delights ; every lover should bear this in mind : that , 
Let every man judge the cause of my desire , and h 
Every true friend loves his ( own ) true frien 
Every true lover suffers greatly when lie is f 
his own ; I do not fear Death , whom 
ou : grant me so much misfortune that 
ies in pain and torment ; so I pardón 
ore obvious to other people , so that 
, and whoever attains to this forgets 
unfavourable condition : I feel that 
unique in love , it seems to me as if 
ight whether you give death or life : 
o , for one pleasant mouthful , turns 
o is dead , and , in my fear , I love 
n ; I scatter all my desires on you : 
so that will and appetite conflict ; 
esired me , fearing ( and ). trusting 
I remain indifferent to past good and 
st Him ; man cannot reckon such great 
y act together , they perform good or 
Then , evil here and 
Love of 
, God ! Reverse my nature , which is 
lover of all ' , and each one pity my 
O cruel 
alf of those who will receive good or 
He who expects neither good ñor 
nce my body is worse than paralysed ! 
Then , 
e in the world if it were cleansed of 
prepared for ( the ) good or ( the ) 
how him from a distance their good or 
own or another *s , such is the great 
e cleansed of evil humours ; good and 
love in me- / since > between good and 
lled to leave him , what to others is 
ope abandon me , and the fear of that 
ury which conies from Death ? O cruel 
dise ; another example of this is the 
ieve : when good dqparts , it summons 
everyone 5 
everyone curses , bút fear that Heaven may esc 
everyone pities me ; as much as you are able , 
Everyone seeks and desires his like ; thus I t 
everyone with all my heart , if I am not pitie 
everyone would say : 'Behold the greatest love 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
everything 
else , so that he loses all sense o 
I perform turns out to my disadvant 
in me were a strange custom : among 
is equal when it comes from your po 
lie eats into suffering ; like the 
that had to do with her 
that makes me desire is within you 
the body and soul taste naturally i 
to the future 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
Evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
evil 
23 
according to which of them dominates the 
afterwards , without end 
and ignorance of good is the reason men d 
because of my great sin ; and if by death 
fate 
, for ever separating hearts ( which were 
from Love 
from love sees a great glory gathered wit 
habits have grown so oíd in me that I fin 
here and evil afterwards
 K without end 
humours ; good and evil preserve man 's r 
of love , but it is my fate that Fortune 
, of which he always feels one or the oth 
? One cannot feel the mortal injury ; he 
preserve man ' s radical heat , without wh 
, they blind my thoughts 
to me seems good 
which I dread overwhelms me 
which takes away youth- and makes the fies 
which we feel , whereas we think of Parad 
with loud cries { to take its place 
35 
evils 
both rich and poor feel their harsh evils and each of them with ( his ) proud wa 
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XLVI 
XCII 
XXXIX 
I 
LXXIII 
CV 
50 
158 
35 
27 
2 
207 
XXIII 
22 
, and this hopé consoles me for many 
has the advantage over all ( other ) 
its glory with my own eyes desire its 
ix a tiny part of pleasure with those 
that I spin out my words , and that I 
eciate the joys of Paradise ; another 
urs , who , carried away by passion , 
The other desire 
lost / and I suffer more , the more I 
evils ; I do not wish my life to be exempted f 
evils : I have experienced this ( in another ' 
evils , since they promise pleasure 
evils which drive me out of my mind when the t 
exaggerate 1 
exaggerate my deeds by my utterances : rather 
example 1 
example of this is the evil which we feel , wh 
exceed 1 
exceed the truth , and restraining my own amor 
exceeds 1 
exceeds human nature ; its sure sign is'that n 
excel 1 
excel them in love 
XXXIX 
LXXVII 
XCII 
XVIII 
CV 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXXXII 
II 
XCII 
36 
3 
207 
8 
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14 
129 
17 
6 
44 
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LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XIX 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXIX 
CI 
41 
23 
39 
145 
51 
24 
12 
except 
One cannot know , except 
All love fails , except 
thing is left to the one who loved it except 
ires are not to be found in any man , except 
not enter Paradise by means of it ) , except 
since no other good remains to him , except 
iré nothing of myself or of the world except 
I want no pleasure except 
has no advantage ( over the fool ) , except 
eived a great distaste for all food , except 
I do not know what to bee , of you , except 
11 
by experience , the great pleasure whic 
( for love ) of self ; the whole world 
grief at the memory of pleasure ; when 
in him who is not troubled at all by th 
insofar as it was the beginning of our 
mourn the goodness of the time now lost 
that God may set her in Heaven 
that of being sad : I mean that pleasur 
that the fool is less often right 
that which costs me much love 
that you ( should ) gather me to her pl 
exception 1 
Do not fear or take exception to my changing thoughts , since in ( 
excess 2 
Through loving to excess , I find myself in this situation , not 
what my knowledge does not reach to ; excess of love makes me like a child : I desir 
excuse 1 
And yet this seems to me a poor excuse , that I am not afraid of my corruption 
excuses 1 
Who will show me how to make excuses before you , when I have to give a det 
exempted 2 
y evils ; I do not wish my life to be exempted from a most grave event , which I pra 
scar , but those whom lie wounds are exempted from death 
exerted 1 
, in my imagination , saw such power exerted over me that in my ( own ) castle I wa 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
16 
221 
37 
42 
14 
LXXIII 
XIII 
LXXXII 
CV 
LXXVII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
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XVIII 
XVIII 
XCII 
LXIII 
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LXIII 
XXIII 
48 
28 
7 
170 
9 
27 
137 
218 
69 
36 
38 
27 
18 
29 
159 
25 
19 
exists 4 
g , according to the difference which exists between them on earth 
nce that which made it feel no longer exists ; if I have any desire , he is a fool w 
experience , the great pleasure which exists in the mere intention of him who is a t 
if his service goes unrecognized : he exists solely where his goodwill lies and he p 
expect 1 
oes not feel Love 's torment need not expect to enjoy his delights every lover sho 
expects 2 
He who expects neither good ñor evil from love sees a 
othing in earth my naked body , which expects to lose no other pleasure than that of 
experience 
I see experience 
me unfeeling , so that I never again experience 
He who does not know { it from experience 
t take pleasure in love , ñor do they experience 
said that Death is bitter ; those who experience 
s no longer with the straw ; no other experience 
lace where lies the great suffering I experience 
One cannot krtow. , except by experience 
h it any impure thoughts , and thus I experience 
and judgement fail ; fortune and Ch 
any pleasures : not only those base 
) cannot feel pity for him who lies 
good , if hope does not flatter the 
her taste may say this , or who the 
, I think , is of any valué ; the w 
is not entirely beyond my own natur 
, the great pleasure which exists i 
the pleasure which never grows tire 
experienced 4 
despising earthly glory because they experienced a greater one , so I feel scorn an 
f , but this does not last long : the experienced man confirms this 
I have not experienced such a flavour , and I have to tas 
age over all ( other ) evils : I have experienced this { in another 's death ) and n 
After misfortune 
experiences 1 
anyone who experiences the taste of good cannot be said t 
XXXIX 
expert 1 
erves ; well-bred young men , who are experta( in such matters ) , have pursued it , 
exposed 1 
you realize how for your sake I have exposed myself to every extreme ; Love has dem 
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express 1 
XXIII 17 We are all coarse when we try to express what a fair and honest body deserves ; 
XCVI 
II 
XXIII 
XCVI 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XCII 
19 
25 
39 
40 
85 
17 
5 
213 
expressed 2 
he is in Heaven , such good cannot be expressed ; if In Hell , my prayer is foolish 
If I have expressed my desire badly , be sure that it do 
extend 2 
ou , since desire for the body cannot extend to base impulses : rather is it as thou 
pities me ; as much as you are able , extend your power over me 
extent 4 
ve avoids these conflicts , since its extent does not reach to truth 
fering does not torture me to such an extent that I should wish to leave its bitter 
y spirit contemplates Love to such an extent that it seems to sepárate itself comple 
n , of such a kind , according to the extent to which they share in the body or the 
25 Like gold which 
extract 1 
( when ) they extract it from the mine is mixed with other 
XLVI 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XLVI 
XCII 
44 
96 
23 
40 
36 
41 
167 
extreme 7 
rief as in death , whose suffering is extreme 
I feel grief and it seems to me extreme ; I am not in a state to wish to recei 
, it will break to pieces , for every extreme leads to its opposite : to the ( man o 
r sake I have exposed myself to every extreme ; Love has demolished me with my own s 
at good or much injury ; and the high extreme ( of love ) is its own pleasure : reme 
I am that most extreme of lovers , after him whose life God t 
Why does such a common case seem so extreme to one who by chance is so stricken by 
LXXIII 33 desire hinders the pleasure of love 
extremes 1 
extremes have the appearance of perfect good 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXVI 
XXXIX 
CI 
CI 
CV 
LXXVII 
CI 
XCVI I 
XCVI I 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CV 
LXXXII 
XCII 
CV 
XXIII 
LXXVII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XLVI 
XXIII 
CI 
XXIII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
CV 
15 
38 
95 
9 
9 
155 
39 
34 
25 
42 
96 
18 
9 
49 
51 
18 
64 
21 
7 
27 
215 
10 
3 
209 
44 
47 
208 
45 
34 
29 
18 
49 
27 
191 
188 
185 
53 
49 
172 
213 
f he does this 
extremity 
you will come to the extremity if there is any place where Love m 
eye 5 
When the eye does not see and touch is not practised , 
f it could act without hindrance , no eye in the world would be impaired ; but it is 
at fault ; I have judged you with an eye of flesh : I beg you give light to the eye 
The eye of the ignorant man is not so dim that he 
ñll that I think and all that my eye sees , the more beautiful it is and the mo 
eyes 
d on the day when I saw her cióse her eyes 
world ; it would be better to have no eyes 
I who have seen its glory with my own eyes 
My eyes 
f love drives on my desire , and your eyes 
f flesh : 1 beg you give light to the eyes 
rom your love avails me , unless your eyes 
I saw a pair of eyes 
wish to lose all pleasure and that my eyes 
before receiving such a blow , but to him 
desire its evils , since they promise pie 
have made a full confession of this , and 
have shattered my armour ; my thoughts , 
of the soul ! My will is quite contrary t 
show me favóur , ñor can I know anything 
which had such great power to cause suffe 
would never stop weeping ! I do not love 
face 1 
t love so little that no tears wet my face when I think of her life and-death ; I li 
faced 1 
rué lover suffers greatly when lie is faced with despair ; but mercifully , Love a 
fail 6 
od ( is } achieved , such desire must fail 
an who helps himself , and you cannot fail any who approach you , and your arms are 
I see experience and judgement fail ; fortune and Chance disturb their functi 
In such suffering all comforts fail me , for she whom I love is cone , and wi 
or my hope tremble ; charity will not fail me if they are firm , and if I pray to yo 
nt man is not so dim that he will not fail to recognize the grace of your body ; he 
fails 6 
All love fails , except ( for love ) of self ; the whol 
ot long in declining : when the saint fails , his feast day lapses 
ered with continual suffering , if it fails in me , it will not be without great cau 
it greatly concerns the soul , but it fails in time , since it does not cali upon vi 
t the memory of pleasure ; when this fails , love is not long in declining : when t 
g myself deprived of all love , earth fails me and I cannot reach to Heaven 
faint 2 
The faint desire has neither fear ñor hope , it ca 
I am afraid that your own faint will , if I should die , may cast me int 
fair 3 
coarse when we try to express what a fair and honest body deserves ;., well-bred youn 
Fair and intelligent lady : all tasks are ligh 
ufficed for you alone ; He has made a fair number { who are ) very wise and good , b 
faith 7 
hen help me / Lord , with the fire of faith , and consume in fire that part of me wh 
ons feel , and believe in Paradise by faith and judge it by reason 
I am a Catholic , but Faith does not warm me /•for the slow cold of 
Then people will not need to have faith in what Love performs outside me ; its p 
If I do not have as much faith in you as you would wish , ( it is ) my 
e of Him ! When suffering decreases , faith is the first thing to return , but firm 
embles you ; and , above all , may my faith not wander ñor my hope tremble ; charity 
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XCIV 
I 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
XVIII 
LXXIX 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXVI 
XXIII 
XVIII 
CV 
CI 
CI 
IV 
II 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
47 
6 
142 
22 
34 
129 
49 
83 
59 
43 
25 
42 
76 
129 
26 
15 
23 
30 
50 
52 
56 
39 
163 
26 
46 
fall 3 
hat is necessary to it , man does not fall into error , as long as he does not break 
t , knowing , for certain that I must fall into its hands , time future cannot turn 
er lies in the earth is not afraid to fall still further : my hope in what I hoped i 
falling 2 
falling from a height , it will break to piece 
falling into the hands of such mortal enemies 
oes downhill , so will my own , and 
ne may know my life to be in danger 
false 
, the false seems true ( and } truth false 
d what nature decrees , the result is false 
power to obtain , for it is entirely false 
er , the third is that which looks to false 
e when they see my suffering ; let my false 
lized that the light of the world was false 
pleasure bases his satisfaction on a false 
good reason ; and I leave it through false 
s which my own opinions praised , the false 
and inconstant desire 
, and this vexes the soul 
appetite 
companion feel pleasure , and the enviou 
, despising earthly glory because they e 
ground ; thus his understanding has no r 
opinión , thinking I lose the world and 
seems true ( and ) truth false 
familiar 2 
ings to life because his ailments are familiar to him , if by chance some other kind 
He may be familiar with your colour and bearing / but he 
far 4 
me ; their cause is a dead letter as far as I am concerned 
mber that you rewarded the thief { as far as one can see , his works were not suffic 
ompared ) to my triáis when I see you far away , for ( when I am ) near you , nothin 
you , nothing can trouble me , and , far from you , I find nothing good without suf 
fast 1 
thought , which does not allow it to fast from delicate foods 
fat 1 
is doubled by thinking of love ; the fat body which is given to sleeping cannot tak 
fate 3 
of all ' , and each one pity my evil fate 
ness may be a certain and much nobler fate than any other pleasure , since pleasant 
r ( the ) evil of love , but it is my fate that Fortune brings me no occasion ( for 
LXIII 
CV 
CV 
68 
94 
90 
fates 1 
you who have left this world , as the fates secretly decreed 
fault 3 
ound a place to suit me ; this is the fault because of which I cannot love 
, for I confess that I am the one at fault ; I have judged you with an eye of flesh 
ourself ( to be ) angry , this is the fault of our ignorance ; your will continually 
XVIII ajesty 
faults 
rewarding good and punishing faults he would find me to be the one phoeni 
II 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
CV 
LIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
XCVII 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
LXIII 
CV 
LXXIII 
CV 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LIV 
CV 
III 
LIV 
CI 
28 
15 
14 
49 
18 
38 
7 
37 
82 
42 
154 
25 
140 
161 
148 
76 
29 
27 
136 
181 
51 
68 
10 
168 
34 
11 
25 
65 
3 
18 
44 
favour 
ail heart burns without receiving any favour 
yer ) , I beg your pity ; grant me no favour 
n , fortune makes me feel its lack of favour 
but reward for my service 
I do not complain of Love 
I love as 
even thou 
Love 's great favour is so powerful that it will be sufficie 
avails me , unless your eyes show me favour , ñor can I know anything more certain 
an be fulfilled , even if you were in favour of fulfilling it ; you are compelled to 
favourably 1 
humbly begging the tramontana to blow favourably on them 
penting that 
favours 
because of your meagre favours 
that all five may bring a 
there dies an innocent man and a mar 
fear 
t sufficiently ; I am lacking in both fear 
ike at the infinite damnation which I fear 
among thorns : Love 's torments make Fear 
All injuries that Love or Fear 
I fear 
I do not fear 
When will be the day I no longer fear 
pleasant things on his own ; I do not fear 
ain , leading a perverse life , and I fear 
ot in the tomb ! The spirit , full of fear 
I fear 
to love you ! Let love overeóme the fear 
I love her who is dead , and , in my fear 
preserve the lover from both hope and fear 
account , there all that the feelings fear 
disagree with me are without love and fear 
of the claws of the strong lion will fear 
The faint desire has neither fear 
irit covets works of love ; I have no fear 
To live in pleasure brings with it fear 
, the just ( man ) , was oppressed by fear 
re sources of delight to me
 / but the fear 
d more does hope abandon me , and the fear 
dy overeóme me ; I am a prisoner , in fear 
38 
and hope 
; and nature does not comprehend such suf 
and Trust share the same lodgings ; there 
could do me carne to an end on the day whe 
death because I do not want to leave you 
Death for myself : I have feared her for 
death ? It will be when I am set on fire 
Death , whom everyone curses , but fear t 
everlasting death in the next world 
, flies off to the uncertain place , afra 
Hell , towards which I travel ; I want to 
I have of you ! And if love does not ente 
, I love everything that had to do with h 
; in such present joy will lie be found ! 
is manifest 
love 's suffering , and when they are in 
much less the sting of the wasp 
ñor hope , it cannot receive great good o 
of burning in that blind fire in which lo 
of death , for that is pleasure 's chief 
of God , what shall I do , who swim in si 
of misfortune , which makes my tender fie 
of that evil which I dread overwhelms me 
, of your intelligence 
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LXXXIX 
cv 
cv 
XCVI 
LXIII 
LXVI 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
XCVI 
XXIX 
XLVI 
LIV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCII 
XLVI 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XIII 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
XIX 
41 
222 
57 
32 
22 
28 
138 
149 
205 
30 
8 
19. 
16 
126 
33 
140 
40 
138 
34 
209 
1 
18 
27 
31 
XCII 
cv 
cv 
LXXXIX 
XXIII 
cv 
cv 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
cv 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
cv 
cv 
LXXVII 
XCII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXXIX 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XCVI I 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
XCII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XVIII 
XIX 
xvin 
XCIV 
XCVI I 
LXIII 
LIV 
XCIV 
cv 
XCII 
cv 
XLVI 
XCVI I 
LXXIX 
cv 
LXIII 
65 
45 
187 
58 
37 
157 
60 
96 
125 
46 
144 
74 
45 
84 
158 
14 
105 
71 
85 
13 
220 
221 
4 
8 
41 
118 
11 
9 
73 
43 
59 
28 
64 
7 
3 
14 
119 
9 
14 
48 
67 
35 
61 
35 
57 
131 
4 
207 
57 
40 
15 
208 
53 
Do not fear 
rom attrition , since they arise from fear 
I fear 
is small if it is not eternal , but I fear 
sadness are present to him , hope and fear 
s imagination plunges him into mortal fear 
nto me as I should wish , increase my fear 
ar Death , whom everyone curses , but fear 
I would not be living in doubt ! Men fear 
of my lost delight / s o great is the fear 
nave completely driven out the great fear 
y votive offerings of wax ; the great fear 
n the scales with death , afraid that fear 
I love and fear 
or take exception to my changing thoughts 
rather than love ; but , even as they are 
, rather than love , you , and in your pr 
she may not have earned this kind 
show him from a distance their good or ev 
: so it is with me , for Love 's sickness 
, so that , fearing , I may not sin ; for 
that Heaven may escape me 
the pains of Hell more than they apprecia 
which comes from her great misfortune ! A 
which prevents me from being happy 
will bring to light the secrets which wil 
will frústrate my hope 
with honest shame the spirit alone of her 
feared 2 
The pain of death is much more than feared , and this is partly because it is comm 
do not fear Death for myself : I have feared her for another ; since she has been cr 
fearing 3 
nown how much your will desired me , fearing ( and ) trusting everything to the fut 
d wish , increase my fear , so that , fearing , I may not sin ; for , by not sinning 
afraid to have news of you , greatly fearing that you will not show signs of love ; 
feast 3 
eclining : when the saint fails , his feast day lapses 
Let people celébrate feast days and be glad , praising God ( and ) 
a hermit , the better to keep Love 's feast days ; no one should pity me for this st 
feeble 2 
Love , seeing his power so feeble , has broken his bow : I announce this 
n strength , for I am dying and am so feeble that I cannot say : 'In you is my hope 
20 wed / though the bird never ceases to 
th to reject it altogether and let me 
, since I lea-ve all that my emotions 
od : I think of your death whenever I 
All who understand ( these things ) 
Consequently , I do not 
this sin : my hope is troubled and I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
s not been killed by Death , ñor do 
ul Love is in me , the nearer to me 
Lord God ! Prolong my life , since 
The signs of love which men 
If you 
, ñor can man appreciate , still less 
delight , since I am not disposed to 
unaccustomed pain , fortune makes me 
late both her spirit and her body ; I 
ness has taken hold of me , so that I 
m content with the sadness I wear ; I 
Thus , whoever does not 
I do not 
it to love , since that which made it 
t sweetness in itself , and , since 1 
love ' s sickness , in believing me , 
so that , while it lasts , I cease to 
times I grieve , at others I scarcely 
ce those who are stricken are made to 
ot know ( it from experience ) cannot 
easure : ñor can I thirik that I might 
my suffering ; let my false companion 
1 content with the present ; and if I 
they experienced a greater one , so 
show me the pleasures of the body , 
which makes me sad ! In my sadness 
hen Love dwells in me indivisibly , 
t others I scarcely feel pain , and 
My flesh does not 
s about my unfavourable condition : I 
Human beings 
person comes from mutual love , and I 
, such is the great evil ? One cannot 
Thus , if a man does not 
h mortal enemies ; both rich and poor 
ath , they are quite distinct , and I 
not rest in any other thing ; all men 
All that I see and 
example of this is the evil which we 
Love : I 
gs stupefied ; my spirit has lost its 
r : each of these oonveys its ( own ) 
whereas we think of Paradise without 
forgotten that I { ever ) had such a 
feed 1 
feed on it : for one worm gnaws my thoughts , 
feel 4 9 
feel a different sorrow which clothes and cove 
feel a tiny spark of the pleasure which the go 
feel , and believe in Paradise by faith and ju 
feel content with the present ; and if I feel 
feel great delight and make it their occupatio 
feel great delight , since I am not disposed t 
feel great discord within me 
feel grief and it seems to me extreme ; I am n 
feel grief at losing , the world 
feel his pleasure come ; if I find him ungener 
feel I am drawing near to you 
feel in such a situation , I find affect me wi 
feel in the le'ast offended by such behaviour , 
feel , it 
feel it ; but , through his knowledge , a coar 
feel its lack of favour ; I do not complain of 
feel joy as great as that of the pious man in 
feel joy at seeing myself in this state , and 
feel joy , while I am in such a state 
feel Love 's torment need not expect to enjoy 
feel my flesh ;-then it is impossible for it t 
feel no longer exists ; if I have any desire , 
feel no other pleasure , I shall be ungrateful 
feel no remorse in their consciences 
feel or understand 
feel pain , and I feel sufferings which bring 
feel pain from their wounds according to the m 
feel pity for him who lies in pain and torment 
feel pleasure again 
feel pleasure , and the envious one , who take 
feel sad because of some present instance , no 
feel scorn and loathing for those desires whic 
feel sorrow , since they are lost beyond recaí 
feel such great pleasure come' from it that I n 
feel such great sweetness in itself , and , si 
feel such pleasure that I forget that I am in 
feel sufferings which bring pleasures with the 
feel that desire of the senses , and my spirit 
feel that everything I perform turns out to my 
feel that many of the secrets which God keeps 
feel the full pain of this : ( which is ) to a 
feel the mortal injury ; he whom death never t 
feel the pains of love , his passion cannot la 
feel their harsh evils , and each of them with 
feel them separately , as if they were visible 
feel this , and it requires no subtlety , for 
feel turns to grief , reminding me of you , wh 
feel , whereas we think of Paradise, without fe 
feel you ( intuitively ) rather than know you 
feeling 6 
feeling 
feeling , according to the difference which ex 
feeling it 
feeling ; it is my nature to desire such a sta 
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I 
XCVII 
XCII 
cv 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
IV 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXVIII 
CI 
CI 
XIX 
XCII 
II 
LXXVII 
5 
2 
116 
68 
233 
122 
39 
62 
17 
81 
23 
23 
212 
20 
20 
40 
5 
78 
22 
27 
Feeling my suffering to lie in wait , knowing 
self a lover , I can recognize llttle feeling of love in myself 
feelings 6 
My feelings drive my thoughts up and down like el 
is of no account , there all that the feelings fear is manifest 
: then it is no great wonder that my feelings remain in hope of this ; and if it we 
re without reward will disappear , my feelings stiffer , and will not go away unless 
rts ( which were ) united ! I find my feelings stupefied ; my spirit has lost its fe 
nother , bringing pleasures and other feelings which trouble me 
feels 5 
dies ; anyone who is in such a state feels a strange grief , but this does not last 
desires its pleasure ; later the soul feels it and wants to achieve its own pleasure 
s , and that it ( is the body which ) feels most pain or pleasure ( from this ) , so 
eir good or evil , of which he always feels one or the other , and whichever he lose 
tions which torment lovers , and each feels such pain , of such a kind , according t 
feet 2 
r games , walk over snow , with naked feet , bareheaded , serving a master who was n 
( lie does not know where to set his feet ) to go ahead , because he sees no track 
feigned 
y I die straight away if my words are feigned Your lack of love drives on my desir 
in times past ! Pity me , then 
fellow-man 
your fellow-man who suffers this pleasant pain 
felt 3 
tremble at this kind of love ; it is felt and not understood ; few have known its c 
e known me , all the suffering I have felt because of you will not go unrewarded ; t 
irit { in it ) ; when I put it on , I felt it was very large , and ( it is ) very ti 
III 11 
fever 1 
ant one sees that the sick man has no fever and thinks him well since he is health 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
few 2 
78 ove ; it is felt and not understood ; few have known its cause ; joys and sufferings 
7 e who will not believe me : there are few who believe things other than those which 
fiction 1 
4 instant if my speech ever borders on fiction 
fiercely 1 
134 And Death attacks so fiercely and in such a way that , in killing a 
fight 1 
38 one at war , since Love has ceased to fight ; I ara wounded and cannot be cured , sin 
filled 1 
streets and pleasant gardens be filled with tales of great deeds and let me 
XCII 
filth 
on its own desires the appearance of filth 
1 
the soul by itself wishes its clothing 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
XCVII 
XCII 
LXIII 
LXIII ' 
CV 
CI 
CXIV 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XLVI 
XVIII 
XCVII 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXIII 
XCII 
XIX 
CI 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
CI 
XCVI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
CV 
cv 
57 
144 
12 
75 
16 
4 
56 
40 
47 
210 
35 
58 
4 
11 
48 
19 
39 
48 
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3 
100 
21 
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23 
15 
42 
23 
52 
26 
57 
46 
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final 2 
My final good : I think of your death whenever I 
O painful , final parting , making me equal in suffering t 
ess he is a fool , that he will never 
hich men feel in such a situation , I 
has deceived himself , he will never 
ajority of people , it is true that I 
have no sure road ; it thinks it will 
ve and flees from him who wishes , to 
to me I feel his pleasure come ; if I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
what she is worth ; and the more 
not distract me , I shall say what 
re pleasure it brings me , the more 
awake , with door unbarred , it will 
good and punishing faults , he would 
ting hearts ( which were ) united ! I 
r must make me content ( and ) I must 
will ever know moderation : I do not 
uffering and take away my liberty ? I 
If I 
I ) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Thus I ( too 
Through loving to excess , 
age ; though my strength is great , 
to be burned by Love 's heat , for 
eüeved as much as lie wishes ; and 
n trouble me , and , far from you , 
hether I cry out or remain silent , 
es , and am at case in this , since 
As long as I do not think , 
ing , if one looks closely , one will 
that I may think only of you and may 
habits have grown so oíd in me that I 
find 33 
find a better situation 
find affect me without pain : whatever I under 
find anyone to treat him better 
find great love within me ; but if I consider 
find haven on a deserted beach and poison seem 
find her 
find him ungenerous , another must make me con 
find I have offended you with great sin ; and 
find ( in her ) , the worse it is for my thoug 
find in myself neither desire ñor yet guidance 
find in you 
find it makes me suffer , for good pleasure do 
find me humbly answering 
find me to be the one phoenix among the best ; 
find my feelings stupefied ; my spirit has los 
find my pleasure outside myself 
find my sufferings have decreased at all ; and 
find myself a prisoner , ( now that I am ) set 
find myself at a stage where I do not remember 
find myself brought very cióse to my end , sin 
find myself in a strange place , so that only 
find myself in this situation , not having wis 
find myself lacking in strength , since I make 
find myself refreshed in his fire , just as th 
find myself so overeóme by Love that I cannot 
find nothing good without suffering 
find nothing to satisfy me ; whether I let my 
find pleasure in it 
find some rest , but my spirit is continually 
find that pleasure is mixed with it ; therefor 
find the way which leads towards you ; do this 
find virtue bitter to the taste 
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my symptoms show that I shall not live muc 
my thoughts , which lead me to great madne 
myself : I have feared her for another ; s 
never be achieved : no doctor will cure me 
no reason 
no reason ; and the second is the terrible 
not clothing in earth my naked body , whic 
not having found a place to suit me ; this 
one moment to imagine that I possess your 
one pleasant mouthful , turns everything 1 
one small good among great ills brings ( m 
one worm gnaws my thoughts , another my he 
or known anything else 
outside yourself the will does not rest 
poison , has so little sense that she cann 
poisons so that comfort may die , and my h 
praising so highly the life of sadness , b 
remembering ( his past 
, resembling you , you raise him to a high 
secret hiding-places : escaping from the s 
, seeing myself deprived of all love , ear 
she whom I love is cone , and will not com 
some pleasure on its own account and , hav 
soon the devil himself will pity me when 1 
such a desirable good 
that is pleasure ' s chief enemy , and if L 
that of which lie has no hope 
the body cannot extend to base impulses : 
the body is the soul 's prison and as long 
the bold lover , may his time be wasted 
the dead person comes from mutual love , a 
the good of all men was placed upon the Cr 
{ the ) good or ( the ) evil of love , but 
the greater part attracts the lesser and f 
the most part lies with you : that you may 
the slow cold of the senses puts { it ) ou 
the spring as much as I ( long ) to be in 
the understanding worships only truth 
the will does not rest in any other thing 
the will , through which the deed is perfo 
the wound she has caused 
their power to love is limited , since it 
them than I ask of you ; and so I beg you 
them to tell me there that it has pleased 
they have no one but me to accompany them 
they will not believe it ; and those who s 
this is the most terrible condition of all 
this strange way of life , for Love wants 
this ; think badly of him , since he conce 
this to begin has now arrived 
those desires which , ( once they are ) sa 
those friends lie had in the world , not h 
those who understand 
time past occupies my imagination and no o 
unexpiated sins , I pray your Son not to c 
us 
what for the most part lies with you : tha 
what my heart is suffering 
( when I am ) near you , nothing can troub 
, when such a person laments his situation 
which I am sad , I am content with the sad 
which it comes to me 
, without pleasure , I believe suffering d 
you alone ; He has made a fair number { wh 
you an invisible crown 
you by understanding - and over the flawle 
you , for your salvation or doom is 
your action has weakened my courage 
your sake 
your sake I have exposed myself to every e 
your salvation or doom is given ( also ) t 
given 
; I sh 
XIII 24 only be interrupted by that which is 
forbidden 1 
forbidden to me 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXVI 
4 
82 
26 
7 
3 
and towards yours , drag me to you by 
If by 
onfined to arrows of lead , and their 
1 accuse me if I do love 7 No one can 
, ñor be s.o strong , with sufficient 
forcé 5 
forcé 
forcé I direct my thought elsewhere , remember 
forcé is not sufficient to draw blood 
forcé such a passion : therefore I do not comp 
forcé to undo the knots which Love can tie 
39 but when the friend goes away , he is 
forced 2 
fórced to grieve : when good departs 
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39 
31 
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27 
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34 
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5 
d into anger , and ( that ) , if I am forced to leave this world , my whole misfortu 
son hide and passion assemble all its 
ficient to dissuade me from remaining 
forces 1 
forces ? God , who is pitying and just , shows 
forever 1 
forever in mourning 
have loved well , I pray you , do not 
visibly , I feel such pleasure that I 
e loves , and whoever attains to this 
hame the spirit alone of her whom God 
ch more in death than in life , and I 
resent joy will lie be found ! I have 
lowing Love , from which it takes its 
at comes ; despising the worth of his 
the time comes for me to leave behind 
forget 2 
forget ! Come weeping , with dishevelled hair 
forget that I am in this world , and when I tr 
forgets 1 
forgets everything else , so that he loses all 
forgive 4 
forgive , and I desire nothing of myself or of 
Forgive me , God , if I have thought you to bl 
Forgive me if I speak to you foolishly ! My wo 
forgive those who will not believe me : there 
forgotten 1 
forgotten that I ( ever had such a feeling 
XCII 
62 should struggle to be alone , pouring 
I see experience and judgement fail ; 
evil of love , but it is my fate that 
ical health or any goods of nature or 
Love wants me and 
t so much that no good can reach me : 
, and in such purpose are assisted by 
Secretly , with unaccustomed pain , 
sed you of ingratitude for not having 
hall be so wretched that I shall have 
rch for Love within myself , have not 
ear ; in such present joy will lie be 
e body , for my desires are not to be 
nt instance , nothing future is to be 
nd a great one-of supreme pleasure is 
Any end ( which is ). 
Less than fish are 
At one and the same time , I 
but not a single step of mine will be 
ch makes its way between the two , is 
loves in the same way as a wolf or a 
aw a gesture and heard a voice from a 
han the sun in the month of June , my 
, since I am certain that my will is 
lf a prisoner , ( now that I am ) set 
pelled to , though ( when they were ) 
ich grants grace without merits ; you 
it is , to being king over the entire 
ad been ) living with it , and with a 
enemy to myself when I think to be a 
e past present for him ; but when the 
Every true 
, and I have nevér been able to be a 
ry true friend loves his ( own ) true 
whom there grows no longing for those 
All my 
est winds will help them , with their 
But the other love , that of puré 
form 1 
form , most of the time it gives me sterile gr 
former 2 
former master and taking a dislike to his beha 
former pleasure 
forth 1 
forth the marvellous effect which had been hid 
fortune 7 
fortune and Chance disturb their functioning 
Fortune brings me no occasion ( for either ) ; 
fortune , but merely , God , to make me love y 
Fortune draws me away : my strength is not egu 
Fortune has no more to take away from me 
Fortune ! I implore you both to change your la 
fortune makes me feel its lack of favour ; I d 
found 12 
found a place to suit me ; this is the fault b 
found Hell in this world 
found him ; in some places I see him denounced 
found ! I have forgotten that I { ever ) had s 
found in any man , except in him who is not tr 
found in me 
found in the thoughts of the sad man , and if 
found in this world is not a true end , since 
found in woods and lions dwell in water will m 
found myself disinclined and totally abandoned 
found there 
found to have no sure road ; it thinks it will 
fox 
fox for their power to love is limited , sin 
frail 2 
frail body , and I , who would have sworn I wa 
frail heart burns without receiving any favour 
free 3 
free and I do not know what prevents me from t 
free by Love , and , having left him , all pie 
free , ( they pulled ) against one another 
freely 1 
freely give and take away your gift without me 
French 1 
French nation 
fresh 1 
fresh ailment I come to die since it is not 
friend 5 
friend 
friend goes away , he is forced to grieve : wh 
friend loves his ( own ) true friend with a lo 
friend to myself , for I have never made the e 
friend with a love such that Death does not di 
friends 3 
friends lie had in the world , not having been 
friends may pity me when theysee my suffering 
friends the north-east and the south , humbly 
29 
friendship 
friendship its great strength endures after 
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from 
esent to him , hope and fear show him from 
f ; I saw a gesture and heard a voice from 
hill , so will my own , and , falling from 
I do not wish my life to be exempted from 
reat pleasure is hidden from lovers , from 
Love proceeds from both together , from 
That desire which comes from 
say that my own is utterly different from 
Bitter ( tears ) come from 
out the great fear which prevents me from 
1 be sufficient to preserve the lover from 
Love proceeds from 
ot to consider where the prayers come from 
ut those whom lie wounds are exempted from 
I should not want her to be protected from 
ourning the pious injury which conies from 
lies : I do not know what prevents me from 
ght , which does not allow it to fast from 
part of her whom Death has taken away from 
He who does not know { it from 
orne from attrition , since they arise from 
sure in dreams and his pleasure comes from 
t , s o great is the fear which comes from 
avoid it , it is as if I were parting from 
need to build castles to take refuge from 
true , since nothing takes Death away from 
, who catches the fugitiva and flees from 
ur are sufficient indications / apart from 
As God removed the soul of Saint Paul from 
I cannot be turned away from 
n losing such pleasures , is divorced from 
se ; joys and sufferings usually come from 
ou , spirit , if nothing prevents you from 
hough the first impulse does not come from 
do this , Lord , and if I ever stray from 
I feel such great pleasure come from 
t beholds , for it is born inevitably from 
f those-who will receive good or evil from 
Whoever runs away from 
He who expects neither good ñor evil from 
A great pleasure is hidden from 
ving left him , all pleasure has gone from 
love , and Death cannot take it away from 
me : Fortune has no more to take away from 
is you I ask ; nothing holds you back from 
grief ) takes it away from 
t make true love ( any more ) distant from 
r bread , to take away the bitterness from 
To mourn for the dead person comes from 
That desire which arises .from 
Wise lady : I cut off base desires from 
The impulses which come from 
ee ways ; they take different courses from 
ho is dumb and him who changes colour from 
ng on earth sufficient to dissuade me from 
remedy : rather have I taken my theme from 
wishes me to dwell in Heaven , apart from 
uality ; according to where he starts from 
he who would ( gladly ) sepárate body from 
the world can cure him , unless he is from 
peak to you foolishly ! My words come from 
You , spirit , who have departed from 
of three kinds , and this can be seen from 
t seems to sepárate itself completely from 
strong winds attack it equally , one from 
my lady , its gaze is quite different from 
gold which , { when ) they extract it from 
o me the great secrets which it hides from 
desires flesh , soul seeks its like : from 
me ; but if I consider any { lover ) from 
h for secret hiding-places : escaping from 
diminish , choosing those which arise from 
underground , your bodies bleeding , from 
ually , one from the east , the other from 
he should at least live in retirement from 
love , I suffer so much in recovering from 
ho are stricken are made to feel pain from 
ed , the desire which arises entirely from 
ertain that the greatest good derives from 
n before ; I do not consent to escape from 
ee and I do not know what prevents me from 
w what love demanda ; whoever suffers from 
which ) feels most pain or pleasure ( from 
man *s body , the humours disagree ; from 
e harbour , and I see many people die from 
at creature whose virtues protect her from 
Pleasure and love , from 
Following Love , from 
of weeping ? Contrition is the spring from 
Those from 
102 
a distance their good or evil , of which 
a frail body , and I , who would have swo 
a height , it will break to pieces , for 
a most grave event , which I pray God may 
all those who do not achieve great love : 
an act which does not make it clear which 
an honest cause will give rise to noble a 
any other kind ( of suffering ) : in quan 
attrition , since they arise from fear ra 
being happy 
both hope and fear ; in such present joy 
both together , from an act which does no 
, but where they are going to 
death 
Death 
Death ? O cruel evil which takes away you 
deciding to do this ; it looks as if I wa 
delicate foods 
earth , ( and ) honest desire remains in 
experience ) cannot feel pity for him who 
fear rather than love ; but , even as the 
foolish thoughts , so it happens to me , 
her great misfortune ! finy misfortune is 
her ; times and places point to her with 
him : his strength lies lower than the ea 
him who wishes it for himself 
him who wishes , to find her 
his agony , which speaks for itself 
his body so that he might see divine myst 
hope , for I desire you as my greatest go 
human nature 
it 
it , break the custom which is common to 
it , in it resides the judgement of all t 
it , may I be sure to find your ear deaf 
it that I neither desire ñor wish for any 
likenesses ; flesh desires flesh , soul s 
Love 
Love , finds him , and I , who search for 
love sees a great glory gathered withín h 
lovers , from all those who do not achiev 
me 
me 
me 
me as long as I am given your will 
me , but since I do not die , I accuse my 
me ; hotter than the sun in the month of 
me ; I have conceived a great distaste fo 
mutual love / and I feel the full pain of 
my flesh alone , if it is not dead , will 
myself ; no weeds grow on my riverbank ; 
nature are contained in limits and certai 
one another , bringing pleasures and othe 
one moment to the next , and the timid ma 
remaining forever in mourning 
sadness 
seeing Him , for my pleasure to be comple 
, so lie projects his strength 
soul , if lie could really believe that y 
Spain ; in which case , lie will have gre 
suffering 
that body which I loved so much , look at 
the arrows with which he strikes , whence 
the body , for my desires are not to be f 
the east , the other from the west , and 
the gaze of those who show themselves to 
the mine , is mixed with other base metal 
the most subtle , and my clear day is dar 
the one and the other is born an illegiti 
the past and what Love can do in a place 
the sea where they were born and bred , t 
the spirit , which never tires , but mult 
the stroke of Love , and all those who , 
the west , and { this ) lasts until one o 
the world and be known only as a hermit 
the wound that I search for poisons so th 
their wounds according to the manner in w 
these ( senses } dies ; anyone who is in 
this 
this into peace of mind 
this purpose 
this sickness has no restingplace ; take 
this ) , so that , if the body is content 
time to time their power varies : in a si 
trivial ailments : no one is certain how 
vices 
wíüch great desire is born , and hope , w 
which it takes its form , most of the tim 
which they flow : this is the key which o 
whom Death has taken away the woman they 
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•III 
Til 
:n 
:il 
:IV 
13 
14 
76 
46 
16 
rld , and when I try to see his deeds 
, not that vain hope which I receive 
Let those habits which kept me 
o has injured him , so I must go away 
Wise lady : apart 
, nothing can trouble me , and , far 
ough the boundless pleasure I receive 
hink badly of him , since he conceals 
eless as long as lie is not protected 
O Love , o Love : I cut myself a coat 
No other help 
e': everything is equal when it comes 
im well , keeping him warm in time of 
erous hunger and sees two clusters of 
es with death , afraid that fear will 
; he is like death , who catches the 
ice ( alone ) that my pleasure can be 
illed , even if you were in favour of 
from within / he gives me pleasure mixed with 
from you , but that which reason consents to h 
from you die , since they have half ícilled me 
from you , for your action has weakened my cou 
from you , God cannot give me anything in whic 
from you , I find nothing good without sufferi 
from you , my beloved : displeasure is the way 
from you such a humble servant as myself throu 
from you ! You are that pestilential air that 
from your cloth , dressing my spirit ( in it ) 
from your love avails me , unless your eyes sh 
from your power , so that I consider anyone a 
frost 1 
frost and cool in summer when the heat comes ; 
whose desire covets t 
fruit 1 
fruit on a fine branch 
frústrate 1 
frústrate my hope 
fugitive 1 
fugitive and flees from him who wishes 
fulfilled 
fulfilled 
My eyes have made a 
flesh rot in the tomb ! The spirit , 
rt may die , and my heart is never so 
happiness ; on the other , my life is 
mes from mutual love , and I feel the 
il ; fortune and Chance disturb their 
the earth is not afraid to fall still 
ng ( and ) trusting everything to the 
hat I must fall into its hands , time 
o you , it is present , and to me , a 
: remembering nothing , it hopes for 
se of some present instance , nothing 
ave to taste what is more bitter than 
I shall compare you to a 
e glad , praising God ( and ) playing 
ound the fire and I can join in their 
Let squares , streets and pleasant 
low : this is the key which opens the 
, of you , except that you ( should ) 
ñor evil from love sees a great glory 
r anything on earth ; my thoughts are 
20 body was afraid to lose a place which 
ppiness in loving you , my lady , its 
its gaze is quite different from the 
wrong opinión, is voiced by people in 
be called concupiscible desire , and 
onal pleasure with another , ( more ) 
The Basque who is in 
even if you were in favour of fulf 
fulfilling 1 
fulfilling it ; you are compelled to take Love 
full 5 
full confession of this , and all my senses ha 
full of fear , flies off to the uncertain plac 
full of pleasure as when my thoughts wander in 
full of triáis ; it is placed in the scales wi 
full pain of this : ( which is ) to avoid all 
functioning 1 
functioning 
further 1 
further : my hope in what I hoped is lost 
future 5 
future 
future cannot turn out well for me ; that past 
future cause 
future good 
future is to be found in me 
gall 
gall for I suffer the pain of longing and se 
game 1 
game of dice 
games 2 
games between times 
games , walk over snow with naked feet 
gardens 1 
gardens be filled with tales of great deeds ; 
gates 1 
gates of Heaven for us 
gather 1 
gather me to her place ; do not delay long in 
gathered 2 
gathered within himself , loving another with 
gathered within me , so as not to think of any 
gave 1 
gave it pleasure 
gaze 2 
gaze is quite different from\the gaze of those 
gaze of those who show themselves to be sensua 
general 
general since it dwells both outside and ins 
generally 1 
generally lasts , since it greatly concerns th 
gentle 1 
gentle kind of suffering 
Germany 1 
Germany , paralysed , unable to make signs , i 
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12 
gesture 3 
not be able to speak properly of your gesture 
( own ) castle I was a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a voice from a frail body , 
Your gesture restrains all my actions , and nothing 
15 k as he is , with clumsy tongue 
gestures 1 
his gestures and colour are sufficient indications 
y corrupt nature 
get 2 
because of which I get angry and accuse myself for no reason ; an 
I cannot get out of my mind that Love 's great sadness 
gift 1 
you freely give and take away your gift without merits 
gxve 
e excuses before you , when I have to give 
nts grace without merits ; you freely give 
nd ( that ) you are right whether you give 
his servant ( so much ) that he will give 
you with an eye of flesh : I beg you give 
Wise lady : give 
mer without heat : .these dangers will give 
than love ; but , even as they are , give 
se lady : apart from you , God cannot give 
nt God to help me by making the world give 
ose who are in their hands ! Who will give 
Do not give 
he second is the terrible refusal you give 
y or sadness ; whatever God wishes to give 
I do not ask you to give 
hat the world is of no profit to me , give 
Since I know you , give 
Give 
ince without you no one reaches you , give 
which comes from an honest cause will give 
, with which he wounded me , and so I give 
ake , not refusing the reward lie may give 
gard tomy desire ; and I beg Love to give 
23 
a detailed account of my sins ? You have 
and take away your gift without merits 
death or life : everything is egual when 
him neither punishment ñor duties { to pe 
light to the eyes of the soul ! My will i 
me a crust of your bread , to take away t 
me a poor reward 
me abundance of these , since they are th 
me anything in which there is no dissatis 
me anything , of its own , since it has n 
me back the time of my suffering and take 
me deceitful confidence ! Just as the sic 
me if I court you 
me lies in you 
me physical health or any goods of nature 
me strength to reject it altogether and 1 
me the strength to love you ! Let love o 
me the strength to take vengeance upon my 
me your hand or lift me by the hair ; if 
rise to noble actions as long as I live 
up ( my ) life 
, willingly abandon myself to his sadness 
you all his strength 
given 4 
r you , for your salvation or doom is given ( also ) to me : whichever you are allot 
etailed account of my sins ? You have given me a straight commandment , and I have m 
nking of love ; the fat body which is given to sleeping cannot take a single step on 
olds you back from me as long as I am given your will 
des in it : it is this { love ) which 
It 
On the one hand , it 
If I see anything of hers , it 
try to see his deeds from within , he 
Nothing which concerns the body 
takes its form , most of the time it 
Thus the wholly human end 
ed / sends out warmth or cold so Love 
gives 9 
gives joy without suffering , and in its prese 
gives light to bünd desire , though not so co 
gives me great happiness ; on the other , my .1 
gives me pain , and if I avoid it / it is as i 
gives me pleasure mixed with suffering 
gives me pleasure , since the spirit has no pa 
gives me sterile grief and occasional pleasure 
gives no rest or term to the appetite , though 
gives suffering or joy , according to the law 
when I speak , they deny my words 
giving 1 
giving to understand that I am talking nonsens 
glad 
et people celébrate feast days and be glad , praising God ( and ) playing games betw 
39 martyr to loving you 
gladly 1 
he who would ( gladly ) sepárate body from soul if lie coul 
glory 3 
e world was false , despising earthly glory because they experienced a greater one , 
good ñor evil from love sees a great glory gathered within himself , loving another 
of sadness , but I who have seen its glory with my own eyes desire its evils , sinc 
21 r ceases to feed on it 
gnaws 1 
for one worm gnaws my thoughts another my heart , and nei 
go 
he cries peace , so that all men may go 
s not know where to set his feet ) to go 
e one who has injured him , so I must go 
, my feelings stiffer , and will not go 
, towards which I travel ; I want to go 
d cannot use a level path , he cannot go 
dead and does not know where he will go 
( they are ) hungry , are obliged to go 
ey reject both love and grief ; and I go 
ope of achieving my desires , I shall go 
e same way , the passions of the soul go 
I want to go 
g I have felt because of you will not go 
I ought to go 
14 
about bareheaded ; there is no need to buil 
ahead , because he sees no track ; he will 
away from you , for your action has weakene 
away unless they reject both love and grief 
back , and do not turn my steps in that dir 
back since someone else brought him { there 
( he does not know whether his God will wan 
on suffering ( hunger 
through pains like those of Hell because in 
through the world proclaiming your pride 
through very different or contrary changes 
to meet you ; I do not know why I do not ac 
"unrewarded ; then you will see the flames o 
where her road lies : I do not know what pr 
God 49 
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irely mine ; I ám jealous if you love God 
ate feast days and be glad , praising God 
O mercy , God 
Help me , God 
Wise lady : apart from you , God 
st as the saint { who is ) burning in God 
Help me , God 
Help me , God 
Him who pleases you , you cali a god 
A thousand times a day I pray God 
st shame the spirit alone of her whom God 
O you , Love , whom God 
it suffers equally , not knowing what God 
Since neither the world ñor God 
Mother of God 
Forgive me , God 
, and he who does not resemble you , God 
May God 
s feel that many of the secrets which God 
The good substance which God 
Lily among thorns : may God 
rom a most grave event , which I pray God 
of myself or of the world except that God 
n who is called Ausias March ! I pray God 
sire in me as has made me worship the god 
O Lord God 
oul , which was chosen to contémplate God 
As God 
0 mercy , God 
The sinner suffers God 
sent no triáis ; let him not hope for God 
with puré love , keenly desiring that God 
ot need to join my hands in prayer to God 
end to my suit , may it please you , God 
Help me , God 
reme of lovers , after him whose life God 
eeds by my utterances : rather I pray God 
1 wish to God 
When it pleases God 
Having lost Love , I do not want God 
s of nature or fortune , but merely , God 
st ( man ) , was oppressed by fear of God 
e my mind ; rather shall I vow to the God 
and passion assemble all its forces ? God 
O God 
ill go ( he does not know whether his God 
ps in you ; you are no virgin , since God 
And if God 
all receive joy or sadness ; whatever God 
a great deal ; when you take pleasure with 
( and ) playing games between times 
! But I do not know what to bee , of you , 
! But I pray to you foolishly , since you 
cannot give me anything in which there is 
finds comfort in his torment 
, for I cannot move without you , since my 
, for my strength is weak ; I desire to kn 
; for , resembling you / you raise him to 
for what for the most part lies with you : 
forgive , and I desire nothing of myself o 
has allowed to make the oíd man act like a 
has decreed for you , for your salvation o 
helps me to root out the reason for which 
, if her spirit is in Purgatory for unexpi 
, if I have thought you to blame , for I 
, is not good 
keep me in my sad state of mind , since He 
keeps in store are unattainable , though t 
kept in order to make notable women suffic 
make you realize how for your sake I have 
may come soon 
may set her in Heaven 
not to prolong my life , or { else ) to in 
of Love , and , now I am compelled to leav 
! Prolong my life , since I feel I am draw 
, rebels , blaspheming , against Him ; man 
removed the soul of Saint Paul from his bo 
! Reverse my nature , which is evil becaus 
's anger when in this world lie is sent no 
's benefits : he who has not laboured rece 
should take her soul to himself ; if I dou 
, since all that can happen to her is deci 
, since I wish to be yours , to wish it al 
, since you see me in such a strait ! I de 
takes away : since I am alive , my heart d 
that I may die this instant if my speech e 
that my thoughts were dead and I could spe 
that the ship should perish , he breaks an 
to help me by making the world give me any 
, to make me love you , for I am certain t 
, what shall I do , who swim in sins ? Whe 
who has bound us together not to lessen my 
, who is pitying and just , shows himself 
! why is there no limlt to love , that I m 
will want him for Himself , or whether He 
wished you to bear offspring 
wishes me to dwell in Heaven , apart from 
wishes to give me lies in you 
goes 
present for him ; but when the friend goes 
does not break the rules , and if he goes 
ot show that it increases ; and if it goes 
and , placed in the fire , the dross goes 
Like the bull who goes 
petite follows the soul 's part , man goes 
nt who bears no grudge if his service goes 
away , he is forced to grieve : when good 
beyond what nature decrees , the result i 
downhill , so will my own , and , falling 
off in smoke , leaving puré gold which ca 
off into the wilderness when lie is beate 
straight , following nature , his mentor 
unrecognized : he exists solely where his 
going 2 
himself will pity me when lie sees me going through torment like his own 
rayers come from , but where they are going to 
gold 5 
These arrows are of gold and lead , and of a metal which is called 
a crucible which refines and perfects gold , leaving it puré , and scatters the rest 
ross goes off in smoke , leaving puré gold which cannot be corrupted , so Death puts 
Like gold which , ( when ) they extract it from the 
r hearts were pierced by the arrow of gold with which Love wounds those ( who are ) 
es before our own 
golden 1 
Love shot all his golden arrows but thoughtlessly kept just on 
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216 
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- 81 
71 
16 
59 
50 
gone 2 ~ 
, having left him , all pleasure has gone from me 
the past was tangled and confused has gone : the grain is no longer with the straw 
good 62 
, and you do not know the way to this good 
valent of hoping for such a desirable good 
ging and see no way of hoping for any good 
tremes have^-the appearance of perfect good 
mbering nothing , it hopes for future good 
ope , for I desire you as my greatest good 
on you and on Him depends my perfect good 
ur hostile appearance is immeasurably good 
does not resemble you , God , is not good 
, what to others is evil to me seems good 
re as a hostile thing , for one small good among great ills brings ( more ) pain , 
death ; I remain indifferent to past good and evil 
if it were cleansed of evil humours ; good and evil preserve man 's radical heat , 
b honest love in me , since , between good and evil , they blind my thoughts 
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re possesses him , which is a lack of 
Id the sceptre of majesty , rewarding 
certain that you continually perform 
through me man achieves this supreme 
Love is said to be a voluntary act of 
fair number ( who are ) very wise and 
fortune ; I have lost so much that no 
decided : if she is in Heaven , such 
, anyone who experiences the taste of 
away , he is forced to grieve : when 
, for I am certain that the greatest 
occupies my imagination and no other 
overrun by envy ; no man wants to do 
ires ; ( but ) she cannot end what is 
My final 
sure in love , ñor do they experience 
The Mosaic law was not 
a lack of good , and , { once ) that 
coarse man reckons that the greatest 
Love of evil and ignorance of 
s no hope of lasting , the quality of 
st day , there will also be an end to 
tiny spark of the pleasure which the 
He who expects neither 
the day when the Innocent One for the 
when they act together , they perform 
y on behalf of those who will receive 
d fear show him from a distance their 
ar ñor hope , it cannot receive great 
I am prepared for { the ) 
that in a short time the body loses a 
more I find it makes me suffer , for 
thing , following the advice of their 
Then what will he do , since no other 
; he only tells me I shall not lack a 
The 
osopher who , in order to rise to the 
of base desires which mingle with the 
O Death , who are envious of all 
Our spirit considers only 
nd great subtlety : in performing all 
If the world can contain perfect 
I , in order to rise to lasting 
e without suffering , having lost the 
So great is the 
You are the 
true sign of the 
, I find nothing 
ot believe it , is a 
, and / far from you 
good , and , ( once ) that good ( is } achieve 
good and punishing faults , he would find me t 
good and ( that ) you are right whether you gi 
good , and whoever hopes ( to obtain it ) with 
good , and you do not know the way to this goo 
good , but it is my Lady Teresa who tastes of 
good can reach me : Fortune has no more to tak 
good cannot be expressed ; if in Hell , my pra 
good cannot be said to be altogether unlucky ; 
good departs , it summons evil with loud cries 
good derives from this 
good dwells there 
good , even when it is no effort : how will he 
good , however much she offends it 
good : I think of your death whenever I feel c 
good , if hope does not flatter them 
good in itself ( one could not enter Paradise 
good ( is ) achieved , such desire must fail 
good is delightful above all others 
good is the reason men do not know you 
good love never tires 
good loving 
good man enjoys in you , so that my flesh , wh 
good ñor evil from love sees a great glory gat 
good of all men was placed upon the Cross , yo 
good or evil according to which of them domina 
good or evil from Love 
good or evil , of which he always feels one or 
good or much injury ; and the high extreme ( o 
good or ( the ) evil of love , but it is my fa 
good part of its flesh 
good pleasure does riot enter my heart 
good reason ; and I leave it through false opi 
good remains to him , except mourn the goodnes 
good reward 
good substance which God kept in order to make 
good that cannot perish , cast his perishable 
good ; there is no need to punish me , since t 
good things , and in such purpose are assisted 
good things and virtues when it acts entirely 
good things , indolence sleeps in you ; you ar 
good , through me man achieves this supreme go 
good , throw away all the cross pleasures of t 
good which he possessed ? He sees well and tru 
good which is set before me that I live in hop 
good which is the measure of all other goods , 
good which resides in it : it is this ( love ) 
good without suffering 
XXIII 33 
ood remains to him , except mourn the 
ood which is the measure of all other 
t cannot perish , cast his perishable 
you to give me physical health or any 
ing to the devil ! I do not valué the 
cognized : he exists solely where his 
th great sin ; and if I am too weak , 
The 
goodness 1 
goodness of the time now lost ? Seeing clearly 
goods 4 
goods , and he who does not resemble you , God 
goods into the deep sea , thinking they would 
goods of nature or fortune , but merely , God 
goods which I alone possess , for a man does n 
goodwill 1 
goodwill lies and he places his entire will in 
gorge 1 
gorge yourself on my flesh , but do not touch 
government 1 
government of the Venetians is not as well-ord 
XXIII 
CV 
XCII 
IV 
LXVI 
XCVI 
LXVI 
8 
15 
39 
11 
10 hat he will not fail to recognize the 
62 rciful ; I see your will which grants 
217 s tangled and confused has gone : the 
women , but I choose so that Love may 
ned { in prayer ) , I beg your pity ; 
I do not defend myself against you : 
: since you have wounded me , please 
grace 2 
grace of your body ; he does not know it as th 
grace without merits ; you freely give and tak 
grain 1 
grain is no longer with the straw ; no other e 
grant 4 
grant me life 
grant me no favour , but reward for my service 
grant me so much misfortune that everyone piti 
grant me that ointment which cures us sufferer 
62 and merciful ; I see your will which 
grants 1 
grants grace without merits ; you freely give 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XCII 
XIII 
CV 
XCII 
13 
157 
44 
86 
105 
51 sh my life to be exempted from a most 
which rests on it for a moment ; fish 
appearances , my suffering is not as 
11 your heart that my suffering is as 
at I am not afraid of my corruption , 
r spirit and her body ; I feel joy as 
grave 1 
grave event , which I pray God may come soon 
great 75 
great and small will rush to save themselves a 
great as a mortal injury entails ; Death has t 
great as I say 
great as it is ; if I ask for Heaven , I do no 
great as that of the pious man in church 
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My misfortune is not as 
h occurred to others : I have made it 
y by this bridge can I cross into the 
fails in me , it will not be without 
ow will he do it despite himself , at 
mine ; I am jealous if you love God a 
asant gardens be filled with tales of 
who understand ( these things ) feel 
Consequently , I do not feel 
Pleasure and love , from which 
you as you would wish , ( it is ) my 
re'ngth to the more powerful one , two 
, my flesh rebelled against me ; the 
sin : my hope is troubled and I feel 
tterness from me ; I have conceived a 
against Him ; man cannot reckon such 
, his own or anothe'r 's , such is the 
Love 's 
ntil I have completely driven out the 
se many votive offerings of wax ; the 
either good ñor evil from love sees a 
her fear ñor hope , it cannot receive 
On the one hand , it gives me 
disadvantage ; though my strength is 
tile thing , for one small good among 
n the injury of my lost delight , s o 
So 
uffering , my soul was accompanied by 
t , without sadness , there can be no 
nature créate this other.desire , for 
rfection ; possessing in herself such 
s , from all those who do not achieve 
am alive , having seen her die ; with 
ty of people , it is true that I find 
tude , for all flesh makes me vomit ; 
is for my thoughts , which lead me to 
am that person ; the world would be a 
reat is the fear which comes from her 
the body 's actions , the soul is no 
One part-and a 
emselves or through others sample her 
left without blood ! Little love and 
I feel such 
A 
One part of my 
not know , except by experience , the 
I saw a pair of eyes which had such 
annot get out of my mind that Love ' s 
it continúes to address the body with 
y imaginings , Love reveáis to me the 
pity should be enough for it to show 
In terms of Love , I bear no 
nature , which is evil because of my 
I find I have offended you with 
love , that of puré friendship , its 
s until one of the winds abandons its 
er is capable of•, ,for it can command 
My 
The place where lies the 
d man , and if people have seen in me 
I see before me a mountain of 
May my sins not harm her ! The 
k I was so foolish as not to see your 
es me sad ! In my sadness I feel such 
ad me to great madness ; yes , and so 
ily among thorns : my power is not so 
rk of Love , who wishes me to see his 
slightest doubt that there will be a 
has already happened : then it is no 
great as that which occurred to others : I hav 
great by valuing highly what I lose ; for , se 
great calm of my happiness 
great cause 
great cost ? I see that each man * s heart is h 
great deal ; when you take pleasure without me 
great deeds ; and let me walk among tombs , qu 
great delight and make it their occupation to 
great delight , since I am not disposed to fee 
great desire is born , and hope , which passes 
great desire ( which } drives me to such jealo 
great desires have assailed my thoughts , but 
great differences between our discordant parts 
great discord within me 
great distaste for all food , except that whic 
great evil 
great evil ? One cannot feel the mortal injury 
great favour is so powerful that it will be su 
great fear which prevents me from being happy 
great fear will bring to light the secrets whi 
great glory gathered within himself , loving a 
great good or much injury ; and the high extre 
great happiness ; on the other , my life is fu 
great , I find myself lacking in strength , si 
great ills brings ( more ) pain , and I strive 
great is the fear which comes from her great m 
great is the good which is set before me that 
great joy 
great joy 
great joys do not abound without suffering 
great knowledge that she lacks nothing to make 
great love : in their desire , they do not tak 
great love , it is hard to accept that I have 
great love within me ; but if I consider any ( 
great lovers who lost the woman they loved are 
great madness ; yes , and so great that I pref 
great marvel if I were not afraid of misfortun 
great misfortune ! Any misfortune is small if 
great obstacle ; and , in contemplation , the 
great one-of supreme pleasure is found in the 
great pain , which lasts longer than any other 
great pity should be enough for it to show gre 
great pleasure come from it that I neither des 
great pleasure is hidden from lovers , from al 
great pleasure is that which any sad man is al 
great pleasure which exists in the mere intent 
great power to cause suffering and to promise 
great sadness may be a certain and much nobler 
great scorn : 'You wish vainly and your desir 
great secrets which it hides from the most sub 
great signs 
great signs of injury , and I wish it were mor 
great sin ; and if by death I can redeem my er 
great sin ; and if I am too weak , gorge yours 
great strength endures after her death 
great strength to the more powerful one , two 
great subtlety : in performing all good things 
Great suffering can alter the law and make a h 
great suffering does not follow the normal cou 
great suffering I experience is not entirely b 
great suffering , my soul was accompanied by g 
great suffering , since such a quantity is nec 
great suffering which no tongue can describe o 
great superiority before this ; my unchaste bo 
great sweetness in itself , and , since I feel 
great that I prefer her scorn , her reluctance 
great that it could make for you an invisible 
great treasures ; he reveáis them only to me 
great upheaval : and woe to those who are in t 
great wonder that my feelings remain in hope o 
is not like the other and is ( much ) 
Spain ; in which case , lie will have 
thly glory because they experienced a 
has no certain measure : the lover is 
llowing nature , his mentor ; for the 
whom I love has left this world , her 
There is in ( all ) the world 
ake it clear which of the two has the 
I am besieged by a suffering 
ke the Romans-'^  ( deeds ) , which were 
' The clearer the understanding , the 
greater 11 
greater 
greater knowledge of his aliment 
greater one , so I feel scorn and 
greater or lesser in someone else 
greater part attracts the lesser • 
greater part still survives 
greater pleasure of the mind t^ han 
greater share in it ; each seeks 
greater than that of Tityos , who. 
greater than the written accounts 
greater the pleasure which one re 
and will unde 
loathing for 
*s opinión , 
and finds the 
to think of 
for some plea 
se liver is d 
tell ; those 
ceives throug 
N
 greatest 4 :"~ 
ay from hope , for I desire you as my greatest good 
love you , for I am certain that the greatest good derives from this 
ledge , a coarse man reckons that the greatest good is delightfül above all others 
that everyone would say : 'Behold the greatest lover of all * , and each one pity my 
4 6 sire , and generally lasts 
greatly 4 
since it greatly concerns the soul but it fails in ti 
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mortally afraid to have news of you , greatly fearing that you will not show slgns o 
ir If you conslder my desserts ; I am greatly vexed that my life should be drawn out 
Every true lover suffers greatly when lie is faced with despair ; but , 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
LXVIII 
III 
11 
19 
26 
4 
I 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
IV 
33 
38 
36 
40 
CV 
XCIV 
I 
cv 
CXIV 
cv 
cv 
XCIV 
LXVI 
XCII 
cv I 
cv 
IV 
XCVI I 
18 
72 
35 
51 
54 
139 
141 
63 
30 
234 
33 
34 
202 
21 
17 
away unless they reject both love and 
I feel 
most of the time it gives me sterile 
eminded of Death , and I return to my 
m alive , my heart does not show such 
been killed by Death , ñor do I feel 
s left to the one who loved it except 
0 
ho is in such a state feels a strange 
o more : all I can do is obey what my 
at a stage where I do not remember my 
All that I see and feel turns to 
think at all of tile living , and the 
eparated for ever , I cannot think my 
grief 16 
grief ; and I go through pains like those of H 
grief and it seems to me extreme ; I am not in 
grief and occasional pleasure with another , ( 
grief , and when I do so , I suffer pain which 
grief as in death , whose suffering is extreme 
grief at losing , the world 
grief at the memory of pleasure ; when this f 
Grief , be impartial to me ! ; be a shield to 
grief , but this does not last long : the expe 
grief demands 
grief , I already have a sign that I shall ret 
grief , reminding me of you , whom I loved so 
Grief stifles my opinions : the place where th 
grief ) takes it away from me , but since I do 
grief which I endure without reward will disap 
grief will ever know moderation : I do not fin 
grieve 6 
I grieve because I cannot grieve as much as I should like at the infinit 
n like clouds in the air ; at times I grieve , at others I scarcely feel pain , and 
I grieve because I cannot grieve as much as I sh 
Out of pity I come to grieve for her death and I am compelled to lam 
elf lose the world , for as long as I grieve { for it ) I do not love you as much as 
he friend goes away , he is forced to grieve : when good departs , it summons evil w 
harder than a stump of wood ; no one 
t is through ignorance that man seeks 
no pleasure in yourself : you are so 
42 ure bases his satisfaction on a false 
ng in that blind fire in which lovers 
for my happiness , and my desire may 
f base desires from myself ; no weeds 
fortune , which makes my tender flesh 
51 rse than paralysed ! Evil habits have 
grieves 1 
grieves if another suffers injury 
gross 2 
gross pleasures , not realizing how much harm 
gross that you do Love no service ; Love is sa 
ground 
ground thus his understanding has no rest 
ering ; like the hermit in whom there 
I experience the pleasure which never 
I am that servant who bears no 
find in myself neither desire ñor yet 
gement of all things : it is the sure 
may disagree with it / in the end is 
hich follow nature , and each of them 
nding as I have burdened my will with 
strive that suffering should become a 
ot having been for a long , time near 
y body is worse than paralysed ! Evil 
and now , entirely overeóme by my oíd 
, by not sinning , I shall lose those 
Let those 
ing forth the marvellous effect which 
ickness was nothing to me , ( since I 
his ; and if it were certain that she 
Though I am a 
rows no longing for those friends lie 
r me if , having received baptism , I 
The body 
Her ) life 
grow 4 
grow hot 
grow much less if yours fluctuates and does no 
grow on my riverbank ; let it be understood th 
grow thin , brings me suffering ; and I carry 
grown 1 
grown so oíd in me that I find virtue bitter t 
grows 2 
grows no longing for those friends lie had in 
grows tired , so that my flesh does not distur 
grudge 1 
grudge if his service goes unrecognized : he e 
guidance 1 
guidance to wish for anything on earth ; my th 
guide 1 
guide of the will 
guided 1 
guided by its wisdom 
guides 1 
guides man naturally ; when they act together 
guilt 1 
guilt 
habit 
habit so that I may never again know the tas 
habitation 
habitation ( and ) by chance one of them app 
habits 4 
habits have grown so oíd in me that I find vir 
habits , I take no pleasure in unfamiliar thin 
habits which have been the cause of my not lov 
habits which kept me from you die , since they 
had 12 
had been hidden by the power of contraríes ? S 
had been ) living with it , and with a fresh a 
had been placed among the saints , I should no 
had Christian in my works , I am not angry wit 
had,in the world , not having been for a long 
had not returned to the arms of life , but had 
had one argument for its part , saying that in 
hadstill not come to an end when I saw her dr 
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LXIII 53 nd ! I have forgotten that I ( ever ) had such a feeling ; it is my nature to desire 
CI 9 I saw a pair of eyes which had such great power to cause suffering and to 
CV 203 ot returned to the arms of life , but had then paid my account to death , so that no 
XCII 181 , in my fear , I love everything that had to do with her 
hair 3 
CV 2 , give me your hand or lift me by the hair ; If I do not reach out my hand towards y 
LXXXIX 51 ; I am not afraid that the slightest hair on your body will act against or scorn me 
LXXIX 5 get ! Come weeping , with dishevelled hair , your breasts open to show how your hear 
14 2 ept me from you die 
half 1 
since they have half killed me and taken away my life 
LIV 
CV 
CV 
XCVI 
LXVI 
LIV 
I 
LIV 
XLVI 
XCVI 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
II 
IV 
II 
I 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LIV 
XXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
LXXXII 
II 
I 
CV 
CV 
XCVI I 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
13 
2 
3 
17 
14 
34 
6 
44 
32 
18 
194 
74 
8 
232 
13 
7 
9 
3 
4 
18 
12 
13 
8 
95 
68 
114 
151 
2 
8 
43 
9 
13 
11 
7 
67 
133 
32 
hand 3 
On the one hand , it gives me great happiness ; on the ot 
you no one reaches you , give me your hand or lift me by the hair ; if I do not reac 
y the hair ; if I do not reach out my hand towards yours , drag me to you by forcé 
hands 5 
I do not need to join my hands in prayer to God , since all that can ha 
the only one in your disfavour ! With hands joined ( in prayer ) , I beg your pity ; 
fe to be in danger , falling into the hands of such mortal enemies ; both rich and p 
for certain that I must fall into its hands , time future cannot turn out well for m 
1 : and woe to those who are in their hands ! Who will give me back the time of my s 
happen 5 
are alive , I do not believe this can happen - : ( that ) after my death , you may 1 
in prayer to God , since all that can happen to her is decided : if she is in Heaven 
1 , and you know that the reverse may happen to me 
cut short my life before worse things happen to me ; I live in pain , leading a perv 
believe things other than those which happen to themselves 
happened 3 
It has already happened : then it is no great wonder that my 
So it has happened to me , being in love , through the b 
s chosen one or the other : so it has happened to me in loving two women , but I cho 
happens 2 
It often happens that the wind is capricious ; so much 
e comes from foolish thoughts , so it happens to me , for time past occupies my imag 
happiness 4 
can I cross into the great calm of my happiness 
e such a quantity is necessary for my happiness , and my desire may grow much less i 
When my will finds happiness in loving you , my lady , its gaze i 
On the one hand , it gives me great happiness ; on the other , my life is full of 
happy 5 
eat fear which prevents me from being happy 
and others - many - which show her as happy 
hich is ) to avoid all people who are happy and to resent that suffering should ever 
true end , since it does not make men happy ; it is the beginning , through which an 
e : nothing makes me sad , still less happy ; there is no colour left , white or bla 
harbour 2 
e breaks anchors and tackle in a safe harbour , and I see many people die from trivi 
, it would be bettér for him to seek harbour than to stay 
hard 4 
vours it , unless constancy struggles hard , and it mistrusts the advice of the envi 
I want to rise up and I do not try hard enough : such is the weight of my terribl 
h it also ; make your blood soften my hard heart : it has cured many others of a sim 
een her die ; with great love , it is hard to accept that I have escaped Death 
harder 1 
ost ? I see that each man 's heart is harder than a stump of wood ; no one grieves i 
harm 2 
ss pleasures , not realizing how much harm he does to himself 
May my sins not harm her ! The great suffering which no tongue 
harmful 1 
not to resemble that ( law ) which is harmful to me 
XCIV 120 
harmony 
between our discordant parts sing in harmony now they are compelled to , though ( 
35 emies 
harsh 1 
both rich and poor feel their harsh evils and each of them with ( his pr 
XIX 
CXIV 
LXVI 
XCII 
XIX 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCII 
XIX 
XLVI 
LXXIX 
33 
48 
33 
232 
22 
43 
219 
141 
3 
22 
27 
has 
not say : 'In you is my hope ! ' Love has 
y sad because'~-of the kind of dress it has 
O you , Love , whom God has 
\ It has 
ery cióse to my end , since my desire has 
ad ; come back to earth and show what has 
, I think , is of any valué ; the way has 
ve feared her for another ; since she has 
to be pitied , and then see if there has 
d ; rather shall I vow to the God who has 
Love , seeing his power so feeble , has 
71 
a bittersweet flavour which my taste is un 
adopted , ( and ) which for a long time it 
allowed to make the oíd man act like a chi 
already happened : then it is no gr,eat won 
an impossible aim ; the hour will not déla 
become of you : your look will not cause m 
been cleared by Death • 
been cruel , let her show no pity for me ; 
been such a case in the present age or in 
bound us together not to lessen my firm in 
broken his bow : I announce this to the wo 
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LXIII 7 t ñor duties ( to perform ) , so Love has 
LXXIX 4 0 I love has no pity for the wound she has 
XXXIX 7 o is out of his mind ; and Love , who has 
LXXIX 38 peace and I alone at war , since Love has 
LXVIII 7 r , ( but ) realizing clearly that he has 
IV 6 and who will not appease it until he has 
XCII 226 If I believe an end has 
CV 14 your blood soften my hard heart : it has 
LXVIII 15 ime now lost ? Seeing clearly that he has 
XCVI 6 uffers equally , not knowing what God has 
XXXIX 41 xposed myself to every extreme ; Love has 
II 4 believes that with a single anchor he has 
LXXVII 2 e world cannot show less pity than it has 
LXIII 4 and , having left him , all pleasure has 
XCII 216 in the past was tangled and confused has 
II 13 So it has 
IV 7 e has chosen one or the other : so it has 
I 19 ife in sleeping ! He uves poorly who has 
XXIX 4 d his strength to destroy the one who has 
I 14 e man who is condemned to death , and has 
XCIV 114 If she whom I love has 
XCVII 40 ind my feelings stupefied ; my spirit has 
XXIII 27 ble women sufficed for you alone ; He has 
CXIV 25 Love has 
CXIV 79 houghts placed such a desire in me as has 
LXXIII 34 The faint desire has 
LXXXII 5 The wise man has 
XCIV 99 Its quantity has 
III 11 e ignorant one sees that the sick man has 
XIX 12 one should wish for that of which lie has 
XCII 13 lined to vices ; the quantity of love has 
XCII 73 That ( other } desire which in me has 
XCII 109 h that no good can reach me : Fortune has 
LXXIX 22 ny were killed in the past ; now Love has 
CXIV 51 gives me pleasure , since the spirit has 
LXXIX 4 0 nnot be cured , since she whom I love has 
LXXIX 4 3 false ground ; thus his understanding has 
CV 129 He who considers a different end has 
LXXXIX 4 7 ; whoever suffers from this sickness has 
XXXIX 1 Anyone who is not sad or has 
XCIV 124 y observe the results in me ; my love has 
LXIII 12 not hope for God 's benefits : he who has 
CXIV 16 e me anything , of its own , since it has 
XCII 115 to pass , the time for this to begin has 
XCII 191 ending on the región through which it has 
XIX 26 for it } , ( s o that even ) my enemy has 
XIII 36 ary for them to tell me there that it has 
XXIX 3 him , and does not come back until he has 
I 24 if it cries and begs her for poison , has 
XCII 9 re m suffering will endure , since it has 
XCIV 31 in the bodily part of her whom Death has 
XCII 66 completely , when I thínk that Death has 
XCII 174 Those from whom Death has 
CXIV 70 This is true , but sadness has 
XCII 158 at as a mortal injury entails ; Death has 
XCII 201 es not make it clear which of the two has 
LXXIII 57 ever considers love ( finds that ) it has 
XCII 193 ding to the law of the place where it has 
XXIX 6 st go away from you , for your action has 
CXIV 4 8 ed , ( and ) which for a long time it has 
cast me off , for he does not wish to demo 
caused 
caused it , knows the reason which drives 
ceased to fight ; I am wounded and cannot 
chosen a bad road in changing his situatio 
chosen one or the other : so it has happen 
come to our love , and I lose hope of seei 
cured many others of a similar affliction 
deceived hiraself , he will never find anyo 
decreed for you , for your salvation or do 
demolished me with my own strength , not w 
enough 
for me at the moment 
gone from me 
gone : the grain is no longer with the str 
happened to me , being in love , through t 
happened to me in loving two women , but I 
his thought for enemy / bringing him news 
injured him , so I must go away from you , 
known this for a long time and takes coura 
left this world , her greater part still s 
lost its feeling 
made a fair number ( who are ) very wise a 
made me come to this : that I lose the wor 
made me worship the god of Love , and , no 
neither fear ñor hope , it cannot receive 
no advantage ( over the fool ) , except th 
no certain measure : the lover is greater 
no fever and thinks him well , since he is 
no hope 
no hope of lasting , the quality of good 1 
no limit is the means by which my sufferin 
no more to take away from me 
no more with which to make war to the deat 
no part in it 
no pity for the wound she has caused 
no rest , for the understanding worships o 
no rest , for the will does not rest in an 
no restingplace ; take ( my ) instability 
not at some time been sad should pay no at 
not been killed by Death , ñor do I feel g 
not laboured receives no pay 
nothing to offer to my desire 
now arrived 
passed , sends out warmth or cold so Love 
pitied me for it , and I have never been a 
pleased you to shed tears at my death , re 
recovered his strength to destroy the one 
so little sense that she cannot refuse it 
something to sustain it , for , without pl 
taken away from earth , ( and ) honest des 
taken away our love 
taken away the woman they loved will be ab 
taken hold of me , so that I feel joy at s 
the advantage over all ( other ) evils : I 
the greater share in it ; each seeks for s 
three parts , two of which follow nature : 
thrust out its deep roots : on the earth ' 
weakened my courage ; I shall not return u 
worn , of black material or coarse sackclo 
11 natural state , and it will appear to 
hate 1 
hate anything which rests on it for a moment 
24 y late , when I shall set foot on the 
hateful 1 
hateful road 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXIII 
CI 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XIX 
XVIII 
CV 
CV 
LIV 
CI 
XLVI 
XXIX 
II 
XCII 
XCVI 
CV 
XCVI 
CV 
88 
101 
66 
43 
222 
49 
14 
201 
200 
200 
26 
50 
140 
18 
5 
24 
38 
7 
43 
113 
9 
182 
32 
184 
have 
to me : so corrupted is my taste ! I have 
do not remember my grief , I already have 
ve , o Love : I am truly sorry that I have 
thoughts , weakening ( my strength ) have 
made it feel no longer exists ; if I have 
If I do not have 
more powerful one , two great desires have 
It would have 
chose to say of Judas , that it would have 
would have been better for him not to have 
at any time I sinned against Love , I have 
store are unattainable , though these have 
ing , I shall lose those habits which have 
n so clearly in my understanding as I have 
gh I do not suffer continual pain ? I have 
ught him ( there ) , for he would not have 
there no limit to love , that I might have 
courage ; I shall not return until I have 
take away the bitterness from me ; I have 
eration : I do not 'find my sufferings have 
You , spirit , who have 
s many who never served you , and you have 
not eternal , but I fear she may not have 
beg you to enter my heart , since you have 
92 
a heart of steel , flesh and wood , all i 
a sign that I shall return to it : I reme 
accused you of ingratitude for not having 
already overeóme me ; I am a prisoner , i 
any desire , he is a fool who does not be 
as much faith in you as you would wish , 
assailed my thoughts , but my will decide 
been as well for me if , having received 
been better for him not to have been born 
been born a man 
been punished ( for it ) , ( s o that even 
been revealed to many martyrs ( who are ) 
been the cause of my not loving you 
burdened my will with guilt 
combined all my pleasures in one ; it pie 
come such a way by himself 
come to it alone ? I would have known how 
completely driven out the great fear whic 
conceived a great distaste for all food , 
decreased at all ; and if some day they w 
departed from that body which I loved so 
done no less for them than I ask of you ; 
earned this kind 
entered other more wretched ones 
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XCVII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
II 
XLVI 
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II 
LXIII 
LIV 
CV 
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CV 
CV 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
CI 
CV 
XLVI 
XCII 
II 
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XCII 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCVII 
LXXIX 
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CXIV 
CV 
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XIX 
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LXVI 
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XVIII 
XIII 
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LXIII 
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XCIV 
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CV 
CV 
XCVII 
CV 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
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XXXIX 
XXXIX 
CI 
CI 
CI 
LXXIII 
CV 
CV 
LXIII 
XIX 
LXVI 
11 
159 
40 
25 
53 
140 
22 
53 
12 
147 
5 
51 
142 
36 
99 
1 
13 
26 
95 
39 
78 
21 
74 
3 
21 
108 
9 
4 
25 
43 
148 
23 
27 
59 
28 
231 
33 
39 
11 
31 
13 
51 
7 
15 
55 
29 
34 
5 
58 
2 
136 
210 
20 
151 
19 
27 
136 
11 
34 
42 
16 
14 
33 
93 
146 
30 
29 
10 
at love , it is hard to accept that I have 
dvantage over all ( other ) evils : I have 
make you realize how for your sake I have 
If I have 
Then people will not need to have 
I do not fear Death for myself : I have 
u have known me , all the suffering I have 
uch present joy will lie be found ! I have 
, I shall be so wretched that I shall have 
e a detailed account of my sins ? You have 
from Spain ; in which case , líe will have 
is worse than paralysed ! Evil habits have 
ich kept me from you die , since they have 
as a traitor , and he avoids me , who have 
o not want to see any remedy : rather have 
No one can have 
, tormented by such. suffering , would have 
onfession of this , and all my senses have 
onfess that I am the one at fault ; I have 
might have come to it alone ? I would have 
; it is felt and not understood ; few have 
come to know me well , and , once you have 
Many have 
thread which held the life of you who have 
I am losing what many men have 
compelled to lament my misfortune ; I have 
She whom I have 
all those who , with burning hearts , have 
My eyes have 
as that which occurred to others : I have 
ven me a straight commandment , and I have 
u , but that which reason consents to have 
my enemy has pitied me for it , and I have 
stood my writings , and many more who have 
able to be a friend to myself , for I have 
urn to earth , before I die , I shall have 
I am mortally afraid to have 
nto the world ; it would be better to have 
nd my spirit covets works of love ; I have 
such conflicts ; without her , I can have 
I have 
e ) not as clever as the scholars who have 
mned ; and they will reply , for they have 
ess ( I possess ) it entirely , I can have 
its way between the two , is found to have 
I have 
, who search for Love within myself , have 
y speech will be in vain to those who have 
There are many on earth who have 
Those liquids which never pardoned have 
e you ! Let love overeóme the fear I have 
I find I have 
ith tears : 'Please do not leave me , have 
h is weak ; I desire to know what you have 
who are expert ( in such matters ) , have 
ost part lies with you : that you may have 
Some have 
oughts of the sad man , and if people have 
ighly the life of sadness , but I who have 
e drives on my desire , and your eyes have 
pable of making an armed man suffer , have 
from a frail body , and I. , who would have 
nders the pleasure of love ; extremes have 
Forgive me , God , if I have 
w to make excuses before you , when I have 
ot experienced such a flavour , and I have 
Certainly , I have 
I invoke and implore you : since you have 
escaped Death 
experienced this ( in another 's death ) 
exposed myself to every extreme ; Love ha 
expressed my desire badly , be sure that 
faith in what Love performs outside me ; 
feared her for another ; since she has be 
felt because of you will not go unrewarde 
forgotten that I { ever ) had such a feel 
found Hell in this world 
given me a straight commandment , and I h 
greater knowledge of his aliment and will 
grown so oíd in me that I find virtue bit 
half killed me and taken away my life 
honored him more than anyone 
I taken my theme from sadness 
it in his power to love another against h 
it reduced , is a poor lover ; in sufferi 
joined in ; I suffer because of it , but 
judged you with an eye of flesh : I beg y 
known how much your will desired me , fe 
known its cause ; joys and sufferings usu 
known me , all the suffering I have felt 
left the world without losing anything , 
left this world , as the fates secretly d 
lost , and I suffer more , the more I exc 
lost so much that no good can reach me : 
loved so much is now dead , but I am aliv 
loved well , I pray you , do not forget ! 
made a full confession of this , and all 
made it great by valuing highly what I lo 
made this rule into a bent sickle 
near it 
never been able to be a friend to myself 
never heard of them 
never made the effort 
news of her 
news of you , greatly fearing that you wi 
no eyes before receiving such a blow , bu 
no fear of burning in that blind fire in 
no hope in this world 
no illusions about my unfavourable condit 
no knowledge of such things 
no one but me to accompany them in their 
no pleasure ; if your will is not complet 
no sure road ; it thinks it will find hav 
not experienced such a flavour , and I ha 
not found him ; in some places I see him 
not seen you , for they will not believe 
not understood my writings , and many mor 
now broken the thread which held the life 
of you ! And if love does not enter into 
offended you with great sin ; and if I am 
pity on my suffering ! ' O wretched heart 
predestined for me ; to you , it is pres 
pursued it , but , though ( they are ) hu 
regard to my desire ; and I beg Love to g 
said that Death is bitter ; those who exp 
seen in me great suffering , my soul was 
seen its glory with my own eyes desire it 
shattered my armour ; my thoughts , weake 
surrendered to her without receiving a se 
sworn I was capable of making an armed ma 
the appearance of perfect good 
thought you to blame , for I confess tha 
to give a detailed account of my sins ? Y 
to taste what is more bitter than gall , 
will to spare , but I know of no one who 
wounded me , please grant me that ointmen 
56 no sure road 
haven 1 
it thinks it will find haven on a deserted beach and poison seems to 
XCII 
XIX 
I 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
LXVI 11 
CV 
XCVI 
XCVII 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXXXII 
II 
LXXIX 
203 
37 
35 
67 
4 
14 
10 
201 
25 
10 
24 
23 
36 
80 
2 
7 
23 
orne pleasure on its own account and , 
But I reproach myself for 
se friends lie had in the world , not 
ve aecused you of ingratitude for not 
that I am ) set free by Love , and , 
he manage to live without suffering , 
t would have been as well for me if , 
what to say--that I should not regret 
0 much is now dead / but I am alive , 
1 find myself inxthis situation , not 
istance their good or evil , of which 
see him denounced as a traitor , and 
ses God that the ship should perish , 
ell of storm and impossible weather ; 
With those of silvér 
having 11 
having achieved it , the other bears its imprí 
having allowed myself to speak of what my know 
having been for a long , time near habitation 
having found a place to suit me ; this is the 
having left him , all pleasure has gone from m 
Having lost Love , I do not want God to help m 
having lost the good which he possessed ? He s 
having received baptism , I had not returned t 
having said ; whether I cry out or remain sile 
having seen her die ; with great love , it is 
having wished for or known anything else 
he 100 
he always feels one or the other , and whichev 
he avoids me , who have honored him more than 
he body in itself desires its pleasure ; later 
he breaks anchors and tackle in a safe harbour 
he calculates that if it lasts for long , it w 
he can only leave a scar , but those whom lie 
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Cl 23 ill not and cannot use a level path , he 
II 10 ind is capricious ; so much so , that he 
II 30 for this ; think badly of him , since he 
CV 112 should take the ñame of him with whom he 
LXXXI 3 ger at sea , and sees the place where he 
LXXIX 29 With sincere heart he 
XIX 10 e , enduring such pain , desires what he 
LXXVII 6 even when it is no effort : how will he 
LXVIII 13 Then what will he 
XCIV 40 he reverse disturbs man 's nature and he 
XCIV 47 does not fall into error , as long as he 
XXIII 11 to recognize the grace of your body ; he 
XCVI 3 and does not know where he will go { he 
XCII 188 elf known to us through his actions ; he 
CXIV 2 ep me in my sad state of mind , since He 
LXIII 8 orm ) , so Love has cast me off , for he 
LXXXIX 29 And if he 
CXIV 67 easures , not realizing how much harm he 
LXXIII 42 ge if his service goes unrecognized : he 
CI 19 his own street , but if , by chance , he 
XCIV 110 ho loved the body cannot love , since he 
XXXIX 16 I try to see his deeds from within , he 
XCIV 4 8 he does not break the rules , and if he 
LXVIII 7 iour , { but ) realizing clearly that he 
IV 6 y , and who will not appease it until he 
LXVIII 15 e time now lost ? Seeing clearly that he 
II 4 ly believes that with a single anchor he 
XXIII 27 otable women sufficed for you alone ; He 
XXIX 3 or him , and does not come back until he 
LXVIII 11 sed ? He sees well and truly , unless he 
XCII 222 onger exists ; if I have any desire , he 
I 39 him ; but when the friend goes away , he 
CI 4 or in the world can cure him , unless he 
III 12 no fever and thinks him well , since he 
CI 3 paralysed , unable to make signs , if he 
LXXXI 2 o death , when the weather is bad and he 
XCIV 107 ve , but , remembering the pleasure , he 
LXIII 39 hat lie should agree to dwell in me ; he 
I 22 s to provide him with some pleasure , he 
CV 64 is so just , let alone myself , that he 
CXIV 68 He 
III 14 cannot describe his illness , weak as he 
XXIII 12 tle man does : the colour , yes , but he 
LXXVII 15 do not complain of Love , even though he 
I 19 d I could spend my life in sleeping ! He 
LXXIII 31 his forgets everything else , so that he 
LXIII 24 eels one or the other , and whichever he 
XCVII 59 ttle if he remains alive when the one he 
I 38 s him of his past pleasures , so that he 
LXVIII 9 How will he 
XXIII 15 He 
XVIII 33 1 of Saint Paul from his body so that he 
LXVIII 24 ase action , his was a savage heart ; he 
LXXIII 43 ts solely where his goodwill lies and he 
LXVIII 10 uffering , having lost the good which he 
XCVII 59 escape the charge of loving little if he 
XVIII 59 ishes me to see his great treasures ; he 
XCIV 41 and he does not achieve the end which he 
II 5 And he 
CI 21 set his feet ) to gó ahead , because he 
LXVIII 11 ng lost the good which he possessed ? He 
XCVII 60 ve when the one he loves is dead ; or he 
XCII 18 9 y or his quality ; according to where he 
LXXIX 10 an be seen from the arrows with which he 
II 2 er whose ship lies cióse to shore and he 
XIX 4 3 to the next , and the timid man when he 
CV 129 He 
LXXVII 9 . He 
CV 108 the measure of all other goods , and he 
LXXIII 48 He 
LXIII 12 et him not hope for God 's benefits : he 
CV 167 ich at present weigh upon my sinews ; he 
XCIV 109 eloved ; so , once the body is dead , he 
CV 111 man ; therefore it is very right that he 
XXXIX 3 Id pay no attention to my works ; and he 
XIII 39 cent man and a martyr to loving you : he 
XCVII 36 ? One cannot feel the mortal injury ; he 
I 15 kes courage , and they make him think he 
XCVI 4 ill want him for Himself , or whether He 
XCIV 123 an judge the cause of my desire , and he 
LXIII 6 detests his servant ( so much ) that he 
XCVI 2 m who is dead and does not know where he 
LXVIII 12 nd truly / unless he is a fool , that he 
LXVIII 16 learly that he has deceived himself , he 
CI 22 go ahead , because he sees no track ; he 
XXIII 16 ar with your colour and bearing , but he 
IV 32 see the lover ( burn ) in the fire , he 
XXIII 10 f the ignorant man is not so dim that he 
CXIV 27 love ; and perhaps I might love , if he 
LXIII 60 e man 's radical heat , without which he 
XVIII 19 rewarding good and punishing faults , he 
CI 24 eone else brought him ( there ) , for he 
cannot go back since someone else brought h 
cannot set sail without the contrary wind , 
conceals from you such a humble servant as 
conforms 
could take refuge and by misfortune cannot 
cries peace , so that all men may go about 
despairs of ? It is so severe that it seems 
do it despite himself , at great cost ? I s 
do , since no other good remains to him , e 
does not achieve the end which he seeks in 
does not break the rules , and if he goes b 
does not know it as the subtle man does : t 
does not know whether his God will want him 
does not reveal his quantity or his quality 
does not take away that which makes me sad 
does not wish to demónstrate his power on m 
does this , you will come to the extremity 
does to himself 
exists solely where his goodwill lies and h 
finds himself among rocks is afraid ( lie d 
finds nothing to love 
gives me pleasure mixed with suffering 
goes beyond what nature decrees , the resul 
has chosen a bad road in changing his sitúa 
has chosen one or the other : so it has hap 
has deceived himself , he will never find a 
has enough 
has made a fair number ( who are ) very wis 
has recovered his strength to destroy the o 
is a fool , that he will never find a bette 
is a fool who does not believe that my spir 
is forced to grieve : when good departs , i 
is from Spain ; in which case , lie will ha 
is healthy to the touch 
is ill , no doctor in the world can cure hi 
is in danger at sea , and sees the place wh 
is left with pain 
is like death , who catches the fugitive an 
is like the woman with her child , who , if 
is not afraid ? If job , the just ( man ) , 
is out of his senses who settles his accoun 
is , with clumsy tongue ; his gestures and 
knows nothing of the texture 
leads me to death ; I remain indifferent to 
lives poorly who has his thought for enemy 
loses all sense of himself in thinking of h 
loses lie later recovers 
loves is dead ; or he should at least live 
makes the past present for him ; but when t 
manage to live without suffering , having 1 
may be familiar with your colour and bearin 
might see divine mysteries { for the body i 
only tells me I shall not lack a good rewar 
places his entire will in hers 
possessed ? He sees well and truly , unless 
remains alive when the one he loves is dead 
reveáis them only to me 
seeks in all his actions 
sees approaching , a sudden spell of storm 
sees no track ; he will not and cannot use 
sees well and truly , unless he is a fool , 
should at least live in retirement from the 
starts from , so lie projects his strength 
strikes , whence those who are stricken are 
thinks it { as safe as ) a castle ; seeing 
thinks of Love ; as for the bold lover , ma 
who considers a different end has no rest , 
who does not know ( it from experience ) ca 
who does not resemble you , God , is not go 
who expects neither good ñor evil from love 
who has not laboured receives no pay 
who is not afraid of the claws of the stron 
who loved the body cannot love , since he f 
who pleases the devil should take the ñame 
who suffers misfortunes should not look for 
who would { gladly ) sepárate body from sou 
whom death never tempted knows still less o 
will be reprieved , and put him to death wi 
will bury him in Hell ) : my spirit suffers 
will easily observe the results in me ; my 
will give him neither punishment ñor duties 
will go ( he does not know whether his God 
will never find a better situation 
will never find anyone to treat him better 
will not and cannot use a level path , he c 
will not be able to speak properly of your 
will not be pitied , much less defended 
will not fail to recognize the grace of you 
would allow me to love without his help 
would be destroyed 
would find me to be the one phoenix among t 
would not have come such a way by himself 
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CV 
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11 
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CV 
CV 
CV 
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CV 
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CV 
CV 
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17 
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205 
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149 
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14 
19 
49 
150 
99 
191 
7 
20 
4 
ughtlessly kept just one , with which he wounded me , and so I give up ( my ) life 
's peace is war ; if she through whom he wounded me were at war , in peace I would b 
health 1 
I do not ask you to give me physical health or any goods of nature or fortune , but 
healthy 1 
ver and thinks him well , since he is healthy to the touch 
heard 2 
le I was a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a voice from a frail body , and I / who 
itings , and many more who have never heard of them 
heart 
for good pleasure does riot enter my heart 
ings me suffering ; and I carry in my heart 
eld to me against oblivion ! Wound my heart 
e worm gnaws my thoughts , another my heart 
e sun in the month of June , my frail heart 
uffering can alter the law and make a heart 
I do not know why my heart 
od takes away : since I am alive , my heart 
With sincere heart 
every base action , his was a savage heart 
nt ; so I pardon everyone with all my heart 
t great cost ? I see that each man 's heart 
sons so that comfort may die , and my heart 
eart , if I am not pitied for what my heart 
also ; make your blood soften my hard heart 
In a noble heart 
et it be understood that , deep in my heart 
e pity on my suffering ! ' O wretched heart 
: so corrupted is my taste ! I have a heart 
of you ; and so I beg you to enter my heart 
I beg you to strengthen my heart 
t you can do is believe with all your heart 
ey cannot see within , wíll be sad at heart 
23 
a continual fire without smoke , and the 
and capture all my senses , do as you li 
, and neither rests , and their work can 
burns without receiving any favour 
composed of steel and stone 
does not burst 
does not show such grief as in death / w 
he cries peace , so that all men may go 
; he only tells me I shall not lack a go 
, if I am not pitied for what my heart i 
is harder than a stump of wood ; no one 
is never so full of pleasure as when my 
is suffering 
: it has cured many others of a similar 
, Love does not undergo death , but ( on 
, my thoughts do not drag me down 
of him who finds himself in such a sitúa 
of steel , flesh and wood , all in one 
, since you have entered other more wret 
so that my will may be joined with yours 
that my suffering is as great as I say 
when they believe me 
hearts 3 
ve , and all those. who , with burning hearts , have loved well , I pray you , do not 
, your breasts open to show how your hearts were pierced by the arrow of gold with 
O cruel evil , for ever separating hearts ( which were ) united ! I find my feeli 
heat 6 
of frost and cool in summer when the heat comes ; despising the worth of his former 
es not take the case lightly when the heat does not come to the surface ; the ignora 
ontinual fire without smoke , and the heat does not reach my outer part 
I want to be burned by Love 's heat , for I find myself refreshed in his fire 
iré ; burning winter , summer without heat : these dangers will give me a poor rewar 
good and evil preserve man 's radical heat , without which he would be destroyed 
Heaven 7 
worl'd except that God may set her-in Heaven 
earth fails me and I cannot reach to Heaven 
And if God wishes me to dwell in Heaven , apart from seeing Him , for my pleasu 
s is the key which opens the gates of Heaven for us 
ption , great as it is ; if I ask for Heaven , I do not valué it sufficiently ; I am 
whom everyone curses , but fear that Heaven may escape me 
ppen to her is decided : if she is in Heaven , such good cannot be expressed ; if in 
22 so will my own , and 
height 
falling from a height it will break to pieces , for every e 
held 2 
oned have now broken the thread which held the life of you who have left this world 
If Love were a rational substance and held the sceptre of majesty , rewarding good a 
Hell 7 
and I go through pains like those of Hell because in this world I shall never see h 
e so wretched that I shall have found Hell in this world 
ving in doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell more than they appreciate thé joys of Par 
such good cannot be expressed ; if in Hell , my prayer is foolish 
self , or whether He will bury him in Hell ) : my spirit suffers equally , not knowi 
I fear Hell , towards which I travel ; I'want to go b 
, who swim in sins ? When I think of Hell , where time is of no account , there all 
nt to straighten it / but I need your 
he would allow me t;o love without his 
I to do , since I do not deserve your 
No other 
strange place , so that only you can 
ving lost Love''--, I do not want God to 
ray to you foolishly , since you only 
ut the east and south-west winds will 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
Help 
Help 
Help 
Help 
help 
Help 
help 
help 
14 
, for I know that I do notx make as much e 
from your love avails me , unless your ey 
me 
me by making the world give me anything , 
me , God ! But I pray to you foolishly , 
me , God , for I cannot move withou-t you 
me , God , for my strength is weak ; I de 
me , God , since you see me in such a str 
me , Lord , with the fare of faith , and 
me within the space of an hour , for my s 
the man who helps himself , and you canno 
them , with their friends the north-east 
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cv 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XXIII 
XCII 
I 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
XCVII 
XCII 
XCII 
I 
LXXIII 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCVII 
XCVII 
XCVII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
CI 
XCVII 
CI 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
CI 
XCII 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
20 
82 
40 
31 
181 
231 
102 
227 
96 
95 
125 
31 
104 
22 
155 
30 
106 
53 
56 
10 
18 
155 
140 
23 
55 
30 
139 
115 
31 
129 
18 
51 
52 
17 
239 
54 
237 
38 
12 
37 
141 
36 
224 
117 
104 
130 
38 
137 
133 
35 
91 
235 
94 
32 
51 
180 
30 
127 
92 
16 
helps 2 
hly , since you only help the man who helps himself , and you cannot fail any who ap 
Since neither the world ñor God helps me to root out the reason for which I am 
her 
d flees from him who wishes , to find her 
s all sense of himself in thinking of her 
I love everything that had to do with her 
, before I die , I shall have news of her 
hat I shall return .to it : I remember her 
our love , and I lose hope of seeing her 
urts me to think that I ever offended her 
adness and others -many - which show her 
cause in this world I shall never see her 
othing to make herself wholly known : her 
I contémplate both her spirit and her 
pleasure , he is like the woman with her 
carne to an end on the day when I saw her 
ip , its great strength endures after her 
Out of pity I come to grieve for her 
, remembering her life , and I mourn her 
selves lay mixed together ; but since her 
w dead , but I am alive , having seen her 
d still not come to an end when I saw her 
n end on the day when I saw her cióse her 
fear Death for myself : I have feared her 
er child , who , if it cries and begs her 
e that creature whose virtues protect her 
o great is the fear which comes from her 
o themselves or through others sample her 
she whom 1 love has left this world , her 
not equal to such conflicts ; without her 
of the world except that God may set her 
to God , since all that can happen to her 
no tears wet my face when I think of her 
ath ; I live in sadness , remembering her 
Her 
and ) therefore take my spirit where her 
anee with its own nature , loving for her 
cept that you ( should ) gather me to her 
nd so great that I prefer her scorn , her 
I ought to go where her 
ss ; yes , and so great that I prefer her 
ther ; since she has been cruel , let her 
ar , in peace I would be defeated and her 
keenly desiring that God should take her 
earth in the flesh , I wanted to love her 
I contémplate both her 
Mother of God , if her 
her scorn , her reluctance to speak , her 
eath is bitter ; th'ose who experience her 
May my sins not harm her 
e is worth ; and the more I find ( in her 
it , it is as if I were parting from her 
among the saints , I should not want her 
ere ; and there are some which recall her 
: her beauty blinds the devout man ; her 
another with sincere intention , for her 
With such a love I love her 
is was enclosed in the bodily part of her 
with honest shame the spirit alone of her 
from her ; times and places point to her 
rmed man suffer , have surrendered to her 
58 
acts of love , and more vividly than befor 
again , unless I soon abandon this belief 
, and I should like to redeem this with my 
as happy 
at my side 
beauty blinds the devout man ; her underst 
body ; I feel joy as great as that of the 
child , who , if it cries and begs her for 
cióse her eyes 
death 
death and I am compelled to lament my misf 
death as best I can 
death , they are quite distinct , and I fe 
die ; with great love , it is hard to acce 
draw near to death , saying with tears : ' 
eyes 
for another ; since she has been cruel , 1 
for poison , has so little sense that she 
from vices 
great misfortune ! Any misfortune is small 
great pain , which lasts longer than any o 
greater part still survives 
, I can have no hope in this world 
in Heaven 
is decided : if she is in Heaven , such go 
life and death ; I live in sadness , remem 
life , and I mourn her death as best I can 
) life had still not come to an end when I 
own resides ; and , before my life ends , 
own sake that creature whose virtues prote 
place ; do not delay long in wishing me in 
reluctance to speak , her state such as it 
road lies : I do not know what prevents me 
scorn , her reluctance to speak , her stat 
show no pity for me ; whoever lies in the 
slave 
soul to himself ; if I doubt this , may I 
spirit alone : then , how much more so , n 
spirit and her body ; I feel joy as great 
spirit is in Purgatory for unexpiated sins 
state such as it is / to being king over t 
taste may say this , or who themselves or 
! The great suffering which no tongue can 
) , the worse it is for my thoughts , whic 
; times and places point to her with their 
to be protected from Death 
to me in sadness and others - many - which 
understanding is food for those who unders 
virtues , unmixed with sensual desire 
who is dead , and , in my fear , I love ev 
whom Death has taken away from earth , { a 
whom God forgive , and I desire nothing of 
with their fingers , according to whether 
without receiving a scratch 
77 Then 
here 1 
evil here and evil afterwards without end 
XCVII 
I 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XXIII 
61 
33 
17 
43 
241 
90 
29 
30 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
13 The King of Cyprus , imprisoned by a 
from the world and be known only as a 
ng lie eats into suffering ; like the 
time is near when I shall live like a 
lies and he places his entire will in 
h my body to lie with its arms around 
If I see anything of 
tastes of perfection ; possessing in 
wledge that she lacks nothing to make 
12 much , look at me in my suffering : I 
heretic 1 
heretic , is not unfortunate , compared with m 
hermit 3 
hermit 
hermit in whom there grows no longing for thos 
hermit , the better to keep Love 's feast days 
hers 3 
hers 
hers 
hers , it gives me pain and if I avoid it 
63 
24 
the marvellous effect which had been 
A great pleasure is 
herself 2 
herself such great knowledge that she lacks no 
herself wholly known : her beauty blinds the d 
hesitate 1 
hesitate to speak to you 
hidden 2 
hiddeTi by the power of contraríes ? Sweet and 
hidden from lovers , from all those who do not 
hide 
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67 
19 
20 
6 
, in such a casé , does one 's reason hide and passion assemble all its forces ? God 
hides 1 
eals to me the great secrets which it hides from the most subtle , and my clear day 
hiding-places 1 
themselves and will search for secret hiding-places : escaping from the sea where th 
high 2 
My thoughts rise to such a high degree in love that my soul is within the 
e great good or much injury ; and the high extreme { of love ) is its own pleasure : 
higher 2 
, resembling you , you raise him to a higher level than man 
road in changing his situation for a higher one 
therefore it is very r 
highly 2 
oached by many people for praising so highly the life of sadness , - but I who have se 
ers : I have made it great by valuing highly what I lose ; for , seeing myself depri 
him 
Id really believe that you would pity him 
m more than if the whole world pitied him 
set free by Love , and , having left him 
her of his kind who is too strong for him 
Whoever runs away from Love , finds him 
, he will never find anyone to treat him 
so that he makes the past present for him 
not found him ; in some places I see him 
o take Love 's advice : on you and on him 
e do , since no other good remains to him 
I do not ask him 
es not know whether his God will want him 
And I , who love him 
o dwell in Heaven , apart from seeing Him 
e present to him , hope and fear show him 
if by chance some other kind attacks him 
to build castles to take refuge from him 
sure ; joy and sadness are present to him 
ds Him •, so that , travelling towards Him 
because his ailments are familiar to him 
for Himself , or whether He will bury him 
Love finds two places prepared for him 
r Love within myself , have not found him 
attacks him , his imagination plunges him 
God , rebels , blaspheming , against Him 
, and he avoids me , who have honored him 
ituation , his complaining , comforts him 
servant ( so much ) that he will give him 
has his thought for enemy , bringing him 
his world lie is sent no triáis ; let him 
pair ; but , mercifully , Love allows him 
, that it would have been better for him 
hance one of them appears and reminds him 
a dark place in which to be sad : let him 
is to blame for this ; think badly of him 
th to destroy the one who has injured him 
ntion : to strengthen my will towards Him 
of go back since someone else brought him 
ime and takes courage , and they make him 
od ; for , resembling you , you raise him 
think he will be reprieved , and put him 
sts for long , it would be better for him 
I feel his pleasure come ; if I find him 
ill , no doctor in the world can cure him 
ter who will treat him well , keeping him 
age who seeks a master who will treat him 
the sick man has no fever and thinks him 
e , and / now I am compelled to leave him 
uel : so confused is our knowledge of Him 
assion cannot last : desire possesses him 
s : believe the lover who is dumb and him 
my suffering ! ' O wretched heart of him 
which exists in the mere intention of him 
ering which no tongue can describe of him 
ot to be found in any man , except in him 
before receiving such a blow , but to him 
rom experience ) cannot feel pity for him 
Him 
, since. nothing takes Death away from him 
o catches the fugitive and flees from him 
m that most'-extreme of lovers , after him 
oubles ; andvwhen it tries to provide him 
ses the devil should take the ñame of him 
63 
, all pleasure has gone from me 
, and does not come back until he has reco 
, and I , who search for Love within mysel 
better 
; but when the friend goes away , he is fo 
denounced as a traitor , and he avoids me 
depends my perfect good 
, except mourn the goodness of the time no 
for any woman who lives on earth , merely 
for Himself , or whether He will bury him 
for his own sake , not refusing the reward 
, for my pleasure to be complete , it will 
from a distance their good or evil , of wh 
, his imagination plunges him into mortal 
; his strength lies lower than the earth 
, hope and fear show him from a distance t 
, I shall meet with no obstacles 
, if by chance some other kind attacks him 
in Hell ) : my spirit suffers equally , no 
in man , for man is defined by his two nat 
; in some places I see him denounced as a 
into mortal fear : so it is with me , for 
; man cannot reckon such great evil 
more than anyone 
more than if the whole world pitied him 
neither punishment ñor duties ( to perform 
news of troubles ; and when it tries to pr 
not hope for God 's benefits : he who has 
not to be deprived of the hope of pleasure 
not to have been born a man 
of his past pleasures , so that he makes t 
read my writings , which reveal troubled t 
, since he conceals from you such a humble 
, so I must go away from you , for your ac 
, so that , travelling towards Him , I sha 
( there ) , for he would not have come suc 
think he will be reprieved , and put him t 
to a higher level than man ; therefore it 
to death without a moment for remembering 
to seek harbour than to stay 
ungenerous , another must make me content 
, unless he is from Spain ; in which case 
warm in time of frost and cool in summer w 
well , keeping him warm in time of frost a 
well , since he is healthy to the touch 
, what to others is evil to me seems good 
! When suffering decreases , faith is the 
, which is a lack of good , and , { once ) 
who changes colour from one moment to the 
who finds himself in such a situation , si 
who is a true lover and loves himself for 
who is dead and does not know where he wil 
who is not troubled at all by the flesh 
who is wounded , death alone is a cure 
who lies in pain and torment ; so I pardon 
who pleases you , you cali a god ; for , r 
who wishes it for himself 
who wishes , to find her 
whose life God takes away 
with some pleasure , he is 
with whom he conforms 
18 
since I am ali 
like the woman 
himself 
Death away from him who wishes it for himself 
he would not have come such a way by himself 
ot realizing how much harra he does to himself 
treet , but if , by chance , he finds himself among rocks is afraid ( lie does not k 
since you only help the man who helps himself , and you cannot fail any who approach 
no effort : how will he do it despite himself , at great cost ? I see that each man 
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XIX 
whom ) the wise man may not consider himself 
Like the man who finds himself 
of him who is a true lover and loves himself 
? Seeing clearly that he has deceived himself 
ring that God should take her soul to himself 
! ' O wretched heart of him who finds himself 
else , so that he loses all sense of himself 
ident and not a substance , and makes himself 
ve sees a great glory gathered within himself 
now whether his God will want him for Himself 
God , who is pitying and just , shows himself 
is pleasant pain , for soon the devil himself 
blameless as long as lie is not protec 
cióse to death , when the weather is b 
for being of such a mind 
, he will never find anyone to treat h 
; if I doubt this , may I suffer for i 
in such a situation , since it is not 
in thinking of her 
known to us through his actions ; he d 
, loving another with sincere intentio 
, or whether He will bury him in Hell 
to be cruel : so confused is our knowl 
will pity me when lie sees me going th 
4 3 to the deep sea 
hinder 1 
thinking they would hinder his understanding 
hinders 3 
179 , and I wish to do this , but custom hinders me ; in time past I loaded myself with 
118 , how much more so , now that nothing hinders me ? While she was alive , my flesh re 
32 A lukewarm desire hinders the pleasure of love ; extremes have t 
37 ataract 
hindrance 
and if it could act without hindrance no eye in the world would be impai 
his 
68 He is out of his senses who settles his 
41 achieve the end which he seeks in all his 
187 and makes himself known to us through his 
17 Like the child who , for his 
16 e sufficient indications , apart from his 
26 s the sick man clings to life because his 
5 , lie will have greater knowledge of his 
6 former master and taking a dislike to his 
33 d removed the soul of Saint Paul from his 
27 eing his power so feeble , has broken his 
30 such a person laments his situation , his 
20 e way of life , for Love wants me for his 
2 e the man who desires food to satisfy his 
15 in this world , and when I try to see his 
14 e 's torment need not expect to enjoy his 
43 where his goodwill lies and he places his 
209 in declining : when the saint fails , his 
20 raid ( lie does not know where to set his 
42 heat , for I find myself refreshed in his 
5 e heat comes ; despising the worth of his 
15 weak as he is , with clumsy tongue ; his 
3 he will go ( he does not know whether his 
18 times before our own , Love shot all his 
42 unrecognized : he exists solely where his 
58 e work of Love , who wishes me to see his 
28 if he would allow me to love without his 
13 The patient cannot describe his 
28 chance some other kind attacks him , his 
2 ness when lie is beaten by another of his 
159 t disposed to feel it ; but , through his 
9 Everyone seeks and desires his 
43 an goes straight , following nature , his 
6 ered without art by one who is out of his 
8 ie sees me going through torment like his 
147 n does not perform pleasant things on his 
42 ed me with my own strength , not with his 
34 of Death ? Who will mourn for death , his 
21 And I , who love him for his 
18 his age , can walk well enough along his 
176 Every true friend loves his 
62 man does not feel the pains of love , his 
• 31 ace where Love may take root in you ; his 
16 th without a moment for remembering ( his 
3.7 ne of them appears and reminds him of his 
4 2 to the good that cannot perish , cast his 
4 6 ve is in me , the nearer to me I feel his 
2 man who takes pleasure in dreams and his 
8 , for he does not wish to demónstrate his 
27 Love , seeing his 
1 No one can have it in his 
36 harsh evils , and each of them with ( his 
188 ; he does not reveal his guantity or his 
188 ough his actions ; he does not reveal his 
23 ay give , willingly abandon myself to his 
42 ! Whoever desires your pleasure bases his 
68 He is out of his 
5 Just as the master detests his 
41 m that servant who bears no grudge if his 
8 he has chosen a bad road in changing his 
30 ed , for , when such a person laments his 
25 These days his 
28 sire ; and I beg Love to give you all his 
189 here he starts from , so lie projects his 
32 ild castles to take refuge from him : his 
3 not come back until he has recovered his 
19 in sleeping ! He Uves poorly who has his 
4 4 of Love ; as for the bold lover , may his 
in losing such pleasures 
76 
accounts and 
actions 
actions ; he does not reveal his quantity 
age , can walk well enough along his own s 
agony , which speaks for itself 
ailments are familiar to him , if by chañe 
aliment and will understand its nature muc 
behaviour , ( but ) realizing clearly that 
body so that he might see divine mysteries 
bow : I announce this to the world 
complaining , comforts him more than if th 
court and sends for me 
dangerous hunger and sees two clusters of 
deeds from within , he gives me pleasure m 
delights ; every lover should bear this in 
entire will in hers 
feast day lapses 
feet ) to go ahead , because he sees no tr 
fire , just as the saint ( who is ) burnin 
former master and taking a dislike to his 
gestures and colour are sufficient indicat 
God will want him for Himself , or whether 
golden arrows , but thoughtlessly kept jus 
goodwill lies and he places his entire wil 
great treasures ; he reveáis them only to 
help 
illness , weak as he is , with clumsy tong 
imagination plunges him into mortal fear : 
kind who is too strong for him , and does 
knowledge , a coarse man reckons that the 
like ; thus I take no pleasure in the comp 
mentor ; for the greater part attracts the 
mind ; and Love , who has caused it , know 
own 
own ; I do not fear Death , whom everyone 
own , of infinite power 
own or another 's , such is the great evil 
own sake , not refusing the reward lie may 
own street , but if , by chance , he finds 
( own ) true friend with a love such that 
passion cannot last : desire possesses him 
passion finds in us a fitting place , and 
past 
past pleasures , so that he makes the past 
perishable goods into the deep sea , think 
pleasure come ; if I find him ungenerous , 
pleasure comes from foolish thoughts , so 
power on me 
power so feeble , has broken his bow : I a 
power to love another against his will , n 
) proud ways 
quality ; according to where he starts fro 
quantity or his quality ; according to whe 
sadness and shall live sadly for ever 
satisfaction on a false ground ; thus his 
senses who settles his accounts and , in 1 
servant { so much ) that he will give him 
service goes unrecognized : he exists solé 
situation for a higher one 
situation , his complaining , comforts him 
sport is confined to arrows of lead , and 
strength 
strength 
strength lies lower than the earth 
strength to destroy the one who has injure 
thought for enemy• 
time be wasted 
bringing him news of t 
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II 
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- 11 
27 
is ) burning in Gad finds comfort in his 
sser and finds the way which leads to his 
or him in man , for man is defined by his 
deep sea , thinking they would hinder his 
satisfaction on a false ground ; thus his 
to another ) ; in every base action , his 
ch a humble servant as myself through his 
in his power to love another against his 
d the thief { as far as one can see , his 
torment 
true end ; and when the appetite desires w 
two natures : the body on its own desires 
unde rs t a ndi ng 
understanding has no rest , for the unders 
was a savage heart ; he only tells me I sh 
weakness ; certainly , it is Love who accu 
will , ñor be so strong , with sufficient 
works were not sufficient ) ; your spirit 
hold 2 
ains all my actions , and nothing can hold back my desire ; burning winter , summer 
This is true , but sadness has taken hold of me , so that I feel joy at seeing myse 
It is you I ask ; nothing 
ever a vassal ñor ever thought to pay 
hen we try to express what a fair and 
That desire which comes from an 
h has taken away from earth , ( and ) 
ieve that , among shameful loves , an 
These desires disturb 
I love and fear with 
aim my intention to you : to love you 
ars , for I am ready to'taste cali or 
traitor , and he avoids me , who have 
uld wish for that of which lie has no 
, afraid that fear will frústrate my 
ently ; I am lackirig in both fear and 
ble that I cannot say : 'In you is my 
More and more does 
cient to preserve the lover from both 
joy and sadness are present to him , 
Love does not live when desire and 
sire what may cost me dear , and this 
ve , ñor do they experience good , if 
d lie is sent no triáis ; let him not 
I cannot be turned away from 
nflicts ; without her , I can have no 
not afraid to fall still further': my 
your presence I confess this sin : my 
The faint desire has neither fear ñor 
Show me the Üght of true 
Without 
re , I shall soon come to die and all 
which is set before me that I live in 
o vices ; the quantity of love has no 
allows him not to be deprived of the 
end has come to our love , and I lose 
eat wonder that my feelings remain in 
all , may my faith not wander ñor my 
, and in nothingness there can be no 
he Üght of true hope , not that vain 
from which great desire is born , and 
holds 1 
holds you back from me as long as I am given y 
homage 1 
homage ( to another in every base action 
honest 7 
honest body deserves ; well-bred young men , w 
honest cause will give rise to noble actions a 
honest desire remains in me unmixed 
honest desire should struggle to be alone , po 
honest love in me , since , between good and e 
Honest love leads to the cult of saintly lover 
honest shame the spirit alone of her whom God 
honestly 1 
honestly 
honey 1 
honey on behalf of those who will receive good 
honored 1 
honored him more than anyone 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
hope 
28 
! ' Love has a bittersweet flavour which 
abandon me , and the fear of that evil wh 
and fear ; in such present joy will lie b 
and fear show him from a distance their g 
are dead , and in nothingness there can b 
consoles me for many evils ; I do not wis 
does not flatter them 
for God 's benefits : he who has not labo 
, for I desire you as my greatest good 
in this world 
in what I hoped is lost 
is troubled and I feel great discord with 
, it cannot receive great good or much in 
, not that vain hope which I receive from 
of achieving my desires , I shall go thro 
of cure is now lost to me 
of it without suffering ; if I do not ac 
of lasting , the quality of good love nev 
of pleasure ; joy and sadness are present 
of seeing her again / unless I soon aband 
of this ; and if it were certain that she 
tremble ; charity will not fail me if the 
; whatever belongs to the body , Death tu 
which I receive from you , but that which 
, which passes through all these stages , 
hoped 1 
all still further : my hope in what I hoped is lost 
hopes 2 
n pleasure : remembering nothing , it hopes for future good 
ieves this supreme good , and whoever hopes { to obtain it ) without me is foolish o 
hoping 2 
the pain of longing and see no way of hoping for any good 
world ( which is ) the equivalent of hoping for such a desirable good 
horde 1 v 
g the best ; for I alone renounce the horde of base desires which mingle with the go 
hostile 2 
continually displays clemency , your hostile appearance is immeasurably good 
I avoid all pleasure as a hostile thing , for one small good amsng great 
hot 1 
that blind fire in which lovers grow hot 
e love ( any more ) distant from me 
hotter 1 
hotter than the sun in the month of June , my 
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24 
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48 
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17 
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20 
2 
hour 2 
Help me within the space of an hour , for my symptoms show that I shall not 1 
my desire has an impossible aim ; the hour will not delay , for it is already late , 
how 12 
how - should be present 
how any matter will end 
how for your sake I have exposed myself to eve 
how much harm he does to himself 
how much I am in love 
how much more so , now that nothing hinders me 
how much your will desired me , fearing ( and 
how or why , no living man knows 
how to make excuses before you , when I have t 
how will he do it despite himself , at great c 
How will he manage to live without suffering , 
how your hearts were pierced by the arrow of g 
miracle that pleasure - I do not know 
trivial ailments : no one is certain 
ong thorns : may God make you realize 
seeks gross pleasures , not realizing 
so overeóme by Love that I cannot say 
ted to love her spirit alone : then , 
come to it alone ? 'I would have known 
ur spirit breathes where it pleases ; 
Who will show me 
do good , even when it is no effort : 
lled hair , your breasts open to show 
XXIII 
XCIV 
205 { but ) she cannot end what is good 
63 y were dark , ( and that there were 
Thus the wholly 
ing such pleasures , is divorced from 
The other desire exceeds 
an ever be calied single ; neither is 
s to its opposite : to the ( man of ) 
m , since he conceals from you such a 
with door unbarred , it will find me 
riends the north-east and the south , 
Within man 's body , the 
the world if it were cleansed of evil 
ry , are obliged to go on suffering ( 
desires food to satisfy his dangerous 
ursued it , but , though ( they are ) 
And it 
however 1 
however much she offends it 
howls 1 
howls and tears instead of songs 
Human 4 
Human beings feel that many of the secrets whi 
human end gives no rest or term to the appetit 
human nature 
human nature ; its sure sign is that no bounda 
humble 3 
humble and simple towards the other : they con 
humble condition no insult seems severe 
humble servant as myself through his weakness 
humbly 2 
humbly answering 
humbly begging the tramontana to blow favourab 
humours 2 
humours disagree ; from time to time their pow 
humours ; good and evil preserve man 's radica 
hunger 2 
hunger 
hunger and sees two clusters of fruit on a fin 
hungry 1 
hungry , are obliged to go on suffering ( hung 
hurts 1 
hurts me to think that I ever offended her , a 
XCVII 
XCVII 
LXXIX 
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XVIII 
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12 
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24 
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14 
54 
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1 
I would rather lose my reason if it ( 
ay from me , but since I do not die ,. 
The world is at peace and 
evil ! I do not valué the goods which 
the one phoenix among the best ; for 
ge where I do not remember my grief , 
Though 
stirength ) have already overeóme me ; 
elight in misfortune , for as much as 
Who but a fool asks me if , when 
have loved so much is now dead , but 
him whose life God takes away : since 
1 is quite contrary to your own , and 
ring : in whatever direction I look , 
I do not act as I would wish , since 
ely , God , to make me love you , for 
ty I come to grieve for her death and 
e worship the god of Love , and , now 
heir cause is a dead.letter as far as 
ow that you take pleasure in me ; and 
within the body which it loves , and 
t out the reason for which I am sad , 
d wish to mourn , and when I do not , 
God ! Prolong my life , since I feel 
one who is so weak in strength , for 
turned into anger , and ( that ) , if 
ing holds you back from me as long as 
despair if you consider my desserts ; 
t is Love who aecuses me , ( now that 
me by Love that I cannot say how much 
e sadness I wear ; I feel joy , while 
feel such pleasure that I forget that 
t your will to become entirely mine ; 
en , I do not valué it sufficiently ; 
i 530 
i 
I aecuse myself of little love 
I alone at war , since Love has ceased to figh 
I alone possess , for a man does not perform p 
I alone renounce the horde of base desires whi 
I already have a sign that I shall return to i 
I am a Catholic , but Faith does not warm me , 
I am a had Christian in my works , I am not an 
I am a prisoner , in fear , of your intelligen 
I am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and wh 
I am absent , I miss that woman who makes me 1 
I am afraid that your own faint will , if I sh 
I am alive , having seen her die ; with great 
I am alive , my heart does not show such grief 
I am an enemy to myself when I think to be a f 
I am besieged by a suffering greater than that 
I am burned 
I am certain that my will is free and I do not 
I am certain that the greatest good derives fr 
I am compelled to lament my misfortune ; I hav 
I am compelled to leave him , what to others i 
I am concerned 
I am confident that you will come to know me w 
I am content with any kind of reputation : in 
I am content with the sadness I wear ; I feel 
I am displeased enough , for I wish to lose al 
I am drawing near to you 
I am dying and am so feeble that I cannot say 
I am forced to leave this world , my whole mis 
I am given your will 
I am greatly vexed that my life should be draw 
I am ) in love 
I am in love 
I am in such a state 
I am in this world , and when I try to see his 
I am jealous if you love God a great deal ; wh 
I am lacking in both fear and hope 
I am like the master whose ship lies cióse to 
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when I see you far away , for ( when 
this seems to me a poor excuse , that 
which ) drives me to such jealousy ; 
gh I am a had Christian in my works , 
ot aspire to tile ñame of lover , for 
, I do not feel great delight , since 
el grief and it seems to me extreme ; 
ardon everyone with all my heart , if 
h you ñor do I blame you in any way ; 
me in laughter / some in tears , for 
s me to root out the reason for which 
I find myself a prisoner , ( now that 
o longer fear death ? It will be when 
early bought with painful sighs ; and 
my words , giving to understand that 
hat my life should be drawn out , and 
nt person , so rnuch so , that I think 
, and if Love ever brought pleasure , 
ht you to blame , for I confess that 
offended you with great sin ; and if 
O Love , o Love : 
Because 
ying ; that other { desire ) by which 
ar , since Love has ceased to fight ; 
ower so feeble , has broken his bow : 
f my corruption , great as it is ; if 
It is you 
d you have done no less for them than 
g of hers , it gives me pain , and if 
d , and if I ever stray from it , may 
In terms of Love , 
for a companion ? Through rnuch loving 
ou may have regard to my desire ; and 
ave judged you with an eye of flesh : 
e man who travels.in that direction ? 
s for them than I ask of you ; and so 
r ! With hands joined ( in prayer ) , 
If 
sustain it , for , without pleasure , 
s it entirely beyond their confines ; 
orks , I am not angry with you ñor do 
life , and I mourn her death as best 
I cannot do more : all 
ual to such conflicts ; without her , 
, unless { I posséss ) it entirely , 
enjoy themselves around the fire and 
t any time I thought myself a lover , 
use of my great sin ; and if by death 
I grieve because 
; this is the fault because of which 
Help me , God , for 
ived of all love , earth fails me and 
find myself so overeóme by Love that 
for I am dying and am so feeble that 
nversation , now separated for ever , 
grow thin , brings me suffering ; and 
sadness , so that ,- while it lasts , 
pened to me in loving two women , but 
ng with it , and with a fresh ailment 
Out of pity 
If 
if I have thought you to blame , for 
han love , you , and in your presence 
I find great love^ within me ; but if 
en it comes from ybur power , so that 
to God that my thoughts were dead and 
s the terrible refusal you give me if 
ur presence ; only by this bridge can 
ould not regret having said ; whether 
O Love , o Love : 
Wise lady : 
I am like the philosopher who , in order to ri 
I am losing what many men have lost , and I su 
I am mortally afraid to have news of you , gre 
I am ) near you , nothing can trouble me , and 
I am no lover of the present , but of the past 
I am not afraid of my corruption , great as it 
I am not afraid that the slightest hair on you 
I am not angry with you ñor do I blame you in 
I am not as passionate as I should be 
I am not disposed to feel it ; but , through h 
I am not in a state to wish to receive advice 
I am not like the little page who seeks a mast 
I am not pitied for what my heart is suffering 
I am prepared for ( the J good or ( the ) evil 
I am quite certain that you continually perfor 
I am ready to taste cali or honey on behalf of 
I am reminded of Death , and I return to my gr 
I am sad , I am content with- the sadness I wea 
I am ) set free by Love , and , having left hi 
I am set on fire by your love , and that canno 
I am sure that it will come sooner or later , 
I am talking nonsense 
I am terrified that it may end ; I live in suf 
I am that man who , in time of storm , when mo 
I am that most extreme of lovers , after him w 
I am that person ; the world would be a great 
I am that servant who bears no grudge if his s 
I am the man who can bear witness to it 
I am the one at fault ; I have judged you with 
I am this man who is called Ausias March ! I p 
I am this man who takes pleasure in death , si 
I am too weak , gorge yourself on my flesh , b 
I am truiy sorry that I have aecused you of in 
I am unique in love , it seems to me as if eve 
I am watered with continual suffering , if it 
I am worth as rnuch to you as many who never se 
I am wounded and cannot be cured , since she w 
I announce this to the world 
I ask for Heaven , I do not valué it sufficien 
I ask ; nothing holds you back from me as long 
I ask of you ; and so I beg you to enter my he 
I avoid all pleasure as a hostile thing , for 
I avoid it , it is as if I were parting from h 
I be sure to find your ear deaf 
I bear no great signs of injury , and I wish i 
I become a different person , so much so , tha 
I beg Love to give you all his strength 
I beg you give light to the eyes of the soul ! 
I beg you , Lord , to cut short my life before 
I beg you , Lord , to make me unfeeling , so t 
I beg you to enter my heart , since you have e 
I beg you to strengthen my heart so that my wi 
I beg your pity ; grant rae no favour , but rew 
I believe an end has come to our love , and I 
I believe , as you chose to say of Judas , tha 
I believe suffering does not remain 
I believe that the motive { for my suffering ) 
I blame you in any way ; I am quite certain th 
I can 
I can do is obey what my grief demands 
I can have no hope in this world 
I can have no pleasure ; if your will is not c 
I can join in their games , walk over snow , w 
I can recognize little feeling of love in myse 
I can redeem my error , this will be my sweet 
I cannot be turned away from hope , for I desi 
I cannot do more : all I can do is obey what m 
I cannot get out of my mind that Love 's great 
I cannot grieve as much as I should like at th 
I cannot love 
I cannot move without you , since my body is w 
I cannot reach to Heaven 
I cannot say how much I am in love 
I cannot say : 'In you is my hope ! ' Love has 
I cannot think my grief will ever know moderat 
I carry in my heart a continual fire without s 
I cease- to feel or understand 
I choose so that Love may grant me life 
I come to die , since it is not like the other 
I come to grieve for her death and I am compel 
I compare myself to the majority of people , i 
I confess that I am the one at fault ; I have 
I confess this sin : my hope is troubled and I 
I consider any ( lover ) from the past and wha 
I consider anyone a fool who is angry with you 
I contémplate both her spirit and her body ; I 
I could spend my life in sleeping ! He Uves p 
I .court you 
I cross into the great calm of my happiness 
I cry out or remain silent , I find nothing to 
I cut myself a coat from your cloth , dressing 
I cut off base desires from myself ; no weeds 
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upon the Cross , you wounded me , for 
1 you who love truly , and pity me if 
xcess of love makes me like a child : 
t alone of her whom God forgive , and 
me God , for my strength is weak 
cannot be turned away from hope , for 
, since you see me in such a strait ! 
dead do not return to earth , before 
And may 
If by forcé 
ts , it is a waste of time ; whatever 
ime ; whatever I do , I regret before 
ot love ? What fool will accuse me if 
in hope of it without suffering ; if 
to go to meet you ; I do not know why 
me , wants me to make an effort , and 
n who takes pleasure in death , since 
for Love is cancelled by death ; but 
or me - for as long as we are alive , 
can forcé such a passion : therefore 
ne makes me feel its lack of favour ; 
love , and more vividly than before ; 
senses , do as you like with me , for 
What am 1 to do , since 
f ) takes it away from me , but since 
perform pleasant things on his own ; 
Consequently , 
my grief will ever know moderation : 
If 
I mourn and wish to mourn , and when 
ing , it is a miracle that pleasure -
I ought to go where her road lies : 
I am certain that my will is free and 
O mercy , God ! But 
me when you consider me most ready ; 
I want to go to meet you ; 
at my eyes would never stop weeping ! 
What fool will accuse me if 
, for as long as I grieve ( for it ) 
t deserve your help , for I know that 
Wise lady : 
your hand or lift me by the hair ; if 
If I find myself at a stage where 
is conquered and diminished by time ; 
not weep , who sees me laugh , though 
As long as 
I want to rise up and 
reat as it is ; if I ask for Heaven , 
me equal in suffering to the devil ! 
Having lost Love , 
I fear death because 
a state to wish to receive advice and 
that woman who makes me live ? And if 
his hope consoles me for many evils ; 
, and I return to my grief , and when 
oppressed by fear of God / what shall 
should take her soul to himself ; if 
e spiritual part of me is ready , but 
me , and the fear of that evil which 
of tile living , and the grief which 
ation ! ) Sleeping >, { and ) waking , 
lie be found ! I nave forgotten that 
And it hurts rae to think that 
r pleasure , I shall be^ungrateful if 
towards you ; do this , Lord , and if 
k that I spin out my words , and that 
e lost , and I suffer more , the more 
place where lies the great suffering 
ith it any impure thoughts , and thus 
like at the infinite damnation which 
pain , leading a perverse life , and 
e is small if it is not eternal but 
good : I think of your death whenever 
ss this sin : my hope is troubled and 
has not been killed by Death , ñor do 
rful Love is in me , the nearer to me 
I defended myself badly , thinking the day its 
I deserve to be pitied , and then see if there 
I desire and do not desire for no reason 
I desire nothing of myself or of the world exc 
I desire this so that I may think only of you 
desire to know what you have predestined for 
desire what may cost me dear , and this hope 
desire you as my greatest good 
despair if you consider my desserts ; I am g 
die , I shall have news of her 
die straight away if my words are feigned ! 
direct my thought elsewhere , remembering it 
do , I regret before I do it 
do it 
do love ? No one can forcé such a passion : 
do not achieve it , I shall be so wretched t 
do not act as I would wish , since I am cert 
do not apply myself to this ( as I should ) 
do not ask him for any woman who lives on ea 
do not ask you to give me physical health or 
do not avoid the reason for which it comes t 
I do not believe that my will can be overeóme 
I do not believe this can happen - : ( that ) 
I do not complain if anyone does not wish me w 
I do not complain of Love , even though he lea 
I do not consent to escape from this into peac 
I do not defend myself against you : grant me 
I do not deserve your help , for I know that I 
I do not die , I accuse myself of little love 
I do not fear Death for myself : I have feared 
I do not fear Death , whom everyone curses , b 
I do not feel great delight , since I am not d 
I do not feel my flesh ; then it is impossible 
do not find my sufferings have decreased at 
do not have as much faith in you as you woul 
do not , I am displeased enough , for I wish 
do not know how - should be present 
do not know what prevents me from deciding t 
do not know what prevents me from this purpo 
do not know what to bee / of you , except th 
I do not know what to say that I should not re 
I do not know what use there is to me in delay 
I do not know why I do not act as I would wish 
I do not know why my heart does not burst 
I do not love so little that no tears wet my f 
do not love ? What fool will accuse me if I 
do not love you as much as I would , and I w 
do not make as much effort as I might 
do not mourn the injury of my lost delight , 
do not need to join my hands in prayer to Go 
do not need to say I love you , since I firm 
do not reach out my hand towards yours , dra 
do not remember my grief , I already have a 
do not say that my own is utterly different 
do not sin so clearly in my understanding as 
do not suffer continual pain ? I have combin 
do not think , I find some rest , but my spi 
do not try hard enough : such is the weight 
do not valué it sufficiently ; I am lacking 
I do not valué the goods which I alone possess 
I do not want God to help me by making the wor 
do not want to leave you , for Love is canee 
do not want to see any remedy : rather have 
do not weep , who sees me laugh , though I d 
do not wish my life to be exempted from a mo 
do so , I suffer pain which weakens me 
do , who swim in sins ? When I think of Hell 
doubt this , may I suffer for it 
draw near dragging behind me my sensual part 
dread overwhelms me 
endure without reward will disappear , my fe 
engage my imagination in contemplating the p 
( ever ) had such a feeling ; it is my natur 
ever offended her , and 1 should like to red 
ever reject it or even attempt to leave it b 
ever stray from it , may I be sure to find y 
exaggerate my deeds by my utterances : rathe 
excel them in love 
experience is not entirely beyond my own nat 
experience the pleasure which never grows ti 
fear ; and nature does not comprehend such s 
fear death because I do not want to leave yo 
fear everlasting death in the next world 
fear Hell , towards which I travel ; I want 
fear , rather than love , you , and in your 
fear she may not have earned this kind 
feel a different sorrow which clothes and co 
feel content with the present ; and if I fee 
feel great discord within me 
feel grief and it seems to me extreme ; I am 
feel grief at losing , the world 
feel his pleasure come ; if I find him ungen 
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O Lord God ! Prolong my life , since 
mplate both her spirit and her body ; 
adness has taken hold of me , so that 
am content with the sadness I wear ; 
eat sweetness in itself , and , since 
eel content with the present ; and if 
e they experienced a greater one , so 
s show me the pleasures of the body , 
at which makes me sad ! In my sadness 
When Love dwells in me indivisibly , 
at others I scarcely feel pain , and 
ons about my unfavourable condition : 
d person comes from mutual love , and 
death , they are quite distinct , and 
Love : 
spirit ( in it ) ; when I put it on , 
which men feel in such a situation , 
majority of people , it is true that 
r to me I feel his pleasure come ; if 
is , what she is worth ; and the more 
es not distract me , I shall say what 
more pleasure it brings me , the more 
rating hearts ( which were } united ! 
suffering and take away my liberty ? 
If 
Through loving to excess , 
ntage ; though my strength is great , 
nt to be burned by Love 's heat , for 
believed as much as lie wishes ; and 
can trouble me , and , far from you , 
whether I cry out or remain silent , 
unes , and am at case in this , since 
As long as I do not think , 
1 habits have grown so oíd in me that 
do not need to say I love you , since 
divisibly , I feel such pleasure that 
much more in death than in life , and 
At one and the same time , 
my corrupt nature , because of which 
e , with which he wounded me , and so 
they reject both love and grief ; and 
own like clouds in the air ; at times 
yself lose the world , for as long as 
sickness was nothing to rae , { since 
for me if , having received baptism , 
et to me : so corrupted is my taste ! 
Love , o Love : I am truly sorry that 
ch made it feel no longer exists\; if 
f at any time I sinned against Love , 
sin so clearly in my understanding as 
ough I do not suffer continual pain ? 
my courage ; I shall not return until 
to take away the bitterness from me ; 
reat love , it is hard to accept that 
advantage over all ( other ) evils : 
od make you realize how for your sake 
If 
I do not fear Death for myself : 
you have known me , all the suffering 
such present joy will lie be found ! 
confess that I am the one at fault ; 
m compelled to lament my misfortune ; 
She whom 
at as that which occurred to others : 
given me a straight commandment , and 
) my enemy has pitied me for it , and 
n able to be a friend to myself , for 
and my spirit covets works of love ; 
ove you ! Let love overeóme the fear 
I find 
Forgive me , God , if 
how to make excuses before you , when 
not experienced such a flavour , and 
Certainly , 
o much , lo.ok at me in my suffering : 
fall still "further : my hope in what 
When 
mix any pleasure with my sufferings , 
uch purpose are assisted by Fortune ! 
e suffering and to promise pleasure ; 
O true Love ! 
ss your eyes show me favour , ñor can 
ertainly , I have will to spare , but 
ince I do not deserve your help , for I 
feel I am drawing near to you 
feel joy as great as that of the pious man i 
feel joy at seeing myself in this state , an 
feel joy , while I am in such a state 
feel no other pleasure , I shall be ungratef 
feel sad because of some present instance , 
feel scorn and loathing for those desires wh 
feel sorrow , since they are lost beyond rec 
feel such great pleasure come from it that I 
feel such great sweetness in itself , and , 
feel such pleasure that I forget that I am i 
feel sufferings which bring pleasures with t 
feel that everything I perform turns out to 
feel the full pain of this : ( which is ) to 
feel them separately , as if they were visib 
feel you ( intuitively ) rather than know yo 
felt it was very large , and ( it is ) very 
find affect me without pain : whatever I und 
find great love within me ; but if I conside 
find him ungenerous , another must make me c 
find I have offended you with great sin ; an 
find ( in her ) , the worse it is for my tho 
find in myself neither desire ñor yet guidan 
find in you 
find it makes me suffer , for good pleasure 
find my feelings stupefied ; my spirit has 1 
find myself a prisoner , ( now that I am ) s 
find myself at a stage where I do not rememb 
find myself brought very cióse to my end , s 
find myself in this situation , not having w 
find myself lacking in strength , since I ma 
find myself refreshed in his fire , just as 
find myself so overeóme by Love that I canno 
find nothing good without suffering 
find nothing to satisfy me ; whether I let m 
find pleasure in it 
find some rest , but my spirit is continúan 
find virtue bitter to the taste 
firmly believe that you are sure of it ; alt 
forget that I am in this world , and when I 
forgive those who will not believe me : ther 
found myself disinclined and totally abandon 
get angry and aecuse myself for no reason ; 
give up ( my ) life 
go through pains like those of Hell because 
grieve , at others I scarcely feel pain , an 
grieve because I cannot grieve as much as I 
grieve ( for it ) I do not love you as much 
had been ) living with it , and with a fresh 
had not returned to the arms of life , but h 
have a heart of steel , flesh and wood , all 
have aecused you of ingratitude for not havi 
have any desire , he is a fool who does not 
have been punished ( for it ) , (so that ev 
have burdened my will with guilt 
have combined all my pleasures in one ; it p 
have completely driven out the great fear wh 
have conceived a, great distaste for all food 
have escaped Death 
have experienced this { in another 's death 
have exposed myself to every extreme ; Love 
have expressed my desire badly , be sure tha 
have feared her for another ; since she has 
have felt because of you will not go unrewar 
have forgotten that I ( ever ) had such a fe 
have judged you with an eye of flesh : I beg 
have lost so much that no good can reach me 
have loved so much is now dead , but I am al 
have made it great by valuing highly what I 
have made this rule into a bent sickle 
have never been able to be a friend to mysel 
have never made the effort 
have no fear of burning in that blind fire i 
have no illusions about my unfavourable cond 
have not experienced such a flavour , and I 
have of you ! And if love does not enter int 
have offended you with great sin ; and if I 
have thought you to blame , for I confess t 
have to give a detailed account of my sins ? 
have to taste what is more^ bitter than gall 
have will to spare , but I know of no one wh 
hesitate to speak to you 
hoped is lost 
imagine our united wills and our conversatio 
immediately lose it and return to my anguish 
implore you both to change your law" , and no 
, in my imagination , saw such power exerted 
, in order to rise to lasting good , throw a 
invoke and implore you : since you have woun 
know anything more certain about you ; indee 
know of no one who is so weak in strength , 
know that I do not make as much effort as I 
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ay be joined with yours ; and , since 
will my love ever change , as long as 
Since 
of the senses puts ( it ) out , since 
the advice of their good reason ; and 
find nothing to satisfy me ; whether 
But 
give rise to noble actions as long as 
clear day is dark night to men , and 
signs of love ; through not knowing , 
the good which is set before me that 
fe before worse things happen to me ; 
when I think of her life and death ; 
and I ara terrified that it may end ; 
but custom hinders me ; in time past 
not long , for the spring as much as 
f ) suffering : in whatever direction 
made it great by valuing highly what 
eve an end has come to our love , and 
d pleasure in this thought , but when 
e it through false opinión , thinking 
Love has made me come to this : that 
favour , but reward for my service ; 
her who is dead , and , in my fear , 
If she whom 
and cannot be cured , since she whom 
With such a love 
g all comforts fail me ,.for she whom 
Then , what wonder 
agination in contemplating the person 
ve does not end with death ; indeed , 
Wise lady : I do not need to say 
leads to the cult of saintly lovers : 
to grief , reminding me of you , whom 
ho have departed from that body which 
nd myself lacking in strength , since 
y utterances : rather I pray God that 
ering should become a habit , so that 
ncrease my fear , so that , fearing , 
I desire this so that 
o pleasure except that of being sad : 
that I do not make as much effort as 
e all pleasure : ñor can I think that 
• why is there no limit to love , that 
gh being unable to love ; and perhaps 
You created me that 
fool asks me if , when I am absent , 
seems to me an abominable thing ; if 
sfortune , for as much as I am able , 
sadness , remembering her life , and 
sires will never be* achieved ; and if 
in wait , knowing , for certain that 
another must make me content { and ) 
troy the one who has injured him , so 
I want to straighten it , but 
such great pleasure come from it that 
Lord , to make me unfeeling , so that 
When will be the day 
him who lies in pain and torment ; so 
le condition : I feel that everything 
e that I possess your will , unless ( 
ceases for one moment to imagine that 
A thousand times a day 
mpted from a most grave event , which 
this man who is called fiusias March ! 
te my deeds by my utterances : rather 
nfallible ? Change into nothingness , 
Help me , God ! But 
not fail me if they are firm , and if 
th burning hearts , have loved well , 
is in Purgatory for unexpiated sins , 
eat madness ; yes , and so great that 
nothingness , I pray , my being , for 
will decides to follow one of them ; 
, dressing my spirití in it } ; when 
true hope , not that vain hope which 
love , through the boundless pleasure 
thought elsewhere , remembering it , 
When 
is a waste of time ; whatever I do , 
bandoned by love : because of which , 
, even though he leads me to death ; 
ve a sign that I shall return to it : 
But 
But 
I am reminded of Death , and 
t in my { own ) castle I was a serf ; 
do me carne to an end on the day when 
I know that the world is of no profit to me , 
I know that you take pleasure in me ; and I am 
I know you , give me the strength to love you 
I leave all that my emotions feel , and believ 
I leave it through false opinión , thinking I 
I let my mind wander or concéntrate my thought 
I lie at death 's door : be sure of that 
I live 
I live by that which ordinary people do not ta 
I live in a different ( kind of ) suffering : 
I live in hope of it without suffering ; if I 
I live in pain , leading a perverse life , and 
I live in sadness , remembering her life , and 
I live in suffering , for my desire is not fir 
I loaded myself with sin 
I ( long ) to be in your presence ; only by th 
I look , I am burned 
I look on all things with an equal countenance 
I lose ; for , seeing myself deprived of all 1 
lose hope of seeing her again , unless I soo 
lose it , my suffering , increases : like th 
lose the world and all that is ( in it 
lose the world through being unable to love 
love and fear with honest shame the spirit a 
love as much as Love can make anyone love 
love everything that had to do with her 
love has left this world , her greater part 
love has no pity for the wound she has cause 
love her who is dead , and , in my fear , I 
love is cone , and will not come back 
love it ? And nothing consoles me so much 
love , who she is , what she is worth ; and 
love you much more in death than in life , a 
love you , since I firmly believe that you a 
love you with such a love , and Death cannot 
loved so much 
loved so much , look at me in my suffering : 
I make no attempt to reveal my inclination 
I may die this instant if my speech ever borde 
I may never again know the taste of joy 
I may not sin ; for , by not sinning , I shall 
I may think only of you and may find the way w 
I mean that pleasure ( which is ) mixed with s 
I mi ght 
I might feel pleasure again 
I might have come to it alone ? I would have k 
I might love , if he would allow me to love wi 
I might save my soul , and you know that the r 
I miss that woman who makes me live ? And if I 
I mix any pleasure with my sufferings , I imme 
I mourn and wish to mourn , and when I do not 
I mourn her death as best I can 
I must end my last day , there will also be an 
I must fail into its hands , time future canno 
I must find my pleasure outside myself 
I must go away from you , for your action has 
I need your help 
I neither desire ñor wish for anything outside 
I never again experience any pleasures : not o 
I no longer fear death ? It will be when I am 
I ought to go where her road lies : I do not k 
I pardon everyone with all my heart , if I am 
I perform turns out to my disadvantage ; thoug 
I possess ) it entirely , I can have no pleasu 
I possess your will , unless ( I possess ) it 
I pray God for what for the most part lies wit 
I pray God may come soon 
I pray God not to prolong my life , or ( else 
I pray God that I may die this instant if my s 
I pray , my being , for I prefer that to the d 
I pray to you foolishly , since you only help 
I pray to you for my flesh , do not listen to 
I pray you , do not forget ! Come weeping , wi 
I pray your Son not to consider where the pray 
I prefer her scorn , her reluctance to speak , 
I prefer that to the dark , everlasting prison 
I proclaim my intention to you : to love you h 
I put it on , I felt it was very large , and ( 
I receive from you , but that which reason con 
I receive from you , my beloved : displeasure 
I recover it with much signing ; at first it e 
I reflect that the dead do not think at all of 
I regret before I do it 
I remain in such a sad state of mind that I vi 
I remain indifferent to past good and evil 
I remember her acts of love , and more vividly 
I remember that you rewarded the thief { as fa 
I reproach myself for having allowed myself to 
I return to my grief , and when I do so , I su 
I saw a gesture and heard a voice from a frail 
I saw a pair of eyes which had such great powe 
í saw her cióse her eyes 
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ife had still not come to an end when 
eart that my suffering is as great as 
e air ; at times I grieve , at others 
n which there is no dissatisfaction ; 
uch in recovering from the wound that 
All that 
If 
h to leave its bitter limits , and if 
, nave not found him ; in some places 
rs and tackle in a safe harbour , and 
it despite himself , at great cost ? 
ight , ( compared ) to my triáis when 
see you ( to be J just and merciful ; 
I think 
suffering ; if I do not achieve it , 
nd , since I feel rio other pleasure , 
ithout hope of achieving my desires , 
ieve it , I shall be so wretched that 
not return to earth , before I die , 
The time is near when 
may not sin ; for , by not sinning , 
, so that / travelling towards Him , 
e those of Hell because in this world 
was a savage heart ; he only tells me 
f an hour , for my symptoms show that 
your action has weakened' my courage ; 
its power will be shown in action and 
what I would say to you ; through you 
my grief , I already have a sign that 
iré so that it does not distract me , 
delay , for it is already late , when 
Sad with pleasure , 
nd I do not apply myself to this ( as 
lover , for I am not as passionate as 
afraid that your own faint will , if 
ve because I cannot grieve as much as 
think that I ever offended her , and 
I do not know what to say that 
o deprive me of so pleasant a sight -
he had been placed among the saints , 
And if love does not enter into me as 
not torture me to such an extent that 
place which is prepared ( for it ) , 
If at any time 
ose hope of seeing her again , unless 
not succeed in mastering , and , when 
Forgive me if 
Let no one think that 
without paln : whatever I undertake , 
great ills brings ( more ) pain , and 
, and all my senses have joined in ; 
ul to himself ; if I doubt this , may 
losing what many men have lost , and 
turn to my grief , .and when I do so , 
e ) comfort struggling against love , 
e what is more bitter than gall , for 
e increases ; whenever you suffered , 
hich is nothing and ( is ) finished ; 
one seeks and desires his like ; thus 
entirely overeóme by my oíd habits , 
want to see any remedy : rather have 
All that 
different person , so much so , that 
ith the straw ; no other experience , 
shall I do , who swim in sins ? When 
little that no tears wet my face when 
My final good : 
othes and covers me completel.y , when 
me to renounce all pleasure : ñor can 
wn , and I am an enemy to myself when 
If at any time 
What am 
v
 Thus 
to me : whichever you are allotted , 
I fear-Hell , towards which 
et that I am in this world , and when 
ind affect me without pain : whatever 
main in such a sad state of mind that 
11 never leave my mind ; rather shall 
fear Hell , towards which I travel 
I saw her draw near to death , saying with tea 
I say 
I scarcely feel pain , and I feel sufferings w 
I scatter all my desires on you : everything t 
I search for poisons so that comfort may die , 
I see and feel turns to grief , reminding me o 
I see anything of hers , it gives me pain , an 
I see before me a mountain of great suffering 
I see before me the worm of absence , and ( se 
I see experience and judgement fail ; fortune 
I see him denounced as a traitor , and he avoi 
I see many men who are loved , without ( thems 
I see many people die from trivial ailments : 
I see that each man 's heart is harder than a 
I see the mistral and the west wind take up ar 
I see you far away , for { when I am ) near yo 
I see you { to be } just and merciful ; I see 
I see your will which grants grace without mer 
I seem to live in another world , and my own a 
I shall be reproached by many people for prais 
I shall be so wretched that I shall have found 
I shall be ungrateful if I ever reject it or e 
I shall compare you to a game of dice 
I shall go through the world proclaiming your 
I shall have found Hell in this world 
I shall have news of her 
I shall live like a hermit , the better to kee 
I shall lose those habits which have been the 
I shall meet with no obstacles 
I shall never see her at my side 
I shall not lack a good reward 
I shall not live much longer 
I shall not return until I have completely dri 
I shall prove my words by my deeds 
I shall receive joy or sadness ; whatever God 
I shall return to it : I remember her acts of 
I shall say what I find in you 
I shall set foot on the hateful road 
I shall soon come to die and all hope of cure 
I should } ; and now , entirely overeóme by my 
I should be 
I should die , may cast me into oblivion ; thi 
I should like at the infinite damnation which 
I should like to redeem this with my blood 
I should not regret having said ; whether I cr 
I should not thank it for not clothing in eart 
I should not want her to be protected from Dea 
I should wish , increase my fear , so that , f 
I should wish to leave its bitter limits , and 
I simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of lover , 
I sinned against Love , I have been punished ( 
I soon abandon this belief , may my soul not r 
I speak , they deny my words , giving to under 
I speak to you foolishly ! My words come from 
I spend my whole time thinking of my misfortun 
I spin out my words , and that I exaggerate my 
I spoil it at the beginning , so that the end 
I strive that suffering should become a habit 
I suffer because of it , but cannot prevent it 
I suffer for it 
I suffer more , the more I excel them in love 
I suffer pain which weakens me 
I suffer so much in recovering from the wound 
I suffer the pain of longing and see no way of 
I suffered at your misfortune 
I take comfort and pleasure in this thought , 
I take no pleasure in the company of the livin 
I take no pleasure in unfamiliar things 
I taken my theme from sadness 
I think and all that my eye sees , the more be 
I think I am that person ; the world would be 
I think I shall be reproached by many people f 
I think , is.of any valué ; the way has been c 
I think of Hell , where time is of no account 
I think of her life and death ; I live in sadn 
I think of your death whenever I feel contení 
I think that Death has taken away our love 
I think that I might feel pleasure again 
I think to be a friend x 
I thought myself a lover , I can recognize lit 
I to do , since I do not deserve your help , f 
I ( too ) find myself in a strange place , so 
I i too ) shall suffer it 
I travel ; I want to go back , and do not turn 
I try to see his deeds from within , he gives 
I undertake , I spoil it at the beginning , so 
I visibly draw near to death 
I vow to the God who has bound us together not 
I want no pleasure except that of being sad : 
I want to be burned by Love 's heat , for I fi 
I want to go back , and do not turn my steps i 
I want to go to meet you ; I do not know why I 
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deciding to do this ; it looks as if 
hen she lived on earth in the flesh , 
ted over me that in my ( own ) castle 
1 body , and I , who would have sworn 
And do not think 
Oh , when shall 
ra sad , I ara content with the sadness 
e , and ( it is ) very tight now that 
the world would be a great marvel if 
ain , and if I avoid it , it is as if 
g so highly the life of sadness , but 
And 
runs away from Love , finds him , and 
heard a voice from a frail body , and 
uñate , compared with me , since what 
I bear no great signs of injury , and 
resides ; and , before my life ends , 
uit , may it please you , God , since 
not love you as much as I would , and 
do not , I ara displeased enough , for 
for it ) I do not love you as much as 
he wounded me were at war , in peace 
that I might have come to it alone ? 
aid my account to death , so that now 
ake me change my mind concerning what 
u ; I do not know why I do not act as 
Thus , 
than a stump of wood ; no one grieves 
passion : therefore I do not complain 
ell enough along his own street , but 
se his ailments are familiar to him , 
is evil because of my great sin ; and 
And ( even ) 
am unique in love , it seems to me as 
And 
It would have been as well for me 
And 
as he does not break the rules , and 
, paralysed , unable to make signs , 
an escape the charge of loving little 
to love ; and perhaps I might love , 
Mother of God , 
I am that servant who bears no grudge 
love , ñor do they experience good , 
be turned into anger , and ( that ) , 
I pardon everyone with all my heart , 
ave offended you with great sin ; and 
d of my corruption , great as it is ; 
hing of hers , it gives me pain , and 
hat I find great love within me ; but 
d is the terrible refusal you give me 
all you who love truly , and pity me 
0 not love ? What fool will accuse me 
ve in hope of it without suffering ; 
What fool will accuse me 
me your hand or lift me by the hair ; 
ss that woman who makes me live ? And 
God should take her soul to himself ; 
ther pleasure , I shall be ungrateful 
ds towards you ; do this , Lord , and 
1 feel content with the present ; and 
arer to me I feel his pleasure come ; 
which made it feel no longer exists ; 
Forgive me , God , 
and seems to me an abominable thing ; 
desires will never be achieved ; and 
11 not fail me if they are firm , and 
wish to leave its bitter limits , and 
am afraid that your own faint will , 
Forgive me 
rom deciding to do this ; it looks as 
n ; the world would be a great marvel 
e pain , and if I avoid it , it is as 
ven / such good cannot be expressed ; 
ly that it removes its cataract , and 
want to rise up and I do not try hard enough 
want to straighten it , but I need your help 
want your will to become entirely mine ; I a 
wanted to , but it is not true , since nothi 
wanted to love her spirit alone : then , how 
was a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a voi 
was capable of making an armed man suffer , 
was so foolish as not to see your great supe 
water my cheeks with the sweet tears of weep 
wear ; I feel joy , while I am in such a sta 
wear it 
were not afraid of misfortune 
were parting from her ; times and places poi 
who have seen its glory with my own eyes des 
who love him for his own sake , not refusi 
who search for Love within myself , have n 
who would have sworn I was capable of maki 
wish -for never be achieved : no doctor will 
wish it were more obvious to other people , 
wish my body to lie with its arms around her 
wish the clear day were dark , { and that th 
wish to be yours , to wish it also ; make yo 
wish to do this , but custom hinders me ; in 
wish to God that my thoughts were dead and I 
wish to lose all pleasure and that my eyes w 
would , and I wish to do this , but custom h 
would be defeated and her slave 
would have known how much your will desired 
would not be living in doubt ! Men fear the 
would rather lose my reason if it (i 
would say to you ; through you I shall recei 
would wish , since I am certain that my will 
104 
his 
have 
I ca 
a man does not feel the pains of love 
another suffers injury 
anyone does not wish me well 
at any time I sinned against Love , I 
at any time I thought myself a lover 
, by chance , he finds himself among rocks 
by chance some other kind attacks him , his 
by death I can redeem my error , this will 
by forcé I dírect my thought elsewhere , re 
death did not inflict such a penalty -to de 
everything in me were a strange custom : am 
God wishes me to dwell in Heaven , apart fr 
, having received baptism , I had not retur 
he does this , you will come to the extremi 
he goes beyond what nature decrees , the re 
he is ill , no doctor in the world can cure 
he remains alive when the one he loves is d 
he would allow me to love without his help 
her spirit is in Purgatory for unexpiated s 
his service goes unrecognized : he exists s 
hope does not flatter them 
I am forced to leave this world , my whole 
am not pitied for what my heart is suffer 
am too weak / gorge yourself on my flesh 
ask for Heaven , I do not valué it suffic 
avoid it , it is as if I were parting fro 
believe an end has come to our love , and 
compare myself to the majority of people 
consider any { lover ) from the past and 
court you 
deserve to be pitied , and then see if th 
do love ? No one can forcé such a passion 
do not achieve it , I shall be so wretche 
do not have as much faith in you as you w 
do not love ? What fool will accuse me if 
do not reach out my hand towards yours , 
do not weep , who sees me laugh , though 
doubt this , may I suffer for it 
ever reject it or even attempt to leave i 
ever stray from it , may I be sure to fin 
feel sad because of some present instance 
I find him ungenerous , another must make m 
I find myself at a stage where I do not rem 
have any desire , he is a fool who does n 
have expressed my desire badly , be sure 
have thought you to blame , for I confes 
mix any pleasure with my sufferings , I i 
must end my last day , there will also be 
pray to you for my flesh , do not listen 
see anything of hers , it gives me pain , 
see before me the worm of absence , and { 
should die , may cast me into oblivion ; 
speak to you foolishly ! My words come fr 
wanted to , but it is not true , since no 
were not afraid of misfortune 
were parting from her ; times and places 
in Hell , my prayer is foolish 
it could act without hindrance , no eye in 
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like the woman with her child , who , 
ends terminate , and it is not an end 
am watered with continual suffering , 
does not show that it increases ; and 
I would rather lose my reason 
re which arises from my flesh alone , 
misfortune ! Any misfortune is small 
possible weather ; he calculates that 
feelings remain in hope of this ; and 
Man could not live in the world 
lone myself , that he is not afraid ? 
( gladly ) sepárate body from soul , 
overeóme the fear I have of you ! And 
that is pleasure 's chief enemy , and 
pray God that I may die this instant 
And may I die straight away 
You , spirit , 
In my suffering , 
in the thoughts of the sad man , and 
1 that can happen to her is decided : 
g return to nothingness , the more so 
For me , Love 's peace is war ; 
ufferings have decreased at all ; and 
or pleasure ( from this ) , so that , 
e that it will come sooner or later , 
complaining , comforts him more than 
I deserve to be pitied , and then see 
is , you will come to the extremity , 
pe tremble ; charity will not fail me 
believe it ; and those who see you , 
nct , and I feel them separately , as 
Who but a fool asks me 
u see me in such a strait ! I despair 
o become entirely mine ; I am jealous 
is no more than brute appetite , and 
t my pleasure can be fulfilled , even 
t entirely , I can have no pleasure ; 
ss , and my desire may grow much less 
if it cries and begs her for poison , has so 1 
if it does not end in you 
if it fails in me , it will not be without gre 
if it goes downhill , so will my own , and , f 
if it ( i 
if it is not dead , will not be long in dying 
if it is not eternal , but I fear she may not 
If it is the latter , cancel my spirit , let m 
If it is there , they are not as before the ev 
if it lasts for long , it would be better for 
if it were certain that she had been placed am 
if it were cleansed of evil humours ; good and 
If job , the just ( man ) , was oppressed by f 
if lie could really believe that you would pit 
if love does not enter into me as I should wis 
if Love ever brought pleasure , I am the man w 
If Love were a rational substance and held the 
If my mind ceases for one moment to imagine th 
if my speech ever borders on fiction 
if my words are feigned ! Your lack of love dr 
if nothing prevents you from it , break the cu 
if one looks closely , one will find that piea 
if people have seen in me great suffering , my 
if she is in Heaven , such good cannot be expr 
if she is in such a place because of me ; let 
if she through whom he wounded me were at war 
If she whom I love has left this world , her g 
if some day they were to pass , the time for t 
if the body is content , each one may be satis 
if the road is not closed to me by death 
if the whole world pitied him 
If the world can contain perfect good , throug 
if there has been such a case in the present a 
if there is any place where Love may take root 
if they are firm , and if I pray to you for my 
if they cannot see within , will be sad at hea 
if they were visible 
If this is so , why , then , did you créate me 
if , when I am absent , I miss that woman who 
if you consider my desserts ; I am greatly vex 
If you feel in the least offended by such beha 
if you love God a great deal ; when you take p 
if you see the lover ( burn ) in the fire , he 
if you were in favour of fulfilling it ; you a 
if your will is not completely sound , it can 
if yours fluctuates and does not show that it 
29 
desire never oceurs to the ignorant : 
Love of evil and 
It is through 
be ) angry , this is the fault of our 
; ( this ) desire never oceurs to the 
The eye of the 
at does not come to the surface ; the 
ment which cures us sufferers who are 
sed , unable to make signs , if he is 
from the one and the other is born an 
The patient cannot describe his 
hing , for one small good among great 
I have no 
ens to me , for time past oceupies my 
eeping , ( and ) waking", I engage my 
nce some other kind attacks him , his 
g and to promise pleasure ; I , in my 
they are reluctant to 
When I 
If my mind ceases f,or one moment to 
o lose no other pleasure than that of 
In my 
ignorance 4 
ignorance is the enemy of Love 
ignorance of good is the reason men do not kno 
ignorance that man seeks gross pleasures , not 
Ignorance ; your will continually displays ele 
ignorant 3 
ignorant : ignorance is the enemy of Love 
ignorant man is not so dim that he will not fa 
ignorant one sees that the sick man has no fev 
ill 2 
ill because of you 
ill , no doctor in the world can cure him , un 
illegitimate 1 
illegitimate child , contrary to its parents 
illness 1 
illness , weak as he is , with clumsy tongue ; 
ills 1 
ills brings ( more ) pain , and I strive that 
illusions 1 
illusions about my unfavourable condition : I 
imagination 4 
imagination and no other good dwells there 
imagination in contemplating the person I love 
imagination plunges him into mortal fear : so 
imagination , saw such power exer^ed over me t 
imagine 3 
imagine my condition ; they are terrified of m 
imagine our united wills and our conversation 
imagine that I possess your will , unless ( I 
imagining 1 
imagining that my desires will never be achiev 
imaginings 1 
imaginings , Love reveáis to me the great secr 
immeasurably 
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92 clemency , your -hostile appearance is immeasurably good 
immediately 2 
x any pleasure with my sufferings , I immediately lose it and return to my anguish 
actions are performed by the soul and immediately the cause is in the body 
39 
50 
drance 
impaired 
no eye in the world would be impaired but it is like the insufficient ant 
O Grief 
impartial 1 
be impartial to me be a shield to me against 
implore 2 
h purpose are assisted by Fortune ! I implore you both to change your law , and not 
O true Love ! I invoke and implore you : since you nave wounded me , plea 
impossible 3 
se to my end , since my desire has an impossible aim ; the hour will not delay , for 
I do not feel my flesh ; then it is impossible for it to love , since that which m 
oaching , a sudden spell of storm and impossible weather ; he calculates that if it 
ing achieved it 
imprint 
the other bears its imprint 
The King of Cyprus 
imprisoned 1 
imprisoned by a heretic is not unfortunate 
34 rs sensuality ; even though the first 
re for the body cannot extend to base 
The 
impulse 1 
impulse does not come from it , in it resides 
impulses 2 
impulses : rather is it as though ( it were ) 
impulses which come from nature are contained 
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37 spirit and does not take with it any 
f love ; through not knowing , I live 
) from the past and what Love can do 
perish , he breaks anchors and tackle 
uality , performing such actions that 
rom time to time their power varies : 
and it seems to me extreme ; I am not 
Thus I { too ) find myself 
ngs and virtues when it acts entirely 
outside me ; its power will be shown 
es not achieve the end which he seeks 
There is 
ainly and your desires are vain , for 
r ) evils : I have -experienced this ( 
I seem to live 
content with any kind of reputation : 
, for my desires are not to be found 
no rest , for the will does not rest 
not angry with you ñor do I blame you 
those who dwell in love 's sickness , 
valué it sufficiently ; I am lacking 
clearly that he has chosen a bad road 
joy as great as that of the pious man 
My ) passions kept all these desires 
nd ) waking , I engage my imagination 
the soul is no great obstacle ; and , 
h , when the weather is bad and he is 
One may know my life to be 
long as the soul dwells in it , it is 
s it , because its pleasures are lost 
I am this man who takes pleasure 
death ; indeed , I love you much more 
my heart does not show such grief as 
; when this fails , love is not long 
I do not know what use there is to me 
rué end in oneself are seen ( to be ) 
h , so that now I would not be living 
Like the man who takes pleasure 
if it is not dead , will1not be long 
should not thank it for not clothing 
hought to pay homage { to another ) ; 
e can be fulfilled , even if you were 
ready overeóme me ; I am a prisoner , 
with the fire of faith , and consume 
A wrong opinión is voiced by people 
The Basque who is 
just as the saint ( who is } burning 
ees between our discordant parts sing 
the world except that God may set her 
And if God wishes me to dwell 
happen to her is decided : if she is 
, such good cannot be expressed ; if 
Himself , or whether He will bury him 
impure 1 
impure thoughts and thus I experience the pl 
292 
a different ( kind of ) suffering : in what 
a noble heart , Love does not undergo death 
a place which is prepared { for it ) , I si 
a safe harbour , and I see many people die 
a short time the body loses a good part of 
a single day , melancholy reigns , and in t 
a state to wish to receive advice and I do 
a strange place , so that only you can help 
accordance with its own nature , loving for 
action and I shall prove my words by my dee 
all his actions 
( all ) the world greater pleasure of the m 
an instant your pleasures turn to loathing 
another 's death ) and now it terrifies me 
another world , and my own actions seem str 
any concern of my own , my will is dead 
any man , except in him who is not troubled 
any other thing ; all men feel this , and i 
any way ; I am quite certain that you conti 
believing me , feel no remorse in their con 
both fear and hope 
changing his situation for a higher one 
church 
confusión , just as the desires themselves 
contemplating the person I love , who she i 
contemplation , the soul rests in such a wa 
danger at sea , and sees the place where he 
danger , falling into the hands of such mor 
darkness } , so Love carries off my spirit 
Death ; in its suffering my soul is involve 
death , since I do not avoid the reason for 
death than in life , and I forgive those wh 
death , whose suffering is extreme 
declining : when the saint fails , his feas 
delaying ; there is no rest for a man who i 
disagreement : this is a sure sign that it 
doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell more tha 
dreams and his pleasure comes from foolish 
dying ; that other ( desire ) by which I am 
earth my naked body , which expeets to lose 
every base action , his was a savage heart 
every love there is a lover and a beloved ; 
favour of fulfilling it ; you are compelled 
fear , of your intelligence 
fire that part of me which is cold 
general , since it dwells both outside and 
Germany , paralysed , unable to make signs 
God finds comfort in his torment 
harmony , now they are compelled to , thoug 
Heaven 
Heaven , apart from seeing Him , for my pie 
Heaven , such good cannot be expressed ; if 
Hell , my prayer is foolish 
Hell ) : my spirit suffers equally , not kn 
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she is worth ; 'and the more I find ( in 
11 lies and he places his entire will in 
who tastes of perfection ; possessing. in 
e not to be found in any man , except in 
's heat , for I find myself refreshed in 
No one can have it in 
who is ) burning in God finds comfort in 
od which is set before me that I live in 
great wonder that my feelings remain in 
this , and all my senses have joined in 
. , since pleasant languor is involved in 
easure , since the spirit has no part in 
case in this , since I find pleasure in 
ng I lose the world and all that is ( in 
hich of the two has the greater share in 
prison and as long as the soul dwells in 
a true sign of the good which resides in 
first impulse does not come from it , in 
e argument for its part , saying that in 
rom your cloth , dressing my spirit { in 
ich gives joy without suffering , and in 
use its pleasures are lost in Death ; in 
y sadness I feel such great sweetness in 
he body in 
The Mosaic law was not good in 
so fiercely and in such a way that , in 
ollow me , let some of them follow me in 
, I love you much more in death than in 
which come from nature are contained in 
senses who settles his accounts and , in 
ve who accuses me , ( now that I am ) in 
f pleasure as when my thoughts wander in 
Love that I cannot say how much I am in 
h which Love wounds those { who are ) in 
I suffer more , the more I excel them in 
loved , without { themselves ) being in 
Let all who are in 
Because I am unique in 
ir desire , they do not take pleasure in 
itten accounts tell ; those who dwell in 
y thoughts rise to such a high degree in 
So it has happened. to me , being in 
the other : so it has happened to me in 
When my will finds happiness in 
o united with the soul that no action in 
ove finds two places prepared for him in 
me , which the learned do not succeed in 
tance , nothing future is to be found in 
irm and my judgement is now disturbed in 
long as I know that you take pleasure in 
All the desires which were confused in 
foolish thoughts placed such a desire in 
This peace in 
the sad man , and if people have seen in 
That ( other )- desire which in 
merely that lie should agree to dwell in 
When Love dwells in 
ith continual suffering , if it fails in 
nd he will easily observe the results in 
These desires disturb honest love in 
lysed ! Evil habits have grown so oíd in 
he stronger and more powerful Love is in 
; it pleases Love t'o make this change in 
olong my life , or { else ) to instil in 
es my delay ; your pity finds nothing in 
earth , ( and } honest desire remains in 
Nature , acting wisely in 
ove , it seems to me as if everything in 
lights ; every lover should bear this in 
d the envious one , who takes delight in 
to dissuade me from remaining forever in 
this belief , may my soul not remain in 
a love I love her who is dead , and , in 
n , brings me suffering ; and I carry in 
nk ; let it be understood that , deep in 
ffering and to promise pleasure ; I , in 
In 
, saw such power exerted over me that in 
May God keep me in 
t take away that which makes me sad ! In 
dy which I loved so much , look at me in 
In 
I do not sin so clearly in 
Though I am a had Christian in 
can récognize little feeling of love in 
I find in 
s world , my whole misfortune will be in 
e when desire and hope are dead , and. in 
heart of steel , flesh and wood , all in 
y different or contrary changes , for in 
in ? I have combined all my pleasures in 
philosophers who placed the true énd in 
her ) , the worse it is for my thoughts , w 
hers 
herself such great knowledge that she lacks 
him who is not troubled at all by the flesh 
his fire , just as the saint ( who is } bur 
his power to love another against his will 
his torment 
hope of it without suffering ; if I do not 
hope of this ; and if it were certain that 
; I suffer because of it , but cannot prevé 
it 
it 
it 
it 
it ; each seeks for some pleasure on its ow 
it , it is in darkness ) , so Love carries 
it : it is this { love ) which gives joy wi 
it resides the judgement of all things : it 
it this love originates , and that it ( is 
it ) ; when I put it on , I felt it was ver 
its presence blind desires can see 
its suffering my soul is involved , so that 
itself , and , since I feel no other pleasu 
itself desires its pleasure ; later the sou 
itself ( one could not enter Paradise by me 
killing another , she kills me 
laughter , some in tears , for I am ready t 
life , and I forgive those who will not bel 
limits and certainty 
losing such pleasures , is divorced from hu 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love , and the liar is believed as much as 
love follow me , let some of them follow me 
love , it seems to me as if everything in m 
love , ñor do they experience good , if hop 
love 's sickness , in believing me , feel n 
love that my soul is within the body which 
love , through the boundless pleasure I rec 
loving two women , but I choose so that Lov 
loving you , my lady , its gaze is quite di 
man can ever be called single ; neither is 
man , for man is defined by his two natures 
mastering , and , when I speak , they deny 
me 
me 
me ; and I am confident that you will come 
me are shown clearly by their outward behav 
me as has made me worship the god of Love , 
me does not last very long , since sufferin 
me great suffering , my soul was accompanie 
me has no limit is the means by which my su 
me ; he is like death , who catches the fug 
me indivisibly./ I feel such pleasure that 
me 
me 
me 
it will not be without great cause 
my love has not been killed by Death , 
since , between good and evil , they b 
me that I find virtue bitter to the taste 
me , the nearer to me I feel his pleasure c 
me ; there is nothing in the world ( which 
me this firm intention : to strengthen my w 
me to work upon 
me unmixed 
me , wants me to make an effort , and I do 
me were a strange custom : among other peop 
mind : that , without sadness , there can b 
misfortune , for as much as I am able , I m 
mourning 
my body 
my fear , I love everything that had to do 
my heart'a continual fire without smoke , a 
my heart , my thoughts do not drag me down 
my imagination , saw such power exerted ove 
my imaginings , Love reveáis to me the grea 
my ( own ) castle I was a serf ; I saw a ge 
my sad state of mind , since He does not ta 
my sadness I feel such great sweetness in i 
my suffering : I hesitate to' speak to you 
my suffering , if one looks closely , one w 
my understanding as I have burdened my will 
my works , I am not angry with you, ñor do I 
myself 
myself neither desire ñor yet guidance to w 
not seeing you 
nothingness there can be no hope ; whatever 
one 
one instant actions are performed by the so 
one ; it pleases Love to make this change i 
oneself are seen { to be ) in disagreement 
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unnecessary for'me to look for more , 
The good substance which God kept 
I , 
I am like the philosopher who , 
e ) cannot feel pity for him who lies 
re worse things happen to rae ; I live 
1 that my errtotions feel , and believe 
lost the woman they loved are like me 
ce it does not cali upon virtue , and 
ough whom he wounded me were at war , 
, for it can command great subtlety : 
To live 
your disfavour ! With hands joined ( 
I do not need to join my hands 
Mother of God , if her spirit is 
iders itself very similar to others ; 
rom any other kind ( of suffering ) : 
gling against love , I suffer so much 
is dead ; or he should at least live 
there are some which recall her to me 
think of her life and death ; I live 
My suffering keeps me 
r of God , what shall I do , who swim 
s were dead and I could spend my life 
aving it puré , and scatters the rest 
aced in the fire , the dross goes off 
within myself , have not found him ; 
sure : the lover is greater or lesser 
t many of the secrets which God keeps 
, but I know of no one who is so weak 
ngth is great , I find myself lacking 
hance is so stricken by Death ? Why , 
o nothingness , thé more so if she is 
by love : because of which , I remain 
The signs of love which men feel 
etched heart of him who finds himself 
ness I wear ; I feel joy , while I am 
these ( senses ) dies ; anyone who is 
Help me , God , since you see me 
And- Death attacks so fiercely and 
d , in contemplation , the soul rests 
ell-bred young men , who are expert { 
e the lover from both hope and fear ; 
are envious of all good things , and 
am terrified that it may end ; I live 
d have it reduced , is a poor lover ; 
love 's suffering , and when they are 
ful , final parting , making me equal 
ng him warm in time of frost and cool 
of them follow me in laughter , some 
s of love ; I have no fear of burning 
to go back , and do not turn my steps 
t is the state of the man who travels 
single day , melancholy reigns , and 
does not undergo death , but ( only ) 
ly among thorns : my will is tempered 
e my thoughts up and down like clouds 
my base appetite : this was enclosed 
the soul and immediately the cause is 
ing to the extent to which they share 
small when they act separately that , 
es his like ; thus I take no pleasure 
y wind , and that key which shuts you 
er show no pity for me ; whoever lies 
nd , though it may disagree with it , 
e , and if you see the lover ( burn ) 
with other base metáis , and , placed 
And when she lived on earth 
If you feel 
nce , the great pleasure which exists 
distant from me ; hotter than the sun 
e life , and I fear everlasting death 
ace ; do not delay long in wishing me 
The sea will boil like a pot 
By such arrows , many were killed 
What 
hen see if there has been such a case 
, because of its composition , loves 
life is full of triáis ; it is placed 
elongs to the body but.does not share 
reat one-of supreme pleasure is found 
es away youth and makes the flesh rot 
make signs , if he is ill , no doctor 
Man could not live 
no longing for those friends lie had 
this change in me ; there is nothing 
could act without hindrance / no eye 
s , in believing me , feel no remorse. 
such a 
such a 
such a 
such a 
such 
such 
such 
order to be content 
order to make notable women sufficed for yo 
order to rise to lasting good , throw away 
order to rise to the good that cannot peris 
pain and torment ; so I pardon everyone wit 
pain , leading a perverse life , and I fear 
Paradise by faith and judge it by reason 
part , but are not altogether equal 
part is sensual appetite 
peace I would be defeated and her slave 
performing all good things , indolence slee 
pleasure brings with it fear of death , for 
prayer ) , I beg your pity ; grant me no fa 
prayer to God , since all that can happen t 
Purgatory for unexpiated sins , I pray your 
quality it is different 
quantity it considers itself very similar t 
recovering from the wound that I search for 
retirement from the world and be known only 
sadness and others - many - which show her 
sadness , remembering her life , and I mour 
sadness , so that , while it lasts , I ceas 
sins ? When I think of Hell , where time is 
sleeping ! He uves poorly who has his thou 
smoke 
smoke , leaving puré gold which cannot be c 
some places I see him denounced as a traito 
someone else 's opinión , and Love assumes 
store are unattainable , though these have 
strength , for I am dying and am so feeble 
strength , since I make no attempt to revea 
such a case , does one 's reason hide and p 
place because of me ; let me not suf 
sad state of mind that I visibly dra 
situation , I find affect me without 
situation , since it is not broken i 
such a state 
such a state feels a strange grief , but th 
strait ! I despair if you consider m 
way that , in killing another , she 
way that the body , wellrestrained , 
{ such ) danger , you will never leave my m 
such matters ) , have pursued it , but , th 
such present joy will lie be found ! I nave 
such purpose are assisted by Fortune ! I im 
such suffering all comforts fail me , for s 
suffering , for my desire is not firm and m 
suffering , it is a miracle that pleasure -
suffering , they long to leave it behind , 
suffering to the devil ! I do not valué the 
summer when the heat comes ; despising the 
tears , for I am ready to taste cali or hon 
terms of Love , I bear no great signs of in 
that blind fire in which lovers grow hot 
that direction 
that direction ? I beg you , Lord , to cut 
that same day , choler , blood and phlegm 
that which is inclined to vices ; the quant 
that whose temper no lover knows ; this is 
the air ; at times I grieve , at others I s 
the bodily part of her whom Death has taken 
the body 
the body or the soul ; and when the loved o 
the body 's actions , the soul is no great 
the company of the living 
the cupboard cannot open the same door 
the earth is not afraid to fall still furth 
the end is guided by its wisdom 
the fire , he will not be pitied , much les 
the fire , the dross goes off in smoke , le 
the flesh , I wanted to love her spirit alo 
the least offended by such behaviour , you 
the mere intention of him who is a true lov 
the month of June , my frail heart burns wi 
the next world 
the next world , ( and ) therefore take my 
the oven , chancing its colour and natural 
the past ; now Love has no more with which 
the past was tangled and confused has gone 
the present age or in times past ! Pity. me 
the same way as a wolf or a fox ; for their 
the same way , the passions of the soul go 
the scales with death , afraid that fear wi 
the spirit , the coarse man knows well 
the thoughts of the sad man , and if people 
the tomb ! The spirit , full of fear , flie 
the world can cure him , unless he is from 
the world if it were cleansed of evil humou 
the world , not having been for a long , ti 
the world ( which is ) the equivalent of ho 
the world would be impaired ; but it is lik 
their consciences 
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20 
have no one but "me to accompany them in 
those who do not achieve great love : in 
selves around the fire and I can join in 
t upheaval : and woe to those who are in 
so that he loses all sense of himself in 
ng of my misfortunes , and am at case in 
ough loving to excess , I find myseif in 
, so that I feel joy at seeing myseif in 
inished ; I take comfort and pleasure in 
wretched that I shall have found Hell in 
ts ; without her , I can have no hope in 
such pleasure that I forget that I am in 
ough pains like those of Hell because in 
ñny end ( which is ) found in 
The sinner suffers God 's anger when in 
ires mount , and similarly they arise in 
ill treat him well , keeping him warra in 
I am that man who , in 
to do this , but custom hinders me ; in 
atly concerns the soul , but it fails in 
In 
een such a case in the present age or in 
reach it : so it is with me , who am in 
by my oíd habits , I take no pleasure in 
take root in you ; his passion finds in 
All my speech will be in 
Feeling my suffering to lie in 
sh are found in woods and lions dwell in 
fraid to fall still further : my hope in 
en people will not need to have faith in 
n a different { kind of ) suffering : in 
You are the end in 
cure him , unless he is from Spain ; in 
no fear of burning in that blind fire in 
rom you , God cannot give me anything in 
their wounds according to the manner in 
unes should not look for a dark place in 
s is not as well-ordered as ( the way in 
eats into suffering ; like the hermit in 
r me to- her place ; do not delay long in 
Less than fish are found in 
why Love is unequal is well concealed in 
distract me , I shall say what I find in 
; whatever God wishes to give me lies in 
d it is not an end if it does not end in 
If I do not have as much faith in 
is any place where Love may take root in 
he pleasure which the good man enjoys in 
ng all good things , indolence sleeps in 
Let me not be the only one in 
I fear , rather than love , you , and in 
he spring as much as I ( long ) to be in 
ption to my changing thoughts , since in 
You can take no pleasure in 
their continual lament 
their desire , they do not take pleasure in 
their games , walk over snow , with naked f 
their hands ! Who will give me back the tim 
thinking of her 
this , since I find pleasure in it 
this situation , not having wished for or k 
this state , and it can compel me to renoun 
this thought , but when I lose it , my suff 
this world 
this world 
this world , and when I try to see his deed 
this world I shall never see her at my side 
this world is not a true end , since it doe 
this world lie is sent no triáis ; let him 
three ways ; they take different courses fr 
time of frost and cool in summer when the h 
time of storm , when most people enjoy them 
time past I loaded myseif with sin 
time , since it does not cali upon virtue , 
times before our own , Love shot all his go 
times past ! Pity me , then , your fellow-m 
trouble , and see that you are sufficient t 
unfamiliar things 
us a fitting place , and , ( though ) we co 
vain to those who have not seen you , for t 
wait , knowing , for certain that I must fa 
water will my love ever change , as long as 
what I hoped is lost 
what Love performs outside me ; its power w 
whatever direction I look , I am burned 
which all ends termínate , and it is not an 
which case , lie will have greater knowledg 
which lovers grow hot 
which there is no dissatisfaction ; I scatt 
which they are struck 
which to be sad : let him read my writings 
which ) your intelligence rules over subtle 
whom there grows' no longing for those frien 
wishing me in the next world , { and ) ther 
woods and lions dwell in water will my love 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you as you would wish , { it is ) my great 
you ; his passion finds in us a fitting pía 
you , so that my flesh , which rebels so mu 
you ; you aré no virgin , since God wished 
your disfavour ! With hands joined ( in pra 
your presence I confess this sin : my hope 
your presence ; only by this bridge can I c 
( your ) service they will be firm ; Love 1 
yourself : you are so gross that you do Lov 
and am so feeble that I cannot say : 
since I make no attempt to reveal my 
'In 1 
1In you is my hope ! 
inclination 1 
inclination 
Love has a bittersweet 
inclined 1 
death , but ( only ) in that which is inclined to vices ; the quantity of love has n 
inconstant 1 
ure decrees , the result is false and inconstant desire 
then you will see the flames of love 
not enter into me as I should wish , 
74 is the means by which my suffering is 
fluctuates and does not show that it 
, but when I lose it , my s.uffering , 
e pleasure without me , my misfortune 
rs of ? It\is so severe that it seems 
>Love dealt them an 
my own love does not end with death 
now anything more certain about you 
15 is gestures and colour are sufficient 
increase 2 
increase 
increase my fear , so that , fearing , I may n 
increased 1 
increased : its opposite lies outside nature , 
increases 3 
increases ; and if it goes downhill , so will 
increases : like the man who is condemned to d 
increases ; whenever you s^ uffered , I suffered 
incredible 1 
incredible that anyone should wish for that of 
incurable 1 
incurable wound ; Death separated ttiem : it is 
indeed 2 
indeed , I love you much more in death than in 
indeed , it is unnecessary for me to look for 
indications 1 
indications , apart from his agony , which spe 
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attack one , but all those which are 
hough he leads me to death ; I remain 
When Love dwells in me 
ety : in performing all good things , 
g to what it beholds , for it is born 
créate me , since your knowledge was 
rieve as much as I should like at the 
own strength , not with his own , of 
ñnd { even ) if death did not 
ruly sorry that I have accused you of 
s strength to destroy the one who has 
All 
d ; no one grieves if another suffers 
ms of Love , I bear no great signs of 
it cannot receive great good or much 
suffering is not as great as a mortal 
eat evil ? One cannot feel the mortal 
I do not mourn the 
would be equal to mourning the pious 
f your meagre favours , there dies an 
O Love , o Love : on the day when the 
al , since it dwells both outside and 
er Paradise by means of it ) , except 
ess has no restingplace ; take ( my ) 
if I feel sad because of some present 
rent or contrary changes , for in one 
rather I pray God that I may die this 
and your desires are vain , for in an 
and that there were ) howls and tears 
t to prolong my life , or { else ) to 
ould be impaired ; but it is like the 
to the { man of } humble condition no 
; I am a prisoner , in fear , of your 
Your 
-ordered as ( the way in which } your 
himself , loving another with sincere 
eat pleasure which exists in the mere 
or ( else ) to instil in me this firm 
to follow one of them ; I proclaim my 
23 und us together not to lessen my firm 
63 
indifferent 2 
indifferent 
indifferent to past good and evil 
indivisibly 1 
indivisibly , I feel such pleasure that I forg 
indolence 1 
indolence sleeps in you ; you are no virgin , 
inevitably 1 
inevitably from likenesses ; flesh desires fie 
infallible 1 
infallible ? Change into nothingness , I pray 
infinite 2 
infinite damnation which I fear ; and nature d 
infinite power 
inflict 1 
inflict such a penalty -to deprive me of so pl 
ingratitud© 1 
ingratitude for not having found a place to su 
injured 1 
injured him , so I must go away from you , for 
injuries 1 
injuries that Love or Fear could do me carne to 
injury 7 
injury 
injury , and I wish it were more obvious to ot 
injury ; and the high extreme ( of love ) is i 
injury entails ; Death has the advantage over 
injury ; he whom death never tempted knows sti 
injury of my lost delight , s o great is the f 
injury which conies from Death ? O cruel evil 
innocent 2 
innocent man and a martyr to loving you : he w 
Innocent One for the good of all men was place 
inside 1 
inside us 
insofar 1 
insofar as it was the beginning of our own law 
instability 1 
instability as { a sign of ) constancy 
instance 1 
instance , nothing future is to be found in me 
instant 3 
instant actions are performed by the soul and 
instant if my speech ever borders on fiction 
instant your pleasures turn to loathing , and 
instead 1 
instead of songs 
instil 1 
instil in me this firm intention : to strength 
insufficient 1 
insufficient antidote whose power is cancelled 
insult 1 
insult seems severe 
intelligence 3 
intelligence 
intelligence does what no other is capable of 
intelligence rules over subtleties - which are 
intelligent 1 
intelligent lady : all tasks are light , ( com 
intention 4 
intention , for her virtues , unmixed with sen 
intention of him who is a true lover and loves 
intention : to strengthen my will towards Him 
intention to you : to love you honestly 
intentions 1 
intentions and to keep you continually present 
interrupted 1 
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into 
mmandment , and I have made this rule into 
to love and it may quickly be turned into 
s necessary to it , man does not fall into 
nowing , for certain that I must fall into 
e of you ! And if love does not enter into 
ith much signing ; at first it enters into 
cks him / his imagination plunges him into 
our knowledge was infallible ? Change into 
will / if I should die , may cast me into 
I do not consent to escape from this into 
a situation , since it is not broken into 
mouthful , turns everything lie eats into 
ot perish , cast his perishable goods into 
nce ; only by this bridge can I cross into 
now my life to be in danger , falling into 
Like the bull who goes off into 
ntial air that brings a mortal plague into 
s run to the sea , so all ends enter into 
18 
a bent sickle 
anger , and ( that } , if I ara forced to 
error , as long as he does not break the 
its hands , time future cannot turn out w 
me as I should wish , increase my fear , 
me with suffering , ( but ) before long , 
mortal fear : so it is with me , for Love 
nothingness , I pray , my being , for I p 
oblivion ; this thought alone takes away 
peace of mind 
pieces or left without blood ! Little lov 
suffering ; like the hermit in whom there 
the deep sea , thinking they would hinder 
the great calm of my happiness 
the hands of such mortal enemies ; both r 
the wilderness when lie is beaten by anot 
the world ; it would be better to have no 
you 
Love : I feel you ( 
o great that it could make for you an 
O true Love ! I 
pleasure , since pleasant languor is 
n Death ; in its suffering my soul is 
intuitively 1 
intuitively ) rather than know you ( by reason 
invisible 1 
invisible crown 
invoke 1 
invoke and implore you since you have wounde 
involved 2 
involved in it 
involved , so that the tears and lamentations 
is 
t to him who is wounded , death alone is 
do not try to tempt me ; their cause is 
? He sees well and truly , unless he is 
er exists ; if I have any desire , he is 
t last : desire possesses him , which is 
In every love there is 
rown should not be placed where there is 
, is a poor lover ; in suffering , it is 
ing the body and soul taste naturally is 
suffering , ( but ) before long , it is 
h suffering , would have it reduced , is 
seen ( to be ) in disagreement : this is 
ists in the mere intention of him who is 
ve , though fools do not believe it , is 
ander or concéntrate my thoughts , it is 
beginning , through which another end is 
of good , and , { once ) that good ( is 
chance , he finds himself among rocks is 
at pleasure is that which any sad man is 
im ; the hour will not delay , for it is 
Love is 
t my eye sees , the more beautiful it is 
so that I consider anyone a fool who is 
will come to the extremity , if there is 
with all your heart that my suffering is 
ives me pain , and if I avoid it , it is 
The world is 
elf cióse to death ,, when the weather is 
goes off into the wilderness when lie is 
11 die of love ; the least you can do is 
selves ) being in love , and the liar is 
Thus disposed , what is 
Some have said that Death is 
its like : from the one and the other is 
re and love , from which great desire is 
according to what it beholds , for it is 
communicates with soul and body ; it is 
n mortal suffering and such suffering is 
in his fire , just as the saint ( who is 
I am this man who is 
gold and lead , and of a metal which is 
I do not want to leave you , for Love is 
the insufficient antidote whose power is 
Your intelligence does what no other is 
It often happens that the wind is 
le die from-trivial ailments : no one is 
they are not as before the event ; it is 
consume in fire that part of me which is 
eared , and this
 xis partly because it is 
you from it , break the custom which is 
Man is 
fering , increases : like the man who is 
omforts fail me , for she whom I love is 
These days his sport is 
low the normal course ; all suffering is 
( from this ) , so that , if the body is 
321 
a cure 
a dead letter as far as I am concerned 
a fool , that he will never find a better s 
a fool who does not believe that my spirit 
a lack of good , and , ( once ) that good ( 
a lover and a beloved ; so , once the body 
a miracle 
a miracle that pleasure - I do not know how 
a pleasant , life-giving medicine 
a pleasant pain 
a poor lover ; in suffering , it is a mirac 
a sure sign that it is not based on truth ; 
a true lover and loves himself for being of 
a true sign of* the good which resides in it 
a waste of time ; whatever I do , I regret 
achieved , according to the process one may 
) achieved , such desire must fail 
afraid ( lie does not know where to set his 
allowed , for , when such a person laments 
already late , when I shall set foot on the 
an accident and not a substance , and makes 
and the more pleasure it brings me , the mo 
angry with you 
any place where Love may take root in you ; 
as great as I say 
as if I were parting from her ; times and p 
at peace and I alone at war , since Love ha 
bad and he is in danger at sea , and sees t 
beaten by another of his kind who is too st 
believe with all your heart that my sufferi 
believed as much as lie wishes ; and I find 
bitter seems sweet to me : so corrupted is 
bitter ; those who experience her taste may 
born an illegitimate child , contrary to it 
born , and hope , which passes through all 
born inevitably from likenesses ; flesh des 
born of them and performs their sepárate ac 
bound up with pleasure 
} burning'in God finds comfort in his torme 
called Ausias March ! I pray God not to pro 
called silver : each of these conveys its ( 
cancelled by death ; but I do not believe t 
cancelled by too much poison 
capable of , for it can cdmmand great subtl 
capricious ; so much so , that he cannot se 
certain how any matter will end 
changed : ( by ) Death 
cold 
common to all men 
common to the dead ; come back to earth and 
composed of soul and body , which are contr 
condemned to death , and has known this for 
cone , and will not come back 
confined to arrows of lead , and their forc 
conquered and diminished by time ; I do not 
content , each one may be satisfied 
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CXIV 47 nk , I find some rest , but my spirit 
XVIII 3 om the most subtle , and my clear day 
XCII 153 t , white or black : for me , nothing 
liXXIII 47 : in any concern of my own , my will 
XCVI 2 ich no tongue can describe of him who 
XCII 180 With such a love I love her who 
XCIV 109 er and a beloved ; so , once the body 
XCVII 59 e remains alive when the one he loves 
XCII 178 t Death does not diminish it ; rather 
XCVI 18 od , since all that can happen to her 
XCII 197 ees prepared for him in man , for man 
CV 160 se man reckons that the greatest good 
XIII 18 ter than that of Tityos , whose liver 
XCIV 13 ery similar to others ; in quality it 
CXIV 69 unts and , in losing such pleasures , 
CXIV 13 It 
I 30 pleasure turns to suffering ; labour 
II 38 p brings thinness to my body , my wit 
XIX 41 among thorns : believe the lover who 
XCII 83 it lacks the power to obtain , for it 
CV 37 r you give death or life : everything 
CV 54 rey , God ! Reverse my nature , which 
CXIV 81 mpelled to leave him , what to others 
XLVI 4 4 h grief as in death , whose suffering 
LXIII 18 y true lover suffers greatly when lie 
XCIV 4 9 yond what nature decrees , the result 
XCII 78 pie tremble at this kind of love ; it 
I 10 of the past , which is nothing and { 
XXIII 32 ds the devout man ; her understanding 
XCVI 20 be expressed ; if in Hell , my prayer 
IV 52 ver hopes { to obtain it ) without me 
CI 35 more I find ( in her ) , the worse it 
XIII 24 can only be interrupted by that which 
I 39 ; but when the friend goes away , he 
XXXIX 9 t-and a great one-of supreme pleasure 
CV 113 Any end ( which 
XCII 55 which makes its way between the two , 
CV 7 ish , since I am certain that my will 
CI 4 in the world can cure him , unless he 
LIV 14 at happiness ; on the other , my life 
XCVI 7 for you , for your salvation or doom 
II 39 thinking of love ; the fat body which 
XCII 205 desires ; { but ) she cannot end what 
XIX 15 my disadvantage ; though my strength 
XCIV 100 ty has no certain measure : the lover 
IV 40 it may disagree with it , in the end 
XCVII 11 g seen her die ; with great love , it 
LXXVII 7 t cost ? I see that each man 's heart 
LIV 32 nd not to resemble that { law ) which 
III 12 fever and thinks him well , since he 
LXXIII 24 A great pleasure 
XCII 88 n can ever be called single ; neither 
CV 86 afraid of my corruption , great as it 
CI 3 alysed , unable to make signs , if he 
CV 92 ys elemeney , your hostile appearance 
XCII 220 I do not feel my flesh ; then it 
LXXIII 28 There 
LXXXI 2 eath , when the weather is bad and he 
XVIII 35 as long as the soul dwells in it , it 
CI 1 The Basque who 
XCVI 19 can happen to her is decided : if she 
CXIV 77 hinking I lose the world and all that 
LXIII 45 The stronger and more powerful Love 
XCIV 130 Mother of God , if her spirit 
XCVI 23 n to nothingness , the more so if she 
XCII 17 om these ( senses ) dies ; anyone who 
XCIV 24 by the soul and immediately the cause 
XCII 12 go death , but ( only ) in that which 
XCII 74 it is the means by which my suffering 
XXXIX 27 her pleasure , since pleasant languor 
XCII 25 t in Death ; in its suffering my soul 
XXIII 40 nnot extend to base impulses : rather 
XCII 71 entirely beyond my own natures , ñor 
LXXIII 36 ry ; and the high extreme { of love ) 
XCIV 98 ' Love 
XCVII 31 rnal damnation ; all present pleasure 
XCII 206 When the body dles , nothing 
XCIV 107 , but , remembering the pleasure , he 
LXXXII 6 ver the fool ) , except that the fool 
LXIII 39 lie should agree to dwell in me ; he 
XCII 39 the world would be impaired ; but it 
I 22 o provide him with some pleasure , he 
IV 29 lf or a fox ; for their power to love 
XCII 143 ill further : my hope in what I hoped 
XCIV 106 ever loves the flesh , once the flesh 
XCIV 3 ge custom : among other people , love 
II 32 through his weakness ; certainly , it 
CV 68 nt , there all that the feelings fear 
CI 28 annot prevent it , since my suffering 
XCII 7 closely , one will find that pleasure 
XCIV 26 hen ) they extract it from the mine , 
CXIV 18 ng sad : I mean that pleasure ( which 
continually sad because of the kind of dres 
dark night to men , and I live by that whic 
dark or light 
dead 
dead and does not know where he will go ( h 
dead , and , in my fear , I love everything 
dead , he who loved the body cannot love , 
dead ; or he should at least live in retire 
Death a crucible which refines and perfeets 
decided : if she is in Heaven , such good c 
defined by his two natures : the body on it 
delightful above all others 
devoured by a vulture , and each time the f 
different 
divorced from human nature 
done with me as should be done 
doubled after a little rest , like the sick 
doubled by thinking of love ; the fat body 
dumb and him who changes colour from one mo 
entirely false , and this vexes the soul 
equal when it comes from your power , so th 
evil because of my great sin ; and if by de 
evil to me seems good 
extreme 
faced with despair ; but , mercifully , Lov 
false and inconstant desire 
felt and not understood ; few have known it 
) finished ; I take comfort and pleasure in 
food for those who understand 
foolish 
foolish or stupid and monstrously uncouth 
for my thoughts , which lead me to great ma 
forbidden to me 
forced to grieve : when good departs , it s 
found in the thoughts of the sad man , and 
) found in this world is not a true end , s 
found to have no sure road ; it thinks it w 
free and I do not know what prevents me fro 
from Spain ; in which case , lie will have 
full of triáis ; it is placed in the scales 
given ( also ) to me : whichever you are al 
given to sleeping cannot take a single step 
good , however much she offends it 
great , I find myself lacking in strength , 
greater or lesser in someone else *s opinio 
guided by its wisdom 
hard to accept that I have escaped Death 
harder than a stump of wood ; no one grieve 
harmful to me 
healthy to the touch 
hidden from lovers , from all those who do 
humble and simple towards the other : they 
; if I ask for Heaven , I do not valué it s 
ill , no doctor in the world can cure him , 
immeasurably good 
impossible for it to love , since that whic 
in ( all ) the world greater pleasure of th 
in danger at sea , and sees the place where 
in darkness ) , so Love carries off my spir 
in Germany , paralysed , unable to make sig 
in Heaven , such good cannot be expressed ; 
( in it 
in me , the nearer to me I feel his pleasur 
in Purgatory for unexpiated sins , I pray y 
in such a place because of me ; let me not 
in such a state feels a strange grief , but 
in the body 
inclined to vices ; the quantity of love ha 
increased : its opposite lies outside natur 
involved in it 
involved , so that the tears and lamentatio 
it as though ( it were ) dead 
it entirely beyond their confines ; I belie 
its own pleasure : remembering nothing , it 
known by its effeets 
left behind 
left to the one who loved it except grief a 
left with pain 
less often right 
like death , who catches the fugitive and f 
like the insufficient antidote whose power 
like the woman with her child , who , if it 
limited , since it is no more than brute ap 
lost 
lost , ceases to love , but , remembering t 
lost through absence , and my own love does 
Love who aecuses me , ( now that I am ) in 
manifest 
mixed with a little pleasure 
mixed with it ; therefore m suffering will 
mixed with other base metáis , and , placed 
) mixed with sadness , for this is the most 
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a flavour , and I have to taste what 
, since it is not like the other and 
The pain of death 
My first misfortune 
good or ( the ) evil of love , but it 
faith in you as you would wish , ( it 
so feeble that I cannot say : 'In you 
who are ) very wise and good , but it 
at I ( ever ) had such a feeling ; it 
tter seems sweet to me : so corrupted 
The time 
eat suffering , since such a quantity 
; and when the appetite desires what 
o that comfort may die , and my heart 
kes me sad , still less happy ; there 
annot give me anything in which there 
0 man wants to do good , even when it 
t , in the body ' s actions , the soul 
It has already happened : then it 
: the place where they used to dwell 
led and confused has gone : the grain 
r power to love is limited , since it 
1 men may go about bareheaded ; there 
es which mingle with the good ; there 
se there is to me in delaying ; there 
end { which is ) found in this world 
so just , let alone myself , that he 
present weigh upon my sinews ; he who 
ty for me ; whoever lies in the earth 
in which all ends terminate , and it 
To all appearances , my suffering 
My misfortune 
The government of the Venetians 
reement : this is a sure sign that it 
imself in such a situation , since it 
It 
11 come sooner or later , if the road 
I can have no pleasure ; if your will 
ch arises from my flesh alone , if it 
lies the great suffering I experience 
d Fortune draws me away : my strength 
rtune ! Any misfortune is small if it 
; I live in suffering , for my desire 
he who does not resemble you , God , 
resh ailment I come to die , since it 
of pleasure ; when this fails , love 
When the eye does not see and touch 
ider himself blameless as long as lie 
Anyone who 
et and bitter at once , their flavour 
altogether unlucky ; the food of love 
The eye of the ignorant man 
Lily among thorns : my power 
d to arrows of lead , and their forcé 
Trust share the same lodgings ; there 
found in any man, , éxcept in him who 
; it looks as if I wanted to , but it 
of Cyprus , imprisoned by a heretic , 
thing to return , but firm knowledge 
the present , but of the past , which 
ove to make this change in me ; there 
There 
She whom I have loved so much 
y desire is not firm and my judgement 
soon come to die and all hope of cure 
I cannot do more : all I can do 
raw ; no other experience , I think , 
s ? When I think of Hell , where time 
s ; and , since I know that the world 
ot based on truth ; consequently , it 
ows himself to be cruel : so confused 
ghts , uttered without art by one who 
He 
for love ) of self ; the whole world 
h is much more than feared , and this 
For the will , through which the deed 
n assemble all its forces ? God , who 
ther , my life is full of triáis ; it 
ings with it fear of death , for that 
and what Love can do in a place which 
ave predestined for me ; to you , it 
e as ) a castie ; seeing that the sky 
ght to the eyes of the soul ! My will 
ss in loving you ,\ my lady , its gaze 
The spiritual part of me 
y a vulture , and eách time the flesh 
ble wound ; Death separated them : it 
ss that you do Love no service ; Love 
es not cali upon virtue , and in part 
s God 's anger when in this world lie 
So great is the good which 
her great misfortune ! Any misfortune 
more bitter than gall , for I suffer the pa 
{ much ) greater 
much more than feared , and this is partly 
my corrupt nature , because of which I get 
my fate that Fortune brings me no occasion 
) my great desire ( which ) drives me to su 
my hope ! ' Love has a bittersweet flavour 
my Lady Teresa who tastes of perfection ; p 
my nature to desire such a state ; { this ) 
my taste ! I have a heart of steel , flesh 
near when I shall live like a hermit , the 
necessary for my happiness , and my desire 
necessary to it , man does not fall into er 
never so full of pleasure as when my though 
no colour left , white or black : for me , 
no dissatisfaction ; I scatter all my desir 
no effort : how will he do it despite himse 
no great obstacle ; and , in contemplation 
no great wonder that my feelings remain in 
no longer there 
no longer with the straw ; no other experie 
no more than brute appetite , and if you se 
no need to build castles to take refuge fro 
no need to punish me , since they do not tr 
no rest for a man who is to no on á journey 
not a true end , since it does not make men 
not afraid ? If job , the just { man ) , wa 
not afraid of the claws of the strong lion 
not afraid to fall still further : my hope 
not an end if it does not end in you 
not as great as a mortal injury entails ; D 
not as great as that which occurred to othe 
not as well-ordered as ( the way in which ) 
not based on truth ; consequently , it is o 
not broken into pieces or left without bloo 
not by your choice ( alone ) that my pleasu 
not closed to me by death 
not completely sound , it can soon be dead 
not dead , will not be long in dying ; that 
not entirely beyond my own natures , ñor is 
not equal to such conflicts ; without her , 
not eternal , but I fear she may not have e 
not firm and my judgement is now disturbed 
not good 
not like the other and is ( much ) greater 
not long in declining : when the saint fail 
not practised , the desire which arises ent 
not protected from you ! You are that pesti 
not sad or has not at some time been sad sh 
not sepárate ; while she was alive / such w 
not so bitter that it may not be considered 
not so dim that he will not fail to recogni 
not so great that it could make for you an 
not sufficient to draw blood 
not the slightest doubt that there will be 
not troubled at all by the flesh 
not true , since-nothing takes Death away f 
not unfortunate , compared with me , since 
not within our power 
nothing and ( is } finished ; I take comfor 
nothing in the world ( which is ) the equiv 
nothing on earth sufficient to dissuade me 
now dead , but I am alive , having seen her 
now disturbed in me 
now lost to me 
obey what my grief demands 
of any valué ; the way has been cleared by 
of no account , there all that the feelings 
of no profit to me , give me strength to re 
of no satisfaction to man 
our knowledge of Him ! When suffering decre 
out of his mind ; and Love , who has caused 
out of his.senses who settles his accounts 
overrun by envy ; no man wants to do good , 
partly because it is common to all men 
performed , acknowledges the understanding 
pitying and just , shows himself to be crue 
placed in the scales with death , afraid th 
pleasure rs chief enemy , and if Love ever 
prepared ( for it ) , I simply cannot aspir 
present , and to me , a future cause 
quite clear and fine , lie firmly believes 
quite contrary to your own , and I am an en 
quite different from the gaze of those who 
ready , but I draw near dragging behind me 
renewed , though the bird never ceases to f 
right that she should bring them together 
said to be a voluntary act of good , and yo 
sensual appetite 
sent no triáis ; let him not hope for God ' 
set before me that I live in hope of it wit 
small if it is not eternal , but I fear she 
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What man is 
Love 's great favour is 
in , desires what he despairs of ? It is 
But the conflict is 
seem so extreme to one who by chance is 
What man is 
The body is 
1 to spare , but I know of no one who is 
If this is 
receives through it , and its pillar is 
if I am not pitied for what my heart is 
Lily among thorns : my will is 
exceeds human nature ; its sure sign is 
One part of my great pleasure is 
the other lasts fdr ever , the third is 
since it does not make men happy ; it is 
nnot turn out well for me ; that past is 
this love originates , and that it ( is 
er occurs to the ignorant : ignorance is 
there is nothing in the world { which is 
of Paradise ; another example of this is 
aving found a place to suit me ; this is 
show yourself ( to be ) angry , this is 
injury of my lost delight , s o great is 
im ! When suffering decreases , faith is 
So great is 
death , his own or another !s , such is 
he spring from which they flow : this is 
If it is 
Who is 
her ) desire which in me has no limit is 
You are the good which is 
ch is ) mixed with sadness , for this is 
Love of evil and ignorance of good is 
t see divine mysteries { for the body is 
e sweet tears of weeping ? Contrition is 
Then what is 
ides the judgement of all things : it is 
myself for no reason ; and the second is 
It is 
e from you , my beloved : displeasure is 
p and I do not try hard enough : such is 
at whose temper no lover knows ; this is 
ady : when love is very oíd , absence is 
O God ! why is 
If it is 
of the good which resides in it : it is 
It is 
feel the full pain of this : ( which is 
orne present instance , nothing future is 
tance to speak , her state such as it is 
Another , not myself , is 
ready ; I do not know what use there is 
ying ; there is no rest for a man who is 
is beaten by another of his kind who is 
presence I confess this sin : my hope is. 
This is 
myself to the majority of people , it is 
a bittersweet flavour which my taste is 
ugh you show that the reason why Love is 
more certain about you ; indeed , it is 
ed by time ; I do not say that my own is 
Wise lady : when love is 
higher level than man ; therefore it is 
, I felt it was very large , and ( it is 
A wrong opinión is 
For me , Love 's peace is 
Help me , God , for my strength is 
w that the reason why Love is unequal is 
emplating the person I love , who she is 
not describe his illness , weak as he is 
plunges him into mortal fear : so it is 
by misfortune cannot reach it : so it is 
ch a high degree in love that my soul is 
you : everything that makes me desire is 
1 remain to me ; lie knows of you who is 
nnot move without you , since my body is 
person I love , who she is , what she is 
ls the appetite , its whole operation is 
eceiving such a blow , but to him who is 
It is 
it 
o little sense that she cannot refuse it 
since pleasant languor is involved in it 
I am the man who can bear witness to it 
at which reason consents to have near it 
( it is ) very tight now that I wear it 
joys and sufferings usually come from it . 
at is good , however much she offends it 
; if I doubt this , may I suffer for it 
ure sign is that no boundary endoses it 
so just , let alone myself , that he is not 
so powerful that it will be sufficient to p 
so severe that it seems incredible that any 
so small when they act separately that , in 
so stricken by Death ? Why , in such a case 
so unaccustomed to love that lie will take 
so united with the soul that no action in m 
so weak in strength , for I am dying and am 
so , why , then , did you créate me , since 
subtle thought , which does not allow it to 
suffering 
tempered in that whose temper no lover know 
that no boundary endoses it 
that which any sad man is allowed , for , w 
that which looks to false appetite 
the beginning , through which another end i 
the best ( part ) of me 
the body which ) feels most pain or pleasur 
the enemy of Love 
) the equivalent of hoping for such a desir 
the evil which we feel , whereas we think o 
the fault because of which I cannot love 
the fault of our ignorance ; your will cont 
the fear which comes from her great misfort 
the first thing to return , but firm knowle 
the good which is set before me that I live 
the great evil ? One cannot feel the mortal 
the key which opens the gates of Heaven for 
the latter , cancel my spirit , let my bein 
the man who strives against it ? For the wi 
the means by which my suffering is increase 
the measure of all other goods , and he who 
the most terrible condition of all those wh 
the reason men do not know you 
the soul ' s prison and as long as the soul 
the spring from which they flow : this is t 
the state of the man who travels in that di 
the sure guide of the will 
the terrible refusal you give me if I court 
the understanding which conquers sensuality 
the way which leads to not-loving , but not 
the weight of my terrible sins ; before dea 
the work of Love , who wishes me to see his 
the worm that devours it , unless constancy 
there no limit to love , that I might have 
there , they are not as before the event ; 
this ( love ) which gives joy without suffe 
through ignorance that man seeks gross plea 
) to avoid all people who are happy and to 
to be found in me 
, to being king over the entire French nati 
to blame for this ; think badly of him , si 
to me in delaying ; there is no rest for a 
to no on a journey 
too strong for him , and does not come back 
troubled and I feel great discord within me 
true , but sadness has taken hold of me , s 
true that I find great love within me ; but 
unable to sepárate : my pleasures contain m 
unequal is well concealed in you 
unnecessary for me to look for more , in or 
utterly different from any other kind ( of 
very oíd , absence is the worm that devours 
very right that he who pleases the devil sh 
) very tight now that I wear it 
voiced by people in general , since it dwel 
war ; if she through whom he wounded me wer 
weak ; I desire to know what you have prede 
well concealed in you 
, what she is worth ; and the more I find ( 
, with clumsy tongue ; his gestures and col 
with me , for Love 's sickness was nothing 
with me , who am in trouble , and see that 
within the body which it loves , and I am c 
within you 
without you 
worse than paralysed ! Evil habits have gro 
worth ; and the more I find ( in her ) , th 
worthy of man , and the reverse disturbs ma 
wounded , death alone is a cure 
you I ask ; nothing holds you back from me 
268 
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are allotted , I ( too ) shall suffer it 
whatever I do , I regret before I do it 
ath never tempted knows still less of it 
an man appreciate , still less feel , it 
we think of Paradise without feeling it 
ure , since the spirit has no part in it 
se in this , since I find pleasure in it 
I lose the world and all that is ( in it 
a deserted beach and poison seems to it 
ers only good things and virtues when it 
t to love , that I might have come to it 
•, since I wish to be yours , to wish it 
I firmly believe that you are sure of it 
it to me / give me strength to reject it 
hat even ) my enemy has pitied me for it 
e pleasure which one receives through it 
Then , what wonder I love it 
th my sufferings , I immediately lose it 
seen you , for they will not believe it 
s its pleasure ; later the soul feels it 
me , ( since I had been ) living with it 
off my spirit and does not take with it 
hip lies cióse to shore and he thinks it 
grace of your body >; he does not know it 
t extend to base impulses : rather is it 
pain : whatever I undertake , I spoil it 
h such a love , and Death cannot take it 
grief ) takes it 
; no weeds grow on my riverbank ; let it 
sh suffers , since its nature decrees it 
er reject it or even attempt to leave it 
are in suffering , they long to leave it 
Quality varies according to what it 
spirit , if nothing prevents you from it 
beautiful it is and the more pleasure it 
have joined in ; I suffer because of it 
I want to straighten it 
rt { in such matters ) , have pursued it 
ght , since I am not disposed to feel it 
elieve in Paradise by faith and judge it 
ing of our own law , because of which it 
oes what no other is capable of , for it 
at seeing myself in this state , and it 
f your will is not completely sound , it 
nt desire has neither fear ñor hope , it 
her , from an act which does not make it 
th or life : everything is equal when it 
e I do not avoid the reason for which it 
r kind ( of suffering ) : in quantity it 
And it 
that it removes its cataract , and if it 
horns : my power is not so great.that it 
e the woman with her child , who , if it 
when it is no effort : how will he do it 
e soul , but it fails in time , since it 
raining my own amorous desire so that it 
s termínate , and it is not an end if it 
this world is not a true end , since it 
ressed my desire badly , be sure that it 
s voiced by people in general , since it 
h of the two has the greater share in it 
ve assumes power , depending on where it 
cover it with much signing ; at first it 
tirely beyond my own natures , ñor is it 
sess your will , uríless ( I possess ) it 
ries out when two strong winds attack it 
nothing is left to the one who loved it 
could not enter Paradise by means of it 
watered with continual suffering , if it 
ce it greatly concerns the soul , but it 
To live in pleasure brings with it 
or it to love , since that which made it 
ppear to hate anything which rests on it 
takes Death away from him who wishes it 
pleasant a sight - I should not thank it 
ough the bird never ceases to feed on it 
Who is the man who strives against it 
e , since it has something to_sustain it 
mpt for life and without my despising it 
He who does not know ( it 
ke gold which , ( when ) they extract it 
It 
v
 On the one hand , it 
If I see anything of hers , it 
it takes its form , most of the time it 
s not show that it increases ; and if it 
hich occurred to others : I have made it 
desire , and generally lasts , since it 
sure comes from foolish thoughts , so it 
ally sad because of the kind of dress it 
It 
ake your blood soften my hard heart : it 
a remedy 
acts entirely in accordance with its own na 
alone ? I would have known how much your wi 
also ; make your blood soften my hard heart 
; although you show that the reason why Lov 
altogether and let me feel a tiny spark of 
, and I have never been able to be a friend 
, and its pillar is subtle thought , which 
? And nothing consoles me so much 
and return to my anguish 
; and those who see you , if they cannot se 
and wants to achieve its own pleasure , whi 
, and with a fresh ailment I come to die , 
any impure thoughts , and thus I experience 
( as safe as ) a castle ; seeing that the s 
as the subtle man does : the coíour , yes , 
as though ( it were ) dead 
at the beginning , so that the end of anyth 
away from me 
away from me , but since I do not die , I a 
be understood that , deep in my heart , my 
, because its pleasures are lost in Death ; 
behind 
behind , and always think of themselves 
beholds , for it is born inevitably from li 
, break the custom which is common to the d 
brings rae , the more I find it makes me suf 
, but cannot prevent it , since my sufferin 
, but I need your help 
, but , though ( they are ) hungry , are ob 
; but , through his knowledge , a coarse ma 
by reason 
can be said that the laws are a single one 
can command great subtlety : in performing 
can compel me to renounce all pleasure : no 
can soon be dead 
cannot receive great good or much ínjury ; 
clear which of the two has the greater shar 
comes from your power , so that I consider 
comes to me 
considers itself very similar to others ; i 
continúes to address the body with great se 
could act without hindrance , no eye in the 
could make for you an invisible crown 
cries and begs her for poison , has so litt 
despite himself , at great cost ? I see tha 
does not cali upon virtue , and in part is 
does not distract me / I shall say what I f 
does not end in you 
does not make men happy ; it is the beginni 
does not make true love ( any more ) distan 
dwells both outside and inside us 
; each seeks for some pleasure on its own a 
enters 
enters into me with suffering / ( but ) bef 
entirely beyond their confines ; I believe 
entirely , I can have*no pleasure ; if your 
equally , one from the east
 / the other fro 
except grief at the memory of pleasure ; w 
) , except insofar as it was the beginning 
fails in me , it will not be without great 
fails in time , since it does, not cali upon 
fear of death , for that is pleasure 's chi 
feel no longer exists ; if I have any desir 
for a moment ; fish great and small will ru 
for himself 
for not clothing in earth my naked body , w 
: for one worm gnaws my thoughts , another 
? For the will , through which the deed is 
, for , without pleasure , I believe suffer 
for your sake 
from experience ) cannot feel pity for him 
from the mine , is mixed with other base me 
gives light to blind desire , though not so 
gives me great happiness ; on the other , m 
gives me pain , and if I avoid it / it is a 
gives me sterile grief and occasionál pleas 
goes downhill , so will my own , and , fall 
great by valuing highly what I lose ; for , 
greatly concerns the soul , but it fails in 
happens to me , for time past oceupies my i 
has adopted , ( and ) which for a long time 
has already happened : then it is no great 
has cured many others of a similar afflicti 
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The world cannot show less pity than 
So 
1 he has chosen one or the other : so 
give me anything , of its own , since 
depending on the región through which 
essary for thera to tell me there that 
efore m suffering will endure , since 
whoever considers love ( finds that ) 
cordíng to the law of the place where 
opted / ( and ) which for a long time 
reveáis to me the great secrets which 
own pleasure : remembering nothing , 
And 
I would rather lose my reason if 
world , for as long as I grieve ( for 
ct my thought elsewhere , remembering 
dy have a sign that I shall return to 
hout suffering ; if I do not achieve 
do in a place which is prepared { for 
No one can have 
the first impulse does not come from 
r , and , though it may disagree with 
urs fluctuates and does not show that 
ed , is a poor lover ; in suffering , 
ith suffering , ( but ) before long , 
is love , though fools do not believe 
d wander or concéntrate my thoughts , 
e aim ; the hour will not delay , for 
that my eye sees , the more beautiful 
t gives me pain , and if I avoid it , 
es according to what it beholds , for 
iré communicates with soul and body ; 
, they are not as before the event ; 
n feared , and this is partly because 
f very similar to dthers ; in quality 
ch it lacks the power to obtain , for 
people tremble at this kind of love ; 
he more I find { in her ) , the worse 
ving seen her die ; with great love , 
ot afraid of my corruption , great as 
I do not feel my flesh ; then 
nd as long as the soul dwells in it , 
in the world would be impaired ; but 
lf through his weakness ; certainly , 
) good or ( the ) evil of love , but 
ch faith in you as you would wish , ( 
{ who are ) very wise and good , but 
that I ( ever ) had such a feeling ; 
; no man wants to do good , even when 
It has already happened : then 
heir power to love is limited , since 
end in which all ends termínate , and 
sagreement : this is a sure sign that 
s himself in such a situation , since 
which arises from my flesh alone , if 
sfortune ! Any misfortune is small if 
a fresh ailment I come to die , since 
is ; it looks as if I wanted to , but 
s not based on truth ; consequently , 
e other , my life is full of triáis ; 
u have predestined for me ; to you , 
urable wound ; Death separated them : 
pain , desires what he despairs of ? 
, since it does not make men happy ; 
in it this love originates , and that 
If 
resides the judgement of all things : 
If 
ign of the good which resides in it : 
luctance to speak , her state such as 
re myself to the majority of people , 
ing more certain about you ; indeed , 
o a higher level than man ; therefore 
on , I felt it was very large , and ( 
ion plunges him into mortal fear : so 
nd by misfortune cannot reach it : so 
s , it gives me pain , and if I avoid 
son and as long as the soul dwells in 
rué sign of the good which resides in 
his mind ; and Love , who has caused 
s to achieve its own pleasure , which 
sible weather ; he calculates that if 
keeps me in sadness , so that , while 
revents me from deciding to do this ; 
that my soul is within the body which 
easure it brings me , the more I find 
term to the appetite , though without 
has for me at the moment 
has happened to me / being in love , throug 
has happened to me in loving two women , bu 
has nothing to offer to my desire 
has passed , sends out warmth or cold so Lo 
has pleased you to shed tears at my death , 
has something to sustain it , for , without 
has three parts , two of which follow natur 
has thrust out its deep roots : on the eart 
has worn , of black material or coarse sack 
hides from the most subtle / and my clear d 
hopes for future good 
hurts me to think that I ever offended her 
í i 
) I do not love you as much as I would , an 
, I recover it with much signing ; at first 
: I remember her acts of love , and more vi 
, I shall be so wretched that I shall have 
) , I simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of 
in his power to love another against his wi 
, in it resides the judgement of all things 
, in the end is guided by its wisdom 
increases ; and if it goes downhill , so wi 
is a miracle that pleasure - I do not know 
is a pleasant pain 
, is a true sign of the good which resides 
is a waste of time ; whatever I do , I regr 
is already late , when I shall set foot on 
is and the more pleasure it brings me , the 
is as if I were parting from her ; times an 
is born inevitably from likenesses ; flesh 
is born of them and performs their sepárate 
is changed : { by ) Death 
is common to all men 
is different 
is done with me as should be done 
is entirely false , and this venes the soul 
is felt and not understood ; few have known 
is for my thoughts , which lead me to great 
is hard to accept that I have escaped Death 
is ; if I ask for Heaven , I do not valué i 
is impossible for it to love , since that w 
is in darkness ) , so Love carries off my s 
is like the insufficient antidote whose pow 
is Love who accuses me , ( now that I am ) 
is my fate that Fortune brings me no occasi 
is ) my great desire ( which ) drives me to 
is my Lady Teresa who tastes of perfection 
is my nature to desire such a state ; ( thi 
is no effort : how will he do it despite hi 
is no great wonder that my feelings remain 
is no more than brute appetite , and if you 
is not an end if it does not end in you 
is not based on truth ; consequently , it i 
is not broken into pieces or left without b 
is not by your choice ( alone ) that my pie 
is not dead , will not be long in dying ; t 
is not eternal , but I fear she may not hav 
is not like the other and is { much ) great 
is not true , since nothing takes Death awa 
is of no satisfaction to man 
is placed in the scales with death , afraid 
is present , and to me , a future cause 
is right that she should bring them togethe 
is so severe that it seems incredible that 
is the beginning , through which another en 
( is the body which ) feels most pain or pl 
is the latter , cancel my spirit , let my b 
is the sure guide of the will 
is the understanding which conquers sensual 
is there , they are not as before the event 
is this ( love } which gives joy without su 
is through ignorance that man seeks gross p 
is , to being king over the entire French n 
is true that I find great love within me ; 
is unnecessary for me to look for more , in 
is very right that he who pleases the devil 
is ) very tight now that I wear it 
is with me , for Love 's sickness was nothi 
is with me , who am in trouble , and see th 
is you I ask ; nothing holds you back from 
, it is as if I were parting from her ; tim 
, it is in darkness ) , so Love carries off 
: it is this ( love ) which gives joy witho 
, knows the reason which drives me to such 
lacks the power to obtain , for it is entir 
lasts for long , it would be better for him 
lasts , I cease to feel or understand 
looks as if I wanted to , but it is not tru 
loves , and I am content with any kind of r 
makes me suffer , for good pleasure does ri 
man does not achieve the other : Saint John 
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appetite desires" what is necessary to 
nderstanding as master , and , though 
e drawn out , and I am terrified that 
his , Lord , and if I ever stray from 
he food of love is not so bitter that 
, you may lose your power to love and 
unless constancy struggles hard , and 
ure in this thought , but when I lose 
sing my spirit ( in it ) ; when I put 
shall be ungrateful if I ever reject 
or the slow cold of the senses puts ( 
re death puts an end to my suit , may 
When 
icient ) ; your spírít breathes where 
ve combined all my pleasures in one ; 
was afraid to lose a place which gave 
h refines and perfects gold , leaving 
ove such that Death does not diminish 
mented by such suffering , would have 
esire , though not so completely that 
other thing ; all men feel this , and 
st impulse does not come from it , in 
he despairs of ? It is so severe that 
Because I am unique in love , 
I feel grief and 
templates Love to such an extent that 
er because of it , but cannot prevent 
refuge and by misfortune cannot reach 
nst Love , I have been punished ( for 
if I ask for Heaven , I do not valué 
orced to grieve : when good departs , 
Following Love , from which 
this ( in another 's death ) and now 
I feel such great pleasure come from 
its own account and , having achieved 
things ) feel great delight and make 
will find that pleasure is mixed with 
two , is found to have no sure road ; 
rgument for its part , saying that in 
ce of their good reason ; and I leave 
subtle thought , which does not allow 
my flesh ; then it is impossible for 
r belongs to the body , Death turns ( 
e and great pity should be enough for 
nging him news of troubles ; and when 
Id , absence is the worm that devours 
th equally , and who will not appease 
by means of it ) , except insofar as 
( in it ) ; when I put it on , I felt 
ce , and , ( though ) we could oppose 
lings remain in hope of this ; and if 
Man could not live in the world if 
e impulses : rather is it as though ( 
no great signs of injury , and I wish 
your cloth / dressing my spirit ( in 
ng its colour and natural state , and 
im , for my pleasure to be complete , 
e rs great favour is so powerful that 
1 be the day I no longer fear death ? 
y own , and , falling from a height , 
th painful sighs ; and' I am sure that 
ound to have no sure road ; it thinks 
) ; wide awake , with door unbarred , 
inual suffering , if it fails in me , 
lsewhere , remembering it , I recover 
good , and whoever hopes ( to obtain 
set before me that I live in hope of 
alculates that if it lasts for long , 
ings a mortal plague into the world ; 
, as you chose to say of Judas , that 
n if you were in favour of fulfilling 
it , man does not fall into error , as long as 
It may be called concupiscible desire , and ge 
it may disagree with it , in the end is guided 
it may end ; I live in suffering , for my desi 
it , may I be sure to find your ear deaf 
it may not be considered sweeter than anything 
it may quickly be turned into anger , and ( th 
it mistrusts the advice of the envious 
it , my suffering , increases : like the man w 
It often happens that the wind is capricious ; 
it on , I felt it was very large , and ( it is 
it or even attempt to leave it behind 
it ) out , since I leave all that my emotions 
it please you , God , since I wish to be yours 
it pleases God that the ship should perish , h 
it pleases ; how or why , no living man knows 
it pleases Love to make this change in me ; th 
it pleasure 
it puré , and scatters the rest in smoke 
it ; rather is Death a crucible which refines 
it reduced , is a poor lover ; in suffering , 
it reraoves its cataract , and if it could act 
it requires no subtlety , for outside yourself 
it resides the judgement of all things : it is 
it seems incredible that anyone should wish fo 
it seems to me as if everything in me were a s 
it seems to me extreme ; I am not in a state t 
it seems to sepárate itself completely from th 
it , since my suffering is mixed with a little 
it : so it is with me , who am in trouble , an 
it ) , [so that even ) my enemy has pitied me 
it sufficiently ; I am lacking in both fear an 
it summons evil with loud cries ( to take its 
it takes its form , most of the time it gives 
it terrifies me 
it that I neither desire ñor wish for anything 
it , the other bears its imprint 
it their occupation to understand you , since 
it ; therefore m suffering will endure , since 
it thinks it will find haven on a deserted bea 
it this love originates , and that it ( is the 
it through false opinión , thinking I lose the 
it to fast from delicate foods 
it to love , since that which made it feel no 
it ) to nothing 
it to show great signs 
it tries to provide him with some pleasure , h 
it , unless constancy struggles hard , and it 
it until he has chosen one or the other : so i 
it was the beginning of our own law , because 
it was very large , and ( it is ) very tight n 
it , we do not wish to 
it were certain that she had been placed among 
it were cleansed of evil humours ; good and ev 
it were } dead 
it were more obvious to other people , so that 
it ) ; when I put it on , I felt it was very 1 
it will appear to hate anything which rests on 
it will be necessary for them to tell me there 
it will be sufficient to preserve the lover fr 
It will be when I am set on fire by your love 
it will break to pieces , for every extreme le 
it will come, sooner or later , if the road is 
it will find haven on a deserted beach and poi 
it will find me humbly answering 
it will not be without great cause 
it with much signing ; at first it enters into 
it ) without me is foolish or stupid and monst 
it without suffering ; if I do not achieve it 
it would be better for him to.seek harbour tha 
It would be better to endure my suffering than 
it would be better to have no eyes before rece 
It would have been as well for me if , having 
it would have been better' for him not to have 
it ; you are compelled to take Love rs advice 
ife ends , I wish my body to lie with 
an extent that I should wish to leave 
ugh not so completely that it removes 
t and not understood ; few have known 
of filth-, ; the soul by itself wishes 
oil like a-pot in the oven , chancing 
t , saying that the body , because of 
of the place where it has thrust out 
Love is known by 
een its glory with my own eyes desire 
f love avoids these conflicts , since 
elings stupefied ; my spirit has lost 
rt time the body loses a good part of 
reason hide and passion assemble all 
Following Love , from which it takes 
its 49 
its arms around hers 
its bitter limits , and if\I see before me the 
its cataract , and if it could act without hin 
its cause ; joys and sufferings•usually come f 
its clothing ( to be ) of puré white 
its colour and natural state , and it will app 
its composition , loves in the same way as a w 
its deep roots : on the earth 's surface , or 
its effects 
its evils , since they promise pleasure 
its extent does not reach to truth 
its feeling 
its flesh 
its forces ? God , who is pitying and just , s 
its form , most of the time it gives me steril 
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XVIII 13 s happiness in lbving you , my lady , its 
XXXIX 34 life of sadness , but I who have seen its 
XCII 30 ther love , that of puré friendship , its 
IV 13 lasts until one of the winds abandons its 
I 6 g / for certain that I must fall into its 
XCII 203 having achieved it , the other bears its 
LXXVII 14 customed pain , fortune makes me feel its 
XCIV 104 es ; flesh desires flesh , soul seeks its 
XCII 23 behaviour : my flesh suffers , since its 
Ci 6 ge of his aliment and will understand its 
XCII 75 by which my suffering is increased : its 
LXXXIX 23 o pieces , for every extreme leads to its 
XCII 202 it ; each seeks for some pleasure on its 
LXXIII 38 Each of these desires takes its 
XCII 198 ined by his two natures : the body on its 
LXXIX 15 called silver : each of these conveys its 
LXXIII 53 n it acts entirely in accordance with its 
LXXIII 36 ; and the high extreme ( of love ) is its 
XCII 82 he soul feels it and wants to achieve its 
CXIV 15 aking the world give me anything , of its 
XCIV 105 n an iilegitimate child , contrary to its 
IV 21 The body had one argument for its 
IV 55 e which one receives through it , and its 
I 4 0 ummons evil with ioud cries ( to take its 
XCII 80 he body in itself desires its 
XCII 24 since its nature decrees it , because its 
XLVI 55 th in what Love performs outside me ; its 
XCII 34 gives joy without suffering , and in its 
XCIV 99 Its 
XCII 25 its pleasures are lost in Death ; in its 
XCIV 53 e other desire exceeds human nature ; its 
XCII 55 Another desire , which makes its 
XCIV 38 When reason controls the appetite , its 
IV 40 ree with it , in the end is guided by its 
gaze is quite different from the gaze of t 
glory with my own eyes desire its evils , 
great strength endures after her death 
great strength to the more powerful one , 
hands , time future cannot turn out well f 
imprint 
lack of favour ; I do not complain of Love 
like : from the one and the other is born 
nature decrees it , because its pleasures 
nature much better 
opposite lies outside nature , a strong an 
opposite : to the ( man of ) humble condit 
own account and , having achieved it , the 
own course / and no one knows where the me 
own desires the appearance of filth ; the 
( own ) feeling , according to the differe 
own nature , loving for her own sake that 
own pleasure : remembering nothing , it ho 
own pleasure , which it lacks the power to 
own , since it has nothing to offer to my 
parents 
part , saying that in it this love origina 
pillar is subtle thought , which does not 
place 
pleasure ; later the soul feels it and wan 
pleasures are lost in Death ; in its suffe 
power will be shown in action and I shall 
presence blind desires can see 
quantity has no certain measure : the love 
suffering my soul is involved , so that th 
sure sign is that no boundary endoses it 
way between the two , is found to have no 
whole operation is worthy of man , and the 
wisdom 
III 
CXIV 
XVIII 
XCII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
16 
3 
6 
80 
121 
12 
199 
44 
54 
50 
65 
art from his agony , which speaks for 
adness I feel such great sweetness in 
h an extent that it seems to sepárate 
he body in 
The Mosaic law was not good in 
uffering ) : in quantity it considers 
the appearance of filth ; the soul by 
ended myself badly , thinking the day 
itself 8 
itself 
itself , and , since I feel no other pleasure 
itself completely from the body , for my desir 
itself desires its pleasure ; later the soul f 
itself ( one could not enter Paradise by means 
itself very similar to others ; in quality it 
itself wishes its clothing ( to be ) of puré w 
itself would protect me 
jealous 1 
r will to become entirely mine ; I am jealous if you love God a great deal ; when yo 
jealousy 1 
at desire ( which ) drives me to such jealousy I am not afraid that the slightest 
e myself , that he is not afraid 
job 
If job the just ( man was oppressed by fear 
CV 
LXVIII 
XCVI 
LXVI 
128 an does not achieve the other 
John 1 
Saint John announced the coming of the Messiah 
join 3 
19 themselves around the fire and I can join in their games , walk over snow , with na 
17 I do not need to join my hands in prayer to God , since all tha 
18 , who are supreme suffering when you join together unequal wills ! Let me not see y 
joined 3 
CI 26 sion of this , and all my senses have joined in ; I suffer because of it , but canno 
LXVI 14 ly one in your disfavour ! With hands joined ( in prayer ) , I beg your pity ; grant 
CV 42 gthen my heart so that my will may be joined with yours ; and , since I know that th 
80 
journey 
s no rest for a man who is to no on a journey 
joy 
XXXIX 12 ng , my soul was accompanied by great joy 
LXIII 16 thout sadness , there can be no great joy 
XCIV 73 t I may never again know the taste of joy 
XCII 192 th or cold so Love gives suffering or joy 
LXIII 21 be deprived of the hope of pleasure ; joy 
XCII 105 both her spirit and her body ; I feel joy 
CXIV 71 has taken hold of me , so that I feel joy 
XCVI 15 to you ; through you I shall receive joy 
CXIV 85 tent with the sadness I wear ; I feel joy 
LXIII 52 both hope and fear ; in such present joy 
XCII 33 it : it is this ( love ) which gives joy 
XVIII 46 Id , firmly believing that my supreme joy 
, according to the law of the place where 
and sadness are present to him , hope and 
as great as that of the pious man in churc 
at seeing myself in this state , and it ca 
or sadness ; whatever God wishes to give m 
, while I am in such a state 
will lie be found ! I have forgotten that 
without suffering , and in its presence bl 
would be troubled by that pleasure which q 
joys 3 
XCII 79 derstood ; few have known its cause ; joys and sufferings usually come from it 
XCII 68 créate this other desire , for great joys do not abound without suffering 
CV 206 of Hell more than they appreciate the joys of Paradise ; another example of this is 
199 I believe 
Judas 
as you chose to say of Judas that it would have been better for him 
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cv 
XCII 
XCIV 
188 
175 
122 
CV 
LXXXII 
CV 
IV 
XCII 
7 
104 
35 
244 
XCII 
XCII 
27 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
61 
133 
55 
5 
43 
24 
25 
190 
64 
65 
19 
170 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
XLVI 
LXVI 11 
XVIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
LXXIX -
CV 
CV 
II 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
CV 
18 
1 
24 
3 
49 
40 
54 
25 
19 
141 
220 
11 
124 
21 
142 
134 
134 
XCVI 
XCII 
LXVI 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XXIX 
32 
213 
27 
48 
84 
77 
46 
16 
11 
35 
2 
judge 3 
and believe in Paradise by faith and judge it by reason 
the woman they loved will be able to judge part of my suffering 
Let every man judge the cause of my desire and he will eas 
95 s that I am the one at fault 
j udged 1 
I have judged you with an eye of flesh : I beg you gi 
j udgement 4 
I see experience and judgement fail ; fortune and Chance disturb th 
ng , for my desire is not firm and my judgement is now disturbed in me 
not come from it , in it resides the judgement of all things : it is the sure guide 
On the Day of judgement , when we take on flesh and bone , w 
June 
hotter than the sun in the month of June 
I see you ( to be ) 
kept all these desires in confusión , 
I find myself refreshed in his fire , 
Do not give me dece,itful confidence ! 
What man is so 
that he is not afraid ? If job , the 
olden arrows , but thoughtlessly kept 
its forces ? God , who is pitying and 
224 that my spirit burns with puré love 
11 live like a hermit , the better to 
May God 
t to lessen my firm intentions and to 
ks a master who will treat him well , 
el that many of the secrets which God 
My suffering 
My ) passions 
The good substance which God 
his golden arrows , but thoughtlessly 
Let those habits which 
ng from which they flow : this is the 
without the contrary wind , and that 
results in me ; my love has not been 
By such arrows , many were 
e from you die , since they have half 
fiercely and in such a way that
 f in 
a way that , in killing another , she 
t I fear she may not have earned this 
and each feels such pain , of such a 
liar to him , if by chance some other 
rit is continually sad because of the 
This 
Most people tremble at this 
it loves , and I am content with any 
easure with another , ( more ) gentle 
n is utterly different from any other 
not knowing , I live in a different { 
when lie is beaten by another of his 
my frail heart burns without receiving 
just 12 
just and merciful ; I see your will which gran 
Just as all rivers run to the sea , so all en 
just as the desires themselves lay mixed toget 
Just as the master detests his servant ( so mu 
just as the saint ( who is ) burning in God fi 
Just as the saints , seeing the divine light , 
Just as the sick man clings to life because hi 
Just as the wind , depending on the región thr 
just , let alone myself , that he is not afrai 
just ( man ) , was oppressed by fear of God , 
just one , with which he wounded me , and so I 
just , shows himself to be cruel : so confused 
keenly 1 
keenly desiring that God should take her soul 
keep 3 
keep Love 's feast days ; no one should pity m 
keep me in my sad state of mind , since He doe 
keep you continually present ( to me 
keeping 1 
keeping him warm in time of frost and cool in 
keeps 2 
keeps in store are unattainable , though these 
keeps me in sadness , so that , while it lasts 
kept 4 
kept all these desires in confusión , just as 
kept in order to make notable women sufficed f 
kept just one , with which he wounded me , and 
kept me from you die , since they have half ki 
key 2 
key which opens the gates of Heaven for us 
key which shuts you in the cupboard cannot ope 
killed 3 
killed by Death , ñor do I feel grief at losin 
killed in the past ; now Love has no more with 
killed me and taken away my life 
killing 1 
killing another 
kills 1 
kills me 
she kills me 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
kind 
11 
, according to the extent to which they s 
attacks him , his imagination plunges him 
of dress it has adopted , ( and } which f 
of loveavoids these conflicts , since it 
of love ; it is felt and not understood ; 
of reputation : in any concern of my own 
of suffering 
( of suffering 
of ) suffering 
: in quantity it conside 
in whatever direction I 
who is too strong for him , and does not 
LXXIX 
kinds 
The wouhds of Love are of three kinds and this can be seen from the arrows w 
XIII 
CI 
13 
39 
19 
x
 King 2 
The King of Cyprus , imprisoned by a heretic , is 
, her state such as it is / to being king over the entire French nation 
knots 1 
g , with sufficient forcé to undo the knots which Love can tie 
know 31 
your eyes show me favour , ñor can I know anything more certain about you ; indeed 
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XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XXIII 
LXXVII 
II 
XCII 
LIV 
XIX 
XIII 
cv 
cv 
cv 
II 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXXIX 
XCVII 
CV 
XCII 
XCVI 
CV 
cv 
XCVI 
CI 
XCVI 
cv 
XCII 
cv 
XLVI 
cv 
LXXXIX 
XCVI 
cv 
XIX 
XCII 
XCII 
CI 
XVIII 
XXIII 
cv 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XLVI 
XCII 
II 
CXIV 
XCVII 
I 
XCII 
cv 
XXIII 
XLVI 
XCVII 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
36 
15 
11 
9 
20 
112 
33 
30 
41 
24 
194 
43 
19 
73 
48 
46 
13 
8 
236 
25 
79 
151 
2 
20 
3 
6 
135 
40 
57 
135 
6 
35 
6 
159 
38 
173 
171 
5 
51 
29 
196 
24 
98 
30 
39 
78 
21 
20 
61 
14 
187 
32 
12 
59 
36 
7 
57 
14 
39 
One cannót 
is a miracle that pleasure - I do not 
the grace of your body ; he does not 
He who does not 
I am confident that you will come to 
r , I cannot think my grief will ever 
One may 
tainly / I have will to spare , but I 
Lily among thorns : we both 
ce I do not deserve your help , for I 
e that I might save my soul , and you 
be joined with yours ; and , since I 
11 my love ever change , as long as I 
e a habit , so that I may never again 
oluntary act of good , and you do not 
ur , you are without love , or do not 
to go where her road lies : I do not 
ain that my will is free and 
O mercy , God ! But 
do not 
do not 
do not 
do not you consider me most ready 
for my strength is weak ; I desire to 
cribe of him who is dead and does not 
among rocks is afraid ( lie does not 
t know where he will go ( he does not 
I want to go to meet you ; I do not 
I do not 
anee of good is the reason men do not 
feel you ( intuitively } rather than 
Since I 
know , except by experience , the great pleasu 
know how - should be present 
know it as the subtle man does : the colour , 
know ( it from experience ) cannot feel pity f 
know me well , and , once you have known me , 
know moderation : I do not find my sufferings 
know my life to be in danger , falling into th 
know of no one who is so weak in strength , fo 
know that a man may well die of love ; the lea 
know that I do not make as much effort as I mi 
know that the reverse may happen to me 
know that the world is of no profit to me , gi 
know that you take pleasure in me ; and I am c 
know the taste of joy 
know the way to this good 
know what love demands ; whoever suffers from 
know what prevents me from deciding to do this 
know what prevents me from this purpose 
know what to bee , of you , except that you { 
know what to say that I should not regret havi 
know what use there is to me in delaying ; the 
know what you have predestined for me ; to yo 
know where he will go ( he does not know wheth 
know where to set his feet ) to go ahead , bec 
know whether his God will want him for Himself 
know why I do not act as I would wish , since 
know why my heart does not burst 
know you 
know you ( by reason ) , so that the worse par 
know you , give me the strength to love you ! 
knowing 3 
Feeling my suffering to lie in wait , knowing , for certain that I must fall into it 
not show signs of love ; through not knowing , I live in a different ( kind of ) su 
1 ) : my spirit suffers equally , not knowing what God has decreed for you , for you 
knowledge 8 
knowledge , a coarse man reckons that the grea 
knowledge does not reach to ; excess of love m 
knowledge is not within our power 
knowledge of Him ! When suffering decreases , 
knowledge of his aliment and will understand i 
knowledge of such things 
knowledge that she lacks nothing to make herse 
knowledge was infallible ? Change into nothing 
sposed to feel it ; but , through his 
ng allowed myself to speak of what my 
the first thing to return , but firm 
self to be cruel : so confused is our 
in which case , lie will have greater 
as clever as the scholars who have no 
on ; possessing in herself such great 
then , did you créate me , since your 
situation , not having wished for or 
Love is 
lacks nothing to make herself wholly 
have come to it alone ? I would have 
is felt and not understood ; few have 
to know me well , and , once you have 
e condition of all those which can be 
e in retirement from the world and be 
n who is condemned to death , and has 
d not a substance , and makes himself 
known 10 
known anything else 
known by its effeets 
known : her beauty blinds the devout man ; her 
known how much your will desired me , fearing 
known its cause ; joys and sufferings usually 
known me , all the suffering I have felt becau 
known on earth 
known only as a hermit 
known this for a long time and takes courage , 
known to us through his actions ; he does not 
knows 8 
pleases ; how or why , no living man knows 
man does : the colour , yes , but he knows nothing of the texture 
he worse part will remain to me ; lie knows of you who is without you 
injury ; he whom death never tempted knows still less of it 
mind ; and Love , who has caused it , knows the reason which drives me 
empered in that whose temper no lover knows ; this is the work of Love 
share in the spirit , the coarse man knows well 
res takes its own course , and no one knows where the médium lies 
to such suffe 
, who wishes 
LXIII 
LXVIII 
LXXVI I 
LXIII 
CI 
II 
CV 
XIX 
XXIII 
XCII 
CI 
IV 
30 as ! my pleasure turns to suffering 
12 
24 
14 
63 
41 
37 
15 
49 
57 
labour 1 
labour is doubled after a little rest like t 
for God 's benefits 
laboured 1 
he who has not laboured receives no pay 
lack 5 
heart ; he only tells me I shall not lack a good reward 
omed pain , fortune makes me feel its lack of favour ; I do not complain of Love , e 
t : desire possesses him , which is a lack of good , and , { once ) that good ( is } 
t away if my words are feigned ! Your lack of love drives on my desire , and your ey 
Lack of sleep brings thinness to my body , my 
lacking 2 
I do not valué it sufficiently ; I am lacking in both fear and hope 
my strength is great , I find myself lacking in strength , since I make no attempt 
lacks 2 
30 herself such great knowledge that she lacks nothing to make herself wholly known : h 
82 o achieve its own pleasure , which it lacks the power to obtain , for it is entirely 
lady 8 
Fair and intelligent lady : all tasks are light , ( compared ) to m 
Wise lady : apart from you , God cannot give me any 
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II 
LXVIII 
III 
XVIII 
XXIII 
I 
XIII 
XCII 
41 
25 
17 
13 
28 
41 
8 
107 
LXXVII 
XIII 
LXIII 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCII 
XVIII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
II 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCII 
IV 
27 
31 
62 
17 
16 
94 
44 
13 
215 
58 
7 
41 
139 
46 
12 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
XCII 
CXIV 
LIV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
LIV 
36 
31 
123 
193 
121 
32 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
CI 
13 
25 
36 
CV 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
15 
45 
23 
Wise lady : give me a crust of your bread , to take 
Wise lady : I cut off base desires from myself ; no 
Wise lady : I do not need to say I love you , since 
11 finds happiness in loving you , my lady , its gaze is quite different from the ga 
e ) very wise and good , but it is my Lady Teresa who tastes of perfection ; possess 
Wise lady : when love is very oíd , absence is the 
lament 2 
to accompany them in their continual lament 
e for her death and I am compelled to lament my misfortune I have lost so much tha 
26 1* is involved 
lamentations 1 
so that the tears and lamentations of both are never silent 
30 is allowed , for , when such a person 
16 n and bred , they will leap on to dry 
27 n any other pleasure , since pleasant 
209 when the saint fails , his feast day 
when I put it on , I felt it was very 
er be achieved ; and if I must end my 
he pains of love , his passion cannot 
s a strange grief , but this does not 
, they will leap on to dry land as a 
This peace in me does not 
I , in order to rise to 
; the quantity of love has no hope of 
; and when the loved one dies , love 
ollow nature : one dies and the other 
le weather ; he calculates that if it 
ps me in sadness , so that , while it 
others sample her great pain , which 
concupiscible desire , and generally 
he other from the west , and ( this ) 
23 ur will not delay , for it is already 
I am sure that it will come sooner or 
he other , and whichever he loses lie 
body in itself desires its pleasure ; 
21 If it is the 
3 ? And if I do not weep , who sees me 
38 ow me , let some of them follow me in 
Great suffering can alter the 
e ! I implore you both to change your 
ar as it was the beginning of our own 
s suffering or joy , according to the 
The Mosaic 
your law , and not to resemble that ( 
124 ause of which it can be said that the 
55 sion , just as the desires themselves 
laments 1 
laments his situation 
land 1 
land as a last resort 
his complaining , comf 
languor 1 
languor is involved in it 
lapses 1 
lapses 
large 
large 
1 
and ( it is ) very tight now that I we 
last 5 
last day , there will also be an end to good 1 
last : desire possesses him , which is a lack 
last long : the experienced man confirms this 
last resort 
last very long , since suffering endures longe 
lasting 2 
lasting good , throw away all the cross pleasu 
lasting , the quality of good love never tires 
lasts 7 
lasts for as long as the dead one retains the 
lasts for ever , the third is that which looks 
lasts for long , it would be better for him to 
lasts , I cease to feel or understand 
lasts longer than any other 
lasts , since it greatly concerns the soul , b 
lasts until one of the winds abandons its grea 
late 
late when I shall set foot on the hateful ro 
later 3 
later , if the road is not closed to me by dea 
later recovers 
later the soul feels it and wants to achieve i 
latter 
latter 
laugh 
laugh , 
laughter 
laughter 
1 
cancel my' spirit , let my being retur 
though I do not suffer continual pain 
some in tears , for I am ready to t 
law 6 
law and make a heart composed of steel and sto 
law , and not to resemble that ( law ) which i 
law , because of which it can be said that the 
law of the place where it has thrust out its d 
law was not good in itself ( one could not ent 
law ) which is harmful to me 
laws 1 
laws are a single one 
lay 1 
lay mixed together but since her death the 
These arrows are of gold and 
ys his sport, is confined to arrows of 
e worse it is for my thoughts , which 
75 hings happen to me ; I live in pain , 
not complain of Love , even though he 
ts the lesser and finds the way which 
1 break to pieces , for every extreme 
lead 3 
lead , and of a metal which is called silver : 
lead , and their forcé is not sufficient to dr 
lead me to great madness ; yes , and so great 
leading 1 
leading a perverse life and I fear everlasti 
leads 6 
leads me to death ; I remain indifferent to pa 
leads to his true end ; and when the appetite 
leads to its opposite : to the ( man of ) humb 
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II 
XCII 
cv 
XLVI 
XVIII 
15 eloved : displeasure is the way which leads to not-loving , but not a single step of 
19 Honest love leads to the cult of saintly lovers : I love y 
174 nly of you and may find the way which leads towards you ; do this , Lord , and if I 
16 e they were born and bred 
53 
XCVII 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
LXXIX 
CV 
I 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XXIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
IV 
cv 
cv 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCVII 
LXXXII 
LXXVII 
II 
cv 
60 
45 
43 
23 
187 
28 
80 
6 
11 
76 
17 
19 
21 
35 
25 
1 
179 
28 
31 
4 
74 
3 
114 
206 
152 
107 
22 
32 
84 
182 
151 
19 
36 
6 
1 
17 
168 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LIV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LXVIII 
CV 
LXVI 
CV 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XCVI 
XIII 
XCVI 
XCVII 
XCVI 
LXXIII 
XIII 
LIV 
XIII 
CV 
44 
100 
37 
,64 
122 
141 
11 
5 
27 
136 
19 
45 
13 
19 
24 
5 
22 
43 
27 
1 
1 
38 
3 
141 
reveáis subtleties to me 
leap 1 
they will leap on to dry land as a last resort 
learned 1 
which the learned do not succeed in mastering , and wh 
least 3 
ne he loves is dead ; or he should at least live in retirement from the world and be 
If you feel in the least offended by such behaviour , you are wit 
that a man may well die of love ; the least you can do is believe with all your hear 
With those of sil 
the senses puts { it 
my mind when the time 
of Love , and , now I 
f I ever reject it or 
they are in suffering 
e advice of their good 
such an extent that I 
, saying with tears : 
In ( such ) danger , 
er , and ( that ) , if 
I fear death because I 
ver he can only 
) out , since I 
comes for me to 
am compelled to 
even attempt to 
, they long to 
reason ; and I 
should wish to 
1Please do not 
you will never 
I am forced to 
do not want to 
leave 12 
leave a scar , but those whom lie wounds are e 
leave all that my emotions feel , and believe 
leave behind former pleasure 
leave him , what to others is evil to me seems 
leave it behind 
leave it behind , and always think of themselv 
leave it through false opinión , thinking I lo 
leave its bitter limits , and if I see before 
leave me , have pity on my suffering ! ' O wre 
leave my mind ; rather shall I vow to the God 
leave this world , my whole misfortune will be 
leave you , for Love is cancelled by death ; b 
ble which refines and perfects gold 
fire , the dross goes off in smoke 
1 damnation ; all present pleasure is 
am ) set free by Love , and , having 
Many have 
d which held the life of you who have 
If she whom I love has 
When the body dies , nothing is 
still less happy ; there is no colour 
ut , remembering the pleasure , he is 
since it is not broken into pieces or 
Leaving 3 
Leaving aside the manner of the troubadours , 
leaving it puré , and scatters the rest in smo 
leaving puré gold which cannot be corrupted , 
left 9 
left behind 
left him , all pleasure has gone from me 
left the world without losing anything , folio 
left this world , as the fates secretly decree 
left this world , her greater part still survi 
left to the one who loved it except grief at t 
left , white or black : for me , nothing is da 
left with pain 
left without blood ! Little love and great pit 
e fire , he will not be pitied , much 
ring , ñor can man appreciate , still 
ver served you , and you have done no 
enance : nothing makes me sad , still 
ppiness , and my desire may grow much 
whom death never tempted knows still 
the fool ) , except that the fool is 
The world cannot show 
aws of the strong lion will fear much 
less 10 
less defended 
less feel , it 
less for them than I ask of you ; and so I beg 
less happy ; there is no colour left , white o 
less if yours fluctuates and does not show tha 
less of it 
less often right 
less pity than it has for me at the moment 
Less than fish are found in woods and lions dw 
less the sting of the wasp 
lessen 1 
God who has bound us together not to lessen my firm intentions and to keep you cont 
lesser 2 
r ; for the greater part attracts the lesser and finds the way which leads to his tr 
ain measure ; the lover is greater or lesser in someone else 's opinión , and Love a 
What man is so just , 
another ; since she has been cruel , 
in this world lie is sent no triáis ; 
for a dark place in which to be sad : 
elf ; no weeds grow on my riverbank ; 
, give me the strength to love you ! 
wills ! Let me not see you thus , or 
strength to reject it altogether and 
hen you join together unequal wills ! 
he is in such a place because of me ; 
illed with tales of great deeds ; and 
it is the latter , cancel my spirit , 
pity me when they see my suffering ; 
ind nothing to satisfy me ; whether I 
Let all who are in love follow me 
Let 22 
Let all who are in love follow me , let some o 
let alone myself , that he is not afraid ? If 
Let every man judge the cause of my desire , a 
let her show no pity for me ; whoever lies in 
let him not hope for God ' s benefits : he who 
let him read my writings , which reveal troubl 
let it be understood that , deep in my heart , 
Let love overeóme the fear I have of you ! And 
let me die ; death 's bitterness will be sweet 
let me feel a tiny spark of the pleasure which 
Let me not be the only one in your disfavour ! 
Let me not see you thus , or let me die ; deat 
let me not suffer such anguish 
let me walk among tombs , questioning the soul 
let my being return to nothingness , the more 
let my false companion feel pleasure , and the 
let my mind wander or concéntrate my thoughts 
Let no one think that 1 spin out my words , an 
Let people celébrate feast days and be glad , 
let some of them follow me in laughter , some 
Let squares , streets and pleasant gardens be 
Let those habits which kept me from you die , 
XVIII 23 y to tempt me ; their cause is a 
letter 1 
dead letter as far as I am concerned 
level 
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IV 
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CV 
XCVII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCVII 
CV 
LXVI 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
XCVII 
I 
LIV 
XXXIX 
XCII 
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CV 
CV 
XLVI 
LIV 
22 
110 
22 
2 
33 
52 
40 
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32 
4 
34 
12 
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2 
18 
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59 
24 
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8 
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1 
5 
20 
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24 
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12 
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32 
75 
69 
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8 
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75 
5 
52 
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25 
73 
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240 
36 
19 
42 
17 
18 
14 
33 
2 
90 
101 
143 
51 
33 
track ; he will not and cannot use a level path , he cannot go back since someone e 
bling you , you raise hira to a higher level than man ; therefore it is very right th 
liar 1 
themselves ) being in love , and the liar is believed as much as lie wishes ; and I 
XCII 54 
XCII 
CI 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XVIII 
XLVI 
XCII 
CV 
153 
49 
25 
21 
24 
19 
35 
96 
liberty 
time of my suffering and take away my liberty I find myself a prisoner , ( now tha 
But I 
e and fear ; ín such present joy will 
gladly ) sepárate body from soul , if 
finds himself among rocks is afraid ( 
pleasant mouthful , turns everything 
hat the sky is quite clear and fine , 
re grows no longing for those friends 
anyone should wish for that of which 
Feeling my suffering to 
who goes off into the wilderness when 
Every true lover suffers greatly when 
consider himself blameless as long as 
ffers God 's anger when in this world 
at the worse part will remain to me ; 
or the other , and whichever he loses 
is own sake , not refusing the reward 
ccording to where he starts from , so 
n the devil himself will pity me when 
ornan who uves on earth , merely that 
O you , wretched ones , who 
ss he is from Spain ; in which case , 
t man is so unaccustomed to love that 
, and the liar is believed as much as 
fore my life ends , I wish my body to 
an only leave a scar , but those whom 
e , and no one knows where the médium 
: he exists solely where his goodwill 
I.am like the master whose ship 
I ought to go where her road 
rience ) cannot feel pity for him who 
let her show no pity for me ; whoever 
ness ; whatever God wishes to give me 
0 take refuge from him : his strength 
suffering is increased : its opposite 
The place where 
1 pray God for what for the most part 
ut I choose so that Love may grant me 
wounded me , and so I give up ( my ) 
have half killed me and taken away my 
tears wet my face when I think of her 
; I live in pain , leading a perverse 
I love you much more in deáth than in 
; I live in sadness , remembering her 
d that cannot be without contempt for 
ence ! Just as the sick man clings to 
? I beg you , Lord , to cut short my 
m , I had not returned to the arms of 
ere her own resides ; and , before my 
u are right whether you give death or 
hould pity me for this strange way of 
t extreme of lovers , after him whose 
Her } 
oughts were dead and I could spend my 
e great happiness ; on the other , my 
any people for praising so highly the 
now broken the thread which held the 
March ! I pray God not to prolong my 
desserts ; I am greatly vexed that my 
0 Lord God ! Prolong my 
me for many evils ; I do not wish my 
One may know my 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lie 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
lies 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
life 
25 
at death 's door : be sure of that 
be found ! I have forgotten that I ( ever 
could really believe that you would pity h 
does not know where to set his feet ) to g 
eats into suffering ; like the hermit in w 
firmly believes that with a single anchor 
had in the world , not having been for a 1 
has no hope 
in wait , knowing , for certain that I mus 
is beaten by another of his kind who is to 
is faced with despair ; but , mercifully , 
is not protected from you ! You are that p 
is sent no triáis ; let him not hope for G 
knows of you who is without you 
later recovers 
may give , willingly abandon myself to his 
projects his strength 
sees me going through torment like his own 
should agree to dwell in me ; he is like d 
underground , your bodies bleeding , from 
will have greater knowledge of his aliment 
will take certainty for a companion ? Thro 
wishes ; and I find myself so overeóme by 
with its arms around hers 
wounds are exempted from death 
11 
and he places his entire will in hers 
cióse to shore and he thinks it { as safe 
: I do not know what prevents me from dec 
in pain and torment ; so I pardon everyon 
in the earth is not afraid to fall still 
in you 
lower than the earth 
outside nature , a strong and piercing , 
the great suffering I experience is not e 
with you : that you may have regard to my 
25 
soul taste naturally is a pleasant , 
2 ne reaches you , give me your hand or 
r black : for me , «nothing is dark or 
and intelligent lady : all tasks are 
the divine light , realized that the 
Show me the 
ust as the saints , seeing the divine 
of wax ; the great fear will bring to 
It gives 
with an eye of flesh : I beg you give 
and death ; I live in sadness , rememberi 
, and I fear everlasting death in the nex 
, and I forgive those who will not believ 
, and I mourn her death as best I can 
and without my despising it for your sake 
because his ailments are familiar to him 
before worse things happen to me ; I live 
, but had then paid my account to death , 
ends / I wish my body to lie with its arm 
: everything is equal when it comes from 
, for Love wants me for his court and sen 
God takes away : since I am alive ", my he 
had still not come to an end when I saw h 
in sleeping ! He lives poorly who has his 
is full of triáis ; it is placed in the s 
of sadness , but I who have seen its glor 
of you who have left this world , as the 
, or ( else ) to instil in me this firm i 
should be drawn out , and I am terrified 
, since I feel I am drawing near to you 
to be exempted from a most grave event , 
to be in danger , falling into the hands 
life-giving 1 
life-giving medicine 
lift 1 
lift me by the hair 
light 8 
light 
light , í compared ) to my triáis when I- see y 
light of the world was false , despising earth 
light of true hope , not that vain hope which 
light , realized that the light of the world w 
light the secrets which will never be revealed 
light to blind desire , though not so complete 
light to the eyes of the soul ! My will is qui 
if I do not-reach out my 
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III 9 
lightly 1 
A wise doctor does not take the case lightly when the heat does not come to the sur 
LXVI 
XIX 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
CV 
XCII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XIX 
XCIV 
XXIX 
CI 
I 
XCII 
LXVI 11 
IV 
LXXXI 
I 
I 
II 
LXVI 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
I 
I 
XCII 
XCII 
XIII 
XCIV 
XCVI 
34 
39 
17 
9 
82 
117 
39 
104 
25 
8 
89 
1 
17 
33 
39 
1 
1 
1 
13 
1 
1 
32 
40 
5 
31 
22 
128 
124 
9 
97 
38 
d has allowed to make the oíd man act 
ot reach to ; excess of love makes me 
The time is near when I shall live 
The sea will boil 
e I cannot grieve as much as I should 
eelings drive my thoughts up and down 
e should agree to dwell in me ; he is 
flesh desires flesh , soul seeks its 
hen lie sees me going through torment 
ers who lost the woman they loved are 
everything lie eats into suffering ; 
e world would be impaired ; but it is 
I am not 
lose it , my suffering , increases : 
I am 
lment I come to die , since it is not 
I am 
My deeds of love are 
bour is doubled after a little rest , 
rovide him with some pleasure , he is 
d my own actions seem strange to me ; 
ve and grief ; and I go through pains 
Everyone seeks and desires his 
at I ever offended her , and I should 
and capture all my senses , do as you 
like 31 
like a child , and ( because of whom } the wis 
like a child : I desire and do not desire for 
like a hermit , the better to keep Love 's fea 
like a pot in the oven , chancing its colour a 
like at the infinite damnation which I fear ; 
like clouds in the air ; at times I grieve , a 
like death , who catches the fugitive and flee 
like : from the one and the other is born an i 
Like gold which , ( when ) they extract it fro 
like his own 
like me in part , but are not altogether equal 
Like the bull who goes off into the wilderness 
Like the child who , for his age , can walk we 
like the hermit in whom there grows no longing 
like the insufficient antidote whose power is 
like the little page who seeks a master who wi 
Like the man who desires food to satisfy his d 
Like the man who finds himself cióse to death 
like the man who is condemned to death , and h 
Like the man who takes pleasure in dreams and 
like the master whose ship lies cióse to shore 
like the other and is { much ) greater 
like the philosopher who , in order to rise to 
like the Romans' ( deeds ) , which were greate 
like the sick man who , for one pleasant mouth 
like the woman with her child , who , if it cr 
like those actions which my own opinions prais 
like those of Hell because in this world I sha 
like ; thus I take no pleasure in the company 
like to redeem this with my blood 
like with me , for I do not defend myself agai 
103 olds 
likenesses 1 
for it is born inevitably from likenesses ; flesh desires flesh , soul seeks 
LXXXIX 
likes 1 
ur ) service they will be firm ; Love likes to be waited on by such servants 
XIX 
LIV 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XIII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XLVI 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
41 
41 
39 
41 
56 
41 
56 
73 
37 
29 
51 
17 
t ( other 
or a fox 
ich come : 
ha't I shoi 
Lily 7 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
believe the lover who is d 
Love 's torments make Fear 
may God make you realize h 
my power is not so great t 
my will is tempered in tha 
we both know that a man ma 
whoever considers love ( f 
limit 2 
) desire which in me has no limit is the means by which my suffering is in 
0 God ! why is there no limit to love , that I might have come to it a 
limited 1 
for their power to love is limited , since it is no more than brute appet 
limits 2 
from nature are contained in limits and certainty 
ould wish to leave its bitter limits , and if I see before me the worm of ab 
167 
lion 1 
not afraid of the claws of the strong lion will fear much less the sting of the wasp 
lions 1 
Less than fish are found in woods and lions dwell in water will my love ever change 
liquids 1 
Those liquids which never pardoned have now broken t 
216 f I pray to you for my flesh 
listen 1 
do not listen to me 
XCVI I 
XCVI I 
XCVI I 
XCVI I 
LXVI 11 
CI 
I 
I 
XCVI I 
XCII 
LIV 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
LIV 
2 
58 
57 
23 
1 
28 
30 
24 
50 
165 
2 
4 
35 
126 
10 
ught myself a lover 
lover can escape the 
nce I do not die , I 
n into pieces or left 
I 
, since my suffering 
suffering ; labour is 
ries and begs her for 
never stop weeping 
I can recognize 
charge of loving 
accuse myself of 
without blood ! 
am not like the 
is mixed with a 
doubled after a 
poison , has so 
I do not love so 
little 9 
little feeling of love in myself 
little if he remains alive when the one he lov 
little love 
Little love and great pity should be enough fo 
little page who seeks a master who will treat 
little pleasure 
little rest , like the sick man who , for one 
little sense that she cannot refuse it 
little that no tears wet my face when I think 
ve rise to noble actions as long as I 
live 
live 
17 
sent , I miss that woman who makes me live ? And if I do not weep , who sees me laug 
lear day is dark night to men , and I 
gns of love ; through not knowing , I 
live by that which ordinary people do not tast 
live in a different ( kind of ) suffering : in 
I seem to live in another world , and my own actions see 
he good which is set before me that I live in hope of it without suffering ; if I d 
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cv 
LIV 
XCVII 
XCVII 
CV 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
III 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
75 
25 
60 
52 
103 
57 
17 
8 
23 
111 
9 
before worse things happen to me I live 
To live 
loves is dead ; or he should at least live 
hen I think of her life and death ; I live 
nd I am terrified that it may end ; I live 
Man could not live 
The time is near when I shall live 
for my symptoms show that I shall not live 
andón myself to his sadness and shall live 
Love does not live 
How will he manage to live 
in pain , leading a perverse life , and I 
in pleasure brings with it fear of death 
in retirement from the world and be known 
in sadness , remembering her life , and I 
in suffering , for my desire is not firm 
in the world if it were cleansed of evil 
like a hermit , the better to keep Love ' 
much longer 
sadly for ever 
when desire and hope are dead , and in no 
without suffering , having lost the good 
116 
lived 1 
And when she lived on earth in the flesh I wanted to love 
18 g greater than that of Tityos 
liver 1 
whose liver is devoured by a vulture and each time 
XCII 
LXIII 
I 
XIII 
XCII 
XCII 
cv CV 
LXVI 
182 
37 
19 
10 
215 
120 
204 
32 
30 
CV 
XVIII 
IV 
XVIII 
47 
43 
28 
42 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
CV 
II 
XCII 
LXVI 
XCII 
XVIII 
XLVI 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
II 
XCII 
XCII 
I 
CXIV 
I 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
III 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXIII 
I 
XCVI 
XXXIX 
LXXVII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCVII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
47 
12 
46 
178 
19 
165 
36 
215 
35 
32 
1 
208 
42 
238 
85 
7 
94 
17 
14 
48 
35 
2 
11 
8 
221 
161 
139 
95 
131 
217 
31 
34 
11 
3 
20 
36 
150 
44 
14 
6 
59 
lives 3 
The spirit lives 
I do not ask him for any woman who lives on earth , merely that lie should agree 
could spend my life in sleeping ! He lives poorly who has his thought for enemy , b 
living 6 
ake no pleasure in the company of the living 
he dead one retains the pledge of the living 
the dead do not think at all of tile living , and the grief which I endure without 
to death , so that now I would not be living in doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell m 
es where it pleases ; how or why , no living man knows 
nothing to me , ( since.I had been ) living with it , and with a fresh ailment I co 
180 ut custom hinders me 
loaded 1 
in time past I loaded myself with sin 
loathing 3 
that pleasure which quickly turns to loathing 
in an instant your pleasures turn to loathing , and you are tired of them : every d 
d a greater one , so I feel scorn and loathing for those desires which , ( once they 
lodgings 
ts make Fear and Trust share the same lodgings there is not the slightest doubt th 
long 
t , man does not fall into error , as long 
k ; nothing holds you back from me as long 
As long 
seeing myself lose the world , for as long 
n water will my love ever change , as long 
se will give rise to noble actions as long 
may not consider himself blameless as long 
he loved one die3 , love lasts for as long 
the body is the soul *s prison and as long 
all pleasure on earth for me - for as long 
The wounded deer does not long 
sure ; when this fails , love is not long 
one , if it is not dead , will not be long 
gather me to her place ; do not delay long 
to me with suffering , { but ) before long 
; he calculates that if it lasts for long 
This peace in me does not last very long 
trange grief / but this does not last long 
d to death , and has known this for a long 
it has adopted , ( and ) which for a long 
in the world , not having been for a long 
long , for the spring as much as I ( long 
and when they are in suffering , they long 
23 
and if h as he does not break the rules 
as I am given your will 
as I do not think , I find some rest , bu 
as I grieve ( for it ) I do not love you 
as I know that you take pleasure in me ; 
as I live 
as lie is not protected from you ! You ar 
as the dead one retains the pledge of the 
as the soul dwells in it , it is in darkn 
as we are alive , I do not believe this c 
, for the spring as much as I ( long ) to 
in declining : when the saint fails , his 
in dying ; that other ( desire ) by which 
in wishing me in the' next world , ( and ) 
, it is a pleasant pain 
, it would be better for him to seek harb 
, since suffering endures longer than pie 
: the experienced man confirms this 
time and takes courage , and they make hi 
time it has worn , of black material or c 
, time near habitation , ( and ) by chañe 
) to be in your presence ; only by this b 
to leave it behind , and always think of 
longer 7 
ptoms show that I shall not live much longer 
ve , since that which made it feel no longer exists ; if I have any desire , he is a 
When will be the day I no longer fear death ? It will be when I am set o 
s sample her great pain , which lasts longer than any other 
t very long , since suffering endures longer than pleasure 
place where they used to dwell is no longer there 
d confused has gone : the grain is no longer with the straw ; no other experience , 
longing 2 
than gall , for I suffer the pain of longing and see no way of hoping for any good 
ike the hermit in whom there grows no longing for those friends lie had ih the world 
look 6 
rom that body which I loved so much , look at me in my suffering : I hesitate to spe 
he who suffers misfortunes should not look for a dark place in which to be sad : let 
indeed , it is unnecessary for me to look for more , in order to be content > 
) suffering : in whatever direction I look , I am burned 
I look on all things with an equal countenance : 
ñd show what has become of you : your look will not cause me terror -
looks 3 
ents me from deciding to do this ; it looks as if I wanted to , but it is not true , 
In my suffering , if one looks closely , one will find that pleasure is 
ts for ever , the third is that which looks to false appetite 
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cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
175 
143 
73 
169 
191 
y which leads towards you ; do this 
avels in that direction ? I beg you 
I beg you 
Then help me 
Lord 5 
Lord , and if I ever stray from xt , may I be 
Lord God ! Prolong my life , since I feel I am 
Lord , to cut short my life before worse thing 
Lord , to make me unfeeling , so that I never 
Lord , with the flre of faith , and consume in 
IV 
XCVII 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
I 
XCVII 
XIII 
CXIV 
CV 
CXIV 
CV 
XLVI 
II 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
20 
48 
43 
227 
81 
12 
56 
29 
77 
177 
26 
139 
33 
36 
31 
24 
lose 
this ; my unchaste body was afraid to lose 
am displeased enough , for I wish to lose 
ade it great by valuing highly what I lose 
e an end has come to our love , and I lose 
re with my sufferings , I immediately lose 
pleasure in this thought , but when I lose 
I would rather lose 
arth my naked body , which expects to lose 
it through false opinión , thinking I lose 
ake away the anguish of seeing myself lose 
ove has made me come to this : that I lose 
sin ; for , by not sinning , I shall lose 
- : { that ) after my death , you may lose 
13 
a place which gave it pleasure 
all pleasure and that my eyes would never 
; for , seeing myself deprived of all lov 
hope of seeing her again , unless I soon 
it and return to my anguish 
it , my suffering , increases : like the 
my reason if it ( i 
no other pleasure than that of imagining 
the world and all that is ( in it 
the world , for as long as I grieve ( for 
the world through being unable to love ; 
those habits which have been the cause of 
your power to love and it may quickly be 
loses 3 
actions that in a short time the body loses a good part of its flesh 
forgets everything else , so that he loses all sense of himself in thinking of her 
s one or the other , and whichever he loses lie later recovers 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCVII 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
XCII 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
74 
69 
125 
21 
143 
21 
64 
106 
29 
24 
40 
14 
14 
108 
10 
88 
3 
35 
losing 4 
Many have left the world without losing anything , following the advice of thei 
ses who settles his accounts and , in losing such pleasures , is divorced from human 
led by Death , ñor do I feel grief at losing , the world 
I am losing what many men have lost , and I suffer 
lost 
further : my hope in what I hoped is lost 
I am losing what many men have lost 
body , I feel sorrow , since they are lost 
r loves the flesh , once the flesh is lost 
I do not mourn the injury of my lost 
ecrees it , because its pleasures are lost 
my feelings stupefied ; my spirit has lost 
Having lost 
pt mourn the goodness of the time now lost 
lled to lament my misfortune ; I have lost 
ge to live without suffering , having lost 
esh makes me vomit ; great lovers who lost 
custom : among other people , love is lost 
me to die and all hope of cure is now lost 
14 
, and I suffer more , the more I excel th 
beyond recall 
, ceases to love , but , remembering the 
delight , s o great is the fear which com 
in Death ; in its suffering my soul is in 
its feeling 
Love , I do not want God to help me by ma 
? Seeing clearly that he has deceived him 
so much that no good can reach me : Fortu 
the good which he possessed ? He sees wel 
the woman they loved are like me in part 
through absence , and my own love does no 
to me 
40 n good departs 
loud 1 
it summons evil with loud cries to take its place 
II 
II 
XVIII 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
LXXVII 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
XCII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CV 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
II 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XIX 
LXVI 
XCIV 
32 
44 
15 
39 
40 
56 
68 
16 
23 
24 
8 
66 
110 
57 
22 
19 
2 
20 
9 
126 
23 
123 
3 
66 
226 
34 
102 
79 
26 
162 
21 
2 
26 
5 
9 
43 
16 
101 
love 
who accuses me , { now that I am ) in love 
ood / except that which costs me much love 
es to be sensual lovers , unworthy of Love 
0 that my flesh does not disturb true love 
se who will receive good or evil from Love 
ignorant : ignorance is the enemy of Love 
s the fault because of which I cannot love 
love as much as Love can make anyone love 
leasure as when my thoughts wander in love 
ve that I cannot say how much I am in love 
hich Love wounds those ( who are ) in love 
1 think that Death has taken away our love 
nnot love , since he finds nothing to love 
0 not die , I accuse myself of little love 
uffef more , the more I excel them in love 
ced with despair ; but , mercifully , Love 
bodies bleeding , from the stroke of Love 
intly lovers : I love you with such a love 
hose who disagree with me are without love 
I love 
pieces or left without blood ! Little love 
1 not go away unless they re-ject both love 
soner , ( now that I am ) set free by Love 
for the dead person comes from mutual love 
If I believe an end has come to our love 
my death , you may lose your power to love 
return to it : I remember her acts of love 
me as has made me worship the god of Love 
ose the world through being unable to love 
will be when I am set on fire by your love 
ved , without ( themselves ) being in love 
No one can have it in his power to love 
, be sure that it does not make true love 
My deeds of love 
The wounds of Love 
, and the timid man when he thinks of Love 
avour , but reward for my service ; I love 
sser in someone else ' s opinión , and Love 
202 
allows him not to be deprived of the hope 
/ and all those who , with burning hearts 
, and Death cannot take it away from me 
and fear love 's suffering , and when the 
and fear with honest shame the spirit alo 
and great pity should be enough for it to 
and grief ; and I go through pains like t 
, and , having left him , all pleasure ha 
, and I feel the full pain of this : ( wh 
, and I lose hope of seeing her again , u 
and it may quickly be turned into anger , 
, and more vividly than before ; I do not 
, and , now I am compelled to leave him , 
; and perhaps I might love , if he would 
, and that cannot be without contempt for 
, and the liar is believed as much as lie 
another against his will , ñor be so stro 
( any more ) distant from me ; hotter tha 
are like the Romans' ( deeds ) , which we 
are ojf three kinds , and this can be seen 
; as for the bold lover , may his time be 
as much as Love can make anyone love 
assumes power , depending on where it ent 
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LXXVII 
XCII 
CXIV 
cv 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCVII 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XVIII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
CI 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
LIV 
II 
XCII 
LXXIII 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
LIV 
III 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XLVI 
XIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCVII 
LXXIII 
II 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
IV 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXIII 
IV 
III 
I 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
IV 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
LXVI 
IV 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
17 
84 
31 
222 
45 
106 
6 
16 
4 
36 
242 
46 
4 
137 
111 
11 
41 
13 
44 
15 
27 
18 
181 
32 
3 
33 
56 
196 
37 
1 
14 
192 
54 
33 
7 
38 
41 
114 
25 
13 
22 
40 
124 
117 
180 
21 
61 
65 
160 
25 
14 
57 
25 
10 
9 
180 
19 
27 
49 
2 
25 
24 
186 
26 
28 
45 
36 
98 
29 
3 
208 
27 
47 
20 
41 
183 
77 
11 
1 
223 
215 
19 
44 
39 
8 
30 
14 
6 
46 
26 
65 
25 
Na other help from your 
This kind of 
disinclined and totally abandoned by 
ince they arise from fear rather than 
d for ( the ) good or ( the ) evil of 
, once the flesh is lost , ceases to 
any ( lover ) from the past and what 
rd for my service ; I love as much as 
ficient forcé to undo the knots which 
ells in it , it is in darkness ) , so 
re withbut love , or do not know what 
is lost through absence , and my own 
rcome the fear I have of you ! And if 
In a noble heart , 
f my words are feigned ! Your lack of 
When 
; for , seeing myself deprived of all 
lack of favour ; I do not complain of 
t is pleasure 's chief enemy , and if 
oods and lions dwell in water will my 
er who is dead , and , in my fear , I 
kewarm desire hinders the pleasure of 
All 
Whoever runs away from 
Lily among thorns : whoever considers 
Let all who are in 
Pleasure and 
Following 
passed , sends out warmth or cold so 
e entirely mine ; I ara jealous if you 
I cannot say : 'In you is my hope ! ' 
shment ñor duties ( to perform ) , so 
s at peace and I alone at war , since 
ave exposed myself to every extreme ; 
If she whom I 
s inclined to vices ; the quantity of 
, many were killed in the past ; now 
nd cannot be cured , since she whom I 
easily observe the results in me ; my 
d on earth in the flesh , I wanted to 
With such a love I 
And I , who 
, if a man does not feel the pains of 
O Love , o 
In terms of 
O Love , o 
Having lost 
If at any time I sinned against 
enses , and my spirit covets works of 
O true 
With such a 
nd ( see } comfort struggling against 
unable to love ; and perhaps I might 
These desires disturb honest 
r , I can recognize little feeling of 
ora all those who do not achieve great 
ded ; then you will see the flames of 
ause I do not want to leave you , for 
all comforts fail me , for she whom I 
The stronger and more powerful 
ch injury ; and the high extreme ( of 
a wolf or a fox ; for their power to 
strange custom : among other people , 
mory of pleasure ; when this fails , 
o be altogether unlucky ; the food of 
o gross that you do Love no service ; 
although you show that the reason why 
Wise lady : when 
Then , what wonder I 
Most people tremble atthis kind of 
ve , having seen her die ; with great 
Because I am unique in 
elieve that my spirit burns with puré 
soul ; and when the loved one dies , 
Honest 
( your ) service they will be firm ; 
owledge does not reachx to ; excess of 
ving two women , but I choose so that 
tremity , if there is any place where 
hope of lasting , the quality of good 
ve ? What fool will accuse me if I do 
urself : you are so gross that you do 
desire , they do not take pleasure in 
O 
O 
love avails me , unless your eyes show me favo 
love avoids these conflicts , since its extent 
love : because of which , I remain in such a s 
love ; but , even as they are , give me abunda 
love , but it is my fate that Fortune brings m 
love , but , remembering the pleasure , he is 
Love can do in a place which is prepared ( for 
Love can make anyone love 
Love can tie 
Love carries off my spirit and does not take w 
Love dealt them an incurable wound ; Death sep 
love demands ; whoever suffers from this sickn 
love does not end with death ; indeed , I love 
love does not enter into me as I should wish , 
Love does not live when desire and hope are de 
Love does not undergo death , but ( only ) in 
love drives on my desire , and your eyes have 
Love dwells in me indivisibly , I feel such pl 
love , earth fails me and I cannot reach to He 
Love , even though he leads me to death ; I re 
Love ever brought pleasure , I am the man who 
love ever change , as long as I know that you 
love everything that had to do with her 
love ; extremes have the appearance of perfect 
love fails , except ( for love ) of self ; the 
Love , finds him , and I , who search for Love 
love ( finds that ) it has three parts , two o 
Love finds two places prepared for him in man 
love follow me , let some of them follow me in 
love , from which great desire is born , and h 
Love , from which it takes its form , most of 
Love gives suffering or joy , according to the 
love God a great deal ; when you take pleasure 
Love has a bittersweet flavour which my taste 
Love has cast me off , for he does not wish to 
Love has ceased to fight ; I am wounded and ca 
Love has demolished me with my own strength , 
love has left this world , her greater part st 
Love has made me come to this : that I lose th 
love has no hope of lasting , the quality of g 
Love has no more with which to make war to the 
love has no pity for the wound she has caused 
love has not been killed by Death , ñor do I f 
love her spirit alone : then , how much more s 
love her who is dead , and , in my fear , I lo 
love him for his own sake , not refusing the r 
love , his passion cannot last : desire posses 
Love : I am truly sorry that I have accused yo 
Love , I bear no great signs of injury , and I 
Love : I cut myself a coat from your cloth , d 
Love , I do not want God to help me by making 
Love : I feel you ( intuitively ) rather than 
Love , I have been punished ( for it ) , (so 
love ; I have no fear of burning in that blind 
Love ! I invoke and implore you : since you ha 
love I love her who is dead , and , in my fear 
love , I suffer so much in recovering from the 
love , if he would allow me to love without hi 
love in me , since , between good and evil , t 
love in myself 
love : in their desire , they do not take plea 
love increase 
Love is an accident and not a substance , and 
Love is cancelled by death ; but I do not beli 
love is cone , and will not come back 
Love is in me , the nearer to me I feel his pl 
love ) is its own pleasure : remembering nothi 
Love is known by its effects 
love is limited , since it is no more than bru 
love is lost through absence , and my own love 
love is not long in declining : when the Saint 
love is not so bitter that it may not be consi 
Love is said to be a voluntary act of good , a 
Love is unequal is' well concealed in you 
love is very oíd , absence is the worm that de 
love it ? And nothing consoles me so much 
love ; it is felt and not understood ; few hav 
love , it is hard to accept that I have escape 
love , it seems to me as if everything in me w 
love , keenly desiring that God should take he 
love lasts for as long as the dead oné retains 
love leads to the cult of saintly lovers : I 1 
Love likes to be waited on by such servants 
love makes me like a child : I desire and do n 
Love may grant me life 
Love may take root in you ; his passion finds 
love never tires 
love ? No one can forcé such a passion : there 
Love no service ; Love is said to be a volunta 
love , ñor do they experience good , if hope d 
Love , o Love : I am truly sorry that I have a 
Love , o Love : I cut myself a coat from your 
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LXVI 
CV 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
IV 
CV 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
LIV 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCII 
LXXVII 
XLVI 
LIV 
LXXIII 
XCII 
II 
XIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
II 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
XVIII 
XIX 
CI 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
II 
XXXIX 
CI 
XVIII 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
XCVII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
CV 
CV 
CV 
IV 
CV 
XCIV 
III 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
LXXVII 
41 
39 
3 
41 
46 
154 
22 
136 
54 
200 
78 
52 
1 
39 
18 
49 
25 
41 
34 
7 
29 
10 
16 
13 
41 
27 
49 
18 
109 
220 
50 
177 
23 
37 
19 
44 
29 
38 
42 
108 
31 
34 
13 
29 
28 
6 
5 
1 
29 
20 
16 
5 
33 
74 
32 
7 
34 
58 
41 
33 
4 
34 
28 
8 
57 
178 
155 
16 
135 
5 
17 
20 
88 
207 
214 
5 
9 
10 
109 
4 
174 
21 
All love fails , except { for 
O Love , o 
d by such behaviour , you are without 
All injuries that 
for its part , saying that in it this 
ve me the strength to love you ! Let 
e will not need to have faith in what 
Much more than this , all 
So 
In my imaginings , 
illing it ; you are compelled to take 
ve like a hermit , 'the better to keep 
I cannot get out of my mind that 
I want to be burned by 
For me , 
en accounts tell ; those who dwell in 
mortal fear : so it is with me , for 
ree with me are without love and fear 
Thus whoever does not feel 
Lily among thorns : 
ho expects neither good ñor evil from 
In times before our own , 
s dead , he who loved the body cannot 
esh ; then it is impossible for it to 
s would never stop weeping ! I do not 
loves his ( own ) true friend with a 
es ; and I find myself so overeóme by 
O God ! why is there no limit to 
What man is so unaecustomed to 
houghts rise to such a high degree in 
But the other 
dy , my wit is doubled by thinking of 
both know that a man may well die of 
In every 
This 
aring that you will not show signs of 
So it has happened to me , being in 
, ( once they are ) satisfied , cause 
have regard to my desire ; and I beg 
all my pleasures in one ; it pleases 
My spirit contemplates 
Oyez , oyez , all you who 
me for this strange way of life , for 
If 
What fool will aecuse me if I do not 
od which resides in it : it is this ( 
The signs of 
ough his weakness ,\ certainly , it is 
t by one who is out of his mind ; and 
ination in contemplating the person I 
no lover knows ; this is the work of 
O foolish 
O you , 
people , it is true that I find great 
, finds him , and I , who search for 
might love , if he would allow me to 
erced by the arrow of gold with which 
I fear , rather than 
long as I gríeve ( for it ) I do not 
rtune , but merely , God , to make me 
; I proclaim my intention to you : to 
I know you , give me the strength to 
does not end with death ; indeed , I 
Wise lady : I do not need to say I 
ads to the cult of saintly lovers : I 
great lovers who lost the woman they 
dies , nothing is left to the one who 
n the body or the soul ; and when the 
grief , reminding me of you , whom I 
She whom I have 
have departed from that body which I 
; so , once the body is dead , he who 
hose who , with burning hearts , have 
m Death has taken away the woman they 
I see many men who are 
36 nd over the flawless movement of your 
Love / o Love : on the day when the Innocent O 
Love of evil and ignorance of good is the reas 
love ) of self ; the whole world is overrun by 
Love : on the day when the Innocent One for th 
love , or do not know what love demands ; whoe 
Love or Fear could do me carne to an end on the 
love originates / and that it { is the body wh 
love overeóme the fear I have of you ! And if 
Love performs outside me ; its power will be s 
Love proceeds from both together , from an act 
love repels me and seems to me an abominable t 
Love reveáis subtleties to me , which the lear 
Love reveáis to me the great secrets which it 
Love 's advice : on you and on him depends my 
Love 's feast days ; no one should pity me for 
Love 's great favour is so powerful that it wi 
Love 's great sadness may be a certain and muc 
Love 's heat , for I find myself refreshed in 
Love 's peace is war ; if she through whom he 
love 's sickness , in believing me , feel no r 
Love ' s sickness was nothing to me , { since I 
love 's suffering , and when they are in suffe 
Love 's suffering does not torture me to such 
Love 's torment need not expect to enjoy his d 
Love 's torments make Fear and Trust share the 
Love , seeing his power so feeble / has broken 
love sees a great glory gathered within himsel 
Love shot all his golden arrows , but thoughtl 
love , since he finds nothing to love 
love , since that which made it feel no longer 
love so little that no tears wet my face when 
love such that Death does not diminish it ; ra 
Love that I cannot say how much I am in love 
love , that I might have come to it alone ? I 
love that lie will take certainty for a compan 
love that my soul is within the body which it 
love , that of puré friendship , its great str 
love ; the fat body which is given to sleeping 
love ; the least you can do is believe with al 
love there is a lover and a beloved ; so , one 
love / though fools do not believe it , is a t 
love ; through not knowing , I live in a diffe 
love , through the boundless pleasure I receiv 
Love to diminish , choosing those which arise 
Love to give you all his strength 
Love to make this change in me ; there is noth 
Love to such an extent that it seems to separa 
love truly , and pity me if I deserve to be pi 
Love wants me and Fortune draws me away : my s 
Love wants me for his court and sends for me 
Love were a rational substance and held the se 
love ? What fool will aecuse me if I do love ? 
love ) which gives joy without suffering , and 
love which men feel in such a situation , I fi-
Love who aecuses me , ( now that I am ) in lov 
Love , who has caused it , knows the reason wh 
love , who she is , what she is worth ; and th 
Love , who wishes me to see his great treasure 
Love ! Whoever desires your pleasure bases his 
Love , whom God has allowed to make the oíd ma 
love within me ; but if I consider any { lover 
Love within myself , have not found him ; in s 
love without his help 
Love wounds those ( who are ) in love 
love , you , and in your presence I confess th 
love you as much as I would , and I wish to do 
love you , for I am certain that the greatest 
love you honestly 
love you ! Let love overeóme the fear I have 
love you much more in death than in life , and 
love you , since I firmly believe that you are 
love you with such a love , and Death cannot t 
loved 10 
loved are like me in part , but are not altoge 
loved it except grief at the memory of pleasur 
loved one dies , love lasts for as long as the 
loved so much 
loved so much is now dead , but I am alive , h 
loved so much , look at me in my suffering : I 
loved the body cannot love , since he finds no 
loved well / I pray you , do not forget ! Come 
loved will be able to judge part of my sufferi 
loved , without ( theraselves ) being in love , 
lovely 1 
lovely body 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
IV 
108 
38 
31 
In every love there is a 
e mere intention of him who is a true 
n brute appetite , and if you see the 
lover , l'*7 
lover and a beloved ; so , once the body is de 
lover and loves himself for being of such a mi 
lover ( burn ) in the fire , he will not be pi 
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XCVII 58 No 
XCVII 7 simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of 
LXIII 50 it will be sufficient to preserve the 
XCVII 5 e within me ; but if I consider any ( 
XCVII 1 If at any time I thought myself a 
LXXIII 13 g , would have it reduced , is a poor 
XCIV 100 quantity has no certain measure : the 
XVIII 57 1 is tempered in that whose temper no 
XIX 44 n he thinks of Love ; as for the bold 
XCII 162 yone would say : 'Behold the greatest 
I 9 I am no 
LXIII 15 expect to enjoy his delights ; every 
LXIII 17 Every true 
XIX 41 Lily among thorns : believe the 
lover can escape the charge of loving little i 
lover , for I am not as passionate as I should 
lover from both hope and fear ; in such presen 
lover ) from the past and what Love can do in 
lover , I can recognize little feeling of love 
lover ; in sufferíng , it is a miracle that pl 
lover is greater or lesser in someone else 's 
lover knows ; this is the work of Love , who w 
lover , may his time be wasted 
lover of all ' , and each one pity my evil fat 
lover of the present , but of the past , which 
lover should bear this in mind : that , withou 
lover suffers greatly when lie is faced with d 
lover who is dumb and him who changes colour f 
XLVI 41 I am that most extreme of 
XCII 211 re the compound actions which torment 
LXXIII 24 7A great pleasure is hidden from 
XVIII 11 f burning in that blind fire in which 
XCII 19 est love leads to the cult of saintly 
XVIII 15 ose who show themselves to be sensual 
XCIV 88 for all flesh makes me vomit ; great 
XCIV 60 Who can believe that , among shameful 
LXXIII 45 t my soul is within the body which it 
LXXIII 29 mind than to think of the person one 
XXXIX 38 ention of him who is a true lover and 
XCII 176 Every true friend 
IV 28 e body , because of its composition , 
XCVII 59 e if he remains alive when the one he 
XCIV 106 Whoever 
lovers 7 
lovers , after him whose life God takes away : 
lovers , and each feels such pain , of such a 
lovers , from all those who do not achieve gre 
lovers grow hot 
lovers : I love you with such a love , and Dea 
lovers , unworthy of Love 
lovers who lost the woman they loved are like 
loves 8 
loves , an honest desire should struggle to be 
loves , and I am content with any kind of repu 
loves , and whoever attains to this forgets ev 
loves himself for being of such a mind 
loves his ( own ) true friend with a love such 
loves in the same way as a wolf or a fox ; for 
loves is dead ; or he should at least live in 
loves the flesh , once the flesh is lost , cea 
XIII 32 y , there will also be an end to good 
LXXIII 50 great glory gathered within himself , 
LXXIII 54 y in accordance with its own nature , 
LIV 21 tainty for a companion ? Through much 
XCVII 58 No lover can escape the charge of 
CXIV 23 Through 
IV 7 e other : so it has happened to me in 
CV 14 0 s which have been the cause of my not 
XIII 38 dies an innocent man and a martyr to 
XVIII 12 When my will finds happiness in 
loving 10 
loving 
loving another with sincere intention , for he 
loving for her own sake that creature whose vi 
loving I become a different person , so much s 
loving little if he remains alive when the one 
loving to excess , I find myself in this sitúa 
loving two women , but I choose so that Love m 
loving you 
loving you : he who would ( gladly ) sepárate 
loving you , my lady , its gaze is quite diffe 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
XCII 
32 
32 
lower 1 
e refuge from him : his strength lies lower than the earth 
lukewarm 1 
A lukewarm desire hinders the pleasure of love ; 
'" ra 1 
pleasure is mixed with it ; therefore m suffering will endure , since it has somethi 
XXIII 
CI 
IV 
XCII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIX 
CV 
LXXIX 
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25 Love has 
79 hts placed such a desire in me as has 
28 a friend to myself ., for I have never 
148 e a straight commandment , and I have 
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36 my thoughts 
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Who will show me how to make 
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t knowledge that shé" lacks nothing to make 
ong time and takes courage , and they make 
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The place where you are will make 
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re or fortune , but merely , God , to make 
I beg you , Lord , to make 
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a heart composed of steel and stone 
an effort , and I do not apply myself to 
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as much effort as I might 
excuses1 before you , when I have to give 
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for you an invisible crown 
herself wholly known : her beauty bllnds 
him think he will be reprieved , and put 
it clear which of the two has the greater 
it their occupation to iinderstand you , s 
me change my mind concerning what I would 
me content ( and ) I must find my pleasur 
me love you , for I am certain that the g 
me unfeeling , so that I never again expe 
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is not a true en*d , since it does not 
myself lacking in strength , since I 
substance which God kept in order to 
is in Germany , paralysed , unable to 
you , Love , whom God has allowed to 
pleasures in one ; it pleases Love to 
sire badly , be sure that it does not 
All pilgrims together will 
; now Love has no more with which to 
Lily among thorns : may God 
wish to be yours , to wish it also ; 
an accident and not a substance , and 
Another desire , which 
1 my desires on you : everything that 
iy , with unaccustomed pain , fortune 
ge does not reach to ; excess of love 
n I am absent , I miss that woman who 
ince He does not take away that which 
s with an equal countenance : nothing 
ure it brings me , the more I find it 
ure shows decrepitude , for all flesh 
, but the fear of misfortune , which 
cruel evil which takes away youth and 
im of his past pleasures , so that he 
who would have sworn I was capable of 
nd winds will accomplish my desires , 
O painful , final parting , 
ove , I do not want God to help me by 
ey are terrified of me , as of a dead 
quently , it is of no satisfaction to 
etter for him not to have been born a 
can contain perfect good , through me 
whom God has allowed to make the oíd 
What 
agre favours , there dies an innocent 
e is found in the thoughts of the sad 
te , its whole operation is worthy of 
t comprehend such suffering , ñor can 
nited with the soul that no action in 
rebels , blaspheming , against Him ; 
ceitful confidence ! Just as the sick 
does not last long : the experienced 
m to the appetite , though without it 
ite desires what is necessary to it , 
Thus , if a 
e goods which I alone possess , for a 
y ; he does not know it as the subtle 
spark of the pleasure which the good 
my desires are not to be found in any 
finds two places prepared for him in 
n appetite follows the soul 's part , 
The wise 
; the ignorant one sees that the sick 
known : her beauty blinds the devout 
eel joy as great as that of the pious 
great pleasure is that which any sad 
places prepared for him in man , for 
The eye of the ignorant 
What 
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Let every 
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ly among thorns : we both know that a 
llow nature , and each of them guides 
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ut , through his knowledge , a coarse 
Within 
elf , at great cost ? I see that each 
thy of man , and the reverse disturbs 
evil humours ; good and evil preserve 
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e whole world is overrun by envy ; no 
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make your blood soften my hard heart : it has 
makes 13 
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achieves this supreme good , and whoever h 
act like a child , and ( because of whom ) 
alive , enduring such pain , desires what 
and a martyr to loving you : he who would 
, and if people have seen in me great suff 
, and the reverse disturbs man 's nature a 
appreciate , still less feel , it 
can ever be called single ; neither is hum 
cannot reckon such great evil 
clings to life because his ailments are fa 
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could not live in the world if it were ele 
does not achieve the other : Saint John an 
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does not feel the pains of love , his pass 
does not perform pleasant things on his ow 
does : the colour , yes , but he knows not 
enjoys in you , so that my flesh , which r 
, except in him who is not troubled at all 
, for man is defined by his two natures : 
goes straight , following nature , his men 
has no advantage ( over the fool ) , excep 
has no fever and thinks him well , since h 
; her understanding is food for those who 
in church 
is allowed , for , when such a 
is composed of soul and body , 
is defined by his two natures 
is not so dim that he will not fail to rec 
is so just , let alone myself , that he is 
is so unaccustomed to love that lie will t 
judge the cause of my desire , and he will 
knows 
knows well 
may not consider himself blameless as long 
may well die of love ; the least you can d 
naturally ; when they act together , they 
of ) humble condition no insult seems seve 
reckons that the greatest good is delightf 
's body , the humours disagree ; from time 
's heart is harder than a stump of wood ; 
's nature and he does not achieve the end 
's radical heat , without which he would b 
seeks gross pleasures , not realizing how 
suffer , have surrendered to her without r 
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wants to do good , even when it is no effo 
) , was oppressed by fear of God , what sh 
when he thinks of Love ; as for the bold 1 
who can bear witness to it 
who desires food to satisfy his dangerous 
whü finds himself cióse to death , when th 
who , for one pleasant mouthful , turns ev 
who helps himself , and you cannot fail an 
who , in time of storm , when most people 
person lame 
which are c 
the body o 
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in from their wounds according to the manner in which they are struck 
Leaving aside the manner of the troubadours , who carried away 
all her to me in sadness and others -
dear , and this hope consoles me for 
, though these have been revealed to 
I am losing what 
I see 
have not understood my writings , and 
Human beings feel that 
There are 
d soften my hard heart : it has cured 
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on earth who have not understood my writi 
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votive offerings of wax ; the great fear 
were killed in the past ; now Love has no 
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martyr 1 
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martyrs 1 
ough these have been revealed to many martyrs ( who are ) not as clever as the schol 
marvel 1 
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master 6 
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XVIII 53 
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mastering 
which the learned do not succeed in mastering 
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and when I speak , they deny my 
or a long time it has worn 
material 1-
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matter 1 
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h , which rebels so much against me , 
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t , if the body is content , each one 
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v
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I search for poisons so that comfort 
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rstanding as master , and , though it 
rawn out , and I am terrified that it 
veryone curses , but fear that Heaven 
s so that I may think only of you and 
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may be joined with yours ; and , since I know 
may be satisfied 
may bring about my return \ 
may cast me into oblivion ; this thought alone 
may come soon 
may cost me dear , and this hope consoles me f 
may die , and my heart is never so full of pie 
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May God keep me in my sad state of mind , sinc 
may God make you realize how for your sake I h 
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two women , but -I choose so that Love may 
sary for my happiness , and my desire may 
soul , and you know that the reverse may 
he most part lies with you : that you may 
nks of Love ; as for the bold lover , may 
Lord , and if I ever stray from it , may 
And may 
r soul to himself ; if I doubt this , may 
before death puts an end to my suit , may 
One may 
pen - : { that ) after my death , you may 
ich resembles you ; and , above all , may 
May 
, unless I soon abandon this belief , may 
ing should become a habit , so that I may 
food of love is no€ so bitter that it may 
and ( because of whom ) the wise man may 
if it is not eternal , but I fear she may 
rease my fear , so that , fearing , I may 
All my friends may 
ou may lose your power to love and it may 
tter ; those who experience her taste may 
yself or of the world except that God may 
ty , if there is any place where Love may 
I desire this so that I may 
hieved , according to the process one may 
mong thorns : we both know that a man may 
me 
e ; that past is the best ( part ) of me 
rrupted by that which is forbidden to me 
t treasures ; he reveáis them only to me 
ill be sad at heart when they believe me 
wants me for his court and sends for me 
to keep you continually present ( to me 
of that evil which I dread overwhelms me 
mble that { law ) which is harmful to me 
left him , all pleasure has gone from me 
not wish to demónstrate his power on me 
death 's bitterness will be sweet to me 
thinking the day itself would protect me 
n your body will act against or scorn me 
ce , nothing future is to be found in me 
, and Death cannot take it away from me 
ures and other feelings which trouble me 
Fortune has no more to take away from me 
that , in killing another , she kills me 
ses , but fear that Heaven may escape me 
other 's death ) and now it terrifies me 
I do so , I suffer pain which weakens me 
the end of anything does not satisfy me 
you are able , extend your power over me 
nge place , so that only you can help me 
e appeased and not wholly contrary to me 
ubled and I feel great discord within me 
and my judgement is now disturbed in me 
u know that the reverse may happen to me 
0 you for my flesh , do not listen to me 
e and all hope of cure is now lost to me 
void the reason for which it comes to me 
takes away all pleasure on earth for me 
Wise lady : give me 
me ; to you , it is present , and to me 
I see before me 
And yet this seems to me 
ithout heat : these dangers will give me 
d account of my sins ? You have given me 
love ; but , even as they are , give me 
be impartial to me ! ; be a shield to me 
w me well , and , once you have known me 
his , all love repels me and seems to me 
1 am ) near you , nothing can trouble me 
Love wants me 
g as I know that you take pleasure in me 
lf deprived of all love , earth fails me 
Much more than this , all love repels me 
kept just one , with which he wounded me 
you die , since they have half killed me 
More and more does hope abandon me 
dy : apart from you , God cannot give me 
d to help me by making the world give me 
11 the desires which were confused in me 
Those who disagree with me 
lish thoughts placed such a desire in me 
you ! And if love does not enter into me 
use I am unique in love , it seems to me 
u I ask ; nothing holds you back from me 
much misfortune that everyone pities me 
my condition ; they are terrified of me 
It is done with me 
cannot show less pity than it has for me 
Love wants me and Fortune draws me 
grant me life 
grow much less if yours fluctuates and doe 
happen to me 
have regard to my desire ; and I beg Love 
his time be wasted 
I be sure to find your ear deaf 
I die straight away if my words are feigne 
I suffer for it 
it please you , God , since I wish to be y 
know my life to be in danger , falling int 
lose your power to love and it may quickly 
my faith not wander ñor my hope tremble ; 
my sins not harm her ! The great suffering 
my soul not remain in my body 
never again know the taste of joy 
not be considered sweeter than anything el 
not consider himself blameless as long as 
not have earned this kind 
not sin ; for , by not sinning , I shall 1 
pity me when they see my suffering ; let m 
quickly be turned into anger , and { that 
say this , or who themselves or through ot 
set her in Heaven 
take root in you ; his passion finds in us 
think only of you and may find the way whi 
understand 
well die of love ; the least you can do is 
278 
- for as long as we are alive , I do not be 
a crust of your bread , to take away the bi 
, a future cause 
a mountain of great suffering , since such 
a poor excuse , that I am not afraid of my 
a poor reward 
a straight commandment , and I have made th 
abundance of these , since they are the pat 
against oblivion ! Wound my heart and captu 
, all the suffering I have felt because of 
an abominable thing ; if I mix any pleasure 
, and , far from you , I find nothing good 
and Fortune draws me away : my strength is 
; and I am confident that you will come to 
and I cannot reach to Heaven 
and seems to me an abominable thing ; if I 
, and so I give up ( my ) life 
and taken away my life 
, and the fear of that evil which I dread o 
anything in which there is no dissatisfacti 
anything , of its own , since it has nothin 
are shown clearly by their outward behaviou 
are without love and fear love 's suffering 
as has made me worship the god of Love , an 
as I should wish , increase my fear , so th 
as if everything in me were a strange custo 
as long as I am given your will 
; as much as you are able , extend your pow 
, as of a dead man 
as should be done 
at the moment 
away : my strength is not equal to such con 
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ho are in their hands ! Who will give me 
O Grief , be impartial to me 
So it has happened to me 
is true that I find great love within me 
grief ) takes it away from me 
se stages / are sources of delight to me 
later , if the road is not closed to me 
lost Love , I do not want God to help me 
aches you , give me your hand or lift me 
i injuries that Love or Fear could do me 
The place where you are will make me 
Love has made me 
erent sorrow which clothes and covers me 
nd him ungenerous , another must make me 
I desire what may cost me 
Do not give me 
esires on you : everything that makes me 
ls ! Let me not see you thus , or let me 
This peace in me 
in my heart , my thoughts do not drag me 
O painful , final parting , making me 
I feel grief and it seems to me 
ove avails me , unless your eyes show me 
have known how much your will desired me 
ength to reject it altogether and let me 
ith unaccustomed pain , fortune makes me 
11 in love 's sickness , in believing me 
strange way of life , for Love wants me 
s placed upon the Cross , you wounded me 
e all my senses , do as you like with me 
( so that even ) my enemy has pitied me 
him into mortal fear : so it is with me 
cost me dear , and this hope consoles me 
In such suffering all comforts fail me 
a Catholic , but Faith does not warm me 
ve 's feast days ; no one should pity me 
m foolish thoughts , so it happens to me 
e lost so much that no good can reach me 
ven out the great fear which prevents me 
ad lies.: I do not know what prevents me 
thing on earth sufficient to dissuade me 
free and I do not know what prevents me 
Let those habits which kept me 
now that the world is of no profit to me 
Help me 
Help me 
Help me 
Forgive me 
Help me 
il himself will pity me when lie sees me 
On the one hand , it gives me 
sad man , and if people have seen in me 
That ( other ) desire which in me 
ing with tears : 'Please do not leave me 
ely that lie should agree to dwell in me 
e true love ( any more ) distant from me 
Who will show me 
e , with door unbarred , it will find me 
( my strength ) have already overeóme me 
owerful Love is in me , the nearer to me 
ad , to take away the bitterness from me 
my life before worse things happen to me 
is was a savage heart ; he bnly tells me 
s desire so that it does not distract me 
It would have been as well for me 
cond is the terrible refusal you give me 
z , all you who love truly , and pity me 
I do not love ? What fool will aecuse me 
What fool will aecuse me 
Forgive me 
hope tremole ; charity will not fail me 
Who but a fool asks me 
; I do not know what use there is to me 
e follow me , let some of them follow me 
or the other : so it has happened to me 
May God keep me 
body which I loved so much , look at me 
ho lost the woman they loved are like me 
nd there are some which recall her to me 
My suffering keeps me 
Help me , God , since you see me 
place ; do ho:t delay long in wishing me 
wish to do this , but custom hinders me 
When Love dwells in me 
int will , if I should die , may cast me 
hoever hopes { to obtain it ) without me 
The spiritual part of me 
continual suffering / if it fails in me' 
e faith in what Love performs outside me 
ive ? And if I do not weep , who sees me 
if she is in such a place because of me 
Let all who are in love follow. me 
back the time of my suffering and take away 
! ; be a shield to me against oblivion ! Wo 
, being in love , through the boundless pie 
; but if I consider any ( lover ) from the 
, but since I do not die , I aecuse myself 
, but the fear of misfortune , which makes 
by death 
by making the world give me anything , of i 
by the hair ; if I do not reach out my hand 
carne to an end on the day when I saw her el 
change my mind concerning what I would say 
come to this ; that I lose the world throug 
completely , when I think that Death has ta 
content ( and ) I must find my pleasure out 
dear , and this hope consoles me for many e 
deceitful confidence ! Just as the sick man 
desire is within you 
die ; death 's bitterness will be sweet to 
does not last very long , since suffering e 
down 
equal in suffering to the devil ! I do not 
extreme ; I am not in a state to wish to re 
favour , ñor can I know anything more certa 
, fearing ( and ) trusting everything to t 
feel a tiny spark of the pleasure which the 
feel its lack of favour ; I do not complain 
, feel no remorse in their consciences 
for his court and sends for me 
, for I defended myself badly , thinking th 
, for I do not defend myself against you : 
for it ; and I have never been able to be a 
, for Love 's sickness was nothing to me , 
for many evils ; I do not wish my life to b 
, for she whom I love is cone , and will no 
, for the slow cold of the senses puts ( it 
for this strange way of life , for Love wan 
, for time past oceupies my imagination and 
: Fortune has no more to take away from me 
from being happy 
from deciding to do this ; it looks as if I 
from remaining forever in mourning 
from this purpose 
from you die , since they have half killed 
, give me strength to reject it altogether 
, God ! But I pray to you foolishly , since 
, God , for I cannot move without you , sin 
, God , for my strength is weak ; I desire 
, God , if I have thought you to blame , f 
, God , since you see me in such a strait ! 
going through torment like his own 
great happiness ; on the other , my life is 
great suffering , my soul was accompanied b 
has no limit is the means by which my suffe 
, have pity on my suffering ! ' O wretched 
; he is like death , who catches the fugiti 
; hotter than the sun in the month of June 
how to make excuses before you , when I hav 
humbly answering 
; I am a prisoner , in fear , of your intel 
I feel his pleasure come ; if I find him un 
; I have conceived a great distaste for all 
; I live in pain , leading a perverse life 
I shall not lack a good reward 
, I shall say what I find in you 
if , having received baptism , I had not re 
if I court you 
if I deserve to be pitied , and then see if 
if I do love ? No one can forcé such a pass 
if I do not love ? What fool will aecuse me 
if I speak to you foolishly ! My words come 
if they are firm , and if I pray to you for 
if , when I am absent , I miss that woman w 
in delaying ; there is no rest for a man wh 
in laughter , some in tears , for I am read 
in loving two women , but I choose so that 
in my sad state of mind , since He does not 
in my suffering : I hesitate to speak to yo 
in part , but are not altogether equal 
in sadness and others - many - which show h 
in sadness , so that , whiíe it lasts , I c 
in such a strait ! I despair if you conside 
in the next world , ( and ) therefore take 
; in time past I loaded myself with sin 
indivisibly , I feel such pleasure that I f 
into oblivion ; this thought alone takes aw 
is foolish or stupid and monstrouslyuncout 
is ready , but I draw near dragging behind 
, it will not be without great cause 
; its power will be shown in action and I s 
laugh , though I do not suffer continual pa 
; let me not suffer such anguish 
, let some of them follow me in laughter , 
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so that the worse part will remain to me 
sadness ; whatever God wishes to give me 
, but I choose so that Love may grant me 
s not reach to ; excess of love makes me 
, and my own actions seem strange to me 
absent , I miss that woman who makes me 
Then help me 
For me 
fortune , but merely , God , to make me 
Id can contain perfect good , through me 
flesh , which rebels so much against me 
Take me when you consider me 
or all food / except that which costs me 
he will easily observe the results in me 
deal ; when you take pleasure without me 
ady , but I draw near dragging behind me 
in prayer ) / I beg your pity ; grant me 
but it is my fate that Fortune brings me 
Let me 
you join together unequal wills ! Let me 
s in such a place because of me ; let me 
no colour left , white or black : for me 
; certainly , it is Love who accuses me 
ver be achieved : no doctor will cure me 
ot inflict such a penalty -to deprive me 
e and feel turns to grief , reminding me 
íes ( to perform ) , so Love has cast me 
pleasure with those evils which drive me 
If I see anything of hers , it gives me 
I do not ask you to give me 
implore you ; since you have wounded me 
see his deeds from within , he gives me 
Nothing which concerns the body gives me 
e does not take away that which makes me 
an equal countenance : nothing makes me 
leave him , what to others is evil to me 
These desires dist'urb honest love in me 
, for Love ' s sickness was nothing to me 
the good ; there is no need to punish me 
, is not unfortunate , compared with me 
s is so , why , then , did you créate me 
rth ; my thoughts are gathered within me 
posed , what is bitter seems sweet to me 
so much desired comes very slowly to' me 
nder I love it ? And nothing consoles me 
not defend myself against you : grant me 
true , but sadness has taken hold of me 
its form , most of the time it gives me 
he world is of no profit to me , give me 
brings me , the more I find it makes me 
es my tender flesh grow thin , brings me 
orne of you : your look will not cause me 
ed ! Evil habits have grown so oíd in me 
great is the good which is set before me 
You created me 
ination , saw such power exerted over me 
ce you have wounded me , please grant me 
time future cannot turn out well for me 
was alive , my flesh rebelled against me 
In my imaginings , Love reveáis to me 
Show me 
it is and the more pleasure it brings me 
stronger and more powerful Love is in me 
When my thoughts show me 
Since I know you , give me 
Give me 
s bitter limits , and if I see before me 
h me , since they do not try to tempt me 
e present age or in times past ! Pity me 
. I forgive those who will not believe me 
t pleases Love to make this change in me 
it will be necessary for them to tell me 
ng my life , or { else ) to instil in me 
for not having found a place to suit me 
will reply , for they have no one but me 
and punishing faults , he would find me 
mplain of Love , ev-en though he leads me 
And if God wishes me 
se it is for my thoughts , which lead me 
u , except that you ( should ) gather me 
ut of my mind when the time comes for me 
you ; indeed , it is unnecessary for me 
haps I might love , if he would allow me 
Nature , acting wisely in me , wants me 
elf in this state , and it can compel me 
Since neither the world ñor God helps me 
this is the work of Love , who wishes me 
Love ' s suffering does not torture me 
is ) my great desire ( which ) drives me 
ed it , knows the reason which drives me 
And it hurts me 
my delay ; your pity finds nothing in me 
; lie knows of you who is without you 
lies in you 
life 
like a child : I desire and do not desire f 
; like those actions which my own opinions 
live ? And if I do not weep , who sees me 1 
, Lord , with the fire of faith , and consu 
, Love 's peace is war ; if she through who 
love you , for I am certain that the greate 
man achieves this supreme good , and whoeve 
, may be appeased and not wholly contrary t 
most ready ; I do not know what use there i 
much love 
; my love has not been killed by Death , no 
, my misfortune increases ; whenever you su 
my sensual part 
no favour , but reward for my service ; I 1 
no occasion ( for either ) ; wide awake , w 
not be the only one in your disfavour ! Wit 
not see you thus , or let me die ; death 's 
not suffer such anguish 
, nothing is dark or light 
, ( now that I am ) in love 
of my desire 
of so pleasant a sight - I should not thank 
of you , whom I loved so much 
off , for he does not wish to demónstrate h 
out of my mind when the time comes for me t 
pain , and if I avoid it , it is as if I we 
physical health or any goods of nature or f 
, please grant me that ointment which cures 
pleasure mixed with suffering 
pleasure , since the spirit has no part in 
sad ! In my sadness I feel such great sweet 
sad , still less happy ; there is no colour 
seems good 
, since , between good and evil , they blin 
, ( since I had been ) living with it , and 
, since they do not try to tempt me ; their 
, since what I wish for never be achieved : 
, since your knowledge was infallible ? Cha 
, so as not to think of anything to do with 
: so corrupted is my taste ! I have a heart 
, so dearly bought with painful sighs ; and 
so much 
so much misfortune that everyone pities me 
, so that I feel joy at seeing myself in th 
sterile grief and occasional pleasure with 
strength to reject it altogether and let me 
suffer , for good pleasure does riot enter 
suffering ; and I carry in my heart a conti 
terror 
that I find virtue bitter to the taste 
that I live in hope of it without suffering 
that I might save my soul , and you know th 
that in my { own ) castle I was a serf ; I 
that ointment which cures us sufferers who 
; that past is the best ( part ) of me 
; the great differences between our discord 
the great secrets which it hides from the m 
the light of true hope , not that vain hope 
, the more I find it makes me suffer , for 
, the nearer to me I feel his pleasure come 
the pleasures of the body , I feel sorrow , 
the strength to love you ! Let love overeo 
the strength to take vengeance upon myself 
the worm of absence , and ( see ) comfort s 
; their cause is a dead letter as far as I 
, then , your fellow-man , who suffers this 
: there are few who believe things other th 
; there is nothing in the world ( which is 
there that it has pleased you to shed tears 
this firm intention : to strengthen my will 
; this is the fault because of which I cann 
to accompany them in their continual lamen 
to be the one phoenix among the best ; for 
to death ; I remain indifferent to past goo 
to dwell in Heaven , apart from seeing Him 
to great madness ; yes , and so great that 
to her place ; do not delay long in wishing 
to leave behind former pleasure 
to look for more , in order to be content 
to love without his help 
to make an effort , and I do not apply myse 
to renounce all pleasure : ñor can I think 
to root out the reason for which I am sad , 
to see his great treasures ; he reveáis the 
to such an extent that I should wish to lea 
to such jealousy ; I am not afraid that the 
to such suffering 
to^think that I ever offended her , and I s 
to work upon 
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2 
each out my hand towards yours , drag me 
to know what you have predestined for me 
I beg you , Lord , to make me 
No other help from your love avails me 
th , ( and ) honest desire remains in me 
ows decrepitude , for all flesh makes me 
d wíth tales of great deeds ; and let me 
Nature , acting wisely in me 
not complaín if anyone does not wish me 
confident that you will come to know me 
, it seems to me as if everything in me 
war ; if she through whom he wounded me 
Now you can tell me 
for soon the devil himself will pity me 
All my friends may pity me 
Take me 
in silent , I find nothing to satisfy me 
Then all those things will be beneath me 
th , and consume in fire that part of me 
So Love reveáis subtleties to me 
alvation or doom is given ( also } to me 
ch more so , now that nothing hinders me 
rtune cannot reach it : so it is with me 
enounced as a traitor , and he avoids me 
been cruel , let her show no pity for me 
0 every extreme ; Love has demolished me 
uch signing ; at first it enters into me 
Help me 
1 in such a situation , I find affect me 
laced such a desire in me as has made me 
without you no one reaches you , give me 
to you by forcé 
; to you , it is present , and to rae , a f 
unfeeling , so that I never again experienc 
, unless your eyes show me favour , ñor can 
unmixed 
vomit ; great lovers who lost the woman the 
walk among tombs , questioning the souls of 
, wants me to make an effort , and I do not 
well 
well , and , once you have known me , all t 
were a strange custom : among other people 
were at war , in peace I would be defeated 
what you think of my situation ! ) Sleeping 
when lie sees me going through torment like 
when they see my suffering ; let my false c 
when you consider me most ready ; I do not 
; whether I let my mind wander or concentra 
which at present weigh upon my sinews ; he 
which is cold 
, which the learned do not succeed in maste 
: whichever you are allotted , I { too ) sh 
? While she was aiive , my flesh rebelled a 
, who am in trouble , and see that you are 
, who have honored him more than anyone 
; whoever lies in the earth is not afraid t 
with my own strength , not with his own , o 
with suffering , ( but ) before long , it i 
within the space of an hour , for my sympto 
without pain : whatever I undertake , I spo 
worship the god of Love , and , now I am co 
your hand or lift me by the hair ; if I do 
37 
meagre 1 
th , repenting that , because of your meagre favours , there dies an innocent man an 
CXIV 
XCII 
cv 
74 
122 
mean 1 
pleasure except that of being sad : I mean that pleasure ( which is ) mixed with sad 
means 2 
esire which in me has no limit is the means by which my suffering is increased : its 
elf ( one could not enter Paradise by means of it ) , except insofar as it was the b 
measure 2 
CV 107 You are the good which is the measure of all other goods , and he who does n 
XCIV 99 Its quantity has no certain measure : the lover is greater or lesser in so 
medicine 1 
XCII 54 naturally is a pleasant , life-giving medicine 
39 
médium 1 
n course , and no one knows where the médium lies 
CXIV 
CV 
meet 2 
93 at , travelling towards Him , I shall meet with no obstacles 
5 I want to go to meet you ; I do not know why I do not act as I 
19 heir power varies : in a single day 
melancholy 1 
melancholy reigns and in that same day , cho 
207 
memory 1 
one who loved it except grief at the memory of pleasure when this fails , love i 
XCVI 
XVIII 
cv 
cv 
XCIV 
cv 
cv CXIV 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
XXIII 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
cv 
LXIII 
XCII 
CV 
34 
3 
40 
205 
74 
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21 
30 
42 
19 
21 
43 
61 
19 
236 
53 
men 
is partly because it is common to all men 
e , and my clear day is dark night to men 
1 and ignorance of good is the reason men 
now I would not be living in doubt ! Men 
The signs of love which men 
oes not rest in any other thing ; all men 
t a true end , since it does not make men 
I am losing what many men 
re heart he cries peace , so that all men 
the Innocent One for the good of all men 
onest body deserves ; well-bred young men 
I see many men 
12 
, and I live by that which ordinary people 
do not know you 
fear the pains of Hell more than they appr 
feel in such a situation , I find affect m 
feel this , and it requires no subtlety , 
happy ; it is the beginning , through whic 
have lost , and I suffer more , the more I 
may go about bareheaded ; there is no need 
was placed upon the Cross , you wounded me 
, who are ekpert ( in such matters ) , hav 
who are loved , without ( themselves ) bei 
mentor 1 
oes straight , following nature ", his mentor ; for the greater part attracts the les 
merciful 1 
I séevyou ( to be ) just and merciful ; I see your will which grants grace 
mercifully 1 
hen lie is faced with despair ; but , mercifully , Love allows him not to be deprive 
mercy 2 
O mercy , God ! But I do not know what to bee , 
O mercy , God ! Reverse my nature , which is e.vi 
37 
mere 1 
he great pleasure which exists in the mere intention of him who is a true lover and 
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CV 
LXXIX 
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CV 
CXIV 
XLVI 
CXIV 
CV 
XVIII 
155 
38 
63 
62 
128 
14 
merely 2 
any goods of nature or fortune , but merely , God , to make me love you , for I am 
im for any woman who Uves on earth , merely that lie should agree to dwell in me ; 
merits 
give and take away your gift wlthout merits 
your will which grants grace without merits ; 
Messiah 
aint John announced the coming of the Messiah 
you freely give and take away your gi 
rrows are of gold and lead 
metal 1 
and of a metal which is called silver each of these c 
26 m the mine 
metáis 
mixed with other base metáis 
1 
and placed in the fire , the dross 
might 6 
24 hat I do not make as much effort as I might 
73 all pleasure : ñor can I think that I might feel pleasure again 
38 hy is there no limit to love , that I might have come to it alone ? I would have kno 
27 being unable to love ; and perhaps I might love , if he would allow me to love with 
193 You created me that I might save my soul , and you know that the rev 
33 f Saint Paul from his body so that he might see divine mysteries ( for the body is t 
mind 
XXXIX 38 and loves himself for being of such a mind 
XCII 103 ent to escape from this into peace of mind 
XXXIX 6 without art by one who is out of his mind 
LXXXIX 13 If my mind 
XCVI 14 where you are will make me change my mind 
XLVI 21 ch ) danger , you will never leave my mind 
CXIV 1 May God keep me in my sad state of mind 
LXXIII 28 1 ) the world greater pleasure of the mind 
CXIV 32 ich , I remain in such a sad state of mind 
XXXIX 24 I cannot get out of my mind 
LXIII 15 hts ; every lover should bear this in mind 
XCVI 27 hing to satisfy me ; whether I let my mind 
I 27 those evils which drive me out of my mind 
13 
; and Love , who has caused it , knows th 
ceases for one moment to imagine that I p 
concerning what I would say to you ; thro 
; rather shall I vow to the God who has b 
, since He does not take away that which 
than to think of the person one loves , a 
that I visibly draw near to death 
that Love 's great sadness may be a certa 
: that , without sadness , there can be n 
wander or concéntrate my thoughts , it is 
when the time comes for me to leave behin 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
II 
XVIII 
53 
25 
16 
21 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
XCVI 
LXIII 
LXXXI 
XCVI I 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
CXIV 
XCVI 
XCVI 
III 
XLVI 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
LIV 
XLVI 
44 
14 
24 
56 
30 
25 
4 
44 
107 
55 
17 
42 
31 
39 
3 
36 
56 
3 
2 
3 
mine 3 
I want your will to become entirely mine ; I am jealous if you love God a great de 
h , ( when } they extract it from the mine , is mixed with other base metáis , and , 
not-loving , but not a single step of mine will be found there 
mingle 1 
ounce the horde of base desires which mingle with the good ; 
miracle 2 
should not be placed where there is a miracle 
a poor lover ; in suffering , it is a miracle that pleasure 
there is no need to pun 
I do not know how 
misfortune 
great marvel if I were not afraid of misfortune 
ver you suffered , I suffered at your misfortune 
s the fear which comes from her great misfortune 
After misfortune 
ace where he could -take refuge and by misfortune 
he envious one , who takes delight in misfortune 
death and I am compelled to lament my misfortune 
hen you take pleasure without me , my misfortune 
My first misfortune 
My misfortune 
comes from her great misfortune ! Any misfortune 
myself against you : grant me so much misfortune 
es of delight to me , but the fear of misfortune 
forced to leave this world , my whole misfortune 
14 
! Any misfortune is small if it is 
, anyone who experiences the taste 
cannot reach it : so it is with me 
, for as much as I am able , I mour 
; I have lost so much that no good 
increases ; whenever you suffered , 
is my corrupt nature , because of w 
is not as great as that which occur 
is small if it is not eternal , but 
that everyone pities me ; as much a 
, which makes my tender flesh grow 
will be in not seeing you 
misfortunes 2 
I spend my whole time thinking of my misfortunes , and am at case in this , since I 
tion to my works ; and he who suffers misfortunes should not look for a dark place i 
ool asks me if , when I am absent 
miss 1 
I miss that woman who makes me uve ? And if I d 
mistral 1 
I see the mistral and the west wind take up arms against 
44 ess constancy struggles hard 
I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
XCII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
26 
80 
55 
28 
7 
26 
18 
16 
mistrusts 1 
and it mistrusts the advice of the envious 
mix 2 
better to endure my suffering than to mix a tiny part of pleasure with those evils w 
eems to me an abominable thing ; if I mix any pleasure with my sufferings , I immedi 
mixed 6 
, just as the desires themselves lay mixed together ; but since her death , they ar 
ot prevent it , since my suffering is mixed with a little pleasure 
sely , one will find that pleasure is mixed with it ; therefore m suffering will end 
) they extract it from the mine , is mixed with other base metáis , and , placed in 
d : I mean that pleasure ( which is ) mixed with sadness , for this is the most terr 
ds from within , he gives me pleasure mixed with suffering 
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XCII 112 
moderation 1 
cannot think my grief will ever know moderation : I do not find my sufferings have 
LXXVII 
XLVI 
I 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
2 
12 
16 
13 
42 
moment 5 
w less pity than it has for me at the moment 
hate anything which rests on it for a moment ; fish great and small will rush to sav 
eved , and put him to death without a moment for remembering ( his past 
If my mind ceases for one moment to imagine that I possess your will , u 
b and him who changes colour from one moment to the next , and the timid man when he 
monstrously 1 
) without me is foolish or stupid and monstrously uncouth 
month 1 
from me ; hotter than the sun in the month of June , my frail heart burns without r 
XCVII 
LIV 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
II 
LIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CI 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
XCII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXIII 
IV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXIII 
IV 
XCVI 
XXXIX 
cv 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
cv 
LIV 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCVII 
LXVI 
XIX 
54 
17 
10 
30 
19 
26 
17 
16 
22 
35 
11 
5 
20 
161 
71 
10 
45 
13 
23 
118 
36 
30 
33 
31 
206 
78 
22 
109 
102 
59 
22 
184 
34 
28 
157 
35 
38 
35 
more 
I cannot do more 
More 
think and all that my eye sees , the more 
flavour , and I have to taste what is more 
w me favour , ñor can I know anything more 
that it does not make true love { any more 
More and more 
occasional pleasure with another , ( more 
n have lost , and I suffer more , the more 
she is , what she is worth ; and the more 
the more pleasure 'it brings me , the more 
with death ; indeed , I love you much more 
it is unnecessary for me to look for more 
signs of injury , and I wish it were more 
small good among great ills brings ( more 
es , the more beautiful it is and the more 
The stronger and more 
ds abandons its great strength to the more 
my being return to nothingness , the more 
ve her spirit alone : then , how much more 
d he avoids me , who have honored him more 
r to love is limited , since it is no more 
The pain of death is much more 
tion , his complaining , comforts him more 
in doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell more 
Much more 
hat many men have lost , and I suffer more 
no good can reach me : Fortune has no more 
t : I remember her acts of love , and more 
not understood my writings , and many more 
killed in the past ; now Love has no more 
heart , since you have entered other more 
32 
: all I can do is obey what my grief dema 
and more does hope abandon me , and the f 
beautiful it is and the more pleasure it 
bitter than gall , for I suffer the pain 
certain about you ; indeed , it is unnece 
) distant from me ; hotter than the sun i 
does hope abandon me , and the fear of th 
) gentle kind of suffering 
I excel them in love 
I find ( in her ) , the worse it is for m 
I find it makes me suffer , for good plea 
in death than in life , and I forgive tho 
, in order to be content 
obvious to other people , so that everyon 
) pain , and I strive that suffering shou 
pleasure it brings me , the more I find i 
powerful Love is in me , the nearer to me 
powerful one , two great desires have ass 
so if she is in such a place because of m 
so , now that nothing hinders me ? While 
than anyone 
than brute appetite , and if you see the 
than feared / and this is partly because 
than if the whole world pitied him 
than they appreciate the joys of Paradise 
than this , all love repels me and seems 
, the more I excel them in love 
to take away from me 
vividly than before ; I do not consent to 
who have never heard of them 
with which to.make war to the death 
wretched ones 
mortal 6 
nger , falling into the hands of süch mortal enemies ; both rich and poor feel their 
im , his imagination plunges him into mortal fear : so it is with me , for Love 's s 
s , my suffering is not as great as a mortal injury entails ; Death has the advantag 
the great evil ? One cannot feel the mortal injury ; he whom death never tempted kn 
e that pestilential air that brings a mortal plague into the world ; it would be bet 
le to sepárate : my pleasures contain mortal suffering and' such suffering is bound u 
LXXXIX 33 
mortally 1 
I am mortally afraid to have news of you greatly 
Mosaic 1 
The Mosaic law was not good in itself ( one could 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 11 
XCII 
CV 
XVIII 
CXIV 
41 
51 
15 
23 
26 
18 
77 
78 
2 
19 
I am that 
ot wish my life to be exempted from a 
Love , from which i,t takes its form , 
d that it ( is the body which ) feels 
mes a day I pray God for what for the 
hat man who , in time of storm , when 
Take me when you consider me 
great secrets which it hides from the 
mixed with sadness , for this is the 
most 10 
most extreme of lovers , after him whose life 
most grave event , which I pray God may come s 
most of the time it gives me sterile grief and 
most pain or pleasure ( from this ) , so that 
most part lies with you : that you may have re 
most people enjoy themselves around the fire a 
Most people tremble at this kind of love ; it 
most ready ; I- do not know what use there is t 
most subtle / and my clear day is dark night t 
most terrible condition of all those which can 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
72 
59 
195 
17 
Mother 1 
Mother of God , if her spirit la in Purgatory 
motive 1 
d their confin.es ; I believe that the motive ( for my suffering ) passes through the 
mount 1 
three parts towards which my desires mount , and similarly they arise in thrée ways 
mountain 2 
surface , or on mud , or on the rough mountain 
I see before me a mountain of great suffering , since such a qua 
mourn 7 
ch as I am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and when I do not , I am displeased en 
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XCVII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
LXVIII 
XCVI 
CXIV 
XCVII 
46 
33 
66 
53 
14 
29 
65 
25 
31 
ortune , for as much as I am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and when I do not , 
nt was not afraid of Death ? Who will mourn for death , his own or another 's , such 
To mourn for the dead person comes from mutual lo 
adness , remembering her life , and I mourn her death as best I can 
no other good remains to him , except mourn the goodness of the time now lost ? Seei 
I do not mourn the injury of my lost delight , s o grea 
mourning 2 
dissuade me from remaining forever in mourning 
Who would be equal to mourning the pious injury which conies from De 
mouthful 1 
e the sick man who , for one pleasant mouthful , turns everything lie eats into suff 
Help me , God 
raove 1 
for I cannot move without you since my body is worse than 
XXIII 36 understanding 
XCII 
XCII 
cv 
XCVII 
LXXXIX 
cv 
cv 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
XCVI 
CI 
LXXXIX 
cv 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
IV 
LXXXIX 
CV 
III 
XCVI 
II 
LIV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
II 
LIV 
LXIII 
XCII 
cv 
XLVI 
5 
183 
47 
45 
2 
82 
178 
22 
16 
40 
6 
5 
24 
49 
32 
67 
24 
20 
35 
9 
32 
19 
168 
8 
10 
44 
21 
39 
5 
118 
33 
78 
26 
40 
205 
83 
10 
22 
5 
108 
181 
39 
movement 1 
and over the flawless movement of your lovely body 
much 
reminding me of you , whom I loved so much 
love it ? And nothing consoles me so much 
, so that my flesh , which rebels so much 
takes delight in misfortune , for as much 
eer does not long , for the spring as much 
I grieve because I cannot grieve as much 
rieve { for it ) I do not love you as much 
in love , and the liar is believed as much 
but reward for my service ; I love as much 
sfortune that everyone pities me ; as much 
liment and will understand its nature much 
The day so much 
lp , for I know that I do not make as much 
If I do not nave as much 
nce it is not like the other and is ( much 
s gross pleasures , not realizing how much 
vercome by Love that I cannot say how much 
struggling against love , I suffer so much 
ope , it cannot receive great good or much 
She whom I nave loved so much 
in the fire , he will not be pitied , much 
my happiness , and my desire may grow much 
he claws of the strong lion will fear much 
y symptoms show that I shall not live much 
arted from that body which I loved so much 
all food , except that which costs me much 
e certainty for a companion ? Through much 
fend myself against you : grant me so much 
end with death ; indeed , I love you much 
to love her spirit alone : then , how much 
The pain of death is much 
Much 
's great sadness may be a certain and much 
idote whose power is cancelled by too much 
she cannot end what is good , however much. 
, remembering it , I recover it with much 
pens that the wind is capricious ; so much 
ving I become a different person , so much 
s the master detests his servant { so much 
lament my misfortune ; I have lost so much 
I am worth as much 
to it alone ? I would have known how much 
against me , may be appeased and not whol 
as I am able , I mourn and wish to mourn 
as I ( long ) to be ín your presence ; on 
as I should like at the infinite damnatio 
as I would , and I wish to do this , but 
as lie wishes ; and I find myself so over 
as Love can make anyone love 
as you are able , extend your power over 
better 
desired comes very slowly to me , so dear 
effort as I might 
faith in you as you would wish , { it is 
) greater 
harm he does to himself 
I am in love 
in recovering from the wound that I searc 
injury ; and the high extreme ( of love ) 
is now dead , but I am alive , having see 
less defended 
less if yours fluctuates and does not sho 
less the sting of the wasp 
longer 
, look at me in my suffering : I hesitate 
love 
loving I become a different person , so m 
misfortune that everyone pities me ; as m 
more in death than in life , and I forgiv 
more so , now that nothing hinders me ? W 
more than feared , and this is partly bec 
more than this , all love repels me and s 
nobler fate than any other pleasure , sin 
poison 
she offends it 
signing ; at first it enters into me with 
so , that he cannot set sail without the 
so , that I think I am that person ; the 
) that he will give him neither punishmen 
that no good can reach me : Fortune has n 
to you as many who never served you , and 
your will desired me , fearing ( and ) t 
XCII 
XVIII 
195 ots : on the earth 's surface 
31 
mud 
or on mud or on the rough mountain 
the spirit , which never tires 
multiplies 1 
but multiplies continually 
must 6 
XIII 31 res will never be achieved ; and if I must end my last day , there will also be an e 
LXIII 64 at good ( is ) achieved , such desire must fail 
I 6 n wait , knowing , for certain that I must fall into its hands , time future cannot 
LXIII 48 nother must make me content { and ) I must find my pleasure outside myself 
XXIX 5 oy the one who has injured him , so I must go away from you , for your action has we 
LXIII 47 ; if I find him ungenerous , another must make me content ( and ) I must find my pl 
66 
mutual 1 
mourn for the dead person comes from mutual love , and I feel the full pain of this 
cv 
CI 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
CV 
XCVI 
II 
XCIV 
XCII 
203 
45 
81 
42 
29 
197 
22 
14 
97 
229 
the arras of life , but had 
Your gesture rest 
, I immediately lose it and 
desire , and your eyes have 
e corrupted , so Death puts 
? Change into nothingness , 
s the latter , cancel my spi 
undless pleasure I receive f 
and I should like to redeem 
is belief , may my soul not 
my 283 
then paid my account to death , so that now I would not 
rains all my actions , and nothing can hold back my desi 
return to my anguish 
shattered my armour ; my thoughts , weakening ( my stren 
an end to my base appetite : this was enclosed in the bo 
I pray , my being , for I prefer that to the dark , eve 
rit , let my being return to nothingness , the more so i 
rom you , my beloved : displeasure is the way which lead 
this with my blood 
remain in my body 
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cv 
II 
XCII 
LXXXI 
LXXXIX 
CV 
XVIII 
XIII 
XIX 
cv 
XXIX 
XIII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
CV 
XIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
II 
CI 
XIX 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XVIII 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
XCII 
IV 
XIII 
CV 
CV 
XIX 
CV 
XIX 
XIX 
CV 
XCII 
CXIV 
CI 
XCVII 
XCVII 
CV 
XCVII 
XLVI 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVII 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
XIX 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
CXIV 
II 
XCVII 
LXXXIX 
XXXIX 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
XCVI 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
CV 
CXIV 
III 
XCVI 
XIII 
XCII 
XLVI 
LXXVII 
LXXIII 
50 
37 
240 
6 
42 
217 
3 
11 
17 
86 
6 
36 
33 
56 
2 
5 
15 
16 
16 
122 
27 
41 
25 
46 
22 
103 
19 
65 
7 
7 
1 
59 
59 
30 
164 
100 
14 
187 
21 
26 
55 
163 
9 
25 
49 
51 
213 
43 
46 
181 
138 
116 
233 
122 
39 
57 
23 
17 
41 
211 
216 
39 
9 
119 
23 
220 
47 
78 
28 
41 
50 
28 
54 
9 
10 
184 
55 
100 
112 
3 
17 
4 
18 
13 
12 
5 
37 
- 22 
135 
43 
11 
22 
for I cannot move without you , since my 
Lack of sleep brings thinness to my 
; and , before my life ends , I wish my 
see that you are sufficient to remedy my 
Do not fear or take exception to my 
Oh , when shall I water my 
h it hides from the most subtle , and my 
They are reluctant to imagine my 
My first misfortune is my 
poor excuse , that I am not afraid of my 
om you , for your a'ction has weakened my 
t it has pleased you to shed tears at my 
ve this can happen - : ( that ) after my 
action and I shall prove my words by my 
out my words , and that I exaggerate my 
My 
Already your anger accuses my 
achieved : no doctor will cure rae of my 
wn , since it has nothing to offer to my 
Let every man judge the cause of my 
ith you : that you may nave regard to my 
feigned ! Your lack of love drives on my 
If I have expressed my 
y actions , and nothing can hold back my 
brought very cióse to my end , since my 
t may end ; I live in suffering , for my 
y is necessary for my happiness , and my 
ate ; while she was alive , such were my 
itself completely from the body , for my 
Without hope of achieving my 
Sails and winds will accomplish my 
There are three parts towards which my 
is no dissatisfaction ; I scatter all my 
pleasure than that of imagining that my 
without contempt for life and without my 
a strait ! I despair if you consider my 
hat everything I perform turns out to my 
s { it ) out , since I leave all that my 
I find myself brought very cióse to my 
unished.( for it ) , (so that even ) my 
at sin ; and if by death I can redeem my 
st lover of all ' , and each one pity my 
All that I think and all that my 
My 
I wish to lose all pleasure and that my 
not love so little that no tears wet my 
resembles you ; and , above all , may my 
y me when they see my suffering ; let my 
d or { the ) evil of love , but it is my 
ove I love her who is dead , and , in my 
r into me as I should wish , increase my 
My 
ned : then it is no great wonder* that my 
ndure without reward will disappear , my 
hearts ( which were ) united ! I find my 
My 
o has bound us together not to lessen my 
My 
That desire which arises from my 
if I am too weak , gorge yourself on my 
y are firm , and if I pray to you for my 
ure which never grows tired , so that my 
My 
ng hinders me ? While she was alive , my 
clearly by their outward behaviour : my 
I do not feel my 
the good man enjoys in you , so that my 
My 
r than the sun in the month of June , my 
All my 
in you as you would wish , ( it is ) my 
One part of my 
my nature , which is evil because of my 
My 
away from hope , for I desire you as my 
m reminded of Death , and I return to my 
t do more : all I can do is obey what my 
If at a stage where I do not.remember my 
w separated for ever , I cannot think my 
e by the hair ; if I do not reach out my 
I do not need to join my 
ge can I cross into the great calm of my 
ince such a quantity is necessary for my 
wish it also ; make your blood soften my 
r , for- good pleasure does riot enter my 
brings me suffering ; and I carry in my 
shield to me against oblivion ! Wound my 
one worm gnaws my thoughts , another my 
I do not know why my 
e God takes away : since I am alive , my 
rment ; so I pardon everyone with all my 
poisons so that comfort may die , and my 
body is worse than paralysed ! Evil habits 
body , my wit is doubled by thinking of lov 
body to lie with its arms around hers 
cares 
changing thoughts , since in ( your ) servi 
cheeks with the sweet tears of weeping ? Co 
clear day is dark night to men , and I live 
condition ; they are terrified of me , as o 
corrupt nature , because of which I get ang 
corruption , great as it is ; if I ask for 
courage ; I shall not return until I have c 
death , repenting that , because of your me 
death , you may lose your power to love and 
deeds 
deeds by my utterances : rather I pray God 
deeds of love are like the Romans' ( deeds 
delay ; your pity finds nothing in me to wo 
desire 
desire 
desire , and he will easily observe the res 
desire ; and I beg Love to give you all his 
desire / and your eyes have shattered my ar 
desire badly , be sure that it does not mak 
desire ; burning winter , summer without he 
desire has an impossible aim ; the hour wil 
desire is not firm and my judgement is now 
desire may grow much less if yours fluctuat 
desires 
desires are not to be found in any man , ex 
desires , I shall go through the world proc 
desires , making dangerous paths across the 
desires mount , and similarly they arise in 
desires on you : everything that makes me d 
desires will never be achieved ; and if I m 
despising it for your sake 
desserts ; I am greatly vexed that my life 
disadvantage ; though my strength is great 
emotions feel , and believe in Paradise by 
end , since my desire has an impossible aim 
enemy has pitied me for it , and I have nev 
error , this will be my sweet penitence 
evil fate 
eye sees , the more beautiful it is and the 
eyes have made a full confession of this , 
eyes would never stop weeping ! I do not lo 
face when I think of her life and death ; I 
faith not wander ñor my hope tremble ; char 
false companion feel pleasure , and the env 
fate that Fortune brings me no occasion ( f 
fear , I love everything that had to do wit 
fear , so that , fearing , I may not sin ; 
feelings drive my thoughts up and down like 
feelings remain in hope of this ; and if it 
feelings stiffer , and will not go away uní 
feelings stupefied ; my spirít has lost its 
final good : I think of your death whenever 
firm intentions and to keep you continually 
first misforturte is my corrupt nature , bec 
flesh alone , if it is not dead , will not 
flesh , but do not touch my spirit , which 
flesh , do not listen to me 
flesh does not disturb true love 
flesh does not feel that desire of the sens 
flesh rebelled against me ; the great diffe 
flesh suffers , since its nature decrees it. 
flesh ; then it is impossible for it to lov 
flesh , which rebels so much against me , m 
foolish thoughts placed such a desire in me 
frail heart burns without receiving any fav 
friends may pity me when they see my suffer 
great desire ( which ) drives me to such je 
great pleasure is that which any sad man is 
great sin ; and if by death I can redeem my 
great suffering does not follow the normal 
greatest good 
grief , and when I do so , I suffer pain wh 
grief demands 
grief , I already have a sign that I shall 
grief will ever know moderation : I do not 
hand towards yours , dragme to you by forc 
hands in prayer to God , since all that can 
happiness 
happiness , and my desire may grow much les 
hard heart : it has cured many others of a 
heart 
heart a continual fire without smoke , and 
heart and capture all my senses , do as you 
heart , and neither rests , and their work 
heart does not burst 
heart does not show such grief as in death 
heart , if I am not pitied for what my hear 
heart is never so full of pleasure as when 
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LXXVII 12 y heart , if I am not pitied for what 
LXVIII 27 ; let it be understood that , deep in 
C V 183 sk of you ; and so I beg you to enter 
c v 41 I beg you to strengthen 
Liv 16 ath , afraid that fear will frústrate 
Xix 32 feeble that I cannot say : 'In you is 
XCII 143 is not afraid to fall still further : 
CV 59 in your presence I confess this sin : 
CV 214 ove all / may my faith not wander ñor 
I 4 appens to me , for time past occupies 
Ci 33 Sleeping , ( and ) waking , I engage 
CI 11 ring and to promise pleasure ; I , in 
XVIII 1 In 
Xix 16 h , since I make no attempt to reveal 
LXXXIX 4 8 sickness has no restingplace ; take ( 
IV 16 es to follow one of them ; I proclaim 
CV 104 ering , for my desire is not firm and 
Xix 38 aving allowed myself to speak of what 
XVIII 13 will finds happiness in loving you , 
XXIII 28 are ) very wise and good , but it is 
XIII 31 never be achieved ; and if I must end 
LXIII 2 he time of my suffering and take away 
LXXIX 20 ch he wounded me , and so I give up ( 
CV 142 ey nave half killed me and taken away 
CV 73 ion ? I beg you , Lord , to cut short 
XCII 240 where her own resides ; and , before 
I 18 thoughts were dead and I could spend 
LIV 14 s me great happiness ; on the other , 
CXIV 90 ias March ! I pray God not to prolong 
CV 101 my desserts ; I am greatly vexed that 
CV 143 O Lord God ! Prolong 
XLVI 51 les me for many evils ; I do not wish 
LIV 33 One may know 
XCVI 29 I do not mourn the injury of 
II 18 n woods and lions dwell in water will 
XCIV 124 11 easily observe the results in me ; 
LXXXIX 13 If 
XCVI 14 ace where you are will make me change 
XLVI 21 such ) danger , you will never leave 
XXXIX 24 I cannot get out of 
XCVI 27 nothing to satisfy me ; whether I let 
I 27 ith those evils which drive me out of 
XCII 107 er death and I am compelled to lament 
LXXXIX 55 ; when you take pleasure without me , 
CXIV 4 2 
CXIV 56 I spend my whole time thinking of 
XIII 28 ot thank it for not clothing in earth 
XCIV 86 
LXIII 54 I { ever ) had such a feeling ; it is 
CV 53 O mercy , God ! Reverse 
CV 140 e habits which have been the cause of 
CXIV 54 Id ) ; and now , entirely overeóme by 
XCII 130 Grief stifles 
III 6 t smoke , and the heat does not reach 
XCII 127 I seem to live in another world , and 
XXIII 3 , exceed the truth , and restraining 
LXXXIX 21 s ; and if it goes downhill , so will 
CI 12 aw such power exerted over me that in 
XXXIX 34 , but I who have seen its glory with 
XCIV 11 iminished by time ; I do not say that 
XCIV 4 , love is lost thr"ough absence , and 
LXXIII 47 ind of reputation : in any concern of 
XCII 70 g I experience is not entirely beyond 
XCII 128 ange to me ; like those actions which 
XXXIX 41 extreme ; Love has demolished me with 
XCIV . 54 
LXXXIX 40 's advice : ón you and on him depends 
LXXXIX 37 is not by your choice ( alone ) that 
LXIII 48 t make me content ( and ) I must find 
XIII 34 Heaven , apart from seeing Him , for 
I 29 Alas ! 
XIX 35 hich my taste is unable to sepárate : 
LIV 5 continual pain ? I have combined all 
XXIII 41 Lily among thorns : 
XCVI 20 od cannot be expressed ; if in Hell , 
II 33 My will combines with 
XCVII 56 I would rather lose 
XLVI 8 them , that all five may bring about 
LXVIII 26 esires from myself ; no weeds grow on 
CXIV 1 May God keep me in 
CXIV 3 ake away that which makes me sad ! In 
XCVI 37 vion ! Wound my heart and capture all 
CI 26 e a full confession of this , and all 
CV 190 , but I draw near dragging behind me 
LXVI 15 ; grant me no favour , but reward for 
XCII 125 n this world I shall never see her at 
CV 166 eneath me which at present weigh upon 
XCIV 133 May 
CV 14 6 I have to give a detailed account of 
CI 32 Now you can tell me what you think of 
CV 193 You created me that I might save 
XCII 25 are lost in Death ; in its suffering 
my heart is suffering 
my heart , my thoughts do not drag me down 
my heart , since you have entered other more w 
my heart so that my will may be joined with yo 
my hope 
my hope ! ' Love has a bittersweet flavour whi 
my hope in what I hoped is lost 
my hope is troubled and I feel great discord w 
my hope tremble ; charity will not fail me if 
my imagination and no other good dwells there 
my imagination in contemplating the person I 1 
my imagination , saw such power exerted over m 
my imaginings , Love reveáis to me the great s 
my inclination 
my ) instability as ( a sign of ) constaney 
my intention to you : to love you honestly 
my judgement is now disturbed in me 
my knowledge does not reach to ; excess of lov 
my lady , its gaze is quite different from the 
my Lady Teresa who tastes of perfection ; poss 
my last day , there will also be an end to goo 
my liberty ? I find myself a prisoner , ( now 
my ) life 
my life 
my life before worse things happen to me ; I 1 
my life ends , I wish my body to lie with its 
my life in sleeping ! He U v e s poorly who has 
my life is full of triáis ; it is placed in th 
my life , or ( else ) to instil in me this fir 
my life should be drawn out , and I am terrifi 
my life , since I feel I am drawing near to yo 
my life to be exempted from a most grave event 
my life to be in danger , falling into the han 
my lost delight , s o great is the fear which 
my love ever change , as long as I know that y 
my love has not been killed by Death , ñor do 
my mind ceases for one moment to imagine that 
my mind concerning what I would say to you ; t 
my mind ; rather shall I vow to the God who ha 
my mind that Love 's great sadness may be a ce 
my mind wander or concéntrate my thoughts , it 
my mind when the time comes for me to leave be 
my misfortune ; I have lost so much that no go 
my misfortune increases ; whenever you suffere 
My misfortune is not as great as that which oc 
my misfortunes , and am at case in this , sinc 
my naked body , which expeets to lose no other 
My nature shows decrepitude , for all flesh ma 
my nature to desire such a state ; { this ) de 
my nature , which is evil because of my great 
my not loving you 
my oíd habits , I take no pleasure in unfamili 
my opinions : the place where they used to dwe 
my outer part 
my own actions seem strange to me ; like those 
my own amorous desire so that it does not dist 
my own , and , falling from a height , it will 
my ( own } castle I was a serf ; I saw a gestu 
my own eyes desire its evils , since they prom 
my own is utterly different from any other kin 
my own love does not end with death ; indeed , 
my own , my will is dead 
my own natures , ñor is it entirely beyond the 
my own opinions praised , the false seems true 
my own strength , not with his own , of infini 
My } passions kept all these desires in confus 
my perfect good 
my pleasure can be fulfilled , even if you wer 
my pleasure outside myself 
my pleasure to be complete , it will be necess 
my pleasure turns to suffering ; labour is dou 
my pleasures contain mortal suffering and such 
my pleasures in one ; it pleases Love to make 
my power is not so great that it could make fo 
my prayer is foolish 
my reason and they agree , pursuing quality , 
my reason if it ( i 
my return 
my riverbank ; let it be understood that , dee 
my sad state of mind , since He does not take 
my sadness I feel such great sweetness in itse 
my senses , do as you like with me , for I do 
my senses have joined in ; I suffer because of 
my sensual part 
my service ; I love as much as Love can make a 
my side 
my sinews ; he who is not afraid of the claws 
my sins not harm her ! The great suffering whi 
my sins ? You have given me a straight command 
rriy situation ! ) Sleeping , ( and ) waking , I 
my soul , and you know that the reverse may ha 
my soul is involved , so that the tears and la 
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se to such a high degrse in love that 
less I soon abandon this belief , may 
pie have seen in me great suffering , 
ay God that I may die this instant if 
All 
s in darkness ) , so Love carries off 
e is a fool who does not believe that 
feel that desire of the senses , and 
ited ! I find my feelings stupefied ; 
elf a coat from your cloth , dressing 
do not think , I find some rest , but 
If it is the latter , cancel 
whether He will bury him in Hell ) : 
e next world , { and ) therefore take 
urself on my flesh , but do not touch 
; I want to go back , and do not turn 
my armour ; my thoughts , weakening ( 
turns out to my disadvantage ; though 
wants me and Fortune draws me away : 
Help me , God , for 
y loved will be able to judge part of 
Please do not leave me , have pity on 
s ! Who will give me back the time of 
which I loved so much , look at me in 
In 
n this thought , but when I lose it , 
o is believe with all your heart that 
me has no limit is the means by which 
of it , but cannot prevent it , since 
To' all appearances , 
my friends may pity me when they see 
nes ; I believe that the motive ( for 
It would be better to endure 
Feeling 
ever know moderation : I do not find 
le thing ; if I mix any pleasure with 
le sins ; before death puts an end to 
of the-world , firmly believing that 
I can redeem my error , this will be 
me within the space of an hour , for 
r seems sweet to me : so corrupted is 
Love has a bittersweet flavour which 
the fear of misfortune , which makes 
y hard enough : such is the weight of 
see any remedy : rather have I taken 
If by forcé I direct 
, between good and evil , they blind 
es to feed on it : for one worm gnaws 
dance to wish for anything on earth ; 
one , two great desires have assailed 
understood that , deep in my heart , 
r I let my mind wander or concéntrate 
When 
My feelings drive 
is never so full of pleasure as when 
your eyes have shattered my armour ; 
I.wish to God that 
find ( in her ) , the worse it is for 
all tasks are light , ( compared ) to 
your great superiority before this ; 
I do not sin so clearly in 
I have no illusions about 
s , and that I exaggerate my deeds by 
if I am forced to leave this world , 
I spend 
by death ; but I do not believe that 
sires have assailed my thoughts , but 
When 
putation : in any concern of my own , 
would wish , since I am certain that 
give light to the eyes of the soul ! 
Lily among thorns : 
eg you to streng-then my heart so that 
e this firm intention : to.strengthen 
n my understanding as I have burdened 
of sleep brings thinness to my body , 
Let no one think that I spin out 
And, may I die straight away if 
be shown in action and I shall prove 
give me if I speak to you foolishly ! 
ring , and , w~hen I speak , they deny 
e been sad should pay no attention to 
Though I am a had Christian in 
many on earth who have not understood 
ace in which to be sad : let him read 
my soul is within the body which it loves , an 
my soul not remain in my body 
my soul was accompanied by great joy 
my speech ever borders on fiction 
my speech will be in vain to those who have no 
my spirit and does not take with it any impure 
my spirit burns with puré love , keenly desiri 
My spirit contemplates Love to such an extent 
my spirit covets works of love ; I have no fea 
my spirit has lost its feeling 
my spirit { in it ) ; when I put it on , I fel 
my spirit is continually sad because of the ki 
my spirit , let my being return to nothingness 
my spirit suffers egually , not knowing what G 
my spirit where her own resides ; and , before 
my spirit , which resembles you ; and , above 
my steps in that direction 
my strength ) have already overeóme me ; I am 
my strength is great , I find myself lacking i 
my strength is not equal to such confliets ; w 
my strength is weak ; I desire to know what yo 
my suffering 
my suffering ! ' O wretched heart of him who f 
my suffering and take away my liberty ? I find 
my suffering : I hesitate to speak to you 
my suffering , if one looks closely , one will 
my suffering , increases : like the man who is 
my suffering is as great as I say 
my suffering is increased : its opposite lies 
my suffering is mixed with a little pleasure 
my suffering is not as great as a mortal injur 
My suffering keeps me in sadness , so that , w 
my suffering ; let my false companion feel pie 
my suffering ) passes through them 
my suffering than to mix a tiny part of pleasu 
my suffering to lie in wait , knowing , for ce 
my sufferings have decreased at all ; and if s 
my sufferings , I immedíately lose it and retu 
my suit , may it please you , God , since I wi 
my supreme joy would be troubled by that pleas 
my sweet penitence 
my symptoms show that I shall not live much lo 
my taste ! I have a heart of steel , flesh and 
my taste is unable to sepárate : my pleasures 
my tender flesh grow thin , brings me sufferin 
my terrible sins ; before death puts an end to 
my theme from sadness 
my thought elsewhere , remembering it , I reco 
my thoughts 
my thoughts , another my heart , and neither r 
my thoughts are gathered within me , so as not 
my thoughts , but my will decides to follow on 
my thoughts do not drag me down 
my thoughts , it is a waste of time ; whatever 
My thoughts rise to such a high degree in love 
my thoughts show me the pleasures of the body 
my thoughts up and down like clouds in the air 
my thoughts wander in love 
my thoughts , weakening ( my strength ) have a 
my thoughts were dead and I could spend my lif 
my thoughts , which lead me to great madness ; 
my triáis when I see you far away , for ( when 
my unchaste body was afraid to lose a place wh 
my understanding as I have burdened my will wi 
my unfavourable condition : I feel that everyt 
my utterances : rather I pray God that I may d 
my whole misfortune will be in not seeing you 
my whole time thinking of my misfortunes , and 
my will can be overeóme by such separation 
My will combines with my reason and they agree 
my will decides to follow one of them ; I proc 
my will finds happiness in loving you , my lad 
my will is dead 
my will is free and I do not know what prevent 
My will is quite contrary to your own , and I 
my will is tempered in that whose temper no lo 
my will may be joined with yours ; and , since 
my will towards Him , so that , travelling tow 
my will with guilt 
my wit is doubled by thinking of love ; the fa 
my words , and that I exaggerate my deeds by m 
my words are feigned ! Your lack of love drive 
my words by my deeds 
My words come from suffering 
my words , giving to understand that I am talk 
my works ; and he who suffers misfortunes shou 
my works , I am not an.gry with you ñor do I bl 
my writings , and many' more who have never hea 
my writings , which reveal troubled thoughts , 
LXIII 48 
myself 
and ) I must find my pleasure outside myself 
39 
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40 
23 
37 
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53 
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180 
n recognize little "feeling of love in myself 
e the strength to take vengeance upon myself 
desire ñor wish for anything outside myself 
0 Love , o Love : I cut myself 
If at any time I thought myself 
ing and take away my liberty ? I find myself 
ou like with me , for I do not defend myself 
If I find myself 
oss , you wounded me , for I defended myself 
I find myself 
ing highly what I lose ; for , seeing myself 
At one and the same time , I found myself 
But I reproach myself 
ave never been able to be a friend to myself 
cause of which I get angry and accuse myself 
, and I , who search for Love within myself 
1 do not fear Death for myself 
Thus I ( too ) find myself 
Through loving to excess , I find myself 
of me , so that I feel joy at seeing myself 
Another , not myself 
though my strength is great , I find myself 
Take away the anguish of seeing myself 
I find in myself 
se lady : I cut off base desires from myself 
e , but since I do not die , I accuse myself 
God forgive , and I desire nothing of myself 
e burned by Love 's heat , for I find myself 
ed as much as lie wishes ; and I find myself 
What man is so just , let alone myself 
ais from you such a humble servant as myself 
lize how for your sake I have exposed myself 
ward lie may give , willingly abandon myself 
I reproach myself for having allowed myself 
If I compare myself 
o make an effort , and I do not apply myself 
ry to your own , and I ara an enemy to myself 
om hinders me ; in time past I loaded myself 
a coat from your cloth , dressing my sp 
a lover , I can recognize little feelin 
a prisoner , ( now that I am ) set free 
against you : grant me so much misfortu 
at a stage where I do not remember my g 
badly , thinking the day itself would p 
brought very cióse to my end , since my 
deprived of all love , earth fails me a 
disinclined and totally abandoned by lo 
for having allowed myself to speak of w 
, for I have never made the effort 
for no reason ; and the second is the t 
, have not found him ; in some places I 
: I have feared her for another ; since 
in a strange place , so that only you c 
in this situation / not having wished f 
in this state , and it can compel me to 
, is to blame for this ; think badly of 
lacking in strength , since I make no a 
lose the world , for as long as I griev 
neither desire ñor yet guidance to wish 
; no weeds grow on my riverbank ; let i 
of little love 
or of the world except that God may set 
refreshed in his fire , just as the sai 
so overeóme by Love that I cannot say h 
, that he is not afraid ? If job , the 
through his weakness ; certainly , it i 
to every extreme ; Love has demolished 
to his sadness and shall live sadly for 
to speak of what my knowledge does not 
to the majority of people , it is true 
to this ( as I should } ; and now , ent 
when I think to be a friend 
with sin 
XIII 
LXVIII 
CV 
XCVII 
33 
28 
20 
112 
7 
mysteries 1 
his body so that he might see divine mysteries ( for the body is the soul 's prison 
naked 2 
thank it for not clothing in earth my naked body , which expeets to lose no other pl 
n their games , walk over snow , with naked feet , bareheaded , serving a master who 
ñame 2 
who pleases the devil should take the ñame of him with whom he conforms 
it ) , I simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of lover , for I am not as passionate as 
nation 
to being king over the entire French nation 
XLVI 10 in the oven 
natural 1 
chancing its colour and natural state and it will appear to hate any 
XCII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
CI 
LXXIII 
CV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
I 
LXVI 
CXIV 
XCVII 
53 
34 
69 
75 
52 
33 
39 
50 
17 
67 
23 
48 
83 
43 
52 
53 
6 
57 
154 
86 
54 
53 
70 
197 
190 
35 
23 
33 
18 
naturally 2 
; everything the body and soul taste naturally is a pleasant , life-giving medicine 
nature , and each of them guides man naturally ; when they act together , they perf 
nature 
ch pleasures , is divorced from human nature 
increased : its opposite lies outside nature 
Nature 
There are two desires which follow nature 
man , and the reverse disturbs man ' s nature 
The impulses which come from nature 
My first misfortune is my corrupt nature 
Reason and nature 
ayiour : my flesh suffers , since its nature 
he rules , and if he goes beyond what nature 
infinite damnation which I fear ; and nature 
part , man goes straight , following nature 
The other desire exceeds human nature 
s entirely in aceprdance with its own nature 
f his aliment and w-ij.1 understand its nature 
has three parts , two of which follow nature 
ve me physical health or any goods of nature 
My nature 
ever ) had such a feeling ; it is my nature 
O merey , God ! Reverse my nature 
20 
, a strong and piercing , but relentles 
, acting wisely in me , wants me to mak 
, and each of them guides man naturally 
and he does not achieve the end which h 
are contained in limits and certainty 
, because of which I get angry and accu 
créate this other desire , for great jo 
decrees it , because its pleasures are 
decrees , the result is false and incon 
does not comprehend such suffering , no 
, his mentor ; for the greater part att 
; its sure sign is that no boundary ene 
, loving for her own sake that creature 
much better 
: one dies and the other lasts for ever 
or fortune , but raerely , God , to make 
shows decrepitude , for all flesh makes 
to desire such a state ; ( this ) desir 
, which is evil because of my great sin 
natures 2 
erience is not entirely beyond my own natures , ñor is it entirely beyond their conf 
n man , for man is defined by his two natures : the body on its own desires the appe 
near 8 
tual part of me is ready , but I draw near dragging behind me my sensual part 
d , not having been for a long , time near habitation , ( and ) by chance one of the 
ut that which reason consents to have near it 
sad state of mind that I visibly draw near to death 
ot come to an end when I saw her draw near to death , saying with tears : 'Please do 
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144 g my life , since I feel I am drawing near to you 
17 The time is near when I shall live like a hermit , the bet 
51 see you far away , for ( when I am ) near you , nothing can trouble me , and , far 
4 6 and more powerful Love is in me 
18 
35 
46 
14 
31 
53 
17 
22 
17 
149 
58 
34 
48 
22 
82 
nearer 1 
the nearer to me I feel his pleasure come if I f 
necessary 3 
suffering / since such a quantity is necessary for my happiness , and my desire may 
pleasure to be complete , it will be necessary for them to tell me there that it ha 
and when the appetite desires what is necessary to it , man does not fall into error 
need 7 
whoever does not feel Love ' s torment need not expect to enjoy his delights ; every 
may go about bareheaded ; there is no need to build castles to take refuge from him 
Then people will not need to have faith in what Love performs outsi 
I do not need to join my hands in prayer to God , since 
ch mingle with the good ; there is no need to punish me , since they do not try to t 
Wise lady : I do not need to say I love you , since I firmly believ 
I want to straighten it , but I need your help 
neither 8 
ch great pleasure come from it that I neither desire ñor wish for anything outside m 
I find in myself neither desire ñor yet guidance to wish for an 
The faint desire has neither fear ñor hope , it cannot receive grea 
He who expects neither good ñor evil from love sees a great g 
on in man can ever be called single ; neither is humble and simple towards the other 
ant ( so much ) that he will give him neither punishment ñor duties ( to perform ) , 
my thoughts , another my heart , and neither rests , and their work can only be int 
Since neither the world ñor God helps me to root out 
never 
LXVIII 21 bareheaded , serving a master who was never 
CV 170 rd , to make me unfeeling , so that I never 
XCIV 73 should become a habit , so that I may never 
XIII 30 hat of imagining that my desires will never 
XIII 15 pared with me , since what I wish for never 
XLVI 20 bring to light the secrets which will never 
XIX 27 emy has pitied me for it , and I have never 
XIII 20 he flesh is renewed , though the bird never 
LXVIII 12 , unless he is a fool , that he will never 
LXVIII 16 hat he has deceived himself , he will never 
XVIII 38 thus I experience the pleasure which never 
XCIV 59 my writings , and many more who have never 
XLVI 21 In ( such ) danger , you will never 
XIX 28 to be a friend to myself , for I have never 
LXIII 55 desire such a state ; ( this ) desire never 
XCII 1 Those liquids which never 
XCII 125 of Hell because in this world I shall never 
CV 181 I am worth as much to you as many who never 
XCII 26 he tears and lamentations of both are never 
LXXIII 22 hat comfort may die' , and my heart is.never 
XCVII 49 e all pleasure and that my eyes would never 
XCVII 36 eel the mortal injury ; he whom death never 
XCII 14 of lasting , the quality of good love never 
XVIII 31 e which arise from the spirit , which never 
24 
a vassal ñor ever thought to pay homage 
again experience any pleasures : not onl 
again know the taste of joy 
be achieved ; and if I must end my last 
be achieved : no doctor will cure me of 
be revealed to the confessor 
been able to be a friend to myself , for 
ceases to feed on it : for one worm gnaw 
find a better situation 
find anyone to treat him better 
grows tired , so that my flesh does not 
heard of them 
leave my mind ; rather shall I vow to th 
made the effort 
occurs to the ignorant : ignorance is th 
pardoned have now broken the thread whic 
see her at my side 
served you , and you have done no less f 
silent 
so full of pleasure as when my thoughts 
stop weeping ! I do not love so little t 
tempted knows still less of it 
tires 
tires , but multiplies continually 
XCII 
I 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
CV 
XCII 
XVIII 
news 3 
231 o earth , before I die , I shall have news of her 
20 his thought for enemy , bringing him news of troubles ; and when it tries to provid 
33 I am mortally afraid to have news of you , greatly fearing that you will no 
next 3 
4 2 changes colour from one moment to the next / and the timid man when he thinks of Lov 
76 , and I fear everlasting death in the next world 
238 o not delay long in wishing me in the next world , ( and ) therefore take my spirit 
night 1 
and my clear day is dark night to men , and I live by that which ordina ost subtle 
CV 67 en I think of Hell , where time is of 
XCII 87 body is so united with the soul that 
LXXXII 5 The wise man has 
XIX 16 lf lacking in strength , since I make 
XXXIX 2 not at some time been sad should pay 
XCIV 53 human nature ; its sure sign is that 
XCIV 99 Its quantity has 
XCII 152 me sad , still less happy ; there is< 
IV 58 ot give me anything in which there is 
CI 3 unable to make signs , if he is ill , 
XIII 16 e what I wish foiN never be achieved : 
LXXVII 5 an wants to do good , even when it is 
XCII 38 d if it could act without hindrance , 
LXVI 39 he world ; it would be better to have 
LXVI 15 prayer ) , I beg your pity ; grant me 
XVIII 11 spirit covets works of love ; I have 
III 11 norant one sees that the sick man has 
XCII 108 misfortune ; I have lost so much that 
LXIII 16 that , without sadness , there can be 
XCII 91 in the body 's actions , the soul is 
XCII 160 In terms of Love , I bear 
no 98 
no account , there all that the feelings fear 
no action in man can ever be called single ; n 
no advantage ( over the fool ) , except that t 
no attempt to reveal my inclination 
no attention to my works ; and he who suffers 
no boundary endoses it 
no certain measure : the lover is greater or 1 
no colour left , white or black : \ f or me , not 
no dissatisfaction ; I scatter all my desires 
no doctor in the world can cure him , unless h 
no doctor will cure me of my desire 
no effort : how will he do it despite himself 
no eye in the world would be impaired ; but it 
no eyes before receiving such a blow , but^to 
no favour , but reward for my service ; I love 
no fear of burning in that blind fire in which 
no fever and thinks him well , since he is hea 
no good can reach me : Fortune has no more to 
no great joy 
no great obstacle ; and , in contemplation , t 
no great signs of injury , and I wish it were 
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XCII 
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CV 
CV 
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CV 
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CV 
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17 
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It has already happened : then it is 
I am that servant who bears 
should wish for that of which lie has 
conflicts ; without her , I can have 
d to vices ; the quantity of love has 
ead , and in nothingness there can be 
I have 
: to the ( man of ) humble condition 
ot as clever as the scholars who have 
never served you , and you have done 
That { other ) desire which in me has 
O God ! why is there 
athes where it pleases ; how or why , 
love , since that which made it feel 
When will be the day I 
the place where they used to dwell is 
and confused has gone : the grain is 
; like the hermit in whom there grows 
will is tempered in that whose temper 
I am 
the whole world is overrun by envy ; 
ower to love is limited , since it is 
at no good can reach me : Fortune has 
ere killed in the past ; now Love has 
en may go about bareheaded ; there is 
which mingle with the good ; there is 
lling towards Him , I shall meet with 
it is my fate that Fortune brings me 
there is no rest for a man who is to 
; and they will reply , for they have 
at fool will accuse me if I do love ? 
eart is harder than a stump of wood ; 
ny people die from trivial ailments : 
se desires takes its own course , and 
Since without you 
e better to keep Love 's feast days ; 
Let 
I have-will to spare , but I know of 
e grain is no longer with the straw ; 
time past occupies my imagination and 
Then what will he do , since 
Your intelligence does what 
etness in itself , and , since I feel 
my naked body , which expects to lose 
es me pleasure , since the spirit has 
ts : he who has not laboured receives 
nce she has been cruel , let her show 
be cured , since she whom I love has 
I want 
I possess ) it entirely , I can have 
ks and desires his like ; thus I take 
ly overeóme by my oíd habits , 1 take 
You can take 
d , since I know that the world is of 
hild : I desire and do not desire for 
ich I get angry and accuse myself for 
's sickness , in believing me , feel 
there is to me in delaying ; there is 
e ground ; thus his understanding has 
He who considers a different end has 
Thus the wholly human end gives 
hoever suffers from this sickness has 
ed on truth ; consequently , it is of 
f' : you are so gross that you do Love 
; all men feel this , and it requires 
ay between the two , is found to have 
hat the body , wellrestrained , sheds 
eeping ! I do not love so little that 
harm her ! The great suffering which 
feet ) to go ahead , because he sees 
anger when in this world lie is sent 
s , indolence sleeps in you ; you are 
I suffer the pain of longing and see 
I cut off base desires from myself ; 
no great wonder that my feelings remain in hop 
no grudge if his service goes unrecognized : h 
no hope 
no hope in this world 
no hope of lasting , the quality of good love 
no hope ; whatever belongs to the body , Death 
no illusions about my unfavourable condition : 
no insult seems severe 
no knowledge of such things 
no less for them than I ask of you ; and so I 
no limit is the means by which my suffering is 
no limit to love , that I might have come to i 
no living man knows 
no longer exists ; if I have any desire , he i 
no longer fear death ? It will be when I am se 
no longer there 
no longer with the straw ; no other experience 
no longing for those friends lie had in the wo 
No lover can escape the charge of loving littl 
no lover knows ; this is the work of Love , wh 
no lover of the present , but of the past , wh 
no man wants to do good , even when it is no e 
no more than brute appetite , and if you see t 
no more to take away from me 
no more with which to make war to the death 
no need to build castles to take refuge from h 
no need to punish me , since they do not try t 
no obstacles 
no occasion ( for either ) ; wide awake
 / with 
no on a journey 
no one but me to accompany them in their cont 
No one can forcé such a passion : therefore I 
No one can have it in his power to love anothe 
no one grieves if another suffers injury 
no one is certain how any matter will end 
no one knows where the médium lies 
no one reaches you , give me your hand or lift 
no one should pity me for this strange way of 
no one think that I spin out my words , and th 
no one who is so weak in strength , for I am d 
no other experience , I think , is of any valu 
no other good dwells there 
no other good remains to him , except mourn th 
No other help from your love avails me , unles 
no other is capable of , for it can command gr 
no other pleasure , I shall be ungrateful if I 
no other pleasure than that of imagining that 
no part in it 
no pay 
no pity for me ; whoever lies in the earth is 
no pity for the wound she has caused 
no pleasure except that of being sad : I mean 
no pleasure ; if your will is not completely s 
no pleasure in the company of the living 
no pleasure in unfamiliar things 
no pleasure in yourself : you are so gross tha 
no profit to me , give me strength to reject i 
no reason 
no reason ; and the second is the terrible ref 
no remorse in their consciences 
no rest for a man who is to no on a journey 
no rest , for the understanding worships only 
no rest , for the will does not rest in any ot 
no rest or term to the appetite , though witho 
no restingplace ; take ( my ) instability as ( 
no satisfaction to man 
no service ; Love is said to be a voluntary ac 
no subtlety , for outside yourself the will do 
no sure road ; it thinks it will find haven on 
no tears at this 
no tears wet my face when I think of her life 
no tongue can describe of him who is dead and 
no track ; he will not and cannot use a level 
no triáis ; let him not hope for God 's benefi 
no virgin , since God wished you to bear offsp 
no way of hoping for any good 
no weeds grow on my riverbank ; let it be unde 
noble 2 
rom an honest cause will give rise to noble actions as long as I live 
In a noble heart , Love does not undergo death 
nobler 1 
eat sadness may be a certain and much nobler fate than any other pleasure 
nonsense 1 
iving to understand that I am talking nonsense 
since pl 
ar to love another against his will 
2 , unless your eyes show me favour 
compel me to renounce all pleasure 
ñor 16-
nor be 'so strong , with sufficient forcé to un 
ñor can I know anything more certain about you 
ñor can I think that I might feel pleasure aga 
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CV 
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CXIV 
84 
34 
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214 
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XCII 
CV 
XCII 
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CV 
CV 
CV 
XCVII 
LIV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXIX 
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IV 
XCIV 
CV 
CI 
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CV 
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cv XXIII 
LXIII 
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IV 
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XLVI 
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LXXXIX 
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XCVI 
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IV 
XCVII 
III 
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cv 
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XIX 
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186 
113 
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11 
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64 
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24 
86 
167 
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142 
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89 
106 
22 
34 
5 
53 
132 
51 
156 
42 
8 
33 
37 
153 
1 
39 
119 
16 
28 
204 
42 
32 
44 
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44 
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6 
31 
6 
222 
27 
32 
47 
22 
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37 
47 
44 
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27 
28 
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34 
17 
10 
8 
15 
16 
- 83 
103 
35 
42 
38 
23 
does not comprehend such suffering , 
in my works , I am not angry with you 
y love has not been killed by Death , 
, they do not take pleasure in love , 
t he will give him neither punishraent 
rving a master who was never a vassal 
He who expects neither good 
Since neither the world 
The faint desire has neither fear 
not entirely beyond my own natures , 
, above all , may my faith not wander 
re come from it that I neither desire 
I find in myself neither desire 
9 y great suffering does not follow the 
5 11 help them , with their friends the 
e way which leads to not-loving , but 
Love is an accident and 
d { which is ) found in this world is 
this other desire , for great joys do 
n from lovers , from all those who do 
pe of it without suffering ; if I do 
se disturbs man ' s nature and he does 
appetite , though without it man does 
to meet you ; I do not know why I do 
just , let alone myself , that he is 
What saint was 
rld would be a great marvel if I were 
seems to me a poor excuse , that I am 
sent weigh upon my sinews ; he who is 
h ) drives me to such jealousy ; I am 
for me ; whoever lies in the earth is 
pillar is subtle thought , which does 
y loved are like me in part , but are 
which all ends termínate , and it is 
, because he sees no track ; he will 
am a had Christian in my works , I am 
vets them both equally , and who will 
wants me to make an effort , and I do 
If it is there , they are 
revealed to many martyrs { who are ) 
To all appearances , my suffering is 
My misfortune is 
pire to tile ñame of lover , for I am 
The government of the Venetians is 
I do 
I- do 
Anyone who is not sad or has 
takes pleasure in death , since I do 
ment : this is a sure sign that it is 
your colour and bearing , but he will 
of love is not so bitter that it may 
ccount to death , so that now I would 
lesh alone , if it is not dead , will 
lover { burn ) in the fire , he will 
ve one , since a visible crown should 
Let me 
ffering , if it fails in me , it will 
serve the results in me ; my love has 
who have not seen you , for they will 
This love , though fools do 
n life , and I forgive those who will 
ve any desire , he is a fool who does 
Love is cancelled by death ; but I do 
- for as long as we are alive , I do 
fall into error , as long as he does 
elf in such a situation , since it is 
I do not know why my heart does 
It is 
but it fails in time , since it does 
at has become of you : your look will 
come sooner or later , if the road is 
t a sight - I should not thank it for 
or she whom I love is cone , and will 
who is too strong for him , and does 
; even though the first impulse does 
Her ) life had still 
e the case lightly when the heat does 
forcé such a passion : therefore I do 
kes me feel its lack of favour ; I do 
an have no pleasure ; if your will is 
nation which I fear ; and nature does 
, and more vividly than before ; I do 
( because of whom ) the wise man may 
arises from my flesh alone , if it is 
s , do as you like with me , for I do 
has an impossible aim ; the hour will 
ñor can man appreciate , still less feel , it 
ñor do I blame you in any way ; I am quite cer 
ñor do I feel grief at losing , the world 
ñor do they experience good , if hope does not 
ñor duties ( to perform ) , so Love has cast m 
ñor ever thought to pay homage ( to another ) 
ñor evil from love sees a great glory gathered 
ñor God helps me to root out the reason for wh 
ñor hope , it cannot receive great good or muc 
ñor is it entirely beyond their confines ; I b 
ñor my hope tremble ; charity will not fail me 
ñor wish for anything outside myself 
ñor yet guidance to wish for anything on earth 
normal 1 
normal course ; all suffering is conquered and 
north-east 1 
north-east and the south , humbly begging the 
not 261 
not a single step of mine will be found there 
not a substance , and makes himself known to u 
not a true end , since it does not make men ha 
not abound without suffering 
not achieve great love : in their desire , the 
not achieve it , I shall be so wretched that I 
not achieve the end which he seeks in all his 
not achieve the other : Saint John announced t 
not act as I would wish , since I am certain t 
not afraid ? If job , the just ( man J , was o 
not afraid of Death ? Who will mourn for death 
not afraid of misfortune 
not afraid of my corruption , great as it is ; 
not afraid of the claws of the strong lion wil 
not afraid that the slightest hair on your bod 
not afraid to fall still further : my hope in 
not allow it to fast from delicate foods 
not altogether equal 
not an end if it does not end in you 
not and cannot use a level path , he cannot go 
not angry with you ñor do I blame you in any w 
not appease it until he has chosen one or the 
not apply myself to this ( as I should ) ; and 
not as before the event ; it.is changed : ( by 
not as clever as the scholars who have no know 
not as great as a mortal injury entails ; Deat 
not as great as that which occurred to others 
not as passionate as I should be 
not as well-ordered as { the way in which ) yo 
not ask him for any woman who lives on earth , 
not ask you to give me physical health or any 
not at some time been sad should pay no attent 
not avoid the reason for which it comes to me 
not based on truth ; consequently , it is of n 
not be able to speak properly of your gesture 
not be considered sweeter than anything else 
not be living in doubt ! Men fear the pains of 
not be long in dying ; that other ( desire ) b 
not be pitied , much less defended 
not be placed where there is a miracle 
not be the only one in your disfavour ! With h 
not be without great cause 
not been killed by Death , ñor do I feel grief 
not believe it ; and those who see you , if th 
not believe it , is a true sign of the good wh 
not believe me : there are few who believe thi 
not believe that my spirit burns with puré lov 
not believe that my will can be overeóme by su 
not believe this can happen - : ( that ) after 
not break the rules , and if he goes beyond wh 
not broken into pieces or left without blood ! 
not burst 
not by your cholee ( alone )' that my pleasure 
not cali upon virtue , and in part is sensual 
not cause me terror 
not closed to me by death 
not clothing in earth my naked body , which ex 
not come back \ 
not come back until he has recovered his stren 
not come from it , in it resides the judgement 
not come to an end when I saw her draw near to 
not come to the surface ; the ignorant one see 
not complain if anyone does not wish me well 
not complain of Love , even though he leads me 
not completely sound , it can soon be dead 
not comprehend such suffering , ñor can man ap 
not consent to escape from this into peace of 
not consider himself blameless as long as lie 
not dead , will not be long in dying ; that ot 
not defend myself against you : grant me so mu 
not delay , for it is already late , when I sh 
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XCII 238 should ) gather me to her place ; do not 
CV - 23 What am I 'to do , since I do not 
XIX 40 kes me like a child : I desire and do not 
XCVII 57 akes it away from me , but since I do not 
XCII 177 iend with a love such that Death does not 
CV 158 o not feel great delight , since I am not 
XXIII 4 my own amorous desire so that it does not 
XVIII 39 r grows tired , so that my flesh does not 
LXVIII 28 t , deep in my heart , my thoughts do not 
CV 106 ate , and it is not an end if it does not 
XCIV 4 hrough absence , and my own love does not 
CV 137 fear I have of you ! And if love does not 
CV 122 aw was not good in itself { one could not 
XCII 70 s the great suffering I experience is not 
CI 30 ortune draws me away : my strength is not 
XCVI 31 ne ! Any misfortune is small if it is not 
LXIII 14 er does not feel Love 's torment need not 
LXIII 29 I have not 
CV 215 er ñor my hope tremole ; charity will not 
XXIII 10 norant man is not so dim that he will not 
XCIV 47 es what is necessary to it , man does not 
XCII 140 I do not 
XCII 148 orm pleasant things on his own ; I do not 
LXXXIX 41 Do not 
CV 157 Consequently , I do not 
LXIII 13 Thus , whoever does not 
XCII 220 I do not 
XVIII 9 My flesh does not 
LXIII 61 Thus , if a man does not 
XCII 113 rief will ever know moderation : I do not 
CV 103 live in suffering , for my desire is not 
LXXIII 27 o they experience good , if hope does not 
XCIV 9 My great suffering does not 
LXXIX 4 s , have loved well , I pray you , do not 
LXIII 34 search for Love within myself , have not 
LXVI 24 Do not 
XCII 122 pear , my feelings stiffer , and will not 
II 23 ering I have felt because of you will not 
CV 108 who does not resemble you , God , is not 
CV 121 The Mosaic law was not 
XCIV 133 May my sins not 
LXXXIX 4 9 • If I do not 
CI 24 brought him ( there } , for he would not 
XCVI 32 t is not eternal , but I fear she may not 
I 35 those friends lie had in the world , not 
LXIII 67 I have accused you of ingratitude for not 
CXIV 24 s , I find myself in this situation , not 
LXIII 11 world lie is sent no triáis ; let him not 
XCVII 47 urn and wish to mourn , and when I do not 
XCII 97 ief and it seems to me extreme ; I am not 
XIII 25 And ( even ) if death did not 
LXXIII 15 it is a miracle that pleasure - I do not 
XXIII 11 nize the grace of your body ; he does not 
LXXVII 9 He who does not 
IV 48 a voluntary act of good , and you do not 
LXXXIX 4 6 aviour , you are without love , or do not 
XCVII 13 ught to go where her road lies : I do not 
CV 8 certain that my will is free and I do not 
XCII 236 O mercy , God ! But I do not 
XCVI 25 I do not 
CV 79 hen you consider me most ready ; I do not 
XCVI 2 describe of him who is dead and does not 
CI 20 self among rocks is afraid { lie does not 
XCVI 3 s not know where he will go ( he does not 
CV 6 1 want to go to meet you ; I do not 
XCII 135 I do not 
CV 40 gnorance of good is the reason men do not 
LXXXIX 35 will not show signs of love ; through not 
XCVI 6 Hell ) : my spirit suffers equally , not 
LXIII 12 hope for God 's benefits : he who has not 
LXVIII 24 vage heart ; he only tells me I shall not 
XCII 17 feels a strange grief , but this does not 
XCII 94 This peace in me does not 
XCVII 19 eath , saying with tears : 'Please do not 
LXVIII 1 I am not 
LXVI 32 h ailment I come to die , since it is not 
CV 216 nd if I pray to you for my flesh , do not 
LXIII 57 Man could not 
III 8 r , for my symptoms show that I shall not 
XCIV 111 Love does not 
LXXXIX 1 The wounded deer does not 
XCII 208 pleasure ; when this fails , love is not 
XXXIX 3 and he who suffers misfortunes should not 
XCVII 50 eyes would never stop weeping ! I do not 
LXVI 5 What fool will accuse me if I do not 
CV 178 r as long as I grieve ( for it ) I do not 
CV 140 abits which have been the cause of my not 
CV 24 erve your help , for I know that I do not 
XCII 201 oth together , from an act which does not 
CV 114 rld is not a true end , since it does not 
II 26 y desire badly , be sure that it does not 
XCVI 29 I do not 
delay long in wishing me in the next world 
deserve your help , for I know that I do n 
desire for no reason 
die , I accuse myself of little love 
diminish it ; rather is Death a crucible w 
disposed to feel it ; but , through his kn 
distract me , I shall say what I find in y 
disturb true love 
drag me down 
end in you 
end with death ; indeed , I love you much 
enter into me as I should wish , increase 
enter Paradise by means of it ) , except i 
entirely beyond my own natures , ñor is it 
equal to such conflicts ; without her , I 
eternal , but I fear she may not have earn 
expect to enjoy his delights ; every lover 
experienced such a flavour , and I have to 
fail me if they are firm , and if I pray t 
fail to recognize the grace of your body ; 
fall into error , as long as he does not b 
fear Death for myself : I have feared her 
fear Death , whom everyone curses , but fe 
fear or take exception to my changing thou 
feel great delight , since I am not dispos 
feel Love rs torment need not expect to en 
feel my flesh ; then it is impossible for 
feel that desire of the senses , and my sp 
feel the pains of love , his passion canno 
find my sufferings have decreased at all ; 
firm and my judgement is now disturbed in 
flatter them 
follow the normal course ; all suffering i 
forget ! Come weeping , with dishevelled h 
found him ; in some places I see him denou 
give me deceitful confidence ! Just as the 
go away unless they reject both love and g 
go unrewarded ; then you will see the flam 
good 
good in itself ( one could not enter Parad 
harm her ! The great suffering which no to 
have as much faith in you as you would wis 
have come such a way by himself 
have earned this kind 
having been for a long , time near habitat 
having found a place to suit me ; this is 
having wished for or known anything else 
hope for God 's benefits : he who has not 
, I am displeased enough , for I wish to 1 
in a state to wish to receive advice and I 
inflict such a penalty -to deprive me of s 
know how - should be present 
know it as the subtle man does : the colou 
know ( it from experience ) cannot feel pi 
know the way to this good 
know what love demands ; whoever suffers f 
know what prevents me from deciding to do 
know what prevents me from this purpose 
know what to bee , of you , except that yo 
know what to say that I should not regret 
know what use there is to me in delaying ; 
know where he will go { he does not know w 
know where to set his feet ) to go ahead , 
know whether his God will want him for Him 
know why I do not act as I would wish , si 
know why my heart does not burst 
know you 
knowing , I live in a different ( kind of 
knowing what God has decreed for you , for 
laboured receives no pay 
lack a good reward 
last long : the experienced man confirms t 
last very long , since suffering endures 1 
leave me , have pity on my suffering ! ' O 
like the little page who seeks a master wh 
like the other and is ( much ) greater 
listen to me 
live in the world if it were cleansed of e 
live much longer 
live when desire and hope are dead , and i 
long , for the spring as much as I ( long 
long in declining : when the saint fails , 
look for a dark place in which to be sad : 
love so little that no tears wet my face w 
love ? What fool will accuse me if I do lo 
love you as much as I would , and I wish t 
loving you 
make as much effort as I might 
make it clear which of the two has the gre 
make men happy ; it is the beginning , thr 
make true love ( any more ) distant from m 
mourn the injury of my lost delight , s o 
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Another , not 
Then people will not 
I do not 
Wise lady : I do not 
ever again experience any pleasures : not 
hich I alone possess , for a man does not 
everyone with all my heart , if I am not 
hen the eye does not see and touch is not 
r himself blameless as long as lie is not 
iré without smoke , and the heat does not 
hand or lift me by the hair ; if I do not 
If to speak of what my knowledge does not 
ese conflicts , since its extent does not 
anee that man seeks gross pleasures , not 
d I , who love him for his own sake , not 
do not know what to say that I should not 
t pleasure , I believe suffering does not 
oon abandon this belief , may my soul not 
f I find myself at a stage where I do not 
of all other goods , and he who does not 
, for outside yourself the will does not 
t end has no rest , for the will does not 
Though the dead do not 
ion has weakened my courage ; I shall not 
if , having received baptism , I had not 
n to us through his actions ; he does not 
Anyone who is not 
ng , so that the end of anything does not 
nquered and diminished by time ; I do not 
When the eye does not 
join together unequal wills ! Let me not 
orld , my whole misfortune will be in not 
ech will be in vain to those who have not 
and bitter at once , their flavour is not 
Whatever belongs to the body but does not 
f you , greatly fearing that you will not 
ay : since I am alive , my heart does not 
uch less if yours fluctuates and does not 
e my fear , so that , fearing , I may not 
I do not 
, fearing , I may not sin ; for , by not 
The understanding was not 
ogether unlucky ; the food of love is not 
gives light to blind desire , though not 
The eye of the ignorant man is not 
Lily among thorns : my power is not 
btleties to me , which the learned do not 
eep , who sees me laugh , though I do not 
n such a place because of me ; let me not 
o arrows of lead , and their forcé is not 
s far as one can see , his works were not 
my sad state of mind , since He does not 
reat love : in their desire , they do not 
A wise doctor does not 
o Love carries off my spirit and does not 
live by that which ordinary people do not 
me of so pleasant a sight - I should not 
Show me the light of true hope , not 
st share the same lodgings ; there is not 
When I reflect that the dead do not 
As long as I do not 
And do not 
; but , mercifully , Love allows him not 
ly from the body , for my desires are not 
for unexpiated sins , I pray your Son not 
hat it would have been better for him not 
to the God who has bound us together not 
0 is called Ausias March ! I pray God not 
ore you both to change your law , and not 
And do not think I was so foolish as not 
oughts are gathered within me , so as not 
Love 's suffering does not 
, gorge yourself on my flesh , but do not 
und in any man , except in him who is not 
t looks as if I wanted to , but it is not 
I want to rise up and I do not 
no need to punish irte , since they do not 
1 travel ; I want to go back , and do not 
In a noble heart , Love does not 
at this kind of love ; it is felt and not 
There are many on earth who have not 
Cyprus , imprisoned by a heretic , is not 
as it is ; if I ask for Heaven , I do not 
qual in suffering to the devil ! I do not 
you ; and , above all , may my faith not 
Having lost Love , I do not 
en placed among the saints , I should not 
I fear death because I do not 
te to wish to receive advice and I do not 
I am a Catholic , but Faith does not 
woman who makes me live ? And if I do not 
much against me / may be appeased and not 
I already have a sign 
, is not good 
myself , is to blame for this ; think badl 
need to have faith in what Love performs o 
need to join my hands in prayer to God , s 
need to say I love you , since I firmly be 
only those base pleasures which attack one 
perform pleasant things on his own ; I do 
pitied for what my heart is suffering 
practised , the desire which arises entire 
protected from you ! You are that pestilen 
reach my outer part 
reach out my hand towards yours , drag me 
reach to ; excess of love makes me like a 
reach to truth 
realizing how much harm he does to himself 
refusing the reward lie may give , willing 
regret having said ; whether I cry out or 
rema i n 
remain in my body 
remember my grief , 
resemble you , God 
rest 
rest in any other thing ; all men feel thi 
return to earth , before I die , I shall h 
return until I have completely driven out 
returned to the arms of life , but had the 
reveal his quantity or his quality ; accor 
sad or has not at some time been sad shoul 
satisfy me 
say that my own is utterly different from 
see and touch is not practised , the desir 
see you thus , or let me die ; death 's bi 
seeing you 
seen you , for they will not believe it ; 
sepárate ; while she was alive , such were 
share in the spirit , the coarse man knows 
show signs of love ; through not knowing , 
show such grief as in death , whose suffer 
show that it increases ; and if it goes do 
sin ; for , by not sinning , I shall lose 
sin so clearly in my understanding as I ha 
sinning , I shall lose those habits which 
slow to speak , and utterly refuted this a 
so bitter that it may not be considered sw 
so completely that it removes its cataract 
so dim that he will not fail to recognize 
so great that it could make for you an inv 
succeed in mastering , and , when I speak 
suffer continual pain ? I have combined al 
suffer such anguish 
sufficient to draw blood 
sufficient ) ; your spirit breathes where 
take away that which makes me sad ! In my 
take pleasure in love , ñor do they experi 
take the case lightly when the heat does n 
take with it any impure thoughts , and thu 
taste 
thank it for not clothing in earth my nake 
that vain hope which I receive from you , 
the slightest doubt that there will be a g 
think at all of tile living , and the grie 
think , I find some rest , but my spirit i 
think I was so foolish as not to see your 
to be deprived of the hope of pleasure ; j 
to be found in any man , except in him who 
to consider where the prayers come from , 
to have been born a man 
to lessen my firm intentions and to keep y 
to prolong my life , or ( else ) to instil 
to resemble that ( law ) which is harmful 
to see your great superiority before this 
to think of anything to do with the world 
torture me to such an extent that I should 
touch my spirit , which resembles you ; an 
troubled at all by the flesh 
true , since nothing takes Death away from 
try hard enough : such is the weight of my 
try to tempt me ; their cause is a dead le 
turn my steps in that direction 
undergo death , but ( onlyv ) in that which 
understood ; few have known its cause ; jo 
understood my writings , and many more who 
unfortunate , compared with me , since wha 
valué it sufficiently ; I am lacking in bo 
valué the goods which I alone possess , fo 
wander ñor my hope tremble ; charity will 
want God to help me by making the world gi 
want her to be protected from Death 
want to leave you , for Love is cancelled 
want to see any remedy : rather have I taíc 
warm me , for the slow cold of the senses 
weep , who sees me laugh , though I do not 
wholly contrary to me 
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32 
fore I do not complain if anyone does not wish me well 
ope consoles me for many evils ; I do not wish my life to be exempted from a most gr 
( though ) we could oppose it , we do not wish to 
so Love has cast me off , for he does not wish to demónstrate his power on me 
demolished me with my own strength , not with his own , of infinite power 
ing to return , but firm knowledge is not within our power 
notable 1 
tance which God kept in order to make notable women sufficed for you alone ; He has 
s to the body , Death turns ( it ) to 
present , but of the past , which is 
esture restrains all my actions , and 
r away , for ( when I am ) near you , 
Then , what wonder I love it ? And 
ad because of some present instance , 
uble me , and , far from you , I find 
: then , how much more so , now that 
It is you I ask ; 
er accuses my delay ; your pity finds 
to make this change in me ; there is 
lour left , white or black : for me , 
When the body dies , 
e ) is its own pleasure : remembering 
11 things with an equal countenance : 
f her whom God forgive , and I desire 
oes : the colour , yes , but he knows 
There is 
You , spirit , if 
anted to , but it is not true , since 
the body cannot love , since he finds 
f such great knowledge that she lacks 
is with me , for Love 's sickness was 
anything , of its own , since it has 
r I cry out or remain silent , I find 
nothing 26 
nothing 
nothing and { is ) finished ; I take comfort a 
nothing can hold back my desire ; burning wint 
nothing can trouble me , and , far from you , 
nothing consoles me so much 
nothing future is to be found in me 
nothing good without suffering 
nothing hinders me ? While she was alive , my 
nothing holds you back from me as long as I am 
nothing in me to work upon 
nothing in the world ( which is ) the equivale 
nothing is dark or light 
nothing is left to the one who loved it except 
nothing , it hopes for future good 
nothing makes me sad , still less happy ; ther 
nothing of myself or of the world except that 
nothing of the texture 
nothing on earth sufficient to dissuade me fro 
nothing prevents you from it , break the custo 
nothing takes Death away from him who wishes i 
nothing to love 
nothing to make herself wholly known : her bea 
nothing to me , { since I had been ) living wi 
nothing to offer to my desire 
nothing to satisfy me ; whether I let my mind 
Nothing which concerns the body gives me pleas 
nothingness 3 
nowledge was infallible ? Change into nothingness , I pray , my being , for I prefer 
el my spirit , let my being return to nothingness , the more so if she is in such a 
hen desire and hope are dead , and in nothingness there can be no hope ; whatever be 
not-loving 
displeasure is the way which leads to not-loving but not a single step of mine wil 
nourished 1 
nce rules over subtleties - which are nourished for you by understanding 
now 
pass , the time for this to begin has now 
ose liquids which never pardoned have now 
She whom I have loved so much is now 
esire is not firm and my judgement is now 
myself to this ( as I should ) ; and now 
de me worship the god of Love , and , now 
en paid my account to death , so that now 
nced this ( in another *s death ) and now 
except mourn the goodness of the time now 
n come to die and all hope of cure is now 
rows , many were killed in the past ; now 
r united wills and our conversation , now 
ainly , it is Love -who accuses me , ( now 
iberty ? I find myself a prisoner , ( now 
very large , and ( it is ) very tight now 
rit alone : then , how much more so , now 
ur discordant parts sing in harmony , now 
Now 
arrived 
broken the thread which held the life of y 
dead , but I am alive , having seen her di 
disturbed in me 
, entirely overeóme by my oíd habits , I t 
I am compelled to leave him , what to othe 
I would not be living in doubt ! Men fear 
it terrifies me 
lost ? Seeing clearly that he has deceived 
lost to me 
Love has no more with which to make war to 
separated for ever , I cannot think my gri 
that I am ) in love 
that I am } set free by Love , and , havin 
that I wear it 
that nothing hinders me ? While she was al 
they are compelled to , though ( when they 
you can tell me what you think of my sitúa 
number 1 
ed for you alone ; He has made a fair number { who are ) very víise and good but it 
XCVII 
XCVII 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XLVI 
XCVI 
XCVI 
CV 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
LXVI 
XCVI I 
37 
27 ious . 
29 
41 
37 
30 urn ti 
35 
143 
65 
25 
65 
25 
41 
41 
236 
53 
144 
9 
21 ve me 
injury which conies from Death 
the injury of my lost delight 
Love 
Love 
O Love 
have pity on my suffering 
O 22 
O cruel evil , for ever separating hearts ( wh 
O cruel evil which takes away youth and makes 
O Death , who are envious of all good things , 
O foolish Love ! Whoever desires your pleasure 
O God ! why is there no limit to love , that I 
o great is the fear which comes from her great 
O Grief , be impartial to me ! ; be a shield t 
O Lord God ! Prolong my life , since I feel I 
o Love : I am truly sorry that I have aecused 
o Love : I cut myself a coat from your cloth , 
O Love , o Love : I am truly sorry that I have 
O Love , o Love : I cut myself a coat from you 
O Love , o Love : on the day when the Innocent 
o Love : on the day when the Innocent One for 
O merey , God ! But I do not know what to bee 
O merey , God ! Reverse my nature , which is e 
O pai-nful , final parting , making me equal in 
O true Love ! I invoke and implore you : since 
O wretched heart of him who finds himself in s 
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O you , Love , whom God has allowed to make th 
O you , who are supreme suffering when you joi 
O you , wretched ones , who lie underground , 
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I cannot do more 
obey 1 
all I can do is obey what my grief demands 
ut , though ( they are ) hungry , are 
, if I should die , may oast me into 
1 to me ! ; be a shield to me against 
use of my desire , and he will easily 
ody 's actions , the soul is no great 
ng towards Him , I shall meet with no 
leasure , which it lacks the power to 
supreme good , and whoever hopes ( to 
s of injury , and I wish it were more 
is my fate that Fortune brings me no 
he time it gives me sterile grief and 
feel great delight and make it their 
, so it happens to me , for time past 
ding to whether suffering or pleasure 
fortune is not as great as that which 
obliged 1 
obliged to go on suffering { hunger 
oblivion 2 
oblivion ; thi3 thought alone takes away all p 
oblivion ! Wound my heart and capture all my s 
observe 1 
observe the results in me ; my love has not be 
obstacle 1 
obstacle ; and , in contemplation , the soul r 
obstacles 1 
obstacles 
obtain 2 
obtain , for it is entirely false , and this v 
obtain it ) without me is foolish or stupid an 
obvious 1 
obvious to other people , so that everyone wou 
occasion 1 
occasion ( for either ) ; wide awake , with do 
occasional 1 
occasional pleasure with another , ( more ) ge 
occupation 1 
occupation to understand you , since desire fo 
occupies 1 
occupies my imagination and no other good dwel 
occurred 2 
occurred there ; and there are some which reca 
occurred to others : I have made it great by v 
55 such a state 
occurs 1 
{ this ) desire never occurs to the ignorant : ignorance is the enem 
ition ; they are terrified of rae , as 
ese arrows are of gold and lead , and 
hard heart : it has cured many others 
its , and if I see before me the worm 
Without hope 
ould say : 'Behold the greatest lover 
O Death , who are envious 
I lose ; for , seeing myself deprived 
ay when the Innocent One for the good 
You are the good which is the measure 
from it , in it resides the judgement 
r this is the most terrible condition 
Help me within the space 
; no other experience , I think , is 
it at the beginning , so that the end 
thered within me , so as not to think 
best ; for I alone renounce the horde 
I want no pleasure except that 
) which for a long time it has worn , 
, so that the tears and lamentations 
covets works of love ; I have no fear 
; take ( my ) instability as ( a sign 
ct which had been hidden by the power 
I shall soon come to die and all hope 
The King 
I am reminded 
live in pleasure brings with it fear 
The pain 
What saint was not afraid 
hrough all these stages , are sources 
I shall compare you to a game 
s continually sad because of the kind 
s off to the uncertain place , afraid 
Love 
live in the world if it were cleansed 
I saw a pair 
Then help me , Lord , with the fire 
pain , fortune makes me feel its lack 
h rot in the tomb ! The spirit , full 
ody on its own desires the appearance 
fault ; I have judged you with an eye 
ligence does what no other is capable 
of 312 
of a dead man 
of a metal which is called silver : each of th 
of a similar affliction 
of absence , and ( see ) comfort struggling ag 
of achieving my desires , I shall go through t 
of all ' , and each one pity my evil fate 
of all good things , and in such purpose are a 
of all love , earth fails me and I cannot reac 
of all men was placed upon the Cross , you wou 
of all other goods , and he who does not resem 
of all things : it is the sure guide of the wi 
of all those which can be known on earth 
of an hour , for my symptoms show that I shall 
of any valué ; the way has been cleared by Dea 
of anything does not satisfy me 
of anything to do with the world 
of base desires which mingle with the good ; t 
of being sad : I mean that pleasure ( which is 
of black material or coarse sackcloth 
of both are never silent 
of burning in that blind fire in which lovers 
of ) constancy 
of contraríes ? Sweet and bitter at once , the 
of cure is now lost to me 
of Cyprus , imprisoned by a heretic , is not u 
of Death , and I return to my grief , and when 
of death , for that is pleasure 's chief enemy 
of death is much more than feared , and this i 
of Death ? Who will mourn for death , his own 
of delight to me , but the fearxof misfortune 
of dice 
of dress it has adopted , ( and ) which for a 
of eternal damnation ; all present pleasure is 
of evil and ignorance of good is the reason me 
of evil humours ; good and evil preserve,*man ' 
of eyes which had such great power to cause su 
of faith , and consume in fire that part of me 
of favour ; I do not complain of Love , even t 
of fear , flies off to the uncertain place , a 
of filth ; the soul by itself wishes its cloth 
of flesh : I beg you give light to the eyes of 
of , for it can command great subtlety : in pe 
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t him well , keeping him warra in time 
angerous hunger and sees two clusters 
ulfilled , even if .you were in favour 
Mother 
just ( man ) , was oppressed by fear 
These arrows are 
your hearts were pierced by the arrow 
esire possesses him / which is a lack 
; Love is said to be a voluntary act 
ne , anyone who experiences the taste 
Love of evil and ignorance 
has no hope of lasting , the quality 
pleaaant gardens be filled with tales 
I see before me a mountain 
this is the key which opens the gates 
f ; and I go through pains like those 
living in doubt ! Men fear the pains 
do , who swim in sins ? When I think 
oses all sense of himself in thinking 
th , before I die , I shail have news 
hat no tears wet my face when I think 
this was enclosed in the bodily part 
ar with honest shame the spirit alone 
If I see anything 
, is to blame for this ; think badly 
cruel : so confused is our knowledge 
on my suffering ! ' O wretched heart 
re which exists in the mere intention 
uffering which no tongue can describe 
leases the devil should take the ñame 
ing else , so that he loses all sense 
ase , lie will have greater knowledge 
the heat comes ; despising the worth 
derness when lie is beaten by another 
uttered without art by one who is out 
e one of them appears and reminds him 
He is out 
er the pain of longing and see no way 
the world ( which is ) the equivalent 
leads to its opposite : to the ( man 
s to lose no other pleasure than that 
my own strength , not with his own , 
m truly sorry that I have accused you 
terms of Love , I b'ear no great signs 
death never tempted knows still less 
ce I firmly believe that you are sure 
ses have joined in ; I suffer because 
one could not enter Paradise by means 
such pain , desires what he despairs 
is set before me that I live in hope 
ment , saying that the body , because 
short time the body loses a good part 
y making the world give me anything , 
that I may never again know the taste 
I believe , as you chose to say 
On the Day 
me ; hotter than the sun in the month 
es ; the quantity of love has no hope 
days his sport is confined to arrows 
tism , I had not returned to the arms 
e should pity me for this strange way 
since I do not die , I accuse myself 
ter than gall , for I suffer the pain 
elves to be sensual lovers , unworthy 
the ignorant : ignorance is the enemy 
our bodies bleeding , from the stroke 
11 return to it : I remember her acts 
in me as has made me worship the god 
My deeds 
The wounds 
xt , and the timid man when he thinks 
This kind 
ared for { the ) good or ( the } evil 
y if my words are feigned ! Your lack 
ts lack of favour ; I do not complain 
lukewarm desire hinders the pleasure 
h is inclined to vices ;-the quantity 
us , if a man does not feel the pains 
In terms 
e senses , and my spirit covets works 
over , I can recognize little feeling 
warded ; then you will see the flames 
much injury ; and the high extreme ( 
d to be altogether «unlucky ; the food 
Most people tremble at this kind 
knowledge does not reach to ; excess 
body , my wit is doubled by thinking 
we both know that a man may well die 
fearing that you will not show signs 
The signs 
per no lover knows ; this is the work 
, I simply cannot aspire to tile ñame 
of frost and cool in summer when the heat come 
of fruit on a fine branch , whose desire covet 
of fulfilling it ; you are compelled to take L 
of God , if her spirit is in Purgatory for une 
of God , what shall I do , who swim in sins ? 
of gold and lead , and of a metal which is cal 
of gold with which Love wounds those ( who are 
of good , and , ( once ) that good ( is ) achi 
of good , and you do not know the way to this 
of good cannot be said to be altogether unluck 
of good is the reason men do not know you 
of good love never tires 
of great deeds ; and let me walk among tombs , 
of great suffering , since such a quantity is 
of Heaven for us 
of Hell because in this world I shall never se 
of Hell more than they appreciate the joys of 
of Hell , where time is of no account , there 
of her 
of her 
of her life and death ; I live in sadness , re 
of her whom Death has taken away from earth , 
of her whom God forgive , and I desire nothing 
of hers , it gives me pain , and if I avoid it 
of him , since he conceals from you such a hum 
of Him ! When suffering decreases , faith is t 
of him who finds himself in such a situation , 
of him who is a true lover and loves himself f 
of him who is dead and does not know where he 
of him with whom he conforms 
of himself in thinking of her 
of his aliment and will understand its nature 
of his former master and taking a dislike to h 
of his kind who is too strong for him , and do 
of his mind ; and Love , who has caused it , k 
of his past pleasures , so that he makes the p 
of his senses who settles his accounts and , i 
of hoping for any good 
of hoping for such a desirable good 
of ) humble condition no insult seems severe 
of imagining that my desires will never be ach 
of infinite power 
of ingratitude for not having found a place to 
of injury , and I wish it were more obvious to 
of it 
although you show that the reason why 
but cannot prevent it , since my suffe 
, except insofar as it was the beginni 
is so severe that it seems incredible 
of it without suffering ; if I do not achieve 
of its composition , loves in the same way as 
of its flesh 
of its own , since it has nothing to offer to 
of joy 
of Judas , that it would have been better for 
of judgement , when we take on flesh and bone 
of June , my frail heart burns without receivi 
of lasting , the quality of good love never ti 
of lead , and their forcé is not sufficient to 
of life , but had then paid my account to deat 
of life , for Love wants me for his court and 
of little love 
of longing and see no way of hoping for any go 
of Love 
of Love 
of Love , and all those who , with burning hea 
of love , and more vividly than before ; I do 
of Love , and , now I am compelled to leave hi 
of love are like the Romans1 ( deeds ) , which 
of Love are of three kinds , and this can be s 
of Love ; as for the bold lover , may his time 
of love avoids these conflicts , since its ext 
of love , but it is my fate that Fortune bring 
of love drives on my desire , and your eyes ha 
of Love , even though he leads me to death ; I 
of love ; extremes have the appearance of perf 
of love has no hope of lasting , the quality o 
of love , his passion cannot last : desire pos 
of Love , I bear no great signs of injury , an 
of love ; I have no fear of burning in that bl 
of love in myself 
of love increase 
of love ) is its own pleasure : remembering no 
of love is not so bitter that it may not be co 
of love ; it is felt and not understood ; few 
of love makes me like a child : I desire and d 
of love ; the fat body which is given to sleep 
of love ; the least you can do is believe with 
of love ; through not knowing , I live in a di 
of love which men feel in such a situation , I 
of Love , who wishes me to see his great treas 
of lover , for I am not as passionate as I sho 
of it ; 
of it , 
of it ) 
of ? It 
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XLVI 41 I am that most extreme of 
XCVII 58 No lover can escape the charge of 
XVIII 17 tional substance and held the sceptre of 
CI 15 , who would have sworn I was capable of 
XCIV 38 etite , its whole operation is worthy of 
I 8 r me ; that past is the best ( part ) of 
XIII 12 ine my condition ; they are terrified of 
CV 189 The spiritual part of 
XCVI 23 so if she is in such a place because of 
CXIV 70 is true , but sadness has taken hold of 
CV 192 faith , and consume in fire that part of 
XCII 103 onsent to escape from this into peace of 
CXIV 1 May God keep >me in my sad state of 
CXIV 32 which , I remain in such a sad state of 
II 16 to not-loving , but not a single step of 
LIV 24 e a great marvel if I were not afraid of 
III 3 urces of delight to me , but the fear of 
CV 86 a poor excuse , that I am not afraid of 
XIII 16 be achieved : no doctor will cure me of 
XCIV 122 Let every man judge the cause of 
XXXIX 28 One part of 
CV 54 rse my nature , which is evil because of 
LXXXIX 4 ridge can I cross into the great calm of 
XCVI 29 I do not mourn the injury of 
XXXIX 24 I cannot get out of 
I 27 e with those evils which drive me out of 
CXIV 56 I spend my whole time thinking of 
CV 140 hose habita which have been the cause of 
LXXIII 47 y kind of reputation : in any concern of 
CV 14 6 hen I have to give a detailed account of 
CI 32 Now you can tell me what you think of 
XCII 175 they loved will be able to judge part of 
LXIII 1 ands ! Who will give me back the time of 
CV 10 try hard enough : such is the weight of 
XCIV 128 ora God forgive , and I desire nothing of 
CV 154 give me physical health or any goods of 
CV 67 When I think of Hell , where time is of 
XIX 30 y , I have will to spare , but I know of 
CV 43 and , since I know that the world is of 
CV 120 based on truth ; consequently , it is of 
CV 90 f ( to be ) angry , this is the fault of 
CV 123 xcept insofar as it was the beginning of 
CV 206 11 more than they appreciate the joys of 
CV 208 evil which we feel , whereas we think of 
XCVII 3 If I compare myself to the majority of 
LXXIII 33 f love ; extremes have the appearance of 
XXIII 28 , but it is my Lady Teresa who tastes of 
XCII 106 Out of 
LXXIII 22 y die , and my heart is never so full of 
LXIII - 20 ws him not to be deprived of the hope of 
XCII 207 o loved it except grief at the mempry of 
I 26 my suffering than to mix a tiny part of 
XCII - 29 But the other love , that of 
XCII 199 itself wishes its 'clothing ( to be ) of 
LXXIII 46 oves , and I am content with any kind of 
XXXIX 33 eople for praising so highly the life of 
XVIII 32 As God removed the soul of 
XCII 19 Honest love leads to the cult of 
XCII 227 as come to our love , and I lose hope of 
CV 177 Take away the anguish of 
LXXVII 3 All love fails , except ( for love ) of 
LXXIX 23 With those of 
II 37 Lack of 
XIII 26 inflict such a penalty -to deprive me of 
LXXXIX 59 e present ; and if I feel sad because of 
CXIV 63 there were } howls and tears instead of 
XCII 51 Man is composed of 
CXIV 37 ter the law and make a heart composed of 
CXIV 88 orrupted is my taste ! I have a heart of 
II 6 he sees approaching , a sudden spell of 
LXVIII 17 I am that man who , in time of 
XCII 213 t lovers , and each feels such pain , of 
XXXIX 38 rué lover and loves himself for being of 
LIV 34 be in danger , falling into the hands of 
XVIII 51 as the scholars who have no knowledge of 
XCIV 16 e with another , ( more ) gentle kind of 
XCIV 11 terly different from any other .kind ( of 
LXXXIX 35 nowing , I live in a different { kind of 
LXXIX 33 But I lie at death *s door : be sure of 
LIV 18 e does hope abandon me , and the fear of 
XCII 210 easures which'-come to the soul by way of 
XCII 63 hen my thoughts show me the pleasures of 
CV 167 upon my sinews ; he who is not afraid of 
XIII 6 k among tombs , qüestioning the souls of 
I 44 es hard , and it mistrusts the advice of 
XCII 32 ls do not believe it , is a true sign of 
LXIII -20 , Love allows him not to be deprived of 
XXIII 9 The eye of 
CXIV 48 my spirit is continually sad because of 
XIII 10 hus I take no pleasure in the company of 
XCII 215 ng as the dead one retains the pledge.of 
CV 72 Then what is the state of 
lovers , after him whose life God takes awa 
loving little if he remains alive when the 
majesty , rewarding good and punishing faul 
making an armed man suffer , have surrender 
man , and the reverse disturbs man 's natur 
me 
me , as of a dead man 
me is ready , but I draw near dragging behi 
me ; let me not suffer such anguish 
me , so that I feel joy at seeing myself in 
me which is cold 
mind 
mind , since He does not take away that whi 
mind that I visibly draw near to death 
mine will be found there 
misfortune 
misfortune , which makes my tender flesh gr 
my corruption , great as it is ; if I ask f 
my desire 
my desire , and he will easily observe the 
my great pleasure is that which any sad man 
my great sin ; and if by death I can redeem 
my happiness 
my lost delight , s o great is the fear whi 
my mind that Love ' s great sadness may be a 
my mind when the time comes for me to leave 
my misfortunes , and am at case in this , s 
my not loving you 
my own , my will is dead 
my sins ? You have given me a straight comm 
my situation ! J Sleeping , ( and ) waking 
my suffering 
my suffering and take away my liberty ? I f 
my terrible sins ; before death puts an end 
myself or of the world except that God may 
nature or fortune , but merely , God , to m 
no account , there all that the feelings fe 
no one who is so weak in strength , for I a 
no profit to me , give me strength to rejec 
no satisfaction to man 
our ignorance ; your will continually displ 
our own law , because of which it can be sa 
Paradise ; another example of this is the e 
Paradise without feeling it 
people , it is true that I find great love 
perfect good 
perfection ; possessing in herself such gre 
pity I come to grieve for her death and I a 
pleasure as when my thoughts wander in love 
pleasure ; joy and sadness are present to h 
pleasure ; when this fails , love is not 1 
pleasure with those evils which drive me ou 
puré friendship , its great strength endure 
puré white 
reputation : in any concern of my own , my 
sadness , but I who have seen its glory wit 
Saint Paul from his body so that he might s 
saintly lovers : I love you with such a lov 
seeing her again , unless I soon abandon th 
seeing myself lose the world , for as long 
self ; the whole world is overrun by envy ; 
silver he can only leave a scar , but those 
sleep brings thinness to my body , my wit i 
so pleasant a sight - I should not thank it 
some present instance , nothing future is t 
songs 
soul and body , which are contraríes , so t 
steel and stone 
steel , flesh and wood , all in one 
storm and impossible weather ;'he calcúlate 
storm , when most people enjoy themselves a 
such a kind , according to the extent to wh 
such a mind 
such mortal enemies ; both rich and poor fe 
such things 
suffering 
suffering ) 
) suffering 
that x 
that evil which I dread overwhelms me 
the body are the compound actions which tor 
the body , I feel sorrow , since they are 1 
the claws of the strong lion will fear much 
the damned ; and they will reply , for they 
the envious 
the good which resides in it : it is this ( 
the hope of pleasure ; joy and sadness are 
the ignorant man is not so dim that he will 
the kind of dress it has adopted , { and ) 
the living 
the living 
the man who travels in that direction ? I b 
in quantity it considers itse 
in whatever direction I look 
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her : Saint John- announced the coming 
in ( all ) the world greater pleasure 
I ara no lover of the present , but 
er pleasure of the mind than to think 
er body ; I feel joy as great as that 
ffering or joy , according to the law 
together and let me feel a tiny spark 
I am no lover 
eme pleasure is found in the thoughts 
Human beings feel that many 
My flesh does not feel that desire 
does not warm me , for the slow cold 
In the same way , the passions 
sh : I beg you give light to the eyes 
s ; he who is not afraid of the claws 
e colour , yes , but he knows nothing 
, from which it takes its form , most 
ns to him , except mourn the goodness 
Leaving aside the manner 
ct which does not make it clear which 
The government 
ng lion will fear much less the sting 
of all things : it' is the sure guide 
e west , and ( this ) lasts until one 
e , and I desire nothing of myself or 
, throw away all the cross pleasures 
ivine light , realized that the light 
osíng anything , following the advice 
, and many more who have never heard 
cates with soul and body ; it is born 
ar habitation , ( and ) by chance one 
rform good or evil according to which 
turn to loathing , and you are tired 
who are in love follow me , let some 
esires which follow nature , and each 
s , but my will decides to follow one 
oor feel their harsh evils , and each 
to leave it behind , and always think 
a metal which is called silver : each 
Each 
even as they are , give me abundance 
f them : every day you are made aware 
proach you , and your arms are a sign 
My eyes have made a full confession 
onder that my feelings remain in hope 
he joys of Paradise ; another example 
utual love , and I feel the full pain 
gaze is quite different from the gaze 
eady to taste cali or honey on behalf 
The wounds of Love are 
ect that the dead do not think at all 
ncentrate my thoughts , it is a waste 
eged by a suffering greater than that 
ness ; on the other , my life is full 
thought for enemy , bringing him news 
Show me the light 
nd will promise many votive offerings 
water my cheeks with the sweet tears 
lf for having allowed myself to speak 
finds that } it has three parts , two 
from a distance their good or evil , 
o suit me ; this is the fault because 
ortune is my corrupt nature , because 
d totally abandoned by love : because 
he beginning of our own law , because 
ible that anyone should wish for that 
man act like a child , and ( because 
h man 's heart is harder than a stump 
ures us sufferers who are ill because 
! Let love overeóme the fear I have 
desire this so that I may think only 
have done no less for them than I ask 
God ! But I do not know what to bee , 
I am mortally afraid to have news 
broken the thread which held the life 
se part will remain to me ; lie knows 
nd feel turns to grief , reminding me 
all the suffering I have felt because 
ack to earth and show what has become 
will not fail to recognize the grace 
Wise lady : give me a crust 
My final good : I think 
he will not be able to speak properly 
come me ; I am a prisoner , in fear , 
ding - and over the flawless movement 
t my death , repenting that , because 
Wise lady : I cut 
{ to perform ) , so Love has cast me 
. placed in the fire , the dross goes 
Like the bull who goes 
of the Messiah 
of the mind than to think of the person one lo 
of the past , which is nothing and { is ) fini 
of the person one loves , and whoever attains 
of the pious man in church 
of the place where it has thrust out its deep 
of the pleasure which the good man enjoys in y 
of the present , but of the past , which is no 
of the sad man , and if people have seen in me 
of the secrets which God keeps in store are un 
of the senses , and my spirit covets works of 
of the senses puts { it ) out , since I leave 
of the soul go through very different or contr 
of the soul í My will is quite contrary to you 
of the strong lion will fear much less the sti 
of the texture 
of the time it gives me sterile grief and occa 
of the time now lost ? Seeing clearly that he 
of the troubadours , who , carried away by pas 
of the two has the greater share in it ; each 
of the Venetians is not as well-ordered as { t 
of the wasp 
of the will 
of the winds abandons its great strength to th 
of the world except that God may set her in He 
of the world , firmly believing that my suprem 
of the world was false , despising earthly glo 
of their good reason ; and I leave it through 
of them 
of them and performs their sepárate actions 
of them appears and reminds him of his past pl 
of them dominates the other 
of them : every day you are made aware of this 
of them follow me in laughter , some in tears 
of them guides man naturally ; when they act t 
of them ; I proclaim my intention to you : to 
of them with ( his ) proud ways 
of themselves 
of these conveys its { own ) feeling , accordi 
of these desires takes its own course , and no 
of these , since they are the path and way to 
of this 
of this 
of this , and all my senses.have joined in ; I 
of this ; and if it were certain that she had 
of this is the evil which we feel , whereas we 
of this : ( which is ) to avoid all people who 
of those who show themselves to be sensual lov 
of those who will receive good or evil from Lo 
of three kinds , and this can be seen from the 
of tile living , and the grief which I endure 
of time ; whatever I do , I regret before I do 
of Tityos , whose liver is devoured by a vultu 
of triáis ; it is placed in the scales with de 
of troubles ; and when it tries to provide him 
of true hope , not that vain hope which I rece 
of wax ; the great fear will bring to light th 
of weeping ? Contrition is the spring from whi 
of what my knowledge does not reach to ; exces 
of which follow nature : one dies and the othe 
of which he always feels one or the other , an 
of which I cannot love 
of which I get angry and aecuse myself for no 
of which , I remain in such a sad state of min 
of which it can be said that the laws are a si 
of which lie has no hope 
of whom ) the wise man may not consider himsel 
of wood ; no one grieves if another suffers in 
of you 
of you ! And if love does not enter into me as 
of you and may find the way which leads toward 
of you ; and so I beg you to enter my heart , 
of you , except that you ( should ) gather me 
of you , greatly fearing that you will not sho 
of you who have left this world , as the fates 
of you who is without you 
of you , whom I loved so much 
of you will not go unrewarded ; then you will 
of you : your look will not cause me terror 
of your body ; he does not know it as the subt 
of your bread , to take away the bitterness fr 
of your death whenever I feel content with the 
of your gesture 
of your intelligence 
of your lovely body 
of your meagre favours , there dies an innocen 
off 6 
off base desires from myself ; no weeds grow o 
off , for he does not wish to demónstrate his 
off in smoke , leaving puré gold which cannot 
off.into the wilderness when lie is beaten by 
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it is in darkness ) , so Love carries 
b ! The spirit , full of fear , flies 
If you feel in the least 
And it hurts me to think that I ever 
I find I have 
t end what- is good , however much she 
of its own , since it has nothing to 
alce vows and will promise many votive 
virgin , since God wished you to bear 
It 
fool ) , except that the fool is less 
off my spirit and does not take with it any im 
off to the uncertain place , afraid of eternal 
offended 3 
offended by such behaviour , you are without 1 
offended her , and I should like to redeem thi 
offended you with great sin ; and if I am too 
offends 1 
offends it 
offer 1 
offer to my desire 
offerings 1 
offerings of wax ; the great fear will bring t 
217 
11 ave wounded me , please grant me that 
Wise lady : when love is very 
) ; and now , entir.ely overeóme by my 
paralysed ! Evil habits have grown so 
ve , whom God has allowed to make the 
e road ; it thinks it will find haven 
your pleasure bases his satisfaction 
hunger and sees two clusters of fruit 
ere is no rest for a man who is to no 
I look 
for I am ready to taste cali or honey 
ill be firm ; Love likes to be waited 
difference which exists between them 
ition of all those which can be known 
thought alone takes away all pleasure 
And when she lived 
0 not ask him for any woman who lives 
ñor yet guidance to wish for anything 
There is nothing 
There are many 
his instant if my speech ever borders 
fear death ? It will be when I am set 
n the Day of judgement , when we take 
d to take Love 's advice : on you and 
man does not perform pleasant things 
g my spirit ( in it ) ; when I put it 
1 appear to hate anything which rests 
though the bird never ceases to feed 
in it ; each seeks for some pleasure 
defined by his two natures : the body 
oes not wish to demónstrate his power 
roots : on the earth 's surface , or 
re feigned ! Your lack of love drives 
and if I am too weak , gorge yourself 
e desires from myself ; no weeds grow 
: 'Please do not leave me , have pity 
they are ) hungry , are obliged to go 
ve or Fear could do me carne to an end 
0 Love , o Love : 
re it has thrust out its deep roots : 
already late , when I shall set foot 
hand , it gives me great happiness ; 
Just as the wind , dependihg 
the earth ' s surface , or on mud , or 
ing the tramontana to blow favourably 
to sleeping cannot.. take a single step 
y were born and bréxi , they will leap 
s is a sure sign that it is not based 
, and Love assumes power , depending 
re compelled to take Love 's advice : 
tisfaction ; I scatter all my desires 
am not afraid that the slightest hair 
m , which is a lack of good , and , ( 
there is a lover and a beloved ; so , 
Whoever loves the flesh , 
r of contraríes ? Sweet and bitter at 
offspring 1 
offspring 
often 2 
often happens that the wind is capricious ; so 
often right 
Oh 1 
Oh , when shall I water my cheeks with the swe 
ointment 1 
ointment which cures us sufferers who are ill 
oíd 4 
oíd , absence is the worm that devours it , un 
oíd habits , I take no pleasure in unfamiliar 
oíd in me that I find virtue bitter to the tas 
oíd man act like a child , and { because of wh 
on 4 9 
on a deserted beach and poison seems to it a r 
on a false ground ; thus his understanding has 
on a fine branch , whose desire covets them bo 
on a journey 
on all things with an equal countenance : noth 
on behalf of those who will receive good or ev 
on by such servants 
on earth 
on earth 
on earth for me - for as long as we are alive 
on earth in the flesh , I wanted to love her s 
on earth , merely that lie should agree to dwe 
on earth ; my thoughts are gathered within me 
on, earth sufficient to dissuade me from remain 
on earth who have not understood my writings , 
on fiction 
on fire by your love , and that cannot be with 
on flesh and bone , we shall share out our bod 
on him depends my perfect good 
on his own ; I do not fear Death , whom everyo 
on , I felt it was very large , and { it is ) 
on it for a moment ; fish great and small will 
on it : for one worm gnaws my thoughts , anoth 
on its own account and , having achieved it , 
on its own desires the appearance of filth ; t 
on me 
on mud , or on the rough mountain 
on my desire , and your eyes have shattered my 
on my flesh , but do not touch my spirit , whi 
on my riverbank ; let it be understood that , 
on my suffering ! ' O wretched heart of him wh 
on suffering ( hunger 
On the Day of judgement , when we take on fies 
on the day when I saw her cióse her eyes 
on the day when the Innocent One for the good 
on the earth 's surface , or on mud , or on th 
on the hateful road 
On the one hand , it gives me great happiness 
on the other , my life is full of triáis ; it 
on the región through which it has passed , se 
on the rough mountain 
on them , that all five may bring about my ret 
on this rocky shore 
on to dry land as a last resort 
on truth ; consequently , it is of no satisfac 
on where it enters 
on you and on him depends my perfect good > 
on you : everything that makes me desire is wi 
on your body will act against or scorn me 
once 6 
once ) that good ( is ) achieved , such desire 
once the body is dead , he who loved the body 
once the flesh is lost , ceases to love , but 
once / their flavour is not sepárate ; while s 
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n changing his situation for a higher 
an be said that the laws are a single 
rt of steel , flesh and wood , all in 
lesh , soul seeks its like : from the 
At 
hey conflict and take up arms against 
were ) free , ( they pulled ) against 
ys ; they take different courses from 
The body had 
blame , for I confess that I am the 
nly those base pleasures which attack 
nd they will reply , for they have no 
fool will accuse me if I do love ? No 
No 
at you rewarded the thief { as far as 
another ' s , such is the great evil ? 
e Mosaic law was not good in itself ( 
parts , two of which follow nature : 
body or the soul ; and when the loved 
o Love : on the day when the Innocent 
two strong winds attack it equally , 
t is harder than a stump of wood ; no 
On the 
g little if he remains alive when the 
Let me not be the only 
ifferent or contrary changes , for in 
people die from trivial ailments : no 
? I have combined all my pleasures in 
desires takes its own course , and no 
In my suffering , if 
the mind than to think of the person 
that , if the body is content , each 
s achieved , according to the process 
If my mind ceases for 
dumb and him who changes colour from 
m the west , and ( this ) lasts until 
e near habitation , ( and ) by chance 
ughts , but my will- decides to follow 
od or evil , of which he always feels 
11 not appease it until he has chosen 
g faults , he would find me to be the 
he greatest lover of all ' , and each 
le rest , like the sick man who , for 
Since without you no 
ding , the greater the pleasure which 
, love lasts for as long as the dead 
y Death ? Why , in such a case , does 
ot come to the surface ; the ignorant 
etter to keep Love 's feast days ; no 
You deserve 
all pleasure as a hostile thing , for 
ry because they experienced a greater 
Let no 
s great strength to the more powerful 
such a common case seem so extreme to 
recovered his strength to destroy the 
led thoughts , uttered without art by 
have will to spare , but I know of no 
he body dies , nothing is left to the 
anión feel pleasure , and the envious 
my suffering , if one looks closely , 
arrows , but thoughtlessly kept just 
bird never ceases to feed on it : for 
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and the other is born an illegitimate chil 
and the same time , I found myself disincl 
another 
another 
another , bringing pleasures and other fee 
argument for its part , saying that in it 
at fault ; I have judged you with an eye o 
, but all those which are indifferent 
but me to accompany them in their continu 
can forcé such a passion : therefore I do 
can have it in his power to love another a 
can see , his works were not sufficient ) 
cannot feel the mortal injury ; he whom de 
cannot know , except by experience , the g 
could not enter Paradise by means of it } 
dies and the other lasts for ever , the th 
dies , love lasts for as long as the dead 
for the good of all men was placed upon th 
from the east , the other from the west , 
grieves if another suffers injury 
hand , it gives me great happiness ; on th 
he loves is dead ; or he should at least 1 
in your disfavour ! With hands joined ( in 
instant actions are performed by the soul 
is certain how any matter will end 
; it pleases Love to make this change in m 
knows where the médium lies 
looks closely , one will find that pleasur 
loves , and whoever attains to this forget 
may be satisfied 
may know my life to be in danger , falling 
may understand 
moment to imagine that I possess your will 
moment to the next , and the timid man whe 
of the winds abandons its great strength t 
of them appears and reminds him of his pas 
of them ; I proclaim my intention to you : 
or the other , and whichever he loses lie 
or the other : so it has happened to me in 
part of my great pleasure is that which an 
part-and a great one-of supreme pleasure i 
phoenix among the best ; for I alone renou 
pity my evil fate 
pleasant mouthful , turns everything lie e 
reaches you , give me your hand or lift me 
receives through it , and its pillar is su 
retains the pledge of the living 
's reason hide and passion assemble all it 
sees that the sick man has no fever and th 
should pity me for this strange way of lif 
, since a visible crown should not be plac 
small good among great ills brings ( more 
, so I feel scorn and loathing for those d 
think that I spin out my words , and that 
, two great desires have assailed my thoug 
who by chance is so stricken by Death ? Wh 
who has injured him , so I must go away fr 
who is out of his mind ; and Love , who ha 
who is so weak in strength , for I am dyin 
who loved it except grief at the memory of 
, who takes delight in misfortune , for as 
will find that pleasure is mixed with it ; 
, with which he wounded me , and so I give 
worm gnaws my thoughts , another my heart 
one-of 1 
One part-and a great one-of supreme pleasure is found in the though 
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you have entered other more wretched 
0 you , wretched 
ones ¿ 
ones 
ones , who lie underground your bodies bleed 
118 ilosophers who placed the true end in 
etirement from the world and be known 
nd neither rests , and their work can 
s I ( long } to be in your presence ; 
Our spirit considers 
t I pray to you foolishly , since you 
, Love does not undergo death , but ( 
With those of silver he can 
I desire this so that I may think 
Let me not be the 
oneself 1 
oneself are seen ( to be ) in disagreement : t 
only 14 
only as a hermit 
only be interrupted by that which is forbidden 
only by this bridge can I cross into the great 
only good things and virtues when it acts enti 
only help the man who helps himself / and you 
only ) in that which is inclined to vices ; th 
only leave a scar , but those whom lie wounds 
only of you and may find the way which leads t 
only one in your disfavour ! With hands joined 
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ion , loves in the same way as a wolf 
? Who will mourn for death , his own 
ot ask you to give me physical health 
ppy ; there is no colour left , white 
time it has worn , of black material 
hich it has passed , sends out warmth 
sfy me ; whether I let my mind wander 
of the soul go through very different 
ch behaviour , you are without love , 
decreed for you , for your salvation 
! I pray God not to prolong my life , 
all be ungrateful if I ever reject it 
they act together , they perform good 
behalf of those who will receive good 
r show him from a distance their good 
All injuries that Love 
hysical health or any goods of nature 
Anyone who is not sad 
alive when the one he loves is dead ; 
ons ; he does not reveal his quantity 
tears , for I am ready to taste cali 
s been such a case in the present age 
armth or cold so Love gives suffering 
his situation , not having wished for 
nd I am sure that it will come sooner 
, since it is not broken into pieces 
ertain measure : the lover is greater 
ual wills ! Let me not see you thus , 
you are right whether you give death 
o one reaches you , give me your hand 
e or black : for me , nothing is dark 
r hope , it cannot receive great good 
give , and I desire nothing of myself 
eep roots : on the earth 's surface , 
on the earth ' s surface , or on mud , 
( is the body which ) feels most pain 
gers , according to whether suffering 
egret having said ; whether I cry out 
you ; through you I shall receive joy 
st hair on your body will act against 
to obtain it ) without me is foolish 
Do not fear 
us the wholly human end gives no rest 
I am prepared for ( the ) good 
r evil , of which he always feels one 
ot appease it until he has chosen one 
xtent to which they-- share in the body 
aste may say this , or who themselves 
at , while it lasts , I cease to feel 
r his God will want him for Himself , 
o experience her taste may say this , 
pirit breathes where it pleases ; how 
ecessary for me to look for more , in 
The good substance which God kept in 
or 52 
or a fox ; for their power to love is limited 
or another ' s , such is the great evil ? One c 
or any goods of nature or fortune , but merely 
or black : for me , nothing is dark or light 
or coarse sackcloth 
or cold so Love gives suffering or joy , accor 
or concéntrate my thoughts , it is a waste of 
or contrary changes , for in one instant actio 
or do not know what love demands ; whoever suf 
or doom is given { also ) to me : whichever yo 
or ( else ) to instil in me this firm intentio 
or even attempt to leave it behind 
or evil according to which of them dominates t 
or evil from Love 
or evil , of which he always feels one or the 
or Fear could do me carne to an end on the day 
or fortune , but merely , God , to make me lov 
or has not at some time been sad should pay no 
or he should at least live in retirement from 
or his quality ; according to where he starts 
or honey on behalf of those who will receive g 
or in times past ! Pity me , then , your fello 
or joy , according to the law of the place whe 
or known anything else 
or later , if the road is not closed to me by 
or left without blood ! Little love and great 
or lesser in someone else 's opinión , and Lov 
or let me die ; death 's bitterness will be sw 
or life : everything is equal when it comes fr 
or lift me by the hair ; if I do not reach out 
or light 
or much injury ; and the high extreme ( of lov 
or of the world except that God may set her in 
or on mud , or on the rough mountaiñ 
or on the rough mountaiñ 
or pleasure { from this ) , so that , if the b 
or pleasure occurred there ; and there are som 
or remain silent , I find nothing to satisfy m 
or sadness ; whatever God wishes to give me li 
or scorn me 
or stupid and monstrously uncouth 
or take exception to my changing^ thoughts , si 
or term to the appetite , though'without it ma 
or ( the ) evil of love , but it is- my fate th 
or the other , and whichever he loses lie late 
or the other : so it has happened to me in lov 
or the soul ; and when the loved one dies , lo 
or through others sample her great pain ,>whic 
or understand 
or whether He will bury him in Hell ) : my spi 
or who themselves or through' others sample her 
or why , no living man knows 
order 4 
brder to be content 
order to make notable women sufficed for you a 
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36 
at pain , which lasts longer than any 
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orne to die , since it is not like the 
, of which he always feels one or the 
ract it from the mine , is mixed with 
ccount and , having acnieved it , the 
ad , will not be long in dying ; that 
The 
Reason and nature créate this 
That ( 
; Death has the advantage over all ( 
rain is no longer with the straw ; no 
one another , bringing pleasures and 
it equally , one ¿rom the east , the 
e past occupies ray imagination and no 
Then what will he do , since no 
the good which is the measure of all 
No 
seeks its like : from the one and the 
Your intelligence does what no 
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hich follow nature : one dies and the 
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g in me were a strange custom : among 
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ess in itself , and , since I feel no 
certain-and much nobler fate than any 
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h without it man does not achieve the 
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ther is humble and simple towards the 
t , for the will does not rest in any 
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ince they are the path and way to the 
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other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
other 
others 9 
others 
others 
others - many - which show her as happy 
others : I have made it great by valuing highl 
others I scarcely feel pain , and I feel suffe 
others ; in quality it is different 
others is evil to me seems good 
others of a similar affliction 
others sample her great pain , which lasts Ion 
ought 1 
ought to go where her road lies : I do not kno 
our 12 
our bodies without distinction 
our conversation , now separated for ever , I 
our discordant parts sing in harmony , now the 
our ignorance ; your will continually displays 
our knowledge of Him ! When suffering decrease 
our love 
our love , and I lose hope of seeing her again 
our own law , because of which it can be said 
our own , Love shot all his golden arrows , bu 
our power 
Our spirit considers only good things and virt 
our united wills and our conversation , now se 
out 18 
out , and I am terrified that it may end ; I 1 
out its deep roots : on the earth 's surface , 
out my hand towards yours , drag me to you by 
out my words , and that I exaggerate my deeds 
out of his mind ; and Love , who has caused it 
out of his senses who settles his accounts and 
out of my mind that Love ' s great sadness may 
out of my mind when the time comes for me to 1 
Out of pity I come to grieve for her death and 
out or remain silent , I find nothing to satis 
out our bodies without distinction 
out , since I leave all that my emotions feel 
out the great fear which prevents me from bein 
out the reason for which I am sad , I am conté 
out to my disadvantage ; though my strength is 
out warmth or cold so Love gives suffering or 
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I 
IV 
o its hands , time future cannot turn out well for me ; that past is the best ( part 
As the sea complains deeply and cries out when two strong winds attack it equally , 
XCII 
XLVI 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
CV 
76 
54 
48 
8 
75 
132 
outer 1 
moke , and the heat does not reach my outer part 
outside 6 
pie in general , since it dwells both outside and inside us 
d to have faith in what Love performs outside me ; its power will be shown in action 
ntent ( and ) I must find my pleasure outside myself 
neither desire ñor wish for anything outside myself 
ring is increased : its opposite lies outside nature , a strong and piercing , but r 
s , and it requires no subtlety , for outside yourself the will does not rest 
22 
outward 1 
used in me are shown clearly by their outward behaviour my flesh suffers , since i 
XLVI 
oven 
The sea will boil like a pot in the oven chancing its colour and natural state 
XCII 
XCVI 
CI 
LXVIII 
XXIII 
CI 
XXIII 
LXXXII 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XLVI 
CI 
CV 
LXXVII 
158 
40 
12 
20 
34 
39 
36 
5 
23 
54 
28 
43 
136 
4 
ury entails ; Death has the advantage 
h as you are able , extend your power 
imagination , saw such power exerted 
and I can join in their games , walk 
ay in which ) your intelligence rules 
r state such as it is , to being king 
rished for you by understanding - and 
The wise man has no advantage ( 
over a 
over all ( other ) evils : I have experienced 
over me 
over me that in my ( own ) castle I was a serf 
over snow , with naked feet , bareheaded , ser 
over subtleties - which are nourished for you 
over the entire French nation 
over the flawless movement of your lovely body 
over the fool ) , except that the fool is less 
overeóme 5 
as lie wishes ; and I find myself so overeóme by Love that I cannot say how much I 
( as I should ) ; 'and now , entirely overeóme by my oíd habits , I take no pleasure 
I do not believe that my will can be overeóme by such separation 
eakening ( my strength ) have already overeóme me ; I am a prisoner , in fear , of y 
the strength to love you ! Let love overeóme the fear I have of you ! And if love 
overrun 1 
r love ) of self ; the whole world is overrun by envy ; no man wants to do good , ev 
overwhelms 1 
d the fear of that evil which I dread overwhelms me 
XIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
CV 
CI 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XCVI I 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
CI 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XIX 
XIX 
8 
202 
127 
3 
21 
97 
12 
38 
198 
34 
29 
15 
147 
11 
123 
4 
17 
47 
53 
70 
42 
128 
34 
36 
82 
239 
21 
54 
15 
18 
41 
176 
1 
1 
own 
ees me going through torment like his own 
; each seeks for some pleasure on its own 
eem to live in another world , and my own 
exceed the truth , and restraining my own 
and if it goes downhill , so will my own 
1 ! My will is quite contrary to your own 
ch power exerted over me that in^ .my { own 
Each of these desires takes its own 
by his two natures : the body on its own 
but I who have seen its glory with my own 
I am afraid that your own 
silver : each o'f these conveys its ( own 
es not perform pleasant things on his own 
nished by time ; I do not say that my own 
nsofar as it was the beginning of our own 
love is lost through absence , and my own 
In times before our own 
of reputation : in any concern of my own 
acts entirely in accordance with its own 
experience is not entirely beyond my own 
e with my own strength , not with his own 
e to me ; like those actions which my own 
eath ? Who will mourn for death , his own 
d the high extreme ( of love ) is its own 
oul feels it and wants to achieve its own 
) therefore take my spirit where her own 
And I , who love him for his own 
with its own nature , loving for her own 
g the world give me anything , of its own 
age , can walk well enough along his own 
reme ; Love has demolished me with my own 
Every truefriend loves his ( own 
32 
account and , having achieved it , the oth 
actions seem strange to me ; like those ac 
amorous desire so that it does not distrac 
, and , falling from a height , it will br 
, and I am an enemy to myself when I think 
) castle I was a serf ; I saw a gesture an 
course , and no one knows where the médium 
desires the appearance of filth ; the soul 
eyes desire its evils , since they promise 
faint will , if I should die , may cast me 
) feeling , according to the difference wh 
; I do not fear Death , whom everyone curs 
is utterly different from any other kind ( 
law , because of which it can be said that 
love does not end with death ; indeed , I 
, Love shot all his golden arrows , but th 
, my will is dead 
nature , loving for her own sake that crea 
natures , ñor is it entirely beyond their 
, of infinite power 
opinions praised , the false seems true ( 
or another ' s , such is the great evil ? O 
pleasure : remembering nothing , it hopes 
pleasure , which it lacks the power to obt 
resides ; and , before my life ends , I wi 
sake , not refusing the reward lie may giv 
sake that creature whose virtues protect h 
, since it has nothing to offer to my desi 
street , but if , by chance ", he finds him 
strength , not with his own , of infinite 
) true friend with a love such that Death 
LXVIII 
203 
oyez 2 
Oyez , oyez , all you who love trul^ , and pity me if 
Oyez , oyez , all you who love truly , and pit 
page 1 
I am not like the little page who seeks" a master who will treat him wel 
paid 1 
ed to the arms of life , but had then paid my account to death , so that now I would 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
85 
107 
118 
71 
pam 
but ) before long , it is a pleasant pain 
bering the pleasure , he is left with pain 
I grieve , at others I scarcely feel pain 
good among great ills brings ( more ) pain 
20 
and I feel sufferings which bring pleas 
and I strive that suffering should beco 
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XCIV 
LXXVII 
XIX 
XIX 
LXXVII 
LXXIX 
LIV 
CV 
XCVI 
LXIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
IV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
CV 
LXIII 
90 
10 
9 
6 
13 
12 
4 
75 
33 
31 
212 
67 
23 
75 
139 
185 
144 
6 
124 
205 
61 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CI 
LXXVII 
XCII 
206 
188 
122 
208 
50 
2 
11 
1 
XCIV 
III 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
II 
I 
CV 
CV 
xxxix 
XCII 
I 
IV 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCVI 
91 
144 
xciv 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
III 
120 
59 
57 
114 
191 
2 
I see anything of hers , it gives me pain 
cannot feel pity for him who lies in pain 
What man ali've , enduring such pain 
ellow-man , who suffers this pleasant pain 
Secretly , with unaccustomed pain 
ose who are stricken are made to feel pain 
gh , though I do not suffer continual pain 
worse things happen to me ; I live in pain 
The pain 
e bitter than gall , for I suffer the pain 
torment lovers , and each feels such pain 
rom mutual love , and I feel the full pain 
t it { is the body which ) feels most pain 
situation , I find affect me without pain 
es or through others sample her great pain 
y grief , and when I do so , I suffer pain 
, and if I avoid it , it is as if I were 
and torment ; so I pardon everyone with a 
, desires what he despairs of ? It is so 
, for soon the devil himself will pity me 
, fortune makes me feel its lack of favou 
from their wounds according to the manner 
? I have combined all my pleasures in one 
, leading a perverse life , and I fear ev 
of death is much more than feared , and t 
of longing and see no way of hoping for a 
, of such a kind , according to the exten 
of this : ( which is ) to avoid all peopl 
or pleasure ( from this ) , so that , if 
: whatever I undertake , I spoil it at th 
, which lasts longer than any other 
which weakens me 
slowly to me 
painful 2 
O painful , final parting , making me equal in s 
so dearly bought with painful sighs ; and I am sure that it will com 
pains 3 
oth love and grief ; and I go through pains like those of Hell because in this world 
not be living in doubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell more than they appreciate the jo 
Thus , if a man does not feel the pains of love , his passion cannot last : desi 
pair 1 
I saw a pair of eyes which had such great power to cau 
Paradise 4 
more than they appreciate the joys of Paradise ; another example of this is the evil 
hat my emotions feel , and believe in Paradise by faith and judge it by reason 
good in itself ( one could not enter Paradise by means of it } , except insofar as 
1 which we feel , whereas we think of Paradise without feeling it 
out you , since my body is worse than 
The Basque who is in Germany , 
m who lies in pain and torment ; so I 
Those liquids which never 
illegitimate child , contrary to its 
6 and the heat does not reach my outer 
190 aw near dragging behind me my sensual 
4 4 nature , his mentor ; for the greater 
89 t the woman they loved are like me in 
51 me pleasure , since the spirit has no 
4 8 it does not cali upon virtue , and in 
26 day I pray God for what for the most 
42 When appetite follows the soul 's 
30 ite : this was enclosed in the bodily 
36 in a short time the body loses a good 
8 well for me ; that past is the best ( 
189 The spiritual 
192 e of faith , and consume in fire that 
28 One 
175 ornan they loved will be able to judge 
26 ndure my suffering than to mix a tiny 
,21 The body had one argument for its 
115 ove has left this world , her greater 
58 you ( by reason ) , so that the worse 
nd if I avoid it , it is as if I were 
O painful , final 
s much more than feared , and this is 
at differences between our discordant 
There are three 
ders love { finds that } it has three 
at all ; and if some day they were to 
ng on the región through which it has 
eat desire is born , and hope , which 
paralysed 2 
paralysed ! Evil habits have grown so oíd in m 
paralysed , unable to make signs , if he is il 
pardon 1 
pardon everyone with all my heart , if I am no 
pardoned 1 
pardoned have now broken the thread which held 
parents 1 
parents 
part 19 
part 
part 
part attracts the lesser and finds the way whi 
part , but are not altogether equal 
part in it 
part is sensual appetite 
part lies with you : that you may have regard 
part , man goes straight , following nature , 
part of her whom Death has taken away from ear 
part of its flesh 
part ) of me 
part of me is ready , but I draw near dragging 
part of me which is cold 
part of my great pleasure is that which any sa 
part of my suffering 
part of pleasure with those evils which drive 
part , saying that in it this love originates 
part still survives 
part will remain to me ; lie knows of you who 
part-and 1 
part-and a great one-of supreme pleasure is fo 
parting 2 
parting from her ; times and places point to h 
parting , making me equal in suffering to the 
partly 1 
partly because it is common to all men 
parts 3 
parts sing in harmony , now they are compelled 
parts towards which my desires mount , and sim 
parts , two of which follow nature : one dies 
pass 1 
pass , the time for this to begin has now arri 
passed 1 
pasaed , sends out warmth or cold so Love give 
passes 2 
passes through all these stages , are sources 
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72 that the motive ( for my suffering ) passes through them 
XCII 
LXIII 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 
169 
62 
2 
31 
7 
1 S 
XCVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
I 
XCVII 
LXXVII 
cv I 
LXXIX 
I 
XIX 
I 
I 
XCII 
I 
cv 
CI 
XLVI 
III 
XVIII 
LXIII 
LXVI 11 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XIII 
CV 
XIII 
LXXXII 
XVIII 
LXVI 11 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
54 
21 
16 
5 
16 
180 
8 
21 
3 
4 
37 
38 
216 
10 
224 
22 
2 
13 
32 
12 
22 
2 
37 
36 
94 
34 
103 
29 
25 
56 
1 
3 
4 
18 
32 
11 
76 
3 
3 
161 
77 
68 
53 
33 
40 
49 
XCII 178 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
35 
35 
147 
passion 5 
a case , does one 's reason hide and passion assemble all its forces ? God , who 
does not feel the pains of love , his passion cannot last : desire possesses him , w 
e troubadours , who , carried away by passion , exceed the truth , and restraining m 
where Love may take root in you ; his passion finds in us a fitting place , and , ( 
f I do love ? No one can forcé such a passion : therefore I do not complain if anyon 
tile'ñame of lover 
passionate 1 
for I am not as passionate as I should be 
In the same way 
passions 2 
My ) passions kept all these desires in confusión , 
, the passions of the soul go through very different 
past 
ithout a moment for remembering ( his past 
if I consider any ( lover ) from the past 
me to death ; I remain indifferent to past 
his , but custom hinders me ; in time past 
re cannot turn out well for me ; that past 
such arrows , many were killed in the past 
ghts , so it happens to me , for time past 
a case in the present age or in times past 
f them appears and reminds him of his past 
past pleasures , so that he makes the past 
What in the past 
no lover of the present , but of the past 
12 
and what Love can do in a place which is 
good and evil 
I loaded myself with sin 
is the best ( part ) of me 
; now Love has no more with which to make 
occupies my imagination and no other good 
! Pity me , then , your fellow-man , who 
pleasures , so that he makes the past pre 
present for him ; but when the friend goe 
was tangled and confused has gone : the g 
, which is nothing and ( is ) finished ; 
path 2 
undance of these , since they are the path and way to the others 
; he will not and cannot use a level path , he cannot go back since someone else br 
omplish my desires 
paths 1 
making dangerous paths across the sea 
patient 1 
The patient cannot describe his illness , weak as 
Paul 1 
As God removed the soul of Saint Paul from his body so that he might see divine 
pay 3 
: he who has not laboured receives no pay 
as never a vassal ñor ever thought to pay homage ( to another ) ; in every base acti 
has not at some time been sad should pay no attention to my works ; and he who suff 
peace 6 
The world is at peace and I alone at war , since Love has ceas 
h whom he wounded me were at war , in peace I would be defeated and her slave 
Thi-s peace in me does not last very long , since su 
For me , Love 's peace is war ; if she through whom he wounded 
not consent to escape from this into peace of mind 
With sincere heart he cries peace , so that all men may go about bareheade 
penalty 1 
ven ) if death did not inflict such a penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant a sight 
penitence 1 
deem my error , this will be my sweet penitence 
people 
Let people 
le in a safe harbour , and I see many people 
n , and I live by that which ordinary people 
an who , in time of storm , when most people 
I think I shall be reproached by many people 
the thoughts of the sad man , and if people 
A wrong opinión is voiced by people 
f I compare myself to the majority of people 
e were a strange custom : among other people 
I wish it were more obvious to other people 
Most people 
n of this : { which is ) to avoid all people 
Then people 
13 
celébrate feast days and be glad , prai 
die from trivial ailments : no one is c 
do not taste 
enjoy themselves around the fire and I 
for praising so highly the life of sadn 
have seen in me great suffering , my so 
in general , since it dwells both outsi 
, it is true that I find great love wit 
, love is lost through absence , and my 
, so that everyone would say : 'Behold 
tremble'at this kind of love ; it is fe 
who are happy and to resent that suffer 
will not need to have faith in what Lov 
perfect 3 
ove ; extremes have the appearance of perfect good 
advice : on you and on him depends my perfect good 
IxE the world can contain perfect good , 
perfection 
ut it is my Lady Teresa who tastes of perfection 
through me man achieves this su 
possessing in herself such great 
perfects 1 
is Death a crucible which refines and perfects gold , leaving it puré , and scatters 
perform 5 
am quite certain that you continually perform good and { that } you are right whethe 
rally ; when they act together , they perform good or evil according to which of the 
I alone possess , for a man does not perform pleasant things on his own ; I do not 
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LXIII 
XIX 
IV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
II 
XLVI 
XCII 
6 
14 
38 
23 
23 
35 
54 
58 
XVIII 
LXXXII 
XVIII 
XCVI 
im neither punis-hment ñor duties { to 
condition : I feel that everything I 
the will , through which the deed is 
nges , for in one instant actions are 
or it can command great subtlety : in 
n and they agree , pursuing quality , 
1 not need to nave faith in what Love 
oul and body ; it is born of them and 
27 Id through being unable to love ; and 
41 
1 
XCIV 
CI 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
LIV 
LIV 
66 
34 
30 
29 
21 
22 
XVIII 
CV 
XCIV 
40 
117 
20 
153 
LXXXIX 
XCVI I 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XLVI 
IV 
XCVI I 
XCII 
XIX 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
XIX 
IV 
22 
22 
1 
75 
17 
55 
26 
105 
2 
12 
31 
26 
32 
CV 
LXXVII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
XIII 
XCII 
16 
9 
141 
40 
14 
40 
106 
order to rise to the good that cannot 
n it pleases God that the ship should 
42 he good that cannot perish , cast his 
To rnourn for the dead 
e my imagination in contemplating the 
ad man is allowed , for , when such a 
sure of the mind than to think of the 
ough much loving I become a different 
, so much so , that I think I am that 
en to me ; I live in pain , leading a 
not protected from you ! You are that 
I am like the 
Those 
in that same day , choler , blood and 
ults , he would find me to be the one 
I do not ask you to give me 
ling from a height , it will break to 
tuation , since it is not broken into 
sts open to show how your hearts were 
te lies outside nature , a strong and 
All 
ich one receives through it , and its 
Who would be equal to mourning the 
; I feel joy as great as that of the 
ruly , and pity me if I.deserve to be 
ryone with all my heart / if I am not 
orts him more than if the whole world 
it ) , (so that even ) my enemy has 
( burn ) in the fire , he will not be 
39 t me so much misfortune that everyone 
dy your anger accuses my delay ; your 
ow ( it from experience ) cannot feel 
she has been cruel , let her show no 
cured , since she whom I love has no 
nds joined ( in prayer ) , I beg your 
e could really- believe that you would 
Out of 
perform ) , so Love has cast me off , for he d 
perform turns out to my disadvantage ; though 
performed 2 
performed , acknowledges the understanding as 
performed by the soul and immediately the caus 
performing 2 
performing all good things , indolence sleeps 
performing such actions that in a short time t 
performs 2 
performs outside me ; its power will be shown 
performs their sepárate actions 
perhaps 1 
perhaps I might love , if he would allow me to 
perish 2 
perish , cast his perishable goods into the de 
perish , he breaks anchors and tackle in a saf 
perishable 1 
perishable goods into the deep sea , thinking 
person 6 
person comes from mutual love , and I feel the 
person I love , who she is , what she is worth 
person laments his situation , his complaining 
person one loves , and whoever attains to this 
person , so much so , that I think I am that p 
person ; the world would be a great marvel if 
perverse 1 
perverse life , and I fear everlasting death i 
pestilential 1 
pestilential air that brings a mortal plague i 
philosopher 1 
philosopher who , in order to rise to the good 
philosophers 1 
philosophers who placed the true end in onesel 
phlegm 1 
phlegm 
phoenix 1 
phoenix among the best ; for I alone renounce 
physical 1 
physical health or any goods of nature or fort 
pieces 2 
pieces , for every extreme leads to its opposi 
pieces or left without blood ! Little love and 
pierced 1 
pierced by the arrow of gold with which Love w 
piercing 1 
piercing , but relentless , worm 
pilgrims 1 
pilgrims together will make vows and will prora 
pillar 1 
pillar is subtle thought , which does not alio 
pious 2 
pious injury which conies from Death ? O cruel 
pious man in church 
pitied 5 
pitied , and then see if there has been such a 
pitied for what my heart is suffering 
pitied him 
pitied me for it , and I have never been able 
pitied , much less defended 
pities 1 
pities me ; as much as you are able , extend y 
pity 16 
pity finds nothing in me to work upon 
pity for him who lies in pain and torment ; so 
pity for me ; whoever lies in the earth is not 
pity for the wound she has caused 
pity ; -grant me no favour , but reward for my 
pity him 
pity I come to grieve for her death and I am c 
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69 
30 
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234 
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15 
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42 
44 
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35 
92 
196 
ep Love 's feast- days ; no one should 
, oyez , all you who love truly , and 
in the present age or in times past ! 
ain / for soon the devíl himself will 
All my friends may 
reatest lover of all ' , and each one 
ears : 'Please do not leave me , have 
without blood ! Little love and great 
The world cannot show less 
170 ssemble all its forces ? God , who is 
ns evil with loud cries ( to take its 
of fear , flies off to the uncertain 
u ; his passion finds in us a fitting 
ess , the more so if she is in such a 
that you ( should ) gather me to her 
isfortunes should not look for a dark 
us I ( too ) find myself in a strange 
of ingratitude for not having found a 
he is in danger at sea , and sees the 
or joy , according to the law of the 
The 
me to the extremity , if there is any 
Grief stifles my opinions : the 
The 
my unchaste body was afraid to lose a 
om the past and what Love can do in a 
38 
XIII 
XIII 
XXXIX 
XCII 
I 
XCIV 
XIX 
XCII 
LXVI 
cv 
XCVII 
XIII 
LXXXII 
cv 
LIV 
cv 
cv 
I 
IV 
XIX 
XXXIX 
XCII 
CI 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
III 
XCVII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
26 
3 
27 
54 
31 
85 
6 
147 
11 
12 
19 
36 
1 
31 
6 
111 
109 
28 
20 
36 
35 
95 
28 
14 
73 
1 
48 
43 
70 
pity me for this strange way of life , for Lov 
pity me if I deserve to be pitied , and then s 
Pity me , then , your fellow-man , who suffers 
pity me when lie sees me going through torment 
pity me when they see my suffering ; let my fa 
pity my evil fate 
pity on my suffering ! ' O wretched heart of h 
pity should be enough for it to show great sig 
pity than it has for me at the moment 
pitying 1 
pitying and just shows himself to be cruel 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
place 
16 
, afraid of eternal damnation ; all pres 
, and , ( though ) we could oppose it , 
because of me ; let me not suffer such a 
; do not delay long in wishing me in the 
in which to be sad : let him read my wri 
, so that only you can help me 
to suit me ; this is the fault because o 
where he could take refuge and by misfor 
where it has thrust out its deep roots : 
where lies the great suffering I experie 
where Love may take root in you ; his pa 
where they used to dwell is no longer th 
where you are will make me change my min 
which gave it pleasure 
which is prepared ( for it ) , I simply 
placed 7 
if it were certain that she had been placed among the saints , I should not want he 
mixed with other base metáis , and , placed in the fire , the dross goes off in smo 
r , my life is full of triáis ; it is placed in the scales with death , afraid that 
My foolish thoughts placed such a desire in me as has made me wors 
Those philosophers who placed the true end in oneself are seen ( to b 
ocent One for the good of all men was placed upon the Cross , you wounded me , for I 
, since a visible crown should not be placed where there is a miracle 
places 4 
solely where his goodwill lies and he places his entire will in hers 
myself , have not found him ; in some places I see him denounced as a traitor , and 
f I were parting from her ; times and places point to her with their fingers , accor 
Love finds two places prepared for him in man , for man is de 
plague 1 
pestilential air that brings a mortal plague into the world ; it would be better to 
playing 1 
ys and be glad , praising God ( and ) playing games between times 
pleasant 
t such a penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant 
Let squares , streets and pleasant 
fate than any other pleasure , since pleasant 
he body and soul taste naturally is a pleasant 
est , like the sick man who , for one pleasant 
ering , ( but ) before long , it is a pleasant 
, your fellow-man , who suffers this pleasant 
possess , for a man does not perform pleasant 
a sight - I should not thank it for n 
gardens be filled with tales of great 
languor is involved in it 
, life-giving medicine 
mouthful , turns everything lie eats 
pain 
pain , for soon the devil himself wil 
things on his own ; I do not fear Dea 
please 2 
ore you : since you have wounded me , please grant me that oíntment which cures us s 
death puts an end to my suit , may it please you , God , since I wish to be yours , 
w near to death , saying with tears 
'Please 1 
'Please do not leave me have pity on my suff 
pleased 1 
for them to tell me there that it has pleased you to shed tears at my death repent 
pleases 5 
When it pleases God that the ship should perish , he b 
ent ) ; your spirit breathes where it pleases ; how or why , no living man knows 
combined all my pleasures in one ; it pleases Love to make this change in me ; there 
herefore it is very right that he who pleases the devil should take the ñame of him 
Him who pleases you , you cali a god ; for , resemblin 
e comes for me to leave behind former 
afraid to lose a place which gave it 
g and such sufferingxis bound up with 
desire its evils , since they promise 
, since suffering endures longer than 
e my suffering is mixed with a little 
; in suffering , it is a miracle that 
e -: ñor can I think that I might feel 
eased enough , for I wish to lose all 
ffering ; let my false companion feel 
I avoid all 
pleasure 77 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure - I do not know how - should be prese 
pleasure again 
Pleasure and love , from which great desire is 
pleasure and that my eyes would never stop wee 
pleasure , and the envious one , who takes del 
pleasure as a hostile thing , for one small go 
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LXXIX 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
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LXIII 
I 
CXIV 
CXIV 
IV 
LXIII 
XCIV 
I 
LIV 
XCII 
CI 
II 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
I 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
II 
XIII 
I 
CXIV 
IV 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LXIII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XLVI 
XCII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
LIV 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
XIII 
XXXIX 
XIII 
I 
XCII 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
XCII 
XVIII 
IV 
XVIII 
cv 
XCIV 
XCIV 
I 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XIX 
LIV 
CXIV 
CV 
CXIV 
XCII 
XVIII 
I 
IV 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
22 
42 
25 
37 
7 
46 
2 
12 
17 
23 
4 
107 
21 
27 
9 
10 
14 
4 
34 
15 
38 
1 
57 
26 
19 
10 
11 
55 
45 
9 
24 
31 
7 
28 
10 
20 
80 
16 
72 
93 
32 
28 
31 
202 
48 
36 
26 
26 
50 
29 
14 
34 
29 
207 
37 
18 
82 
38 
54 
47 
46 
16 
80 
26 
55 
62 
24 
35 
5 
69 
170 
67 
63 
45 
37 
43 
171 
210 
119 
LXVI 28 
92 
ie , and my heart is never so full of 
O foolish Love ! Whoever desires your 
To live in 
not by your choice ( alone ) that my 
I feel such great 
s in me , the nearer to me I feel his 
who takes pleasure in dreams and his 
I find it makes me suffer , for good 
I want no 
s the body which ) feels most pain or 
by Love , and , having left him , all 
eases to love , but , remembering the 
hen it tries to provide him with some 
hief enemy , and if Love ever brought 
raething to sustain it , for , without 
wer to cause suffering and to promise 
being in love , through the boundless 
itself , and , since I feel no other 
Sad with 
possess ) it entirely , I can have no 
I am this man who takes 
Like the man who takes 
and am at case in this , since I find 
: in their desire , they do not take 
nge , as long as I know that you take 
and desires his like ; thus I take no 
( is ) finished ; I take comfort and 
overeóme by my oíd habits , I take no 
You can take no 
One part-and a great one-of supreme 
A great 
id of eterna! damnation ; all present 
ne looks closely , one will find that 
One part of my great 
the more beautiful it is and the more 
him not to be deprived of the hope of 
he body in itself desires its 
e his deeds from within , he gives me 
and it can compel me to renounce all 
s , according to whether suffering or 
A lukewarm desire hinders the 
There is in { all ) the world greater 
n ; this thought alone takes away all 
ter share in it ; each seeks for some 
ake me content ( and ) I must find my 
e high extreme ( of love ) is its own 
s with it fear of death , for that is 
n and much nobler fate than any other 
hing which concerns the body gives me 
body , which expeets to lose no other 
wells in me indivisibly , I feel such 
aven , apart from seeing Him , for my 
Alas ! my 
oved it except grief at the memory of 
ow , except by experience , the great 
xcept that of being sad : I mean that 
feels it and wants to achieve its own 
thoughts , and thus I experience the 
r the understanding , the greater the 
supreme joy would be troubled by that 
r and let me feel a tiny spark of the 
gives me sterile grief and occasional 
me an abominable thing ; if I mix any 
suffering than to mix a tiny part of 
love God a great deal ; when you take 
t courses from one another , bringing 
e its nature decrees it , because its 
h my taste is unable to sepárate : my 
ntinual pain ? I have combined all my 
les his accounts and , in losing such 
so that I never again experience any 
hrough ignorance that man seeks gross 
When my thoughts show me the 
sting good , throw away all the cross 
m appears and reminds him of his past 
res are vain , for in an instant your 
e any pleasures : not only those base 
Those 
n , and I feel sufferings which bring 
r as long as the dead one retains the 
er kind attacks him , his imagination 
e parting from her ; times and places 
pleasure as when my thoughts wander in love 
pleasure bases his satisfaction on a false gro 
pleasure brings with it fear of death , for th 
pleasure can be fulfilled , even if you were i 
pleasure come from it that I neither desire no 
pleasure come ; if I find him ungenerous , ano 
pleasure comes from foolish thoughts , so it h 
pleasure does riot enter my heart 
pleasure except that of being sad : I mean tha 
pleasure ( from this ) , so that , if the body 
pleasure has gone from me 
pleasure , he is left with pain 
pleasure , he is like the woman with her child 
pleasure , I am the man who can bear witness t 
pleasure , I believe suffering does not remain 
pleasure ; I , in my imagination , saw such po 
pleasure I receive from you , my beloved : dis 
pleasure , I shall be ungrateful if I ever rej 
pleasure , I shall soon come to die and all ho 
pleasure ; if your will is not completely soun 
pleasure in death , since I do not avoid the r 
pleasure in dreams and his pleasure comes from 
pleasure in it 
pleasure in love , ñor do they experience good 
pleasure in me ; and I am confident that you w 
pleasure in the company of the living 
pleasure in this thought , but when I lose it 
pleasure in unfamiliar things 
pleasure in yourself : you are so gross that y 
pleasure is found in the thoughts of the sad m 
pleasure is hidden from lovers , from all thos 
pleasure is left behind 
pleasure is mixed with it ; therefore m suffer 
pleasure is that which any sad man is allowed 
pleasure it brings me , the more I find it mak 
pleasure ; joy and sadness are present to him 
pleasure ; later the soul feels it and wants t 
pleasure mixed with suffering 
pleasure : ñor can I think that I might feel p 
pleasure oceurred there ; and there are some w 
pleasure of love ; extremes have the appearanc 
pleasure of the mind than to think of the pers 
pleasure on earth for me - for as long as we a 
pleasure on its own account and , having achie 
pleasure outside myself 
pleasure : remembering nothing , it hopes for 
pleasure 's chief enemy , and if Love ever bro 
pleasure , since pleasant languor is involved 
pleasure , since the spirit has no part in it 
pleasure than that of imagining that my desire 
pleasure that I forget that I am in this world 
pleasure to be complete , it will be necessary 
pleasure turns- to suffering ; labour is double 
pleasure ; when this fails , love is not long 
pleasure which exists in the mere intention of 
pleasure .(' which is ) mixed with sadness , for 
pleasure , which it lacks the power to obtain 
pleasure which never grows tired , so that my 
pleasure which one receives through it , and i 
pleasure which quickly turns to loathing 
pleasure which the good man enjoys in you , so 
pleasure with another , ( more ) gentle kind o 
pleasure with my sufferings , I immediately lo 
pleasure with those evils which drive me out o 
pleasure without me , my misfortune increases 
pleasures 14 
pleasures and other feelings which trouble me 
pleasures are lost in Death ; in its suffering 
pleasures contain mortal suffering and such su 
pleasures in one ; it pleases Love to make thi 
pleasures , is divorced from human nature 
pleasures : not only those base pleasures whic 
pleasures , not realizing how much harm he doe 
pleasures of the body , I feel sorrow , since 
pleasures of the world , firmly believing that 
pleasures , so that he makes the past present 
pleasures turn to loathing , and you are tired 
pleasures which attack one , but all those whi 
pleasures which come to the soul by way of the 
pleasures with them 
pledge 1 
pledge of the living 
plunges 1 
plunges him into mortal fear : so it is with m 
point 1 
point to her with their fingers , according to 
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XCII 
I 
XCII 
4 0 whose power is -cancelled by too much poison 
23 , who , if it cries and begs her for poison , has so little sense that she cannot r 
56 11 find haven on a deserted beach and poison seems to it a remedy 
LXXIII 21 
poisons 1 
ring from the wound that I search for poisons so that comfort may die and my heart 
cv 
LIV 
LXXIII 
CI 
85 
35 
13 
48 
19 
poor 4 
And yet this seems to me a poor excuse , that I am not afraid of my corru 
f such mortal enemies ; both rich and poor feel their harsh evils , and each of them 
feri'ng , would nave it reduced , is a poor lover ; in suffering , it is a miracle th 
t heat : these dangers will give me a poor reward 
spend my life in sleeping 
poorly 1 
He uves poorly who has his thought for enemy bringin 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXVIII 
LXIII 
XXIII 
XLVI 
146 
15 
14 
10 
62 
29 
9 
possess 3 
do not valué the goods which I alone possess , for a man does not perform pleasant 
that I possess your will , unless ( I possess ) it entirely , I can nave no pleasure 
ases for one moment to imagine that I possess your will , unless { I possess ) it en 
possessed 1 
ering , having lost the good which he possessed ? He sees well and truly , unless he 
possesses 1 
ve , his passion cannot last : desire possesses him , which is a lack of good , and 
possessing 1 
ady Teresa who tastes of perfection ; possessing in herself such great knowledge tha 
pot 1 
The sea will boil like a pot in the oven , chancing its colour and natu 
62 desire should struggle to be alone 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
CI 
XCII 
XXIII 
xciv 
LXIII 
XCVI 
LXXIX 
cv 
CI 
XLVI 
LXVI 
IV 
XCII 
xciv 
XLVI 
LXIII 
IV 
LXIII 
42 
173 
101 
11 
40 
41 
63 
8 
40 
27 
37 
9 
33 
1 
29 
82 
18 
55 
45 
13 
49 
XCII 
15 
XIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
LXVI 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XCIV 
CV 
2 
33 
25 
52 
90 
3 
197 
19 
216 
4 
132 
14 
20 
17 
132 
151 
pouring 1 
pouring forth the marvellous effect which had 
18 power 
ngth , not with his own , of infinite power 
but firm knowledge is not within our power 
ne else 's opinión , and Love assumes power 
re ; I , in my imagination , saw such power 
like the insufficient antidote whose power 
Lily among thorns : my power 
s effect which had been hidden by the power 
r he does not wish to demónstrate his power 
as much as you are able , extend your power 
Love , seeing his power 
hing is equal when it comes from your power 
w a pair of eyes which had such great power 
) after my death , you may lose your power 
No one can nave it in his power 
me way as a wolf or a fox ; for their power 
its own pleasure , which it lacks the power 
rs disagree ; from .time to time their power 
n what Love performs outside me ; its power 
powerful 3 
The stronger and more powerful Love is in me , the nearer to me I fe 
andons its great strength to the more powerful one , two great desires have assailed 
Love 's great favour is so powerful that it will be sufficient to preserv 
practised 
the eye does not see and touch is not practised 
, depending on where it enters 
exerted over me that in my ( own ) castl 
is cancelled by too much poison 
is not so great that it could raake for y 
of contraríes ? Sweet and bitter at once 
on me 
over me 
so feeble , has broken his bow : I annou 
, so that I consider anyone a fool who i 
to cause suffering and to promise pleasu 
to love and it may quickly be turned int 
to love another against his will ', ñor b 
to love is limited , since it is no more 
to obtain , for it is entirely false , a 
varies : in a single day , melancholy re 
will be shown in action and I shall prov 
the desire which arises entirely f 
praised 
e those actions which my own opinions praised the false seems true { and ) truth f 
praising 2 
le celébrate feast days and be glad , praising God { and } playing games between tim 
hall be reproached by many people for praising so highly the life of sadness , but I 
pray 
A thousand times a day I pray 
ted from a most grave event , which I pray 
is man who is called Ausias March ! I pray 
my deeds by my utterances : rather I pray 
allible ? Changa into nothingness , I pray 
Help me , God ! But I pray 
t fail me if they are firm , andif I pray 
burning hearts , have loved well , I pray 
in Purgator-y for unexpiated sins , I pray 
God for what for the most part lies with 
God may come soon 
God not to prolong my life , or { else ) 
God that I may die this instant if my spe 
, my being , for I prefer that to the dar 
to you foolishly , since you only help th 
to you for my flesh , dóv not listen to me 
you , do not forget ! Come weeping , with 
your Son not to consider where the prayer 
prayer J 
ur disfavour ! With hands joined ( in prayer ) , I beg your pity ; grant me no favou 
cannot be expressed ; if in Hell , my prayer is foolish > 
I do not need to join my hands in prayer to God , since all that can happen to h 
prayers 1 
ay your Son not to consider where the prayers come from , but where they are going t 
predestined 1 
weak ; I desire to know what you have predestined for me ; to you , it is present , 
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CI 
cv 
XCII 
XCVII 
XLVI 
XCII 
CV 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
CV 
I 
I 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
XCVII 
LXIII 
XLVI 
CV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
37 
198 
196 
6 
45 
34 
58 
2 
15 
4 
58 
152 
9 
38 
59 
52 
31 
21 
24 
166 
59 
50 
XXIX 
XCVII 
cv 
XCVI 
8 
13 
8 
41 
LXXXI 
CV 
XVIII 
CI 
LXIII 
XCII 
CV 
IV 
LXXXI 
CV 
XCII 
CXIV 
CV 
XLVI 
xxxix 
CI 
198 
34 
44 
3 
200 
116 
16 
8 
43 
189 
90 
143 
18 
35 
10 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
LXVI 
t madness ; yes , and so great that I 
thingness , I pray , my being , for I 
Love finds two places 
what Love can do in a place which is 
I am 
es joy without suffering , and in its 
rather than love , you , and in your 
g as much as I ( long ) to be in your 
asure - I do not know how - should be 
if there has been such a case in the 
eath whenever I feel content with the 
predestined for rae ; to you , it is 
I am no lover of the 
pleasures , so that he makes the past 
t ; and if I feel sad because of some 
ver from both hope and fear ; in such 
e , afraid of eternal damnation ; all 
ope of pleasure ; joy and sadness are 
ntentions and to keep you continually 
se things will be beneath me which at 
ansed of evil humours ; good and evil 
owerful that it will be sufficient to 
27 ; I suffer because of it , but cannot 
etely driven out the great fear which 
re her road lies : I do not know what 
y will is free and I do not know what 
You , spirit , if nothing 
8 go through the world proclaiming your 
prefer that to the dark , everlasting 
steries ( for the body is the soul 's 
h ) have already overeóme me ; I am a 
ake away my liberty ? I find myself a 
prefer 2 
prefer her scorn , her reluctance to speak , h 
prefer that to the dark , everlasting prison 
prepared 3 
prepared for him in man , for man is defined b 
prepared ( for it ) , I simply cannot aspire t 
prepared for ( the } good or ( the ) evil of 1 
presence 3 
presence blind desires can see 
presence I confess this sin : my hope is troub 
presence ; only by this bridge can I cross int 
present 12 
present 
present age or in times past ! Pity me , then 
present ; and if I feel sad because of some pr 
present , and to me , a future cause 
present , but of the past , which is nothing a 
present for him ; but when the friend goes awa 
present instance , nothing future is to be fou 
present joy will lie be found ! I have forgott 
present pleasure is left behind 
present to him , hope and fear show him from a 
present ( to me 
present weigh upon my sinews ; he who is not a 
preserve 2 
preserve man 's radical heat , without which h 
preserve the lover from both hope and fear ; i 
prevent 
prevent it since my suffering is mixed with 
prevents 4 
prevents me from being happy 
prevents me from deciding to do this ; it look 
prevents me from this purpose 
prevents you from it , break the custom which 
pride 1 
pride 
prison 2 
prison 
prison and as long as the soul dwells in it , 
prisoner 2 
prisoner , in fear , of your intelligence 
prisoner , ( now that I am ) set free by Love 
proceeds 1 
Love proceeds from both together 
er end is achieved , according to the 
ill decides to follow one of them ; I 
esires , I shall go through the world 
since I know that the world is of no 
ding to where he starts from , so lie 
lled Ausias March ! I pray God not to 
O Lord God ! 
rims together will make- vows and will 
wn eyes desire its evils , since they 
great power to cause suffering and to 
16 ng , but he will not be able to speak 
55 own sake that creature whose virtues 
4 4 badly , thinking the day itself would 
235 saints , I should not want her to be 
36 mself blameless as long as lie is not 
process 1 
process one may understand 
proclaim 1 
proclaim my intention to you 
proclaiming 1 
proclaiming your pride 
profit 1 
profit to me 
from an act whic 
to love you hon 
give me strength to reject it a 
projeets 1 
projeets his strength 
prolong 2 
prolong my life 
Prolong my life 
or ( else ) to instil in me 
since I feel I am drawing ne 
promise 3 
promise many votive offerings of wax ; the gre 
promise pleasure 
promise pleasure ; I , in my imagination , saw 
properly 1 
properiy of your gesture 
protect 2 
protect her from vices 
protect me 
protected 2 
protected from Death 
protected from you ! You are that pestilential 
proud 1 
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LIV 36 evils , and each of them with ( his ) proud ways 
LXIII 
56 
21 
22 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
179 
29 
28 
223 
199 
XCIV 130 
prove 1 
r will be shown in action and I shall prove my words by my deeds 
provide 1 
ws of troubles ; and when it tries to provide him with some pleasure , he is like th 
pulled 1 
ough ( when they were ) free , { they pulled ) against one another 
punish 1 
e with the good ; there is no need to punish me , since they do not try to tempt me 
punished 1 
e I sinned against Love , I have been punished ( for it ) , (so that even ) my enem 
punishing 1 
eptre of majesty , rewarding good and punishing faults , he would find me to be the 
punishment 1 
much ) that he will give him neither punishment ñor duties ( to perform ) , so Love 
puré 5 
efines and perfects gold , leaving it puré , and scatters the rest in smoke 
But the other love , that of puré friendship , its great strength endures a 
the dross goes off in smoke , leaving puré gold which cannot be corrupted , so Death 
not believe that my spirit burns with puré love , keenly desiring that God should ta 
self wishes its clothing ( to be ) of puré white 
Purgatory 1 
Mother of God , if her spirit is in Purgatory for unexpiated sins , I pray your So 
CV 
LIV 
XLVI 
XVIII 
CV 
II 
CV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XXIII 
purpose 2 
8 o not know what prevents me from this purpose 
30 ious of all good things , and in such purpose are assisted by Fortune ! I implore yo 
pursued 1 
have pursued it , but , though ( they are ) hungry 19 are expert ( in such matters 
I 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
16 
27 
29 
11 
204 
186 
188 
13 
14 
34 
102 
99 
18 
12 
13 
188 
34 
47 
35 
3 
97 
13 
56 
59 
110 
99 
3 
178 
40 
pursuing 1 
bines with my reason and they agree , pursuing quality , performing such actions tha 
put 2 
him think he will be reprieved , and put him to death without a moment for remember 
dressing my spirit ( in it ) ; when I put it on , I felt it was very large , and ( i 
puts 4 
which cannot be corrupted , so Death puts an end to my base appetite : this was ene 
ht of my terrible sins ; before death puts an end to my suit , may it please you , G 
And you see that Death puts an end to their desires ; ( but ) she can 
me , for the slow cold of the senses puts ( it ) out , since I leave all that my em 
quality 5 
e does not reveal his quantity or his quality ; according to where he starts from , 
rs itself very similar to others ,- in quality it is different 
of love has no hope of lasting , the quality of good love never tires 
h my reason and they agree , pursuing quality , performing such actions that in a sh 
Quality varies according to what it beholds , 
quantity 5 
Its quantity has no certain measure : the lover is 
ain of great suffering , since such a quantity is necessary for my happiness , and m 
any other kind ( of suffering ) : in quantity it considers itself very similar to o 
that which is inclined to vices ; the quantity of love has no hope of lasting , the 
his actions ; he does not reveal his quantity or his quality ; according to where h 
questioning 1 
deeds ; and let me walk among tombs , questioning the souls of the damned ; and they 
quickly 2 
ay lose your power to love and it may quickly be turned into anger , and ( that ) , 
Id be troubled by that pleasure which quickly turns to loathing 
quite 5 
ñor do I blame you in any way ; I am quite certain that you continually perform goo 
s ) a castle ; seeing that the sky is quite clear and fine , lie firmly believes tha 
to the eyes of the soul ! My will is quite contrary to your own , and I am an enemy 
in loving you , my lady , its gaze is quite different from the gaze of those who sho 
ther ; but since her death , they are quite distinct , and I feel them sepa^ately , 
radical 1 
mours ; good and evil preserve man 's radical heat , without which he would be destr 
11 a god 
raise 1 
for , resembling you , you raise him to a higher level than man ; therefó* 
rather 9 
and I do not want to see any remedy : rather have I taken my theme from' sadness 
xaggerate my deeds by my utterances : rather I pray God that I may die this instant 
uch that Death does not diminish it ; rather is Death a crucible which refines and p 
body cannot extend to base impulses : rather is it as though ( it were } dead 
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XCVII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
CV 
CV 
56 
22 
57 
222 
57 
nger , you will never 
Love : I feel you 
ttrition , since tKey 
XVIII 16 
I would rather lose my reason if it (i 
leave my mind ; rather shall I vow to the God who has bound us 
( intuitively ) rather than know you ( by reason ) , so that t 
arise from fear rather than love ; but , even as they are , gi 
I fear , rather than love , you , and in your presence 
rational 1 
If Love were a rational substance and held the sceptre of maj 
LXXXI 
XCII 
III 
CV 
XIX 
CXIV 
XCII 
4 
108 
6 
3 
38 
45 
85 
reach 7 
take refuge and by misfortune cannot reach it : so it is with me , who am in troubl 
I have lost so much that no good can reach me : Fortune has no more to take away fr 
without smoke , and the heat does not reach my outer part 
or lift me by the hair ; if I do not reach out my hand towards yours , drag me to y 
o speak of what my knowledge does not reach to ; excess of love makes me like a chil 
11 love , earth fails me and I cannot reach to Heaven 
conflicts , since its extent does not reach to truth 
reaches 
Since without you no one reaches you give me your hand or lift me by 
5 rk place in which to be sad 
read 1 
let him read my writings which reveal troubled thoug 
CV 
CV 
LIV 
189 
78 
39 
ready 3 
The spiritual part of me is ready , but I draw near dragging behind me my 
Take me when you consider me most ready ; I do not know what use there is to me 
laughter , some in tears , for I am ready to taste cali or honey on behalf of thos 
LXVIII 
CXIV 
39 
25 
7 
67 
40 
realize 1 
Lily among thorns : may God make you realize how for your sake I have exposed mysel 
realized 1 
he saints , seeing the divine light , realized that the light of the world was false 
realizing 2 
a dislike to his behaviour , ( but ) realizing clearly that he has chosen a bad roa 
that man seeks gross pleasures , not realizing how much harm he does to himself 
really 1 
eparate body from soul , if lie could really believe that you would pity him 
XIX 
CV 
CXIV 
XCII 
XIX 
II 
LXVI 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCVII 
CV 
XLVI 
XXXIX 
III 
40 
188 
75 
67 
18 
33 
23 
37 
83 
39 
168 
56 
40 
57 
7 
19 
reason 
d : I desire and da not desire for no reason 
in Paradise by faith and judge it by reason 
, following the advice of their good reason 
Reason 
I get angry and accuse myself for no reason 
My will combines with my reason 
h I receive from you , but that which reason 
When reason 
orld ñor God helps me to root out the reason 
e in death , since I do not avoid the reason 
? Why , in such a case , does one 's reason 
I would rather lose my reason 
of evil and ignorance of good is the reason 
tuitively ) rather than know you ( by reason 
Love , who has caused it , knows the reason 
re of it ; although you show that the reason 
16 
; and I leave it through false opinión 
and nature créate this other desire , f 
; and the second is the terrible refusa 
and they agree , pursuing quality , per 
consents to have near it 
controls the appetite , its whole opera 
for which I am sad , I am content with 
for which it comes to me 
hide and passion assemble all its forcé 
if it ( i 
men do not know you 
) , so that the worse part will remain 
which drives me to such suffering 
why Love is unequal is well concealed i 
XCIV 
rebelled 1 
s me ? While she was alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; the great differences be 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XCIV 
rebels 2 
70 which was chosen to contémplate God , rebels , blaspheming , against Him ; man canno 
47 oys in you , so that my flesh , which rebels so much against me , may be appeased an 
recall 2 
64 1 sorrpw , since they are lost beyond recall 
94 rred there ; and there are some which recall her to me in sadness and others - many 
receive 6 
XCII 97 reme ; I am not in a state to wish to receive advice and I do not want to see any re 
LXVI 22 rué hope , not that vain hope which I receive from you , but that which reason conse 
II 14 ve , through the boundless pleasure I receive from you , my beloved : displeasure is 
LIV 40 or honey on behalf of those who will receive good or evil from Love 
LXXIII 35 has neither fear ñor hope , it cannot receive great good or much injury ; and the hi 
XCVI 15 ould say to you ; through you I shall receive joy or sadness ; whatever God wishes t 
201 have been as well for me if 
received 1 
having received baptism I had not returned to the a 
receives 2 
LXIII 12 's benefits : he who has not laboured receives no pay 
IV 54 , the greater the 'pleasure which one receives through it and its pillar is subtle 
CI 
II 
LXVI 
receiving 3 
16 fer , have surrendered to her without receiving a scratch 
28 f June , my frail heart burns without receiving any favour 
39 ould be better to have no eyes before receiving such a blow but to him who is woun 
reckon 
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cv 
cv 
xcvn 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XXIX 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXIII 
LXXXI 
LXXIX 
XIX 
I 
XXXIX 
IV 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCVI 
71 
159 
2 
10 
83 
3 
20 
24 
55 
97 
13 
178 
120 
42 
3 
31 
19 
24 
22 
26 
27 
190 
28 
25 
laspheming , agalnst Him ; man cannot reckon such great evil 
through his knowledge , a coarse man 
reckons 1 
reckons that the greatest good is delightful a 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
CXIV 
XCII 
CI 
123 
44 
5 
75 
38 
XIII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
XCVI 
XLVI 
10 
233 
229 
32 
16 
26 
-58 
time I thought myself a lover , I can 
s not so dim that he will not fail to 
hought elsewhere , remembering it , I 
, and does not come back until he has 
ng against love , I suffer so much in 
er , and whichever he loses lie later 
my great sin ; and if by death I can 
r offended her , and I should like to 
ted by such suffering , would have it 
it ; rather is Death a crucible which 
When I 
d by Love 's heat , for I find myself 
nd sees the place where he could take 
e is no need to build castles to take 
ason ; and the second is the terrible 
, has so little sense that she cannot 
, who love him for his own sake , not 
g was not slow to speak , and utterly 
art lies with you : that you may have 
Just as the wind , depending on the 
s a waste of time ; whatever I do , I 
ot know what to say that I should not 
19 varies : in a single day , melancholy 
er , and will not go away unless they 
no profit to me , give me strength to 
ure , I shall be ungrateful if I ever 
nature , a strong and piercing , but 
o great that I prefer her scorn , her 
They are 
easure , I believe suffering does not 
t is no great "wonder that my feelings 
abandon this belief , may my soul not 
ndoned by. love : because of which , I 
even though he leads me to death ; I 
et having said ; whéther I cry out or 
eason ) , so that the worse part will 
65 earth sufficient to dissuade me from 
recognize 2 
recognize little feeling of love in myself 
recognize the grace of your body ; he does not 
recover 1 
recover it with much signing ; at first it ent 
recovered 1 
recovered his strength to destroy the one who 
recovering 1 
recovering from the wound that I search for po 
recovers 1 
recovers 
redeem 2 
redeem my error , this will be my sweet penite 
redeem this with my blood 
reduced 1 
reduced , is a poor lover ; in suffering , it 
refines 1 
refines and perfects gold , leaving it puré , 
reflect 1 
reflect that the dead do not think at all of t 
refreshed 1 
refreshed in his fire , just as the saint { wh 
refuge 2 
refuge and by misfortune cannot reach it : so 
refuge from him : his strength lies lower than 
refusal 1 
refusal you give me if I court you 
refuse 1 
refuse it 
refusing 1 
refusing the reward lie may give , willingly a 
refuted 1 
refuted this argument , saying that the body , 
regard 1 
regard to my desire ; and I beg Love to give y 
región 1 
región through which it has passed , sends out 
regret 2 
regret before I do it 
regret having said ; whether I cry out or rema 
reigns 1 
reigns , and in that same day , choler , blood 
reject 3 
reject both love and grief ; and I go through 
reject it altogether and let me feel a tiny sp 
reject it or even attempt to leave it behind 
relentless 1 
relentless , worm 
reluctance 1 
reluctance to speak , her state such as it is 
reluctant 1 
reluctant to imagine my condición ; they are t 
remain 7 
remain 
remain in hope of this ; and if it were certai 
remain in my body 
remain in such a sad state of mind that, I visi 
remain indifferent to past good and evii 
remain silent , I find nothing to satisfy me ; 
remain to me ; lie knows o.f you who is without 
remaining 1 
remaining forever in mourning 
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XCVII 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
XCII 
LXXXI 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
XCVII 
I 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
59 
32 
13 
56 
6 
98 
102 
100 
29 
52 
16 
83 
37 
107 
ape the charge of loving little if he 
ay from earth , ( and ) honest desire 
what will he do , since no other good 
serted beach and poison seeras to it a 
, and see that you are sufficient to 
e advice and I do not want to see any 
a sign that I shall return to it : I 
find myself at a stage where I do not 
But I 
life and death ; I live in sadness , 
put him to death without a moment for 
forcé I direct my thought elsewhere , 
eme ( of love ) is its own pleasure : 
lesh is lost , ceases to love , but , 
remains 3 
remains alive when the one he ioves is dead ; 
remains in me unmixed 
remains to him , except mourn the goodness of 
remedy 3 
remedy 
remedy my cares 
remedy : rather have I taken my theme from sad 
remember 3 
remember her acts of love , and more vividly t 
remember my grief , I already have a sign that 
remember that you rewarded the thief ( as far 
remembering 5 
remembering her life , and I mourn her death a 
remembering { his past 
remembering it , I recover it with much signin 
remembering nothing , it hopes for future good 
remembering the pleasure , he is left with pai 
reminded 1 
I am reminded of Death , and I return to my grief 
XCII 
I 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XCII 
XIII 
CXIV 
XVIII 
5 
37 
8 
32 
36 
19 
72 
20 
XIII 
XIII 
I 
XIX 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
CV 
LIV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
IV 
37 
7 
15 
37 
32 
46 
131 
32 
108 
212 
110 
69 
239 
32 
35 
that I see and feel turns to grief , 
d ) by chance one of them appears and 
sickness , in believing me , feel no 
As God 
re , though not so completely that it 
vulture , and each time the flesh is 
this state , and it can compel me to 
phoenix among the best ; for I alone 
Much more than this , all love 
eased you to shed tears at my death , 
e souls of the damned ; and they will 
, and they make him think he will be 
But I 
reminding 1 
reminding me of you , whom I loved so much 
reminds 1 
reminds him of his past pleasures , so that he 
remorse 1 
remorse in their consciences 
removed 1 
removed the soul of Saint Paul from his body s 
removes 1 
removes its cataract , and if it could act wit 
renewed 1 
renewed , though the bird never ceases to feed 
renounce 2 
renounce all pleasure : ñor can I think that I 
renounce the horde of base desires which mingl 
repela 1 
repels me and seems to me an abominable thing 
repenting 1 
repenting that , because of your meagre favour 
reply 1 
reply , for they have no one but me to accompa 
reprieved 1 
reprieved , and put him to death without a mora 
reproach 1 
reproach myself for having allowed myself to s 
reproached 1 
>I think I shall be reproached by many people for praising so high 
s , and I am content with any kind of 
er thing ; all men feel this , and it 
both to change your law , and not to 
all other goods , and he who does not 
, but do not touch my-spirit , which 
pleases you , you cali a god ; for , 
avoid all people who are happy and to 
herefore take my spirit where her own 
it , is a true sign of the good which 
impulse does not come from it , in it 
16 ey will leap. on to dry land as a last 
reputation 1 
reputation : in any concern of my own , my wil 
requires 1 
requires no subtlety , for outside yourself th 
resemble 2 
resemble that ( law ) which is harmful to me 
resemble you , God , is not good 
resembles 1 
resembles you ; and , above all , may my faith 
resembling 1 
resembling you , you raise him to a higher lev 
resent 1 
resent that suffering should ever end 
resides 3 
resides ; and , before my life ends , I wish m 
resides in it : it is this ( love ) which give 
resides the judgement of all things : it is th 
resort 1 
resort 
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cv 
CXIV 
cv 
LXXIX 
cv 
cv 
XCII 
I 
cv 
132 
46 
80 
43 
129 
130 
179 
30 
126 
XCII 
XCVII 
or outside yourself the will does not 
long as I do not think , I find some 
re is to me in delaying ; there is no 
round ; thus his understanding has no 
who considers a different end has no 
d has no rest , for the will does not 
, leaving it puré , and scatters the 
ng ; labour is doubled after a little 
Thus the wholly human end gives no 
rest 9 
rest 
rest , but my spirit is continually sad becaus 
rest for a man who is to no on a journey 
rest , for the understanding worships only tru 
rest , for the will does not rest in any other 
rest in any other thing ; all men feel this , 
rest in smoke 
rest , like the sick man who , for one pleasan 
rest or term to the appetite , though without 
XIII 
XCII 
XLVI 
22 
92 
12 
49 
123 
215 
60 
restingplace 1 
LXXXIX 47 ver suffers from this sickness has no restingplace ; take { my ) instability as { a 
restraining 1 
XXIII 3 y by passion , exceed the truth , and restraining my own amorous desire so that it d 
restrains 1 
CI 4 5 Your gesture restrains all my actions , and nothing can hol 
rests 3 
rests , and their work can only be interrupted 
rests in such a way that the body , wellrestra 
rests on it for a moment ; fish great and smal 
result 1 
result is false and inconstant desire 
results 1 
results in me ; my love has not been killed by 
retains 1 
retains the pledge of the living 
retirement 1 
retirement from the world and be known only as 
return 8 
return 
return , but firm knowledge is not within our 
return to earth , before I die , I shall nave 
return to it : I remember her acts of love , a 
return to my anguish 
return to my grief , and when I do so , I suff 
return to nothingness , the more so if she is 
return until I have completely driven out the 
returned 1 
returned to the arms of life , but had then pa 
reveal 3 
reveal his quantity or his quality ; according 
reveal my inclination 
reveal troubled thoughts , uttered without art 
revealed 2 
revealed to many martyrs ( who are ) not as el 
revealed to the confesspr 
reveáis 3 
reveáis sub t l e t i e s to me , which the learned d 
reveáis them only to me 
reveáis to me the great secre ts which i t hides 
reverse 3 
reverse disturbs man 's nature and he does not 
reverse may happen to me 
Reverse my nature , which is evil because of m 
reward 5 
reward 
reward 
reward for my service ; I love as much as Love 
reward lie may give , willingly abandon myself 
reward will disappear , my feelings stiffer , 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCVI 
XXIX 
8 
172 
230 
101 
81 
184 
22 
7 
XCII 
XIX 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
XLVI 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
CV 
cv 
LXVIII 
CI 
LXVI 
XXXIX 
XCII 
188 
16 
5 
50 
20 
52 
59 
1 
39 
194 
53 
24 
48 
15 
22 
121 
ghts , another my heart , and neither 
e ; and , in contemplation , the soul 
it will appear to hate anytning which 
goes beyond what nature decrees , the 
sire , and he will easily observe the 
ove lasts for as ldng as the dead one 
dead ; or he should at least live in 
em , that all five may bring about my 
creases-, faith is the first thing to 
Though the dead do not 
, I already have a sign that I shall 
ufferings , I immediately lose it and 
I am reminded of Death , and I 
ter , cancel my spirit , let my being 
has weakened my courage ; I shall not 
202 , having received baptism , I had not 
us through his actions ; he does not 
strength , since I make no attempt to 
ad : let him read my writings , which 
unattainable , though these have been 
light the secrets which will never be 
So Love 
es me to see his great treasures ; he 
In my imaginings , Love 
operation is worthy of man , and the 
save my soul , and you know that the 
O merey , God ! 
only tells me I shall not lack a good 
t : these dangers will give me a poor 
your pity ; grant .me no favour , but 
m for his own sake , not refusing the 
and the grief which I endure without 
29 
rewarded 1 
But I remember that you rewarded the thief { as far as one can see , h 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXXXII 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
18 
35 
6 
111 
243 
36 
nce and held the sceptre of majesty , 
e hands of such mortal enemies ; both 
, except that the foól is less often 
level than man ; therefore it is very 
wound ; Death separated them : it is 
lly perform good and { that ) you are 
rewarding 1 
rewarding good and punishing faults , he would 
rich 1 
rich and poor feel their harsh evils , and eac 
right 4 
right 
right that he who pleases the devil should tak 
right that she should bring them together 
right whether you give death or life : everyth 
riot 
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12 es me suffer , for good pleasure does riot enter my heart 
XVIII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
cv 
LXVIII 
CV 
XIX 
LXVIII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCVII 
44 
165 
44 
41 
9 
26 
133 
24 
8 
8 
55 
12 
II 
XCIV 
XXIII 
CV 
19 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCVII 
5 
30 
83 
194 
28 
148 
47 
34 
133 
I , in order to 
comes from an honest cause will give 
My thoughts 
ike the philosopher who , in order to 
I want to 
res from myself ; no weeds grow on my 
Just as all 
when I shall set foot on the hateful 
zing clearly that he has chosen a bad 
it will come sooner or later , if the 
en the two , is found to have no sure 
I ought to go where her 
, by chance , he finds himself among 
ing cannot take a single step on this 
My deeds of love are like the 
here is any place where Love may take 
neither the world ñor God helps me to 
lace where it has thrust out its deep 
takes away youth and makes the flesh 
th *s surface , or ,on mud , or on the 
ht commandment , and I have made this 
rise 5 
rise to lasting good , throw away all the cros 
rise to noble actions as long as I live 
rise to such a high degree in love that my sou 
rise to the good that cannot perish , cast his 
rise up and I do not try hard enough : such is 
riverbank 1 
riverbank ; let it be understood that , deep i 
rivers 1 
rivers run to the sea , so all ends enter int 
road 5 
road 
road in changing his situation for a higher on 
road is not closed to me by death 
road ; it thinks it will find haven on a deser 
road lies : I do not know what prevents me fro 
rocks 1 
rocks is afraid ( lie does not know where to s 
rocky 1 
rocky shore 
Romans' 1 
Romans * { deeds which were greater than th 
root 2 
root in you ; his passion finds in us a fittin 
root out the reason for which I ara sad , I am 
roots 1 
roots : on the earth 's surface , or on mud , 
rot 1 
rot in the tomb ! The spirit , full of fear , 
rough 1 
rough mountain 
rule 1 
rule into a bent sickle 
rules 2 
or , as long as he does not break the rules , and if he goes beyond what nature decr 
the way in which ) your intelligence rules over subtleties - which are nourished fo 
run 1 
Just as all rivers run to the sea so all ends enter into you 
runs 1 
Whoever runs away from Love finds him , and I 
rush 1 
a moment ; fish great and small will rush to save themselves and will search for se 
29 mourn the injury óf my lost delight , s o great is the fear which comes from her gre 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXVI 
XCIV 
LIV 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XVIII 
LXIII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
XCVII 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
LXIII 
91 
39 
9 
11 
20 
17 
26 
159 
33 
18 
49 
25 
7 
41 
39 
100 
42 
34 
34 
59 
168 
7 
29 
34 
10 
16 
194 
13 
hey act separately that , in the body 
g it ; you are compelled to take Love 
The sinner suffers God 
. no triáis ; let him not hope for God 
see you thus , or let me die ; death 
Within man 
fear of death , for that is pleasure 
I have experienced this { in another 
But I lie at death 
ke a hermit , the better to keep Love 
Love 
I cannot get out of my mind that Love 
, at great cost ? I see that each man 
I want to be burned by Love 
of man , and the reverse disturbs man 
is greater or lesser in someone else 
When appetite follows the soul 
For me , Love 
mysteries ( for the body is the soul 
humours ; good and evil preserve man 
ath ? Why , in such a case , does one 
counts tell ; those who dwell in love 
al fear : so it is with me , for Love 
mourn for death , his own or another 
ith me are without love and fear love 
Love 
ust out its deep roots : on the earth 
Thus , whoever does not feel Love 
s 29 
s actions , the soul is no great obstacle ; a 
s advice : on you and on him depends my perfe 
s anger when in this world lie is sent no tri 
s benefits : he who has not laboured receives 
s bitterness will be sweet to me 
s body , the humours disagree ; from time to 
s chief enemy , and if Love ever brought plea 
s death ) and now it terrifies me 
s door : be sure of that 
s feast days ; no one should pity me for this 
s great favour is so powerful that it will be 
s great sadness may be a certain and much nob 
s heart is harder than a stump of wood ; no o 
s heat , for I find myself refreshed in his f 
s nature and he does not achieve the end whic 
s opinión , and Love assumes power , dependin 
s part , man goes straight , following nature 
s peace is war ; if she through whom he wound 
s prison and as long as the soul dwells in it 
s radical heat , without which he would be de 
s reason hide and passion assemble all its fo 
s sickness , in believing me , feel no remors 
s sickness was nothing to me , { since I had 
s , such is the great evil ? One cannot feel 
s suffering , and when they are in suffering 
s suffering does not torture me to such an ex 
s surfa-ce , or on mud , or on the rough mount 
s torment need not expect to enjoy his deligh 
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CXIV 
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136 
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47 
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10 
XCII 
CV 
XVIII 
XCVII 
LXIII 
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128 
32 
32 
43 
234 
24 
164 
40 
21 
54 
XCIV 
II 
LIV 
CXIV 
IV 
XCIV 
20 
12 
42 
29 
28 
21 
, if they cannot see within , will be 
tent with the present ; and if I feel 
e rest , but my spirit is continually 
to root out the reason for which I am 
want no pleasure except that of being 
oes not take away that which makes me 
look for a dark place in which to be 
asure is found in t'he thoughts of the 
f my great pleasure is that which any 
Anyone who is not 
not sad or has not at some time been 
May God keep me in my 
because of which , I remain in such a 
equal countenance : nothing makes me 
sad 15 
sad at heart when they believe me 
sad because of some present instance , nothing 
sad because of the kind of dress it has adopte 
sad , I am content with the sadness I wear ; I 
sad : I mean that pleasure ( which is ) mixed 
sad ! In my sadness I feel such great sweetnes 
sad : let him read my writings , which reveal 
sad man , and if people have seen in me great 
sad man is allowed , for , when such a person 
sad or has not at some time been sad should pa 
sad should pay no attention to my works ; and 
sad state of mind , since He does not take awa 
sad state of mind that I visibly draw near to 
sad , still less happy ; there is no colour le 
Sad with pleasure , I shall soon come to die a 
sadly 1 
myself to his sadness and shall live sadly for ever 
sadness 
y : rather have I taken my theme from sadness 
re are some which recall her to me in sadness 
ive , willingly abandon myself to his sadness 
ved of the hope of pleasure ; joy and sadness 
le for praising so highly the life of sadness 
that pleasure ( which is ) mixed with sadness 
This is true , but sadness 
away that which makes me sad ! In my sadness 
hich I am sad , I am content with the sadness 
get out of my mind that Love ' s great sadness 
ink of her life and death ; I live in sadness 
My suffering keeps me in sadness 
Id bear this in mind : that , without sadness 
; through you I shall receive joy or sadness 
14 
and others - many - which 
and shall live sadly for 
are present to him , hope 
, but I who have seen its 
, for this is the most t 
has taken hold of me , so 
I feel such great sweetne, 
I wear ; I feel joy , whi 
may be a certain and much 
, remembering her life 
, so that , while it last, 
, there can be no great j 
; whatever God wishes to 
show her as 
ever 
and fear sho 
glory with m 
rrible condit 
that I feel 
ss in itself 
le I am in su 
nobler fate 
and I mourn h 
I cease t 
oy 
give me lies 
safe 2 
cióse to shore and he thinks it ( as safe as ) a castle ; seeing that the sky is qu 
h , he breaks anchors and tackle in a safe harbour , and I see many people die from 
said 5 
Some have said that Death is bitter ; those who experien 
own law , because of which it can be said that the laws are a single one 
that you do Love no service ; Love is said to be a voluntary act of good , and you d 
periences the taste of good cannot be said to be altogether unlucky ; the food of lo 
o say that I should not regret having said ; whether I cry out or remain silent , I 
sail 1 
ous ; so much so , .that he cannot set sail without the contrary wind , and that key 
Sails 1 
Sails and winds will accomplish my desires , m 
saint 5 
e is not long in declining : when the saint fails , his feast day lapses 
t it man does not achieve the other : Saint John announced the coming of the Messiah 
As God removed the soul of Saint Paul from his body so that he might see 
What saint was not afraid of Death ? Who will mourn 
f refreshed in his fire , j.ust as the saint { who is ) burning in God finds comfort 
saintly 1 
Honest love leads to the cult of saintly lovers I love you with such a love 
saints 2 
in that she had been placed among the saints , I should not want her to be protected 
Just as the saints , seeing the divine light , realized th 
sake 4 
and without my despising it for your sake 
may God make you realize how for your sake I have exposed myself to evéry extreme ; 
And I , who love him for his own sake , not refusing the reward lie may give , 
h its own natura , loving for her own sake that creature whose virtues protect her f 
at God has decreed for you 
salvation 1 ^ 
for your salvation or doom is given { also ) to me : wh 
same 6 
day , melancholy reigns , and in that same day , choler , blood and phlegm 
s you in -the cupboard cannot open the same door 
orments make Fear and Trust share the same lodgings ; there is not the slightest dou 
At one and the same time , I found myself disinclined and tot 
use of its composition , loves in the same way as a wolf or a fox ; for their power 
In the same way , the passions of the soul go through 
sampie 1 
or who themselves or through others sample her great pain which lasts longer tha 
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XIII 
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LXXVII 
III 
XIX 
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XCVI 
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IV 
IV 
XCVI I 
42 
120 
24 
29 
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77 
26 
23 
193 
13 
13 
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155 
18 
11 
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24 
17 
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25 
11 
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4 
22 
27 
19 
LXXIX 
XCII 
IV 
XCII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
CI 
LXXXIX 
IV 
118 
59 
179 
17 
51 
28 
37 
52 
41 
CI 
oever desires your pleasure bases his 
on truth ; consequently , it is of no 
the body is content , each one may be 
ose desires which , ( once they are ) 
Like the man who desires food to 
so that the end of anything does not 
or reraain silent , I find nothing to 
in every base action , his was a 
You created me that I might 
t ; fish great and small will rush to 
in my ( own ) castle I was a serf ; I 
I 
o me carne to an end on the day when I 
e had still not come to an end when I 
se pleasure ; I , in my imagination , 
rt that my suffering is as great as I 
other people , so that everyone would 
elf so overeóme by Love that I cannot 
Wise lady : I do not need to 
dying and am so feeble that I cannot 
I believe , as you chose to 
I do not know what to 
red and diminished by time ; I do not 
; those who experience her taste may 
hange my mind concerning what I would 
hat it does not distract me , I shall 
body had one argument for its part , 
, and utterly refuted this argument , 
d when I saw her draw near to death , 
full of triáis ; it is placed in the 
h those of silver he can only leave a 
air ; at times I grieve , at others I 
which there is no dissatisfaction ; I 
perfeets gold , leaving it puré , and 
ere a rational substance and held the 
tyrs { who are ) not as clever as the 
experienced a greater one , so I feel 
yes , and so great that I prefer her 
hair on your body will act against or 
tinues to address the body with great 
16 urrendered to her without receiving a 
15 
satisfaction 2 
satisfaction on a false ground ; thus his unde 
satisfaction to man 
satisfied 2 
satisfied 
satisfied , cause Love to diminish , choosing 
satisfy 3 
satisfy his dangerous hunger and sees two clus 
satisfy me 
satisfy me ; whether I let my mind wander or c 
savage 1 
savage heart ; he only tells me I shall not la 
save 2 
save my soul , and you know that the reverse m 
save themselves and will search for secret hid 
saw 5 
saw a gesture and heard a voice from a frail b 
saw a pair of eyes which had such great power 
saw her cióse her eyes 
saw her draw near to death , saying with tears 
saw such power exerted over me that in my { ow 
say 11 
say 
say : 'Behold the greatest lover of all ' , an 
say how much I am in love 
say I love you , since I firmly believe that y 
say : 'In you is my hope ! ' Love has a bitter 
say of Judas , that it would have been better 
say that I should not regret having said ; whe 
say that my own is utterly different from any 
say this , or who themselves or through others 
say to you ; through you I shall receive joy o 
say what I find in you 
saying 3 
saying that in it this love originates , and t 
saying that the body , because of its composit 
saying with tears : 'Please do not leave me , 
scales 1 
scales with death afraid that fear will frus 
scar 1 
scar , but those whom lie wounds are exempted 
scarcely 1 
scarcely feel pain , and I feel sufferings whi 
scatter 1 
scatter all my desires on you : everything tha 
scatters 1 
scatters the rest in smoke 
sceptre 1 
sceptre of majesty , rewarding good and punish 
scholars 1 
scholars who have no knowledge of such things 
scorn 4 
scorn and loathing for those desires which , ( 
scorn , her reluctance to speak , her state su 
scorn me 
scorn : 'You wish vainly and your desires are 
scratch 1 
scratch 
XLVI 
LXXXI 
IV 
CV 
XVIII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XLVI 
2 
2 
9 
133 
42 
15 
9 
34 
21 
14 
s , making dangerous paths across the 
weather is bad and he is in danger at 
As the 
Just as all rivers run to the 
st his perishable goods into the deep 
ret hiding-places : escaping from the 
The 
y from Love , finds him , and I , who 
h in recovering from the wound that I 
will rush to save themselves and will 
19 aecuse myself for no reason ; and the 
sea 7 
sea 
sea , and sees the place where he could take r 
sea complains deeply and cries out when two st 
sea , so all ends enter into you 
sea , thinking they would hinder his understan 
sea where they were born and bred , they will 
sea will boil like a pot in the oven , chancin 
search 3 
search for Love within myself , have not found 
search for poisons so that comfort may die , a 
search for secret hiding-places : escaping fro 
second 1 
second is the terrible refusal you give me if 
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14 
secret 1 
o save themselves and will search for secret hiding-places escaping from the sea w 
XCII 
LXXVII 
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21 
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227 
34 
27 
44 
71 
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24 
36 
LXVI 11 
XIII 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XCII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
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XCII 
LXXIX 
XCVII 
2 
9 
202 
66 
41 
104 
166 
127 
126 
81 
11 
24 
86 
56 
85 
79 
1 
96 
.6 
129 
10 
10 
o have left this world 
secretly 2 
as the fates secretly decreed 
Secretly , with unaccustomed pain fortune ma 
secrets 3 
Human beings feel that many of the secrets which God keeps in store are unattaina 
inings , Love reveáis to me tfie great secrets which it hides from the most subtle , 
he great fear will bring to light the secrets which will never be revealed to the co 
see 
and in its presence blind desires can see 
All that I see 
When the eye does not see 
0 receive advice and I do not want to see 
If I see 
I see 
to leave its bitter limita , and if I see 
before me the worm of absence , and ( see 
t Paul from his body so that he might see 
I see 
1 because in this world I shall never see 
have not found him ; in some places I see 
am in this world / and when I try to see 
s the work of Love , who wishes me to see 
ewarded the thief ( as far as one can see 
if I deserve to be pitied , and then see 
I see 
and tackle in a safe harbour , and I see 
Help me , God , since you see 
All my f riends may, pity mex when they see 
for I suffer the pain of longing and see 
And you see 
t despite himself , at great cost ? I see 
is with me , who am in trouble , and see 
ill not go unrewarded ; then you will see 
more than brute appetite , and if you see 
I see 
nd those who see you , if they cannot see 
ht , ( compared ) to my triáis when I see 
y will not believe it ; and those who see 
n together unequal wills ! Let me not see 
I see 
not think I was so foolish as not to see 
e you ( to be ) just and merciful ; I see 
34 
and feel turns to grief , reminding me of 
and touch is not practised , the desire wh 
any remedy : rather have I taken my theme 
anything of hers , it gives me pain , and 
before me a mountain of great suffering , 
before me the worm of absence , and ( see 
) comfort struggling against love , I suff 
divine mysteries ( for the body is the sou 
experience and judgement fail ; fortune an 
her at my side 
him denounced as a traitor , and he avoids 
his deeds from within , he gives me pleasu 
his great treasures ; he reveáis them only 
, his works were not sufficient ) ; your s 
if there has been such a case in the prese 
many men who are loved , without ( themsel 
many people die from trivial ailments : no 
me in such a strait ! I despair if you con 
my suffering ; let my false companion feel 
no way of hoping for any good 
that Death puts an end to their desires ; 
that each man 's heart is harder than a st 
that you are sufficient to remedy my cares 
the flames of love increase 
the lover ( burn ) in the fire , he will n 
the mistral and the west wind take up arms 
within , will be sad at heart when they be 
you far away , for ( when I am ) near you 
you , if they cannot see within , will be 
you thus , or let me die ; death 's bitter 
you { to be } just and merciful ; I see yo 
your great superiority before this ; my un 
your will which grants grace without merit 
Seeing 
n the goodness of the time now lost ? Seeing 
come to our love , and I lose hope of seeing 
es me to dwell in Heaven , apart from seeing 
Love , seeing 
by valuing highly what I lose ; for , seeing 
en hold of me , so that I feel joy at seeing 
Take away the anguish of seeing 
e thinks it ( as safe as ) a castle ; seeing 
Just as the saints , seeing 
, my whole misfortune will be in not seeing 
10 
clearly that he has deceived himself , 
her again , unless I soon abandon this 
Him , for my pleasure to be complete , 
his power so feeble , has broken his bo 
myself deprived of all love , earth fai 
myself in this state , and it can compe 
myself lose the world , for as long as 
that the sky is quite clear and fine , 
the divine light , realized that the li 
you 
long 
seek 1 
it would be better for him to seek harbour than to stay 
seeks 6 
I am not like the little page who seeks a master who will treat him well , keepi 
Everyone seeks and desires his like ; thus I take no pl 
wo has the greater share in it ; each seeks for some pleasure on its own account and 
It is through ignorance that man seeks gross pleasures , not realizing how much 
he does not achieve the end which he seeks in all his actions 
kenesses ; flesh desires flesh , soul seeks its like : from the one and the other is 
seem 3 
Why does such a common case seem so extreme to one who by chance is so str 
in another world , 'and my own actions seem strange tó me ; like those actions which 
I seem to live in another world , and my own act 
seems 
ve him , what to others is evil to me seems 
despairs of ? It is so severe that it seems 
( man of ) humble condition no insult seems 
Thus disposed , what is bitter seems 
haven on a deserted beach and poison seems 
And yet this seems 
re than this , allsiove repels me and seems 
Because I am unique in love , it seems 
I feel grief and it seems 
plates Love to such an extent that it seems 
h my own opinions praised , the false seems 
11 
good 
incredible that anyone should wish for t 
severe 
sweet to me : so corrupted is my taste ! 
to it a remedy 
to me a poor excuse , that I am not afra 
to me an abominable thing ; if I mix any 
to me as if everything in me were a stra 
to me extreme ; I am not in a state to w 
to sepárate itself completely from the b 
true ( and ) truth false 
seen 6 
are of three kinds , and this can be seen from the arrows with which he strikes , w 
is now dead , but I am alive , having seen her die ; with great love , it is hard to 
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41 
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43 
s of the sad man- , and if people nave seen in me great suffering , my soul was accom 
the life of sadness , but I who have seen its glory with my own eyes desire its evi 
no placed the true end in oneself are seen { to be ) in disagreement : this is a sur 
wili be in vain to 'those who have not seen you , for they will not believe it ; and 
sees 
pects neither good ñor evil from love sees 
And he sees 
e devil himself will pity me when lie sees 
me live ? And if I do not weep , who sees 
t his feet ) to go ahead , because he sees 
orne to the surface ; the ignorant one sees 
All that I think and all that my eye sees 
bad and he is in danger at sea , and sees 
d to satisfy his dangerous hunger and sees 
lost the good which he possessed ? He sees 
10 
a great glory gathered within himself , 1 
approaching , a sudden spell of storm and 
me going through torment like his own 
me laugh , though I do not suffer continu 
no track ; he will not and cannot use a 1 
that the sick man has no fever and thinks 
, the more beautiful it is and the more p 
the place where he could take refuge and 
two clusters of fruit on a fine branch , 
well and truly , unless he is a fool , th 
1 love fails 
self 
except ( for love ) of self the whole world is overrun by envy ; no 
sends 2 
, for Love wants me for his court and sends for me 
región through which it has passed , sends out warmth or cold so Love gives sufferi 
sense 2 
verything else , so that he loses all sense of himself in thinking of her 
d begs her for poison , has so little sense that she cannot refuse it 
senses 6 
lesh does not feel that desire of the senses , and my spirit covets works of love ; 
re which arises entirely from these ( senses ) dies ; anyone who is in such a state 
n ! Wound my heart and capture all my senses , do as you like with me , for I do not 
full confession of this , and all my senses have joined in ; I suffer because of it 
ot warm me , for the slow cold of the senses puts ( it ) out , since I leave all tha 
He is out of his senses who settles his accounts and , in losin 
LXVIII 
not cali upon virtue , and in part is 
tion , for her virtues , unmixed with 
ze of those who show themselves to be 
but I draw near dragging behind me my 
t is the understanding which conquers 
od 's anger when in this world lie is 
it is born of them and performs their 
loving you : he who would ( gladly ) 
ve to such an extent that it seems to 
t flavour which my taste is unable to 
bitter at once , their flavour is not 
ited willa and our conversation , now 
dealt them an incurable wound ; Death 
are quite distinct , and I feel them 
he conflict is so small when they act 
O cruel evil , for ever 
that my will can be overeóme by such 
me that in my ( own ) castle I was a 
ce he conceals from you such a humble 
Just as the master detests his 
I am that 
; Love likes to be waited on by such 
orth as much to you as many who never 
at servant who bears no grudge if his 
rant me no favour , but reward for my 
you are so gross that you do Love no 
changing thoughts , since in ( your ) 
21 snow , with naked feet , bareheaded , 
sensual 4 
sensual appetite 
sensual desire 
sensual lovers , unworthy of Love 
sensual part 
sensuality 1 
sensuality ; even though the first impulse doe 
sent 1 
sent no triáis ; let him not hope for God s b 
sepárate 5 
sepárate actions 
sepárate body from soul , if lie could really 
sepárate itself completely from the body , for 
sepárate : my pleasures contain mortal sufferi 
sepárate ; while she was alive , such were my 
separated 2 
separated for ever , I cannot think my grief w 
separated them : it is right that she should b 
separately 2 
separately , as if they were visible 
separately that , in the body ' s actions , the 
separating 1 
separating hearts ( which were ) united ! I fi 
separation 1 
separation 
serf 1 
serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a voice from 
servant 3 
servant as myself through his weakness ; certa 
servant ( so much ) that he will give him neit 
servant who bears no grudge if his service goe 
servants 
servants 
1 
served 1 
served you , and you have done no less for the 
service 4 
service goes unrecognized : he exists solely w 
service ; I love as much as Love can make anyo 
service ; Love is said to be a voluntary act o 
service they will be firm ; Love likes to be w 
serving 1 
serving a master who was never a vassal ñor ev 
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LIV 
XIX 
LXIII 
XCIV 
CI 
CV 
II 
9 
24 
3 
129 
20 
162 
10 
set 7 
So great is the good whlch is set before me that I live in hope of it withou 
for it is already late , when I shall set foot on the hateful road 
myself a prisoner , ( now that I am ) set free by Love , and , having left him , all 
f or of the world except that God may set her in Heaven 
s afraid ( lie does not know where to set his feet ) to go ahead , because he sees n 
ger fear death ? It will be when I am set on fire by your love , and that cannot be 
ricious ; so much so , that he cannot set sail without the contrary wind , and that 
settles 1 
He is out of his senses who settles his accounts and in losing such plea 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
XXXIX 
LIV 
CXIV 
XLVI 
LXXXI 
LIV 
XCII 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
CV 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXVIII 
III 
XXIX 
XLVI 
XCVI 
XCII 
XXIII 
XIX 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCVI 
24 
11 
32 
11 
5 
60 
8 
12 
231 
66 
22 
217 
17 
23 
139 
93 
125 
24 
8 
7 
56 
15 
101 
4 
24 
245 
34 
8 
60 
XCII 
XCII 
XXIII 
XCII 
LIV 
201 
213 
13 
245 
42 
XCII 
I 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XCVI 
XCVI 
CI 
CI 
XCII 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCVI I 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
205 
24 
234 
141 
40 
19 
23 
34 
34 
134 
30 
116 
32 
205 
243 
35 
119 
65 
9 
114 
40 
28 
I think 
ffering ; if I do not achieve it , 
, since I feel no other pleasure , 
severe 2 
of ) humble condition no insult seems severe 
esires what he despairs of ? It is so severe that it seems incredible that anyone sh 
shall 26 
I shall be reproached by many people for praisin 
I shall be so wretched that I shall have found H 
I shall be ungrateful if I ever reject it or eve 
I shall compare you to a game of dice 
I shall go through the world proclaiming your pr 
I shall have found Hell in this world 
I shall have news of her 
shall I do , who swim in sins ? When I think o 
shall I vow to the God who has bound us togeth 
shall I water my cheeks with the sweet tears o 
shall live like a hermit , the better to keep 
shall live sadly for ever 
shall lose those habits which have been the ca 
shall meet with no obstacles 
shall never see her at my side 
shall not lack a good reward 
shall not live much longer 
shall not return until I have completely drive 
shall prove my words by my deeds 
shall receive joy or sadness ; whatever God wi 
shall return to it : I remember her acts of lo 
shall say what I find in you 
shall set foot on the hateful road 
shall share out our bodies without distinction 
shall soon come to die and all hope of cure is 
shall suffer it 
hout hope of achieving my desires , 
ve it , I shall be so wretched that 
ot return to earth , before I die , 
, was oppressed by fear of God , what 
you will never leave my mind ; rather 
Oh , when 
The time is near when I 
gly abandon myself to his sadness and 
ay not sin ; for , by not sinning , I 
so that , travelling towards Him , I 
those of Hell because in this world I 
s a savage heart ; he only tells me I 
an hour , for my symptoms show that I 
ur action has weakened my courage ; I 
s power will be shown in action and I 
at I would say to you ; through you I 
grief , I already have a sign that I 
e so that it does not distract me / I 
lay , for it is already late , when I 
, when we take on flesh and bone , we 
Sad with pleasure , I 
hichever you are allotted , I ( too ) 
shame 1 
I love and fear with honest shame the spirit alone of her whom God forgive 
Who can believe that 
shameful 1 
among shameful loves an,honest desire should strug 
share 5 
lear which of the two has the greater share in it ; each seeks for some pleasure on 
according to the extent to which they share in the body or the soul ; and when the 1 
ever belongs to the body but does not share in the spirit , the coarse man knows wel 
we take on flesh and bone , we shall share out our bodies without distinction 
Love 's torments make Fear and Trust share the same lodgings ; there is not the sli 
42 ves on my desire 
shattered 1 
and your eyes have shattered my armour my thoughts , weakening 
she 
uts an end to their desires. ; ( but ) she 
for poison , has so little sense that she 
of this ; and if it were certain that she 
I have feared her for another ; since she 
whom I love has no pity for the wound she 
hat can happen to her is decided : if she 
eturn to nothingness , the more so if she 
contemplating the person I love , who she 
the person I love , who she is , what she 
uch a way that , in killing another , she 
in herself such great knowledge that she 
And when she 
all if it is not eternal , but I fear she 
annot end what is good , however much she 
ath separated them : it is right that she 
For me , Love 's peace is war ; if she 
, now that nothing hinders me ? While she 
their flavour is not sepárate ; while she 
She 
If she 
m wounded and'cannot be cured , since she 
suffering all comforts fail me , for she 
22 
cannot end what is good , however much she 
cannot refuse it 
had been placed among the saints , I shoul 
has been cruel , let her show no pity for 
has caused 
is in Heaven , such good cannot be express 
is in such a place because of me ; let me 
is , what she is worth ; and the more I fi 
is worth ; and the more I find ( in her } 
kills me 
lacks nothing to make herself wholly known 
lived on earth in the flesh , I wanted to 
may not have earned this kind 
offends it 
should bring them together 
through whom he wounded me were at war , i 
was alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; 
was alive , such were my desires 
whom I have loved so much is now dead , bu 
whom I love has left this world , her grea 
whom I love has no pity for the wound she 
whom I love is cone , and will not come ba 
shed 1 
36 1 me there that it has pleased you to shed tears at my death , repenting that , beca 
sheds 1 
93 way that the body , wellrestrained , sheds no tears at this 
36 O Grief , be impartial to me 
shield 1 
be a shield to me against oblivion ! Wound my heart 
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II 
LXXXII 
II 
II 
CV 
II 
1 
1 
40 
2 
73 
35 
ship 2 
I am like the master whose ship lies cióse to shore and he thinks it ( as 
When it pleases God that the ship should perish , he breaks anchors and tac 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XCVII 
XCVII 
CXIV 
CV 
XCVII 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
XCVI 
XIII 
XCII 
XXXIX 
LXXXII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
XIX 
CV 
LXXIII 
XCVII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
LXXVII 
LXXVII 
CV 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
III 
LXXXIX 
III 
XVIII 
XCVI 
CV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCII 
38 
53 
60 
8 
13 
101 
24 
15 
15 
72 
243 
30 
69 
237 
82 
97 
44 
3 
25 
27 
235 
2 
1 
19 
61 
224 
112 
12 
137 
17 
24 
95 
22 
6 
1 
18 
145 
21 
63 
141 
34 
43 
8 
20 
19 
14 
43 
89 
22 
55 
86 
170 
II 
LXVI 
III 
I 
25 
11 
31 
shore 2 
nnot take a single step on this rocky shore 
e the master whose ship lies cióse to shore and he thinks it ( as safe as a castle 
short 2 
direction ? I beg you , Lord , to cut short my life before worse things happen to me 
y , performing such actions that in a short time the body loses a good part of its f 
In times before our own 
shot 1 
Love shot all his golden arrows but thoughtlessly 
should 
who lives on earth , merely that lie should 
I do not apply myself to this ( as I should 
when the one he loves is dead ; or he should 
ver , for I am not as passionate as I should 
It is done with me as should 
rts ; I am greatly vexed that my life should 
ut blood ! Little iove and great pity should 
e that pleasure - I do not know how - should 
t to enjoy his delights ; every lover should 
) pain , and I strive that suffering should 
separated them : it is right that she should 
fraid that your own faint will , if i should 
re happy and to resent that suffering should 
t to bee , of you , except that you ( should 
because I cannot grieve as much as I should 
hink that I ever offended her , and I should 
u deserve one , since a visible crown should 
orks ; and he who suffers misfortunes should 
I do not know what to say that I should 
deprive me of so pleasant a sight - I should 
had been placed among the saints , I should 
sad or has not at some time been sad should 
When it pleases God that the ship should 
r to keep Love 's feast days ; no one should 
ong shameful loves , an honest desire should 
puré love , keenly desiring that God should 
y right that he who pleases the devil should 
that it seems incredible that anyone should 
d if love does not enter into me as I should 
t torture me to such an extent that I should 
show 
great pity should be enough for it to show 
in sadness and others - many - which show 
ss are present to him , hope and fear show 
shevelled hair , your breasts open to show 
The world cannot show 
our love avails me , unless your eyes show 
Who will show 
Show 
When my thoughts show 
; since she has been cruel , let her show 
u , greatly fearing that you will not show 
since I am alive , my heart does not show 
he space of an hour , for my symptoms show 
less if yours fluctuates and does not show 
hat you are sure of- it ; although you show 
different from the gaze of those who show 
to the dead ; come back to earth and show 
Though you show 
30 
agree to dwell in me ; he is like death 
) ; and now , entirely overeóme by my o 
at least live in retirement from the wo 
be 
be done 
be drawn out , and I am terrified that 
be enough for it to show great signs 
be present 
bear this in mind : that , without sadn 
become a habit , so that I may never ag 
bring them together 
die , may cast me into oblivion ; this 
ever end 
) gather me to her place ; do not delay 
like at the infinite damnation which I 
like to redeem this with my blood 
not be placed where there is a miracle 
not look for a dark place in which to b 
not regret having said ; whether I cry 
not thank it for not clothing in earth 
not want her to be protected from Death 
pay no attention to my works ; and he w 
perish , he breaks anchors and tackle i 
pity me for this strange way of life , 
struggle to be alone , pouring forth th 
take her soul to himself ; if I doubt t 
take the ñame of him with whom he confo 
wish for that of which lie has no hope 
wish , increase my fear , so that , fea 
wish to leave its bitter limits , and i 
18 
great signs 
her as happy 
him from a distance their good or evil , 
how your hearts were pierced by the arrow 
less pity than it has for me at the momen 
me favour , ñor can I know anything more 
me how to make excuses before you , when 
me the light of true hope , not that vain 
me the pleasures of the body , I feel sor 
no pity for me ; whoever lies in the eart 
signs of love ; through not knowing , I 1 
such grief as in death , whose suffering 
that I shall not live much longer 
that it increases ; and if it goes downhi 
that the reason why Love is unequal is we 
themselves to be sensual lovers , unworth 
what has become of you : your look will n 
yourself ( to be ] angry , this is the fa 
shown 2 
desires which were confused in me are shown clearly by their outward behaviour : my 
rforms outside me ; its power will be shown in action and I shall prove my words by 
shows 2 
My nature shows decrepitude , for all flesh makes me vom 
ees ? God , who is pitying and just , shows himself to be cruel : so confused is our 
11 he contrary wind 
shuts 1 
and that key which shuts you in the cupboard cannot open the same 
sick 3 
me deceitful confidence ! Just as the sick man clings to life because his ailments a 
face ; the ignorant one sees that the sick man has no fever and thinks him well , si 
oubled after a little rest , like the sick man who , for one pleasant mouthful , tur 
and I have made this rule into a 
sickle 
bent sickle 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
47 
7 
29 
sickness 3 
e demands ; whoever suffers from this sickness has no restingplace ; take ( my ) ins 
nts tell ; those who dwell in love 's sickness , in believing me , feel no remorse i 
fear : so it is with me , for Love 's sickness was nothing to me , { since I had bee 
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XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
cv 
XCII 
cv 
53 
48 
32 
22 
101 
119 
125 his world I shall never see her at my 
6 to me , so dearly bought with painful 
26 nalty -to deprive me of so pleasant a 
esire exceeds human nature ; its sure 
lace ; take { my ) instability as { a 
h fools do not believe it , is a true 
no approach you , and your arms are a 
remember my grief , I already have a 
be } in disagreement : this is a sure 
83 membering it , I recover it with much 
side 1 
side 
sighs 1 
sighs ; and I am sure that it will come sooner 
sight 1 
sight - I should not thank it for not clothing 
sign 6 
sign is that no boundary endoses it 
sign of ) constancy 
sign of the good which resides in it : it is t 
sign of this 
sign that I shall return to it : I remember he 
sign that it is not based on truth ; consequen 
signing 1 
signing ; at first it enters into me with suff 
XCVII 
CI 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCVI 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
CV 
XCIV 
24 
2 
160 
34 
74 
26 
26 
14 
23 
14 
12 
XCII 
60 
should be enough for it to show great 
Germany , paralysed , unable to make 
In terms of Love , I bear no great 
reatly fearing that you will not show 
The 
rs and lamentations of both are never 
ng said ; whether I cry out or remain 
lead , and of a metal which is called 
With those of 
heart : it has cured many others of a 
in quantity it considers itself very 
towards which my desires mount , and 
called single ; neither is humble and 
lace which is prepared { for it ) , I 
signs 5 
signs 
signs , if he is ill , no doctor in the world 
signs of injury , and I wish it were more obvi 
signs of love ; through not knowing , I live i 
signs of love which men feel in such a situáti 
silent 2 
silent 
silent , I find nothing to satisfy me ; whethe 
silver 2 
silver : each of these conveys its ( own ) fee 
silver he can only leavs a scar , but those wh 
similar 2 
similar affliction 
similar to others ; in quality it is different 
similarly 1 
similarly they arise in three ways ; they take 
simple 1 
simple towards the other : they conflict and t 
simply 1 
simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of lover , f 
cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
XXIII 
XCVI 
XCII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
II 
CXIV 
XCIV 
III 
XCIV 
XLVI 
CV 
cv CXIV 
cv 
XCVII 
cv CXIV 
CXIV 
III 
LXVI 
cv 
cv 
cv 
XIX 
cv 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
cv 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCII 
IV 
XCVII 
180 
54 
210 
138 
58 
17 
43 
18 
49 
39 
24 
30 
2 
110 
12 
56-
43 
7 
158 
39 
23 
57 
144 
4 
57 
18 
30 
43 
135 
187 
16 
12 
43 
47 
114 
76 
46 
16 
9 
30 
22 
e ; in time past I loaded myself with 
e , which is evil because of my great 
I find I have offended you with great 
fear , so that , fearing , I may not 
, and in your presence I confess this 
I do not 
You deserve one / 
d to join my hands in prayer to God , 
e desires disturb honest love in me / 
their occupation to understand you / 
e sleeps in you ; you are no virgin , 
blame for this ; think badly of him , 
God keep me in my sad state of mind , 
, he who loved the body cannot love , 
an has no fever and thinks him well , 
s themselves lay mixed together ; but 
after him whose life God takes away : 
ow why I do not act as I would wish , 
ently , I do not feel great delight , 
his man who takes pleasure in death , 
What am I to do , 
grief ) takes it away from me , but 
O Lord God ! Prolong my life , 
uch great sweetness in itself , and , 
isfortunes , and am at case in this , 
y : I do not need to say I love you , 
ove 's sickness was nothing to me , ( 
will may be joined with yours ; and / 
cold of the senses puts { it ) out , 
, I find myself lacking in strength , 
o my suit , may it please you , God , 
e exception to my changing thoughts , 
rns the soul , but it fails in time , 
und in this world is not .a true end / 
nion is voiced by people in general , 
scible desire , and generally lasts , 
world give me anything , of its own , 
; therefore m suffering will endure , 
for their power to love is limited , 
o finds himself in such a situation , 
sin 
sin 
sin 
sin 
sin 
sin 
and if by death I can redeem my error , 
and if I am too weak , gorge yourself on 
for , by not sinning , I shall lose thos 
my hope is troubled and I feel great dis 
sin so clearly in my understanding as I have b 
since 66 
since a visible crown should not be placed whe 
since all that can happen to her is decided : 
since , between good and evil , they blind my 
since desire for the body cannot extend to bas 
since God wished you to bear offspring 
since he conceals from you such a humble serva 
since He does not take away that which makes m 
since he finds nothing to love 
since he is healthy to the touch 
since her death , they are quite distinct , an 
since I am alive , my heart does not show such 
since I am certain that my will is free and I 
since I am not disposed to feel it ; but , thr 
since I do not avoid the reason for which it c 
since I do not deserve your help , for I know 
since I do not die , I accuse myself of little 
since I feel I am drawing near to you 
since I feel no other pleasure , I shall be un 
since I find pleasure in it 
since I firmly believe that you are sure of it 
since I had been ) living with it , and with a 
since I know that the world is of no profit to 
Since I know you , give me the strength to lov 
since I leave all that my emotions feel , and 
since I make no attempt to reveal my inclinati 
since I wish to be yours , to wish it also ; m 
since in ( your ) service they will be firm ; 
since it does not cali upon virtue , and in pa 
since it does not make men happy ; it is the b 
since it dwells both outside and inside us 
since it greatly concerns the sbul , but it fa 
since it has nothing to offer to my desire 
since it has something to sustain it , for , w 
since it is no more than brute appetite , and 
since it is not broken into pieces or left wit 
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LXVI 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIX 
cv 
XIX 
CI 
CXIV 
LXVI 11 
XCVII 
XXXIX 
XCII 
LXXIX 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
XVIII 
CV 
XXXIX 
XIII 
CV 
CV 
LXVI 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
32 
85 
23 
38 
50 
22 
28 
82 
13 
15 
27 
141 
40 
23 
18 
95 
221 
51 
64 
224 
222 
22 
14 2 
35 
15 
1 
184 
10 
20 
99 
196 
29 
50 
with a fresh ailment I come to die 
kind of love avoids these conflicts 
utward behaviour : my flesh suffers 
orld is at peace and I alone at war 
God , for I cannot move without you 
myself brought very cióse to my end 
cause of it , but cannot prevent it 
Then what will he do 
if I wanted to , but it is not true 
nobler fate than any other pleasure 
elf : I have feared her for another 
; I am wounded and cannot be cured 
use a level path , he cannot go bac 
re me a mountain of great suffering 
peace in me does not last very long 
hen it is impossible for it to love 
concerns the body gives me pleasure 
easures of the body , I feel sorrow 
ey are , give me abundance of these 
itter ( tears ) come from attrition 
ood ; there is no need to punish me 
e habits which kept me from you die 
y with my own eyes desire its evils 
not unfortunate , compared with me 
and so I beg you to enter my heart 
rué Love ! I invoke and implore you 
, God ! But I pray to you foolishly 
Help me , God 
so , why , then , did you créate me 
With 
within himself , loving another with 
since it is not like the other and is ( much ) 
since its extent does not reach to truth 
since its nature decrees it , because its plea 
since Love has ceased to fight ; I am wounded 
since my body is worse than paralysed ! Evil h 
since my desire has an impossible aim ; the ho 
since my suffering is mixed with a little plea 
Since neither the world ñor God helps me to ro 
since no other good remains to him , except mo 
since nothing takes Death away from him who wi 
since pleasant languor is involved in it 
since she has been cruel , let her show no pit 
since she whom I love has no pity for the woun 
since someone else brought him ( there ) , for 
since such a quantity is necessary for my happ 
since suffering endures longer than pleasure 
since that which made it feel no longer exists 
since the spirit has no part in it 
since they are lost beyond recall 
since they are the path and way to the others 
since they arise from fear rather than love ; 
since they do not try to tempt me ; their caus 
since they have half killed me and taken away 
since they promise pleasure 
since what I wish for never be achieved : no d 
Since without you no one reaches you , give me 
since you have entered other more wretched one 
since you have wounded me , please grant me th 
since you only help the man who helps himself 
since you see me in such a strait ! I despair 
since your knowledge was infallible ? Change i 
sincere 2 
sincere heart he cries peace , so that all men 
sincere intention , for her virtues , unmixed 
166 ath me which at present weigh upon my 
sinews 
sinews he who is not afraid of the claws of 
120 
sing 1 
ferences between our discordant parts sing in harmony now they are compelled to 
II 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
II 
II 
4 
19 
87 
124 
16 
40 
25 
single 6 
ine , lie firmly believes that with a single anchor he has enough 
ime to time their power varies : in a single day , melancholy reigns , and in that s 
t no action in man can ever be called single ; neither is humble and simple towards 
ch it can be said that the laws are a single one 
which leads to not-loving , but not a single step of mine will be found there 
ch is given to sleeping cannot take a single step on this rocky shore 
sinned 1 
If at any time I sinned against Love , I have been punished { f 
sinner 1 
The sinner suffers God 's anger when in this world 
CV 139 earing , I may not sin ; for 
sinmng 
by not sinning I shall lose those habits which have 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
LXVIII 
LXVI 11 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCVII 
CI 
10 
131 
133 
66 
146 
12 
8 
30 
74 
23 
21 
32 
sins 5 
h : such is the weight of my terrible sins ; before death puts an end to my suit , m 
spirit is in Purgatory for unexpiated sins , I pray your Son not to consider where t 
May my sins not harm her ! The great suffering which 
f God , what shall I do , who swim in sins ? When I think of Hell , where time is of 
have to give a detailed account of my sins ? You have given me a straight commandmen 
situation 7 
ol , that he will never find a better situation 
has chosen a bad road in changing his situation for a higher one 
his complaining , comforts him mor for , when such a person laments his situation 
igns of love which men feel in such a situation 
ing to excess , I find myself in this situation 
rt of him who finds himself in such a situation 
you can tell me what you think of my situation 
I find affect me without pain : wh 
not having wished for or known any 
since it is not broken into pieces 
) Sleeping , ( and ) waking , I en 
II 
LXXIX 
II 
CI 
II 
I 
3 
36 
37 
33 
39 
18 
23 
sky 1 
safe as ) a castle ; seeingthat the sky is quite clear and fine , lie firmly belie 
slave 1 
in peace I would be defeated and her slave 
sleep 1 
Lack of sleep brings thinness to my body , my wit is d 
Sleeping 3 
me what you think of my situation ! ) Sleeping , ( and ) waking , I engage my imagin 
love ; the fat body which is given to sleeping cannot take a single step on this roe 
ere dead and I could spend my life in sleeping ! He lives poorly who has his thought 
sleeps -1 
erforming all good things , indolence sleeps in you ; you are no virgin , since God 
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slightest 2 
the same lodgings ; there is not the slightest doubt that there will be a great uph 
h jealousy ; I am not afraid that the slightest hair on your body will act against o 
slow 2 
but Faith does not warm me , for the slow cold of the senses puts ( it ) out , sinc 
The understanding was not slow to speak , and utterly refuted this argum 
slowly 1 
The day so much desired comes very slowly to me so dearly bought with painful s 
small 4 
pleasure as a hostile thing , for one small good among great ills brings ( more ) pa 
great misfortune !. Any misfortune is small if it is not eternal , but I fear she ma 
But the conflict is so small when they act separately that , in the b 
s on it for a moment ; fish great and small will rush to save themselves and will se 
smoke 
ng it puré , and scatters the rest in smoke 
in my heart a continual fire without smoke 
d in the fire , the dross goes off in smoke 
and the heat does not reach my outer p 
leaving puré gold which cannot be corr 
LXVIII 20 I can join in their games 
snow 
walk over snow with naked feet , bareheaded , serving 
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Just as all rivers run to the sea , 
my thoughts are gathered within me , 
her unlucky ; the food of love is not 
.1 do not sin 
es light to blind desire , though not 
nd just , shows himself to be cruel : 
, what is bitter seems sweet to me : 
uch desired comes very slowly to me , 
puré gold which cannot be corrupted , 
The eye of the ignorant man is not 
Why does such a common case seem 
Love , seeing his power 
k in strength , for I am dying and am 
And Death attacks 
And do not think I was 
mfort may die , and my heart is. never 
lead me to great madness ; yes , and 
Lily among thorns : my power is not 
ake no pleasure in yourself : you are 
eproached by many people for praising 
less for them than I ask of you ; and 
ause they experienced a greater one , 
one , with which he wounded me , and 
destroy the one who has injured him , 
or him who lies in pain and torment ; 
I return to my grief , and when I do 
eing return to nothingness , the more 
leasure comes from 'foolish thoughts , 
ntil he has chosen one or the other : 
nation plunges him into mortal fear : 
e and by misfortune cannot reach it : 
What man is 
; according to where he starts from , 
t cries and begs her for poison , has 
Id never stop weeping ! I do not love 
dwells.in it , it is in darkness ) , 
has passed , sends out warmth or cold 
unishment ñor duties ( to perform ) , 
, reminding me of you , whom I loved 
r I love it ? And nothing consoles me 
you , so that my flesh , which rebels 
The day 
rt struggling against love , I suffer 
She whom I nave loved 
departed from that body which I loved 
defend myself against you : grant me 
happens that the wind is capricious ; 
loving I become a different person , 
t as the master detests his servant ( 
to lament my misfortune ; I have lost 
r spirit alone : then , how much more 
an paralysed ! Evil habits have grown 
love there is a lover and a beloved ; 
uch as lie wishes ; and I find myself 
lict such a penalty -to deprive me of 
Love 's great favour is 
, desires what he despairs of ? It is 
But the conflict is 
.era so extreme to one who by chance is 
ove another against his will , ñor be 
With sincere heart he cries peace , 
m the wound that I search for poisons 
, I have been punished ( for it ) , ( 
so 98 
so all ends enter into you 
so as not to think of anything to do with the 
so bitter that it may not be considered sweete 
so clearly in my understanding as I have burde 
so completely that it removes its cataract , a 
so confused is our knowledge of Him ! When suf 
so corrupted is my taste ! I have a heart of s 
so dearly bought with painful sighs ; and I am 
so Death puts an end to my base appetite : thi 
so dim that he will not fail to recognize the 
so extreme to one who by chance is so stricken 
so feeble , has broken his bow : I announce th 
so feeble that I cannot say : 'In you is my ho 
so fiercely and in such a way that , in killin 
so foolish as not to see your great superiorit 
so full of pleasure as when my thoughts wander 
So great is the good which is set before me th 
so great that I prefer her scorn , her relucta 
so great that it could make for you an invisib 
so gross that you do Love no service ; Love is 
so highly the life of sadness , but I who have 
so I beg you to enter my heart , since you hav 
so I feel scorn and loathing for those desires 
so I give up ( my ) li'fe 
so I must go away from you , for your action h 
so I pardon everyone with all my heart , if I 
so , I suffer pain which weakens me 
so if she is in such a place because of me ; 1 
so it happens to me , for time past occupies m 
So it has happened to me , being in love , thr 
so it has happened to me in loving two women , 
so it is with me , for Love 's sickness was no 
so it is with me , who am in trouble , and see 
so just , let alone myself , that he is not af 
so lie projects his strength 
so little sense that she cannot refuse it 
so little that no tears wet my face when I thi 
so Love carries off my spirit and does not tak 
so Love gives suffering or joy , according to 
so Love has cast me off , for he does not wish 
So Love reveáis subtleties to me , which the 1 
so much 
so much 
so much against me / may be appeased and not w 
so much desired comes very slowly to me , so d 
so much in recovering from the wound that I se 
so much is now dead , but I am alive , having 
so much , look at..me in my suffering : I hesit 
so much misfortune that everyone pitiés me ; a 
so much so , that he cannot set sail without t 
so much so , that I think I am that person ; t 
so much ) that he will give him neither punish 
so much that no good can reach me^ : Fortune ha 
so , now that nothing hinders me ?vWhile she w 
so oíd in me that I find virtue bitter to the 
so , once the body is dead , he who loved the 
so overeóme by Love that I cannot say how much 
so pleasant a sight - I should not thank it fo 
so powerful that it will be sufficient to pres 
so severe that it seems incredible that anyone 
so small when they act separately that , in th 
so stricken by Death ? Why , in such a case , 
so strong , with sufficient forcé to undo the 
so that all men may go about bareheaded ; ther 
so that comfort may die , and my heart is nevé 
so that even ) my enemy has pitied me for it , 
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11 
t were more obvi-ous to other people , 
as I should wish , increase my fear , 
that the wind is capricious ; so much 
ins to this forgets everything else , 
d reminds him of his past pleasures , 
the soul of Saint Paul from his body 
equal when it comes from your power , 
, but sadness has taken hold of me , 
hat suffering should become a habit , 
I desire this 
g you , Lord , to make me unfeeling , 
I become a different person , so much 
most pain or pleasure ( from this ) , 
and restraining my own amorous desire 
me in loving two women , but I choose 
he pleasure which never grows tired , 
re which the good man enjoys in you , 
I beg you to strengthen my heart 
t had then paid my account to death , 
oo ) find myself in a strange place , 
rtake , I spoil it at the beginning , 
n its suffering my soul is involved , 
rather than know you ( by reason ) , 
: to strengthen my .will towards Him , 
My suffering keeps me in sadness , 
oul and body , which are contraríes , 
What man is 
The body is 
o spare , but I know of no one who is 
If this is 
increases ; and if it goes downhill , 
if I do not achieve it , I shall be 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so that I 
so that I 
so that I 
so that I 
so , that 
so that , 
so that everyone would say : 'Behold the great 
so that , fearing , I may not sin ; for , by n 
, that he cannot set sail without the contr 
that he loses all sense of himself in think 
that he makes the past present for him ; bu 
that he might see divine mysteries { for th 
that I consider anyone a fool who is angry 
feel joy at seeing myself in this st 
may never again know the taste of jo 
may think only of you and may find t 
never again experience any pleasures 
I think I am that person ; the world 
if the body is content , each one ma 
so that it does not distract me , I shall say 
so that Love may grant me life 
so that my flesh does not disturb true love 
so that my flesh , which rebels so much agains 
so that my will may be joined with yours ; and 
so that now I would not be living in doubt ! M 
so that only you can help me 
so that the end of anything does not satisfy m 
so that the tears and lamentations of both are 
so that the worse part will remain to me ; lie 
so that , travelling towards Him , I shall mee 
so that , while it lasts , I cease to feel or 
so that will and appetite conflict ; everythin 
so unaccustomed to love that lie will take cer 
so united with the soul that no action in man 
so weak in strength , for I am dying and am so 
so , why , then , did you créate me , since yo 
so will my own , and , falling from a height , 
so wretched that I shall have found Hell in th 
13 s 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
LIV 
LIV 
LXVI 
LXIII 
I 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
42 
114 
136 
38 
38 
27 
35 
21 
202 
59 
46 
1 
94 
23 
100 
to wish it also 
soften 1 
make your blood soften my hard heart it has cured many other 
service goes unrecognized 
solely 1 
he exists solely where his goodwill lies and he places h 
erings have decreased at all ; and if 
some of them follow me in laughter , 
t all who are in love follow me , let 
ts are familiar to him , if by chance 
thin myself , have not found him ; in 
and when it tries to provide him with 
greater share in it ; each seeks for 
resent ; and if I feel sad because of 
As long as I do not think , I find 
Anyone who is not sad or has not at 
easure occurred there ; and there are 
some 12 
some day they were to pass , the time for this 
Some have said that Death is bitter ; those wh 
some in tears , for I am ready to taste cali o 
some of them follow me in laughter , some in t 
some other kind attacks him , his imagination 
some places I see him denounced as a traitor , 
some pleasure , he is like the woman with her 
some pleasure on its own account and , having 
some present instance , nothing future is to b 
some rest , but my spirit is continually sad b 
some time been sad should pay no attention to 
some which recall her to me in sadness and oth 
someone 2 
level path , he cannot go back since someone else brought him 
2 : the lover is greater or lesser in someone else 's opinión , 
[ there ) , for he wo 
and Love assumes pow 
suffering will endure 
something 1 
since it has something to sustain it for , without pleasu 
132 ory for unexpiated sins 
Son 1 
I pray your Son not to consider where the prayers come fro 
63 ere were 
songs 
howls and tears instead of songs 
soon 5 
XLVI 52 ave event , which I pray God may come soon 
XCII 228 e hope of seeing her again , unless I soon abandon this belief , may my soul not rem 
LXXXIX 16 will is not completely sound , it can soon be dead 
CXIV 34 Sad with pleasure , I shall soon come to die and all hope of cure is now 1 
XIX .7 who suffers this pleasant pain , for soon the devil himself will pity me when lie s 
sooner 1 
ghs ; and I am sure that it will come sooner or later if the road is not closed to 
XCII 
XCII 
sorrow 2 
64 me the pleasures of the body , I feel sorrow , since they are lost beyond recall 
65 I feel a different sorrow which clothes and covers me completely 
65 O Love , o Love 
sorry 1 
I am truly sorry that I have accused you of ingratitude f 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
83 
57 
51 
23 
213 
193 
46 
199 
soul 
s entirely false , and this vexes the soul 
This desire communicates with soul 
Man is composed of soul 
instant actions are performed by the soul 
o which they share in the body or the soul 
You created me that I might save my soul 
lasts , since it greatly concerns the soul 
desires the appearance of filth ; the soul 
28 
and body ; it is born of them and perform 
and body , which are contraríes , so that 
and immediately the cause is in the body 
; and when the loved one dies , love last 
, .aríd you know that the reverse may happe 
, but it fails in time , since it does no 
by itself wishes its clothing ( to be ) o 
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Those pleasures which come to the soul 
the soul 's prison and as long as the soul 
self desires its pleasure ; later the soul 
In the same way , the passions of the soul 
o would ( gladly ) sepárate body from soul 
e lost in Death ; in its suffering my soul 
y that , in the body 's actions , the soul 
to such a high degree in love that my soul 
beg you give light to the eyes of the soul 
s I soon abandon this belief , may my soul 
As God removed the soul 
stacle ; and , in contemplation , the soul 
When appetite follows the soul 
ivine mysteries ( for the body is the soul 
om likenesses ; flesh desires flesh , soul 
te conflict ; everything the body and soul 
The body is so united with the soul 
nly desiring that God should take her soul 
have seen in me great suffering , my soul 
The soul 
by way of the body are the compound actio 
dwells in it , it is in darkness ) , so L 
feels it and wants to achieve its own pie 
go through very different or contrary cha 
, if lie could really believe that you wo 
is involved , so that the tears and lamen 
is no great obstacle ; and , in contempla 
is within the body which it loves , and I 
! My will is quite contrary to your own , 
not remain in my body 
of Saint Paul from his body so that he mi 
rests in such a way that the body , wellr 
's part , man goes straight , following n 
's prison and as long as the soul dwells 
seeks its like : from the one and the oth 
taste naturally is a pleasant , life-givi 
that no action in man can ever be called 
to himself ; if I doubt this , may I suff 
was accompanied by great joy 
, which was chosen to contémplate God , r 
6 me walk among tombs 
souls 1 
questioning the souls of the damned and they will reply , fo 
LXXXIX 
sound 1 
16 sure ; if your will is not completely sound , it can soon be dead 
sources 1 
3 passes through all .these stages , are sources of delight to me , but the fear of mis 
south 1 
5 their friends the north-east and the south , humbly begging the tramontana to blow 
south-west 1 
4 arms against them ; but the east and south-west winds will help them , with their f 
space 1 
7 Help me within the space of an hour , for my symptoms show that I 
Spain 
unless he is from Spain 4 orld can cure him in which case , lie will have greater 
IV 
CI 
XIX 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XCVI 
cv 
LXXIII 
XXIII 
29 
45 
I 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XCII 
CV 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XCVI I 
XCVI I 
CXIV 
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LXXVII 
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40 
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. 41 
26 
47 
130 
21 
Certainly 
spare 
I have will to spare but I know of no one who is so weak in 
spark 1 
it altogether and let me feel a tiny spark of the pleasure which the good man enjoy 
speak 7 
25 The understanding was not slow to speak , and utterly refuted this argument , sa 
38 prefer her scorn , her reluctance to speak , her state such as it is , to being kin 
37 h myself for having allowed myself to speak of what my knowledge does not reach to ; 
16 bearing , but he will not be able to speak properly of your gesture 
54 t succeed in mastering , and , when I speak , they deny my words , giving to underst 
12 at me in my suffering : I hesitate to speak to you 
25 Forgive me if I speak to you foolishly ! My words come from su 
16 ations , apart from his agony 
speaks 1 
which speaks for itself 
speech 2 
4 God that I may die this instant if my speech ever borders on fiction 
5 All my speech will be in vain to those who have not s 
And he sees approaching 
spell 1 
a sudden spell of storm and impossible weather he cal 
spend 2 
hat my thoughts were dead and I could spend my life in sleeping ! He lives poorly wh 
I spend my whole time thinking of my misfortunes 
spin 1 
Let no one think that I spin out my words and that I exaggerate my d 
spirit 
I love and fear with honest shame the spirit 
h in the flesh , I wanted to love her spirit 
n darkness ) , so Love carries off my spirit 
I contémplate both her spirit 
is works were not sufficient J ; your spirit 
s a fool who does not believe that my spirit 
Our spirit 
"^  My spirit 
el that desire of the senses , and my spirit 
makes the flesh\rot in the tomb ! The spirit 
d ! I find my feelings stupefied ; my spirit 
he body gives me pleasure , since the spirit 
You , spirit 
a coat from your cloth , dressing my spirit 
not think , I find some rest , but my spirit 
Mother of God , if her spirit 
If it is the latter , cancel my spirit 
24 
alone of her whom God forgive / and I d 
alone : then , how much more so , now t 
and does not take with it any impure th 
and her body ; I feel joy as great as t 
breathes where it pisases ; how or why 
burns with puré love , keenly desiring 
considers only good thihgs and virtues 
contemplates Love to such an extent tha 
covets works of love ; I have no fear o 
, full of fear , flies off to the uncer 
has lost its feeling 
has no part in it 
, if nothing preyents you from it , bre 
( in it ) ; when I put it on , I felt i 
is continually sad because of the kind 
is in Purgatory for unexpiated sins , I 
, let my being return to nothingness , 
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The 
ether He will bury him in Hell ) : my 
to the body but does not share in the 
ext world , ( and ) therefore take my 
, choosing those which arise from the 
elf on my flesh , but do not touch my 
You , 
The 
thout pain : whatever I undertake , I 
These days his 
wounded deer does not long , for the 
tears of weeping ? Contrition is the 
Let 
If I find myself at a 
hope , which passes through all these 
r his quality ; according to where he 
r ,- I feei joy , while I am in such a 
t I feel joy at seeing myself in this 
ven , chancing its colour and natural 
nses ) dies ; anyone who is in such a 
May God keep me in my sad 
use of which , I remain in such a sad 
Then what is the 
scorri , her reluctance to speak , her 
ng ; it is my nature to desire such a 
t seems to me extreme ; I am not in a 
spirit uves 
spirit suffers equally , not knowing what God 
spirit , the coarse man knows well 
spirit where her own resides ; and , before my 
spirit , which never tires , but multiplies co 
spirit , which resembles you ; and , above all 
spirit , who have departed from that body whic 
spiritual 1 
spiritual part of me is ready , but I draw nea 
spoil 1 
spoil it at the beginning , so that the end of 
sport 1 
sport is confined to arrows of lead , and thei 
spring 2 
spring as much as I ( long ) 
spring from which they flow 
to be in your pre 
: this is the key 
squares 1 
squares , streets and pleasant gardens be fill 
stage 1 
stage where I do not remember my grief , I alr 
stages 1 
stages , are sources of delight to me , but th 
starts 1 
starts from , so lie projects his strength 
state 10 
state 
state , and it can compel me to renounce all p 
state , and it will appear to hate anything wh 
state feels a strange grief , but this does no 
state of mind , since He does not take away th 
state of mind that I visibly draw near to deat 
state of the man who travels in that direction 
state such as it is , to being king over the e 
state ; ( this ) desire never occurs to the ig 
state to wish to receive advice and I do not w 
II 
LXVIII 
8 etter for him to seek harbour than to 
the law and make a heart composed of 
upted is my taste ! I have a heart of 
eads to not-loving , but not a single 
iven to sleeping cannot take a single 
want to go back , and do not turn my 
s form , most of the time it gives me 
t reward will disappear , my feelings 
Grief 
es in the earth is not afraid to fall 
suffering , ñor can man appreciate , 
countenance : nothing makes me sad , 
y ; he whom death never tempted knows 
Her ) life had 
as left this world , her greater part 
e strong lion will fear much less the 
nd make a heart composed of steel and 
pleasure and that my eyes would never 
any of the secrets which God keeps in 
sees approaching , a sudden spell of 
I am that man who , in time of 
6 
17 
stay 1 
stay 
steel 2 
steel and stone 
steel , flesh and wood , all in one 
step 2 
step of mine will be found there 
step on this rocky shore 
steps 1 
steps in that direction 
sterile 1 
sterile grief and occasional pleasure with ano 
stiffer 1 
stiffer , and will not go away unless they rej 
stifles 1 
stifles my opinions : the place where they use 
still 6 
still further : my hope in what I hoped is los 
still less feel , it 
still less happy ; there is no colour left , w 
still less of it 
still not come to an end when I saw her draw n 
still survives 
sting 1 
sting of the wasp 
stone 1 
stone 
stop 1 
stop weeping ! I do not love so little that no 
store 1 
store are unattainable , though these have bee 
storm 2 
storm and impossible weather ; he calculates t 
storm , when most people enjoy themselves arou 
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CI 
cv 
XCIV 
cv 
cv 
XCIV 
XCII 
CI 
XCII 
XXXIX 
40 
147 
43 
149 
99 
2 
17 
7 
127 
19 
XIII 
175 
18 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XIX 
CI 
XIX 
CI 
cv 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
XIX 
XXIX 
cv 
cv 
cv 
IV 
CV 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XXIX 
cv 
IV 
LXVI 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
I 
LXXIII 
28 
189 
30 
30 
43 
15 
30 
150 
32 
41 
15 
3 
135 
44 
209 
13 
41 
92 
11 
167 
10 
72 
37 
2 
75 
2 
167 
10 
3 
45 
12 
61 
43 
19 
straight 3 
And may I die straight away if my words are feigned ! Your 1 
ount of my sins ? You have given me a straight commandment , and I have made this ru 
e follows the soul 's part , man goes straight , following nature , his mentor ; for 
straighten 
I want to straighten it but I need your help 
strait 
God , since you see me in such a strait I despair if you consider my desserts 
strange 5 
s to me as íf everything in me were a strange custom 
anyone who is in such a state feels a strange grief , 
Thus I { too ) find myself in a strange place , 
other world , and my own actions seem strange to me 
among other people , love is 
but this does not iast long : 
so that only you can help me 
like those actions which my ow 
days ; no one should pity me for this strange way of life , for Love wants me for hi 
217 one 
straw 
the grain is no longer with the straw no other experience , I think , is of 
stray 1 
you ; do this , Lord , and if I ever stray from it , may I be sure to find your ear 
street 1 
, can walk well enough along his own street , but if , by chance , he finds himself 
Let squares 
; and I beg Love to give you all his 
he starts from , so lie projects his 
, that of puré friendship , its great 
ut I know of no one who is so weak in 
armour ; my thoughts , weakening ( my 
ns out to my disadvantage ; though my 
nts me and Fortune draws me away : my 
Help me , God , for my 
castles to take refuge from him : his 
; Love has demolished me with my own 
h is great , I find myself lacking in 
come back until he has recovered his 
Since I know you , give me the 
world is of no profit to me , give me 
Give me the 
1 one of the winds abandons its great 
streets 1 
streets and pleasant gardens be filled with ta 
strength 16 
strength 
strength 
strength endures after her death 
strength , for I am dying and am so feeble tha 
strength ) have already overeóme me ; I am a p 
strength is great , I find myself lacking in s 
strength is not equal to such confliets ; with 
strength is weak ; I desire to know what you h 
strength lies lower than the earth 
strength , not with his own , of infinite powe 
strength , since I make no attempt to reveal m 
strength to destroy the one who has injured hi 
strength to love you ! Let love overeóme the 
strength to reject it altogether and let me fe 
strength to take vengeance upon myself 
strength to the more powerful one , two great 
I beg you to 
instil in me this firm intention : to 
ich he strikes , whence those who are 
so extreme to one who by chance is so 
strikes 
be seen from the arrows with which he strikes 
strengthen 2 
strengthen my heart so that my will may be joi 
strengthen my will towards Him , so that , tra 
stricken 2 
stricken are made to feel pain from their woun 
stricken by Death ? Why , in such a case , doe 
whence those who are stricken are ma 
LXXVII 
eat ills brings ( more ) pain , and I 
Who is the man who 
und , your bodies bleeding , from the 
its opposite lies outside nature , a 
ten by another of his kind who is too 
who is not afraid of the claws of the 
mplains deeply and cries out when two 
another against his will , ñor be so 
The 
rding to the manner in which they are 
meful loves , an honest desire should 
rm that devours it ,' unless constaney 
worm of absence , and ( see ) comfort 
at each man 's heart is harder than a 
strive 1 
strive that suffering should become a habit , 
strives 1 
strives against it ? For the will , through wh 
stroke 1 
stroke of Love , and all those who , with burn 
strong 5 
strong and piercing , but relentless , worm 
strong for him , and does not come back until 
strong lion will fear much less the sting of t 
strong winds attack it equally , one from the 
strong , with sufficient forcé to undo the kno 
stronger 1 
stronger and more powerful Love is in me , the 
struck 1 
struck 
struggle 1 
struggle to be alone , pouring forth the marve 
struggles 1 
struggles hard , and it mistrusts the advice o 
struggling 1 
struggling against love , I suffer so much in 
s tump 1 
stump of wood ; no one grieves if another suff 
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stupefied 1 
XCVII 39 ch were ) united ! I flnd ray feelings stupefied ; my spirit has lost its feeling 
52 obtain it } without me is foolish or 
XVIII 16 If Love were a rational 
XCII 18 6 Love is an accident and not a 
XXIII 25 The good 
XVIII 2 secrets which it hides from the most 
XXIII 11 our body ; he does not know it as the 
IV 55 ceives through it , and its pillar is 
XXIII 35 which ) your intelligence rules over 
XVIII 52 So Love reveáis 
CV 131 11 men feel this , and it requires no 
XXIII 22 capable of , for it can command great 
XVIII 
stupid 1 
stupid and monstrously uncouth 
substance 3 
substance and held the sceptre of majesty , re 
substance , and makes himself known to us thro 
substance which God kept in order to make nota 
subtle 3 
subtle , and my clear day is dark night to men 
subtle man does : the colour , yes , but he kn 
subtle thought , which does not allow it to fa 
subtleties 2 
subtleties - which are nourished for you by un 
subtleties to me , which the learned do not su 
subtlety 2 
subtlety , for outside yourself the will does 
subtlety : in performing all good things , ind 
53 ties to me , which the learned do not 
succeed 1 
succeed in mastering and , when I speak , th 
such 
LXVI 39 tter to nave no eyes before receiving such 
XCII 168 ce is so stricken by Death ? Why , in such 
XIX 3 tied , and then see if there has been such 
XCII 166 Why does such 
LIV 8 ich is ) the equivalent of hoping for such 
CXIV 78 My foolish thoughts placed such 
LXIII 53 I have forgotten that I ( ever ) had such 
LXIII 29 I have not experienced such 
LXXIII 44 My thoughts rise to such 
II 30 y of him , since he conceals from you such 
XCII 213 overs , and each feels such pain , of such 
XCII 20 t of saintly lovers : I love you with such 
XCII 180 With such 
XXXIX 38 lover and loves himself for being of such 
LXVI 7 se me if I do love ? No one can forcé such 
XIII 25 And ( even ) if death did not inflict such 
XXXIX 30 h any sad man is allowed , for , when such 
XCVI 23 othingness , the more so if she is in such 
LXXXIX 18 a mountain of great suffering , since such 
CXIV 32 love : because of which , I remain in such 
XCIV 74 The signs of love which men feel in such 
XCVII 21 hed heart of him who finds himself in such 
CXIV 85 s i wear ; I feel joy , while I am in such 
XCII 17 se ( senses ) dies ; anyone who is in such 
LXIII 54 a feeling ; it is my nature to desire such 
CV 99 Help me , God , since you sse me in such 
CI 24 there ) , for he would not have come such 
XCII 134 And Death attacks so fiercely and in such 
XCII 92 in contemplation , the soul rests in such 
II 35 agree , pursuing quality , performing such 
LXXIII 17 e 's suffering does not torture me to such 
XVIII 5 My spirit contemplates Love to such 
XCVI 24 ace because of me ;' let me not suffer such 
LXXIX 21 By such 
CI 38 , her reluctance to speak , her state such 
LXXXIX 45 If you feel in the least offended by such 
CI 30 me away : my strength is not equal to such 
XLVI 21 . In ( such 
LXIII 64 ( once ) that good ( is ) achieved , such 
XCVI 19 er is decidad : if she is in Heaven , such 
CV 71 ing , against Him ; man cannot reckon such 
XXIII 29 of perfection ; possessing in herself such 
CXIV 7 I feel such 
CI 9 1 saw a pair of eyes which had such 
CXIV 3 h makes me sad ! In my sadness I feel such 
XLVI 4 4 e I am alive , my heart does not show such 
XCVII 34 n for death , his own or another 's , such 
CV 10 ise up and I do not try hard enough : such 
LXXXIX 50 y great desire ( which ) drives me to such 
XXIII 19 -bred young men , who are expert ( in such 
LIV 34 in danger , falling into the hands of such 
XIX 9 What man alive , enduring such 
XCII 212 which torment lovers , and each feels such 
XXXIX 14 ove dwells in me indivisibly , I feel such 
CXIV 69 settles his accounts and , in losing such 
CI 11 leasure ; I , in my imagination , saw such 
LXIII 52 he lover from both hope and fear ; in such 
LIV 30 e envious of all good things , and in such 
XLVI 28 lieve that my will can be overeóme by such 
LXXXIX 4 4 firm ; Love likes to be waited on by such 
XXXIX 8 , knows the reason which drives me to such 
XCII 27 In such 
XIX 36 leasures contain mortal suffering and such 
68 
a blow , but to him who is wounded , deat 
a case , does one 's reason hide and pass 
a case in the present age or in times pas 
a common case seem so extreme to one who 
a desirable good 
a desire in me as has made me worship the 
a feeling ; it is my nature to desire suc 
a flavour , and I have to taste what is m 
a high degree in love that my soul is wit 
a humble servant as myself through his we 
a kind , according to the extent to which 
a love , and Death cannot take it away fr 
a love I love her who is dead , and , in 
a mind 
a passion : therefore I do not complain i 
a penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant a 
a person laments his situation , his comp 
a place because of me ; let me not suffer 
a quantity is necessary for my happiness 
a sad state of mind that I visibly draw n 
a situation , I find affect me without pa 
a situation , since it is not broken into 
a state 
a state feels a strange grief , but this 
a state ; ( this ) desire never oceurs to 
a strait ! I despair if you consider my d 
a way by himself 
a way that , in killing another , she kil 
a way that the body , wellrestrained , sh 
actions that in a short time the body los 
an extent that I should wish to leave its 
an extent that it seems to sepárate itsel 
anguish 
arrows , many were killed in the past ; n 
as it is , to being king over the entire 
behaviour , you are without love , or do 
confliets ; without her , I can have no h 
) danger , you will never leave my mind ; 
desire must fail 
good cannot be expressed ; if in Hell , m 
great evil 
great knowledge that she lacks nothing to 
great pleasure come from it that I neithe 
great power to cause suffering and to pro 
great sweetness in itself , and , since I 
grief as in death , whose suffering is ex 
is the great evil ? One cannot feel the m 
is the weight of my terrible sins ; befor 
jealousy ; I am not afraid that the sligh 
matters ) , have pursued it , but , thoug 
mortal enemies ; both rich and poor feel 
pain , desires what he despairs of ? It i 
pain , of such a kind , according to the 
pleasure that I forget that I am in this 
pleasures , is divorced from human nature 
power exerted over me that in my ( own ) 
present joy will lie be found ! I have fo 
purpose are assisted by Fortune ! I implo 
separation 
servants 
suffering 
suffering all comforts fail me , for she 
suffering is bound up with pleasure 
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cv 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
83 
12 
177 
51 
65 
fear ; and nature does not comprehend such suffering , ñor can man appreciate , stil 
The man who , tormented by such suffering , would have it reduced , is a 
s his ( own ) true friend with a love such that Death does not diminish it ; rather 
the scholars who have no knowledge of such things 
not sepárate ; while she was alive , such were my desires 
CI 
LIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
CI 
XCVI 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCVI 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
27 
4 
11 
225 
15 
8 
22 
185 
20 
24 
31 
56 
56 
11 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXXVII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
CI 
cv 
XCVI I 
XCII 
III 
XCII 
XIX 
LXIII 
CI 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
cv 
XIII 
LXVIII 
XXIII 
XCII 
II 
XCVI 
LIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
I 
XIII 
XIX 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XCII 
CI 
XCII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
I 
XCVI I 
I 
XCII 
XXXIX 
CV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
I 
LXXIII 
I 
XCII 
LXVI 
8 
16 
12 
68 
175 
16 
52 
26 
20 
27 
4 
33 
35 
1 
10 
10 
84 
36 
172 
9 
10 
16 
95 
103 
17 
9 
20 
69 
22 
11 
10 
43 
6 
11 
35 
12 
44 
36 
10 
44 
74 
28 
156 
14 
40 
29 
42 
32 
25 
11 
83 
192 
93 
72 
72 
69 
17 
25 
10 
5 
145 
17 
And he sees approaching 
sudden 1 
a sudden spell of storm and impossible weather 
suffer 
and all my senses have joined in ; I suffer 
, who sees me laugh , though I do not suffer 
ings me , the more I find it makes me suffer 
to himself ; if I doubt this , may I suffer 
I was capable of making an armed man suffer 
er you are allotted , I ( too ) shall suffer 
osing what many men have lost , and I suffer 
rn to my grief , and when I do so , I suffer 
) comfort struggling against love , I suffer 
ch a place because of me ; let me not suffer 
what is more bitter than gall , for I suffer 
11 
because of it , but cannot prevent it , 
continual pain ? I have combined all my 
, for good pleasure does riot enter my 
for it 
, have surrendered to her without recei 
it 
more , the more I excel them in love 
pain which weakens me 
so much in recovering from the wound th 
such anguish 
the pain of longing and see no way of h 
suffered 2 
increases ; whenever you suffered , I suffered at your misfortune 
y misfortune increases ; whenever you suffered , I suffered at your misfortune 
sufferers 1 
grant me that ointment which cures us sufferers who are ill because of you 
suffering 
ws the reason which drives me to such suffering 
hin , he gives me pleasure mixed with suffering 
I am not pitied for what my heart is suffering 
for great joys do not abound without suffering 
oved will be able to judge part of my suffering 
ith another , ( more ) gentle kind of suffering 
rom you , I find nothing good without suffering 
to you foolishly ! My words come from suffering 
ase do not leave me , have pity on my suffering 
In such suffering 
my tender flesh grow thin , brings me suffering 
this ( love ) which gives joy without suffering 
eparate : my pleasures contain mortal suffering 
Who will give me back the time of my suffering 
s which had such great power to cause suffering 
me are without love and fear love 's suffering 
ing ; at first it enters into me with suffering 
Great suffering 
nfused is our knowledge of Him ! When suffering 
My great suffering 
, for , without pleasure , I believe suffering 
Love '& suffering 
in me does not last very long , since suffering 
terrified that it may end ; I live in suffering 
I am besieged by a suffering 
How will he manage to live without suffering 
y are ) hungry , are obliged to go on suffering 
The place where lies the great suffering 
nd , once you have known me , all the suffering 
ch I loved so much , look at me in my suffering 
me that I live in hope of it without suffering 
by which I am watered with continual suffering 
In my suffering 
ly different from any other kind ( of suffering 
g , I live in a different ( kind of ) suffering 
his thought , but when I lose it , my suffering 
s believe with all your heart that my suffering 
res contain mortal suffering and such suffering 
es not follow the normal course ; all suffering 
t show such grief as in death , whose suffering 
has no limit is the means by which my suffering 
it , but cannot prevent it , since my suffering 
To all appearances , my suffering 
ave it reduced , is a poor lover ; in suffering 
My suffering 
Alas ! my pleasure turns to suffering 
friends may pity me when they see my suffering 
hful , turns everything lie eats into suffering 
pleasures are lost in Death ; in its suffering 
, and if peóple have seen in me great suffering 
; and nature does not comprehend such suffering 
ends out warmth ©r cold so Love gives suffering 
their fingers , according to whether suffering 
; I believe that the motive { for my suffering 
ngs- { more )* pain , and I strive that suffering 
ople who are happy and to resent that suffering 
I see before me a mountain of great suffering 
It would be better to endure my suffering 
e 's suffering , and when they are in suffering 
Feeling my suffering 
, final parting , making me equal in suffering 
O you , who are supreme suffering 
65 
! ' O wretched heart of him who find 
all comforts fail me , for she whom 
; and I carry in my heart a continua 
, and in its presence blind desires 
and such suffering is bound up with 
and take away my liberty ? I find my 
and to promise pleasure ; I , in my 
, and when they are in suffering , t 
, ( but ) before long , it is a plea 
can alter the law and make a heart c 
decreases ,• faith is the first thing 
does not follow the normal course ; 
does not remain 
does not torture me to such an exten 
endures longer than pleasure 
, for my desire is not firm and my j 
greater than that of Tityos , whose 
, having lost the good which he poss 
{ hunger 
I experience is not entirely beyond 
I have felt because of you will not 
: I hesitate to speak to you 
; if I do not achieve it , I shall 
, if it fails in me , it will not be 
, if one looks closely , one will fi 
) : in quantity it considers itself 
: in whatever direction I look , I a 
, increases : like the man who is co 
is as great as I say 
is bound up with pleasure 
is conquered and diminished by time 
is extreme 
is increased : its opposite lies out 
is mixed with a little pleasure 
is not as great as a mortal injury e 
, it is a miracle that pleasure - I 
keeps me in sadness , so that , whil 
; labour is doubled after a little r 
; let my false companion feel pleasu 
; like the hermit in whom there grow 
my soul is involved , 's,o that the te 
, my soul was accompanied by great j 
, ñor can man appreciate , still les 
or joy , according to the law of the 
or pleasure occurred there ; and the 
) passes through them 
should become a habit , so that 'I ma 
should ever end 
, since such a quantity is necessary 
than to mix a tiny part of pleasure 
, they long to leave it behind , and 
to lie in wait , knowing , for certa 
to the devil ! I do not valué the go 
when you join together unequal wills 
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XCVI 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCVI 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XIX 
1 
8 
12 
113 
80 
79 
119 
5 
47 
9 
17 
8 
3 
23 
6 
May my sins not hárm her ! The great suffering which no tongue can describe of him 
easure is mixed with it ; therefore m suffering will endure , since it has something 
The man who , tormented by such suffering , would have it reduced , is a poor 
sufferings 4 
er know moderation : I do not find my sufferings have decreased at all ; and if some 
thing ; if I mix any pleasure with my sufferings , I immediately lose it and return 
; few have known its cause ; joys and sufferings usually come from it 
ers I scarcely feel pain , and I feel sufferings which bring pleasures with them 
suffers 8 
suffers equally , not knowing what God has dec 
suffers from this sickness has no restingplace 
suffers God 's anger when in this world lie is 
suffers greatly when lie is faced with despair 
suffers injury 
suffers misfortunes should not look for a dark 
suffers , since its nature decrees it , becaus 
suffers this pleasant pain , for soon the devi 
e will bury him in Hell ) : my spirit 
not know what love demands ; whoever 
The sinner 
Every true lover 
p of wood ; no one grieves if another 
no attention to my works ; and he who 
by their outward behaviour : my flesh 
ity me , then , your fellow-man , who 
XXIII 
sufficed 1 
d kept in order to make notable women sufficed for you alone He has made a fair nu 
LXVI 
III 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
LXXXI 
CV 
3 
15 
64 
26 
50 
6 
30 
sufficient 
st his will , ñor be so strong , with sufficient 
tongue ; his gestures and colour are sufficient 
There is nothing on earth sufficient 
rows of lead , and their forcé is not sufficient 
favour is so powerful that it will be sufficient 
am in trouble , and see that you are sufficient 
r as one can see , his works were not sufficient 
forcé to undo the knots which Love 
indications , apart from his agony 
to dissuade me from remaining forev 
to draw blood 
to preserve the lover from both hop 
to remedy my cares 
) ; your spirit breathes where it p 
I ask for Heaven 
sufficiently 
I do not valué it sufficiently I ara lacking in both fear and h 
CV 
LXIII 
11 
67 
suit 2 
sins ; before death puts an end to my suit , may it please you , God , since I wish 
itude for not having found a place to suit me ; this is the fault because of which I 
LXVIII 
CI 
IV 
XVIII 
XXXIX 
LXVI 
IV 
III 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
CV 
II 
LXXXIX 
CV 
XCII 
III 
50 
46 
9 
17 
36 
18 
33 
55 
53 
119 
26 
7 
176 
194 
10 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
LXVI 
CXIV 
LXIII 
115 
him warm in time of frost and cool in 
oíd back my desire ; burning winter , 
ed to grieve : when good departs , it 
e ) distant from me ; hotter than the 
s so foolish as not to see your great 
t good , through me man achieves this 
the world , firmly believing that my 
One part-and a great one-of 
0 you , who are 
e judgement of all things : it is the 
, since I firmly believe that you are 
But I lie at death ' s door : be 
between the two , is found to have no 
her desire exceeds human nature ; its 
( to be ) in disagreement : this is a 
I have expressed my desire badly , be 
bought with painful sighs ; and I am 
nd if I ever stray from it , may I be 
out its deep roots : on the earth 's 
ly when the heat does not come to the 
of making an armed man suffer , have 
t this world , her greater part still 
summer 2 
summer when the heat comes ; despising the wor 
summer without heat : these dangers will give 
summons 1 
summons evil with loud cries ( to take its pía 
sun 1 
sun in the month of June 
superiority 1 
superiority before this ; 
my frail heart burn 
my unchaste body was 
9 11 endure , since it has something to 
64 n hidden by the power of contraríes ? 
56 can redeem my error , this will be my 
218 when shall I water my cheeks with the 
20 me die ; death 's bitterness will be 
86 Thus disposed , what is bitter seems 
28 bitter that it may not be considered 
supreme 4 
supreme good , and whoever hopes ( to obtain i 
supreme joy would be troubled by that pleasure 
supreme pleasure is found in the thoughts of t 
supreme suffering when you join together unequ 
sure 9 
sure guide of the will 
sure of it ; although you show that the reason 
sure of that 
sure road ; it thinks it will find haven on a 
sure sign is that no boundary endoses it 
sure sign that it is not based on truth ; cons 
sure that it does not make true love ( any mor 
sure that it will come sooner or later , if th 
sure to find your ear deaf 
surface 2 
surface , or on mud , or on the rough mountain 
surface ; the ignorant one sees that the sick 
surrendered 1 
surrendered to her without receiving a scratch 
survives 1 
survives 
sustain 1 
sustain it , for , without pleasure , I believ 
Sweet 5 
Sweet and bitter at once , their flavour is no 
sweet penitence 
sweet tears of weeping ? Contrition is the spr 
sweet to me 
sweet to me : so corrupted is my taste ! I hav 
sweeter - 1 
sweeter than anything else 
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CXIV 
cv 
CI 
III 
sad 
sweetness 1 
In my sadness I feel such great sweetness in itself and , since I feel no ot 
LXVIII 
66 y fear of God , what shall I do 
LXXXII 
II 
XCII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CV 
II 
CV 
LIV 
I 
XCII 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
I 
LXXXIX 
CV 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XIII 
CXIV 
IV 
XCII 
LXXIII 
II 
LXXXIX 
LXXXI 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
III 
CV 
XCII 
XLVI 
CV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
cxiv 
XCII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XCVII 
I 
XCVII 
xcvn 
XCVII 
xciv 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
I 
2 
40 
109 
2 
2 
177 
42 
63 
20 
11 
61 
41 
224 
20 
40 
39 
78 
48 
239 
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swim 1 
who swim in sins ? When I think of Hell 
14 a frail body , and I 
sworn 1 
who would have sworn I was capable of making an armed man suf 
symptoms 1 
within the space qf an hour , for my symptoms show that I shall not live much longe 
tackle 1 
should perish , he breaks anchors and tackle in a safe harbour , and I see many peop 
ody which is given to sleeping cannot 
can reach me : Fortune has no more to 
me back the time of my suffering and 
sad state of mind , since He does not 
: give me a crust of your bread , to 
without merits ; you freely give and 
so unaccustomed to love that lie will 
ch is nothing and ( is ) finished ; I 
larly they arise in three ways ; they 
Do not fear or 
ove , keenly desiring that God should 
u with such a love , and Death cannot 
it summons evil with loud cries ( to 
fulfilling it ; you are compelled to 
m this sickness has no restingplace ; 
in the next world , ( and ) therefore 
e seeks and desires his like ; thus I 
ntirely overeóme by my oíd habits , I 
You can 
On the Day of judgement , when we 
love : in their desire , they do not 
r change , as long as I know that you 
you love God a great deal ; when you 
a , and sees the place where he could 
there is no need to build castles to 
if there is any place where Love may 
A wise doctor does not 
that he who pleases the devil should 
towards the other : they conflict and 
I see the mistral and the west wind 
Give me the strength to 
ve carries off my spirit and does not 
take 34 
take a single step on this rocky shore 
take away from me 
take away my liberty ? I find myself a prisone 
take away that which makes me sad ! In my sadn 
Take away the anguish of seeing myself lose th 
take away the bitterness from me ; I have conc 
take away your gift without merits 
take certainty for a companion ? Through much 
take comfort and pleasure in this thought , bu 
take different courses from one another , brin 
take exception to my changing thoughts , since 
take her soul to himself ; if I doubt this , m 
take it away from me 
take its place 
take Love 's advice : on you and on him depend 
Take me when you consider me most ready ; I do 
take ( my ) instability as ( a sign of ) const 
take my spirit where her own resides ; and , b 
take no pleasure in the company of the living 
take no pleasure in unfamiliar things 
take no pleasure in yourself : you are so gros 
take on flesh and bone , we shall share out ou 
take pleasure in love , ñor do they experience 
take pleasure in me ; and I am confident that 
take pleasure without me , my misfortune incre 
take refuge and by misfortune cannot reach it 
take refuge from him : his strength lies lower 
take root in you ; his passion finds in us a f 
take the case lightly when the heat does not c 
take the ñame of him with whom he conforms 
take up arms against one another 
take up arms against them ; but the east and s 
take vengeance upon myself 
take with it any impure thoughts , and thus I 
taken 6 
the bodily part of her whom Death has taken away from earth , ( and ) honest desire 
, since they have half killed me and taken away my life 
pletely , when I think that Death has taken away our love 
Those from whom Death has taken away the woman they loved will be able t 
This is true , but sadness has taken hold of me , so that I feel joy at seein 
ant to see any remedy : rather have I taken my theme from sadness 
takes 
me into oblivion ; this thought alone takes 
of lovers , after him whose life God takes 
onies from Death ? O cruel evil which takes 
nd has known this for a long time and takes 
, but it is not true , since nothing takes 
pleasure , and the envious one , who takes 
grief ) takes 
Following Love , from which it takes 
Each of these desires takes 
I am this man who takes 
Like the man who takes 
11 
away all pleasure on earth for me - for 
away : since I am alive , my heart does 
away youth and makes the flesh rot in th 
courage , and they make him think he wil 
Death away from him who wishes it for hi 
delight in misfortune , for as much as I 
it away from me , but since I do not die 
its form , most of the time it gives me 
its own course , and no one knows where 
pleasure in death , since I do not avoid 
pleasure in dreams and his pleasure come 
taking 1 
ng the worth of his former master and taking a dislike to his behaviour , ( but ) re 
tales 1 
s and pleasant gardens be filled with tales of great deeds ; and let me walk among t 
talking 1 
ords , g-iving to understand that I am talking nonsense \ 
'v tangled 1 
What in the past was tangled and confused has gone : the grain is n 
Fair and intelligent lady 
tasks 1 
all tasks are light 
10 
( compared ) to my triáis wh 
taste 
by that which ordinary people do not taste 
n me that I find virtue bitter to the taste 
r , some in tears , for I am ready to taste cali or honey on behalf of those who wil 
eems sweet to me : so corrupted is my taste ! I have a heart of steel , flesh and wo 
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cv 
XCII 
ve has a bittersweet flavour which my 
is bitter ; those who experience her 
nflict ; everything the body and soul 
sfortune , anyone who experiences the 
, so that I may never again know the 
ienced such a flavour , and I have to 
28 d good , but it is my Lady Teresa who 
ing my soul is involved , so that the 
there that it has pleased you to shed 
the body , wellrestrained , sheds no 
Bitter ( 
them follow me in laughter / some in 
k , ( and that there were ) howls and 
hall I water my cheeks with the sweet 
her draw near to death , saying with 
ing ! I do not love so little that no 
te , it will be necessary for them to 
Now you can 
ere greater than the written accounts 
on , his was a savage heart ; he only 
s : my will is tempered in that whose 
Lily among thorns : my will is 
punish me , since they do not try to 
e mortal injury ; he whom death never 
e fear of misfortune , which makes my 
ery wise and good , but it is my Lady 
the wholly human end gives no rest or 
You are the end in which all ends 
56 
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19 
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taste is unable to sepárate : my pleasures con 
taste may say this , or who themselves or thro 
taste naturally is a pleasant , life-giving me 
taste of good cannot be said to be altogether 
taste of joy 
taste what is more bitter than gall , for I su 
tastes 1 
tastes of perfection ; possessing in herself s 
tears 9 
tears and lamentations of both are never silen 
tears at my death , repenting that , because o 
tears at this 
tears ) come from attrition , since they arise 
tears , for I am ready to taste cali or honey 
tears instead of songs 
tears of weeping ? Contrition is the spring fr 
tears : 'Please do not leave me , have pity on 
tears wet my face when I think of her life and 
tell 3 
tell me there that it has pleased you to shed 
tell me what you think of my situation ! ) Sle 
tell ; those who dwell in love 's sickness , i 
tells 1 
tells me I shall not lack a good reward 
temper 1 
temper no lover knows this is the work of Lo 
tempered 1 
tempered in that whose temper no lover knows ; 
tempt 1 
tempt me ; their cause is a dead letter as far 
tempted 1 
tempted knows still less of it 
tender 1 
tender flesh grow thin , brings me suffering ; 
Teresa 1 
Teresa who tastes of perfection ; possessing i 
term 1 
term to the appetite , though without it raan d 
termínate 
termínate and it is not an end if it does no 
terms 1 
In terms of Love I bear no great signs of injur 
terrible 3 
d with sadness , for this is the most terrible condition of all those which can be k 
for no reason ; and the second is the terrible refusal you give me if I court you 
ard enough : such is the weight of my terrible sins ; before death puts an end to my 
nt to imagine my condition 
y life should be drawn out 
terrified 2 
they are terrified of me , as of a dead man 
and I am terrified that it may end ; I live in sufferin 
terrifies 1 
is ( in another 's death ) and now it terrifies me 
terror 
4 4 of you : your look will not cause me terror 
texture 
yes , but he knows nothing of the texture 
than 
see that each man 's heart is harder than 
e her great pain , which lasts longer than 
may be a certain and much nobler fate than 
avoids me , who have honored him more than 
that it may not be considered sweeter than 
r her acts of love , and more vividly than 
love is limitad , since it is no more than 
The pain of death is much more than 
Less than 
d I have to taste what is more bitter than 
, and you have done no less for them than 
, his complaining , comforts him more than 
ndeed , I love you much more in death than 
The world cannot show less pity than 
e : I feel you ( intuitively ) rather than 
n , since they arise from fear rather than 
I fear , rather than 
31 
a stump of wood ; no one grieves if anoth 
any other 
any other pleasure , since pleasant langu 
anyone 
anything else 
before ; I do not consent to escape from 
brute appetite , and if you see the lover 
feared , and this is partly because it is 
fish are found in woods and lions dwell i 
gall , for I suffer the pain of longing a 
I ask of you ; and so I beg you to enter 
if the whole world pitied him 
in life / and I forgive those who will no 
it has for me at the moment 
know you ( by reason } , so that the wors 
love ; but , even as they are , give me a 
love , you , and in your presence I confe 
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you , you raise him to a higher level than 
without you , since my body is worse than 
long , since suffering endures longer than 
ich expects to lose no other pleasure than 
I am besieged by a suffering greater than 
ge frora him : his strength lies lower than 
( any more ) dístant from me ; hotter than 
omans' ( deeds ) , which were greater than 
ubt ! Men fear the pains of Hell more than 
Much more than 
here are few who believe things other than 
ould be better to endure my suffering than 
uld be better for him to seek harbour than 
he world greater pleasure of the mind than 
man ; therefore it is very right that he 
paralysed ! Evil habits have grown so oíd 
pleasure 
that of imagining that my desires will ne 
that of Tityos , whose liver is devoured 
the earth 
the sun in the month of June , my frail h 
the written accounts tell ; those who dwe 
they appreciate the joys of Paradise ; an 
this , all love repels me and seems to me 
those which happen to themselves 
to mix a tiny part of pleasure with those 
to stay 
to think of the person one loves , and wh 
thank 1 
of so pleasant a sight - I should not thank it for not clothing in earth my naked bo 
t I lie at death 's door : be sure of 
Lily among thorns : we both know 
do not believe this can happen - : ( 
amontana to blow favourably on them , 
ith sincere heart he cries peace , so 
Who can believe 
is so severe that it seems incredible 
to shed tears at my death , repenting 
f love ; I have no fear of burning in 
You , spirit , who have departed from 
m you ! You are that pestilential air 
my hands in prayer to God , since all 
n I am set on fire by your love , and 
er who , in order to rise to the good 
he wound that I search for poisons so 
own nature , loving for her own sake 
( own ) true friend with a love such 
d covers me completely , when I think 
Some have said 
And you see 
n my riverbank ; let it be understood 
My flesh does not feel 
ove is very oíd , absence is the worm 
go back , and do not turn my steps in 
s the state of the man who travels in 
spite himself , at great cost ? I see 
have been punished ( for it ) , ( s o 
nst you : grant me so much misfortune 
ere more obvious to other people , so 
ut my unfavourable condition : I feel 
oes hope abandon me , and the fear of 
ced in the scales with death , afraid 
I should wish , increase my fear , so 
he J evil of love , but it is my fate 
hing of myself or of the world except 
urns with puré love , keenly desiring 
ch is a lack of good , and , { once ) 
and , in my fear , I love everything 
the wind is capricious ; so much so , 
behaviour , ( but ) realizing clearly 
of the time now lost ? Seeing clearly 
t man is so just , let alone myself , 
to this forgets everything else , so 
eminds him of his past pleasures , so 
e soul of Saint Paul from his body so 
than man ; therefore it is very right 
áster detests his servant ( so much ) 
ell and truly , unless he is a fool , 
eye of the ignorant man is not so dim 
ath , whom everyone curses , but fear 
y , it is Love who accuses me , ( now 
, I feel such pleasure that I forget 
yet this seems to me a poor excuse , 
ty ? I find myself a prisoner , ( now 
deny my words , giving to understand 
thought you to blame , for I confess 
and I find myself so overeóme by Love 
gth , for I am dying and am so feeble 
al when it comes from your power , so 
do not deserve your help , for I know 
will lie be foundN! I have forgotten 
And it hurts me to think 
think that I spin outNmy words , and 
but sadness has taken hold of me , so 
o the majority of people , it is true 
J Evil habits have grown so oíd in me 
me indivisibly , I feel such pleasure 
0 Love , o Love : I am truly sorry 
ith great love , it is hard to accept 
at is the good which is set before me 
Love has made me come to this : 
that 239 
that 
that a man may well die of love ; the least yo 
that ) after my death , you may lose your powe 
that all five may bring about my return 
that all men may go about bareheaded ; there i 
that , among shameful loves , an honest desire 
that anyone should wish for that of which lie 
that , because of your meagre favours , there 
that blind fire in which lovers grow hot 
that body which I loved so much , look at me i 
that brings a mortal plague into the world ; i 
that can happen to her is decided : if she is 
that cannot be without contempt for life and w 
that cannot perish , cast his perishable goods 
that comfort may die , and my heart is never s 
that creature whose virtues protect her from v 
that Death does not diminish it ; rather is De 
that Death has taken away our love 
that Death is bitter ; those who experience he 
that Death puts an end to their desires ; ( bu 
that , deep in my heart , my thoughts do not d 
that desire of the senses , and my spirit cove 
That desire which arises from my flesh alone , 
That desire which comes from an honest cause w 
that devours it , unless constaney struggles h 
that direction 
that direction ? I beg you , Lord , to cut sho 
that each man 's heart is harder than a stump 
that even ) my enemy has pitied me for it , an 
that everyone pities me ; as much as you are a 
that everyone would say : 'Behold the greatest 
that everything I perform turns out to my disa 
that evil which I dread overwhelms me 
that fear will frústrate my hope 
that , fearing , I may not sin ; for , by not 
that Fortune brings me no occasion { for eithe 
that God may set her in Heaven 
that God should take her soul to himself ; if 
that good ( is ) achieved' , such desire must f 
that had to do with her 
that he cannot set sail without the contrary w 
that he has chosen a bad road in changing his 
that he has deceived himself , he will never f 
that he is not afraid ? If job , the just ( ma 
that he loses all sense of himself in thinking 
that he makes the past present for him ; but w 
that he might see divine mysteries ( for the b 
that he who pleases the devil should take the 
that he will give him neither punishment ñor d 
that he will never find a better situation 
that he will not fail to recognize the grace o 
that Heaven may escape me 
that I am ) in love 
that I am in this world , and when I try to se 
that I am not afraid of my corruption , great 
that I am ) set free by Love , and , háving le 
that I am talking nonsense 
that I am the one at fault ; I have judged you 
that I cannot say how much I am in love 
that I cannot say : 'In you is my hope ! ' Lov 
that I consider anyone a fool who is angry wit 
that I do not make as much effort as I might 
that I ( ever ) had such a feeling ; it is my 
that I ever offended her , and I should like t 
that I exaggerate my deeds by my utterances : 
that I feel joy at seeing myself in this sta-te 
that I find great love within me ; but if I co 
that I find virtue bitter to the taste 
that I forget that I am in this world , and wh 
that I have aecused you of ingratitude for not 
that I have escaped Death 
that I live in hope of it without suffering ; 
that I lose the world through being unable to 
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LXXIII 3 by my utterances : rather I pray God that 
XCIV 73 suffering should become a habit , so that 
C V 173 I desire this so that 
CXIV 73 nounce all pleasure : ñor can I think that 
XLVI 38 God ! why is there no limit to love , that 
CV 193 You created me that 
I 6 o lie in wait , kndwing , for certain that 
CXIV 8 feel such great pleasure come from it that 
CV 170 ou , Lord , to make me unfeeling , so that 
LXXXIX 14 mind ceases for one moment to imagine that 
Ci 37 to great madness ; yes , and so great that 
LXXIII 21 so much in recovering from the wound that 
XCII 4 All that 
LIV 12 t achieve it , I shall be so wretched that 
III 8 ace of an hour , for my symptoms show that 
XCII 101 mber my grief , I already have a sign that 
XCVI 25 I do not know what to say that 
LXXIII 17 does not torture me to such an extent that 
LXXIII 1 Let no one think that 
CXIV 9 All that 
LIV 22 orne a different person , so much so , that 
CXIV 33 I remain in such a sad state of mind that 
LXXVII 28 large , and ( it is ) very tight now that 
XLVI 35 quickly be turnad into anger , and ( that 
II 7 nd impossible weather ; he calculates that 
IV 24 t pain or pleasure ( from this ) , so that 
II 35 ing quality , performing such actions that 
IV 22 ad one argument for its part , saying that 
XCII 134 attacks so fiercely and in such a way that 
CI 12 tion , saw such power exerted over me that 
XCII 90 is so small when they act separately that 
CXIV 77 n , thinking I lose the world and all that 
LIV 26 re brings with it fear of death , for that 
XXIII 42 ong thorns : my power is not so great that 
XXIII 4 restraining my own amorous desire so that 
II 26 e expressed my desire badly , be sure that 
XIII 36 e necessary for them to tell me there that 
LXXIII 57 orns : whoever considers love ( finds that 
LXXXIX 20 if yours fluctuates and does not show that 
CV 119 in disagreement : this is a sure sign that 
IV 23 that in it this love originates , and that 
CV 102 uld be drawn out , and I am terrified that 
LXIII 28 y ; the food of love is not so bitter that 
XCII 36 ind desire , though not so completely that 
XIX 11 what he despairs of ? It is so severe that 
XVIII 6 t contemplates Love to such an extent that 
LXIII 50 Love 's great fav.our is so powerful that 
LXXXIX 7 ht with painful sighs ; and I am sure that 
CV 200 ieve , as you chose to say of Judas , that 
II 11 sail without the contrary wind , and that 
LIV 32 change your law , and not to resemble that 
LXIII 38 any woman who lives on earth , merely that 
LIV 20 What man is so unaccustomed to love that 
IV 8 in loving two women , but I choose so that 
XCII 154 All injuries that 
XXXIX 25 I cannot get out of my mind that 
IV 60 er all my desires on you : everything that 
CXIV 66 It is through ignorance that 
LXVIII 17 I am that 
XVIII 4 8 Human beings feel that 
XLVI 41 I am that 
XIII 30 other pleasure than that of imagining that 
CV 187 s puts ( it ) out , since I leave all that 
CXIV 9 All that I think and all that 
XCVII 4 9 , for I wish to lose all pleasure and that 
XCII 233 happened : then it is no great wonder that 
XVIII 39 pleasure which never grows tired , so that 
CV 47 which the good man enjoys in you , so that 
CV 101 ider my desserts ; I am greatly vexed that 
XCIV 11 and diminished by time ; I do not say that 
LXXXIX 37 It is not by your choice ( alone ) that 
LXXIII 45 ts rise to such a high degree in love that 
XCII 223 e , he is a fool who does not believe that 
XIII 44 can do is believe with all your heart that 
XVIII 46 sures of the world , firmly believing that 
I 17 I wish to God that 
XLVI 27 elled by death ; but I do not believe that 
CV 7 as I would wish , since I am certain that 
CV 42 I beg you to strengthen my heart so that 
XCII 87 The body is so united with the soul that 
XCIV 53 ceeds human nature ; its sure sign is that 
XCII 108 t my misfortune ; I have lost so much that 
XCVII 50 top weeping ! I do not love so little that 
XCIV H 8 alone : then , how much more so , now that 
CV 204 ad then paid my account to death , so that 
CXIV 17 I want no pleasure except that 
XIII 29 xpects to lose no other pleasure than that 
XCII 29 Büt the other love , that 
XCII 105 and her body V I feel joy as great as that 
XIII 17 besieged by a suffering greater than that 
XIX 12 ncredible that anyone should wish for that 
LXVI 11 you have wounded me , please grant me that 
I may die this instant if my speech ever 
I may never again know the taste of joy 
I may think only of you and may find the 
I might feel pleasure again 
I might have come to it alone ? I would h 
I might save my soul , and you know that 
I must fall into its hands , time future 
I neither desire ñor wish for anything ou 
I never again experience any pleasures : 
I possess your will , unless { I possess 
I prefer her scorn , her reluctance to sp 
I search for poisons so that comfort may 
I see and feel turns to grief , reminding 
I shall have found Hell in this world 
I shall not live much longer 
I shall return to it : I remember her act 
I should not regret having said ; whether 
I should wish to leave its bitter limits 
I spin out my words , and that I exaggera 
I think and all that my eye sees , the mo 
I think I am that person ; the world woul 
I visibly draw near to death 
I wear it 
) , if I am forced to leave this world , 
if it lasts for long , it would be better 
, if the body is content , each one may b 
in a short time the body loses a good par 
in it this love originates , and that it 
, in killing another , she kills me 
in my ( own ) castle I was a serf ; I saw 
, in the body 's actions , the soul is no 
is { in it 
is pleasure 's chief enemy , and if Love 
it could make for you an invisible crown 
it does not distract me , I shall say wha 
it does not make true love ( any more ) d 
it has pleased you to shed tears at my de 
) it has three parts , two of which folio 
it increases ; and if it goes downhill , 
it is not based on truth ; consequently , 
it ( is the body which ) feels most pain 
it may end ; I live in suffering , for my 
it may not be considered sweeter than any 
it removes its cataract , and if it could 
it seems incredible that anyone should wi 
it seems to sepárate itself completely fr 
it will be sufficient to preserve the lov 
it will come sooner or later , if the roa 
it would have been better for him not to 
key which shuts you in the cupboard canno 
( law ) which is harmful to me 
lie should agree to dwell in me ; he is 1 
lie will take certainty for a companion ? 
Love may grant me life 
Love or Fear could do me carne to an end o 
Love 's great sadness may be a certain an 
makes me desire is within you 
man seeks gross pleasures , not realizing 
man who , in time of storm , when most pe 
many of the secrets which God keeps in st 
most extreme of lovers , after him whose 
my desires will never be achieved ; and i 
my emotions feel , and believe in Paradis 
my eye sees , the more beautiful it is an 
my eyes would never stop weeping ! I do n 
my feelings remain in hope of this ; and 
my flesh does not disturb true love 
my flesh , which rebels so much against m 
my life should be drawn out , and I am te 
my own is utterly different from any othe 
my pleasure can be fulfilled , even if yo 
my soul is within the body which it loves 
my spirit burns with puré love , keenly d 
my suffering is as great as I say 
my supreme joy would be troubled by that 
my thoughts were dead and I could spend m 
my will can be overeóme by such separatio 
my will is free and I do not know what pr 
my will may be joined with yours ; and , 
no action in man can ever be called singl 
no boundary endoses it 
no good can reach me : Fortune has no mor 
no tears wet my face when I think of her 
nothing hinders me ? While she was alive 
now I would not be living in doubt ! Men 
of being sad : I mean that pleasure ( whi 
of imagining that my desires will never b 
of puré friendship , its great strength e 
of the pious man in church 
of Tityos , whose liver is devoured by a 
of whieh lie has no hope 
ointtnent which cures us sufferers who are 
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) find myself iri a strange place , so 
ot dead , will not be long in dying ; 
e fire of faith , and consume in fire 
future cannot turn out well for me ; 
rson , so much so , that I think I am 
e is not protected from you ! You are 
over ; in suffering , it is a miracle 
if one looks closely , one will find 
ure except that of being sad : I mean 
t my supreme joy would be troubled by 
ngle day , melancholy reigns , and in 
I am 
her for poison , has so little sense 
hope of this ; and if it were certain 
ssing in herself such great knowledge 
; Death separated them : it is right 
s brings ( more } Rain , and I strive 
11 people who are happy and to resent 
tterly refuted this argument , saying 
lation , the soul rests in such a way 
When I reflect 
ke , I spoil it at the beginning , so 
ere time is of no account , there all 
advantage ( over the fool ) , except 
o make me love you , for I am certain 
his knowledge , a coarse man reckons 
law , because of which it can be said 
, seeing the divine light , realized 
ely beyond their confines ; I believe 
ou are sure of it ; although you show 
t I might save my soul , and you know 
When it pleases God 
o the surface ; the ignorant one sees 
s it ( as safe as ) a castle ; seeing 
me to such jealousy ; I am not afraid 
ts suffering my soul is involved , so 
It often happens 
oined with yours ; and , since I know 
ther than know you ( by reason ) , so 
wish the clear day were dark , ( and 
gs ; there is not the slightest doubt 
ss , I pray , my being , for I prefer 
o strengthen my will towards Him , so 
Show me the light of true hope , not 
One part of my great pleasure is 
great distaste for all food , except 
their work can only be interrupted by 
s not undergo death , but ( only ) in 
e other lasts for ever , the third is 
is impossible for it to love , since 
of mind , since He does not take away 
My misfortune is not as great as 
is dark night to men , and I live by 
n hope which I receive from you , but 
My suffering keeps me ,in sadness , so 
among thorns : my will is tempered in 
and body , which are contraríes , so 
clear and fine , lie firmly believes 
very lover should bear this in mind : 
sks me if , when I am absent , I miss 
at you continually perform good and ( 
with me , who am in trouble , and see 
y I love you , since I firmly believe 
e you in any way ; I am quite certain 
easure in yourself : you are so gross 
hat for the most part lies with you : 
But I remember 
ot know what to bee , of you , except 
love ever change , as long as I know 
e pleasure in me ; and I am confident 
to have news of you , greatly fearing 
om soul , if lie could really believe 
I am afraid 
s a mortal injury entails ; Death has 
ncy struggles hard , and it mistrusts 
d without losing anything , following 
y thoughts up and down like clouds in 
Take away 
natures : the bodyv on its own desires 
the pleasure of love ; extremes have 
hich leads to. his true end ; and when 
When reason controls 
ly human end gives no rést or term to 
-eived baptism , I had not returned to 
show how your hearts were pierced by 
ree kinds , and this can be seen from 
ns of it ) , except insofar as it was 
whatever I undertake , I spoil it at 
that only you can help me 
that other ( desire ) by which I am watered wi 
That { other ) desire which in me has no limit 
that part of me which is cold 
that past is the best ( part ) of me 
that person ; the world would be a great marve 
that pestilential air that brings a mortal pía 
that pleasure - I do not know how - should be 
that pleasure is mixed with it ; therefore m s 
that pleasure ( which is ) mixed with sadness 
that pleasure which quickly turns to loathing 
that same day , choler , blood and phlegm 
that servant who bears no grudge if his servic 
that she cannot refuse it 
that she had been placed among the saints , I 
that she lacks nothing to make herself wholly 
that she should bring them together 
that suffering should become a habit , so that 
that suffering should ever end 
that the body , because of its composition , 1 
that the body , wellrestrained , sheds no tear 
that the dead do not think at all of tile livi 
that the end of anything does not satisfy me 
that the feelings fear is manifest 
that the fool is less often right 
that the greatest good derives from this 
that the greatest good is delightful above all 
that the laws are a single one 
that the light of the world was false , despis 
that the motive ( for my suffering ) passes th 
that the reason why Love is unequal is well co 
that the reverse may happen to me 
that the ship should perish , he breaks anchor 
that the sick man has no fever and thinks him 
that the sky is quite clear and fine , lie fir 
that the slightest hair on your body will act 
that the tears and lamentations of both are ne 
that the wind is capricious ; so much so , tha 
that the world is of no profit to me , give me 
that the worse part will remain to me ; lie kn 
that there were ) howls and tears instead of s 
that there will be a great upheaval : and woe 
that to the dark , everlasting prison 
that , travelling towards Him , I shall meet w 
that vain hope which I receive from you / but 
that which any sad man is allowed , for , when 
that which costs me much love 
that which is forbidden to me 
that which is inclined -to vices ; the quantity 
that which looks to false appetite 
that which made it feel no longer exists ; if 
that which makes me sad ! In my sadness I feel 
that which occurred to others : I have made it 
that which ordinary people do not taste 
that which reason consents to have near it 
that , while it lasts , I cease to feel or und 
that whose temper no lover knows ; this is the 
that will and appetite conflict ; everything t 
that with a single anchor he has enough 
that , without sadness , there can be no great 
that woman who makes me live ? And if I do not 
that ) you are right whether you give death or 
that you are sufficient to remedy my cares 
that you are sure of it ; although you show th 
that you continually perform good and ( that ) 
that you do Love no service ; Love is said to 
that you may have regard to my desire ; and I 
that you rewarded the thief ( as far as one ca 
that you ( should ) gather me to her place ; d 
that you take pleasure in me ; and I am confid 
that you will come to know me well , and , one 
that you will not show signs of love ; through 
that you would pity him 
that your own faiñt will , if I should die , m 
the 536 
the advantage over all { other ) evils : I hav 
the advice of the envious 
the advice of their good reason ;and I leave 
the air ; at times I grieve , at others I scar 
the anguish of seeing myself lose the world , 
the appearance of filth ; the soul by itself w 
the appearance of perfect good 
the appetite desires what is necessary to it , 
the appetite , its whole operation is worthy o 
the appetite , though without it man does not 
the arms of life , but had the.n paid my accoun 
the arrow of gold with which Love wounds those 
the arrows with which he strikes , whence thos 
The Basque who is in Germany , paralysed , una 
the beginning of our own law , because of whic 
the beginning , so that the end of anything do 
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ce it does not make men happy ; it is 
d find me to be the one phoenix among 
t turn out well for me ; that past is 
ear when I shall live like a hermit , 
ch time the flesh is renewed , though 
a crust of your bread , to take away 
base appetite : this was enclosed in 
soul and immediately the cause is in 
11 and appetite conflict ; everything 
ures which come to the soul by way of 
y refuted this argument , saying that 
Whatever belongs to 
to understand you , since desire for 
once the body is dead , he who loved 
can be no hope ; whatever belongs to 
When 
ms to sepárate itself completely from 
Nothing which concerns 
my thoughts show me the pleasures of 
pleasure ( from this ) , so that , if 
is a lover and a beloved ; so , once 
t he might see divine mysteries ( for 
ing such actions that in a short time 
r man is defined by his two natures : 
to the extent to which they share in 
11 when they act separately that , in 
n , the soul rests in such a way that 
is love originates ', and that it ( is 
degree in love that my soul is within 
And it continúes to address 
d man when he thinks of Love ; as for 
pened to me , being in love , through 
Like 
A wise doctor does not take 
performed by the soul and immediately 
Let every man judge 
all lose those habits which have been 
No lover can escape 
Like 
n my sinews ; he who is not afraid of 
I wish 
dy but does not share in the spirit , 
not know it as the subtle man does : 
ieve the other : Saint John announced 
his like ; thus I take no pleasure in 
me to the soul by way of the body are 
crets which will never be revealed to 
But 
so , that he cannot set sail without 
rise to lasting good , throw away all 
r the good of all men was placed upon 
Honest love leads to 
ind , and that key which shuts you in 
nothing prevents you from it , break 
mong tombs , questioning the souls of 
ray , my being , for I prefer that to 
When will be 
or I defended myself badly , thinking 
On 
or Fear could do me carne to an end on 
0 Love , o Love : on 
, break the custom which is common to 
Though 
When I reflect that 
one dies , love lasts for as long as 
To mourn for 
has no more with which to make war to 
nst it ? For the will , through which 
rish , cast his perishable goods into 
not see and touch is not practised , 
these desires in confusión , just as 
All 
suffers this pleasant pain
 t for soon 
ing , making me equal in suffering to 
it is very right that he who pleases 
self wholly known : her beauty blinds 
ys its ( own ) feeling , according to 
Just as the saints , seeing 
e metáis , and , placed in the fire , 
om him : his strength lies lower than 
show no pity for me ; whoever lies in 
it has thrust out its deep roots : on 
wind take up arms against them ; but 
ng winds attack it equally , one from 
end to myself , for I have never made 
You are 
, though it may disagree with it , in 
I spoil it at the beginning , so that 
the beginning , through which another end is a 
the best ; for I alone renounce the horde of b 
the best { part ) of me 
the better to keep Love 's feast days ; no one 
the bird never ceases to feed on it : for one 
the bitterness from me ; I have conceived a gr 
the bodily part of her whom Death has taken aw 
the body 
the body and soul taste naturally is a pleasan 
the body are the compound actions which tormén 
the body , because of its composition , loves 
the body but does not share in the spirit , th 
the body cannot extend to base impulses : rath 
the body cannot love , since he finds nothing 
the body , Death turns ( it ) to nothing 
the body dies , nothing is left to the one who 
the body , for my desires are not to be found 
the body gives me pleasure , since the spirit 
The body had one argument for its part , sayin 
the body , I feel sorrow , since they are lost 
the body is content , each one may be satisfie 
the body is dead , he who loved the body canno 
The body is so united with the soul that no ac 
the body is the soul ' s prison and as long as 
the body loses a good part of its flesh 
the body on its own desires the appearance of 
the body or the soul ; and when the loved one 
the body 's actions , the soul is no great obs 
the body , wellrestrained , sheds no tears at 
the body which ) feels most pain or pleasure { 
the body which it loves , and I am content wit 
the body with great scorn ; 'You wish vainly 
the bold lover , may his time be wasted 
the boundless pleasure I receive from you , my 
the bull who goes off into the wilderness when 
the case lightly when the heat does not come t 
the cause is in the body 
the cause of my desire , and he will easily ob 
the cause of my not loving you 
the charge of loving little if he remains aliv 
the child who , for his age , can walk well en 
the claws of the strong lion will fear much le 
the clear day were dark , ( and that there wer 
The clearer the understanding , the greater th 
the coarse man knows well 
the colour , yes , but he knows nothing of the 
the coming of the Messiah 
the company of the living 
the compound actions which torment lovers , an 
the confessor 
the conflict is so small when they act separat 
the contrary wind , and that key which shuts y 
the cross pleasures of the world , firmly beli 
the Cross , you wounded me , for I defended my 
the cult of saintly lovers : I love you with s 
the cupboard cannot open the same door 
the custom which is common to the dead ; come 
the damned ; and they will reply , for they ha 
the dark , everlasting prison 
the day I no longer fear death ? It will be wh 
the day itself would protect me 
the Day of judgement , when we take on flesh a 
The day so much desired comes very slowly to m 
the day when I saw her cióse her eyes 
the day when the Innocent One for the good of 
the dead ; come back to earth and show what ha 
the dead do not return to earth , before I die 
the dead do not think at all of tile living , 
the dead one retains the pledge of the living 
the dead person comes from mutual love , and I 
the death 
the deed is performed , acknowledges the under 
the deep sea , thinking they would hinder his 
the desire which arises entirely from these ( 
the desires themselves lay mixed together ; bu 
the desires which were confused in me are show 
the devil himself will pity me when lie sees m 
the devil ! I do not valué the goods which I a 
the devil should take the ñame of him with who 
the devout man ; her understanding is food for 
the difference which exists between them on ea 
the divine light , realized that the light of 
the dross goes off in smoke , leaving puré gol 
the earth 
the earth is not afraid to fall still further 
the earth 's surface , or on mud , or on the r 
the east and south-west winds will help them , 
the east , the other from the west , and ( thi 
the effort 
the end in which all ends termínate , and it i 
the end. is guided by its wisdom 
the end of anything does not satisfy me 
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man 's nature and he does not achieve 
occurs to the ignorant : ignorance is 
te such as it is , to being king over 
hard , and it mistrusts the advice of 
y false companion feel pleasure , and 
is nothing in the world ( which is ) 
it is there , they are not as before 
I am prepared for ( the ) good or ( 
Paradise ; another example of this is 
grief , but this does not last long : 
pain , -of such a kind , according to 
nd if he does this , you will come to 
When 
ye of flash : I beg you give light to 
tions which my own opinions praised , 
wit is doubled by thinking of love ; 
of you who nave left this world , as 
ng found a place to suit me ; this is 
ow yourself ( to be ) angry , this is 
ngth to love you ! Let love overeóme 
, are sources of delight to me , but 
e and more does hope abandon me , and 
ury of my lost delight , s o great is 
ime is of no account , there all that 
n most people enjoy themselves around 
and if you see the lover ( burn ) in 
Then help me , Lord , with 
h other base metáis , and , placed in 
ich conquers sensuality ; even though 
! When suffering decreases , faith is 
not go unrewarded ; then you will see 
d for you by understanding - and over 
in him who is not troubled at all by 
And when she lived on earth in 
Whoever loves the flesh , once 
devoured by a vulture , and each time 
Whoever loves 
evil which takes away youth and makes 
ot be said to be al'together unlucky ; 
The wise man has no advantage { over 
ntage ( over the fool ) , except that 
s the past present for him ; but when 
n me ; he is like death , who catches 
n comes from mutual love , and I feel 
earing ( and ) trusting everything to 
ey flow : this is the key which opens 
dy , its gaze is quite different from 
a desire in me as has made me worship 
leave my mind ; rather shall I vow to 
el a tiny spark of the pleasure which 
on the day when the Innocent One for 
I am prepared for ( 
philosopher who , in order to rise to 
rde of base desires which mingle with 
live without suffering , having lost 
So great is 
You are 
do not believe it , is a true sign of 
er good remains to him , except mourn 
ffering to the devil ! I do not valué 
im that he will not fail to recognize 
t was tangled and confused has gone : 
only by this bridge can I cross into 
live , my flesh rebelled against me ; 
ath , his own or another 's , such is 
rn until I have completely driven out 
romise many votive offerings of wax ; 
cannot know , except by experience , 
In my imaginings , Love reveáis to me 
The place where lies 
May my sins not harm her ! 
, following nature , his mentor ; for 
ot make it clear which of the two has 
' The clearer the understanding , 
e me love you , for I am certain that 
knowledge , a coarse man reckons that 
so that everyone would say : 'Behold 
not think at all ó-f tile living , and 
you , give me your hand or lift me by 
y life to be in danger , falling into 
ready late , when I shall set foot on 
time of frost and cool in summer when 
-r does not take the case lightly when 
a continual fire without smoke , and 
ything lie eats into suffering ; like 
ceive great good or much injury ; and 
Love allows him not to be deprived of 
among the best ; for I alone renounce 
the end which he seeks in all his actions 
the enemy of Love 
the entire French nation 
the envious 
the envious one , who takes delight in misfort 
the equivalent of hoping for such a desirable 
the event ; it is changed : ( by ) Death 
the ) evil of love , but it is my fate that Fo 
the evil which we feel , whereas we think of P 
the experienced man confirms this 
the extent to which they share in the body or 
the extremity , if there is any place where Lo 
the eye does not see and touch is not practise 
The eye of the ignorant man is not so dim that 
the eyes of the soul ! My will is quite contra 
The faint desire has neither fear ñor hope , i 
the false seems true ( and } truth false 
the fat body which is given to sleeping cannot 
the fates secretly decreed 
the fault because of which I cannot love 
the fault of our ignorance ; your will continu 
the fear I have of you ! And if love does not 
the fear of misfortune , which makes my tender 
the fear of that evil which I dread overwhelms 
the fear which comes from her great misfortune 
the feelings fear is manifest 
the fire and I can join in their games , walk 
the fire , he will not be pitied , much less d 
the fire of faith , and consume in fire that p 
the fire , the dross goes off in smoke , leavi 
the first impulse does not come from it , in i 
the first thing to return , but firm knowledge 
the flames of love increase 
the flawless movement of your lovely body 
the flesh 
the flesh , I wanted to love her spirit alone 
the flesh is lost , ceases to love , but , rem 
the flesh is renewed , though the bird never c 
the flesh , once the flesh is lost , ceases to 
the flesh rot in the tomb ! The spirit , full 
the food of love is not so bitter that it may 
the fool ) , except that the fool is less ofte 
the fool is less often right 
the friend goes away , he is forced to grieve 
the fugitive and flees from him who wishes , t 
the full pain of this : ( which is ) to avoid 
the future 
the gates of Heaven for us 
the gaze of those who show themselves to be se 
the god of Love , and , now I am compelled to 
the God who has bound us together not to lesse 
the good man enjoys in you , so that my flesh 
the good of all men was placed upon the Cross 
the ) good or ( the ) evil of love , but it is 
The good substance which God kept in order to 
the good that cannot perish , cast his perisha 
the good ; there is no need to punish me , sin 
the good which he possessed ? He sees well and 
the good which is set before me that I live in 
the good which is the measure of all other goo 
the good which resides in it : it is this ( lo 
the goodness of the time now lost ? Seeing ele 
the goods which I alone possess , for a man do 
The government of the Venetians is not as well 
the grace of your body ; he does not know it a 
the grain is no longer with the straw ; no oth 
the great calm of my happiness 
the great differences between our discordant p 
the great evil ? One cannot feel the mortal in 
the great fear which prevents me from being ha 
the great fear will bring to light the secrets 
the great pleasure which exists in the mere in 
the great secrets which it hides from the most 
the great suffering I experience is not entire 
The great suffering which no tongue can descri 
the greater part attracts the lesser and finds 
the greater share in it ; each seeks for some 
the greater the pleasure which one receives th 
the greatest good derives from th'ls 
the greatest good is delightful above all othe 
the greatest lover of all ' , and each one pit 
the grief which I endure without reward will d 
the hair ; if I do not reach out my hand towar 
the hands of such mortal enemies ; both rich a 
the hateful road 
the heat comes ; despising the worth of his fo 
the heat does not come to the surface ; the ig 
the heat does not reach my outer part 
the hermit in whom there grows no longing for 
the high extreme ( of love ) is its own pleasu 
the hope of pleasure ; joy and sadness are pre 
the horde of base desires which mingle with th 
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nce my desire has an impossible aim ; 
Within man 's body , 
ate ; ( this ) desire never occurs to 
The eye of 
e heat does not come to the surface ; 
ot grieve as much as I should like at 
I do not mourn 
O Love , o Love : on the day when 
Id would be impaired ; but it is like 
ins of Hell more than they appreciate 
does not come from ,it , in it resides 
lf , that he is not afraid ? If job , 
spring from which they flow : this is 
spirit is continually sad because of 
trong , with sufficient forcé to undo 
If it is 
Great suffering can alter 
gives suffering or joy , according to 
because of which it can be said that 
Love reveáis subtleties to me , which 
If you feel in 
now that a man may well die of love ; 
entor ; for the greater part attracts 
ut ( themselves ) being in love , and 
by many people for praising so highly 
have now broken the thread which held 
eing the divine light , realized that 
Show me 
I am not like 
I take no pleasure in the company of 
as the dead one retains the pledge of 
re in the body or the soul ; and when 
than brute appetite , and if you see 
hat it will be sufficient to preserve 
Its quantity has no certain measure : 
Lily among thorns : believe 
If I compare myself to 
ry extreme leads to its opposite : to 
if Love ever brought pleasure , I am 
Like 
Like 
0 you foolishly , since you only help 
it , my suffering , increases : like 
Who is 
Like 
Then what is the state of 
1 pain from their wounds according to 
Leaving aside 
struggle to be alone , pouring forth 
Just as 
I am like 
) desire which in me has no limit is 
You are the good which is 
s own course , and no one knows where 
the one who loved it except grief at 
, the great pleasure which exists in 
: Saint John announced the coming of 
{ all ) the world greater pleasure of 
which , ( when ) they extract it from 
I see 
show less pity than it has for me at 
tant from me ; hotter than the sun in 
at I think and all that my eye sees / 
y men have lost , and I suffer more , 
who she is , what she is worth ; and 
and the more pleasure it brings me , 
e sees , the more beautiful it is and 
winds abandons its great strength to 
let my being return to nothingness , 
h is the great evil ? One cannot feel 
d times a day I pray God for what for 
the great secrets which it.hides from 
is ) mixed with sadness , for this is 
eyond their confines ; I believe that 
he who pleases the devil should take 
ger and more powerful Love is in me , 
who changes colour from one moment to 
ife , and I fear everlasting death in 
; do not delay long in wishing me in 
My great suffering does not follow 
s will help them , with their friends 
, Love , whom God has allowed to make 
es flesh , soul seeks its like : from 
u to blame , for I confess that I am 
On 
oving little if he remains alive when 
shing faults , he would find me to be 
has recovered his strength to destroy 
the hour will not delay , for it is already la 
the humours disagree ; from time to time their 
the ignorant : ignorance is the enemy of Love 
the ignorant man is not so dim that he will no 
the ignorant one sees that the sick man has no 
The impulses which come from nature are contai 
the infinite damnation which I fear ; and natu 
the injury of my lost delight , s o great is t 
the Innocent One for the good of all men was p 
the insufficient antidote whose power is canee 
the joys of Paradise ; another example of this 
the jucigement of all things : it is the sure g 
the just { man ) , was oppressed by fear of Go 
the key which opens the gates of Heaven for us 
the kind of dress it has adopted , ( and ) whi 
The King of Cyprus , imprisoned by a heretic , 
the knots which Love can tie 
the latter , cancel my spirit , let my being r 
the law and make a heart composed of steel and 
the law of the place where it has thrust out i 
the laws are a single one 
the learned do not succeed in mastering , and 
the least offended by such behaviour , you are 
the least you can do is believe with all your 
the lesser and finds the way which leads to hi 
the liar is believed as much as lie wishes ; a 
the life of sadness , but I who have seen its 
the life of you who have left this world , as 
the light of the world was false , despising e 
the light of true hope , not that vain hope wh 
the little page who seeks a master who will tr 
the living 
the living 
the loved one dies , love lasts for as long as 
the lover ( burn ) in the fire , he will not b 
the lover from both hope and fear ; in such pr 
the lover is greater or lesser in someone else 
the lover who is dumb and him who changes coló 
the majority of people , it is true that I fin 
the ( man of ) humble condition no insult seem 
the man who can bear witness to it 
the man who desires food to satisfy his danger 
the man who finds himself cióse to death , whe 
the man who helps himself , and you cannot fai 
the man who is condemned to death , and has kn 
the man who strives against it ? For the will 
the man who takes pleasure in dreams and his p 
The man who , tormented by such suffering , wo 
the man who travels in that direction ? I beg 
the manner in which they are struck 
the manner of the troubadours , who , carried 
the marvellous effect which had been hidden by 
the master detests his servant ( so much ) tha 
the master whose ship lies cióse to shore and 
the means by which my suffering is increased : 
the measure of all other goods , and he who do 
the médium lies 
the memory of pleasure ; when this fails , lo 
the mere intention of him who is a true lover 
the Messiah 
the mind than to think of the person one loves 
the mine , is mixed with other base metáis , a 
the mistral and the west wind take up arras aga 
the moment 
the month of June , my frail heart burns witho 
the more beautiful it is and the more pleasure 
the more I excel them in love 
the more I find ( in her ) , the worse it is f 
the more I find it makes me suffer , for good 
the more pleasure it brings me , the more I fi 
the more powerful one , two great desires have 
the more so if she is in such a place because 
the mortal injury ; he whom death never tempte 
The Mosaic law was not good in itself ( one co 
the most part lies with you : that you may hav 
the most subtle , and my clear day is dark nig 
the most terrible condition of all those which 
the motive ( for my suffering ) passes through 
the ñame of him with whom he conforms 
the nearer to me I feel his pleasure come ; if 
the next , and the timid man when he thinks of 
the next world 
the next world , ( and ) therefore take my spi 
the normal course ; all suffering is conquered 
the north-east and the south , humbly begging 
the oíd man act like a child , and ( because o 
the one and the other is born an illegitimate 
the one at fault ; I have judged you with an e 
the one hand , it gives me great happiness ; o 
the one he loves is dead ; or he should at lea 
the one'phoenix among the best ; for I alone r 
the one who has injured him , so I must go awa 
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en the body dies , nothing is left to 
Let me not be 
according to which of them dominates 
I come to die , since it is not like 
vil , of which he always feels one or 
wn account and , having achieved it , 
tack it equally , one from the east , 
oul seeks its like : from the one and 
of which follow nature : one dies and 
But 
nd , it gives me great happiness ; on 
hough without it man does not achieve 
appease it until he has chosen one or 
neither is humble and simple towards 
, since they are the path and way to 
The sea will boil like a pot in 
more bitter than gall , for I suffer 
uld not be living in doubt ! Men fear 
Thus , if a man does not feel 
In the same way , 
but if I consider 'any ( lover ) from 
By such arrows , many were killed in 
his past pleasures , so that he makes 
What in 
I am no lover of the present , but of 
e abundance of these , since they are 
ngage my imagination in contemplating 
pleasure of the mind than to think of 
I am like 
Who would be equal to mourning 
body ; I feel joy as great as that of 
and he is in danger at sea , and sees 
ring or joy , according to the law of 
Grief stifles my opinions : 
, ceases to love , but , remembering 
A lukewarm desire hinders 
puré thoughts / and thus I experience 
earer the understanding , the greater 
ether and let me feel a tiny spark of 
When my thoughts show me 
s for as long as the dead one retains 
llous effect which had been hidden by 
eve its own pleasure , which it lacks 
I pray your Son not to consider where 
see if there has been such a case in 
ur death whenever I feel content with 
I am no lover of 
nother end is achieved , according tb 
tity of love has no hope of lasting , 
in that which is inclined to vices ; 
he world ñor God helps me to root out 
asure in death , since I do not avoid 
Love of evil and ignorance of good is 
and Love , who has caused it , knows 
e sure of it ; although you show that 
Just as the wind , depending on 
gold , leaving it puré , and scatters 
he goes beyond what nature decrees , 
y desire , and he will easily observe 
hole operation is worthy of man , and 
íght save my soul , and you know that 
e him for his own sake , not refusing 
hat it will come sooner or later , if 
My deeds of love are like 
earth 's surface , or on mud , or on 
error , as long as he does not break 
pleasure is found in the thoughts of 
or which I am sad , I am content with 
love is not long in declining : when 
yself refreshed in his fire , just as 
ertain that she had been placed among 
Just as 
shuts you in the cupboard cannot open 
's torments make Fear and Trust share 
At one and 
because of its composition , loves in 
In 
e is full of triáis ; it is placed in 
ve were a rational substance and held 
martyrs ( who are )-not as clever as 
sires , making dangerous paths across 
As 
Just as all rivers run to 
secret hiding-places : escaping from 
and accuse myself for no reason ; and 
Human beings feel that many of 
the one who loved it except grief at the memor 
the only one in your disfavour ! With hands jo 
the other 
the other and is ( much ) greater 
the other , and whichever he loses lie later r 
the other bears its imprint 
The other desire exceeds human nature ; its su 
the other from the west , and ( this ) lasts u 
the other is born an illegitimate child , cont 
the other lasts for ever , the third is that w 
the other love , that of puré friendship , its 
the other , my life is full of triáis ; it is 
Saint John announced the coming of 
so it has happened to me in loving 
they conflict and take up arms aga 
the other 
the other 
the other 
the others 
the oven , chancing its colour and natural sta 
The pain of death is much more than feared , a 
the pain of longing and see no way of hoping f 
the pains of Hell more than they appreciate th 
the pains of love , his passion cannot last : 
the passions of the soul go through very diffe 
the past and what Love can do in a place which 
the past ; now Love has no more with which to 
the past present for him ; but when the friend 
the past was tangled and confused has gone : t 
the past , which is nothing and ( is ) finishe 
the path and way to the others 
The patient cannot describe his illness , weak 
the person I love , who she is , what she is w 
the person one loves , and whoever attains to 
the philosopher who , in order to rise to the 
the pious injury which conies from Death ? O c 
the pious man in church 
the place where he could take refuge and by mi 
the place where it has thrust out its deep roo 
The place where lies the great suffering I exp 
the place where they used to dwell is no longe 
The place where you are will make me change my 
the pleasure , he is left with pain 
the pleasure of love ; extremes have the appea 
the pleasure which never grows tired , so that 
the pleasure which one receives through it , a 
the pleasure which the good man enjoys in you 
the pleasures of the body , I feel sorrow , si 
the pledge of the living 
the power of contraríes ? Sweet and bitter at 
the power to obtain , for it is entirely false 
the prayers come from , but where they are goi 
the present age or iri times past ! Pity me , t 
the present ; and if I feel sad because of som 
the present , but of the past , which is nothi 
the process one may understand 
the quality of good love never tires 
the quantity of love has no hope of lasting , 
the reason for which I am sad , I am content w 
the reason for which it comes to me 
the reason men do not know you 
the reason which drives me to such suffering 
the reason why Love is unequal is well conceal 
the región through which it has passed , sends 
the rest in smoke 
the result is false and inconstant desire 
the results in me ; my love has not been kille 
the reverse disturbs man 's nature and he does 
the reverse may happen to me 
the reward lie may give , willingly abandon my 
the road is not closed to me by death 
the Romans* ( deeds ) , which were greater tha 
the rough mountain 
the rules , and if he goes beyond what nature 
the sad man , and if people have seen in me gr 
the sadness I wear ; I feel joy , while I am i 
the saint fails ., his feast day. lapses 
the saint ( who is ) burning in God finds comf 
the saints , I should not want her to be prote 
the saints , seeing the divine light , realize 
the same door 
the same lodgings ; there is not the slightest 
the same time , I found myself disinclined and 
the same way as a wolf or a fox ; for their po 
the same way., the passions of the soul go thr 
the scales with death , afraid that fear will 
the sceptre of majesty / rewarding good and pu 
the scholars who have no knowledge of such. thi 
the sea 
the sea complains deeply and cries out when tw 
the sea , so all ends enter-into you 
the sea where they were born and bred , they w 
The sea will boil like a pot in the oven , cha 
the second is the terrible refusal you give me 
the secrets which God keeps in store are unatt 
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XLVI 19 ; the great fear will bring to light the 
XVIII 9 My flesh does not feel that desire of the 
CV 186 es not warm me , for the slow cold of the 
LXXXII 1 When it pleases God that the 
LXVI 25 ive me deceitful confidence ! Just as the 
III 11 surface ; the ignorant one sees that the 
I 31 is doubled after a little rest , like the 
XCIV 74 The 
LXIII 9 The 
II 3 ( as safe as ) a castle ; seeing that the 
LIV 43 haré the same lodgings ; there is not the 
LXXXIX 51 such jealousy ; I am not afraid that the 
CV 186 ic , but Faith does not warm me , for the 
XCII 83 it is entirely false , and this vexes the 
XCIV 23 one instant actions are performed by the 
XCII 213 nt to which they share in the body or the 
XCII 4 6 lly lasts , since it greatly concerns the 
XCII 199 own desires the appearance of filth ; the 
XCII 210 Those pleasures which come to the 
XVIII 35 is the soul 's prison and as long as the 
XCII 81 n itself desires its pleasure ; later the 
XCIV 21 In the same way , the passions of the 
XCII 91 ately that , in the body 's actions , the 
CV 96 : I beg you give light to the eyes of the 
XVIII 32 As God removed the 
XCII 92 t obstacle ; and , in contemplation , the 
XCIV 4 2 When appetite follows the 
XVIII 34 ee divine mysteries ( for the body is the 
XCII 86 The body is so united with the 
CV 69 The 
XIII 6 let me walk among tombs , guestioning the 
XLVI 5 with their friends the north-east and the 
III 7 . Help me within the 
XCIV 127 I love and fear with honest shame the 
XCVII 29 and makes the flesh rot in the tomb ! The 
CXIV 51 ns the body gives me pleasure , since the 
XCII 182 The 
XXIII 14 ngs to the body but does not share in the 
XVIII 30 ish , choosing those which arise from the 
CV 189 The 
LXXXIX 1 The wounded deer does not long , for the 
CV 219 weet tears of weeping ? Contrition is the 
CV 72 Then what is the 
CV 168 f the strong lion will fear much less the 
XCII 217 as gone : the grain is no longer with the 
CV 135 Since I know you , give me the 
CV 209 Give me the 
LXXIX 2 rground , your bodies bleeding , from the 
CV 167 he who is not afraid of the claws of the 
LXIII 45 The 
XXIII 11 of your body ; he does not know it as the 
II 22 , and , once you ha ve known me , all the 
II 27 more ) distant from me ; hotter than the 
IV 36 s the judgement of all things : it is the 
III 10 ightly when the heat does not come to the 
CV 218 h , when shall I water my cheeks with the 
CV 52 Id in me that I find virtue bitter to the 
LXIII 25 r misfortune , anyone who experiences the 
XCIV 73 abit , so that I may never again know the 
XCII 26 ffering my soul is involved , so that the 
XIX 19 elf for no reason ; and the second is the 
XXIII 12 olour , yes , but he knows nothing of the 
CV 29 But I remember that you rewarded the 
LXXIII 59 e dies and the other lasts for ever , the 
XXXIX 10 t one-of supreme pleasure is found in the 
XCII 2 which never pardoned have now broken the 
I 28 ls which drive me out of my mind when the 
XCII 115 ; and if some day they were to pass , the 
XXXIX 17 The 
XCIV 15 rom which it takes its form , most of the 
LXVIII 14 to him , except mourn the goodness of the 
LXIII 1 n their hands ! Who will give me back the 
XIX 4 3 our from one moment to the next , and the 
XCVII 28 away youth and make's the flesh rot in the 
III 12 nks him well , since he is healthy to the 
XLVI 6 h-east and the south , humbly begging the 
XXIII 1 Leaving aside the manner of the 
CV 117 Those philosophers who placed the 
XXIII 2 no , carried away by passion , exceed the 
XCII 201 which does not make it clear which of the 
XCII 55 desire , which makes its way between the 
XCVII 30 spirit , full of fear , flies off to the 
IV 39 the deed is performed , acknowledges the 
IV 53 ' The clearer the 
IV 25 The 
IV 33 It is the 
LXXIX 4 4 s his understanding has no rest , for the 
XXIII 33 The government of the 
CV 168 lion will fear much less the sting of the 
XCII 219 erience , I think , is of any valué ; the 
XXIII 34 Venetians is not as well-ordered as ( the 
IV 4 8 ary act of good , and you do not know the 
secrets which will never be revealed to th 
senses , and my spirit covets works of lov 
senses puts ( it ) out , since I leave all 
ship should perish , he breaks anchors and 
sick man clings to life because his ailmen 
sick man has no fever and thinks him well 
sick man who , for one pleasant mouthful , 
signs of love which men feel in such a sit 
sinner suffers God ' s anger when in this w 
sky is quite clear and fine , lie firmiy b 
slightest doubt that there will be a great 
slightest hair on your body will act again 
slow cold of the senses puts ( it ) out , 
soul 
soul and immediately the cause is in the b 
soul ; and when the loved one dies , love 
soul , but it fails in time , since it doe 
soul by itself wishes its clothing { to be 
soul by way of the body are the compound a 
soul dwells in it , it is in darkness ) , 
soul feels it and wants to achieve its own 
soul go through very different or contrary 
soul is no great obstacle ; and , in conté 
soul ! My will is quite contrary to your o 
soul of Saint Paul from his body so that h 
soul rests in such a way that the body , w 
soul 's part , man goes straight , followi 
soul 's prison and as long as the soul dwe 
soul that no action in man can ever be cal 
soul , which was chosen to contémplate God 
souls of the damned ; and they will reply 
south , humbly begging the tramontana to b 
space of an hour , for my symptoms show th 
spirit alone of her whom God forgive , and 
spirit , full of fear , flies off to the u 
spirit has no part in it 
spirit uves 
spirit , the coarse man knows well 
spirit , which never tires , but multiplie 
spiritual part of me is ready , but I draw 
spring as much as I ( long ) to be in your 
spring from which they flow : this is the 
state of the man who travels in that direc 
sting of the wasp 
straw ; no other experience , I think , is 
strength to love you ! Let love overeóme 
strength to take vengeance upon myself 
stroke of Love , and all those who , with 
strong lion will fear much less the sting 
stronger and more powerful Love is in me , 
subtle man does : the colour , yes , but h 
suffering I have felt because of you will 
sun in the month of June , my frail heart 
sure guide of the will 
surface ; the ignorant one sees that the s 
sweet tears of weeping ? Contrition is the 
taste 
taste of good cannot be said to be altoget 
taste of joy 
tears and lamentations of both are never s 
terrible refusal you give me if I court yo 
texture 
thief ( as far as one can see , his works 
third is that which looks to false appetit 
thoughts of the sad man , and if people ha 
thread which held the life of you who have 
time comes for me to leave behind former p 
time for this to begin has now arrived 
time is near when I shall live like a herm 
time it gives me sterile grief and occasio 
time now lost ? Seeing clearly that he has 
time of my suffering and take away my libe 
timid man when he thinks of Love ; as for 
tomb ! The spirit , full of fear , flies o 
touch 
tramontana to blow favourably on them , th 
troubadours , who , carried away by passio 
true end in oneself are seen { to be ) in 
truth , and restraining my own amorous des 
two has the greater share in it ; each see 
two , is found to have no sure road ; it t 
uncertain place , afraid of eternal damnat 
understanding as master , and , though it 
understanding , the greater the pleasure w 
understanding was not slow to speak , and 
understanding which conquers sensuality ; 
understanding worships only truth 
Venetians is not as well-ordered as ( the 
wasp 
way has been cleared by Death 
way in which ) your intelligence rules ove 
way to this good 
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er part attracts- the lesser and finds 
rom you , my beloved : displeasure is 
I may think only of you and may find 
o finds himself cióse to death , when 
nd I do not try hafd enough : such is 
, one from the east , the other from 
I see the mistral and 
fails , except ( for love ) of self ; 
mplaining , comforts him more than if 
Thus 
Like the bull who goes off into 
all things : it is the sure guide of 
es no subtlety / for outside yourself 
ers a different end has no rest , for 
the man who strives against it ? For 
Just as 
It often happens that 
est , and ( this ) lasts until one of 
ike a child , and ( because of whom } 
akes me vomit ; great lovers who lost 
Those from whom Death has taken away 
e him with some pleasure , he is like 
whose temper no lover knows ; this is 
s broken his bow : I announce this to 
ath , ñor do I feel grief at losing , 
s not to think of anything to do with 
rough false opinión , thinking I lose 
ould at least live in retirement from 
If 
e signs , if he is ill , no doctor in 
and I desire nothing of myself or of 
throw away all the cross pleasures of 
way the anguish of seeing myself lose 
do not want God to help me by making 
There is in ( all ) 
Man could not live in 
with yours ; and , since I know that 
air that brings a mortal plague into 
Since neither 
longing for those friends lie had in 
eving my desires , I shall go through 
as made me come to >this : that I lose 
ne light , realized that the light of 
is change in me ; there is nothing in 
Many have left 
so , that I think I am that person ; 
uld act without hindrance , no eye in 
itter limits , and if I see before me 
: when love is very oíd , absence is 
th ; and the more I find ( in her") , 
than know you ( by reason ) , so that 
ummer when the heat comes ; despising 
since she whom I love has no pity for 
, I suffer so mugh in recovering from 
{ deeds which were greater than 
, since they do not try to tempt me ; 
n natures , ñor is it entirely beyond 
in believing me , feel no remorse in 
e no one but me to accompany thera in 
se who do not achieve great love : in 
And you see that Death puts an end to 
; times and places point to her with 
ntraries ? Sweet and bitter at once , 
t is confined to arrows of lead , and 
outh-west winds will help them , with 
ent fail ; fortune and Chance disturb 
ves around the fire and I can join in 
ope and fear show him from a distance 
ng anything , following the advice of 
pheaval : and woe to those who are in 
tal enemies ; both rich and poor feel 
ings ) feel great delight and make it 
e confused in me are shown clearly by 
the same way as a wolf or a fox ; for 
humours disagree ; from time to time 
ody ; it is bbrn of them and performs 
er my heart , and neither rests , and 
e stricken are made to feel pain from 
ience good , if hope does not flatter 
e ( for my suffering ) passes through 
sufferings which bring pleasures with 
and many more who have never heard of 
Love dealt 
the way which leads to his true end ; and when 
the way which leads to not-loving , but not a 
the way which leads towards you ; do this , Lo 
the weather is bad and he is in danger at sea 
the weight of my terrible sins ; before death 
the west , and ( this ) lasts until one of the 
the west wind take up arms against them ; but 
the whole world is overrun by envy ; no man wa 
the whole world pitied him 
the wholly human end gives no rest or term to 
the wilderness when lie is beaten by another o 
the will 
the will does not rest 
the will does not rest in any other thing ; al 
the will , through which the deed is performed 
the wind , depending on the región through whi 
the wind is capricious ; so much so , that he 
the winds abandons its great strength to the m 
The wise man has no advantage { over the fool 
the wise man may not consider himself blameles 
the woman they loved are like me in part , but 
the woman they loved will be able to judge par 
the woman with her child , who , if it cries a 
the work of Love , who wishes me to see his gr 
the world 
the world 
the world 
the world and all that is { in it 
the world and be known only as a hermit 
the world can contain perfect good / through m 
the world can cure him , unless he is from Spa 
The world cannot show less pity than it has fo 
the world except that God may set her in Heave 
the world , firmly believing that my supreme j 
the world , for as long as I grieve ( for it ) 
the world give me anything , of its own , sinc 
the world greater pleasure of the mind than to 
the world if it were cleansed of evil humours 
The world is at peace and I alone at war , sin 
the world is of no profit to me , give me stre 
the world ; it would be better to have no eyes 
the world ñor God helps me to root out the rea 
the world , not having been for a long , time 
the world proclaiming your pride 
the world through being unable to love ; and p 
the world was false / despising earthly glory 
the world { which is ) the equivalent of hopin 
the world without losing anything , following 
the world would be a great marvel if I were no 
the world would be impaired ; but it is like t 
the worm of absence , and ( see ) comfort stru 
the worm that devours it , unless constancy st 
the worse it is for my thoughts , which lead m 
the worse part will remain to me ; lie knows o 
the worth of his former master and taking a di 
the wound she has caused 
the wound that I search for poisons so that co 
The wounded deer does not long , for the sprin 
The wounds of Love are of three kinds , and th 
the written accounts tell ; those who dwell in 
their 23 
their cause is a dead letter as far as I am co 
their confines ; I believe that the motive ( f 
their consciences 
their continual lament 
their desire , they do not take pleasure in lo 
their desires ; ( but ) she cannot end what is 
their fingers , according to whether suffering 
their flavour is not sepárate ; while she was 
their forcé is not sufficient to- draw blood 
their friends the north-east and the south , h 
their functioning 
their gantes ,. walk over snow , with naked feet 
their good or evil , of which he always feels 
their good reason ; and I leave it through fal 
their hands ! Who will give me back the time o 
their harsh evils , and each of them with { hi 
their occupation to understand you , since des 
their outward behaviour : my flesh suffers , s 
their power to love ís limited ,. since it is n 
their power varies : in a single day , melanch 
their sepárate actions 
their work can only be interrupted by that whi 
their wounds according to the manner in which 
26 them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them an incurable wound Death separated them 
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es with soul and body ; it is born of them 
habitation , ( and } by chance one of them 
n a fine branch , wnose desire covets them 
nd the west wind take up arms against them 
rm good or evil according to which of them 
rn to loathing , and you are tired of them 
o are in love follow me , let some of them 
res which follow nature , and each of them 
but my will decides to follow one of them 
and I suffer more , the more I excel them 
they have no one but me to accompany them 
an incurable wound ; Death separated them 
o the difference which exists between them 
see his great treasures ; he reveáis them 
they are quite distinct , and I feel them 
d you , and you hav.e done no less for them 
the tramontana to blow favourably on them 
e complete , it will be necessary for them 
m : it is right that she should bring them 
feel their harsh evils , and each of them 
e east and south-west winds will help them 
and performs their sepárate actions 
appears and reminds him of his past pleas 
both equally , and who will not appease i 
; but the east and south-west winds will 
dominates the other 
: every day you are made aware of this 
follow me in laughter , some in tears , f 
guides man naturally ; when they act toge 
; I proclaim my intention to you : to lov 
in love 
in their continual lament 
: it is right that she should bring them 
on earth 
only to me 
separately , as if they were visible 
than I ask of you ; and so I beg you to e 
, that all five may bring about my return 
to tell me there that it has pleased you 
together 
with ( his ) proud ways 
, with their friends the north-east and t 
99 
theme 1 
e any remedy : rather have I taken my theme from sadness 
LXXIII 11 leave it behind , and always think of 
XCIV 8 ings other than those which happen to 
XLVI 13 ish great and small will rush to save 
LXVIII 18 ime of storm , when most people enjoy 
LXXVII 21 ee many men who are loved , without ( 
XCIV 55 es in confusión , just as the desires 
XCII 138 ience her taste may say this , or who 
XVIII 15 erent from the gaze of those who show 
themselves 8 
themselves 
themselves 
themselves and will search for secret hiding-p 
themselves around the fire and I can join in t 
themselves ) being in love , and the liar is b 
themselves lay mixed together ; but since her 
themselves or through others sample her great 
themselves to be sensual lovers , unworthy of 
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If this is so why 
, I wanted to love her spirit alone : 
I do not feel my flesh ; 
It has already happened : 
eturned to the arms of ufe , but had 
ty me if I deserve to be pitied and 
cause of you will not go unrewarded ; 
sent age or in times past ! Pity me , 
Then 15 
Then all those things will be beneath me which 
then , did you créate me , since your knowledg 
Then , evil here and evil afterwards , without 
Then help me , Lord , with the fire of faith , 
then , how much more so , now that nothing hin 
then it is impossible for it to love , since t 
then it is no great wonder that my feelings re 
then paid my account to death , so that now I 
Then people will not need to have faith in wha 
then see if there has been such a case in the 
Then what is the state of the man who travels 
Then what will he do , since no other good rem 
Then , what wonder I love it ? And nothing con 
then you will see the flames of love increase 
then , your fellow-man , who suffers this plea 
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imagination and no other good dwells 
t a single step of mine will be found 
where they used to dwell is no longer 
Hell , where time is of no account , 
hether suffering or pleasure occurred 
rgive those who will not believe me : 
ring or pleasure occurred there ; and 
is in mind : that , without sadness , 
nd hope are dead , and in nothingness 
at , because of your meagre favours , 
back since someone else brought him ( 
o suffering ; like the hermit in whom 
eserve to be pitied , and then see if 
In every love 
ible crown should not be placed where 
, you will come to the extremity , if 
ing makes me sad , still less happy ; 
God cannot give me anything in which 
hat all men may go about bareheaded ; 
desires which mingle with the good ; 
what use there is to me in delaying ; 
r and Trust share the same lodgings ; 
ases Love to make this change in me ; 
e most ready ; I do not know what use 
0 God ! why is 
will be necessary for them to tell me 
If it is 
the clear day were dark , ( and that 
ved ; and if I must end my last day , 
there is not the slightest doubt that 
e ? No one can forcé such a passion 
aise him to a higher level than man 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
There 
there 
There 
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35 
all that the feelings fear is manifest 
; and there are some which recall her to 
are few who believe things other than th 
are many on earth who have not understoo 
are some which recall her to me in sadne 
are three parts towards which my desires 
are two desires which follow nature , an 
can be no great joy 
can be no hope ; whatever belongs to the 
dies an innocent man and a martyr to lov 
) , for he would not have come such a wa 
grows no longing for those friends lie h 
has been such a case in the present age 
is a lover and a beloved ; so , once the 
is a miracle 
is any place where Love may take root in 
is in ( all ) the world greater pleasure 
is no colour left , white or black : for 
is no dissatisfaction ; I scatter all my 
is no need to build castles to take refu 
is no need to punish me , since they do 
is no rest for a man who is to no on a j 
is not the slightest doubt that there wi 
is nothing in the world ( which is ) the 
is nothing on earth sufficient to dissua 
is to me in delaying ; there is no rest 
no limit to love , that I might have com 
that it has pleased you to shed tears at 
, they are not as before the event ; it 
were ) howls and tears instead of songs 
will also be an end to good loving 
will be a great upheaval : and woe to th 
therefore 4 
therefore I do not complain if anyone does not 
therefore it is very right that he who pleases 
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find that pleasure is mixed with it ; 
ishing me in the next world , ( and ) 
This kind of love avoids 
etal which is called silver : each of 
urning winter , summer without heat : 
My ) passions kept all 
Each of 
ps in store are unattainable , though 
the desire which arises entirely from 
en as they are , give me abundance of 
, and hope , which passes through all 
All who understand ( 
But the conflict is so small when 
h of them guides man naturally ; when 
My will combines with my reason and 
Men fear the pains of Hell more than 
iscordant parts sing in harmony , now 
tremble ; charity will not fail me if 
fear rather than love ; but , even as 
ere the prayers come from , but where 
) , have pursued it , but , though ( 
and fear love 's suffering , and when 
s of the body , I feel sorrow , since 
If it is there / 
ixed together ; but since her death , 
hing for those desires which , ( once 
unds according to the manner in which 
e reluctant to imagine my condition ; 
, give me abundance of these , since 
( tears ) come from attrition , since 
hich my desires mount , and similarly 
ee within , will be sad at heart when 
me , since , between good and evil , 
lieve it ; and those who see you , if 
humble and simple towards the other : 
d in mastering , and , when I speak , 
chieve great love : in their desire , 
there is no need to punish me , since 
do not take pleasure in love , ñor do 
Ise , despising earthly glory because 
Like gold which , ( when ) 
? Contrition is the spring from which 
ts which kept me from you die , since 
he damned ; and they will reply , for 
ng , and when they are in suffering , 
mit ; great lovers who lost the woman 
m whom Death has taken away" the woman 
r a long time and ,takes courage , and 
naturally ; when they act together , 
my own eyes desire its evils , since 
, though ( when they were ) free , ( 
stiffer , and will not go away unless 
All my friends may pity me when 
nd , according to the extent to which 
similarly they arise in three ways ; 
stifles my opinions : the place where 
-places : escaping from the sea where 
they are compelled to / though ( when 
ve decreased at all, ; and if some day 
, and I feel them separately , as if 
thoughts , since in ( your ) service 
e sea where they were born and bred , 
to those who have not seen you , for 
tioning the souls of the damned ; and 
le goods into the deep sea , thinking 
But I remember that you rewarded the 
ne , which makes my tender flesh grow 
r the will does not rest in any other 
I avoid all pleasure as a hostile 
pels me and seems to me an abominable 
fering decreases , faith is the first 
cholars who have no knowledge of such 
ts , I take no pleasure in unfamiliar 
O Death , who are envious of all good 
Our spirit considers only good 
All who understand ( these 
therefore m suffering will endure , since it h 
therefore take my spirit where her own resides 
These 13 
These arrows are of gold and lead , and of a m 
these conflicts , since its extent does not re 
these conveys its ( own ) feeling , according 
these dangers will give me a poor reward 
These days his sport is confined to arrows of 
These desires disturb honest love in me , sinc 
these desires in confusión , just as the desir 
these desires takes its own course , and no on 
these have been revealed to many martyrs ( who 
these ( senses } dies ; anyone who is in such 
these , since they are the path and way to the 
these stages , are sources of delight to me , 
these things ) feel great delight and make it 
they 54 
they act separately that , in the body 's acti 
they act together , they perform good or evil 
they agree , pursuing quality , performing suc 
they appreciate the joys of Paradise ; another 
they are compelled to , though ( when they wer 
they are firm , and if I pray to you for my fl 
they are , give me abundance of these , since 
they are going to 
they are ) hungry , are obliged to go on suffe 
they are in suffering , they long to leave it 
they are lost beyond recall 
they are not as before the event ; it is chang 
they are quite distinct , and I feel them sepa 
They are reluctant to imagine my condition ; t 
they are ) satisfied , cause Love to diminish 
they are struck 
they are terrified of me , as of a dead man 
they are the path and way to the others 
they arise from fear rather than love ; but , 
they arise in three ways ; they take different 
they believe me 
they blind my thoughts 
they cannot see within , will be sad at heart 
they conflict and take up arms against one ano 
they deny my words , giving to understand that 
they do not take pleasure in love , ñor do the 
they do not try to tempt me ; their cause is a 
they experience good , if hope does not flatte 
they experienced a greater one , so I feel seo 
they extract it from the mine , is mixed with 
they flow : this is the key which opens the ga 
they have half killed me and taken away my lif 
they have no one but me to accompany them in 
they long to leave it behind , and always thin 
they loved are like me in part , but are not a 
they loved will be able to judge part of my su 
they make him think he will be reprieved , and 
they perform good or evil according to which o 
they promise pleasure 
they pulled ) against one another 
they reject both love and grief ; and I go thr 
they see my suffering ; let my false companion 
they share in the body or the soul ; and when 
they take different courses from one another , 
they used to dwell is no longer there 
they were born and bred , they will leap on to 
they were ) free , { they pulled ) against one 
they were to pass , the time for this to begin 
they were visible 
they will be firm ; Love likes to be waited on 
they will leap on to dry land as a last resort 
they will not believe it ; and those who see y 
they will reply , for they have no one but me 
they would hinder his understanding 
thief 1 
thief ( as far as one can see his works were 
thin 
thin 
1 
brings me suffering ; and I carry in my 
thing 4. 
thing ; all men feel this , and it requires no 
thing , for one small good among great ills br 
thing ; if I mix any pleasure with my sufferin 
thing to return , but firm knowledge is not wi 
things 12 
things 
things 
things , and in such purpose are assisted by F 
things and virtues when it acts entirely in ac 
things ) feel great delight and make it their 
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d , to cut short my life before worse 
eat subtlety : in performing all good 
, in it resides the judgement of all 
, for a man does not perform pleasant 
elieve me : there are few who believe 
Then all those 
I look on all 
II 
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CV 
CV 
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and takes courage 
ifferent person 
All that I 
When I reflect that the dead do not 
not myself , is to blame for this ; 
and they make him 
so much so , that I 
As long as I do not 
I 
And do not 
h the straw ; no other experience , I 
n , now separated for ever , I cannot 
are gathered within me , so as not to 
hall I do , who swim in sins ? When I 
ttle that no tears wet my face when I 
Now you can tell me what you 
s the evil which we feel , whereas we 
greater pleasure of the mind than to 
long to leave it behind , and always 
My final good : I 
I desire this so that I may 
hes and covers me completely , when I 
And it hurts me to 
to renounce all pleasure : ñor can I 
Let no one 
, and I am an enemy to myself when I 
nd I leave it through false opinión , 
that he loses all sense of himself in 
ess to my body , my wit is doubled by 
I Spend my whole time 
ed me , • for I defended myself badly , 
perishable goods into the deep sea , 
es that the sick man has no fever and 
whose ship lies cióse to shore and he 
, is found to have no sure road ; it 
the next , and the timid man when he 
Lack of sleep brings 
es and the other lasts for ever , the 
hem : every day you are made aware of 
t long : the experienced man confirms 
, wellrestrained , sheds no tears at 
ach you , and your arms are a sign of 
n that the greatest good derives from 
Much more than 
y eyes have made a full confession of 
er that my feelings remain in hope of 
est in any other thing ; all men feel 
t slow to speak , and utterly refuted 
effort , and I do not apply myself to 
ing her again , unless I soon abandon 
ng ) to be in your presence ; only by 
as much as I would , and I wish to do 
unds of Love are of three kinds , and 
ng as we are alive , I do not believe 
ures in one ; it pleases Love to make 
my nature to desire such a state ; ( 
h a state feels a strange grief , but 
ief at the memory of pleasure ; when 
my life , or { else ) to instil in me 
is condemned to death , and has known 
on one loves , and .whoever attains to 
good , and you do not know the way to 
I desire what may cost me dear , and 
{ other ) evils : I have experienced 
is delights ; every lover should bear 
es : rather I pray God that I may die 
ore ; I do not consent to escape from 
are seen { to be ) in disagreement : 
death is much more than feared , and 
If 
joys of Paradise ; another example of 
not having found a place to suit me ; 
h you show yourself ( to be ) angry , 
is the spring from which they flow : 
things happen to me ; I live in pain , leading 
things , indolence sleeps in you ; you are no 
things : it is the sure guide of the will 
things on his own ; I do not fear Death , whom 
things other than those which happen to themse 
things will be beneath me which at present wei 
things with an equal countenance : nothing mak 
think 24 
think and all that my eye sees , the more beau 
think at all of tile living , and the grief wh 
think badly of him , since he conceals from yo 
think he will be reprieved , and put him to de 
think I am that person ; the world would be a 
think , I find some rest , but my spirit is co 
think I shall be reproached by many people for 
think I was so foolish as not to see your grea 
think , is of any valué ; the way has been ele 
think my grief will ever know moderation : I d 
think of anything to do with the world 
think of Hell , where time is of no account , 
think of her life and death ; I live in sadnes 
think of my situation ! ) Sleeping , { and ) w 
think of Paradise without feeling it 
think of the person one loves , and whoever at 
think of themselves 
think of your death whenever I feel content wi 
think only of you and may find the way which 1 
think that Death has taken away our love 
think that I ever offended her , and I should 
think that I might feel pleasure again 
think that I spin out my words , and that I ex 
think to be a friend 
thinking 6 
thinking I lose the world and all that is ( in 
thinking of her 
thinking of love ; the fat body which is given 
thinking of my misfortunes , and am at case in 
thinking the day itself would protect me 
thinking they would hinder his understanding 
thinks 4 
thinks him well , since he is healthy to the t 
thinks it ( as safe as ) a castle ; seeing tha 
thinks it will find haven on a deserted beach 
thinks of Love ; as for the bold lover , may h 
thinness 1 
thinness to my body , my wit is doubled by thi 
third 1 • 
third is that which looks to false appetite 
this 
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this 
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this 
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91 
, all love repels me and seems to me an a 
, and all my senses have joined in ; I su 
; and if it were certain that she had bee 
, and it requires no subtlety , for outsi 
argument , saying that the body , because 
( as I should ) ; and now , entirely over 
belief , may my soul not remain in my bod 
bridge can I cross into the great calm of 
, but custom hinders me ; in time past I 
can be seen from the arrows with which he 
can happen - : ( that ) after my death , 
change in me ; there is nothing in the wo 
desire communicates with soul and body ; 
) desire never oceurs to the ignorant : i 
does not last long : the experienced man 
fails , love is not long in declining : w 
firm intention : to strengthen my will to 
for a long time and takes courage , and t 
forgets everything else , so that he lose 
good 
hope consoles me for many evils ; I do no 
( in another ' s death ) and now it terrif 
in mind : that , without sadness , there 
instant if my speech ever borders on fict 
into peace of mind 
is a sure sign that it is not based on tr 
is partly because it is common to all men 
is so , why , then , did you créate me , 
is the evil which we feel , whereas we th 
is "the fault because of which I cannot lo 
is the fault of our ignorance ; your will 
is the key which opens the gates of Heave 
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( which is ) mixed with sadness , for 
in that whose temper no lover knows ; 
what prevents me from deciding to do 
, but I fear she may not have earned 
Most people tremble at 
ast , the other from the west , and ( 
the way which leads towards you ; do 
ment for its part ,• saying that in it 
the good which resides in it : it is 
I am 
I am 
take her soul to himself ; if I doubt 
to see your great superiority before 
hose who experience her taste may say 
Reason and nature créate 
then , your fellow-man , who suffers 
d I do not know what prevents me from 
sleeping cannot take a single step on 
traight commandment , and I have made 
And yet 
t love demands ; whoever suffers from 
you , and in your presence I confess 
of my misfortunes , and am at case in 
h loving to excess , I find myself in 
I desire 
) feels most pain or pleasure ( from 
o that I feel joy at seeing myself in 
east days ; no one should pity me for 
erfect good , through me man achieves 
Love has made me come to 
nother , not myself , is to blame for 
uld die , may cast me into oblivion ; 
shed ; I take comfort and pleasure in 
day they were to pass , the time for 
ble , has broken his bow : I announce 
tain , for it is entirely false , and 
ath puts an end to my base appetite : 
al love , and I feel the full pain of 
d if by death I can redeem my error , 
ded her , and I should like to redeem 
tched that I shall have found Hell in 
; without her , I can have no hope in 
h pleasure that I forget that I am in 
ch held the life of you who have left 
If she whom I love has left 
h pains like those _of Hell because in 
Any end { which is ) found in 
e sinner suffers God 's anger when in 
nd ( that ) , if I am forced to reave 
And if he does 
this 
this 
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this 
this 
this 
this 
this 
this 
is the most terrible condition of all tho 
is the work of Love , who wishes me to se 
is true , but sadness has taken hold of m 
; it looks as if I wanted to , but it is 
kind 
kind of love avoids these conflicts , sin 
kind of love ; it is felt and not underst 
) lasts until one of the winds abandons i 
, Lord , and if I ever stray from it , ma 
love originates , and that it ( is the bo 
love , though fools do not believe it , i 
( love ) which gives joy without sufferin 
man who is called Ausias March ! I pray G 
man who takes pleasure in death , since I 
, may I suffer for it 
; my unchaste body was afraid to lose a p 
, or who themselves or through others sam 
other desire , for great joys do not abou 
peace in me does not last very long , sin 
pleasant pain , for soon the devil himsel 
purpose 
rocky shore 
rule into a bent sickle 
seems to me a poor excuse , that I am not 
sickness has no restingplace ; take ( my 
sin : my hope is troubled and I feel grea 
, since I find pleasure in it 
situation , not having wished for or know 
so that I may think only of you and may f 
) , so that , if the body is content , ea 
state , and it can compel me to renounce 
strange way of life , for Love wants me f 
supreme good , and whoever hopes { to obt 
: that I lose the world through being una 
; think badly of him , since he conceals 
thought alone takes away all pleasure on 
thought , but when I lose it , my sufferi 
to begin has now arrived 
to the world 
vexes the soul 
was enclosed in the bodily part of her wh 
; ( which is ) to avoid all people who ar 
will be my sweet penitence 
with my blood 
world 
world 
world , and when I try to see his deeds f 
world , as the fates secretly decreed 
world , her greater part still survives 
world I shall never see her at my side 
world is not a true end , since it does n 
world lie is sent no triáis ; let him not 
world , my whole misfortune will be in no 
, you will come to the extremity , if the 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
among 
among 
among 
among 
among 
among 
among 
own actions seem strange to me ; like 
n experience any pleasures : not only 
ne / so I feel scorn and loathing for 
n to mix a tiny part of pleasure with 
it in whom there grows no longing for 
for , by not sinning I shall lose 
Let 
d grief and I go through pains like 
With 
Then all 
pleasures which attack one , but all 
d , cause Love to diminish , choosing 
is the most -terrible condition of all 
are few who believe things other than 
arrow of gold with which Love wounds 
will be a great upheaval : and woe to 
arrows with which he strikes , whence 
sure is hidden from lovers , from all 
ater than the written accounts tell ; 
Some have said that Death is bitter ; 
All my speech -will be in vain to 
, for they will not believe it ; and 
thorns 7 
thorns : believe the lover who is dumb and him 
thorns : Love 's torments make Fear and Trust 
thorns : may God make you realize how for your 
thorns : my power is not so great that it coul 
thorns : my will is tempered in that whose tem 
thorns : we both know that a man may well die 
thorns : whoever considers love { finds that ) 
those 33 
those actions which my own opinions praised , 
those base pleasures which attack one , but al 
those desires which , ( once they are ) satisf 
those evils which drive me out of my mind when 
those friends lie had in the world , not havin 
Those from whom Death has taken away the woman 
those habits which have been the cause of my n 
those habits which kept me from you die , sinc 
Those liquids which never pardoned have now br 
those- of Hell'because in this world I shall ne 
those of silver he can only leave a scar , but 
Those philosophers who placed the true end in 
Those pleasures which come to the soul by way 
those things will be beneath me which at prese 
those which are indifferent x 
those which arise from the spirit , which nevé 
those which can be known on earth 
those which happen to themselves 
those ( who are ) in love 
those who are in their hands ! Who will.. give m 
those who are stricken are made to feel pain f 
Those who disagree with me are without love an 
those who do not achieve great love : in their 
those who dwell in love ' s sickness , in belie 
those who experience her taste may say this , 
those who have not seen you , for they will no 
those who see you , if they cannot see within 
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25 
e is quite different from the gaze of 
t man ; her understanding is food for 
in death than in life , and I forgive 
y to taste cali or honey on behalf of 
g , from the stroke of Love , and all 
silver he can only leave a scar , but 
those who show themselves to be sensual lovers 
those who understand 
those who will not believe me : there are few 
those who will receive good or evil from Love 
those who , with burning hearts , have loved w 
those whom lie wounds are exempted from death 
This love , 
ur ; I do not complain of Love , even 
f I do not weep , who sees me laugh , 
s the understanding as master , and , 
nd to base impulses : rather is it as 
erform turns out to my disadvantage ; 
It gives light to blind desire , 
and each time the flesh is renewed , 
ding which conquers sensuality ; even 
God keeps in store are unattainable , 
h matters ) , have pursued it , but , 
finds in us a fitti'ng place , and , ( 
harmony , now they are compelled to , 
ves no rest or term to the appetite , 
ie , may cast me into oblivion ; this 
; I take comfort and pleasure in this 
If by forcé I direct my 
leeping ! He Uves poorly who has his 
If at any time I 
áster who was never a vassal ñor ever 
through it , and its pillar is subtle 
Forgive me , God , if I have 
19 Love shot all his golden arrows , but 
between good and evil , they blind my 
and does not take with it any impure 
to feed on it : for one worm gnaws my 
ce to wish for anything on earth ; my 
, two great desires have assailed my 
derstood that , deep in my heart , my 
let my mind wander or concéntrate my 
e-of suprerae pleasure is found in the 
My foolish 
My 
When my 
fear or take exception to my changing 
s and his pleasure comes from foolish 
My feelings drive my 
d my writings , which reveal troubled 
never so full of pleasure as when my 
ur eyes have shattered my armour ; my 
I wish to God that my 
d { in her ) , the worse it is for my 
though 17 
though fools do not believe it , is a true sig 
though he leads me to death ; I remain indiffe 
Though I am a had Christian in my works , I am 
though I do not suffer continual pain ? I have 
though it may disagree with it , in the end is 
though ( it were ) dead 
though my strength is great , I find myself la 
though not so completely that it removes its c 
though the bird never ceases to feed on it : f 
Though the dead do not return to earth , befor 
though the first impulse does not come from it 
though these have been revealed to many martyr 
though ( they are ) hungry , are obliged to go 
though ) we could oppose it , we do not wish t 
though ( when they were ) free , ( they pulled 
though without it man does not achieve the oth 
Though you show yourself { to be ) angry , thi 
thought 8 
thought alone takes away all pleasure on earth 
thought , but when I lose it , my suffering , 
thought elsewhere , remembering it , I recover 
thought for enemy , bringing him news of troub 
thought myself a lover , I can recognize littl 
thought to pay homage ( to another ) ; in ever 
thought , which does not allow it to fast from 
thought you to blame , for I confess that I a 
thoughtlessly 1 
thoughtlessly kept just one with which he wo 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
thoughts 
19 
, and thus I experience the pleasure 
, another my heart , and neither rest 
are gathered within me , so as not to 
, but my will decides to follow one o 
do not drag me down 
, it is a waste of time ; whatever I 
of the sad man , and if people have s 
placed such a desire in me as has mad 
rise to such a high degree in love th 
show me the pleasures of the body , I 
, since in ( your ) service they will 
, so it happens to me , for time past 
up and down like clouds in the air ; 
, uttered without art by one who is o 
wander in love 
, weakening ( my strength ) have aire 
were dead and I could spend my life i 
, which lead me to great madness ; ye 
thousand 1 
thousand times a day I pray God for what for t 
ch never pardoned have now broken the 
thread 1 
thread which held the life of you who have lef 
LXXIX 
XCII 
LXXIII 
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III 
CXIV 
CXIV 
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CV 
II 
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IV 
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LIV 
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138 
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14 
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8 
The wounds of Love are of 
There are 
considers love ( finds that ) it has 
s mount , and similarly they arise in 
m : among other people , love is lost 
iré is born , and hope , which passes 
come to this : that I lose the world 
of their good reason ; and I leave it 
tance , and makes himself known to us 
I am not disposed to feel it ; but , 
m you such a humble servant as myself 
It is 
eater the pleasure which one receives 
the world can contain perfect good , 
will take certainty for a companion ? 
hat you will not show signs of love ; 
e may say this , or who themselves or 
reject both love and grief ; and I go 
has happened to me , being in love , 
of achieving my desires , I shall go 
he motive { for my suffering ) passes 
f will pity me when lie sees me going 
three 4 
three kinds , and this can be seen from the ar 
three parts towards which my desires mount , a 
three parts , two of which follow nature : one 
three ways ; they take different courses from 
through 25 
through absence , and my own love does not end 
through all these stages , are sources of deli 
through being unable to love ; and perhaps I m 
through false opinión , thinking I lose the wo 
through his actions ; he does not reveal his q 
through his knowledge , a coarse man reckons t 
through his weakness ; certainly , it is Love 
through ignorance that man seeks gross pleasur 
through it , and its pillar is subtle thought 
Through loving to excess , I find myself in th 
through me man achieves this supreme good , an 
Through much loving I become a different perso 
through not knowing , I live in a different ( 
through others sample her great pain , which 1 
through pains like those of Hell because in th 
through the boundless pleasure I receive from 
through the world prociaiming your pride 
through them 
through torment like his own 
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193 
ame way , the passions of the soul go through very different or contrary changes , f 
ake men happy ; it is the beginning , through which another end is achieved , accord 
as the wind , depending on the región through which it has passed , sends out warmth 
o strives against it ? For the will , through which the deed is performed , acknowle 
or me , Love 's peace is war ; if she through whom he wounded me were at war , in pe 
concerning what I would say to you ; through you I shall receive joy or sadness ; w 
throw 1 
, in order to rise to lasting good , throw away all the cross pleasures of the worl 
thrust 1 
to the law of the place where it has thrust out its deep roots : on the earth 's su 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
XVIII 
XIII 
CI 
LXIII 
LXVI 
CV 
LXIII 
86 
43 
38 
10 
7 
61 
19 
125 
13 
his satisfaction on a false ground 
ake with it any impure thoughts , and thus 
Everyone seeks and desires his like ; thus 
Thus 
Thus 
er unequal wills ! Let me not see you thus 
Thus 9 
Thus disposed , what is bitter seems sweet to 
thus his understanding has no rest , for the u 
I experience the pleasure which never gro 
I take no pleasure in the company of the 
I ( too ) find myself in a strange place 
, if a man does not feel the pains of lov 
, or let me die ; death 's bitterness wil 
Thus the wholly human end gives no rest or ter 
Thus , whoever does not feel Love 's torment n 
tie 
orce to undo the knots which Love can tie 
28 t was very large 
tight 1 
and ( it is ) very tight now that I wear it 
tile 2 
XCII 120 that the dead do not think at all of tile living , and the grief which I endure wit 
XCVII 7 for it ) , I simply cannot aspire to tile ñame of lover , for I am not as passionat 
time 
I 14 death , and has known this for a long time 
XIX 4 4 ove ; as for the bold lover , may his time 
XXXIX 1 one who is not sad or has not at some time 
I 28 hich drive me out of my mind when the time 
XCII 115 d if some day they were to pass , the time 
I 7 ain that I must fall into its hands , time 
XCIV 10 fering is conquered and diminished by time 
CXIV 29 At one and the same time 
XIX 25 If at any time 
XCVII 1 If at any time 
XXXIX 17 The time 
CV 67 n sins ? When I think of Hell , where time 
XCIV 15 which it takes its form , most of the time 
CXIV 4 8 as adopted , ( and ) which for a long time 
I 35 world , not having been for a long , time 
LXVIII 14 im , except mourn the goodness of the time 
LXVIII 3 treat him well , keeping him warm in time 
LXIII 1 eir hands ! Who will give me back the time 
LXVIII 17 I am that man who , dn time 
CV 180 do this , but custom hinders me ; in time 
I 3 thoughts , so it happens to me , for time 
XCII 4 7 y concerns the soul , but it fails in time 
II 35 rforming such actions that in a short time 
XIII 19 r is devoured by a vulture , and each time 
XCIV 18 , the humours disagree ; from time to time 
CXIV 56 I spend my whole time 
XCIV 18 's body , the humours disagree ; from time 
XCVI 27 ntrate my thoughts , it is a waste of time 
28 
and takes courage , and they make him thi 
be wasted 
been sad should pay no attention to my wo 
comes for me to leave behind former pleas 
for this to begin has now arrived 
future cannot turn out well for me ; that 
; I do not say that my own is utterly dif 
, I found myself disinclined and totally 
I sinned against Love , I have been punis 
I thought myself a lover , I can recogniz 
is near when I shall live like a hermit , 
is of no account , there all that the fee 
it gives me sterile grief and occasional 
it has worn , of black material or coarse 
near habitation , ( and ) by chance one o 
now lost ? Seeing clearly that he has dec 
of frost and cóol in summer when the heat 
of my suffering and take away my liberty 
of storm , when most people enjoy themsel 
past I loaded myself with sin 
past occupies my imagination and no other 
, since it does not cali upon virtue , an 
the body loses a good part of its flesh 
the flesh is renewed , though the bird ne 
their power varíes : in a single day , me 
thinking of my misfortunes , and am at ca 
to time their power varies : in a single 
; whatever I do , I regret before I do it 
XIII 2 ing God ( and ) playing games between 
LXXXIX 25 A thousand 
XCIV 92 it is as if I were parting from her ; 
LXXIX 17 In 
XCII 118 and down like clouds in the air ; at 
XIX 4 such a case in the present age or in 
4 3 from one moraent to the next , and the 
times 6 
times 
times a day I pray God for what for the most p 
times and places point to her with their finge 
times before our own , Love shot all his golde 
times I grieve , at others I scarcely feel pai 
times past ! Pity me , then , your fellow-man 
timid 1 
timid man when he thinks of Love as for the 
I 
CV 
IV 
XVIII 
XCII 
XVIII 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
26 
45 
44 
38 
14 
31 
17 
32 
tiny 2 
to endure my suffering than to mix a tiny part of pleasure with those evils which d 
eject it altogether and let me feel a tiny spark of the pleasure which the good man 
tired 2 
asures turn to loathing , and you are tired of them : every day you are made aware o 
rience the pleasure which never grows tired , so that my flesh does nbt disturb true 
'~'v tires 2 
ting , the quality of good love never tires 
h arise from the spirit , which never tires , but multiplies continually 
Tityos 1 
d by a suffering greater than that of Tityos , whose liver is devoured by a vulture 
to 424 
) we could oppose it , we do not wish to 
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XCIV 133 come from , but- where they are going 
XLVI 60 I shall compare you 
CV 110 for , resembling you , you raise him 
XCVII 11 er die ; with great love , it is hard 
XIII 7 1 reply , for they have no one but me 
XCII 81 e ; later the soul feels it and wants 
IV 41 And it continúes 
XCII 156 
XCVI 34 d this is partly because it is common 
XCII 155 es that Love or Fear could do me carne 
XCVII 17 Her ) life had still not come 
LXVIII 22 ssal ñor ever thought to pay homage ( 
LXXIX 25 These days his sport is confined 
XCIV 68 the full pain of this : ( which is ) 
XXIII 39 nce desire for the body cannot extend 
CV 98 I am an enemy to myself when I think 
XIX 27 e for it , and I have never been able 
IV 47 you do Love no service ; Love is said 
XCIV 61 es , an honest desire should struggle 
LXIII 26 nces the taste of good cannot be said 
CV 89 Though you show yourself ( 
LXIII 41 I want 
XIII 34 art from seeing Him , for my pleasure 
LXXVII 20 ry for me to look for more / in order 
XCII 170 o is pitying and just , shows himself 
LXIII 20 ut , mercifully , Love allows him not 
XLVI 51 or many evils ; I do not wish my life 
XVIII 7 rom the body , for my desires are not 
LXXXIX 60 present instance , nothing future is 
LIV 33 One may know my life 
CV 118 ed the true end in oneself are seen ( 
LXXXIX 2 for the spring as much as I ( long ) 
CV 61 I see you ( 
XCII 199 soul by itself wishes its clothing ( 
XIX 2 love truly , and pity me if I deserve 
XCII 235 ng the saints , I should not want her 
XXXIX 4 Id not look for a dark place in which 
XVIII 15 the gaze of those who show themselves 
XVIII 19 d punishing faults , he would find me 
LXXXIX 4 4 ervice they will be firm ; Love likes 
CV 12 ay it please you , God , since I wish 
XXIII 24 are no virgin , since God wished you 
LXXXIX 53 * I want your will 
XCII 236 mercy , God ! But I do not know what 
XCII 115 they were to pass , the time for this 
CI 39 to speak , her state such as it is , 
CV 93 give me , God , if I have thought you 
II 29 Another , not myself , is 
XCII 35 It gives light 
XLVI 7 south , humbly begging the tramontana 
LXXIX 31 o about bareheaded ; there is no need 
XCVII 14 to do this ; it looks as if I wanted 
CI 10 ir of eyes which had such great power 
LIV 31 isted by Fortune ! I implore you both 
XCIV 132 unexpiated sins , I pray your Son not 
CV 69 The soul , which was chosen 
CV 73 n that direction ? I beg you , Lord , 
CXIV 33 tate of mind that I visibly draw near 
I 13 eases : like the man who is condemned 
LXXVII 15 ain of Love , even though he leads me 
XCVII 18 me to an end when I saw her draw near 
CV 203 f life , but had then paid my account 
LXXXI 1 Like the man who finds himself cióse 
I 16 nk he will be reprieved , and put him 
LXIII 8 as cast me off , for he does not wish 
LXIII 54 had such a feeling ; it is my nature 
XXIX 4 k until he has recovered his strength 
CXIV 34 Sad with pleasure , I shall soon come 
LXVI 31 it , and with a fresh ailment I come 
XVIII 29 nce they are ) satisfied , cause Love 
CXIV 65 There is nothing on earth sufficient 
LXXVII 5 rld is overrun by envy ; no man wants 
CV 23 What am I 
CV 179 e you as much as I would , and I wish 
XCVII 13 t know what prevents me from deciding 
XCII 181 my fear , I love everything that had 
CXIV 61 n me , so as not to think of anything 
LXXIX 26 d , and their forcé is not sufficient 
XLVI 16 ere born and bred , they will leap on 
XIII 33 And if God wishes me 
LXIII 38 earth , merely that lie should agree 
XCII 131 opinions : the place where they used 
XCVI 43 ich is common to the dead ; come back 
XCII 230 Though the 'dead do not return 
I 25 It would be better 
LXIII 14 feel Love ' s torment need not expect 
CV 183 than I ask of you ; and so I beg you 
XCII 103 ividly than before ; I do not consent 
XXXIX 40 w for your sake I have exposed myself 
CXIV 23 Through loving 
XIX 38 k of what my knowledge does not reach 
XXIII 17 We are all coarse when we try 
to 
to a game of dice 
to a higher level than man ; therefore it is v 
to accept that I have escaped Death 
to accompany them in their continual lament 
to achieve its own pleasure , which it lacks t 
to address the body with great scorn : 'You w 
To all appearances , my suffering is not as gr 
to all men 
to an end on the day when I saw her cióse her 
to an end when I saw her draw near to death , 
to another ) ; in every base action , his was 
to arrows of lead , and their forcé is not suf 
to avoid all people who are happy and to resen 
to base impulses : rather is it as though { it 
to be a friend 
to be a friend to myself , for I have never ma 
to be a voluntary act of good , and you do not 
to be alone , pouring forth the marvellous eff 
to be altogether unlucky ; the food of love is 
to be ) angry , this is the fault of our ignor 
to be burned by Love 's heat , for I find myse 
to be complete , it will be necessary for them 
to be content 
to be cruel : so confused is our knowledge of 
to be deprived of the hope of pleasure ; joy a 
to be exempted from a most grave event , which 
to be found in any man , except in him who is 
to be found in me 
to be in danger , falling into the hands of su 
to be ) in disagreement : this is a sure sign 
to be in your presence ; only by this bridge c 
to be ) just and merciful ; I see your will wh 
to be ) of puré white 
to be pitied , and then see if there has been 
to be protected from Death 
to be sad : let him read my writings , which r 
to be sensual lovers , unworthy of Love 
to be the one phoenix among the best ; for I a 
to be waited on by such servants 
to be yours , to wish it also ; make your bloo 
to bear offspring 
to become entirely mine ; I am jealous if you 
to bee , of you , except that you ( should ) g 
to begin has now arrived 
to being king over the entire French nation 
to blame , for I confess that I am the one at 
to blame for this ; think badly of him , since 
to blind desire , though not so completely tha 
to blow favourably on them , that all five may 
to build castles to take refuge from him : his 
to , but it is not true , since nothing takes 
to cause suffering and to promise pleasure ; I 
to change your law , and not to resemble that 
to consider where the prayers come from , but 
to contémplate God , rebels , blaspheming , ag 
to cut short my life before worse things happe 
to death 
to death , and has known this for a long time 
to death ; I remain indifferent to past good a 
to death , saying with tears : 'Please do not 
to death , so that now I would not be living i 
to death , when the weather is bad and he is i 
to death without a moment for remembering { hi 
to demónstrate his power on me 
to desire such a state ; ( this ) desire never 
to destroy the one who has injured him , so I 
to die and all hope of cure is now lost to me 
to die , since it is not like the other and is 
to diminish , choosing those which arise from 
to dissuade me from remaining forever in mourn 
to do good , even when it is no effort : how w 
to do , since I do not deserve your help , for 
to do this , but custom hinders me ; in time p 
to do this ; it looks as if I wanted to , but 
to do with her 
to do with the world 
to draw blood 
to dry land as a last resort 
to dwell in Heaven , apart from seeing Him , f 
to dwell in me ; he is like death , who catche 
to dwell is no longer there 
to earth and show what has become of you : you 
to earth , before I die , I shall have news of 
to endure my suffering than to mix a tiny part 
to enjoy his delights ; every lover should bea 
to enter my heart , since you have entered oth 
to escape from this into peace of mind 
to every extreme ; Love has demolished me with 
to excess , I find myself in this situation , 
to ; excess of love makes me like a child : I 
to express what a fair and honest body deserve 
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XCII 
LXXIII 
IV 
XIII 
CV 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
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CV 
IV 
CV 
XCVI 
CV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
CV 
XXIII 
CV 
XCVI I 
XCVI 
I 
XIII 
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XCII 
I 
XLVI 
CV 
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LXXXIX 
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CXIV 
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XCII 
XCIV 
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XCIV 
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LXXXIX 
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XCII 
XLVI 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCII 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
II 
CV 
XCII 
XVIII 
I 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XLVI 
I 
XCII 
LXVI 
XLVI 
XCII 
LIV 
LXVI 11 
XVIII 
IV 
LXXVII 
IV 
XCVI I 
XIII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
CXIV 
LXVI 
142 
59 
56 
20 
158 
41 
11 
38 
40 
176 
15 
146 
16 
153 
28 
21 
28 
20 
5 
12 
17 
17 
32 
36 
4 
106 
39 
11 
200 
53 
23 
33 
39 
55 
45 
14 
18 
237 
92 
16 
13 
21 
26 
40 
67 
224 
6 
23 
45 
11 
14 
91 
28 
56 
38 
101 
46 
23 
105 
17 
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18 
24 
20 
151 
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44 
28 
80 
6 
11 
17 
35 
25 
23 
5 
241 
25 
19 
126 
25 
9 
47 
43 
20 
20 
48 
29 
110 
34 
26 
2 
oever lies in tire earth is not afraid 
ever / the third is that which looks 
tle thought , which does not allow it 
enewed , though the bird never ceases 
eat delight , since I am not disposed 
, so that , while it lasts , I cease 
henee those who are stricken are made 
alone at war , since Love has ceased 
itive and flees from him who wishes , 
I ever stray from it , may I be sure 
led my thoughts , but my will decides 
make excuses before you , when I have 
joy or sadness ; whatever God wishes 
I do not ask you 
regard to my desire ; and I beg Love 
does not know where to set his feet ) 
ell , towards which I travel ; I want 
ugh { they are ) hungry , are obliged 
I want 
I ought 
0 not need to join my hands in prayer 
I wish 
last day , there will also be an end 
it is for my thoughts , which lead me 
All that I see and feel turns 
Out of pity I come 
n the friend goes away , he is forced 
nd natural state , and it will appear 
it would have been better for him not 
Then people will not need 
you , but that which reason consents 
I am mortally afraid 
e into the world ; it would be better 
es its way between the two , is found 
e , earth fails me and I cannot reach 
Having lost Love , I do not want God 
er to God , since all that can happen 
except that you { should ) gather me 
ing from her ; times and places point 
n armed-man suffer , have surrendered 
1 he do , since no other good remains 
leasure ; joy and sadness are present 
ife because Üis ailments are familiar 
es before receiving such a blow , but 
, not realizing how much harm he does 
esiring that God should take her soul 
is former master and taking a dislike 
e may give , willingly abandon myself 
lesser and finds the way which leads 
They are reluctant 
If my mind ceases for one moment 
not to prolong my life , or ( else ) 
e , I am the man who can bear witness 
on a deserted beach and poison seems 
imit to love , that I might have come 
ready have a sign that I shall xeturn 
he appetite desires what is necessary 
k to pieces , for every extreme leads 
born an illegitimate child , contrary 
I do not need 
way the woman they loved will be able 
shall live like a hermit , the better 
not to lessen my firm intentions and 
and I am confident that you will come 
, for my strength is weak ; I desire 
ieve for her death and I am compelled 
I , in order to rise 
of my mind when the time comes for me 
od of Love , and , now I am compelled 
1 if I ever reject it or even attempt 
hen they are in suffering , they long 
to such an extent that I should wish 
anger , and { that ) , if I am forced 
I fear death because I do not want 
the God who has bound us together not 
Feeling my suffering 
before my life ends , I wish my body 
fidence ! Just as the sick man clings 
gs of wax ; the great fear will bring 
I seem 
How will he manage 
by that pleasure which quickly turns 
for in an instant your pleasures turn 
u ; indeed , it is unnecessary for me 
re this ; my ünchaste body was afraid 
, I am displeased enough , for I wish 
n earth my naked body , which expeets 
cannot love , since he finds nothing 
er my death , you may lose your power 
I lose the world through being unable 
No one can have it in his power 
to fall still further : my hope in what I hope 
to false appetite 
to fast from delicate foods 
to feed on it : for one worm gnaws my thoughts 
to feel it ; but , through his knowledge , a c 
to feel or understand 
to feel pain from their wounds according to th 
to fight ; I am wounded and cannot be cured , 
to find her 
to find your ear deaf 
to follow one of them ; I proclaim my intentio 
to give a detailed account of my sins ? You ha 
to give me lies in you 
to give me physical health or any goods of nat 
to give you all his strength 
to go ahead , because he sees no track ; he wi 
to go back , and do not turn my steps in that 
to go on suffering ( hunger 
to go to meet you ; I do not know why I do not 
to go where her road lies : I do not know what 
to God , since all that can happen to her is d 
to God that my thoughts were dead and I could 
to good loving 
to great madness ; yes , and so great that I p 
to grief , reminding me of you , whom I loved 
to grieve for her death and I am compelled to 
to grieve : when good departs , it summons evi 
to hate anything which rests on it for a momen 
to have been born a man 
to have faith in what Love performs outside me 
to have near it 
to have news of you , greatly fearing that you 
to have no eyes before receiving such a blow , 
to have no sure road ; it thinks it will find 
to Heaven 
to help me by making the world give me anythin 
to her is decided : if she is in Heaven , such 
to her place ; do not delay long in wishing me 
to her with their fingers , according to wheth 
to her without receiving a scratch 
to him , except mourn the goodness of the time 
to him , hope and fear show him from a distanc 
to him , if by chance some other kind attacks 
to him who is wounded , death alone is a cure 
to himself 
to himself ; if I doubt this , may I suffer fo 
to his behaviour ., ( but ) realizing clearly t 
to his sadness and shall live sadly for ever 
to his true end ; and when the appetite desire 
to imagine my condition, ; they are terrified o 
to imagine that I possess your will , unless ( 
to instil in me this firm intention : to stren 
to it 
to it a remedy 
to it alone ? I would have known how much your 
to it : I remember her acts of love , and more 
to it , man does not fall into error , as long 
to its opposite : to the ( man of ) hümble con 
to its parents 
to join my hands in prayer to God , since all 
to judge part of my suffering 
to keep Love 's feast days ; no one should pit 
to keep you continually present ( to me 
to know me well , and , once you have known me 
to know what you have predestined for me ; to 
to lament my misfortune ; I have lost so much 
to lasting good , throw away all the cross pie 
to leave behind former pleasure 
to leave him , what to others is evil to me se 
to leave it behind 
to leave it behind , and always think ,of thems 
to leave its bitter limits , and if I see befo 
to leave this world , my whole misfortune will 
to leave you , for Love is cancelled by death 
to lessen my firm intentions and to keep you c 
to lie in wait , knowing , for certain that I 
to lie with its arms around hers 
to life because his ailments are familiar to h 
to light the secrets which will never be revea 
to live in another world , and my t>wn actions 
To live in pleasure brings with it fear of dea 
to live without suffering , having lost the go 
to loathing 
to loathing , and you are tired of them : ever 
to look for more , in order to be content 
to lose a place which gave it pleasure 
to lose all pleasure and that my eyes would ne 
to lose no other pleasure than that of imagini 
to love 
to love and it may quickly be turned into ange 
to love ; and perhaps I might love , if he wou 
to love another against his will , ñor be so s 
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cv 
XIII 
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cv 
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cv 
cv 
XXIII 
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LXXIX 
cv 
XVIII 
XIII 
XVIII 
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CV 
CV 
CV 
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CXIV 
CV 
CV 
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XCIV 
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XCIV 
II 
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XIX 
cv 
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117 
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220 
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22 
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24 
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48 
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79 
1 
35 
13 
3 
8 
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3 
43 
46 
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79 
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86 
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52 
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5 
3 
26 
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42 
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esh , once the flesh is lost , ceases 
ived on earth in the flesh , I wanted 
as a wolf or a fox ; for their power 
flesh ; then it is impossible for it 
O God ! why is there no limit 
What man is so unaccustomed 
s I might love , if he would allow me 
em ; I proclaim my intention to you : 
nce I know you , give me the strength 
ere dies an innocent man and a martyr 
ture / acting wisely in me , wants me 
Who will show me how 
reat knowledge that she lacks nothing 
ature or fortune , but merely , God , 
I beg you , Lord , 
ood substance which God kept in order 
ho is in Germany , paralysed , unable 
O you , Love , whom God has allowed 
my pleasures in one ; it pleases Love 
ast ; now Love has no more with which 
nsequently , it is of no satisfaction 
ble , though these have been revealed 
nterrupted by that which is forbidden 
reat treasures ; he reveáis them only 
and to keep you coritinually present { 
esemble that { law ) which is harmful 
e ; death ' s bitterness will be sweet 
y be appeased and not wholly contrary 
you know that the reverse may happen 
y to you for my flesh , do not listen 
die and all hope of cure is now lost 
t avoid the reason for which it comes 
or me ; to you , it is present , and 
And yet this seems 
, be impartial to me ! ; be a shield 
n this , all love repels me and seems 
ecause I am unique in love , it seems 
O Grief , be impartial 
So it has happened 
these stages , are sources of delight 
or later , if the road is not closed 
I feel grief and it seems 
from foolish thoughts , so it happens 
I know that the world is of no profit 
e powerful Love is in me , the nearer 
rt my life before worse things happen 
ady ; I do not know what use there is 
one or the other : so it has happened 
; and there are some which recall her 
, so that the worse part will remain 
rld , and my own actions seem strange 
to leave him , what to others is evil 
me , for Love 's sickness was nothing 
disposed , what is bitter seems sweet 
day so much desired comes very slowly 
In my imaginings , Love reveáis 
So Love reveáis subtleties 
r salvation or doom is given ( also ) 
I want to go 
btle , and my clear day is dark night 
be better to endure my suffering than 
much as I am able , I mourn and wish 
Who would be equal 
gs , I immediately .lose it and return 
t be corrupted , so Death puts an end 
Lack of sleep brings thinness 
Do not fear or take exception 
s own , since it has nothing to offer 
s with you : that you may have regard 
1 that everything I perform turns out 
I find myself brought very cióse 
I am reminded of Death , and I return 
rible sins ; before death puts an end 
: all tasks are light , ( compared ) 
time been sad should pay no attention 
I have never been able to be a friend 
trary to your own , and I am án enemy 
g ; there is no rest for a man who is 
s from an honest cause will give rise 
ongs to the body , Death turns ( it ) 
ancel my spirit , let my being return 
: displeasure is the way which leads 
n pleasure , which it lacks the power 
is supreme good , and whoever hopes ( 
g , of its own , since it has nothing 
es such a common case seem so extreme 
ury , and I wish it were more obvious 
s not as great as that which occurred 
tity it considers itself very similar 
ow I am compelled to leave him , what 
If I believe an end has come 
a future cause 
poor excuse , that I am not afraid of 
to love , but , remembering the pleasure , he 
to love her spirit alone : then , how much mor 
to love is limited , since it is no more than 
to love , since that which made it feel no Ion 
to love , that I might have come to it alone ? 
to love that lie will take certainty for a com 
to love without his help 
to love you honestly 
to love you ! Let love overeóme the fear I ha 
to loving you : he who would { gladly ) separa 
to make an effort , and I do not apply myself 
to make excuses before you , when I have to gi 
to make herself wholly known : her beauty blin 
to make me love you , for I am certain that th 
to make me unfeeling , so that I never again e 
to make notable women sufficed for you alone ; 
to make signs , if he is ill , no doctor in th 
to make the oíd man act like a child , and ( b 
to make this change in me ; there is nothing i 
to make war to the death 
to man 
to many martyrs ( who are ) not as clever as t 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me against oblivion ! Wound my heart and ca 
to me an abominable thing ; if I mix any pleas 
to me as if everything in me were a strange cu 
to me ! ; be a shield to me against oblivion ! 
to me , being in love , through the boundless 
to me , but the fear of misfortune , which mak 
to me by death 
to me extreme ; I am not in a state to wish to 
to me , for time past oceupies my imagination 
to me , give me strength to reject it altogeth 
to me I feel his pleasure come ; if I find him 
to me ; I live in pain , leading a perverse li 
to me in delaying ; there is no rest for a man 
to me in loving two women , but I choose so th 
to me in sadness and others - many - which sho 
to me ; lie knows of you who is without you 
to me ; like those actions which my own opinio 
to me seems good 
to me , ( since I had been ) living with it , 
to me : so corrupted is my taste ! I have a he 
to me , so dearly bought with painful sighs ; 
to me the great secrets which it hides from th 
to me , which the learned do not succeed in ma 
to me : whichever you are allotted , I ( too ) 
to meet you ; I do not know why I do not act a 
to men , and I live by that which ordinary peo 
to mix a tiny part of pleasure with those evil 
to mourn , and when I do not , I am displeased 
To mourn for the dead person comes from mutual 
to mourning the pious injury which conies from 
to my anguish 
to my base appetite : this was enclosed in the 
to my body , my wit is doubled by thinking of 
to my changing thoughts , since in ( your ) se 
to my desire 
to my desire ; and I beg Love to give you all 
to my disadvantage ; though my strength is gre 
to my end , since my desire has an impossible 
to my grief , and when I do so , I suffer pain 
to my suit , may it please you , God , since I 
to my triáis when I see you far away , for { w 
to my works ; and he who suffers misfortunes s 
to myself , for I have never made the effort 
to myself when I think to be a friend 
to no on a journey 
to noble actions as long as I live 
to nothing 
to nothingness , the more so if she is in such 
to not-loving , but not a single step of mine 
to obtain , for it is entirely false , and thi 
to obtain it ) without me is foolish or stupid 
to offer to my desire 
to one who by chance is so stricken by Death ? 
to other people , so that everyone would say : 
to others : I have made it great by valuing hi 
to others ; in quality it is different 
to others is evil to me seems good 
to our love , and I lose hope of seeing her ag 
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XCII 114 ed at all ; and if some day they were to 
LXXVII 16 ds me to death ; I remain indifferent to 
LXVIII 22 o Has never a vassal ñor ever thought to 
LXIII 6 e him neither punlshment ñor duties ( to 
LXXXIX 22 falling from a height , it will break to 
LXIII 50 o powerful that It will be sufficient to 
CXIV 90 called Ausias March ! I pray God not to 
CI 10 ch great power to cause suffering and to 
I 21 news of troubles ; and when it tries to 
XVIII 22 ngle with the good ; there is no need to 
XCII 97 extreme ; I aro not in a state to wish to 
XXIII 10 . n is not so dim that he will not fail to 
XCIV 97 ever offended her , and I should like to 
CV 4 4 of no profit to me , give me strength to 
LXXXI 6 ble , and see that you are sufficient to 
CXIV 72 in this state , and it can compel me to 
LIV 32 you both to change your law , and not to 
XCIV 69 to avoid all people who are happy and to 
XCII 172 decreases , faith is the first thing to 
XIX 16 in strength , since I make no attempt to 
XVIII 44 I , in order to 
XVIII 41 m like the phllosopher who , in order to 
CV 9 I want to 
CXIV 83 ce neither the world ñor God helps me to 
IV 2 Like the man who desires food to 
XCVI 26 out or remain silent , I find nothing to 
XLVI 13 ment ; fish great and small will rush to 
III 17 Wise lady : I do not need to 
CV 199 I believe , as you chose to 
XCVI 25 I do not know what to 
XCII 98 h to receive advice and I do not want to 
XXXIX 15 t I am in this world , and when I try to 
XVIII 58 s is the work of Love , who wishes me to 
IV 18 do not think I was so foolish as not to 
II 8 for long , it would be better for him to 
XVIII 6 Love to such an extent that it seems to 
XIX 34 weet flavour which my taste is unable to 
CI 20 s is afraid ( lie does not know where to 
XIII 36 tell me there that it has pleased you to 
II 2 like the master whose ship lies cióse to 
XCVII 24 nd great pity should be enough for it to 
LXXIX 6 dishevelled hair , your breasts open to 
II 39 of love ; the fat body which is given to 
XIX 29 Certainly , I nave will to 
IV 25 The understanding was not slow to 
CI 38 t I prefer her scorn , her reluctance to 
XIX 37 oach myself for having allowed myself to 
XXIII 16 and bearing , but he will not be able to 
XCVI 12 ok at me in my suffering : I hesitate to 
II 8 e better for him to seek harbour than to 
CV . 149 I want to 
CV • 41 I beg you to 
CXIV 92 to instil in me this firm intention : to 
LXXIII 44 My thoughts rise to 
LXXIII 17 Love 's suffering does not torture me to 
XVIII 5 My spirit contemplates Love to 
CI 30 ws me away : my strength is not equal to 
LXXXIX 50 ) my great desire ( which ) drives me to 
XXXIX 8 it , knows the reason which drives me to 
I 29 M a s E my pleasure turns to 
LXIII 67 ratitude for not having found a place to 
XCII 9 will endure , since it has something to 
XCII 109 od can reach me : Fortune has no more to 
II 42 ady : give me a crust of your bread , to 
I 40 s , it summons evil with loud cries { to 
LXXXIX 39 of fulfilling it ; yoü are compelled to 
LXXIX 31 d ; there is no need to build castles to 
CV 209 Give me the strength to 
LIV 39 hter , some in tears , for I am ready to 
LXIII 30 perienced such a flavour , and I have to 
XIII 35 píete , it will be necessary for them to 
XVIII 22 to punish me , since they do not try to 
CV 126 holly human end gives no rest or term to 
CV 202 received baptism , I had not returned to 
XXIII 13 Whatever belongs to 
XCIV 113 ere can be no hope '; whatever belongs to 
XLVI 20 secrets which ,will never be revealed to 
XCII 19 ' Honest love leads to 
CV 198 I pray , my being / for I prefer that to 
XCVI 4 2 it , break the custom which is common to 
LXXIX 22 ve has no more with which to make war to 
XCII 145 arting ,. making me equal in suffering to 
LXXIX 16 nveys its*- ( own ) feeling , according to 
XCII 213 uch pain , of such a kind , according to 
LXXXIX 29 And if he does this , you will come to 
CV 96 n eyé of flesh : I beg you give light to 
XLVI 40 fearing ( and ) trusting everything to 
XLVI 22 er leave my mind ; rather shall I vow to 
XVIII 41 he philosopher who , in order to rise to 
LXIII 55 state ; ( this ) desire never occurs to 
XCII 193 ve gives suffering or joy , according to 
XCVII 3 If I compare myself to 
pass , the time for this to begin has now a 
past good and evil 
pay homage ( to another ) ; in every base a 
perform ) , so Love has cast me off , for h 
pieces , for every extreme leads to its opp 
preserve the lover from both hope and fear 
prolong my life , or ( else ) to instil in 
promise pleasure ; I , in my imagination , 
provide him with some pleasure , he is like 
punish me , since they do not try to tempt 
receive advice and I do not want to see any 
recognize the grace of your body ; he does 
redeem this with my blood 
reject it altogether and let me feel a tiny 
remedy my cares 
renounce all pleasure : ñor can I think tha 
resemble that ( law ) which is harmful to m 
resent that suffering should ever end 
return , but firm knowledge is not within o 
reveal my inclination 
rise to lasting good , throw away all the c 
rise to the good that cannot perish , cast 
rise up and I do not try hard enough : such 
root out the reason for which I am sad , I 
satisfy his dangerous hunger and sees two c 
satisfy me ; whether I let my mind wander o 
save themselves and will search for secret 
say I love you , since I firmly believe tha 
say of Judas , that it would have been bett 
say that I should not regret having said ; 
see any remedy : rather have I taken my the 
see his deeds from within , he gives me pie 
see his great treasures ; he reveáis them o 
see your great superiority before this ; my 
seek harbour than to stay 
sepárate itself completely from the body , 
sepárate : my pleasures contain mortal suff 
set his feet ) to go ahead , because he see 
shed tears at my death , repenting that , b 
shore and he thinks it ( as safe as ) a cas 
show great signs 
show how your hearts were pierced by the ar 
sleeping cannot take a single step on this 
spare , but I know of no one who is so weak 
speak , and utterly refuted this argument , 
speak , her state such as it is , to being 
speak of what my knowledge does not reach t 
speak properly of your gesture 
speak to you 
stay 
straighten it , but I need your help 
strengthen my heart so that my will may be 
strengthen my will towards Him , so that , 
such a high degree in love that my soul is 
such an extent that I should wish to leave 
such an extent that it seems to sepárate it 
such conflicts ; without her , I can have n 
such jealousy ; I am not afraid that the si 
such suffering 
suffering ; labour is doubled after a littl 
suit me ; this is the fault because of whic 
sustain it , for , without pleasure , I bel 
take away from me 
take away the bitterness from me ; I have c 
take its place 
take Love 's advice : on you and on him dep 
take refuge from him : his strength lies lo 
take vengeance upon myself 
taste cali or honey on behalf of those who 
taste what is more bitter than gall , for I 
tell me there that it has,pleased you to sh 
tempt me ; their cause is a dead letter as 
the appetite , though without it man does n 
the arms of life , but had then paid my acc 
the body but does not share in the spirit , 
the body , Death turns ( it ) to nothing 
the confessor 
the cult of saintly lovers : I love you wit 
the dark , everlasting prison 
the dead ; come back tp earth and show what 
the death 
the devil ! I do not valué the goods which 
the difference which exists between them on 
the extent to which they share in the body 
the extremity , if there is any place where 
the eyes of the soul ! My will is quite con 
the future 
the God who has bound us together not to le 
the good that cannot perish , cast his peri 
the ignorant : ignorance is the enemy of Lo 
the law of the place where it has thrust ou 
the majority of people , it is true that I 
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LXXXIX 
LXXIX 
IV 
XIX 
XCII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
III 
CV 
III 
XCVII 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
IV 
CXIV 
LIV 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XCVII 
xciv 
LXVIII 
XCII 
XVIII 
XXIII 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCII 
CXIV 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
XCVI 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCVI 
IV 
CV 
24 
12 
13 
42 
207 
224 
116 
133 
210 
10 
52 
12 
30 
28 
204 
8 
61 
29 
96 
53 
30 
48 
25 
44 
5 
121 
7 
18 
16 
85 
55 
38 
4 
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12 
102 
189 
93 
36 
213 
59 
12 
97 
16 
12 
144 
181 
4 
25 
19 
216 
152 
14 
16 
97 
every extreme leads to its opposite : 
feel pain from their wounds according 
the winds abandons its great strength 
im who changes colour from one moment 
When the body dies , nothing is left 
ese , since they are the path and way 
h another end is achieved , according 
Just as all rivers run 
Those pleasures which come 
e lightly when the heat does not come 
0 oíd in me that I find virtue bitter 
thinks him well , since he is healthy 
The spirit , full of fear , flies off 
has broken his bow : I announce this 
And you see that Death puts an end 
things other than those which happen 
ts are gathered within me , so as not 
rld greater pleasure of the mind than 
And it hurts me 
an effort , and I do not apply myself 
erson one loves , and whoever attains 
of good , and you do not know the way 
Love has made me come 
re will be a great upheaval : and woe 
All my speech will be in vain 
g in harmony , now they are compelled 
d { for it ) , I simply cannot aspire 
dy , the humours disagree ; from time 
d himself , he will never find anyone 
cts , since its extent does not reach 
1 speak , they deny my words , giving 
delight and make it their occupation 
be so strong , with sufficient forcé 
a substance , and makes himself known 
ut ( only ) in that which is inclined 
Quality varies according 
s quantity or his quality ; according 
to her with their fingers , according 
, they perform good or evil according 
such a kind , according to the extent 
yself neither desire ñor yet guidance 
ou , God , since I wish to be yours , 
3 to me extreme ; I am not in a state 
delay ; your pity finds nothing in me 
in my suffering : I hesitate to speak 
life , since I feel I am drawing near 
J am worth as much 
h out my hand towards yours , drag me 
Forgive me if I speak 
Help me , God ! But I pray 
1 me if they are firm , and if I pray 
w what you have predestined for me ; 
e my mind concerning what I would say 
one of them ; I proclaim my intention 
the soul ! My will is quite contrary 
to the { man of ) humble condition no insult s 
to the manner in which they are struck 
to the more powerful one , two great desires h 
to the next , and the timid man when he thinks 
to the one who loved it except grief at the me 
to the others 
to the process one may understand 
to the sea , so all ends enter into you 
to the soul by way of the body are the compoun 
to the surface ; the ignorant one sees that th 
to the taste 
to the touch 
to the uncertain place , afraid of eternal dam 
to the world 
to their desires ; ( but ) she cannot end what 
to themselves 
to think of anything to do with the world 
to think of the person one loves , and whoever 
to think that I ever offended her , and I shou 
to this { as I should ) ; and now , entirely o 
to this forgets everything else , so that he 1 
to this good 
to this : that I lose the world through being 
to those who are in their hands ! Who will giv 
to those who have not seen you , for they will 
to , though ( when they were ) free , ( they p 
to tile ñame of lover , for I am not as passio 
to time their power varies : in a single day , 
to treat him better 
to truth 
to understand that I am talking nonsense 
to understand you , since desire for the body 
to undo the knots which Love can tie 
to us through his actions ; he does not reveal 
to vices ; the quantity of love has no hope of 
to what it beholds , for it is born inevitably 
to where he starts from , so lie projects his 
to whether suffering or pleasure occurred ther 
to which of them dominates the other 
to which they share in the body or the soul ; 
to wish for anything on earth ; my thoughts ar 
to wish it also ; make your blood soften my ha 
to wish to receive advice and I do not want to 
to work upon 
to you 
to you 
to you as many who never served you , and you 
to you by forcé 
to you foolishly ! My words come from sufferin 
to you foolishly , since you only help the man 
to you for my flesh , do not listen to me 
to you , it is present , and to me , a future 
to you ; through you I shall receive joy or sa 
to you : to love you honestly 
to your own , and I am an enemy to myself when 
XIII 26 
-to 1 
death did not inflict such a penalty -to deprive me of so pleasant a sight - I shou 
XCII 
XCIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
LXVI 
XLVI 
XCVII 
XIII 
XCVI 
III 
CI 
XCII 
XCVI 
XXIX 
CV 
LXIII 
XIX 
XCII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
243 
55 
200 
23 
35 
18 
17 
28 
5 
1 
14 
7 
40 
8 
2 
211 
44 
8 
211 
13 
10 
t is right that she should bring them 
t as the desires themselves lay mixed 
Love proceeds from both 
all I vow to the God who has bound us 
guides man naturally ; when they act 
o are supreme suffering when you join 
All pilgrims 
together 7 
together 
together ; but since her death , they are quit 
together , from an act which does not make it 
together not to lessen my firm intentions and 
together , they perform good or evil according 
together unequal wills ! Let me not see you th 
together will make vows and will promise many 
tomb 1 
youth and makes the flesh rot in the tomb ! The spirit , full of fear , flies off t 
tombs 1 
f great deeds ; and let me walk arnong tombs , questioning the souls of the damned ; 
tongue 2 
rm her ! The great suffering which no tongue can describe of him who is dead and doe 
illness , weak as he is , with clumsy tongue ; his gestures and colour are sufficien 
too 5 
Thus I ( too ) find myself in a strange place , so that 
antidote whose power is cancelled by too much poison 
me : whichever you are allotted , I ( too ) shall suffer it 
beaten by another of his kind who is too strong for him , and does not come back un 
nded you with great sin ; and if I am too weak , gorge yourself on my flesh , but do 
torment 5 
) burning in God finds comfort in his torment 
ity me when lie seés me going through torment like his own 
e body are the compound actions which torment lovers , and each feels such pain , of 
Thus , whoever does not feel Love 's torment need not expect to enjoy his delights 
eel pity for him who lies in pain and torment ; so I pardon everyone with all my hea 
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LXXIII 12 
tormented 1 
The man who , tormented by such suffering , would have it re 
III 
XCII 
cv 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCII 
cv 
XCII 
cv 
cv 
CI 
LXIII 
XLVI 
12 
15 
212 
93 
92 
88 
27 
59 
174 
3 
21 
35 
6 
LIV 41 Lily among thorns : Love 's 
LXXIII 16 Love rs suffering does not 
CXIV 31 time , I found myself disínclined and 
him well , since he is healthy to the 
When the eye does not see and 
rge yourself on my flesh , but do not 
11 towards Him , so that , travelling 
irm intention : to strengthen my will 
single ; neither is humble and simple 
I fear Hell , 
There are three parts 
you and may find the way which leads 
hair ; if I do not reach out my hand 
et ) to go ahead , because he sees no 
some places I see him denounced as a 
st and the south , humbly begging the 
I fear Hell , towards which I 
gthen my will towards Him , so that , 
Then what is the state of the man who 
Love , who wishes me to see his great 
imself , he will never find anyone to 
ttle page who seeks a master who will 
Most peopl.e 
may my faith not wander ñor my hopé 
s ; on the other , my life is full of 
ger when in this wdrld lie is sent no 
tasks are light , ( compared ) to my 
ng him news of troubles ; and when it 
bour , and I see many people die from 
Leaving aside the manner of the 
torments 1 
torments make Fear and Trust share the same lo 
torture 1 
torture me to such an extent that I should wis 
totally 1 
totally abandoned by love : because of which , 
touch 3 
touch 
touch is not practised , the desire which aris 
touch my spirit , which resembles you ; and , 
towards 7 
towards Him , I shall meet with no obstacles 
towards Him , so that , travelling towards Him 
towards the other : they conflict and take up 
towards which I travel ; I want to go back , a 
towards which my desires mount , and similarly 
towards you ; do this , Lord , and if I ever s 
towards yours , drag me to you by forcé 
track 1 
track ; he will not and cannot use a level pat 
traitor 1 
traitor , and he avoids me who have honored 
LXVIII 
LXVIII 
XCII 
CV 
LIV 
LXIII 
CI 
16 
2 
77 
214 
14 
10 
50 
LXXXII 
XXIII 
LXXXI 
XCII 
CI 
CV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XXXIX 
3 
1 
5 
62 
51 
59 
8 
46 
5 
tramontana 1 
tramontana to blow favourably on them , that a 
travel 1 
travel ; I want to go back , and do not turn m 
travelling 1 
travelling towards Him , I shall meet with no 
travels 1 
travels in that direction ? I beg you , Lord , 
treasures 1 
treasures ; he reveáis them only to me 
treat 2 
treat him better 
treat him well , keeping him warm in time of f 
tremble 2 
tremble at this kind of love ; it is felt and 
tremble ; charity will not fail me if they are 
triáis 3 
triáis ; it is placed in the scales with death 
triáis ; let him not hope for God 's benefits 
triáis when I see you 'far away , for ( when I 
tries 1 
tries to provide him with some pleasure , he i 
trivial 1 
trivial ailments : no one is certain how any m 
troubadours 
troubadours who , carried away by passion 
XCII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
LXVI 
129 
70 
45 
117 
113. 
176 
176 
21 
ach it : so it is with me , who am in 
ng pleasures and other feelings which 
( when I am ) near you , nothing can 
sence I confess this sin : my hope is 
in any man , except in him who is not 
elieving that my supreme joy would be 
t him read my writings , which reveal 
20 ught for enemy , bringing him news of 
wn opinions praised , the false seems 
This is 
and finds the way which leads to his 
Those philosophers who placed the 
ich is ) found in this world is not a 
Every 
Every true friend loves his ( own ) 
Show me the light of 
trouble 3 
trouble / and see that you are sufficient to r 
trouble me 
trouble me , and , far from you , I find nothi 
troubled 4 
troubled and I feel great discord within me 
troubled at all by the flesh 
troubled by that pleasure which quickly turns 
troubled thoughts , uttered without art by one 
troubles 1 
troubles ; and when it tries to provide him wi 
true 16 
true ( and ) truth false 
true , but sadness has taken hold of me , 'so t 
true end ; and when the appetite desires what 
true end in oneself are seen ( to be ) in disa 
true end , since it does not 'make men happy ; 
true friend loves his ( own ) true friend with 
true friend with a love such that Death does n 
true hope , not that vain hope which I receive 
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XVIII 
II 
LXVI 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
XCII 
XCVII 
XCVII 
XIX 
LXIII 
LXVI 11 
39 
26 
9 
38 
17 
32 
14 
4 
1 
65 
11 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
xxin 
cv XCII 
cv 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
XVI11 
cv 
I 
IV 
LXXXIX 
XLVI 
I 
XCIV 
XIX 
XCII 
XVIII 
I 
IV 
XCIV 
IV 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
IV 
IV 
CXIV 
CI 
XIX 
LXXVII 
LIV 
44 
85 
2 
119 
129 
9 
17 
15 
22 
28 
7 
43 
9 
34 
32 
113 
14 
4 
47 
29 
3 
33 
14 
201 
55 
197 
57 
196 
10 
7 
26 
2 
34 
13 
19 
d , so that my flesh does not disturb true 
badly , be sure that it does not make true 
O true 
in the mere intention of him who is a true 
Every true 
though fools do not believe it , is a true 
oks as if I wanted to , but it is not true 
elf to the majority of peopie , it is true 
love 
love ( any more ) distant from me ; hotte 
Love ! I invoke and implore you : since y 
lover and loves himself for being of such 
lover suffers greatly when lie is faced w 
sign of the good which resides in it : it 
, since nothing takes Death away from him 
that I find great love within me ; but if 
truly 3 
Oyez , oyez , all you who love truly , and pity me if I deserve to be pitied 
O Love , o Love : I am truly sorry that I have accused you of ingrati 
which he possessed ? He sees well and truly , unless he is a fool , that he will nev 
Trust 1 
Love '5 torments make Fear and Trust share the same lodgings there is not t 
40 ur will desired me fearing 
trusting 1 
and ) trusting everything to the future 
truth 5 
, for the understanding worships only truth 
, since its extent does not reach to truth 
carried away by passion , exceed the truth , and restraining my own amorous desire 
s a sure sign that it is not based on truth ; consequently , it is of no satisfactio 
raised , the false seems true ( and ) truth false 
try 4 
I want to rise up and I do not try hard enough : such is the weight of my ter 
We are all coarse when we try to express what a fair and honest body des 
that I am in this world , and when I try to see his deeds from within , he gives me 
need to punish me , since they do not try to tempt me ; their cause is a dead letter 
turn 3 
avel ; I want to go back , and do not turn my steps in that direction 
1 into its hands , time future cannot turn out well for me ; that past is the best ( 
in , for in an instant your pleasures turn to loathing , and you are tired of them : 
turned 2 
I cannot be turned away from hope , for I desire you as my 
r power to love and it may quickly be turned into anger , and ( that ) , if I am for 
turns 6 
man who , for one pleasant mouthful , turns everything lie eats into suffering ; lik 
whatever belongs to the body , Death turns ( it ) to nothing 
on : I feel that everything I perform turns out to my disadvantage ; though my stren 
All that I see and feel turns to grief , reminding me of you , whom I 
oubled by that pleasure which quickly turns to loathing 
Alas ! my pleasure turns to suffering ; labour is doubled after a 
two 
satisfy his dangerous hunger and sees two 
There are two 
t strength to the more powerful one , two 
h does not make it clear which of the two 
iré , which makes its way between the two 
im in man , for man is defined by his two 
e ( finds that } it has three parts , two 
Love finds two 
a complains deeply and cries out when two 
: so it has happened to me in loving two 
10 
clusters of fruit on a fine branch , whose 
desires which follow nature , and each of 
great desires have assailed my thoughts , 
has the greater share in it ; each seeks f 
, is found to have no sure road ; it think 
natures : the body on its own desires the 
of which follow nature : one dies and the 
places prepared for him in man , for man i 
strong winds attack it equally , one from 
women , but I choose so that Love may gran 
unable 3 
: that I lose the world through being unable to love ; and perhaps I might love , if 
asque who is in Germany , paralysed , unable to make signs , if he is ill , no docto 
bittersweet flavour which my taste is unable to sepárate : my pleasures contain mort 
unaccustomed 2 
Secretly , with unaccustomed pain , fortune makes me feel its 
What man is so unaccustomed to love that lie will take certai 
XVIII 
XLVI 
XCVII 
IV 
IV 
XCII 
LXXIX 
unattainable 1 
49 secrets which God keeps in store are unattainable , though these have been revealed 
unbarred 1 
47 for either ) ; wide awake , with door unbarred , it will find me humbly answering 
uncertain 1 
30 rit , full of fear , flies off to the uncertain place , afraid of eternal damnation 
unchaste 1 
19 ur great superiority before this ; my unchaste body was afraid to lose a place which 
uncouth 1 
52 is foolish or stupid and monstrously uncouth 
undergo 1 
11 In a noble heart , Love does not undergo death , but { only ) in that which is 
underground 1 
1 O you , wretched ones , who lie underground , your bodies bleeding , from the 
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XXIII 
cv CXIV 
CI 
XVIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XXIII 
cv 
IV 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
IV 
IV 
IV 
LXXIX 
XCII 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
32 
116 
41 
6 
55 
37 
38 
43 
35 
17 
39 
43 
32 
53 
25 
33 
44 
78 
58 
27 
III 
LXVI 
CXIV 
76 
20 
18 
131 
55 
13 
169 
14 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XCVII 
XCII 
XCII 
I 
LXVIII 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
LXXVII 
47 
5 
1 
38 
110 
86 
43 
11 
4 
15 
228 
123 
18 
26 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXVII 
LXXIII 
32 
51 
20 
41 
II 23 
r understanding is food for those who 
ed , according to the process one may 
, while it lasts , I cease to feel or 
ter knowledge of his aliment and will 
peak , they deny my words , giving to 
All who 
light and make it their occupation to 
sea , thinking they would hinder his 
ties,- which are nourished for you by 
I do not sin so clearly in my 
deed is performed , acknowledges the 
sfaction on a false ground ; thus his 
er beauty blinds the devout man ; her 
' The clearer the 
The 
It is the 
s understanding has no rest , for the 
his kind of love ; it is felt and not 
There are many on earth who have not 
eeds grow on my riverbank ; let it be 
d affect me without pain : whatever I 
so strong , with sufficient forcé to 
you show that the reason why Love is 
reme suffering when you join together 
d , if her spirit is in Purgatory for 
my oíd habits , I take no pleasure in 
I have no illusions about my 
I beg you , Lord , to make me 
us , imprisoned by a heretic , is not 
eel his pleasure come ; if I find him 
I feel no other pleasure , I shall be 
Because I am 
ever separating hearts ( which were } 
When I imagine our 
The body is so 
absence is the worm that devours it , 
possessed ? He sees well and truly , 
no doctor in the world can cure him , 
to imagine that I possess your will , 
and I lose hope of seeing her again , 
elings stiffer , and will not go away 
other help from your love avails me , 
good cannot be said to be altogether 
, ( and ) honest desire remains in me 
sincere intention ,, for her virtues , 
re certain about you ; indeed , it is 
o bears no grudge if his service goes 
have felt because of you will not go 
equally / and who will not appease it 
understand 7 
understand 
understand 
understand 
understand its nature much better 
understand that I am talking nonsense 
understand ( these things ) feel great delight 
understand you , since desire for the body can 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
unders 
tanding 10 
tanding 
tanding - and over the flawless movement 
tanding as I have burdened my will with 
tanding as master , and , though it may 
tanding has no rest , for the understand 
tanding is food for those who understand 
tanding , the greater the pleasure which 
tanding was not slow to speak , and utte 
tanding which conquers sensuality ; even 
tanding worships only truth 
understood 3 
understood ; few have known its cause ; joys a 
understood my writings , and many more who hav 
understood that , deep in my heart , my though 
undertake 1 
undertake , I spoil it at the beginning , so t 
undo 1 
undo the knots which Love can tie 
unequal 2 
unequal is well concealed in you 
unequal wills ! Let me not see you thus , or 1 
unexpiated 1 
unexpiated sins , I pray your Son not to consi 
unfamiliar 1 
unfamiliar things 
unfavourable 1 
unfavourable condition : I feel that everythin 
unfeeling 1 
unfeeling , so that I never again experience a 
unfortunate 1 
unfortunate , compared with me , since what I 
ungenerous 1 
ungenerous , another must make me content ( an 
ungrateful 1 
ungrateful if I ever reject it or even attempt 
unique 1 
unique in love , it seems to me as if everythi 
united 3 
united ! I find my feelings stupefied ; my spi 
united wills and our conversation , now separa 
united with the soul that no action in man can 
unless 7 
unless constancy struggles hard , and it mistr 
unless he is a fool , that he will never find 
unless he is from Spain ; in which case , lie 
unless ( I possess ) it entirely , I can have 
unless I soon abandon this belief ,, may my sou 
unless they reject both love and grief ; and I 
unless your eyes show me favour , ñor can I kn 
unlucky 1 
unlucky ; the food of love is not so bitter th 
unmixed 2 
unmixed 
unmixed with sensual desire \ 
unnecessary 1 
unnecessary for me to look for more , in order 
unrecognized 1 
unrecognized : he exists solely where his good 
unrewarded 1 
unrewarded ; then you will see the flames of 1 
until 4 
until he has chosen one or the other : so it h 
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XXIX 
XXIX 
IV 
XVIII 
LIV 
CXIV 
3 rong for him , and does not come back until he has recovered his strength to destroy 
7 kened my courage ; I shall not return until I have corapletely driven out the great f 
12 er from the weat , and ( this ) lasts until one of the winds abandons its great stre 
15 how themselves to be sensual lovers 
XCII 
cv 
XCII 
XLVI LXXIX 
XIX 
117 
9 
89 
3 
20 
36 
43 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXVI 
XCII 
XCII 
CV 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 
XCII 
XLVI 
CI 
CV 
16 
166 
209 
42 
47 
76 
220 
31 
11 
187 
23 
22 
79 
131 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
IV 
IV 
LXVI 
XXIII 
2 
6 
11 
26 
42 
22 
5 
CV 
XCII 
XCII 
87 
146 
218 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXVI 11 
XXIII 
102 
18 
21 
33 
209 
XIX 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
XCII 
I 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
21 
22 
27 
94 
41 
111 
12 
5 
28 
unworthy 1 
unworthy of Love 
up 6 
My feelings drive my thoughts up and down like clouds in the air ; at times 
I want to rise up and I do not try hard enough : such is the 
ds the other : they conflict and take up arms against one another 
ee the mistral and the west wind take up arms against them ; but the east and south-
h which he wounded me , and so I give up { my ) life 
suffering and such suffering is bound up with pleasure 
upheaval 
test doubt that there will be a great upheaval and woe to those who are in their h 
upon 5 
your pity finds nothing in me to work upon 
be beneath me which at present weigh upon my sinews ; he who is not afraid of the c 
ive me the strength to take vengeance upon myself 
ne for the good of all men was placed upon the Cross , you wounded me , for I defend 
ails in time , since it does not cali upon virtue , and in part is sensual appetite 
us 6 
nce it dwells both outside and inside us 
y which opens the gates of Heaven for us 
ke root in you ; his passion finds in us a fitting place , and , ( though ) we could 
se grant me that ointment which cures us sufferers who are ill because of you 
ubstance , and makes himself known to us through his actions ; he does not reveal ni 
shall I vow to the God who has bound us together not to lessen my firm intentions a 
ees no track ; he will not and cannot 
er me most ready ; I do not know what 
es my opinions : the place where they 
known its cause ; joys and sufferings 
and that I exaggerate my deeds by my 
gs , which reveal troubled thoughts , 
by time ; I do not ,say that my own is 
rstanding was not slow to speak , and 
'You wish vainly and your desires are 
me the light of true hope , not that 
All my speech will be in 
42 he body with great scorn : 'You wish 
t is ; if I ask for Heaven , I do not 
in suffering to the devil ! I do not 
ther experience , I think , is of any 
43 d.to others : I have made it great by 
Quality 
agree ; from time to time their power 
ed , serving a master who was never a 
The government of the 
Give me the strength to take 
I find myself brought 
, the passions of the soul go through 
) ; when I put it on , I felt it was 
This peace in me does not last 
Wise lady : when love is 
gher level than man ; therefore it is 
g ) : in quantity it considers itself 
The day so much desired comes 
elt it was very large , and ( it is ) 
use 2 
use a level path , he cannot go back since som 
use there is to me in delaying ; there is no r 
used 1 
used to dwell is no longer there 
usually 1 
usually come from it 
utterances 1 
utterances : rather I pray God that I may die 
uttered 1 
uttered without art by one who is out of his m 
utterly 2 
utterly different from any other kind ( of suf 
utterly refuted this argument , saying that th 
vain 3 
vain , for in an instant your pleasures turn t 
vain hope which I receive from you , but that 
vain to those who have not seen you , for they 
vainly 1 
vainly and your desires are vain , for in an i 
valué 3 
valué it sufficiently ; I am lacking in both f 
valué the goods which I alone possess , for a 
valué ; the way has been cleared by Death 
valuing 1 
valuing highly what I lose ; for seeing myse 
varies 2 
varies according to what it beholds , for it i 
varies : in a single day , melancholy reigns , 
vassal 1 
vassal ñor ever thought to pay homage ( to ano 
Venetians 1 
Venetians is not as well-ordered as { the way 
vengeance 1 
vengeance upon myself 
very 
very 
very 
very 
very 
very 
very 
very 
very 
very 
10 
cióse to my end , since my desire has an 
different or contrary changes , for in on 
large , and { it is ) very tight now that 
long , since suffering endures longer tha 
oíd , absence is the worm that devours it 
right that he who pleases the devil shoul 
similar to others ; in quality it is diff 
slowly to me , so dearly bought with pain 
tight now that I wear it 
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27 
cv 
XCII 
LXXIII 
XCII 
101 
83 
55 
12 
CI 
IV 
He has made a fair number ( who are ) very wise and good , but it is my Lady Teresa 
u conslder my desserts ; I am greatly 
, for it is entirely false , and this 
vexed 1 
vexed that my life should be drawn out , and I 
vexes 1 
vexes the soul 
24 
XCII 
cv 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XCII 
47 
52 
55 
51 
52 
57 
43 
33 
102 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XIII 
87 
18 
22 
17 
18 
XIII 
LXVIII 
CI 
LXXIII 
CV 
XCVI 
CXIV 
XCII 
XCVI 
CXIV 
LXIII 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
XCII 
CV 
LXXXIX 
5 
20 
18 
23 
213 
27 
14 
235 
3 
17 
41 
28 
5 
25 
9 
98 
149 
53 
eature whose virtues protect her from 
( only ) in that which is inclined to 
indolence sleeps in you ; you are no 
in time , since it does not cali upon 
s have grown so oíd in me that I find 
for her own sake that creature whose 
ther with sincere intention , for her 
spirit considers orily good things and 
eel them separately , as if they were 
You deserve one , since a 
in in such a sad state of mind that I 
remember her acts of love , and more 
a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a 
A wrong opinión is 
ove no service ; Love is said to be a 
decrepitude , for all flesh malees me 
will make vows and will promise many 
never leave my mind ; rather shall I 
All pilgrims together will make 
Tityos , whose liver is devoured by a 
Feeling my suffering to lie in 
they will be firm .; Love likes to be 
f my situation ! ) Sleeping , ( and } 
ith tales of great deeds ; and let me 
fire and I can join in their games , 
ike the child who , for his age , can 
full of pleasure as when my thoughts 
; and , above all , may my faith not 
to satisfy me ; whether I let my mind 
Having lost Love , I do not 
laced among the saints , I should not 
he does not know whether his God will 
I 
I 
ear Hell , towards which I travel ; I 
I 
! fear deáth because I do not 
I 
o wish to receive advice and I do not 
I 
I 
vices ¿ 
vices 
vices ; the quantity of love has no hope of la 
virgin 1 
virgin , since God wished you to bear offsprin 
virtue 2 
virtue , and in part is sensual appetite 
virtue bitter to the taste 
virtues 3 
virtues protect her from vices 
virtues , unmixed with sensual desire 
virtues when it acts entirely in accordance wi 
visible 2 
visible 
visible crown should not be placed where there 
visibly 1 
visibly draw near to death 
vividly 1 
vividly than before ; I do not consent to esca 
voice 1 
voice from a frail body , and I , who would ha 
voiced 1 
voiced by people in general , since it dwells 
voluntary 1 
voluntary act of good , and you do not know th 
vomi t 1 
vomit ; great lovers who lost the woman they 1 
votive 1 
votive offerings of wax ; the great fear will 
vow 1 
vow to the God who has bound us together not t 
vows 1 
vows and will promise many votive offerings of 
vulture 1 
vulture , and each time the flesh is renewed , 
wait 1 
wait , knowing , for certain that I must fall 
waited 1 
waited on by such servants 
waking 1 
waking , I engage my imagination in contemplat 
walk 3 
walk among tombs , questioning the souls of th 
walk over snow , with naked feet , bareheaded 
walk well enough along his own street , but if 
wander 3 
wander in love 
wander ñor myhope tremble ; charity will not 
wander or concéntrate my thoughts , it is a wa 
want 12 
want God to help me by making the world give m 
want her to be protected from\Death 
want him for Himself , or whether He will bury 
want no pleasure except that of being sad : I 
want to be burned by Love 's heat , for I find 
want to go back , and do not turn my steps in 
want to go to meet you ; I do not know why I d 
want to leave you , for Love is cancelled by d 
want to rise up and I do not try hard enough : 
want to see any remedy : rather have I taken m 
want to straighten it , but I need your help 
want your will to become entirely mine ; I am 
wanted 
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XCVII 
XCIV 
CI 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
XCII 
LXXVII 
14 eciding to do this ; it looks as if I wanted to , but it is not true , since nothing 
117 n she lived on earth in the flesh , I wanted to love her spirit alone : then , how m 
wants 5 
29 Love wants me and Fortune draws me away : my streng 
20 r this strange way of life , for Love wants me for his court and sends for me 
52 Nature , acting wisely in me , wants me to make an effort , and I do not appl 
81 leasure ; later the soul feels it and wants to achieve its own pleasure , which it 1 
5 ole world is overrun by envy ; no man wants to do good , even when it is no effort : 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
war 4 
34 For me , Love fs peace is war ; if she through whom he wounded me were a 
35 he through whom he wounded me were at war , in peace I would be defeated and her sla 
37 The world is at peace and I alone at war , since Love has ceased to fight ; I am wo 
22 w Love has no more with which to make war to the death 
warm 2 
LXVIII 3 who will treat him well , keeping him warm in time of frost and cool in summer when 
CV 185 I am a Catholic , but Faith does not warm me , for the slow cold of the senses puts 
XCII 191 rough which it has passed 
warmth 1 
sends out warmth or cold so Love gives suffering or joy 
LXVIII 
CI 
XXXIX 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
CV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
CV 
LXVIII 
XCVII 
CV 
IV 
LXVI 
CV 
LXVI 
IV 
XCII 
CV 
LXXVII 
23 
12 
12 
19 
119 
65 
15 
69 
30 
25 
196 
21 
32 
121 
25 
29 
65 
42 
17 
216 
123 
27 
was 
nother ) ; in every base action , his was 
d over me that in my ( own ) castle I was 
seen in me great suffering , my soul was 
iority before this ; my unchaste body was 
w that nothing hinders me ? While she was 
r flavour is not sepárate ; while she was 
body , and I , who would have sworn I was 
The soul , which was 
uts an end to my base appetite : this was 
realized that the light of the world was 
you créate me , since your knowledge was 
t , bareheaded , serving a master who was 
What saint was 
The Mosaic law was 
The understanding was 
it is with me , for Love 's sickness was 
afraid ? If job , the just ( man ) , was 
Innocent One for the good of all men was 
ñnd do not thínk I was 
What in the past was 
means of it ) , except insofar as it was 
n it ) ; when I put it on , I felt it was 
168 
wasp 
will fear much less the sting of the wasp 
22 
a savage heart ; he only tells me I shall 
a serf ; I saw a gesture and heard a voice 
accompanied by great joy 
afraid to lose a place which gave it pleas 
alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; the 
alive , such were my desires 
capable of making an armed man suffer , ha 
chosen to contémplate God , rebels , blasp 
enclosed in the bodily part of her whom De 
false , despising earthly glory because th 
infallible ? Change into nothingness , I p 
never a vassal ñor ever thought to pay hom 
not afraid of Death ? Who will mourn for d 
not good in itself ( one could not enter P 
not slow to speak , and utterly refuted th 
nothing to me , ( since I had been ) livin 
oppressed by fear of God , what shall I do 
placed upon the Cross , you wounded me , f 
so foolish as not to see your great superi 
tangled and confused has gone : the grain 
the beginning of our own law , because of 
very large , and ( it is ) very tight now 
1 
XCVI 27 or concéntrate my thoughts , it is a 
waste 1 
waste of time whatever I do , I regret befor 
44 for the bold lover 
wasted 
may his time be wasted 
CV 
II 
217 
17 
43 
water 2 
Oh , when shall I water my cheeks with the sweet tears of weepin 
are found in woods and lions dwell in water will my love ever change , as long as I 
watered 1 
that other ( desire ) by which I am watered with continual suffering if it fails 
XLVI 
wax 1 
will promise many votive offerings of wax ; the great fear will bring to light the s 
IV 
XCII 
CI 
XCII 
CV 
XXIII 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
XCII 
XCII 
XCII 
XCIV 
CV 
IV 
XCIV 
II 
CV 
LIV 
XCII 
XLVI 
XXIII 
28 
55 
24 
219 
34 
34 
32 
19 
210 
134 
92 
21 
224 
48 
45 
15 
174 
36 
60 
32 
17 
f its composition , loves in the same 
Another desire , which makes its 
) , for he would not have come such a 
nce , I think , is of any valué ; the 
ry with you ñor do I blame you in any 
tians is not as well-ordered as ( the 
suffer the pain of \Longing and see no 
o one should pity me for this strange 
e pleasures which come to the soul by 
ath attacks so fiercely and in such a 
templation , the soul rests in such a 
"In the same 
f these , since they are the path and 
act of good , and you do not know the 
art attracts the lesser and finds the 
you , my beloved : displeasure is the 
ay think only of you and may find the 
way 17 
way as a wolf or a fox ; for their power to lo 
way between the two , is found to have no sure 
way by himself 
way has been cleared by Death 
way ; I am quite certain that you continually 
way in which ) your intelligence rules over su 
way of hoping for any good 
way of life , for Love wants me for his court 
way of the body are the compound actions which 
way that , in killing another , she kills me 
way that the body , wellrestrained , sheds no 
way , the passions of the soul go through very 
way to the others 
way to this good 
way which leads to his true end ; and when the 
way which leads to not-loving , but not a sing 
way which leads towards you ; do this , Lord , 
ways ¿ 
, and each of them with ( his ) proud ways 
t , and similarly they arise in three ways ; they take different courses from one an 
sure on earth for me 
we 10 
for as long as we are alive , I do not believe this can happe 
We are all coarse when we try to express what 
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28 
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26 
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218 
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166 
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III 
XIII 
CI 
CV 
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LXXIX 
LXVIII 
III 
14 
8 
20 
11 
20 
42 
18 
201 
7 
4 
2 
12 
19 
XXIII 
XCII 
XVIII 
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LXXIX 
XLVI 
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LXIII 
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CXIV 
XXIII 
I 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
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XCII 
33 
93 
16 
2 
35 
15 
234 
58 
21 
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40 
17 
121 
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" 63 
38 
21 
161 
• Lily among thorns : 
us a fitting place , and , { though ) 
and , ( though ) we could oppose it , 
her example of this is the evíl which 
nt , when we take on flesh and bone , 
On the Day of judgement , when 
s is the evil which we feel , whereas 
We are ail coarse when 
we both know that a man may well die of love ; 
we could oppose it , we do not wish to 
we do not wish to 
we feel , whereas we think of Paradise without 
we shall share out our bodies without distinct 
we take on flesh and bone , we shall share out 
we think of Paradise without feeling it 
we try to express what a fair and honest body 
weak 4 
patient cannot describe his illness , weak as he is , with clumsy tongue ; his gestu 
you with great sin ; and if I am too weak , gorge yourself on my flesh , but do not 
Help me , God , for my strength is weak ; I desire to know what you have predesti 
pare , but I know of no one who is so weak in strength , for I am dying and am so fe 
6 o away from you 
weakened 1 
for your action has weakened my courage I shall not return until 
weakening 1 
e shattered my armour ; my thoughts , weakening ( my strength ) have already overcom 
weakens 1 
nd when I do so , I suffer pain which weakens me 
weakness 1 
humble servant as myself through his weakness ; certainly , it is Love who accuses 
wear 2 
sad , I am content with the sadness I wear ; I feel joy , while I am in such a state 
, and ( it is ) very tight now that I wear it 
weather 2 
sudden spell of storm and impossible weather ; he calculates that if it lasts for 1 
nds himself cióse to death , when the weather is bad and he is in danger at sea , an 
weeds 1 
cut off base desires from myself ; no weeds grow on my riverbank ; let it be underst 
weep 
And if I do not weep 
1 
who sees me laugh , though I do not suf n who makes me live 
weeping 3 
ter my cheeks with the sweet tears of weeping ? Contrition is the spring from which 
ure and that my eyes would never stop weeping ! I do not love so little that no tear 
1 , I pray you , do not forget ! Come weeping , with dishevelled hair , your breasts 
weigh 1 
s will be beneath me which at present weigh upon my sinews ; he who is not afraid of 
do not try hard enough 
weight 1 
such is the weight of my terrible sins before death puts 
well 
in the spirit , the coarse man knows well 
t complain if anyone does not wish me well 
nfident that you will come to know me well 
the good which he possessed ? He sees well 
hat the reason why Love is unequal is well 
thorns : we both know that a man may well 
he child who , for his age , can walk well 
It would have been as well 
s hands , time future cannot turn out well 
ho , with burning hearts , have loved well 
who seeks a master who will treat him well 
sick man has no fever and thinks him well 
, and , once you have known me , all the 
and truly , unless he is a fool , that he 
concealed in you 
die of love ; the least you can do is bel 
enough along his own street , but if , by 
for me if , having received baptism , I h 
for me ; that past is the best ( part ) o 
, I pray you , do not forget ! Come weepi 
, keeping him warm in time of frost and c 
, since he is healthy to the touch 
well-bred 1 
hat a fair and honest body deserves ; well-bred young men , who are expert ( in such 
well-ordered 1 
government of the Venetians is not as well-ordered as ( the way in which ) your inte 
wellrestrained 1 
1 rests in such a way that the body , wellrestrained , sheds no tears at this 
were 
If Love were 
it seems to me as -if everything in me were 
r ; if she through whom he wounded me were 
es : escaping from the sea where they were 
gs rema-in in hope of this ; and if it were 
Man could not live in the world if it were 
\ ñll the desires which were 
I wish the clear day were 
mpulses : rather is" it as though ( it were 
I wish tó God that my thoughts were 
are compelled to , though ( when they were 
re like the Romans* ( deeds ) , which were 
lear day were dark , ( and that there were 
easure can be fulfilled , even if you were 
By such arrows , many were 
great signs of injury , and I wish it were 
24 
a rational substance and held the sceptre 
a strange custom : among other people , 1 
at war , in peace I would be defeated and 
born and bred , they will leap on to dry 
certain that she had béen placed among th 
cleansed of evil humours ; good and evil 
confused in me are shown cléarly by their 
dark , ( and that there were ) howls and 
) dead 
dead and I could spend my life in sleepin 
) free , ( they pulled ) against one anot 
greater than the written accounts tell ; 
) howls and tears instead of songs 
in favour of fulfilling it ; you are comp 
killed in the past ; now Love has no more 
more obvious to other people , so that ev 
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sepárate ; whilé she was alive , such 
he world would be a great marvel if I 
f ( as far as one can see , his works 
n , and if I avoid it , it is as if I 
breasts open to show how your hearts 
creased at all ; and if some day they 
, for ever separating hearts ( which 
d I feel thera separately , as if they 
were my desires 
were not afraid of misfortune 
were not sufficient ) ; your spirit breathes w 
were parting from her ; times and places point 
were pierced by the arrow of gold with which L 
were to pass , the time for this to begin has 
were ) united ! I find my feelings stupefied ; 
were visible 
west 2 
ne from the east , the other from the west , and ( this ) lasts until one of the win 
I see the mistral and the west wind take up arras against them ; but the 
wet 1 
I do not love so little that no tears wet my face when I think of her life and death 
are all coarse when we try to express 
ool will accuse me if I do not love ? 
A thousand times a day I pray God for 
spirit suffers equally , not knowing 
he dead ; come back to earth and show 
alive , enduring such pain , desires 
it does not distract me , I shall say 
id to fall still further : my hope in 
have made it great by valuing highly 
afortúnate , compared with me , since 
111 make me change my mind concerning 
Thus disposed , 
heir desires ; ( but ) she cannot end 
such a flavour , and I have to taste 
e end ; and when the appetite desires 
Then 
Quality varies according to 
sider any ( lover ) from the past and 
you are without love , or do not know 
people will not need to have faith in 
I am losing 
I desire 
cannot do more : all I can do is obey 
all my heart , if I am not pitied for 
for having allowed myself to speak of 
eak the rules , and if he goes beyond 
Your intelligence does 
o where her road lies : I do not know 
hat my will is free and I do not know 
an ) , was oppressed by fear of God / 
ting the person I love , who she is , 
O meroy , God !' But I do not know 
d , now I am compelled to leave him , 
I do not know 
onsider me most ready 
y strength is weak ; I 
Now 
I do not know 
Then 
Then , 
desire to know 
you can tell me 
what 4 6 
what a fair and honest body deserves ; well-br 
What am I to do , since I do not deserve your 
What fool will accuse me if I do not love ? Wh 
What fool will accuse me if I do love ? No one 
what for the most part lies with you : that yo 
what God has decreed for you , for your salvat 
what has become of you : your look will not ca 
what he despairs of ? It is so severe that it 
what I find in you 
what I hoped is lost 
what I lose ; for , seeing myself deprived of 
what I wish for never be achieved : no doctor 
what I would say to you ; through you I shall 
What in the past was tangled and confused has 
what is bitter seems sweet to me : so corrupta 
what is good , however much she offends it 
what is more bitter than gall , for I suffer t 
what is necessary to it , man does not fall in 
what is the state of the man who travels in th 
what it beholds , for it is born inevitably fr 
what Love can do in a place which is prepared 
what love demands ; whoever suffers from this 
what Love performs outslde me ; its power will 
What man alive , enduring such pain , desires 
What man is so just , let alone myself , that 
What man is so unaccustomed to love that lie w 
what many men have lost , and I suffer more , 
what may cogt me dear , and this hope consoles 
what my grief demands 
what my heart is suffering 
what my knowledge does not reach to ; excess o 
what nature decrees , the result is false and 
what no other is capable of , for it can comma 
what prevents me from deciding to do this ; it 
what prevents me from this purpose 
What saint was not afraid of Death ? Who will 
what shall I do , who swim in sins ? When I th 
what she is worth ; and the more I find ( in h 
what to bee , of you , except that you ( shoul 
what to others is evil to me seems good 
what to say that I should not regret having sa 
what use there is to me in delaying ; there is 
what will he do , since no other good remains 
what wonder I love it ? And nothing consoles m 
what you have predestined for me ; to you , i 
what you think of my situation ! ) Sleeping , 
Whatever 6 
Whatever belongs to the body but does not shar 
in nothingness there can be no hope ; whatever belongs to the body , Death turns ( i 
different ( kind of ) suffering : in whatever direction I look , I am burned 
you I shall receive joy or sadness ; whatever God wishes to give me lies in you 
my thoughts , it is a waste of time ; whatever I do , I regret before I do it 
ion , I find affect me without pain : whatever I undertake , I spoil it at the begin 
Love does not live 
goes away , he is forced to grieve : 
oment to the next , and the timid man 
Who but a fool. asks me if , 
riáis when I see you far away , for ( 
y I no longer fear death ? It will be 
ble , I mourn and wish to mourn , and 
eath , and I return to my grief , and 
w me how to make excuses before you , 
rt and pleasure in this thought , but 
loth , dressing my spirit ( in it ) ; 
could do me carne to an end on the day 
r ) life had still not come to an end 
are light , ( compared ) to my triáis 
The time is near 
not delay , for it is already late , 
When 72 
When appetite follows the soul 's part , man g 
when desire and hope are dead , and in nothing 
when good departs , it summons evil with loud 
when he thinks of Love ; as for the bold lover 
when I am absent / I miss that woman who makes 
when I am ) near you , nothing can trouble me 
when I am set on fire by your love , and that 
when I do not , I am displeased enough , for I 
when I do so , I suffer pain which weakens me 
when I have to give a detailed account of my s 
When I imagine our united wills and our conver 
when I lose it , my suffering , increases : li 
when I put it on , I felt it was very large , 
When I reflect that the dead do not think at a 
when I saw her cióse her eyes 
when I saw her draw near to death , saying wit 
when I see you far away , for ( when I am ) ne 
when I shall live like a hermit , the better t 
when I" shall set foot on the hateful road 
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55 
d do not succeed in mastering , and , 
what shall I do / who swim in sins ? 
e so little that no tears wet my face 
ch clothes and covers me completely , 
our own , and I am an eneray to myself 
forget that I am in this worid , and 
The sinner suffers God 's anger 
onsiders only good things and virtues 
e death or life : everything is equal 
envy ; no man wants to do good , even 
, bringing him news of troubies ; and 
bull who goes off into the wilderness 
Every true lover suffers greatly 
r soon the devil himself will pity me 
Wise lady : 
am that man who , in time of storm , 
heart is never so full of pleasure as 
Oh , 
And 
which any sad man is allowed , for , 
so confused is our 'knowledge of Him ! 
way which leads to his true end ; and 
makes the past present for him ; but 
m in time of frost and cool in summer 
doctor does not take the case lightly 
O Love , o Love : on the day 
y share in the body or the soul ; and 
of loving little if he remains alive 
ils , love is not long in declining : 
e evils which drive me out of my mind 
an who finds himself cióse to death , 
But the conflict is so small 
d each of them guides man naturally ; 
love and fear love 's suffering , and 
not see within , will be sad at heart 
Like gold which , ( 
All my friends may pity me 
now they are compelled to , though { 
pt grief at the memory of pleasure ; 
he sea complains deeply and cries out 
On the Day of judgement , 
We are all coarse 
Take me 
O you , who are supreme suffering 
ealous if you love God a great deal ; 
when I speak , they deny my words , giving to 
When I think of Hell , where time is of no acc 
when I think of her life and death ; I U v e in 
when I think that Death has taken away our lov 
when I think to be a friend 
when I try to see his deeds from within , he g 
when in this world lie is sent no triáis ; let 
when it acts entirely in accordance with its o 
when it comes from your power , so that I cons 
when it is no effort : how will he do it despi 
When it pleases God that the ship should peris 
when it tries to provide him with some pleasur 
when lie is beaten by another of his kind who 
when lie is faced with despair ; but , mercifu 
when lie sees me going through torment like hi 
When Love dwells in me indivisibly , I feel su 
when love is very oíd , absence is the worm th 
when most people enjoy themselves around the f 
When my thoughts show me the pleasures of the 
when my thoughts wander in love 
When my will finds happiness in loving you , m 
When reason controls the appetite , its whole 
when shall I water my cheeks with the sweet te 
when she lived on earth in the flesh , I wante 
when such a person laments his situation , his 
When suffering decreases , faith is the first 
when the appetite desires what is necessary to 
When the body dies , nothing is left to the on 
When the eye does not see and touch is not pra 
when the friend goes away , he is forced to gr 
when the heat comes ; despising the worth of h 
when the heat does not come to the surface ; t 
when the Innocent One for the good of all men 
when the loved one dies , love lasts for as lo 
when the one he loves is dead ; or he should a 
when the saint fails , his feast day lapses 
when the time comes for me to leave behind for 
when the weather is bad and he is in danger at 
when they act separately that , in the body 's 
when they act together , they perform good or 
when they are in suffering , they long to leav 
when they believe me 
when ) they extract it from the mine , is mixe 
when they see my suffering ; let my false comp 
when they were ) free , ( they pulled ) agains 
when this fails , love is not long in declinin 
when two strong winds attack it equally , one 
when we take on flesh and bone , we shall shar 
when we try to express what a fair and honest 
When will be the day I no longer fear death ? 
when you consider me most ready ; I do not kno 
when you join together unequal wills ! Let me 
when you take pleasure without me , my misfort 
LXXIX 11 om the arrows with which he strikes 
whence 1 
whence those who are stricken are made to feel 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXXI 
XCII 
XCVI 
XCII 
XCVII 
LXXIII 
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CV 
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133 
131 
15 
67 
20 
13 
whenever 2 
My final good : I think of your death whenever I feel content with the present ; and 
ithout me , my misfortune increases ; whenever you suffered , I suffered at your mis 
in danger at sea , and sees the place 
uantity or his quality ; according to 
of him who is dead and does not know 
Id , ( and ) therefore take my spirit 
I ought to go 
goes unrecognized : he exists solely 
If I find myself at a stage 
and Love assumes power , depending on 
y , according to the law of the place 
t sufficient ) ; your spirit breathes 
The place 
the extremity , if there is any place 
kes its own course , and no one knows 
ins , I pray your Son not to consider 
a visible crown should not be placed 
der where the prayerscome from , but 
Grief stifles my opinions : the place 
hiding-places : escaping from the sea 
swim in sins ? When I think of Hell , 
g rocks is afraid { lie does not know 
"\ The place 
where 21 
where he could take refuge and by misfortune c 
where he starts from , so lie projects his str 
where he will go ( he does not know whether hi 
where her own resides ; and , before my life e 
where her road lies : I do not know what prevé 
where his goodwill lies and he places his enti 
where I do not remember my grief , I already h 
where it enters 
where it has thrust out its deep roots : on th 
where it pleases ; how or why , no living man 
where lies the great suffering I experience is 
where Love may take root in you ; his passion 
where the médium lies 
where the prayers come from , but where they a 
where there is a miracle 
where they are going to 
where they used to dwell is no longer there 
where they were born and bred ,v they will leap 
where time is of no account , there all that t 
where to set his feet ) to go ahead , because 
where you are will make me change my mind conc 
208 e of this is the evll which we feel 
whereas 1 
whereas we think of Paradise without fee^ing i 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XCVI 
4 
3 
26 
27 
whether 6 
is God will want him for Himself , or whether He will bury him in.Hell ) : my spirit 
w where he will go { he does not know whether his God will want him for Himself ,• or 
hat I should not regret having said ; whether I cry out or remain silent , I find no 
lent , I find nothing to satisfy me ; whether I let my mind wander or concéntrate my 
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93 her with their fingers , according to whether suffering or pleasure occurred there ; 
rform good and ( that ) you are right whether you give death or life : everything is 
which 
You are the end in which 
happy ; it is the beginning , through which 
One part of my great pleasure is that which 
Man is composed of soul and body , which 
ures which attack one , but all those which 
intelligence rules over subtleties - which 
use Love to diminish , choosing those which 
d touch is not practised , the desire which 
That desire which 
n all those things will be beneath me which 
sures : not only those base pleasures which 
ely feel pain , and I feel sufferings which 
most terrible condition of all those which 
goes off in smoke , leaving puré gold which 
re him , unless he is from Spain ; in which 
I feel a different sorrow which 
The impulses which 
Those pleasures which 
That desire which 
lost delight , s o great is the fear which 
Nothing which 
be equal to mourning the pious injury which 
It is the understanding which 
t distaste for all food , except that which 
ed me , please grant me that ointment which 
, and its pillar is subtle thought , which 
eeds from both together , from an act which 
iny part of pleasure with those evils which 
Id wish , ( it is ) my great desire { which 
who has caused it , knows the reason which 
feeling , according to the difference which 
pt by experience , ,the great pleasure which 
not clothing in earth my naked body , which 
riginates , and that it ( is the body which 
There are two desires which 
ds that ) it has three parts , two of which 
ind of dress it has adopted , ( and ) which 
haste body was afraid to lose a place which 
h resides in it : it is this ( love ) which 
beings feel that many of the secrets which 
The good substance which 
) just and merciful ; I see your will which 
Pleasure and love , from which 
, pouring forth the marvellous effect which 
I saw a pair of eyes which 
w who believe things other than those which 
t sinning , I shall lose those habits which 
om a distance their good or evil , of which 
hout suffering , having lost the good which 
ature and he does not achieve the end which 
this can be seen from the arrows with which 
reserve man 's radical heat , without which 
ut thoughtlessly kept just one , with which 
r pardoned have now broken the thread which 
the devil ! I do not valué the goods which 
d helps me to root out the reason for which 
g in dying ; that other ( desire ) by which 
uit me ; this is the fault because of which 
bandon me , and the fear of that evil which 
at all of tile living , and the grief which 
should like at the infinite damnation which 
une is my corrupt nature , because of which 
it , who have departed from that body which 
be exempted from a most grave event , which 
ght of true hope , not that vain hope which 
otally abandoned by love : because of which 
I fear Hell , towards which 
That ( other ) desire which 
cannot last : desire possesses him , which 
are of gold and lead , and of a metal which 
, and consume in fire that part of me which 
events you from it , break the custom which 
O mercy , God ! Reverse my nature , which 
work can only be interrupted by that which 
Any end ( which 
ed by thinking of love ; the fat body which 
aw , and not to resemble that ( law ) which 
undergo death , but ( only ) in that which 
of being sad ; I mean that pleasure ( which 
er of the present , but of the past , which 
past and what Love can do in a place which 
So great is the good which 
me ; there is nothing in the world ( which 
You are the good which 
and I feel the full pain of this : ( which 
beginning of our own law , because of which 
, since I do not avoid the reason for which 
ind , depending on the región through which 
159 
all ends termínate , and it is not an en 
another end is achieved , according to t 
any sad man is allowed , for , when such 
are contraríes , so that will and appeti 
are indifferent 
are nourished for you by understanding -
arise from the spirit , which never tire 
arises entirely from these ( senses ) di 
arises from my flesh alone , if it is no 
at present weigh upon my sinews ; he who 
attack one , but all those which are ind 
bring pleasures with them 
can be known on earth 
cannot be corrupted , so Death puts an e 
case , lie will have greater knowledge o 
clothes and covers me completely , when 
come from nature are contained in limits 
come to the soul by way of the body are 
comes from an honest cause will give ris 
comes from her great misfortune ! Any mi 
concerns the body gives me pleasure , si 
conies from Death ? O cruel evil which t 
conquers sensuality ; even though the fi 
costs me much love 
cures us sufferers who are ill because o 
does not allow it to fast from delicate 
does not make it clear which of the two 
drive me out of my mind when the time co 
) drives me to such jealousy ; I am not 
drives me to such suffering 
exists between them on earth 
exists in the mere intention of him who 
expects to lose no other pleasure than t 
) feels most pain or pleasure ( from thi 
follow nature , and each of them guides 
follow nature : one dies and the other 1 
for a long time it has worn , of black m 
gave it pleasure 
gives joy without suffering , and in its 
God keeps in store are unattainable , th 
God kept in order to make notable women 
grants grace without merits ; you freely 
great desire is born , and hope , which 
had been hidden by the power of contrari 
had such great power to cause suffering 
happen to themselves 
have been the cause of my not loving you 
he always feels one or the other , and w 
he possessed ? He sees well and truly , 
he seeks in all his actions 
he strikes , whence those who are strick 
he would be destroyed 
he wounded me , and so I give up { my ) 
held the life of you who have left this 
I alone possess , for a man does not per 
I am sad , I am content with the sadness 
I am watered with continual suffering , 
I cannot love 
I dread overwhelms me 
I endure without reward will disappear , 
I fear ; and nature does not comprehend 
I get angry and accuse myself for no rea 
I loved so much , look at me in my suffe 
I pray God may come soon 
I receive from you , but that which reas 
, I remain in such a sad state of mind t 
I travel ; I want to go back , and do no 
in me has no limit is the means by which 
is a lack of good , and , ( once ) that 
is called silver : each of these conveys 
is cold 
is common to the dead ; come back to ear 
is evil because of my great sin ; and if 
is forbidden to me 
is ) found in this world is not a true e 
is given to sleeping cannot take a singl 
is harmful to me 
is inclined to vices ; the quantity of 1 
is ) mixed with sadness , for this is th 
is nothing and ( is ) finished ; I take 
is prepared ( for it ) , I simply cannot 
is set before me that I live in hope of 
is ) the equivalent of hoping for such a 
is the measure of all other goods , and 
is ) to avoid all people who are happy a 
it can be said that the laws are a singl 
it comes to me 
it has passed , sends out warmth or cold 
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Love reveáis to- me the great secrets which 
d wants to achieve its own pleasure , which 
love that my soul is within the body which 
Following Love , from which 
Let those habits which 
hrough others sample her great pain , which 
) , the worse it is for my thoughts , which 
attracts the lesser and finds the way which 
, my beloved : displeasure is the way which 
hink only of you and may find the way which 
e that anyone should wish for that of which 
er lasts for ever , the third is that which 
th sufficient forcé to undo the knots which 
ere pierced by the arrow of gold with which 
fear of burning in that blind fire in which 
mpossible for it to love , since that which 
ñnother desire , which 
nd , since He does not take away that which 
to me , but the fear of misfortune , which 
The signs of love which 
ne renounce the horde of base desires which 
There are three parts towards which 
em strange to me ; like those actions which 
ch in me has no limit is the means by which 
pe ! ' Love has a bittersweet flavour which 
, and thus I experience the pleasure which 
Those liquids which 
g those which arise from the spirit , which 
ns not harm her ! The great suffering which 
My misfortune is not as great as that which 
m an act which does not make it clear which 
hey perform good or evil according to which 
scorn and loathing for those desires which 
erstanding , the greater the pleasure which 
rom which they flow : this is the key which 
ark night to men , and I live by that which 
ich great desire is born , and hope , which 
completely driven out the great fear which 
oy would be troubled by that pleasure which 
e which I receive from you , but that which 
an enjoys in you , so that my flesh , which 
e occurred there ; and there are some which 
inish it ; rather is Death a crucible which 
flesh , but do not touch my spirit , which 
lieve it , is a true sign of the good which 
, and it will appear to hate anything which 
0 be sad : let him .read my writings , which 
to me in sadness and others - many - which 
hout the contrary wind , and that key which 
indications , apart from his agony , which 
hich conies from Death ? O cruel evil which 
s against it ? For the will , through which 
me feel a tiny spark of the pleasure which 
So Love reveáis subtleties to me , which 
you , God cannot give me-anything in which 
eir wounds according to the manner in which 
eping ? Contritión is the spring from which 
h a kind , according to the extent to which 
s should not look for a dark place in which 
the past ; now Love has no more with which 
of the body are the compound actions which 
bringing pleasures and other feelings which 
The soul , which 
; another example of this is the evil which 
ef , and when I do so , I suffer pain which 
All the desires which 
love are like the Romans' ( deeds ) , which 
1 evil , for ever separating hearts ( which 
Like gold which 
fear will bring to light the secrets which 
s not as well-ordered as ( the way in which 
Lord , and 
in love 
if I hav 
is found 
it hides from the most subtle , and my c 
it lacks the power to obtain , for it is 
it loves , and I am content with any kin 
it takes its form , most of the time it 
kept me from you die , since they have h 
lasts longer than any other 
lead me to great madness ; yes , and so 
leads to his true end ; and when the app 
leads to not-loving , but not a single s 
leads towards you ; do this , 
lie has no hope 
looks to false appetite 
Love can tie 
Love wounds those ( who are ) 
lovers grow hot 
made it feel no longer exists 
makes its way between the two 
makes me sad ! In my sadness I feel such 
makes my tender flesh grow thin , brings 
men feel in such a situation , I find af 
mingle with the good ; there is no need 
my desires mount , and similarly they ar 
my own opinions praised , the false seem 
my suffering is increased : its opposite 
my taste is unable to sepárate : my plea 
never grows tired , so that my flesh doe 
never pardoned have now broken the threa 
never tires , but multiplies continually 
no tongue can describe of him who is dea 
occurred to others : I have made it grea 
of the two has the greater share in it ; 
of them dominates the other 
, ( once they are ) satisfied , cause Lo 
one receives through it , and its pillar 
opens the gates of Heaven for us 
ordinary people do not taste 
passes through all these stages , are so 
prevents me from being happy 
quickly turns to loathing 
reason consents to have near it 
rebels so much against me , may be appea 
recall her to me in sadness and others -
refines and perfects gold , leaving it p 
resembles you ; and , above all , may my 
resides in it : it is this { love ) whic 
rests on it for a momeht ; fish great an 
reveal troubled thoughts , uttered witho 
show her as happy 
shuts you in the cupboard cannot open th 
speaks for itself 
takes away youth and makes the flesh rot 
the deed is performed , acknowledges the 
the good man enjoys in you , so that my 
the learned do not succeed in mastering 
there is no dissatisfaction ; I scatter 
they are struck 
they flow : this is the key which opens 
they share iri the body or the soul ; and 
to be sad : let him read my writings , w 
to make war to the death 
torment lovers , and each feels such pai 
trouble me 
was chosen to contémplate God , rebels , 
we feel , whereas we think of Paradise w 
weakens me 
were confused in me are shown clearly by 
were greater than the written accounts t 
were ) united ! I find my feelings stupe 
, ( when ) they extract it from the mine 
will never be revealed to the confessor 
) your intelligence rules over subtletie 
whichever 2 
e always feels one or the other , and whichever he loses lie later recovers 
ion or doom is given ( also ) to me : whichever you are allotted , I ( too ) shall s 
while 4 
ith the sadness I wear ; I feel joy , while I am in such a state 
ering keeps me in sadness , so that , while it lasts , I cease to feel or understand 
re so , now that nothing hinders me ? While she was alive , my flesVi rebelled agains 
nce , their.flavour is not sepárate ; while she was alive , such were my desires 
white 2 
wishes its clothing { to be ) of puré white 
ess happy ; there is no colour left , white or black : for me nothing is dark or 1 
who 126 
his weakness ; certainly , it is Love who accuses me , ( now that I am ) in love 
cannot reach it : so it is with me , who am in trouble , and see that you are suffi 
lps himself , and you cannot fail any who approach you , and your arms are a sign of 
O Death , who are envious of all good things , and in su 
body deserves ; well-bred young men , who are expert ( in such matters ) , have purs 
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is : ( which is •) to avoid all people 
hat ointment which cures us sufferers 
f gold with which Love wounds those ( 
Let all 
e a great upheaval : and woe to those 
I see many men 
have been revealed to many martyrs ( 
with which he strikes , whence those 
O you , 
u alone ; He has made a fair number { 
I ara that servant 
o will not believe me : there are few 
a common case seem so extreme to one 
ever brought pleasure , I am the man 
aside the manner of the troubadours , 
e to dwell in me ; .he is like death , 
believe the lover who is dumb and him 
He 
Like the man 
Those 
from all those 
, he is a fool 
He 
and he 
those 
He 
those 
anyone 
hidden from lovers , 
if I have any desire 
e measure of all other goods , 
han the written accounts tell 
ave said that Death is bitter 
After misfortune 
Like the man 
suffering ! ' O wretched heart of him 
Like the child 
ter a little rest , like the sick man 
Like the bull 
mind ; rather shall I vow to the God 
e who is out of his mind ; and Love , 
my life in sleeping ! He lives poorly 
vered his strength to destroy the one 
him not-hope for God 's benefits : he 
You , spirit , 
ced as a traitor , and he avoids me , 
the thread which held the life of you 
nderstood my writings , and many more 
o are ) not as clever as the scholars 
11 my speech will be in vain to those 
There are many on earth 
so highly the life of sadness , but I 
olishly , since you only help the man 
he is like the woman with her child , 
I am like the philosopher 
I am that man 
h exists in the mere intention of him 
er , so that I consider anyone a fool 
hed in his fire , just as the saint ( 
I am this man 
suffering , increases : like the man 
g which no tongue can describe of him 
With such' a love I love her 
Lily among thorns : believe the lover 
The Basque 
y from these ( senses ) dies ; anyone 
at present weigh upon my sinews ; he 
Anyone 
0 be found in any man , except in him 
thoughts , uttered without art by one 
ssion assemble all its forces ? God , 
will to spare , but I know of no one 
delaying ; there is no rest for a man 
lie is beaten by another of his kind 
will remain to me ; lie knows of you 
re receiving such a blow , but to him 
O you , wretched ones , 
expsrience ) cannot feel pity for him 
I do not ask him for any woman 
1 flesh makes me vomit ; great lovers 
And I , 
Oyez , oyez , all you 
ody dies , nothing is left to the one 
ved ; so , once the body is dead , he 
when I am absent , I miss that woman 
I am worth as much to you as many 
Those philosophers 
; therefore it is very right that he 
Him 
away from Love , finds him , and I , 
they will not believe it ; and those 
I am not like the little page 
akes me live ? And if I do not weep , 
He is out of his senses 
in contemplating the person I love , 
who are happy and to resent that suffering sho 
who are ill because of you 
who are ) in love 
who are in love follow me , let some of them f 
who are in their hands ! Who will give me back 
who are loved , without ( themselves ) being i 
who are ) not as clever as the scholars who ha 
who are stricken are made to feel pain from th 
who are supreme suffering when you join togeth 
who are ) very wise and good , but it is my La 
who bears no grudge if his service goes unreco 
who believe things other than those which happ 
Who but a fool asks me if , when I am absent , 
who by chance is so stricken by Death ? Why , 
who can bear witness to it 
Who can believe that , among shameful loves , 
who , carried away by passion , exceed the tru 
who catches the fugitive and flees from him wh 
who changes colour from one moment to the next 
who considers a different end has no rest , fo 
who desires food to satisfy his dangerous hung 
who disagree with me are without love and fear 
who do not achieve great love : in their desir 
who does not believe that my spirit burns with 
who does not know ( it from experience ) canno 
who does not resemble you , God , is not good 
who dwell in love 's sickness , in believing m 
who expects neither good ñor evil from love se 
who experience her taste may say this , or who 
who experiences the taste of good cannot be sa 
who finds himself cióse to death , when the we 
who finds himself in such a situation , since 
who , for his age , can walk well enough along 
who , for one pleasant mouthful , turns everyt 
who goes off into the wilderness when lie is b 
who has bound us together not to lessen my fir 
who has caused it , knows the reason which dri 
who has his thought for enemy , bringing him n 
who has injured him , so I must go away from y 
who has not laboured receives no pay 
who have departed from that body which I loved 
who have honored him more than anyone 
who have left this world , as the fates secret 
who have never heard of them 
who have no knowledge of such things 
who have not seen you , for they will not beli 
who have not understood my writings , and many 
who have seen its glory with my own eyes desir 
who helps himself , and you cannot fail any wh 
who , if it cries and begs her for poison , ha 
who , in order to rise to the good that cannot 
who , in time of storm , when most people enjo 
who is a true lover and loves himself for bein 
who is angry with you 
who is ) burning in God finds comfort in his t 
who is called Ausias March ! I pray God not to 
who is condemned to death , and has known this 
who is dead and does not know where he will go 
who is dead , and / in my fear , I love everyt 
who is dumb and him who changes colour from on 
who is in Germany , paralysed , unable to make 
who is in such a state feels a strange grief , 
who is not afraid of the claws of the strong 1 
who is not sad or has not at some time been sa 
who is not troubled at all by the flesh 
who is out of his mind ; and Love , who has ca 
who is pitying and just , shows himself to be 
who is so weak in strength , for I am dying an 
Who is the man who strives against it ? For th 
who is to no on a journey 
who is too strong for him , and does not come 
who is without you 
who is wounded , death alone is a cure 
who lie underground , your bodies bleeding , f 
who lies in pain and torment ; so I pardon eve 
who lives on earth , merely that lie should ag 
who lost the woman they loved are like me in p 
who love him for his own sake , not refusing t 
who love truly , and pity me if I deserve to b 
who loved it except grief at the memory of pie 
who loved the body cannot love , since he find 
who makes me live ? And if I do not weep , who 
who never served you / and you have done no le 
who placed the true end in oneself are seen ( 
who pleases the devil should take the ñame of 
who pleases you , you cali a god ; for , resem 
who search for Love within myself , have not f 
who see you , if they cannot see within , will 
who seeks a master who will treat him well , k 
who sees me laugh , though I do not suffer con 
who. settles his accounts and , in losing such 
who she is , what she is worth ; and the more 
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XVIII 14 uite different from the gaze of those who 
IV 37 Who is the man who 
XXXIX 3 pay no attention to my works ; and he who 
XIX 6 ! Pity me , then , your fellow-man , who 
CV 66 ed by fear of God , what shall I do , who 
XCVII 4 4 feel pleasure , and the envious one , who 
CXIV 38 I am this man who 
I I Like the man who 
XXIII 28 e and good , but it is my Lady Teresa who 
XCII 138 xperience her taste may say this , or who 
LXXIII 12 . The man who 
CV 72 Then what is the state of the man who 
XXIII 32 ; her understanding is food for those who 
XXIII 37 All who 
LXVIII 21 feet , bareheaded , serving a master who 
LXIII 1 woe to those who are in their hands ! Who 
XCVII 33 What saint was not afraid of Death ? Who 
IV 5 desire covets them both equally , and who 
XCIV 6 th than in life , and I forgive those who 
LIV 40 aste cali or honey on behalf of those who 
CV 145 Who 
LXVIII 2 ke the little page who seeks a master who 
XCVII 16 nce nothing takes Death away from him who 
XVIII 58 er knows ; this is the work of Love , who 
LXIII 40 tches the fugitive and flees from him who 
LXXIX 3 om the stroke of Love , and all those who 
XCVII 25 Who 
XIII 39 t man and a martyr to loving you : he who 
CI 14 d a voice from a frail body , and I , who 
show themselves to be sensual lovers , unw 
strives against it ? For the will , throug 
suffers misfortunes should not look for a 
suffers this pleasant pain , for soon the 
swim in sins ? When I think of Hell , wher 
takes delight in misfortune , for as much 
takes pleasure in death , since I do not a 
takes pleasure in dreams and his pleasure 
tastes of perfection ; possessing in herse 
themselves or through others sample her gr 
, tormented by such suffering , would have 
travels in that direction ? I beg you , Lo 
understand 
understand ( these things ) feel great del 
was never a vassal ñor ever thought to pay 
will give me back the time of my suffering 
will mourn for death , his own or another 
will not appease it until he has chosen on 
will not believe me : there are few who be 
will receive good or evil from Love 
will show me how to make excuses before yo 
will treat him well , keeping him warm in 
wishes it for himself 
wishes me to see his great treasures ; he 
wishes , to find her 
, with burning hearts , have loved well , 
would be equal to mourning the pious injur 
would ( gladly ) sepárate body from soul , 
would have sworn I was capable of making a 
whoever 
LXXIII 30 o think of the person one loves , and whoever 
LXXIII 56 Lily among thorns : whoever 
LXXIX 41 O foolish Love ! Whoever 
LXIII 13 Thus , whoever 
IV 51 man achieves this supreme good , and whoever 
XCII 142 cruel , let her show no pity for me ; whoever 
XCIV 106 Whoever 
LXIII 33 Whoever 
LXXXIX 47 , or do not know what love demands ; whoever 
attains to this forgets everything els 
considers love ( finds that ) it has t 
desires your pleasure bases his satisf 
does not feel Love ' s torment need not 
hopes ( to obtain it ) without me is f 
lies in the earth is not afraid to fal 
loves the flesh , once the flesh is lo 
runs away from Love , finds him , and 
suffers from this sickness has no rest 
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I am forced to leave this world , my whole misfortune will be in not seeing you 
en reason controls the appetite , its whole operation is worthy of man , and the rev 
I spend my whole time thinking of my misfortunes , and am 
s , except ( for love ) of self ; the whole world is overrun by envy ; no man wants 
ining , comforts him more than if the whole world pitied him 
wholly 3 
against me , may be appeased and not wholly contrary to me 
Thus the wholly human end gives no rest or term to the 
hat she lacks nothing to make herself .wholly known : her beauty blinds the devout ma 
whom 
as enclosed in the bodily part. of her whom 
Those from whom 
ne cannot feel the mortal injury ; he whom 
gs on his own ; I do not fear Death , whom 
honest shame the spirit alone of her whom 
O you , Love , whom 
evil should take the ñame of him with whom 
Love 's peace is war ; if she through whom 
She whom 
If she whom 
unded and cannot be cured , since she whom 
fering all comforts fail me , for she whom 
urns to grief , reminding me of you , whom 
he can only leave a scar , but those whom 
n act like a child ., and ( because of whom 
s into suffering ; like the hermit in whom 
16 
Death has taken away from earth , ( and ) 
Death has taken away the woman they loved 
death never tempted knows still less of i 
everyone curses , but fear that Heaven ma 
God forgive , and I desire nothing of mys 
God has allowed to make the oíd man act 1 
he conforms 
he wounded me were at war , in peace I wo 
I have loved so much is now dead , but I 
I love has left this world , her greater 
I love has no pity for the wound she has 
I love is cone , and will not come back 
I loved so much 
lie wounds are exempted from death 
) the wise man may not consider himself b 
there grows no longing for those friends 
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clusters of fruit on a fine branch , 
at most extreme of lovers , after him 
ffering greater than that of Tityos , 
it is like the insufficient antidote 
I am like the master 
oes not show such grief as in death , 
thorns : my will is tempered in that 
loving for her own sake that creature 
whose 8 
whose desire covets them both equally , and wh 
whose life God takes away : since I am alive , 
whose liver is devoured by a vulture , and eac 
whose power is cancelled by too much poison 
whose ship lies cióse to shore and he thinks i 
whose suffering is extreme 
whose temper no lover knows ; this is the work 
whose virtues protect her from vices 
Why 8 
Why does such a common case seem so extreme to 
ant to go to meet you ; I do not know why I do not act as I would wish , since I am 
o by chance is so stricken by Death ? Why , in such a case , does one 's reason hide 
0 God ! why is there no limit to love , that I miglit h 
t ; although you show that the reason why Love is unequal is well concealed in you 
I do not know why my heart does not burst . 
it breathes where it pleases ; how or why , no living man knows 
If this is so , why , then , did you créate me , since your kn 
wide 
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will 
things : it is the sure guide of the will 
ck. from me as long as I am given your will 
Sails and winds will 
What fool will 
ccuse me if I do not love ? What fool will 
that the slightest hair on your body will 
and if I must end my last day , there will 
body , which are contraríes , so that will 
its colour and natural state , and it will 
is not the slightest doubt that there will 
h has taken away the woman they loved will 
Then all those things will 
ghts , since in ( your ) service they will 
oving , but not a single step of mine will 
eave this world , my whole misfortune will 
All my speech will 
by death I can redeem my error , this will 
, for my pleasure to be complete , it will 
courage , and they make him think he will 
see you , if they cannot see within , will 
Love perforas outside me ; its power will 
s great favour is so powerful that it will 
, or let me die ; death 's bitterness will 
When will 
e the day I no longer fear death ? It will 
The sea will 
wn , and , falling from a height , it will 
ive offerings of wax ; the great fear will 
want him for Himself , or whether He will 
death ; but I do not believe that my will 
My will 
painful sighs ; and I am sure that it will 
e in me ; and I am ,confident that you will 
And if he does this , you will 
is the fault of our ignorance ; your will 
ish for never be achieved : no doctor will 
es nave assailed my thoughts , but my will 
ne ? I would have known how much your will 
e grief which I endure without reward will 
o subtlety , for outside yourself the will 
a different end has no rest , for the will 
judge the cause of my desire , and he will 
ts : no one is certain how any matter will 
mixed with it ; therefore m suffering will 
ed for ever , I cannot think my grief will 
fraid of the claws of the strong lion will 
d to have no sure road ; it thinks it will 
wide awake , with door unbarred , it will 
uffering , if one looks closely , one will 
When my will 
scales with death , afraid that fear will 
tests his servant ( so much ) that he will 
, summer without heat : these dangers will 
to those who are in their hands ! Who will 
sire which comes from an honest cause will 
ho is dead and does not know where he will 
e is from Spain ; in which case , lie will 
ood , even when it is no effort : how will 
Then what will 
How will 
m ; but the east and south-west winds will 
I am afraid that your own faint will 
oodwill lies and he places his entire will 
ation : in any concern of my own , my will 
uld wish , since I am certain that my will 
ly , I can have no pleasure ; if your will 
ve light to the eyes of the soul ! My will 
Lily among thorns : my will 
where they were born and bred , they will 
h hope and fear ; in such present joy will 
The place where you are will 
All pilgrims- together will 
you to strengthen my heart so that my will 
t saint was not afraid of Death ? Who will 
und in woods and lions dwell in water will 
reases ; and if it goes downhill , so will 
han that of imagining that my desires will 
will bring to light the secrets which will 
truly , unless he is a fool , that he will 
rly that he has deceived himself , he will 
In ( such ) danger , you will 
his power to love another against his will 
ahead , because he sees no track ; he will 
re covets them both equally , and who will 
with your colour and bearing , but he will 
my flesh alone , if it is not dead , will 
119 
accomplish my desires , making dangerous 
accuse me if I do not love ? What fool wi 
accuse me if I do love ? No one can forcé 
act against or scorn me 
also be an end to good loving 
and appetite conflict ; everything the bo 
appear to hate anything which rests on it 
be a great upheaval : and woe to those wh 
be able to judge part of my suffering 
be beneath me which at present weigh upon 
be firm ; Love likes to be waited on by s 
be found there 
be in not seeing you 
be in vain to those who have not seen you 
be my sweet penitence 
be necessary for them to tell me there th 
be reprieved , and put him to death witho 
be sad at heart when they believe me 
be shown in action and I shall prove my w 
be sufficient to preserve the lover from 
be sweet to me 
be the day I no longer fear death ? It wi 
be when I am set on fire by your love , a 
boil like a pot in the oven , chancing it 
break to pieces , for every extreme leads 
bring to light the secrets which will nev 
bury him in Hell ) ; my spirit suffers eq 
can be overeóme by such separation 
combines with my reason and they agree , 
come sooner or later / if the road is not 
come to know me well , and , once you hav 
come to the extremity , if there is any p 
continually displays elemeney , your host 
cure me of my desire 
decides to follow one of them ; I proclai 
desired me , fearing ( and ) trusting ev 
disappear , my feelings stiffer , and wil 
does not rest 
does not rest in any other thing ; all me 
easily observe the results in me ; my lov 
end 
endure , since it has something to sustai 
ever know moderation ; I do not find my s 
fear much less the sting of the wasp 
find haven on a deserted beach and poison 
find me humbly answering 
find that pleasure is mixed with it ; the 
finds happiness in loving you , my lady , 
frústrate my hope 
give him neither punishment ñor duties ( 
give me a poor reward 
give me back the time of my suffering and 
give rise to noble actions as long as I 1 
go ( he does not know whether his God wil 
have greater knowledge of his aliment and 
he do it despite himself / at great cost 
he do , since no other good remains to hi 
he manage to live without suffering , hav 
help them , with their friends the north-
, if I should die , may cast me into obli 
in hers 
is dead 
is free and I do not know what prevents m 
is not completely sound , it can soon be 
is quite contrary to your own / and I am 
is tempered in that whose temper no lover 
leap on to dry land as a last resort 
lie be found ! I have forgotten that I ( 
make me change my mind concerning what I 
make vows and will promise many votive of 
may be joined with yours ; and , since I 
mourn for death , his own or another 's , 
my love ever change , as long as I know t 
my own , and , falling from a height , it 
never be achieved ; and if I must end my 
never be revealed to the confessor 
never find a better situation 
never find anyone to treat him better 
never leave my mind ; rather shall I vow 
, ñor be so strong , with sufficient forc 
not and cannot use a level path , he cann 
not appease it until he has chosen one or 
not be able to speak properly of your ges 
not be" long in dying ; that other ( desir 
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32 e the lover ( burn ) in the fire , he 
44 al suffering , if it fails in me , it 
6 hose who have not seen you , for they 
6 han in life , and I forgive those who 
4 4 ow what has become of you : your look 
28 e , for she whom I love is cone , and 
23 sire has an impossible aim ; the hour 
215 wander ñor my hope tremole ; charity 
10 he ignorant man is ,not so dim that he 
122 disappear , my feelings stiffer , and 
23 suffering I have felt because of you 
53 ' Then people 
34 ews of you , greatly fearing that you 
7 ant pain , for soon the devil himself 
18 pilgrims together will make vows and 
40 cali or honey on behalf of those who 
58 by reason ) , so that the worse part 
7 ng the souls of the damned ; and they 
13 t for a moment ; fish great and small 
14 malí will rush to save themselves and 
24 you will not go unrewarded ; then you 
145 Who 
20 n is so unaccustomed to love that lie 
38 man who strives against it ? For the 
53 I want your 
29 Certainly , I nave 
92 his firm intention : to strengthen my 
2 he little page who seeks a master who 
6 greater knowledge of his aliment and 
14 moment to imagine that I possess your 
3 go ( he does not know whether his God 
62 o be ) just and merciful ; I see your 
18 y understanding as I have burdened my 
XCII 
LXVI 
II 
XCII 
II 
XLVI 
IV 
IV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
110 
18 
10 
190 
9 
3 
12 
10 
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4 
will not be pitied , much less defended 
will not be without great cause 
will not believe it ; and those who see you , 
will not believe me : there are few who believ 
will not cause me terror 
will not come back 
will not delay , for it is already late , when 
will not fail me if they are firm , and if 1 p 
will not fail to recognize the grace of your b 
will not go away unless they reject both love 
will not go unrewarded ; then you will see the 
will not need to have faith in what Love perfo 
will not show signs of love ; through not know 
will pity me when lie sees me going through to 
will promise many votive offerings of wax ; th 
will receive good or evil from Love 
will remain to me ; lie knows of you who is wi 
will reply , for they have no one but me to ac 
will rush to save themselves and will search f 
will search for secret hiding-places : escapin 
will see the flames of love increase 
will show me how to make excuses before you , 
will take certainty for a companion ? Through 
will , through which the deed is performed , a 
will to become entirely mine ; I am jealous if 
will to spare , but I know of no one who is so 
will towards Him , so that , travelling toward 
will treat him well , keeping him warm in time 
will understand its nature much better 
will , unless ( I possess ) it entirely , I ca 
will want him for Himself , or whether He will 
will which grants grace without merits ; you f 
will with guilt 
23 ot refusing the reward lie may give 
willingly 1 
willingly abandon myself to his sadness and sh 
wills 2 
When I imagine our united wills and our conversation , now separated for 
fering when you join together unequal wills ! Let me not see you thus , or let me di 
wind 4 
cannot set sail without the contrary wind , and that key which shuts you in the cup 
Just as the wind , depending on the región through which i 
It often happens that the wind is capricious ; so much so , that he cann 
I see the mistral and the west wind take up arms against them ; but the east 
winds 4 
, and ( this ) lasts until one of the winds abandons its great strength to the more 
deeply and cries out when two strong winds attack it equally , one from the east , 
Sails and winds will accomplish my desires , making dang 
st them ; but the east and south-west winds will help them , with their friends the 
47 ing can hold back my desire 
wmter 
burning winter summer without heat : these dangers w 
IV 
XXIII 
III 
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III 
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40 
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41 
25 
17 
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with it 
s made 
a ohild 
CXIV 52 
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XIII 
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CV 
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LXXXIX 
XCII 
LXVI 
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CV 
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CV 
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59 
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62 
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17 
wisdom 1 
, in the end is guided by its wisdom 
wise 9 
a fair number ( who are ) very wise and good , but it is my Lady Teresa who t 
A wise doctor does not take the case lightly whe 
Wise lady 
Wise lady 
Wise lady 
Wise lady 
Wise lady 
The wise man has no advantage { over the fool 
and ( because of whom ) the wise man may not consider himself blameless as 
apart from you , God cannot give m 
give me a crust of your bread , to 
I cut off base desires from myself 
I do not need to say I love you , 
when love is very oíd , absence is 
wisely 1 
acting wisely in me wants me to make an effort , an 
wish 
lf neither desire ñor yet guidance to wish 
orne from it that I neither desire ñor wish 
ate , compared with me , since what I wish 
t seems incredible that anyone should wish 
ve does not enter into me as I should wish 
, God , since I wish to be yours , to wish 
ave as much faith in you as you would wish 
bear no great signs of injury , and I wish 
I do not complain if anyone does not wish 
sides ; and , before my life ends , I wish 
consoles me for many evils ; I do not wish 
not know why I do not act as I would wish 
I wish 
ough } we could oppose it , we do not wish 
t , may it please you , God , since I wish 
ove has east me off , for he does not wish 
t love you as much as I would , and I wish 
I wish 
23 
for anything on earth ; my thoughts are g 
for anything outside myself 
for never be achieved : no doctor will cu 
for that of which lie has no hope 
, increase my fear , so tha^ t , fearing , 
it also ; make your blood soften my hard 
, ( it is ) my great desire ( which ) dri 
it were more obvious to other people , so 
me well 
my body to lie with its arms around hers 
my life to be exempted from a most gtave 
, since I am certain that my will is free 
the clear day were dark , ( and that ther 
to 
to be yours , to wish it also ; make your 
to demónstrate his power on me 
to do this , but custom hinders me ; in t 
to God that my thoughts were dead and I c 
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ra me to such arv extent that I should wish to leave its bitter limits , and if I see 
not , I am displeased enough , for I wish to lose all pleasure and that my eyes wou 
or as much as I am able , I mourn and wish to mourn , and when I do not , I am displ 
o me extreme ; I am not in a state to wish to receive advice and I do not want to se 
ess the body with great scorn : 'You wish vainly and your desires are vain , for in 
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myself in this situation , 
n you ; you are no virgin 
wished 2 
not having wished for or known anything else 
, since God wished you to bear offspring 
wishes 7 
d the liar is believed as much as lie wishes ; and I find myself so overeóme by Love 
nothing takes Death away from him who wishes it for himself 
earance of filth ; the soul by itself wishes its clothing ( to be ) of puré white 
And if God wishes me to dwell in Heaven , apart from seei 
nows ; this is the work of Love , who wishes me to see his great treasures ; he revé 
s the fugitive and flees from him who wishes , to find her 
receive joy or sadness ; whatever God wishes to give me lies in you 
238 e to her place 
wishing 1 
do not delay long in wishing me in the next world and ) therefo 
38 sleep brings thinness to my body 
wit 1 
my wit is doubled by thinking of love ; the 
31 nce I had been ) living with it , and 
28 vent it , since my suffering is mixed 
177 friend loves his ( own ) true friend 
4 r and fine , lie firmly believes that 
11 in and torment ; so I pardon everyone 
4 3 ove ; the least you can do is believe 
150 I look on all things 
95 the one at fault ; I have judged you 
16 sterile grief and occasional pleasure 
4 6 ody which it loves , and I am content 
3 stroke of Love , and all those who , 
14 escribe his illness , weak as he is , 
43 ther ( desire ) by which I am watered 
15 f triáis ; it is placed in the scales 
4 bsence , and my own love does not end 
18 ver suffers greatly when lie is faced 
5 you , do not forget ! Come weeping , 
47 ccasion ( for either ) ; wide awake , 
11 ut I am alive , having seen her die ; 
41 And it continúes to address the body 
210 I find I have offended you 
18 erstanding as I have burdened my will 
14 t be the only one in your disfavour ! 
181 ar , I love everything that had to do 
22 some pleasure , he is like the woman 
42 olished me with my own strength , not 
36 their harsh evils , and each of them 
126 I love and fear 
30 g to me , ( since I had been ) living 
37 rries off my spirit and does not take 
25 To live in pleasure brings 
4 0 master , and , though it may disagree 
7 one will find that pleasure is mixed 
241 my life ends , I wish my body to lie 
53 s when it acts entirely in accordance 
40 : when good departs" , it summons evil 
9 Those who disagree 
13 It is done 
38 apture all my senses , do as you like 
29 unges him into mortal fear : so it is 
14 retic , is not unfortunate , compared 
5 misfortune cannot reach it : so it is 
83 where , remembering it , I recover it 
97 er , and I should like to redeem this 
34 dness , but I who have seen its glory 
41 very extreme ; Love has demolished me 
33 My will combines 
80 minable thing ; if I mix any pleasure 
20 oin in their games , walk over snow , 
93 travelling towards Him , I shall meet 
26 y extract it from the mine , is mixed 
107 remembering the pleasure , he is left 
6 very slowly to me , so dearly bought 
36 fering and such suffering is bound up 
34 Sad 
223 does not believe that my spirit burns 
18 mean that pleasure { which is ) mixed 
51 intention , for her virtues , unmixed 
180 ers me ; in time past I loaded myself 
29 
50 hered within himself , loving another 
21 es ; and when it tries to provide him 
57 This desire communicates 
20 e cult of saintly lovers : I love you 
180 
16 m within , he gives me pleasure mixed 
with 94 
with a fresh ailment I come to die , since it 
with a little pleasure 
with a love such that Death does not diminish 
with a single anchor he has enough 
with all my heart , if I am not pitied for wha 
with all your heart that my suffering is as gr 
with an equal countenance : nothing makes me s 
with an eye of flesh : I beg you give light to 
with another , ( more ) gentle kind of sufferi 
with any kind of reputation : in any concern o 
with burning hearts , have loved well , I pray 
with clumsy tongue ; his gestures and colour a 
with continual suffering , if it fails in me , 
with death , afraid that fear will frústrate m 
with death ; indeed , I love you much more in 
with despair ; but , mercifully , Love allows 
with dishevelled hair , your breasts open to s 
with door unbarred , it will find me humbly an 
with great love , it is hard to accept that I 
with great scorn : 'You wish vainly and your 
with great sin ; and if I am too weak , gorge 
with guilt 
With hands joined ( in prayer ) , I beg your p 
with her 
with her child , who , if it cries and begs he 
with his own , of infinite power 
with í his ) proud ways 
with honest shame the spirit alone of her whom 
with it , and with a fresh ailment I come to d 
with it any impure thoughts , and thus I exper 
with it fear of death , for that is pleasure ' 
with it , in the end is guided by its wisdom 
with it ; therefore m suffering will endure , 
with its arms around hers 
with its own nature , loving for her own sake 
with loud cries ( to take its place 
with me are without love and fear love 's suff 
with me as should be done 
with me , for I do not defend myself against y 
with me , for Love 's sickness was nothing to 
with me , since what I wish for never be achie 
with me , who am in trouble , and see that you 
with much signing ; at first it enters into me 
with my blood 
with my own eyes desire its evils , since they 
with my own strength , not with his own , of i 
with my reason and they agree , pursuing quali 
with my sufferings , I immediately lose it and 
with naked feet , bareheaded , serving a maste 
with no obstacles 
with other base metáis , and , placed in the f 
with pain 
with painful sighs ; and I am sure that it wil 
with pleasure 
with pleasure , I shall soon come to die and a 
with puré love , keenly desiring that God shou 
with sadness , for this is the most terrible c 
with sensual desire 
with sin 
With sincere heart he cries peace , so that al 
with sincere intention , for her virtues , unm 
with some pleasure , he is like the woman with 
with soul and body ; it is born of them and pe 
with such a love , and Death cannot take it aw 
With such a love I love her who is dead , and 
with suffering 
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signing ; at fi-rst it enters into me 
against his will , ñor be so strong , 
treets and pleasant gardens be filled 
I saw her draw near to death , saying 
Then help me , Lord , 
he horde of base desires which mingle 
of your death whenever I feel content 
son for which I am sad , I am content 
The body is so united 
sed has gone : the grain is no longer 
Oh , when shall I water my cheeks 
so as nót to think of anything to do 
m her ; times and places point to her 
and south-west winds will help them , 
feel sufferings which bring pleasures 
g than to mix a tiny part of pleasure 
Secretly , 
and this can be seen from the arrows 
s , but thoughtlessly kept just one , 
rts were pierced by the arrow of gold 
ed in the past ; now Love has no more 
the devil should take the ñame of him 
I consider anyone a fool who is angry 
hristian in my works , I am not angry 
y God for what for the most part lies 
He may be familiar 
y heart so that my will may be joined 
and when I try to see his deeds from 
from love sees a great glory gathered 
is troubled and I feel great discord 
e , it is true that I find great love 
g on earth ; my thoughts are gathered 
nds him , and I , who search for Love 
to return , but firm knowledge is not 
a high degree in love that my soul is 
Help me 
hose who see you , if they cannot see 
: everything that makes me desire is 
1 be reprieved , and put him to death 
ch reveal troubled thoughts , uttered 
it is not broken into pieces or left 
iré by your love , and that cannot be 
bone , we shall share out our bodies 
hen , evil here and evil afterwards , 
e feel , whereas we think of Paradise 
, if it fails in me , it will not be 
k my desire ; burning winter , summer 
ngth is not equal to such conflicts ; 
es its cataract , and if it could act 
t love , if he would allow me to love 
rest or term to the appetite , though 
Many have left the world 
Those who disagree with me are 
offended by such behaviour , you are 
, and whoever hopes ( to obtain it ) 
a great deal ; when you take pleasure 
u freely give and take away your gift 
; I see your will which grants grace 
nnot be without contempt for life and 
n such a situation , I find affect me 
t has something to sustain it , for , 
man suffer , have surrendered to her 
month of June , my frail heart burns 
living , and the grief which I endure 
ver should bear this in mind : that , 
I carry in my heart a continual fire 
desire , for great 'joys do not abound 
, far from you , I find nothing good 
: it is this ( love ) which gives joy 
How will he manage to live 
t before me that I live in hope of it 
so much so , that he cannot set sail 
I see many men who are loved , 
d evil preserve man 's radical heat , 
emain to me ; lie,knows of you who is 
Since 
Help me , God , for I cannot move 
with suffering , ( but ) before long , it is a 
with sufficient forcé to undo the knots which 
with tales of great deeds ; and let me walk am 
with tears : 'Please do not leave me , have pi 
with the fire of faith , and consume in fire t 
with the good ; there is no need to punish me 
with the present ; and if I feel sad because o 
with the sadness I wear ; I feel joy , while I 
with the soul that no action in man can ever b 
with the straw ; no other experience , I think 
with the sweet tears of weeping ? Contrition i 
with the world 
with their fingers , according to whether suff 
with their friends the north-east and the sout 
with them 
with those evils which drive me out of my mind 
With those of silver he can only leave a scar 
with unaccustomed pain , fortune makes me feel 
with which he strikes , whence those who are s 
with which he wounded me , and so I give up { 
with which Love wounds those { who are ) in lo 
with which to make war to the death 
with whom he conforms 
with you 
with you ñor do I blame you in any way ; I am 
with you : that you may have regard to my desi 
with your colour and bearing , but he will not 
with yours ; and , since I know that the world 
within 
within 
within 
Within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
Without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
12 
, he gives me pleasure mixed with suffe 
himself , loving another with sincere i 
man 's body , the humours disagree ; fr 
me 
me ; but if I consider any ( lover ) fr 
me , so as not to think of anything to 
myself , have not found him ; in some p 
our power 
the body which it loves , and I am cont 
the space of an hour , for my symptoms 
, will be sad at heart when they believ 
you 
40 
a moment for remembering ( his past 
art by one who is out of his mind ; an 
blood ! Little love and great pity sho 
contempt for life and without my despi 
distinction 
end 
feeling it 
great cause 
heat : these dangers will give me a po 
her , I can have no hope in this world 
hindrance , no eye in the world would 
his help 
hope of achieving my desires , I shall 
it man does not achieve the other : Sa 
losing anything , following the advice 
love and fear love 's suffering , and 
love , or do not know what love demand 
me is foolish or stupid and monstrousl 
me , my misfortune increases ; wheneve 
merits 
merits ; you freely give and take away 
my despising it for your sake 
pain : whatever I undertake , I spoil 
pleasure , I believe suffering does no 
receiving a scratch 
receiving any favour 
reward will disappear , my feelings st 
sadness , there can be no great joy 
smoke , and the heat does not reach my 
suffering. 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
and in its presence blind 
having lost the good which 
if I do not achieve it , 
the contrary wind , and that key which 
( themselves ) being in lave , and the 
which he would be destroyed 
you 
you no one reaches you , give me your 
you , since my body is worse than para 
pleasure , I am the man who can bear 
there will be a great upheaval : and 
witness 1 
witness to it 
woe 1 
woe to those who are in their hands Who will 
wolf 
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28 position , loves' in the same way as a wolf or a fox ; for their power to love is lim 
XCIV 
XCII 
LXIII 
LIV 
I 
IV 
XXIII 
XCII 
XCII 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
174 
37 
2 
22 
7 
26 
182 
232 
me vomit ; great lovers who lost the 
se from whom Death has taken away the 
I do not ask him for any 
e if / when I am absent , I miss that 
m with some pleasure , he is like the 
o it has happened to me in loving two 
ich God kept in order to make notable 
Then , what 
lready happened : then it is no great 
! I have a heart of steel , flesh and 
an ' s heart is harder than a stump of 
Less than fish are found in 
LXXIII 
CI 
XLVI 
CV 
XVIII 
XIII 
XVIII 
CV 
XXXIX 
CV 
XVIII 
CV 
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LXXIX 
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IV 
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1 
40 
56 
26 
54 
23 
58 
16 
2 
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10 
30 
12 
28 
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31 
76 
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77 
60 
126 
238 
14 
3 
49 
3 
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45 
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15 
28 
114 
125 
57 
37 
113 
43 
4 
38 
10 
35 
82 
34 
31 
8 
26 
25 
7 
74 
23 
38 
75 
21 
18 
42 
woman 5 
woman they loved are like me in part , but are 
woman they loved will be able to judge part of 
woman who uves on earth , merely that lie sho 
woman who makes me live ? And if I do not weep 
woman with her child , who , if it cries and b 
women 2 
women , but I choose so that Love may grant me 
women sufficed for you alone ; He has made a f 
wonder 2 
wonder I love it ? And nothing consoles me so 
wonder that my feelings remain in hope of this 
wood 2 
wood , all in one 
wood ; no one grieves if another suffers injur 
woods 1 
woods and lions dwell in water will my love ev 
words 5 
Let no one think that I spin out my words , and that I exaggerate my deeds by my u 
And may I die straight away if my words are feigned ! Your lack of love drives o 
shown in action and I shall prove my words by my deeds 
e me if I speak to you foolishly ! My words come from suffering 
g , and , when I speak , they deny my words , giving to understand that I am talking 
work 3 
heart , and neither rests , and their work can only be interrupted by that which is 
e temper no lover knows ; this is the work of Love , who wishes me to see his great 
ay ; your pity finds nothing in me to work upon 
works 4 
een sad should pay no attention to my works ; and he who suffers misfortunes should 
Though I am a had Christian in my works , I am not angry with you ñor do I blame 
of the•senses , and my spirit covets works of love ; I have no fear of burning in t 
e thief ( as far as one can see , his works were not sufficient ) ; your spirit brea 
world 
that I shall have found Hell in this world 
oken his bow : I arinounce this to the world 
, ñor do I feel grief at losing , the world 
hout her , I can have no hope in this world 
I fear everlasting death in the next world 
t to think of anything to do with the world 
h false opinión , thinking I lose the world 
at least live in retirement from the world 
I seem to live in another world 
delay long in wishing me in the next world 
asure that I forget that I am in this world 
Id the life of you who have left this world 
If the world 
gns , if he is ill , no doctor in the world 
The world 
I desire nothing of myself or of the world 
w away all the cross pleasures of the world 
the anguish of seeing myself lose the world 
not want God to help me by making the world 
There is in ( all ) the world 
If she whom I love has left this world 
ns like those of Hell because in this world 
Man could not live in the world 
The world 
. Any end ( which is ) found in this world 
h yours ; and , since I know that the world 
cept ( for love ) of self ; the whole world 
that brings a mortal plague into the world 
ner suffers God 's anger when in this world 
that ) , if I am forced to leave this world 
Since neither the world 
ging for those friends lie had in the world 
, comforts him more than if the whole world 
g my desires , I shall go through the world 
ade me come to this : that I lose the world 
ight , realized that the light of the world 
hange in me ; there is nothing in the world 
Many have left the world 
, that I think I am that person ; the world 
act without hindrance , no eye in the world 
40 
and all that is ( in it 
and be known only as a hermit 
, and my own actions seem strange to me 
, ( and ) therefore take my spirit where 
, and when I try to see his deeds from w 
, as the fates secretly decreed 
can contain perfect good , through me ma 
can. cure him , unless he is from Spain ; 
cannot show less pity than it has for me 
except that God may set her in Heaven 
, firmly believing that my supreme joy w 
, for as long as I grieve ( for it ) I d 
give me anything , of its own , since it 
greater pleasure of the mind than to thi 
, her greater part still survives 
I shall never see her at my side 
if it were cleansed of evil humours ; go 
is at peace and I alone at war , since L 
is not a true end , since it does not ma 
is of no profit to me , give me strength 
is overrun by envy ; no man wants to do 
; it would be better to have no eyes bef 
lie is sent no triáis ; let him not hope 
, my whole misfortune will be in not see 
ñor God helps me to root out the reason 
, not having been for a long , time near 
pitied him 
proclaiming your pride 
through being unable to love ; and perha 
was false , despising earthly glory beca 
{ which is ) the equivalent of hoping fo 
without losing anything , following the 
would be a great marvel if I were not af 
would be impaired ; but it is like the i 
worm 4 
trong and piercing , but relentless , worm 
never ceases to feed on it : for one worm gnaws my thoughts , another my heart , an 
r limits , and if I see before me the worm of absence , and ( see ) comfort struggli 
hen love is very oíd , absence is the worm that devours it , unless constancy strugg 
worn 
and } which for a long time it has worn of black material or coarse sackcloth 
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XLVI 
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58 
50 
74 
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LXXIX 44 
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34 
181 
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CV 
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LXXIII 
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36 
60 
25 
38 
46 
19 
39 
201 
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13 
39 
14 
43 
49 
204 
24 
40 
44 
56 
162 
14 
49 
6 
242 
37 
40 
20 
39 
40 
1 
20 
43 
10 
35 
12 
24 
9 
8 
21 
184 
1 
11 
58 
5 
6 
worse 4 
and the more I find ( in her ) , the worse it is for my thoughts , which lead me to 
know you { by reason ) , so that the worse part will remain to me ; lie knows of yo 
t move without you , since my body is worse than paralysed ! Evil habits nave grown 
, Lord , to cut short my life before worse things happen to me ; I live in pain / 1 
worship 1 
ed such a desire in me as has made me worship the god of Love , and , now I am compe 
worships 1 
g has no rest , for the understanding worships only truth 
worth 3 
son I love , who sh'e is , what she is worth ; and the more I find ( in her ) , the w 
I am worth as much to you as many who never served 
r when the heat comes ; despising the worth of his former master and taking a dislik 
the appetite 
worthy 1 
its whole operation is worthy of man and the reverse disturbs man 
would 
ve ; and perhaps I might love , if he would 
r it ) I do not love you as much as I would 
I think I am that person ; the world would 
ulates that if it lasts for long , it would 
It would 
s a mortal plague into the world ; it would 
e wounded me were at war , in peace I would 
an 's radical heat , without which he would 
Who would 
thout hindrance , no eye in the world would 
firmly believing that my supreme joy would 
arding good and punishing faults , he would 
n and a martyr to loving you : he who would 
It would 
s you chose to say of Judas / that it would 
n who , tormented by such suffering , would 
hat I might have come to it alone ? I would 
voice from a frail body , and I , who would 
ods into the deep sea , thinking they would 
to lose all pleasure and that my eyes would 
d my account to death , so that now I would 
e else brought him ( there ) , for he would 
if lie could really believe that you would 
yself badly , thinking the day itself would 
I would 
us to other people , so that everyone would 
e me change my mind concerning what I would 
not have as much faith in you as you would 
; I do not know why I do not act as I would 
29 
allow me to love without his help 
, and I wish to do this , but custom hin 
be a great marvel if I were not afraid o 
be better for him to seek harbour than t 
be better to endure my suffering than to 
be better to have no eyes before receivi 
be defeated and her slave 
be destroyed 
be equal to mourning the pious injury wh 
be impaired ; but it is like the insuffi 
be troubled by that pleasure which quick 
find me to be the one phoenix among the 
( gladly ) sepárate body from soul , if 
have been as well for me if , having rec 
have been better for him not to have bee 
have it reduced , is a poor lover ; in s 
have known how much your will desired me 
have sworn I was capable of making an ar 
hinder his understanding 
never stop weeping ! I do not love so li 
not be living in doubt ! Men fear the pa 
not have come such a way by himself 
pity him 
protect me 
rather lose my reason if it (i 
say : 'Behold the greatest lover of all 
say to you ; through you I shall receive 
wish , ( it is ) my great desire ( which 
wish ,_ since I am certain that my will i 
wound 4 
Love dealt them an,incurable wound ; Death separated them : it is right tha 
be a shield to me .against oblivion ! Wound my heart and capture all my senses , do 
e she whom I love has no pity for the wound she has caused 
suffer so much in recovering from the wound that I search for poisons so that comfor 
wounded 7 
since Love has ceased to fight ; I am wounded and cánnot be cured , since she whom I 
iving such a blow , but to him who is wounded , death alone is a cure 
The wounded deer does not long , for the spring as 
tlessly kept just one , with which he wounded me , and so I give up ( my ) life 
1 men was placed upon the Cross , you wounded me , for I defended myself badly , thi 
voke and implore you : since you have wounded me , please grant me that ointment whi 
peace is war ; if she through whom he wounded me were at war , in peace I would be d 
wounds 4 
cken are made to feel pain from their wounds according to the manner in which they a 
nly leave a scar , but those whom lie wounds are exempted from death 
The wounds of Love are of three kinds , and this c 
by the arrow of gold with which Love wounds those ( who are ) in love 
wretched 4 
me , have pity on my suffering ! ' O wretched heart of him who finds himself in suc 
t , since you have entered other more wretched ones 
O you , wretched ones , who lie underground , your bod 
f I do not achieve it , I shall be so wretched that I shall have found Hell in this 
writings 2 
y on earth who have not understood my writings , and many more who have never heard 
in which to be sad : let him read my writings , which reveal troubled thoughts , ut 
deeds ) 
written 1 
which were greater than the written accounts tell those who dwell in lov' 
76 
wrong 1 > 
A wrong opinión is voiced by people in general 
CI 
XXIII 
37 
12 
ts , which lead me to great madness 
as the subtle man does : the colour 
yes 
yes 
yes 
and so great that I prefer her scorn , h 
but he knows nothing of the texture 
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216 
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41 
36 
96 
yet 2 
I find in myself neither desire ñor yet guidance to wish for anything on earth ; m 
And yet this seems to me a poor excuse , that I am 
Love is unequal is well concealed in 
ything that makes me desire is within 
rrible refusal you give me if I court 
tract me / I shall say what I find in 
hole misfortune will be in not seeing 
me ; lie knows of you who is without 
s us sufferers who are ill because of 
my suffering : I hesitate to speak to 
hatever God wishes to give me lies in 
sider anyone a fool who is angry with 
of good is the reason men do not know 
t is not an end if it does not end in 
to the sea , so all ends enter into 
have been the cause of my not loving 
e , since I feel I am drawing near to 
to my desire ; and I beg Love to give 
er to make notable women sufficed for 
s not so great that it could make for 
not touch my spirit , which resembles 
Let love overeóme the fear I have of 
I fear , 'rather than love , 
sire this so that I may think only of 
compelled to take Love 's advice : on 
e done no less for them than I ask of 
much to you as many who never served 
and you cannot fail any who approach 
that everyone pities me ; as much as 
m is given ( also } to me : whichever 
you were in favour of fulfilling it ; 
and you are tired of them : every day 
od things , indolence sleeps in you ; 
continually perform good and ( that ) 
ou can take no pleasure in yourself : 
me , who am in trouble , and see that 
ove you , since I firmly believe that 
ng as lie is not protected from you ! 
your pleasures turn to loathing , and 
The place where 
he least offended by such behaviour , 
I am worth as much to 
as I grieve { for it ) I do not love 
turned away from hope , for I desire 
If I do not have as much faith in 
It is you I ask ; nothing holds 
e are assisted by Fortune ! I implore 
t that vain hope which I receive from 
ut my hand towards yours , drag me to 
you ( intuitively ) rather than know 
subtleties - which are nourished for 
Him who pleases you , 
man may well die of love ; the least 
elf in a strange place , so that only 
Now 
help the man who helps himself , and 
I believe , as 
Take me when 
ee me in such a strait ! I despair if 
in any way ; I am -quite certain that 
lessen my firm intentions and to keep 
If this is so , why , then , did 
Let those habits which kept me from 
e in yourself : you are so gross that 
ing hearts / have loved well , I pray 
d to be a voluntary act of good , and 
may find the way which leads towards 
faction ; I scatter all my desires on 
! But I do not know what to bee , of 
( compared ) to my triáis when I see 
If 
Forgive me if I speak to 
Help me , God ! But I pray to 
, but merely , God , to make me love 
death because I do not want to leave 
e if they are firm , and if I pray to 
be in vain to those who have not seen 
injured him , so I must go away from 
not knowing what God has decreed for 
1 which grants grace without merits ; 
You , spirit , if nothing prevents 
od and ( that ) you are right whether 
dged you with an eye of flesh : I beg 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
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you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
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You 
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you 
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you 
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you 
you 
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You 
you 
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you 
you 
you 
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you 
you 
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you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
.you 
you 
190 
all his strength 
alone ; He has made a fair number { who ar 
an invisible crown 
; and , above all , may my faith not wande 
! And if love does not enter into me as I 
, and in your presence I confess this sin 
and may find the way which leads towards y 
and on him depends my perfect good 
; and so I beg you to enter my heart , sin 
, and you have done no less for them than 
, and your arms are a sign of this 
are able , extend your power over me 
are allotted , I ( too ) shall suffer it 
are compelled to take Love ' s advice : on 
are made aware of this 
are no virgin , since God wished you to be 
are right whether you give death or life : 
are so gross that you do Love no service ; 
are sufficient to remedy my cares 
are sure of it ; although you show that th 
are that pestilential air that brings a mo 
are the end in which all ends termínate , 
are the good which is the measure of all o 
are tired of them : every day you are made 
are will make me change my mind concerning 
are without love , or do not know what lov 
as many who never served you , and you hav 
as much as I would , and I wish to do this 
as my greatest good 
as you would wish , { it is ) my great des 
back from me as long as I am given your wi 
both to change your law , and not to resem 
, but that which reason consents to have n 
by forcé 
{ by reason ) , so that the worse part wil 
by understanding - and over the flawless m 
cali a god ; for , resembling you , you ra 
can do is believe with all your heart that 
can help me 
can take no pleasure in yourself : you are 
can tell me what you think of my situation 
cannot fail any who approach you , and you 
chose to say of Judas , that it would have 
consider me most ready ; I do not know wha 
consider my desserts ; I am greatly vexed 
continually perform good and ( that ) you 
continually present ( to me 
créate me , since your knowledge was infal 
created me that I might save my soul , and 
deserve one , since a visible crown should 
die , since they have half killed me and t 
do Love no service ; Love is said to be a 
, do not forget ! Come weeping , with dish 
do not know the way to this good 
; do this , Lord , and if I ever stray fro 
: everything that makes me desire is withi 
, except that you ( should ) gather me to 
far away , for ( when I am ) near you , no 
feel in the least offended by such behavio 
foolishly ! My words come from suffering 
foolishly , since you only help the man wh 
, for I am certain that the greatest good 
, for Love is cancelled by death ; but I d 
for my flesh , do not listen to me 
, for they will not believe it ; and those 
, for your action has weakened my courage 
, for your salvation or doom is given { al 
freely give and take away your gift withou 
from it , break the custom which is common 
give death or life : everything is equal w 
give light to the eyes of the soul ! My wi 
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nd the second is- the terrible refusal 
Since I know 
Since without you no one reaches 
Wise lady : apart from 
goods , and he who does not resemble 
uts an end to my suit , may it please 
, for I do not defend myself against 
I am mortally afraid to have news of 
ou as many who never served you , and 
o I beg you to enter my heart , since 
give .a detaiied account of my sins ? 
ill come to know me well , and , once 
ength is weak ; I desire to know what 
ve ! I invoke and implore you : since 
n innocent man and a martyr to loving 
any place where Love may take root in 
roclaim my intention to you : to love 
It is 
I want to go to meet 
thing can trouble me , and , far from 
ing what I would say to you ; through 
11 not believe it ; and those who see 
am not angry with you ñor do I blame 
trary wind , and that key which shuts 
an I know anything more certain about 
Love : I feel 
am so feeble that I cannot say : 'In 
hat you have predestined for me ; to 
you , who are supreme suffering when 
ed me that I might save my soul , and 
ow you , give me the strength to love 
art and capture all my senses , do as 
who travels in that direction ? I beg 
I beg 
ecome entirely mine ; I am jealous if 
O 
or the most part lies with you : that 
happen - : { that
 %) after my death , 
not end with death ; indeed , I love 
the boundless pleasure I receive from 
hen my will finds happiness in loving 
Since without 
ian in my works , I am not angry with 
you far away , for ( when I am ) near 
I am truly sorry that I have accused 
! But I pray to you foolishly , since 
u cali a god ; for , resembling you , 
Lily among thorns : may God make 
But I remember that 
Help me , God , since 
And 
no more than brute appetite , and if 
ow what to bee , of you , except that 
ve that you are sure of it ; although 
Though 
ake it their occupation to understand 
se lady : I do not need to say I love 
me , God , for I cannot move without 
O true Love ! I invoke and implore 
pleasure which the good man enjoys in 
badly of him , since he conceals from 
, my misfortune increases ; whenever 
ever change , as long as I know that 
s if you love God a great deal ; when 
for what for the most part lies with 
Now you can tell me what 
y mind concerning what I would say to 
gether unequal wills ! Let me not see 
I shall compare 
I see 
you are no virgin , since God wished 
Forgive me , God , if I have thought 
them than I ask of you ; and so I beg 
I do not ask 
of them ; I proclainTmy intention to 
to tell me there that it has pleased 
I beg 
y pleasure can be fulfilled , even if 
11 show me how to make excuses before 
'"\ O 
ken the thread which held the life of 
part will remain to, me ; lie knows of 
Oyez , oyez , all 
feel turns to grief , reminding me of 
asure in me ; and I am confident that 
And if he does this , 
In ( such ) danger , 
the suffering I have felt because of 
ve news of you , greatly fearing that 
of you will not go unrewarded ; then 
you give me if I court you 
you , give me the strength to love you ! Let 
you , give me your hand or lift me by the hair 
you , God cannot give me anything in which the 
you , God , is not good 
you , God , since I wish to be yours , to wish 
you : grant me so much misfortune that everyon 
you , greatly fearing that you will not show s 
you have done no less for them than I ask of y 
you have entered other more wretched ones 
You have given me a straight comraandment , and 
you have known me , all the suffering I have f 
you have predestined for me ; to you , it is 
you have wounded me , please grant me that oin 
you : he who would ( gladly ) sepárate body fr 
you ; his passion finds in us a fitting place 
you honestly 
you I ask ; nothing holds you back from me as 
you ; I do not know why I do not act as I woul 
you , I find nothing good without suffering 
you I shall receive joy or sadness ; whatever 
you , if they cannot see within , will be sad 
you in any way ; I am quite certain that you c 
you in the cupboard cannot open the same door 
you ; indeed , it is unnecessary for me to loo 
you ( intuitively ) rather than know you ( by 
you is my hope ! ' Love has a bittersweet flav 
you , it is preseñt , and to rae , a future cau 
you join together unequal wills ! Let me not s 
you know that the reverse may happen to me 
you ! Let love overeóme the fear I have of yo 
you like with me , for I do not defend myself 
you , Lord , to cut short my life before worse 
you , Lord , to make me unfeeling , so that I 
you love God a great deal ; when you take plea 
you , Love , whom God has allowed to make the 
you may have regard to my desire ; and I beg L 
you may lose your power to love and it may qui 
you much more in death than in life , and I fo 
you , my beloved : displeasure is the way whic 
you , my lady , its gaze is quite different fr 
you no one reaches you , give me your hand or 
you ñor do I blame you in any way ; I am quite 
you , nothing can trouble me , and , far from 
you of ingratitude for not having found a plac 
you only help the man who helps himself , and 
you raise him to a higher level than man ; the 
you realize how for your sake I have exposed m 
you rewarded the thief ( as far as one can see 
you see me in such a strait ! I despair if you 
you see that Death puts an end to their desire 
you see the lover { burn ) in the fire , he wi 
you ( should ) gather me to her place ; do not 
you show that the reason why Love is unequal i 
you show yourself ( to be ) angry , this is th 
you , since desire for the body cannot extend 
you , since I firmly believe that you are sure 
you , since my body is worse than paralysed ! 
you : since you have wounded me , please grant 
you , so that my flesh / which rebels so much 
You , spirit , if nothing prevents you from it 
You , spirit , who have departed from that bod 
you such a humble servant as myself through hi 
you suffered , I suffered at your misfortune 
you take pleasure in me ; and I am confident t 
you take pleasure without me , my misfortune i 
you : that you may have regard to my desire ; 
you think of my situation ! ) Sleeping , { and 
you ; through you I shall receive joy or sadne 
you thus , or let me die ; death ' s bitterness 
you to a game of dice 
you ( to be ) just and merciful ; I see your w 
you to bear offspring 
you to blame , for I confess that I am the on 
you to enter my heart , since you have entered 
you to give me physical health or any goods of 
you : to love you honestly 
you to shed tears at my death , repenting that 
you to strengthen my heart so ttiat my will may 
you were in favour of fulfilling it ; you are 
you , when I have to give a detaiied account o 
you , who are supreme suffering when you join 
you who have left this world , as the fates se 
you who is without you 
you who love truly , and pity me if I deserve 
you , whom I loved so much 
you will come to know me well , and , once you 
you will come to the extremity / if there is a 
you will never leave my mind ; rather shall I 
you will not go unrewarded ; then you will see 
you will not show signs of love ; through not 
you will see the flames of love increase 
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I am the one at fault ; I have judged 
I find I have offended 
0 the cult of saintly lovers : I love 
ul , if lie could really believe that 
1 do not have as much faith in you as 
f all men was placed upon the Cross , 
O 
all good things , indolence sleeps in 
as long as lie is not protected frora 
Him who pleases 
u , you cali a god ; for , resembling 
to earth and show what has become of 
address the body with great scorn 
you with an eye of flesh : I beg you give ligh 
you with great sin ; and if I am too weak , go 
you with such a love , and Death cannot take i 
you would pity him 
you would wish , ( it is ) my great desire ( w 
you wounded me , for I defended myself badly , 
you , wretched ones , who lie underground , yo 
you ; you are no virgin , since God wished you 
you ! You are that pestilential air that bring 
you , you cali a god ; for , resembling you , 
you , you raise him to a higher level than man 
you : your look will not cause me terror 
'You 1 
'You wish vainly and your desires are vain , f 
19 and honest body deserves 
young 1 
well-bred young men , who are expert ( in such matters 
im , so I must go away from you , for 
Already 
annot fail any who approach you , and 
to be yours , to wish it also ; make 
wretched ones , who lie underground , 
11 not fail to recognize the grace of 
not afraid that the slightest hair on 
Wise lady : give me a crust of 
orne weeping / with dishevelled hair , 
It is not by 
e , o Love : I cut myself a coat from 
He may be familiar with 
My final good : I think of 
h great scorn : 'You wish vainly and 
Let me not be the only one in 
stray from it , may I be sure to find 
ack of love drives on my desire , and 
elp from your love avails me , unless 
e or in times past ! Pity me , then , 
will not be able to speak properly of 
erits ; you freely give and take away 
think I was so foolish as not to see 
hout you no one reaches you , give me 
least you can do is believe with all 
hair , your breasts open to show how 
I want to straighten it , but I need 
t am I to do , since I do not deserve 
will continually displays clemency , 
e me ; I am a prisoner , in fear , of 
well-ordered as ( the way in which ) 
hy , then , did you créate me , since 
raight away if my words are feigned ! 
ortune ! I implore you both to change 
rth and show what has become of you : 
? It will be when I am set on fire by 
No other help from 
g - and over the flawless movement of 
y death , repenting that , because of 
whenever you suffered , I suffered at 
e soul ! My will is quite contrary to 
I am afraid that 
Already your anger accuses my delay ; 
th hands joined { in prayer ) , I beg 
O foolish Love ! Whoever desires 
desires are vain , for in an instant 
me ; as much as you are able , extend 
verything is equal when it comes from 
that ) after my death , you may lose 
ear , rather than love , you , and in 
spring as much as I ( long ) to be in 
hall go through the world proclaiming 
life and without my despising it for 
ns : may God make you realize how for 
ng what God has decreed for you , for 
to my changing thoughts , since in ( 
urgatory for unexpiated sins , I pray 
e , his works were not sufficient ) ; 
ou back from me as long as I am given 
this is the fault of our ignorance ; 
t alone ? I would have known how much 
ntirely / I can have no pleasure ; if 
I want 
one moment to imagine that I possess 
u ( to be ) just and merciful ; I see 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
your 
Your 
your 
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your 
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your 
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66 
action has weakened my courage ; I shall 
anger accuses my delay ; your pity finds 
arras are a sign of this 
blood soften my hard heart : it has cured 
bodies bleeding , from the stroke of Love 
body ; he does not know it as the subtle 
body will act against or scorn me 
bread , to take away the bitterness from 
breasts open to show how your hearts were 
choice ( alone ) that my pleasure can be 
cloth , dressing my spirit ( in it ) ; wh 
colour and bearing , but he will not be a 
death whenever I feel content with the pr 
desires are vain , for in an instant your 
disfavour ! With hands joined ( in prayer 
ear deaf 
eyes have shattered my armour ; my though 
eyes show me favour , ñor can I know anyt 
fellow-man , who suffers this pleasant pa 
gesture 
gesture restrains all my actions , and no 
gift without merits 
great superiority before this ; my unchas 
hand or lift me by the hair ; if I do not 
heart that my suffering is as great as I 
hearts were pierced by the arrow of gold 
help 
help , for I know that I do not make as m 
hostile appearance is immeasurably good 
intelligence 
intelligence does what no other is capabl 
intelligence rules over subtleties - whic 
knowledge was infallible ? Change into no 
lack of love drives on my desire , and yo 
law , and not to resemble that ( law ) wh 
look will not cause me terror 
love , and that cannot be without contemp 
love avails me , unless your eyes show me 
lovely body 
meagre favours , there dies an innocent m 
misfortune 
own , and I am an enemy to myself when I 
own faint will , if I should die , may ca 
pity finds nothing in me to work upon 
pity ; grant me no favour , but reward fo 
pleasure bases his satisfaction on a fals 
pleasures turn to loathing , and you are 
power over me 
power , so that I consider anyone a fool 
power to love and it may quickly be turne 
presence I confess this sin : my hope is 
presence ; only by this bridge can I cros 
pride 
sake 
sake I have exposed myself to every extre 
salvation or doom is given ( also ) to me 
) service they will be firm ; Love likes 
Son not to consider where the prayers com 
spirit breathes where it pleases ; how or 
will 
will continually displays clemency , your 
will desired me , fearing { and ) trusti 
will is not completely sound , it can soo 
will to become entirely mine ; I am jealo 
will , unless ( I possess ) it entirely , 
will which grants grace without merits ; 
yours 4 
rt so that my will may be joined with yours ; and , since I know that the world is o 
if I do not reach out my hand towards yours , drag me to you by forcé 
, and my desire may grow much less if yours. fiuctuates and does not show that it inc 
please you , God , since I wish to be yours , to wish it also ; make your blood soft 
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yourself 4 
at sin ; and if I am too weak , gorge yourself on my flesh , but do not touch my spi 
it requires no subtlety , for outside yourself the will does not rest 
Though you show yourself ( to be ) angry , this is the fault o 
You can take no pleasure in yourself : you are so gross that you do Love n 
youth 1 
27 Death ? 0 cruel evil which takes away youth and makes the flesh rot in the tomb ! Th 
1 
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8.3.3. CONCORDANCIA DE LA VERSIÓ ANGLESA DELS POEMES 
D'AUSIÁS MARCH (CONEJERO & RIBES & KEOWN,TRAD., 
1986) 
21 Your wit extends beyond all others 
1 
reach Great subtlety has it at its command 
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Some part of great delight 
w even in great pain - I know not how 
ill he do - no other good is left him 
ndrous strange how even in great pain 
part of great delight - a goodly part 
h show me her in sadness , And others 
What will he do 
me her in sadness , And others - many 
a goodly part - Is found within the thoughts 
delight is yet there found 
Except lament the good of time now lost ? He 
I know not how - delight is yet there found 
Is found within the thoughts of him who 's s 
many - show her full I of joy 
no other good is left him - Except lament th 
show her full I of joy 
flesh ; the soul does seek its like , 
ly blinded , That he will ne'er enjoy 
And fancy not I find so sweet 
as we labour to express The merits of 
love is limited , Sith theirs is but 
assailant , now have vanquished me ; 
1 from me this liberty of mine ? I am 
nd witness then if e'er there 's been 
, For their lament itself brings them 
te , They eringe from me as if I were 
ement of all things , And of the Will 
ns , my power is not so great To make 
y prudent Lady , wouldst thou give me 
chieved ; For my desire no doctor has 
And with 
love , it seems to me In me 'tis all 
who bears the blows of fate Seek out 
e entirely mine ; Should you love God 
Of news from you I have 
Each one of these does take 
My Will doth place 
f lead alone , Powerless they to draw 
decline , so will decline mine own ; 
I have forgot possessing such 
pangs , And sees two fleshy fruit on 
tefulness Through your not finding me 
Of such 
ever without me to it aspires Is both 
Who but 
w a gesture , then a voice I heard Of 
ns of Love , my fellows for so long , 
life ? A friend to tears , yet ne'er 
11-starred heart , so weary of life ? 
I never was 
I saw 
valué could compare The yearning for 
Some part of great delight -
Doubt not they will provoke 
ow brings me cióse to death , 'Tis of 
Love gives to me 
pie have beheld my sufferings great , 
dily my life 's humor runneth dry And 
Within himself 
glory of this earth , For they beheld 
O Love , O Love , 
grief And so I strive to make my pain 
g repulsión , And to my eyes 'tis now 
ion strong can alter any law And make 
My thoughts of love rise up to such 
That Cypriot king , the hostage of 
Before ere long I '11 lead 
to that little page Who searches out 
Like to 
your fairness , oh maidens ; Although 
t my body fails , Losing most swiftly 
He can 't and won 't go down 
I not have this fear of misfortune ! 
What will he do t' escape 
near shore And sees his great ship as 
, unshod , my head all bare , Serving 
ithin the will Of he who proves to be 
to his forbears opposed 
A 101 
A bastard 's born 
a better estáte 
a blte What 's banned to me , rather would I a 
a body fair and true , As genteel youths , in 
a brutal appetite , And if the lover 's seen w 
A captive I , afeared , of your wit 
a captive now set free from Love , Away from h 
a case Like mine in present time , or e'en in 
A certain part of my great pleasure is The ver 
a comfort Far greater than the world and all i 
a corpse 
a counselor most true 
a crown that were invisible 
a crumb Of thy sweet bread t' assüage my bitte 
a cure 
a curse then will they all avow That Love won 
a custom passing strange ; Through absence is 
a darkened place to cry his lot : Read him my 
a deal then I am jealous ; Your joys outside o 
a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt tfiat you will 
a different course , And no one knows where li 
a different hue on Love , Madam , when 'tis co 
a drop of blood 
A faint desire has neither fear ñor hope , And 
A fall so sheer will make no trifling break , 
a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature to want such est 
a fine branch , And his desire both equally de 
a fitting place : 'Tis through this fault I ca 
a flavour I ignore the taste , And I must tast 
a fool , and oaf , and downright gross 
a fool could ask me if I thirst , Being away , 
a frail body it was , I , who would swear An a 
A fresh complaint now brings me cióse to death 
a friend to laughter , How will you bear those 
A friend to tears , yet ne'er a friend to laug 
a friend unto myself , Ñor even once did this 
a gesture , then a voice I heard Of a frail bo 
a good so long desired 
a goodly part - Is found within the thoughts o 
a goodly tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls i 
a graver kind , not like the rest 
A greasy cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set 
a great and strong repulsión , And to my eyes 
A great delight accompanied my soul 
A great delight from lovers is concealed , Fro 
a great sadness 'gainst me now doth rise , Yet 
a greater glory sees He who , from Love , no g 
a greater part of glory , Likewise I hold in c 
a habit I have tailored From your own cloth , 
a habit So ne'er again I '11 know the taste of 
a hateful thing ; And should I mix delight amo 
a heart of steel and stone construed 
a height My soul lives in the body of my belov 
a heretic , Compared with me seems not unfortu 
a hermit 's life The better to observe Love 's 
a kind , indulgent , master ; He 'd keep him w 
a king , the master of three cities , Who all 
a lack of grace leads to indifference , My foo 
a large part of its flesh 
a level path ; Return he can 't : another took 
A life of joy brings with it , fear of death F 
a life of pain , Now having lost the good he o 
a lofty castle 
a Lord , he never was a vassal And never thoug 
a lover true And loves himself for being thus 
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21 
self , He '11 never find so bounteous 
il there carne unto his rival 's hosts 
's visible Should not be placed upon 
iscriminate : For my delights include 
, that air most pestiient That brings 
Before mine eyes 
ghts include a mortal pain , And such 
te And now to me all remedy is lost ; 
will reach th' extreme , If there 's 
er rough , the sea with perils rife , 
'Tis so with me , now in 
such offence , Absenting me from such 
, heat ; in summer , with no warmth : 
ve to grow in you ; His passion finds 
homage , In each base deed , his was 
And those of argent leave nought but 
I could at once make flinch , Without 
might In mine own castle I 'd become 
unt its colourable pleasure , Heaving 
come , And paralysed , he cannot make 
lly abandoned , I thus remain in such 
sees the threat of pending tempest , 
If Love were but 
at delight will surely be its issue , 
ind , Love 's great distress could be 
way what makes me sad ; Herein I feel 
That at my death you deigned to shed 
despair ? Yet 'tis so grave it seems 
have him sire , Or let hím even have 
Each day 
bare , Serving a Lord , he never was 
I saw a gesture , then 
'Tis said to be 
han this am I besieged , For there 's 
a master 
A mercenary , who conquered the king 
A middling lover he , by pain tormented , That 
a miracle 
a mortal pain / And such a pain is bound with 
a mortal plague unto the world ; 'Twere better 
a mount of sufferings great , This much I need 
a pain is bound with great delight 
A pair of eyes I saw of such great power To me 
A passion strong can alter any law And make a 
a place for Love to grow in you ; His passion 
A place he espies wherein he can take shelter 
a place most strange , No one but you can rend 
a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd give , shoul 
A poor reward will all these perils bring 
a ready spot in us ; Oppose it though we could 
a savage heart , He says no more than I won 't 
a scar , The ones he 's wounded are from death 
a scratch , to her yet did I yield 
a serf 
a sigh , the time now lost , they '11 curse 
a sign Should he take ill ; no doctor in the w 
a somber vein That unto Death I visibly draw n 
A stormy spell of weather most untempered 
a substance gi 'en to reason And firmly held t 
A subtle thought will be its pillar firm , Whi 
a surer fate And nobler still than any other j 
a sweetness that 's so great , Itself , and si 
a tear , Ruing that , through the scarcíty of 
a thing untrue To pursue that for which all ho 
a thought of it 
a thousand times on God I cali For that whose 
a vassal And never thought of ever paying homa 
a voice I heard Of a frail body it was , I , w 
a wilful act of good , But to this good you ca 
a worm which feeds upon my thoughts , Another 
CXIV 
XI 
LXXIII 
XIX 
LXIII 
I 
xciv 
CI 
LXXIII 
XIII 
X 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
IV 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
XIII 
abandoned 1 
30 posed And from Love 's favour totally abandoned , I thus remain in such a somber vei 
abode 1 
12 Dear friend , leave that your strange abode ! I take delight in granting you my favo 
abound 1 
23 ith great delight my heart will ne'er abound Ontil my mind does stray to thoughts of 
About 1 
38 But I reproach my readiness to speak About those things which are beyond my ken ; E 
Above 1 
28 nourishment has not such bitterness , Above all things 'tis yet most sweet appraised 
absence 4 
42 orm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh is absence , If not opposed by firm and stubborn 
3 11 a custom passing strange ; Through absence is love lost 'mongst other folk , Yet 
41 d my words prove untrue ! Of love the absence my desire doth spur And by your eyes m 
19 sphere , And if before my eyes comes absence 's worm , And Comfort jostling lustily 
Absenting 1 
26 f to me Death gave not such offence , Absenting me from such a pleasant sight , No t 
abstain 1 
26 What 's banned to me , rather would I abstain : Although I have no memory of the pas 
abundance 1 
29 I' faith I have the Will , and in abundance , But none I know as me so spent of 
29 
accedes 1 
If he accedes , then you will reach th' extreme , If 
accompanied 1 
12 my sufferings great , A great delight accompanied my soul 
According 3 
92 es and Places Point her out to file , According to the joy or grief they had ; And s 
16 e of these produces its own feeling , According to their difference in the world 
36 ; Acting as one they do evil or good According to which has th' ascendancy 
accounts 1 \ 
6 romance , Greater they were than all accounts relate 
accustomed 1 
29 ar , 'Tis so with me , for once I was accustomed To pains of Love , my fellows for s 
x
 achieve 2 
45 In order to achieve perpetual bliss , Gross pleasure of th 
50 ect good , It is through me man would achieve such bliss ; Whoever without me to it 
achieved 5 
4 f my complete contentment Can only be achieved across this bridge 
31 f the person that we love , When 'tis achieved , all else is then forgot , Even ours 
15 uñate , For what I want will never be achieved ; For my desire no doctor has a cure 
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LXIII 
XIII 
64 
30 
d , does hold him fast , Once good 's achieved , then this desire must cease 
of fancying ray desires Won 't ever be achieved within this world 
LXXXIX 
X 
IV 
38 
47 
35 
CI 
XCIV 
X 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
45 
23 
36 
10 
4 
LXXXII 
X 
LXIII 
CI 
CI 
I 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
XXIII 
o 
34 
22 
50 
44 
21 
24 
43 
2 
acquaintance 1 
nce with his illness he '11 have more acquaintance , He '11 better understand its qu 
across 1 
lete contentment Can only be achieved across this bridge 
act 2 
their fellow memory , And both would act most loyally in their service That neither 
'Tis said to be a wilful act of good , But to this good you cannot find 
Acting 1 
each of them directs man naturally ; Acting as one they do evil or good According t 
actions 2 
And by your gesture are my actions checked And my desire can be restraine 
ary and diverse , If at one point are actions done by her , Then , rapidly , the cau 
admit 2 
, And each took oath they never would admit Unto their grace their fellow memory , A 
s eye could never be so dim As not t' admit your body 's graceful charros ; Like the 
adopt 1 
trike me down , Should e'er my speech adopt the ways of fables 
adore 1 
de me so disposed That I have come t' adore the god of Love , And I , now forced to 
advantage 1 
The wisest man can have no more advantage Save that the fool does less than hi 
adviser 1 
s charge He made my Understanding his adviser ; As for my Will , he named it as his 
afar 2 
im , Fear and hope will show him from afar Evil or good , one of which he ever feels 
ight To these my triáis of seeing you afar , For cióse to you I can be hurt by nough 
afeared 1 
ow have vanquished me ; A captive I , afeared , of your wit 
afford 1 
him tidings sore , And when it would afford him some relief , It is with him as tha 
affront 1 
surely to another : To lowly men th' affront seems not severe 
aflame 2 
ike to the saint in th' ardour of God aflame And comfort finds in this his very torm 
ide the style of troubadours Who , so aflame , excede the bounds of truth , And chec 
I 
LXIII 
XCIV 
30 
25 
55 
X 
LXVI 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
CI 
LXVI 
2 
2 
37 
118 
56 
18 
34 
LXVI 
XIX 
XCIV 
Afraid 1 
16 self 'tis now placed in the balance , Afraid that fear will confound my hope 
after 3 
ure come to grief , My labour doubled after brief repose , Like to the sick man who 
Who , after evil , knows the taste of good Cannot be 
ure lay , But quite distinct are they after her death , I feel them sepárate , nigh 
again 1 
72 rive to make my pain a habit So ne'er again I '11 know the taste of joy 
against 5 
es , Who all his life was keen to war against His enemy , who couldn 't ever vaunt O 
power of any wight To love another if against his Will , Or be so strong , or e'en s 
Against it , who could daré to arise ? For soo 
? With her alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; Those contrasts great in our disc 
ature Whose virtues are her selfguard against vice 
age 1 
To walk right well despite his tender age , And should , perchance , he find himself 
ag3d 1 
by God have been allowed To give the agSd man an infant 's guise , And not to have 
aiming 1 
4 2 the same as that philosopher , Who , aiming at that good that cannot perish His per 
air 1 
37 your hands , You are , 0 Love , that air most pestilent That brings a mortal plague 
akin 2 
8 nt When he beholds our sufferings are akin 
8 w who Pay heed t' other things Unless akin to those that they encounter 
XCIV 
Alas 1 
29 Alas ,- I see my pleasure come to grief , My la 
alike 1 
102 Id For 'tis engendered but from those alike ; Flesh craves for flesh ; the soul does 
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alive 3 
unhampered by the flesh ? With her alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; Those c 
What man alive , that suffers so much pain , Can yearn 
Man could not be alive upon this earth Ere he was cleansed of a 
He broke his bow ; This I proclaim to 
Are like to me , in part , but not in 
r in love , it seeras to me In me 'tis 
e of romance , Greater they were than 
We 
And with a curse then will they 
t , On snow I walk , unshod , my head 
oy were felt ; With it content , then 
s , now beneath the earth , your cors 
11 reply , for they 're unattended By 
guish At losing that which brought it 
not ! Come weeping , then , your hair 
n that we love , When 'tis achieved , 
crepitude my nature does reveal , And 
With hope 
t And far from you pain 's present in 
O Death , thou art right envious of 
would bestow on me her heritage , Of 
me trapped in his invisible web ; But 
master 's worth Taking displeasure in 
ng , the master of three cities , Who 
r one sweet bite Sees in his food how 
gard ; And I pray Love will grant you 
orne , And 'tis through Love man loses 
ss dwells , And at her whim he places 
thing untrue To pursue that for which 
ot deceived as to my bad estáte : For 
sions mixedly Maintain , just as they 
ime now gone , So I love nought , for 
omfort Far greater than the world and 
hus , It has such might that I renege 
final cióse : Since I 'm deserted by 
session-of my soul , And leaves aside 
O mistress wise and fair , 
To mourn the dead is common to 
lose , For seeing myself deserted by 
at the present time it does for me : 
flesh now can move me but to vomit ; 
his delights expect not to delight ; 
Of my desire let 
ke my leave of him , What 's evil for 
t his peace , Bareheaded , then , may 
gold , when brought out of the mine , 
gh suffer I may not continuous pain ? 
Upon you I bestrew 
n torment and in pain ; And so , with 
so whiterSd I cannot say "In you lies 
: My time 's consumed1by thoughts of 
is , have been the first involved And 
this world ; Within me are collected 
I wish to God that 
find , the worse to me it turns , For 
Your wit extends beyond 
I do not say it differs from 
set free from Love , Away from him , 
eath am I soon to taste And now to rae 
e Leaves unachieved the end his deeds 
Her eyes 
All that I think and 
alse , Convinced I lose the world and 
, with no warmth : A poor reward will 
ur , Therein resides the judgement of 
hment has not such bitterness , Above 
kewise I hold in contempt and disdain 
were before our own Did -Love let fly 
e frosty spells , He 'd keep him cool 
ht repose , Although my spirit is for 
se liver 's vulture ' s prey , And for 
from it they crave. to flee 
ef surrender to his sadness 
O list , 
nt ever stray From fancying 
, And for 
, And for 
Let 
O list , 
I possess 
all 78 
all 
all 
all a custom passing strange ; Through absence 
all accounts relate 
all are coarse as we labour to express The mer 
all avow That Love won 't ever hold them in hi 
all bare , Serving a Lord , he never was a vas 
all becomes complete 
all bloodied from the blows of Love , And also 
all but me , in their constant lament 
all delight 
all dishevelled , With open breast so that you 
all else is then forgot , Even ourselves , as 
all flesh now can move me but to vomit ; All 1 
all gone , e'er to fulfill my wishes , The wor 
all good 
all good , And Fortune follows thee in thy int 
all her gifts she wants to make me master , Wa 
all his blows fall finally on my shield 
all his deportment , Right well he sees the er 
all his life was keen to war against His enemy 
all his pain is fed 
all his power 
all his sense 
all his Will 
all hope is lost 
all I do I feel doth come to grief 
all in mixture lay , But quite distinct are th 
all is come to dust 
all its pity 
all joy , Ñor can I think that others could it 
all kind of hope My soul condemned remains upo 
all kind of thoughts impure , And , thus , I f 
all labour 's light To these my triáis of seei 
all love And 'tis from this I feel the stronge 
all love So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can ' 
All love will fail , except the love of self ; 
All lovers great , through their beloved dead 
All lovers to this notice must pay heed : That 
all men judge the cause 
All men require and seek out their own like , 
all men , to me seems góod 
all men wend their way ; To escape from him th 
All mixed it is with other metáis base , Once 
All my delights have I transposed in one ; And 
all my desires 
all my heart , I pardon those Who do not mourn 
all my hope 
all my ills , Contented there , for this bring 
all my senses have therein parta 'en ; I suffe 
all my thoughts In order not to think of earth 
all my thoughts were dead , And that I could s 
all my thoughts , which drive me to great foll 
all others ' reach ; Great subtlety has it at 
all others : In quantity 'tis judged much like 
all pleasure 's far from me 
all remedy is lost ; A passion strong can alte 
all seek 
All sustenance has long since turned sour Save 
all tears , and terror in her face , Tearing h 
All that I say for those who haven 't seen you 
All that I think and all that my eye sees The 
all that my eye sees The more it brings me bea 
all therein 
all these perils bring 
all things , And of the Will a counselor most 
all things 'tis yet most sweet appraiséd 
All those desires , which , fulfilled , Love d 
all those his golden shafts , But one of them 
All those who dwell in malady of Love , In tru 
all through the summer *s heat , Little he app 
all times sad , Through that its hábit , donne 
all times the flesh does grow anew , In his re 
all times think only of themselves 
all times will live most piteously 
all who love , then , follow in my steps , In 
all you who truly love And pity me if pity I- d 
all your good will , Without the whole I can h 
allow 2 
eel , This I might do if he would but allow That I could come to love without Love 
ill be its pillar firm , Which won 't allow this fasting from fine fairs 
allowed 1 
you who by God have been allowed To give the agSd man an infant 1s guis 
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alone 
60 His treasures great ; He shows to me alone 
37 The world 's at peace , and I alone 
60 ves ñn honest love would strive to be alone 
20 scourge , Among the best the f,nix I alone 
13 Let me not be alone 
25 Today he sports with shafts of lead alone 
21 And I , who love him for himself alone 
4 0 your blow , But to the wounded Death alone 
25 For you alone 
53 Our spirit sees but virtue and good alone 
13 When Love alone 
3 
25 
47 
12 
13 
20 
7 
1 
33 
24 
54 
16 
39 
59 
31 
28 
17 
35 
37 
41 
22 
XI 
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39 
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31 
22 
13 
11 
at war , Since Love has ceased the war h 
, Exuding still such marvellous effect T 
, For only I the melange have rejected O 
in your disfavour ; With joined hands I 
, Powerless they to draw a drop of blood 
, Refusing not the gifts that he may gra 
's the cure 
sufficed the goodly stuff That God retai 
When following the course of its own nat 
within myself doth dwell , My joy is suc 
also 4 
32 my final day , Good Loving then will also have its cióse 
4 2 , believe your speechless lover , And also him who often changes hue , And eek the t 
10 ch great power To mete out pain , yet also promise pleasure ; And in my fancy saw *p 
3 bloodied from the blows of Love , And also you , who with your ardent hearts Have lo 
alter 2 
35 remedy is lost ; A passion strong can alter any law And make a heart of steel and st 
19 day Ere I , forthwith , did make Him alter course , Casting from me his harsh and b 
Although 5 
15 orted by your fairness , oh maidens ; Although a lack of grace leads to indifference 
83 Although at first it enters me with pain , It 
4 2 that servant who would have no spite Although his service went unrecognized : He li 
27 nned to me , rather would I abstain : Although I have no memory of the past , How pl 
4 6 n 't think I find some light repose , Although my spirit is for all times sad , Thro 
always 2 
20 he second is that terrible rebuff You always give whene'er I pay you court 
40 spute , Will , in the end , to Reason always yields 
teal from me this \iberty of mine ? I 
It is through Love that I 
1 lives in the body of my beloved , I 
et nought keep you from me , Whilst I 
Contentment I 
ver cease , By greater pain than this 
either punishment ñor charge , So too 
In nought 
Sad with delight Death 
overwhelmed I cannot tell how much I 
e ; Should you love God a deal then I 
ings death , To good and evils past I 
laughter let them follow me , Since I 
t time filis me with happiness , If I 
spent of strength , So do I waste and 
Love brought with it some delight 
ck by Love , such pity can arouse 
h this love surfeit So much I think 
's of steel , of flesh , of wood : 
11 ; The very key which shut you in the 
20 arder of good , of iniquity scourge , 
79 eful thing ; And should I mix delight 
27 pirit there ; When it was donned , so 
15 it takes its form , Much of the time 
15 ail body it was , I , who would swear 
60 lieve that e'er 'mongst vicious loves 
34 ave been allowed To give the agSd man 
4 d and calm , Full sure he trows , one 
Steadily my life ' s humor runneth dry 
Decrepitude my nature does reveal , 
a comfort Far greater than the world 
n this , have been the first involved 
All that I think 
on false , Convinced I lose the world 
rns , believe your speechless lover , 
all bloodied from the blows of Love , 
so spent of strength , So do I waste 
hen spake the body in its own defence 
n the condition of good stewardship , 
am 22 
am a captive now set free from Love , Away fro 
am come to this : I lose the world as love I c 
am content , whatever my repute : As for mysel 
am granted favour by your will 
am granted from one side , From th' other my 1 
am I besieged , For there 's a worm which feed 
am I by Love now cast away , He does not wish 
am I like to that little page Who searches out 
am I soon to taste And now to me all remedy is 
am inamour 'd 
am jealous ; Your joys outside of me increase 
am quite cold 
am ready both for honey and gall For those who 
am sad through any present care , No thing to 
am so whiterSd I cannot say "In you lies all m 
am that man entitled to proclaim it 
am that man , in time of roughest storm , And 
am that man who most deserves compassion , Sin 
am that man who takes delight in death , And d 
am that servant who would have no spite Althou 
am that very person ; Then wondrous great woul 
am this man who 's called Ausi...s March 
ambry 1 
ambry Will not unlock the door it once made fa 
Among 1 
Among the best the f/nix I alone , For only I 
amongst 1 
amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón and to my grie 
ampie 1 
ampie did it feel ; I wear it now , and Find i 
an 4 
an and grief it brings And some delight with o 
An armed man I could at once make flinch , Wit 
An honest love would strive to be alone , Exud 
an infant ' s guise , And not to have the wise 
anchor 1 
anchor will suffice 
And 218 
And a great sadness 'gainst me now doth rise , 
And all flesh now can move me but to vomit ; A 
and all its pity 
And all my senses have therein parta 'en ; I s 
and all that my eye sees The more it brings me 
and all therein 
And also him who often changes hue , And eek t 
And also you , who with your ardent hearts Hav 
and am so-whiterSd I cannot say "In you lies a 
And argued that 'twas there that Love took roo 
And as his vassal to expend the weal As the us 
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is such , I feel not on this earth , 
ompletely where his fondness dwells , 
pain , Each love does have its lover 
er course , Casting from me his harsh 
my prime disgrace For which I seethe 
Reason and Will in me do now enmesh 
nto their grace their fellow memory , 
the man whose mínd is his Own enemy , 
love the absence my desire doth spur 
0 Love most true , I implore 
As he beholds the sky , placid 
nt desire has neither fear ñor hope , 
and judgement , I see fail , Fortune 
aflame , excede the bounds of truth , 
the saint in th' ardour of God aflame 
efore my eyes comes absence 's worm , 
As with the sea when it bewails 
n 't be much to see in me its works ; 
eye sees The more it brings me beauty 
In this my fancy I sojourn 
Love cannot live when hope 's dead , 
, the mind was prompt in its reply , 
f glory , Likewise I hold in contempt 
soul So suffer change , most contrary 
that man who takes delight in death , 
it aspires Is both a fool , and oaf , 
I have tailored From your own cloth , 
mpulses there are which follow nature 
r and rich suffer their bitter ills , 
y Will , he named it as his bailiff , 
And also him who often changes hue , 
h the sea when it bewails and cries , 
hat man , in time of roughest storm , 
cleansed of any evil humour ; By good 
in , though he brings death , To good 
0 mistress wise 
cióse to you I can be hurt by nought 
I love 
flee from folk if ever they be joyful 
o ampie did it feel ; I wear it now , 
greater part the lesser does attract 
were but a substance gi 'en to reason 
eat delight take those who understand 
s like Death , who traps the fugitive 
's right way Then man goes straight , 
us , whose liver 's vulture 's prey , 
volved , from it they crave to flee , 
ad as lief surrender to his sadness , 
thou art right envious of all good , 
self-same time I was seen undisposed 
me , Since I am ready both for honey 
Our spirit sees but virtue 
Created has he many wise 
takes its form , Much of the time an 
In harbour safe , he breaks moorings 
ted me with just one body 's strength 
er ills , And each of them with proud 
I see who , loving not , are loved , 
ged war , In peace I 'd be , defeated 
e you are perforce to heed , 'Pon you 
o the man who takes delight in dreams 
s two fleshy fruit on a fine branch , 
and sadness are present to him , Fear 
ring her hair with fiercesome shrieks 
e well versed , have sought In vain , 
The world 's at peace , 
veryone makes merry 'round the fire , 
did heed the counsel of good reason , 
Lily 'midst thorns , both you 
f such a flavour I ignore the taste , 
have come t' adore the god of Love , 
n my will you might fix your regard ; 
o with me ; such woes must I endure , 
suffer lest I e'er gave her offence , 
d wish t' escape its gallful sphere , 
ove *s pain are they in mortal fear , 
ith theirs is but a brutal appetite , 
I' faith I have the Will , 
ut pain , yet also promise pleasure ; 
can feel For him who lies in torment 
on my heart ne'er halts its gnawing , 
'Twas there th* extremes of pain 
And as I look more deeply into his deeds , The 
And as man 's mind doth duly get more clear Th 
And at her whim he places all his Will 
and beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so he that 
and bitter thought ; He *s routed me with just 
and blame myself for nought ; The second is th 
And both in concert quality pursue , Such deed 
And both of these did passions mixedly Maintai 
And both would act most loyally in their servi 
and brings him tidings sore , And when it woul 
And by your eyes my armour has been pierced ; 
And by your gesture are my actions checked And 
and cali on thee , Since thou hast wounded me 
and calm , Full sure he trows , one anchor wil 
And can 't expect great good or great offence 
and Chance derange them in their usage 
And checking , thence , the urgency of my love 
And comfort finds in this his very torment 
And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love , Th 
and cries , And equally beset by two fierce ga 
And Death has brought no death unto my love , 
and delight , The more I find my pains are thu 
and delight , Though when it fades my sorrows 
and desire 
And did refute this argument full straight , D 
and disdain All those desires , which , fulfil 
and diverse , If at one point are actions done 
And don 't avoid the cause through which it co 
and downright gross 
and dressed my spirit there ; When it was donn 
And each of them directs man naturally ; Actin 
And each of them with proud and haughty ways 
And each took oath they never would admit Unto 
And eek the timid man who dwells on love ; And 
And equally beset by two fierce gales , One fr 
And everyone makes merry 'round the fire , And 
and evil man 's radical heat Sustained is 
and evils past I am quite cold 
and fair , all labour 's light To these my tri 
And fancy not I find so sweet a bite What 's b 
And far from you pain 's present in all good 
and fear with shame that is most honest , Mere 
And feel resent should suffering ever cease 
and Find it clings so tight 
And finds the way which leads towards the end 
And firmly held the sceptre of majesty , Rewar 
And fix their thoughts on understanding you , 
And flees from him who would fain seek her out 
and follows mistress nature , The greater part 
And for all times the flesh does grow anew , I 
Añd for all times think only of themselves 
And for all times will live most piteously 
And Fortune follows thee in thy intent ! Each 
And from Love 's favour totally abandoned , I 
And from that time he took me in his charge He 
and gall For those who feel Love 's evil or hi 
and good alone When following the course of it 
and good Yet but Teresa has the flavour of per 
and grief it brings Ahd some delight with othe 
and guys ; From merest ills I see how many die 
And had no need to show his mighty forcé ; The 
and haughty ways 
And he who lies , believed as oft he wants ; I 
and her slave 
and him my perfect good depends 
And his delight from wistful yearning flows , 
And his desire both equally demands , He *11 n 
and hope will show him from afar Evil or good 
and howls , Life would bestow on me her herita 
and , hungry , must yet keep the fast 
and I alone at war , Since Love has ceased the 
And I could join in with them in their sport , 
And I depart through my opinión false , Convin 
and I do know That man may well be slain by Lo 
And I must taste what 's more bitter than gall 
And I , now forced to take my leave of him / W 
And I pray Love will grant you all his power 
And I see you , the remedy of my ills 
And I , who love him for himself alone / Refus 
And I would fain redeem this with my blood 
And if before my eyes comes absence 's worm , 
And if involved , from it they crave to flee , 
And if perforce I cast my thought elsewhere , 
And if the lover 's seen within these flames , 
And if to me Death gave not such offence , Abs 
and in abundance , But none I know as me*so sp 
And in my fancy saw 'pon me such might In mine 
and in pain ; And so , with all my heart , I p 
And in their labour there can be no break Unle 
And in this wav the passions of the soul So su 
And it was thus the king did lose dominión Of 
and joy were felt ; With it content , then all 
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Experience , 
Of gold 
oth Lovs take possession of my soul , 
him who 's not been sad at any time , 
ek the timid man who dwells on love ; 
orne to us through nature In certitude 
sier far that fish swim in the forest 
to that man who is condemned to die , 
d , Through that its habit , donned , 
ar extreme contains its own delight , 
s' eyes the lover 's great or small , 
y delights have I transposed in one ; 
1 Of he who proves to be a lover true 
lowing the course of its own nature , 
; A passion strong can alter any law 
on earth have grasped not my words , 
The stronger 
crets great the subtlest are denied , 
y your gesture are -my actions checked 
I need to bring me full contentment , 
erving a Lord , he never was a vassal 
ee the heart of man as hard as wood , 
these does take a different course , 
great distress could be a surer fate 
ive the agSd man an infant 's guise , 
his earth I sought to love her spirit 
with delight Death am I soon to taste 
out me to it aspires Is both a fool , 
and lead these shafts are fashioned , 
less are they that concur with me not 
ng since worn , Of cloth most black , 
the usurper would require from him , 
resides the judgement of all things , 
se subtleties nourished by your wit , 
1
 faith you '11 harken to my plight , 
nd play ; Let streets , and squares , 
re are which show me her in sadness , 
Biscayneer , to Germany he 's come , 
h I love You more than e'er in life , 
at same day , then , choler , blood , 
ist , O list , all you who truly love 
it seems I part from her ; Both times 
In praise of God let thera have sport 
me go and seek out graves and tombs , 
of these most mortal foes ; Both poor 
f hope be never cast aside ; Both joy 
my cars flows the song of her voice , 
es of deeds most bold ; But let me go 
All men require 
m like that captain who is near shore 
tisfy his hunger 's dangerous pangs , 
I would fly from him who bids me come 
to my eyes 'tis now a hateful thing ; 
k right well despite his tender age , 
r great decrease If yours should vary 
sweetness that 's so great , Itself , 
ly retained , With it he wounded me , 
od 'midst great ills must bring grief 
him who lies in torment and in pain ; 
ch of the time an and grief it brings 
ording to the joy or grief they had ; 
rly bought with sighs most dolorous ; 
m have sport and play ; Let streets , 
1 give me back my time of suffering , 
flesh feels not that sensuous desire 
ter any law And make a heart of steel 
Love gives to me a great 
h is absence , If not opposed by firm 
r my delights include a mortal pain , 
me pity : Love wants me at his court 
t hid by power of contraríes ? Bitter 
Bitter 
Her eyes all tears , 
God that all my thoughts were dead , 
, So long away from company of men , 
ion there the spirits of the damned , 
the East , the other from the West , 
the deed is done , Has it for Lord , 
nding death , go , henee , in haste ; 
s aside all kind of thoughts impure , 
t I start I taint it from the first , 
mourn the dead is common to all love 
rough Love my great sufferings come , 
to me a great and strong repulsión , 
light amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón 
d ; But let me go and seek out graves 
and judgement , I see fail , Fortune and Chañe 
and lead these shafts are fashioned , And of a 
And leaves aside all kind of thoughts impure , 
And let not him who bears the blows of fate Se 
And let the suitor bold but waste his time 
and limit are compressed 
And lions make their habitat in streams Than e 
And , long aware , some comfort can he find , 
and long since worn , Of cloth most black , an 
And looks not back , but future good awaits 
And Love takes hold depending where He enters 
And Love would fain effect this change in me 
And loves himself for being thus in mind 
And loving only for herself that creature Whos 
And make a heart of steel and stone construed 
And many more have never heard of them 
and more powerful Love 's in me , The closer t 
And my bright day to men is darkest night ; I 
And my desire can be restrained by nought , In 
And my desire might suffer great decrease If y 
And never thought of ever paying homage , In e 
And no man ever mourns his fellow 's woe 
And no one knows where lies the middle road 
And nobler still than any other joy , Since pl 
And not to have the wise called innocent So lo 
and nought else : How much more now , unhamper 
And now to me all remedy is lost ; A passion s 
and oaf , and downright gross 
And of another metal yelept argent ; Each one 
And of Love 's pain are they in mortal fear , 
and of the roughest cilice 
And of the third he will not have him sire , O 
And of the Will a counselor most true 
And of your frame so fair the unsullied grace 
And once you 've known my sufferings of yore , 
and orchards of delight Ring out with wonderou 
And others - many - show her full I of joy 
And paralysed , he cannot make a sign Should h 
And pardon those who won 't believe my words : 
and phlegm 
And pity me if pity I deserve , And witness th 
and Places Point her out to file , ñecording t 
and play ; Let streets , and squares , and ore 
And question there the spirits of the damned , 
and rich suffer their bitter ills , And each o 
and sadness are present to him , Fear and hope 
And says : "Dear friend , leave that your stra 
And secretly , with unaecustomed pain , Does F 
and seek out graves and tombs , And question t 
and seek out their own like , So I dislike the 
And sees his great ship as a lofty castle 
And sees two fleshy fruit on a fine branch , A 
And seize the one who would escape my rigour 
And should God wish to have me dwell on high , 
And should I mix delight amongst my pains 'Tis 
And should my thoughts one moment ever stray F 
And should , perchance , he find himself 'mids 
and show not that it mounts ; Should yours dec 
and since I feel no other joy , Ungrateful I , 
And so disposed , to me the bitter 's sweet , 
and so I die 
And so I strive to make my pain a habit So ne' 
And so , with all my heart , I pardon those Wh 
And some delight with other sufferings sweet 
And some there are which show me her in sadnes 
And soon or late I 'm sure it 's bound to come 
and squares , and orchards of delight Ring out 
And steal from me this liberty of mine ? I am 
And still my spirit craves for tasks of Love ; 
and stone construed 
and strong repulsión , And to my eyes 'tis now 
and stubborn steel ; Pay then no heed to envy 
And such a pain is bound with great delight 
and summons me 
and sweet at once , they taste the same ; And 
and sweet I know the taste of Love , So much m 
and terror in her face , Tearing her hair with 
And that I could spend my life asleep 
And then , per chance , one happens to appear 
And they '11 reply , for they 're unattended B 
And this endures till one of them relents , An 
And those of argent leave nought but a scar , 
and though they may dispute , Will , in the en 
And through your anguish you prolong your days 
And , thus , I feel delight which never fades 
And thus the end can bring me no content 
And 'tis from this I feel the strongest pain : 
And 'tis through Love man loses all his sense 
And to my eyes 'tis now a hateful thing ; And 
and to my grief I turn 
And tothe body scornfully holds forth : "Vain 
and tombs , And question there the spirits of 
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to express The merits of a body fair and 
the transports of Love make Both fear and 
ully holds forth : "Vainly you want , and 
Their cause , for me , is wholly nuil and 
he brightest day were dark , Howlings and 
ath ; As ev 'ry pain does time defeat and 
r good , one of which he ever feels , And 
And 
d men would find beyond their grasp , And 
enemy , and brings him tidings sore , And 
sweet at once , they taste the same ; And 
Reason and 
And 
believes he will be granted pardon , And 
love And pity me if pity I deserve , And 
not they will provoke a goodly tumult And 
s me who here should bear the blame , And 
plexion Knows but that love which fox and 
He can ' t and 
hen overeóme by 'nother of his kind , And 
with innocence ; Capriciously I want and 
is endures till one of them relents , And 
e vulgar man knows well ; Your colour and 
true , As genteel youths , in love well ve 
trust lodge in the selfsame hostel 
vain are your desires ; To loathing do you 
void 
d have instead of songs wails I 
waste 
what he loses 
what so 
later he regains 
certain counsel do you seek , My i 
when I speak , so they deny my words , The 
when it would afford him some relief , It 
while she lived , so thus were my desires 
Will in me do now enmesh And both in conce 
with a curse then will they all avow That 
with no time for thought he is put to deat 
witness then if e'er there 's been a case 
woe betide whoe'er falls in their hands ! 
woe to him who through his arrant faults H 
wolf enjoy , For their capacity to love is 
won 't go down a level path ; Return he ca 
won 't return until he gains such strength 
yet want not 
yields its forceful might unto the stronge 
your gait he kens right well , But of the 
anew 
ore , So that his past importunes him anew 
And for all times the flesh does grow anew 
But when they part he 's left to his ow 
In his repast the bird will never cease 
anguish 2 
My lusty flesh found no relief in th' anguish At losing that which brought it all de 
, henee , in haste '; And through your anguish you prolong your days : Store distant 
anón 1 
80 ix delight amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón and to my grief I turn 
LIV 21 curity he '11 take as his companion ? 
LXVI 2 utside the power of any wight To love 
LXVI 27 miliar with his maladies , But should 
XCIV 51 There is 
LXXIX 14 d these shafts are fashioned , And of 
LXIII 47 his pleasure draw ; If he proves me , 
XIII 22 a worm which feeds upon my thoughts , 
LXXXIX 35 ow me love ; Through ignorance I live 
LXXXIX 23 eak , For one extreme leads surely to 
CI 23 own a level path ; Return he can 't : 
Another 10 
Another I become through this love surfeit So 
another if against his Will , Or be so strong 
another illness strike him down , His mind wil 
another it outstrips man 's nature ; Its sures 
another metal yelept argent ; Each one of thes 
another must content me , Outside myself I mus 
Another on my heart ne'er halts its gnawing , 
another pain : I know not where to look that I 
another : To lowly men th' affront seems not s 
another took him there , For by himself that w 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XIII 
IV 
20 
58 
32 
5 
35 
26 
27 
59 
2 
1 
34 
58 
State 's , I ken , more terrible Than 
pon this earth Ere he was cleansed of 
must bear , I see no way to hope for 
If without strain man won 't do 
is lost ; A passion strong can alter 
light from lovers is concealed , From 
be a surer fate And nobler still than 
with happiness , If I am sad through 
oice , Ñor him who 's not been sad at 
It lies outside the power of 
ere 's none could ever forcé ; Should 
any 11 
any estáte yet known upon this earth 
any evil humour ; . By good and evil man 's radi 
any good 
any good , How will he do it if it causes pain 
any law And make a heart of steel and stone co 
any man who can 't attain great love : In thei 
any other joy , Since pleasant languor is ther 
any present care , No thing to conic could e'e 
any time , And let not him who bears the blows 
any wight To love another if against his Will 
any wish me ill , í can ' t complain 
Apart 2 
d God wish to have me dwell on high , Apart from Him 
dent Lady , God could grant me nought Apart from you 
to make my joy complete , 
that were not discontent 
36 nd then , per chance 
appear 
one happens to appear Bringing fresh life to his delice of 
appetite 5 
LXXIII 60 r ever ; The third one gazes on false appetite 
IV 30 limited , Sith theirs is but a brutal appetite , And if the lover 's seen within the 
XCIV 4 5 ay which leads towa.rds the end ; When appetite desires but what it needs , Man does 
XCIV 37 When reason holds sway over appetite , Its entire work is natural to man T 
XCIV 41 When appetite pursues the soul 's right way Then ma 
appraised 1 
LXIII 28 Above all things 'tis yet most sweet appraised 
appreciate 1 
XXIII 11 ike the shrewd man , though he can 't appreciate , He sees the colour , yet ignores 
appreciates 1 
LXVIII 5 hrough the summer 's heat , Little he appreciates his master 's worth Taking displea 
archenemy 1 
LIV 26 r of death For 'tis of that its sworn archenemy , if ever Love brought with it some 
ardent 1 
LXXIX _ 3 f Love , And also you , who with your ardent hearts Have loved, well , I pray you , f 
ardour 1 
LXIII 43 refreshed , Like to the saint in th' ardour of God aflame And comfort finds in this 
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ontrary and diverse , If at one point 
lament When he beholds our sufferings 
ess to speak About those things which 
We all 
ght that 's of this world ; Within me 
are empty prattle , Ñor that my deeds 
through nature In certitude and limit 
ove ; In that blind fire where lovers 
oses Those secrets great the subtlest 
Let no man think my words 
Of gold and lead these shafts 
hat he fires , For those he ' s marked 
in our discordant parts Now willingly 
t but a scar , The ones he 's wounded 
slike the company of the quick : They 
r herself that creature Whose virtues 
e pain As corresponds the manner they 
My deeds of Love 
great , through their beloved dead , 
Many I see who , loving not , 
ed to heal oftimes We patients , that 
se who won 't believe my words : They 
And by your gesture 
be cast away , for I want you , that 
You 
My ills 
y 're delivered from your hands , You 
Since World ñor God to me 
The wounds of Love 
s fulfillment ; The words of Love you 
ver cast aside ; Both joy and sadness 
1 in mixture lay , But quite distinct 
oncur with me not And of Love ' s pain 
Loveless 
nd delight , The more I find my pains 
Two impulses there 
oy or grief they had ; And some there 
odhed reserves , To many martyrs they 
s forth : "Vainly you want , and vain 
are 39 
are actions done by her , Then , rapidly , the 
are akin 
are beyond my ken ; Excess of Love filis me wi 
are coarse as we labour to express The merits 
are collected all my thoughts In order not to 
are coloured by my words / I had as lief that 
are compressed 
are consumed I have no fear that I would e' er 
are denied , And my bright day to men is darke 
are empty prattle , Ñor that my deeds are coló 
are fashioned , And of another metal yclept ar 
are forced to feel the pain As corresponds the 
are forced to sing atuned 
are from death exempt 
are full loath t' imagine my estáte , They cri 
are her selfguard against vice 
are hit 
are like those of romance , Greater they were 
Are like to me , in part , but not in all 
are loved , And he who lies , believed as oft 
are made to endure thine ills 
are Most few who Pay heed t' other things Unle 
are my actions checked And my desire can be re 
are my upmost good 
are no virgin ; God wished you to bear 
are not so great as other men 's , I 've made 
are , O Love , that air most pestilent That br 
are of avail T'wards rooting out the cause why 
are of three different types , As can be seen 
are perforce to heed , * Pon you and him my per 
are present to him , Fear and hope will show h 
are they after her death , I feel them separat 
are they in mortal fear , And if involved , fr 
are they that concur with me not And of Love ' 
are thus increased , For in my heart there is 
are which follow nature And each of them direc 
are which show me her in sadness , And others 
are , yet , revealed , Less subtle they than t 
are your desires ; To loathing do your joys so 
II 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
XI 
XCIV 
X 
LXXIII 
2 
10 
12 
22 
10 
35 
48 
shioned , And of another metal yclept 
And those of 
spake the body in its own defence And 
pt in its reply , And did refute this 
Against it , who could daré to 
body it was , I , who would swear An 
desire doth spur And by your eyes my 
e , Yet in my cause no hand has taken 
With open 
Who , struck by Love , such pity can 
lame , And woe to him who through his 
These 
erent types , As can be seen from th1 
O thou , who 
O Death , thou 
issue of troubled thoughts , Penned 
is near shore And sees his great ship 
f Love are of three different types , 
's marked are forced to feel the pain 
me with dreadful , plaintive voice , 
ng great treads not the common path ; 
e made my Understanding his adviser ; 
, I am content , whatever my repute : 
argent 2 
argent ; Each one of these produces its own fe 
argent leave nought but a scar , The ones he ' 
argued 1 
argued that 'twas there that Love took root , 
argument 1 
argument full straight , Declaring that the bo 
arise 1 
arise ? For sooth , the Will by whom the deed 
armed 1 
armed man I could at once make flinch , Withou 
armour 1 
armour has been pierced ; My thoughts , assail 
arms 2 
arms 
arms she 's come out in the street , Her eyes 
arouse 1 
arouse ; I am that man who most deserves compa 
arrant 1 
arrant faults Has not disclosed your servant ' 
arrows 2 
arrows did slay many in the past ; He has none 
arrows that he fires , For those he 's marked 
art 2 
art of sufferings supreme When two unequal wil 
art right envious of all good , And Fortune fo 
artless 1 
artless I have proved in my intent , Be sure t 
artlessly 1 
artlessly by one who 's lost his wits 
as 55 
as a lofty castle 
As can be seen from th' arrows that he fires , 
As corresponds the manner they are hit 
As Death , likewise , calis on the fortúnate , 
As ev ' ry pain does time defeat and waste 
As for my Will , he named it as his bailiff , 
As for myself , my Will is wholly dead 
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XVIII 
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CI 
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18 
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51 
ag does not desi're the spring As much as 
As 
The merits of a body fair and true , As 
causes pain ? I see the heart of man as 
As 
dviser ; As for my Will , he named it as 
ddling in love , Security he '11 take as 
e condition of good stewardship , And as 
such , I feel not on this earth , And as 
death unto my love , Ñor pain I feel as 
agine my estáte , They eringe from me as 
> Her lack of words , her estáte such as 
Good summons evil lustily as 
"Fis done with me as 
t the gifts that he may grant , I had as 
eeds are coloured by my words , I had as 
I love as much as 
I am come to this : I lose the world as 
gre makes my frame , Yet hones my wit as 
And as 
, and in abundance , But none I know as 
unded stag does not desire the spring As 
I love as 
use the spirit partakes not therein ; As 
dullard 's eye could never be so dim As 
re loved , And he who lies , believed as 
f them direets man haturally ; Acting as 
My ills are not so great as 
Venecians govern not their commonweal As 
My lot 's the same as 
ford him some relief , It is with him as 
And as his vassal to expend the weal As 
did passions mixedly Maintain , just as 
en left by many who 've lost nought , As 
have the wise called innocent So long as 
I flee delight as 
t return until he gains such strength As 
I 'm not deceived as 
That neither would be ever so remiss As 
r be so strong , or e'en so mightiful As 
im not ; In places I hear him defamed as 
lse is then forgot , Even ourselves , as 
We all are coarse as 
As 
pain ? I see the heart of man as hard as 
ake delight in granting you my favour As 
Should I not trust in you as 
rn not their commonweal As peacefully as 
for your presence sore I crave ; The great 
from Paul ' s body God relieved the soul So 
genteel youths , in love well versed , have 
hard as wood , And no man ever mourns his f 
he beholds the sky , placid and calm , Full 
his bailiff , And each took oath they never 
his companion ? Another I become through th 
his vassal to expend the weal As the usurpe 
I look more deeply into his deeds , Then , 
I see my world lost 
if I were a corpse 
it is , More than the crown of France I cou 
it leaves 
it should have been done 
lief surrender to his sadness , And for all 
lief that God would strike me down , Should 
Love could make man love 
love I cannot feel , This I might do if he 
love I contémplate 
man 's mind doth duly get more clear Then g 
me so spent of strength , So do I waste and 
much as for your presence sore I crave ; Th 
much as Love could make man love 
Nature , working sapiently in me , Would ha 
not t' admit your body 's graceful charms ; 
oft he wants ; I find myself by Love so ove 
one they do evil or good According to which 
other men 's , I 've made it great , much p 
peacefully as your intellect commands Those 
that philosopher , Who , aiming at that goo 
that woman whose child , That should he cry 
the usurper would require from him , And of 
they all in mixture lay , But quite distinc 
they did heed the counsel of good reason , 
they 're delivered from your hands , You ar 
though it were my foe For one small good 'm 
to destroy the one that made him bend , In 
to my bad estáte : For all I do I feel doth 
to oppose in aught the course of Love 
to undo the knot that Love can tie 
traitor Yet faces from me , who have reveré 
we dwell in such thoughts 
we labour to express The merits of a body f 
with the sea when it bewails and cries , An 
wood , And no man ever mourns his fellow 's 
yet unknown to man or woman born For I woul 
you would care , *Tis my great Love that le 
your intellect commands Those subtleties no 
36 il or good According to which has th' 
38 ke possession of my soul , And leaves 
20 bestow The joy of hope be never cast 
4 6 , Gross pleasure of this world I cast 
1 , Leaving 
1 Who but a fool could 
37 I 
27 haughtiness of every lover 's will ! 
dead , And that I could spend my life 
, then , to what extremes I 'm come ! 
such bliss ; Whoever without me to it 
mour has been pierced ; My thoughts , 
unto the strongeje , My mind has been 
trange , No one but you can render me 
ascendaney 1 
ascendaney 
aside 4 
aside all kind of thoughts impure , And , thus 
aside ; Both joy and sadness are present to hi 
aside , In firm belief my great delight is tai 
aside the style of troubadours Who , so aflame 
ask 2 
ask me if I thirst , Being away , for her who 
ask of him no woman on this earth , But only t 
Asking 1 
Asking me not who is this fellow Love , Yet wi 
asleep 2 
asleep 
Asleep , awake , I have my faney fixed On my b 
aspires 1 
aspires Is both a fool , and oaf , and downrig 
assailant 1 
assailant , now have vanquished me ; A captive 
assailed 1 
assailed by two desires , Though towards one m 
assistance 1 
assistance x 
assuage 1 
42 give me a drumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage my bitterness 
N
 assuaged 1 
14 hat would fain pray his sufferings be assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous strange how even in g 
astreara 1 
10 's come out in the street , Her eyes astream , with raptures of great joy ; Sweet t 
at 18 
2 y voice , Ñor him who 's not been sad at any time , And let not him who bears the bl 
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At 
Although at 
etely where his fondness dwells , And at 
t no man show me pity : Love wants me at 
thers * reach ; Great subtlety has it at 
flesh found no relief in th' anguish At 
she wants to make me master , Wailing at 
there , I must per forcé be told That at 
who would swear An armed man I could at 
ch my taste has now become infected ! At 
ower of contraríes ? Bitter and sweet at 
ange , most contrary and diverse , If at 
The world 's at 
me as that philosopher , Who , aiming at 
pity could the world ne'er show Than at 
At 
The world 's at peace , and I alone at 
ev'ry moment I find hope deserts me , By dr 
first it enters me with pain , It takes not 
her whim he places all his Will 
his court and summons me 
its command 
losing that which brought it all delight 
me with dreadful , plaintive voice , As Dea 
my death you deigned to shed a tear , Ruing 
once make flinch , Without a scratch , to h 
once my heart 's of steel , of flesh , of w 
once , they taste the same ; And while she 
one point are actions done by her , Then , 
peace , and I alone at war , Since Love has 
that good that cannot perish His perishable 
the present time it does for me : All love 
this , the mind was prompt in its reply , A 
war , Since Love has ceased the war he once 
s concealed , From any man who can 't 
yself , Ñor even once did this I e'er 
hould it I e'er reject , Or even make 
re , The greater part the lesser does 
arts Now willingly are forced to sing 
If 
that they betake me without pain : If 
see how many die ; No man is sure how 
lp from God To make the world give me 
ounsel ñor desire To make me want for 
This you deserve , for 
uld be ever so remiss As to oppose in 
of wood : I am this man who rs called 
attain 1 
attain great love : In their intent there 's n 
attempt 2 
attempt 
attempt herefrom to escape , Such great deligh 
attract 1 
attract And finds the way which leads towards 
atuned 1 
atuned 
aught 7 
aught I see f hers it brings me grief , Ye , i 
aught I start I taint it from the first , And 
aught may be resolved 
aught of its own , Since nought it has t' avai 
aught that 's of this world ; Within me are co 
aught that 's visible Should not be placed upo 
aught the course of Love 
Ausi...s 1 
Ausi...s March 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
16 
81 
XI 
LXXIII 
CI 
4 
38 
33 
XI 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
I 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
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LXXIII 
LXIII 
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XIX 
I 
X 
36 
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35 
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28 
38 
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11 
29 
18 
13 
19 
35 
t of its own , Since nought it has t' 
Since World ñor God to me are of 
o takes delight in death , And don 't 
And with a curse then will they all 
, How will you bear those evils that 
And looks not back , but future good 
to what extremes I .'m come ! Asleep , 
who is condemned to die , And , long 
e from my heart the life-blood drains 
fool could ask me if I thirst , Being 
From hope I cannot e'er be cast 
ds he once had in the world , So long 
am a captive now set free from Love , 
charge , So too am I by Love now cast 
y saddest thoughts , For he takes not 
st , How pleasant is the burden on my 
tains its own delight , And looks not 
alls in their hands ! Who '11 give me 
His foe , however , would two cede 
ove summons me , yet Fortune holds me 
s my foe But never did He give me one 
I 'm not deceived as to my 
As for my Will , he named it as his 
avail 2 
avail my own desire 
avail T'wards rooting out the cause why I 'm s 
avoid 1 
avoid the cause through which it comes 
avow 1 
avow That Love won 't ever hold them in his gr 
await 1 
await you ? To your impending death , go 
awaits 1 
awaits 
hen 
awake 
awake 
aware 
aware 
away 
away 
away , 
away 
I have my fancy fixed On my beloved 
1 
some comfort can he find 
7 
For he beli 
for her who raakes me live ? If I weep n 
for I want you / that are my upmost goo 
away from company of raen , And then , per chan 
Away from him , all pleasure 's far from me 
away , He does not wish to show his power in m 
away what makes me sad ; Herein I feel a sweet 
back 5 
back 
back , but future good awaits 
back my time of suffering , And steal from me 
back to him On the condition of good stewardsh 
back , With such disputes my power cannot deal 
bad 2 
bad day Ere I , forthwith , did make Him alter 
bad estáte : For all I do I feel doth come to 
badly 1 
badly lives the man whose mind is his Own enem 
bailiff 1 
bailiff , And each took oath they never would 
balance 1 
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LXVIII 
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15 h Death itself 'tis non placed in the balance , Afraid that fear will confound my ho 
baneful 1 
23 child , That should he cry to her for baneful venom , So weak 's her wit , she yield 
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banish 1 
The thought I cannot banish from my mind , Love 's great distress c 
banned 1 
2 6 cy not I find so sweet a bite What 's banned to me , rather would I abstain : Althou 
20 On snow I walk 
bare 
my head all bare 
1 
Serving a Lord , he never was a vassal 
sincere he now cries out his peace 
Bareheaded 
Bareheaded 
1 
then may all men wend their way 
base 6 
straight , Declaring that the body 's base complexión Knows but that love which fox 
ought of ever paying homage , In each base deed , his was a savage heart , He says n 
My prudent Lady , base desires I root out ; There grow no weeds 
r only I the melange have rejected Of base desires which mingle with the good 
That corporal desire cannot extend To base intention 
e , All mixed it is with other metáis base , Once put in fire , the dross goes up in 
104 esh ; the soul does seek its like 
bastard 
A bastard 
1 
born to his forbears opposed 
be 
s within the will Of he who proves to be 
y mind , Love 's great distress could be 
'Tis said to be 
e of my complete contentment Can only be 
ortunate , For what I want will never be 
at of fancying my desires Won 't ever be 
Man could not be 
loves An honest love would strive to be 
Let me not be 
, That would fain pray his sufferings be 
gue unto the world ; 'Twere better to be 
med I have no fear that I would e' er be 
From hope I cannot e'er be 
ge in herself She wants for nought to be 
s the taste of good Cannot be said to be 
By Love 's great heat I wish to be 
of you , Ñor need I look for more to be 
If it 's not sound , eftsoons it may be 
wounded me waged war , In peace I 'd be 
Your will I want to be 
y in their service That neither would be 
God , should in purgatory Her spirit be 
from our body , For my desires cannot be 
t care , No thing to conic could e'er be 
In nothingness there can be 
can he find , For he believ.es he will be 
: Injured I lie , my wound yet can 't be 
ing you afar , For' cióse to you I can be 
clear Then great delight will surely be 
be its issue , A subtle thought will be 
pain : To flee from folk if ever they be 
w no weeds upon my riverbank ; Let it be 
n That , if I choose , then love will be 
suffer from that pain , T* would not be 
It won *t be 
ve does on him bestow The joy of hope be 
awing , And in their labour there can be 
heed : That without sadness there can be 
t 's completion , Desirous though you be 
for aught that 's visible Should not be 
By many ,, I fear , I shall be 
ny die ; No man is sure how aught may be 
my actions checked And my desire can be 
see within , On heeding me , they '11 be 
I crave for no delight but to be 
evil , knows the taste of good Cannot be 
are of three different types , As can be 
ind : It is so gross that Love cannot be 
'Tis by such servants Love would fain be 
to indifference , My foot will ne'er be 
h you and I do know That man may well be 
The dullard 's eye could never be 
love another i'f. against his Will , Or be 
But I lie cióse to death ; of that be 
artless I have preved in my intent , Be 
w I 'm bound to fall ; Time henee can be 
truth , once there ,. I must per forcé be 
Id I not grasp it , so wretched I '11 be 
for those who haven 't seen you Will be 
59 
a lover true And loves himself for being th 
a surer fate And nobler still than any othe 
a wilful act of good , But to this good you 
achieved across this bridge 
achieved ; For my desire no doctor has a cu 
achieved within this world 
alive upon this earth Ere he was cleansed o 
alone , Exuding still such marvellous effec 
alone in your disfavour ; With joined hands 
assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous strange how even i 
blind than feel your blow , But to the woun 
burnt 
cast away , for I want you , that are my up 
completely known : Her fairness blinds the 
completely unblest : Love 's nourishment ha 
consumed , For in his fire I find myself re 
content 
dead 
, defeated and her slave 
entirely mine ; Should you love God a deal 
ever so remiss As to oppose in aught the co 
for sins unexpiate , I pray your son look n 
found in man Except in him not troubled by 
found in me 
found no hope ; What 's bodily by Death is 
granted pardon , And with no time for thoug 
healed , Since my beloved rúes not the woun 
hurt by nought And far from you pain 's pre 
its issue , A subtle thought will be its pi 
its pillar firm , Which won 't allow this f 
joyful And feel resent should suffering eve 
known that deep within my heart My thoughts 
love 's issue 
much to place therein your trust 
much to see in me its works ; And Death has 
never cast aside ; Both joy and sadness are 
no break Unless I have what is to me denied 
no joy 
of its fulfillment ; The words of Love you 
placed upon a miracle 
reproached Since life of sorrow I so highly 
resolved 
restrained by nought , In winter , heat ; i 
sad in their soul 
sad Of that I speak which is with sadness m 
said to be completely unblest : Love 's nou 
seen from th' arrows that he fires , For th 
served 
served 
set upon that path 
slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of m 
so dim As not t' admit your body 's gracefu 
so strong , or e'en so mightiful As to undo 
sure 
sure true love in me was ever present : Mor 
the bearer of no good ; What is no mdre is 
told That at my death you deigned to shed a 
Upon this earth hell will I have encountere 
worth nought , no crederice will they give ; 
bear 
You are no virgin ; God wished you to bear 
For yearning is the pain that I must bear I see no way to hope for any good 
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Think not 'fia me who here should 
r a friend to laughter , How will you 
bound to fall ; Time henee can be the 
sad at any time , And let not him who 
'Tis by the mind sensuality is 
, I have not the resolve ; Completely 
find hope deserts me , By dread I 'm 
10 hat my eye sees The more it brings me 
CXIV 
XXIX 
CI 
CXIV 
LIV 
IV 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXVI 
IV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CI 
xxxix CI 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
X 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
50 
6 
12 
86 
21 
24 
68 
3 
33 
14 
13 
73 
42 
2 
25 
17 
18 
9 
17 
19 
6 
17 
14 
45 
28 
101 
11 
27 
28 
XI 
CI 
XIX 
II 
LIV 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XCIV 
IV 
XIII 
XCIV 
XIX 
25 
32 
8 
3 
2 
40 
47 
44 
6 
17 
43 
59 
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22 
bear the blame , And woe to him who through hi 
bear those evils that await you ? To your impe 
bearer 1 
bearer of no good ; What is no more is what I 
bears 1 
bears the blows of fate Seek out a darkened pl 
beat 3 
beat 
beat by this habit of oíd , I take delight in 
beat of those ills that I fear 
beauty 1 
beauty and delight The more I find my pains 
ht corporal can bring to me delight , 
his same way I must escape from you , 
me such might In mine own castle I 'd 
r 's sweet , So much my taste has now 
'11 take as his companion ? ñnother I 
ere felt ; With it content , then all 
p That once they 're lost , the world 
e , And witness then if e'er there 's 
O Love , you who by God have 
might unto the stronger , My mind has 
'Tis done with me as it should have 
The world 's 
h spur ñnd by your eyes my armour has 
eed not my voice , Ñor him who 's not 
My eyes , in this , have 
Lover true , When vile despair is set 
So great 's the good that here is set 
t' escape its gallful sphere , ñnd if 
the morn his foe would have the day , 
In former times which were 
your disfavour ; With joined hands I 
Should my 
, the glory of this earth , For they 
The quality depends on what 's 
If people have 
When Love 
soul When I must leave my former joys 
I marvel greatly each time I 
on the very devil will lament When he 
ñs he 
but a fool could ask me if I thirst , 
be a lover true ñnd loves himself for 
of this world I cast aside , In firm 
me , for I was ill protected , In the 
in life , ñnd pardon those who won 't 
But 
ell be slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; 
Who could 
Lily 'midst thorns , 
g not , are loved , ñnd he who lies , 
e , some comfort can he find , For he 
Because 2 
Because the spirit partakes not therein ; 
Because your gesture blighted my resolve 
ñs N 
become 3 
become a serf 
become infected 1 At once my heart 's of steel 
become through this love surfeit So much I thi 
becomes 2 
becomes complete 
becomes estranged 
been 8 
been a case Like mine in present time , or e'e 
been allowed To give the agád man an infant 's 
been assailed by two desires , Though towards 
been done 
been left by many who 've lost nought , ñs the 
been pierced ; My thoughts , assailant , now h 
been sad at any time , And let not him who bea 
been the first involved ñnd all my senses have 
Before 7 
Before ere long I '11 lead a hermit 's life Th 
before his eyes ; But , gracefully , Love does 
before me That without pain in hope of it I li 
Before mine eyes a mount of sufferings great , 
before my eyes comes absence ' s worm , ñnd Com 
Before nightfall the king would vanquish him , 
before our own Did Love let fly all those his 
beg 1 
beg for your compassion Grant me no favour 
behaviour 1 
behaviour vex you in the least You 're without 
beheld 4 
beheld a greater part of glory , Likewise I ho 
beheld For 'tis engendered but from those alik 
beheld my sufferings great , ñ great delight a 
beheld the power so enfeebled He broke his bow 
behind 1 
behind 
behold 2 
behold The haughtiness of every lover 's will 
Behold you , then , to what extremes I 'm come 
beholds 2 
beholds our sufferings are akin 
beholds the sky , placid and calm , Full sure 
Being 2 
Being away , for her who makes me live ? If I 
being thus in mind 
belief 2 
belief my great delight is tainted By pleasure 
belief the day would me defend 
believe 5 
believe my words : They are Most few who Pay h 
believe not my innocence was such That I was b 
Believe of me I suffer from that pain , T' wou 
believe that e'er 'mongst vicious loves An non 
believe your speechless lover , And also him w 
believed 1 
believed as oft he wants I find myself by Lo 
believes 1 
believes he will be granted pardon ñnd with 
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XCIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
CI 
LXXXIX 
87 
46 
107 
40 
34 
47 
IV 
LXIII 
II 
I 
XVIII 
II 
XI 
LXIII 
XI 
XCIV 
XIII 
CI 
10 
10 
19 
20 
19 
19 
LXVIII 
I 
LXVI 
XXXIX , 
CI 
12 
25 
39 
18 
6 
XXIII 
XIX 
XVIII 
21 
38 
54 
15 
I 
X 
XCIV 
XIX 
I 
LIV 
CXIV 
LXIII 
X 
LXXIII 
II 
LXIII 
LXVI 
31 
25 
63 
33 
44 
35 
85 
30 
20 
17 
42 
27 
20 
it ; All lovers great , through their 
eight My soul lives in the body of my 
n , Each love does have its lover and 
wound yet can 't be healed , Since my 
, awake , I have my fancy fixed On my 
ve or know not what he wants ; He who 
h As to destroy the one that made him 
O you , most hapless , now 
en it bewails and oríes , And equally 
s the wrath of God Should no travaíls 
in streams Than ever variance should 
20 ease , By greater pain than this am I 
; What is no more is what I like the 
ood , of iniquity scourge , Among the 
T' were 
cesóme shrieks and howls , Life would 
; But , gracefully , Love does on him 
Upon you I 
n sways / In loving two women I 'm so 
feel in cases such , I find that they 
will provoke a goodly tumult And woe 
blinded , That he will ne'er enjoy a 
mortal plague unto the world ; 'Twere 
long I '11 lead a •hermit 's life The 
e '11 have more acquaintance , He '11 
beloved 5 
beloved dead , Are like to me , in part , but 
beloved , I am contení , whatever my repute : 
beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so he that love 
beloved rúes not the wound she gave 
beloved , who she is , what she 's worth ; The 
bemoans 1 
bemoans this ill has no fixed place , Security 
bend 1 
bend , In this same way I must escape from you 
beneath 1 
beneath the earth , your cors all bloodied fro 
beset 3 
beset by two fierce gales , One from the East 
beset him in this world ; The grace of God the 
beset my love , If I but know my meed does not 
besieged 1 
besieged , For there 's a worm which feeds upo 
best 3 
best 
best the f,nix I alone , For only I the melang 
best to head for port than tarry there 
bestow 2 
bestow on me her herítage , Of all her gifts s 
bestow The joy of hope be never cast aside ; B 
bestrew 1 
bestrew all my desires 
beta 1 
beta 'en That if I choose , then love will b 
betake 1 
betake me without pain : If aught I start I ta 
betide 1 
betide whoe'er falls in their hands ! Who '11 
better 5 
better estáte 
Better it were my suffering to endure Than tin 
better to be blind than feel your blow , But t 
better to observe Love 's holy days ; For this 
better understand its quality 
bewails 1 
As with the sea when it bewails and cries , And equally beset by two f 
beyond 3 
beyond all others ' reach ; Great subtlety has 
beyond my ken ; Excess of Love filis me with i 
beyond their grasp , And when I speak , so the 
Your wit extends 
to speak About those things which are 
reveáis Which learned men would find 
man born For I would fly from him who 
this Can have no love ; Nought can he 
sh does grow anew , In his repast the 
Let my sins blight her not ! That 
ike to the sick man who for one sweet 
And fancy not I find so sweet a 
hen kept hid by power of contraríes ? 
n steel ; Pay then no heed to envy 's 
oes ; Both poor and rich suffer their 
Aritt so disposed , to me the 
taste , And I must taste what 's more 
ourse ,. Casting" from me his harsh and 
Love 's pain for me is not such 
rumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage my 
st : Love 's nourishment has not such 
ay I die : Sweet , then , to me , the 
bids 1 
bids me come And seize the one who would escap 
bind 1 
bind to love 
bírd 1 
bírd will never cease , By greater pain than t 
Biscayneer 1 
Bíscayneer , to Germany he 's come , And paral 
bite 2 , 
bite Sees in his food how all his pain is fed 
bite What 's banned to me , rather would I abs 
Bitter 8 
Bitter and sweet at once , they taste the same 
Bitter and sweet I know the taste of Love , So 
bitter counsel 
bitter ills , And each of them with proud and 
bitter 's sweet , So much my taste has now bec 
bitter than gall , For yearning is the pain th 
bitter thought ; He 's routed me witk, just one 
bitter torment That I should wish t' escape it 
bitterness 3 
bitterness 
bitterness , Above all things 'tis yet most sw 
bitterness of Death 
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black 1 
CXIV 48 , and long since worn , Of cloth most black , and of the roughest cilice 
II 
XIX 
LXVI 11 
XVIII 
IV 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXVI 
II 
X 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
II 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XIII 
XVIII 
IV 
XVIII 
CI 
LXXIII 
IV 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
X 
XXIII 
IV 
XIII 
XIX 
blame 2 
29 not ' tis me who here should bear the blame , And woe to him who through his arrant 
18 prime disgrace For which I seethe and blame myself for nought ; The second is that t 
24 isdain for me provoke 
XCIV 
XXIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
IV 
132 
6 
11 
39 
18 
31 
45 
50 
26 
96 
20 
39 
9 
32 
3 
2 
112 
24 
35 
18 
6 
39 
33 
21 
35 
14 
46 
27 
10 
51 
21 
13 
41 
blazing 1 
'Tis then the blazing flames of love will show 
blight 1 
Let my sins blight her not That Biscayneer , to Germany 
scape from you 
blighted 1 
Because your gesture blighted my resolve 
blind 3 
it craves for tasks of Love ; In that blind fire where lovers are consumed I have no 
unto the world ; 'Twere better to be blind than feel your blow , But to the wounded 
not my innocence was such That I was blind to your delicate charms 
blinded 1 
Right well he sees , if not by folly blinded , That he will ne'er enjoy a better es 
blinds 1 
to be completely known : Her fairness blinds the most devout of men ; 'Re wise may f 
bliss 2 
In order to achieve perpetual bliss , Gross pleasure of this world I cast as 
is through me man would achieve such bliss ; Whoever without me to it aspires Is bo 
blood 3 
ne , Powerless they to draw a drop of blood 
And I would fain redeem this with my blood 
, In that same day , then , choler , blood , and phlegm 
now beneath the earth 
bloodied 1 
your cors all bloodied from the blows of Love And also you 
blow 
ere better to be blind than feel your blow 
So capricious oftimes the wind may blow 
But to the wounded Death alone ' 
The ship can 't sail without th' 
s the c 
opposi 
blows 3 
ed in his invisible web ; But all his blows fall finally on my shield 
time , And let not him who bears the blows of fate Seek out a darkened place to cry 
rth , your cors all bloodied from the blows of Love , And also you , who with your a 
there can be found no hope 
bodily 1 
What 's bodily by Death is turned to nought 
body 
Then , rapidly , the cause is in the body 
ursue , Such deeds sustaining that my body 
we labour to express The merits of a body 
It seems to stray completely from our body 
rtyr for Love , He who would part his body 
As from Paul 's body 
Then spake the body 
he might see the mysteries divine For body 
ure , then a voice I heard Of a frail body 
to such a height My soul lives in the body 
nt full straight , Declaring that the body 
never be so dim As not t' admit your body 
me to such zeal ; I do not fear your body 
ought ; He 's routed me with just one body 
The body 
And to the body 
16 
fails , Losing most swiftly a large part 
fair and true , As genteel youths , in lo 
, For my desires cannot be found in man E 
from his soul , Had he the certainty you 
God relieved the soul So he might see the 
in its own defence And argued that 'twas 
is the prison of the spirit , It dwells i 
it was , I , who would swear An armed man 
of my beloved , I am content , whatever m 
's base complexión Knows but that love wh 
's graceful charms ; Like the shrewd man 
's slightest hair Could do me ill , or sh 
's strength And had no need to show his m 
's traits , that is , what touches not Up 
scornfully holds forth : "Vainly you want 
bold 2 
4 ut with wonderous tales of deeds most bold ; But let me go and seek out graves and t 
4 4 o dwells on love ; And let the suitor bold but waste his time 
15 ompassion ; Grant me no favour 
boon 1 
just boon for my service 
born 2 
XI 14 favour As yet unknown to man or woman born For I would fly from him who bids me come 
XCIV 104 oul does seek its like , A bastard 's born , to his forbears opposed 
both 
IV 52 ; Whoever without me to it aspires Is both 
IV 4 uit on a fine branch , And his desire both 
LIV 4 2 thorns , the transports of Love make Both 
LIV 39 let them follow me , Since I am ready both 
II 34 ason and Will in me do now enmesh And both 
LXIII 21 The joy of hope be never cast aside ; Both 
XCIV 53 And both 
LIV 35 the grip of these most mortal foes ; Both 
XCIV 91 f I flee , it seems I part from her ; Both 
X 38 their grace their fellow memory , And both 
XIII 41 Lily 'midst thorns , both 
11 
a fool , and oaf , and downright gross 
equally demands , He '11 not partake unti 
fear and trust lodge in the selfsame host 
for honey and gall For those who feel Lov 
in concert quality pursue , Such deeds su 
joy and sadness are present to him , Fear 
of these did passions mixedly Maintain , 
poor and rich suffer their bitter ills , 
times and Places Point her out to file , 
would act most loyally in their service T 
you and I do know That man may well be si 
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LXXXIX 
bought 1 
6 comes the day I so desire , So dearly bought with sighs most dolorous ; And soon or 
LXXXIX 
I 
LXXVII 
XIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
LXVIII 
LXXIX 
IV 
II 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
LXXXII 
II 
LXXIX 
7 
6 
14 
36 
52 
47 
2 
16 
28 
3 
42 
22 
23 
2 
31 
6 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
CXIV 
CI 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
CXIV 
3 
61 
48 
70 
18 
76 
49 
LXVI 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
I 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
CXIV 
LXVI 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LIV 
38 
15 
15 
16 
20 
7 
34 
10 
31 
56 
89 
31 
25 
LXXIX 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LIV 
IV 
XXIX 
20 
123 
25 
23 
27 
30 
1 
us ; And soon or late I 'm sure it 's 
n wait , Into their hands I know I 'm 
ccustomed pain , Does Fortune make rae 
de a mortal pain , ñnd such a pain is 
; Its surest trait , its very lack of 
order 's no transgressed , Yet if the 
ubadours Who , so aflame , excede the 
ceived himself , He '11 never find so 
d the power so enfeebled He broke his 
, And sees two fleshy fruit on a fine 
dst thou give me a crumb Of thy sweet 
A fall so sheer will make no trifling 
, And in their labciur there can be no 
bound 4 
bound to come , Unless by Death to me the path 
bound to fall ; Time henee can be the bearer o 
bound to its displeasure ; Of Love I don 't co 
bound with great delight 
bounds 3 
bounds 
bounds of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom comes 
bounds of truth , And checking , thence , the 
bounteous 1 
bounteous a master 
bow 1 
bow ; This I proclaim to all 
branch 
branch 
bread 
bread t' 
And his desire both equally demands 
assuage my bitterness 
break 
break For one extreme leads surely to anothe 
break Unless I have what is to me denied 
el is to founder In harbour safe 
not disclosed your servant 's willing 
your hair all dishevelled , With open 
ment Can only be achieved across this 
me to grief , My labour doubled after 
reat the subtlest are denied , And my 
I 'd lief to have the 
: A poor reward will all these perils 
one small good 'midst great ills must 
ufferings great , This much I need to 
from the first , And thus the end can 
Nought corporal can 
37 per chance , one happens to appear , 
O Love , that air most pestilent That 
rm , Much of the time an and grief it 
Of Love I don 't complain , though he 
deeds , Then , mixedly with pain , he 
man whose mind is his Own enemy , and 
, Such great delight to me I feel it 
The peace he 
and all that my eye sees The more it 
s for so long , A fresh complaint now 
my ills , Contented there , for this 
If aught I see f hers it 
feel inside , For their lament itself 
is fear of misfortune ! A life of joy 
28 Love beheld the power- so enfeebled He 
f in thr anguish At losing that which 
o see in me its works ; ñnd Death has 
Likex 'tis with gold , when 
grieve ; Through love ' s excess I 'm 
at its sworn archenemy , if ever Love 
ove is limited , Sith theirs is but a 
Like to the 
breaks 1 
breaks moorings and guys From merest ills I 
breast 2 
breast 
breast so that your heart may show How it was 
bridge 
bridge 
1 
brief 1 
brief repose Like to the sick man who for on 
bright 1 
bright day to men is darkest night ; I live on 
brightest 1 
brightest day were dark Howlings and wails I 
bring 5 
bring 
bring grief And so I strive to make my pain a 
bring me full contentment , And my desire migh 
bring me no content 
bring to me delight , Because the spirit parta 
Bringing 1 
Bringing fresh life to his delice of yore So 
brings 13 
brings a mortal plague unto the world ; 'Twere 
brings And some delight with other sufferings 
brings death , To good and evils past I am qui 
brings delight 
brings him tidings sore , And when it would af 
brings , I want ñor wish for nought outside my 
brings is really war to me ; If she through wh 
brings me beauty and delight , The more I find 
brings me cióse to death , 'Tis of a graver ki 
brings me delight 
brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems I 
brings them a comfort Far greater than the wor 
brings with it-, fear of death For 'tis of tha 
broke 1 
broke his bow ; This I proclaim to all 
brought 5 
brought it all delight 
brought no death unto my love , Ñor pain I fee 
brought out of the mine , All mixed it is with 
brought unto these straits , Not having known 
brought with it some delight , I ám that man e 
brutal 1 
brutal appetite 
bull 
bull 
And if the lover 's seen wit 
who takes flight to the wilds When over 
burden 1 
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ory of the past , How pleasant is the burden on my back 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
12 
36 
Eurns 1 
fiercely than the sun when it is June Burns my weak- heart in want of your sweet fav 
burnt 2 
I have no fear that I would e' er be burnt 
know not where to look that I 'm not burnt 
IV 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XVIII 
X 
CXIV 
IV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
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XXXIX 
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XIII 
XIII 
X 
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LXXIX 
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XXIII 
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IV 
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LXVI 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
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XCIV 
CI 
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XIII 
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LXXVII 
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LXVI 11 
LXVI 
LXIII 
XIII 
XCIV 
CI 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XIII 
LXXVII 
XI 
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XXIX 
CI 
CI 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
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1 
23 
17 
32 
27 
17 
31 
32 
41 
52 
102 
38 
19 
33 
37 
35 
26 
20 
5 
8 
18 
30 
88 
16 
19 
38 
55 
27 
28 
28 
18 
108 
49 
17 
40 
48 
86 
53 
44 
45 
39 
132 
8 
14 
43 
43 
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8 
52 
18 
4 
43 
11 
33 
59 
20 
23 
24 
28 
97 
43 
7 
41 
42 
23 
34 
33 
73 
39 
2 
2 
51 
46 
6 
13 
48 
62 
44 
y to love is limited , Sith theirs is 
Who 
And those of argent leave nought 
If Love were 
ing me trapped in his invisible web ; 
ot feel , This I might do if he would 
, which , fulfilled , Love decrease , 
the spirit flow , Which never tires , 
loving her with most sincere intent , 
on what 's beheld For 'tis engendered 
ts own delight , And looks not back , 
vile despair is set before his eyes ; 
e life of sorrow I so highly praise , 
fering to endure Than tinge my joys , 
variance should beset my love , If I 
wonderous tales of deeds most bold ; 
eply , for they 're unattended By all 
er so long I 've felt Love was my foe 
I have the Will , and in abundance , 
ved dead , Are like to me , in part , 
ur and your gait he kens right well , 
let fly all those his golden shafts , 
I ask of him no woman on this earth , 
n , just as they all in mixture lay , 
ce he 's familiar with his maladies , 
Created-has he many wise and good Yet 
hat the body ' s base complexión Knows 
need no other succour from your love 
Once flesh is dead , so he that loved 
Could 
I crave for no delight 
ter to be blind than feel your blow , 
Tis said to be a wilful act of good , 
eveal , And all flesh now can move me 
Our spirit sees 
lis on love ; And let the suitor bold 
wards the end ; When appetite desires 
o that his past importunes him anew , 
look not whence these prayers come , 
now in a place most strange , No one 
e , Madam , when 'tis content to love 
y '11 reply , for they 're unattended 
its final cióse : Since I 'm deserted 
t I lose , For seeing myself deserted 
can be found no hope ; What 's bodily 
'm sure it 's bound to come , ünless 
t , But for her virtues , not stained 
ev'ry moment I find hope deserts me , 
will fail , except the love of self ; 
led flesh is absence , If not opposed 
ssessed ? Right well he sees , if not 
O Love , you who 
he was cleansed of any evil humour ; 
is repast the bird will never cease , 
se , If at one point are actions done 
can 't : another took him there , For 
, They feel no good if not flattered 
such extremes ; With my own strength 
r punishment ñor charge / So too am I 
I do know That man may well be slain 
ieved as oft he wants ; I find myself 
, ñor woman of my like , Who , struck 
The 'world 's been left 
In sadness I 'm detained 
ttle , Ñor that my deeds are coloured 
kes flight to the wilds When overeóme 
afar , For cióse to you I can be hurt 
ecked And my desire can be restrained 
troubled thoughts , Penned artlessly 
A middling lover he , 
rm belief my great delight is tainted 
marvellous effect Till then kept hid 
vice they will prove most firm ; 'Tis 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
45 
brutal appetite , And if the lover 's se 
fool could ask me if I thirst , Being aw 
scar , The ones he 's wounded are from d 
substance gi 'en to reason And firmly he 
But all his blows fall finally on my shield 
but allow That I could come to love without Lo 
But believe not my innocence was such That I w 
But choosing them that from the spirit flow , 
but each day multiplies 
But fear you nought , ñor elsewise frown upon 
But for her virtues , not stained by desire 
but from those alike ; Flesh craves for flesh 
but future good awaits 
But , gracefully , Love does on him bestow The 
But I lie cióse to death ; of that be sure 
But I reproach my readiness to speak About tho 
But I , who 've seen its glory with mine eyes 
but in the slightest way , With those vexation 
but know my meed does not displease you 
But let me go and seek out graves and tontbs , 
but me , in their constant lament 
But never did He give me one bad day Ere I , f 
But none I know as me so spent of strength , S 
but not in all 
But of the gesture he could ne'er report 
But one of them he mindlessly retained , With 
But only that in me he 'd deign to dwell ; He 
But quite distinct are they after her death , 
But should another illness strike him down , H 
but Teresa has the flavour of perfection , Pos 
but that love which fox and wolf enjoy , For t 
But that your eyes reveal to me your favour , 
but this Can have no love ; Nought can he bind 
but this world encompass perfect good , It is 
but to be sad Of that I speak which is with sa 
But to the wounded Death alone 's the cure 
But to this good you cannot find the way 
but to vomit ; All lovers great , through thei 
but virtue and good alone When following the c 
but waste his time 
but what it needs , Man does not fail if order 
But when they part he 's left to his own grief 
But where they go 
but you can render me assistance 
but you ; Those lovers when impassioned have i 
By 4 9 
By all but me , in their constant lament 
by all kind of hope My soul condemned remains 
by all love So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I ca 
by Death is turned to nought 
by Death to me the path is closed 
by desire 
By dread I 'm beat of those ills that I fear 
By envy is the whole world conquered 
by firm and stubborn Steel ; Pay then no heed 
by folly blinded , That he will ne'er enjoy a 
by God nave been allowed To give the agSd man 
By good and evil man 's radical heat Sustained 
By greater pain than this am I besieged , For 
by her , Then , rapidly , the cause is in the 
by himself that way he 'd never wend 
by hope 
By its effeets does Love make its elf known 
by Love I 'm stricken down : He needs not his 
by Love now cast away , He does not wish to sh 
By Love 's great heat I wish to be consumed , 
by Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffe 
by Love so overwhelmed I cannot tell how much 
by Love , such pity can arouse ; I am that man 
By many , I fear , I shall be reproached Since 
by many who 've lost nought , As they did heed 
by my passion , I neither understand , ñor fee 
by my words , I had as lief that God would str 
by 'nother of his kind , And won 't return unt 
by nought And far from you pain 's present in 
by nought , In winter , heat ; in summer , wit 
by one who *s lost his wits 
by pain tormented , That would fain pray his s 
By pleasures fleet , which swiftly turn to gal 
by power of contraríes ? Bitter and sweet at o 
by such servants Love would fain be served 
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22 
und in man Except in him not troubled 
else : How much more now , unhampered 
'Tis 
our heart may show How it was wounded 
ave not the resolve ; Completely beat 
outside my use : My time 's consumed 
stronger , My mind has been assailed 
bewails and cries , And equally beset 
daré to arise ? For sooth , the Will 
e the absence my desire doth spur And 
, that , now enamoured , Transported 
And 
from me , Whilst I am granted favour 
t commands Those subtleties nourished 
by the flesh 
by the flesh ? With her alive , my flesh rebel 
by the mind sensuality is beat 
by the shaft of gold With which Love strikea t 
by this habit of oíd , I take delight in nough 
by thoughts of all my ills , Contented there , 
by two desires , Though towards one my will ha 
by two fierce gales , One from the East , the 
by whom the deed is done , Has it for Lord , a 
by your eyes my armour has been pierced ; My t 
by your fairness , oh maidens ; Although a lac 
by your gesture are my actions checked And my 
by your will 
by your wit , And of your frame so fair the un 
cali 2 
Each day a thousand times on God I cali For that whose major part in you resides 
O Love most true , I implore and cali on thee , Since thou hast wounded me , wi 
called 2 
lesh , of wood : I am this man who ' s called Ausi...s March 
t 's guise , And not to have the wise called innocent So long as they 're delivered 
aintive voice , As Death , likewise 
calis 1 
calis on the fortúnate For if man is for e 
II As he beholds the sky 
7 king would vanquish him 
calm 1 
placid and calm , Full sure he trows one anchor will su 
carne 1 
Until there carne unto his rival 's hosts A mercenary 
CXIV 
XI 
XCIV 
CI 
XIII 
LXIII 
CI 
LXXIX 
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XCIV 
CXIV 
CI 
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42 
32 
can 
all remedy is lost ; A passion strong can 
ke , Who , struck by Love , such pity can 
In nothingness there can 
seeing you afar , For cióse to you I can 
s gnawing , And in their labour there can 
pay heed : That without sadness there can 
are my-actions checked And my desire can 
ove are of three different types , As can 
know I 'm bound to fall ; Time henee can 
it from the first , And thus the end can 
Nought corporal can 
he take ill ; no doctor in the world Can 
ot deal ; Deprived of her , the world can 
He who knows not no pity then can 
ers him , Yet I , who search within , can 
your good will , Without the whole I can 
h is dead , so he that loved but this Can 
The wisest man can 
ed but this Can have no love ; Nought can 
's seen within these flames , No pity can 
die , And , long aware , some comfort can 
to me your favour , For nothing surer can 
parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can 
uch might that I renege all joy , Ñor can 
ature does reveal , And all flesh now can 
ing place : 'Tis through this fault I can 
eat repose of my complete contentment Can 
a place most strange , No one but you can 
He can 
n 't go down a level path ; Return he can 
rms ; Like the shrewd man , though he can 
overs is concealed , From any man who can 
fought : Injured I lie , my wound yet can 
er forcé ; Should any wish me ill , I can 
des , So that my flesh this true love can 
esire has neither fear ñor hope , And can 
love So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 
oftimes the wind may blow , The ship can 
s rife , A place he espies wherein he can 
ghtiful As to undo the knot that Love can 
n alive , that suffers so much pain , Can 
Within yourself no pleasure can 
42 
alter any law And make a heart of steel an 
arouse ; I am that man who most deserves c 
be found no hope ; What 's bodily by Death 
be hurt by nought And far from you pain 's 
be no break Unless I have what is to me de 
be no joy 
be restrained by nought , In winter , heat 
be seen from th' arrows that he fires , Fo 
be the bearer of no good ; What is no more 
bring me no content 
bring to me delight , Because the spirit p 
cure him , unless he is from Spain , Since 
cure me not 
feel For him who lies in torment and in pa 
find him not ; In places I hear him defame 
have no delight 
have no love ; Nought can he bind to love 
have no more advantage Save that the fool 
he bind to love 
he expect , much less , defence 
he find , For he believes he will be grant 
I know of you , Ñor need I look for more t 
I not , For in some part 'tis mixed up wit 
I think that others could it feel 
move me but to vomit ; All lovers great , 
no longer love 
only be achieved across this bridge 
render me assistance 
't and won 't go down a level path ; Retur 
't : another took him there , For by himse 
*t appreciate , He sees the colour.., yet i 
't attain great love : In their intent the 
't be healed , Since my beloved rúes not t 
't complain 
't disturb 
't expect great good or great offence ; Th 
't reach 
't sail without th' opposing forcé ; The v 
take shelter , Yet he falls short through 
tie 
yearn for that which causes his despair ? 
you find : It is so gross that Love cannot 
cannot 
The thought I cannot 
letely from our body , For my desires cannot 
after evil , knows the taste of good Cannot 
n you find : It is so gross that Love cannot 
me back , Witnxsuch disputes my power cannot 
the taste of Love , So much my tongue cannot 
From hope I cannot 
erstanding you , That corporal desire cannot 
to this : I lose the world as love I cannot 
ul act of good , But to this good you cannot 
Love cannot 
th Love , he who feels not his ills , Cannot 
rmany he 's come , And paralysed , he cannot 
pher , Who , aiming at that good that cannot 
, So do I waste and am so whiterSd I cannot 
banish from my mind , Love 's great dis 
be found in man Except in him not troub 
be said to be completely unblest : Love 
be served 
deal ; Deprived of her , the world can 
discrimínate : For my delights include 
e'er be cast away , for I want you , th 
extend To base intention 
feel , This I might do if he would but 
find the way 
live when hope 's dead , and desire 
maintain in him its passion quick : Des 
make a sign Should he take ill ; no doc 
perish His perishable goods cast in dee 
say "In you lies all my hope 
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20 
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43 
81 
II 
CI 
LXXIX 
A greasy cors imbedded in its sloth 
t night ; I live on that which others 
find myself by Love so overwhelmed I 
which fox and wolf enjoy , For their 
So 
ess of Love filis me with innocence ; 
I 'm like that 
ssailant , now have vanquished me ; A 
from me this liberty of mine ? I am a 
ess , If I am sad through any present 
hould I not trust in you as you would 
h raptures of great joy ; Sweet to my 
witness then if e'er there 's been a 
The signs of love men feel in 
n him bestow The joy of hope be never 
liss , Gross pleasure of this world I 
From hope I cannot e'er be 
ñor charge , So too am I by Love now 
at cannot perish His perishable goods 
And if perforce I 
20 rthwith , did make Him alter course , 
2 
12 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
XI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XIII 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
X 
XI 
XXXIX 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXXII 
I 
8 
121 
24 
24 
40 
38 
82 
10 
6 
64 
68 
19 
64 
38 
11 
1 
29 
40 
50 
8 
36 
re And sees his great ship as a lofty 
cy saw 'pon me such might In mine own 
o escape from him there is no need of 
own it is my life is full of danger , 
in Love only knows for he 's the very 
Of my desire let all men judge the 
me not ; I need no chastening : Their 
ns done by her , Then , rapidly , the 
'gainst me now doth rise , Yet in my 
light in death , And don 't avoid the 
are of avail T'wards rooting out the 
much pain , Can yearn for that which 
do any good , How will he do it if it 
d -s achieved , then this desire must 
And feel resent should suffering ever 
w , In his repast the bird will never 
thing which could suffice To make me 
and I alone at war , Since Love has 
His foe , however , would two 
And what so 
A 
t his body from his soul , Had he the 
es which come to us through nature In 
judgement , I see fail , Fortune and 
from company of men , And then , per 
Cannot set foot on this rugged terrain 
cannot taste 
cannot tell how much I am inamour 'd 
capacity 1 
capacity to love is limited , Sith theirs is b 
capricious 1 
capricious oftimes the wind may blow , The shi 
Capriciously 1 
Capriciously I want and yet want not 
captain 1 
captain who is near shore And sees his great s 
captive 2 
captive I , afeared , of your wit 
captive now set free from Love , Away from him 
care 2 
care , No thing to conic could e'er be found i 
care , 'Tis my great Love that leads me to suc 
cars 1 
cars flows the song of her voice , And says : 
case 1 
case Like mine in present time , or e'en in pa 
cases 1 
cases such , I find that they betake me withou 
cast 6 
cast aside ; Both joy and sadness are present 
cast aside , In firm belief my great delight i 
cast away , for I want you , that are my upmos 
cast away , He does not wish to show his power 
cast in deep sea For fear they could perturb h 
cast my thought elsewhere , Recalling it , wit 
Casting 1 
Casting from me his harsh and bitter thought ; 
castle 2 
castle 
castle I 'd become a serf 
castles 1 
castles , His power lies lower than the earth 
Caught 1 
Caught in the grip of these most mortal foes ; 
cause 7 
cause 
cause 
cause / for me , is wholly nuil and void 
cause is in the body 
cause no hand has taken arms 
cause through which it comes 
cause why I 'm so sad , Right well I like the 
causes 2 
causes his despair ? Yet 'tis so grave it seem 
causes pain ? I see the heart of man as hard a 
cease 4 
cease 
cease 
cease , By greater pain than this am I besiege 
cease my everlasting mourn 
ceased 1 
ceased the war he once had fought : Injured I 
cede 1 
cede back to him On the condition of good stew 
certain 2 
certain counsel do you seek , My ill-starred h 
certain part of my great pleasure is The very 
certainty 1 
certainty you 'd pity him 
certitude 1 
certitude and limit are compressed 
Chance 2 
Chance derange them in their usage 
chance , one happens to appear , Bringing fres 
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6 one ; And Love would fain effect this 
22 av the passions of the soul So suffer 
31 tent ! Each one of you , I pray , now 
4 2 chless lover , And also him who often 
33 And from that time he took me in his 
66 0 Love , I so truly regret My former 
6 , He deals out neither punishment ñor 
18 uch That I was bllnd to your delicate 
10 As not t' admit your body 's graceful 
26 ver towards Love I gave offence I 've 
23 They tempt me not ; I need no 
4 5 And by your gesture are my actions 
3 me , excede the bounds of truth , And 
22 , It is with him as that woman whose 
17 Like to the 
20 oly reign , In that same day , then , 
8 wo women I 'm so beta 'en That , if I 
31 ich , fulfilled , Love decrease , But 
48 loth most black , and of the roughest 
10 e king did lose dominión Of these his 
1 Like to a king , the master of three 
4 2 rns , I feel the hour draws nigh ; My 
58 t be alive upon this earth Ere he was 
15 good of time now lost ? He sees full 
53 And as man 's mind doth duly get more 
28 it feel ; I wear it now , and Find it 
32 , Good Loving then will also have its 
42 h ; My civil life doth near its final 
33 But I lie 
1 Like to the man who sees he 's 
31 ong / A fresh complaint now brings me 
51 se my triáis of seeing you afar , For 
21 ,1 feel I 'm driven 
8 e , Unless by Death to me the path is 
4 6 and more powerful Love 's in me , The 
26 a habit I have tailored From your own 
4 8 t , donned , and long since worn , Of 
27 , No thanks I 'd give , should it not 
17 We all are 
16 h , To good and evils past I am quite 
change 3 
change in me 
change , most contrary and diverse , If at one 
change your law ; Resemble not that which to m 
changes 1 
changes hue , And eek the timid man who dwells 
charge 3 
charge He made my Understanding his adviser ; 
charge of your ungratefulness Through your not 
charge , So too am I by Love now cast away , H 
charms 2 
charms 
charms ; Like the shrewd man , though he can ' 
chastened 1 
chastened myself so my foe has wept 
chastening 1 
chastening : Their cause , for me , is wholly 
checked 1 
checked And my desire can be restrained by nou 
checking 1 
checking , thence , the urgency of my love , S 
child 2 
child , That should he cry to her for bañeful 
child , who down his road has learnt To walk r 
choler 1 
choler , blood , and phlegm 
choose 1 
choose , then love will be love 's issue 
choosing 1 
choosing them that from the spirit flow , Whic 
cilice 1 
cilice 
cities 2 
cities , not retaining one 
cities , Who all his life was keen to war agai 
civil 1 
civil life doth near its final cióse : Since I 
cleansed 1 
cleansed of any evll humour ; By good and evil 
clear 2 
clear that he *s deceived himself , He '11 nev 
clear Then great delight will surely be its is 
clings 1 
clings so tight 
cióse 7 
cióse 
cióse : Since I 'm deserted by all kind of hop 
cióse to death ; of that be sure 
cióse to death , The weather rough , the sea w 
cióse to death , 'Tis of a graver kind , not 1 
cióse to you I can be hurt by nought And far f 
cióse unto the end Since my desire longs for t 
closed 1 
closed 
closer 1 
closer then I feel his pleasure draw ; If he p 
cloth 2 
cloth , and dressed my spirit there ; When it 
cloth most black , and of the roughest cilice 
clothe 1 
clothe with earth My naked cors , which no mor 
coarse 1 
coarse as we labour to express The merits of a 
cold 1 
cold 
collected 
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CXIV 59 that 's of this World ; Within me are collected all my thoughts In order not to thin 
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XIII 
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12 
31 
colour 2 
ul , the vulgar man knows well ; Your colour and your gait he kens right well 
gh he can 't appreciate , He sees the colour , yet ignores the substance 
LXXIII 
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14 
35 
colourable 1 
em in his grip ; Should I recount its colourable pleasure 
empty prattle 
coloured 1 
Ñor that my deeds are coloured by my words 
Heaving a sigh , the tim 
I had as lief that God 
IV 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
24 
3 
34 
! That Biscayneer , to Germany he ' s 
For I would fly from him who bids me 
'tis through Love my great sufferings 
Id you , then , to what extremes I 'm 
our son look not whence these prayers 
With open arms she 's 
have made me so disposed That I have 
gone , So I love nought , for all is 
bad estáte : For all I do I feel doth 
Alas , I see my pleasure 
do if he would but allow That I could 
There is no man who thinks will 
ts you know How 'tis through you I 'm 
It is through Love that I am 
Those impulses which 
soon or late I 'm sure it 's bound to 
oved well , I pray you , forget not ! 
n 't avoid the cause through which it 
allful sphere , And if before my eyes 
unds of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom 
How tardy 
pe most true , No that vain hope that 
mongst other folk , Yet mine own love 
gh the scarcity of your grace , Death 
e hour draws nigh , though tardily it 
mned to die , And , long aware , some 
For their lament itself brings them a 
saint in th' ardour of God aflame And 
e my eyes comes absence 's worm , And 
d does hurt me so I seek out venoms ; 
our sojourn The more You 'd flee from 
reach ; Great subtlety has it at its 
nweal As peacefully as your intellect 
My suffering great treads not the 
To mourn the dead is 
Venecians govern not their 
in love , Security he '11 take as his 
had in the world , So long away from 
out their own like , So I dislike the 
he world has nought whose valué could 
iot king , the hostage of a heretic , 
ur ; With joined hands I beg for your 
use ; I am that man who most deserves 
e ; Should any wish me ill , I can 't 
to its displeasure ; Of Love I don 't 
31 ve , my fellows for so long , A fresh 
; With it content , then all becomes 
sore I crave ; The great repose of my 
igh , Apart from Him , to make my joy 
come 17 
come , And paralysed , he cannot make a sign S 
come And seize the one who would escape my rig 
come , And 'tis through Love man loses all his 
come ! Asleep , awake , I have my fancy fixed 
come , But where they go 
come out in the street , Her eyes astream , wi 
come t' adore the god of Love , And I , now fo 
come to dust 
come to grief 
come to grief , My labour doubled after brief 
come to love without Love 's help 
come to pass Those many secrets that Godhed re 
come to such extremes ; With my own strength b 
come to this : I lose the world as love I cann 
come to us through nature In certitude and lim 
come , Unless by Death to me the path is cióse 
Come weeping , then , your hair all dishevelle 
comes 8 
comes 
comes absence ' s worm , And Comfort jostling 1 
comes false desire , inconstancy 
comes the day I so desire , So dearly bought w 
comes to me from you , Except the one that Rea 
comes to no end with death ; In death I love Y 
comes to th' innocent , martyr for Love , He w 
comes , When I '11 set foot upon that loathsom 
comfort 5 
comfort can he find , For he believes he will 
comfort Far greater than the world and all its 
comfort finds in this his very torment 
Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love , The he 
comfort thus may die ; With great delight my h 
comfortable 1 
comfortable death 
command 1 
command 
commands 1 
commands Those subtleties nourished by your wi 
common 2 
common path ; As ev 'ry pain does time defeat 
common to all love And 'tis from this I feel t 
commonweal 1 
commonweal As peacefully as your intellect com 
companion 1 
companion ? Another I become through this love 
company 2 
company of men , And then , per chance , one h 
company of the quick : They are full loath t* 
compare 1 
compare The yearning for a good so long desire 
Compared 1 
Compared with me seems not unfortunate , For w 
compassion 2 
compassion ; Grant me no favour , just boon fo 
compassion , Since from my heart the life-bloo 
complain 2 
complain 
complain , though he brings death , To good an 
complaint 1 
complaint now brings me cióse to death , 'Tis 
complete 3 
complete 
complete contentment Can only be achieved aero 
complete , In truth , once there , I must per 
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CXIV 
XVIII 
XXIII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
XCIV 
XI 
I 
X 
LXVI 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
X 
Completely 5 
53 ve me stir , I have not the resolve ; Completely beat by this habit of oíd , I take 
6 irit contemplates , It seems to stray completely from our body , For my desire3 cann 
30 in herself She wants for nought to be completely known : Her fairness blinds the mos 
26 he taste of good Cannot be saíd to be completely unblest : Love 's nourishment has n 
43 service went unrecognized : He Uves completely where his fondness dwells , And at 
37 
completion 1 
In you lies not my own delight 's completion , Desirous though you be of its ful 
complexión 1 
27 ght , Declaring that the body 's base complexión Knows but that love which fox and w 
compressed 1 
50 ugh nature In certitude and limit are compressed 
concealed 1 
LXXIII 25 A great delight from lovers is concealed , From any man who can 't attain gre 
concert 1 
II 34 Will in me do no» enmesh And both in concert quality pursue , Such deeds sustaining 
concur 1 
LXXIII 9 Loveless are they that concur with me not And of Love 's pain are the 
condemned 2 
4 4 deserted by all kind of hope My soul condemned remains upon this earth 
13 s grow within Like to that man who is condemned to die , And , long aware , some cora 
condition 1 
12 r , would two cede back to him On the condition of good stewardship , And as his vas 
confidence 1 
24 e nigh Please , give me not deceitful confidence 
confound 1 
16 n the balance , Afraid that fear will confound my hope 
conic 1 
60 hrough any present care , No thing to conic could e'er be found in me 
conquered 2 
4 of self ; By envy is the whole world conquered 
8 his rival 's hosts A mercenary , who conquered the king 
consider 1 
LXXXIX 4 8 his ill has no fixed place , Security consider , then , my movement 
constant 1 
XIII , 8 e unattended By all but me , in their constant lament 
construed 1 
CXIV 36 w And make a heart of steel and stone construed 
consumed 3 
CXIV 55 in nought outside my use : My time 's consumed by thoughts of all my ills , Contente 
LXIII 41 By Love 's great heat I wish to be consumed , For in his fire I find myself refre 
XVIII 11 ; In that blind fire where lovers are consumed I have no fear that I would e' er be 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
II 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
IV 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
contained 1 
28 y , Since pleasant languor is therein contained 
contains 1 
37 od or great offence ; The far extreme contains its own delight , And looks not back 
contémplate 2 
38 my frame , Yet hones my wit as love I contémplate 
57 My final good , I contémplate your death , When present time fil 
contemplates 2 
5 So much on Love my spirit contemplates , It seems to stray completely fr 
57 Lily 'midst thorns , who contemplates on Love , Three parts he sees , o 
contempt 1 
29 er part of glory , Likewise I hold in contempt and disdain All those desires , which 
content 6 
20 you , Ñor need I look for more to be content 
76 st , And thus the end can bring me no content 
4 7 draw ; If he proves me , another must content me , Outside myself I must find my del 
24 s of pain and joy were felt ; With it content , then all becomes complete 
14 erent hue on £ove
 / Madam , when 'tis content to love but you ; Those lovers when im 
47 ives in the body of my beloved , I am content , whatever my repute : As for myself / 
Contented 1 
56 consumed by thoughts of all my ills , Contented there , for this brings me delight 
contentment 4 
LXXXIX 18 t , This much I need to bring me full contentment , And my desire might suffer great 
LXXXIX 3 ave ; The great repose of my complete contentment Can only be achieved across this b 
LIV 13 , Contentment I am granted from one side , From 
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LXXIX 42 elight On shaky ground places his own contentment ; Since no repose his understandin 
LIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
4 
62 
22 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
CXIV 
XXIII 
XIII 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
II 
XCIV 
XIII 
LIV 
CI 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
IV 
CXIV 
LIV 
IV 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
CI 
LXVI 
IV 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
LXVI 
XXIII 
XXIII 
LXIII 
XVIII 
I 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
LXXXIX 
4 
49 
39 
12 
12 
2 
39 
17 
28 
1 
15 
26 
59 
49 
28 
7 
37 
52 
60 
39 
7 
57 
72 
19 
16 
16 
9 
57 
44 
18 
63 
1 
32 
I 
XI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
44, 
1 
57 
74 
LXXIII 
X 
LXXIII 
X 
XIX 
XXXIX 
es rae laugh , Though suffer I may not 
effect Till then kept hid by power of 
s of the soul So suffer change , most 
119 my flesh rebelled against me ; Those 
76 d i depart through my opinión false , 
ut the frosty spells , He *d keep him 
Nought 
thoughts on understanding you , That 
, They eringe from me as if I were a 
marked are forced to feel the pain As 
apiess , now beneath the earth , your 
A greasy 
Within man 's 
uld it not clothe with earth My naked 
Who but a fool 
, I , who would swear An armed man I 
from my-mind , Love 's great distress 
Who 
might do if he would but allow That I 
The world has nought whose valué 
Against it , who 
not fear your body 's slightest hair 
any present care , No thing to conic 
is , More than the crown of France I 
me ? Such passion great there 's none 
My prudent Lady , God 
all joy , Ñor can I think that others 
e makes merry 'round the fire , And I 
I love as much as Love 
ns right well , But of the gesture he 
The dullard 's eye 
Man 
goods cast in deep sea For fear they 
11 my thoughts were dead , And that I 
There is on earth no thing which 
I' faith less pity 
eady spot in us ; Qppose it though we 
3 s keen to war against His enemy , who 
; Pay then no heed to envy 's bitter 
And what so certain 
I find in me no 
ve lost nought , As they did heed the 
36 ent of all things , And of the Will a 
39 ch one of these does take a different 
19 re I , forthwith , did make Him alter 
54 tue and good alone When following the 
40 r so remiss As to oppose in aught the 
20 ff You always give whene'er I pay you 
20 n show me pity : Love wants me at his 
127 the soul of her whom God forgive , I 
19 , perchance , he find himself 'midst 
60 'Tis within you the reason why I 
continuous 1 
continuous pain ? All my delights have I trans 
contraries 1 
contraries ? Bitter and sweet at once , they t 
contrary 1 
contrary and diverse , If at one point are act 
contrasts 1 
contrasts great in our discordant parts Now wi 
Convinced 1 
Convinced I lose the world and all therein 
cool 1 
cool all through the summer 's heat , Little h 
corporal 2 
corporal can bring to me delight , Because the 
corporal desire cannot extend To base intentio 
corpse 1 
corpse 
corresponds 1 
corresponds the manner they are hit 
cors 4 
cors all bloodied from the blows of Love , And 
cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set foot on 
cors the humours oft discord ; From time to ti 
cors , which no more pleasure means To lose , 
could 24 
could ask me if I thirst , Being away , for he 
could at once make flinch , Without a scratch 
could be a surer fate And nobler still than an 
could believe that e'er 'mongst vicious loves 
Could but this world encompass perfect good , 
could come to love without Love ' s help 
could compare The yearning for a good so long 
could daré to arise ? For sooth , the Will by 
Could do me ill , or show me its disdain 
could e'er be found in me 
could e'er crave 
could ever forcé ; Should any wish me ill , I 
could grant me nought Apart from you , that we 
could it feel 
could join in with them in their sport , On sn 
could make man love 
could ne'er report 
could never be so dim As not t' admit your bod 
could not be alive upon this earth Ere he was 
could perturb his understanding 
could spend my life asleep 
could suffice To make me cease my everlasting 
could the world ne'er show Than at the present 
could , we have no wish 
couldn 1 
couldn 't ever vaunt Of victory over him witho 
counsel 4 
counsel 
counsel do you seek , My ill-starred heart , s 
counsel ñor desire To make me want for aught t 
counsel of good reason , And I depart through 
counselor 1 
counselor most true 
course 4 
course , And no one knows where lies the middl 
course , Casting from me his harsh and bitter 
course of its own nature , And loving only for 
course of Love 
court 2 
court 
court and summons me 
covet 1 
covet nought that 's mine or of this world , E 
crags 1 
crags-, He 's struck with fear ( he knows not 
crave 5 
crave 
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CI 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
XXIII 
IV 
LXXIX 
39 
17 
2 
11 
103 
10 
27 
55 
6 
9 
29 
than the crown of France I could e'er 
I 
g As much as for your presence sore I 
fear , And if involved , from it they 
CI 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
I 
42 
39 
42 
4 
23 
32 
gendered but from those alike ; Flesh 
t sensuous desire And still my spirit 
re , And loving only for herself that 
't seen you Will be worth nought , no 
As with the sea when it bewails and 
With heart sincere he now 
ull loath t' imagine my estáte , They 
For in my heart there is no pleasure 
For mankind 's good was nailed to the 
estáte such as it is , More than the 
, my power is not so great To make a 
prudent Lady , wouldst thou give me a 
crave 
crave for no delight but to be sad Of that I s 
crave ; The great repose of my complete conten 
crave to flee , And for all times think only o 
craves 2 
craves for flesh ; the soul does seek its like 
craves for tasks of Love ; In that blind fire 
Created 1 
Created has he many wise and good Yet but Tere 
creature 1 
creature Whose virtues are her selfguard again 
credence 1 
credence will they give ; Those who see you , 
cries 2 
cries , And equally beset by two fierce gales 
cries out his peace , Bareheaded , then , may 
eringe 1 
eringe from me as if I were a corpse 
cropped 1 
cropped 
XIII 
LXVI 
CI 
CI 
XI 
XI 
XCIV 
XIII 
LXXVII 
LXXIX 
CI 
LXIII 
XI 
XIII 
CXIV 
XVIII 
LXVI 11 
LXVI 11 
CXIV 
CI 
XIII 
XIII 
LIV 
IV 
X 
IV 
16 
40 
4 
31 
32 
29 
2 
13 
24 
36 
12 
38 
8 
27 
62 
56 
4 
3 
61 
24 
40 
6 
33 
2 
24 
37 
of fate Seek out a darkened place to 
at woman whose child , That should he 
The 
ieved ; For my desire no doctor has a 
But to the wounded Death alone 's the 
take ill ; no doctor in the world Can 
eal ; Deprived of her , the world can 
a sigh , the time now lost , they '11 
And with a 
it seems to me In me 'tis all a 
cross 1 
cross , You wounded me , for I was ill protect 
crown 2 
crown of France I could e'er crave 
crown that were invisible 
crumb 1 
crumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage my bittern 
cry 2 
cry his lot : Read him my words , th' issue of 
cry to her for baneful venom , So weak 's her 
culprit 1 
culprit 's Love who wrongs your humble lover 
cure 4 
cure 
cure 
cure him , unless he is from Spain , Since wit 
cure me not 
curse 2 
curse 
curse then will they all avow That Love won 't 
custom 1 
custom passing strange ; Through absence is lo 
Cypriot 1 
Cypriot king , the hostage of a heretic , Comp 
CXIV 
d I cannot tell how much I am inamour 
he wounded me waged war , In peace I 
on me such might In mine own castle I 
n this earth , But only that in me he 
delights of your sojourn The more You 
m such a pleasant sight , No thanks I 
day were dark , Howlings and wails I 
speak , so they deny my words , They 
arm throughout the frosty spells , He 
out a kind , indul'gent , master ; He 
I 
im there , For by himself that way he 
m his soul , Had he the certainty you 
And question there the spirits of the 
! Well known it is my life is full of 
e for viands To satisfy his hunger 's 
soul he quells , He leaves me two , I 
Against it , who could 
61 d lief to have the brightest day were 
•d 13 
'd 
'd be , defeated and her slave 
'd become a serf 
'd deign to dwell ; He is like Death , who tra 
'd flee from comfortable death 
'd give , should it not clothe with earth My n 
*d have instead of songs 
'd have it I say only foolish things 
'd keep him cool all through the sümmer 's hea 
' d keep him warm throughout the frosty spells 
'd lief to have the brightest day were dark , 
'd never wend 
'd pity him 
damned 1 
damned , And they '11 reply , for they 're una 
danger 1 
danger , Caught in the grip of these most mort 
dangerous 1 
dangerous pangs , And sees two fleshy fruit on 
daré 2 
daré not use the third 
daré to arise ? For sooth ,'- the Will by whom t 
dark 1 
dark , Howlings and wails I 'd have instead of 
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XXXIX 4 
darkened 1 
ho bears the blows of fate Seek out a darkened place to cry his lot : Read him my wo 
denied 
darkest 1 
And my bright day to men is darkest night I live on that which others ca 
XVIII 36 e prison of the spirit 
LXXXIX 
X 
XCIV 
X 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XCIV 
XVIII 
CXIV 
LXVI 
IV 
XXXIX 
XIII 
XI 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
LXXXIX 
25 
5 
19 
18 
31 
5 
32 
41 
20 
3 
61 
44 
44 
18 
1 
6 
40 
48 
16 
110 
17 
87 
65 
108 
30 
54 
LXXXIX 
I 
XI 
XI 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIII 
LXXIX 
LIV 
XIII 
XI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LIV 
XI 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
LXXXI 
LIV 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
6 
16 
8 
24 
20 
22 
40 
33 
37 
38 
24 
25 
25 
5 
123 
55 
5 
32 
4 
112 
15 
22 
29 
33 
1 
29 
31 
15 
8 
31 
123 
57 
39 
36 
33 
darkness 1 
It dwells in darkness e'er it lives therein So doth Love 
13 day 
Each day 
If in the morn his foe would have the day 
ariance in their powers : In just one day 
foe But never did He give me one bad day 
Were I required to end my final day 
How tardy comes the day 
t flow , Which never tires , but each day 
O Love , O Love , the day 
doth melancholy reign , In that same day 
e subtlest are denied , And my bright day 
I 'd lief to have the brightest day 
was ill protected , In the belief the day 
wiftly turn , Of them you tire ; each day 
days 
fe The better to observe Love 's holy days 
With joy let folk make merry on holy days 
through your anguish you prolong your days 
dead 8 
Rather is it dead 
e : As for myself , my Will is wholly dead 
it 's not sound , eftsoons it may be dead 
Love cannot live when hope 's dead , and desire 
wish to God that all my thoughts were dead , And that I could spend my life asleep 
lovers great , through their beloved dead , Are like to me , in part , but not in a 
To mourn the dead is common to all love And 'tis from this 
its lover and beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so he that loved but this Can have no 1 
deal 2 
, With such disputes my power cannot deal ; Deprived of her , the world can cure me 
entirely mine ; Should you love God a deal then I am jealous ; Your joys outside of 
a thousand times on God I cali For that wh 
, Before nightfall the king would vanquish 
doth melancholy reign , In that same day , 
Ere I , forthwith , did make Him alter cou 
, Good Loving then will also have its clos 
I so desire , So dearly bought with sighs 
multiplies 
the Innocent For mankind 's good was naile 
, then , choler , blood , and phlegm 
to men is darkest night ; I live on that w 
were dark , Howlings and wails I ' d have i 
would me defend 
you know this more 
For this strange life let no man show m 
In praise of God let them have sport an 
Store distant the delights of your sojo 
6 he master he detests his servant 
12 s the song of her voice 
tardy comes the day I so desire 
deals 1 
He deals out neither punishment ñor charge 
Dear 1 
"Dear friend leave that your strange abode 
dearly 1 
So dearly bought with sighs most dolorous ; And s 
death 
with no time for thought he is put to death 
The more You 'd flee from comfortable death 
ous 's , then , to him , the voice of Death 
et , then , to me , the bitterness of Death 
; He has none left to wage war to the death 
n feel your blow , But to the wounded Death 
Sad with delight Death 
I am that man who takes delight in death 
through the scarcity of your grace , Death 
car , The ones he 's wounded are from death 
life of joy brings with it , fear of death 
And if to me Death 
ls that await you ? To your impending death 
be much to see in me its works ; And Death 
But quite distinct are they after her death 
love comes to no end with death ; In death 
ertiain in such a somber vein That unto Death 
et mine own love comes to no end with death 
be found no hope ; What 's bodily by Death 
ther my life 's full of misery : With Death 
with dreadful , plaintive voice , As Death 
ing puré gold that 's incorruptible , Death 
But I lie cióse to death 
ke to the man who sees he- ,'s cióse to death 
O Death 
resh complaint now brings me cióse to death 
I don 't complain , though he brings death 
sure it ' s bound to come , Unless by Death 
art which resembles The very one that Death 
its works ; And Death has brought no death 
My final good , I contémplate your death 
me he 'd deign to dwell ; He is like Death 
, I must per forcé be told That at my death 
33 
24 
alone 's the cure 
am I soon to taste And now to me all rem 
, And don 't avoid the cause through whi 
comes to th' innocent , martyr for Love 
exempt 
For 'tis of that its sworn archenemy , i 
gave not such offence , Absenting me fro 
, go , henee , in haste ; And through yo 
has brought no death unto my love , Ñor 
, I feel them sepárate , nigh visible 
I love You more than e'er in life , And 
I visibly draw near 
; In death I love You more than e'er in 
is turned to nought 
itself 'tis now placed in the balance , 
, likewise , calis on the fortúnate , Fo 
likewise terminates my gross desire : Th 
; of that be sure 
, The weather rough , the sea with peril 
, thou art right envious of all good , A 
, 'Tis of a graver kind , not like the r 
, To good and evils past I am quite cold 
to me the path is closed 
took from this world , Honest desire rem 
unto my love , Ñor pain I feel as I see 
, When present time filis me with happin 
, who traps the fugitive And flees from 
you deigned to shed a tear , Ruing that 
deathly 1 
Of news from you I have a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt that you will s 
deceitful 1 
would have nigh Please , give me not deceitful confidence 
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XIX 13 I 'm not 
LXVIII 15 lost ? He sees full clear that he 's 
5 nds , He '11 not partake until he has 
16 To love you plain the intent I now 
27 refute this argument full straight , 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
LXVIII 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XIII 
LXXIII 
II 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
X 
X 
IV 
IV 
21 unts ; Should yours decline , so will 
21 how not that it mounts ; Should yours 
30 se desires , which , fulfilled , Love 
19 nt , And my desire might suffer great 
deceived 2 
deceived as to my bad estáte : For all I do I 
deceived himself , He '11 never find so bounte 
decided 1 
decided Towards which fruit his inclination sw 
declare 1 
declare 
Declaring 1 
Declaring that the body ' s base complexión Kno 
decline 2 
decline mine own ; A fall so sheer will make n 
decline , so will decline mine own ; A fall so 
decrease 2 
decrease , But choosing them that from the spi 
decrease If yours should vary and show not tha 
85 
23 of ever paying homage , In each base 
38 se ? For sooth , the Will by whom the 
40 nature Leaves unachieved the end his 
2 words are empty prattle , Ñor that my 
4 ight Ring out with wonderous tales of 
5 My 
35 both in concert quality pursue , Such 
15 , And as I look more deeply into his 
21 
1 
43 t perish His perishable goods cast in 
82 ought elsewhere , Recalling it , with 
27 n my riverbank ; Let it be known that 
15 ot on this earth , And as I look more 
52 influence of either hope or fear : So 
Decrepitude 1 
Decrepitude my nature does reveal And all fl 
deed 2 
deed , his was a savage heart , He says no mor 
deed is done , Has it for Lord , and though th 
deeds 6 
deeds all seek 
deeds are coloured by my words , I had as lief 
deeds most bold ; But let me go and seek out g 
deeds of Love are like those of romance , Grea 
deeds sustaining that my body fails , Losing m 
deeds , Then , mixedly with pain , he brings d 
deem 1 
deem i' faith you '11 harken to my plight , An 
Deep 4 
Deep in my fancy Love to me discloses Those se 
deep sea For fear they could perturb his under 
deep sighs 'tis retrieved 
deep within my heart My thoughts will never fa 
deeply 2 
deeply into his deeds , Then , mixedly with pa 
deeply will he feel the present joy 
35 n find him not ; In places I héar him 
10 ommon path ; As ev ' ry pain does time 
4 ver vaunt Of victory over him without 
29 Ne'er was 
36 ded me waged war , In peace I 'd be , 
32 , No pity can he expect , much less , 
21 Then spake the body in its own 
4 4 cted , In the belief the day would me 
38 his earth , But only that in me he 'd 
36 er forcé be told That at my death you 
18 nce was such That I was blind to your 
37 o appear , Bringing fresh life to his 
IV 20 h At losing" that which brought it all 
XIX 36 , And such a pain is bound with great 
XXIX 8 This terror great which so thwarts my 
XXXIX 16 Then , mixedly with pain , he brings 
XXXIX 36 Desire its ills , since they promise 
LXIII - 48 nt me , Outside myself I must find my 
LXXXIX 15 ill , Without the whole I can have no 
CI 28 , For in some part 'tis mixed up with 
CXIV 56 Contented there , for this brings me 
XXXIX 9 Some part of great 
XXXIX 12 beheld my sufferirígs great , A great 
defamed 1 
defamed as traitor Yet faces from me who hav 
defeat 3 
defeat and waste 
defeat , If in the morn his foe would have the 
defeat the pleasure of the vanquished Except f 
defeated 1 
defeated and her slave 
defence 2 
defence 
defence And argued that 'twas there that Love 
defend 1 
defend 
deign 1 
deign to dwell ; He is like Death , who traps 
deigned 1 
deigned to, shed a tear , Ruing that 
delicate 1 
delicate charms 
through 
delice 1 
delice of yore 
42 
So that hi>s past importunes h 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight 
delight - a goodly part - Is found within the 
delight accompanied my soul 
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LXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
I 
LIV 
CXIV 
I 
XI 
CXIV 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
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Love , In his delights expect not to 
ow a hateful thing ; And should I mix 
ce ; The far extreme contains its own 
I flee 
Nought corporal can bring to me 
I crave for no 
Sad with 
A great 
n who takes delight in drearas And his 
y , if ever Love brought with it aome 
I ara that man who takes 
Like to the man who takes 
eave that your strange abode ! I take 
ly beat by this habit of oíd , I take 
cast aside , In firm belief my great 
even in great pain - I know not how -
adness holds me fast , So greatly , I 
s ; comfort thus may die ; With great 
at love : In their intent there ' s no 
O foolish Love ! .Whoe'er seeks your 
reets , and squares , and orchards of 
In you lies not my own 
Such great 
sees The more it brings me beauty and 
In this my fancy I sojourn and 
tempt herefrom to escape , Such great 
like the sadness that I wear : I take 
ugh experience one may know The great 
thoughts impure , And , thus , I feel 
d doth duly get more clear Then great 
time an and grief it brings And some 
u feel not the pains of Love , In his 
er I may not continuous pain ? All my 
is lost , loves not , When he recalls 
y tongue cannot discrimínate : For my 
it is that man would seek Those gross 
Tepid desire prevents 
prolong-your days : Store distant the 
36 e called innocent So long as they 're 
24 o weak 's her wit , she yields to his 
4 branch , And his desire both equally 
no break Unless I have what is to me 
Those secrets great the subtlest are 
ir grasp , And when I speak , so they 
ed the counsel of good reason , And I 
great or small , And Love takes hold 
ed , 'Pon you and him my perfect good 
The quality 
s worth Taking displeasure in all his 
I 'm proof of this : 
such disputes my power cannot deal ; 
ent , I see fail , Fortune and Chance 
oth near its final cióse : Since I 'm 
izing what I lose , For seeing myself 
At ev'ry moment I find hope 
who truly love And pity me if pity I 
This you 
35 y can arouse ; I am that man who most 
delight ; All lovers to this notice must pay h 
delight amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón and to 
delight , And looks not back , but future good 
delight as though it were my foe For one small 
delight , Because the spirit partakes not ther 
delight but to be sad Of that I speak which is 
delight Death am I soon to taste And now to me 
delight from lovers is concealed , From any ma 
delight from wistful yearning flows , 'Tis so 
delight , I am that man entitled to proclaim i 
delight in death , And don 't avoid the cause 
delight in dreams And his delight from wistful 
delight in granting you my favour As yet unkno 
delight in nought outside my use : My time 's 
delight is tainted By pleasures fleet , which 
delight is yet there found 
delight knowing 'tis thus , It has such might 
delight my heart will ne'er abound Until my mi 
delight of Love , They feel no good if not fia 
delight On shaky ground places his own content 
delight Ring out with wonderous tales of deeds 
delight 's completion , Desirous though you be 
delight take those who understand And fix thei 
delight , The more I find my pains are thus in 
delight , Though when it fades my sorrows grow 
delight to me I feel it brings , I want ñor wi 
delight whenever I feel thus 
delight which lies within the will Of he who p 
delight which never fades , So that my flesh t 
delight will surely be its issue , A subtle th 
delight with other sufferings sweet 
delights 7 
delights expect not to delight ; All lovers to 
delights have I transposed in one ; And Love w 
delights , he 's left with pain , Each love do 
delights include a mortal pain , And such a pa 
delights , not knowing how they harm ; Out of 
delights of Love ; Th' extremes the semblance 
delights of your sojourn The more You 'd flee 
delivered 1 
delivered from your hands , You are , O Love , 
demand 1 
demand 
demands 1 
demands , He '11 not partake until he has deci 
denied 2 
denied 
denied , And my bright day to men is darkest n 
deny 1 
deny my words , They *d have it I say only foo 
depart 1 
depart through my opinión false , Convinced I 
depending 1 
depending where He enters 
depends 2 
depends 
depends on what 's beheld For 'tis engendered 
deportment 1 
deportment , Right well he sees the error of h 
deprived 3 
deprived now of my speech 
Deprived of her , the world can cure me not 
Deprived of it , he wastes 
derange 1 
derange them in their usage 
deserted 2 
deserted by all kind of hope My soul condemned 
deserted by all love So fails me Earth ; to He 
deserts 1 
deserts me , By dread I 'm beat of those ills 
deserve 2 
deserve , And witness then if e'er there 's be 
deserve , for aught that 's visible Should not 
deserves 1 
deserves compassion , Since from my heart the 
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desire 
But for her virtues , not stained by desire 
e cannot live when hope ' s dead , and desire 
, Since nought it has t' avail my own desire 
My flesh feels not that sensuous desire 
eshy fruit on a fine branch , And his desire 
gesture are my actions checked And my desire 
•on understanding you , That corporal desire 
prove untrue ! Of love the absence my desire 
Like to the man who has desire 
A faint desire 
re he o'ersteps Therefrom comes false desire 
o 've seen its glory with mine eyes , Desire 
Of my desire 
fm driven cióse unto the end Since my desire 
to bring me full contentment , And my desire 
t , Once good rs achieved , then this desire 
want will never be achieved ; For my desire 
Tepid desire 
t Death took from this world , Honest desire 
How tardy comes the day I so desire 
, Death likewise terminates my gross desire 
t maintain in him its passion quick : Desire 
The wounded stag does not desire 
I find in me no counsel ñor desire 
24 
And still my spirit craves for tasks of 
both equally demands , He '11 not parta 
can be restrained by nought , In winter 
cannot extend To base intention 
doth spur And by your eyes my armour ha 
for viands To satisfy his hunger 's dan 
has neither fear ñor hope , And can 't 
, inconstancy 
its ills , since they promise delight 
let all men judge the cause 
longs for the impossible ; The hour dra 
might suffer great decrease If yours sh 
must cease 
no doctor has a cure 
prevents delights of Love ; Th' extreme 
remains in me unmixed 
, So dearly bought with sighs most dolo 
: That was enclosed in that part which 
, the lack of good , does hold him fast 
the spring As much as for your presence 
To make me want for aught that 's of th 
desired 
mpare The yearning -for a good so long desired 
desires 
Upon you I bestrew all my desires 
rong , For I strive not to publish my desires 
And while she lived , so thus were my desires 
leads towards the end ; When appetite desires 
ray completely from our body , For my desires 
My prudent Lady , base desires 
er , My mind has been assailed by two desires 
"Vainly you want , and vain are your desires 
oíd in contempt and disdain All those desires 
y I the melange have rejected Of base desires 
ns To lose , save that of fancying my desires 
but what it needs , Man does not fail 
cannot be found in man Except in him n 
I root out ; There grow no weeds upon 
, Though towards one my will has now i 
; To loathing do your joys so swiftly 
, which , fulfilled , Love decrease , 
which mingle with the good 
Won 't ever be achieved within this wo 
es not my own delight 's completion 
Desirous 1 
Desirous though you be of its fulfillment ; Th 
despair 2 
pain of every Lover true , When vile despair is set before his eyes ; But , gracefu 
, Can yearn for that which causes his despair ? Yet 'tis so grave it seems a thing u 
27 ealized how worldly light was false 
Despising 
Despising 
1 
thus the glory of this earth 
despite 1 
is road has learnt To walk right well despite his tender age , And should , perchanc 
destroy 1 
rn until he gains such strength As to destroy the one that made him bend , In this s 
detained 1 
In sadness I 'm detained by my passion , I neither understand 
detests 1 
Like to the master he detests his servant , He deals out neither pun 
which is so sweet 
devil 1 
For soon the very devil will lament When he beholds our sufferin 
devout 1 
Her fairness blinds the most devout of men 'Re wise may feed upon her int 
I 've felt Love was my foe But never 
by many who 've lost nought , As they 
inch , Without a scratch ., to her yet 
there ; When it was donned , so ampie 
And it was thus the king 
ormer times which were before our own 
ve me one bad day Ere I , forthwith , 
x
 And both of these 
he mind was prompt in its reply , And 
These arrows 
a friend unto myself , Ñor even once 
did 11 
did He give me one bad day Ere I , forthwith , 
did heed the counsel of good reason , And I de 
did I yield 
did it feel ; I wear it now -, and Find it clin 
did lose dominión Of these hís cities , not re 
Did Love let fly all those his golden shafts , 
did make Him alter course , Casting from me hi 
did passions mixedly Maintain , just as they a 
did refute this argument full straight , Decía 
did slay many in the past ; He has notie left t 
did this I e'er attempt 
die 
ed , With it he wounded me / and so I die 
Like to that man who is condemned to die 
uys ; From merest ills I see how many die 
e ! May I not see you thus , or may .1 die 
I seek out venoms ; comfort thus may die 
And , long aware , some comfort can he f 
No man is sure how aught may be resolved 
Sweet , then , to me , the bitterness of 
With great delight my heart will ne'er a 
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ich two follow nature : Of them , one 
its own feeling , According to their 
Each one of these does take a 
My Will doth place a 
The wounds of Love are of three 
I do not say it 
The dullard 's eye could never be so 
which follow nature And each of them 
who through his arrant faults Has not 
Deep in my fancy Love to me 
nought Apart from you , that were not 
Within man 's cors the humours oft 
nst me ; Those contrasts great in our 
te of Love , So much my tongue cannot 
hair Could do me ill , or show me its 
ory , Likewise I hold in contempt and 
sufferings of yore , Will never your 
So great , i' faith , I love for her 
Let me not be alone in your 
eart My thoughts will never fall into 
My own perdition is my prime 
! Come weeping , then , your hair all 
re and seek out their own like , So I 
love , If I but know my meed does not 
ppreciates his master ' s worth Taking 
n , Does Fortune make me bound to its 
My foolish thoughts nave made me so 
And so 
Has it for Lord , and though they may 
yet Fortune holds me back , With such 
anguish you prolong your days : Store 
s they all in mixture lay , But quite 
ence , the urgency of my love , So it 
t banish from my mind , Love 's great 
o that my flesh this true love can 't 
e work is natural to man The opposite 
dies 1 
dies ; the other uves for ever ; The third on 
difference 1 
difference in the world 
different 3 
different course , And no one knows where lies 
different hue on Love , Madam , when 'tis cont 
different types , As can be seen from thr arro 
differs 1 
differs from all others : In quantity 'tis jud 
dim 1 
dim As not t1 admit your body ' s graceful char 
directs 1 
directs man naturally ; Acting as one they do 
disclosed 1 
disclosed your servant 's willing breast 
discloses 1 
discloses Those secrets great the subtlest are 
discontent 1 
discontent 
discord 1 
discord ; From time to time there ' s variance 
discordant 1 
discordant parts Now willingly are forced to s 
discrimínate 1 
discrimínate : For my delights include a morta 
disdain 4 
disdain 
disdain All those desires , which , fulfilled 
disdain for me provoke , 'Tis then the blazing 
disdain , Her lack of words , her estáte such 
disfavour 1 
disfavour ; With joined hands I beg for your c 
disgrace 2 
disgrace 
disgrace For which I seethe and blame myself f 
dishevelled 1 
dishevelled , With open breast so that your he 
dislike 1 
dislike the company of the quick : They are fu 
displease 1 
displease you 
displeasure 2 
displeasure in all his deportment , Right well 
displeasure ; Of Love I don 't complain , thou 
disposed 2 
disposed That I have come t' adore the god of 
disposed , to me the bitter 's sweet , So much 
dispute 1 
dispute , Will , in the end , to Reason always 
disputes 1 
disputes my power cannot deal ; Deprived of he 
distant 1 
distant the delights of your sojourn The more 
distinct 1 
distinct are they after her death , I feel the 
distracts 1 
distracts me not , I '11 speak of you 
distress 1 
distress could be a surer fate And nobler stil 
disturb 1 
disturba 
disturbs 1 
disturbs him in his nature Leaves unachieved t 
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diverse 
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divine 3 
Save that the fool does less than him divine 
he soul So he might aee the mysteries divine For body is the prison of the spirit , 
ke to those saints they saw the light divine , They realized how worldly light was f 
do 
What will he do 
If without strain man won ' t do 
ts man naturally ; Acting as one they do 
eived as to my bad estáte : For all I do 
know as me so spent of strength , So do 
as love I cannot feel , This I might do 
man won *t do any good , How will he do 
Lily 'midst thorns , both you and I do 
reproaches me if I don 't love ? If I do 
ear your body 's slightest hair Could do 
t Love that leads me to such zeal ; I do 
ith all my heart , I pardon those Who do 
I do 
1 they give ; Those who see you , yet do 
Reason and Will in me do 
thoughts of mine which such variance do 
What will he do 
You do 
And what so certain counsel do 
d vain are your desires ; To loathing do 
20 
- no other good is left him - Except lament 
any good , How will he do it if it causes p 
evil or good According to which has th* ase 
I feel doth come to grief 
I waste and am so whiterád I cannot say "In 
if he would but allow That I could come to 
it if it causes pain ? I see the heart of m 
know That man may well be slain by Love 's 
love , what fool reproaches me ? Such passi 
me ill , or show me its disdain 
not fear your body 's slightest hair Could 
not mourn the suffering of my heart 
not say it differs from all others : In qua 
not see within , On heeding me , they '11 b 
now enmesh And both in concert quality purs 
show , For in your service they will prove 
t' escape a life of pain , Now having lost 
things well ; in you then sloth does sleep 
you seek , My ill-starred heart , so weary 
your joys so swiftly turn , Of them you tir 
doctor 2 
never be achieved ; For my desire no doctor has a cure 
t make a sign Should he take ill ; no doctor in the world Can cure him unless he i 
nature , The greater part the lesser 
e'er show Than at the present time it 
d secretly , with unaecustomed pain , 
's prey•, And for all times the flesh 
ts , he 's left with pain , Each love 
n quick : Desire , the lack of good , 
gainst Love , The healing of my wound 
no more advantage Save that the fool 
By its effeets 
The wounded stag 
beset my love , If I but know my meed 
etite desires but what it needs Man 
o too am I by Love now cast away , He 
re his eyes ; But , gracefully , Love 
Decrepitude my nature 
e ; Flesh craves for flesh ; the soul 
ou do things well ; in you then'-sloth 
tside my time The greater part of her 
heart will ne'er abound Until my mind 
Each one of these 
not the common path ; As ev * ry pain 
does 
does 
does 
Does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
does 
21 
attract And finds the way which leads tow 
for me : All love will fail , except the 
Fortune make me bound to its displeasure 
grow anew , In his repast the bird will n 
have its lover and beloved ; Once flesh i 
hold him fast , Once good 's achieved , t 
hurt me so I seek out venoms ; comfort th 
less than him divine 
Love make its elf known 
not desire the spring As much as for your 
not displease you 
not fail if order 's no transgressed , Ye 
not wish to show his power in me 
on him bestow The joy of hope be never ca 
reveal , And all flesh now can move me bu 
seek its like , A bastard 's born , to hi 
sleep 
still perdure ; When in the flesh she liv 
stray to thoughts of Love 
take a different course , And no one know 
time defeat and waste 
doing 1 
r no lover may know ; This is Love ' s doing , who would fain I feel His treasures gr 
dolorous 1 
re , So dearly bought with sighs most dolorous ; And soon or late I 'm sure it 's bo 
34 t takes not long until it 
dolour 
's pleasant dolour 
dominión 1 
And it was thus the king did lose dominión Of these his cities not retaining o 
don 
man who takes delight in death , And don 
bound to its displeasure ; Of Love I don 
What fool reproaches me if I don 
Whilst I don 
' t avoid the cause through which it comes 
't complain , though he brings death , To 
't love ? If I do love , what fool reproac 
't thihk I find some light. repose , Althou 
done 4 
s done with me as it should have been done 
diverse , If at one point are actions done by her , Then , rapidly , the cause is in 
sooth , the Will by whom the deed is done , Has it for Lord , and though they may d 
'Tis done with me as it should have been done 
x
 donned 2 
times sad , Through that its habit , donned , and long since worn , Of cloth most b 
dressed my spirit there ; When it was donned , so ampie did it feel ; I wear it now 
door 1 
you in the ambry Will not unlock the door it once made fast . 
dost 1 
s supreme When two unequal wills thou dost unite ! May I not see you thus , or may I 
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14 o my bad estáte : For all I do I feel 
53 And as man ' s mind 
13 When Love alone within myself 
37 n darkness e'er it lives therein , So 
19 nce in their powers : In just one day 
4 2 1 the hour draws nigh ; My civil life 
89 I pray that God 
34 Though outside it prime movement 
13 My Will 
39 ry And a great sadness 'gainst me now 
41 ntrue ! Of love the absence my desire 
30 my pleasure come to grief , My labour 
43 
34 you I have a deathly fear ; Greatly I 
22 He can 't and won !t go 
43 my own strength by Love I 'm stricken 
27 But should another illness strike him 
17 Like to the child , who 
3 had as lief that God would strike me 
4 0 God strike me 
52 spires Is both a fool , and oaf , and 
36 , Since from my heart the life-blood 
26 fts of lead alone , Powerless they to 
4 6 , The closer then I feel his pleasure 
32 somber vein That unto Death I visibly 
37 ugh that great suffering which is now 
41 Lily 'midst thorns , I feel the hour 
23 e longs for the impossible ; The hour 
18 ry moment I find hope deserts me , By 
21 o make me master , Wailing at me with 
1 Like to the man who takes delight in 
26 ve tailored From your own cloth , and 
36 t turns , For all my thoughts , which 
21 
7 
doth 11 
doth come to grief 
doth duly get more clear Then great delight wi 
doth dwell , My joy is such , I feel not on th 
doth Love take possession of my soul , And lea 
doth melancholy reign , In that same day , the 
doth near its final cióse : Since I 'm deserte 
doth not prolong my life , Or that He set in m 
doth occur , Therein resides the judgement of 
doth place a different hue on Love , Madam , w 
doth rise , Yet in my cause no hand has taken 
doth spur And by your eyes my armour has been 
doubled 1 
doubled after brief repose Like to the sick 
Doubt 2 
Doubt not they will provoke a goodly tumult An 
doubt that you will show me love ; Through ign 
down 6 
down a level path ; Return he can 't : another 
down : He needs not his , of infinite puissanc 
down , His mind will plunge him into mortal fe 
down his road has learnt To walk right well de 
down , Should e'er my speech adopt the ways of 
down , should my words prove untrue ! Of love 
downright 1 
downright gross 
drains 1 
drains away 
draw 3 
draw a drop of blood 
draw ; If he proves me 
draw near 
another must content 
I feel I 'm 
The reason why I 'm 
26 lead alone , Powerless they to draw a 
27 metáis base , Once put in fire , the 
38 igh Steadily my life 's humor runneth 
9 The 
53 And as man ' s mind doth 
10 So I love nought , for all is come to 
4 Imaginings , nought else therein may 
38 , But only that in me he 'd deign to 
7 All those who 
32 then forgot , Even ourselves , as we 
13 When Love alone within myself doth 
33 And should God wish to have me 
drawn 1 
drawn nigh Steadily my life 's humor runneth d 
draws 2 
draws nigh ; My civil life doth near its final 
draws nigh , though tardily it comes , When I 
dread 1 
dread I 'm beat of those ills that I fear 
dreadful 1 
dreadful , plaintive voice , As Death , likewi 
dreams 1 
dreams And his delight from wistful yearning f 
dressed 1 
dressed my spirit there ; When it was donned , 
drive 1 
drive me to great folly , So great , i' faith 
driven 2 
driven cióse unto the end Since my desire long 
driven to such pain Love only knows for he 's 
drop 1 
drop of blood 
dross 1 
dross goes up in smoke , Leaving puré gold tha 
dry 1 
dry And a great sadness ' gainst me now doth ri 
dullard 1 
dullard 's eye could never be so dim As not t' 
duly 1 
duly get more clear Then great delight will su 
dust 1 
dust 
dwell 6 
dwell 
dwell ; He is like Death , who traps the fugit 
dwell in malady of Love , In trusting me they 
dwell in such thoughts 
dwell , My joy is such , I feel not on this ea 
dwell on high , Apart from Him , to make my jo 
dwells 
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LXXIII 43 e lives complete!y where his fondness dwells , And at her whim he places all his Wil 
XVIII 36 body is the prison of the spirit , It dwells in darkness e'er it lives therein , So 
XIX 43 anges hue , And eek the timid man who dwells on love ; And let the suitor bold but w 
consumed I have no fear that I would e' er be burnt 
LXVIII 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
LIV 
XI 
X 
XI 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
23 
25 
32 
44 
107 
34 
36 
39 
15 
31 
25 
36 
44 
20 
14 
37 
57 
27 
57 
12 
115 
32 
27 
63 
44 
1 
XIX 
LXVI 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
CI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXXXI 
LIV 
XCIV 
60 
28 
9 
60 
39 
95 
5 
36 
59 
4 
5 
3 
7 
6 
61 
97 
er thought of ever paying homage , In 
spirit flow , Which never tires , but 
so swiftly turn , Of them you tire ; 
lis delights , he 's left with pain , 
ses there are which follow nature And 
d rich suffer their bitter illa , And 
And of another metal yclept argent ; 
Fortune follows thee in thy intent ! 
I marvel greatly 
11 , he naraed it as his bailiff , And 
e My soul condemned remains upon this 
e Than any estáte yet known upon this 
, My joy is such , I feel not on this 
I ask of him no woman on this 
Man could not be alive upon this 
Despising , thus , the glory of this 
So many on 
p it , so wretched I '11 be Upon this 
When in the flesh s'he lived upon this 
stles , His power lies lower than the 
I 'd give , should it not clothe with 
There is on 
self deserted by all love So fails me 
you , most hapless , now beneath the 
earthly 1 
my thoughts In order not to think of earthly things 
II 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
I 
5 
16 
51 
97 
116 
31 
4 
each 
each 
Each 
each 
each 
Each 
each 
each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
each 
each 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
earth 
Earth 
earth 
12 
base deed , his was a savage heart , He s 
day a thousand times on God I cali For th 
day multiplies 
day you know this more 
love does have its lover and beloved ; On 
of them directs man naturally ; Acting as 
of them with proud and haughty ways 
one of these does take a different course 
one of these produces its own feeling , A 
one of you , I pray , now change your law 
time I behold The haughtiness of every lo 
took oath they never would admit Unto the 
14 
, And as I look more deeply into his dee 
, But only that in me he 'd deign to dwe 
Ere he was cleansed of any evil humour ; 
, For they beheld a greater part of glor 
have grasped not my words , And many mor 
hell will I have encountered 
I sought to love her spirit and nought e 
itself 
My naked cors , which no more pleasure m 
no thing which could suffice To make me 
; to Heaven I can 't reach 
, your cors all bloodied from the blows 
Easier 1 
Easier far that fish swim in the forest And li 
East 1 
et by two fierce gales , One from the East , the other from the West , And this endu 
eek 1 
also him who often changes hue , And eek the timid man who dwells on love ; And let 
a case Like mine in present time 
ainst his Will , Or be so strong 
e'en 2 
or e'en in past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me , o 
or.e'en so mightiful As to undo the knot that Lov 
nto myself , Ñor even once did. this I 
From hope I cannot 
resent care , No thing to conic could 
More than the crown of France I could 
I suffer lest I 
death ; In death I love You more than 
of the spirit , It dwells in darkness 
Who could believe that 
hat God would strike me down , Should 
ther joy , Ungrateful I , should it I 
pity I deserve , And witness then if 
With hope all gone , 
ansposed in one ; And Love would fain 
alone , Exuding still such marvellous 
'er 12 
'er attempt 
'er be east away , for I want you , that are 
'er be found in me 
'er crave 
'er gave her offence , And I would fain redee 
'er in life , And pardon those who won 't bel 
'er it lives therein , So doth Love take poss 
'er 'mongst vicious loves An honest love woul 
'er my speech adopt the ways of fables 
'er reject , Or even make attempt herefrom to 
'er there 's been a case Like mine in present 
'er to fulfill my wishes , The world I '11 ro 
effect 2 
effect this change in me 
effect Till then kept hid by power of contrari 
effeets 1 
By its effeets does Love make its elf known 
If it '-s not sound , 
p the inamoured From th1 influence of 
By its effeets does Love make its 
sought to love her spirit and nought 
at we love , When 'tis achieved , all 
" now past holds my Imaginings , nought 
And if perforce I east my thought 
Eftsoons 2 
Eftsoons he sees the threat of pending tempest 
eftsoons it may be dead 
either 1 
either hope or fear : So deeply will he feel t 
elf 1 
elf known 
else 3 > 
else : How much more now , unhampered by the f 
else is then forgot , Even ourselves , as we d 
else therein may dwell 
elsewhere 1 
elsewhere , Recalling it , with deep sighs 'ti 
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LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
CI 
IV 
XVIII 
II 
XCIV 
IV 
41 
1 
26 
7 
17 
13 
30 
49 
XCIV 
LXIII 
II 
12 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XIII 
XIX 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXI 
I 
LXVI 
76 
40 
31 
21 
40 
44 
4 
5 
25 
12 
12 
I 
LXIII 
X 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
LXVIII 
IV 
20 
56 
3 
27 
102 
12 
28 
33 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
LIV 
LXXVII 
I 
IV 
IV 
100 
83 
38 
53 
28 
29 
4 
44 
10 
4 
But fear you nought , ñor 
Let no man think my words are 
ñnd all my senses nave therein parta 
ys , In loving two women I 'm so beta 
If Love were but a substance gi 
So 'tis my lot , that , now 
terminates my gross desire : That was 
Could but this world 
things Unless akin to those that they 
1 be Upon this earth hell will I have 
He who would flee frora Love , 
aint it from the first , ñnd thus the 
m in his nature Leaves unachieved the 
Were I required to 
I feel I 'm driven cióse unto the 
ough they may dispute , Will , in the 
finds the way which leads towards the 
folk , Yet mine own love comes to no 
, 'Tis.so with me ; such woes must I 
Better it were my suffering to 
ftimes We patients , that are made to 
the other from the West , And this 
y Uves the man whose mind is his Own 
rning ne'er occurs , For ignorance is 
his life was keen to war against His 
When Love beheld the power so 
ty depends on what 's beheld For 'tis 
by folly blinded , That he will ne'er 
nows but that love which fox and wolf 
Reason and Will in me do now 
nd Love takes hold depending where He 
Although at first it 
reason holds sway over appetite , Its 
Your will I want to be 
with it some delight , I am that man 
0 Death , thou art right 
elsewise 1 
elsewise frown upon These thoughts of mine whi 
empty 1 
empty prattle , Ñor that my deeds are coloured 
'en 3 
'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can I not , Fo 
'en That , if I choose , then love will be lov 
'en to reason ñnd firmly held the sceptre of m 
enamoured 1 
enamoured , Transported by your fairness oh 
enclosed 1 
enclosed in that part which resembles The very 
encompass 1 
encompass perfect good 
encounter 1 
encounter 
encountered 1 
encountered 
encounters 1 
encounters him , Yet I 
It is through me man 
who search within 
end 7 
end can bring me no content 
end his deeds all seek 
end my final day , Good Loving then will also 
end Since my desire longs for the impossible ; 
end , to Reason always yields 
end ; When appetite desires but what it needs 
end with death ; In death I love You more than 
endure 3 
endure , ñnd I see you , the remedy of my ills 
endure Than tinge my joys , but in the slighte 
endure thine ills 
endures 1 
endures till one of them relents , ñnd yields 
enemy 3 
enemy , and brings him tidings sore , ñnd when 
enemy to Love 
enemy , who couldn 't ever vaunt Of victory ov 
enfeebled 1 
enfeebled He broke his bow ; This I proclaim t 
engendered 1 
engendered but from those alike ; Flesh craves 
enjoy 2 
enjoy a better estáte 
enjoy , For their capacity to love is limited 
enmesh 1 
enmesh ñnd both in concert quality pursue , Su 
enters 2 
enters 
enters me with pain , It takes not long until 
entire 1 
entire work is natural to man The opposite dis 
entirely 1 
entirely mine ; Should you love God a deal the 
XVIII 
1 fail , except thev love of self ; By 
stubborn steel ; Pay then no heed to 
e sea when it bewails and cries , ñnd 
n a fine branch , ñnd his desire both 
12 nsumed I have no fear that I would e1 
entitled 1 
entitled to proclaim it 
envious 1 
envious of all good , And Fortune follows thee 
envy 2 
envy is the whole world conquered 
envy 's bitter counsel 
equally 2 
equally beset by two fierce gales , One from t 
equally demands , He '11 not partake until he 
er 1 
er be burnt 
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LXIII 
X 
XXXIX 
LXVIII 
58 an could not be alive upon this earth Ere he was cleansed of any evil humour ; By go 
19 But never did He give me one bad day Ere I , forthwith , did make Him alter course 
17 Before ere long I '11 lead a hermit 's Ufe The bette 
7 s deportment 
error 1 
Right well he sees the error of hls way In trying to improve the natu 
LXVIII 
LXXIX 
XXIX 
LXXIII 
XI 
CXIV 
LXXXI 
LXVIII 
XIX 
CXIV 
CI 
XIII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
escape 6 
9 What will he do t' escape a life of pain , Now having lost the go 
31 hen , may all men wend their way ; To escape from him there is no need of castles , 
5 de him bend , In this same way I must escape from you , Because your gesture blighte 
18 bitter torment That I should wish t' escape its gallful sphere , And if before my e 
16, s me come And seize the one who wouid escape my rigour 
6 ct , Or even make attempt herefrom to escape , Such great delight to me I feel it br 
3 the sea with perils rife 
12 
13 
19 
38 
11 
54 
20 
espies 1 
A place he espies wherein he can take shelter Yet he fa 
estáte 7 
d , That he will ne'er enjoy a better estáte 
I 'm not deceived as to my bad estáte : For all I do I feel doth come to grie 
hich is with sadness mixed , For this estáte 's , I ken , more terrible Than any est 
her disdain , Her lack of words , her estáte such as it is , More than the crown of 
k : They are full loath t' imagine my estáte , They eringe from me as if I were a co 
ling ; 'Tis in my nature to want such estáte ; To th1 ignorant this yearning ne'er o 
e 's , I ken , more terrible Than any estáte yet known upon this earth 
nce they 're lost 
estranged 
the world becomes estranged 
ev 1 
10 great treads not the common path ; As ev 'ry pain does time defeat and waste 
X 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXXIII 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LXVI 
XI 
LIV 
LXXVII 
LXVIII 
II 
X 
X 
LXXXI X 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XIX 
II 
X 
CXIV 
XI 
LXIII 
LXVIII 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
I 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LIV 
XI 
LXXVII 
XI 
LIV 
XXIII 
CXIV 
16 e will not have him sire , Or let him 
15 assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous strange how 
6 eful I , should it I e'er reject , Or 
28 never was a friend unto myself , Ñor 
32 achieved , all else is then forgot , 
30 ve that of faneying my desires Won 't 
68 yful And feel resent should suffering 
23 KI afar Evil or good , one of which he 
7 uch passion great there 's none could 
30 n will they all avow That Love won 't 
26 'tis of that its sworn archenemy , if 
8 t of man as hard as wood , And no man 
22 ver was a vassal And never thought of 
26 intent , Be sure true love in me was 
17 
39 n their service That neither would be 
13 And should my thoughts onemoment 
59 them , one dies ; the other lives for 
67 strongest pain : To flee from folk if 
25 If 
19 ns make their habitat ih streams Than 
3 war against Hi,s enemy , who couldn 't 
64 ich could suffice To make me cease my 
26 each time I behold The haughtiness of 
17 Great is the pain of 
18 man , in time of roughest storm , And 
80 ced to take my leave of him , What 's 
58 this earth Ere he was cleansed of any 
25 Who , after 
40 Good summons 
59 nsed of any evil humour ; By good and 
35 man naturally ; Acting as one they do 
23 Fear and hope will show him from afar 
4 0 y and gall For thpse who feel Love 's 
23 n the fortúnate , For , if man is for 
16 though he brings death , To good and 
4 to laughte-r , How will you bear those 
17 - At 
2 tyle of troubadours Who , so aflame , 
22 lost is what I lose The more my love 
even 5 
even have a thought of it 
even in great pain - I know not how - delight 
even make attempt herefrom to escape , Such gr 
even once did this I e'er attempt 
Even ourselves , as we dwell in such thoughts 
ever 17 
ever be achieved within this world 
ever cease 
ever feels , And what he loses , later he rega 
ever forcé ; Should any wish me ill , I can 't 
ever hold them in his grip ; Should I recount 
ever Love brought with it some delight , I am 
ever mourns his fellow 's woe 
ever paying homage , In each base deed , his w 
ever present : .More fiercely than the sun when 
Ever so long I 've felt Love was my foe But ne 
ever so remiss As to oppose in aught the cours 
ever stray From faneying I possess all your go 
ever ; The third one gazes on false appetite 
ever they be joyful And feel resent should suf 
ever towards Love I gave offence I 've chasten 
ever variance should beset my love , If I but 
ever vaunt Of victory over him without defeat 
everlasting 1 
everlasting mourn 
every 2 
every lover 's will ! Asking me not who is thi 
every Lover true , When vile despair is set be 
everyone 1 
everyone makes merry 'round the fire And I c 
evil 8 
evil for all men , to me seems, good 
evil humour ; By good and evil man 's radical 
evil , knows the taste of good Cannot be said 
evil lustily as it leaves 
evil man 's radical heat Sustained is 
evil or good According to which has th' ascend 
Evil or good , one of which he ever feels , An 
evil or his good 
evils 3 \ 
evils designate , Melodious 's , then , to him 
evils past I am quite cold 
evils that await you ? To your impending death 
ev'ry 1 
ev'ry moment I find hope deserts me >N By dread 
excede 1 
excede the bounds of truth , And checking th 
excels 1 
excels , the more I grieve ; Through love 's e 
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X 
XVIII 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
30 
8 
14 
128 
3 
23 
Except 6 
defeat the pleasure of the vanquished Except for me , I like Love to overeóme 
For my desires cannot be found in man Except In him not troubled by the flesh 
1 he do - no other good is left him - Except lament the good of time now lost 
ought that 's mine or of this world , Except that God would fain place her in 
it does for me : All love will fail , except the love of self ; By envy is the whole 
vain hope that comes to me from you , Except the one that Reason would have nigh Pie 
Hold 
He s 
leav 
exception 
stuff That God retained for women of exception 
CXIV 
XIX 
23 
39 
, the more I grieve ; Through love ' 
hose things which are beyond my ken 
excess 2 
excess I 'm brought unto these straits , Not h 
Excess of Love filis me with innocence ; Capri 
24 The ones he 
exempt 
's wounded are from death exempt 
expect 4 
LXXIII 36 as neither fear ñor hope , And can 't expect great good or great offence ; The far e 
IV 32 within these flames , No pity can he expect , much less , defence 
LXIII 14 t the pains of Love , In his delights expect not to delight ; All lovers to this not 
LXIII 11 d ; The grace of God then let him not expect : There is no wage for him who has not 
LXXIII 
13 
expeets 1 
who , from Love , no good , ñor ill , expeets , Whilst loving her with most sincere 
expend 1 
od stewardship , And as his vassal to expend the weal As the usurper would require f 
LXXXII 
XXXIX 
7 
37 
Experience 2 
Experience , and judgement , I see fail , Fort 
'Tis only through experience one may know The great delight whic 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
express 1 
17 We all are coarse as we labour to express The merits of a body fair and true , A 
extend 1 
39 ing you , That corporal desire cannot extend To base intention 
extends 1 
21 Your wit extends beyond all others reach ; Great subt 
extreme 3 
LXXIII 37 great good or great offence ; The far extreme contains its own delight , And looks n 
LXXXIX 29 he accedes , then you will reach th' extreme , If there 's a place for Love to grow 
LXXXIX 23 will make no trifling break , For one extreme leads surely to another : To lowly men 
extremes 4 
CI 32 Behold you , then , to what extremes I 'm come ! Asleep , awake , I have m 
IV 23 that Love took root , 'Twas there th1 extremes of pain and joy were felt ; With it c 
LXXIII 34 esire prevents delights of Love ; Th' extremes the semblance have of perfect good 
XXXIX 42 ow 'tis through you I 'm come to such extremes ; With my own strength by Love I 'm s 
61 onest love would strive to be alone 
Exuding 1 
Exuding still such marvellous effect Till then 
XXIII 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
XI 
XI 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
CI 
CI 
CI 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
9 
9 
17 
17 
10 
18 
19 
35 
9 
25 
42 
18 
99 
78 
eye 2 
The dullard 's eye could never be so dim As not t' admit your 
All that I think and all that my eye sees The more it brings me beauty and deli 
eyes 
Before mine eyes 
Her eyes 
s she 's come out in the street , Her eyes 
, When vile despair is set before his eyes 
its gallful sphere , And if before my eyes 
I , who 've seen its glory with mine eyes 
A pair of eyes 
My eyes 
sence my desire doth spur And by your eyes 
succour from your love But that your eyes 
measure has its quantity : In others' eyes 
reat and strong repulsión , And to my eyes 
12 
a mount of sufferings great , This much I 
all tears , and terror in her face , Tear 
astream , with raptures of great joy ; Sw 
; But , gracefully , Love does on him bes 
comes absence 's worm , And Comfort jostl 
, Desire its ills , since they promise de 
I saw of such great power To mete out pai 
, in this , have been the first involved 
my armour has been pierced ; My thoughts 
reveal to me your favour , For nothing su 
the lover 's great or small , And Love ta 
'tis now a hateful thing ; And should I m 
LXXIII 
XI 
LXIII 
I 
XVIII 
4 
17 
36 
12 
39 
f 1 
If aught I see f hers it brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , i 
fables 1 
ould e'er my speech adopt the ways of fables 
face 1 
er eyes all tears , and terror in her face , Tearing her hair with fiercesome shriek 
faces 1 
ees I hear him defamed as traitor Yet faces from me , who have revered him most 
fades- 2 
sojourn and delight , Though when it fades my sorrows grow within Like to that man 
d , thus , I feel delight which never fades , So that my flesh this true love can 't 
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LXXVII 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
II 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
CI 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
II 
3 
7 
46 
35 
44 
44 
6 
59 
128 
14 
96 
40 
35 
49 
18 
36 
31 
14 
fail 3 
t time it does for me : All love will fail , except the love of self ; By envy is th 
Experience , and judgement , I see fail , Fortune and Chance derange them in thei 
ires but what it needs , Man does not fail if order 's no transgressed , Yet if the 
falls 2 
, Such deeds sustaining that my body fails , Losing most swiftly a large part of it 
seeing myself deserted by all love So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 't reach 
fain 7 
rm ; ' Tis by such servants Love would fain be served 
I transposed in one ; And Love would fain effect this change in me 
w ; This is Love 's doing , who would fain I feel His treasures great ; He shows to 
of this world , Except that God would fain place her in I leaven 
r he j by pain tormented , That would fain pray his sufferings be assuaged ; 'Tis wo 
I e'er gave her offence , And I would fain redeem this with my blood 
fugitive And flees from him who would fain seek her out 
faint 1 
A faint desire has neither fear ñor hope And c 
fair 3 
O mistress wise and fair , all labour 's light To these my triáis 
abour to express The merits of a body fair and true , As genteel youths , in love we 
ed by your wit , And of your frame so fair the unsullied grace 
fairness 2 
r nought to be completely known : Her fairness blinds the most devout of men ; 'Re w 
, now enamoured , Transported by your fairness , oh maidens ; Although a lack of gra 
56 
fairs 
h won 't allow this fasting from fine fairs 
1 
XIX 
CI 
LXXVII 
II 
X 
LXVIII 
LXXXIX 
I 
LIV 
LXXXI 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
29 
37 
1 
21 
32 
28 
22 
6 
44 
4 
60 
75 
48 
26 
ive me to great folly , So great 
I deem i' 
faith 4 
faith I have the Will , and in abundance , But 
faith , I love for her disdain , Her lack of w 
faith less pity could the world ne'er show Tha 
faith you '11 harken tó my plight , And once y 
fail 4 
his invisible web ; But all his blows fail finally on my shield 
ithin my heart My thoughts will never fail into disgrace 
ecline , so will decline mine own ; A fail so sheer will make no trifling break , Fo 
Into their hands I 'know I 'm bound to fail ; Time henee can be the bearer of no good 
falls 2 
goodly tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls in their hands ! Who '11 give me back my 
wherein he can take shelter , Yet he falls short through his most wretched luck , ' 
false 4 
ves for ever ; The third one gazes on false appetite 
son , And I depart through my opinión false , Convinced I lose the world and all the 
f nature he o'ersteps Therefrom comes false desire , inconstaney 
, They realized how worldly light was false , Despising , thus , the glory of this e 
26 who trusts he will live , Since he 's 
familiar 1 
familiar with his maladies But should anothe 
CI 
I 
XVIII 
X 
CI 
33 
11 
1 
25 
11 
'm come ! Asleep , awaké 
yet also promise pleasure 
faney 5 
, I have my faney fixed On my beloved , who she is , what 
In this my faney I sojourn and delight , Though when it f 
Deep in my faney Love to me discloses Those secrets great 
And faney not I find so sweet a bite What 's banne 
; And in my faney saw 'pon me such might In mine own castl 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
CI 
XXXIX 
II 
faneying 2 
14 y thoughts one moment ever stray From faneying I possess all your good will , Withou 
29 pleasure means To lose , save that of faneying my desires Won 't ever be achieved wi 
far 5 
37 ect great good or great offence ; The far extreme contains its own delight , And loo 
4 ove , Away from him , all pleasure 's far from me 
52 se to you I can be hurt by nought And far from you pain 's present in all good 
32 r lament itself brings them a comfort Far greater than the world and all its pity 
17 Easler far that fish swim in the forest And lions mak 
13 
fashioned 
Of gold and lead these shafts are fashioned 
1 
And of another metal yelept argent 
fast 4 
II 12 Will not unlack the door it once made fast 
XXIII 20 in , and , huhgry , must yet keep the fast 
LXIII 63 re , the lack of good , does hold him fast , Once good 's achieved , then this desir 
CXIV 69 Vraily 'tis so , yet sadness holds me fast , So greatly , I delight knowing 'tis thu 
56 pillar firm , Which won 
fasting 1 
't allow this fasting from fine fairs 
fate 2 
XXXIX 26 ve 's great distress could be a surer fate And nobler still than any other joy , Sin 
XXXIX 3 nd let not him who bears the blows of fate Seek out a darkened place to cry his lot 
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LXIII e a fitting place 
fault 1 
"Tis through this fault I can no longer love 
faults 1 
And woe to him who through his arrant faults Has not disclosed your servant •s willi 
II 
XI 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
LXVI 
LXIII 
CXIV 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
LIV 
LIV 
LXIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
LXVI 
LIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
28 
13 
12 
18 
15 
49 
30 
18 
22 
10 
42 
33 
20 
33 
35 
25 
24 
51 
12 
44 
28 
16 
125 
41 
51 
XXIII 
32 
favour 7 
my weak- heart in want of your sweet favour 
e ! I take delight in granting you my favour As yet unknown to man or woman born For 
eep you from me , Whilst I am granted favour by your will 
But that your eyes reveal to me your favour , For nothing surer can I know of you , 
beg for your compassion ; Grant me no favour , just boon for my service 
So mightiful is Love wlth his great favour Suffice it will to keep the inamoured F 
was seen undisposed And from Love 'a favour totally abandoned , I thus remain in su 
dread I 'm beat of those ills that I 
joy and sadness are present to him , 
nd of Love 's pain are they in mortal 
ns , the transports of Love make Both 
Of news from you I have a deathly 
self 'midst crags , He 's struck with 
By many , I 
A faint desire has neither 
tune ! A life of joy brings with it , 
he world to me Should I not have this 
From th' influence of either hope or 
e where lovers are consumed I have no 
perishable goods cast in deep sea For 
His mind will plunge him into mortal 
w placed in the balance , Afraid that 
I love and 
But 
that leads me to such zeal ; I do not 
and hope will show him from afar Evil or 
, And if involved , from it they crave to 
and trust lodge in the selfsame hostel 
; Greatly I doubt that you will show me 1 
( he knows not where to tread ) Of steppi 
, I shall be reproached Since life of sor 
ñor hope , And can 't expect great good o 
of death For 'tis of that its sworn arche 
of misfortune ! A life of joy brings with 
: So deeply will he feel the present joy 
that I would e' er be burnt 
they could perturb his understanding 
, 'Tis so with me , for once I was accust 
will confound my hope 
with shame that is most honest , Merely t 
you nought , ñor elsewise frown upon Thes 
your body 's slightest hair Could do me i 
32 the most devout of men 
feed 1 
'Re wise may feed upon her intellect 
21 besieged 
feeds 1 
For there 's a worm which feeds upon my thoughts Another on my heart n 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XIX 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
XVIII 
XIX 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LIV 
CXIV 
I 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XIX 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XI 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXVI 
72 
3 
124 
39 
14 
9 
46 
59 
21 
27 
73 
30 
7 
40 
40 
5 
28 
4 
8 
15 
14 
13 
68 
41 
11 
52 
66 
56 
26 
84 
39 
feel 
Ñor can I think that others could it feel 
not away what makes me sad ; Herein I feel 
ht no death unto my love , Ñor pain I feel 
d of thoughts impure , And , thus , I feel 
as to my bad estáte : For all I do I feel 
He who knows not no pity then can feel 
ful Love 's in me , The closer then I feel 
s is Love 's doing , who would fain I feel 
I feel 
When it was donned , so ampie did it feel 
The signs of love men feel 
pleasure is The very same sad people feel 
o escape , Such great delight to me I feel 
both for honey and gall For those who feel 
passion , I neither understand , ñor feel 
I feel 
nt there 's no delight of Love , They feel 
at 's so great , Itself , and since I feel 
dy of Love , In trusting me they will feel 
I feel 
yself doth dwell , My joy is such , I feel 
Likewise if you feel 
from folk if ever they be joyful And feel 
Lily 'midst thorns , I feel 
For those he 's marked are forced to feel 
ther hope or fear : So deeply will he feel 
mmon to all love And 'tis from this I feel 
distinct are they after her death , I feel 
s : I lose the world as love I cannot feel 
at I wear : I take delight whenever I feel 
orld ; 'Twere better to be blind than feel 
31 
Itself a sweetness that ' s so great 
as I see my world lost 
delight which never fades , So that my fl 
doth come to grief 
For him who lies in torment and in pain ; 
his pleasure draw ; If he proves me , ano 
His treasures great ; He shows to me alón 
I 'm driven cióse unto the end Since my d 
; I wear it now , and Find it clings so t 
in cases such , I find that they betake m 
inside , For their lament itself brings t 
it brings , I want ñor wish for nought ou 
Love 's evil or his good 
, meantime 
my sufferings lie for me in wait , Into t 
no good if not flattered by hope 
no other joy , Ungrateful I , should it I 
no remorse 
no strength in me , though I *m strong , 
not on this earth , And as I look more de 
not the pains of Love , In his delights e 
resent should suffering ever cease 
the hour draws nigh ; My civil life doth 
the pain As corresponds the manner they a 
the present joy 
the strongest pain : To flee from folk if 
them sepárate , nigh visible 
, This I might do if he would but allow T 
thus 
your blow , But to the wounded Death alón 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
15 
53 
feeling 
; Each one of these produces its own feeling 
I have forgot possessing such a feeling 
According to their difference in the 
'Tis in my nature to want such estat 
LXIII 
I 
LXIII 
XVIII 
LXIII 
23 
33 
61 
9 
9 
feels 5 
r Evil or good , one of which he ever feels , And what he loses , later he regains 
Like to the hermit who no longing feels For those his friends he once had in the 
Likewise with Love , he who feels not his ills , Cannot maintain in him it 
My flesh feels not that sensuous desire And still my sp 
Forsooth the sinner feels the wrath of God Should no travails bese 
fellow „ 3 
XI 27 r 's will ! Asking me not who is this fellow Love , Yet will they know , in me , its 
X 37 er would admit Unto their grace their fellow memory , And both would act most loyall 
LXXVII 8 as wood , And no man ever mourns his fellow 's woe 
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fellows 1 
LXVI 30 was accustomed To pains of Love , my fellows for so long , A fresh complaint now br 
X 
IV 
felt 2 
17 Ever so long I 've felt Love was my foe But never did He give me 
23 ere th1 extremes of pain and joy were felt ; With it content , then all becomes comp 
20 iniquity scourge 
f,nix 1 
Among the best the f,nix I alone For only I the melange have re 
XCIV 
II 
few 1 
7 n 't believe my words : They are Most few who Pay heed t' other things Unless akin t 
fierce 1 
10 and cries , And equally beset by two fierce gales , One from the East , the other f 
fiercely 1 
27 ue love in me was ever present : More fiercely than the sun when it is June Burns my 
fiercesome 1 
18 r in her face , Tearing her hair with fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life would best 
file 
91 oth times and Places Point her out to file According to the joy or grief they had 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
XI 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
filis 2 
58 mplate your death , When present time filis me with happiness , If I am sad through 
39 ch are beyond my ken ; Excess of Love filis me with innocence ; Capriciously I want 
final 3 
42 ws nigh ; My civil life doth near its final cióse : Since I 'm deserted by all kind 
31 Were I required to end my final day , Good Loving then will also have it 
57 My final good , I contémplate your death , When p 
finally 1 
32 nvisible web ; But all his blows fall finally on my shield 
XVIII 
I 
LXIII 
CI 
LIV 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
IV 
LXIII 
CXIV 
LXXVII. 
LXIII 
CXIV 
LXVI 11 
X 
CXIV 
XCIV 
IV 
CI 
54 
14 
34 
19 
17 
57 
28 
45 
48 
11 
23 
42 
92 
16 
25 
45 
74 
48 
35 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
XCIV 
IV 
IV 
31 
43 
44 
44 
find 
eties reveáis Which learned men would find 
nd , long aware , some comfort can he find 
him , Yet I , who search within , can find 
der age , And should , perchance , he find 
At ev'ry moment I find 
I find 
pie did it feel ; I wear it now , and Find 
Within yourself no pleasure can you find 
st content me , Outside myself I must find 
gs me beauty and delight , The more I find 
o lies , believed as oft he wants ; I find 
sh to be consumed , For in his fire I find 
he reaffirm , That on my way to Him I find 
he 's deceived himself , He '11 never find 
And fancy not I find 
Whilst I don 't think I find 
ns of love men feel in cases such , I find 
of good , But to this good you cannot find 
e is , what she 's worth ; The more I find 
19 
beyond their grasp , And when I speak , s 
, For he believes he will be granted pard 
him not ; In places I hear him defamed as 
himself 'midst crags , He 's struck with 
hope deserts me , By dread I 'm beat of t 
in me no counsel ñor desire To make me wa 
it clings so tight 
: It is so gross that Love cannot be serv 
my delight 
my pains are thus increased , For in my h 
myself by Love so overwhelmed I cannot te 
myself refreshed / Like to the saint in t 
no let 
so bounteous a master 
so sweet a bite What 's banned to me , ra 
some light repose , Although my spirit is 
that they betake me without pain : If aug 
the way 
, the worse to me it turns , For all my t 
finding 1 
your ungratefulness Through your not finding me a fitting place 'Tis through this 
finds 4 
for Love to grow in you ; His passion finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose it though we 
t ; Since no repose his understanding finds For understanding honours only truth 
th1 ardour of God .aflame And comfort finds in this his very torment 
ater part the lesser does attract And finds the way which leads towards the end ; Wh 
fine 2 
3 angs , And sees two fleshy fruit on a fine branch 
56 Which won 't allow this fasting from fine fairs 
And his desire both equally dema 
LXXIII 29 
finer 1 
No finer joy holds this world for the mind Than t 
LXVI 11 
LXIII 
xciv 
XVIII 
18 
42 
27 
11 
fire 4 
, And everyone malees merry 'round the fire , And I could join in with them in their 
at I wish to be consumed , For in his fire I find myself refreshed , Like to the sai 
with other metáis base , Once put in fire , the dross goes up in\smoke , Leaving pu 
ves for tasks of Love ; In that blind fire where lovers are consumed I have no fear 
10 s can be seen from th' 
fires 
arrows that he fires For those he 's marked are forced to f 
I 
XVIII 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
IV 
43 
. 47 
90 
43 
55 
firm 5 
flesh is absence , If not opposed by firm and stubborn steel ; Pay then no heed to 
asure of this world I cast aside , In firm belief my great delight is tainted By pie 
g my life , Or that He set in me this firm intent : That unto Him my will he reaffir 
in your service they will prove most firm ; 'Tis by such servants Love would fain b 
, A subtle thought will be its pillar firm , Which won 't allow this fasting from fi 
firmly 1 
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18 but a substance gi 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
75 
25 
83 
LXIII 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
CI 
LXXXIX 
IV 
II 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XI 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XCIV 
17 
38 
27 
33 
47 
31 
24 
29 
28 
11 
69 
8 
67 
33 
90 
II 
XVIII 
XCIV 
XIII 
XVIII 
IV 
I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
IV 
XXIX 
CI 
XVIII 
XI 
I 
LXXIX 
XI 
X 
XCIV 
XIX 
X 
X 
36 
8 
103 
18 
9 
19 
42 
108 
105 
86 
87 
105 
118 
115 
103 
40 
117 
3 
1 
15 
31 
11 
2 
18 
15 
17 
69 
26 
11 
5 
'en to reason And firmly held the sceptre of majesty 
3 
Rewarder 
first 
If aught I start I taint it from the first , And thus the end can bring me no conté 
My eyes / in this , nave been the first involved And all my senses have therein 
Although at first it enters me with pain , It takes not lo 
fish 1 
Easier far that fish swim in the forest And lions make their h 
fitting 1 
fulness Through your not finding me a fitting place "Tis through this fault I can 
fix 2 
delight take those who understand And fix their thoughts on understanding you , That 
resides : That 'pon my will you might fix your regard ; And I pray Love will grant y 
fixed 2 
me ! Asleep , awake , I have my fancy fixed On my beloved , who she is 
ants ; He who bemoans this ill has no fixed place , Security consider , 
flames 2 
And if the lover 's seen within these flames , No pity can he expect 
or me provoke , 'Tis then the blazing flames of love will show 
what she 's 
then , my mo 
much less 
ht of Love 
flattered 1 
They feel no good if not flattered by hope 
flavour 2 
Of such a flavour I ignore the taste , And I must taste 
wise and good Yet but Teresa has the flavour of perfection , Possessing such great 
d if involved 
flee 
from it they crave to flee 
I 
'd 
To 
ights of your sojourn The more You 
m this I feel the strongest pain : 
He who would flee from Love 
f hers it brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems I part from her 
And for all times think only of themsel 
flee delight as though it were my foe For one 
flee from comfortable death 
flee from folk if ever they be joyful And feel 
encounters him , Yet I , who 
Both times a 
4 0 ke Death 
flees 1 
who traps the fugitive And flees from him who would fain seek her out 
4 8 great delight is 
fleet 
tainted By pleasures fleet 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
Flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
flesh 
sing most swiftly a large part of its 
man Except in him not troubled by the 
tis engendered but from those alike ; 
lture 's prey , And for all times the 
My 
My lusty 
e , The worm which gnaws its wrinkled 
oes have its lover and beloved ; Once 
Whoe'er loves flesh , once 
itude my nature does reveal , And all 
d ! At once my heart ' s of steel , of 
Whoe'er loves 
ed by the flesh ? With her alive , my 
her does still perdure ; When in the 
t from those alike ; Flesh craves for 
elight which never fades , So that my 
How much more now , unhampered by the 
ger 's dangerous pangs , And sees two 
Like to the bull , who takes 
ear An armed man I could at once make 
ut choosing them that from the spirit 
tures of great joy '; Sweet to my cars 
And his delight from wistful yearning 
hich were before our own Did Love let 
nown to man or woman born For I would 
Ever so long I 've felt Love was my 
I flee delight as though it were my 
offence I 've chastened myself so my 
His 
m without defeat , If in the morn his 
which swiftly turn to gall 
17 
craves for flesh ; the 3oul does seek it 
does grow anew , In his repast the bird 
feels not that sensuous desire And still 
found no relief in th' anguish At losing 
is absence , If not opposed by firm and 
is dead , so he that loved but this Can 
is lost , loves not , When he recalls de 
now can move me but to vomit ; All lover 
, of wood : I am this man who 's called 
, once flesh is lost , loves not , When 
rebelled against me ; Those contrasts gr 
she lived upon this earth I sought to lo 
; the soul does seek its like , A bastar 
this true love can 't disturb 
? With her alive , my flesh rebelled aga 
fleshy 1 
fleshy fruit on a fine branch , And his desire 
flight 1 
flight to the wilds When overeóme by 'nother o 
flinch 1 
flinch , Without a scratch , to her yet did I 
flow 
flow Which never tires , but each day multip 
flows 2 
flows the song of her voice , And says : "Dear 
flows , 'Tis so with me , for time now past ho 
fly 2 
fly all those his golden shafts , But one of t 
fly from him who bids me come And seize the on 
foe 5 
foe But never did He give me one bad day Ere I 
foe For one small good 'midst great ills must 
foe has wept 
foe , however , would two cede back to him On 
foe. wóuld have the day , Before nightfall the 
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LIV 34 
foes 1 
ught in the grip of these most mortal foes ; Both poor and rich suffer their bitter 
XCIV 
XIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
LIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXVIII 
CI 
IV 
LIV 
LXXXII 
LXVI 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
XVIII 
CXIV 
II 
XIX 
II 
LIV 
XIX 
I 
CXIV 
CI 
CXIV 
XIII 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XXIII 
I 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
CI 
CI 
LXXIII 
XI 
XVIII 
XCIV 
I 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
CI 
LXXIII 
LIV 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
LIV 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 
XI 
XI 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CI 
LXXXIX 
IV 
67 
1 
3 
37 
38 
33 
58 
42 
30 
11 
36 
43 
32 
52 
1 
6 
5 
6 
41 
56 
77 
40 
24 
16 
14 
10 
80 
36 
46 
18 
12 
24 
32 
58 
43 
23 
40 
35 
24 
51 
59 
23 
44 
103 
15 
8 
2 
37 
52 
2 
55 
12 
10 
21 
39 
16 
10 
43 
15 
23 
56 
42 
12 
28 
43 
39 
eel the strongest pain 
gh absence 
folk 3 
To flee from folk if ever they be joyful And feel resent sh 
With joy let folk make merry on holy days ; In praise of Go 
love lost 'mongst other folk , Yet mine own love comes to no end with 
follow 4 
Let all who love , then , follow in my steps , In tears or laughter let 
steps , In tears or laughter let them follow me , Since I am ready both for honey an 
Two impulses there are which follow nature And each of them directs man nat 
, Three parts he sees , of which two follow nature : Of them , one dies ; the other 
following 1 
t sees but virtue and good alone When following the course of its own nature And 1 
follows 2 
ight way Then man goes straight , and follows mistress nature , The greater part the 
ght envious of all good , And Fortune follows thee in thy intent ! Each one of you , 
folly 2 
ssed ? Right well he sees , if not by folly blinded , That he will ne'er enjoy a bet 
my thoughts , which drive me to great folly , So great , i' faith , I love for her d 
fondness 1 
He uves completely where his fondness dwells And at her whim he places al 
food 1 
an who for one sweet bits Sees in his food how all his pain is fed 
er without me to it aspires Is both a 
Who but a 
have no more advantage Save that the 
What 
f I don 't love ? If I do love , what 
my words , They 'd have it I say only 
My 
cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set 
ugh tardily it comes , When I '11 set 
k of grace leads to indifference , My 
hose valué could compare The yearning 
'm not deceived as to my bad estáte : 
he time now gone , So I love nought , 
0 take my leave of him , What 's evil 
e I find , the worse to me it turns , 
light repose , Although my spirit is 
whose liver 's vulture 's prey , And 
ed , from it they crave to flee , And 
s lief surrender to his sadness , And 
at I must bear , I see no way to hope 
no counsel ñor desire To make me want 
This you deserve , 
ose child , That should he cry to her 
to be a lover true And loves himself 
So he might see the mysteries divine 
he can 't : another took him there , 
these my triáis of seeing you afar , 
Of them , one dies ; the other lives 
Is on the fortúnate , For , if man is 
His perishable goods cast in deep sea 
d but from those alike ; Flesh craves 
ng aware , some comfort can he find , 
m driven to such pain Love only knows 
pray , in these my saddest thoughts , 
folly , So great , i' faith , I love 
ng her with most sincere intent , But 
uld ask me if I thirst , Being away , 
e of its own nature , And loving only 
let him not expect : There is no wage 
e who knows not no pity then can feel 
And I , who love him 
hem follow me , Since I am ready both 
strength in me , though I 'm strong , 
rom hope I cannot e'er be cast away , 
ailed to the cross , You wounded me , 
r As yet unknówn to man or woman born 
, likewise , calis on the fortúnate , 
ignorant this yearning ne'er occurs , 
' s great heat I wish to be consumed , 
I find my pains are thus increased , 
1 suffer pain ; oppose it can I not , 
of mine which such variance do show , 
ill by whom the deed is done , Has it 
fool 5 
fool , and oaf , and downright gross 
fool could ask me if I thirst , Being away , f 
fool does less than him divine 
fool reproaches me if I don 't love ? If I do 
fool reproaches me ? Such passion great there 
foolish 3 
foolish Love ! Whoe'er seeks your delight On s 
foolish things 
foolish thoughts have made me so disposed That 
foot 3 
foot on this rugged terrain 
foot upon that loathsome way 
foot will ne'er be set upon that path 
for 108 
for a good so long desired 
For all I do I feel doth come to grief 
for all is come to dust 
for all men , to me seems good 
For all my thoughts , which drive me to great 
for all times sad , Through that its habit , d 
for all times the flesh does grow anew , In hi 
for all times think only of themselves 
for all times will live most piteously 
for any good 
for aught that 's of this world ; Within me ar 
for aught that 's visible Should not be placed 
for baneful venom , So weak 's her wit , she y 
for being thus in mind 
For body is the prison of the spirit , It dwel 
For by himself that way he 'd never wend 
For cióse to you I can be hurt by nought And f 
for ever ; The third one gazes on false appeti 
for evils designate , Melodious 's , then , to 
For fear they could perturb his understanding 
for flesh ; the soul does seek its like , A ba 
For he believes he will be granted pardon , An 
for he 's the very cause 
For he takes not away what makes me sad ; Here 
for her disdain , Her lack of words / her esta 
for her virtues , not stained by desire 
for her who makes me live ? If I weep not , wh 
for herself that creature Whose virtues are he 
for him who has not toiled 
For him who lies in torment and in\pain ; And 
for himself alone , Refusing not the gifts tha 
for honey and gall For those who feel Love 's 
For I strive not to publish my desires 
for I want you ; that are my upmost good 
for I was ill protected , In the belief the da 
For I would fly from him who bids me come Aríd 
For , if man is for evils designate / Melodiou 
For ignorance is enemy to Love-
For in his fire I find myself refreshed , Like 
For in my heart there is no pleasure cropped 
For in some part 'tis mixed up with delight 
For in your service they will prove most firm 
for Lord , and though they may dispute , Will 
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XIII 38 Death comes to th' innocent , martyr 
LXXXIX 30 ach th' extreme , If there 's a place 
LXVI 42 Love , O Love , the day the Innocent 
LXXVII 2 show Than at the present time it does 
X 30 the pleasure of the vanquished Except 
1 5 I feel my sufferings lie 
LXXIII 17 Love 's pain 
XVIII 24 I need no chastening : Their cause , 
II 23 ngs of yore , Will never your disdain 
LXXVII 20 r can I know of you , Ñor need I look 
XIX 35 much my tongue cannot discrimínate : 
XIII 16 what I want will never be achieved ; 
XVIII 7 s to stray completely from our body , 
LXVI 15 sion ; Grant me no favour , just boon 
X 35 ade my Understanding his adviser ; As 
LXXIII 4 8 am content , whatever my repute : As 
CXIV 17 I crave 
LXXVII 19 your eyes reveal to me your favour , 
CXIV 8 me I feel it brings , I want ñor wish 
XIX 18 e For which I seethe and blame myself 
XXIII 30 great knowledge in herself She wants 
LXVI 29 into mortal fear , 'Tis so with me , 
LXXXIX 23 o sheer will make no trifling break , 
XCIV 70 flee delight as though it were my foe 
I 31 ief repose , Like to the sick man who 
XVIII 21 , Among the best the f,nix I alone , 
II 8 T' were best to head 
CXIV 4 3 it great , much prizing what I lose , 
XCIV 130 d , should in purgatory Her spirit be 
LXVI 30 ustomed To pains of Love , my fellows 
XIX 7 erer of this pain which is so sweet , 
IV 38 gainst it , who could daré to arise ? 
XVIII 10 ous desire And still my spirit craves 
XIX 10 that suffers so much pain , Can yearn 
LXXXIX 26 ch day a thousand times on God I cali 
XIX 22 se unto the end Since my desire longs 
LXXIII 29 No finer joy holds this world 
1 9 I love no thing save 
IV 29 that love which fox and wolf enjoy , 
XXXIX 31 he very same sad people feel inside , 
XIII 21 reater pain than this am I besieged , 
XVIII 28 ng , thus , the glory of this earth , 
XIII 7 of the damned , And they '11 reply , 
CXIV 56 ts of all my ills , Contented there , 
CXIV 19 I speak which is with sadness mixed , 
XXXIX 19 better to observe Love 's holy days ; 
LXXIX 11 seen from th' arrows that he fires , 
I 34 ke to the hermit who no longing feels 
,LIV 4 0 ce I am ready both for honey and gall 
XXIII 5 All that I say 
I 16 be granted pardon , And with no time 
I 3 ul yearning flows , 'Tis so with me , 
XCIV 102 The quality depends on what 's beheld 
LIV 26 of joy brings with it , fear of death 
LXXIX 4 4 nce no repose his understanding finds 
IV 1 Like to the man who has desire 
XIII 15 pared with me seems not unfortunate , 
XIX 12 t seems a thing untrue To pursue that 
XIX 18 My own perdition is my prime disgrace 
II 44 has long since turned sour Save that 
XXIII 26 ed the goodly stuff That God retained 
LXIII 31 taste what 's more bitter than gall , 
XXIII 25 
LXVI 14 r disfavour ; With joined hands I beg 
LXXXIX 2 does not desire the spring As much as 
for Love , He who would part his body from his 
for Love to grow in you ; His passion finds a 
For mankind 's good was nailed to the cross , 
for me : All love will fail , except the love 
for me , I like Love to overeóme , Holding me 
for me in wait , Into their hands I know I 'm 
for me is not such bitter torment That I shoul 
for me , is wholly nuil and void 
for me provoke , 'Tis then the blazing flames 
for more to be content 
For my delights include a mortal pain , And su 
For my desire no doctor has a cure 
For my desires cannot be found in man Except i 
for my service 
for my Will , he named it as his bailiff , And 
for myself , my Will is wholly dead 
for no delight but to be sad Of that I speak w 
For nothing surer can I know of you , Ñor need 
for nought outside myself 
for nought ; The second is that terrible rebuf 
for nought to be completely known : Her fairne 
for once I was aecustomed To pains of Love , m 
For one extreme leads surely to another : To 1 
For one small good 'midst great ills must brin 
for one sweet bite Sees in his food how all hi 
For only I the melange have rejected Of base d 
for port than tarry there 
For seeing myself deserted by all love So fail 
for sins unexpiate , I pray your son look not 
for so long , A fresh complaint now brings me 
For soon the very devil will lament When he be 
For sooth , the Will by whom the deed is done 
for tasks of Love ; In that blind fire where 1 
for that which causes his despair ? Yet 'tis s 
For that whose major part in you resides : Tha 
for the impossible ; The hour draws nigh , tho 
for the mind Than thinking of the person that 
for the time now gone , So I love nought , for 
For their capacity to love is limited , Sith t 
For their lament itself brings them a comfort 
For there 's a worm which feeds upon my though 
For they beheld a greater part of glory , Like 
for they 're unattended By all but me , in the 
for this brings me delight 
For this estáte 's , I ken , more terrible Tha 
For this strange life let no man show me pity 
For those he 's marked are forced to feel the 
For those his friends he once had in the world 
For those who feel Love 's evil or his good 
for those who haven 't seen you Will be worth 
for thought he is put to death 
for time now past holds my Imaginings , nought 
For 'tis engendered but from those alike ; Fie 
For 'tis of that its sworn archenemy , if ever 
For understanding honours only truth 
for viands To satisfy his hunger 's dangerous 
For what I want will never be achieved ; For m 
for which all hope is lost 
For which I seethe and blame myself for nought 
for which with love the price I paid 
for women of exception 
For yearning is the pain that I must bear , I 
For you alone sufficed the goodly stuff That G 
for your compassion ; Grant me no favour , jus 
for your presence sore I crave ; The great rep 
104 its like , A bastard 's born , to his 
forbears 1 
forbears opposed 
XI 
XIII 
LXVI 
X 
II 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
CXIV 
28 will they know , in me , its painful 
35 / In truth , once there , I must per 
7 assion great there 's none could ever 
22 th And had no need to show his mighty 
10 ship can 't sail without th' opposing 
11 he fires , For those he 's marked are 
120 ur discordant parts Now willingly are 
79 ' adore the god of Love , And I , now 
one of them relents , And yields its 
forcé 5 
forcé 
forcé be told That at my death you deigned to 
forcé ; Should any wish me ill , I can 't comp 
forcé ; The powers three within my soul he que 
forcé ; The very key which shut you in the amb 
forced 3 
forced to feel the pain As corresponds the man 
forced to sing atuned 
forced to take my leave of him , What 's evil 
forceful 1 
forceful might unto the stronger , My mind has 
II 
XCIV 
17 
126 
Easier far that fish swim in the 
forest 1 
forest And lions make their habitat in streams 
forget 1 
hearts Have loved well , I pray you , forget not ! Come weeping , then , your hair a 
forgive ' 1 
est , Merely the soul of her whom God forgive , I covet nought that 's mine or of th 
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LXXIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
31 
53 
LXIII 
I 
LXXIX 
66 
28 
17 
When 'tis achieved , all else is then 
I have 
14 ursuing Love , from whom it takes its 
Love , O Love , I so truly regret My 
torment my soul When I must leave my 
In 
forgot 2 
forgot , Even ourselves , as we dwell in such 
forgot possessing such a feeling ; 'Tis in my 
form 1 
form , Much of the time an and grief it brings 
former 3 
former charge of your ungratefulness Through y 
former joys behind 
former times which were before our own Did Lov 
X 
XI 
LXXXII 
LIV 
CI 
LXXVII 
19 
22 
8 
30 
29 
14 
LXIII 
38 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
IV 
xxxix 
LXXXII 
IV 
CI 
XXIII 
II 
16 
7 
60 
111 
19 
10 
1 
28 
14 
36 
37 
LXVI 
I 
XI 
XI 
XI 
XIX 
31 
37 
12 
3 
3 
27 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XI 
I 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
IV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
X 
LXXIX 
22 
11 
26 
8 
35 
24 
14 
56 
67 
14 
90 
4 
14 
31 
And to the body scornfully holds 
er did He give me one bad day Ere I , 
, As Death , likewise , calis on the 
rience , and judgement , I see fail , 
u art right envious of all good , And 
Love sumraons me , yet 
retly , with unaccustomed pain , Does 
nows not where to tread ) Of steppíng 
e Love has ceased the war he once had 
I know not how - delight is yet there 
m our body , For my desires cannot be 
are , No thing to conic could e'er be 
In nothingness there can be 
My lusty flesh 
of great delight - a goodly pa.rt - Is 
hen 'tis God 's Will the vessel is to 
complexión Knows but that love which 
a gesture , then a voice I heard Of 'a 
s nourished by your wit , And of your 
The lack of sleep so meagre makes my 
39 uch as it is , More than the crown of 
3 erty of mine ? I am a captive now set 
of Love , my fellows for so long , A 
ce , one happens to appear , Bringing 
song of her voice , And says : "Dear 
ife ? A friend to t'ears , yet ne'er a 
-starred heart , so weary of life ? A 
I never was a 
34 it who no longing feels For those his 
to him , Fear and hope will show him 
I do not say it differs 
at delight from lovers is concealed , 
of your sojourn The more You 'd flee 
once had in thevworld , So long away 
t a scar , The ones he 's wounded are 
uld my thoughts one moment ever stray 
irm , Which won 't allow this fasting 
s I feel the strongest pain : To flee 
With Love now lost I want no help 
ef , Ye , if I flee , it seems I part 
captive now set free from Love , Away 
the weal As the usurper would require 
ay all men wend their way ; To escape 
Forsooth 1 
Forsooth the sinner feels the wrath of God Sho 
forth 1 
forth : "Vainly you want / and vain are your d 
forthwith 
forthwith 
fortúnate 
fortúnate 
did make Him alter course , Castin 
if man is for evils designat 
1 
For 
Fortune 4 
Fortune and Chance derange them in their usage 
Fortune follows thee in thy intent ! Each one 
Fortune holds me back , With such disputes my 
Fortune make me bound to its displeasure ; Of 
forward 
forward 
fought 
fought : 
, since he sees no track 
1 
Injured I lie , my wound yet can 't b 
6 found 
found 
found in man Except in him not troubled by the 
found in me 
found no hope ; What ' s bodily by Death is tur 
found no relief in th' anguish At losing that 
found within the thoughts of him who 's sad 
founder 1 
founder In harbour safe , he breaks moorings a 
fox 1 
fox and wolf enjoy , For their capacity to lov 
frail 1 
frail body it was , I , who would swear An arm 
frame 2 
frame so fair the unsullied grace 
frame / Yet hones my wit as love I contémplate 
France 1 
France I could e'er crave 
free 1 
free from Love , Away from him , all pleasure 
fresh 2 
fresh complaint now brings me cióse to death , 
fresh life to his delice of yore , So that his 
friend 4 
friend , leave that your strange abode ! I tak 
friend to laughter , How will you bear those e 
friend to tears , yet ne'er a friend to laught 
friend unto myself , Ñor even once did this I 
friends 1 
friends he once had in the world So long awa 
from 64 
from afar Evil or good , one of which he ever 
from all others : In quantity ' t±s judged much 
From any man who can 't attain great love : In 
from comfortable death 
from company of men , And then , per chance , 
from death exempt 
From fancying I possess all your good will- , W 
from fine fairs 
from folk if ever they be joyful And feel resé 
from God To make the world give me aught of it 
from her ; Both times and Places Point her out 
from him , all pleasure 's far from me 
from him , And of the third he will not have h 
from him there is no need of castles , His pow 
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XIII 
XI 
LXIII 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
XIII 
X 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXXXII 
XI 
XXXIX 
LIV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
CI 
XIII 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
LIV 
XIII 
X 
LXXIX 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
I 
XXIX 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
CI 
IV 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
LXXVII 
LXVI 11 
LXXXIX 
IV 
IV 
LXIII 
LXXXI 
34 
15 
40 
39 
9 
11 
3 
33 
50 
30 
25 
4 
12 
20 
2 
11 
36 
3 
36 
25 
13 
6 
33 
4 
26 
10 
51 
14 
43 
33 
2 
11 
75 
13 
31 
11 
66 
31 
102 
18 
14 
2 
5 
22 
33 
52 
58 
36 
17 
26 
3 
41 
6 
3 
39 
7 
30 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 11 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XIII 
LIV 
LIV 
IV 
II 
38 
15 
18 
94 
11 
33 
14 
26 
4 
XXIX 
XXIX 
wish to have me 'dwell on high , Apart 
to man or woman born For I would fly 
th , who traps the fugitive And flees 
for Love , He who would part his body 
ey in mortal fear , And if involved , 
of mine ? I am a captive now set free 
He who would flee 
himself a greater glory sees He who , 
f-same time I was seen undisposed And 
A great delight 
, Away from him , all pleasure 's far 
th t' imagine my estáte , They eringe 
, did make Him alter course , Casting 
back my time of suffering , And steal 
I pray you then ; let nought keep you 
hear him defamed as traitor Yet faces 
safe , he breaks moorings and guys ; 
who most deserves compassion , Since 
The thought I cannot banish 
Contentment I am granted 
plates , It seems to stray completely 
As 
the world Can cure him , unless he is 
gave not such offence , Absenting me 
hree different types , As can be seen 
Suffice it will to keep the inamoured 
tentment I am granted from one side , 
harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffer 
And 
th the earth , your cors all bloodied 
ually beset by two fierce gales , One 
ut pain : If aught I start I taint it 
ike the rest ; In quality , it varíes 
ove decrease , But choosing them that 
gales , One from the East , the other 
e dead is common to all love And 'tis 
esembles The very one that Death took 
hat 's beheld For 'tis engendered but 
man 's cors the humours oft discord ; 
Pursuing Love , 
kes delight in dreams And his delight 
bend , In this same way I must escape 
, No that vain hope that comes to me 
Of news 
o you I can be hurt by nought And far 
ady , God could grant me nought Apart 
nnocent So long as they 're delivered 
I need no other succour 
ve , O Love , a habit I have tailored 
; He 'd keep him warm throughout the 
But fear you nought , ñor elsewise 
ke until he has decided Towards which 
dangerous pangs / And sees two fleshy 
11 ; He is like Death , who traps the 
With hope all gone , e'er to 
d disdain All those desires , which , 
etion , Desirous though you be of its 
t the good of time now lost ? He sees 
great , This much I need to bring me 
adness , And others - many - show her 
e the company of the quick : They are 
harmful ! Well known it is my life is 
one side , From th' other my life 's 
reply , And did refute this argument 
e beholds the sky / placid and calm , 
I won 't return until I 've 
wn delight , And looks not back , but 
his kind , And won rt return until he 
from Him , to make my joy complete , In truth 
from him who bids me come And seize the one wh 
from him who would fain seek her out 
from his soul , Had he the certainty you 'd pi 
From hope I cannot e'er be cast away , for I w 
from it they crave to flee , And for all times 
from Love , Away from him , all pleasure 's fa 
from Love , encounters him , Yet I , who searc 
from Love , no good / ñor ill , expeets , Whil 
from Love 's favour totally abandoned , I thus 
from lovers is concealed , From any man who ca 
from me 
from me as if I were a corpse 
from me his harsh and bitter thought ; He 's r 
from me this liberty of mine ? I am a captive 
from me , Whilst I am granted favour by your w 
from me , who have revered him most 
From merest ills I see how many die ; No man i 
from my heart the life-blood drains away 
from my mind , Love * s great distress could be 
from one side , From th' other my life 's full 
from our body , For my desires cannot be found 
from Paul 's body God relieved the soul So he 
from Spain , Since with his illness he '11 hav 
from such a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd gi 
from th1 arrows that he fires , For those he ' 
From th' influence of either hope or fear : So 
From th1 other my life 's full of misery : Wit 
from that pain , T* would not be much to place 
from that time he took me in his charge He mad 
from the blows of Love , And also you , who wi 
from the East , the other from the West , And 
from the first , And thus the end can bring me 
from the rest 
from the spirit flow , Which never tires , but 
from the West , And this endures till one of t 
from this I feel the strongest pain : To flee 
from this world , Honest desire remains in me 
from those alike ; Flesh craves for flesh ; th 
From time to time there 's variance in their p 
from whom it takes its form , Much of the time 
from wistful yearning flows , 'Tis so with me 
from you , Because your gesture blighted my re 
from you , Except the one that Reason would ha 
from you I have a deathly fear ; Greatly I dou 
from you pain 's present in all good 
from you , that were not discontent 
from your hands , You are , O Love , that air 
from your love But that your eyes reveal to me 
From your own cloth , and dressed my spirit th 
frosty 1 
frosty spells , He 'd keep him cool all throug 
frown 1 
frown upon These thoughts of mine which such v 
fruit 2 
fruit his inclination sways , In loving two wo 
fruit on a fine branch , And his desire both e 
fugitive 1 
fugitive And flees from him who would fain see 
fulfill 1 
fulfill my wishes , The world I '11 roam , pro 
fulfilled 
fulfilled Love decrease , But choosing them 
fulfillment 1 
fulfillment ; The words of Love you are perfor 
full 8 
full clear that he 's deceived himself , He '1 
full contentment , And my desire might suffer 
full I of joy 
full loath t' imagine my estáte , They eringe 
full of danger , Caught in the grip of these m 
full of misery : With Death itself 'tis now pl 
full straight , Declaring that the body 's bas 
Full sure he trows , one anchor will suffice 
fully 1 
fully routed This terror great which so thwart 
future 1 
future good awaits 
gains "1 
gains súch strength As to destroy the one that 
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LXXIII 
XI 
XXIII 
IV 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XIII 
XIX 
LXXIII 
XXIII 
20 
39 
15 
10 
48 
39 
30 
18 
40 
95 
25 
25 
60 
19 
'gainst 2 
s worm , And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love , The healing of my wound does hu 
humor runneth dry And a great sadness 'gainst me now doth rise , Yet in my cause no 
CI 
XXIX 
XXIII 
CI 
IV 
XVIII 
XI 
XXXIX 
II 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXVI 
X 
XIII 
LXVI 
XXIII 
XIX 
45 
6 
16 
13 
53 
17 
20 
22 
41 
15 
1 
24 
18 
27 
34 
6 
20 
XCIV 77 
XVIII 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
28 
27 
49 
35 
man knows well ; Your colour and your 
ies , And equally beset by two fierce 
easures fleet , which swiftly turn to 
, Since I am ready both for honey and 
I must taste what 's more bitter than 
ment That I should wish t' escape its 
nce my beloved rúes not the wound she 
I suffer lest I e'er 
And if to me Death 
If ever towards Love I 
gait 1 
gait he kens right well , But of the gesture h 
gales 1 
gales , One from the East , the other from the 
gall 3 
gall 
gall For those who feel Love 's evil or his go 
gall , For yearning is the pain that I must be 
gallful 1 
gallful sphere , And if before my eyes comes a 
gave 4 
gave 
gave her offence , And I would fain redeem thi 
gave not such offence , Absenting me from such 
gave offence I 've chastened myself so my foe 
gazes 1 
other lives for ever ; The third one gazes on false appetite 
genteel 1 
e merits of a body fair and true , As genteel youths , in love well versed , have so 
Germany 1 
blight her not ! That Biscayneer , to Germany he 's come , And paralysed , he cannot 
gesture 4 
And by your gesture are my actions checked And my desire c 
I must escape from you , Because your gesture blighted my resolve 
gait he kens right well , But of the gesture he could ne'er report 
I saw a gesture , then a voice I heard Of a frail body 
get 1 
And as man 's mind doth duly get more clear Then great delight will surely 
gi 1 
If Love were but a substance gi 'en to reason And firmly held the sceptre o 
gifts 2 
estow on me her heritage , Of all her gifts she wants to make me master , Wailing at 
for himself alone , Refusing not the gifts that he may grant , I had as lief surren 
give 
My prudent Lady , wouldst thou give 
nt no help from God To make the world give 
hoe'er falls in théir hands ! Who '11 give 
that Reason would have nigh Please , give 
felt Love was my foe But never did He give 
uch a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd give 
, you who by God have been allowed To give 
worth nought , no credence will they give 
nd is that terrible rebuff You always give 
me a crumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage 
me aught of its own / Since nought it has 
me back my time of suffering , And steal 
me not deceitful confidence 
me one bad day Ere I , forthwith , did ma 
, should it not clothe with earth My nake 
the agád man an infant 's guise , And not 
; Those who seeyou , yet do not see with 
whene'er I pay you court 
gives 1 
Love gives to me a great and strong repulsión , And 
glory 4 
h , For they beheld a greater part of glory , Likewise I hold in contempt and disdai 
ht was false , Despising , thus , the glory of this earth , For they beheld a greate 
Within himself a greater glory sees He who , from Love , no good , ñor 
hly praise , But I , who 've seen its glory with mine eyes , Desire its ills , since 
gnawmg 
Another on my heart ne'er halts its gnawing And in their labour there can be no 
42 ove 's young no more 
gnaws 1 
The worm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh is absence If not o 
go 
XCIV 
XIII 
CI 
XI 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
IV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XIII 
XXXIX 
132 
5 
22 
5 
54 
43 
57 
89 
126 
33 
25 
1 
2 
41 
e these prayers come-, But where they go 
tales of deeds most bold ; But let rae go and seek out graves and tombs 
He can 't and won 't 
await you ? To your impending death , 
And questio 
go down a level path ; Return he can 't : anot 
go , henee , in haste ; And through your angui 
God 
to be entirely mine ; Should you love God 
, Like to the saint in th' ardour of God 
My prudent Lady , God 
I pray that God 
honest , Merely the soul of her whom God 
O Love , you who by God 
Each day a thousand times on God 
God 
ake merry on holy days ; In praise of God 
Lily 'midst thorns , I pray God 
25 
a deal then I am jealous ; Your joys outsi 
aflame And comfort finds in this his very 
could grant me nought Apart from you , tha 
doth not prolong my life , Or that He set 
forgive , I covet nought that 's mine or o 
have been allowed To give the agád man an 
I cali For that whose major part in you re 
keep me , I pray , in these my saddest tho 
let them have sport and play ; Let streets 
lets you know How 'tis through you I 'm co 
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CXIV 
XVIII 
XXIII 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
CI 
I 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIII 
XXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
78 
33 
26 
1 
129 
9 
40 
17 
11 
14 
81 
33 
24 
128 
3 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
50 
42 
27 
13 
28 
25 
7 
isposed That I h'ave come t' adore the god 
As f rom Paul ' s body God 
alone sufficed the goodly stuff That God 
When 'tis God 
Mother of God 
orsooth the sinner feels the wrath of God 
God 
I wish to God 
eset him in this world ; The grace of God 
ith Love now lost I want no help from God 
Since World ñor God 
And should God 
You are no virgin ; God 
s mine or of this world , Except that God 
ured by my words , I had as lief that God 
of Love , And I , now forced to take my le 
relieved the soul So he might see the myst 
retained for women of exception 
's Will the vessel is to founder In harbou 
, should in purgatory Her spirit be for si 
Should no travails beset him in this world 
strike me down / should my words prove unt 
that all my thoughts were dead , And that 
then let him not expect : There is no wage 
To make the world give me aught of its own 
to me are of avail T'wards rooting out the 
wish to have me dwell on high , Apart from 
wished you to bear 
would fain place her in I leaven 
would strike me down , Should e'er my spee 
Godhed 1 
come to pass Those many secrets that Godhed reserves , To many martyrs they are , y 
goes 2 
ursues the soul 's right way Then man goes straight , and follows mistress nature , 
s base , Once put in fire , the dross goes up in smoke , Leaving puré gold that 's i 
gold 4 
Of gold and lead these shafts are fashioned , And 
dross goes up in smoke , Leaving puré gold that 's incorruptible , Death likewise te 
Like 'tis with gold , when brought out of the mine , All mixe 
ow How it was wounded by the shaft of gold With which Love strikes those truly inamo 
golden 1 
ur own Did Love let fly all those his golden shafts , But one of them he mindlessly 
LXXXI 
I 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CI 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
LIV 
LXXIII 
IV 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXVIII 
LXXVII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXVIII 
IV 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LXVIII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LIV 
X 
I 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXVI 
I 
LXXXIX 
XXIII 
IV 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
LIV 
7 
9 
22 
40 
32 
34 
10 
52 
80 
35 
53 
59 
16 
29 
38 
47 
25 
40 
63 
10 
5 
57 
28 
13 
49 
32 
70 
50 
19 
14 
23 
36 
74 
64 
8 
12 
40 
42 
9 
42 
7 
14 
27 
48 
9 
25 
43 
gone 
With hope all gone 
I love no thing save for the time now gone 
good 
Of base desires which mingle with the good 
or those who f eel Love ' s evil or his good 
t bear , I see no way to hope for any good 
xtremes the semblance have of perfect good 
, for I want you , that are my upmost good 
d far from you pain 's present in all good 
hat 's evil for all men , to me seems good 
rally ; Acting as one they do evil or good 
Our spirit sees but virtue and good 
was cleansed of any evil humour ; By good 
omplain , though he brings death , To good 
Death , thou art right envious of all good 
ght , And looks not back , but future good 
'Tis said to be a wilful act of good 
Who , after evil , knows the taste of good 
to heed , ' Pon you and him my perfect good 
passion quick : Desire , the lack of good 
a life of pain , Now having lost the good 
If without strain man won 't do any good 
My final good 
's no delight of Love , They feel no good 
What will he do - no other good 
ould but this world encompass perfect good 
Were I required to end my final day , Good 
s though it were my foe For one small good 
er glory sees He who , from Love , no good 
the sceptre of maj'esty , Rewarder of good 
good is left him - Except lament the good 
hope will show him from afar Evil or good 
ar ñor hope , And can 't expect great good 
ght , As they did heed the counsel of good 
k of good , does hold him fast , Once good 
alue could compare The yearning for a good 
cede back to him On the condition of good 
Good 
at philosopher , Who , aiming at that good 
So great 's the good 
, the day the Innocent For mankind 's good 
; Time henee can be the bearer of no good 
tray From faneying I possess all your good 
Created has he many wise and good 
be a wilful act of good , But to this good 
e'er to fulfill my wishes , The world I 
So I love nought , for all is come to d 
42 
According to which has th' ascendaney 
alone When following the course of its ow 
and evil man 's radical heat Sustained is 
and evils past I am quite cold 
, And Fortune follows thee in thy intent 
awaits 
, But to this good you cannot find the wa 
Cannot be said to be completely unblest : 
depends 
, does hold him fast , Once good 's achie 
he once possessed 1 Right well he sees , 
, How will he do it if it causes pain ? I 
, I contémplate your death , When present 
if not flattered by hope 
is left him - Except lament the good of t 
, It is through me man would achieve such 
Loving then will also have its cióse 
'midst great ills must bring grief And so 
, ñor ill , expeets , Whilst loving her w 
, of iniquity scourge , Among the best th 
of time now lost ? He sees full clear tha 
, one of which he ever feels , And what h 
or great offence ; The far extreme contai 
reason , And I depart through my opinión 
*s achieved , then this desire must cease 
so long desired 
stewardship , And as his vassal to expend 
summons evil lustily as it leaves 
that cannot perish His perishable goods c 
that here is set before me That without p 
was nailed to the cross , You wounded me 
; What is no more is what I like the best 
will , Without the whole I can have no de 
Yet but Teresa has the flavour of perfect 
you cannot find the way 
XXIII 33 
goodly 3 
Some part of great delight - a goodly part - Is found within the thoughts of 
For you alone sufficed the goodly stuff That God retained for women of ex 
Doubt not they will provoke a goodly tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls in 
goods 1 
ood that cannot perish His perishable goods cast in deep sea For fear they could per 
govern 1 
Venecians govern not their commonweal As peacefully as y 
grace 
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XXIII 
XIII 
II 
LXIII 
X 
36 
37 
15 
11 
37 
XXXIX 
LXVI 
IV 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
I 
d of your frame so fair the unsullied 
g that , through the scarcity of your 
ess , oh maidens ; Although a lack of 
ravails beset him in this world ; The 
ath they never would admit Unto their 
10 e so dim As not t' admit your body '3 
19 espair is set before his eyes 
grace 
grace , Death comes to th1 innocent , martyr f 
grace leads to indifference , My foot will ne' 
grace of God then let him not expect : There i 
grace their fellow memory , And both would act 
graceful 1 
graceful charms 
gracefully 
gracefully 
Like the shrewd man , though 
Love does on him bestow The joy o 
22 , Refusing not the gifts that he may 
15 ned hands I beg for your compassion ; 
57 My prudent Lady , God could 
10 ou hast wounded me , will thou please 
28 ix your regard ; And I pray Love will 
12 nought keep you from me , Whilst I am 
13 Contentment I am 
15 he find , For he believes he will be 
13 our strange abode ! I take delight in 
grant 5 
grant , I had as lief surrender to his sadness 
Grant me no favour , just boon for my service 
grant me nought Apart from you , that were not 
grant That precious ointment used to heal ofti 
grant you all his power 
granted . 3 
granted favour by your will 
granted from one side , From th' other my life 
granted pardon , And with no time for thought 
granting 1 
granting you my favour As yet unknown to man o 
XVIII 
LIV 
XCIV 
XIX 
LXVI 
XIII 
II 
54 h learned men would find beyond their 
11 n in hope of it I live ; Should I not 
57 So ,many on earth have 
11 hich causes his despair ? Yet ' tis so 
32 brings me cióse to death , 'Tis of a 
39 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
IV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
CI 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LXIII 
CI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XI 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
CI 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
XI 
II 
XXIII 
XI 
X 
XVIII 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
11 
77 
41 
19 
36 
9 
12 
25 
47 
23 
37 
7 
38 
54 
26 
49 
36 
36 
60 
41 
37 
70 
119 
17 
3 
10 
29 
26 
50 
42 
36 
99 
15 
29 
9 
3 
9 
39 
2 
22 
37 
42 
2 
7 
17 
grasp 2 
grasp , And when I speak , so they deny my wor 
grasp it , so wretched I '11 be Upon this eart 
grasped 1 
grasped not my words And many more have nevé 
grave 1 
grave it seems a thing untrue To pursue that f 
graver 1 
graver kind , not like the rest 
5 ost bold 
graves 1 
But let me go and seek out graves and tombs And question there the spir 
greasy 1 
A greasy cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set f 
great 
If people have beheld my sufferings great 
Love gives to me a great 
My ills are not so great 
tentment , And my desire might suffer great 
pain , And such a pain is bound with great 
Some part of great 
e have beheld my sufferings great , A great 
A great 
orld I cast aside , In firm belief my great 
venoms ; comfort thus may die ; With great 
Such great 
ake attempt herefrom to escape , Such great 
y through experience one may know The great 
's mind doth duly get more clear Then great 
cannot banish from my mind , Love 's great 
So mightiful is Love with his great 
r all my thoughts , which drive me to great 
her fear ñor hope , And can 't expect great 
, who would fain I feel His treasures great 
By Love 's great 
, which drive me to great folly , So great 
were my foe For one small good 'midst great 
rebelled against me ; Those contrasts great 
Great 
Herein I feel a sweetness that 's so great 
, Her eyes astream , with raptures of great 
avour of perfection , Possessing such great 
aled , From any man who can 't attain great 
st in you as you would care , 'Tis my great 
great as other men 's^  , I 've made it great 
ope , And can 't expect great good or great 
antity : In others' eyes the lover 's great 
d ; 'Tis wondrous strange how even in great 
A certain part of my great 
A pair of eyes I saw of such great 
for your presehce sore I crave ; The great 
So great 
ly my life,'s humor>runneth dry And a great 
aptain who is near shore And sees his great 
t extends beyond all others ' reach ; Great 
Through that great 
hou realize That 'tis through Love my great 
cy Love to me discloses Those secrets great 
hat fool reproaches me ? Such passion great 
efore mine eyes a mount of sufferings great 
50 
, A great delight accompanied my soul 
and strong repulsión , And to my eyes 't 
as other men 's , I 've made it great , 
decrease If yours should vary and show n 
delight 
delight - a goodly part - Is found withi 
delight accompanied my soul 
delight from lovers is concealed , From 
delight is tainted By pleasures fleet , 
delight my heart will ne'er abound Until 
delight take those who understand And fi 
delight to me I feel it brings , I want 
delight which lies within the will Of he 
delight will surely be its issue , A sub 
distress could be a surer fate And noble 
favour Suffice it will to keep the inamo 
folly , So great , i' faith , I love for 
good or great offence ; The far extreme 
; He shows to me alone 
heat I wish to be consumed , For in his 
, i' faith , I love for her disdain , He 
ills must bring grief And so I strive to 
in our discordant parts Now willingly ar 
is the pain of every Lover true , When v 
, Itself , and since I feel no other joy 
joy ; Sweet to my cars flows the song of 
knowledge in herself Shé wants for nough 
love : In their intent there 's no delig 
Love that leads me to such zeal ; I do n 
, much prizing what I lose , For seeing 
offence ; The far extreme contains its o 
or small , And Love takes\hold depending 
pain - I know not how - delight is yet t 
pleasure is The very same sad people fee 
power To mete out pain , yet also promis 
repose of my complete contentment Can on 
's the good that here is set before me T 
sadness 'gainst me now doth rise , ^Yet i 
ship as a lofty castle 
subtlety has it at its command 
suffering which is now drawn nigh Steadi 
sufferings come , And *tis through Love 
the subtlest are denied , And my bright 
there 's none could ever forcé ; Should 
, This much I need to bring me full cont 
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12 
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can move me but 'to vomit ; All lovers great , through their beloved dead , Are like 
ly 'midst thorns , my power is not so great To make a crown that were invisible 
My suffering great treads not the common path ; As ev 'ry p 
until I 've fully routed This terror great which so thwarts my delight 
I am that very person ; Then wondrous great would seem the world to me Should I not 
greater 
Within himself a greater 
repast the bird will never cease , By greater 
ory of this earth , For they beheld a greater 
she I love is now outside my time The greater 
t , and follows mistress nature , The greater 
ment itself brings them a comfort Far greater 
s of Love are like those of romance , Greater 
glory sees He who , from Love , no goo 
pain than this am I besieged , For the 
part of glory , Likewise I hold in con 
part of her does still perdure ; When 
part the lesser does attract And finds 
than the world and all its pity 
they were than all accounts relate 
greatly 3 
I marvel greatly each time I behold The haughtiness of 
s so , yet sadness holds me fast , So greatly , I delight knowing 'tis thus , It has 
news from you I have a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt that you will show me love ; T 
grief 8 
when they part he ' s left to his own grief 
te : For all I do I feel doth come to grief 
all good 'midst great ills must bring grief And so I strive to make my pain a habit 
gst my pains 'Tis lost anón and to my grief I turn 
es its form , Much of the time an and grief it brings And some delight with other su 
Alas / I see my pleasure come to grief , My labour doubled after brief repose , 
out to file , According to the joy or grief they had ; And some there are which show 
If aught I see f hers it brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems I part from 
you grieved , your sufferings were my 
The more my love excels , the more I 
of me increase my pain ; Whene'er you 
ife is full of danger , Caught in the 
hat Love won 't ever hold them in his 
both a fool , and oaf , and downright 
ranee it is that man would seek Those 
ptible , Death likewise terminates my 
In order to achieve perpetual bliss , 
f no pleasure can you find : It is so 
Whoe'er seeks your delight On shaky 
ey , And for all times the flesh does 
eme , If there 's a place for Love to 
ady , base desires I root out ; There 
ght , Though when it fades my sorrows 
wed To give the agád man an infant *s 
harbour safe , he breaks moorings and 
for all times sad , Through that its 
0 Love , O Love , a 
the resolve ; Completely beat by this 
ief And so I strive to make my pain a 
griefs 
griefs 
grieve 
grieve ; 
grieved 
grieved 
1 
Through love 's excess I 'm brought u 
your sufferings were my griefs 
grip of these most mortal foes ; Both poor and 
grip ; Should I recount its colourable pleasur 
gross 5 
gross 
gross delights , not knowing how they harm ; 0 
gross desire : That was enclosed in that part 
Gross pleasure of this world I cast aside , In 
gross that Love cannot be served 
ground 1 
ground places his own contentment ; Since no r 
grow 4 
grow anew , In his repast the bird will never 
grow in you ; His passion finds a ready spot i 
grow no weeds upon my riverbank ; Let it be kn 
grow within Like to that man who is condemned 
guise 
guise 
guys 
guys 
And not to have the wise called innoce 
From merest ills I see how many die 
18 im in the forest And lions make their 
92 , According to the joy or grief they 
23 g not the gifts that he may grant , I 
3 my deeds are coloured by my words , I 
38 Since Love has ceased the war he once 
40 o would part his body from his soul , 
34 g feels For those his friends he once 
22 me with just one body 's strength And 
habit 4 
habit , donned , and long since worn , Of clot 
habit I have tailored From your own cloth , an 
habit of oíd , I take delight in nought outsid 
habit So ne'er again I '11 know the taste of j 
habitat 1 
habitat in streams Than ever variance should b 
had 7 
had ; And some there are which show me her in 
had as lief surrender to his sadness , And for 
had as lief that God would strike me down / Sh 
had fought : Injured I lie , my wound yet can 
Had he the certainty you 'd pity him 
had in the world , So long away from company o 
had no need to show his mighty forcé ; The pow 
5 rget not ! Come weeping , 
51 I do not fear your body 
18 and terror in her face , 
hair 3 
then , your hair all dishevelled , With open breast so tha 
's slightest hair Could do me ill , or show me its disdain 
Tearing her hair with fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life 
thoughts 
halts . "1 
Another on my heart ne'er halts its gnawing And in their labour there 
hand 
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hands 
With joined hands 
Into their hands 
And woe betide whoe'er fall3 in their hands 
long as they 're delivered from your hands 
alone in your disfavour 
rings lie for me in wait 
I beg for your compassion ; Grant me no 
I know I 'm bound to fall ; Time henee c 
! Who '11 give me back my time of suffer 
/ You are , O Love , that air most pesti 
O you 
of men , And then , per chance 
hapless 
most hapless now beneath the earth , your cors al 
happens 1 
one happens to appear Bringing fresh ufe to his 
happiness 1 
ath , When present time filis me with happiness , If I am sad through any present ca 
harbour 1 
d 's Will the vessel is to founder In harbour safe , he breaks moorings and guys ; F 
hard 1 
uses pain ? I see the heart of man as hard as wood , And no man ever mourns his fell 
harken 1 
I deem i' faith you '11 harken to my plight , And once you 've known m 
harm 1 
gross delights , not knowing how they harm ; Out of his wits is he who reckons up Th 
harmful 1 
aw ; Resemble not that which to me is harmful ! Well known it is my ufe is full of 
harsh 2 
im alter course , Casting from me his harsh and bitter thought ; He 's routed me wit 
That man may well be slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffer from that 
has 
be achieved ; For my desire no doctor has 
ful might unto the stronger , My mind has 
doth spur And by your eyes my armour has 
ch to see in me its works ; And Death has 
ace , and I alone at war , Since Love has 
demands , He '11 not partake until he has 
Like to the man who has 
Created has 
d all others ' reach ; Great subtlety has 
, the Will by whom the deed is done , Has 
Though no sure measure has 
Like to the child , who down his road has 
All sustenance has 
A faint desire has 
at he wants ; He who bemoans this ill has 
arrows did slay many in the past ; He has 
to him who through his arrant faults Has 
pletely unblest : Love 's nourishment has 
expect : There is rto wage for him who has 
The world has 
he bitter 's sweet , So much my taste has 
desires , Though towards one my will has 
ly , I delight knowing 'tis thus , It has 
me aught of its own , Since nought it has 
w doth rise , Yet in my cause no hand has 
ey do evil or good According to which has 
he many wise and good Yet but Teresa has 
ence I 've chastened myself so my foe has 
28 
a cure 
been assailed by two desires , Though towa 
been pierced ; My thoughts / assailant , n 
brought no death unto my love , Ñor pain I 
ceased the war he once had fought : Injure 
decided Towards which frult his inclinatio 
desire for viands To satisfy his hunger 's 
he many wise and good Yet but Teresa has t 
it at its command 
it for Lord , and though they may dispute 
its quantity : In others' eyes the lover ' 
learnt To walk right well despite his tend 
long since turned sour Save that for which 
neither fear ñor hope , And can 't expect 
no fixed place , Security consider , then 
none left to wage war to the death 
not disclosed your servant 's willing brea 
not such bitterness , Above all things 'ti 
not toiled 
nought whose valué could compare The yearn 
now become infected ! At once my heart 's 
now inclined 
such might that I renege all joy , Ñor can 
t' avail my own desire 
taken arms 
th' ascendaney 
the flavour oí perfection 
wept 
Possessing suc 
implore and cali on thee , Since thou 
our impending death , go , henee , in 
repulsión , And to my eyes 'tis now a 
marvel greatly each time I behold The 
lis , And each of them with proud and 
Of news from you I 
1 not have him sire , Or let him even 
O Love , you who by God 
'Tis done with me as it should 
My eyes , in this , 
If people 
ughts have made me so disposed That I 
I '11 be Upon this earth hell will I 
I 
So many on earth 
hast 1 
hast wounded me will thou please grant That 
haste 1 
haste ; And through your anguish you prolong y 
hateful 1 
hateful thing And should I mix delight among 
haughtiness 1 
haughtiness of every lover 
haughty 1 
haughty ways 
's will ! Asking me 
have 4 9 
have a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt that you 
have a thought of it 
have been allowed To give the agád man an infa 
have been done > 
have been the first involved And all my senses 
have beheld my sufferings great , A great deli 
have come t' adore the god of Love , And I , n 
have encountered 
have forgot possessing such a feeling ; 'Tis i 
have grasped not my words , And many more have 
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om him , And of -the third he will not have 
not continuous pain ? All my delights have 
y were dark , Howlings and wails I 'd have 
eak , so they deny my words , They 'd have 
t you ; Those lovers when impassioned have 
inal day , Good Loving then will also have 
he 's left with pain , Each love does have 
What many men have 
lso you , who with your ardent hearts Have 
My foolish thoughts have 
And should God wish to have 
ure / working sapiently in me , Would have 
Spain , Since with his illness he '11 have 
tremes I 'm come ! Asleep , awake / I have 
grasped not my words , And many more have 
ou , Except the one that Reason would have 
r good will , Without the whole I can have 
lind fire where lovers are consumed I have 
dead , so he that loved but this Can have 
, rather would I abstain : Although I have 
The wísest man can have 
I am that servant who would have 
n us ; Oppose it though we could , we have 
iently in me , Would have me stir , I have 
of Love ; Th' extremes the semblance have 
If artless I have 
, nix I alone , For only I the melange have 
ed as traitor Yet faces from me , who have 
enteel youths , in love well versed , have 
holy days ; In praise of God let them have 
0 Love , 0 Love , a habit I have 
I 'd lief to have 
defeat , If in the morn his foe would have 
I' faith I have 
d man an infant 's guise , And not to have 
the first involved And all my senses have 
uld seem the world to me Should I not have 
erced ; My thoughts , assailant , now have 
labour there can be no break Unless I have 
him sire , Or let him even have a thought 
I transposed in one ; And Love would fain 
instead of songs 
it I say only foolish things 
it not : They show themselves unworthy , 
its cióse 
its lover and beloved ; Once flesh is dea 
lost is what I lose The more my love exce 
loved well , I pray you , forget not ! Co 
made me so disposed That I have come t' a 
me dwell on high , Apart from Him , to ma 
me stir , I have not the resolve ; Comple 
more acquaintance , He '11 better underst 
my fancy fixed On my beloved , who she is 
never heard of them 
nigh Please , give me not deceitful confi 
no delight 
no fear that I would e' er be burnt 
no love ; Nought can he bind to love 
no memory of the past , How pleasant is t 
no more advantage Save that the fool does 
no spite Although his service went unreco 
no wish 
not the resolve ; Completely beat by this 
of perfect good 
proved in my intent , Be sure true love i 
rejected Of base desires which mingle wit 
revered him most 
sought In vain , and , hungry , must yet 
sport and play ; Let streets , and square 
tailored From your own cloth , and dresse 
the brightest day were dark , Howlings an 
the day , Before nightfall the king would 
the Will , and in abundance , But none I 
the wise called innocent So long as they 
therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppos 
this fear of misfortune ! A life of joy b 
vanquished me ; A captive I , afeared , o 
what is to me denied 
CXIV 
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All that I say for those who 
I 'm brought unto these straits , Not 
he do t' escape a life of pain , Now 
If 
1 through the summer 's heat , Little 
soon the very devil will lament When 
As 
ware , some comfort can he find , For 
ut this Can have no love ; Nought can 
essel is to founder In harbour safe , 
; Of Love I don 't complain , though 
is deeds , Then , mixedly with pain , 
The peace 
en Love beheld the power so enfeebled 
A middling lover 
won 't go down a level path ; Return 
charms ; Like the shrewd man , though 
rils rife , A place he espies wherein 
Germany he 's come , And paralysed , 
kens right well , But of the gesture 
that woman .whose child , That should 
n on this earth , But only that in me 
m warm throughout the frosty spells , 
hes out a kind , indulgent , master ; 
k him there , For by himself that way 
o the master he detests his servant , 
Like to the master 
What will 
ain man won 't do any good , How will 
What will 
, So too am I by Love now cast away , 
, And Love takes hold1 depending where 
, the sea with perils rife , A place 
from afar Evil or good , one of which 
een within these flames , No pity can 
ies wherein he can take shelter , Yet 
either hope or fear : So deeply will 
, And , long aware , some comfort can 
tender age , And should , perchance , 
, As can be seen from th' arrows that 
of his kind , And won 't return until 
ve felt Love was my foe But never did 
ly demands , He '11 not partake until 
se arrows did slay many in the past ; 
or in the world Can cure him , unless 
nly that in me he 'd deign to dwell ; 
haven 1 
haven 't seen you Will be worth nought , no cr 
having 2 
having known or prized other things 
having lost the good he once possessed ? Right 
he 124 
he accedes , then you will reach th' extreme , 
he appreciates his master 's worth Taking disp 
he beholds our sufferings are akin 
he beholds the sky , placid and calm , Full su 
he believes he will be granted pardon , And wi 
he bind to love 
he breaks moorings and guys ; From merest ills 
he brings death , To good and evils past I am 
he brings delight 
he brings is really war to me ; If she through 
He broke his bow ; This I proclaim to all 
he , by pain tormented , That would fain pray 
He can *t and won 't go down a level path ; Re 
he can 't : another took him there , For by hi 
he can 't appreciate , He sees the colour , ye 
he can take shelter , Yet he falls short throu 
he cannot make a sign Should he take ill ; no 
he could ne'er report 
he cry to her for baneful venom , So weak ' s h 
he 'd deign to dwell ; He is like Death , who 
He 'd keep him cool all through the summer 's 
He *d keep him warm throughout the frosty spel 
he 'd never wend 
He deals out neither punishment ñor charge , S 
he detests his servant , He deals out neither 
he do - no other good is left him - Except lam 
he do it if it causes pain ? I see the heart o 
he do t' escape a life of pain , Now having lo 
He does not wish to show his power in me 
He enters 
he espies wherein he can take shelter , Yet he 
he ever feels , And what he loses , later he r 
he expect , much less , defence 
he falls short through his most wretched luck 
he feel the present joy 
he find , For he believes he will be granted p 
he find himself 'midst crags , He *s struck wi 
he fires , For those he 's marked are forced t 
he gains such strength As to destroy the one t 
He give me one bad day Ere I , forthwith , did 
he has decided Towards which fruit his inclina 
He_has none left to wage war to the death 
he'is from Spain , Since with his illness he ' 
He is like Death , who traps the fugitive And 
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pardon , And with no time for thought he 
nows well ; Your colour and your gait he 
idst crags , He 's struck with fear ( he 
wers three within my soul he quells , He 
hough hís service went unrecognized : He 
Iness he '11 have more acquaintance , He 
s from Spain , Since with his illness he 
1 clear that he 's deceived himself , He 
And his desire both equally demands , He 
he 's so middling in love , Security he 
one of which he ever feels , And what he 
om -that time he took me in his charge He 
Created has he 
f alone , Refusing not the gifts that he 
Paul 's body God relieved the soul So he 
e his golden shafts , But one of them he 
anding his adviser ; As for my Will , he 
strength by Love I *m stricken down : He 
, my head all bare , Serving a Lord , he 
With heart sincere he 
gressed , Yet if the bounds of nature he 
t war , Since Love has ceased the war he 
o longing feels For those his friends he 
fe of pain , Now having lost the good he 
his fondness dwells , And at her whim he 
er then I feel his pleasure draw ; If he 
rce ; The powers three within my soul he 
s firm intent : That unto Him my will he 
once flesh is lost , loves not , When he 
ver feels , And what he loses , later he 
Like to the man who sees he 
er not ! That Biscayneer , to Germany he 
me now lost ? He sees full clear that he 
k man who trusts he will live , Since he 
ortunes him anew , But when they part he 
oves not , When he recalls delights , he 
th' arrows that he fires , For those he 
rom me hís harsh and bitter thought ; He 
Who is that man he 
anee , he find himself 'midst crags , He 
iven to such pain Love only knows for he 
nt leave nought but a scar , The ones he 
base deed , his was a savage heart , He 
pt lament the good of time now lost ? He 
e good he once possessed ? Right well he 
o tread ) Of stepping forward , since he 
ho contemplates on Love , Three parts he 
d man , though he can ' t appreciate , He 
re in all his deportment , Right well he 
Eftsoons he 
od doth not prolong my life , Or that He 
uld fain I feel His treasures great ; He 
Today he 
alysed , he cannot make a sign Should he 
, in these my saddest thoughts , For he 
and beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so he 
uld part his body from his soul , Had he 
And from that time he 
the sky , placid and calm , Full sure he 
You 're without love or know not what he 
d , And he who lies , believed as oft he 
ould not be alive upon this earth Ere he 
Deprived of it 
hout love or know not what he wants ; He 
Likewise with Love , he 
Within himself a greater glory sees He 
He 
ee who , loving not , are loved , And he 
delight which lies within the will Of he 
ng how they harm ; Out of his wits is he 
He 
s to th' innocent , martyr for Love , He 
comfort can he find , For he believes he 
Like to the sick man who trusts he 
sees , if not by folly blinded , That he 
d require from him , And of the third he 
ve I cannot feel , This I might- do if he 
them he mindlessly _retained , With it he 
eally war to me ; If she through whom he 
is put to death 
kens right well , But of the gesture he cou 
knows not where to tread ) Of stepping forw 
leaves me two , I daré not use the third 
lives completely where his fondness dwells 
'11 better understand its quality 
'11 have more acquaintance , He '11 better 
'11 never find so bounteous a master 
'11 not partake until he has decided Toward 
'11 take as his companion ? Another I becom 
loses , later he regains 
made my Understanding his adviser ; As for 
many wise and good Yet but Teresa has the f 
may grant , I had as lief surrender to his 
might see the mysteries divine For body is 
mindlessly retained , With it he wounded me 
named it as his bailiff , And each took oat 
needs not his , of infinite puissance 
never was a vassal And never thought of eve 
now cries out his peace , Bareheaded , then 
o'ersteps Therefrom comes false desire , in 
once had fought : Injured I lie , my wound 
once had in the world , So long away from c 
once possessed ? Right well he sees , if no 
places all his Will 
proves me , another must content me , Outsi 
quells , He leaves me two , I daré not use 
reaffirm , That on my way to Him I find no 
recalls delights , he 's left with pain , E 
regains 
's cióse to death , The weather rough , the 
's come , And paralysed , he cannot make a 
's deceived himself , He '11 never find so 
*s familiar with his maladies , But should 
's left to his own grief 
's left with pain , Each love does have its 
's marked are forced to feel the pain As co 
*s routed me with just one body 's strength 
's so middling in love , Security he '11 ta 
's struck with fear ( he knows not where to 
's the very cause 
's wounded are from death exempt 
says no more than I won 't lack reward 
sees full clear that he *s deceived himself 
sees , if not by folly blinded , That he wi 
sees no track 
sees , of which two follow nature : Of them 
sees the colour , yet ignores the substance 
sees the error qf his way In trying to impr 
sees the threat of pending tempest , A stor 
set in me this firm intent : That unto Him 
shows to me alone 
sports with shafts of lead alone , Powerles 
take ill ; no doctor in the world Can cure 
takes not away what makes me sad ; Herein I 
that loved but this Can have no love ; Noug 
the certainty you 'd pity him 
took me in his charge He made my Understand 
trows , one anchor will suffice 
wants ; He who bemoans this ill has no fixe 
wants ; I find myself by Love so overwhelme 
was cleansed of any evil humour ; By good a 
wastes 
weens that , should such turbulence perdure 
who bemoans this ill has no fixed place , S 
who feels not his ills , Cannot maintain in 
who , from Love , no good , ñor ill , expec 
who knows not no pity then can feel For him 
who lies , believed as oft he wants ; I fin 
who proves to be a lover true And loves him 
who reckons up That once they 're lost , th 
who would flee from Love , encounters him , 
who would part his body from his soul , Had 
will be granted pardon , And with no time f 
will live , Since he 's familiar with his m 
will ne'er enjoy a better estáte 
will not have him sire , Or let him even ha 
would but allow That I could come to love w 
wounded me , and so I die 
wounded me waged war , In peace I 'd be , d 
sport On snow I walk 
T1 
head 2 
, unshod , my head all bare , Serving a Lord 
were best to head for port than tarry there 
he never was 
heal 1 
grant That precious ointment used to heal oftimes We patients , that are made to en 
healed 1 
njured I lie , my wound yet can 't be healed , Since my beloved rúes not the wound s 
healing 1 
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LXXIII 21 t jostling lusti'ly 'gainst Love , The healing of my wound does hurt me so I seek out 
35 thin , can find him not 
hear 1 
In places I hear him defamed as traitor Yet faces from me 
CI 
XCIV 
LXIII 
CI 
LXVIII 
LXIII 
heard 2 
13 I saw a gesture , then a voice I heard Of a frail body it was 
58 t my words , And many more have never heard of them 
who would s 
heart 
LXXVII 12 Who do not mourn the suffering of my heart 
LXVIII 23 In each base deed , his was a savage heart 
LXXVII 11 nt and in pain ; And so , wlth all my heart 
II 28 he sun when it is June Burns my weak- heart 
LXXIX 6 elled , With open breast so that your heart 
LXVIII 27 ; Let it be known that deep within my heart 
XIII 22 eeds upon my thoughts , Another on my heart 
LXXVII 7 e do it if it causes pain ? I see the heart 
CXIV 36 n strong can alter any law And make a heart 
CX1V 87 has now become infected ! At once my heart 
LXXIX 29 With heart 
XI 2 counsel do you seek , My ill-starred heart 
XI 36 t deserves compassion , Since from my heart 
CXIV 12 pains are thus increased , For in my heart 
LXXIII 23 thus may die ; With great delight my heart 
15 
, He says no more than I won "t lack rew 
, I pardon those Who do not mourn the su 
in want of your sweet favour 
may show How it was wounded by the shaft 
My thoughts will never fall into disgrac 
ne'er halts its gnawing , And in their 1 
of man as hard as wood , And no man ever 
of steel and stone construed 
's of steel , of flesh , of wood : I am 
sincere he now cries out his peace , Bar 
, so weary of life ? A friend to tears , 
the life-blood drains away 
there is no pleasure cropped 
will ne'er abound Until my mind does str 
And also you 
hearts 1 
who with your ardent hearts Have loved well I pray you , forget n 
41 By Love 
47 be restrained by nought , In winter 
ep him cool all through the summer 
59 our ; By good and evil man 's radical heat Sustained is 
heat 4 
s great heat I wish to be consumed , For in his fire I 
heat ; in summer , with no warmth : A poor rew 
heat , Little he appreciates his master 's wor 
Heaven 1 
ed by all love So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 't reach 
32 d I recount its colourable pleasure 
Heaving 1 
Heaving a sigh the time now lost , they ' 11 
heed 6 
XXXIX 1 Let him who is not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 's not been sa 
LXXXIX 39 The words of Love you are perforce to heed , 'Pon you and him my perfect good depend 
XCIV 7 my words : They are Most few who Pay heed t' other things Unless akin to those that 
LXIII 15 ; All lovers to this notice must pay heed : That without sadness thare can be no jo 
CXIV 74 any who 've lost nought , As they did heed the counsel of good reason , And I depart 
I 4 4 firm and stubborn steel ; Pay then no heed to envy 's bitter counsel 
heeding 1 
XXIII 8 see you , yet do not see within , On heeding me , they '11 be sad in their soul 
height 1 
LXXIII 45 My thoughts of love rise up to such a height My soul Uves in the body of my beloved 
held 1 
XVIII 18 substance gi 'en to reason And firmly held the sceptre of majesty , Rewarder of good 
12 
hell 1 
so wretched I '11 be Upon this earth hell will I have encountered 
help 2 
CXIV 28 I could come to love without Love 's help 
CXIV 14 With Love now lost I want no help from God To make the world give me aught 
I 
XI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
CI 
XI 
XI 
XI 
XXIII 
I 
XCIV 
XI 
XI 
XI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
CI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
ands 
you 
I know I 'm bound to fall 
? To your impending death 
henee 2 
Time henee can be the bearer of no good ; What is n 
go , henee , in haste ; And through your anguish yo 
her 
118 now , unhampered by the flesh ? With her 
90 Ye , if I flee , it seems I part from her 
55 y , But quite distinct are they after her 
37 ly , So great , i' faith , I love for her 
114 w outside my time The greater part of her 
38 for her disdain , Her lack of words , her 
17 Her 
10 arms she 's come out in the street , Her 
17 Her eyes all tears , and terror in her 
31 s for nought to be completely known : Her 
23 n whose child , That should he cry to her 
94 in sadness , And others - many - show her 
20 Id bestow on me her heritage , Of all her 
18 rs , and terror in her face , Tearing her 
19 s and howls , Life would bestow on me her 
128 Id , Except that God would fain place her 
93 ad ; And some there are which show me her 
32 evout of men ; 'Re wise may feed upon her 
38 , i' faith , I love for her disdain , Her 
132 Let my sins blight her 
95 I suffer lest I e'er gave her 
40 nd flees from him who would fain seek her 
37 
alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; Tho 
; Both times and Places Point her out to f 
death , I feel them sepárate , nigh visibl 
disdain , Her lack of words , her estáte s 
does still perdure ; When in the flesh she 
estáte such as it is , More than the crown 
eyes all tears , and terror in her face , 
eyes astream , with raptures of great joy 
face , Tearing her hair with fiercesome sh 
fairness blinds the most devout of men ; ' 
for baneful venom , So weak 's her wit , s 
full I of joy 
gifts she wants to make me master , Wailin 
hair with fiercesome shrieks and howls , L 
heritage , Of all her gifts she wants to m 
in I leaven 
in sadness , And others - many - show her 
intellect 
lack -of words , her estáte such as it is , 
not ! That Biscayneer , to Germany he 's c 
offence , And I would fain redeem this wit 
out 
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XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XI 
LXXIII 
LIV 
XCIV 
I 
LXXIII 
CI 
LIV 
II 
91 
56 
36 
116 
130 
31 
23 
52 
11 
44 
2 
126 
24 
51 
16 
9 
29 
rom her ; Both times and Places Point 
rself that creature Whose virtues are 
war , In peace I 'd be , defeated and 
ived upon this earth I sought to love 
Mother of God , should in purgatory 
es my power cannot deal ; Deprived of 
, If at one point are actions done by 
er with most.sincere intent , But for 
; Sweet to my cars flows the song of 
ly where his fondness dwells , And at 
ask me if I thirst , Being away , for 
t is.most honest , Merely the soul of 
to her for baneful venom , So weak ' s 
d , ñor ill , expects , Whilst loving 
make flinch , Without a scratch , to 
her out to file , According to the joy or grie 
her selfguard against vice 
her slave 
her spirit and nought else : How much more now 
Her spirit be for sins unexpiate , I pray your 
her , the world can cure me not 
her , Then , rapidly , the cause is in the bod 
her virtues , not stained by desire 
her voice , And says : "Dear friend , leave th 
her whim he places all his Will 
her who makes me live ? If I weep not , who is 
her whom God forgive / I covet nought that 's 
her wit , she yields to his demand 
her with most sincere intent , But for her vir 
her yet did I yield 
here 2 
So great 's the good that here is set before me That without pain in hop 
Think not 'tis me who here should bear the blame , And woe to him wh 
herefrom 1 
6 I e'er reject , Or even make attempt herefrom to escape , Such great delight to me 
Herein 1 
3 he takes not away what makes me sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that ' s so great , I 
XIII 
XXXIX 
I 
heretic 1 
13 That Cypriot king , the hostage of a heretic , Compared with me seems not unfortuna 
heritage 1 
19 d howls , Life would bestow on me her heritage , Of all her gifts she wants to make 
hermit 2 
17 Before ere long I '11 lead a hermit 's life The better to observe Love 's h 
33 Like to the hermit who no longing feels For those his frie 
89 
hers 1 
If aught I see f hers it brings me grief Ye if I flee it 
herself 2 
XXIII 29 , Possessing such great knowledge in herself She wants for nought to be completely 
LXXIII 55 its own nature , And loving only for herself that creature Whose virtues are her se 
XCIV 
XIII 
XXXIX 
33 d should God wish to have me dwell on 
34 
XIII 
LXVIII 
LXIII 
X 
X 
I 
I 
XXIX 
LXIII 
LXVIII 
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hid 1 
62 such marvellous effect Till then kept hid by power of contraríes ? Bitter and sweet 
high 1 
high , Apart from Him , to make my joy complet 
highly 1 
highly praise , But 1 , who 've seen its glory 
him 55 
him 
him - Except lament the good of time now lost 
him , all pleasure ' s far from me 
Him alter course , Casting from me his harsh a 
him , And of the third he will not have him si 
him anew , But when they part he 's left to hi 
him as that woman whose child , That should he 
him bend , In this same way I must escape from 
him bestow The joy of hope be never cast aside 
him cool all through the summer 's heat , Litt 
him defamed as traitor Yet faces from me , who 
him divine 
him down , His mind will plunge him into morta 
him even have a thought of it 
him fast , Once good 's achieved , then this d 
him , Fear and hope will show him from afar Ev 
him for himself alone / Refusing not the gifts 
him from afar Evil or good / one of which he e 
Him I find no let 
him in his nature Leaves unachieved the end hi 
him in this world ; The grace of God then let 
him into mortal'fear , 'Tis so with me , for o 
him its passion quick : Desire , the lack of g 
him most 
him my perfect good depende 
Him my will he reaffirm , That pn my way to Hi 
him my words , th* issue of troubled thoughts 
him no woman on this earth , But only that in 
him not expect : There is no wage for him who 
him not ; In places I hear him defamed as trai 
him not troubled by the flesh 
him On the condition of good stewardship ^ And 
him sire , Or let him even have a thought of i 
him some relief , It is with him as that woman 
him , the voice of Death 
him-there , For by himself that way he 'd nevé 
him there is no need of castles , His power li 
him tidings sore , And when it would afford hi 
Him , to make my joy complete , In truth , one 
reproached Since life of sorrow I so 
ul , Had he the certainty you 'd pity 
at will he do - no other good is left 
ve now set free from Love , Away from 
bad day Ere I , forthwith , did make 
eal As the usurper would require from 
of yore , So that his past importunes 
d afford him some relief , It is with 
ength As to destroy the one that made 
yes ; But , gracefully , Love does on 
ughout the frosty spells , He 'd keep 
, can find him not ; In places I hear 
age Save that the fool does less than 
s , But should another illness strike 
rd he will not have him sire , Or let 
Desire , the lack of good , does hold 
; Both joy and sadness are present to 
And I , who love 
sent to him , Fear and hope will show 
will he reaffirm , That on my way to 
natural to man The opposite disturbs 
wrath of God Should no travails beset 
trike him down , His mind will plunge 
els not his ills , Cannot maintain in 
Yet faces from me , who have revered 
u are perforce to heed , 'Pon you and 
et in me this firm intent : That' unto 
darkened place to cry his lot : Read 
I ask of 
his world ; The grace of God then let 
Yet I , who seárch within , can find 
ires cannot be found in man Except in 
oe , however , would two cede back to 
m , And of the third he will not have 
dings sore , And when it would afford 
desígnate , Melodious 's , then , to 
ath ; Return he can 't : another took 
1 men wend their way ; To escape from 
se mind is his Own enemy
 / and brings 
to have me dwell on high , Apart from 
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ill ; no doctor 'in the world Can cure him 
ore nightfall the king would vanquish him 
ind , indulgent , master ; He 'd keep him 
nd I , now forced to take my leave of him 
ot been sad at any time , And let not him 
an or woman born For I would fly from him 
him not expect : There is no wage for him 
Let him 
o knows not no pity then can feel For him 
ieve your speechless lover , And also him 
ho is not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him 
art - Is found within the thoughts of him 
re should bear the blame , And woe to him 
who traps the fugitive And flees from him 
couldn 't ever vaunt Of victory over him 
who would flee from Love , encounters him 
, unless he is from Spain , Since with his 
, Until there carne unto his rival 's hosts 
warm throughout the frosty spells , He 'd 
, What 's evil for all men , to me seems g 
who bears the blows of fate Seek out a dar 
who bids me come And seize the one who wou 
who has not toiled 
who is not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him 
who lies in torment and in pain ; And so , 
who often changes hue , And eek the timid 
who 's not been sad at any time , And let 
who rs sad 
who through his arrant faults Has not disc 
who would fain seek her out 
without defeat , If in the morn his foe wo 
, Yet I , who search within , can find him 
Within 
And I , who love him for 
o proves to be a lover true And loves 
e" sees full clear that he 's deceived 
ge , And should , perchance , he find 
't : another took him there , For by 
himself 6 
himself a greater glory sees He who , from Lov 
himself alone , Refusing not the gifts that he 
himself for being thus in mind 
himself , He '11 never find so bounteous a mas 
himself 'midst crags , He *s struck with fear 
himself that way he 'd never wend 
his 
n his charge He made my Understanding his 
he blame , And woe to him who through his 
ser ; As for my Will , he named it as his 
rapped in his invisible web ; But all his 
, martyr for Love , He who would part his 
eheld the power so enfeebled He broke his 
And from that time he took me in his 
s the king did lose dominión Of these his 
ing in love , Security he '11 take as his 
o man show me pity : Love wants me at his 
his nature Leaves unachieved the end his 
arth , And as I look more deeply into his 
ns to appear , Bringing fresh life to his 
e man who takes delight in dreams And his 
f you feel not the pains of Love , In his 
, So weak 's her wit , she yields to his 
er 's worth Taking displeasure in all his 
0 fleshy fruit on a fine branch , And his 
ain , Can yearn for that which causes his 
all his life was keen to war against His 
rué , When vile despair is set before his 
hard as wood , And no man ever mourns his 
t heat I wish to be consumed , For in his 
His 
r him without defeat , If in the morn his 
ecognized : He Uves completely where his 
ck man who for one sweet bite Sees in his 
eek its like , A bastard 's born , to his 
hermit who no longing feels For those his 
re our own Did Love let fly all those his 
11 For those who feel Love 's evil or his 
So mightiful is Love with his 
at captain who is near shore And sees his 
ow That Love won 't ever hold them in his 
ke Him alter course , Casting from me his 
who has desire for viands To satisfy his 
unless he is from Spain , Since with his 
Likewise with Love , he who feels not his 
il he has decided Towards which fruit his 
e to overeóme , Holding me trapped in his 
the wilds When overeóme by 'nother of his 
the master of three cities , Who all his 
ay In trying to improve the nature of his 
fate Seek out a darkened place to cry his 
will live-, Since he ' s familiar with his 
ummer 's heat , Little he appreciates his 
y 's strength And had no need to show his 
uld another illness strike him down , His 
shelter , Yet he falls short through his 
1 to man The opposite disturbs him in his 
ove I 'm stricken down : He' needs not his 
s your delight On shaky ground places his 
How badly lives the man whose mind is his 
ew , But when they part he 's left to his 
e sweet bite Sees in his food how all his 
's a place for Love to grow in you ; His 
life to his delice of yore , So that his 
With heart sincere he now cries out his 
iming at that good that cannot perish His 
ove ' s in me , The closer then I feel his 
; And I pray Love will grant you all his 
cast away , He does not wish to show his 
rom him there is no need of castles , His 
1 times the flesh does grow anew , In his 
vanquish him , Until there carne unto his 
Like to the child , who down his 
adviser ; As for my Will , he named it as 
arrant faults Has not disclosed your serva 
bailiff , And each took oath they never wo 
blows fall finally on my shield 
body from his soul , Had he the certainty 
bow ; This I. proclaim to all 
charge He made my Understanding his advise 
cities , not retaining one 
companion ? Another I become through this 
court and summons me 
deeds all seek 
deeds , Then , mixedly with pain , he brin 
delice of yore , So that his past importun 
delight from wistful yearning flows , 'Tis 
delights expect not to delight ; All lover 
demand 
deportment , Right well he sees the error 
desire both equally demands , He '11 not p 
despair ? Yet 'tis so grave it seems a thi 
enemy , who couldn 't ever vaunt Of victor 
eyes ; But , gracefully , Love does on him 
fellow 's woe 
fire I find myself refreshed , Like to the 
foe , however , would two cede back to him 
foe would have the day , Before nightfall 
fondness dwells , And at her whim he place 
food how all his pain is fed 
forbears opposed 
friends he once had in the world , So long 
golden shafts , But one of them he mindles 
good 
great favour Suffice it will to keep the i 
great ship as a lofty castle 
grip ; Should I recount its colourable pie 
harsh and bitter thought ; He 's routed me 
hunger 's dangerous pangs , And sees two f 
illness he '11 have more acquaintance , He 
ills , Cannot maintain in him its passion 
inclination sways / In loving two women I 
invisible web ; But all his blows fall fin 
kind , And won 't return until he gains su 
life was keen to war against His enemy , w 
lot 
lot : Read him my words , th' issue of tro 
maladies , But should another illness stri 
master 's worth Taking displeasure in all 
mighty forcé ; The powers three within my 
mind will plunge him into mortal fear , 'T 
most wretched luck , 'Tis so with me ; suc 
nature Leaves unachieved the end his deeds 
, of infinite puissance 
own contentment ; Since no repose his unde 
Own enemy , and brings him tidings sore , 
own grief 
pain is fed 
passion finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose 
past importunes him anew , But when they p 
peace , Bareheaded , then , may all men we 
perishable goods cast in deep sea For fear 
pleasure draw ; If he proves me , another 
power 
power in me 
power lies lower than the earth itself 
repasi: the bird will never cease , By grea 
rival 's hosts A mercenary , who conquered 
road has learnt To walk right well despite 
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67 
ay grant , I had as lief surrender to 
, And 'tis through Love man loses all 
Like to the master he detests 
vant who would have no spite Although 
ove , He who would part hls body frora 
Thus Love to me 
pain tormented , That would fain pray 
has learnt To walk right well despite 
e ; And let the suitor bold but waste 
Love 's doing , who would fain I feel 
deep'sea For fear they could perturb 
his own contentment ; Since no repose 
ondition of good stewardship , And as 
God aflame And comfort finds in this 
r paying homage , In each base deed , 
ent , Right well he sees the error of 
wells , And at her whim he places all 
any wight To love another if against 
, Penned artlessly by one who 's lost 
, not knowing how they harm ; Out of 
his sadness , And for all times will live most 
his sense 
his servant , He deals out neither punishment 
his service went unrecognized : He lives compl 
his soul , Had he the certainty you 'd pity hi 
his subtleties reveáis Which learned men would 
his sufferings be assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous str 
his tender age , And should , perchance , he f 
his time 
His treasures great ; He shows to me alone 
his understanding 
his understanding finds For understanding hono 
his vassal to expend the weal As the usurper w 
his very torment 
his was a savage heart , He says no more than 
his way In trying to improve the nature of his 
his Will 
his Will , Or be so strong , or e'en so mighti 
his wits 
his wits is he who reckons up That once they ' 
LXXIX 
hit 
12 in As corresponds the manner they are hit 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XVIII 
XI 
IV 
CI 
CXIV 
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XCIV 
LXXIII 
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hold 4 
er 's great or small , And Love takes hold depending where He enters 
ck : Desire , the lack of good , does hold him fast , Once good 's achieved , then t 
a greater part of glory , Likewise I hóld in contempt and disdain All those desires 
1 they all avow That Love won 't ever hold them in his grip ; Should I recount its c 
Holding 1 
Holding me trapped in his invisible web ; But 
100 
63 
29 
30 
31 pt for me , I like Love to overeóme 
holds 6 
And to the body scornfully holds forth : "Vainly you want , and vain are 
Love summons me , yet Fortune holds me back , With such disputes my power ca 
Vraily *tis so , yet sadness holds me fast , So greatly , I delight knowing 
, 'Tis so with me , for time now past holds my Imaginings , nought else therein may 
When reason holds sway over appetite , Its entire work is 
No finer joy holds this world for the mind Than thxnkmg of 
holy 2 
's life The better to observe Love 's holy days ; For this strange lxfe let no man s 
With joy let ,folk make merry on holy days ; In praise of God let them have spo 
homage 1 
ssal And never thought of ever paying homage , In each base deed , his was a savage 
hones 1 
sleep so meagre makes my frame , Yet hones my wit as love I contémplate 
Honest 3 
one that Death took from this world , Honest desire remains in me unmixed 
ve that e'er 'mongst vicious loves An honest love would strive to be alone , Exuding 
love and fear with shame that is most honest , Merely the soul of her whom God forgí 
39 follow me 
honey 1 
Since I am ready both for honey and gall For those who feel Love ' s evil 
honours 1 
understanding finds For understanding honours only truth 
hope 
erSd I cannot say "In you lies all my hope 
e , Afraid that fear will confound my hope 
They feel no good if not flattered by hope 
With hope 
A faint desire has neither fear ñor hope 
, Love does on him bestow The joy of hope 
At ev'ry moment I find hope 
in that I must bear , I see no way to hope 
From hope 
g untrue To pursue that for which all hope 
Show unto me the light of hope 
: Since I 'm deserted by all kind of hope 
is set before me That without pain in hope 
namoured From th* influence of either hope 
Love cannot live when hope 
ight of hope most true , No that vain hope 
In nothingness there can be found no hope 
sadness are present to him , Fear and hope 
18 
all gone , e'er to fulfill my wishes , Th 
, And can 't expect great good or great o 
be never cast aside ; Both joy and sadnes 
deserts me , By dread I 'm beat of those 
for any good 
I cannot e'er be cast away , for I want y 
is lost 
most true , No that vain hope that comes 
My soul condemned remains upon this earth 
of it I live ; Should I not grasp it , so 
or fear ; So deeply will he feel the pres 
's dead , and desire 
that comes to me from you ,
 xExcept the on 
; What 's bodily by Death is turned to no 
will show him from afar Evil or good / on 
That Cypriot king 
hostage 1 
the hostage of a heretic Compared with me seems 
hostel 1 
fear and trust lodge in the selfsame hostel 
hosts 1 
, Üntil there carne unto his rival 's hosts A mercenary , who conquered the king 
hour 
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Lily 'mids't thorns , I feel the hour draws nigh 
desire longs for the impossible ; The hour draws nigh 
My civil life doth near its 
though tardily it comes , Wh 
II 
XXIII 
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e how even in great pain - I know not 
o for one sweet bite Sees in his food 
s I see how many die ; No man is sure 
s be assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous strange 
en breast so that your heart may show 
ngs and guys ; From merest ills I see 
by Love so overwhelmed I cannot tell 
to love her spirit and nought else : 
though I have no memory of the past , 
ek Those gross deli'ghts , not knowing 
dst thorns , I pray God lets you know 
thout strain man won 't do any good , 
rs , yet ne'er a friend to laughter , 
saw the light divine , They realized 
how 16 
how - delight is yet there found 
how all his pain is fed 
how aught may be resolved 
How badly Uves the man whose mind is his Own 
how even in great pain - I know not how - deli 
How it was wounded by the shaft of gold With w 
how many die ; No man is sure how aught may be 
how much I am inamour ' d 
How much more now , unhampered by the flesh ? 
How pleasant is the burden on my back 
How tardy comes the day I so desire , So dearl 
how they harm ; Out of his wits is he who reck 
How 'tis through you I 'm come to such extreme 
How will he do it if it causes pain ? I see th 
How will you bear those evils that await you ? 
how worldly light was false , Despising , thus 
however 
however would two cede back to him On the co 
Howlings 1 
to have the brightest day were dark , Howlings and wails I 'd have instead of songs 
howls 1 
her hair with fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life would bestow on me her heritage , 
hue 2 
over , And also him who often changes hue , And eek the timid man who dwells on love 
My Will doth place a different hue on Love , Madam , when 'tis content to lov 
humble 1 
The culprit rs Love who wrongs your humble lover 
humor 1 
is now drawn nigh Steadily my life 's humor runneth dry And a great sadness 'gainst 
humour 1 
earth Ere he was cleansed of any evil humour ; By good and evil man ' s radical heat 
humours 1 
Within man 's cors the humours oft discord ; From time to time there 
hunger 1 
has desire for viands To satisfy his hunger 's dangerous pangs , And sees two flesh 
hungry 1 
versed , have sought In vain , and , hungry , must yet keep the fast 
hurt 2 
you afar , For cióse to you I can be hurt by nought And far from you pain 's presen 
t Love , The healing of my wound does hurt me so I- seek out venoms ; comfort thus ma 
e What 's banned to me , rather would 
, now have vanquished me ; A captive 
The world 's at peace , and 
ty scourge , Among the best the f,nix 
steal from me this liberty of mine ? 
It is through Love that 
oul uves in the body of my beloved , 
let nought keep you from me , Whilst 
Contentment 
so overwhelmed I cannot tell how much 
ine ; Should you love God a deal then 
brings death , To good and evils past 
r laughter let them follow me , Since 
ent time filis me with happiness , If 
r Love brought with it some delight , 
ruck by Love , such pity can arouse ; 
ugh this love surfeit So much.I think 
rt 's of steel , of flesh , oí wood : 
e '11 take as his companion ? Another 
in your disfavour ; With joined hands 
I marvel greatly each time 
cease , By greater pain than this am 
Upon you 
er variance should beset my love , If 
her punishment ñor charge , So too am 
Each day a thousand times on God 
of seeing you afar , For cióse to you 
11 your good will , Without the whole 
tting place : 'Tis through this fault 
ever forcé ; Should any wish me ill , 
11 love So fails me Earth ; to Heaven 
I 307 . 
I abstain : Although I have no memory of the p 
I , afeared , of your wit 
I alone at war , Since Love has ceased the war 
I alone , For only I the melange have rejected 
I am a captive now set free from Love , Away f 
I am come to this ; I lose the world as love I 
I am content , whatever my repute : As for mys 
I am granted favour by your will 
I am granted from one side , From th' other my 
I am inamour 'd 
I am jealous ; Your joys outside of me increas 
I am quite cold 
I am ready both for honey and gall For those w 
I am sad through any present care , No thing t 
I am that man entitled to proclaim it 
I am that man , in time of roughest storm , An 
I am that man who most deserves compassion , S 
I am that man who takes delight in death , And 
I am that servant who would have no spite Alth 
I am that very person ; Then wondrous great wo 
I am this man who 's called Ausi...s March 
I ask of him no woman on this earth , But only 
I become through this love surfeit So much I t 
I beg for your compassion ; Grant me no favour 
I behold The haughtiness of every lover 's wil 
I besieged , For there ' s a worm which feeds u 
I bestrew all my desires 
I but know my meed does not displease you 
I by Love now cast away , He does not wish to 
I cali For that whose major part in you reside 
I can be hurt by nought And far from you pain 
I can have no delight 
I can no lpnger love 
I can 't complain 
I can 't reach 
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The thought 
From hope 
me to this : I lose the world as love 
th , So do I waste and am so whiterSd 
I find myself by Love so overwhelmed 
bliss , Gross pleasure of this world 
And if perforce 
two women I 'm so beta 'en That , if 
s my frame , Yet hones my wit as love 
My final good , 
as , 1 , who would swear An armed man 
I might do if he would but allow That 
it is , More than the crown of France 
one makes merry 'round the fire , And 
all my thoughts were dead , And that 
ly the soul of her whom God forgive , 
'Tis within you the reason why 
ing As much as for your presence sore 
om he wounded me waged war , In peace 
'pon me such might In mine own castle 
rom such a pleasant sight , No thanks 
st day were dark , Howlings and wails 
y soul he quells , He leaves me two , 
sadness holds me fast , So greatly , 
heed the counsel of good reason , And 
ou who truly love And pity me if pity 
ined , With it he wounded me , and so 
ite ! May I not see you thus , or may 
uire and seek out their own like , So 
eceived as to my bad estáte : For all 
Lily 'midst thorns , both you and 
1 reproaches me if I don 't love ? If 
eat Love that leads me to such zeal ; 
me bound to its displeasure ; Of Love 
What fool reproaches me if 
Whilst 
m you I have a deathly fear ; Greatly 
8 unto myself , Ñor even once did this 
I suffer lest 
other joy , Ungrateful I , should it 
ck , 'Tis so with me ; such woes must 
By dread I 'm beat of those ills that 
By many , 
s not away what makes me sad ; Herein 
ught no death unto my love , Ñor pain 
ind of thoughts impure , And , thus , 
ed as to my bad estáte : For all I do 
erful Love 's in me , The closer then 
his is Love 's doing , who would fain 
to escape , Such great delight to me 
that 's so great ,' Itself , and since 
myself doth dwell , My joy is such , 
Lily 'midst thorns , 
common to all love And 'tis from this 
e distinct are they after her death , 
that I wear : I take delight whenever 
At ev'ry moment 
ings me beauty and delight , The more 
who lies , believed as oft he wants ; 
wish to be consumed , For in his fire 
1 he reaffirm , That on my way to Him 
And fancy not 
Whilst I don 't think 
igns of love men feel in cases such , 
she is , what she 's worth ; The more 
e f hers it brings me grief , Ye , if 
never did He give me one bad day Ere 
If ever towards Love 
se The more my love excels , the more 
ing not the gifts that he may grant , 
t my deeds are coloured by my words , 
Of news from you 
houghts have made me so disposed That 
ed I '11 be Upon this earth hell will 
extremes I 'm come" ! Asleep , awake , 
blind fire where lovers are consumed 
e , rather would I abstain : Although 
apiently in me , Would have me stir , 
If artless 
O Love , O Love , a habit 
I' faith 
r labour there can be no break Unless 
I cannot banish from my mind , Love ' s great d 
I cannot e'er be cast away , for I want you , 
I cannot feel , This I might do if he would bu 
I cannot say "In you lies all my hope 
I cannot tell how much I am inamour 'd 
I cast aside , In firm belief my great delight 
I cast my thought elsewhere , Recalling it , w 
I choose , then love will be love 's issue 
I contémplate 
I contémplate your death , When present time f 
I could at once make flinch , Without a scratc 
I could come to love without Love 's help 
I could e'er crave 
I could join in with them in their sport , On 
I could spend my life asleep 
I covet nought that 's mine or of this world , 
I crave 
I crave for no delight but to be sad Of that I 
I crave ; The great repose of my complete cont 
I 'd be , defeated and her slave 
I 'd become a serf 
I 'd give , should it not clothe with earth My 
I 'd have instead of songs 
I 'd lief to have the brightest day were dark 
I daré not use the third 
I deem i' faith you *11 harken to my plight , 
I delight knowing 'tis thus , It has such migh 
I depart through my opinión false , Convinced 
I deserve , And witness then if e'er there 's 
I die 
I die : Sweet , then , to rae , the bitterness 
I dislike the company of the quick : They are 
I do I feel doth come to grief 
I do know That man may well be slain by Love ' 
I do love , what fool reproaches me ? Such pas 
I do not fear your body 's slightest hair Coul 
I do not say it differs from all others : In q 
I don 't complain , though he brings death , T 
I don 't love ? If I do love , what fool repro 
I don 't think I find some light repose , Alth 
I doubt that you will show me love ; Through i 
I e'er attempt 
I e'er gave her offence , And I would fain red 
I e'er reject , Or even make attempt herefrom 
I endure , And I see you , the remedy of my il 
I fear 
I fear , I shall be reproached Since life of s 
I feel a sweetness that 's so great , Itself , 
I feel as I see my .world lost 
I feel delight which never fades , So that my 
I feel doth come to grief 
I feel his pleasure draw ; If he proves me , a 
I feel His treasures great ; He shows to me al 
I feel I 'm driven cióse unto the end Since my 
I feel it brings , I want ñor wish for nought 
I feel my sufferings lie for me in wait , Into 
I feel no other joy , Ungrateful I , should it 
I feel no strength in me , though I 'm strong 
I feel not on this earth , And as I look more 
I feel the hour draws nigh ; My civil life dot 
I feel the strongest pain : To flee from folk 
I feel them sepárate , nigh visible 
I feel thus 
I find hope deserts me , By dread I 'm beat of 
I find in me no counsel ñor desire To make me 
I find my pains are thus increased , For in my 
I find myself by Love so overwhelmed I cannot 
I find myself refreshed , Like to the Saint in 
I find no let 
I find so sweet a bite What 's banned to me , 
I find some light repose , Although my spirit 
I find that they betake me without pain : If a 
I find , the worse to me it turns , For all my 
I flee delight as though it were my foe For on 
I flee , it seems I part from her ; Both times 
I , forthwith , did make Him alter course , Ca 
I gave offence I *ve chastened myself so my fo 
I grieve ; Through love 's excess I 'm brought 
I had as lief surrender to his sadness , And f 
I had as lief that God would strike me down , 
I have a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt that y 
I have come t' adore the god of Love , And I , 
I have encountered 
I have forgot possessing such a feeling ; 'Tis 
I have my fancy fixed On my beloved , who she 
I have no fear that I would e' er be burnt 
I have no memory of the past , How pleasant is 
I have not the resolve ; Cómpletely beat by th 
I have proved in my intent , Be sure true love 
I have tailored From your own cloth , and dres 
I have the Will , and in abundance , But none 
I have what is to me denied 
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within , can firvd him not ; In places 
I saw a gesture , then a voice 
Id a greater part of glory , Likewise 
Of auch a flavour 
O Love most true , 
sadness mixed , For this estáte 's , 
No man 
he Will , and in abundance , But none 
lie for me in wait , Into their hands 
rous strange how even in great pain -
rough ignorance I live another pain : 
e your favour , For nothing surer can 
Bitter and sweet 
cept that God would fain place her in 
But 
the war he once had fought : Injured 
ure of the vanquished Except for me , 
of no good ; What is no more is what 
he cause why I 'm so sad , Right well 
In nought am 
will show me love ; Through ignorance 
bright day to men is darkest night ; 
re me That without pain in hope of it 
; Should I not grasp it , so wretched 
o make my pain a habit So ne'er again 
Before ere long 
e'er to fulfill my wishes , The world 
nigh , though tardily it comes , When 
of my love , So it distracta me not , 
ng surer can I know of you , Ñor need 
h , I feel not on this earth , And as 
've made it great / much prizing what 
What many men have lost is what 
through my opinión false , Convinced 
through Love that I am come to this : 
o great folly , So great faith , 
If she 
thing save for the time now gone , So 
comes to no end with death ; In death 
ent I find hope deserts me , By dread 
me in wait , Into their hands I know 
ore I grieve ; Through love 's excess 
Behold you , then , to what extremes 
od lets you know How 'tis through you 
ife doth near its final cióse : Since 
In sadness 
I feel 
The reason why 
pain I know not where to look that 
clination sways , In loving two women 
ail T'wards rooting out the cause why 
tremes ; With my own strength by Love 
I feel no strength in me , though 
ighs most dolorous ; And soon or late 
o is it sees me laugh , Though suffer 
he world as love I cannot feel , This 
'tis now a hateful thing ; And should 
gall , For yearning is the pain that 
that made him bend , In this same way 
ther must content me , Outside myself 
e,vexations that torment my soul When 
oy complete , In truth , once there , 
ch a flavour I ignore the taste , And 
They tempt me not ; 
mount of sufferings great , This much 
sadness I 'm detained by my passion , 
a 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can 
ut pain in hope of ,it I live ; Should 
eat would seem the world to me Should 
o unequal wills thou dost unite ! May 
Should 
To love you plain the intent 
e come t' adore the god of Love , And 
s , And others - many - show her full 
ve that for which with love the price 
n pain ; And so , with all my heart , 
me grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems 
rible rebuff You always give whene'er 
s one moment ever stray From fancying 
Lily 'midst thorns , 
God keep me , 
will you might fix your regard ; And 
hee in thy intent ! Each one of you , 
't be healed , Since 
Holding me trapped i 
I hear him defamed as traitor Yet faces from m 
I heard Of a frail body it was , I , who would 
I hold in contempt and disdain All those desir 
I ignore the taste , And I must taste what 's 
I implore and cali on thee , Since thou hast w 
I ken , more terrible Than any estáte yet know 
I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who , struck by 
I know as me so spent of strength , So do I wa 
I know I *m bound to fall ; Time henee can be 
I know not how - delight is yet there found 
I know not where to look that I 'm not burnt 
I know of you , Ñor need I look for more to be 
I know the taste of Love , So much my tongue c 
I leaven 
I lie cióse to death ; of that be sure 
I lie , my wound yet can 
I like Love to overeóme , 
I like the best 
I like the sadness that I wear : I take deligh 
I like to that little page Who searches out a 
I live another pain : I know not where to look 
I live on that which others cannot taste 
I live ; Should I not grasp it , so wretched I 
I '11 be Upon this earth hell will I have enco 
I '11 know the taste of joy 
I '11 lead a hermit 's life The better to obse 
I '11 roam , proclaiming this your pride 
I '11 set foot upon that loathsome way 
I '11 speak of you 
I look for more to be content 
I look more deeply into his deeds , Then , mix 
I lose , For seeing myself deserted by all lov 
I lose The more my love excels , the more I gr 
lose the world and all therein 
lose the world as love I cannot feel , This 
love and fear with shame that is most honest 
love as much as Love could make man love 
love for her disdain , Her lack of words , h 
love is now outside my time The greater part 
love no thing save for the time now gone , S 
love nought , for all is come to dust 
love You more than e'er in life , And pardon 
m beat of those ills that I fear 
m bound to fall ; Time henee can be the bea 
m brought unto these straits , Not having k 
m come ! Asleep , awake , I have my faney f 
m come to such extremes ; With my own stren 
m deserted by all kind of hope My soul cond 
m detained by my passion , I neither unders 
m driven cióse unto the end Since my desire 
m driven to such pain Love only knows for h 
m like that captain who is near shore And s 
m not burnt 
m not deceived as to my bad estáte : For al 
m proof of this : deprived now of my speech 
m so beta 'en That , if I choose , then lov 
m so sad , Right well I like the sadness th 
m stricken down : He needs not his , of inf 
m strong , For I strive not to publish my d 
m sure it 's bound to come , Unless by Deat 
marvel greatly each time I behold The haught 
may not continuous pain ? All my delights ha 
might do if he would but allow That I could 
mix delight amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón 
must bear , I see no way to hope for any goo 
must escape from you , Because your gesture 
must find my delight 
I must leave my former joys behind 
I must per forcé be told That at my death you 
must taste what 's more bitter than gall , F 
need no chastening : Their cause , for me , 
need no other succour from your love But tha 
need to bring me full contentment , And my d 
neither understand , ñor feel , meantime 
never was a friend unto myself , Ñor even on 
not , For in some part 'tis mixed up with de 
not grasp it , so wretched I '11 be Upon thi 
not have this fear of misfortune ! A life of 
not see you thus , or may I die : Sweet , th 
not trust in you as you would care , 'Tis my 
now declare 
, now forced to take my leave of him , What 
of joy 
paid 
pardon those Who do not mourn the suffering 
part from her ; Both times and Places Point 
pay you court 
possess all your good will , Without the who 
pray God lets you know How 'tis through you 
pray ,_in these my saddest thoughts , For he 
pray. Love will grant you all his power 
pray , now change your law ; Resemble not th 
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your ardent hearts Have loved well , 
ry Her spirit be for sins unexpiate , 
so enfeebled He broke his bow ; Thís 
t ever hold them in his grip ; Should 
ng 'tis thus , It has such might that 
But 
Were 
My prudent Lady , base desires 
they deny my words 
Experience 
moorings and guys ; 
A pair of eyes 
All that 
, They 'd have it 
If aught 
, and judgement , 
From merest ills 
Alas , 
ath unto my love , Ñor pain I feel as 
arning is the pain that I must bear , 
How will he do it if it causes pain ? 
Many 
th me ; such woes must I endure , And 
e healing of my wound does hurt me so 
dition is my prime disgrace For which 
By many , I fear , 
ince I feel no other joy , Ungrateful 
or me is not such bitter torment That 
How tardy comes the day 
11 be reproached Since life of sorrow 
O Love , O Love , 
In this my fancy 
Sad with delight Death am 
n the flesh she lived upon this earth 
Id find beyond their gravsp , And when 
for no delight but to be sad Of that 
hey betake me without pain : If aught 
ngth in me , though I 'm strong , For 
st great ills must bring grief And so 
y Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of me 
11 my senses have therein parta 'en ; 
ke me without pain : If aught I start 
end , leave that your strange abode ! 
ompletely beat by this habit of oíd , 
well I like the sadness that I wear : 
the best the f,nix _I alone , For only 
All that 
orne through this love surfeit So much 
might that I renege all joy , Ñor can 
Who but a fool could ask me if 
om Love 's favour totally abandoned , 
ontinuous pain ? All my delights have 
pains 'Tis lost anón and to my grief 
If ever towards Love I gave offence 
Ever so long 
I won 't return until 
ls are not so great as other men 's , 
Since 
in such a somber vein That unto Death 
in with them in their sport , On snow 
ills me with innocence ; Capriciously 
With Love now lost 
reat delight to me I feel it brings , 
Your will 
h me seems not unfortunate , For what 
hope I cannot e'er be cast away , for 
tal fear , 'Tis so with me , for once 
elieve not my innocence was such That 
d to the cross , You wounded me , for 
The self-same time 
ow as me so spent of strength , So do 
, Right well I like the sadness that 
t was donned , so ampie did it feel ; 
away , for her who makes me live ? If 
my estáte , They eringe from me as if 
And 
flee from Love , encounters him , Yet 
fe of sorrow I so highly praise , But 
oice I heard Of a frail body it was , 
By Love 's great heat 
a savage hea-rt , He says no more than 
vers are consumed I have no fear that 
er lest .1 e'er g&ve her offence , And 
yet unknown to man or woman born For 
, Without a scratch , to her yet did 
I pray that God doth not prolong my life , Or 
I pray you , forget not ! Come weeping , then 
I pray you then ; let nought keep you from me 
I pray your son look not whence these prayers 
I proclaim to all 
I recount its colourable pleasure , Heaving a 
I renege all joy / Ñor can I think that others 
I reproach my readiness to speak About those t 
I required to end my final day , Good Loving t 
I root out ; There grow no weeds upon my river 
I saw a gesture , then a voice I heard Of a fr 
I saw of such great power To mete out pain , y 
I say for those who haven 't seen you Will be 
I say only foolish things 
I see f hers it brings me grief , Ye , if I fl 
I see fail , Fortune and Chance derange them i 
I see how many die ; No man is sure how aught 
I see my pleasure come to grief , My labour do 
I see my world lost 
I see no way to hope for any good 
I see the heart of man as hard as wood , And n 
I see who , loving not , are loved , And he wh 
I see you , the remedy of my ills 
I seek out venoms ; comfort thus may die ; Wit 
I seethe and blame myself for nought ; The see 
I shall be reproached Since life of sorrow I s 
I , should it I e'er reject , Or eveh make att 
should wish t' escape its gallful sphere , A 
so desire , So dearly bought with sighs most 
so highly praise , But I , who 've seen its 
so truly regret My former charge of your ung 
sojourn and delight , Though when it fades m 
soon to taste And now to me all remedy is lo 
sought to love her spirit and nought else : 
speak , so they deny my words , They 'd have 
speak which is with sadness mixed , For this 
start I taint it from the first , And thus t 
strive not to publish my desires 
strive to make my pain a habit So ne'er agai 
suffer from that pain , T' would not be much 
suffer lest I e'er gave her offence , And I 
suffer pain ; oppose it can I not , For in s 
taint it from the first , And thus the end c 
take delight in granting you my favour As ye 
I take delight in nought outside my use : My t 
I take delight whenever I feel thus 
the melange have rejected Of base desires wh 
think and all that my eye sees The more it b 
think I am that very person ; Then wondrous 
think that others could it feel 
thirst , Being away , for her who makes me 1 
thus remain in such a somber vein That unto 
transposed in one ; And Love would fain effe 
turn 
've chastened myself so my foe has wept 
've felt Love was my foe But never did He gi 
've fully routed This terror great which so 
've made it great , much prizing what I lose 
've no peer in love , it seems to me In me ' 
visibly draw near 
walk , unshod , my head all bare , Serving a 
want and yet want not 
want no help from God To make the world give 
want ñor wish for nought outside myself 
want to be entirely mine ; Should you love G 
want will never be achieved ; For my desire 
want you , that are my upmost good 
was aecustomed To pains of Love , my fellows 
I was blind to your delicate charms 
I was ill protected , In the belief the day wo 
was seen undisposed And from Love 's favour 
waste and am so whiterád I cannot say "In yo 
wear : I take delight whenever I feel thus 
wear it now , and Find it clings so tight 
weep not , - who is it sees me laugh , Though 
were a corpse 
, who love him for himself alone , Refusing 
, who search within , can find him not ; In 
, who 've seen its glory with mine eyes , De 
, who would swear An armedv man I could at on 
wish to be consumed , For ih his fire I find 
wish to God that all my thoughts were dead , 
won * t lack reward 
won 't return until I 've fully routed This 
would e' er be burnt 
would fain redeem this with my blood" 
would fly from him who bids me come And seiz 
yield 
drive me to great folly , So great 
faith I have the Will , and ín abundance , 
faith , I love for her disdain , Her lack o 
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I' faith lesa pity could the world ne'er show 
I deem i' faith you '11 harken to my plight . And onc 
he power of any wight To love another 
change , most oontrary and diverse , 
nd that they betake me without pain : 
sh t' escape its gallful sphere , And 
if pity I deserve , And witness then 
or 'tis of that its sworn archenemy , 
he strongest pain : To flee from folk 
loser then I feel his pleasure draw ; 
love I cannot feel , This I might do 
resent time filis me with happiness , 
ever variance should beset my love , 
ing two women I 'm so beta 'en That , 
fool reproaches me if I don 't love ? 
What fool reproaches me 
see f hers it brings me grief , Ye , 
Who but a fool could ask me 
ng away , for her who makes me live ? 
ne my estáte , They eringe from me as 
Of victory over him without defeat , 
's pain are they in mortal fear , And 
on 't do any good , How will he do it 
wise , calis on the fortúnate , For , 
once possessed ? Right well he sees , 
o delight of Love , They feel no good 
gnaws its wrinkled flesh is absence , 
but what it needs , Man does not fail 
And i 
, all you who truly love And pity me i 
I 
I 
44 
peace he brings is really war to me ; 
ail if order 's no transgressed , Yet 
theirs is but a brutal appetite , And 
s , then you will reach th' extreme , 
And 
Likewise 
my desire might suffer great decrease 
against his Will , Or be so strong , or e'e 
artless I nave proved in my intent , Be sur 
at one point are actions done by her , Then 
aught I see f hers it brings me grief , Ye 
aught I start I taint it from the first , A 
before my eyes comes absence *s worm , And 
e'er there 's been a case Like mine in pres 
ever Love brought with it some delight , I 
ever they be joyful And feel resent should 
ever towards Love I gave offence I 've chas 
he accedes , then you will reach th' extrem 
he proves me , another must content me , Ou 
he would but allow That I could come to lov 
I am sad through any present care , No thin 
but know my meed does not displease you 
choose , then love will be love 's issue 
do love , what fool reproaches me ? Such 
don 't love ? If I do love , what fool re 
flee , it seems I part from her ; Both ti 
thirst , Being away , for her who makes m 
weep not , who is it sees me laugh , Thou 
were a corpse 
in the morn his foe would have the day , Be 
involved , from it they crave to flee , And 
it causes pain ? I see the heart of man as 
it 's not sound , eftsoons it may be dead 
Love were but a substance gi 'en to reason 
man is for evils designate , Melodious 's , 
not by folly blinded , That he will ne'er e 
not flattered by hope 
not opposed by firm and stubborn steel ; Pa 
order 's no transgressed , Yet if the bound 
f people have beheld my sufferings great , A 
f perforce I cast my thought elsewhere , Reca 
f pity I deserve , And witness then if e'er t 
she I love is now outside my time The great 
she through whom he wounded me waged war , 
the bounds of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom 
the lover *s seen within these flames , No 
there 's a place for Love to grow in you ; 
to me Death gave not such offence , Absenti 
without strain man won 't do any good , How 
you feel not the pains of Love , In his del 
yours should vary and show not that it moun 
ignorance 3 
that you will show me love ; Through ignorance I live another pain : I know not whe 
rant this yearning ne'er oceurs , For ignorance is enemy to Love 
Through ignorance it is that man would seek Those gros 
ignorant 2 
revealed , Less subtle they than th' ignorant or wise 
y nature to want such estáte ; To th' ignorant this yearning ne'er oceurs For igno 
ignore 1 
Of such a flavour I ignore the taste And I must taste what 's mo 
12 appreciate , He sees the colour 
ignores 1 
yet ignores the substance 
ill 6 
es He who , from Love , no good , ñor ill , expeets , Whilst loving her with most si 
t what he wants ; He who bemoans this ill has no fixed place , Security consider , t 
could ever forcé ; Should any wish me ill , I can 't complain 
he cannot make a sign Should he take ill ; no doctor in the world Can cure him , un 
ur body 's slightest hair Could do me ill , or show me its disdain 
he cross , You wounded me , for I was ill protected , In the balief the day would me 
illness 2 
ess he is from Spain , Since with his illness he '11 have more acquaintance , He '11 
ith his maladies , But should another illness strike him down , His mind will plunge 
ills 
ients , that are made to- endure thine ills 
re , And I see you , the remedy of my ills 
oth poor and rich suffer their bitter ills 
My ills 
wise with Love , he who feels not his ills 
ime 's consumed by thoughts of all my ills 
reaks moorings and guys ; From merest ills 
y foe For one small good 'midst great ills 
its glory with mine eyes , Desire its ills 
erts me , By dread I 'm beat of those ills 
10 
, And each of them with proud and haughty 
are not so great as other men 's , I 've 
, Cannot maintain in him its passion quic 
, Contented there , for this brings me de 
I see how many die ; No man is sure how a 
must bring grief And so I strive to make 
, since they promise delight 
that I fear 
2 t so certain counsel do you seek 
ill-starred 1 
My ill-starred heart so weary of life ? A frien 
imagine 
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imbedded 1 
A greasy cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set foot on this 
impassioned 1 
15 t to love but you ; Those lovers when impassioned nave it not : They show themselves 
impending 1 
5 those evils that await you ? To your impending death , go , henee , in haste ; And 
implore 1 
9 O Love most true , I implore and cali on thee , Since thou hast wou 
38 his delice of yore 
importunes 1 
So that his past importunes him anew But when they part he 's 
impossible 
the end Since my desire longs for the impossible The hour draws nigh , though tard 
improve 1 
ees the error of his way In trying to improve the nature of his lot 
impulses 2 
Two impulses there are which follow nature And eac 
Those impulses which come to us through nature In ce 
impure 
38 And leaves aside all kind of thoughts impure 
1 
And thus , I feel delight which nev 
'Tis so with me / now 
I' faith I have the Will , and 
, Are like to me , in part , but not 
ught And far from you pain 's present 
is master 's worth Taking displeasure 
would be ever so remiss As to oppose 
The signs of love men feel 
ulses which come to us through nature 
and Will in me do now enmesh And both 
eater part of glory , Likewise I hold 
the prison of the spirit , It dwells 
I am that man who takes delight 
own love comes to no end with death ; 
nnot perish His perishable goods cast 
Like to the man who takes delight 
never thought of ever paying homage , 
is with other metáis base , Once put 
pleasure of this world I cast aside , 
t your strange abode ! I take delight 
aged ; 'Tis wondrous strange how even 
God 's Will the vessel is to founder 
o your impending death , go , henee , 
Her eyes all tears , and terror 
ion , Possessing such great knowledge 
feels not his ills , Cannot maintain 
desires cannot be found in man Except 
And from that time he took me 
e if you feel not the pains of Love , 
reat heat I wish to be consumed , For 
sick man who for one sweet bite Sees 
avow That Love won 't ever hold them 
Love to overeóme , Holding me trapped 
ural to man The opposite disturbs him 
all times the flesh does grow anew , 
re is set before me That without pain 
Except that God would fain place her 
Then spake the body 
At this , the mind was prompt 
A greasy cors imbedded 
e there 's variance in their powers : 
; In death I love You more than e'er 
Since I 've no peer 
Who is that man he 's so middling 
y fair and true , As genteel youths , 
s which fruit his inclination sways , 
All those who dwell 
body , For my desires cannot be found 
nd Love would fain effect this change 
, He does not wish to show his power 
No thing to conxc could e'er be found 
Reason and Will 
o woman on this earth , But only that 
is fellow Love , Yet will they know , 
It won 't be much to see 
I find 
he stronger and more powerful Love 's 
not prolong my life , Or that He set 
, No one but you can r 
I know as me so spent 
in 161 
in a place most strange 
in abundance , But none 
in all 
in all good 
in all his deportment , Right well he sees the 
in aught the course of Love 
in cases such , I find that they betake me wit 
In certitude and limit are compressed 
in concert quality pursue , Such deeds sustain 
in contempt and disdain All those desires , wh 
in darkness e'er it lives therein , So doth Lo 
in death , And don 't avoid the cause through 
In death I love You more than e'er in life , A 
in deep sea For fear they could perturb his un 
in dreams And his delight from wistful yearnin 
In each base deed , his was a savage heart , H 
in fire , the dross goes up in smoke , Leaving 
In firm belief my great delight is tainted By 
In former times which were before our own Did 
in granting you my favour As yet unknown to ma 
in great pain - I know not how - delight is ye 
In harbour safe , he breaks moorings and guys 
in haste ; And through your anguish you prolon 
in her face , Teaíring her hair with fiercesome 
in herself She wants for nought to be complete 
in him its passion quick : Desire , the lack o 
in him not troubled by the flesh 
in his charge He made my Understanding his adv 
In his delights expect not to delight ; All lo 
in his fire I find myself refreshed , Like to 
in his food how all his pain is fed " 
in his grip ; Should I recount its colourable 
in his invisible web ; But all his blows fall 
in his nature Leaves unachieved the end his de 
In his repast the bird will. never cease , By g 
in hope of it I live ; Should \ not grasp it , 
in I leaven 
in its own defence And argued that 'twas there 
in its reply , And did refute this argument fu 
in its sloth Cannot set foot on this rugged te 
In just one day doth melancholy reign , In tha 
in life , And pardon those who won 't believe 
in love , it seems to me In me 'tis all a cust 
in love , Security he '11 take as his companio 
in love well versed , have s^ ought In vain , an 
In loving two women I 'm so beta 'en That , if 
in malady of Love , In trusting me they will f 
in man Except in him not troubled by the flesh 
in me 
in me 
in me 
in me do now enmesh And both in concert qualit 
in me he 'd deign to dwell ; He is like Death 
in me , its painful forcé 
in me its works ; And Death has brought no dea 
in me no counsel ñor desire To make me want fo 
in me , The closer then I feel his pleasure dr 
in me this firm intent : That unto Him my will 
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I feel no strength 
've no peer in love , it seems to me 
om this world , Honest desire remains 
oved in my intent , Be sure true love 
erein ; As Nature , working sapiently 
true And loves himself for being thus 
nd in my fancy saw 'pon me such might 
s mixedly Maintain , just as they all 
h me not And of Love 's pain are they 
adness 'gainst me non doth rise , Yet 
Deep 
ain , yet also promise pleasure ; And 
ind my pains are thus increased , For 
If artless I have proved 
rgot possessing such a feeling ; 'Tis 
Let all who love , then , follow 
by this habit of oíd , I take delight 
n ? All my delights have I transposed 
thin me are collected all my thoughts 
gh no sure measure has its quantity : 
ed against me ; Those contrasts great 
feel For him who lies in torment and 
their beloved dead , Are like to me , 
e Like mine in present time , or e'en 
hrough whom he wounded me waged war , 
ho search within , can find him not ; 
oy let folk make merry on holy days ; 
f e'er there *s been a case Like mine 
Mother of God , should 
tity 'tis judged much like the rest ; 
not say it differs from all others : 
And some there are which show me her 
Once put in fire , the dross goes up 
ffer pain ; oppose it can I not , For 
e forest And lions .make their habitat 
our totally abandoned , I thus remain 
forgot , Even ourselves , as we dwell 
rained by nought , In winter , heat ; 
ho love , then , follow in my steps , 
My lusty flesh found no relief 
myself refreshed , Like to the saint 
my spirit craves for tasks of Love ; 
s my gross desire : That was enclosed 
just one day doth melancholy reign , 
y 'midst thorns , my love is tempered 
g forcé ; The very key which shut you 
y : With Death itself 'tis now placed 
ounded me , for I was ill protected , 
y her , Then , rapidly , the cause is 
ise up to such a height My soul uves 
and though they may dispute , Will , 
part of her does still perdure ; When 
Easier far that fish swim 
is my ufe is full of danger , Caught 
Should my behaviour vex you 
victory over him without defeat , If 
These arrows did slay many 
f Love make Both fear and trust lodge 
ng to endure Than tinge my joys , but 
With open arms she 's come out 
eling , According to their difference 
a sign Should he take ill ; no doctor 
els For those his friends he once had 
r they ' re unattended By all but me , 
y tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls 
ny man who can ' t attain great love : 
y heart ne'er halts its gnawing , And 
; From time to time there 's variance 
ory , And both would act most loyally 
hin , On heeding me , they '11 be sad 
fire , And I could join in with them 
ail , Fortune and Chance derange them 
God keep- me , I pray , 
My eyes , 
rdour of God aflame And comfort finds 
destroy the one that made him bend , 
And 
h of God Should no travails beset him 
f all good , And Fortune follows thee 
I am that man , 
0 pity then can feel For him who lies 
1 those who dwell in malady of Love , 
from Him , to make my joy complete , 
ght well he sees the error of his way 
you ; His passion finds a ready spot 
s , in love well versed , have sought 
I feel my sufferings lie for me 
in me , though I 'm strong , For I strive not 
In me 'tis all a custom passing strange ; Thro 
in me unmixed 
in me was ever present : More fiercely than th 
in me , Would have me stir , I have not the re 
in mind 
In mine own castle I 'd become a serf 
in mixture lay , But quite distinct are they a 
in mortal fear , And if involved , from it the 
in my cause no hand has taken arms 
in my fancy Love to me discloses Those secrets 
in my fancy saw 'pon me such might In mine own 
in my heart there is no pleasure cropped 
in my intent , Be sure true love in me was eve 
in my nature to want such estáte ; To th' igno 
in my steps , In tears or laughter let them fo 
In nothingness there can be found no hope ; Wh 
In nought am I like to that little page Who se 
in nought outside my use : My time 's consumed 
in one ; And Love would fain effect this chang 
In order not to think of earthly things 
In order to achieve perpetual bliss , Gross pl 
In others' eyes the lover 's great or small , 
in our discordant parts Now willingly are forc 
in pain ; And so , with all my heart , I pardo 
in part , but not in all 
in past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me , one of 
In peace I 'd be , defeated and her slave 
In places I hear him defamed as traitor Yet fa 
In praise of God let them have sport and play 
in present time , or e'en in past ! Look piteo 
in purgatory Her spirit be for sins unexpiate 
In quality , it varies from the rest 
In quantity 'tis judged much like the rest ; I 
in sadness , And others - many - show her full 
In sadness I 'm detained by my passion , I nei 
in smoke , Leaving puré gold that 's incorrupt 
in some part 'tis mixed up with delight 
in streams Than ever variance should beset my 
in such a somber vein That unto Death I visibl 
in such thoughts 
in summer , with no warmth : A poor reward wil 
In tears or laughter let them follow me , Sinc 
in th' anguish At losing that which brought it 
in th' ardour of God aflame And comfort finds 
In that blind fire where lovers are consumed I 
in that part which resembles The very one that 
In that same day , then , choler , blood , and 
In that whose temper no lover may know ; This 
in the ambry Will not unlock the door it once 
in the balance , Afraid that fear will confoun 
In the belief the day would me defend 
in the body 
in the body of my beloved , I am content , wha 
in the end , to Reason always yields 
in the flesh she lived upon this earth I sough 
in the forest And lions make their habitat in 
in the grip of these most mortal foes ; Both p 
in the least You 're without love or know not 
in the morn his foe would have the day , Befor 
in the past ; He has none left to wage war to 
in the selfsame hostel 
in the slightest way , With those vexations th 
in the street , Her eyes astream , with raptur 
in the world 
in the world Can cure him , unless he is from 
in the world , So long away from company of me 
in their constant lament 
in their hands ! Who '11 give me back my time 
In their intent there 's no delight of Love , 
in their labour there can be no break Unless I 
in their powers : In just one day doth melanch 
in their service That neither would be ever so 
in their soul 
in their sport , On snow I walk , unshod , my 
in their usage 
in these my saddest thoughts , For he takes no 
in this , have been the first involved And all 
in this his very torment 
In this my fancy I sojourn and delight , Thoug 
In this same way I must escape from you / Beca 
in this wav the passions of the soul So suffer 
in this world ; The grace of God then let him 
in thy intent ! Each one of you , I pray , now 
in time of roughest storm , And everyone makes 
in torment and in pain ; And so , with all my 
In trusting me they will feel no remorse 
In truth , once there , I must per forcé be to 
In trying to improve the nature of his lot 
in us, ; Oppose it though we could , we have no 
In vain , and , hungry , must yet keep the fas 
in wait , Into their hands I know I 'm bound t 
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28 when it is June' Burns my weak- heart 
4 7 desire can be restrained by nought / 
19 ry 'round the fire , And I could join 
4 9 Should I not trust 
30 If there 's a place for Love to grow 
32 aste and am so whiterád I cannot say ' 
37 
26 God I cali For that whose major part 
23 You do things well ; 
13 Iiet me not be alone 
43 ine which such variance do show , For 
24 erwhelmed I cannot tell how much I am 
8 d With which Love stríkes those truly 
50 at favour Suffice it will to keep the 
6 e has decided Towards which fruit his 
15 , Though towards one my will has now 
35 cannot discrimínate : For my delights 
4 8 rsteps Therefrom comes false desire , 
28 in smoke , Leaving puré gold that *s 
55 am jealous ; Your joys outside of me 
11 t , The more I find my pains are thus 
15 s ; Although a lack of grace leads to 
2 little page Who searches out a kind , 
34 been allowed To give the agád man an 
86 eet , So much my taste has now become 
4 4 stricken down : He needs not his , of 
51 t will to keep the inamoured From th' 
19 re of majesty , Rewarder of good , of 
39 s ceased the war he once had fought : 
in want of your sweet favour 
In winter , heat ; in summer , with no warmth 
in with them in their sport , On snow I walk , 
in you as you would care , 'Tis my great Love 
in you ; His passion finds a ready spot in us 
'In you lies all my hope 
In you lies not my own delight 's completion , 
in you resides : That 'pon my will you might f 
in you then sloth does sleep 
in your disfavour ; With joined hands I beg fo 
in your service they will prove most firm ; 'T 
inamour 1 
inamour 'd 
inamoured 2 
inamoured 
inamoured From th1 influence of either hope or 
inclination 1 
inclination sways , In loving two women I 'm s 
inclined 1 
inclined 
include 1 
include a mortal pain , And such a pain is bou 
39 my ken ; Excess of Love filis me with 
17 But believe not my 
41 O Love , O Love , the day the 
38 ty of your grace , Death comes to th' 
35 ise , And not to nave the wise called 
30 sure is The very same sad people feel 
62 e dark , Howlings and wails I 'd have 
32 t of men ; 'Re wise may feed upon her 
34 heir commonweal As peacefully as your 
25 If artless--I have proved in my 
51 , Whilst loving her with most sincere 
30 ood , And Fortune follows thee in thy 
16 To love you plain the 
90 life , Or that He set in me this firm 
27 o can 't attain great love : In their 
inconstancy 1 
inconstancy 
incorruptible 1 
incorruptible , Death likewise terminates my g 
increase 1 
increase my pain ; Whene'er you grieved , your 
increased 1 
increased , For in my heart there is no pleasu 
indifference 1 
indifference , My foot will ne'er be set upon 
indulgent 1 
indulgent , master ; He 'd keep him warm throu 
infant 1 
infant fs guise , And not to have the wise cal 
infected 1 
infected ! At once my heart 's of steel , of f 
infinite 1 
infinite puissance 
influence 1 
influence of either hope or fear : So deeply w 
iniquity 1 
iniquity scourge , Among the best the f,nix I 
Injured 1 
Injured I lie , my wound yet can 't be healed 
innocence 2 
innocence ; Capriciously I want and yet want n 
innocence was such That I was blind to your de 
Innocent 3 
Innocent For mankind 's good was nailed to the 
innocent , martyr for Love , He who would part 
innocent So long as they 're delivered from yo 
inside 1 . 
inside , For their lament itself brings them a 
instead 1 
instead of songs 
intellect 2 x 
intellect 
intellect commands Those subtleties nourished 
intent 6 
intent , Be sure true love in me was ever pres 
intent , But for her virtues , not stained by 
intent ! Each one of you , I pray , now change 
intent I now declare 
intent : That unto Him my will he reaffirm , T 
intent there 's no delight of Love , They feel 
intention 
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4 0 corporal desire *cannot extend To base intention 
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my heart My thoughts will never fall 
his earth , And as I look more deeply 
e him down , His mind will plunge him 
el my sufferings lie for me in wait , 
ot so great To make a crown that were 
overeóme , Holding me trapped in his 
eyes , in this , have been the first 
pain are they in mortal fear , And if 
nd evil man 's radical heat Sustained 
e worm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh 
There 
'Tis by the mind sensuality 
ss ; Whoever withoüt me to it aspires 
elude a mortal pain , And such a pain 
city to love is limited , Sith theirs 
come , Unless by Death to me the path 
now gone , So I love nought , for all 
To mourn the dead 
A great delight from lovers 
rows grow within Like to that man who 
are denied , And my bright day to men 
ve its lover and beloved ; Once flesh 
For sooth , the Will by whom the deed 
yearning ne'er oceurs , For ignorance 
ite Sees in his food how all his pain 
orne light repose , Although my spirit 
calis on the fortúnate , For , if man 
rt of great delight - a goodly part -
in the world Can cure him , unless he 
is harmful ! Well known it is my life 
r law ;•Resemble not that which to me 
owing how they harm ; Out of his wits 
How badly lives the man whose mind 
e by her , Then , rapidly , the cause 
Rather 
o malees me live ? If I weep not , who 
: More fiercely than the sun when it 
What will he do - no other good 
that in me he 'd deign to dwell ; He 
lf enjoy , For their capacity to love 
rué To pursue that for which all hope 
oon to taste And now to me all remedy 
Whoe'er loves flesh , once flesh 
tom passing strange ; Through absence 
whose temper no lover may know ; This 
So mightiful 
lack of words , her estáte such as it 
I love and fear with shame that 
hich to me is harmful ! Well known it 
My own perdition 
sway over appetite , Its entire work 
I 'm like that captain who 
There 
e can be the bearer of no good ; What 
their way ; To escape from him there 
hus increased , For in my heart there 
f God then let him not expect : There 
Let him who 
Lily 'midst thorns , my power 
Love 's pain for me 
' Through that great suffering which 
If she I love 
There 
don , And with no time for thought he 
The peace he brings 
every Lover true , When vile despair 
So great 's the good that here 
ourself no pleasure can you find : It 
ike ; The sufferer of this pain which 
one within myself doth dwell , My joy 
rest ills I see how many die ; No man 
ide , In firm belief my great delight 
Lily 'midst thorns , my love 
Who 
Through ignorance it 
blame myself for nought 
no memory of the past , 
into 4 
into disgrace 
into his deeds , Then , mixedly with pain , he 
into mortal fear , 'Tis so with me , for once 
Into their hands I know I 'm bound to fall ; T 
invisible 
invisible 
invisible web But all his blows fall finally 
The second 
How pleasant 
Great 
more bitter than gall , For yearning 
ght see the mysteries divine For body 
A certain part of my great pleasure 
1 , except the love of self ; By envy 
love , When 'tis achieved , all else 
involved 2 
involved And all my senses have therein parta 
involved , from it they crave to flee , And fo 
is 92 
is 
is absence , If not opposed by firm and stubbo 
is another it outstrips man 's nature ; Its su 
is beat 
Is both a fool , and oaf , and downright gross 
is bound with great delight 
is but a brutal appetite , And if the lover 's 
is closed 
is come to dust 
is common to all love And 'tis from this I fee 
is concealed , From any man who can 't attain 
is condemned to die , And , long aware , some 
is darkest night ; I live on that which others 
is dead , so he that loved but this Can have n 
is done , Has it for Lord , and though they ma 
is enemy to Love 
is fed 
is for all times sad , Through that its habit 
is for evils desígnate / Melodious 's , then , 
Is found within the thoughts of him who 's sad 
is from Spain , Since with his illness he '11 
is full of danger , Caught in the grip of thes 
is harmful ! Well known it is my life is full 
is he who reckons up That once they 're lost , 
is his Own enemy , and brings him tidings sore 
is in the body 
is it dead 
is it sees me laugh , Though suffer I may not 
is June Burns my weak- heart in want of your s 
is left him - Except lament the good of time n 
is like Death , who traps the fugitive And fie 
is limited , Sith theirs is but a brutal appet 
is lost 
is lost ; A passion strong can alter any law A 
is lost , loves not , When he recalls delights 
is love lost 'mongst other folk , Yet mine own 
is Love 's doing , who would fain I feel His t 
is Love with his great favour Suffice it will 
is , More than the crown of France I could e'e 
is most honest , Merely the soul of her whom G 
is my life is full of danger , Caught in the g 
is my prime disgrace For which I seethe and bl 
is natural to man The opposite disturbs him in 
is near shore And sees his great ship as a lof 
is no man who thinks will come to pass Those m 
is no more is what I like the best 
is no need of castles , His power lies lower t 
is no pleasure cropped 
is no wage for him who has not toiled 
is not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who *s 
is not so great To make a crown that were invi 
is not such bitter torment That I should wish 
is now drawn nigh Steadily my life 's humor ru 
is now outside my time The greater part of her 
is on earth no thing which could suffice To ma 
is put to death 
is really war to me ; If she through whom he w 
is set before his eyes ; But , gracefully , Lo 
is set before me That without pain in hope of 
is so gross that Love cannot be served 
is so sweet , For soon the very devil will lam 
is such , I feel not on this earth , And as I 
is sure how aught may be resolved 
is tainted By pleasures fleet , which swiftly 
is tempered In that whose temper no lover may 
is that man he 's so middling in love , Securi 
is that man would seek Those gross delights , 
is that terrible rebuff You always give whene' 
is the burden on my back 
is the pain of every Lover true , When vile de 
is the pain that I must bear , I see no way to 
is the prison of the spirit , It dwells in dar 
is The very same sad people feel inside , For 
is the whole world conquered 
is then forgot , Even ourselves , as we dwell 
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ny other joy , Since pleasant languor 
ery lover 's will ! Asking me not who 
It 
his world encompass perfect good , It 
When 'tis God 's Will the vessel 
re can be no break Unless I have what 
und no hope ; What 's bodily by Death 
e bearer of no good ; What is no more 
What many men have lost 
y fancy fixed On my beloved , who she 
The body ' s traits , that 
r my repute : As for myself , my Will 
o chastening : Their cause , for me , 
it would afford him some relief , It 
rought out of the mine , All mixed it 
t but to be sad Of that I speak which 
great pain - I know not how - delight 
therein contained 
this fellow Love , Yet will they know , in 
through Love that I ara come to this : I los 
through me man would achieve such bliss ; W 
to founder In harbour safe , he breaks moor 
to me denied 
turned to nought 
what I like the best 
what I lose The more my love excels , the m 
, what she 's worth ; The more I find , the 
, what touches not Upon the soul , the vulg 
wholly dead 
wholly nuil and void 
with him as that woman whose child , That s 
with other metáis base , Once put in fire , 
with sadness mixed , For this estáte 's , I 
yet there found 
íssue j 
I choose , then love will be love 's issue 
Then great delight will surely be its issue , A subtle thought will be its pillar fi 
cry his lot : Read him my words , th' issue of troubled thoughts , Penned artlessly 
e , Or let him even have a thought of 
, I am that man entitled to proclaim 
anguish At losing that which brought 
s adviser ; As for my Will , he named 
ve such bliss ; Whoever without me to 
1 others ' reach ; Great subtlety has 
grow no weeds upon my riverbank ; Let 
As with the sea when 
form , Much of the, time an and grief 
ape , Such great delight to me I feel 
ink and all that my eye sees The more 
If aught I see f hers 
in parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose 
't do any good , How will he do it if 
id it feel ; I wear it now , and Find 
don 't avoid the cause through which 
The hour draws nigh , though tardily 
emes of pain and joy were felt ; With 
Rather is 
I do not say 
thence , the urgency of my love , So 
d ne'er show Than at the present time 
or body is the prison of the spirit , 
Although at first 
y I sojourn and delight , Though when 
isfortune ! A life of joy brings with 
y , Ñor can I think that others could 
e ; When it was donned , so ampie did 
e Will by whom the deed is done , 'Has 
thout pain : If aught I start I taint 
so great as other men ' s , I 've made 
eatly , I delight knowing 'tis thus , 
ve me aught of its own , Since nought 
Deprived of 
of them he mindlessly retained , With 
no other joy , Ungrateful I ., should 
efore me That without pain in hope of 
so they deny my words , They 'd have 
n won 't do any good , How.will he do 
ent : More fiercely than the sun when 
er lack of words , her estáte such as 
t which to me is harmful ! Well known 
n yourself no pleasure can you find : 
Through ignorance 
t this world encompass perfect good , 
hen it would afford him some relief , 
n brought out of the mine , All mixed 
Good summons evil lustily as 
e spirit , It dwells in darkness e'er 
If it rs not sound , eftsoons 
f yours should vary and show not that 
end ; When appetite' desires but what 
sight , No thanks I 'd give , should 
; Those lovers when impassioned have 
onned , so ampie did it feel ; I wear 
in the ambry.Will not unlock the door 
\ There is another 
Though outside 
dolorous ; And soQn or late I 'm sure 
If 
e with pain , It takes not long until 
auses his despair ? Yet 'tis so grave 
it brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , 
Since I 've no peer in love , 
much on Love my spirit contemplates , 
akes me live ? If I weep not , who is 
all delight 
as his bailiff , And each took oath they ne 
aspires Is both a fool , and oaf , and down 
at its command 
be known that deep within my heart My thoug 
bewails and cries , And equally beset by tw 
brings And some delight with other sufferin 
brings , I want ñor wish for nought outside 
brings me beauty and delight , The more I f 
brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems 
can I not , For in some part 'tis mixed up 
causes pain ? I see the heart of man as har 
clings so tight 
comes 
comes , When I '11 set foot upon that loath 
content , then all becomes complete 
dead 
differs from all others : In quantity 'tis 
distracts me not , I '11 speak of you 
does for me : All love will fail , except t 
dwells in darkness e'er it lives therein , 
enters me with pain , It takes not long unt 
fades my sorrows grow within Like to that m 
, fear of death.For 'tis of that its sworn 
feel 
feel ; I wear it now , and Find it clings s 
for Lord , and though they may dispute , Wi 
from the first , And thus the end can bring 
great , much prizing what I lose , For seei 
has such might that I renege all joy , Ñor 
has t' avail my own desire 
, he wastes 
he wounded me , and so I die 
I e'er reject , Or even make attempt herefr 
I live ; Should I not grasp it , so wretche 
I say only foolish things 
if it causes pain ? I see the heart of man 
is June Burns my weak- heart in want of you 
is , More than the crown of France I could 
is my life is full of danger , Caught in th 
is so gross that Love cannot be served 
is that man would seek Those gross delights 
is through Love that I am come to this : I 
is through me man would achieve such bliss 
is with him as that woman whose child , Tha 
is with other metáis base , Once put in fir 
leaves 
lies outside the power of any .wight To love 
lives therein , So doth Love take possessio 
may be dead 
mounts ; Should yours decline , so will dec 
needs , Man does not fail if order 's no tr 
not clothe with earth My naked cors , which 
not : They show themselves\unworthy , thus 
now , and Find it clings so tight 
once made fast 
outstrips man 's nature ; Its surest trait 
prime movement doth occur , Therein resides 
' s bound to come , Unless by Death to me th 
's not sound , eftsoons it may be déBd 
's pleasant dolour 
seems a thing untrue To pursue that for whi 
seems I part from her ;' Both times and Plac 
seems to me In me 'tis all a custom passing 
seems to stray completely from our body , F 
sees me laugh , Though suffer I may not con 
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• 'Tis done with me as 
ope of it I live ; Should I not grasp 
archenemy , if ever Love brought with 
Pursuirig Love , from whom 
ugh at first it enters me with pain , 
mortal fear , And if involved , from 
ion finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose 
h ; The more I find , the worse to me 
ged much like the rest ; In quality , 
, and dressed my spirit there ; When 
then a voice I heard Of a frail body 
And 
reast so that your heart may show How 
I flee delight as though 
Better 
Against 
is Love with his great favour Suffice 
cast my thought elsewhere , Recalling 
nd brings him tidings sore , And when 
day , Good Loving then will also have 
d them in his grip ; Should I recount 
rs ' reach ; Great subtlety has it at 
est hair Could do me ill , or show me 
pain , Does Fortune make me bound to 
By 
By its effects does Love make 
hen reason holds sway over appetite , 
draws nigh ; My civil life doth near 
, Losing most swiftly a large part of 
till one of them relents , And yields 
Pursuing Love , from whom it takes 
ompletion , Desirous though you be of 
torment That I should wish t' escape 
highly praise , But I , who 've seen 
hts , Another on my heart ne'er halts 
t is for all times sad , Through that 
een itsglory with mine eyes , Desire 
ear Then great delight will surely be 
craves for flesh ; the soul does seek 
left with pain , Each love does have 
Then spake the body in 
at offence ; The far extreme contains 
t argent ; Each one of these produces 
od alone When following the course of 
od To make the world give me aught of 
w Love , Yet will they know , in me , 
not his ills , Cannot maintain in him 
its issue , A subtle thought will be 
rt Far greater than the world and all 
quaintance , He '11 better understand 
Though no sure measure has 
At this , the mind was prompt in 
A greasy cors imbedded in 
another it outstrips man 's nature ; 
h it , fear of death For •tis of that 
ps man 's nature ; Its surest trait , 
It won ' t be much to see in me 
young no more , The worm which gnaws 
, His power lies lower than the earth 
I feel a sweetness that 's so great , 
people feel inside , For their lament 
y life 's full of misery : With Death 
Should you love God a deal then I am 
s merry 'round the fire , And I could 
not be alone in your disfavour ; With 
it should have been done 
it , so wretched I '11 be Upon this earth hell 
it some delight , I am that man entitled to pr 
it takes its form , Much of the time an and gr 
It takes not long until it 's pleasant dolour 
it they crave to flee , And for all times thin 
it though we could , we have no wish 
it turns , For all my thoughts , which drive m 
it varies from the rest 
it was donned , so ampie did it feel ; I wear 
it was , I , who would swear An armed man I co 
it was thus the king did lose dominión Of thes 
it was wounded by the shaft of gold With which 
it were my foe For one small good 'midst great 
it were my suffering to endure Than tinge my j 
it , who could daré to arise ? For sooth , the 
it will to keep the inamoured From th' influen 
it , with deep sighs 'tis retrieved 
It won 't be much to see in me its works ; And 
it would afford him some relief , It is with h 
its 39 
its cióse 
its colourable pleasure , Heaving a sigh , the 
its command 
its disdain 
its displeasure ; Of Love I don 't complain , 
its effects does Love make its elf known 
its elf known 
Its entire work is natural to man The opposite 
its final cióse : Since I 'm deserted by all k 
its flesh 
its forceful might unto the stronger , My mind 
its form , Much of the time an and grief it br 
its fulfillment ; The words of Love you are pe 
its gallful sphere , And if before my eyes com 
its glory with mine eyes , Desire its ills , s 
its gnawing , And in their labour there can be 
its habit , donned , and long since worn , Of 
its ills , since they promise delight 
its issue , A subtle thought will be its pilla 
its like , A bastard 's born , to his forbears 
its lover and beloved ; Once flesh is dead , s 
its own defence And argued that 'twas there th 
its own delight , And looks not back , but fut 
its own feeling , According to their differenc 
its own nature , And loving only for herself t 
its own , Since nought it has t' avail my own 
its painful forcé 
its passion quick : Desire , the lack of good 
its pillar firm , Which won 't allow this fast 
its pity 
its quality 
its quantity : In others' eyes the lover 's gr 
its reply , And did refute this argument full 
its sloth Cannot set foot on this rugged térra 
Its surest trait , its very lack of bounds 
its sworn archenemy , if ever Love brought wit 
its very lack of bounds 
its works ; And Death has brought no death unt 
its wrinkled flesh is absence , If not opposed 
itself 4 
itself 
Itself , and since I feel no other joy , Ungra 
itself brings them a comfort Far greater than 
itself 'tis now placed in the balance / Afraid 
jealous 
jealous 
s comes absence 's worm 
That without sadness there can be no 
: So deeply will he feel the present 
o ne'er again I '11 know the taste of 
nd others - many - 'show her full I of 
oy of hope be never cast aside ; Both 
e this fear of misfortune ! A life of 
on high , Apart from Him , to make my 
No finer 
e alone within myself doth dwell , My 
With 
, It has such might that I renege all 
Your joys outside of me increase my 
oin 1 
oin in with them in their sport , On snow I w 
oined 1 
oined hands I beg for your compassion ; Grant 
jostling 1 
And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love The healing of 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
joy 
and sadness are present to him , Fear and 
brings with it , fear of death For 'tis of 
complete , In truth , once there , I must 
holds this world for the mind Than thinkin 
is such , I feel not on this earth 
let folk make merry on holy days 
And 
In prai 
Ñor can I think that others could it fee 
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LXIII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XI 
CXIV 
IV 
20 
92 
27 
10 
4 
23 
I 
I 
LXXXIX 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXXII 
IV 
cefully , Love does on him bestow The joy of hope be never cast aside ; Both joy and 
nt her out to file , According to the joy or grlef they had ; And some there are whi 
fate And nobler still than any other joy , Since pleasant languor is therein contai 
eyes astream , with raptures of great joy ; Sweet to my cars flows the song of her v 
, Itself , and since I feel no other joy , Ungrateful I , should it I e'er reject , 
'Twas there th' extremes of pain and joy were felt ; With it content , then all bec 
67 n : To flee from folk if ever they be 
28 't my soul When I must leave my former 
26 my suffering to endure Than tinge my 
55 e God a deal then I am jealous ; Your 
43 re your desires ; To loathing do your 
121 Of my desire let all men 
12 rs from all others : In quantity 'tis 
7 Experience , and 
35 ment doth occur , Therein resides the 
27 More fieroely than the sun when it is 
joyful 1 
joyful And feel resent should suffering ever c 
joys 4 
joys behind 
joys , but in the slightest way , With those v 
joys outside of me increase my pain ; Whene'er 
joys so swiftly turn , Of them you tire ; each 
j udge 1 
judge the cause 
judged 1 
judged much like the rest ; In quality , it va 
j udgement 2 
judgement , I see fail , Fortune and Chance de 
judgement of all thíngs / And of the Will a co 
June 1 
June Burns my weak- heart in want of your swee 
XCIV 
LXVI 
X 
XCIV 
54 
15 
21 
19 
LXVI 11 
LXVI 11 
CXIV 
XXIII 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
CXIV 
XI 
4 
3 
1 
20 
50 
11 
38 
19 
33 
XXIX 
LXVI 11 
LXVI 
XI 
XVIII 
X 
X 
XIII 
X 
X 
LXVI 
2 
2 
32 
43 
38 
9 
13 
1 
6 
XIX 
XXXIX 
I 
XI 
II 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
XIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XIX 
XVIII 
30 
41 
6 
28 
20 
16 
46 
36 
19 
41 
37 
72 
33 
58 
just 4 
these did passions mixedly Maintain , just as they all in mixture lay , But quite di 
our compassion ; Grant me no favour , just boon for my service 
bitter thought ; He 's routed me with just one body 's strength And had no need to s 
here 's variance in their powers : In just one day doth melancholy reign , In that s 
f three cities 
keen 1 
Who all his life was keen to war against His enemy who couldn 
throughout the frosty spells 
t a kind , indulgent , master 
keep 6 
He 'd keep him cool all through the summer 's heat , 
He 'd keep him warm throughout the frosty spells , H 
God keep me , I pray , in these my saddest thought 
ght In vain , and , hungry , must yet keep the fast 
h his great favour Suffice it will to keep the inamoured From th' influence of eithe 
I pray you then ; let nought keep you from me , Whilst I am granted favour 
ken 3 
bout those things which are beyond my ken ; Excess of Love filis me with innocence ; 
adness mixed , For this estáte 's , I ken , more terrible Than any estáte yet known 
No man I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who , struck by L 
15 s well 
kens 1 
Your colour and your gait he kens right well But of the gesture he could 
kept 1 
till such marvellous effect Till then kept hid by power of contraríes ? Bitter and s 
11 without th1 opposing forcé 
key 1 
The very key which shut you in the ambry Will not unloc 
t return until he gains such s 
He 'd keep him war 
kind 5 
wilds When overeóme by 'nother of his kind , And won 
o that little page Who searches out a kind , indulgent , master 
me cióse to death , 'Tis of a graver kind , not like the rest 
al cióse : Since I 'm deserted by all kind of hope My soul condemned remáins upon th 
ion of my soul , And leaves aside all kind of thoughts impure , And , thus , I feel 
king 5 
hosts A mercenary , who conquered the king 
And it was thus the king did lose dominión Of these his cities , n 
That Cypriot king , the hostage of a heretic , Compared wit 
Like to a king , the master of three cities , Who all hi 
d nave the day , Before nightfall the king would vanquish him , Until there carne unt 
knot 1 
, or e'en so mightiful As to undo the knot that Love can tie 
know 
Will , and in abundance , But, none I know 
y 'midst thorns , I pray God lets you know 
e for me.in wait , Into their hands I know 
o is this'-fellow Love , Yet will they know 
iance should beset my love , If I but know 
us strange how even in great pain - I know 
in the least You 're without love or know 
ugh ignorance I.live another pain : I know 
your favour , For nothing surer can I know 
ily 'midst thorns , both you and I do know 
'Tis only through experience one máy know 
my pain a habit So ne'er again I '11 know 
Bitter and sweet I know 
red In that whose temper no lover may know 
15 
as me so spent of strength , So do I wast 
How 'tis through you I 'm come to such ex 
I 'm bound to fall ; Time henee can be th 
, in me , its painful forcé 
my meed does not displease you 
not how - delight is yet there found 
not what he wants ; He who bembans this i 
not where to look that I 'm not burnt 
of you , Ñor need I look for more to be c 
That man may well be slain by Love 's har 
The great delight which lies within the w 
the taste of joy 
the taste of Love , So much my tongue can 
; This is Love 's doing , who would fain 
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4 4 urn , Of them you tire ; each day you know this more 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
LIV 
II 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
CXIV 
IV 
XXXIX 
LXXVII 
CI 
LXIII 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
knowing 2 
66 would seek Those gross delights , not knowing how they harm ; Out of his wits is he 
70 olds me fast , So greatly , I delight knowing 'tis thus , It has such might that I r 
29 of perfection 
knowledge 1 
Possessing such great knowledge in herself She wants for nought to b 
known 7 
97 By its effects does Love make its elf known 
30 She wants for nought to be completely known : Her fairness blinds the most devout of 
33 ot that which to me is harraful ! Well known it is my life is full of danger , Caught 
22 arken to my plight , And once you 've known my sufferings of yore , Wiil never your 
24 ought unto these straits , Not having known or prized other things 
27 o weeds upon my riverbank ; Let it be known that deep within my heart My thoughts wi 
20 n , more terrible Than any estáte yet known upon this earth 
Knows 7 
28 ring that the body 's base complexión Knows but that love which fox and wolf enjoy , 
8 hy I *m driven to such pain Love only knows for he 's the very cause 
9 He who knows not no pity then can feel For him who li 
20 t crags , He 's struck with fear ( he knows not where to tread ) Of stepping forward 
25 Who , after evil , knows the taste of good Cannot be said to be c 
14 es not Upon the soul , the vulgar man knows well ; Your colour and your gait he kens 
40 take a different oourse , And no one knows where lies the middle road 
I 
CI 
XIII 
XXIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
II 
II 
CI 
LXVIII 
LXVIII 
IV 
I 
II 
X 
XIII 
XXXIX 
LXVIII 
XIX 
LXIII 
LIV 
XI 
LIV 
CXIV 
LIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
II 
XCIV 
30 
49 
23 
17 
52 
63 
15 
37 
38 
24 
25 
57 
41 
41 
41 
labour 4 
I see my pleasure come to grief , My labour doubled after brief repose , Like to th 
O mistress wise and fair , all labour 's light To these my triáis of seeing y 
e'er halts its gnawing , And in their labour there can be no break Unless I have wha 
We all are coarse as we labour to express The merits of a body fair an 
lack 6 
nature ; Its surest trait , its very lack of bounds 
him its passion quick : Desire , the lack of good , does hold him fast , Once good 
ur fairness , oh maidens ; Although a lack of grace leads to indifference , My foot 
The lack of sleep so meagre makes my frame , Yet h 
faith , I love for her disdain , Her lack of words , her estáte such as it is , Mor 
heart , He says no more than I won 't lack reward 
My prudent 
My prudent 
My prudent 
My prudent 
My prudent 
Lady 
Lady 
Lady 
Lady 
Lady 
Lady 
base desires I root out ; There grow no 
God could grant me nought Apart from yo 
when Love 's young no more , The worm w 
wouldst thou give me a crumb Of thy swe 
wouldst thou realize That 'tis through 
8 ded By all but me , in their constant 
31 me sad people feel inside , For their 
14 - no other good is left him - Except 
7 sweet , For soon the very devil will 
28 1 than any other joy , Since pleasant 
36 my body fails , Losing most swiftly a 
7 ith sighs most dolorous ; And soon or 
24 h he ever feels , And what he loses , 
3 e ? If I weep not , who is it sees me 
3 iend to tears , yet ne'er a friend to 
38 en , follow in my steps , In tears or 
35 lost ; A passion strong can alter any 
31 one of you , I pray , now change your 
54 aintain , just as they all in mixture 
17 Before ere long I '11 
25 Today he sports with shafts of 
13 Of gold and 
50 would care , 'Tis my great Love that 
23 e no trifling break , For one extreme 
15 oh maidens ; Although a lack of grace 
4 4 does attract And finds the way which 
lament 4 
lament 
lament itself brings them a comfort Far greate 
lament the good of time now lost ? He sees ful 
lament When he beholds our sufferings are akin 
languor 1 
languor is therein contained 
large 1 
large part of its flesh 
late 1 
late I 'm sure it 's bound to come Unless by 
later 1 
later he regains 
laugh 1 
laugh , Though suffer I may not continuous pai 
laughter 2 
laughter , How will you bear those evils that 
laughter let them follow me , Since I am ready 
law 2 
law And make a heart of Steel and stone constr 
law ; Resemble not that which to me is harmful 
lay 
lay But quite distinct are they after her de 
lead 3 
lead a hermit 's life The better to observe Lo 
lead alone , Powerless they to draw a drop of 
lead these shafts are fashioned , And of anoth 
leads 4 
leads me to such zeal ; 
leads surely to another 
leads to indifference , 
leads towards the end ; 
I do not fear your bod 
: To lowly men th' aff 
My foot will ne'er be 
When appetite desires 
learned 
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XVIII 54 ve to me his subtleties reveáis Which learned men would find beyond their grasp , An 
CI 
LXXXIX 
I 
LXXIX 
CXIV 
XI 
17 
45 
28 
23 
79 
12 
I 
XVIII 
X 
XCIV 
40 
38 
24 
40 
learnt 1 
to the child , who down his road has learnt To walk right well despite his tender a 
least 1 
Should my behaviour vex you in the least You 're without love or know not what he 
leave 4 
ions that torment my soul When I must leave my former joys behind 
And those of argent leave nought but a scar , The ones he 's wound 
Love , And I , now forced to take my leave of him , What 's evil for all men , to m 
her voice , And says : "Dear friend , leave that your strange abode ! I take delight 
leaven 1 
pt that God would fain place her in I leaven 
leaves 4 
Good summons evil lustily as it leaves 
Love take possession of my soul , And leaves aside all kind of thoughts impure , And 
s three within my soul he quells , He leaves me two , I daré not use the third 
e opposite disturbs him in his nature Leaves unachieved the end his deeds all seek 
XXIII 
XCIV 
1 
28 n fire , the dross goes up in smoke 
Leaving 2 
Leaving aside the style of troubadours Who , s 
Leaving puré gold that 's incorruptible , Deat 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
I 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXVII 
XVIII 
LXXXII 
73 
13 
39 
22 
106 
32 
1 
52 
left 5 
The world 's been left by many who 've lost nought , As they did 
What will he do - no other good is left him - Except lament the good of time now 
s him anew , But when they part he 's left to his own grief 
d slay many in the past ; He has none left to wage war to the death 
ot , When he recalls delights , he 's left with pain , Each love does have its lover 
less 4 
flames , No pity can he expect , much less , defence 
I' faith less pity could the world ne'er show Than at t 
y martyrs they are , yet , revealed , Less subtle they than th' ignorant or wise 
ore advantage Save that the fool does less than him divine 
43 
95 
lesser 1 
istress nature , The greater part the lesser does attract And finds the way which le 
lest 1 
I suffer lest I e'er gave her offence , And I would fai 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XIII 
X 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LXVIII 
XIII 
LXVI 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
XIX 
LIV 
XIII 
XXXIX 
CI 
LXIII 
92 
121 
37 
18 
1 
16 
11 
1 
27 
5 
13 
132 
19 
1 
3 
11 
3 
44 
38 
2 
22 
LXXIX 
I 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
XIX 
LXXVII 
LXXVII 
LXXIX 
33 
5 
39 
23 
3 
61 
32 
22 
10 
32 
irm , That on my way to Him I find no 
Of my desire 
es which were before our own Did Love 
With joy 
third he will not have him sire , Or 
in this world ; The grace of God then 
ere grow no weeds upon my riverbank ; 
derous tales of deeds most bold ; But 
's holy days ; For this strange life 
who 's not been sad at any time , And 
I pray you then ; 
of God let them have sport and play ; 
he timid man who dwells on love ; And 
ow in my steps , In tears or laughter 
merry on holy days ; In praise of God 
let 20 
let 
let all men judge the cause 
Let all who love / then , follow in my steps , 
let fly all those his golden shafts , But one 
let folk malee merry on holy days ; In praise o 
let him even have a thought of it 
let him not expect : There is no wage for him 
Let him who is not sad heed not my voice , Ñor 
Let it be known that deep within my heart My t 
let me go and seek out. graves and tombs , And 
Let me not be alone in your disfavour ; With j 
Let my sins blight her not ! That Biscayneer , 
let no man show me pity : Love wants me at his 
Let no man think my words are empty prattle , 
let not him who bears the blows of fate Seek o 
let nought keep you from me , Whilst I am gran 
Let streets / and squares , and orchards of de 
let the suitor bold but waste his time 
let them follow me , Since I am ready both for 
let them have sport and play ; Let streets , a 
lets 1 
Lily 'midst thorns , I pray God lets you know How ' tis through you I *m come t 
level 1 
He can 't and won 't go down a level path ; Return he can 't : another took h 
liberty 1 
of suffering , And steal from me this liberty of mine ? I am a captive now set free 
lie 3 
But I lie cióse to death ; of that be sure 
I feel my sufferings lie for me in wait , Into their hands I know I 
he war he once had fought : Injured I lie , my wound yet can 't be healed , Since my 
he gifts that he may, grant 
s are coloured by my words 
lief 3 
I had as lief surrender to his sadness , And for all ti 
I had as lief that God would strike me down , Should e' 
I 'd lief to have the brightest day were dark , How 
lies 8 
d am so whiterSd I cannot say "In you lies all my hope 
, loving not , are loved , And he who lies , believed as oft he wants ; I find mysel 
not no pity then can feel For him who lies in torment and in pain ; And so , with al 
ere is no need of castles , His power lies lower than the earth itself 
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LXXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
XI 
XCIV 
I 
XI 
LIV 
XXXIX 
LIV 
LXVIII 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LIV 
XI 
XXXIX 
I 
X 
XI 
XVIII 
LXVI 
CXIV 
CI 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
X 
XIX 
XIII 
II 
I 
LXVI 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XXIII 
XIX 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
X 
XCIV 
LXVI 11 
I 
XXIX 
CI 
I 
IV 
LXXXI 
I 
LXIII 
LXIII 
I 
LXVI 
XVIII 
XIII 
XI 
XI 
XVIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XIX 
XIII 
XI 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
XXIII 
LIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
37 
1 
40 
38 
2 
5 
18 
42 
33 
19 
25 
9 
34 
89 
14 
38 
17 
37 
2 
19 
36 
25 
21 
45 
49 
26 
103 
39 
30 
4 
9 
1 
8 
32 
12 
83 
11 
5 
5 
25 
1 
88 
1 
13 
1 
17 
33 
1 
1 
1 
5 
43 
31 
25 
25 
17 
33 
22 
29 
13 
29 
61 
41 
41 
41 
41 
57 
41 
41 
57 
50 
29 
18 
In you lies not my own delight 's completion , Desiro 
It lies outside the power of any wight To love an 
erent course , And no one knows where lies the middle road 
one may know The great delight which lies within the will Of he who proves to be a 
life 
, My ill-starred heart , so weary of life 
In death I love You more than e*er in life 
were dead , And that I could spend my life 
I feel the hour draws nigh ; My civil life 
o me is harmful ! Well known it is my life 
Love 's holy days ; For this strange life 
not have this fear of misfortune ! A life 
What will he do t' escape a life 
I fear , I shall be reproached Since life 
I pray that God doth not prolong my life 
ted from one side , From th' other my life 
g which is now drawn nigh Steadily my life 
efore ere long I '11 lead a hermit 's life 
ne happens to appear , Bringing fresh life 
master of three cities , Who all his life 
r with fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life 
16 
? A friend to tears , yet ne'er a friend 
, And pardon those who won 't believe my 
asleep 
doth near its final cióse : Since I 'm de 
is full of danger , Caught in the grip of 
let no man show me pity : Love wants me a 
of joy brings with it , fear of death For 
of pain , Now having lost the good he one 
of sorrow I so highly praise , But I , wh 
, Or that He set in me this firm intent : 
's full of misery : With Death itself 'ti 
's humor runneth dry And a great sadness 
The better to observe Love 's holy days ; 
to his delice of yore , So that his past 
was keen to war against His enemy , who c 
would bestow on me her heritage , Of all 
compassion 
life-blood 1 
Since from my heart the life-blood drains away 
light 5 
Like to those saints they saw the light divine , They realized how worldly light 
Show unto me the light of hope most true , No that vain hope th 
Whilst I don 't think I find some light repose , Although my spirit is for all t 
istress wise and fair , all labour 's light To these my triáis of seeing you afar , 
ht divine , They realized how worldly light was false , Despising , thus , the glory 
es for flesh ; the soul does seek its 
at in me he 'd deign to dwell ; He is 
e of the vanquished Except for me , I 
ess then if e'er there 's been a case 
11 men require and seek out their own 
I 'm 
f no good ; What is no more is what I 
o death , 'Tis of a graver kind , not 
others : In quantity 'tis judged much 
cause why I 'm so sad , Right well I 
admit your body 's graceful charms ; 
piteous then , 'pon me , one of your 
My deeds of Love are 
at , through their beloved dead , Are 
In nought ara I 
when it fades my sorrows grow within 
in his fire I find myself refreshed 
y labour doubled after brief repose 
No man I ken , ñor woman of my 
like 31 
like , A bastard 's born , to his forbears opp 
like Death , who traps the fugitive And flees 
like Love to overeóme , Holding me trapped in 
Like mine in present time , or e'en in past ! 
like , So I dislike the company of the quick : 
like that captain who is near shore And sees h 
like the best 
like the rest 
like the rest ; In quality , it varies from th 
like the sadness that I wear : I take delight 
Like the shrewd man , though he can 't appreci 
like ; The sufferer of this pain which is so s 
like those of romance , Greater they were than 
Like 'tis with gold , when brought out of the 
Like to a king , the master of three cities , 
like to me , in part , but not in all 
like to that little page Who searches out a ki 
Like to that man who is condemned to die , And 
Like to the bull , who takes flight to the wil 
Like to the child , who down his road has lear 
Like to the hermit who no longing feels For th 
Like to the man who has desire for viands To s 
Like to the man who sees he 's cióse to death 
Like to the man who takes delight in dreams An 
Like to the master he detests his servant , He 
Like to the saint in th' ardour of God aflame 
Like to the sick man who for one sweet bite Se 
Like to the sick man who trusts he will live , 
Like to those saints they saw the light divine 
Like Tytius , whose liver 's vulture 's prey , 
like , Who , struck by Love , such pity can ar 
eadful , plaintive voice , As Death 
they beheld a greater part of glory 
re gold that 's incorruptible 
likewise 5 
likewise , calis on the fortúnate , For , if m 
Likewise I hold in contempt and disdain All th 
Likewise if you feel not the pains of Love , I 
Death likewise terminates my gross desire : That was 
Likewise with Love , he who feels not his ills 
Lily 8 
Lily 'midst thorns , believe your speechless 1 
Lily 'midst thorns , both you and I do know Th 
Lily 'midst thorns , I feel the hour draws nig 
Lily 'midst thorns , I pray God lets you know 
Lily 'midst thorns , my love is tempered In th 
Lily 'midst thorns , my power is not so great 
Lily 'midst thorns , the transports of Love ma 
Lily 'midst thorns , who contemplates on Love 
limit 1 
to us through nature In certitude and limit are compressed 
limited 1 
enjoy , For their capacity to love is limited , Sith theirs is but a brutal appetite 
lions • 1 
far that fish swim in the forest And lions make their habitat in streams Than ever 
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list 
O list , O list 
O list 
all you who truly love And pity me if p 
O list , all you who truly love /And pit 
Little 2 
cool all through the summer 's heat , Little he appreciates his master 's worth Taki 
In nought am I like to that little page Who searches out a kind , indulgen 
live 7 
11 show me love ; Through ignorance I live another pain : I know not where to look t 
t , Being away , for her who makes me live ? If I weep not , who is it sees me laugh 
his- sadness , And for all times will live most piteously 
right day to men is darkest night ; I live on that which others cannot taste 
me That without pain in hope of it I live ; Should I not grasp it , so wretched I ' 
ke to the sick man who trusts he will live , Since he 's familiar with his maladies 
Love cannot live when hope 's dead , and desire 
lived 2 
, they taste the same ; And while she lived , so thus were my desires 
still perdure ; When in the flesh she lived upon this earth I sought to love her spi 
Like Tytius 
liver 
whose liver 's vulture 's prey , And for all times t 
gh his service went unrecognized : He 
ture : Of them , one dies ; the other 
love rise up to such a height My soul 
How badly 
pirít , It dwells in darkness e'er it 
not see within , On heeding me , they 
Should I not grasp it , so wretched I 
ss he '11 have more acquaintance , He 
ing a sigh , the time now lost , they 
de whoe'er falls in their hands ! Who 
I deem i' f aith you 
rom Spain , Since with his illness he 
make my pain a habit So ne'er again I 
Before ere long I 
lear that he 's deceived himself , He 
his desire both equally demands , He 
the spirits of the damned , And they 
er to fulfill my wishes , The world I 
gh , though tardily it comes , When I 
my love , So it distracts me not , I 
's so middling in love , Security he 
uves 5 
lives completely where his fondness dwells , A 
lives for ever ; The third one gazes on false 
lives in the body of my beloved , I am content 
lives the man whose mind is his. Own enemy , an 
lives therein , So doth Love take possession o 
'11 16 
'11 be sad in their soul 
'11 be Upon this earth hell will I have encoun 
'11 better understand its quality 
'11 curse 
'11 give me back my time of suffering , And st 
'11 harken to my plight , And once you 've kno 
'11 have more acquaintance , He '11 better und 
'11 know the taste of joy 
'11 lead a hermit 's life The better to observ 
'11 never find so bounteous a master 
'11 not partake until he has decided Towards w 
'11 reply , for they 're unattended By all but 
'11 roam , proclaiming this your pride 
'11 set foot upon that loathsome way 
'11 speak of you 
'11 take as his companion ? Another I become t 
company of the quick 
loath 
They are full loath t' 
1 
imagine my estáte , They eringe from 
want , and vain are your desires 
loathing 1 
To loathing do your joys so swiftly turn 
loathsome 1 
comes , When I '11 set foot upon that loathsome way 
lodge 1 
orts of Love make Both fear and trust lodge in the selfsame hostel 
lofty 1 
ar shore And sees his great ship as a lofty castle 
long 
To pains of Love , my fellows for so long 
t to have the wise called innocent So long 
t man who is condemned to die , And , long 
friends he once had in the world , So long 
Id compare The yearning for a good so long 
Before ere long 
Ever so long 
All sustenance has long 
Through that its habit , donned , and long 
it enters me with pain , It takes not long 
10 
, A fresh complaint now brings me cióse t 
as they 're delivered from your hands , Y 
aware , some comfort can he find , For he 
away from company of men , And then , per 
desired 
I '11 lead a hermit 's life The better to 
I 've felt Love was my foe But never did 
since turned sour Save that for which wit 
since worn , Of cloth most black , and of 
until it 's pleasant dolour 
longer 1 
'Tis through this fault I can no longer love 
longing 1 
Like to the hermit who no longing feels For those his friends he once ha 
longs 1 
en cióse unto the end Since my desire longs for the impossible The hour draws nigh 
look 5 
surer can I know of you , Ñor need I look for more to be content 
, I feel not on this earth , And as I look more deeply into his deéds / Then , mixed 
for sins unexpiate , I pray your son look not whence these prayers come , But where 
e in present time , or e'en in past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me , one of your like 
ve another pain : I know not where to look that I 'm not burnt 
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looks 1 
LXXIII 38 xtreme oontains its own delight , And looks not back , but future good awaits 
IV 
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CXIV 
XIII 
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CXIV 
CXIV 
X 
LXIII 
II 
IV 
39 
21 
9 
42 
29 
21 
76 
26 
43 
24 
36 
20 
Lord 
by whom the deed is done , Has it for Lord 
unshod , my head all bare , Serving a Lord 
and though they may dispute , Will , in 
he never was a vassal And never thought 
lose 6 
And it was thus the king did lose dominión Of these his cities , not retain 
e made it great , much prizing what I lose , For seeing myself deserted by all love 
ors , which no more pleasure means To lose , save that of fancying my desires Won 't 
What many men have lost is what I lose The more my love excels , the more I grie 
hrough my opinión false , Convinced I lose the world and all therein 
rough Love that I am come to this : I lose the world as love I cannot feel , This I 
loses 2 
ings come , And ' tis through Love man loses all his sense 
of which he ever feels , And what he loses , later he regains 
Losing 2 
deeds sustaining that my body fails , Losing most swiftly a large part of its flesh 
esh found no relief in th' anguish At losing that which brought it all delight 
XIX 
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61 
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21 
26 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lost 
lot 
n trying to improve the nature of his lot 
Seek out a darkened place to cry his lot : 
My lot ' 
So 'tis my lot , 
To pursue that for which all hope is 
e , Ñor pain I feel as I see my world 
to taste And now to me all remedy is 
d I mix delight amongst my pains 'Tis 
- Except lament the good of tims now 
ghts , Penned artlessly by one who 's 
With Love now 
What many men have 
Whoe'er loves flesh , once flesh is 
ing strange ; Through absence is love 
he world 's been left by many who 've 
t' escape a life of pain , Now having 
he who reckons up That once they 're 
asure , Heaving a sigh , the time now 
s As to oppose in aught the course of 
show themselves unworthy , thus , of 
er occurs , For ignorance is enemy to 
is through this fault I can no longer 
I love as much as Love could make man 
til my mind does stray to thoughts of 
have no love ; Nought can he bind to 
O Love , 0 
When 
r cors all bloodied from the blows of 
I 
That I have come t' adore the god of 
, And eek the timid man who dwells on 
O list , O list , all you who truly 
To mourn the dead is common to all 
ies outside the power of any wight To 
My deeds of 
The wounds of 
I 
ne ? I am a captive now set free from 
When 
of that its sworn archenemy , if ever 
I need no other succour from your 
n Love , Madam , when 'tis content to 
er fades , So that my flesh this true 
so mightiful As to undo the knot that 
re can you find : It is so gross that 
ost 'mongst other folk , Yet mine own 
I love as much as 
1 those desires , which , fulfilled , 
elights , he 's left with pain , Each 
before his eyes ; But , gracefully , 
He who would flee from 
have lost is what I lose The more my 
s which are beyond my ken ; Excess of 
great folly , So great , i' faith , I 
Pursuing 
want to be entirely mine ; Should you 
at peace , and I alone at war , Since 
Likewise with 
th comes to th' innocent , martyr for 
she lived upon this earth I sought to 
And I , who 
am come to this : I lose the world as 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
love 
love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
love 
Love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
love 
love 
love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
love 
love 
love 
14 
; A passion strong can alter any law And 
anón and to my grief I turn 
? He sees full clear that he 's deceived 
his wits 
I want no help from God To make the world 
is what I lose The more my love excels , 
, loves not , When he recalls delights , 
'mongst other folk , Yet mine own love co 
nought , As they did heed the counsel of 
the good he once possessed ? Right well h 
, the world becomes estranged 
, they '11 curse 
Read him my words , th' issue of trouble 
s the same as that philosopher , Who , ai 
that , now enamoured , Transported by yo 
154 
, a habit I have tailored From your own c 
alone within myself doth dwell , My joy i 
, And also you , who with your ardent hea 
and fear with shame that is most honest , 
, And I , now forced to take my leave of 
; And let the suitor bold but waste his t 
And pity me if pity I deserve , And witne 
And 'tis from this I feel the strongest p 
another if against his Will , Or be so st 
are like those of romance , Greater they 
are of three different types , As can be 
as much as Love could make man love 
, Away from him , all pleasure 's far fro 
beheld the power so enfeebled He broke hi 
brought with it some delight , I am that 
But that your eyes reveal to me your favo 
but you ; Those lovers when impassioned h 
can 't disturb 
can tie 
cannot be served 
cannot live when hope 's dead , and desir 
comes to no end with death ; In death I 1 
could make man love 
decrease , But choosing them that from th 
does have its lover and beloved ; Once fl 
does on him bestow The joy of hope be nev 
, encounters him , Yet I , who search wit 
excels , the more I grieve ; Through love 
filis me with innocence ; Capriciously I 
for her disdain , Her lack of words , her 
, from whom it takes its form , Much of t 
gives to me a great and strong repulsión 
God a deal then I am jealous ; Your joys 
has ceased the war he once had fought : I 
, he who feels not his ills , Cannot main 
, He Hho would part his body from his sou 
her-spirit and nought else : How much mor 
him for himself alone , Refusing not the 
I cannot feel , This I might do if he wou 
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makes my frame ', Xet hones my wit as love 
make me bound to its displeasure ; Of Love 
If ever towards Love 
ch extremes ; With my own strength by Love 
O Love , O Love 
ms Than ever variance should beset my love 
What fool reproaches me if I don 't love 
Likewise if you feel not the pains of Love 
ve proved in my intent , Be sure true love 
d still my spirit craves for tasks of Love 
From any man who can 't attain great love 
'All those who dwell in malady of Love 
nd wolf enjoy , For their capacity to love 
If she I love 
Lily 'midst thorns , my love 
Since I 've no peer in love 
r times which were before our own Did Love 
passing strange ; Through absence is love 
My Will doth place a different hue on Love 
ily 'midst thorns , the transports of Love 
By its effects does Love 
at sufferings come , And 'tis through Love 
The signs of love 
0 Love 
for once I was accustomed To pains of Love 
ouldst thou realize That 'tis through Love 
So much on Love 
lf a greater glory sees He who , from Love 
1 love 
nd Death has brought no death unto my love 
so he that loved but this Can have no love 
ing save for the time now gone , So I love 
unishment ñor charge , So too am I by Love 
With Love 
O Love 
O Love 
O Love 
me : All love will fail , except the love 
e reason why I 'm driven to such pain Love 
vex you in the least You 're without love 
My thoughts of love 
se temper no lover -may know ; This is Love 
for honey and gall For those who feel Love 
excels , the more I grieve ; Through love 
e time I was seen undisposed And from Love 
hought I cannot banish from my mind , Love 
By Love 
do know That man may well be slain by Love 
low That I could come to love without Love 
hermit 's life The better to observe Love 
The stronger and more powerful Love 
hat , if I choose , then love will ,be love 
ot be said to be completely unblest': Love 
e they that concur with me not And of Love 
Love 
My prudent Lady , when Love 
Who is that man he 's so middling in love 
e , For seeing myself deserted by all love 
checking , thence , the urgency of my love 
Bitter and sweet I know the taste of Love 
ed as oft he wants ; I find myself by Love 
unded by the shaft of gold With which Love 
or woman of my like , Who , struck by Love 
Love 
anión ? Another I become through this love 
kness e'er it uves therein , So doth Love 
yes the lover 's great or small , And Love 
Tepid desire prevents delights of Love 
livered from your hands , You are , O Love 
It is through Love 
you as you would care , 'Tis my great Love 
n , should my words prove untrue ! Of love 
O Love , O Love 
And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love 
turned sour Save that for which with love 
Let all who love 
n their intent there -'s no delight of Love 
y 'midst thorns , who contemplates on Love 
Greatly I doubt that you will show me love 
th' extreme , If there 's a place for Love 
Deep in my fancy Love 
Thus Love 
the vanquished Except for me , I like Love 
ence And argued that 'twas there that Love 
trange life let norman show me pity : Love 
Ever so long I 've felt Love 
air and true , As genteel youths , in love 
If Love 
roaches me if I don 't love ? If I do love 
d Than thinking of the person that we love 
ody 's base complexión Knows but that love 
The culprit 's Love 
I contémplate 
I don 't complain , though he brings deat 
I gave offence I 've chastened myself so 
I 'm stricken down : He needs not his , o 
, I so truly regret My former charge of y 
, If I but know my meed does not displeas 
? If I do love , what fool reproaches me 
, In his delights expect not to delight ,-
in me was ever present : More fiercely th 
; In that blind fire where lovers are con 
: In their intent there 's no delight of 
, In trusting me they will feel no remors 
is limited , Sith theirs is but a brutal 
is now outside my time The greater part o 
is tempered In that whose temper no lover 
, it seems to me In me 'tis all a custom 
let fly all those his golden shafts , But 
lost 'mongst other folk , Yet mine own lo 
, Madam , when 'tis content to love but y 
make Both fear and trust lodge in the sel 
make its elf known 
man loses all his sense 
men feel in cases such , I find that they 
most true , I implore and cali on thee , 
, my fellows for so long , A fresh compla 
my great sufferings come , And 'tis throu 
my spirit contemplates , It seems to stra 
, no good , ñor ill , expects , Whilst lo 
no thing save for the time now gone , So 
, Ñor pain I feel as I see my world lost 
; Nought can he bind to love 
nought , for all is come to dust 
now cast away , He does not wish to show 
now lost I want no help from God To make 
, 0 Love , a habit I have tailored From y 
, O Love , I so truly regret My former ch 
, O Love , the day the Innocent For manki 
of self ; By envy is the whole world conq 
only knows for he 's the very cause 
or know not what he wants ; He who bemoan 
rise up to such a height My soul lives in 
's doing , who would fain I feel His trea 
's evil or his good 
's excess I 'm brought unto these straits 
's favour totally abandoned , I thus rema 
's great distress could be a surer fate A 
's great heat I wish to be consumed , For 
's harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffer f 
's help 
's holy days ; For this strange life let 
's in me , The closer then I feel his pie 
's issue 
's nourishment has not such bitterness , 
's pain are they in mortal fear , And if 
's pain for me is not such bitter torment 
's young no more , The worm which gnaws i 
, Security he '11 take as his companion ? 
So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 't re 
, So it distracts me not , I '11 speak of 
, So much my tongue cannot discrimínate : 
so overwhelmed I cannot tell how much I a 
strikes those truly inamoured 
, such pity can arouse ; I am that man wh 
summons me , yet Fortune holds me back , 
surfeit So much I think I am that very pe 
take possession of my soul , And leaves a 
takes hold depending where He enters 
; Th1 extremes the semblance have of perf 
, that air most pestilent That brings a m 
that I am come to this : I lose the world 
that leads me to such zeal ; I do not fea 
the absence my desire doth spur And by yo 
, the day the Innocent For mankind 's goo 
, The healing of my wound does hurt me so 
the price I paid 
, then , follow in my steps , In tears or 
, They feel no good if not flattered by h 
, Three parts he sees , of which two foll 
; Through ignorance I live another pain : 
to grow in you ; His passion finds a read 
to me discloses Those secrets great the s 
to me his subtleties reveáis Which learne 
to overeóme , Holding me trapped in his i 
took root , 'Twas there th' extremes of p 
wants me at his court and summons me 
was my foe But never did He give me one b 
well versed , have sought In vain , and , 
were but a substance gi 'en to reason And 
, what fool reproaches me ? Such passion 
, When 'tis achieved , all else is then f 
which fox and wolf enjoy , For their capa 
who wrongs your humble lover 
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O foolish Love 
so beta 'en That , if I choose , then love 
the present time it does for me : All love 
ou might fix your regard ; And I pray Love 
oke , 'Tis then the blazing flames of love 
So mightiful is Love 
would but allow That I could come to love 
a curse then will they all avow That Love 
ove most firm ; 'Tis by such servants Love 
lights have I transposed in one ; And Love 
e'er 'mongst vicious loves An honest love 
11 ! Asking me not who is this fellow Love 
be of its fulfillment ; The words of Love 
mes to no end with death ; In death I love 
To love 
O Love 
! Whoe'er seeks your delight On shaky gro 
will be love 's issue 
will fail , except the love of self ; By 
will grant you all his power 
will show 
with his great favour Suffice it will to 
without Love 's help 
won 't ever hold them in his grip ; Shoul 
would fain be served 
would fain effect this change in me 
would strive to be alone , Exuding still 
, Yet will they know , in me , its painfu 
you are perforce to heed , 'Pon you and h 
You more than e'er in life , And pardon t 
you plain the intent I now declare 
, you who by God have been allowed To giv 
loved 3 
Many I see who , loving not , are loved , And he who lies , believed as oft he w 
ved ; Once flesh is dead , so he that loved but this Can have no love ; Nought can h 
ou , who with your ardent hearts Have loved well , I pray you , forget not ! Come we 
Loveless 1 
Loveless are they that concur with me not And 
lover 
ulprit 's Love who wrongs your humble lover 
idst thorns , believe your speechless lover 
t with pain , Each love does have its lover 
A middling lover 
e is tempered In that whose temper no lover 
as its quantity : In others' eyes the lover 
is but a brutal appetite , And if the lover 
ime I behold The haughtiness of every lover 
hin the will Of he who proves to be a lover 
Great is the pain of every Lover 
10 
, And also him who often changes hue , A 
and beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so he 
he , by pain tormented , That would fain 
may know ; This is Love 's doing , who w 
's great or small , And Love takes hold 
's seen within these flames , No pity ca 
's will ! Asking me not who is this fell 
true And loves himself for being thus in 
true , When vile despair is set before h 
lovers 5 
ks of Love ; In that blind fire where lovers are consumed I have no fear that I woul 
sh now can move me but to vomit ; All lovers great , through their beloved dead , Ar 
A great delight from lovers is concealed , From any man who can 't 
delights expect not to delight ; All lovers to this notice must pay heed : That wit 
'tis content to love but you ; Those lovers when impassioned have it not : They sho 
loves 4 
uld believe that e'er 'mongst vicious loves An honest love would strive to be alone 
Whoe'er loves flesh , once flesh is lost , loves not , 
he who proves to be a lover true And loves himself for being thus in mind 
er loves flesh , once flesh is lost , loves not , When he recalls delights , he 'si 
loving 5 
no good , ñor ill , expects , Whilst loving her with most sincere intent , But for 
Many I see who , loving not , are loved , And he who lies , bel 
ng the course of its own nature , And loving only for herself that creature Whose vi 
I required to end my final day , Good Loving then will also have its cióse 
hich fruit his inclination sways , In loving two women I 'm so beta 'en That , if I 
32 s no need of castles 
lower 1 
His power lies lower than the earth itself 
lowly 1 
24 extreme leads surely to another : To lowly men th' affront seems not severe 
loyally 1 
38 llow memory , And both would act most loyally in their service That neither would be 
luck 1 
4 falls short through his most wretched luck , 'Tis so with me ; such woes must I endu 
bsence 's worm 
lustily 2 
Good summons evil lustily as it leaves 
And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love The healing of my wound 
lusty 1 
My lusty flesh found no relief in th' anguish At 
t I find hope deserts me , By dread 
e in wait , Into their hands I know 
e I grieve ; Through love 's excess 
ehold you , then , to what extremes 
lets you know How 'tis through you 
e doth near its final cióse : Since 
In sadness 
I feel 
The reason why 
ain : I know not where to look that 
ination sways , In loving two women 
1 T'wards rooting out the cause why 
'm 18 
I 'm beat of those ills that I fear 
I 'm bound to fall ; Time henee can be the beare 
I 'm brought unto these straits , Not having kno 
I 'm come ! Asleep , awake , I have my faney fix 
I 'm come to such extremes ; With my own strengt 
I 'm deserted by all kind of hope My soul condem 
I 'm detained by my passion , I neither understa 
I rm driven cióse unto the end Since my desire 1 
I 'm driven to such pain Love only knows for he 
I 'm like that captain who is near shore And see 
I 'm not burnt 
I 'm not deceived as to my bad estáte : For all 
I 'm proof of this : deprived now of my speech 
I 'm so beta 'en That , if I choose , then love 
I 'm so sad , Right well I like the sadness that 
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XXXIX 43 emes ; With my ówn strength by Love I 
XIX 15 I feel no strength in me , though I 
LXXXIX 7 hs most dolorous ; And soon or late I 
II 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
CXIV 
CI 
CXIV 
LIV 
CI 
X 
XCIV 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XI 
CXIV 
XIII 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
II 
m stricken down : He needs not his , of infin 
m strong , For I strive not to publish my des 
'm 3ure it 's bound to come , Unless by Death 
14 doth place a different hue on Love 
II 
XXIX 
CXIV 
CXIV 
X 
LXVI 
12 
4 
42 
77 
34 
12 
Madam 
Madam when 'tis content to love but you Th 
made 6 
mbry Will not unlock the door it once made fast 
h strength As to destroy the one that made him bend , In this same way I must escape 
not so great as other men 's , I 've made it great , much prizing what I lose , For 
My foolish thoughts have made me so disposed That I nave come t' adore 
that time he took me in his charge He made my Understanding his adviser ; As for my 
o heal oftimes We patients , that are made to endure thine ills 
maidens 1 
14 d , Transported by your fairness , oh maidens ; Although a lack of grace leads to in 
maintain 2 
62 , he who feels not his ills , Cannot maintain in him its passion quick : Desire , t 
54 nd both of these did passions mixedly Maintain , just as they all in mixture lay , B 
majesty 
18 reason And firmly h'eld the sceptre of majesty Rewarder of good , of iniquity scour 
major 1 
26 nd times on God I cali For that whose major part in you resides : That 'pon my will 
make 
4 2 thorns , my power is not so great To make 
36 passion strong can alter any law And make 
2 e 's come , And paralysed , .he cannot make 
6 I , should it I e'er reject , Or even make 
41 midst thorns , the transports of Love make 
15 Id swear An armed man I could at once make 
19 e one bad day Ere I , forthwith , did make 
97 By its effects does Love make 
16 I love as much as Love could make 
14 with unaccustomed pain , Does Fortune make 
64 earth no thing which could suffice To make 
20 itage , Of all her gifts she wants to make 
58 I find in me no counsel ñor desire To make 
1 With joy let folk make 
34 e dwell on high , Apart from Him , to make 
71 s must bring grief And so I strive to make 
22 cune mine own ; A fall so sheer will make 
15 e now lost I want no help from God To make 
18 hat fish swim in the forest And lions make 
19 
a crown that were invisible 
a heart of steel and stone construed 
a sign Should he take ill ; no doctor in 
attempt herefrom to escape , Such great d 
Both fear and trust lodge in the selfsame 
flinch , Without a scratch , to her yet d 
Him alter course , Casting from me his ha 
its elf known 
man love 
me bound to its displeasure ; Of Love I d 
me cease my everlasting mourn 
me master , Wailing at me with dreadful , 
me want for aught that 's of this world ; 
merry on holy days ; In praise of God let 
my joy complete , In truth , once there , 
my pain a habit So ne'er again I '11 know 
no trifling break , For one extreme leads 
the world give me aught of its own , Sinc 
their habitat in streams Than ever varian 
LIV 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
II 
LXVI 
2 
2 
18 
37 
26 
LXXIII 
XIX 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
LXXXII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXXVII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
CI 
XI 
LXVI 11 
XI 
LXXXII 
XXIII 
X 
LXVI 
XIII 
XCIV 
XI 
XCIV 
IV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XXIII 
7 
9 
34 
7 
5 
57 
46 
28 
8 
7 
42 
19 
15 
33 
17 
23 
4 
14 
43 
16 
42 
34 
14 
17 
53 
51 
59 
19 
38 
1 
11 
makes 4 
f I thirst , Being away , for her who makes me live ? If I weep not , who is it sees 
thoughts , For he takes not away what makes me sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 
time of roughest storm , And everyone makes merry 'round the fire , And I could join 
The lack of sleep so meagre makes my frame , Yet hones my wit as love I co 
live , Since he 
maladies 
's familiar with his maladies 
1 
But should another illness strike h 
malady 1 
All those who dwell in malady of Love In trusting me they will feel 
man 
What man 
od have been allowed To give the agSd man 
f it causes pain ? I see the heart of man 
The wisest man 
Man 
appetite desires but what it needs , Man 
ught with it some delight , I am that man 
heart of man as hard as wood , And no man 
y , For my desires cannot be found in man 
te pursues the soul 's right way Then man 
Who is that man 
it was , I , who would swear An armed man 
No man 
I am that man 
e , calis on the fortúnate , For , if man 
m merest ills I see how many die ; No man 
ouches not Upon the soul , the vulgar man 
f f erings come
 r And ' tis through Love man 
I love as müch as Love could make man 
thorns , both you and I do know That man 
ollow nature And each of them directs man 
nting you my favour As yet unknown to man 
Within man 
And as man 
There is another it outstrips man 
of any evil humour ; By good and evil man 
y days ; For this strange life let no man 
etite , Its entire work is natural to man 
Let no man 
's graceful charms ; Like the shrewd man 
46 
alive , that suffers so much pain , Can ye 
an infant 's guise , And not to have-the w 
as hard as wood , And no man ever mourns h 
can have no more advantage Save that the f 
could not be alive upon this earth Ere he 
does not fail if order 's no. transgressed 
entitled to proclaim it 
ever mourns his fellow 's woe 
Except in him not troubled by the flesh 
goes straight , and follows mistress natur 
he 's so middling in love ,• Security he '1 
I could at once make flinch , Without a se 
I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who , struc 
, in time of roughest storm , And everyone 
is for evils designate , Melodious 's , th 
is sure how aught may be resolved 
knows well ; Your colour andx your gait he 
loses all his sense 
love 
may well be slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; 
naturally ; Acting as one they do evil or 
or woman born For I would fly from him who 
's cors the humours oft discord ; From tim 
's mind doth duly get more clear Then grea 
's nature ; Its surest trait , its very la 
's radical heat Sustained is 
show me pity : Love wants me at his court 
The opposite disturbs him in his nature Le 
think my words are empty prattle , Ñor tha 
, though he can 't appreciate , He sees th 
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LXXIII 26 t from lovers is concealed , From any man 
XIX 43 often changes hue , And eek the timid man 
I 31 after brief repose , Like to the sick man 
IV 1 Like to the man 
I 13 3 my sorrows grow within Like to that man 
XI 35 ve , such pity can arouse ; I am that man 
CXIV 88 teel , of flesh , of wood : I am this man 
LXXXI 1 Like to the man 
CXIV 37 I am that man 
I 1 Like to the man 
XVIII 49 There is no man 
LXVI 25 Like to the sick man 
I 19 How badly lives the man 
LXXVII 5 If without strain man 
IV 50 mpass perfect good , It is through me man 
CXIV 65 Through ignorance it is that man 
who can 't attain great love : In their in 
who dwells on love ; And let the suitor bo 
who for one sweet bite Sees in his food ho 
who has desire for viands To satisfy his h 
who is condemned to die , And , long aware 
who most deserves compassion , Since from 
who 's called Ausi...s March 
who sees he *s cióse to death , The weathe 
who takes delight in death , And don 't av 
who takes delight in dreams And his deligh 
who thinks wilí come to pass Those many se 
who trusts he will live , Since he 's fami 
whose mind is his Own enemy , and brings h 
won 't do any good , How will he do it if 
would achieve such bliss ; Whoever without 
would seek Those gross delights , not know 
LXVI 42 
mankind 
the day the Innocent For mankind s good was nailed to the cross 
LXXIX 12 
manner 1 
d to feel the pain As corresponds the manner they are hit 
XCIV 
LXXXII 
XXXIX 
LXXVII 
LXXIX 
XVIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
CXIV 
XXIII 
94 
3 
33 
21 
21 
51 
21 
58 
57 
50 
73 
27 
many 
show me her in sadness , And others - many 
and guys ; From merest ills I see how many 
By many 
Many 
These arrows did slay many 
any secrets that Godhed reserves , To many 
What many 
earth have grasped not my words , And many 
So many 
an who thinks will come to pass Those many 
The world 's been left by many 
Created has he many 
12 
- show her full I of joy 
die ; No man is sure how aught may be res 
, I fear , I shall be reproached Since li 
I see who , loving not , are loved , And 
in the past ; He has none left to wage wa 
martyrs they are , yet , revealed , Less 
men have lost is what I lose The more my 
more have never heard of them 
on earth have grasped not my words , And 
secrets that Godhed reserves , To many ma 
who 've lost nought , As they did heed th 
wise and good Yet but Teresa has the flav 
I am this man who 's 
March 
called Ausi...s March 
11 rrows that he fires 
marked 1 
For those he 's marked are forced to feel the pain As correspo 
XVIII 
XI 
martyr 1 
38 grace , Death comes to th' innocent , martyr for Love , He who would part his body f 
martyrs 1 
51 ecrets that Godhed reserves , To many martyrs they are , yet , revealed , Less subtl 
marvel 1 
25 I marvel greatly each time I behold The haughtin 
XCIV 
marvellous 1 
61 rive to be alone , Exuding still such marvellous effect Till then kept hid by power 
LXVI 11 
LXVIII 
LXIII 
X 
LXVIII 
XI 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXXII 
II 
LXXIII 
IV 
I 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XXXIX 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXXIX 
XIII 
XXXIX 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
CI 
II 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
16 
2 
5 
1 
5 
20 
30 
16 
4 
9 
22 
39 
4 
32 
22 
19 
19 
37 
58 
4 
6 
42 
20 
6 
4 
8 
60 
43 
41 
67 
77 
2 
master 6 
lf , He '11 never find so bounteous a master 
Who searches out a kind , indulgent , master ; He 'd keep him warm throughout the fr 
Like to the master he detests his servant , He deals out n 
Like to a king , the master of three cities , Who all his life was 
r 's heat , Little he appreciates his master 's worth Taking displeasure in all his 
Of all her gifts she wants to make me master , Wailing at me with dreadful , plainti 
may 
s out his peace , Bareheaded , then , may 
If it 's not sound , eftsoons it may 
w many die ; No man is sure how aught may 
So capricious oftimes the wind may 
e so I seek out venoms ; comfort thus may 
e , Has it for Lord , and though they may 
s my Imaginings , nought else therein may 
nds the most devout of men ; 'Re wise may 
lone , Refusing not the gifts that he may 
t unite ! May I not see you thus , or may 
n two unequal wills thou dost unite ! May 
'Tis only through experience one may 
empered In that whose temper no lover may 
is it sees me laugh , Though suffer I may 
, With open breast so that your heart may 
rns , both you and I do know That man may 
me 
ove wants me at his court and summons me 
Love would fain effect this change in me 
y from him , all pleasure 's far from me 
He does not wish to show his power in me 
thing to conic could e'er be found in me 
hts , assailant , now have vanquished me , 
My prudent Lady , wouldst thou give me ; 
gratefulness Through your not findlng me < 
Love gives to me ; 
Than at the present time it does for me 
16 
all men wend their way ; To escape from ni 
be dead 
be resolved 
blow , The ship can 't sail without th' op 
die ; With great delight my heart will ne' 
dispute , Will , in the end , to Reason al 
dwell 
feed upon her intellect 
grant , I had as lief surrender to his sad 
I die : Sweet , then , to me , the bittern 
I not see you thus , or may I die : Sweet 
know The great delight which lies within t 
know ; This is Love 's doing , who would f 
not continuous pain ? All my delights have 
show How it was wounded by the shaft of go 
well be slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; Bel 
149 
A captive I , afeared , of your wit 
crumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage my bi 
fitting place : 'Tis through this fault I 
great and strong repulsión , And to my ey 
All love will fail , except the love of s 
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CXIV 
XVIII 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIII 
CXIV 
CI 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LXIII 
CI 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
LIV 
CXIV 
LXVI 
XI 
XIII 
LXVI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIII 
XVIII 
II 
LXXIII 
CI 
XIII 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXVI 
LXVI 
I 
XIII 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XI 
XCIV 
X 
XVIII 
CXIV 
X 
CXIV 
XIII 
LXVI 
LIV 
XIX 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
X 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XIII 
I 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XI 
XCIV 
LIV 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
IV 
XI 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXVI 
CI 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
LXVI 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XI 
IV 
XI 
CI 
X 
XIX 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
II 
X 
34 
60 
20 
47 
59 
81 
12 
13 
8 
20 
15 
1 
29 
10 
14 
86 
17 
64 
31 
15 
25 
44 
56 
49 
24 
1 
33 
3 
40 
33 
44 
69 
43 
29 
3 
26 
22 
18 
5 
89 
38 
19 
93 
20 
53 
7 
30 
1 
43 
5 
1 
2 
34 
8 
52 
33 
1 
88 
8 
5 
55 
32 
17 
24 
35 
52 
28 
122 
3 
2 
34 
50 
20 
76 
57 
15 
31 
9 
13 
24 
4 
23 
27 
57 
39 
7 
18 
5 
47 
19 
23 
26 
t Death am I soon to taste And now to me 
eel His treasures great ; He shows to me 
dlessly retained , .With it he wounded me 
feel his pleasure draw ; If he proves me 
aught that 's of this world ; Within me 
Since World ñor God to me 
imagine my estáte , They eringe from me 
"Fis done with me 
t strange , No one but you can render me 
let no man show me pity : Love wants me 
help from God To make the world give me 
r falls in their hands ! Who '11 give me 
Love summons me , yet Fortune holds me 
1 that my eye sees The more it brings me 
unaecustomed pain , Does Fortune make me 
s reveal , And all flesh now can move me 
At ev'ry moment I find hope deserts me 
no thing which could suffice To make me 
o long , A fresh complaint now brings me 
orn For I would fly from him who bids me 
And if to me 
otected , In the belief the day would me 
s , Contented there , for this brings me 
Nought corporal can bring to me 
be no break Unless I have what is to me 
Deep in my faney Love to me 
Reason and Will in me 
, I had as lief that God would strike me 
God strike me 
And should God wish to have me 
myself deserted by all love So fails me 
Vraily 'tis so , yet sadness holds^me 
was nailed to the cross , You wounded me 
e him into mortal fear , 'Tis so with me 
wistful yearning flows , 'Tis so with me 
ath gave not such offence , Absenting me 
rué , No that vain hope that comes to me 
ngs great , This much I need to bring me 
us tales of deeds most bold ; But let me 
If aught I see f hers it brings me 
ornan on this earth , But only that in me 
ieks and howls , Life would bestow on me 
y had ; And some there are which show me 
make Him alter coürse , Casting from me 
Thus Love to me 
rom to escape , Such great delight to me 
pleasure of the vanquished Except for me 
God keep me 
n by Love *s harsh pangs ; Believe of me 
What fool reproaches me 
Who but a fool could ask me 
ist , all you who truly love ,And pity me 
The peace he brings is really war to me 
ne could ever forcé ; Should any wish me 
your body 's slightest hair Could do me 
And from that time he took me 
e l 've no peer in love , it seems to me 
ough their beloved dead , Are like to me 
, for they 're unattended By all but me 
I feel my sufferings lie for me 
n I am jealous ; Your joys outside of me 
your law ; Resemble not that which to me 
Love 's pain for me 
eed no chastening : Their cause , for me 
orth ; The more I find , the worse to me 
ghtest hair Could do me ill , or show me 
fellow Love , Yet will they know , in me 
It won 't be much to see in me 
live ? If I weep not , who is it sees me 
irst , Being away , for her who makes me 
; Greatly I doubt that you will show me 
ncompass perfect good , It is through me 
, Of all her gifts she wants to make me 
he first , And thus the end can bring me 
I find in me 
nds I beg for your compassion ; Grant me 
Deprived of her , the world can cure me 
Loveless are they that concur with me 
Let me 
Reason would have nigh Please , give me 
urgeney of my love , So it distraets me 
~v They tempt me 
iness of every lover 's will ! Asking me 
My prudent Lady , God could grant me 
nneth dry And a great sadness 'gainst me 
'Tis so with me 
Love was my foe But never did He give me 
en in past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me 
f he proves me , another must content me 
For this strange life let no man show me 
of yore , Will never your disdain for me 
ind so sweet a bite What 's banned to me 
all remedy is lost ; A passion strong can a 
alone 
, and so I die 
, another must content me , Outside myself 
are collected all my thoughts In order not 
are of avail T'wards rooting out the cause 
as if I were a corpse 
as it should have been done 
assistance 
at his court and summons me 
aught of its own , Since nought it has t' a 
back my time of suffering , And steal from 
back , With such disputes my power cannot d 
beauty and delight , The more I find my pai 
bound to its displeasure ; Of Love I don ' t 
but to vomit ; All lovers great , through t 
, By dread I 'm beat of those ills that I f 
cease my everlasting mourn 
cióse to death , 'Tis of a graver kind , no 
come And seize the one who would escape my 
Death gave not such offence , Absenting me 
defend 
delight 
delight , Because the spirit partakes not t 
denied 
discloses Those secrets great the subtlest 
do now enmesh And both in concert quality p 
down , Should e'er my speech adopt the ways 
down , should my words prove untrue ! Of lo 
dwell on high , Apart from Him , to make my 
Earth ; to Heaven I can 't reach 
fast , So greatly , I delight knowing 'tis 
, for I was ill protected , In the belief t 
, for once I was aecustomed To pains of Lov 
, for time now past holds my Imaginings , n 
from such a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd 
from you , Except the one that Reason would 
full contentment , And my desire might suff 
go and seek out graves and tombs , And ques 
grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems I part fr 
he 'd deign to dwell ; He is like Death , w 
her heritage , Of all her gifts she wants t 
her in sadness , And others - many - show h 
his harsh and bitter thought ; He 's routed 
his subtleties reveáis Which learned men wo 
I feel it brings , I want ñor wish for noug 
, I like Love to overeóme , Holding me trap 
, I pray , in these my saddest thoughts , F 
I suffer from that pain , T' would not be m 
if I don ' t love ? If I do love , what fool 
if I thirst , Being away , for her who make 
if pity I deserve , And witness then if e'e 
; If she through whom he wounded me waged w 
ill , I can ' t complain 
ill , or show me its disdain 
in his charge He made my Understanding his 
In me 'tis all a custom passing strange ; T 
, in part , but not in all 
, in their constant lament 
in wait , Into their hands I know I 'm boun 
increase my pain ; Whene'er you grieved , y 
is harmful ! Well known it is my life is fu 
is not such bitter torment That I should wi 
, is wholly nuil and void 
it turns , For all my thoughts , which driv 
its disdain 
, its painful forcé 
its works ; And Death has brought no death 
laugh , Though suffer I may not continuous 
live ? If I weep not , who is it sees me la 
love ; Through ignorance I live another pai 
man would achieve such bliss ; Whoever with 
master , Wailing at me with dreadful , plai 
no content 
no counsel ñor desire To make me want for a 
no favour , just boon for my service 
not 
not And of Love 's pain are they in mortal 
not be alone in your disfavour ; With joine 
not deceitful confiderice 
not , I '11 speak of you 
not ; I need no chastening : Their cause , 
not who is this fellow Love , Yet will they • 
nought Apart from you , that were not disco 
now doth rise , Yet in my causa, no hand has 
, now in a place most strange , No one but 
one bad day Ere I , forthwith , did make Hi 
, one of your like ; The sufferer of this p 
, Outside myself I must find my delight 
pity : Love wants me at his court and summo 
provoke , 'Tis then the blazing flames of 1 
, rather would I abstain : Although I have 
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ts , For he takes not away what makes me 
f him , What 's evil for all men , to me 
hostage of a heretic , Compared with me 
ondrous great would seera the world to me 
In tears or laughter let them follow me 
My foolish thoughts have made me 
e , The healing of my wound does hurt me 
and in abundance , But none I know as me 
working sapiently in me , Would have me 
e pleasure ; And in my fancy saw 'pon me 
? If I do love , what fool reproaches me 
his most wretched luck , 'Tis so with me 
t 's the good that here is set before me 
Afid so disposed , to me 
us , or may I die : Sweet , then , to me 
stronger and more powerful Love 's in me 
Show unto me 
1s bound to come , Unless by Death to me 
, yet do not see within , On heeding me 
dwell in malady of Love , In trusting me 
t prolong my life , Or that He set in me 
my time of suffering , And steal from me 
her alive , my flesh rebelled against me 
I feel no strength in me 
e no peer in love , it seems to me In me 
s , For all my thoughts , which drive me 
achieve such bliss ; Whoever without me 
care , 'Tis my great Love that leads me 
e , I like Love to overeóme , Holding me 
within my soul he quells , He leaves me 
this world , Honest desire remains in me 
o me ; If she through whom he wounded me 
d in me no counsel ñor desire To make me 
d in my intent , Be sure true love in me 
y you then ; let nought keep you from me 
him defamed as traitor Yet faces from me 
Think not 'tis me 
all on thee , Since thou hast wounded me 
wants to make me master , Wailing at me 
your death , When present time filis me 
beyond my ken ; Excess of Love filis me 
rsh and bitter thought ; He 's routed me 
Although at first it enters me 
cases such , I find that they betake me 
in ; As Nature , working sapiently in me 
Love summons me 
our love But that your eyes reveal to me 
sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 's so 
seems good 
seems not unfortunate , For what I want wil 
Should I not have this fear of misfortune ! 
, Since I am ready both for honey and gall 
so disposed That I have come t' adore the g 
so I seek out venoms ; comfort thus may die 
so spent of strength , So do I waste and am 
stir , I have not the resolve ; Completely 
such might In mine own castle I 'd become a 
? Such passion great there 's none could ev 
; such woes must I endure , And I see you , 
That without pain in hope of it I live ; Sh 
the bitter 's sweet , So much my taste has 
, the bitterness of Death 
, The closer then I feel his pleasure draw 
the light of hope most true , No that vain 
the path is closed 
, they '11 be sad in their soul 
they will feel no remorse 
this firm intent : That unto Him my will he 
this liberty of mine ? I am a captive now s 
; Those contrasts great in our discordant p 
, though I 'm strong , For I strive not to 
'tis all a custom passing strange ; Through 
to great folly , So great , i' faith , I lo 
to it aspires Is both a fool , and oaf , an 
to such zeal ; I do not fear your body 's s 
trapped in his invisible web ; But all his 
two , I daré not use the third 
unmixed 
waged war , In peace I 'd be , defeated and 
want for aught that 's of this world ; With 
was ever present : More fiercely than the s 
, Whilst I am granted favour by your will 
, who have revered him most 
who here should bear the blame , And woe to 
, will thou please grant That precious oint 
with dreadful , plaintive voice , As Death 
with happiness , If I am sad through any pr 
with innocence ; Capriciously I want and ye 
with just one body 's strength And had no n 
with pain , It takes not long until it 's p 
without pain : If aught I start I taint it 
, Would have me stir , I have not the resol 
, yet Fortune holds me back , With such dis 
your favour , For nothing surer can I know 
meagre 1 
The lack of sleep so meagre makes my frame , Yet nones my wit as lo 
means 1 
y naked cors , which no more pleasure means To lose , save that of faneying my desir 
meantime 1 
n , I neither understand , ñor feel , meantime 
Though no sure 
ould beset my love , If I but know my 
n their powers : In just one day doth 
st the f,nix I alone , For only I the 
For , if man is for evils designate , 
d admit Unto their grace their fellow 
would I abstain : Although I have no 
world , So long away from company of 
The signs of love 
What many 
est are denied , And my bright day to 
Of my desire let all 
er fairness blinds the most devout of 
All 
My ills are not so great as other 
me leads surely to another : To lowly 
y leave of him , What 's evil for all 
s peace , Bareheaded , then , may all 
his subtleties reveáis Which learned 
measure 1 
measure has its quantity : In others' eyes the 
meed 1 
meed does not displease you 
melancholy 1 
melancholy reign , In that same day , then , c 
melange 1 
melange have rejected Of base desires which mi 
Melodious 1 
Melodious 's , then , to him , the voice of De 
memory 2 
memory , And both would act most loyally in th 
memory of the past , How pleasant is the burde 
men 12 
men , And then , per chance , one happens to a 
men feel in cases such , I find that they beta 
men have lost is what I lose The more my love 
men is darkest night ; I live on that which ot 
men judge the cause 
men ; 'Re wise may feed upon her intellect 
men require and seek out their own like , So I 
men 's , I 've made it great , much prizing wh 
men th' affront seems not severe 
men , to me seems good 
men wend their way ; To escape from him there 
men would find beyond their grasp , And when I 
there carne unto his rival rs hosts A 
mercenary 
mercenary who conquered the king 
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fear with shame that is most honest , 
, he breaks moorings and guys ; From 
re coarse as we labour to express The 
With joy let folk make 
f roughest storm , And everyone makes 
shafts are fashíoned , And of another 
the mine , ñll mixed it is with other 
of eyes I saw of such great power To 
rse , And no one knows where lies the 
Merely 1 
Merely the soul of her whom God forgive , I co 
raerest 1 
merest ills I see how many die ; No man is sur 
merits 1 
merits of a body fair and true , As genteel yo 
merry 2 
merry on holy days ; In praise of God let them 
merry 'round the fire , And I could join in wi 
metal 1 
metal yclept argent ; Eaoh one of these produc 
metáis 1 
metáis base , Once put in fire , the dross goe 
mete 1 
mete out pain , yet also promise pleasure ; An 
middle 1 
middle road 
middling 2 
Who is that man he 's so middling in love , 
A middling lover he 
Security he '11 take as his 
by pain tormented , That w 
should , perchance , he find himself 
ugh it were my foe For one small good 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
world as love I cannot feel , This I 
n you resides : That 'pon my will you 
re ; And in my fancy saw 'pon me such 
1 's body God relieved the soul So he 
g me full contentment , And my desire 
light knowing 'tis thus , It has such 
hem relents , And yields its forceful 
'midst 10 
'midst crags , He 's struck with fear ( he kno 
'midst great ills must bring grief And so I st 
'midst thorns , believe your speechless lover 
'midst thorns , both you and I do know That ma 
'midst thorns , I feel the hour draws nigh ; M 
'midst thorns , I pray God lets you know How ' 
'midst thorns , my love is tempered In that wh 
'midst thorns , my power is not so great To ma 
'midst thorns , the transports of Love make Bo 
'midst thorns , who contemplates on Love , Thr 
might 7 
might do if he would but allow That I could co 
might fix your regard ; And I pray Love will g 
might In mine own castle I 'd become a serf 
might see the mysteries divine For body is the 
might suffer great decrease If yours should va 
might that I renege all joy , Ñor can I think 
might unto the stronger , My mind has been ass 
s Will , Or be so strong 
'• mightiful 2 
or e'en so mightiful As to undo the knot that Love can ti 
So mightiful is Love with his great favour Suffic 
mighty 1 
strength And had no need to show his mighty forcé The powers three within my soul 
mind 
e And loves himself for being thus in mind 
t my heart will ne'er abound Until my mind 
And as man 's mind 
forceful might unto the stronger , My mind 
How badly lives the man whose mind 
The thought I cannot banish from my mind 
'Tis by the mind 
No finer joy holds this world for the mind 
At this , the mind 
another illness strike him down , His mind 
10 
does stray to thoughts of Love 
doth duly get more clear Then great delig 
has been assáiled by two desires , Though 
is his Own enemy , and brings him tidings 
, Love 's great distress could be a surer 
sensuality is beat 
Than thinking of the person that we love 
was prompt in its reply , And did refute 
will plunge him into mortal fear , 'Tis s 
19 is golden shafts 
mindlessly 1 
But one of them he mindlessly retained With it he wounded me 
mine 
s with gold , when brought out of the mine 
Before mine 
, But I , who 've seen its glory with mine 
g , And steal from me this liberty of mine 
hen if e'er there 's been a case Like mine 
God forgive , I covet nought that 's mine 
hould yours decline , so will decline mine 
in my fancy saw''pon me such might In mine 
is love lost 'mongst other folk , Yet mine 
Your will I want to be entirely mine 
elsewise frown upon These thoughts of mine 
11 
, All mixed it is with other metáis base 
eyes a mount of sufferings great , This m 
eyes , Desire its ills , since they promi 
? I am a captive now set free from Love , 
in present time , or e'en in past ! Look 
or of this world , Except that God would 
own ; A fall so sheer will make no trifli 
own castle I 'd become a serf 
own love comes to no end with death ; In 
; Should you love God a deal then I am je 
which such variance do show , For in your 
mingle 1 
e have rejected Of base desires which mingle with the good 
miracle 1 
s visible Should not be placed upon a miracle 
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misery 1 
e , From th' other my life 's full of misery : With Death itself 'tis now placed in 
misfortune 1 
to me Should I not have this fear of misfortune ! A life of joy brings with it , fe 
mistress 2 
Then man goes straight , and follows mistress nature , The greater part the lesser 
O mistress wise and fair , all labour 's light T 
79 is now a hateful thing ; And should I 
Of that I speak which is with sadness 
, when brought out of the mine , All 
it can I not , For in some part 'tis 
And both of these did passions 
k more deeply into his deeds , Then , 
ixedly Maintain , just as they all in 
And should my thoughts one 
At ev'ry 
trange ; Through absence is love lost 
Who could believe that e'er 
o founder In harbour safe , he breaks 
hem you tire ; each day you know this 
, Since with his illness he '11 have 
The wisest man can have no 
the taste , And I must taste what 's 
And as man 's mind doth duly get 
eel not on this earth , And as I look 
re true love in me was ever present : 
have grasped not my words , And many 
it brings me beauty and delight , The 
who she is , what she ' s worth ; The 
I lose The more my love excels , the 
be the bearer of no good ; What is no 
I think and all that my eye sees The 
many men have lost is what I lose The 
her spirit and nought else : How much 
e with earth My naked cors , which no 
The stronger and 
mixed , For this estáte 's , I ken , 
end with death ; In death I love You 
, his was a savage heart , He says no 
of words , her estáte such as it is , 
prudent Lady , when Love 's young no 
n I know of you , Ñor need I look for 
tant the delights of your sojourn The 
mix 1 
mix delight amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón an 
mixed 3 
mixed , For this estáte 's , I ken , more terr 
mixed it is with other metáis base , Once put 
mixed up with delight 
mixedly 2 
mixedly Maintain , just as they all in mixture 
mixedly with pain , he brings delight 
mixture 1 
mixture lay , But quite distinct are they afte 
moment 2 
moment ever stray From fancying I possess all 
moment I find hope deserts me , By dread I 'm 
'mongst 2 
'mongst other folk , Yet mine own love comes t 
'mongst vicious loves An honest love would str 
moorings 1 
moorings and guys From merest ills I see how 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
More 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
More 
more 
more 
more 
24 
acquaintance , He '11 better understand i 
advantage Save that the fool does less th 
bitter than gall , For yearning is the pa 
clear Then great delight will surely be i 
deeply into his deeds , Then , mixedly wi 
fiercely than the sun when it is June Bur 
have never heard of them 
I find my pains are thus increased , For 
I find , the worse to me it turns , For a 
I grieve ; Through love 's excess I 'm br 
is what I like the best 
it brings me beauty and delight , The mor 
my love excels , the more I grieve ; Thro 
now , unhampered by the flesh ? With her 
pleasure means To lose , save that of fan 
powerful Love 's in me , The closer then 
terrible Than any estáte yet known upon t 
than e'er in life , And pardon those who 
than I won 't lack reward 
than the crown of France I could e'er era 
, The worm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh 
to be content 
You 'd flee from comfortable death 
5 y over him without defeat , If in the 
morn 1 
morn his foe would have the day Before night 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
LIV 
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38 
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37 
24 
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e not And of Love ' s pain are they in 
down , His mind will plunge him into 
er , Caught in the grip of these most 
crimínate : For my delights include a 
that air most pestilent That brings a 
faces from me , who have revered him 
nned , and long since worn , Of cloth 
ing out with wonderous tales of deeds 
ssions of the soul So suffer change , 
h pity can arouse ; I am that man who 
etely known : Her fairness blinds the 
desire , So dearly bought with sighs 
ho won 't believe my words : They are 
, For in your service they will prove 
O you , 
I love and fear with shame that is 
ir fellow memory , And both would act 
danger , Caught in the grip of these 
r hands , You are , O Love , that air 
sadness , And for all times will live 
11 , expeets , Whilst loving her with 
'Tis so with me , now in a place 
itterness , Above all things 'tis yet 
ustaining that my body fails , Losing 
mortal 5 
mortal fear , 
mortal fear 
mortal foes 
mortal pain 
And if involved , from it they c 
'Tis so with me , for once I was 
Both poor and rich suffer their 
And such a pain is bound with gr 
mortal plague unto the world ; 'Twere better t 
most 24 
most 
most black , and of the roughest cilice 
most bold ; But let me go and seek out graves 
most contrary and diverse , If at one point ar 
most deserves compassion , Since from my heart 
most devout of men ; 'Re wise may feed upon he 
most dolorous ; And soon or late I 'm sure it 
Most few who Pay heed t' other things Unless a 
most firm ; 'Tis by such servants Love would f 
most hapless , now beneath the earth , your co 
most honest , Merely the soul of her whom God 
most loyally in their service That neither wou 
most mortal foes ; Both poor and rich suffer t 
most pestilent That brings a mortal plague unt 
most piteously 
most sincere intent , But for her virtues , no 
most strange , No one but you can render me as 
most sweet "appraised 
most swiftly a large part of its flesh 
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things , And of the Will a counselor 
0 Love 
Show unto me the light of hope 
g tempest , A stormy spell of weather 
lter , Yet he falls short through his 
17 Before mine eyes a 
20 ours should vary and show not that it 
most true 
most true , I implore and cali on thee , Since 
most true , No that vain hope that comes to me 
most untempered 
most wretched luck , 'Tis so with me ; such wo 
Mother 1 
Mother of God , should in purgatory Her spírit 
mount 1 
mount of sufferings great / This much I need t 
mounts 1 
mounts ; Should yours decline , so will declin 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
64 ffice To make me cease my everlasting 
65 To 
12 my heart , I pardon those Who do not 
man as hard as wood , And no man ever 
mourn j 
mourn 
mourn the dead is common to all love And 'tis 
mourn the suffering of my heart 
mourns 1 
mourns his fellow 's woe 
e does reveal 
move 1 
And all flesh now can move me but to vomit 
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movement 2 
place , Security consider , then , my movement 
Though outside it prime movement doth occur 
All lovers great , thro 
Therein resides the judg 
much 
ed stag does not desire the spring As much 
I love as much 
Love so overwhelmed I cannot tell how much 
es a mount of sufferings great , This much 
I become through this love surfeit So much 
hese flames , No pity can he expect , much 
all others : In quantity 'tis judged much 
love her spirit and nought else : How much 
osed , to me the bitter ' s sweet , So much 
d sweet I know the taste of Love , So much 
Love , from whom it takes its form , Much 
So much 
What man alive , that suffers so much 
other raen 's , I 've made it great , much 
ffer from that pain , T* would not be much 
It won 't be much 
16 
as for your presence sore I crave ; The g 
as Love could make man love 
I am inamour 'd 
I need to bring me full contentment , And 
I think I am that very person ; 'Then wond 
less , defence 
like the rest ; In quality / it varies fr 
more now , unhampered by the flesh ? With 
my taste has now become infected ! At onc 
my tongue cannot discrimínate : For my de 
of the time an and grief it brings And so 
on Love my spirit contemplates , It seems 
pain , Can yearn for that which causes hi 
prizing what I lose , For seeing myself d 
to place therein your trust 
to see in me its works ; And Death has br 
Which never tires 
multiplies 
but each day multiplies 
all , For yearning is the pain that I 
For one small good 'midst great ills 
e good 's achieved , then this desire 
sure draw ; If he proves me , another 
at made him bend , In this same way I 
er must content me , Outside myself I 
ed luck , 'Tis so with me ; such woes 
vexations that torment my soul When I 
o delight ; All lovers to this notice 
complete , In truth , once there , I 
a flavour I ignore the taste , And I 
have sought In vain , and , hungry , 
And by your gesture are 
my desire doth spur And by your eyes 
past , How pleasant is the burden on 
I 'm not deceived as to 
Should 
a height My soul Uves in the body of 
my wound yet can 't be healed , Since 
ep , awake , I have my fancy fixed On 
a crumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage 
e , And I would fain redeem this with 
y pursue , Such deeds sustaining that 
s great the subtlest are denied , And 
with raptures of great joy ; Sweet. to 
ess 'gainst me now doth rise , Yet in 
thorns , I feel the hour draws nigh ; 
ce sore I crave ; The great repose of 
re , I must per forcé be told That at 
my words are empty prattle , Ñor that 
ed This terror great which so thwarts 
ntent me , Outside -myself I must find 
uffer I may not continuous pain ? All 
h my tongue cannot discrimínate : For 
ur gesture are my actions checked And 
ds prove untrue ! Of love the absence 
Of 
must 12 
must bear , I see no way to hope for any good 
must bring grief And so I strive to make my pa 
must cease 
must content me , Outside myself. I must find m 
must escape from you , Because your gesture bl 
must find my delight 
must I endure , And I see you , the remedy of 
must leave my former joys behind 
must pay heed : That without sadness there can 
must per forcé be told That at my death you de 
must taste what 's more bitter than gall , For 
must yet keep the fast 
my 201 
my actions checked And my desire can be restra 
my armour has been pierced ; My thoughts , ass 
my back 
my bad estáte : For all I do I feel doth come 
my behaviour vex you in the least You *re with 
my beloved , I am content , whatever my repute 
my beloved rúes not the wound she gave 
what she worth 
large pa 
; I live 
And says 
my beloved , who she is 
my bitterness 
my blood 
my body fails , Losing most swiftly a 
my bright day to men is darkest night 
my cars flows the song of her voice , 
my cause no hand has taken arms 
My civil life doth near its final cióse : Sinc 
my completé contentment Can only be achieved a 
my death you deigned to shed a tear , Ruing th 
my deeds are coloured by my words ", I had as 1 
My deeds of Love are like those of romance , G 
my delight 
my delight 
my delights have I transposed in one ; And Lov 
my delights include a mortal pain , And such a 
my desire can be restrained by nought , In win 
my desire doth spur And by your eyes my armour 
my desire let all men judge the cause 
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I 'm driven cióse unto the end Since 
ed to bring me full contentment , And 
t I want will never be achieved ; For 
Upon you I bestrew all 
strong , For I strive not to publish 
; And while she lived , so thus were 
stray completely from our body , For 
means To lose , save that of fancying 
uick : They are full loath t' imagine 
which could suffice To make me cease 
All that I think and all that 
pe its gallful sphere , And if before 
my desire longs for the impossible ; The hour 
my desire might suffer great decrease If yours 
my desire no doctor has a cure 
my desires 
my desires 
my desires 
my desires cannot be found in man Except in hi 
my desires Won 't ever be achieved within this 
my estáte , They eringe from me as if I were a 
my everlasting mourn 
my eye sees The more it brings me beauty and d 
my eyes comes absence 's worm , And Comfort jo 
My eyes , in 
a great and strong repulsión , And to my eyes 'tis 
s i 'm come ! Asleep , awake , I have 
In this 
Deep in 
, yet also promise pleasure ; And in 
bode ! I take delight in granting you 
e I was aecustomed To pains of Love , 
Were I reguired to end 
this 
now é 
, have been the first involv 
hateful thing ; And should 
faney fixed On my beloved , who she is , wh 
faney I sojourn and delight , Though when i 
faney Love to me discloses Those secrets gr 
faney saw 'pon me such might In mine own ca 
favour As yet unknown to man or woman born 
fellows for so long / A fresh complaint now 
final day , Good Loving then will also have 
final good , I contémplate your death , Whe 
flesh feels not that sensuous desire And st 
pered by the flesh ? With her alive , my flesh rebelled against me ; Those contrasts 
1 delight which never fades , So that my flesh this true love can 't disturb 
Ever so long I 've felt Love was my foe But never did He give me one bad day Er 
I flee delight as though it were my foe For one small good 'midst great ills mu 
ave offence I 've chastened myself so my foe has wept 
my 
my 
my 
my 
my 
my 
my 
My 
My 
lack of grace leads to indifference , 
O Love , O Love , I so truly regret 
hat torment my soul When I must leave 
The lack of sleep so meagre makes 
s world I cast aside , In firm belief 
trust in you as you would care , 'Tis 
A certain part of 
t thou realize That 'tis through Love 
mongst my pains 'Tis lost anón and to 
er you grieved , your sufferings were 
rruptible , Death likewise terminates 
eir sport , On snow I walk , unshod , 
ose Who do not mourn the suffering of 
rment and in pain ; And so , with all 
nk ; Let it be known that deep within 
h feeds upon my thoughts , Another on 
ste has now become infected ! At once 
most deserves compassion , Since from 
my pains are thus increased , For in 
ort thus may die ; With great delight 
hiterSd I cannot say "In you lies all 
anee , Afraid that fear will confound 
ndure , And I see you , the remedy of 
y time 's consumed by thoughts of all 
what so certain counsel do you seek , 
so with me , for time now past holds 
But believe not 
If artless I have proved in 
11 on high , Apart from Him , to make 
Love alone within myself doth dwell , 
ere my suffering to endure Than tinge 
k About those things which are beyond 
s , I see my pleasure come to grief , 
of Love , And I , now forced to take 
ts were dead , And that I could spend 
h to me is harmful ! Well known it is 
I pray that God doth not prolong 
ranted from one side , From th' other 
ring which is now drawn nigh Steadily 
No man I ken , ñor woman of 
So 'tis 
men have lost is what I lose The more 
reams Than ever variance should beset 
Lily 'midst thorns , 
; And Death has brought no death unto 
nd checking , thence , the urgeney of 
should beset my love , If I but know 
ight my heart will ne'er abound Until 
ts forceful might unto the stronger , 
The thought I cannot banish from 
ed place , Security consider , then , 
ive , should it not clothe with earth 
Decrepitude 
t possessing such a feeling ; 'Tis in 
of good reason , And I depart through 
In you lies not 
ts own , Since nought it has t' avail 
you I 'm come to such extremes ; With 
t bring grief And so I strive te make 
My foolish thoughts have made me so disposed T 
My foot will ne'er be set upon that path 
My former charge of your ungratefulness Throug 
my former j oys behind 
my frame , Yet hones my wit as love I contempl 
my great delight is tainted By pleasures fleet 
my great Love that leads me to such zeal ; I d 
my great pleasure is The very same sad people 
my great sufferings come , And 'tis through Lo 
my grief I turn 
my griefs 
my gross desire : That was enclosed in that pa 
my head all bare , Serving a Lord , he never w 
my heart 
my heart , I pardon those Who do not mourn the 
my heart My thoughts will never fall into disg 
my heart ne'er halts its gnawing , And in thei 
my heart ' s of steel , of flesh , of wood : I 
my heart the life-blood drains away 
my heart there is no pleasure cropped 
my heart will ne'er abound Until my mind does 
my hope 
my hope 
my ills 
My ills are not so great as other men 's , I ' 
my ills , Contented there , for this brings me 
My ill-starred heart , so weary of life ? A fr 
my Imaginings , nought else therein may dwell 
my innocence was such That I was blind to your 
my intent , Be sure true love in me was ever p 
my joy complete , In truth , once there , I mu 
My joy is such , I feel not on this earth , An 
my joys , but in the slightest way , With thos 
my ken ; Excess of Love filis me with innocenc 
My labour doubled after brief repose , Like to 
my leave of him , What 's evil for all men , t 
my life asleep 
my life is full of danger , Caught in the grip 
Or that He set in me this firm inten 
s full of misery : With Death itself 
s humor runneth dry And a great sadne 
Who , struck by Love , such pity can 
the same as that philosopher , Who , 
that , now enamoured , Transported by 
love excels , the more I grieve ; Through 1 
my love , If I but know my meed does not displ 
my love is tempered In that whose temper no lo 
my love , Ñor pain I feel as I see my world lo 
my love , So it distraets me not , I '11 speak 
My lusty flesh found no relief in th* anguish 
my meed does not displease you 
my mind does stray to thoughts of Love 
My mind has been assailed by two desires , Tho 
my mind , Love 's great distress could be a su 
my movement 
My naked cors , which no more pleasure means T 
my nature does reveal , And all flesh now can 
my nature to want such estáte ; To th1 ignoran 
my opinión false , Convinced I lose the world 
my own delight 's completion , Desirous though 
my own desire 
My own perdition is my prime disgrace For whic 
my own strength by Love I 'm stricken down : H 
my pain a habit So ne'er again I '11 know the 
my life 
my life 
my life 
my like 
My lot 
my lot 
my 
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us ; Your joys o'utside of me increase 
beauty and delight , The more I find 
ng ; And should I mix delight amongst 
In sadness I 'm detained by 
e perforce to heed , 'Pon you and him 
Alas , I see 
I deem i' faith you '11 harken to 
ne holds me back , With such disputes 
Lily 'midst thorns , 
My own perdition is 
But I reproach 
my beloved , I am content , whatever 
m you , Because your gesture blighted 
me And seize the one who would escape 
I root out ; There grow no weeds upon 
God keep me , I pray , in these 
have been the first involved And all 
; Grant me no favour , just boon for 
b ; But all his blows fall finally on 
Let 
rn and delight , Though when it fades 
s great , A great delight accompanied 
ein , So doth Love take possession of 
nce I 'm deserted by all kind of hope 
ighty forcé ; The powers three within 
ghts of love rise up to such a height 
y , With those vexations that torment 
I 'm proof of this : deprived now of 
od would strike me down , Should e'er 
So much on Love 
ls not that sensuous desire And still 
k I find some light repose , Although 
red From your own cloth , and dressed 
Let all who love , then , follow in 
Better it were 
If people have beheld 
I feel 
to my plight , And once you 've known 
, to me the bitter 's sweet , So much 
And if perforce I cast 
For there 's a worm which feeds upon 
our eyes my armour has been pierced ; 
s world ; Within me are collected all 
And should 
I wish to God that all 
, the worse to me it turns , For all 
it be known that deep within my heart 
in their hands ! Who '11 give me back 
ke delight in nought outside my use : 
If she I love is now outside 
et I know the taste of Love , So much 
d fair , all labour 's light To these 
time he took me in his charge He made 
cast away , for I want you / that are 
Id , I take delight in nought outside 
Let him who is not sad heed not 
nto Him my will he reaffirm > That on 
ly than the sun when it is June Burns 
d by two desires , Though towards one 
my Understanding his adviser ; As for 
n me this firm intent : That unto Him 
whatever my repute : As for myself , 
major part in you resides : That 'pon 
With hope all gone , e'er to fulfill 
so meagre makes my frame , Yet hones 
So many on earth have grasped not 
Let no man think 
e , Ñor that my deeds are coloured by 
God strike me down , should 
kened place to cry his lot : Read him 
, And pardon those who won 't believe 
asp , And when I speak , so they deny 
to my love , Ñor pain I feel as I see 
lustily 'gainst Love , The healing of 
he once had fought : Injured I lie , 
My prudent Lady 
My prudent Lady 
My prudent Lady 
My prudent Lady 
my pain ; Whene'er you grieved , your sufferin 
my pains are thus increased , For in my heart 
my pains ' Tis lost anón and to my grief I turn 
my passion , I neither understand , ñor feel , 
my perfect good depends 
my pleasure come to grief , My labour doubled 
my plight , And once you 've known my sufferin 
my power cannot deal ; Deprived of her , the w 
my power is not so great To make a crown that 
my prime disgrace For which I seethe and blame 
My prudent Lady , base desires I root out ; Th 
God could grant me nought Ap 
when Love 's young no more , 
wouldst thou give me a crumb 
wouldst thou realize That 't 
my readiness to speak About those things which 
my repute : As for myself , my Will is wholly 
my resolve 
my rigour 
my riverbank ; Let it be known that deep withi 
my saddest thoughts , For he takes not away wh 
my senses have therein parta 'en ; I suffer pa 
my service 
my shield 
my sins blight her not ! That Biscayneer , to 
my sorrows grow within Like to that man,who is 
my soul 
my soul , And leaves aside all kind of thought 
My soul condemned remains upon this earth 
my soul he quells , He leaves me two , I daré 
My soul Uves in the body of my beloved , I am 
my soul When I must leave my former joys behin 
my speech 
my speech adopt the ways of fables 
my spirit contemplates , It seems to stray com 
my spirit craves for tasks of Love ; In that b 
my spirit is for all times sad , Through that 
my spirit there ; When it was donned , so ampl 
my steps , In tears or laughter let them folio 
My suffering great treads not the common path 
my suffering to endure Than tinge my joys , bu 
my sufferings great , A great delight accompan 
my sufferings lie for me in wait , Into their 
my sufferings of yore , Will never your disdai 
my taste has now become infected ! At once my 
my thought elsewhere , Recalling it , with dee 
my thoughts / Another on my heart ne'er halts 
My thoughts , assailant , now have vanquished 
my thoughts In order not to think of earthly t 
My thoughts of love .rise up to such a height M 
my thoughts one moment ever stray From fancyin 
my thoughts were dead , And that I could spend 
my thoughts , which drive me to great folly , 
My thoughts will never fall into disgrace 
my time of suffering , And steal from me"this 
My time 's consumed by thoughts of all my ills 
my time The greater part of her does still per 
my tongue cannot discrimínate : For my delight 
my triáis of seeing yóu afar , For cióse to yo 
my Understanding his adviser ; As for my Will 
my upmost good 
my use : My time 's consumed by thoughts of al 
my voice , Ñor him who 's not been sad at any 
my way to Him I find no let 
my weak- heart in want of your sweet favour 
My Will doth place a different hue on Love , M 
my will has now inclined 
my Will , he named it as his bailiff , And eac 
my will he reaffirm , That on my way to Him I 
my Will is wholly dead 
my will you might fix your regard ;, And I pray 
my wishes , The world I '11 roam , proclaíming 
my wit as love I contémplate 
my words , And many more have never heard of t 
my words are empty prattle , Nbr that my deeds 
my words , I had as lief that God would strike 
my words prove untrue 1 Of love the absence my 
my words , th' issue of troubled thoughts / Pe 
my words : They are Most few who Pay heed t' o 
my words , They 'd have it I sayx only foolish 
my world lost 
my wound does hurt me so I seek out venoms ; c 
my wound yet- can 't be healed , Since my belov 
10 myself 
, I want ñor wish for nought outside myself 
s , believed as oft he wants ; I find myself by Love so overwhelmed I cannot tell ho 
much prizing what I lose , For seeing myself deserted by all love So fails me Earth 
When Love alone within myself doth dwell , My joy is such , I feel no 
disgrace For which I seethe and blame myself for nought ; The second is that terribl 
e , another must content me , Outside myself I must find my delight 
content , whatever my repute : As for myself , my Will is wholly dead 
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XIX 27 I ne'ver was a friend unto myself , Ñor even once did this I e'er attempt 
LXIII 42 be consumed , For in his fire I find myself refreshed , Like to the saint in th' ar 
XIX 26 s Love I gave offence I 've chastened myself so my foe has wept 
mysteries 1 
XVIII 34 relieved the soul So he might see the mysteries divine For body is the prison of the 
42 the Innocent For mankind 
nailed 1 
's good was nailed to the cross You wounded me 
XCIV 
naked 1 
28 , should it not clothe with earth My naked cors , which no more pleasure means To 1 
named 1 
35 ing his adviser ; As for my Will , he named it as his bailiff , And each took oath t 
natural 1 
38 ay over appetite , Its entire work is natural to man The opposite disturba him in hi 
naturally 1 
34 w nature And each of them directs man naturally ; Acting as one they do evil or good 
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nature 
Two impulses there are which follow nature 
When following the course of its own nature 
Decrepitude my nature 
o transgressed , Yet if the bounds of nature 
ose impulses which come to us through nature 
There is another it outstrips man rs nature 
man The opposite disturbs him in his nature 
r of his way In trying to improve the nature 
e parts he sees , of which two follow nature 
goes straight / and follows mistress nature 
ossessing such a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature 
the spirit partakes not therein ; As Nature 
12 
And each of them directs man naturally 
, And loving only for herself that crea 
does reveal , And all flesh now can mov 
he o'ersteps Therefrom comes false desi 
In certitude and limit are compressed 
; Its surest trait , its very lack of b 
Leaves unachieved the end his deeds all 
of his lot 
: Of them , one dies ; the other lives 
, The greater part the lesser does attr 
to want such estáte ; To th' ignorant t 
, working sapiently in me , Would have 
near 3 
r vein That unto Death I visibly draw near 
hour draws nigh ; My civil life doth near its final cióse : Since I 'm deserted by 
I 'm like that captain who is near shore And sees his great ship as a lofty 
need 6 
nothing surer can I know of you , Ñor need I look for more to be content 
They tempt me not ; I need no chastening : Their cause , for me , is 
I need no other succour from your love But that 
way ; To escape from him there is no need of castles , His power lies lower than th 
unt of sufferings great , This much I need to bring me full contentment , And my des 
just one body 's strength And had no need to show his mighty forcé ; The powers thr 
needs 2 
d ; When appetite desires but what it needs , Man does not fail if order 's no trans 
ength by Love I 'm stricken down : He needs not his , of infinite puissance 
ary of life ? A friend to tears , yet 
ie ; With great delight my heart will 
o I strive to make my pain a habit So 
leads to indifference , My foot will 
f not by folly blinded , That he will 
pon my thoughts , Another on my heart 
state ; To th' ignorant this yearning 
ht well , But of the gesture he could 
I' faith less pity could the world 
ne'er 10 
ne'er a friend to laughter , How will you bear 
ne'er abound Until my mind does stray to thoug 
ne'er again I '11 know the taste of joy 
ne'er be set upon that path 
ne'er enjoy a better estáte 
ne'er halts its gnawing , And in their labour 
ne'er occurs , For ignorance is enemy to Love 
ne'er report 
ne'er show Than at the present time it does fo 
Ne'er was defeat the pleasure of the vanquishe 
neither 4 
A faint desire has neither fear ñor hope , And can 't expect grea 
he detests his servant , He deals out neither punishment ñor charge , So too am I by 
dness I 'm detained by my passion , I neither understand , ñor feel , meantime 
ct most loyally in their service That neither would be ever so remiss As to oppose i 
never 
ot unfortunate , For what I want will never 
The dullard 's eye could never 
does on him bestow The joy of hope be never 
ow anew , In his repast the bird will never 
o long I 've felt Love was my foe But never 
e , And , thus , I
 sfeel delight which never 
deep within my heart My thoughts will never 
that he 's deceived himself , He '11 never 
ped not my words , And many more have never 
ng a Lord , he never was a vassal And never 
hem that from the spirit flow , Which never 
I never 
y head all bare , Serving a Lord , he never 
there , For by himself that way he 'd never 
his bailiff / And each took oath they never 
ve known my sufferings of yore , Will never 
16 
be achieved ; For my desire no doctor ha 
be so dim As not t' admit your body 's g 
cast aside ; Both joy and sadness are pr 
cease , By greater pain than this am I b 
did He give me one bad day Ere I , forth 
fades , So that my flesh this true love 
fall into disgrace 
find so bounteous a master 
heard of them 
thought of ever paying homage , In each 
tires , but each day multiplies 
was a friend unto myself , Ñor even once 
was a vassal And never thought of ever p 
wend 
would admit Unto their grace their fello 
your disdain for me provoke , 'Tis then 
LXXXIX 33 
news 1 
Of news fronu you I have a deathly fear ; Greatly 
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'midst thorns / I feel the hour draws 
Except the one that Reason would have 
at great suffering which is now drawn 
s for the impossible ; The hour draws 
er her death , I feel them sepárate , 
, And my bright day to men is darkest 
n his foe would have the day , Before 
ng , And in their labour there can be 
They tempt me not ; I need 
first , And thus the end can bring me 
I find in me 
en 't seen you Will be worth nought , 
me its works ; And Death has brought 
d will , Without the whole I can have 
I crave for 
great love : In their intent there 's 
ill never be achieved ; For my desire 
nnot make a sign Should he take ill ; 
her folk , Yet mine own love comes to 
I beg for your eompassion ; Grant me 
fire where lovers are consumed I have 
e wants ; He who bemoans this ill has 
ere 's no delight of Love , They feel 
eater glory sees He who , from Love , 
all ; Time henee can be the bearer of 
st me now doth rise , Yet in my cause 
by firm and stubborn steel ; Pay then 
With Love now lost I want 
In nothingness there can be found 
d : That without sadness there can be 
affirm , That on my way to Him I find 
place : 'Tis through this fault I can 
Llke to the hermit who 
, so he that loved but this Can have 
love is tempered In that whose temper 
he heart of man as hard as wood , And 
From merest ills I see how many die ; 
holy days ; For this strange life let 
Let 
There is 
her would I abstairi : Although I have 
The wisest man can have 
an be the bearer of no good ; What is 
othe with earth My naked cors , which 
ed , his was a savage heart , He says 
My prudent Lady , when Love 's young 
eir way ; To escape from him there is 
ith just one body 's strength And had 
th me , now in a place most strange , 
se does take a different course , And 
What will he do -
so great , Itself , and since I feel 
I need 
Since I 've 
e lover 's seen within these flames , 
He who knows not 
Within yourself 
increased , For in my heart there is 
My lusty flesh found 
Love , In trusting me they will feel 
nd places his own contentment ; Since 
I am that servant who would have 
I feel 
Though 
nting me from such a pleasant sight , 
unto me the light of hope most true , 
I love 
f I am sad through.any present care , 
There is.on earth 
he will be granted pardon , And with 
) Of stepping forward , since he sees 
needs , Man does not fail if order 's 
sinner feels the wrath of God Should 
mine own ; A fall so sheer will make 
You are 
od then.let him not expect : There is 
, In winter , heat ; in summer , with 
is the pain that I must bear , I see 
base desires I root out ; There grow 
; Oppose it though we could , we have 
I ask of him 
nigh 5 
nigh ; My civil life doth near its final cióse 
nigh Please , give me not deceitful confidence 
nigh Steadily my life 's humor runneth dry And 
nigh , though tardily it comes , When I '11 se 
nigh visible 
night 1 
night ; I live on that which others cannot tas 
nightfall 1 
nightfall the king would vanquish him üntil 
no 76 
no break Unless I have what is to me denied 
no chastening : Their cause , for me , is whol 
no content 
no counsel ñor desire To make me want for augh 
no credence will they give ; Those who see you 
no death unto my love , Ñor pain I feel as I s 
no delight 
no delight but to be sad Of that I speak which 
no delight of Love , They feel no good if not 
no doctor has a cure 
no doctor in the world Can cure him , unless h 
no end with death ; In death I love You more t 
no favour , just boon for my service 
no fear that I would e' er be burnt 
No finer joy holds this world for the mind Tha 
no fixed place , Security consider , then , my 
no good if not flattered by hope 
no good , ñor ill , expeets , Whilst loving he 
no good ; What is no more is what I like the b 
no hand has taken arms 
no heed to envy 's bitter counsel 
no help from God To make the world give me aug 
no hope ; What 's bodily by Death is turned to 
no joy 
no let 
no longer love 
no longing feels For those his friends he once 
no love ; Nought can he bind to love 
no lover may know ; This is Love 's doing , wh 
no man ever mourns his fellow 's woe 
No man I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who , st 
No man is sure how aught may be resolved 
no man show me pity : Love wants me at his cou 
no man think my words are empty prattle , Ñor 
no man who thinks will come to pass Those many 
no memory of the past , How pleasant is the bu 
no more advantage Save that the fool does less 
no more is what I like the best 
no more pleasure means To lose , save that of 
no more than I won 't lack reward 
no more , The worm which gnaws its wrinkled fl 
no need of castles , His power lies lower than 
no need to show his mighty forcé ; The powers 
No one but you can render me assistance 
no one knows where lies the middle road 
no other good is left him - Except lament the 
no other joy , Ungrateful I , should it I e'er 
no other succour from your love But that your 
no peer in love , it seems to me In me 'tis al 
No pity can he expect , much less , defence 
no pity then can feel For him who lies in torm 
no pleasure can you find : It is so gross that 
no pleasure cropped 
no relief in th' anguish At losing that which 
no remorse 
no repose his understanding finds For understa 
no spite Although his service went unrecognize 
no strength in me , though I 'm strong , For I 
no sure measure has its quantity : In others' 
No thanks I 'd give , should it not clothe wit 
No that vain hope that comes to me from you , 
no thing save for the time now gone , So I lov 
No thing to conic could e'er be found in me 
no thing which could suffice To make me cease 
no time for thought he is put; to death 
no track 
no transgressed , Yet if the bounds of nature 
no travails beset him in this world ; The grac 
no trifling break , For one extreme leads sure 
no virgin ; God wished you to bear 
no wage for him who has not toiled N 
no warmth : A poor reward will all these peril 
no way to hope for any good 
no weeds upon my riverbañk ; Let it be known. t 
no wish 
no woman on this earth , But only that in me h 
nobler 
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none 3 
ches me ? Such passion great there 's none could ever forcé ; Should any wish me ill 
ave the Will , and in abundance , But none I know as me so spent of strength , So do 
ws did slay many in the past ; He has none left to wage war to the death 
as such might that I renege all joy , 
ant , He deals out neither punishment 
I find in me no counsel 
But fear you nought , 
I never was a friend unto myself , 
y my passion , I neither understand , 
Since World 
im who is not sad heed not my voice , 
A faint desire has neither fear 
y sees He who , from Love , no good , 
For nothing surer can I know of you , 
h has brought no death unto my love , 
an think my words are empty prattle , 
light to me I feel it brings , I want 
No man I ken , 
ce ; Capriciously I want and yet want 
prived of her , the world can cure me 
Loveless are they that concur with me 
Many I see who , loving 
se my saddest thoughts ,-For he takes 
contains its own delight , And looks 
Man could 
Let me 
me I suffer from that pain , T1 would 
ve , for aught that 's visible Should 
ad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 's 
: I know not where to look that I 'm 
e possessed ? Right well he sees , if 
ght , No thanks I 'd give , should it 
I pray you , forget 
Though suffer I may 
Have loved well 
t sees me laugh 
ason would have nigh Piease , give me 
I 'm 
The wounded stag does 
him who through his arrant faults Has 
me nought Apart from you , that were 
my love , If I but know my meed does 
world ; The grace of God then let him 
desires but what it needs , Man does 
ove that leads me to such zeal ; I do 
e of your ungratefulness Through your 
elight of Love , They feel no good if 
'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can I 
pain in hope of it I live ; Should I 
e from him , And of the third he will 
t would seem the world to me Should I 
ess I 'm brought unto these straits , 
's not been sad at any time , And let 
Likewise with Love , he who feels 
by Love I 'm stricken down : He needs 
range how even in great pain - I know 
And fancy 
gency of my love , So it distracts me 
They tempt me 
dead , Are like to me , in part , but 
I , who search within , can find him 
man would seek Those gross delights , 
se to death , 'Tis of a graver kind , 
rst it enters me with pain , It takes 
all my heart , I pardon those Who do 
But believe 
In you lies 
Let him who is not sad heed 
So many on earth have grasped 
He who knows 
doth dwell , My joy is -such , I feel 
ws its wrinkled flesh is absence , If 
desire both equally demands , He '11 
I pray that God doth 
d lose dominión Of these his cities , 
Let him who is 
I do 
hey give ; Those who see you , yet do 
unequal wills thou dost unite ! May I 
ther : To lowly men th1 affront seems 
My ills are 
Lily 'midst thorns , my power is 
If it 's 
incere intent , But for her virtues , 
Love 's pain for me is 
ely unblest : Love 's nourishment has 
And if to me Death gave 
Ñor 15 
Ñor can I think that others could it feel 
ñor charge , So too am I by Love now cast away 
ñor desire To make me want for aught that 's o 
ñor elsewise frown upon These thoughts of mine 
Ñor even once did this I e'er attempt 
ñor feel , meantime 
ñor God to me are of avail T'wards rooting out 
Ñor him who 's not been sad at any time , And 
ñor hope , And can ' t expect great good or gre 
ñor ill , expects , Whilst loving her with mos 
Ñor need I look for more to be content 
Ñor pain I feel as I see my world lost 
Ñor that my deeds are coloured by my words , I 
ñor wish for nought outside myself 
ñor woman of my like , Who , struck by Love , 
not 101 
not 
not 
not And of Love 's pain are they in mortal fea 
not , are loved , And he who lies , believed a 
not away what makes me sad ; Herein I feel a s 
not back , but future good awaits 
not be alive upon this earth Ere he was cleans 
not be alone in your disfavour ; With joined h 
not be much to place therein your trust 
not be placed upon a miracle 
not been sad at any time , And let not him who 
not burnt 
not by folly blinded , That he will ne'er enjo 
not clothe with earth My naked cors , which no 
not ! Come weeping , then , your háir all dish 
not continuous pain ? All my delights have I t 
not deceitful confidence 
not deceived as to my bad estáte : For all I d 
not desire the spring As much as for your pres 
not disclosed your servant 's willing breast 
not discontent 
not displease you 
not expect : There is no wage for him who has 
not fail if order 's no transgressed , Yet if 
not fear your body 's slightest hair Could do 
not finding me a fitting place : 'Tis through 
not flattered by hope 
not , For in some part 'tis mixed up with deli 
not grasp it , so wretched I '11 be Upon this 
not have him sire , Or let him even have a tho 
not have this fear of misfortune í A life of j 
Not having known or prized other things 
not him who bears the blows of fate Seek out a 
not his ills , Cannot maintain in him its pass 
not his , of infinite puissance 
not how - delight is yet there found 
not I find so sweet a bite What 's banned to m 
not , I '11 speak of you 
not ; I need no chastening : Their cause , for 
not in all 
not ; In places I hear him defamed as traitor 
not knowing how they harm ; Out of his wits is 
not like the rest 
not long until it 's pleasant dolour 
not mourn the suffering of my heart 
not my innocence was such That I was blind to 
not my own delight 's completion , Desirous th 
not my voice , Ñor him who 's not been sad at 
not my words , And many more have never heard 
not no pity then can feel For him who lies in 
not on this earth , And as I look more deeply 
not opposed by firm and stubborn steel ; Pay t 
not partake until he has decided Towards which 
not prolong my life , Or that He set in me thi 
not retaining one 
not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 's not 
not say it differs from all others : In quanti 
not see within , On heeding me , they '11 be s 
not see you thus , or may I die : Sweet , then 
not severe 
not so great as other men 's , I 've made it g 
not so great To make a crown that were invisib 
not sound , eftsoons it may be dead 
not stained by desire 
not-such bitter torment That I should wish t' 
not such bitterness , Above all things 'tis ye 
not such offence , Absenting me from such a pl 
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llard *s eye could never be so dim As 
Let my sins blight her 
ecrease If yours should vary and show 
My flesh feels 
pray , now change your law ; Reserable 
My suffering great treads 
love him for himself alone , Refusing 
Likewise if you feel 
y in me , Would have me stir , I have 
't be healed , Since my beloved rúes 
Veneciana govern 
delight , Because the spirit partakes 
Those lovers when impassioned have it 
Doubt 
Think 
ains of Love , In his delights expect 
the agSd man an infant ' s guise , And 
e , though I 'm strong , For I strive 
re collected all my thoughts In order 
ct : There is no wage for him who has 
cannot be found in man Except in him 
Should I 
of a heretic , Compared with me seems 
key which shut you in the ambry Will 
dy 's traits , that is , what touches 
he quells , He leaves me two , I daré 
he least You 're without love or know 
es flesh , once flesh is lost , loves 
sins unexpiate , I pray your son look 
gnorance I live another pain : I know 
s , He 's struck with fear ( he knows 
for her who makes me live ? If I weep 
ss of every lover r's will ! Asking me 
am I by Love now cast away , He does 
not t' admit your body 's graceful charms ; Li 
not ! That Biscayneer , to Germany he 's come 
not that it mounts ; Should yours decline , so 
not that sensuous desire And still my spirit c 
not that which to me is harmful ! Well known i 
not the common path ; As ev 'ry pain does time 
not the gifts that he may grant , I had as lie 
not the pains of Love , In his delights expect 
not the resolve ; Completely beat by this habi 
not the wound she gave 
not their commonweal As peacefully as your int 
not therein ; As Nature , working sapiently in 
not : They show themselves unworthy , thus , o 
not they will provoke a goodly tumult And woe 
not 'tis me who here should bear the blame , A 
not to delight ; All lovers to this notice mus 
not to have the wise called innocent So long a 
not to publish my desires 
not to think of earthly things 
not toiled 
not troubled by the flesh 
not trust in you as you would care , 'Tis my g 
not unfortunate , For what I want will never b 
not unlock the door it once made fast 
not Upon the soul , the vulgar man knows well 
not use the third 
not what he wants ; He who bemoans this ill ha 
not , When he recalls delights , he 's left wi 
not whence these prayers come , But where they 
not where to look that I 'm not burnt 
not where to tread ) Of stepping forward , sin 
not , who is it sees me laugh , Though suffer 
not who is this fellow Love , Yet will they kn 
not wish to show his power in me 
LXXVII 
flight to the wilds When overeóme by 
'nother 1 
'nother of his kind And won 't return until 
19 r eyes reveal to me your favour 
111 
nothing 1 
For nothing surer can I know of you Ñor need I 1 
nothingness 1 
In nothingness there can be found no hope What 
15 t not to delight 
notice 1 
All lovers to this notice must pay heed : That without sadness th 
XCIV 
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nought 
What ' s bodily by Death is turned to nought 
In nought 
r , For cióse to you I can be hurt by nought 
My prudent Lady , God could grant me nought 
rld 's been left by many who 've Tost nought 
And those of argent leave nought 
hat loved but this Can have no love ; Nought 
Nought 
earth I sought to love her spirit and nought 
r time now past holds my Imaginings , nought 
ave for the time now gone , So I love nought 
ed And my desire can be restrained by nought 
orld give me aught of its own , Since nought 
I pray you then ; let nought 
e who haven 't seen you Will be worth nought 
But fear you nought 
this habit of oíd , I take delight in nought 
feel it brings / I want ñor wish for nought 
oul of her whom God forgive , I covet nought 
r which I seethe and blame myself for nought 
at knowledge in herself She wants for nought 
The world has nought 
22 
am I like tó that little page Who searc 
And far from you pain ' s present in all 
Apart from you , that were not disconte 
, As they did heed the counsel of good 
but a scar , The ones he 's wounded are 
can he bind to love 
corporal can bring to me delight , Beca 
else : How much more now , unhampered b 
else therein may dwell 
, for all is come to dust 
, In winter , heat ; in summer , with n 
it has t' avail my own desire 
keep you from me , Whilst I am granted 
, no credence will they give ; Those wh 
, ñor elsewise frown upon These thought 
outside my use : My time 's consumed by 
outside myself 
that ' s mine or of this world , Except 
; The second is that terrible rebuff Yo 
to be completely known : Her fairness b 
whose valué could compare The yearning 
35 
nourished 1 
r intellect commands Those subtleties nourished by your wit , And of your frame so f 
LXIII 27 
nourishment 1 
id to be completely unblest : Love *s nourishment has not such bitterness , Above al 
XCIV 
LXXVI I 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LIV 
LXXIX 
IV 
XI 
XI 
II 
II 
78 
28 
86 
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31 
86 
7 
31 
29 
16 
39 
37 
13 
33 
trong repulsión , And to my eyes 'tis 
ed , so ampie did it feel ; I wear it 
itter 's sweet , So much my taste has 
O you , most hapless , 
llows for so long , A fresh complaint 
my nature does reveal , And all flesh 
ment ñor charge , So too am I by Love 
y intent ! Each one of you , I pray , 
With heart sincere he 
To love you plain the intent I 
th dry And a great sadness 'gainst me 
Through that great suffering which is 
So 'tis my lot , that , 
Reason and Will in me do 
now 31 
now a hateful thing ; And shouvld I mix delight 
now , and Find it clings so tight 
now become infected ! At once my heart 's of s 
now beneath the earth , your cors all bloodied 
now brings me cióse to death , 'Tis of a grave 
now can move me but to vorait ; All lovers grea 
now cast away , He does not wish to show his p 
now change your law ; Resemble not that which 
now cries out his peace , Bareheaded , then , 
now declare 
now doth rise , Yet in my cause no hand has ta 
now drawn nigh Steadily my life 's humor runne 
now enamoured , Transported by your fairness , 
now enmesh And both in concert quality pursue 
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me t' adore the god of Love , And I , now 
I love no thing save for the time now 
n pierced ; My thoughts , assailant , now 
will he do t* escape a life of pain , Now 
"Tis so with me , now 
ires , Though towards one my will has now 
him - Except lament the good of time now 
With Love now 
pleasure , Heaving a sigh , the time now 
I 'm proof of this : deprived now 
If she I love is now 
ng flows , 'Tis so with me , for time now 
11 of misery : With Death itself 'tis now 
this liberty of mine ? I am a captive now 
delight Death am I soon to taste And now 
pirit and nought else : How much more now 
ntrasts great in our discordant parts Now 
forced to take my leave of him , What 's e 
gone , So I love nought , for all is come 
have vanquished me ; A captive I , afeared 
having lost the good he once possessed ? R 
in a place most strange , No one but you c 
inclined 
lost ? He sees full clear that he 's decei 
lost I want no help from God To make the w 
lost , they '11 curse 
of my speech 
outside my time The greater part of her do 
past holds my Imaginings , nought else the 
placed in the balance , Afraid that fear w 
set free from Love , Away from him , all p 
to me all remedy is lost ; A passion stron 
, unhampered by the flesh ? With her alive 
willingly are forced to sing atuned 
XVIII 24 ng : Their cause , for me 
nuil 1 
is wholly nuil and void 
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delivered from your hands 
O list 
Love 
Love 
You are 
0 Love 
O 16 
O Death , thou art right envious of all good , 
O foolish Love ! Whoe'er seeks your delight On 
O list , all you who truly love And pity me if 
O list , O list , all you who truly love And p 
O Love , a habit I have tailored From your own 
O Love , I so truly regret My former charge of 
O Love most true , I implore and cali on thee 
0 Love , O Love , a habit I have tailored From 
O Love , O Love , I so truly regret My former 
O Love , O Love , the day the Innocent For man 
O Love , that air most pestilent That brings a 
O Love , the day the Innocent For mankind 's g 
O Love , you who by God have been allowed To g 
O mistress wise and fair , all labour 's light 
0 thou , who art of sufferings supreme When tw 
O you , most hapless , now beneath the earth , 
52 me to it aspires Is both a fool 
oaf 
and oaf and downright gross 
oath 1 
36 med it as his bailiff , And each took oath they never would admit Unto their grace t 
XXXIX 
observe 1 
18 1 lead a hermit 's life The better to observe Love 's holy days ; For this strange 1 
occur 1 
34 Though outside it prime movement doth occur , Therein resides the judgement of all t 
55 
occurs 
To th' ignorant this yearning ne'er occurs For ignorance is enemy to Love 
o'ersteps 1 
4 7 ssed , Yet if the bounds of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom comes false desire incon 
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se as we labour to express The merits of 
saw a gesture , then a voice I heard Of 
t now brings me cióse to death , 'Tis of 
That Cypriot king , the hostage of 
O Death , thou art right envious of 
ife would bestow on me her heritage , Of 
use : My time 's consumed by thoughts of 
occur , Therein resides the judgement of 
lead these shafts are fashioned , And of 
e upon this earth Ere he was cleansed of 
It lies outside the power of 
And those of 
Since World ñor God to me are of 
For only I the melange have rejected Of 
alone , Powerless they to draw a drop of 
re ; Its surest trait , its very lack of 
; To escape from him there is no need of 
abit , donned , and long since worn , Of 
us effect Till then kept hid by power of 
ul ! Well known it is my life is full of 
odious 's , then , to him , the voice of 
Sweet , then , to me , the bitterness of 
! A life of joy brings with it , fear of 
delight Ring out with wonderous tales of 
streets , and squares , and orchards of 
all my thoughts In order not to think of 
keep the inamoured .From th' influence of 
never was a vassal And never thought of 
ly each time I behold The haughtiness of 
Great is the pain of 
dly stuff That God retained for women of 
A pair of 
Should e'er my speech adopt the ways of 
re pleasure means To lose , save that of 
214 
a body fair and true , ñs genteel youths , 
a frail body it was , I , who would swear A 
a graver kind , not like the rest 
a heretic , Compared with me seems not unfo 
all good , And Fortune follows thee in thy 
all her gifts she wants to make me master , 
all my ills , Contented there , for this br 
all things , And of the Will a counselor mo 
another metal yclept argent ; Each one of t 
any evil humour ; By good and evil man *s r 
any wight To love another if against his Wi 
argent leave nought but a scar , The ones h 
avail T'wards rooting out the cause why I ' 
base desires which mingle with the good 
blood 
bounds 
castles , His power lies lower than the ear 
cloth most black , and of the roughest cili 
contraríes ? Bitter and sweet at once , the 
danger , Caught in the grip of these most m 
Death 
Death 
death For 'tis of that its sworn archenemy 
deeds most bold ; But let me go and seek ou 
delight Ring out with wonderous tales of de 
earthly things 
either hope or fear : So deeply will he fee 
ever paying homage , In each base deed , hi 
every lover 's will ! Asking me not who is 
every Lover true , When vile despair is set 
exception 
eyes I saw of such great power To mete out 
fables 
fancying my desires Won 't ever be achieved 
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, And let not him who bears the blows 
cted ! At once my heart 's of steel , 
e such as it is , More than the crown 
arth , For they beheld a greater part 
hed , Like to the saint in th' ardour 
k make merry on holy days ; In praise 
Mother 
Forsooth the sinner feels the wrath 
s beset him in this world ; The grace 
show How it was wounded by the shaft 
'Tis said to be a wilful act 
Who , after evil , knows the taste 
its passion quick : Desire , the lack 
eld the sceptre of 'majesty , Rewarder 
nought , As they did heed the counsel 
two cede back to him On the condition 
irness , oh maidens ; Although a lack 
Some part 
et , Her eyes astream , with raptures 
at delight which lies within the will 
now outside my time The greater part 
putes my power cannot deal ; Deprived 
joy ; Sweet to my cars flows the song 
that is most honest , Merely the soul 
I ask 
, And I , now forced to take my leave 
y part - Is found within the thoughts 
to the wilds When overeóme by 'nother 
s way In trying to improve the nature 
rtment , Right well he sees the error 
hts , not knowing how they harm ; Out 
lly , Love does on him bestow The joy 
Show unto me the light 
ose : Since I 'm deserted by all kind 
'm stricken down : He needs not his , 
eptre of majesty , Rewarder of good , 
sire , Or let him even have a thought 
Deprived 
t before me That without pain in hope 
ls , Losing most swiftly a large part 
s completion , Desirous though you be 
good alone When following the course 
m God To make the world give me aught 
t So ne'er again I '11 know the taste 
, And others - many - show her full I 
have this fear of misfortune ! A life 
Today he sports with shafts 
eek , My ill-starred heart , so weary 
mÍ3S As to oppose in aught the course 
hey show themselve3 unworthy , thus , 
Until my mind does stray to thoughfcs 
your cors all bloodied from the blows 
sed That I have come t1 adore the god 
My deeds 
The wounds 
ings which are beyond my ken ; Excess 
ne make me bound to its displeasure ; 
Likewise if you feel not the pains 
And still my spirit craves for tasks 
All those who dwell in malady 
Lily 'midst thorns , the transports 
The signs 
, for once I was aecustomed To pains 
My thoughts 
are they that concur with me not And 
Bitter and sweet I know the taste 
Tepid desire prevents delights 
down , should my words prove untrue ! 
: In their intent there 's no delight 
rovoke , 'Tis then the blazing flames 
you be of its fulfillment ; The words 
to reason And firmly held the sceptre 
t if it causes pain ? I see the heart 
lain by Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe 
then I am jealous ; Your joys outside 
the world , So long away from company 
: Her fairness blinds the most devout 
ring , And steal from me this liberty 
or elsewise frown upon These thoughts 
side , From th' other my life 's full 
rld to me Shouíd I not have this fear 
ch a height My soul lives in the body 
sence sore I crave'; The great repose 
A certain part 
those Who do not mourn the suffering 
I endure , And I see you , the remedy 
No man I ken , ñor woman 
, And checking , thence , the urgeney 
herein , So doth Love take possession 
I 'm proof of this : deprived now 
of fate Seek out a darkened place to cry his 1 
of flesh , of wood : I am this man who 's cali 
of France I could e'er crave 
of glory , Likewise I hold in contempt and dis 
of God aflame And comfort finds in this his ve 
of God let them have sport and play ; Let stre 
of God , should in purgatory Her spirit be for 
of God Should no travails beset him in this wo 
of God then let him not expect : There is no w 
Of gold and lead these shafts are fashioned , 
of gold With which Love strikes those truly in 
of good , But to this good you cannot find the 
of good Cannot be said to be completely unbles 
of good , does hold him fast , Once good 's ac 
of good , of iniquity scourge , Among the best 
of good reason , And I depart through my opini 
of good stewardship , And as his vassal to exp 
of grace leads to indifference , My foot will 
of great delight - a goodly part - Is found wi 
of great joy ; Sweet to my cars flows the song 
Of he who proves to be a lover true And loves 
of her does still perdure ; When in the flesh 
of her , the world can cure me not 
of her voice , And says : "Dear friend , leave 
of her whom God forgive , I covet nought that 
of him no woman on this earth , But only that 
of him , What 's evil for all men , to me seem 
of him who 's sad 
of his kind , And won 't return until he gains 
of his lot 
of his way In trying to improve the nature of 
of his wits is he who reckons up That once the 
of hope be never cast aside ; Both joy and sad 
of hope most true , No that vain hope that com 
of hope My soul condemned remains upon this ea 
of infinite puissance 
of iniquity scourge , Among the best the f,nix 
of it 
of it , he wastes 
of it I live ; Should I not grasp it , so wret 
of its flesh 
of its fulfillment ; The words of Love you are 
of its own nature , And loving only for hersel 
of its own , Since nought it has t' avail my o 
of joy 
of joy 
of joy brings with it , fear of death For 'tis 
of lead alone , Powerless they to draw a drop 
of life ? A friend to tears , yet ne'er a frie 
of Love 
of Love 
of Love 
of Love , And also you , who with your ardent 
of Love , And I , now forced to take my leave 
of Love are like those of romance , Greater th 
of Love are of three different types , As can 
of Love filis me wittv innocence ; Capriciously 
I don ' t complain , though he brings d 
, In his delights expect not to deligh 
; In that blind fire where lovers are 
, In trusting me they will feel no rem 
of Love make Both fear and trust lodge in the 
of love men feel in cases such , I find that t 
my fellows for so long , A fresh com 
Of Love 
of Love 
of Love 
of Love 
of Love 
of love rise up to such a height My soul lives 
of Love 's pain are they in mortal fear , And 
of Love , So much my tongue cannot discriminat 
of Love ; Th' extremes the semblance have of p 
Of love the absence my desire doth spur And by 
of Love , They feel no good if not flattered b 
of love will show 
of Love you are perforce to heed , 'Pon you an 
of majesty , Rewarder of good , of iniquity se 
of man as hard as wood , And no man ever mourn 
of me I suffer from that pain , T' would not b 
of me increase my pain ; Whene'er you grieved 
of men , And then , per chance , one happens t 
of men ; 'Re wise may feed upon her intellect 
of mine ? I am a captive now sét free from Lov 
of mine which such variance do show , For in y 
of misery : With Death itself 'tis now placed 
of misfortune ! A life of joy brings with it , 
of my beloved , I am content , whatever my rep 
of my complete contentment Can only be achieve 
Of my desire let all men judge the cause*" 
of my great pleasure is The very same sad peop 
of my heart 
of my ills 
of my like 
of my love 
of my soul 
of my speech 
Who , struck by Love , such pity 
So it distraets me not , I '11 sp 
And leaves aside all kind of thou 
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ng lustily 'gain'st Love , The healing 
s no transgressed , Yet if the bounds 
0 fall ; Time henee can be the bearer 
solve ; Completely beat by this habit 
took root , 'Twas there th' extremes 
What will he do t1 escape a life 
Eftsoons he sees the threat 
ove ; Th' extremes the semblance have 
d good Yet but Teresa has the flavour 
My deeds of Love are like those 
I am that man , in time 
11 labour 's light To these my triáis 
All love will fail , except the love 
The lacle 
Howlings and wails I 'd have instead 
ar , I shall be reproached Since life 
ng can alter any law And make a heart 
become infected ! At once my heart 's 
fear ( he knows not where to tread ) 
anee , But none I know as me so spent 
A pair of eyes I saw 
hands ! Who '11 give me back my time 
Before mine eyes a mount 
O thou , who art 
But I lie cióse to death ; 
I crave for no delight but to be sad 
ings with it , fear of death For 'tis 
ombs , And question there the spirits 
nd your gait he kens right well , But 
ike 'tis with gold , when brought out 
1 abstain : Although I have no memory 
this world for the mind Than thinking 
r own like , So 1 dislike the company 
ince worn , Of cloth most black , and 
And in this wav the passions 
steries divine For body is the prison 
usurper would require from him , And 
, fromwhom it takes its form , Much 
Ne'er was defeat the pleasure 
des the judgement of all things , And 
ords , And many more have never heard 
here are which follow nature And each 
all those his golden shafts , But one 
e sees , of which two follow nature : 
the West , And this endures till one 
h suffer their bitter ills , And each 
athing do your joys so swiftly turn , 
o flee , And for all times think only 
And both 
Each one 
t was thus the king did lose dominión 
s full of danger , Caught in the grip 
nother metal yelept argent ; Each one 
I 'm proof 
false , Despising , thus , the glory 
me , one of your like ; The sufferer 
give , I covet nought that 's mine or 
ieve perpetual bliss , Gross pleasure 
iré To make me want for aught that 's 
hope deserts me , By dread I 'm beat 
f my soul , And leaves aside all kind 
Like to a king , the master 
The wounds of Love are 
t Lady , wouldst thou give me a crumb 
is left him - Except lament the good 
Leaving aside the style 
s lot : Read him my words , th' issue 
s Who , so aflame , excede the bounds 
His enemy , who couldn 't ever vaunt 
t of pending tempest , A stormy spell 
show him from afar Evil or good , one 
lates on Love , Three parts he sees , 
nce my heart 's of steel , of flesh , 
h , I love for her disdain , Her lack 
r , Bringing fresh life to" his delice 
And once you 've known my sufferings 
So it distraets me not , I '11 speak 
follows thee in thy intent ! Each one 
favour , For nothing surer can I know 
ubtleties nourished by your wit , And 
r , Ruing that , through the scarcity 
t ! Look piteous then , 'pon me , one 
our days : Store distant the delights 
is June Burns my weak- heart in want 
, I so truly regret My former charge 
nquished me ; A captive I , afeared , 
of my wound does hurt me so I seek out venoms 
of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom comes false d 
Of news from you I have a deathly fear ; Great 
of no good ; What is no more is what I like th 
of oíd , I take delight in nought outside my u 
of pain and joy were felt ; With it content / 
of pain , Now having lost the good he once pos 
of pending tempest , A stormy spell of weather 
of perfect good 
of perfection , Possessing such great knowledg 
of romance , Greater they were than all accoun 
of roughest storm , And everyone makes merry ' 
of seeing you afar , For cióse to you I can be 
of self ; By envy is the whole world conquered 
of sleep so meagre makes my frame , Yet nones 
of songs 
of sorrow I so highly praise , But I , who 've 
of steel and stone construed 
of steel , of flesh , of wood : I am this man 
Of stepping forward , since he sees no track 
of strength , So do I waste and am so whiterád 
Of such a flavour I ignore the taste , And I m 
of such great power To mete out pain , yet ais 
of suffering , And steal from me this liberty 
of sufferings great , This much I need to brin 
of sufferings supreme When two unequal wills t 
of that be sure 
Of that I speak which is with sadness mixed , 
of that its sworn archenemy , if ever Love bro 
of the damned , And they '11 reply , for they 
of the gesture he could ne'er report 
of the mine , All mixed it is with other metal 
of the past , How pleasant is the burden on my 
of the person that we love , When 'tis achieve 
of the quick : They are full loath t1 imagine 
of the roughest cilice 
of the soul So suffer change , most contrary a 
of the spirit , It dwells in darkness e'er it 
of the third he will not have him sire , Or le 
of the time an and grief it brings And some de 
of the vanquished Except for me , I like Love 
of the Will a counselor most true 
of. them 
of them direets man naturally .; Acting as one 
of them he mindlessly retained , With it he wo 
Of them , one dies ; the other lives for ever 
of them relents , And yields its forceful migh 
of them with proud and haughty ways 
Of them you tire ; each day you know this more 
of themselves 
of these did passions mixedly Maintain , just 
of these does take a different course , And no 
Of these his cities , not retaining one 
of these most mortal foes ; Both poor and rich 
of these produces its own feeling , According 
of this : deprived now of my speech 
of this earth , For they beheld a greater part 
of this pain which is so sweet / For soon the 
of this world , Except that God would fain pía 
of this world I cast aside , In firm belief my 
of this world ; Within me are collected all my 
of those ills that I fear 
of thoughts impure , And , thus , I feel delig 
of three cities , Who all his life was keen to 
of three different types , As can be seen from 
Of thy sweet bread t' assuage my bitterness 
of time now lost ? He sees full clear that he 
of troubadours Who , so aflame , excede the bo 
of troubled thoughts / Penned artlessly by one 
of truth / And checking , thence , the urgeney 
Of victory over him without defeat , If in the 
of weather most untempered 
of which he ever feels , And what he loses , 1 
of which two follow nature : Of them , one die 
I am this man who 's called Ausi...s M 
her estáte such as it is , More tha 
So that his past importunes him anew 
Will never your disdain for me provo 
of wood 
of words 
of yore 
of yore 
of you 
of you , 
of you 
I pray , now change your law ; Resemb 
Ñor need I look for more to be conten 
of your frame so fair the unsullied grace 
of your grace , Death comes to th' innocent , 
of your like ; The sufferer of this pain which 
of your sojourn The more You 'd flee from comf 
of your sweet favour 
of your ungratefulness Through your not findin 
of your wit 
offence -
And if to me Death gave not such offence 
I suffer lest I e'er gave her offence 
Absenting me from such a pleasant si 
And I would fain redeem this with my 
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Within man 's cors the humours 
loved , And he who lies , believed as 
oft 2 
oft discord ; 
oft he wants 
From time to time there 's varia 
I find myself by Love so overwh 
4 2 r speechless lover , And also him who 
So capricious 
t That precious ointment used to heal 
ured , Transported by your fairness 
will thou please grant That precious 
53 ve ; Completely beat by this habit of 
often 1 
often changes hue And eek the timid man who 
oftimes 2 
oftimes the wind may blow , The ship can 't sa 
oftimes We patients , that are raade to endure 
oh 1 
oh maidens Although a lack of grace leads to 
ous pangs And sees two fleshy fruit 
So many 
There is 
uves for ever ; The third one gazes 
Each day a thousand times 
who see you , yet do not see within , 
And should God wish to have me dwell 
s eyes ; But , gracefully , Love does 
With joy let folk make merry 
ue , And eek the timid man who dwells 
My Will doth place a different hue 
So much 
Lily 'midst thorns , who contemplates 
shrieks and howls , Life would bestow 
the past , How pleasant is the burden 
sleep , - awake , I have my fancy fixed 
hich feeds upon my thoughts , Another 
web ; But all his blows fall finally 
t unto Him my will he reaffirm , That 
ish Love ! Whoe'er seeks your delight 
Id join in with them in their sport , 
day to men is darkest night ; I live 
however , would two cede back to him 
e voice , As Death , likewise , calis 
O Love most true , I implore and cali 
h dwell , My joy is such , I feel not 
I ask of him no woman 
imbedded in its sloth Cannot set. foot 
who understand And fix their thoughts 
The quality depends 
r was a friend unto myself , Ñor even 
ove does have its lover and beloved ; 
Whoe'er loves flesh , 
e lack of good , does hold him fast , 
ar , Since Love has ceased the war he 
onging feels For those his friends he 
o mortal fear , 'Tis so with me , for 
the ambry Will not unlock the door it 
o would swear An armed man I could at 
my taste has now become infected ! At 
of pain , Now having lost the good he 
mixed it is with other metáis base , 
to make my joy complete , In truth , 
of his wits is he who reckons up That 
r of contraríes ? Bitter and sweet at 
ith you '11 harken to my plight , And 
n Of these his cities , not retaining 
lacid and calm , Fu.ll sure he trows , 
All my delights have I transposed in 
e was my foe But never did He give me 
r thought ; He 's routed me with just 
me , now in a place most strange , No 
's variance in their powers : In just 
f which two ^ follow nature : Of them , 
eer will make no trifling break , For 
d equally beset-by two fierce gales , 
the other Uves for ever ; The third 
pany of men , And then , per chance , 
does take a different course , And no 
'Tis only through experience 
And should my thoughts 
ailed by two desires , Though towards 
fly all those his golden shafts , But 
from the West , And this endures till 
ointment 1 
ointment used to heal oftimes We patients , th 
oíd 1 
oíd , I take delight in nought outside my use 
on 30 
on a fine branch / And his desire both equally 
on earth have grasped not my words , And many 
on earth no thing which could suffice To make 
on false appetite 
on God I cali For that whose major part in you 
On heeding me , they '11 be sad in their soul 
on high , Apart from Him , to make my joy comp 
on him bestow The joy of hope be never cast as 
on holy days ; In praise of God let them have 
on love ; And let the suitor bold but waste hi 
on Love , Madam , when 'tis content to love bu 
on Love my spirit contemplates , It seems to s 
on Love , Three parts he sees , of which two f 
on me her heritage , Of all her gifts she want 
on my back 
On my beloved , who she is , what she 's worth 
on my heart ne'er halts its gnawing , And in t 
on my shield 
on my way to Him I find no let 
On shaky ground places his own contentment ; S 
On snow I walk , unshod , my head all bare , S 
on that which others cannot taste 
On the condition of good stewardship , And as 
on the fortúnate , For , if man is for evils d 
on thee , Since thou hast wounded me , will th 
on this earth , And as I look more deeply into 
on this earth , But only that in me he 'd deig 
on this rugged terrain 
on understanding you , That corporal desire ca 
on what 's beheld For 'tis engendered but from 
once 16 
once did this I e'er attempt 
Once flesh is dead , so he that loved but this 
once flesh is lost , loves not , When he recaí 
Once good 's achieved , then this desire raust 
once had fought : Injured I lie , my wound yet 
once had in the world , So long away from comp 
once I was accustomed To pains of Love , my fe 
once made fast 
once make flinch , Without a scratch , to her 
once my heart 's of steel , of flesh , of wood 
once possessed ? Right well he sees , if not b 
Once put in fire , the dross goes up in smoke 
once there , I must per forcé be told That at 
once they 're lost , the world becomes estrang 
once / they taste the same ; And while she liv 
once you 've known my sufferings of yore , Wil 
one 33 
one 
one anchor will suffice 
one ; And Love would fain effect this change i 
one bad day Ere I , forthwith , did make Him a 
one body 's strength And had, no need to show h 
one but you can render me assistance 
one day doth melancholy reign , In that same d 
one dies ; the other uves for ever ; The thir 
one extreme leads surely to another : To lowly 
One from the East , the other from the West , 
one gazes on false appetite 
one happens to appear , Bringing fresh lífe to 
one knows where lies the. middle road 
one may know The great delight which lies with 
one moment ever stray From fancying I possess 
one my will has now inclined 
one of them he mindlessly retained , With it h 
one of them relents , And yields its forceful 
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LXXIII 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
LIV 
XIX 
XCIV 
LIV 
XCIV 
I 
XCIV 
XXIX 
LXVI 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XI 
39 
15 
23 
31 
5 
23 
13 
70 
31 
31 
4 
23 
35 
6 
16 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
XI 
LXXIX 
24 
4 
56 
55 
21 
8 
12 
38 
37 
44 
Each one 
of another metal yclept argent ; Each one 
ill show him from afar Evil or good , one 
une follows thee in thy intent ! Each one 
past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me , one 
e , most contrary and diverse , If at one 
Contentmenb I am granted from one 
delight as though it were my foe For one 
repose , Like to the sick man who for one 
in that part which resembles The very one 
gains such strength As to destroy the one 
hat comes to me from you , Except the one 
hem directs man naturally ; Acting as one 
oubled thoughts , Penned artlessly by one 
om him who bids me come And seize the one 
of these does take a different course , An 
of these produces its own feeling , Accord 
of which he ever feels , And what he loses 
of you , I pray , now change your law ; Re 
of your like ; The sufferer of this pain w 
point are actions done by her , Then , rap 
side , From th' other my Ufe 's full of m 
small good 'midst great ills must bring gr 
sweet bite Sees in his food how all his pa 
that Death took from this world , Honest d 
that made him bend , In this same way I mu 
that Reason would have nigh Please , give 
they do evil or good According to which ha 
who 's lost his wits 
who would escape my rigour 
argent leave nought but a scar 
ones 1 
The ones he 's wounded are from death exempt 
only 
repose of my complete contentment Can only 
deny my words , They 'd have it I say only 
course of its own nature , And loving only 
mong the best the f,nix I alone , For only 
son why I 'm driven to such pain Love only 
ave to flee , And for all times think only 
k of him no woman on this earth , But only 
'Tis only 
nding finds For understanding honours only 
be achieved across this bridge 
foolish things 
for herself that creature Whose virtues a 
I the melange have rejected Of base desir 
knows for he 's the very cause 
of themselves 
that in me he 'd deign to dwell ; He is 1 
through experience one may know The great 
truth 
en , your hair all dishevelled 
open 2 
With open arms she 's come out in the street , Her 
With open breast so that your heart may show How it 
75 good reason 
opinión 1 
And I depart through my opinión false Convinced I lose the world and 
X 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
I 
II 
40 
27 
32 
104 
43 
39 
LXVI 
XIX 
LXVI 
CXIV 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
X 
LXVI 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XVIII 
XI 
3 
4 
3 
6 
51 
35 
23 
36 
92 
40 
46 
7 
38 
16 
19 
127 
24 
52 
99 
90 
52 
14 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
IV 
LXVI 11 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
60 
46 
45 
3 
11 
13 
27 
4 
59 
41 
oppose 3 
neither would be ever so remiss As to oppose in aught the course of Love 
e therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can I not , For in some part 'tis mi 
is passion finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose it though we could , we have no wish 
opposed 2 
, A bastard 's born , to his forbears opposed 
ts wrinkled flesh is absence , If not opposed by firm and stubborn steel ; Pay then 
opposing 1 
ow , The ship can ''t sail without th' opposing forcé ; The very key which shut you i 
opposite 1 
Its entire work is natural to man The opposite disturbs him in his nature Leaves una 
To love another if against his Will , 
en a case Like mine in present time , 
against his Will , Or be so strong , 
rateful I , should it I e'er reject , 
red From th1 influence of either hope 
aturally ; Acting as one they do evil 
and hope will show him from afar Evil 
r hope , And can 't expect great good 
er out to file , According to the joy 
gall For those who feel Love 's evil 
you in the least You 're without love 
t with sighs most dolorous ; And soon 
then , follow in my steps , In tears 
the third he will not have him sire , 
dost unite ! May I not see you thus , 
forgive , I covet nought that 's mine 
unto these straits , Not having known 
y 's slightest hair Could do me ill , 
: In others' eyes the lover 's great 
y that God doth not prolong my life , 
, Less subtle they than th' ignorant 
g you my favour As yet unknown to man 
3 lay ; Let streets , and squares and 
n me are collected all my thoughts In 
what it needs , Man does not fail if 
In 
Through absence is love lost 'mongst 
ierce gales , One from the East , the 
What will he do - no 
surer fate And nobler still than any 
great , Itself , and since I feel no 
low nature : Of them , one dies ; the 
My ills are not so great as 
Or 22 
Or be so strong / or e'en so mightiful As to u 
or e'en in past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me 
or e'en so mightiful As to undo the knot that 
Or even make attempt herefrom to escape , Such 
or fear : So deeply will he feel the present j 
or good According to which has th' ascendancy 
or good , one of which he ever feels , And wha 
or great offence ; The far extreme contains it 
or grief they had ; And some there are which s 
or his good 
or know not what he wants ; He who bemoans thi 
or late I 'm sure it 's bound to come , Unless 
or laughter let them follow me , Since I am re 
Or let him even have a thought of it 
or may I die : Sweet , then , to me , the bitt 
or of this world , Except that God would fain 
or prized other things 
or show me its disdain 
or small , And Love takes hold depending where 
Or that He set in me this firm intent : That u 
or wise 
or woman born For I would fly from him who bid 
orchards 1 
orchards of delight Ring out with wonderous ta 
order 3 
order not to think of earthly things 
order *s no transgressed , Yet if the bounds o 
order to achieve perpetual bliss , Gross pleas 
other 13 
other folk , Yet mine own love comes to no end 
other from the West , And this endures till on 
other good is left him - Except lament the goo 
other joy , Since pleasant languor is therein 
other foy , Ungrateful I , should it I e'er re 
other lives for ever ; The third one gazes on 
other men 's , I 've made it great , much priz 
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XCIV 
LIV 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XVIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
26 
14 
17 
16 
24 
7 
21 
94 
4 
72 
11 
ut of the mine , All mixed it is with other metáis base , Once put in fire , the dro 
I am granted from one side , From th' other my life 's full of misery : With Death i 
I need no other succour from your love But that your eye 
grief it brings And some delight with other sufferings sweet 
straits , Not having known or prized other things 
s : They are Most few who Pay heed t' other things Unless akin to those that they en 
others 5 
Your wit extends beyond all others ' reach ; Great subtlety has it at its 
re which show me her in sadness , And others - many - show her full I of joy 
darkest night ; I live on that which others cannot taste -
•renege all joy , Ñor can I think that others could it feel 
I do not say it differs from all others : In quantity 'tis judged much like the 
99 no sure measure has its quantity 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
XIX 
6 
119 
17 
53 
8 
others' 
In others' eyes the lover ' s great or small And 
our 5 
s , It seems to str'ay completely from our body , For my desires cannot be found in m 
against me ; Those contrasts great in our discordant parts Now willingly are forced 
In former times which were before our own Did Love let fly all those his golden 
Our spirit sees but virtue and good alone When 
ery devil will lament When he beholds our sufferings are akin 
LXXIII 32 eved , all else is then forgot 
ourselves 
ourselves as we dwell in such thoughts 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LXVIII 
XIII 
LXXIX 
XI 
LXIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
CI 
CXIV 
XIII 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XIII 
IV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXVI 
40 
4 
2 
5 
29 
9 
6 
67 
25 
10 
82 
9 
25 
91 
22 
4 
34 
113 
54 
8 
48 
55 
1 
out 
lees from him who would fain seek her out 
him who bears the blows of fate Seek out 
like to that little page Who searches out 
ds most bold ; But let me go and seek out 
With heart sincere he now cries out 
With open arms she 's come out 
ter he detests his servant , He deals out 
elights , not knowing how they harm ; Out 
Like 'tis with gold , when brought out 
yes I saw of such great power To mete out 
od to me are of avail T'wards rooting out 
All men require and seek out 
My prudent Lady , base desires I root out 
her ; Both times and Places Point her out 
ng of my wound does hurt me so I seek out 
guares , and orchards of delight Ring out 
16 
a darkened place to cry his lot : Read him 
a kind , indulgent , master ; He 'd keep h 
graves and tombs , And question there the 
his peace , Bareheaded , then , may all me 
in the street , Her eyes astream , with ra 
neither punishment ñor charge , So too am 
of his wits is he who reckons up That once 
of the mine , All mixed it is with other m 
pain , yet also promise pleasure ; And in 
the cause why I 'm so sad , Right well I 1 
their own like , So I dislike the company 
; There grow no weeds upon my riverbank ; 
to file , According to the joy or grief th 
venoms ; comfort tílus may die ; With great 
with wonderous tales of deeds most bold ; 
outside 7 
Though outside it prime movement doth occur , Therein 
If she I love is now outside my time The greater part of her does s 
bit of oíd , I take delight in nought outside my use : My time 's consumed by though 
t brings , I want ñor wish for nought outside myself • 
proves me , another must content me , Outside myself I must find my delight 
a deal then I am jealous ; Your joys outside of me increase my pain ; Whene'er you 
Lt lies outside the power of any wight To love another 
51 
outstrips 1 
There is another it outstrips man !s nature Its surest trait 
XCIV 
X 
over 2 
37 When reason holds sway over appetite , Its entire work is natural to 
4 , who couldn ' t ever vaunt Of victory over him without defeat , If in the morn his f 
XXIX 
X 
overeóme 2 
2 , who takes flight to the wilds When overeóme by 'nother of his kind , And won 't r 
30 uished Except for me , I like Love to overeóme , Holding me trapped in his invisible 
23 t he wants 
overwhelmed 1 
I find myself by Love so overwhelmed I cannot tell how much I am inamou 
LXXXIX 21 yours decline , so will decline mine 
CI 12 faney saw 'pon me such might In mine 
LXXVII 26 e , a habit I have tailored From your 
LXXIX 42 ur delight On shaky ground places his 
IV 21 Then spake the body in its 
LXXIII 37 ffence ; The far extreme contains its 
LXXXIX 37 In you lies not my 
CXIV 16 own , Since nought it has t' avail my 
LXXIX 17 In former times which were before our 
I 20 badly lives the man whose mind is his 
LXXIX 15 gent ; Each one of these produces its 
I 39 But when they part he 's left to his 
XIII 9 All men require and seek out their 
XCIV 4 ve lost 'mongst other folk , Yet mine 
LXXIII 54 lone When following the course of its 
XIX 17 . My 
CXIV 15 o make the world give me aught of its 
XXXIX 43 I *m come to such extremes ; With my 
own 18 
own ; A fall so sheer will make no trifling br 
own castle I 'd become a serf 
own cloth , and dressed my spirit there ; When 
own contentment ; Since no repose his understa 
own defence And argued that 'twas there that L 
own delight , And looks not back , but future 
own delight 's completion , Desirous though yo 
own desire 
own Did Love let fly all those his golden shaf 
Own enemy , and brings him tidings sore , And 
own feeling , According to\their difference in 
own grief 
own like , So I dislike the company of the qui 
own love comes to no end with death ; In death 
own nature , And loving only for herself that 
own perdition is my prime disgrace For which I 
own , Since nought it has t' avail my own desi 
own strength by Love I *m stricken down : He n 
LXVIII 
page 1 
In nought am I like to that little page Who searches out a kind 
paid 1 
indulgent , mas 
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that for which 'with love the price I paid 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LIV 
IV 
LXXVII 
XIX 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XIX 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
LIV 
XIX 
I 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXVI11 
LXIII 
CI 
CI 
XIII 
XIII 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
CI 
15 
71 
4 
23 
10 
35 
10 
11 
9 
13 
10 
106 
17 
16 
124 
35 
6 
74 
10 
36 
32 
83 
7 
9 
17 
27 
52 
43 
20 
31 
66 
13 
55 
6 
10 
paxn 
is wondrous strange how even in great pain 
ring grief And so I strive to make my pain 
, Though suffer I may not continuous pain 
ok root , 'Twas there th' extremes of pain 
el For him who lies in torment and in pain 
te : For my delights include a mortal pain 
hat concur with rae not And of Love 's pain 
e he 's marked are forced to feel the pain 
What man alive , that suffers so much pain 
And secretly , with unaccustomed pain 
reads not the common path ; As ev 'ry pain 
he recalls delights , he 's left with pain 
Love 's pain 
into his deeds , Then , mixedly with pain 
s brought no death unto my love , Ñor pain 
ve ; Through ignorance I live another pain 
good , How will he do it if it causes pain 
, I find that they betake me without pain 
at here is set before me That without pain 
ts include a mortal pain , And such a pain 
eet bite Sees in his food how all his pain 
Although at first it enters me with pain 
The reason why I 'm driven to such pain 
What will he do t' escape a life of pain 
Great is the pain 
ses have therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain 
an be hurt by nought And far from you pain 
gs ; Believe of me I suffer from that pain 
he bird will never cease , By greater pain 
itter than gall , For yearning is the pain 
d 'tis from this I feel the strongest pain 
A middling lover he , by pain 
; Your joys outside of me increase my pain 
e of your like ; The sufferer of this pain 
I saw of such great power To mete out pain 
35 
- I know not how - delight is yet there f 
a habit So ne'er again I '11 know the tas 
? All my delights have I transposed in on 
and joy were felt ; With it content , the 
; And so , with all my heart , I pardon t 
, And such a pain is bound with great del 
are they in mortal fear , And if involved 
As corresponds the manner they are hit 
, Can yearn for that which causes his des 
, Does Fortune make me bound to its displ 
does time defeat and waste 
, Each love does have its lover and belov 
for me is not such bitter torment That I 
, he brings delight 
I feel as I see my world lost 
: I know not where to look that I 'm not 
? I see the heart of man as hard as wood 
: If aught I start I taint it from the fi 
in hope of it I live ; Should I not grasp 
is bound with great delight 
is fed 
, It takes not long until it 's pleasant 
Love only knows for he 's the very cause 
, Now having lost the good he once posses 
of every Lover true , When vile despair i 
; oppose it can I not , For in some part 
's present in all good 
, T1 would not be much to place therein y 
than this am I besieged , For there 's a 
that I must bear , I see no way to hope f 
: To flee from folk if ever they be joyfu 
tormented , That would fain pray his suff 
; Whene'er you grieved , your sufferings 
which is so sweet / For soon the very dev 
, yet also promise pleasure ; And in my f 
ve , Yet will they know , in me 
painful 1 
its painful forcé 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LXVI 
XCIV 
11 
13 
30 
79 
IV 
XIII 
CI 
2 
42 
pains 4 
auty and delight , The more I find my pains are thus increased , For in my heart the 
Likewise if you feel not the pains of Love , In his delights expect not to 
ith me , for once I was accustomed To pains of Love , my fellows for so long , A fre 
; And should I mix delight amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón and to my grief I turn 
pair 1 
A pair of eyes I saw of such great power To mete 
pangs 2 
ds To satisfy his hunger 's dangerous pangs , And sees two fleshy fruit on a fine br 
an may well be slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffer from that pain 
paralysed 1 
cayneer , to Germany he 's come , And paralysed , he cannot make a sign Should he ta 
I 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
I 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
II 
xxxix 
xciv 
CI 
XCIV 
CI 
IV 
15 
11 
6 
9 
88 
90 
39 
39 
26 
28 
9 
114 
36 
29 
43 
28 
30 
26 
5 
pardon 3 
, For he believes he will be granted pardon , And with no time for thought he is pu 
pain ; And so , with all my heart , I pardon those Who do not mourn the suffering of 
love You more than e'er in life , And pardon those who won 't believe my words : The 
part 
Some part of great delight - a goodly part 
ir beloved dead , Are like to me , in part 
e grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems I part 
t importunes him anew , But when they part 
cent , martyr for Love , He who would part 
es on God I cali For that whose major part 
his earth , For they beheld a greater part 
Some part 
ve is now outside my time The greater part 
y fails , Losing most swiftly a large part 
A certain part 
follows mistress nature , The greater part 
n ; oppose it can I not , For in some part 
ss desire : That was enclosed in that part 
14 
- Is found within the thoughts of him who 
, but not in all 
from her ; Both times and Places Point he 
he *s left to his own grief 
his body from his soul , Had he the certa 
in you resides : That 'pon my will you mi 
of glory , Likewise I hold in contempt an 
of great delight - a goodly part - Is fou 
of her does still perdure ; When in the f 
of its flesh 
of my great pleasure is The very same sad 
the lesser does attract And finds the way 
'tis mixed up with delight 
which resembles The very one that Death t 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
58 
119 
parta 1 
volved And all my senses have therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can I no 
partake 1 
iré both equally demands , He *11 not partake until he has decided Towards which fru 
partakes 1 
ng to me delight , Because the spirit partakes not therein ; As Nature , working sap 
parts 2 
ns , who contemplates on Love , Three parts he sees , of which two follow nature : O 
ose contrasts great in our discordant parts Now willingly are forced to sing atuned 
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LXXVII 
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XIX 
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XCIV 
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LXVI 
XVIII 
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XIX 
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27 
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38 
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8 
22 
12 
33 
7 
15 
44 
20 
ere is no man who thinks will come to 
t seems to me In me 'tis all a custom 
a place for Love to grow in you ; His 
love , what fool reproaches me ? Such 
In sadness I 'm detained by my 
his ,ills , Cannot maintain in him its 
And now to me all remedy is lost ; A 
And both of these did 
And in this wav the 
These arrows did slay many in the 
lows , 'Tis so with me , for time now 
in : Although I have no memory of the 
h he brings death , To good and evils 
e to his delice of yore , So that his 
ike mine in present time , or e'en in 
, My foot will ne'er be set upon that 
suffering great treads not the common 
d to come , Unless by Death to me the 
He can 't and won ft go down a level 
ious ointment used to heal oftimes We 
ieve my words : They are Most few who 
ight ; All lovers to this notice must 
opposed by firm and stubborn steel ; 
ble rebuff You always give whene'er I 
LXVIII 22 as a vassal And never thought of ever 
The world *s at 
th heart sincere he now cries out his 
The 
ugh whom he wounded me waged war , In 
ecians govern not their commonweal As 
Since I 've no 
Eftsoons he sees the threat of 
ds , th1 issue of troubled thoughts , 
y great pleasure is The very same sad 
If 
away from company of men , And then , 
lete , In truth , once there , I must 
despite his tender age , And should , 
My own 
e weens that , should such turbulence 
me The greater part of her does still 
; Th' extremes the semblance have of 
erforce to heed , 'Pon you and him my 
Could but this world encompass 
ood Yet but Teresa has the flavour of 
And if 
pass 1 
pass Those many secrets that Godhed reserves , 
passing 1 
passing strange ; Through absence is love lost 
passion 5 
passion finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose it t 
passion great there 's none could ever forcé ; 
passion , I neither understand , ñor feel , me 
passion quick : Desire , the lack of good , do 
passion strong can alter any law And make a he 
passions 2 
passions mixedly Maintain , just as they all i 
passions of the soul So suffer change , most c 
past 6 
past ; He has none left to wage war to the dea 
past holds my Imaginings , nought else therein 
past , How pleasant is the burden on my back 
past I am quite cold 
past importunes him anew , But when they part 
past ! Look piteous then , 'pon me , one of yo 
path 4 
path 
path ; As ev 'ry pain does time defeat and was 
path is closed 
path ; Return he can 't : another took him the 
patients 
patients that are made to endure thine ills 
Paul 1 
Paul 's body God relieved the soul So he might 
Pay 4 
Pay heed t' other things Unless akin to those 
pay heed : That without sadness there can be n 
Pay then no heed to envy 's bitter counsel 
pay you court 
paying 1 
paying homage In each base deed , his was a 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
XXI11 
XCIV 
II 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
I 
XIII 
CI 
XIX 
II 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
XXIII 
XCIV 
37 
29 
34 
36 
34 
1 
5 
6 
30 
11 
36 
35 
19 
17 
7 
114 
34 
40 
49 
28 
81 
peace 4 
peace , and I alone at war , Since Love has ce 
peace , Bareheaded., then , may all men wend t 
peace he brings is really war to me ; If she t 
peace I 'd be , defeated and her slave 
peacefully 1 
peacefully as your intellect commands Those su 
peer 1 
peer in love , it seems to me In me 'tis all a 
pending 1 
pending tempest , A stormy spell of weather mo 
Penned 1 
Penned artlessly by one who 's lost his wits 
people 2 
people feel inside , For their lament itself b 
people have beheld my sufferings great , A gre 
per 2 
per chance , one happens to appear , Bringing 
per forcé be told That at my death you deigned 
perchance 1 
perchance , he find himself 'midst crags , He 
perdition 1 
perdition is my prime disgrace For which I see 
perdure 2 
perdure v 
perdure ; When in the flesh she lived upon thi 
perfect 3 
perfect good 
perfect good depends > 
perfect good , It is through me man would achi 
perfection 1 
perfection , Possessing such great knowledge i 
perforce 2 
perforce I cast my thought elsewhere , Recalli 
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LXXXIX 
CI 
LXXXI 
39 lfillment ; The words of Love you are perfores to heed , 'Pon you and him my perfect 
perils 2 
perils bring 
perils rife , h place he espies wherein he can 
48 
2 
warmth : A poor reward will all these 
th , The weather rough , the sea with 
LXXIII 
LIV 
XVIII 
LXVI 
XVIII 
XCIV 
II 
42 
43 
45 
30 
22 
44 
37 
41 
20 
42 
55 
XIX 
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XXXIX 
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IV 
LXXVII 
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XXXIX 
XIX 
LXXVII 
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LXXXIX 
LXXXI 
XCIV 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LIV 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
XCIV 
5 
24 
32 
34 
32 
1 
40 
2 
19 
2 
9 
13 
30 
3 
128 
7 
47 
44 
67 
4 
15 
44 
44 
42 
35 
91 
38 
IV 
XI 
XIII 
16 
21 
2 
Who , aiming at that good that cannot 
g at that good that cannot perish His 
In order to achieve 
rld for the mind Than thinking of the 
urfeit So much I think I am that very 
cast in deep sea For fear they could 
ds , You are , O Love , that air most 
My lot 's the same as that 
ame day , then , choler , blood , and 
r And by your eyes my armour has been 
issue , A subtle thought will be its 
present time , or e'en in past ! Look 
ss , And for all times will live most 
ar greater than the world and all its 
my like , Who , struck by Love , such 
over 's seen within these flames , No 
I' faith less 
is soul , Had he the certainty you ' d 
all you who truly love And pity me if 
this strange life let no man show me 
, O list , all you who truly love And 
He who knows not no 
My Will doth 
ill reach th' extreme , If there rs a 
rough , the sea with perils rife , A 
is world / Except that God would fain 
'Tis so with me , now in a 
He who bemoans this ill has no fixed 
m that pain , T* would not be much to 
Through your not finding me a fitting 
the blows of fate Seek out a darkened 
f misery : With Death itself 'tis now 
r aught that 's visible Should not be 
fondness dwells , And at her whim he 
er seeks your delight On shaky ground 
search within , can find him not ; In 
eems I part from her ; Both times and 
As he beholds the sky , 
r most pestilent That brings a mortal 
To love you 
áster , Wailing at me with dreadful , 
praise of God let them have sport and 
pain , It takes not long until it 's 
perish 1 
perish His perishable goods cast in deep sea F 
perishable 1 
perishable goods cast in deep sea For fear the 
perpetual 1 
perpetual bliss , Gross pleasure of this world 
person 2 
person that we love , When 'tis achieved , all 
person ; Then wondrous great would seem the wo 
perturb 1 
perturb his understanding 
pestilent 1 
pestilent That brings a mortal plague unto the 
philosopher 1 
philosopher , Who , aiming at that good that c 
phlegm 1 
phlegm 
pierced 1 
pierced ; My thoughts , assailant , now have v 
pillar 1 
pillar firm , Which won ' t allow this fasting 
piteous 1 
piteous then , 
piteously 
piteously 
'pon me , one of your like ; Th 
pity 9 
pity 
pity can arouse ; I am that man who most deser 
pity can he expect , much less , defence 
pity could the world ne'er show Than at the pr 
pity him 
pity I deserve , And witness then if e'er ther 
pity : Love wants me at his court and summons 
pity me if pity I deserve , And witness then i 
pity then can feel For him who lies in torment 
place 9 
place a different hue on Love , Madam , when ' 
place for Love to grow in you ; His passion fi 
place he espies wherein he can take shelter , 
place her in I leaven 
place most strange , No one but you can render 
place , Security consider , then , my movement 
place therein your trust 
place : 'Tis through this fault I can no longe 
place to cry his lot : Read him my words , th' 
placed 2 
placed in the balance , Afraid that fear will 
placed upon a miracle 
places 4 
places all his Will 
places his own contentment ; Since no repose h 
places I hear him defamed as traitor Yet faces 
Places Point her out to file , According to th 
placid 1 
placid and calm , Full sure he trows , one anc 
plague 1 
plague unto the world ; 'Twere better to be bl 
plain 1 
plain the intent I now declare 
plaintive 1 
plaintive voice , As Death , likewise , calis 
play 1 
play ; Let streets , and squares , and orchard 
pleasant 4 
pleasant dolour 
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XVIII 
XCIV 
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CI 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
CI 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
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LXXXIX 
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CI 
LXXIX 
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CXIV 
gh I have no memory of the past , How pleasant is the burden on my back 
bler still than any other joy , Slnce pleasant languor is thereln contained 
ch offence , Absenting me from such a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd give , should 
Please 2 
t the one that Reason would have nigh Please , give me not deceitful confidence 
ince thou hast wounded me , will thou please grant That precious ointment used to he 
r To mete out pain , yet also promise 
Within yourself no 
Alas , I see my 
creased , For in my heart there is no 
's in me , The closer then I feel his 
rip ; Should I recount its colourable 
A certain part of my great 
h earth My naked cors , which no more 
Ne'er was defeat the 
er to achieve perpetual bliss , Gross 
free from Love , Away from him , all 
4 8 belief my great delight is tainted By 
21 I deem i' faith you '11 harken to my 
28 lness strike him down , His mind will 
23 most contrary and diverse , If at one 
91 part from her ; Both times and Places 
5 or e'en in past ! Look piteous then , 
11 romise pleasure ; And in my fanoy saw 
27 hose major part in you resides : That 
40 ds of Love you are perforce to heed , 
35 grip of these most mortal foes ; Both 
4 8 heat ; in summer , with no warmth : A 
8 T' were best to head for 
14 one moment ever stray From fancying I 
10 in , Now having lost the good he once 
53 I have forgot 
2 9 eresa has the flavour of perfection , 
37 it uves therein , So doth Love take 
28 nd I pray Love will grant you all his 
30 holds me back , With such disputes my 
8 t away , He does not wish to show his 
41 Lily 'midst thorns , my 
32 him there is no need of castles , His 
1 It lies outside the 
62 rvellous effect Till then kept hid by 
27 When Love beheld the 
9 A pair of eyes I saw of such great 
45 The stronger and more 
26 he sports with shafts of lead alone , 
18 me to time there 's variance in their 
23 o need to show his mighty forcé ; The 
34 ched Since life of sorrow I so highly 
2 let folk make merry on holy days ; In 
Let no man think my words are empty 
41 Lily 'midst thorns , I 
14 , by pain tormented , That would fain 
1 God keep me , I 
pleasure 11 
pleasure ; And in my fancy saw 'pon me such mi 
pleasure can you find : It is so gross that Lo 
pleasure come to grief , My labour doubled aft 
pleasure cropped 
pleasure draw ; If he proves me , another must 
pleasure , Heaving a sigh , the time now lost 
pleasure is The very same sad people feel insi 
pleasure means To lose , save that of fancying 
pleasure of the vanquished Except for me , I 1 
pleasure of this world I cast aside , In firm 
pleasure 's far from me 
pleasures 1 
pleasures fleet which swiftly turn to gall 
plight 
plight And once you 've known my sufferings 
plunge 1 
plunge him into mortal fear 'Tis so with me 
point 2 
point are actions done by her , Then , rapidly 
Point her out to file , According to the joy o 
'pon 4 
'pon me , one of your like ; The sufferer of t 
'pon me such might In mine own castle I 'd bec 
'pon my will you might fix your regard ; And I 
'Pon you and him my perfect good depends 
poor 2 
poor and rich suffer their bitter ills , 
poor reward will all these perils bring 
port 1 
port than tarry there 
And e 
possess 1 
possess all your good will Without the whole 
possessed 
possessed Right well he sees , if not by fol 
possessing 2 
possessing such a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature 
Possessing such great knowledge in herself She 
possession 1 
possession of my soul And leaves aside all k 
power 9 
power 
power cannot deal ; Deprived of her , the worl 
power in me 
power is not so great To make a crown that wer 
power lies lower than the earth itself 
power of any wight To love another if against 
power of contraries ? Bitter and sweet at once 
power so enfeebled He broke his bow ; This I p 
power To mete out pain , yet also promise plea 
powerful 1 
powerful Love * s in me The closer then I fee 
Powerless 1 
Powerless they to draw a drop of blood 
powers 2 
powers : In just one day doth*melancholy reign 
powers three within my soul he quells / He lea 
praise 2 
praise , But I , who 've seen its glory with m 
praise of God let them have sport and play ; L 
prattle 
prattle Ñor that my deeds are coloured by my 
pray 9 
pray God lets you know How 'tis through you I 
pray his sufferings be assuaged ; 'Tis wondrou 
pray , in these my saddest thoughts , For he t 
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89 
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131 
XIII 
XIX 
IV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
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XXXIX 
ill you might fix your regard ; And I 
e in thy intent ! Each one of you , I 
I 
our ardent hearts Have loved well , I 
I 
Her spirit be for sins unexpiate , I 
131 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
CI 
LXIII 
II 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
XIX 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
11 
2 
59 
52 
52 
26 
58 
2 
4 
21 
33 
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34 
35 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LIV 
LXXIX 
24 
42 
28 
28 
15 
CXIV 
XI 
XXXIX 
CI 
IV 
X 
89 
6 
36 
10 
25 
44 
36 
43 
40 
25 
47 
39 
pray Love will grant you all his power 
pray , now change your law ; Resemble not that 
pray that God doth not prolong my life , Or th 
pray you , forget not ! Come weeping , then , 
pray you then ; let nought keep you from me , 
pray your son look not whence these prayers co 
prayers 1 
prayers come , But where they go 
precious 1 
precious ointment used to heal oftimes We pati 
presence 1 
presence sore I crave ; The great repose of my 
present 8 
present care , No thing to conic could e'er be 
present in all good 
present joy 
present : More fiercely than the sun when it i 
present time filis me with happiness , If I am 
present time it does for me : All love will fa 
present time , or e'en in past ! Look piteous 
present to him , Fear and hope will show him f 
prevents 1 
prevents delights of Love ; Th' extremes the s 
prey 1 
prey , And for all times the flesh does grow a 
price 1 
price I paid 
pride 1 
pride 
prime 2 
prime disgrace For which I seethe and blame my 
prime movement doth occur , Therein resides th 
prison 1 
prison of the spirit , It dwells in darkness e 
prized 1 
prized other things 
prizing 1 
prizing what I lose , For seeing myself desert 
proclaim 2 
proclaim it 
proclaim to all 
proclaiming 1 
proclaiming this your pride 
produces 1 
produces its own feeling , According to their 
prolong 2 
prolong my life , Or that He set in me this fi 
prolong your days : Store distant the delights 
promise 2 
promise delight 
promise pleasure ; And in my fancy saw 'pon me 
prompt 1 
At this , the mind was prompt in its reply , And did refute this argu 
proof 1 
proof of this : deprived now of my speech 
protected 1 
protected , In the belief the day would me def 
proud 1 
proud and haughty ways 
prove 2 
prove most firm ; 'Tis by such servants Love w 
prove untrue ! Of love the absencé my desire d 
I pray your son look not whence these 
nded me , will thou please grant That 
desire the spring As much as for your 
h happiness , If I am sad through any 
rt by nought And far from you pain 's 
or fear : So deeply will he feel the 
nt , Be sure true love in me was ever 
ood , I contémplate your death , When 
ould the world ne'er show Than at the 
'er there 's been a case Like mine in 
cast aside ; Both joy and sadness are 
Tepid desire 
ke Tytius , whose liver ' s vulture 's 
our Save that for which with love the 
Id I '11 roara , proclaiming this your 
My own perdition is my 
Though outside it 
the mysteries divine For body is the 
o these straits , Not having known or 
r men 's , I 've made it great , much 
e delight , I am that man entitled to 
o enfeebled He broke his bow ; This I 
11 my wishes , The world I '11 roam , 
tal yclept argent ; Each one of these 
I pray that God doth not 
haste ; And through your anguish you 
e eyes , Desire its ills , since they 
eat power To mete out pain , yet also 
I *m 
ross , You wounded me , for I was ill 
r bitter ills , And each of them with 
show , For in your service they will 
God strike me down , should my words 
proved 1 
If artless I have proved in my intent , Be sure true love in me 
then I feel his pleasure draw ; If he 
which lies within the will Of he who 
proves 2 
proves -me , another must content me , Outside 
proves to be a iover true And loves himself fo 
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LIV 
II 
LXVIII 
IV 
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II 
X 
43 
23 
25 
57 
41 
41 
41 
XIX 16 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
II 
XIX 
6 
28 
129 
34 
12 
Doubt not they will 
yore , Will never your disdain for me 
My 
My 
My 
My 
My 
ugh I 'm strong , For I strive not to 
down : He needs not his , of infinite 
ts his servant , He deals out neither 
the dross goes up in smoke , Leaving 
Mother of God , should in 
ow enmesh And both in concert quality 
s so grave it seems a thing untrue To 
provoke 2 
provoke a goodly tumult And woe betide whoe'er 
provoke , 'Tis then the blazing flames of love 
prudent 5 
prudent Lady , base desires I root out ; There 
prudent Lady , God could grant me nought Apart 
prudent Lady , when Love ' s young no more , Th 
prudent Lady , wouldst thou give me a crumb Of 
prudent Lady , wouldst thou realize That 'tis 
publish 1 
publish my desires 
puissance 1 
puissance 
punishment 1 
punishment ñor charge , So too am I by Love no 
puré 1 
puré gold that 's incorruptible , Death likewi 
purgatory 1 
purgatory Her spirit be for sins unexpiate , I 
pursue 2 
pursue , Such deeds sustaining that my body fa 
pursue that for which all hope is lost 
pursues 1 
When appetite pursues the soul 's right way Then man goes st 
Pursuing 1 
Pursuing Love , from whom it takes its form , 
XCIV 
I 
CI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
X 
27 
16 
6 
101 
13 
34 
98 
12 
23 
LXIII 
XIII 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XCIV 
62 
10 
16 
55 
59 
24 
XXIII 
X 
LXVI 
CXIV 
XIII 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
40 
26 
36 
68 
7 
32 
46 
44 
21 
29 
d it is with other metáis base , Once 
, And with no time for thought he is 
ntance , He '11 better understand its 
The 
y 'tis judged much ,like the rest ; In 
me do now enmesh And both in concert 
Though no sure measure has its 
t say it differs from all others : In 
; The powers three within my soul he 
o and seek out graves and tombs , And 
, Cannot maintain in him its passion 
ike , So I dislike ,the company of the 
s death , To good and evils past I am 
just as they all in mixture lay , But 
evil humour ; By good and evil man 's 
oint are actions done by her , Then , 
10 the street , Her eyes astream , with 
o sweet a bite What fs banned to me , 
put 2 
put in fire , the dross goes up in smoke , Lea 
put to death 
quality 4 
quality 
quality depends on what 's beheld For 'tis eng 
quality , it varies from the rest 
quality pursue , Such deeds sustaining that my 
quantity 2 
quantity : In others1 eyes the lover 's great 
quantity 'tis judged much like the rest ; In q 
quells 1 
quells , He leaves me two , I daré not use the 
question 1 
question there the spirits of the damned , And 
quick 2 
quick : Desire , the lack of good , does hold 
quick : They are full loath t* imagine my esta 
quite 2 
quite cold 
quite distinct are they after her death , I fe 
radical 1 
radical heat Sustained is 
rapidly 1 
rapidly , the cause is in the body 
raptures 1 
raptures of great joy ; Sweet to my cars flows 
Rather 2 
Rather is it dead 
rather would I .abstain : Although I have no me 
XXXIX 
wise called innocent.So long as they 
s is he who reckons up That once they 
amned , And they '11 reply , for they 
rness blinds the most devout of mea ; 
my behaviour vex you in the least You 
o fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 't 
Your wit extends beyond all others ' 
If he accedes , then you will 
5 out a darkened place to cry his lot : 
're delivered from your hands , You are , O Lo 
're lost , the world becomes estranged 
're unattended By all but me , .in their consta 
'Re wise may feed upon her intellect 
're without love or know not what he wants ; H 
reach 3 
reach 
reach ; Great subtlety has it at its comraand 
reach th' extreme , If there 's a place for Lo 
Read 1 
Read him my words , th' issue of troubled thou 
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readiness 1 
But I reproach my readiness to speak About those things whioh ar 
IV 
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23 
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31 
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24 
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21 
12 
19 
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31 
ghter let them follow me , Since I am 
to grow in you ; His passion finds a 
irm intent : That unto Him my will he 
My prudent Lady , wouldst thou 
ints they saw the light divine , They 
The peace he brings is 
may dispute , Will , in the end , to 
f Love were but a sub3tance gi 'en to 
As they did heed the counsel of good 
When 
'Tis within you the 
The 
to me from you , Except the one that 
the flesh ? With her alive , my flesh 
nought ; The second is that terrible 
erforce I cast my thought elsewhere , 
e flesh is lost , loves not , When he 
they harm ; Out of his wits is he who 
ever hold them in his grip ; Should I 
r gave her offence , And I would fain 
sumed , For in his fire I find myself 
I , who love him for himself alone , 
ind was prompt in its reply , And did 
feels , And what he loses , later he 
That 'pon my will you might fix your 
O Love , O Love , I so truly 
érs : In just one day doth melancholy 
joy , Ungrateful I , should it I e'er 
I alone , For only I the melange have 
, Greater they were than all accounts 
t , And this endures till one of them 
My lusty flesh found no 
e , And when it would afford him some 
As from Paul ' s body God 
's favour totally abandoned , I thus 
ready 2 
ready both for honey and gall For those who fe 
ready spot in us ; Oppose it though we could , 
reaffirm 1 
reaffirm , That on my way to Him I find no let 
realize 1 
realize That 'tis through Love my great suffer 
realized 1 
realized how worldly light was false , Despisi 
really 1 
really war to me ; If she through whom he woun 
Reason 8 
Reason always yields 
reason And firmly held the sceptre of majesty 
reason , And I depart through my opinión false 
Reason and Will in me do now enmesh And both i 
reason holds sway over appetite , Its entire w 
reason why I crave 
reason why I 'm driven to such pain Love only 
Reason would have nigh Please , give me not de 
rebelled 1 
rebelled against me ; Those contrasts great in 
rebuff 1 
rebuff You always give whene'er I pay you cour 
Recalling 1 
Recalling it , with deep sighs 'tis retrieved 
recalls 1 
recalls delights , he 's left with pain , Each 
reckons 1 
reckons up That once they 're lost , the world 
recount 1 
recount its colourable pleasure , Heaving a si 
redeem 1 
redeem this with my blood 
refreshed 1 
refreshed , Like to the saint in th' ardour of 
Refusing 1 
Refusing not the gifts that he may grant , I h 
refute 1 
refute this argument full straight , Declaring 
regains 1 
regains 
regard 1 
regard ; And I pray Love will grant you all hi 
regret 1 
regret My former charge of your ungratefulness 
reign 1 
reign , In that same day , then , choler , blo 
reject 1 
reject , Or even make attempt herefrom to esca 
rejected 1 
rejected Of base desires which mingle with the 
relate 1 
relate 
relents 1 
relents , And yields its forceful might unto t 
relief 2 
relief in th' anguish At losing that which bro 
relief , It is with him as that woman whose ch 
relieved 1 
relieved the soul So he might see the mysterie 
remain 1 
remain in such a somber vein That unto Death I 
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32 took from this world , Honest desire 
4 4 by all kind of hope My soul condemned 
34 am I soon to taste And now to me all 
6 s must I endure , And I see you , the 
39 service That neither would be ever so 
8 ve , In trusting me they will feel no 
8 ace most strange , No one but you can 
71 'tis thus , It has such might that I 
19 mes the flesh does grow anew , In his 
25 At this , the mind was prompt in its 
7 spirits of the damned , And they '11 
16 1 / But of the gesture he could ne'er 
4 5 ilst I don 't think I find some light 
4 3 places his own contentment ; Since no 
30 grief , My labour doubled after brief 
3 our presence sore I crave ; The great 
37 But I 
33 By many , I fear , I shall be 
5 What fool 
6 on 't love ? If I do love , what fool 
77 Love gives to me a great and strong 
47 beloved , I am content , whatever my 
9 All men 
14 expend the weal As the usurper would 
31 Were I 
32 you , I pray , now change your law ; 
30 That was enclosed ,in that part which 
68 folk if ever they be joyful And feel 
50 o pass Those many secrets that Godhed 
26 cali For that whose major part in you 
35 t prime movement doth occur , Therein 
6 ou / Because your gesture blighted my 
52 , Would have me stir , I have not the 
4 die ; No man is sure how aught may be 
32 'Tis of a graver kind , not like the 
13 est ; In quality , it varies from the 
12 In quantity 'tis judged much like the 
4 6 actions checked And my desire can be 
remains 2 
remains in me unmixed 
remains upon this earth 
remedy 2 
remedy is lost ; A passion strong can alter an 
remedy of my ills 
remiss 1 
remiss As to oppose in aught the course of Lov 
remorse 1 
remorse 
render 1 
render me assistance 
renege 1 
renege all joy , Ñor can I think that others c 
repast 1 
repast the bird will never cease , By greater 
reply 2 
reply , And did refute this argument full stra 
reply , for they 're unattended By all but me 
report 
report 
1 
repose 4 
repose , Although my spirit is for all times s 
repose his understanding finds For understandi 
repose , Like to the sick man who for one swee 
repose of my complete contentment Can only be 
reproach 1 
reproach my readiness to speak About those thi 
reproached 1 
reproached Since life of sorrow I so highly pr 
reproaches 2 
reproaches me if I don 't love ? If I do love 
reproaches me ? Such passion great there 's no 
repulsión 1 
repulsión , And to my eyes 'tis now a hateful 
repute 1 
repute : As for myself , my Will is wholly dea 
require 2 
require and seek out their own like , So I dis 
require from him , And of the third he will no 
required 1 
required to end my final day , Good Loving the 
Resemble 1 
Resemble not that which to me is harmful ! Wel 
resembles 1 
resembles The very one that Death took from th 
resent 1 
resent should suffering ever cease 
reserves 1 
reserves , To many martyrs they are , yet , re 
resides 2 
resides : That 'pon my will you might fix your 
resides the judgement of all things , And of t 
resolve 2 
resolve 
resolve ; Completely beat by this habit of oíd 
resolved 1 
resolved 
rest 3 
rest 
rest 
rest ; In quality , it varies from the rest 
restrained 1 
restrained by nought , In winter , heat ; in s 
retained 
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26 ne sufficed the goodly stuff That God 
19 hafts , But one of them he mindlessly 
10 se dominión Of these his cities , not 
82 , Recalling it , with deep sighs 'tis 
23 't and won 't go down a level path ; 
3 e by 'nother of his kind , And won 't 
7 I won 't 
85 Decrepitude my nature does 
18 our from your love But that your eyes 
51 es , To many martyrs they are , yet , 
53 Thus Love to me his subtleties 
36 traitor Yet faces from me , who have 
24 , He says no more than I won 't lack 
4 8 ; in summer , with no warmth : A poor 
19 firmly held the sceptre of majesty , 
35 hese most mortal foes ; Both poor and 
2 e weather rough , the sea with perils 
29 O Death , thou art 
41 When appetite pursues the soul 's 
15 1 ; Your colour and your gait he kens 
18 who down his road has learnt To walk 
11 ing lost the good he once possessed ? 
7 g displeasure in all his deportment , 
83 oting out the cause why I 'm so sad , 
16 And seize the one who would escape my 
4 and squares , and orchards of delight 
45 My thoughts of love 
39 d a great sadness 'gainst me now doth 
7 quish him , Until there carne unto his 
26 oot out ; There grow no weeds upon my 
4 0 nd no one knows where lies the middle 
17 Like to the child , who down his 
8 o fulfill my wishes , The world I '11 
5 My deeds of Love are like those of 
25 My prudent Lady , base desires I 
22 rgued that 'twas there that Love took 
82 Id ñor God to me are of avail T'wards 
2 es he 's cióse to death , The weather 
48 rn , Of cloth most black , and of the 
17 I am that man , in time of 
18 hest storm , And everyone makes merry 
retained for women of exception 
retained , With it he wounded me , and so I di 
retaining 1 
retaining one 
retrieved 1 
retrieved 
Return 3 
Return he can 't : another took him there , Fo 
return until he gains such strength As to dest 
return until I 've fully routed This terror gr 
reveal 2 
reveal , And all flesh now can move me but to 
reveal to me your favour , For nothing surer c 
revealed 1 
revealed / Less subtle they than th' ignorant 
reveáis 1 
reveáis Which learned men would find beyond th 
revered 1 
revered him most 
reward 2 
reward 
reward will all these perils bring 
Rewarder 1 
Rewarder of good , of iniquity scourge , Among 
rich 1 
rich suffer their bitter ills , And each of th 
rife 1 
rife , A place he espies wherein he can take s 
right 7 
right envious of all good , And Fortune follow 
right way Then man goes straight , and follows 
right well , But of the gesture he could ne'er 
right well despite his tender age , And should 
Right well he sees , if not by folly blinded , 
Right well he sees the error of his way In try 
Right well I like the sadness that I wear : I 
rigour 1 
rigour 
Ring 1 
Ring out with wonderous tales of deeds most bo 
rise 2 
rise up to such a height My soul lives in the 
rise , Yet in my cause no hand has taken arms 
rival 1 
rival 's hosts A mercenary , who conquered the 
riverbank 1 
riverbank ; Let it be known that deep within m 
road 2 
road 
road has learnt To walk right well despite his 
roam 1 
roam , proclaiming this your pride 
romance 1 
romance , Greater they were than all accounts 
root 2 
root out ; There grow no weeds upon my riverba 
root , 'Twas there th' extremes of pain and jo 
rooting 1 
rooting out the cause why I 'm so sad , Right 
rough 1 
rough , the sea with perils rife , A place he 
roughest 2 
roughest cilice 
roughest storm , And everyone makes merry 'rou 
'round 1 
'round the fire , And I could join in with the 
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21 his harsh and bitter thought ; He 's 
7 I won 't return until I 've fully 
4 0 t can 't be healed , Since my beloved 
40 in its sloth Cannot set foot on this 
37 * my death you deigned to shed a tear 
38 drawn nigh Steadily my life '5 humor 
10 at treads not the common path ; As ev 
30 
21 
64 
37 
26 
27 
3 
73 
101 
44 
112 
33 
104 
7 
88 
1 
1 
9 
37 
55 
17 
2 
110 
15 
59 
80 
40 
23 
9 
26 
4 
30 
14 
42 
10 
26 
41 
99 
34 
42 
4 
28 
24 
18 
7 
38 
19 
41 
45 
28 
8 
39 
106 
17 
49 
6 
32 
11 
53 
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30 
51 
27 
46 
7 
2 
16 
27 
87 
58 
10 
17 
good 
you will reach th' extreme , If there 
than this am I besieged , For there 
does hold him fast , Once good 
The world 
fancy not I find so sweet a bite What 
11 straight , Declaring that the body 
erve , And witness then if e'er there 
The world 
The quality depends on what 
born steel ; Pay then no heed to envy 
ess there can be found no hope ; What 
As from Paul 
e soul does seek its like , A bastard 
orous ; And soon or late I 'm sure it 
f flesh , of wood : I am this man who 
Like to the man who sees he 
not ! That Biscayneer , to Germany he 
Wíth open arms she 
In you lies not my own delight 
ht in nought outside my use : My time 
Withln man 
sire for viands To satisfy his hunger 
Love cannot live when hope 
now lost ? He sees full clear that he 
mper no lover may know ; This is Love 
forced to take my leave of him , What 
oney and gall For those who feeí Love 
ls , the more I grieve ; Through love 
The dullard 
an who trusts he will live , Since he 
m Love , Away from him , all pleasure 
e I was seen undisposed And from Love 
rom one side , From th' other my life 
ve , the day the Innocent For mankind 
r be so dim As not t1 admit your body 
t I cannot banish from my mind , Love 
By Love 
quantity : In others' eyes the lover 
llowed To give the agSd man an infant 
ow That man may well be slain by Love 
keep him cool all through the summer 
hat I could come to love without Love 
ry to her for baneful venom , So weak 
it 's life The better to observe Love 
him , Until there carne unto his rival 
ch is now drawn nigh Steadily my life 
with sadness mixed , For this estáte 
My ills are not so great as other men 
The stronger and more powerful Love 
up in smoke , Leaving puré gold that 
if I choose , then love will be love 
unes him anew , But when they part he 
s not , When he recalls delights , he 
Before ere long I '11 lead a hermit 
0 mistress wise and fair , all labour 
houghts , Penned artlessly by one who 
The culprit 
1
 arrows that he fires , For those he 
And as man 
hom God forgive , I covet nought that 
ore the taste , And I must taste what 
There'is another it outstrips man 
in great love : In their intent there 
it needs , Man does not fail if order 
roaches me ? Siich passion great there 
t sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 
If it 
said to be completely unblest : Love 
ow become infected •! At once my heart 
desire To make me want for aught that 
y that concur with me not And of Love 
Love 
routed 2 
routed me with just one body 's strength And h 
routed This terror great which so thwarts my d 
rúes 1 
rúes not the wound she gave 
rugged 1 
rugged terrain 
Ruing 1 
Ruing that , through the scarcity of your grac 
runneth 1 
runneth dry And a great sadness 'gainst me now 
ry 1 
ry pain does time defeat and waste 
s 104 
s a place for Love to grow in you ; His passi 
s a worm which feeds upon my thoughts , Anoth 
s achieved , then this desire must cease 
s at peace , and I alone at war , Since Love 
s banned to me , rather would I abstain : Alt 
s base complexión Knows but that love which f 
s been a case Like mine in present time , or 
s been left by many who 've lost nought , As 
s beheld For 'tis engendered but from those a 
s bitter counsel 
s bodily by Death is turned to nought 
s body God relieved the soul So he might see 
s born , to his forbears opposed 
s bound to come , Unless by Death to me the p 
s called Ausi...s March 
s cióse to death , The weather rough , the se 
s come , And paralysed , he cannot make a sig 
s come out in the street , Her eyes astream , 
s completion , Desirous though you be of its 
s consumed by thoughts of all my ills , Conté 
s cors the humours oft discord ; From time to 
s dangerous pangs , And sees two fleshy fruit 
dead , and desire 
deceived himself 
doing 
He '11 never find so bou 
s , who would fain I feel His treasures 
s evil for all men , to me seems good 
s evil or his good 
s excess I 'm brought unto these straits , No 
s eye could never be so dim As not t' admit y 
s familiar with his maladies , But should ano 
s far from me 
s favour totally abandoned , I thus remain in 
s full of misery : With Death itself 'tis now 
s good was nailed to the cross , You wounded 
s graceful charms ; Like the shrewd man , tho 
s great distress could be a surer fate And no 
s great heat I wish to be consumed , For in h 
s great or small , And Love takes hold depend 
s guise , And not to have the wise called inn 
s harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffer from t 
s heat , Little he appreciates his master 's 
s help 
s her wit / she yields to his demand 
s holy days ; For this strange life let no ma 
s hosts A mercenary , who conquered the king 
s humor runneth dry And a great sadness 'gain 
s , I ken , more terrible Than any estáte yet 
s , I 've made it great , much prizing what I 
s in me , The closer then I feel his pleasure 
s incorruptible , Death likewise terminates m 
s issue 
s left to his own grief 
s left with pain , Each love does have its1 lo 
s life The better to observe Love *s holy day 
s light To these my triáis of seeing you afar 
s lost his wits 
s Love who wrongs your humble lover 
s marked are forced to feel the pain As corre 
s mind doth duly get more\clear Then great de 
s mine or of this world , Except that God wou 
s more bitter than gall , For yearning is the 
s nature ; Its surest trait , its very lack o 
s no delight of Love , They feel no good if n 
s no transgressed , Yet if the bbunds of natu 
s none could ever forcé ; Should any wish me 
5 not been sad at any time , And let not him 
s not sound , eftsoons, it may be dead 
s nourishment has not such bitterness , Above 
s of steel / of flesh , of wood : I am this m 
s of this world ; Within me are collected all 
s pain are they in mortal fear , And if invol 
s pain for me is not such bitter torment That 
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47 
26 
ith pain , It ta'kes not long until it 
hurt by nought And far from you pain 
Like Tytius , whose liver 's vulture 
ny evil humour ; By good and evil man 
When appetite pursues the soul 
me his harsh and bitter thought ; He 
found within the thoughts of him who 
a brutal appetite , And if the lover 
o such zeal ; I do not fear your body 
sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 
Who is that man he 
; He 's routed me with just one body 
e , he find himself 'midat crags , He 
And so disposed , to me the bitter 
blow , But to the wounded Death alone 
So great 
My lot 
n to such pain Love only knows for he 
an is for evils designate , Melodious 
The body 
oft discord ; From time to time there 
This you deserve , for aught that 
Like Tytius , whose liver 
behold The haughtiness of every lover 
When 'tis God 
faults Has not disclosed your servant 
d , And no man ever mourns his fellow 
, And if before my eyes comes absence 
at , Little he appreciates his master 
On my beloved , who she is , what she 
leave nought but a scar , The ones he 
My prudent Lady , when Love 
und within the thoughts of him who 's 
ot my voice , Ñor him who 's not been 
Let him who is not 
, For he takes not away what makes me 
within , On heeding me , they '11 be 
I erave for no delight but to be 
of my great pleasure is The very same 
rds rooting out the cause why I 'm so 
ime filis me with happiness , If I am 
, Although my spirit is for all times 
s pleasant dolour 
s present in all good 
s prey , And for all times the flesh does gro 
s radical heat Sustained is 
s right way Then man goes straight , and foll 
s routed me with just one body 's strength An 
s sad 
s seen within these flames , No pity can he e 
s slightest hair Could do me ill , or show me 
s so great , Itself , and since I feel no oth 
s so middling in love , Security he '11 take 
s strength And had no need to show his mighty 
s struck with fear ( he knows not where to tr 
s sweet , So much my taste has now become inf 
s the cure 
s the good that here is set before me That wi 
s the same as that philosopher , Who , aiming 
s the very cause 
s , then , to him , the voice of Death 
s traits , that is / what touches not Upon th 
s variance in their powers : In just one day 
s visible Should not be placed upon a miracle 
s vulture 's prey , And for all times the fie 
s will ! Asking me not who is this fellow Lov 
s Will the vessel is to founder In harbour sa 
s willing breast 
s woe 
s worm , And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst 
s worth Taking displeasure in all his deportm 
s worth ; The more I find , the worse to me i 
s wounded are from death exempt 
s young no more , The worm which gnaws its wr 
sad 11 
sad 
sad at any time / And let not him who bears th 
sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 's not bee 
sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 's so gre 
sad in their soul 
sad Of that I speak which is with sadness mixe 
sad people feel inside , For their lament itse 
sad , Right well I like the sadness that I wea 
sad through any present care , No thing to con 
sad , Through that its habit , donned , and lo 
Sad with delight Death am I soon to taste And 
saddest 1 
God keep me , I pray , in these my saddest thoughts , For he takes not away what 
sadness 
rant , I had as lief surrender to his sadness 
d some there are which show me her in sadness 
pe be never cast aside ; Both joy and sadness 
life 's humor runneth dry And a great sadness 
Vraily 'tis so , yet sadness 
In sadness 
be sad Of that I speak which is with sadness 
y I 'm so sad , Right well I like the sadness 
s notice must pay heed : That without sadness 
safe 
1 the vessel is to founder In harbour safe 
, And for all times will live most pit 
, And others - many - show her full I 
are present to him , Fear and hope wil 
'gainst me now doth rise , Yet in my c 
holds me fast , So greatly , I delight 
I 'm detained by my passion , I neithe 
mixed , For this estáte 's , I ken , m 
that I wear : I take delight whenever 
there can be no joy 
1 
he breaks moorings and guys ; From mere 
said 2 
'Tis said to be a wilful act of good , But to this 
knows the taste of good Cannot be said to be completely unblest : Love 's nouris 
10 s the wind may blow , The ship can 't 
43 I find myself refreshed , Like to the 
25 Like to those 
63 er and sweet at once , they taste the 
41 My lot 'a the 
20 e day doth melancholy reign , In that 
30 part of my great pleasure is The very 
5 the one that made him bend , In this 
51 kes not therein ; As Nature , working 
2 the man who has desire for viands To 
23 omage , In each base deed , his was a 
sail 1 
sail without th' opposing forcé ; The very key 
saint 1 
saint in th1 ardour of God aflame And comfort 
saints 1 
saints they saw the light divine , They realiz 
same 5 
same ; And while she lived , so thus were my d 
same as that philosopher , Who , aiming at tha 
same day , then , choler , blood , and phlegm 
same sad people feel inside , For their lament 
same way I must escape from you , Because your 
sapiently 1 
sapiently in me , Would have me stir , I nave 
satisfy 1 
satisfy his hunger 's dangerous pangs , And se 
savage 1 
savage heart , He says no more than I won 't 1 
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9 T S a V e 4 
44 s u s t e n a n c e has long a i n c e t u r n a / s o S ? Save f Z ^ / ^ ? ° w . < J ° n e < So I l o v e nought 
29 h i c h no more p l e a s u r e means T S losT save t h a í n//,hlCh " l t h Í ° V e t h e P r i c e * P"d 
6 wisest man can have no more advanta^e l i l i S £ t í e ^ o T S e ^ l e s T t ^ L / d i v í n í * 
13 
9 
11 
25 
5 
32 
11 
56 
saw 4 
I saw a gesture , then a voice I heard Of a frai 
A pair of eyes I saw of such great power To mete out pain , yet 
so promise pleasure ; And in my fancy saw 'pon me such might In mine own castle I 'd 
Llke to those saints they saw the light divine , They realized how world 
say 4 
All that I say for those who haven 't seen you Will be wo 
o I waste and am so whiterád I cannot say "In you lies all my hope 
I do not say it differs from all others : In quantity ' hey deny my words , They 'd have it I say only foolish things 
12 ars flows the song of her voice , 
24 se deed , his was a savage heart 
says 2 
And says : "Dear friend , leave that your strange 
, He says no more than I won 't lack reward 
scar 1 
23 nd those of argent leave nought but a scar , The ones he 's wounded are from death e 
scarcity 1 
37 hed a tear , Ruing that , through the scarcity of your grace , Death comes to th1 in 
sceptre 1 
18 gi 'en to reason And firmly held the sceptre of majesty , Rewarder of good , of ini 
scornfully 1 
41 And to the body scornfully holds forth : "Vainly you want , an 
scourge 1 
19 esty , Rewarder of good , of iniquity scourge , Among the best the f,nix I alone , F 
yield 
sea 3 
ish His perishable goods cast in deep sea For fear they could perturb his understand 
''\ the sea when it bewails and cries - fl^H ^..^n., i-~ 
16 could at once make flinch , Wlthout a Icratch , to^er yet did I 
43 
9 
2 
.«^ xii utitíp sea tor tear they could perturb his understand 
As with the sea when it bewails and cries , And equally be 
se to death , The weather rough , the sea with perils rife , A place he espies where 
search 1 
34 m Love , encounters him , Yet I , who search within , can find him not ; In places I 
searches 1 
I like to that little page Who searches out a kind , indulgent , master ; He 
second 1 
19 the and blame myself for nought ; The second is that terrible rebuff You always give 
ght am 
13 secretly 1 
And secretly , with unaccustomed pain , Does Fortu 
secrets 2 
2 n my fancy Love to me discloses Those secrets great' the subtlest are denied , And my 
50 o thinks will come to pass Those many secrets that Godhed reserves , To many martyrs 
48 bemoans this ill has no fixed place 
20 that man he 's so middling in love 
89 
7 
3 
122 
29 
124 
32 
7 
34 
21 
7 
6 
19 
7 
43 
50 
If aught I 
Experience , and judgement , I 
oorings and guys ; From merest ills I 
It won 't be much to 
Alas , I 
h unto my love , Ñor pain I feel as I 
ning is the pain that I must bear , I 
w will he do it if it causes pain ? I 
ody God relieved the soul So he might 
Many I 
give ; Those who see you , yet do not 
me ; such woes must I endure , And I 
ual wills thou dost unite ! May I not 
o credence will they give ; Those who 
Security 2 
Security consider , then , my movement 
Security he '11 take as his companion ? Anothe 
14 
f hers it brings me grief , Ye , if I flee 
fail , Fortune and Chance derange them in 
how many die ; No man is sure how aught ma 
in me its works ; And Death has brought no 
my pleasure come to grief , My labour doub 
my world lost 
no way to hope for any good 
the heart of man as hard as wood , And no 
the.mysteries divine For body is the priso 
who , loving not , are loved , And he who 
within , On heeding me , they '11 be sad i 
you , the remedy of my ills 
you thus , or may I die : Sweet , then , t 
you , yet do not see within , On heeding m 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
see 
reat , •• 
labour 
seemg 
. í i g ^ K t e m / S í a í s ^ % % « L ? f ^ c Í L f ^ I ^ b l hu 
40 
40 
1 0 3 
1 
4 
5 
seek 9 
aves unachieved the end his deeds all seek 
ive And flees from him who would fain seek her out 
lesh craves for flesh ; the soul does seek i t , n i . » v,,¿.t _, , . 
t n ^ w h ^ r s l L ^ s ^ f
 fj¡S ^ H ^ ^ ^ — - " ' " * 
f deeds most bold , But let 2. V E t l t l SÉ Irt^Tní S S * * £ * " % & ¿heíe 
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XIII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
9 All men require and seek out their own like , So I dislike the com 
22 healing of my wound does hurt me so I seek out venoms ; comfort thus may die ; With 
65 hrough ignorance it is that man would seek Those gross delights , not knowing how th 
XIX 
CXIV 
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XIII 
XCIV 
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XXIII 
LXXIII 
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49 
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11 
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12 
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5 
3 
O foolish Love 
seeks 1 
Whoe'er seeks your delight On shaky ground places his 
23 ry person 
seem 1 
Then wondrous great would seem the world to me Should I not have this fe 
seems 7 
es hls despair ? Yet 'tis so grave it seems a thing untrue To pursue that for which 
im , What 's evil for all men , to me seems good 
brings me grief , Ye , if I flee , it seems I part from her ; Both times and Places 
to another : To lowly men th' affront seems not severe 
stage of a heretic , Compared with me seems not unfortunate , For what I want will n 
Since I 've no peer in love , it seems to me In me 'tis all a custom passing st 
h on Love my spirit contemplates , It seems to stray completely from our body , For 
seen 5 
of three different types , As can be seen from th' arrows that he fires , For those 
I so highly praise , But I , who 've seen its glory with mine eyes , Desire its ill 
The self-same time I was seen undisposed And from Love 's favour totall 
brutal appetite , And if the lover 's seen within these flames , No pity can he expe 
All that I say for those who haven 't seen you Will be worth nought , no credence wi 
Our spirit 
lament the good of time now lost ? He 
Like to the man who 
Within himself a greater glory 
ke that captain who is near shore And 
ood he once possessed ? Right well he 
o the sick man who for one sweet bite 
s me live ? If I weep not , who is it 
read ) Of stepping forward , since he 
contemplates on Love , Three parts he 
an , though he can 't appreciate , He 
in all his deportment , Right well he 
All that I think and all that my eye 
Eftsoons he 
y his hunger 's dangerous pangs , And 
18 tion is my prime disgrace For which I 
16 uld fly from him who bids me come And 
3 1 love will fail , except the love of 
56 f that creature Whose virtues are her 
4 2 make Both fear and trust lodge in the 
29 The 
34 s delights of Love ; Th' extremes the 
43 d 'tis through Love man loses all his 
26 ve been the first involved And all my 
33 'Tis by the mind 
9 My flesh feels not that 
56 re they after her death , I feel them 
12 ight In mine own castle I 'd become a 
5 Like to the master he detests his 
31 arrant faults Has not disclosed your 
41 I ai that 
sees 15 
sees but virtue and good alone When following 
sees full clear that he 's deceived himself , 
sees he 's cióse to death , The weather rough 
sees He who , from Love , no good , ñor ill , 
sees his great ship as a lofty castle 
sees , if not by folly blinded , That he will 
Sees in his food how all his pain is fed 
sees me laugh , Though suffer I may not contin 
sees no track 
sees , of which two follow nature : Of them , 
sees the colour , yet ignores the substance 
sees the error of his way In trying to improve 
sees The more it brings me beauty and delight 
sees the threat of pending tempest , A stormy 
sees two fleshy fruit on a fine branch , And h 
seethe 1 
seethe and blame myself for nought ; The secón 
seize 1 
seize the one who would escape my rigour 
self 1 
self ; By envy is the whole world conquered 
selfguard 1 
selfguard against vice 
selfsame 1 
selfsame hostel 
self-same 1 
self-same time I was seen undisposed And from 
semblance 1 
semblance have of perfect good 
sense 1 
sense 
senses 1 
senses have therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain 
sensuality 1 
sensuality is beat 
sensuous 1 
sensuous desire And still my spirit craves for 
sepárate 1 
sepárate , nigh visible 
serf 1 
serf 
servant 3 
servant , He deals out neither puriishment ñor 
servant 's willing breast 
servant who would have no spite Although his s 
servants 1 
4 4 y will prove most firm ; 'Tis by such servants Love would fain be served 
-served 2 
46 : It is so gross that Love cannot be served 
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LXXXIX 4 4 s by such servaríts Love would fain be served 
LXVI 
X 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
15 
38 
43 
42 
LXVI 11 
LXIII 
LIV 
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XIX 
LXIII 
CXIV 
II 
LXXXIX 
18 
9 
40 
24 
3 
90 
16 
24 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
service 4 
Grant me no favour , just boon for my service 
both would act most loyally in their service That neither would be ever so remiss A 
h such variance do show , For in your service they will prove most firm ; 'Tis by su 
who would have no spite Although his service went unrecognized : He lives completel 
I walk , unshod , my head all bare 
Serving 1 
Serving a Lord he never was a vassal And nev 
set 7 
ery Lover true , When vile despair is set before his eyes ; But , gracefully , Love 
So great 's the good that here is set before me That without pain in hope of it 
asy cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set foot on this rugged terrain 
though tardily it comes , When I '11 set foot upon that loathsome way 
liberty of mine ? I am a captive now set free from Love , Away from him , all pleas 
doth not prolong my life , Or that He set in me this firm intent : That unto Him my 
indifference , My foot will ne'er be set upon that path 
severe 1 
: To lowly men th' affront seems not severe 
shaft 1 
7 rt may show How it was wounded by the shaft of gold With which Love strikes those tr 
shafts 3 
13 Of gold and lead these shafts are fashioned , And of another metal ye 
18 Did Love let fly all those his golden shafts , But one of them he mindlessly retaine 
25 Today he sports with shafts of lead alone , Powerless they to draw 
shaky 1 
4 2 Love ! Whoe'er seeks your.delight On shaky ground places his own contentment ; Sinc 
shall 1 
33 By many , I fear , I shall be reproached Since life of sorrow I so 
shame 1 
125 I love and fear with shame that is most honest , Merely the soul of 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
CI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XI 
CI 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
XI 
I 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXXI 
X 
II 
II 
40 
113 
34 
64 
115 
9 
34 
35 
30 
20 
24 
36 
22 
3 
32 
2 
10 
, Since my beloved rúes not the ' 
ve my faney fixed On my beloved 
nce , they taste the same ; And ' 
oes still perdure ; When in the 
With open 
xed On my beloved , who she is , 
ce he brings is really war to me 
ssing such great knowledge in he 
on me her heritage ., Of all her 
baneful venom , So weak 's her 
wound 
If 
, who 
while 
flesh 
i arms 
what 
) ; If 
¡rself 
gifts 
wit , 
she 
she 
she 
she 
she 
she 
she 
she 
she 
She 
she 
she 
11 
gave 
I love is now outside my time The greater 
is , what she 's worth ; The more I find , 
lived , so thus were my desires 
lived upon this earth I sought to love her 
's come out in the street , Her eyes astre 
' s worth ; The more I find , the worse to 
through whom he wounded me waged war , In 
wants for nought to be completely known : 
wants to make me master , Wailing at me wi 
yields to his demand 
shed 1 
told That at my death you deigned to shed a tear , Ruing that , through the soarcit 
sheer 1 
so will decline mine own ; A fall so sheer will make no trifling break , For one ex 
shelter 1 
A place he espies wherein he can take shelter , Yet he falls short through his most 
shield 1 
But all his blows fall finally on my shield 
ship 2 
who is near shore And sees his great ship as a lofty castle 
cious oftimes the wind may blow , The ship can 't sail without th' opposing forcé ; 
shore 1 
I 'm like that captain who is near shore And sees his great ship as á lofty castl 
short 1 
in he can take shelter , Yet he falls short through his most wretched luck , 'Tis so 
should 
LXVI 27 e 's familiar with his maladies , But should 
LXVI 8 reat there 's none could ever forcé ; Should 
II 29 Think not 'tis me who here should 
II 19 habitat in streams Than ever variance should 
LXXIII 4 lief that God would strike me down , Should 
XIII 33 '\ And should 
CXIV 13 'Tis done with me as it should 
I 23 him as that «ornan whose child , That should 
CI 3 And paralysed , he cannot make a sign Should 
XCIV 79 y eyes 'tis now a hateful thing ; And should 
LIV 11 t without pain in hope of it I live ; Should 
LIV 24 rous great would seem the world to me Should 
LXXXIX 4 9 Should 
XI 31 e won 't ever hold them in his grip ; Should 
XCIV 129 Mother of God , should 
CXIV 5 I feel no other jdy , Ungrateful I , should 
29 
another illness strike him down , His m 
any wish me ill , I can ' t complain 
bear the blame , And wae to him who thr 
beset my love , If I but know my meed d 
e'er my speech adopt the ways of fables 
God wish to have me dwell on high , Apa 
have been done 
he cry to her for baneful venom , So we 
he take ill ; no doctor in the wiarld Ca 
I mix delight amongst my pains 'Tis los 
I not grasp it , so wretched I '11 be U 
I not have this fear of misfortune ! A 
I not trust in you as you would care , 
I recount its colourable pleasure , Hea 
in purgatory Her spirit be for sins une 
it I e'er reject , Or even make attempt 
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44 
19 
1 
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20 
18 
54 
21 
24 
42 
94 
22 
22 
8 
6 
93 
52 
34 
19 
20 
1 
16 
21 
60 
11 
18 
11 
31 
25 
leasant sight , No thanks I 'd give , 
And 
God strike me down , 
oth the sirmer feels the wrath of God 
u deserve , for aught that ' s visible 
ght weli despite his tender age , And 
He weens that , 
f ever they be joyful And feel resent 
might suffer great decrease If yours 
me is not such bitter torment That I 
our will I want to be entirely mine ; 
Id vary and show not that it mounts ; 
then the blazing flames of love will 
oughts of mine which such variance do 
her in sadness , And others - many -
e present to him , Fear and hope will 
e body 's strength And had no need to 
e now cast away , He does not wish to 
th open breast so that your heart may 
f they had ; And some there are which 
s slightest hair Could do me ill , or 
fear ; Greatly I doubt that you will 
ys ; For this strange life let no man 
eat decrease If yours should vary and 
faith less pity could the world ne'er 
s when impassioned have it not : They 
should it not clothe with earth My naked cors 
Should my behaviour vex you in the least You ' 
should my thoughts one moment ever stray From 
should my words prove untrue ! Of love the abs 
Should no travails beset him in this world ; T 
Should not be placed upon a miracle 
should , perchance , he find himself 'midst cr 
should such turbulence perdure 
should suffering ever cease 
should vary and show not that it mounts ; Shou 
should wish t1 escape its gallful sphere , And 
Should you love God a deal then I am jealous ; 
Should yours decline , so will decline mine ow 
15 show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
show 
Show 
, For in your service they will prove mos 
her full I of joy 
him from afar Evil or good , one of which 
his mighty forcé ; The powers three withi 
his power in me 
How it was wounded by the shaft of gold W 
me her in sadness , And others - many - s 
me its disdain 
me love ; Through ignorance I live anothe 
me pity : Love wants me at his court and 
not that it mounts ; Should yours decline 
Than at the present time it does for me : 
themselves unworthy , thus , of Love 
unto me the light of hope most true , No 
fain I feel His treasures great 
shows 1 
shows to me alone 
shrewd 1 
ur body ' s graceful charms ; Like the shrewd man , though he can 't appreciate , He 
shrieks 1 
ce , Tearing her hair with fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life would bestow on me he 
shut 1 
' opposing forcé ; The very key which shut you in the ambry Will not unlock the door 
sick 2 
bled after brief repose , Like to the sick man who for one sweet bite Sees in his fo 
Like to the sick man who trusts he will live , Since he 's 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
XIII 
CI 
XCIV 
13 
73 
Contentment I 
side 
am granted from one side 
32 t its colourable pleasure 
sigh 
Heaving a sigh 
1 
From th' other my life 's full of miser 
1 
the time now lost , they '11 curse 
sighs 2 
6 y I so desire , So dearly bought with sighs most dolorous ; And soon or late I 'm su 
82 elsewhere , Recalling it , with deep sighs *tis retrieved 
sight 1 
26 e , Absenting me from such a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd give , should it not el 
sign 1 
2 me , And paralysed ', he cannot make a sign Should he take ill ; no doctor in the wor 
signs 1 
The signs of love men feel in cases such , I find 
XI 
LXVI 
CI 
LIV 
CXIV 
XI 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
XIX 
LXXIX 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXVI 
II 
CI 
CXIV 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
36 at man who most deserves compassion , 
26 he sick man who trusts he will live , 
21 here to tread ) Of stepping forward , 
39 ears or laughter let them follow me , 
4 tness that ' s so great , Itself , and 
43 ivil life doth near its final cióse : 
1 
34 many , I fear , I shall be reproached 
38 Id 's at peace , and I alone at war , 
40 lie , my wound yet can 't be healed , 
22 I feel I 'm driven cióse unto the end 
43 y ground places his own contentment ; 
16 the world give me aught of its own , 
28 And nobler still than any other joy , 
36 ry with mine eyes , Desire its ills , 
10 t true , I implore and cali on thee , 
43 All sustenance has long 
5 cure him , unless he is from Spain , 
81 
47 gh that its habit , donned , and long 
Since 20 
Since from my heart the life-blood drains away 
Since he 's familiar with his maladies , But s 
since he sees no track 
Since I am ready both for honey and gall For t 
since I feel no other joy , Ungrateful I / sho 
Since I 'm deserted by all kind of hope My sou 
Since I "ve no peer in love , it seems to me I 
Since life of sorrow I so highly praise , But 
Since Love has ceased the war he once had foug 
Since my beloved rúes not the wound she gave 
Since my desire longs for the impossible ; The 
Since no repose his understanding finds For un 
Since nought it has t' avail my own desire 
Since pleasant languor is therein contained 
since they promise delight 
Since thou hast wounded me , will thou please 
since turned sour Save that for which with lov 
Since with his illness he '11 have more acquai 
Since World ñor God to me are of avail T'wards 
since worn , Of cloth most black , and of the 
sincere 2 
29 With heart sincere he now cries out his peace , Bareheade 
51 expeets , Whilst loving her with most sincere intent , But for her virtues , not sta 
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XCIV 
sing 1 
120 ant parts Now willingly are forced to sing atuned 
sinner 1 
Forsooth the sinner feels the wrath of God Should no travai 
XCIV 
XCIV 
132 
130 
15 
30 
42 
36 
21 
XXIII 
II 
LXXXIX 
I 
II 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
23 
37 
51 
26 
39 
23 
99 
70 
sins 2 
Let my sins blight her not ! That Biscayneer , to Ger 
should in purgatory Her spirit be for sins unexpiate , I pray your son look not when 
sire 1 
And of- the third he will not have him sire , Or let him even have a thought of it 
Sith 1 
r their capacity to love is limited , Sith theirs is but a brutal appetite , And if 
sky 1 
As he beholds the sky , placid and calm , Full sure he trows , o 
slain 1 
ou and I do know That man may well be slain by Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of me I 
slave 1 
, In peace I 'd be , defeated and her slave 
slay 1 
These arrows did slay many in the past ; He has none left to wa 
sleep 2 
things well ; in you then sloth does sleep 
The lack of sleep so meagre makes my frame , Yet hones my 
slightest 2 
uch zeal ; I do not fear your body 's slightest hair Could do me ill , or show me it 
ndure Than tinge my joys , but in the slightest way , With those vexations that torm 
sloth 2 
A greasy cors imbedded in its sloth Cannot set foot on this rugged terrain 
You do things well ; in you then sloth does sleep 
small 2 
In others' eyes the lover 's great or small , And Love takes hold depending where He 
ight as though it were my foe For one small good 'midst great ills must bring grief 
27 ce put in fire 
smoke 
the dross goes up in smoke Leaving puré gold that 's incorruptibl 
LXVIII 
XXIII 
LXXVII 
IV 
LXVIII 
II 
XI 
LXXXIX 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
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CXIV 
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70 
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34 
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34 
20 
10 
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30 
36 
35-
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17 
57 
37 
join in with them in their sport 
s now 1 
On snow I walk unshod , my head all bare , Serv 
so 
aside the style of troubadours Who , so 
y spirit there ; When it was donned , so 
tion sways , In loving two women I 'm so 
deceived himself , He '11 never find so 
So 
And what so 
How tardy comes the day I so desire , So 
h' influence of either hope or fear : So 
How tardy comes the day I so 
The dullard 's eye could never be so 
My foolish thoughts have made me so 
And so 
e I know as me so spent of strength , So 
s in darkness e'er it uves therein , So 
When Love beheld the power so 
or seeing myself deserted by all love So 
ished by your wit , And of your frame so 
t which causes his despair ? Yet 'tis so 
My ills are not 
hts , which drive me to great folly , 
d ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 's 
82 
Lily 'midst thorns , my power is not 
'tis so , yet sadness holds me fast , 
self no pleasure can you find : It is so 
om Paul 's body God relieved the soul So 
er and beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so 
be reproached Since life of sorrow I so 
etained , With it he wounded me , and so 
require and seek out their own like , So 
no thing save fqr the time now gone , So 
The healing of my wound does hurt me so 
midst great ills must bring grief And so 
g , thence , the urgency of my love , So 
med To pains of Love , my fellows for so 
not to have the wise called innocent So 
is friends he once had in the world , So 
could compare The yearning for a good so 
Ever so 
So 
The lack of sleep so 
aflame , excede the bounds of truth , And c 
ampie did it feel ; I wear it now , and Fin 
beta 'en That , if I choose , then love wil 
bounteous a master 
capricious oftimes the wind may blow , The 
certain counsel do you seek , My ill-starre 
dearly bought with sighs most dolorous ; An 
deeply will he feel the present joy 
desire , So dearly bought with sighs most d 
dim As not t' admit your body 's graceful c 
disposed That I have come t' adore the god 
disposed , to me the bitter 's sweet , So m 
do I waste and ám so whiterád I cannot say 
doth Love take possession of my soul , And 
enfeebled He broke his bow ; This I proclai 
fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 't reach 
fair the unsullied grace 
grave it seems a thing untrue To pursue tha 
great as other men 's , I 've made it great 
great , i' faith , I love for her disdain , 
great , Itself , and since I feel no other 
great 's the good that here is set before m 
great To make a crown that were invisible 
greatly , I delight knowing 'tis thus , It 
gross that Love cannot be served 
he might see the mysteries divine For body 
he that loved but this Can have no love ; N 
highly praise , But I , who 've seen its gl 
I die \ 
I dislike the company of the quipk : They a 
I love nought , for all is come to dust 
I seek out venoms ; comfort thus may die ; 
I strive to make my pain a habit So ne'er a 
it distracts me not , I *11 speak of you 
long , A fresh complaint now brings me' clos 
long as they 're delivered from your hands 
long away from company of men , And then , 
long desired 
long I 've felt Love was my foe But never d 
many on earth have grasped not my words , A 
meagre makes my frame , Yet hones my wit as 
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49 
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34 
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7 
his Will 
Who is that man he 's 
Or be so strong , or e'en 
er I become through this love surfeit 
isposed , to me the bitter 's sweet , 
and sweet I know the taste of Love , 
What man alive , that suffers 
I gave offence I 've chastened myself 
d so I strive to make my pain a habit 
oft he wants ; I find myself by Love 
ir service That neither would be ever 
'wards rooting out the cause why I 'm 
e , so will decline mine own ; A fall 
in abundance , But none I know as me 
e another if against his Will , Or be 
in this wav the passions of the soul 
And fancy not I find 
; The sufferer of this pain which is 
ur desires ; To loathing do your joys 
ng fresh life to his delice of yore , 
, I feel delight which never fades , 
ir all dishevelled , With open breast 
yond their grasp , And when I speak , 
aste the same ; And while she lived , 
fully routed This terror great which 
; I wear it now , and Find it clings 
s out neither punishment ñor charge , 
O Love , O Love , I 
uld he cry to her for baneful venom , 
do you seek , My ill-starred heart , 
nt of strength , So do I waste and am 
at it mounts ; Should yours decline , 
who lies in torment and in pain ; And 
II plunge him into mortal fear 
ht from wistful yearning flows 
Tis 
Tis 
Tis 
Tis through his most wretched luck 
f it I live ; Should I not grasp it , 
Vraily 'tis 
so middling in love , Security he '11 take as 
so mightiful As to undo the knot that Love can 
So mightiful is Love with his great favour Suf 
So much I think I am that very person ; Then w 
So much my taste has now become infected ! At 
So much my tongue cannot discrimínate : For my 
So much on Love my spirit contemplates , It se 
so much pain , Can yearn for that which causes 
so my foe has wept 
So ne'er again I '11 know the taste of joy 
so overwhelmed I cannot tell how much I am ina 
so remiss As to oppose in aught the course of 
so sad , Right well I like the sadness that I 
so sheer will make no trifling break , For one 
so spent of strength , So do I waste and am so 
so strong , or e'en so mightiful As to undo th 
So suffer change , most contrary and diverse , 
so sweet a bite What 's banned to me , rather 
so sweet , For soon the very devil will lament 
so swiftly turn , Of them you tire ; each day 
So that his past importunes him anew , But whe 
So that my flesh this true love can 't disturb 
so that your heart may show How it was wounded 
so they deny my words , They 'd have it I say 
so thus were my desires 
so thwarts my delight 
so tight 
So 'tis my lot , that , now enamoured , Transp 
So too am I by Love now cast away , He does no 
so truly regret My former charge of your ungra 
So weak 's her wit , she yields to his demand 
so weary of life ? A friend to tears , yet ne' 
so whiterSd I cannot say "In you lies all my h 
so will decline mine own ; A fall so sheer wil 
so , with all my heart , I pardon those Who do 
so with me , for once I was accustomed To pain 
so with me , for time now past hold3 my Imagin 
so with me , now in a place most strange , No 
so with me ; such woes must I endure , And I s 
so wretched I '11 be Upon this earth hell will 
so , yet sadness holds me fast , So greatly , 
In this my fancy I 
: Store distant the delights of your 
sojourn 2 
sojourn and delight , 
sojourn The more You 
Though when it fades my 
'd flee from comfortable 
CXIV 31 y abandoned , I thus remain in such a 
somber 1 
somber vein That unto Death I visibly draw nea 
I 
LIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
CI 
I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XI 
14 
27 
16 
45 
9 
28 
21 
93 
131 
11 
62 
LXXXIX 
XIX 
CXIV 
7 
7 
33 
I 
LXXXIX 
XXXIX 
I 
XXIII 
xciv 
20 
2 
34 
12 
19 
116 
condemned to die , And , long aware , 
henemy , if ever Love brought with it 
f the time an and grief it brings And 
Whilst I don * t think I find 
r pain ; oppose it can I not , For in 
s sore , And when it would afford him 
ng to the joy or grief they had ; And 
t be for sins unexpiate , I pray your 
reat joy ; Sweet to my cars flows the 
wlings and wails I 'd have instead of 
bought with sighs most dolorous ; And 
of this pain which is so sweet , For 
Sad with delight Death am I 
38 st it , who could daré to arise ? For 
is Own enemy , and brings hinT tidings 
e spring As much as for your presence 
, I shall be reproached Since life of 
and delight , Though when it fades my 
1 youths , in love well versed , have 
the flesh she lived upon this earth I 
heeding me , they '11 be sad in their 
some 8 
some comfort can he find , For he believes he 
some delight , I am that man entitled to proel 
some delight with other sufferings sweet 
some light repose , Although my spirit is for 
Some part of great delight - a goodly part - I 
some part 'tis mixed up with delight 
some relief , It is with him as that woman who 
some there are which show me her in sadness , 
son 1 
son look not whence these prayers come , But w 
song 1 
song of her voice , And says : "Dear friend , 
songs 1 
songs 
soon 3 
soon or late I 'm sure it ' s bound to come , U 
soon the very devil will lament When he behold 
soon to taste And now to me all remedy is lost 
sooth 1 
sooth , the Will by whom the deed is done , Ha 
sore 2 
sore , And when it would afford him some relie 
sore I crave ; The great repose of my complete 
sorrow 1 
sorrow I so highly praise , But I , who 've se 
sorrows 1 
sorrows grow within Like to that man who is co 
sought 2 
sought In vain , and , hungry , must yet keep 
sought to love her spirit and nought else : Ho 
soul 
soul 
14 
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46 
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14 
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4 
21 
37 
4 
55 
18 
44 
4 
41 
6 
LXVIII 
XIII 
30 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
CXIV 
XVIII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
LXXVII 
18 
116 
130 
5 
10 
31 
46 
35 
50 
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26 
LXXIII 
XIII 
LXVIII 
LXXIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXXIX 
CI 
XIII 
41 
2 
19 
25 
31 
1 
41 
3 
reat , A great delight accompanied my soul 
, So doth Love take possession of my soul 
I 'm deserted by all kind of hope My soul 
alike ; Flesh craves for flesh ; the soul 
, He who would part his body from his soul 
ty forcé ; The powers thrse within my soul 
s of love rise up to such a height My soul 
hame that is most honest , Merely the soul 
When appetite pursues the soul 
As from Paul 's body God relieved the soul 
And in this wav the passions of the soul 
, that is , what touches not Upon the soul 
With those vexations that torment my soul 
, And leaves aside all kind of thoughts i 
condemned remains upon this earth 
does seek its like , A bastard 's born , 
, Had he the certainty you 'd pity him 
he quells , He leaves me two , I daré not 
lives in the body of my beloved , I am co 
of her whom God forgive , I covet nought 
's right way Then man goes straight , and 
So he might see the mysteries divine For 
So suffer change , most contrary and dive 
, the vulgar man knows well ; Your colour 
When I must leave my former joys behind 
sound 1 
If it 's not sound , eftsoons it may be dead 
All sustenance has long since turned 
orld Can cure him , unless he is from 
sour 1 
sour Save that for which with love the price I 
Spain 1 
Spain , Since with his illness he '11 have mor 
spake 1 
Then spake the body in its own defence And argued t 
But I reproach my readiness to 
love , So it distracts me not , I '11 
find beyond their grasp , And when I 
or no delight but to be sad Of that I 
'm proof of this : deprived now of my 
would strike me down , Should e'er my 
Lily 'midst thorns , believe your 
threat of pending tempest , A stormy 
d keep him warm throughout the frosty 
thoughts were dead , And that I could 
abundance , But none I know as me so 
t I should wish t' escape its gallful 
upon this earth I, sought to love her 
ther of God , should in purgatory Her 
So much on Love my 
not that sensuous desire And still my 
ase , But choosing them that from the 
find some light repose , Although my 
divine For body is the prison of the 
can bring to me delight , Because the 
Our 
From your own cloth , and dressed my 
es and tombs , And question there the 
I am that servant who would have no 
days ; In praise of God let them have 
nd I could join in with them in their 
Today he 
ow in you ; His passion finds a ready 
The wounded stag does not desire the 
! Of love the absence my desire doth 
ve sport and play ; Let streets , and 
speak 4 
speak About those things which are beyond my k 
speak of you 
speak , so they deny my words , They ' d have i 
speak which is with sadness mixed , For this e 
speech 2 
speech 
speech adopt the ways of fables 
speechless 1 
speechless lover , And also him who often chan 
spell 1 
spell of weather most untempered 
spells 1 
spells , He 'd keep him cool all through the s 
spend 1 
spend my life asleep 
spent 1 
spent of strength , So do I waste and am so wh 
sphere 1 
sphere , And if before my eyes comes absence ' 
spirit 10 
spirit and nought else : How much more now , u 
spirit be for sins unexpiate , I pray your son 
spirit contemplates , It seems to stray comple 
spirit craves for tasks of Love ; In that blin 
spirit flow , Which never tires , but each day 
spirit is for all times sad , Through that its 
spirit , It dwells in darkness e'er it lives t 
spirit partakes not therein ; As Nature , work 
spirit sees but virtue and good alone When fol 
spirit there ; When it was donned , so ampie d 
spirits 1 
spirits of the damned , And they *11 reply , f 
spite 1 
spite Although his service went unrecognized : 
sport 2 
sport and play ; Let streets , and squares , a 
sport , On snow I walk , unshod , my head all 
sports 1 
sports with shafts of lead alone , Powerless t 
spot 1 
spot in us ; Oppose it though we could , we ha 
spring 1 
spring As much as for your presence sore I era 
spur 1 
spur And by your eyes my armour has been pierc 
squares 1 
squares , and orchards of delight Ring out wit 
stag 
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37 
II 
XIII 
The wounded stag does not desire the spring As much as for 
re intent , But for her virtues , not 
y betake me without pain : If aught I 
eat suffering which is now drawn nigh 
ve me back my time of suffering , And 
stained 1 
stained by desire 
start 1 
start I taint it from the first , And thus the 
Steadily 1 
Steadily my life 's humor runneth dry And a gr 
steal 1 
steal from me this liberty of mine ? I am a ca 
XVIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XI 
LXVIII 
10 
114 
61 
27 
52 
36 
7 
17 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXVII 
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XI 
LXXIII 
XXXIX 
CI 
XCIV 
XVIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
42 
26 
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23 
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15 
19 
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13 
24 
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XXIX 
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XIX 
XIX 
21 
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43 
15 
30 
LXVI 27 
can alter any law And make a heart of 
orne infected ! At once my heart 's of 
, If not opposed by firm and stubborn 
ar ( he knows not where to tread } Of 
et all who love , then , follow in my 
back to him On the condition of good 
sh feels not that sensuous deaire And 
my time The greater part of her does 
ve would strive to be alone , Exuding 
ress could be a surer fate And nobler 
rking sapiently in me , Would nave me 
any law And make a heart of steel and 
your anguish you prolong your days : 
I am that man , in time of roughest 
ees the threat of pending tempest , A 
s the soul 's right way Then man goes 
y , And did refute this argument full 
If without 
ove 's excess I 'm brought unto these 
says : "Dear friend , leave that your 
ufferings be assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous 
observe Love 's holy days ; For this 
'Tis so with me , now in a place most 
to me In me 'tis all a custom passing 
my spirit contemplates , It seems to 
nd should my thoughts one moment ever 
will ne'er abound Until my mind does 
orest And lions make their habitat in 
With open arms she 's come out in the 
od let them have sport and play ; Let 
He 's routed me with just one body 's 
And won 't return until he gains such 
m come to such extremes ; With my own 
I feel no 
e , But none I know as me so spent of 
s ; With my own strength by Love I 'm 
maladies , But should another illness 
steel 3 
steel and stone construed 
steel , of flesh , of wood : I am this man who 
steel ; Pay then no heed to envy •s bitter cou 
stepping 1 
stepping forward , since he sees no track 
steps 1 
steps , In tears or laughter let them follow m 
stewardship 1 
stewardship , And as his vassal to expend the 
still 4 
still my spirit craves for tasks of Love ; In 
still perdure ; When in the flesh she lived up 
still such marvellous effect Till then kept hi 
still than any other joy , Since pleasant lang 
stir 1 
stir , I have not the resolve ; Completely bea 
stone 1 
stone construed 
Store 1 
Store distant the delights of your sojourn The 
storm 1 
storm , And everyone makes merry 'round the fi 
stormy 1 
stormy spell of weather most untempered 
straight 2 
straight , and follows mistress nature , The g 
straight , Declaring that the body 's base com 
strain 1 
strain man won ' t do any good , How will he do 
straits 1 
straits , Not having known or prized other thi 
strange 5 
strange abode ! I take delight in granting you 
strange how even in great pain - I know not ho 
strange life let no man show me pity : Love wa 
strange , No one but you can render me assista 
strange ; Through absence is love lost 'mongst 
stray 3 
stray completely from our body , For my desire 
stray From fancying I possess all your good wi 
stray to thoughts of Love 
streams 1 
streams Than ever variance should beset my lov 
Street 1 
street , Her eyes astream , with raptures of g 
streets 1 
streets , and squares , and orchards of deligh 
strength 5 
strength And had no need to show his mighty fo 
strength As to destroy the one that made him b 
strength by Love I 'm stricken down : He needs 
strength in me , though I 'm strong , For I st 
strength , So do I waste and am so whiteréd I 
stricken 1 
stricken down : He needs not his , of infinite 
strike ' 3 
strike him down , His mind will plunge him int 
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3 words , I had as lief that God would 
40 God 
XI 
CI 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
IV 
XXIII 
XVIII 
8 by the shaft of gold With which Love 
16 th in me , though I 'm strong , For I 
60 st vicious loves An honest love would 
71 great ills must bring grief And so I 
35 to me all remedy is lost ; A passion 
15 feel no strength in me , though I 'm 
3 nother if against his Will , Or be so 
77 Love gives to me a great and 
45 The 
13 nd yields its forceful might unto the 
66 11 love And 'tls from this I feel the 
34 I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who , 
20 he find himself 'midst crags , He 's 
43 absence , If not opposed by firm and 
25 For you alone sufficed the goodly 
1 . Leaving aside the 
12 He sees the colour ,. yet ignores the 
17 If Love were but a 
52 tyrs they are , yet , revealed , Less 
55 delight will surely be its issue , A 
2 me discloses Those secrets great the 
35 ully as your intellect commands Those 
53 Thus Love to me his 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
LXIII 
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XIII 
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CI 
LXXIII 
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IV 
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25 
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44 
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17 
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42 
strike me down , Should e'er my speech adopt t 
strike me down , should my words prove untrue 
strikes 1 
strikes those truly inamoured 
strive 3 
strive not to publish my desires 
strive to be alone , Exuding still such marvel 
strive to make my pain a habit So ne'er again 
strong 4 
strong can alter any law And make a heart of s 
strong , For I strive not to publish my desire 
strong , or e'en so mightiful As to undo the k 
strong repulsión / And to my eyes 'tis now a h 
stronger 2 
stronger and more powerful Love 's in me , The 
stronger , My mind has been assailed by two de 
strongest 1 
strongest pain : To flee from folk if ever the 
struck 2 
struck by Love , such pity can arouse ; I am t 
struck with fear ( he knows not where to tread 
stubborn 1 
stubborn steel ; Pay then no heed to envy 's b 
stuff 1 
stuff That God retained for women of exception 
style 1 
style of troubadours Who , so aflame , excede 
substance 2 
substance 
substance gi 'en to reason And firmly held the 
subtle 2 
subtle they than th1 ignorant or wise 
subtle thought will be its pillar firm , Which 
subtlest 1 
subtlest are denied , And my bright day to men 
subtleties 2 
subtleties nourished by your wit , And of your 
subtleties reveáis Which learned men would fin 
22 nds beyond all others ' reach 
subtlety 1 
Great subtlety has it at its command 
succour 1 
I need no other succour from your love,But that your eyes revé 
such 
I have forgot possessing such 
Of such 
My thoughts of love rise up to such 
delights include a mortal pain , And such 
not such offence , Absenting me from such 
totally abandoned , I thus remain in such 
dain , Her lack of words , her estáte such 
Love 's pain for me is not such 
unblest : Love 's nourishment has not such 
, It is through me man would achieve such 
And both in concert quality pursue , Such 
me , yet Fortune holds me back , With such 
a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature to want such 
now How 'tis through you I 'm come to such 
Such 
ven make attempt herefrom to escape , Such 
he flavour of perfection , Possessing such 
A pai'r of eyes I saw of such 
within myself doth dwell , My joy is such 
The signs of love men feel in cases such 
Id strive to be alone , Exuding still such 
leasure ; And in my fancy saw 'pon me such 
I delight knowing 'tis thus , It has such 
And if to me Death gave not such 
The reason why I 'm driven to such 
I do love , what fool reproaches me ? Such 
n of my like , Who , struck by Love , such 
e they will prove most firm ; 'Tis by such 
nd , And won 't return until he gains such. 
But believe not my innocence was such 
got , Even ourselves , as we dwell in such 
He weens that , should such 
own upon These thoughts of mine which such 
35 
a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature to want suc 
a flavour I ignore the taste , And I must 
a height My soul lives in the body of my 
a pain is bound with great delight 
a pleasant sight , No thanks I 'd give , 
a somber vein That unto Death I visibly d 
as it is , More than the crown of France 
bitter torment That I should wish t' esca 
bitterness , Above all things 'tis yet mo 
bliss ; Whoever without me to it aspires 
deeds sustaining that my body fails ,. Los 
disputes my power cannot deal ; Deprived 
estáte ; To th' ignorant this yearning ne 
extremes ; With my own strength by Love I 
great delight take those who understand A 
great delight to me I feel it brings , I 
great knowledge in herself She wants for 
great power To mete out pain , yet also p 
, I feel not on this earth
 v, And as I loo 
, I find that they betake ras, without pain 
marvellous effect Till then kept hid by p 
might In mine own castle I 'd become a se 
might that I renege all joy , Ñor can I t 
offence , Absenting me from such a pleasa 
pain Love only knows for he 's the ve^ ry c 
passion great there *s none could evér fo 
pity can arouse ; I am that man who most 
servants Love would fain be served 
strength As to destroy the one that made 
That I was blind to your delicate charms 
thoughts 
turbulence perdure 
variance do show , For in your service th 
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22 
17 
16 
56 
25 
ost wretched luc'k , "Tis so with me ; such woes must I endure , And I see you , the 
, 'Tis ray great Love that leads me to such zeal ; I do not fear your body 's slighte 
suffer 7 
this wav the passions of the soul So suffer changa , most contrary and diverse , If 
Love 's harsh pangs ; Believe of me I suffer from that pain , T' would not be much t 
ull contentment , And my desire might suffer great decrease If yours should vary and 
ot , who is it sees me laugh , Though suffer I may not continuous pain ? All my deü 
I suffer lest I e'er gave her offence , And I wo 
my senses have therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it can I not , For in som 
most mortal foes ; Both poor and rich suffer their bitter illa , And each of them wi 
'pon me , one of your like 
sufferer 1 
The sufferer of this pain which is so sweet For 
suffering 6 
nds ! Who '11 give me back my time of suffering , And steal from me this liberty of 
they be joyful And feel resent should suffering ever cease 
My suffering great treads not the common path ; A 
, I pardon those Who do not mourn the suffering of my heart 
Better it were my suffering to endure Than tinge my joys , but i 
Through that great suffering which is now drawn nigh Steadily my 
devil will lament When he beholds our 
tormented , That would fain pray his 
alize That 'tis through Love my great 
If people have beheld my 
Before mine eyes a mount of 
I feel my 
my plight , And once you 've known my 
O thou , who art of 
it brings And soma delight with other 
my pain ; Whene'er you grieved , your 
sufferings 10 
sufferings are akin 
sufferings be assuaged ; 'Tis wondrous strange 
sufferings come , And 'tis through Love man lo 
sufferings great , A great delight accompanied 
sufferings great , This much I need to bring m 
sufferings lie for me in wait , Into their han 
sufferings of yore , Will never your disdain f 
sufferings supreme When two unequal wills thou 
sufferings sweet 
sufferings were my griefs 
What man alive 
suffers 1 
that suffers so much pain Can yearn for that whic 
suffice 3 
4 Full sure he trows , one anchor will suffice 
50 ghtiful is Love with his great favour Suffice it will to keep the inamoured From th' 
63 here is on earth no thing which could suffice To make me cease my everlasting mourn 
sufficed 1 
For you alone sufficed the goodly stuff That God retained fo 
suitor 1 
4 4 man who dwells on love ; And let the suitor bold but waste his time 
LXVI 11 
CI 
I 
XXXIX 
CI 
II 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
II 
LXXXII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
II 
IV 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LIV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
4 , He 'd keep him cool all through the 
47 ned by nought , In winter , heat ; in 
40 Good 
20 pity : Love wants me at his court and 
29 Love 
27 ever present : More fiercely than the 
17 O thou , who art of sufferings 
33 But I lie cióse to 'death ; of that be 
4 olds the sky , placid and calm , Full 
4 t ills I see how many die ; No man is 
7 most dolorous ; And soon or late I 'm 
98 Though no 
26 tless I have proved in my intent , Be 
54 et more clear Then great delight will 
23 rifling break , For one extreme leads 
19 eveal to me your favour , For nothing 
26 d , Love 's great distress could be a 
52 ther it outstrips man 's nature ; Its 
21 ? Another I become through this love 
23 fts that he may grant , I had as lief 
60 By good and evil man 's radical heat 
summer 2 
summer 's heat , Llttle he appreciates his mas 
summer , with no warmth : A poor reward will a 
summons 3 
summons evil lustily as it leaves 
summons me 
summons me , yet Fortune holds me back , With 
sun 1 
sun when it is June Burns my weak- heart in wa 
supreme 1 
supreme When two unequal wills thou dost unite 
sure 6 
sure 
sure he trows , one anchor will suffice 
sure how aught may be resolved 
sure it 's bound to come , Unless by Death to 
sure measure has its quantity : In others' eye 
sure true love in me was ever present : More f 
surely 2 
surely be its issue , A subtle thought will be 
surely to another : To lowly men th' affront s 
surer 2 
surer can I know of you , Ñor need I look for 
surer fate And nobler still than any other joy 
surest 1 
surest trait , its very lack of bounds 
surfeit 1 
surfeit So much I think I am that very person 
surrender 1 
surrender to his sadness , And for all times w 
Sustained ~ 1 
Sustained is 
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II 
sustaining 1 
35 n concert quality pursue , Such deeds sustaining that my body fails , Losing most sw 
IV 
CI 
sustenance 1 
43 All sustenance has iong since turned sour Save tha 
sway 1 
37 When reason holds sway over appetite , Its entire work is natura 
sways 1 
6 d Towards which fruit his inclination sways , In loving two women I 'ra so beta 'en T 
swear 1 
14 f a frail body it was , I , who would swear An armed man I could at once make flinch 
XCIV 
X 
LXIII 
XCIV 
I 
II 
II 
XIX 
XIX 
CXIV 
LXVI 
XI 
16 
25 
28 
63 
31 
42 
28 
6 
33 
85 
20 
11 
sweet 
nd sorae delight with other sufferings sweet 
And fancy not I find so sweet 
ness , Above all things 'tis yet most sweet 
d by power of contraries ? Bitter and sweet 
se , Like to the sick man who for one sweet 
, wouldst thou give me a crumb Of thy sweet 
Burns my weak- heart in want of your sweet 
The sufferer of this pain which is so sweet 
Bitter and sweet 
And so disposed , to me the bitter 's sweet 
y I not see you thus , or may I die : Sweet 
stream , with raptures of great joy ; Sweet 
12 
a bite What 's banned to me , rather wou 
appraised 
at once , they taste the same ; And whil 
bite Sees in his food how all his pain i 
bread t' assuage my bitterness 
favour 
, For soon the very devil will lament Wh 
I know the taste of Love , So much my to 
, So much my taste has now become infect 
, then , to me , the bitterness of Death 
to my .cars flows the song of her voice , 
sweetness 1 
CXIV 3 y what makes me sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 's so great , Itself , and sinc 
swiftly 3 
II 36 ning that my body fails , Losing most swiftly a large part of its flesh 
IV 43 desires ; To loathing do your joys so swiftly turn , Of them you tire ; each day you 
XVIII 48 is tainted By pleas'ures fleet , which swiftly turn to gall 
swim 1 
II 17 Easier far that fish swim in the forest And lions make their habita 
26 
sworn 1 
fear of death For 'tis of that its sworn archenemy if ever Love brought with it 
IV 
CI 
CI 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXVI 
LXXVII 
XVIII 
LXXVII 
XIII 
XI 
X 
LXXIII 
CI 
LXVIII 
LXVI 
CXIV 
XXIX 
XXIX 
II 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XXIII 
CXIV 
II 
CXIV 
LXVIII 
LXXIII 
XIII 
XCIV 
II 
XIII 
56 t will be its pillar firm , Which won 
22 He can 
23 go down a level path ; Return he can 
11 ; Like the shrewd man , though he can 
26 s is concealed , From any man who can 
38 who takes delight in death , And don 
39 ht : Injured I lie , my wound yet can 
122 It won 
6 er in life , And pardon those who won 
8 orce ; Should any wish me ill , I can 
15 nd to its displeasure ; Of Love I don 
4 0 , So that my flesh this true love can 
5 If without strain man won 
30 save that of fancying my desires Won 
30 then will they all avow That Love won 
3 to war against His enemy , who couldn 
36 e has neither fear ñor hope , And can 
22 He can 't and won 
24 ge heart , He says no more than I won 
5 What fool reproaches me if I don 
4 4 e So fails me Earth ; to Heaven I can 
3 come by 'nother of his kind , And won 
7 I won 
10 imes the wind may blow , The ship can 
5 All that I say for those who haven 
45 Whilst I don 
10 d 's eye could never be so dim As not 
78 made me so disposed That I have come 
4 2 ou give me a crumb Of thy sweet bread 
16 ught of its own , Since nought it has 
9 What will he do 
18 uch bitter torment That I should wish 
11 ny of the quick : They are full loath 
7 ords : They are Most few who Pay heed 
8 
4 4 Heve of me I suffer from that pain , 
't 26 
't allow this fasting from fine fairs 
't and won 't go down a level path ; Return he 
't : another took him there , For by himself t 
't appreciate ,. He sees the colour , yet ignor 
't attain great love : In their intent there ' 
't avoid the cause through which it comes 
't be healed , Since my beloved rúes not the w 
't be much to see in me its works ; And Death 
't believe my words : They are Most few who Pa 
't complain 
't complain , though he brings death , To good 
't disturb 
't do any good , How will he do it if it cause 
't ever be achieved within this world 
't ever hold them in his grip ; Should I recou 
't ever vaunt Of victory over him without defe 
't expect great good or great offence ; The fa 
't go down a level path ; Return he can 't : a 
't lack reward 
't love ? If I do love , what fool reproaches 
't reach 
't return until he gains such strength As to d 
't return until I 've fully routed This terror 
't sail without th' opposing forcé ; The very 
*t seen you Will be worth nought , no credence 
't think I find some light repose , Although m 
t' 10 
t' admit your body 's graceful charras ; Like t 
t' adore the god of Love , And I , now forced 
t' assuage my bitterness 
t' avail my own desire 
t' escape a life of pain , Now having lost the 
t' escape its gallful sphere , And if before m 
t' imagine my estáte , They eringe from me as 
t' other things Unless akin to those that they 
T' were best to head for port thán tarry there 
T' would not be much to place therein your tru 
XVIII 
tailored 1 
25 O Love , O Love , a habit I have tailored From your own cloth , and dressed my 
taint 1 
75 me without pain : If aught I start I taint it from the first , And thus the end can 
tainted 1 
47 , In firm belief my great delight is tainted By pleasures fleet , which swiftly tur 
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Each one of these does 
so middling in love , Security he '11 
d , leave that your strange abode ! I 
pletely beat by this habit of oíd , I 
11 I like the sadness that I wear : I 
sed , he cannot make a sign Should he 
e god of Love , And I , now forced to 
e'er it lives therein , So doth Love 
fe , A place he espies wherein he can 
Such great delight 
4 0 th rise , Yet in my cause no hand has 
I am that man who 
Like to the man who 
Like to the bull , who 
he lover 's great or small , And Love 
Pursuing Love , from whom it 
in these my saddest thoughts , For he 
at first it enters me with pain , It 
le he appreciates his master 's worth 
ds of delight Ring out with wonderous 
ssible ; The hour draws nigh , though 
How 
T' were best to head for port than 
desire And still my spirit craves for 
; I live on that which others cannot 
Of such a flavour I ignore the 
Sad with delight Death am I soon to 
o me the bitter 's sweet , So much my 
Who , after evil , knows the 
a habit So ne'er again I '11 know the 
Bitter and sweet I know the 
Íes ? Bitter and sweet at once , they 
avour I ignore the taste , And I must 
hat at my death you deigned to shed a 
all tears , and terror in her face , 
Her eyes all 
love , then , follow in my steps , In 
eart , so weary of life ? A friend to 
yself by Love so overwhelmed I cannot 
s , my love is tempered In that whose 
Lily 'midst thorns , my love is 
ftsoons he sees the threat of pending 
They 
learnt To walk right well despite his 
ted has he many wise and good Yet but 
hat 's incorruptible , Death likewise 
take 10 
take a different course , And no one knows whe 
take as his companion ? Another I become throu 
take delight in granting you my favour As yet 
take delight in nought outside my use : My tim 
take delight whenever I feel thus 
take ill ; no doctor in the world Can cure him 
take my leave of him , What 's evil for all me 
take possession of my soul , And leaves aside 
take shelter , Yet he falla short through his 
take those who understand And fix their though 
taken 1 
taken arma 
takes 7 
takes delight in death , And don 't avoid the 
takes delight in dreams And his delight from w 
takes flight to the wilds When overeóme by 'no 
takes hold depending where He enters 
takes its form , Much of the time an and grief 
takes not away what makes me sad ; Herein I fe 
takes not long until it 's pleasant dolour 
Taking 1 
Taking displeasure in all his deportment 
tales 1 
tales of deeds most bold 
Rig 
But let me go and s 
tardily 1 
tardily it comes , When I '11 set foot upon th 
tardy 1 
tardy comes the day I so desire 
tarry 1 
tarry there 
So dearly bo 
tasks 1 
tasks of Love In that blind fire where lover 
taste 9 
taste 
taste , And I must taste what 's more bitter t 
taste And now to me all remedy is lost ; A pas 
taste has now become infected ! At once my hea 
taste of good Cannot be said to be completely 
taste of joy 
taste of Love , So much my tongue cannot discr 
taste the same ; And while she lived , so thus 
taste what 's more bitter than gall , For year 
through the scarcity of yo 
tear 1 
tear , Ruing that 
Tearing 1 
Tearing her hair with fiercesome shrieks and h 
tears 3 
tears , and terror in her face , Tearing her h 
tears or laughter let them follow me , Since I 
tears , yet ne'er a friend to laughter , How w 
tell 1 
tell how much I am inamour 'd 
temper 1 
temper no lover may know ; This is Love 's doi 
tempered 1 
tempered In that whose temper no lover may kno 
tempest 1 
tempest , A stormy spell of weather most untem 
tempt 1 
tempt me not I need no chastening : Their ca 
tender 1 
tender age , And should , perchance , he find 
Tepid 1 
Tepid desire prevents delights of Love ; Th' e 
Teresa 1 
Teresa has the flavour of perfection , Possess 
terminates 1 
terminates my gross desire : That was enclosed 
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40 sloth Cannot se't foot on this rugged terrain 
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20 
26 
terrible 2 
yself for nought ; The second is that terrible rebuff You always give whene'er I pay 
d , For this estáte ' s , I ken , more terrible Than any estáte yet known upon this e 
terror 2 
return until I 've fully routed This terror great which so thwarts my delight 
Her eyes all tears , and terror in her face , Tearing her hair with fie 
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th' 
eads surely to another : To lowly men th1 
' My lusty flesh found no relief in th' 
self refreshed , Like to the saint in th' 
different types , As can be seen from th' 
o evil or good According to which has th' 
If he accedes , then you will reach th' 
ere that Love took root , 'Twas there th' 
id desire prevents delights of Love ; Th1 
et , revealed , Less subtle they than th' 
in my nature to want such estáte ; To th' 
ce it will to keep the inamoured From th* 
arcity of your grace , Death comes to th' 
to cry his lot : Read him my words , th* 
y blow , The ship can 't sail without th' 
ent I am granted from one side , From th' 
than 
those of romance , Greater they were than 
his estáte 's , I ken , more terrible Than 
ould be a surer fate And nobler still than 
less pity could the world ne'er show Than 
with death ; In death I love You more than 
d lions make their habitat in streams Than 
the world ; 'Twere better to be blind than 
And I must taste what 's more bitter than 
dvantage Save that the fool does less than 
was a savage heart , He says no more than 
T1 were best to head for port than 
e , yet-, revealed , Less subtle they than 
rds , her estáte such as it is , More than 
eed of castles , His power lies lower than 
n me was ever present : More fiercely than 
elf brings them a comfort Far greater than 
ner joy holds this world for the mind Than 
rd will never cease , By greater pain than 
Better it were my suffering to endure Than 
15 
affront seems not severe 
anguish At losing that which brought it al 
ardour of God aflame And comfort finds in 
arrows that he fires , For those he 's mar 
ascendancy 
extreme , If there 's a place for Love to 
extremes of pain and joy were felt ; With 
extremes the semblance have of perfect goo 
ignorant or wise 
ignorant this yearning ne'er occurs , For 
influence of either hope or fear : So deep 
innocent , martyr for Love , He who would 
issue of troubled thoughts , Penned artles 
opposing forcé ; The very key which shut y 
other my life 's full of misery : With Dea 
1.9 
all accounts relate 
any estáte yet known upon this earth 
any other joy , Since pleasant languor is 
at the present time it does for me : All 
e'er in life , And pardon those who won ' 
ever variance should beset my love , If I 
feel your blow , But to the wounded Death 
gall , For yearning is the pain that I mu 
him divine 
I won 't lack reward 
tarry there 
th' ignorant or wise 
the crown of France I could e'er crave 
the earth itself 
the sun when it is June Burns my weak- he 
the world and all its pity 
thinking of the person that we love , Whe 
this am I besieged , For there 's a worm 
tinge my joys , but in the slightest way 
27 ng me from such a pleasant sight 
thanks 
No thanks I 'd give , should it not clothe with e 
that 
from your hands , You are , O Love , that 
I wish to 'God that 
nt used to heal oftimes We patients , that 
e'er be cast away , for I want you , that 
once there , I must per forcé be told That 
ghter , How will- ydu bear those evils that 
But I lie cióse to death ; of that 
Let my sins blight her not ! That 
spirit craves for tasks of Love ; In that 
re , O Love , that air most pestilent That 
ilosopher , Who , aiming at that good that 
I 'm like that 
of hope most true , No that vain hope that 
Lovele.ss are they that 
their thoughts on understanding you , That 
nature , And loving only for herself that 
That 
hat part which resembles The very one that 
s upon my riverbank ; Let it be known that 
Who could believe that 
is now placed in the balance , Afraid that 
Easier far that 
ave it seems a thing untrue To pursue that 
nance has long since turned sour Save that 
d , Love decrease , But choosing them that 
I pray that 
r you alone sufficed the goodly stuff That 
hat 's mine or of this world , Except that 
coloured by my words , I had as lief that 
will come to pass Those many secrets that 
as that phi'losopher , Who , aiming at that 
Through that 
ypes , As can be seen from th' arrows that 
imself alone , Réfusing not the gifts that 
of time now lost ? He sees full clear that 
hat God doth not prolong my life , Or that 
1 he sees , if not by folly blinded , That 
So great 's the good that 
fresh life to his delice of yore , So that 
It is through Love that 
140 
air most pestilent That brings a mortal p 
all my thoughts were dead , And that I co 
are made to endure thine ills 
are my upmost good 
at my death you deigned to shed a tear , 
await you ? To your impending death , go 
be sure 
Biscayneer , to Germany he 's come , And 
blind fire where lovers are consumed I ha 
brings a mortal plague unto the world ; ' 
cannot perish His perishable goods cast i 
captain who is near shore And sees his gr 
comes to me from you , Except the one tha 
concur with me not And of Love 's pain ar 
corporal desire cannot extend To base int 
creature Whose virtues are her selfguard 
Cypriot king , the hostage of a heretic , 
Death took from this world , Honest desir 
deep within my heart My thoughts will nev 
e'er 'mongst vicious loves An honest love 
fear will confound my hope 
fish swim in the forest And lions make th 
for which all hope is lost 
for which with love the price I paid 
from the spirit flow , Which never tires 
God doth not prolong my life , Or that He 
God retained for women of exception 
God would fain place her in I leaven 
God would strike me downv, Should e'er my 
Godhed reserves , To many martyrs they ar 
good that cannot perish His perishable go 
great suffering which is now drawn nigh S 
he fires , For those he 's marked are for 
he may grant , I had as lief surr^nder to 
he 's deceived himself , He '11 never fin 
He set in me this firm intent : That unto 
he will ne'er enjoy a better estáte 
here is set before me That without pain i 
his past importunes him anew , But when t 
I am come to this : I lose the world as 1 
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This I might do 'if he would but allow That 
that all my thoughts were dead , And that 
me , By dread I 'm beat of those ills that 
ish thoughts have made me so disposed That 
other pain : I know not where to look that 
than gall , For yearning is the pain that 
knowing 'tis thus , It has such might that 
All that 
ain for me is not such bitter torment That 
crave for no delight but to be sad Of that 
All that 
But believe not my innocence was such That 
0 sad , Right well I like the sadness that 
re lovers are consumed I have no fear that 
In loving two women I 'm so beta 'en That 
him no woman on this earth , But only that 
I love and fear with shame that 
The body 's traits , that 
ase If yours should vary and show not that 
spirit is for all times sad , Through that 
s with it , fear of death For 'tis of that 
s you would care , 'Tis my great Love that 
In nought am I like to that 
y it comes , When I '11 set foot upon that 
e'en so mightiful As to undo the knot that 
leasure can you find : It is so gross that 
n defence And argued that 'twas there that 
the body 's base complexión Knows but that 
with a curse then will they all avow That 
beloved ; Once flesh is dead , so he that 
s such strength As to destroy the one that 
e brought with it some delight , I am that 
Who is that 
I am that 
midst thorns , both you and I do know That 
fades my sorrows grow within Like to that 
by Love , such pity can arouse ; I am that 
I am that 
Through ignorance it is that 
uality pursue , Such deeds sustaining that 
hink my words are empty prattle , Ñor that 
All that I think and all that 
1 feel delight which never fades , So that 
uld act most loyally in their service That 
So 'tis my lot , that 
no more pleasure means To lose , save that 
: That unto Him my will he reaffirm , That 
Out of his wits is he who reckons up That 
at I renege all joy , Ñor can I think that 
h pangs ; Believe of me I suffer from that 
y gross desire : That was enclosed in that 
ence , My foot will ne'er be set upon that 
My lot 's the same as that 
hat whose major part in you resides : That 
t wounded me , will thou please grant That 
comes to me from you , Except the one that 
goes up in smoke , Leaving puré gold that 
her whom God forgive , I covet nought that 
ñor desire To make me want for aught that 
es me sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness that 
This you deserve , for aught that 
st one day doth melancholy reign , In that 
My flesh feels not that 
I am that 
with him as that woman whose child , That 
He weens that 
What man alive , that 
ame myself for nought ; The second is that 
is argument full straight , Declaring that 
t man can have no more advantage Save that 
love men feel in cases such , I find that 
t' other things Unless akin to those that 
th you deigned to shed a tear , Ruing that 
And from that 
y prudent Lady , wouldst thou realize That 
slightest way , With those vexations that 
he body in its own defence And argued that 
, I thus remain in such a -somber vein That 
that He set in me this firm intent : That 
o me the light of hope most true , No that 
his love surfeit So much I think I am that 
likewise terminates my gross desire : That 
other took him there , For by himself that 
the mind Than thinking of the person that 
power is not so great To make a crown that 
ould grant me nought Apart from you , that 
nd no relief in th1 anguish At losing that 
suffers so much pain , Can yearn for that 
y to men is darkest night ; I live on that 
, now change your law ; Resemble not that 
ay a thousand times on God I cali For that 
midst thorns , my love is tempered In that 
I could come to love without Love 's help 
I could spend my life asleep 
I fear 
I have come t1 adore the god of Love , An 
I 'm not burnt 
I must bear , I see no way to hope for an 
I renege all joy , Ñor can I think that o 
I say for those who haven 't seen you Wil 
I should wish t' escape its gallful spher 
I speak which is with sadness mixed , For 
I think and all that my eye sees The more 
I was blind to your delicate charms 
I wear : I take delight whenever I feel t 
I would e' er be burnt 
, if I choose , then love will be love 's 
in me he 'd deign to dwell ; He is like D 
is most honest , Merely the soul of her w 
is , what touches not Upon the soul , the 
it mounts ; Should yours decline , so wil 
its habit , donned , and long since worn 
its sworn archenemy , if ever Love brough 
leads me to such zeal ; I do not fear you 
little page Who searches out a kind , ind 
loathsome way 
Love can tie 
Love cannot be served 
Love took root , 'Twas there th' extremes 
love which fox and wolf enjoy , For their 
Love won 't ever hold them in his grip ; 
loved but this Can have no love ; Nought 
made him bend , In this same way I must e 
man entitled to proclaim it 
man he 's so middling in love , Security 
man , in time of roughest storm , And eve 
man may well be slain by Love 's harsh pa 
man who is condemned to die , And , long 
man who most deserves compassion , Since 
man who takes delight in death , And don 
man would seek Those gross delights , not 
my body fails , Losing most swiftly a lar 
my deeds are coloured by my words , I had 
my eye sees The more it brings me beauty 
my flesh this true love can 't disturb 
neither would be ever so remiss As to opp 
, now enamoured , Transported by your fai 
of fancying my desires Won rt ever be ach 
on my way to Him I find no let 
once they 're lost , the world becomes es 
others could it feel 
pain , T* would not be much to place ther 
part which resembles The very one that De 
path 
philosopher , Who , aiming at that good t 
'pon my will you might fix your regard ; 
precious ointment used to heal oftimes We 
Reason would have nigh Please , give me n 
's incorruptible , Death likewise termina 
's mine or of this world , Except that Go 
's of this world ; Within me are collecte 
's so great , Itself , and since I feel n 
's visible Should not be placed upon a mi 
same day , then , choler , blood , and ph 
sensuous desire And still my spirit crave 
servant who would have no spite Although 
should he cry to her for baneful venom , 
, should such turbulence perdure 
suffers so much pain , Can yearn for that 
terrible rebuff You always give whene'er 
the body 's base complexión Knows but tha 
the fool does less than him divine 
they betake me without pain : If aught I 
they encounter 
, through the scarcity of your grace , De 
time he took me in his charge He made my 
'tis through Love my great sufferings com 
torment my soul When I must leave my form 
'twas there that Love took root , 'Twas t 
unto Death I visibly draw near 
unto Him my will he reaffirm , That on my 
vain hope that comes to me from you , Exc 
very person ; Then wondrous great would s 
was enclosed in that part which resembles 
way he 'd never wend 
we love , When 'tis achieved , all else i 
were invisible 
were not discontent 
which brought it all delight 
which causes his despair ? Yet 'tis so gr 
which others cannot taste 
which to me is harmful ! Well known it is 
whose major part in you resides : That 'p 
whose temper no lover may know ; This is 
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s the good that here is set before me 
lovers to this notice must pay heed : 
d him some relief , It is with him as 
ddling lover he , by pain tormented , 
have a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt 
d no other succour from your love But 
all dishevelled , With open breast so 
ice , And says : "Dear friend , leave 
hould, my words prove untrue ! Of love 
who by God have been allowed To give 
orce ; The very key which shut you in 
With Death itself 'tis now placed in 
'm bound to fall ; Time henee can be 
ded me , for I was ill protected , In 
good ; What is no more is what I like 
of good , of iniquity scourge , Among 
ere long I '11 lead a hermit 's life 
flesh does grow anew , In his repast 
And so disposed , to me 
or may I die : Sweet , then , to me , 
hink not 'tis me who here should bear 
ur disdain for me provoke , 'Tis then 
any time , And let not him who bears 
e earth , your cors all bloodied from 
er , Then , rapidly , the cause is in 
Then spake 
up to such a height My soul lives in 
gument full straight , Declaring that 
And to 
if order 's no transgressed , Yet if 
troubadours Who , so aflame , excede 
I 'd lief to have 
Like to 
memory of the past , How pleasant is 
Of my desire let all men judge 
ctions done by her , Then , rapidly , 
s delight in death *, And don 't avoid 
0 me are of avail T'wards rooting out 
part his body from his soul , Had he 
Like to 
ger and more powerful Love rs in me , 
though he can 't appreciate , He sees 
My suffering great treads not 
eek out their own like , So I dislike 
wever , would two cede back to him On 
ho 've lost nought , As they did heed 
virtue and good alone When following 
ever so remiss As to oppose in aught 
ent For mankind 's good was nailed to 
her estáte such as it is , More than 
w , But to the wounded Death-alone ' s 
s , And question there the spirits of 
t , If in the raorn his foe would have 
How tardy comes 
O Love , O Love , 
r I was ill protected , In the belief 
To mourn 
ast ; He has none left to wage war to 
arise ? For sooth , the Wili by whom 
you prolong your days : Store distant 
shut you in the ambry Will not unlock 
ther metáis base , Once put in fire , 
f castles , His power lies lower than 
O you , most hapless , now beneath 
beset by two fierce gales , One from 
I taint it from the first , And thus 
s him in his nature Leaves unachieved 
I feel I 'm driven cióse unto 
d though they may dispute , Will , in 
And finds the way which leads towards 
1 his deportment , Right well he sees 
expect great good or great offence ; 
n vain , and , hungry , must yet keep 
of iniquity scourge , Among the bes.t 
orm , And everyone ¿nakes merry 'round 
in : If aught I start I taint it from 
My eyes > in this , have been 
many wise and good Yet but Teresa has 
in man Except in him not troubled by 
s vulture 's prey , And for all times 
t of her does stili perdure ; When in 
e : How much more now , unhampered by 
can have no more advantage Save that 
Easier far that fish swim in 
oice , As Death , likewise , calis on 
ster ; He 'd keep him warm throughout 
dwell ; He is like Death , who traps 
For only I the me 
3 holy days ; For 
By greater pain th 
That without pain in hope of it I live ; Shoul 
That without sadness there can be no joy 
that woman whose child , That should he cry to 
That would fain pray his sufferings be assuage 
that you will show me love ; Through ignorance 
that your eyes reveal to me your favour , For 
that your heart may show How it was wounded by 
that your strange abode ! I take delight in gr 
the 299 
the absence my desire doth spur And by your ey 
the agád man an infant 's guise , And not to h 
the ambry Will not unlock the door it once mad 
the balance , Afraid that fear will confound m 
the bearer of no good ; What is no more is wha 
the belief the day would me defend 
the best 
the best the f,nix I alone 
The better to observe Love 
the bird will never cease , 
the bitter 's sweet , So much my taste has now 
the bitterness of Death 
the blame , And woe to him who through his arr 
the blazing flames of love will show 
the blows of fate Seek out a darkened place to 
the blows of Love , And also you , who with yo 
the body 
the body in its own defence And argued that *t 
the body of my beloved , I am content , whatev 
the body 's base complexión Knows but that lov 
The body 's traits , that is , what touches no 
the body scornfully holds forth : "Vainly you 
the bounds of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom co 
the bounds of truth , And checking , thence , 
the brightest day were dark , Howlings and wai 
the bull , who takes flight to the wilds When 
the burden on my back 
the cause 
the cause is in the body 
the cause through which it comes 
the cause why I 'm so sad , Right well I like 
the certainty you 'd pity him 
the child , who down his road has learnt To wa 
The closer then I feel his pleasure draw ; If 
the colour , yet ignores the substance 
the common path ; As ev 'ry pain does time def 
the company of the quick : They are full loath 
the condition of good stewardship , And as his 
the counsel of good reason , And I depart thro 
the course of its own nature , And loving only 
the course of Love 
the cross , You wounded me , for I was ill pro 
the crown of France I could e'er crave 
The culprit 's Love who wrongs your humble lov 
the cure 
the damned , And they '11 reply , for they 're 
the day , Before nightfall the king would vanq 
the day I so desire , 'So dearly bought with si 
the day the Innocent For mankind 's good was n 
the day would me defend 
the dead is common to all love And 'tis from t 
the death 
the deed is done , Has it for Lord , and thoug 
the delights of your sojourn The more You 'd f 
the door it once made fast 
the dross goes up in smoke , Leaving puré gold 
The dullard 's eye could never be so dim As no 
the earth itself 
the earth , your cors all bloodied from the bl 
the East , the other from the West , And this 
the end can bring me no content 
the end his deeds all seek 
the end Since my desire longs for the impossib 
the end , to Reason always yields 
the end ; When appetite desires but what it ne 
the error of his way In trying to improve the 
The far extreme contains its own delight , And 
the fast 
the f,nix I alone , For only I the melange hav 
the fire , And I could join in with them in th 
the first , And thus the end can bring me no c 
the first involved And all my senses have ther 
the flavour of perfection , Possessing such gr 
the flesh 
the flesh does grow anew , In his repast :fche b 
the flesh she lived upon this earth I sought t 
the flesh ? With her alive ,.. my flesh rebelled 
the fool does less than him divine 
the forest And lions make their habitat in str 
the fortúnate , For , if man is for evils desi 
the frosty spells , He 'd keep him cool all th 
the fugitive And flees from him who would fain 
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your gait he keris right well , But of the 
him for himself alone , Refusing not the 
light was false , Despising , thus , the 
so disposed That I have come t1 adore the 
ted Of base desires which mingle with the 
cape a life of pain , Now having lost the 
ther good is left him - Except lament the 
So great 's the 
For you alone sufficed the 
no travails beset him in this world ; The 
only through experience one may know The 
h as for your presence sore I crave ; The 
If she I love is now outside my time The 
aight , and follows mistress nature , The 
my life is full of danger , Caught in the 
I marvel greatly each time I behold The 
mfort jostling lustily 'gainst Love , The 
11 he do it if it causes pain ? I see the 
Like to the 
That Cypriot king , the 
Lily 'midst thorns , I feel the 
my desire longs for the impossible ; The 
Within man 's cors the 
nto the end Since my desire longs for the 
great favour Suffice it will to keep the 
O Love , O Love , the day the 
To love you plain the 
gracefully , Love does on him bestow The 
Point her out to file , According to the 
movement doth occur , Therein resides the 
's hosts A mercenary , who conquered the 
And it was thus the 
would have the day , Before nightfall the 
ong , or e'en so mightiful As to undo the 
n in him its passion quick : Desire , the 
The 
Should my behaviour vex you in the 
ws mistress nature , The greater part the 
rves compassion , Since from my heart the 
•Like to those saints they saw the 
Show unto me the 
for me : All love will fail , except the 
re has its quantity : In others' eyes the 
irs is but a brutal appetite , And if the 
Like to the 
Like to the 
Like to the 
How badly lives the 
orced to feel the pain As corresponds the 
Like to the 
Like to a king , the 
e best the f,nix I alone , For only I the 
11 are coarse as we labour to express The 
course , And no one knows where lies the 
'Tis by the 
No finer joy holds this world for the 
At this , the 
'tis with gold , when brought out of the 
ore it brings me beauty and delight , The 
ed , who she is , what she 's worth ; The 
what I lose The more my love excels , the 
that I think and all that my eye sees The 
hat many men have lost is what I lose The 
distant the delights of your sojourn The 
ctory over him without defeat , If in the 
ompletely known : Her fairness blinds the 
God relieved the soul So he might see the 
error of his way In trying to improve the 
he gains such strength As to destroy the 
pe that comes to me from you , Except the 
y from him who bids me come And seize the 
e of argent leave nought but a scar , The 
e , Its entire work is natural to man The 
wo fierce gales , One from the East , the 
follow nature : Of them , one dies ; the 
those he 's marked are forced to feel the 
Great is the 
re bitter than gall , For yearning is the 
Likewise if you feel not the 
And in this wav the 
These arrows did slay many in the 
bstain : Although I have no memory of the 
bound to come , Unless by Death to me the 
The 
s world for the mind Than thinking of the 
Ne'er was defeat the 
It lies outside the 
When Love beheld the 
ad no need to show his mighty forcé ; The 
hope or fear : So deeply will he feel the 
ty could the world .ne'er show Than at the 
ed sour Save that for which with love the 
gesture he could ne'er report 
gifts that he may grant , I had as lief su 
glory of this earth , For they beheld a gr 
god of Love , And I , now forced to take m 
good 
good he once possessed ? Right well he see 
good of time now lost ? He sees full clear 
good that here is set before me That witho 
goodly stuff That God retained for women o 
grace of God then let him not expect : The 
great delight which lies within the will O 
great repose of my complete contentment Ca 
greater part of her does still perdure ; W 
greater part the lesser does attract And f 
grip of these most mortal foes ; Both poor 
haughtiness of every lover ' s will ! Askin 
healing of my wound does hurt me so I seek 
heart of man as hard as wood , And no man 
hermit who no longing feels For those his 
hostage of a heretic , Compared with me se 
hour draws nigh ; My civil life doth near 
hour draws nigh , though tardily it comes 
humours oft discord ; From time to time th 
impossible ; The hour draws nigh , though 
inamoured From th' influence of either hop 
Innocent For mankind 's good was nailed to 
intent I now declare 
joy of hope be never cast aside ; Both joy 
joy or grief they had ; And some there are 
judgement of all things , And of the Will 
king 
king did lose dominión Of these his cities 
king would vanquish him , Until there carne 
knot that Love can tie 
lack of good , does hold him fast , Once g 
lack of sleep so meagre makes my frame , Y 
least You *re without love or know not wha 
lesser does attract And finds the way whic 
life-blood drains away 
light divine , They realized how worldly 1 
light of hope most true , No that vain hop 
love of self ; By envy is the whole world 
lover 's great or small , And Love takes h 
lover 's seen within these flames , No pit 
man who has desire for viands To satisfy h 
man who sees he 's cióse to death , The we 
man who takes delight in dreams And his de 
man whose mind is his Own enemy , and brin 
manner they are hit 
master he detests his servant , He deals o 
master of three cities , Who all his life 
melange have rejected Of base desires whic 
merits of a body fair and true , As gentee 
middle road 
mind señsuality is beat 
mind Than thinking of the person that we 1 
mind was prompt in its reply , And did ref 
mine , All mixed it is with other metáis b 
more I find my pains are thus increased , 
more I find , the worse to me it turns , F 
more I grieve ; Through love 's excess I ' 
more it brings me beauty and delight , The 
more my love excels , the more I grieve ; 
more You ' d flee from comfortable death 
morn his foe would have the day , Before n 
most devout of men ; 'Re wise may feed upo 
mysteries divine For body is the prison of 
nature of his lot 
one that made him bend , In this same way 
one that Reason would have nigh Please , g 
one who would escape my rigour 
ones he 's wounded are from death exempt 
opposite disturbs him in his nature Leaves 
other from the West , And this endures til 
other lives for ever ; The third one gazes 
pain As corresponds the manner they are hi 
pain of every Lover true , When vile despa 
pain that I must bear , I see no way to ho 
pains of Love , In his delights expect not 
passions of the soul So suffer change , mo 
past ; He has none left to wage war to the 
past , How pleasant is the burden on my ba 
path is closed 
peace he brings is really war to me ; If s 
person that we love , When 'tis achieved , 
pleasure of the vanquished Except for me , 
power of any wight To love another if agai 
power so enfeebled He broke his bow ; This 
powers three within my soul he quells , He 
presente joy 
presént time it does for me : All love wil 
price I paid 
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see the mysteri'es divine For body is the 
The 
wn like , So I dislike the company of the 
'Tis within you the 
The 
woes must I endure , And I see you , the 
me , Would have me stir , I have not the 
th , 'Tis of a graver kind , not like the 
he rest ; In quality , it varies from the 
s : In quantity 'tis judged much like the 
e wórn , Of cloth most black , and of the 
e why I 'm so sad , Right well I like the 
iré I find myself refreshed , Like to the 
Bitter and sweet at once , they taste the 
My lot 's the 
to shed a tear , Ruing that , through the 
anee gi 'en to reason And firmly held the 
As with the 
cióse to death , The weather rough , the 
seethe and blame myself for nought ; The 
ove make Both fear and trust lodge in the 
The 
vents delights of Love ; Th' extremes the 
heart may show How it was wounded by the 
apricious oftimes the wind may blow , The 
t your body 's graceful charms ; Like the 
doubled after brief repose , Like to the 
Like to the 
The 
Forsooth the 
As he beholds the 
to endure Than tinge my joys , but in the 
of great joy ; Sweet to my cars flows the 
hose alike ; Flesh craves for flesh ; the 
th shame that is most honest , Merely the 
When appetite pursues the 
As from Paul 's body God relieved the 
And in this wav the passions of the 
its , that is , what touches not Upon the 
ecrease', But choosing them that from the 
ries divine For body is the prison of the 
ral can bring to me delight , Because the 
graves and tombs , And question there the 
The wounded stag does not desire the 
With open arms she 's come out in the 
The 
, And yields its forceful might unto the 
to all love And 'tis from this I feel the 
Leaving aside the 
te , He sees the colour , yet ignores the 
e to me discloses Those secrets great the 
s then , 'pon me , one of your like ; The 
art , I pardon those Who do not mourn the 
imid man who dwells on love ; And let the 
lis , He 'd keep him cool all through the 
was ever present •: More fiercely than the 
Of such a flavour I ignore the 
Who , after evil , knows the 
ain a habit So ne'er again I '11 know the 
Bitter and sweet I know the 
s , He leaves me two , I daré not use the 
urper would require from him , And of the 
one dies ; the other lives for ever ; The 
The 
ght - a goodly part - Is found within the 
Eftsoons he sees the 
from whom it takes its form , Much of the 
I love no thing save for the 
olourable pleasure , Heaving a sigh , the 
o him who often changes hue , And eek the 
Lily 'midst thorns , the 
your wit , And of your frame so fair the 
ds of truth , And checking , thence , the 
d as his vassal to expend the weal As the 
Ne'er was defeat the pleasure of the 
o such pain Love only knows for he ' s the 
his pain which is so sweet , For soon the 
't sail without th' opposing forcé ; The 
enclosed.in that part which resembles The 
certain part of my great pleasure is The 
"\ When 'tis God 's Will the 
nate , Melodious 's , then , to him , the 
is , what touches not Upon the soul , the 
alone at war , Slnce Love has ceased the 
od , But to this good you cannot find the 
art the lesser does attract And finds the 
me down , Should e'er my speech adopt the 
ardship , And as his vassal to expend the 
e man who sees he 's cióse to death , The 
f One from the East , the other from the 
possess all your good will , Without the 
except the love of self ; By envy is the 
prison of the spirit , It dwells in darkne 
quality depends on what 's beheld For 'tis 
quick : They are full loath t' imagine my 
reason why I crave 
reason why I *m driven to such pain Love o 
remedy of my ills 
resolve ; Completely beat by this habit of 
rest 
rest 
rest ; In quality , it varies from the res 
roughest cilice 
sadness that I wear : I take delight whene 
saint in th1 ardour of God aflame And comf 
same ; And while she lived , so thus were 
same as that philosopher , Who , aiming at 
scarcity of your grace , Death comes to th 
sceptre of majesty , Rewarder of good , of 
sea when it bewails and cries , And equall 
sea with perils rife , A place he espies w 
second is that terrible rebuff You always 
selfsame hostel 
self-same time I was seen undisposed And f 
semblance have of perfect good 
shaft of gold With which Love strikes thos 
ship can 't sail without th' opposing forc 
shrewd man , though he can 't appreciate , 
sick man who for one sweet bite Sees in hi 
sick man who trusts he will live , Since h 
signs of love men feel in cases such , I f 
sinner feels the wrath of God Should no tr 
sky , placid and calm , Full sure he trows 
slightest way , With those vexations that 
song of her voice , And says : "Dear frien 
soul does seek its like , A bastard 's bor 
soul of her whom God forgive , I covet nou 
soul 's right way Then man goes straight , 
soul So he might see the mysteries divine 
soul So suffer change , most contrary and 
soul , the vulgar man knows well ; Your co 
spirit flow , Which never tires , but each 
spirit , It dwells in darkness e'er it liv 
spirit partakes not therein ; As Nature , 
spirits of the damned , And they '11 reply 
spring As much as for your presence sore I 
street , Her eyes astream , with raptures 
stronger and more powerful Love 's in me , 
stronger , My mind has been assailed by tw 
strongest pain : To flee from folk if ever 
style of troubadours Who , so aflame , exc 
substance 
subtlest are denied , And my bright day to 
sufferer of this pain which is so sweet , 
suffering of my heart 
suitor bold but waste his time 
summer 's heat , Little he appreciates his 
sun when it is June Burns my weak- heart i 
taste , And I must taste what 's more bitt 
taste of good Cannot be said to be complet 
taste of joy 
taste of Love , So much my tongue cannot d 
third 
third he will not have him sire , Or let h 
third one gazes on false appetite 
thought I cannot banish from my mind , Lov 
thoughts of him who 's sad 
threat of pending tempest , A stormy spell 
time an and grief it brings And some delig 
time now gone , So I love nought , for all 
time now lost , they '11 curse 
timid man who dwells on love-; And let the 
transports of Love make Both fear and trus 
unsullied grace 
urgeney o,f my love , So it distraets me no 
usurper would require from him , And of th 
vanquished Except for me , I like Love to 
very cause 
very devil will lament When he beholds our 
very key which shut you in the ambry Will 
very one that Death took from this world , 
very same sad people feel inside , For the 
vessel is to founder In harbour safe , he 
voice of Death 
vulgar man knows well ; 
war he once had fought 
way 
way which leads towards the end 
ways of fables 
weal As the usurper would require from him 
weather rough , the sea with perils rife , 
West , And this endures till one of them r 
whole I can have no delight 
whole world conquered 
Your colour and yo 
: Injured I,lie , m 
When app 
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ike to the bull ', who takes flight to 
the judgement of all things , And of 
I* faith I have 
who could daré to arise ? For sooth , 
w The great delight which lies within 
So capricious oftimes 
an infant 's guise , And not to have 
us though you be of its fulfillment ; 
ng , According to their difference in 
rings them a comfort Far greater than 
h my opinión false , Convinced I lose 
Love that I am come to this : I lose 
reckons up That once they 're lost , 
ign Should he take ill ; no doctor in 
power cannot deal ; Deprived of her , 
lost I want no help from God To make 
11 gone e'er to fulfill my wishes , 
I' faith less pity could 
For those his friends he once had in 
rson ; Then wondrous great would seem 
lent That brings a mortal plague unto 
t Lady , when Love 's young no more , 
what she 's worth ; The more I find , 
be healed , Since my beloved rúes not 
be blind than feel your blow , But to 
Forsooth the sinner feels 
has nought whose valué could compare 
ous of all good , And Fortune follows 
ove most true , I implore and cali on 
to vomit ; All lovers great , through 
rtal foes ; Both poor and rich suffer 
t love which fox and wolf enjoy , For 
tempt me not ; I need no chastening : 
Venecians govern not 
hey 're unattended By all but me , in 
oduces its own feeling , According to 
ey never would admit Unto their grace 
took oath they never would admit Unto 
s Which learned men would find beyond 
ish swim in the forest And lions make 
sufferings lie for me in wait , Into 
umult And woe betide whoe'er falls in 
man who can 't attain great love : In 
eart ne'er halts its gnawing , And in 
ery same sad people feel inside , For 
All men require and seek out 
rom time to time there ' s variance in 
, And both would act most loyally in 
, On heeding me , they '11 be sad in 
re , And I could join in with them in 
ght take those who understand ñnd fix 
, Fortune and Chance derange them in 
Bareheaded , then , may all men wend 
the wilds When overeóme by 'nother of his kind 
the Will a counselor most true 
the Will , and in abundance , But none I know 
the Will by whom the deed is done , Has it for 
the will Of he who proves to be a lover true A 
the wind may blow , The ship can 't sail witho 
the wise called innocent So long as they 're d 
The wisest man can have no more advantage Save 
The words of Love you are perforce to heed , ' 
the world 
the world and all its pity 
the world and all therein 
the world as love I cannot feel , This I might 
the world becomes estranged 
the world Can cure him , unless he is from Spa 
the world can cure me not 
the world give me aught of its own , Since nou 
The world has nought whose valué could compare 
The world I '11 roam , proclaiming this your p 
the world ne'er show Than at the present time 
The world 's at peace , and I alone at war , S 
The world 's been left by many who 've lost no 
the world , So long away from company of men , 
the world to me Should I not have this fear of 
the world ; 'Twere better to be blind than fee 
The worm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh is abs 
the worse to me it turns , For all my thoughts 
the wound she gave 
the wounded Death alone 's the cure 
The wounded stag does not desire the spring As 
The wounds of Love are of three different type 
the wrath of God Should no travails beset him 
The yearning for a good so long desired 
thee 2 
thee in thy intent ! Each one of you , I pray 
thee , Since thou hast wounded me , will thou 
their 24 
their beloved dead , Are like to me , in part 
their bitter ills , And each of them with prou 
their capacity to love is limited , Sith their 
Their cause , for me , is wholly nuil and void 
their commonweal As peacefully as your intelle 
their constant lament 
their difference in the world 
their fellow memory , And both would act most 
their grace their fellow memory , And both wou 
their grasp , And when I speak , so they deny 
their habitat in streams Than ever variance sh 
their hands I know I 'm bound to fall ; Time h 
their hands ! Who '11 give me back my time of 
their intent there 's no delight of Love , The 
their labour there can be no break Unless I ha 
their lament itself brings them a comfort Far 
their own like , So I dislike the company of t 
their powers : In just one day doth melancholy 
their service That neither would be ever so re 
their soul 
their sport , On snow I walk , unshod , my hea 
their thoughts on understanding you , That cor 
their usage 
their way ; To escape from him there is no nee 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
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XIII 
LXXIX 
XI 
LXVI 11 
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LXXIII 
IV 
XCIV 
XVIII 
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30 ir capacity to love is limited , Sith 
s , And many more have never heard of 
side , For their lament itself brings 
e are which follow nature And each of 
n my steps , In teárs or laughter let 
y on holy days ; In praise of God let 
those his golden shafts , But one of 
y all avow That Love won ' t ever hold 
d the fire , And I could join in with 
see fail , Fortune and Chance derange 
ees , of which two follow nature : Of 
e West , And this endures till one of 
nct are they after her death , I feel 
filled , Love decrease , But choosing 
uffer their bitter ills , And each of 
ing do your joys so swiftly turn , Of 
lee / And for all times think only of 
n impassioned have it not : They show 
I saw a gesture , 
and joy were felt ; With it content , 
He who knows not no pity 
theirs 1 
theirs is but a brutal appetite And if the 1 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
them 
15 
a comfort Far greater than the world and 
direets man naturally ; Acting as one the 
follow me , Since I am ready both for hon 
have sport and play ; Let streets , and s 
he mindlessly retained , With it he wound 
in his grip ; Should I recount its colour 
in their sport , On snow I walk , unshod 
in their usage 
, one dies ; the other lives for ever ; T 
relents , And yields its forceful might u 
sepárate , nigh visible 
that from the spirit flow , Which never t 
with proud and haughty ways 
you tire ; each day you know this more 
themselves 2 
themselves 
themselves unworthy thus of Love 
then 34 
then a voice I heard Of a frail body it was , 
then all becomes complete 
then can feel For him who lies in torment and 
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melancholy reign , In that same day , 
.Let all who love , 
ve , When 'tis achieved , all else is 
man 's mind doth duly get more clear 
ely mine ; Should you love God a deal 
e powerful Love 's in me , The closer 
ty me if pity I deserve , And witness 
ing still such marvellous effect Till 
him in this world ; The grace of God 
I pray you 
I 'm so beta 'en That , if I choose , 
ppetite pursues the soul 's right way 
ow cries out his peace , Bareheaded , 
s I loóle more deeply into his deeds , 
no fixed place , Security consider , 
osed by firm and stubborn steel ; Pay 
o long away from company of men , And 
time , or e'en in past ! Look piteous 
t one point are actions done by her , 
You do things well ; in you 
er your disdain for me provoke , 'Tis 
Id him fast , Once good 's achieved , 
for evils designate , Melodious 's , 
see you thus , or may I die : Sweet , 
Behold you , 
red to end my final day , Good Loving 
And with a curse 
much I think I am that very person ; 
If.he accedes , 
ray you , forget not ! Come weeping , 
then , choler , blood , and phlegm 
then , follow in my steps , In tears or laught 
then forgot , Even ourselves , as we dwell in 
Then great delight will surely be its issue , 
then I am jealous ; Your joys outside of me in 
then I feel his pleasure draw ; If he proves m 
then if e'er there 's been a case Like mine in 
then kept hid by power of contraríes ? Bitter 
then let him not expect : There is no wage for 
then ; let nought keep you from me , Whilst I 
then love will be love 's issue 
Then man goes straight , and follows mistress 
then , may all men wend their way ; To escape 
Then , mixedly with pain , he brings delight 
then , my movement 
then no heed to envy 's bitter counsel 
then , per chance , one happens to appear , Br 
then , 'pon me , one of your like ; The suffer 
Then , rapidly , the cause is in the body 
then sloth does sleep 
Then spake the body in its own defence And arg 
then the blazing flames of love will show 
then this desire must cease 
then , to him , the voice of Death 
then , to me , the bitterness of Death 
then , to what extremes I 'm come ! Asleep , a 
then will also have its cióse 
then will they all avow That Love won 't ever 
Then wondrous great would seem the world to me 
then you will reach th' extreme , If there *s 
then , your hair all dishevelled , With open b 
the bounds of truth , And checking , 
were best to head for port than tarry 
Two impulses 
the joy or grief they had ; And some 
1 the king would vanquish him , Until 
In nothingness 
Its its gnawing , And in their labour 
must pay heed : That without sadness 
; Return he can 't : another took him 
y thoughts of all my ills , Contented 
ain - I know not how - delight is yet 
dent Lady , base desires I root out ; 
ake my joy complete , In truth , once 
n wend their way ; To escape from him 
are thus increased , For in my heart 
race of God then let him not expect : 
then you will reach th' extreme , If 
er pain than this am I besieged , For 
I deserve , And witness then if e'er 
t attain great love : In their intent 
ol reproaches me ? Such passion great 
mours oft discord ; From time to time 
was there that Love took root , 'Twas 
its own defence And argued that 'twas 
k out graves and tombs , And question 
our own cloth , and dressed my spirit 
thence 
thence 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
There 
there 
There 
There 
there 
there 
There 
There 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
the urgeney of my love , So it distra 
are which follow nature And each of them 
are which show me her in sadness / And o 
carne unto his rival 's hosts A mercenary 
can be found no hope ; What 's bodily by 
can be no break Unless I have what is to 
can be no joy 
, For by himself that way he 'd never we 
, for this brings me delight 
found 
grow no weeds upon my riverbank ; Let it 
, I must per forcé be told That at my de 
is another it outstrips man 's nature ; 
is no man who thinks will come to pass T 
is no neéd of castles , His power lies 1 
is no pleasure cropped 
is no wage for him who has not toiled 
is on earth no thing which could suffice 
's a place for Love to grow in you ; His 
's a worm which feeds upon my thoughts , 
's been a case Like mine in present time 
's no delight of Love ; They feel no goo 
's none could ever forcé ; Should any wi 
's variance in their powers : In just on 
th' extremes of pain and joy were felt ; 
that Love took root , 'Twas there th' ex 
the spirits of the damned , And they '11 
; When it was donhed , so ampie did it f 
Therefrom 1 
if the bounds of nature he o'ersteps Therefrom comes false desire inconstaney 
therein 8 
, Convinced I lose the world and all therein 
ght , Because the spirit partakes not therein ; As Nature , working sapiently in me 
other joy , Since pleasant languor is therein contained 
ast holds my Imaginings , nought else therein may dwell 
first involved And all my senses have therein parta 'en ; I suffer pain ; oppose it 
utside it prime movement doth oceur , Therein resides the judgement of all things , 
, It dwells in darkness e'er it lives therein , So doth Love take póssession of my s 
pain , T' would not be much to place therein your trust 
And both of 
Each one of 
ite , And-if the lover 's seen within 
as thus the king did lose dominión Of 
ull of danger , Caught in the grip of 
God keep me , I pray , in 
ise and fair , all labour 's light To 
th no warmth : A poor reward will all 
ate , I pray your son look not whence 
her metal yelept argent ; Each one of 
Of gold and lead 
ough love 's excess I 'm brought unto 
These 14 
These arrows did slay many in the past ; He ha 
these did passions mixedlyvMaintain , just as 
these does take a different course , And no on 
these flames , No pity can he expect , much le 
these his cities , not retaining one 
these most mortal foes ; Both poor and rich su 
these my saddest thoughts , For he takes not a 
these my triáis of seeing you afar , For cióse 
these perils bring 
these prayers come , But where they go 
these produces its own feeling , According to 
these shafts are fashioned , And of another me 
these straits , Not having known or prized oth 
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mixture lay , But quite distinct are 
And with a curse then will 
d passions mixedly Maintain , just as 
I dislike the company of the quick : 
el the pain As corresponds the manner 
n those who won 't believe my words : 
hat Godhed reserves , To many martyrs 
gest pain : To flee from folk if ever 
thus , the glory df this earth , For 
men feel in cases such , I find that 
hable goods cast in deep sea For fear 
rtal fear , And if involved , from it 
are full loath t' imagine my estáte , 
hen I speak , so they deny my words , 
d their grasp , And when I speak , so 
left by many who 've lost nought , As 
directs man naturally ; Acting as one 
ther things Unless akin to those that 
intent there 's no delight of Love , 
11 be worth nought , no credence will 
whence these prayers come , But where 
file , According to the joy or grief 
hose gross delights / not knowing how 
r with me not And of Love 's pain are 
ot who is this fellow Love , Yet will 
t do not see within , On heeding me , 
Heaving a sigh , the time now lost , 
there the spirits of the damned , And 
s done , Has it for Lord , and though 
t as his bailiff , And each took oath 
s past importunes him anew , But when 
h mine eyes , Desire its ills , since 
e the wise called innocent So long as 
s wits is he who reckons up That once 
the damned , And they '11 reply , for 
se saints they saw the light divine , 
Like to those saints 
lovers when impassioned have it not : 
ntraries ? Bitter and sweet at once , 
ey are yet , revealed , Less subtle 
Loveless are 
with shafts of lead alone , Powerless 
e are like those of romance , Greater 
11 in malady of Love , In trusting me 
ariance do show , For in your service 
Doubt not 
they 47 
they after her death , I feel them sepárate , 
they all avow That Love won 't ever hold them 
they all in mixture lay , But quite distinct a 
They are full loath t' imagine my estáte , The 
they are hit 
They are Most few who Pay heed t' other things 
they are , yet , revealed , Less subtle they t 
they be joyful And feel resent should sufferin 
they beheld a greater part of glory , Likewise 
they betake me without pain : If aught I start 
they could perturb his understanding 
they crave to flee , And for all times think o 
They eringe from me as if I were a corpse 
They 'd have it I say only foolish things 
they deny my words , They 'd have it I say onl 
they did heed the counsel of good reason , And 
they do evil or good According to which has th 
they encounter 
They feel no good if not flattered by hope 
they give ; Those who see you , yet do not see 
they go 
they had ; And some there are which show me he 
they harm ; Out of his wits is he who reckons 
they in mortal fear , And if involved , from i 
they know , in me , its painful forcé 
they '11 be sad in their soul 
they '11 curse 
they '11 reply , for they 're unattended By al 
they may dispute , Will , in the end , to Reas 
they never would admit Unto their grace their 
they part he 's left to his own grief 
they promise delight 
they 're delivered from your hands , You are , 
they 're lost , the world becomes estranged 
they 're unattended By all but me , in their c 
They realized how worldly light was false , De 
they saw the light divine , They realized how 
They show themselves unworthy , thus , of Love 
they taste the same ; And while she lived , so 
They tempt me not ; I need no chastening : The 
they than th' ignorant or wise 
they that concur with me not And of Love 's pa 
they to draw a drop of blood 
they were than all accounts relate 
they will feel no remorse 
they will prove most firm ; 'Tis by such serva 
they will provoke a goodly tumult And woe beti 
12 We patients 
thine 1 
that are made to endure thine ills 
thing 5 
n , And to my eyes 'tis now a hateful thing ; And should I mix delight amongst my pa 
I love no thing save for the time now gone , So I love n 
am sad through any present care , No thing to conic could e'er be found in me 
espair ? Yet 'tis so grave it seems a thing untrue To pursue that for which all hope 
There is on earth no thing which could suffice To make me cease my 
things 8 
, They 'd have it I say only foolish things 
ts , Not having known or prized other things 
ghts In order not to think of earthly things 
Therein resides the judgement of all things 
t has not such bitterness , Above all things 
ey are Most few who Pay heed t' other things Unless akin to those that they encounte 
You do things well ; in you then sloth does sleep 
ach my readiness to speak About those things which are beyond my ken ; Excess of Lov 
And of the Will a counselor most true 
' tis yet most sweet appraised 
think 8 
All that I think and all that my eye sees The more it bri 
e through this love surfeit So much I think I am that very person ; Then wondrous gr 
Whilst I don 't think I find some light repose , Although my s 
Let no man think my words are empty prattle , Ñor that my 
Think not 'tis me who here should bear the bla 
ected all my thoughts In order not to think of earthly things 
hey crave to flee , And for all times think only of themselves 
ght that I renege all joy , Ñor can I think that others could it feel 
thinking 1 
oy holds this world for the mind Than thinking of the person that we love When 'ti 
thinks 1 
There is no man who thinks will come to pass Those many secrets th 
third 3 
He leaves me two , I daré not use the third 
r would require from him , And of the third he will not have him sire , Or let him e 
dies ; the other lives for ever ; The third one gazes on false appetite 
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thirst 
Who but a fool could ask me if I thirst 
1 
Being away , for her who makes me liv 
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11 never cease , By greater pain than 
prompt in its reply , And did refute 
ntentment Can only be achieved across 
f all my ills , Contented there , for 
flesh is dead , so he that loved but 
d in one ; And Love would fain effect 
I 'm proof of 
m fast , Once good 's achieved , then 
f hope My soul condemned remains upon 
rrible Than any estáte yet known upon 
well , My joy is such , I feel not on 
I ask of him no woman on 
Man could not be alive upon 
lse , Despising , thus , the glory of 
grasp it , so wretched I '11 be Upon 
re ; When in the flesh she lived upon 
East , the other from the West , And 
eak which is with sadness mixed , For 
its pillar firm , Which won 't allow 
ing me a fitting place : "Tis through 
eem the world to me Should I not have 
lover 's will ! Asking me not who is 
rolong my life , Or that He set in me 
d to be a wilful act of good , But to 
not the resolve ; Completely beat by 
My eyes , in 
ur of God aflame And comfort finds in 
riend unto myself , Ñor even once did 
d is common to all love And 'tis from 
It is through Love that I am come to 
ose the world as love I cannot feel , 
power so enfeebled He broke his bow ; 
ow not what he wants ; He who bemoans 
that whose temper no lover may know ; 
time of suffering , And steal from me 
companion ? Another I become through 
of steel , of flesh , of wood : I am 
Of them you tire ; each day you know 
ne eyes a mount of sufferings great , 
In 
expect not to delight ; All lovers to 
, one of your like ; The sufferer of 
edded in its sloth Cannot set foot on 
stroy the one that made him bend , In 
er to observe Love 's holy days ; For 
on 't return until I 've fully routed 
At 
So that my flesh 
And in 
And I would fain redeem 
t ever be achieved within 
Could but 
e , I covet nought that 's mine or of 
No finer joy holds 
les The very one that Death took from 
e perpetual bliss , Gross pleasure of 
f God Should no travails beset him in 
To make me want for aught that 's of 
to want such estáte ; To th' ignorant 
, The world I '11 roam , proclaiming 
which never fades 
her offence 
esires Won 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
Lily 
'midst 
'midst 
'midst 
'midst 
'midst 
'midst 
'midst 
'midst 
s beheld For 'tis engendered but from 
live , my flesh rebelled against me ; 
se I hold in contempt and disdain All 
riend to laughter , How will you bear 
h ignorance it is that man would seek 
n from th' arrows that he fires , For 
o the hermit who no longing feels For 
e before our own Did Love let fly all 
pe deserts me / By dread I 'm beat of 
, when 'tis content to love but you ; 
s no man who thinks will come to pass 
And 
My deeds of Love are like 
Like to 
this 61 
this am I besieged , For there 's a worm which 
this argument full straight , Declaring that t 
this bridge 
this brings me delight 
this Can have no love ; Nought can he bind to 
this change in me 
this : deprived now of my speech 
this desire must cease 
this earth 
this earth 
this earth , And as I look more deeply into hi 
this earth , But only that in me he 'd deign t 
this earth Ere he was cleansed of any evil hum 
this earth , For they beheld a greater part of 
this earth nell will I have encountered 
this earth I sought to love her spirit and nou 
this endures till one of them relents , And yi 
this estáte 's , I ken , more terrible Than an 
this fasting from fine fairs 
this fault I can no longer love 
this fear of misfortune ! A life of joy brings 
this fellow Love , Yet will they know , in me 
this firm intent : That unto Him my will he re 
this good you cannot find the way 
this habit of oíd , I take delight in nought o 
this , have been the first involved And all my 
this his very torment 
this I e'er attempt 
this I feel the strongest pain : To flee from 
this : I lose the world as love I cannot feel 
This I might do if he would but allow That I c 
This I proclaim to all 
this ill has no fixed place , Security conside 
This is Love 's doing , who would fain I feel 
this liberty of mine ? I am a captive now set 
this love surfeit So much I think I am that ve 
this man who 's called Ausi...s March 
this more 
This much I need to bring me full contentment 
this my fancy I sojourn and delight , Though w 
this notice must pay heed : That without sadne 
this pain which is so sweet , For soon the ver 
this rugged terrain 
this same way I must escape from you , Because 
this strange life let no man show me pity : Lo 
This terror great which so thwarts my delight 
this , the mind was prompt in its reply , And 
this true love can 't disturb 
this wav the passions of the soul So suffer ch 
this with my blood 
this world 
this world encompass perfect good , It is thro 
this world , Except that God would fain place 
this world for the mind Than thinking of the p 
this world , Honest desire remains in me unmix 
this world I cast aside , In firm belief my gr 
this world ; The grace of God then let him not 
this world ; Within me are collected all my th 
this yearning ne'er occurs / For ignorance is 
This you deserve , for aught that 's visible S 
this your pride 
thorns 8 
thorns , believe your speechless lover , And a 
thorns , both you and I do know That man may w 
thorns , I feel the hour draws nigh ; My civil 
thorns , I pray God lets you know How 'tis thr 
thorns , my love is tempered In that whose tem 
thorns , my power is not so great To make a cr 
thorns / the transports of Love make Both fear 
thorns , who contemplates on Love , Three part 
those 28 
those alike ; Flesh craves for flesh ; the sou 
Those contrasts great in our discordant parts 
those desires , which , fulfilléd , Love decre 
those evils that await you ? To your impending 
Those gross delights , not knowing how they ha 
those he 's marked are forced to feel the pain 
those his friends he once had in the world , S 
those his golden shafts , But one of them he m 
those ills that I fear N 
Those impulses which come to us through nature 
Those lovers when impassioned have it not : Th 
Those many secrets that Godhed reserves , To m 
those of argent leave nought but a scar , The 
those of romance , Greater they were than all 
those saints they saw the light divine , They 
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2 Deep in my fancy Love to me discloses 
35 peacefully as your intellect commands 
8 y heed t' other things Unless akin to 
38 reproach my readiness to speak About 
8 shaft of gold With which Love strikes 
27 oys , but in the slightest way , With 
11 And so , with all my heart , I pardon 
7 All 
4 0 am ready both for honey and gall For 
5 All that I say for 
7 nought , no credence will they give ; 
37 Such great delight take 
6 u more than e'er in life , And pardon 
29 O Death , 
18 erings supreme When two unequal wills 
41 My prudent Lady , wouldst 
10 , I implore and cali on thee , Since 
10 e , Since thou hast wounded me , will 
41 My prudent Lady , wouldst 
17 O 
15 leasure ; Of Love I don 't complain , 
11 aceful charms ; Like the shrewd man , 
15 I feel no strength in me , 
69 I flee delight as 
98 
34 
4 weep not , who is it sees me laugh , 
23 he impossible ; The hour draws nigh , 
39 deed is done , Has it for Lord , and 
15 nd has been assailed by two desires , 
32 finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose it 
12 this my fancy I sojourn and delight , 
38 own delight 's completion , Desirous 
81 And if perforce I cast my 
16 granted pardon , And with no time for 
20 Casting from me his harsh and bitter 
25 The 
22 ord , he never was a vassal And never 
16 ave him sire , Or let him even have a 
55 t will surely be its issue , A subtle 
32 
21 
43 
1 
77 
38 
59 
55 
10 
24 
45 
42 
38 
13 
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17 
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Even ourselves , as we dwell in such 
r there rs a worm which feeds upon my 
eyes my armour has been pierced ; My 
eep me , I pray , in these my saddest 
My foolish 
y soul , And leaves aside all kind of 
orld ; Within me are collected all my 
tside my use : My time 's consumed by 
- a goodly part - Is found within the 
er abound Until my mind does stray to 
My 
ought , ñor elsewise frown upon These 
ke those who understand And fix their 
And should my 
him my words , th' issue of troubled 
I wish to God that all my 
the worse to me it turns , For all my 
be known that deep within my heart My 
Those secrets great the subtlest are denied , 
Those subtleties nourished by your wit / And o 
those that they encounter 
those things which are beyond my ken ; Excess 
those truly inamoured 
those vexations that torment my soul When I mu 
those Who do not mourn the suffering of my hea 
those who dwell in malady of Love , In trustin 
those who feel Love 's evil or his good 
those who haven 't seen you Will be worth noug 
Those who see you , yet do not see within , On 
those who understand And fix their thoughts on 
those who won ' t believe my words : They are M 
thou 1 
thou art right envious of all good , And Fortu 
thou dost unite ! May I not see you thus , or 
thou give me a crumb Of thy sweet bread t' ass 
thou hast wounded me , will thou please grant 
thou please grant That precious ointment used 
thou realize That 'tis through Love my great s 
thou , who art of sufferings supreme When two 
though 13 
though he brings death , To good and evils pas 
though he can 't appreciate , He sees the coló 
though I 'm strong , For I strive not to publi 
though it were my foe For one small good 'mids 
Though no sur© measure has its quantity : In o 
Though outside it prime movement doth occur , 
Though suffer I may not continuous pain ? All 
though tardily it comes , When I '11 set foot 
though they may dispute , Will , in the end , 
Though towards one my will has now inclined 
though we could , we have no wish 
Though when it fades my sorrows grow within Li 
though you be of its fulfillment ; The words o 
thought 7 
thought elsewhere , Recalling it , with deep s 
thought he is put to death 
thought ; He 's routed me with just one body ' 
thought I cannot banish from my mind , Love 's 
thought of ever paying homage , In each base d 
thought of it 
thought will be its pillar firm , Which won 't 
thoughts 18 
thoughts 
thoughts , Another on my heart ne'er halts its 
thoughts , assailant , now have vanquished me 
thoughts , For he takes not away what makes me 
thoughts have made me so disposed That I have 
thoughts impure , And , thus , I feel delight 
thoughts In order not to think of earthly thin 
thoughts of all my ills , Contented there , fo 
thoughts of him who 's sad 
thoughts of Love 
thoughts of love rise up to such a height My s 
thoughts of mine which such variance do show , 
thoughts on understanding you , That corporal 
thoughts one moment ever stray From fancying I 
thoughts , Penned artlessly by one who 's lost 
thoughts were dead , And that I could spend my 
thoughts , which drive me to great folly , So 
thoughts will never fall into disgrace 
thousand 1 
Each day a thousand times on God I cali For that whose ma 
threat 1 
Eftsoons he sees the threat of pending tempest A stormy spell of 
three 4 
Like to a king , the master of three cities , Who all his life was keen to wa 
The wounds of Love are of three different types , As can be seen from th 
t thorns , who contemplates on Love , Three parts he sees , of which two follow natu 
to show his mighty forcé ; The powers three within my soul he quells , He leaves me 
e 'tis all a custom passing strange ; 
filis me with happiness , If I am sad 
'Tis only 
d bear the blame , And woe to him who 
can take shelter , Yet he falls short 
I doubt that you will show me love ; 
e my great sufferings come , And 'tis 
Lady , wouldst thou realize That 'tis 
my love excels , the more I grieve ; 
It is 
world encompass perfect good , It is 
Through 26 
Through absence is love lost 'mongst other fol 
through any present care , No thing to conic c 
through experience one may know The great deli 
through his arrant faults Has not disclosed yo 
through his most wretched luck , 'Tis so with 
Through ignorance I live another pain : I know 
Through ignorance it is that man would seek Th 
through Love man loses all his sense 
through Love my great sufferings come , And 't 
Through love 's excess I 'm brought unto these 
through .Love that I am come to this : I lose t 
through me man would achieve such bliss ; Whoe 
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CXIV 75 counsel of good reason , And I depart through 
XCIV 4 9 Those impulses which come to us through 
XI 37 Through 
CXIV 4 7 ough my spirit is fot all times sad , Through 
XIII 37 deigned to shed a tear , Ruing that , through 
LXVIII 4 osty spells , He 'd keep him cool all through 
XCIV 87 me but to vomit ; All lovers great , through 
LXIII 68 not finding me a fitting place : 'Tis through 
LIV 21 e as his companion ? Another I become through 
CXIV 38 in death , And don 't avoid the cause through 
LXXIX 35 e brings is really war to me ; If she through 
XXXIX 4 2 s , I pray God lets you know How 'tis through 
XI 6 g, death , go , henee , in haste ; And through 
LXIII 67 former charge of your ungratefulness Through 
my opinión false , Convinced I lose th 
nature In certitude and limit are comp 
that great suffering which is now draw 
that its habit , donned , and long sin 
the scarcity of your grace , Death com 
the summer 's heat , Little he appreci 
their beloved dead , Are like to me , 
this fault I can no longer love 
this love surfeit So much I think I am 
which it comes 
whom he wounded me waged war , In peac 
you I 'm come to such extremes ; With 
your anguish you prolong your days : S 
your not finding me a fitting place : 
LXVIII 3 ulgent , master 
throughout 1 
'd keep him warm throughout the frosty spells He 'd keep him 
thus 
CXIV 84 wear : I take delight whenever I feel thus 
XVIII 39 e all kind of thoughts impure , And , thus 
XXXIX 40 over true And loves himself for being thus 
CXIV 11 elight , The more I find my pains are thus 
CXIV 70 , So greatly , I delight knowing 'tis thus 
XVIII 53 Thus 
LXXIII 22 urt me so I seek out venoms ; comfort thus 
XVIII 16 not : They show themselves unworthy , thus 
LXVI 19 s thou dost unite ! May I not see you thus 
CXIV 31 Love 's favour totally abandoned , I thus 
XCIV 76 start I taint it from the first , And thus 
XVIII 27 worldly light was false , Despising , thus 
X 9 And it was thus 
XCIV 64 e the same ; And while she lived , so thus 
14 
, I feel delight which never fades , So t 
in mind 
increased , For in my heart there is no p 
, It has such might that I rénege all joy 
Love to me his subtleties reveáis Which 1 
may die ; With great delight my heart wil 
, of Love 
, or may I die : Sweet , then , to me , t 
remain in such a somber vein That unto De 
the end can bring me no content 
, the glory of this earth , For they behe 
the king did lose dominión Of these his c 
were my desires 
XXIX 
LIV 
II 
thwarts 1 
8 lly routed This terror great which so thwarts my delight 
thy 2 
30 11 good , And Fortune follows thee in thy intent ! Each one of you , I pray , now ch 
42 ady , wouldst thou give me a crumb Of thy sweet bread t' assuage my bitterness 
tidings 1 
20 ind is his Own enemy , and brings him tidings sore , And when it would afford him so 
LXVI 4 ful As to undo the knot that Love can tie 
I wear it now 
tight 
and Find it clings so tight 
IV 
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till 2 
ther from the West , And this endures till one of them relents , And yields its forc 
Exuding still such marvellous effect Till then kept hid by power of contraríes ? Bi 
time 
And let the suitor bold but waste his time 
whom it takes its form , Much of the time 
, Ñor him who 's not been sad at any time 
the common path ; As ev 'ry pain does time 
contémplate your death , When present time 
will be granted pardon , And with no time 
And from that time 
eir hands I know I 'm bound to fall ; Time 
I marvel greatly each time 
The self-same time 
world ne'er show Than at the present time 
I love no thing save for the time 
left him - Except lament the good of time 
rabie pleasure , Heaving a sigh , the time 
earning flows , 'Tis so with me , for time 
I am that man , in time 
their hands ! Who '11 give me back my time 
e 's been a case Like mine in present time 
delight in nought outside my use : My time 
If she I love is now outside my time 
he humours oft discord ; From time to time 
s cors the humours oft discord ; From time 
22 
an and grief it brings And some delight w 
, And let not him who bears the blows of 
defeat and waste 
filis me with happiness , If I am sad thr 
for thought he is put to death 
he took me in his charge He made my Under 
henee can be the bearer of no good ; What 
I behold The haughtiness of every lover ' 
I was seen undisposed And from Love *s fa 
it does for me : All love will fail , exc 
now gone , So I love nought , for all is 
now lost ? He sees full clear that he 's 
now lost , they '11 curse 
now past holds my Imaginings , nought els 
of roughest storm , And everyone makes me 
of suffering , And steal from me this lib 
, or e'en in past ! Look piteous then / " 
's consumed by thoughts of all my ills , 
The greater part of her does.still perdur 
there 's variance in their powers : In ju 
to time there 's variance in their powers 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
XIII 
LXXIII 
LXXIX 
XXXIX 
91 
25 
46 
18 
12 
17 
24 
26 
times 7 
lee , it seems I part from her ; Both times and Places Point her outxto file , Accor 
Each day a thousand times on God I cali For that whose major part 
epose , Although my spirit is for all times sad , Through that its habit , donned , 
iver 's vulture 's prey , And for all times the flesh does grow anew , In his repast 
m it they crave to flee , And for all times think only of themselves 
In former times which were before our own Did Love let f 
urrender to his sadness , And for all times will live most piteously 
timid 1 
m who often changes hue , And eek the timid man who dwells on love ; And let the sui 
tinge 1 
r it were my suffering to endure Than tinge my joys , but in the slightest way , Wit 
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ing of the person that we love , When 
0 peer in love , it seems to rae In me 
r service they will prove rnost firm ; 
different hue on Love , Madam , when 
quality depends on what 's beheld For 
rn the dead is common to all love And 
When 
ve forgot possessing such a feeling ; 
differs from all others : In quantity 
should I mix delight amongst my pains 
Think not 
ppose it can I not , For in some part 
not trust in you as you would care , 
So 
and strong repulsión , And to my eyes 
's full of misery : With Death itself 
plaint now brings me cióse to death , 
oy brings with it , fear of death For 
here , Recalling it , with deep sighs 
r that which causes his despair ? Yet 
nd will plunge him into mortal fear , 
delight from wistful yearning flows , 
hort through his most wretched luck , 
Vraily 
1 never your disdain for me provoke , 
h Love my great sufferings come , And 
dent Lady / wouldst thou realize That 
your not finding me a fitting place : 
thorns , I pray God lets you know How 
fast , So greatly , I delight knowing 
Like 
ain pray his sufferings be assuaged ; 
ot such bitterness , Above all things 
tire 1 
Of them you tire ; each day you know this more 
tires 1 
Which never tires , but each day multiplies 
'tis 39 
'tis achieved , all else is then forgot , Even 
'tis all a custom passing strange ; Through ab 
'Tis by such servants Love would fain be serve 
'Tis by the mind sensuality is beat 
'tis content to love but you ; Those lovers wh 
'Tis done with me as it should have been done 
'tis engendered but from those alike ; Flesh c 
'tis from this I feel the strongest pain : To 
'tis God 's Will the vessel is to founder In h 
'Tis in my nature to want such estáte ; To th' 
'tis judged much like the rest ; In quality , 
'Tis lost anón and to my grief I turn 
'tis me who here should bear the blame , And w 
'tis mixed up with delight 
'Tis my great Love that leads me to such zeal 
'tis my lot , that , now enamoured , Transport 
'tis now a hateful thing ; And should I mix de 
'tis now placed in the balance , Afraid that f 
'Tis of a graver kind , not like the rest 
'tis of that its sworn archenemy , if ever Lov 
'Tis only through experience one may know The 
'tis retrieved 
'Tis said to be a wilful act of good , But to 
'tis so grave it seems a thing untrue To pursu 
'Tis so with me , for once I was accustomed To 
'Tis so with me , for time now past holds my I 
'Tis so with me , now in a place most strange 
'Tis so with me ; such woes must I endure , An 
'tis so , yet sadness holds me fast , So great 
'Tis then the blazing flames of love will show 
'tis through Love man loses all his sense 
'tis through Love my great sufferings come , A 
'Tis through this fault I can no longer love 
'tis through you I 'm come to such extremes ; 
'tis thus , It has such might that I renege al 
'tis with gold , when brought out of the mine 
'Tis within you the reason why I crave 
'Tis wondrous strange how even in great pain -
'tis yet most sweet appraised 
to 
Like to 
In order to 
ed He broke his bow ; This I proclaim to 
To mourn the dead is common to 
break , For one éntreme leads surely to 
, And then , per chance , one happens to 
Against it , who could daré to 
, That corporal desire cannot extend To 
lies within the will Of he who proves to 
'Tis said to 
ous loves An honest love would strive to 
plague unto the world ; 'Twere better to 
ledge in herself She wants for nought to 
nows the taste of good Cannot be said to 
By Love 's great heat I wish to 
now of you , Ñor need I look for more to 
Your will I want to 
I crave for no delight but to 
You are no virgin ; God wished you to 
f sufferings great , This much I need to 
nd soon or late I 'm sure it 's bound to 
d through any present care , No thing to 
ows of fate Seek out a darkened place to 
nd with no time for thought he is put to 
But I lie cióse to 
Like to the man who sees he 's cióse to 
A fresh complaint now brings me cióse to 
of Love , In his delights expect not to 
eturn until he gains such strength As to 
hin Like to that man who is condemned to 
shafts of lead alone , Powerless they to 
, So I love nought , for all is come to 
rth , But only that in me he 'd deign to 
Were I required to 
Better it were my suffering to 
1 oftimes We patients , that are made to 
and stubborn steel ; Pay then no heed to 
, then , may all men wend their way ; To 
eject , Or even make attempt herefrom to 
good stewardship , And as his vassal to 
We all are coarse as we labour to 
, Into their hands I know I 'm bound to 
s , For those he 's marked are forced to 
207 
a king , the master of three cities , Who a 
achieve perpetual bliss , Gross pleasure of 
all 
all love And 'tis from this I feel the stro 
another ; To lowly men th' affront seems no 
appear , Bringing fresh life to his delice 
arise ? For sooth , the Will by whom the de 
base intention 
be a lover true And loves himself for being 
be a wilful act of good , But to this good 
be alone , Exuding still such marvellous ef 
be blind than feel your blow , But to the w 
be completely known : Her fairness blinds t 
be completely unblest : Love 's nourishment 
be consumed , For in his fire I find myself 
be content 
be entirely mine ; Should you love God a de 
be sad Of that I speak which is with sadnes 
bear 
bring me full contentment , And my desire m 
come , Unless by Death to me the path is el 
conic could e'er be found in me 
cry his lot : Read him my words / th' issue 
death 
death ; of that be sure 
death , The weather rough , the sea with pe 
death , 'Tis of a graver kind , not like th 
delight ; All lovers to this notice must pa 
destroy the one that made him bend , In thi 
die , And , long aware , some comfort can h 
draw a drop of blood 
dust 
dwell ; He is like Death , who traps the fu 
end my final day , Good Loving then will al 
endure Than tinge my joys , but in the slig 
endure thine ills 
envy 's bitter counsel 
escape from him there is no need of castles 
escape , Such great delight to me I feel it 
expend the weal As the usurper would requir 
express The merits of a body fair and true 
fall ;" Time henee can be the bearer of no g 
feel the pain As corresponds the manner the 
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; Both times and Places Point her out 
And if involved / from it they crave 
from this I feel the strongest pain : 
When 'tis God 's Will the vessel is 
With hope all gone , e'er 
pleasures fleet , which swiftly turn 
ns blight her not ! That Biscayneer , 
ve , you who by God have been allowed 
I wish 
t complain , though he brings death , 
For all my thoughts , which drive me 
state : For all I do I feel doth come 
Alas , I see my pleasure come 
xtreme , If there 's a place for Love 
And should God wish 
I 'd lief 
agSd man an infant 's guise , And not 
T" were best 
ase grant That precious ointment used 
erted by all love So fails me Earth ; 
; The words of Love you are perforce 
ornan whose child , That should he cry 
nce make flinch , Without a scratch , 
de ; Both joy and sadness are present 
my will he reaffirm , That on my way 
s foe / however , would two cede back 
ils desígnate , Melodious 's , then , 
here should bear the blame , And woe 
ppens to appear , Bringing fresh life 
nom , So weak 's her wit., she yields 
s seek its like , A bastard 's born , 
anew , But when they part he 's left 
e may grant , I had as lief surrender 
pain that I must bear , I see no way 
e sees the error of his way In trying 
dens ; Although a lack of grace leads 
hieve such bliss ; Whoever without me 
med pain , Does Fortune make me bound 
with his great favour Suffice it will 
friend to tears , yet ne'er a friend 
ou want , and vain are your desires ; 
live another pain : I know not where 
d cors , which no more pleasure means 
ne'er occurs , For ignorance is enemy 
Can have no love ; Nought can he bind 
t lies outside the power of any wight 
e on Love / Madam , when 'tis content 
sh she lived upon this earth I sought 
x and wolf enjoy , For their capacity 
he would but allow That I could come 
one extreme leads surely to another : 
dst thorns , my power is not so great 
on earth no thing which could suffice 
heritage , Of all her gifts she wants 
I find in me no counsel ñor desire 
e me dwell on high , Apart from Him , 
ills must bring grief And so I strive 
Love now lost I want no help from God 
granting you my favour As yet unknown 
appetite , Its entire work is natural 
e many secrets that Godhed reserves , 
Love gives 
ight Death am I soqn to taste And now 
I feel His treasures great ; He shows 
Since World ñor God 
And if 
Nought corporal can bring 
can be no break Unless I have what is 
Deep in my fancy Love 
t true , No that vain hope that comes 
Thus Love 
refrom to escape , Such great delight 
The peace he brings is really war 
ince I 've no peer in love , it seems 
through their beloved dead , Are like 
ge your law ; Resemble not that which 
s worth ; The more I find , the worse 
I find so sweet a bite What ' s bánned 
e of him , What 's evil for all men , 
n wondrous great would seem the world 
And so disposed , 
thus , or may 1* die : Sweet , then , 
it 's bound to come , Unless by Death 
m your love But that your eyes reveal 
btlest are denied , And my bright day 
air of eyes I saw of such great power 
I 'm not deceived as 
, with raptures of great joy ; Sweet 
me a great and strong repulsión , And 
t amongst my pains 'Tis lost anón and 
to file , According to the joy or grief they h 
to flee , And for all times think only of them 
To flee from folk if ever they be joyful And f 
to founder In harbour safe , he breaks mooring 
to fulfill my wishes , The world I '11 roam , 
to gall 
to Germany he 's come , And paralysed , he can 
To give the agád man an infant 's guise , And 
to God that all my thoughts were dead , And th 
To good and evils past I am quite cold 
to great folly , So great / i' faith , I love 
to grief 
to grief , My labour doubled after brief repos 
to grow in you ; His passion finds a ready spo 
to have me dwell on high , Apart from Him , to 
to have the brightest day were dark , Howlings 
to have the wise called innocent So long as th 
to head for port than tarry there 
to heal oftimes We patients , that are made to 
to Heaven I can 't reach 
to heed , 'Pon you and him my perfect good dep 
to her for baneful venom , So weak 's her wit 
to her yet did I yield 
to him , Fear and hope will show him from afar 
to Him I find no let 
to him On the condition of good stewardship , 
to him , the voice of Death 
to him who through his arrant faults Has not d 
to his delice of yore , So that his past impor 
to his demand 
to his forbears opposed 
to his own grief 
to his sadness , And for all times will live m 
to hope for any good 
to improve the nature of his lot 
to indifference , My foot will ne'er be set up 
to it aspires Is both a fool , and oaf , and d 
to its displeasure ; Of Love I don ' t complain 
to keep the inamoured From th' influence of ei 
to laughter , How will you bear those evils th 
To loathing do your joys so swiftly turn , Of 
to look that 1 'm not burnt 
To lose , save that of fancying my desires Won 
to Love 
to love 
To love another if against his Will , Or be so 
to love but you ; Those lovers when impassione 
to love her spirit and nought else : How much 
to love is limited , Sith theirs is but a brut 
to love without Love 's help 
To love you plain the intent I now declare 
To lowly men th' affront seems not severe 
To make a crown that were invisible 
To make me cease my everlasting mourn 
to make me master , Wailing at me with dreadfu 
To make me want for aught that 's of this worl 
to make my joy complete , In truth , once ther 
to make my pain a habit So ne'er again I '11 k 
To make the world give me aught of its own , S 
to man or woman born For I would fly from him 
to man The opposite disturbs him in his nature 
To many martyrs they are , yet , revealed , Le 
to me a great and strong repulsión , And to my 
to me all remedy is lost ; A passion strong ca 
to me alone 
to me are of avail T'wards rooting out the cau 
to me Death gave not such offence , Absenting 
to me delight , Because the spirit partakes no 
to me denied 
to me discloses Those secrets great the subtle 
to me from you , Except the one that Reason wo 
to me his subtleties reveáis Which learned men 
to me I feel it brings , I want ñor wish for n 
to me ; If she through whom he wounded me wage 
to me In me 'tis all a custom passing strange 
to me , in part , but not in all 
to me is harmful ! Well known it is my life is 
to me it turns , For all my thoughts , which d 
to me , rather would I abstain : Although I ha 
to me seems good 
to me Should I not have this fear o,f misfortun 
to me the bitter 's sweet , So much my taste h 
to me , the bitterness of Death 
to me the path is closed 
to me your favour , For nothing surer can^ . I kn 
to men is darkest night ; I live on that which 
To mete out pain , yet also promise pleasure ; 
To mourn the dead is common to all love And 't 
to my bad estáte : For all I do I feel doth co 
to my cars flows the song of her voice , And s 
to my eyes 'tis now a hateful thing ; And shou 
to my grief I turn 
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I deem i'- faith you '11 harken 
other folk , Yet mine own love comes 
e ; What 's bodily by Death is turned 
'11 lead a hermit 's life The better 
at neither would be ever so remiss As 
anquished Except for me , I like Love 
0 with me , for once I was accustomed 
There is no man who thinks will come 
from that pain , T' would not be much 
some delight , I am that man entitled 
though I 'm strong , For I strive not 
'tis so grave it seems a thing untrue 
hey may dispute , Will , in the end , 
If Love were but a substance gi 'en 
to the man who has desire for viands 
It won *t be much 
be told That at my death you deigned 
one body ' s strength And fiad no need 
Love now cast away , He does not wish 
ordant parts Now willingly are forced 
But I reproach my readiness 
ove my spirit contemplates , It seems 
My thoughts of love rise up 
u know How 'tis through you I 'm come 
The reason why I 'm driven 
re , 'Tis my great Love that leads me 
the god of Love , And I , now forced 
Sad with delight Death am I soon 
d heart , so weary of life ? A friend 
is in my nature to want such estáte ; 
scarcity of your grace , Death comes 
In nought am I like 
it fades my sorrows grow within Like 
And 
Like 
Like 
nocent For mankind 's good was nailed 
e past ; He has none left to wage war 
Like 
ees Point her out to file , According 
Like 
Like 
Like 
Like 
Like 
Like 
Like 
Like to the bull , who takes flight 
to be blind than feel your blow , But 
produces its own feeling , According 
s wise and fair , all labour 's light 
ollected all my thoughts In order not 
said to be a wilful act of good , But 
It is through Love that I am come 
ts expect not to delight ; All lovers 
Like 
Pay heed t' other things Unless akin 
ne'er abound Until my mind does stray 
s the humours oft discord ; From time 
struck with fear ( he knows not where 
e so strong , or e'en so mightiful As 
Those impulses which come 
1 , And all flesh now can move me but 
y many in the past ; He has none left 
child , who down his road has learnt 
ng such a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature 
ee . cities , Who all his life was keen 
Behold you , then , 
as one they do evil or good According 
triáis of seeing you afar , For cióse 
y innocence was such That I was blind 
you bear those evils that await you ? 
s fire I find myself refreshed 
our doubled after brief repose 
to my plight , And once you 've known my suffe 
to no end with death ; In death I love You mor 
to nought 
to observe Love 's holy days ; For this strang 
to oppose in aught the course of Love 
to overeóme , Holding me trapped in his invisi 
To pains of Love , my fellows for so long , A 
to pass Those many secrets that Godhed reserve 
to place therein your trust 
to proclaim it 
to publish my desires 
To pursue that for which all hope is lost 
to Reason always yields 
to reason And firmly held the sceptre of majes 
To satisfy his hunger 's dangerous pangs , And 
to see in me its works ; And Death has brought 
to shed a tear , Ruing that , through the scar 
to show his mighty forcé ; The powers three wi 
to show his power in me 
to sing atuned 
to speak About those things which are beyond m 
to stray completely from our body , For my des 
to such a height My soul lives in the body of 
to such extremes ; With my own strength by Lov 
to such pain Love only knows for he 's the ver 
to such zeal ; I do not fear your body 's slig 
to take my leave of him , What 's evil for all 
to taste And now to me all remedy is lost ; A 
to tears , yet ne'er a friend to laughter , Ho 
To th' ignorant this yearning ne'er oceurs , F 
to th' innocent , martyr for Love , He who wou 
to that little page Who searches out a kind , 
to that man who is condemned to die , And , lo 
to the body scornfully holds forth : "Vainly y 
to the bull , who takes flight to the wilds Wh 
to the child , who down his road has learnt To 
to the cross , You wounded me , for I was ill 
to the death 
to the hermit who no longing feels For those h 
to the joy or grief they had ; And some there 
to the man who has desire for viands To satisf 
to the man who sees he 's cióse to death , The 
to the man who takes delight in dreams And his 
to the master he detests his servant , He deal 
to the saint in th' ardour of God aflame And c 
to the sick man who for one sweet bite Sees in 
to the sick man who trusts he will live , Sinc 
to the wilds When overeóme by 'nother of his k 
to the wounded Death alone 's the cure 
to their difference in the world 
To these my triáis of seeing you afar , For el 
to think of earthly things 
to this good you cannot find the way 
to this : I lose the world as love I cannot fe 
to this notice must pay heed : That without sa 
to those saints they saw the light divine , Th 
to those that they encounter 
to thoughts of Love 
to time there 's variance in their powers : In 
to tread ) Of stepping forward , since he sees 
to undo the knot that Love can tie 
to us through nature In certitude and limit ar 
to vomit ; All lovers great , through their be 
to wage war to the death 
To walk right well despite his tender age , An 
to want such estáte ; To th' ignorant this yea 
to war against His enemy , who couldn 't ever 
to what extremes I 'm come ! Asleep , awake , 
to which has th1 ascendaney 
to you I can be hurt by nought And far from yo 
to your delicate charms 
To your impending death , go , henee , in hast 
LXXIX 
Today 1 
Today he sports with shafts of lead alone , Po 
12 
toiled 1 
There is no wage for him who has not toiled 
XIII 
told 1 
th , once there , I must per forcé be told That at my death you deigned to shed a te 
tombs 1 
5 But let me go and seek out graves and tombs , And question there the spirits of the 
tongue 1 
34 I know the taste of Love , So much my tongue cannot discrimínate : For my delights i 
too 1 
7 ut neither punishment ñor charge , So too am I by Love now cast away , He does not w 
took 
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XCIV 
CI 
X 
X 
IV 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
I 
LXXIII 
XIX 
IV 
XCIV 
IV 
XCIV 
LIV 
X 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CI 
XCIV 
XVIII 
CI 
XVIII 
XXXIX 
II 
IV 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
LXVI 
XVIII 
II 
31 ich resembles The very one that Death 
23 vel path ; Return he can 't : another 
33 And from that time he 
36 he named it as his bailiff , And each 
22 And argued that 'twas there that Love 
4 4 me And comfort finds in this his very 
10 ity then can feel For him who lies in 
27 htest way , With those vexations that 
17 ove 's pain for me is not such bitter 
13 A middling lover he , by pain 
30 en undisposed And from Love 's favour 
13 The body 's traits , that is , what 
25 If ever 
15 been assailed by two desires , Though 
4 4 attract And finds the way which leads 
6 '11 not partake until he has deeided 
21 f stepping forward , since he sees no 
52 outstrips man 's nature ; Its surest 
35 not ; In places I hear him defamed as 
13 The body 's 
4 6 ds , Man does not fall if order 's no 
14 ' tis my lot , that , now enamoured , 
41 Lily 'midst thorns , the 
5 tinuous pain ? All my delights have I 
31 I like Love to overeóme , Holding me 
39 ign to dwell ; He is like Death , who 
10 nner feels the wrath of God Should no 
20 uck with fear { he knows not where to 
9 My suffering great 
60 's doing , who would fain I feel His 
50 air , all labour 's light To these my 
22 ne own ; A fall so sheer will make no 
1 Leaving aside the style of 
8 not be found in man Except in him not 
5 ot : Read him my words , th-' issue of 
4 sky , placid and calm , Full sure he 
36 gs , And of the Will a counselor most 
,39 e will Of he who proves to be a lover 
18 express The merits of a body fair and 
9 O Love most 
4 0 h never fades , So that my flesh this 
26 I have proved in my intent , Be sure 
took from this world , Honest desire remains i 
took him there , For by himself that way he 'd 
took me in his charge He made my Understanding 
took oath they never would admit Unto their gr 
took root , 'Twas there th1 extremes of pain a 
torment 4 
torment 
torment and in pain ; And so , with all my hea 
torment my soul When I must leave my former jo 
torment That I should wish t' escape its gallf 
tormented 1 
tormented , That would fain pray his suffering 
totally 1 
totally abandoned , I thus remain in such a so 
touches 1 
touches not Upon the soul , the vulgar man kno 
towards 4 
towards Love I gave offence I 've chastened my 
towards one my will has now inclined 
towards the end ; When appetite desires but wh 
Towards which fruit his inclination sways , In 
track 1' 
track 
trait 1 
trait , its very lack of bounds 
traitor 1 
traitor Yet faces from me , who have revered h 
traits 1 
traits , that is , what touches not Upon the s 
transgressed 1 
transgressed , Yet if the bounds of nature he 
Transported 1 
Transported by your fairness , oh maidens ; Al 
transports 1 
transports of Love make Both fear and trust lo 
transposed 1 
transposed in one ;. And Love would fain effect 
trapped 1 
trapped in his invisible web ; But all his blo 
traps 1 
traps the fugitive And flees from him who woul 
travails 1 
travails beset him in this world ; The grace o 
tread 1 
tread ) Of stepping forward , since he sees no 
treads 1 
treads not the common path ; As ev 'ry pain do 
treasures 1 
treasures great ; He shows to me alone 
triáis 1 
triáis of seeing you afar , For cióse to you I 
trifling 1 
trifling break , For one extreme leads surely 
troubadours 1 
troubadours Who , so aflame , excede the bound 
troubled 2 
troubled by the flesh 
troubled thoughts , Penned artlessly by one wh 
trows 1 
trows , one anchor will suffice 
true 8 
true 
true And loves himself for being thus in mind 
true , As genteel youths / in love well versed 
true , I implore and cali on thee , Since thou 
true love can 't disturb 
true love in me was ever present : More fierce 
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LXVI 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
XIX 
LXIII 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
21 
17 
8 
1 
65 
44 
49 
42 
LXXIII 
CXIV 
IV 
IV 
25 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
XIII 
LXVI 11 
LIV 
II 
XCIV 
IV 
XVIII 
II 
XCIV 
44 
2 
35 
8 
43 
7 
80 
43 
48 
43 
112 
Show unto me the light of hope most 
Great is the pain of every Lover 
of gold With which Love strikes those 
O list , O list , all you who 
O Love , O Love , I so 
uld not be much to place therein your 
Should I not 
transports of Love make Both fear and 
hose who dwell in malady of Love , In 
Like to the sick man who 
finds For understanding honours only 
ho , so aflame , excede the bounds of 
ora Him , to make my joy complete , In 
well he sees the error of his way In 
Doubt not they will provoke a goodly 
He weens that , should such 
true / No that vain hope that comes to me from 
true , When vile despair is set before his eye 
truly 3 
truly inamoured 
truly love And pity me if pity I deserve , And 
truly regret My former charge of your ungratef 
trust 3 
trust 
trust in you as you would care , 'Tis my great 
trust lodge in the selfsame hostel 
trusting 1 
trusting me they will feel no remorse 
trusts 1 
trusts he will live Since he 's familiar wit 
truth 3 
truth 
truth , And checking , thence , the urgeney of 
truth , once there , I must per forcé be told 
trying 1 
trying to improve the nature of his lot 
tumult 1 
tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls in their h 
35 
23 
22 
ains 'Tis lost anón and to my grief I 
; To loathing do your joys so swiftly 
ed By pleasures fleet , which swiftly 
All sustenance has long since 
no hope ; What 's bodily by Death is 
The more I find , the worse to me it 
ince World ñor God to me are of avail 
hat 'twas there that Love took root , 
dy in its own defence And argued that 
X 
IV 
IV 
IV 
LXXIII 
X 
XCIV 
LXVI 
IV 
11 
14 
10 
3 
58 
24 
33 
18 
7 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
XIII 
LXIII 
XXIII 
CI 
CXIV 
XVIII 
LXXIX 
13 
40 
7 
26 
37 
6 
40 
44 
43 
39 ings a mortal plague unto the world 
His foe , however , would 
ronger , My mind has been assailed by 
ails and cries , And equally beset by 
hunger 's dangerous pangs , And sees 
Love , Three parts he sees , of which 
thin my soul he quells , He leaves me 
, who art of sufferings süpreme When 
uit his inclination sways , In loving 
wounds of Love are of three different 
Like 
And secretly , with 
ite disturbs him in his nature Leaves 
d , And they '11 reply , for they 're 
good Cannot be said to be completely 
Such great delight take those who 
ave more acquaintance , He 'll.better 
'm detained by my passion , I neither 
p sea For fear they could perturb his 
own contentment ; Since no repose his 
turbulence 1 
turbulence perdure 
turn 3 
turn 
turn , Of them you tire ; each day you know th 
turn to gall 
turned 2 
turned sour Save that for which with love the 
turned to nought 
turns 1 
turns , For all my thoughts , which drive me t 
T'wards 1 
T'wards rooting out the cause why I 'm so sad 
1Twas 2 
'Twas there th' extremes of pain and joy were 
'twas there that Love took root , 'Twas there 
•Twere 1 
'Twere better to be blind than feel your blow 
two 9 
two cede back to him On the condition of good 
two desires , Though towards one my will has n 
two fierce gales , One from the East , the oth 
two fleshy fruit on a fine branch , And his de 
two follow nature : Of them , one dies ; the o 
two , I daré not use the third 
Two impulses there are which follow nature And 
two unequal wills thou dost unite ! May I not 
two women I 'm so beta 'en That , if I choose 
types 1 
types , As can be seen from th' arrows that he 
Tytius 1 
Tytius , whose liver 's vulture 's prey , And 
unaecustomed 1 
unaecustomed pain , Does Fortune make me bound 
unachieved 1 
unachieved the end his deeds all seek 
unattended 1 
unattended By all but me , in their constant 1 
unblest 1 
unblest : Love 's nourishment has not such bit 
understand 3 
understand And fix their thoughts on understan 
understand its quality 
understand , ñor feel , meantime 
understanding 5 
understanding 
understanding finds For understanding honours 
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X 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
34 
44 
38 
CXIV 29 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXVIII 
130 
LXIII 
XCIV 
LXVI 
66 
117 
18 
14 
4 
24 
12 
32 
42 
XXIII 
II 
XXIX 
IV 
XXIX 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
X 
CXIV 
CXIV 
X 
LXVI 
XCIV 
XIX 
XIX 
IV 
LXVI 
X 
CXIV 
CI 
XIX 
36 
6 
3 
5 
7 
84 
24 
7 
32 
91 
7 
21 
123 
27 
21 
13 
38 
37 
23 
40 
11 
e he took me in his charge He made my 
no repose his understanding finds For 
understand And fix their thoughts on 
The self-same time I was seen 
o strong , or e'en so mightiful As to 
ho art of sufferings supreme When two 
d in purgatory Her spirit be for sins 
heretic , Compared with me seems not 
elf , and since I feel no other joy , 
truly regret My former charge of your 
and nought else : How much more now , 
reme When two unequai wills thou dost 
ight in granting you my favour As yet 
Most few who Pay heed t' other things 
late I 'm sure it 's bound to come , 
no doctor in the world Can cure him , 
in their labour there can be no break 
which shut you in the ambry Will not 
s world , Honest desire remains in me 
ve no spite Although his service went 
hem in their sport , On snow I walk , 
r wit / And of your frame so fair the 
pest / A stormy spell of weather most 
Understanding his adviser ; As for my Will , h 
understanding honours only truth 
understanding you , That corporal desire canno 
undisposed 1 
undisposed And from Love 's favour totally aba 
undo 1 
undo the knot that Love can tie 
unequai 1 
unequai wills thou dost unite ! May I not see 
unexpiate 1 
unexpiate , I pray your son look not whence th 
unfortunate 1 
unfortunate , For what I want will never be ac 
Ungrateful 1 
Ungrateful I , should it I e'er reject , Or ev 
ungratefulness 1 
ungratefulness Through your not finding me a f 
unhampered 1 
unhampered by the flesh ? With her alive , my 
unite 1 
unite ! May I not see you thus , or may I die 
unknown 1 
unknown to man or woman born For I would fly f 
Unless 4 
Unless akin to those that they encounter 
Unless by Death to me the path is closed 
unless he is from Spain , Since with his illne 
Unless I have what is to me denied 
unlock 1 
unlock the door it once made fast 
unmixed 1 
unmixed 
unrecognized 1 
unrecognized : He lives completely where his f 
unshod 1 
unshod , my head all bare , Serving a Lord , h 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
CI 
27 
67 
45 
28 
other of his kind , And won 't return 
equally demands , He '11 not partake 
I won 't return 
ters me with pain , It takes not long 
at delight my heart will ne'er abound 
ghtfall the king would vanquish him , 
hus remain in such a somber vein That 
He set in me this firm intent : That 
would vanquish him , Until there carne 
Show 
orks ; And Death has brought no death 
I never was a friend 
I feel I 'm driven cióse 
lents , And yields its forceful might 
pestilent That brings a mortal plague 
each took oath they never would admit 
; Through love 's excéss I 'm brought 
trike me down , should my words prove 
? Yet 'tis so grave it seems a thing 
16 ed have it not : They show themselves 
e , Once put in fire , the dross goes 
m ; Out of his wits is he who reckons 
My thoughts of love rise 
n I not , For in some part 'tis mixed 
unsullied 1 
unsullied grace 
untempered 1 
untempered 
until 6 
until he gains such strength As to destroy the 
until he has decided Towards which fruit his i 
until I 've fully routed This terror great whi 
until it 's pleasant dolour 
Until my mind does stray to thoughts of Love 
Until there carne unto his rival 's hosts A mer 
unto 11 
unto Death I visibly draw near 
unto Him my will he reaffirm , That on my way 
unto his rival 's hosts A mercenary , who conq 
unto me the light of hope most true , No that 
unto my love , Ñor pain I feel as I see my wor 
unto myself , Ñor even once did this I e'er at 
unto the end Since my desire longs for the imp 
unto the stronger , My mind has been assailed 
unto the world ; 'Twere better to be blind tha 
Unto their grace their fellow memory , And bot 
unto these straits , Not having known or prize 
untrue 2 \ 
untrue ! Of love the absence my desire doth sp 
untrue To pursue that for which all hope is lo 
unworthy 1 
unworthy , thus , of Love 
up 4 
up in smoke , Leaving puré gold that 's incorr 
up That once they 're lost , the world becomes 
up to such a height My soul lives in the body 
up with delight 
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LXXXIX 
upmost 1 
10 t away , for I want you , that are my upmost good 
XXIII 
XXIII 
LXVI 11 
XIII 
XIX 
II 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
XI 
CXIV 
LXIII 
LIV 
XCIV 
IV 
44 
32 
26 
21 
24 
16 
14 
41 
44 
20 
57 
12 
115 
59 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
that 's visible Should not be placed 
ost devout of men ; 'Re wise may feed 
ires I root out ; There grow no weeds 
ged , For there 's a worm which feeds 
ardily it comes , When I '11 set foot 
ifference , My foot will ne'er be set 
s traits , that is , what touches not 
fear you nought , ñor elsewise frown 
ind of hope My soul condemned remains 
re terrible Than any estáte yet known 
Man could not be alive 
I not grasp it , so wretched I * 11 be 
perdure ; When in the flesh she lived 
upon 14 
upon a miracle 
upon her intellect 
upon my riverbank ; Let it be known that deep 
upon my thoughts , Another on my heart ne'er h 
upon that loathsome way 
upon that path 
Upon the soul , the vulgar man knows well ; Yo 
upon These thoughts of mine which such varianc 
upon this earth 
upon this earth 
upon this earth Ere he was cleansed of any evi 
Upon this earth hell will I have encountered 
upon this earth I sought to love her spirit an 
Upon you I bestrew all my desires 
3 f truth , And checking , thence 
urgency 1 
the urgency of my love So it distracts me not 
us 2 
31 u ; His passion finds a ready spot in us ; Oppose it though we could , we have no wi 
4 9 Those impulses which come to us through nature In certitude and limit are c 
LXXXII 
usage 
tune and Chance derange them in their usage 
CXIV 
X 
LXVI 
X 
XXIII 
IV 
LXVI 
54 
24 
11 
14 
20 
42 
22 
IV 
X 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
II 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
LXVIII 
X 
29 
43 
42 
18 
19 
13 
20 
21 
13 
use ¿ 
, I take delight in nought outside my use : My time 's consumed by thoughts of all 
uells , He leaves me two , I daré not use the third 
u please grant That precious ointment 
his vassal to expend the weal As the 
in love well versed , have sought In 
holds forth : "Vainly you want , and 
the light of hope most true , No that 
to the body scornfully holds forth : ' 
The world has nought whose 
day , Before nightfall the king would 
Ne'er was defeat the pleasure of the 
; My thoughts , assailant , now have 
pon These thoughts of mine which such 
discord ; From time to time there 's 
ke their habitat in streams Than ever 
much like the rest ; In quality , it 
suffer great decrease If yours should 
are , Serving a Lord , he never was a 
tion of good stewardship , And as his 
gainst His enemy , who couldn 't ever 
used 1 
used to heal oftimes We patients that are ma 
usurper 1 
usurper would require from him , And of the th 
vain 3 
vain , and , hungry , must yet keep the fast 
vain are your desires ; To loathing do your jo 
vain hope that comes to me from you , Except t 
Vainly 1 
'Vainly you want , and vain are your desires ; 
valué 1 
valué could compare The yearning for a good so 
vanquish 1 
vanquish him , Until there carne unto his rival 
vanquished 2 
vanquished Except for me , I like Love to over 
vanquished me ; A captive I , afeared , of you 
variance 3 
variance do show , For in your service they wi 
variance in their powers : In just one day dot 
variance should beset my love , If I but know 
varíes 1 
varies from the rest 
vary 1 
vary and show not that it mounts Should your 
vassal 2 
vassal And never thought of ever paying homage 
vassal to expend the weal As the usurper would 
vaunt 1 
vaunt Of victory over him without defeat If 
XIX 
X 
XXIX 
II 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
26 
17 
7 
22 
73 
42 
1 
35 
If ever towards Love I gave offence I 
Ever -s,o long I 
I won 't return until I 
11 harken to my plight , And once you 
The world 's been left by many who 
are not so great as other men 's , I 
Since I 
rrow I so highly praise , But I , who 
31 oned , I thus remain in such a somber 
33 
've chastened myself so my foe has wept 
've felt Love was my foe But never did He give 
've fully routed This terror great which so th 
've known my sufferings of yore , Will never y 
've lost nought , As they did heed the counsel 
've made it great , much prizing what I lose , 
've no peer in love , it seems to me In me 'ti 
've seen its glory with mine eyes , Desire its 
vein 1 
vein That unto Death I visibly draw near 
Venecians 1 
Venecians govern not their commonweal As peace 
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XXXIX 
XIX 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LIV 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
I 
IV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XI 
XI 
CI 
XXXIX 
XI 
CXIV 
XXIII 
XIII 
LXIII 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
23 That should he cry to her for baneful venom , So weak 's her wit , she yields to his 
22 f my wound does hurt me so I seek out 
19 ue , As genteel youths , in love well 
venoms 1 
venoms ; comfort thus may die ; With great del 
versed 1 
versed , have sought In vain , and , hungry 
8 ch pain Love only knows for he 's the 
7 pain which is so sweet , For soon the 
11 sail-without th' opposing forcé ; The 
52 an 's nature ; Its surest trait , its 
31 osed in that part which resembles The 
22 ove surfeit So much I think I am that 
30 tain part of my great pleasure is The 
4 4 aflame And comfort finds in this his 
1 When 'tis God 's Will the 
45 Should my behaviour 
27 but in the slightest way , With those 
1 Like to the man who has desire for 
56 ose virtues are her se.lfguard against 
59 Who could believe that e'er 'mongst 
4 s enemy , who couldn 't ever vaunt Of 
18 s the pain of every Lover true , When 
24 , You are no 
53 Our spirit sees but 
very b 
very cause 
very devil will lament When he beholds our suf 
very key which shut you in the ambry Will not 
very lack of bounds 
very one that Death took from this world , Hon 
very person ; Then wondrous great would seem t 
very same sad people feel inside , For their 1 
very torment 
vessel 1 
vessel is to founder In harbour safe , he brea 
vex 1 
vex you in the least You 're without love or k 
vexations 1 
vexations that torment my soul When I must lea 
viands 1 
viands To satisfy his hunger ' s dangerous pang 
vice 1 
vice 
vicious 1 
vicious loves An honest love would strive to b 
victory 1 
victory over him without defeat , If in the mo 
vile 1 
vile despair is set before his eyes ; But , gr 
56 only for herself that creature Whose 
52 ith most sincere intent , But for her 
56 r death , I feel them sepárate , nigh 
43 This you deserve , for aught that 's 
32 such a somber vein That unto Death I 
11 weet to my cars flows the song of her 
21 iling at me with dreadful , plaintive 
13 I saw a gesture , then a 
1 Let him who is not sad heed not my 
24 , Melodious 's , then , to him , the 
24 r cause , for me , is wholly nuil and 
86 And all flesh now can move me but to 
69 
14 what touches not Upon the soul , the 
17 Like Tytius , whose liver 's 
12 then let him nót expect : There is no 
22 any in the past ; He has none left to 
35 e ; If she through whom he wounded me 
21 r gifts she wants to make me master , 
virgin 1 
virgin ; God wished you to bear 
virtue 1 
virtue and good alone When following the cours 
virtues 2 
virtues are her selfguard against vice 
virtues , not stained by desire 
visible 2 
visible 
visible Should not be placed upon a miracle 
visibly 1 
visibly draw near 
voice 5 
voice , And says : "Dear friend , leave that y 
voice , As Death , likewise , calis on the for 
voice I heard Of a frail body it was , I , who 
voice , Ñor him who 's not been sad at any tim 
voice of Death 
void 1 
void 
vomit 1 
vomit ; All lovers great , through their belov 
Vraily 1 
Vraily 'tis so , yet sadness holds me fast , S 
vulgar 1 
vulgar man knows well ; Your colour and your g 
vulture 1 
vulture ' s prey , And for all times the flesh 
wage 2 
wage for him who has not toiled 
wage war to the death 
waged 1 
waged war , In peace I 'd be , defeated and he 
Wailing 1 
Wailing at me with dreadful , plaintive voice 
wails 
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62 rightest day were dark , Howlings and wails I 'd have instead of songs 
CI 
LXVIII 
IV 
XIX 
CXIV 
CXIV 
CXIV 
XIX 
II 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXVII 
XXXIX 
XI 
X 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
XIX 
LXVIII 
LXVIII 
LXVI 
IV 
LXIII 
X 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
II 
XVIII 
CI 
LXVI 
X 
X 
LXVI 
IV 
CXIV 
IV 
X 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XIX 
XIX 
42 
40 
58 
14 
8 
40 
28 
54 
53 
15 
10 
30 
46 
22 
20 
20 
2 
38 
35 
37 
34 
22 
wait 
I feel my sufferings lie for me in wait Into their hands I know I 'ra bound to f 
walk 2 
18 ild , who down his road has learnt To walk right well despite his tender age , And s 
20 with them in their sport , On snow I walk , unshod , my head all bare , Serving a L 
want 
scornfully holds forth : "Vainly you want 
ls me with innocence ; Capriciously I want 
n me no counsel ñor desire To make me want 
With Love now lost I want 
at delight to me I feel it brings , I want 
nocence ; Capriciously I want and yet want 
en it is June Burns my weak- heart in want 
such a feeling ; 'Tis in my nature to want 
Your will I want 
me seems not unfortunate , For what I want 
pe I cannot e'er be cast away , for I want 
11 
, and vain are your desires ; To loathing 
and yet want not 
for aught that 's of this world ; Within 
no help from God To make the world give m 
ñor wish for nought outside myself 
not 
of your sweet favour 
such estáte ; To th1 ignorant this yearni 
to be entirely mine ; Should you love God 
will never be achieved ; For my desire no 
you , that are my upmost good 
wants 5 
g such great knowledge in herself She wants for nought to be completely known : Her 
're without love or know not what he wants ; He who bemoans this ill has no fixed p 
And he who lies , believed as oft he wants ; I find myself by Love so overwhelmed I 
e life let no man show me pity : Love wants me at his court and summons me 
e her heritage , Of all her gifts she wants to make me master , Wailing at me with d 
war 6 
cities , Who all his life was keen to war against His enemy , who couldn 't ever vau 
ne at war , Since Love has ceased the war he once had fought : Injured I lie , my wo 
she through whom he wounded me waged war , In peace I 'd be , defeated and her slav 
he world 's at peace , and I alone at war , Since Love has ceased the war he once ha 
The peace he brings is really war to me ; If she through whom he wounded me 
n the past ; He has none left to wage war to the death 
indulgent , master 
warm 1 
'd keep him warm throughout the frosty spells He ' d keep 
47 n winter , heat ; in summer 
warmth 
with no warmth A poor reward will all these perils b 
27 I never 
23 ying homage , In each base deed , his 
21 all bare , Serving a Lord , he never 
29 1 fear , 'Tis so with me , for once I 
18 ieve not my innocence was such That I 
58 d not be alive upon this earth Ere he 
29 Ne'er 
27 and dressed my spirit there ; When it 
30 ise terminates my gross desire : That 
26 n my intent , Be sure true love in me 
26 ine , They realized how worldly light 
14 en a voice I heard Of a frail body it 
4 3 to the cross , You wounded me , for I 
2 er of three cities , Who all his life 
17 Ever so long I 've felt Love 
42 day the Innocent For mankind 's good 
25 At this , the mind 
29 The self-same time I 
17 But believe not my innocence 
9 And it 
7 st so that your heart may show How it 
was 21 
was a friend unto myself , Ñor even once did t 
was a savage heart , He says no more than I wo 
was a vassal And never thought of ever paying 
was accustomed To pains of Love , my fellows f 
was blind to your delicate charms 
was cleansed of any evil humour ; By good and 
was defeat the pleasure of the vanquished Exce 
was donned , so ampie did it feel ; I wear it 
was enclosed in that part which resembles The 
was ever present : More fiercely than the sun 
was false , Despising , thus , the glory of th 
was , I , who would swear An armed man I could 
was ill protected , In the belief the day woul 
was keen to war against His enemy , who couldn 
was my foe But never did He give me one bad da 
was nailed to the cross , You wounded me / for 
was prompt in its reply , And did refute this 
was seen undisposed And from Love 's favour to 
was such That I was blind to your delicate cha 
was thus the king did lose dominión Of these h 
was wounded by the shaft of gold With which Lo 
waste 3 
10 ; As ev 'ry pain does time defeat and waste 
31 as me so spent of strength , So do I waste and am so whiterád I cannot say "In you 
4 4 on love ; And let the suitor bold but waste his time 
60 
21 
IV 
XIX 
CI 
XXIX 
LXVIII 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
CXIV 
LXIII 
XCIV 
I 
48 
24 
24 
5 
7 
41 
30 
92 
32 
44 
26 
Deprived of it 
wastes 
he wastes 
wav 1 
And in this wav the passions of the soul So suffer change 
11 
But to this good you cannot find the 
en I '11 set foot upon that loathsome 
took him there , For by himself that 
one that made him bend , In this same 
, Right well he sees the error of his 
en appetite pursues the soul 's right 
eaded , then , may all men wend their 
Him my will he reaffirm / That on my 
the pain that I must bear , I see no 
the lesser does attract And finds the 
tinge my joys , but in the slightest 
way 
way 
way 
way he ' d never wend 
way I must escape from you , Because your gest 
way In trying to improve the nature of his lot 
way Then man goes straight , and follows mistr 
way ; To escape from him there is no need of c 
way to Him I find no let 
way to hope for any good 
way which leads towards the end ; When appetit 
way , With those vexations that torment my sou 
LIV 36 
ways 
d each of them with proud and haughty ways 
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own , Should e'er my speech adopt the ways of fables 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXIII 
LXVI 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
II 
LXXXI 
XIII 
XXIII 
CI 
LXVIII 
LXVIII 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
XXIII 
LIV 
XXIII 
XXIII 
CI 
LXXIX 
LXXIII 
42 
15 
18 
11 
7 
83 
4 
23 
33 
19 
14 
24 
30 
42 
XIX 
XIII 
LXXIX 
II 
XVIII 
CXIV 
I 
IV 
XIII 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
I 
IV . 
LXXIII 
CI 
LXVI 
17 
32 a ready spot in us ; Oppose it though 
32 is then forgot , Even ourselves , as 
32 t in us ; Oppose it though we could , 
17 We all are coarse as 
30 mind Than thinking of the person that 
12 recious ointment used to heal oftimes 
24 he cry to her for baneful venom , So 
28 than the sun when it is June Burns my 
13 hip , And as his vassal to expend the 
83 Right well I like the sadness that I 
28 was donned , so ampie did it feel ; I 
2 you seek , My ill-starred heart , so 
6 f pending tempest , A stormy spell of 
2 n who sees he *s cióse to death , The 
31 , Holding me trapped in his invisible 
26 se desires I root out ; There grow no 
7 He 
3 ay , for her who makes me live ? If I 
5 well , I pray you , forget not ! Come 
, both you and I do know That man may 
ur colour and your gait he kens right 
own his road has learnt To walk right 
st the good he once possessed ? Right 
leasure in all his deportment , Right 
out the cause why I 'm so sad , Right' 
ho with your ardent hearts Have loved 
You do things 
ble not that which to me is harmful ! 
nd true , As genteel youths , in love 
Upon the soul , the vulgar man knows 
, For by himself that way he 'd never 
ace , Bareheaded , then , may all men 
Id have no spite Although his service 
26 I 've chastened myself so my foe has 
12 estáte , They eringe from me as if I 
17 In former times which 
8 T' 
17 If Love 
61 I 'd lief to have the brightest day 
17 I wish to God that all my thoughts 
23 as there th' extremes of pain and joy 
31 
42 is not so great To make a crown that 
64 same ; And while she lived , so thus 
69 I flee delight as though it 
56 hene'er you grieved , your sufferings 
25 Better it 
58 grant me nought Apart from you , that 
6 like those of romanee , Greater they 
11- ne from the East , the other from the 
We 7 
We all are coarse as we labour to express The 
we could , we have no wish 
we dwell in such thoughts 
we have no wish 
we labour to express The merits of a body fair 
we love , When 'tis achieved , all else is the 
We patients , that are made to endure thine il 
weak 1 
weak 's her wit , she yields to his demand 
weak- 1 
weak- heart in want of your sweet favour 
weal 1 
weal As the usurper would require from him , A 
wear 2 
wear : I take delight whenever I feel thus 
wear it now , and Find it clings so tight 
weary 1 
weary of life ? A friend to tears yet ne'er 
weather 2 
weather most untempered 
weather rough , the sea with perils rife , A p 
web 
web But all his blows fall finally on my shi 
weeds 1 
weeds upon my riverbank ; Let it be known that 
weens 1 
weens that , should such turbulence perdure 
weep 1 
weep not , who is it sees me laugh Though su 
weeping 
weeping 
1 
then your hair all dishevelled 
11 well 
well be slain by Love ' s harsh pangs ; Believe 
well , But of the gesture he could ne'er repor 
well despite his tender age , And should , per 
well he sees , if not by folly blinded , That 
well he sees the error of his way In trying to 
well I like the sadness that I wear : I take d 
well , I pray you , forget not ! Come weeping 
well ; in you then sloth does sleep 
Well known it is my life is full of danger , C 
well versed , have sought In vain , and , hung 
well ; Your colour and-your gait he kens right 
wend 2 
wend 
wend their way To escape from him there is n 
went 1 
went unrecognized : He uves completely where 
wept 
wept 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
Were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
were 
West 
West 
15 
a corpse 
before our own Did Love let fly all those 
best to head for port than tarry there 
but a substance gi 'en to reasón And firm 
dark , Howlings and wails I 'd have inste 
dead , And that I could spend my life asi 
felt ; With it content , then all becomes 
I required to end my final day , Good Lov 
invisible 
my desires N 
my foe For one small good 'midst great il 
my griefs 
my suffering to endure Than tinge my joys 
not discontent 
than all accounts relate -*, 
And this endures till one of them relen 
32 
5 
Behold you , then , to 
what 25 
what extremes I 'm come ! Asleep , awake , I h 
What fool reproaches me if I don 't love ? If 
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LXVI 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
I 
CXIV 
cxiv 
XIII 
I 
XIII 
XCIV 
CXIV 
XIX 
CXIV 
X 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXIII 
CI 
XI 
XXIII 
LXVI 11 
LXVIII 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XIX 
I 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
IV 
I 
II 
LXXVII 
I 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
I 
XXIX 
LXXXIX 
XCIV 
I 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
LXXXII 
LXVI 
LXIII 
6 
24 
46 
8 
42 
21 
15 
8 
24 
45 
2 
9 
21 
26 
101 
112 
80 
30 
34 
1 
13 
13 
9 
47 
45 
41 
25 
54 
8 
106 
110 
24 
28 
55 
15 
115 
9 
12 
27 
27 
21 
13 
27 
41 
2 
58 
37 
39 
31 
14 
1 
18 
18 
XCIV 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
LXXXI 
131 
20 
56 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
LXXIII 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
100 
43 
40 
11 
132 
36 
20 
XIX 
XIX 
IV 
XIX 
xciv 
CXIV 
CI 
XIII 
xciv 
IV 
IV 
12 
38 
20 
10 
49 
63 
36 
21 
33 
28 
6 
me if I don 't love ? If I do love , 
od , one of which he ever feels , And 
east You 're without love or know not 
earer of no good ; What is no more is 
, I ' ve made it great , much prizing 
What many men have lost is 
d with me seems not unfortunate , For 
henee can be the bearer of no good ; 
r there can be no break Unless I have 
s the end ; When appetite desires but 
dest thoughts , For he takes not away 
And faney not I find so sweet a bite 
The quality depends on 
hingness there can be found no hope ; 
now forced to take my leave of him , 
I ignore the taste , And I must taste 
cy fixed On my beloved , who she is , 
And 
The body 's traits , that is , 
what fool reproaches me ? Such passion great t 
what he loses , later he regains 
what he wants ; He who bemoans this ill has no 
what I like the best 
what I lose , For seeing myself deserted by al 
what I lose The more my love excels , the more 
what I want will never be achieved ; For my de 
What is no more is what I like the best 
what is to me denied 
what it needs , Man does not fail if order 's 
what makes me sad ; Herein I feel a sweetness 
What man alive , that suffers so much pain , C 
What many men have lost is what I lose The mor 
What 's banned to me , rather would I abstain 
what 's beheld For 'tis engendered but from th 
What 's bodily by Death is turned to nought 
What 's evil for all men , to me seems good 
what 's more bitter than gall , For yearning i 
what she ' s worth ; The more I find , the wors 
what so certain counsel do you seek , My ill-s 
what touches not Upon the soul , the vulgar ma 
What will he do - no other good is left him -
What will he do t* escape a life of pain , Now 
e body of my beloved , I am content 
the way which leads towards the end ; 
Like 'tis with gold , 
spirit sees but virtue and good alone 
, For soon the very devil will lament 
sh , once flesh is lost ,- loves not , 
Love cannot live 
raws nigh , though tardily it comes , 
those vexations that torment my soul 
n would find beyond their grasp , And 
ontent to love but you ; Those lovers 
ater part of her does still perdure ; 
As with the sea 
faney I sojourn and delight , Though 
present : More fiercely than the sun 
cloth , and dressed my spirit there ; 
y , and brings him tidings sore , And 
My prudent Lady , 
bull , who takes flight to the wilds 
nal good , I contémplate your death , 
at his past importunes him anew , But 
thinking of the person that we love , 
ace a different hue on Love , Madam , 
thou , who art of sufferings supreme 
eat is the pain of every Lover true , 
whatever 1 
whatever my repute As for myself , my Will i 
When 
When 
When 
when 
When 
When 
When 
when 
When 
When 
when 
when 
When 
when 
when 
when 
When 
when 
When 
When 
when 
When 
When 
When 
when 
When 
when 
When 
When 
When 
29 
appetite desires but what it needs , Man 
appetite pursues the soul 's right way Th 
brought out of the mine , All mixed it is 
following the course of its own nature , 
he beholds our sufferings are akin 
he recalls delights , he 's left with pai 
hope 's dead , and desire 
I '11 set foot upon that loathsome way 
I must leave my former joys behind 
I speak , so they deny my words , They 'd 
impassioned have it not : They show thems 
in the flesh she lived upon this earth I 
it bewails and cries , And equally beset 
it fades my sorrows grow within Like to t 
it ís June Burns my weak- heart in want o 
it was donned , so ampie did it feel ; I 
it would afford him some relief , It is w 
Love alone within myself doth dwell , My 
Love beheld the power so enfeebled He bro 
Love 's young no more , The worm which gn 
overeóme by 'nother of his kind , And won 
present time filis me with happiness , If 
reason holds sway over appetite , Its ent 
they part he 's left to his own grief 
•tis achieved , all else is then forgot , 
'tis content to love but you ; Those love 
•tis God 's Will the vessel is to founder 
two unequal wills thou dost unite ! May I 
vile despair is set before his eyes ; But 
whence 1 
unexpiate , I pray your son look not whence these prayers come , But where they go 
whene'er 2 
that terrible rebuff You always give whene'er I pay you court 
joys outside of me increase my pain ; Whene'er you grieved , your sufferings were my 
whenever 1 
sadness that I wear : I take delight whenever I feel thus 
where 7 
small , And Love takes hold depending where He enters 
nt unrecognized : He lives completely where his fondness dwells , And at her whim he 
a different' course , And no one knows where lies the middle road 
or tasks of Love ; In that blind fire where lovers are consumed I have no fear that 
k not whence these prayers come , But where they go 
anee I live another pain : I know not where to look that I 'm not burnt 
He 's struck with fear ( he knows not where to tread ) Of stepping forward , since h 
with perils rife 
wherein 1 
A place he espies wherein he can take shelter Yet he falls sho 
which 
ems a thing untrue To pursue that for which 
readiness to speak About those things which 
relief in th' anguish At losing that which 
ers so much pain , Can yearn for that which 
Those impulses which 
There is on earth no thing which 
o me it turns , For all my thoughts , which 
s am I besieged , For there 's a worm which 
Two impulses there are which 
s base complexión Knows but that love which 
partake until he has decided Towards which 
40 
all hope is lost 
are beyond my ken ; Excess of Love filis 
brought it all delight 
causes his despair ? Yet 'tis so grave i 
come to us through nature In certitude a 
could suffice To make me cease my everla 
drive me to great folly , So great , i' 
feeds upon my thoughts , Another on my h 
follow nature And each of them direets m 
fox and wolf enjoy , For their capacity 
fruit his inclination sways , In loving 
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XVIII 30 tempt and disdain All those desires , which 
I 42 when Love ' s young no more , The worm which 
XCIV 36 one they do evil or good According to which 
LXIII 23 w him from afar Evil or good , one of which 
XIX 18 wn perdition is my prime disgrace For which 
XI 37 Through that great suffering which 
XIX 6 your like ; The sufferer of this pain which 
CXIV 18 delight but to be sad Of that I speak which 
CXIV 38 , And don 't avoid the cause through which 
XCIV 4 4 lesser does attract And finds the way which 
XVIII 54 hus Love to me his subtleties reveáis Which 
XXXIX 38 rience one may know The great delight which 
LXXIX 8 was wounded by the shaft of gold With which 
XVIII 22 melange have rejected Of base desires which 
XVIII 39 impure , And , thus , I feel delight which 
XVIII 32 sing them that from the spirit flow , Which 
XIII 28 not clothe with earth My naked cors , which 
XVIII 4 men is darkest night ; I live on that which 
XCIV 30 sire : That was enclosed in that part which 
XCIV 93 r grief they had ; And some there are which 
II 11 out th' opposing forcé ; The very key which 
XXIX 8 I 've fully routed This terror great which 
LXXXIX 42 ise frown upon These thoughts of mine which 
XVIII 48 light is tainted By pleasures fleet , which 
LIV 32 w change your law ; Resemble not that which 
LXXIII 58 es on Love , Three parts he sees , of which 
LXXIX 17 In former times which 
II 4 4 long since turned sour Save that for which 
IV 56 tle thought will be its pillar firm , Which 
, fulfilled , Love decrease , But choosi 
gnaws its wrinkled flesh is absence , If 
has th' ascendancy 
he ever feels , And what he loses , late 
I seethe and blame myself for nought ; T 
is now drawn nigh Steadily my life 's hu 
is so sweet , For soon the very devil wi 
is with sadness mixed , For this estáte 
it comes 
leads towards the end ; When appetite de 
learned men would find beyond their gras 
lies within the will Of he who proves to 
Love strikes those truly inamoured 
mingle with the good 
never fades , So that my flesh this true 
never tires , but each day multiplies 
no more pleasure means To lose , save th 
others cannot taste 
resembles The very one that Death took f 
show me her in sadness , And others - ma 
shut you in the ambry Will not unlock th 
so thwarts my delight 
such variance do show , For in your serv 
swiftly tura to gall 
to me is harmful ! Well known it is my 1 
two follow nature : Of them , one dies ; 
were before our own Did Love let fly all 
with love the price I paid 
won 't allow this fasting from fine fair 
XCIV 64 t at once , they taste the same 
while 1 
And while she lived so thus were my desires 
Whilst 3 
LXXXIX 12 then ; let nought keep you from me , Whilst I am granted favour by your will 
CXIV 4 5 Whilst I don 't think I find some light repose 
LXXIII 51 Love , no good , ñor ill , expects , Whilst loving her with most sincere intent , B 
4 4 here his fondness dwells 
31 
whim 1 
And at her whim he places all his Will 
whiterSd 1 
of strength , So do I waste and am so whiterSd I cannot say "In you lies all my hope 
LXIII 
XVIII 
X 
LXVI 
XXXIX 
LXXXIX 
XI 
LIV 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
X 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
IV 
X 
LXXVII 
CI 
LXXIII 
XIX 
LIV 
LXIII 
I 
LXXIII 
IV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
XXIII 
II 
I 
LIV 
II 
XXXIX 
LIV 
XI 
LXXVII 
LXXVII 
LXXVII 
LXIII 
XXXIX 
LIV 
LXXVII 
LIV 
XI 
I 
XIX 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
25 
42 
2 
17 
3 
-47 
15 
1 
33 
26 
8 
57 
59 
37 
3 
12 
17 
7 
43 
40 
61 
31 
50 
1 
12 
36 
5 
29 
13 
3 
1 
1 
19 
27 
9 
22 
10 
1 
21 
37 
21 
2 
35 
33 
42 
7 
39 
Who 
Who 
lot ' s the same as that philosopher , Who 
a king , the master of three cities , Who 
O thou , who 
een sad at any time , And let not him who 
t love or know not what he wants ; He who 
r woman born For I would fly from him ,who 
Who 
O Love , you who 
om lovers is concealed , From any man who 
unto his rival 's hosts A mercenary , who 
Lily 'midst thorns , who 
Who 
Against it , who 
e was keen to war against His enemy , who 
, with all my heart , I pardon those Who 
Like to the child , who 
All those who 
n changes hue , And eek the timid man who 
ady both for honey and gall For those who 
Likewise with Love , he who 
r brief repose , Like to the sick man who 
ithin himself a greater glory sees He who 
Like to the man who 
not expect : There is no wage for him who 
efamed as traitor Yet faces from me , who 
All that I say for those who 
Think not 'tis me who 
sorrows grow within Like to that man who 
r who makes me live ? If I weep not , who 
I 'm like that captain who 
Let him who 
Who 
f every lover 's will ! Asking me not.who 
He who 
who , loving not , are loved , And he who 
ows not no pity then can feel For him who 
betide whoe'er falls in their hands ! Who 
And I , who 
Let all who 
Many I see who 
me if I thirst , Being away , for her who 
~ such pity can arouse ; I am that man who 
Like to the hermit who 
your speechless lover , And also him who 
believe my words : They are Most few who 
ight which lies within the will Of he who 
80 
, after evil , knows the taste of good Can 
, aiming at that good that cannot perish H 
all his life was keen to war against His e 
art of sufferings supreme When two unequal 
bears the blows of fate Seek out a darkene 
bemoans this ill has no fixed place , Secu 
bids me come And seize the one who would e 
but a fool could ask me if I thirst , Bein 
by God have been allowed To give the agSd 
can 't attain great love : In their intent 
conquered the king 
contemplates on Love , Three parts he sees 
could believe that e'er 'mongst vicious lo 
could daré to arise ? For sooth , the Will 
couldn 't ever vaunt Of victory over him w 
do not mourn the suffering of my heart 
down his road has learnt To walk right wel 
dwell in malady of Love , In trusting me t 
dwells on love ; And let the suitor bold b 
feel Love 's evil or his good 
feels not his ills , Cannot maintain in hi 
for one sweet bite Sees in his food how al 
, from Love , no good , ñor ill , expects 
has desire for viands To satisfy his hunge 
has not toiled 
have revered him most 
haven ft seen you Will be worth nought , n 
here should bear the blame , And woe to hi 
is condemned to die , And , long aware , s 
is it sees me laugh , Though suffér I may 
is near shore And sees his great ship as a 
is not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 
is that man he 's so middling in love , Se 
is this fellow Love , Yet wil-1 they know , 
knows not no pity then can feel For him wh 
lies , believed as oft he wants ; I find m 
lies in torment and in pain ; And so , wit 
'11 give me back my time of suffering , An 
love him for himself alone , Refusing not 
love , then , follow in my steps , In tear 
, loving not , are loved , And he who lies 
makes me live ? If I weep not , who is it 
most deserves compassion ,'• Since from my h 
no longing feels For those his friends he 
often changes hue , And eek the timid man 
Pay heed t' other things Unless akin to th 
proves to be a lover true And loves himsel 
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CXIV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXIII 
LXVIII 
XXIII 
LXXXI 
CI 
XXIII 
XI 
CXIV 
I 
XXIX 
XVIII 
II 
LXIII 
XIX 
LXVI 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XXXIX 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XI 
XVIII 
LXIII 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
XIII 
CI 
II 
LIV 
XCIV 
LXXIX 
67 
88 
6 
2 
10 
34 
2 
7 
1 
34 
2 
34 
37 
1 
1 
49 
30 
39 
1 
25 
37 
73 
35 
3 
6 
16 
59 
40 
33 
41 
39 
14 
32 
44 
105 
41 
how they harm ; -Out of his wits is he who 
, of flesh , of wood : I am this man who 
ed thoughts , Penned artlessly by one who 
s not sad heed not my voice , Ñor him who 
- Is found within the thoughts of him who 
from Love , encounters him , Yet I , who 
nought am I like to that little page Who 
, no credence will they give ; Those who 
Like to the man who 
I have my fancy fixed On my beloved , who 
eaving aside the style of troubadours Who 
No man I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who 
I am that man who 
Like to the man who 
.Like to the bull , who 
There is no man who 
hould bear the blame , And woe to him who 
d deign to dwell ; He is like Death , who 
O list , O list , all you who 
Like to the sick man who 
Such great delight take those who 
The world 's been left by many who 
f sorrow I so highly praise , But I , who 
om the blows of Love , And also you , who 
than e'er in life , And pardon those who 
im who bids me come And seize the one who 
er may know ; This is Love 's doing , who 
traps the fugitive And flees from him who 
He who 
I am that servant who 
o th' innocent , martyr for Love , He who 
I heard Of a frail body it was , I , who 
The culprit 's Love who 
reckons up That once they 're lost , the w 
's called Ausi...s March 
's lost his wits 
' s not been sad at any time , And let not 
's sad 
search within , can find him not ; In plac 
searches out a kind , indulgent , master ; 
see you , yet do not see within , On heedi 
sees he 's cióse to death , The weather ro 
she is , what she 's worth ; The more I fi 
, so aflame , excede the bounds of truth , 
, struck by Love , such pity can arouse ; 
takes delight in death , And don 't avoid 
takes delight in dreams And his delight fr 
takes flight to the wilds When overeóme by 
thinks will come to pass Those many secret 
through his arrant faults Has not disclose 
traps the fugitive And flees from him who 
truly love And pity me if pity I deserve , 
trusts he will live , Since he 's familiar 
understand And fix their thoughts on under 
've lost nought , As they did heed the cou 
've seen its glory with mine eyes , Desire 
with your ardent hearts Have loved well , 
won 't believe my words : They are Most fe 
would escape my rigour 
would fain I feel His treasures great ; He 
would fain seek her out 
would flee from Love , encounters him , Ye 
would have no spite Although his service w 
would part his body from his soul , Had he 
would swear An armed man I could at once m 
wrongs your humble lover 
whoe'er 3 
rovoke a goodly tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls in their hands ! Who '11 give me 
Whoe'er loves flesh , once flesh is lost , lov 
O foolish Love ! Whoe'er seeks your delight On shaky ground pía 
Whoever 1 
IV 51 ugh me man would achieve such bliss ; Whoever without me to it aspires Is both a foo 
whole 2 
LXXXIX 15 sess all your good will , Without the whole I can have no delight 
LXXVII 4 ept the love of self ; By envy is the whole world conquered 
wholly 2 
LXXIII 48 y repute : As for myself , my Will is wholly dead 
XVIII 24 hastening : Their cause , for me , is wholly nuil and void 
whom 4 
XCIV 126 most honest , Merely the soul of her whom God forgive , I covet nought that 's mine 
LXXIX 35 is really war to me ; If she through whom he wounded me waged war , In peace I 'd b 
XCIV 14 Pursuing Love , from whom it takes its form , Much of the time an a 
IV 38 re to arise ? For sooth , the Will by whom the deed is done , Has it for Lord , and 
I 
XIII 
LXXXIX 
I 
XVIII 
LIV 
LXXIII 
IV 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
XXIX 
whose 7 
22 relief , It is with him as that woman whose child , That should he cry to her for ba 
17 Like Tytius , whose liver 's vulture 's prey , And for all t 
26 thousand times on God I cali For that whose major part in you resides : That 'pon my 
19 How badly lives the man whose mind is his Own enemy , and brings him t 
58 thorns , my love is tempered In that whose temper no lover may know ; This is Love 
7 The world has nought whose valué could compare The yearning for a g 
56 loving only for herself that creature Whose virtues are her selfguard against vice 
why 3 
60 'Tis within you the-reason why I crave 
7 The reason why I 'm driven to such pain Love only knows f 
82 f avail T'wards rooting out the cause why I 'm so sad , Right well I like the sadnes 
wight 1 
1 It lies outside the power of any wight To love another if against his Will , Or 
47 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
IV 
CI 
XIII 
XIX 
XI 
I 
IV 
IV 
XXIII 
IV 
44 
12 
36 
48 
32 
29 
26 
15 
55 
8 
6 
38 
to the bull 
wilds 1 
who takes flight to the wilds When overeóme by nother of his kind 
wilful 1 
'Tis said to be a wilful act of good But to this good you cann 
Will 
s , And at her whim he places all his Will 
, Whilst I am granted favour by your will 
judgement of all things , And of the Will 
mmer , with no warmth : A poor reward will 
0 end my final day , Good Loving then will 
I' faith I have the Will 
oíd The haughtiness of every lover 's will 
fort can he find , For he believes he will 
urely be its issue , A subtle thought will 
ta 'en That , if I choose , then love will 
1 say for those who haven *t seen you Will 
could daré to arise ? For sooth , the Will 
64 
a counselor most true 
all these perils bring 
also have its cióse 
, and in abundance , But none I know as m 
! Asking me not who is this fellow Love , 
be granted pardon , And with no time for 
be its pillar firm , Which won 't allow t 
be love 's issue 
be worth nought , no credence will they g 
by whom the deed is done , Has it for Lor 
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XVIII 
LIV 
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LXXXIX 
II 
IV 
LXXIII 
XIX 
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LXVI 
LXXXIX 
LXXIII 
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LXVIII 
XIII 
XIII 
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II 
X 
II 
XXXIX 
LXVI 
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LXXXIX 
LIV 
LXXXIX 
II 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
II 
IV 
LXXXII 
XI 
XXIII 
XI 
LXVI 
LXIII 
LXXXIX 
XI 
LXXXIX 
II 
XCIV 
LXVI 
49 
16 
21 
13 
3 
8 
28 
15 
13 
6 
9 
52 
35 
91 
12 
53 
33 
40 
48 
7 
24 
25 
22 
23 
16 
12 
15 
19 
28 
23 
15 
12 
38 
2 
28 
43 
43 
29 
24 
22 
34 
4 
54 
1 
29 
6 
28 
10 
50 
14 
4 
27 
31 
120 
18 
There is no man who thinks 
ced in the balance , Afraid that fear 
it mounts ; Should yours decline , so 
My 
resent time it does for me : All love 
malady of Love , In trusting me they 
ght fix your regard ; And I pray Love 
y two desires , Though towards one my 
What 
t strain man won 't do any good , How 
What 
ce of either hope or fear : So deeply 
Understanding his adviser ; As for my 
e this firm intent : That unto Him my 
retched I '11 be Upon this earth hell 
Your 
Reason and 
Lord , and though they may dispute , 
atever my repute : As for myself , my 
is so sweet , For soon the very devil 
er to his sadness , And for all times 
Like to the sick man who trusts he 
11 decline mine own ; A fall so sheer 
may die ; With great delight my heart 
grace leads to indifference , My foot 
s , if not by folly blinded , That he 
ems not unfortunate , For what I want 
es grow anew , In his repast the bird 
that deep within my heart My thoughts 
you 've known my sufferings of yore , 
equire from him , And of the third he 
very key which shut you in the ambry 
e great delight which lies within the 
wight To love another if against his 
er illness strike him down , His mind 
ce do show , For in your service they 
Doubt not they 
If he accedes / then you 
'Tis then the blazing flames of love 
ss are present to him , Fear and hope 
athly fear ; Greatly I doubt that you 
alm , Full sure he trows , one anchor 
uly get more clear Then great delight 
When 'tis God 's 
And with a curse then 
ou Will be worth nought , no credence 
me not who is this fellow Love , Yet 
n thee , Since thou hast wounded me , 
Love with his great favour Suffice it 
From fancying I possess all your good 
yet ne'er a friend to laughter ,, How 
or part in you resides : That 'pon my 
will come to pass Those many secrets that Godh 
will confound my hope 
will decline mine own ; A fall so sheer will m 
Will doth place a different hue on Love , Mada 
will fail , except the love of self ; By envy 
will feel no remorse 
will grant you all his power 
will has now inclined 
will he do - no other good is left him - Excep 
will he do it if it causes pain ? I see the he 
will he do t1 escape a life of pain , Now havi 
will he feel the present joy 
Will , he named it as his bailiff , And each t 
will he reaffirm , That on my way to Him I fin 
will I have encountered 
will I want to be entirely mine ; Should you 1 
Will in me do now enmesh And both in concert q 
Will , in the end , to Reason always yields 
Will is wholly dead 
will lament When he beholds our sufferings are 
will live most piteously 
will live , Since he ' s familiar with his mala 
will make no trifling break , For one extreme 
will ne'er abound üntil my mind does stray to 
will ne'er be set upon that path 
will ne'er enjoy a better estáte 
will never be achieved ; For my desire no doct 
will never cease , By greater pain than this a 
will never fall into disgrace 
Will never your disdain for me provoke , 'Tis 
will not have him sire , Or let him even have 
Will not unlock the door it once made fast 
will Of he who proves to be a lover true And 1 
Will , Or be so strong , or e'en so mightiful 
will plunge him into mortal fear , 'Tis so wit 
will prove most firm ; 'Tis by such servants L 
will provoke a goodly tumult And woe betide wh 
will reach th' extreme , If there 's a place f 
will show 
will show him from afar Evil or good , one of 
will show me love ; Through ignorance I live a 
will suffice 
will surely be its issue , A subtle thought wi 
Will the vessel is to founder In harbour safe 
will they all avow That Love won 't ever hold 
will they give ; Those who see you , yet do no 
will they know , in me , its painfui forcé 
will thou please grant That precious ointment 
will to keep the inamoured From th' influence 
will , Without the whole I can have no delight 
will you bear those evils that await you ? To 
will you might fix your regard ; And I pray Lo 
willing 1 
Its Has not disclosed your servant 's willing breast 
willingly 1 
sts great in our discordant parts Now willingly are forced to sing atuned 
wills 1 
f sufferings supreme When two unequal wills thou dost unite ! May I not see you thus 
wind 1 
So capricious oftimes the wind may blow , The ship can 't sail without t 
47 sire can be restrained by nought 
winter 
In winter 
1 
heat in suramer , with no warrath : A 
XVIII 
CI 
XXIII 
LXVI 
XXIII 
52 
49 
27 
35 
32 
LXXXII 
wise 5 
Less subtle they than th' ignorant or wise 
O mistress wise and fair , all labour 's light To these m 
Created has he many wise and good Yet but Teresa has the flavour o 
infant 's guise , And not to have the wise called innocent So long as they 're deliv 
s blinds the most devout of men ; 'Re wise may feed upon her intellect 
wisest 1 
The wisest man can have no more advantage Save tha 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
LXIII 
I 
XIII 
LXIII 
32 
8 
8 
18 
41 
17 
33 
• 8 
XXIII 24 
wish 8 x 
ppose it though we could , we have no wish 
t to me I feel it brings , I want ñor wish for nought outside myself 
's none could ever forcé ; Should any wish me ill , I can 't complain 
not such bitter torment That I should wish t' escape its gallful sphere , And if bef 
By Love 's great heat I wish to be consumed , For in his fire I find m 
I wish to God that all my thoughts were dead , A 
And should God wish to have me dwell on high , Apart from Him 
I by Love now cast away , He does not wish to show his power in me 
wished 1 
You are no virgin ; God wished you to bear 
wishes 
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LXXXI 7 th hope all gone- , e'er to fulfill my wishes , The world I '11 roam , proclaiming th 
"lis so with me , for 
wistful 1 
elight in dreams ñnd his delight from wistful yearning flows 
CI 
XXI11 
II 
XXIII 
I 
XI 
LXXVII 
XCIV 
LIV 
XCIV 
CI 
CXIV 
XI 
XIII 
CI 
XI 
XCIV 
XIX 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
I 
LXIII 
CI 
LXVI 
LXXXI 
XIX 
IV 
LIV 
LXXIX 
LIV 
LXVI 
XIII 
X 
LXIII 
CXIV 
II 
CXIV 
LXVI 
I 
LXXIII 
CI 
XIII 
LXXXI 
XXXIX 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
I 
CI 
XI 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXI 
LIV 
XI 
CXIV 
LXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXIX 
CI 
XVIII 
IV 
LXVI 11 
I 
LXXVII 
LXXIX 
XIII 
LXXIX 
LXIII 
LXXIII 
I 
XCIV 
CXIV 
LXVI 11 
X 
XXXIX 
44 
35 
38 
21 
24 
29 
11 
4 
15 
82 
28 
33 
21 
27 
20 
18 
25 
36 
23 
58 
29 
118 
22 
49 
5 
26 
7 
39 
24 
25 
20 
27 
14 
1 
21 
61 
14 
44 
13 
29 
3 
9 
7 
14 
5 
35 
51 
96 
43 
16 
47 
9 
6 
26 
16 
106 
16 
83 
2 
36 
10 
18 
25 
125 
6 
30 
22 
9 
19 
27 
13 
8 
4 
3 
34 
49 
12 
17 
59 
27 
23 
13 
wit 5 
me ; A captive I , afeared , of your wit 
ds Those subtleties nourished by your wit , And of your frame so fair the unsuilied 
meagre makes my frame , Yet nones my wit as love I contémplate 
Your wit extends beyond all others ' reach ; Great 
er for baneful venom , So weak 's her wit , she yields to his demand 
And 
ies in torment and in pain ; And so , 
k , Yet mine own love comes to no end 
th' other my life 's full of misery : 
my thought elsewhere , Recalling it , 
not , For in some part 'tis mixed up 
Sad 
nts to make me master , Wailing at me 
anks I 'd give , should it not clothe 
d himself 'midst crags , Ha 's struck 
terror in her face , Tearing her hair 
Like 'tis 
ortal pain , And such a pain is bound 
k out venoms ; comfort thus may die ; 
ur death , When present time filis me 
more now , unhampered by the flesh ? 
would afford him some relief , It is 
So mightiful is Love 
him , unless he is from Spain , Since 
s he will live , Since he 's familiar 
yond my ken ; Excess of Love filis me 
extremes of pain and joy were felt ; 
of misfortune ! A life of joy brings 
one of them he mindlessly retained , 
worn archenemy , if ever Love brought 
t me not be alone in your disfavour ; 
and bitter thought ; He 's routed me 
Likewise 
with 69 
with a curse then will they all avow That Love 
with all my heart , I pardon those Who do not 
with death ; In death I love You more than e'e 
With Death itself 'tis now placed in the balan 
with deep sighs 'tis retrieved 
with delight 
with delight Death am I soon to taste And now 
with dreadful , plaintive voice , As Death , 1 
with earth My naked cors , which no more pleas 
with fear ( he knows not where to tread ) Of s 
with fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life would 
with gold , when brought out of the mine , All 
with great delight 
With great delight my heart will ne'er abound 
with happiness , If I am sad through any prese 
With heart sincere he now cries out his peace 
With her alive , my flesh rebelled against me 
with him as that woman whose child , That shou 
with his great favour Suffice it will to keep 
with his illness he '11 have more acquaintance 
with his maladies , But should another illness 
With hope all gone , e'er to fulfill my wishes 
with innocence ; Capriciously I want and yet w 
With it content , then all becomes complete 
with it , fear of death For 'tis of that its s 
With it he wounded me , and so I die 
with it some delight , I am that man entitled 
With joined hands I beg for your compassion ; 
With joy let folk make merry on holy days ; In 
with just one body 's strength And had no need 
with Love , he who feels not his ills , Cannot 
With Love now lost I want no help from God To 
with love the price I paid 
with me as it should have been done 
with me , for once I was accustomed To pains o 
with me , for time now past holds my Imagining 
with me not And of Love 's pain are they in mo 
with me , now in a place most strange , No one 
with me seems not unfortunate , For what I wan 
with me ; such woes must I endure , And I see 
with mine eyes , Desire its ills , since they 
with most sincere intent , But for her virtues 
with my blood 
With my own strength by Love I 'm stricken dow 
with no time for thought he is put to death 
with no warmth : A poor reward will all these 
With open arms she 's come out in the street , 
With open breast so that your heart may show H 
with other metáis base , Once put in fire , th 
with other sufferings sweet 
with pain , Éach love does have its lover and 
with pain , he brings delight 
with pain , It takes not long until it 's plea 
with perils rife , A place he espies wherein h 
with proud and haughty ways 
with raptures of great joy ; Sweet to my cars 
with sadness mixed , For this estáte 's , I ke 
with shafts of lead alone , Powerless they to 
with shame that is most honest , Merely the so 
with sighs most dolorous ; And soon or late I 
With such disputes my power cannot deal ; Depr 
with the good 
with the sea when it bewails and cries , And e 
with them in their sport , On snow I walk , un 
With those vexations that torment my soul When 
with unaccustomed pain , Does Fortune make me 
With which Love strikes those truly inamoured 
with wonderous tales of deeds most bold ; But 
with your ardent hearts Have loved well , I pr 
within 15 
, encounters him , Yet I , who search within , can find him not ; In places I hear h 
Within himself a greater glory sees He who , f 
Though when it fades my sorrows grow within Like to that man who is condemned to di 
Within man 's cors the humours oft discord ; F 
ant for aught that 's of this world ; Within me are collected all my thoughts In ord 
riverbank ; Let it be known that deep within my heart My thoughts will never fall in 
w his mighty forcé ; The powers three within my soul he quells , He leaves me two , 
When Love alone within myself doth dwell , My joy is such , I 
since turned sour Save that for which 
'Tis done 
plunge him into mortal fear , 'Tis so 
from wistful yearning flows , 'Tis so 
Loveless are they that concur 
'Tis so 
, the hostage of a heretic , Compared 
ough his most wretched luck , 'Tis so 
aise , But I , who 've seen its glory 
ñor ill , expects , Whilst loving her 
ffence , And I would fain redeem this 
ough you I 'm come to such extremes ; 
ieves he will be granted pardon , And 
ught , In winter , heat ; in summer , 
, then , your hair all dishevelled , 
ght out of the mine , All mixed it is 
and grief it brings And some delight 
When he recalls delights , he 's left 
eeply into his deeds , Then , mixedly 
Although at first it enters me 
o death , The weather rough , the sea 
their bitter ills , And each of them 
ut in the street , Her eyes astream , 
ut to be sad Of that I speak which is 
Today he sports 
I love and fear 
he day I so desire , So dearly bought 
mons me , yet Fortune holds me back , 
rejected Of base desires which mingle 
As 
'round the fire , And I "could join in 
my joys , but in the slightest way , 
And secretly , 
w it was wounded by the shaft of gold 
es , and orchards of delight Ring out 
he blows of Love , And also you , who 
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XXIII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
IV 
XIII 
IV 
IV 
CI 
X 
LXXXIX 
CXIV 
IV 
XCIV 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXXVII 
II 
LXXXIX 
7 
10 
38 
31 
30 
60 
45 
16 
4 
46 
28 
51 
74 
10 
16 
5 
10 
15 
; Those who see you , yet do not see 
at delight - a goodly part - Is found 
may know The great delight which lies 
1 appetite , And if the lover 's seen 
ng my desires Won ''t ever be achieved 
•Tis 
med man I could at once make flinch , 
ldn ' t ever vaunt Of victory over him 
ehavio'ur vex you in the least You 're 
d but allow That I could come to love 
an would achieve such bliss ; Whoever 
ses such , I find that they betake me 
good that here is set before me That 
s to this notice must pay heed : That 
If 
wind may blow , The ship can ' t sail 
ncying I possess all your good will , 
within , On heeding me , they '11 be sad in th 
within the thoughts of him who 's sad 
within the will Of he who proves to be a lover 
within these flames , No pity can he expect , 
within this world 
within you the reason why I crave 
Within yourself no pleasure can you find : It 
Without 11 
Without a scratch , to her yet did I yield 
without defeat , If in the morn his foe would 
without love or know not what he wants ; He wh 
without Love 's help 
without me to it aspires Is both a fool , and 
without pain : If aught I start I taint it fro 
without pain in hope of it I live ; Should I n 
without sadness there can be no joy 
without strain man won 't do any good , How wi 
without th1 opposing forcé ; The very key whic 
Without the whole I can have no delight 
3 e And pity me if pity I deserve 
witness 1 
And witness then if e'er there 's been a case Like 
XXXIX 
CXIV 
LXXVII 
LIV 
II 
wits 2 
6 nned artlessly by one who 's lost his wits 
67 ot knowing how they harm ; Out of his wits is he who reckons up That once they 're 1 
woe 3 
8 And no man ever mourns his fellow 's woe 
4 4 they will provoke a goodly tumult And woe betide whoe'er falls in their hands ! Who 
30 who here should bear the blame , And woe to him who through his arrant faults Has n 
woes 1 
retched luck , 'Tis so with me ; such woes must I endure , And I see you , the remed 
wolf 1 
ion Knows but that love which fox and wolf enjoy , For their capacity to love is lim 
XI 
XI 
LXIII 
I 
IV 
XXIII 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXVII 
XIII 
XI 
CI 
LXVIII 
XXIX 
XXIX 
14 
33 
37 
22 
7 
26 
56 
122 
6 
5 
30 
30 
22 
24 
3 
7 
woman 4 
ou my favour As yet unknown to man or woman born For I would fly from him who bids m 
No man I ken , ñor woman of my like , Who , struck by Love , such 
I ask of him no woman on this earth , But only that in me he ' 
some relief , It is with him as that woman whose child , That should he cry to her 
women 2 
his inclination sways , In loving two women I 'm so beta 'en That 
he goodly stuff That God retained for women of exception 
if I choose 
won 
ought will be its pillar firm , Which won •t 
Ist won ' t 
n e'er in life , And pardon those whó won 't 
If without strain man won *t 
se , save that of fancying my desires Won 't 
rse then will they all avow That Love won 't 
He can 't and won ' t 
savage heart , He says no more than I won 't 
overeóme by 'nother of his kind , And won 't 
I won 't 
10 
allow this fasting from fine fairs 
be much to see in me its works ; And De 
believe my words : They are Most few wh 
do any good , How will he do it if it c 
ever be achieved within this world 
ever hold them in his grip ; Should I r 
go down a level path ; Return he can 't 
lack reward 
return until he gains such strength As 
return until I 've fully routed This te 
wonderous 1 
and orchards of delight Ring out with wonderous tales of deeds most bold But let m 
LIV 
LXXIII 
LXXVII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
CI 
LXXIII 
LXXXIX 
CI 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XVIII 
23 
15 
7 
87 
57 
1 
38 
2 
39 
40 
5 
6 
55 
XCIV 
38 
122 
I think I am that very person 
ray his sufferings be assuaged 
wondrous 2 
Then wondrous great would seem the world to me Shou 
'Tis wondrous strange how even in great pain - I kn 
wood 
n ? I see the heart of man as hard as wood , 
my heart 's of steel , of flesh , of wood : 
words 
So many on earth have grasped not my words 
Let no man think my words 
I love for her disdain , Her lack of words 
Ñor that my deeds arecoloured by my words 
hough you be of its fulfillment ; The words 
God strike me down , should my words 
ed place to cry his lot : Read him my words 
nd pardon those who won 't believe my words 
, And when I speak , so they deny my words 
And no man ever mourns his fellow 's wo 
I am this man who 's called Ausi...s Marc 
, And many more have never heard of them 
are empty prattle , Ñor that my deeds ar 
, her estáte such as it is , More than t 
, I had as lief that God would strike me 
of Love you are perforce to heed , 'Pon 
prove untrue ! Of love the absence my de 
, th' issue of troubled thoughts , Penne 
: They are Most few who Pay heed t1 othe 
, They 'd have it I say only foolish thi 
work 1 
holds sway over appetite , Its entire work is natural to man The opposite disturbs h 
working 1 
it partakes not therein ; As Nature / working sapiently in me , Would have me stir , 
works 1 
It won 't be much to see in me its works ; And Death has brought no death unto my 
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81 
37 
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34 
10 
23 
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58 
world 
s Won 't ever be achieved within this world 
According to their difference in the world 
a them a comfort Far greater than the world 
opinión false , Convinced I lose the world 
e that I am come to this : I lose the world 
kons up That once they 're lost , the world 
Should he take ill ; no doctor in the world 
r cannot deal ; Deprived of her , the world 
e love of self ; By envy is the whole world 
Could but this world 
covet nought that 's mine or of this world 
No finer joy holds this world 
t I want no help from God To make the world 
The world 
he very one that Death took from this world 
petual bliss , Gross pleasure of this world 
one , e'er to fulfill my wishes , The world 
my love , Ñor pain I feel as I see my world 
I1 faith less pity could the world 
Since World 
The world 
The world 
those his friends he once had in the world 
Should no travails beset him in this world 
; Then wondrous great would seem the world 
That brings a mortal plague unto the world 
ake me want for aught that 's of this world 
This I might do 
e is from Spain , 
and all its pity 
and all therein 
as love I cannot feel 
becomes estranged 
Can cure him , unless 
can cure me not 
conquered 
encompass perfect good , It is through m 
, Except that God would fain place her i 
for the mind Than thinking of the person 
give me aught of its own , Since nought 
has nought whose valué could compare The 
, Honest desire remains in me unmixed 
I cast aside , In firm belief my great d 
I '11 roam , proclaiming this your pride 
lost 
ne'er show Than at the present time it d 
ñor God to me are of avail T'wards rooti 
's at peace , and I alone at war , Since 
's been left by many who 've lost nought 
, So long away from company of men , And 
; The grace of God then let him not expe 
to me Should I not have this fear of mis 
; 'Twere better to be blind than feel yo 
; Within me are collected all my thought 
the light divine 
worldly 1 
They realized how worldly light was false Despising , thus 
LXXIII 
XIII 
I 
19 
21 
42 
worm 3 
nd if before my eyes comes absence rs worm , And Comfort jostling lustily 'gainst Lo 
n this am I besieged / For there 's a worm which feeds upon my thoughts , Another on 
dy / when Love 's young no more , The worm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh is absence 
47 t its habit , donned 
worn 
and long since worn Of cloth most black , and of the roughe 
35 she 's worth ; The more I find 
worse 1 
the worse to me it turns For all my thoughts , w 
XXIII 
LXVIII 
CI 
IV 
X 
X 
I 
X 
XI 
CXIV 
LXXXIX 
XVIII 
XI 
LXXXIX 
LIV 
XVIII 
XCIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XVIII 
LXIII 
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CXIV 
LXVI 
LXXIII 
X 
X 
LXVI 
XIII 
XIII 
X 
CXIV 
LIV 
LXXIII 
XCIV 
CI 
X 
X 
II 
X 
6 
5 
34 
50 
38 
36 
21 
39 
19 
27 
49 
12 
16 
44 
6 
59 
128 
14 
96 
40 
54 
33 
15 
52 
23 
41 
5 
26 
44 
44 
39 
14 
65 
23 
3 
60 
14 
11 
6 
41 
41 
worth 3 
r those who haven 't seen you Will be worth nought , no credence will they give ; Th 
, Little he appreciates his master 's worth Taking displeasure in all his deportment 
my beloved , who she is , what she 's worth ; The more I find , the worse to me it t 
s perfect good , It is through me man 
grace their fellow memory , And both 
iliff , And each took oath they never 
brings him tidings sore , And when it 
loyally in their service That neither 
h fiercesome shrieks and howls , Life 
I cannot feel , This I might do if he 
Should I not trust in you as you 
rs are consumed I have no fear that I 
ho bids me come And seize the one who 
ost firm ; 'Tis by such servants Love 
s have I transposed in one ; And Love 
ay know ; This is Love 's doing , who 
ne or of this world , Except that God 
g lover he , by pain tormented , That 
lest I e'er gave her offence , And I 
s the fugitive And flees from him who 
subtleties reveáis Which learned men 
He who 
et unknown to man or woman born For I 
As Nature , working sapiently in me , 
from you , Except the one that Reason 
I am that servant who 
thout defeat , If in the morn his foe 
a bite What 's banned to me , rather 
ill protected , In the belief the day 
ve of me I suffer from that pain , T* 
' innocent , martyr for Love , He who 
sal to expend the weal As the, usurper 
Through ignorance it is that man 
hat very person ; Then wondrous great 
by my words , I had as lief that God 
'mongst vicious loves An honest love 
eard Of a frail body it was , I , who 
His foe , however , 
e the day , Before nightfall the king 
My prudent Lady 
My prudent Lady 
would 36 
would achieve such bliss ; Whoever without me 
would act most loyally in their service That n 
would admit Unto their grace their fellow memo 
would afford him some relief , It is with him 
would be ever so remiss As to oppose in aught 
would bestow on me her heritage , Of all her g 
would but allow That I could come to love with 
would care , 'Tis my great Love that leads me 
would e' er be burnt 
would escape my rigour 
would fain be served 
would fain effect this change in me 
would fain I feel His treasures great ; He sho 
would fain place her in I leaven 
would fain pray his sufferings be assuaged ; ' 
would fain redeem this with my blood 
would fain seek her out 
would find beyond their grasp , And when I spe 
would flee from Love , encounters him , Yet I 
would fly from him who bids me come And seize 
Would have me stir , I have not the resolve ; 
would have nigh Please , give me not deceitful 
would have no spite Although his service went 
would have the day , Before nightfall the king 
would I abstain : Although I have no memory of 
would me defend 
would not be much to place therein your trust 
would part his body from his soul , Had he the 
would require from him , And of the third he w 
would seek Those gross delights , not knowing 
would seem the world to me Should I not have t 
would strike me down , Should e'er my speech a 
would strive to be alone , Exuding still such 
would swear An armed man I could at once make 
would two cede back to him On the condition of 
would vanquish him , Until there carne unto his 
wouldst 2 
wouldst thou give me a crumb Of thy sweet brea 
wouldst thou realize That 'tis through Love my 
LXXIII 21 tily 'gainst Love 
wound „3 
The healing of my wound does hurt me so I seek out venoms comf 
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LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
LXXXIX 
40 
39 
24 
7 
40 
20 
43 
35 
10 
1 
ealed , Since my beloved rúes not the wound she gave 
once had fought : Injured I lie , my wound yet can 't be healed Since my beloved 
wounded 8 
ve nought but a scar , The ones he 's wounded are from death exempt 
o that your heart may show How it was wounded by the shaft of gold With which Love s 
lind than feel your blow , But to the wounded Death alone 's the cure 
m he mindlessly retained , With it he wounded me , and so I die 
's good was nailed to the cross , You wounded me , for I was ill protected , In the 
ly war to me ; If she through whom he wounded me waged war , In peace I 'd be , defe 
re and cali on thee , Since thou hast wounded me , will thou please grant That preci 
The wounded stag does not desire the spring As muc 
LXXIX 
wounds 1 
The wounds of Love are of three different types , 
wrath 1 
Forsooth the sinner feels the wrath of God Should no travails beset him in t 
wretched 2 
LIV 11 t i live ; Should I not grasp it , so wretched I '11 be Opon this earth hell will I 
LXXXI 4 , Yet he falls short through his most wretched luck , 'Tis so with me ; such woes mu 
42 ng no more 
32 
wrinkled 1 
The worm which gnaws its wrinkled flesh is absence 
wrongs 1 
The culprit 's Love who wrongs your humble lover 
If not opposed by 
yclept 1 
14 are fashioned , And of another metal yclept argent ; Each one of these produces its 
90 ght I see f hers it brings me grief 
Ye 
Ye if I flee , it seems I part from her 
10 ive , that suffers so much pain 
yearn 1 
Can yearn for that which causes his despair Yet 
I 
LIV 
LXIII 
LXIII 
CI 
XXIII 
LXXIX 
CI 
XXIII 
LXIII 
CI 
LXXXI 
II 
LXIII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XI 
XXIII 
CXIV 
XCIV 
LXIII 
XI 
XVIII 
CXIV 
LXXIII 
XIX 
XI 
XIX 
XI 
CI 
yearning 4 
2 n dreams And his delight from wistful yearning flows , 'Tis so with me , for time no 
8 nought whose valué could compare The yearning for a good so long desired 
31 e what 's more bitter than gall , For yearning is the pain that I must bear , I see 
55 nt such estáte ; To th' ignorant this yearning ne'er occurs , For ignorance is enemy 
10 f such great power To mete out pain , 
28 Created has he many wise and good 
39 had fought : Injured I lie , my wound 
16 e flinch , Without a scratch , to her 
7 will they give ; Those who see you , 
36 places I hear him defamed as traitor 
29 Love summons me., 
4 espies wherein he can take shelter , 
38 k of sleep so meagre makes my frame , 
34 uld flee from Love , encounters him , 
47 ot fail if order 's no transgressed , 
12 't appreciate , He- sees the colour , 
40 at sadness 'gainst me now doth rise , 
20 sought In vain , and , hungry , must 
20 I ken , more terrible Than any estáte 
4 nce is love lost 'mongst other folk , 
28 ch bitterness , Above all things 'tis 
3 o weary of life ? A friend to tears , 
51 reserves , To many martyrs they are , 
69 Vraily 'tis so , 
16 at pain - I know not how - delight is 
11 n for that which causes his despair ? 
14 delight in granting you my favour As 
40 h innocence ; Capriciously I want and 
28 king me not who is this fellow Love , 
IV 
IV 
I 
I 
II 
II 
XXIII 
CI 
LXXXIX 
XXIII 
XIX 
LXXXIX 
XIII 
40 
13 
24 
37 
22 
20 
4 
50 
28 
25 
20 
40 
41 
yet 25 
yet also promise pleasure ; And in my fancy sa 
Yet but Teresa has the flavour of perfection , 
yet can 't be healed , Since my beloved rúes n 
yet did I yield 
yet do not see within , On heeding me , they ' 
Yet faces from me , who have revered him most 
yet Fortune holds me back , With such disputes 
Yet he falls short through his most wretched 1 
Yet hones my wit as love I contémplate 
Yet I , who search within , can find him not ; 
Yet if the bounds of nature he o'ersteps There 
yet ignores the substance 
Yet in my cause no haríd has taken arras 
yet keep the fast 
yet known upon this earth 
Yet mine own love comes to no end with death ; 
yet most sweet appraised 
yet' ne'er a friend to laughter , How will you 
yet , revealed , Less subtle they than th' ign 
yet sadness holds me fast , So greatly ," I del 
yet there found 
Yet 'tis so grave it seems a thing untrue To p 
yet unknown to man or woman born For I would f 
yet want not 
Yet will they know , in me , its painful forcé 
16 Without a scratch 
yield 
to her yet did I yield 
yields 3 
Will , in the end , to Reason always yields 
ndures till one of them relsnts , And yields its forceful might unto the stronger 
eful venom , So weak 's her wit , she yields to his demand 
yo re 
Bringing fresh life to his delice of yore 
d once you 've known my sufferings of yore 
So that his past importunes 'him anew , 
Will never your disdain for me provoke 
you 79 
I but know my meed does not displease you 
it distracts me not , I '11 speak of you 
's light To these my triáis of seeing you afar , For cióse to you I can be hurt by n 
r regard ; And I pray Love will grant you all his power 
For you alone sufficed the goodly stuff That God r 
; The second is that terrible rebuff You always give whene'er I pay you court 
Love you are perforce to heed , 'Pon you and him my perfect good depends 
Lily 'midst thorns , both you and I do know That man may well be slain b 
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11 
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10 
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You 
they 're delivered from your hands , You 
f its fulfillment ; The words of Love you 
Should I not trust in you 
light 's completion , Desirous though you 
ne'er a friend to laughter , How will you 
, In this same way I must escape from you 
in a place most strange , No one but you 
wilful act of good , But to this good you 
rebuff You always give whene'er I pay you 
the delights of your sojourn The more You 
from his soul , Had he the certainty you 
st per forcé be told That at my death you 
This you 
You 
that vain hope that comes to me from you 
Likewise if you 
Within yourself no pleasure can you 
rdent hearts Have loved well , I pray you 
I pray you then ; let nought keep you 
ide of me increase my pain ; Whene'er you 
there ' s a place for Love to grow in you 
Upon you 
ais of seeing you afar , For cióse to you 
Of news from you 
ay God lets you know How *tis through you 
lows thee in thy intent ! Each one of you 
osing forcé ; The very key which shut you 
Should my behaviour vex you 
Lily 'midst thorns , I pray God lets you 
ly turn , Of them you tire ; each day you 
e and am so whiterSd I cannot say "In you 
In you 
I deem i' faith you 
1 I want to be entirely mine ; Should you 
rt in you resides :' That 'pon my will you 
o no end with death ; In death I love You 
O you 
ge abode ! I take delight in granting you 
our , For nothing surer can I know of you 
But fear you 
I can be hurt by nought And far from you 
To love you 
, in haste ; And through your anguish you 
uld my behaviour vex you in the least You 
d I cali For that whose major part in you 
And what so certain counsel do you 
cannot e'er be cast away , for I want you 
d fix their thoughts on understanding you 
God could grant me nought Apart from you 
'Tis within you 
; such woes must I endure , And I see you 
I pray you 
You do things well ; in you 
Behold you 
Madam , when 'tis content to love but you 
wills thou dost unite ! May I not see you 
o your joys so swiftly turn , Of them you 
You are no virgin ; God wished you 
will you bear those evils that await you 
ou '11 harken to my plight , And once you 
body scornfully holds forth : "Vainly you 
O Love , you 
O list , O list , all you 
ied from the blows of Love , And also you 
hat I say for those who haven 'tseen you 
If he accedes , then you 
a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt that you 
Should I not trust in you as you 
ind 's good was nailed to the cross , You 
edence will they give ; Those who see you 
are no virgin ; God wished you to bear 
are , O Love , that air most pestilent Tha 
are perforce to heed , 'Pon you and him my 
as you would care , 'Tis my great Love tha 
be of its fulfillment ; The words of Love 
bear those evils that await you ? To your 
, Because your gesture blighted my resolve 
can render me assistance 
cannot find the way 
court 
'd flee from comfortable death 
'd pity him 
deigned to shed a tear , Ruing that , thro 
deserve , for aught that 's visible Should 
do things well ; in you then sloth does si 
, Except the one that Reason would have ni 
feel not the pains of Love , In his deligh 
find : It is so gross that Love cannot be 
, forget not ! Come weeping , then , your 
from me , Whilst I am granted favour by yo 
grieved , your sufferings were my griefs 
; His passion finds a ready spot in us ; O 
I bestrew all my desires 
I can be hurt by nought And far from you p 
I have a deathly fear ; Greatly I doubt th 
I 'm come to such extremes ; With my own s 
, I pray , now change your law ; Resemble 
in the ambry Will not unlock the door it o 
in the least You 're without love or know 
know How 'tis through you I 'm come to suc 
know this more 
lies all my hope 
lies not my own delight 's completion , De 
'11 harken to my plight , And once you 've 
love God a deal then I am jealous ; Your j 
might fix your regard ; And I pray Love wi 
more than e'er in life , And pardon those 
, most hapless , now beneath the earth , y 
my favour As yet unknown to man or woman b 
, Ñor need I look for more to be content 
nought , ñor elsewise frown upon These tho 
pain 's present in all good 
plain the intent I now declare 
prolong your days : Store distant the deli 
're without love or know not what he wants 
resides : That 'pon my will you might fix 
seek , My ill-starred heart , so weary of 
, that are my upmost good 
, That corporal desire cannot extend To ba 
, that were not discontent 
the reason why I crave 
/ the remedy of my ills 
then ; let nought keep you from me , Whils 
then sloth does sleep 
, then , to what extremes I 'm come ! Asle 
; Those lovers when impassioned have it no 
thus , or may I die : Sweet , then , to me 
tire ; each day you know this more 
to bear 
? To your impending death , go , henee , i 
've known my sufferings of yore , Will nev 
want , and vain are your desires ; To loat 
who by God have been allowed To give the a 
who truly love And pity me if pity I deser 
, who with your ardent hearts Have loved w 
Will be worth nought , no credence will th 
will reach th" extreme , If there 's a pía 
will show me love ; Through ignorance I li 
would care , 'Tis my great Love that leads 
wounded me , for I was ill protected , In 
, yet do not see within , On heeding me , 
My prudent Lady , when Love 's 
young 1 
young no more The worm which gnaws its wrink 
XI 
LXXIX 
LXVI 
XXIII 
LXXXIX 
XXIII 
LXVI 
LXXIX 
XI -
LXXXIX 
IV 
LXXIX 
IV 
II 
LXVI 
CI 
6 
3 
39 
10 
51 
15 
14 
2 
6 
57 
18 
41 
42 
23 
13 
42 
your 
, go , henee , in haste ; And through your 
ows of Love , And also you / who with your 
; 'Twere better to be blind than feel your 
could never be so dim As not t' admit your 
leads me to such zeal ; I do not fear your 
he soul , the vulgar man knows well ; Your 
sfavour ; With joined hands I beg for your 
ost hapless , now beneath the earth , your 
And through your anguish you prolong your 
My final good , I contémplate your 
nnocence was such That I was blind to your 
O foolish Love ! Whoe'er seeks your 
rth : "Vainly you want , and vain are your 
wn my sufferings of yore , Will never your 
Let me not be alone in your 
he absence my desire doth spur And by your 
56 
anguish you prolong your days : Store dis 
ardent hearts Have loved well , I pray yo 
blow , But to the wounded Death alone 's 
body 's graceful charms ; Like the shrewd 
body 's slightest hair Could do me ill , 
colour and your gait he kens right well , 
compassion ; Grant me no favour , just bo 
cors all bloodied from the blows of Love 
days : Store distant the delights of your 
death , When present time filis me with h 
delicate charms 
delight On shaky ground places his own co 
desires ; To loathing do your joys so swi 
disdain for me provoke , 'Tis then the bl 
disfavour ; With joined hands I beg for y 
eyes my armour has been pierced ; My thou 
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other succour from your love But that 
that , now enamoured , Transported by 
love But that your eyes reveal to me 
leties nourished by your wit , And of 
lgar man knows well ; Your coíour and 
And by 
way I must escape from you , Because 
ver stray From fancying I possess all 
Ruing that , through the scarcity of 
, forget not ! Come weeping , then , 
nt So long as they 're delivered from 
ishevelled , With open breast so that 
The culprit 's Love who wrongs 
bear those evils that await you ? To 
not their commonweal As peacefully as 
u love God a deal then I am jealous ; 
ain are your desires ; To loathing do 
Each one of you , I pray , now change 
Look piteous then , 'pon me , one of 
I need no other succour from 
charge of your ungratefulness Through 
0 Love , a habit I have tailored From 
not desire the spring As much as for 
e world I '11 roam , proclaiming this 
des : That 'pon my will you might fix 
h his arrant faults Has not disclosed 
which such variance do show , For in 
days : Store distant the delights of 
spirit be for sins unexpiate , I pray 
Lily 'midst thorns , believe 
And says : "Dear friend , leave that 
ease my pain ; Whene'er you grieved , 
June Burns my weak- heart in want of 
T' would not be much to place therein 
1 so truly regret My former charge of 
om me , Whilst I am granted favour by 
ished me ; A captive I , afeared , of 
ommands Those subtleties nourished by 
your eyes reveal to me your favour , For nothi 
your fairness , oh maidens ; Although a lack o 
your favour , For nothing surer can I know of 
your frame so fair the unsullied grace 
your gait he kens right well , But of the gest 
your gesture are my actions checked And my des 
your gesture blighted my resolve 
your good will , Without the whole I can have 
your grace , Death comes to th' innocent , mar 
your hair all dishevelled , With open breast s 
your hands , You are , 0 Love , that air most 
your heart may show How it was wounded by the 
your humble lover 
your impending death , go , henee , in haste ; 
your intellect commands Those subtleties nouri 
Your joys outside of me increase my pain ; Whe 
your joys so swiftly turn , Of them you tire ; 
your law ; Resemble not that which to me is ha 
your like ; The sufferer of this pain which is 
your love But that your eyes reveal to me your 
your not finding me a fitting place : 'Tis thr 
your own cloth / and dressed my spirit there ; 
your presence sore I crave ; The great repose 
your pride 
your regard ; And I pray Love will grant you a 
your servant 's willing breast 
your service they will prove most firm ; 'Tis 
your soj'ourn The more You 'd flee from comfort 
your son look not whence these prayers come , 
your speechless lover , And also him who often 
your strange abode ! I take delight in grantin 
your sufferings were my griefs 
your sweet favour 
your trust 
your ungratefulness Through your not finding m 
your will 
Your will I want to be entirely mine ; Should 
your wit 
your wit , And of your frame so fair the unsul 
Your wit extends beyond all others ' reach ; G 
yours 2 
and show not that it mounts ; Should yours decline , so will decline mine own ; A f 
desire might suffer great decrease If yours should vary and show not that it mounts 
yourself 1 
Within yourself no pleasure can you find : It is so g 
youths 1 
of a body fair and true , As genteel youths , in love well versed , have sought In 
zeal 1 
s my great Love that leads me to.such zeal ; I do not fear your body 's slightest ha 
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8.3.4. CONCORDANCIA DE LA VERSIÓ ANGLESA DELS POEMES 
D'AUSIÁS MARCH(ARCHER,TRAD., 1992) 
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a greater mass attracts a smaller one -
nd that she should 'be clever and wise -
, plying the damned with my questions -
yself - nothing that is of this world -
n his love to greater extremes than I -
e soul , man keeps to a straight path -
d , if only there were bounds to love -
s why I beg you to come Into my heart -
nothing can destroy their joint mass -
As for my body -
of love dependa on whom it settles in -
I want nothing for myself -
believe that his ufe will be spared 
judge where my love has its origins 
ent prove in the end to be unreliable -
e is to keep as far from you as I can -
uch amalgams great strength is forged -
tantly , and must watch you from afar -
Although I am 
on of the body is unable to turn into 
he soul seeks its own like ; to these 
to extolling adequately the worth of 
My desire keeps me to 
all love there is always a lover and 
ubled by love , or if you should want 
endowed it , while it gives the soul 
ou with his child ( and don 't expect 
of the body has no other goal except 
, alas ! my joy turns to suffering ; 
the body , for its part , groans with 
Whenever 
g as safe as if he were standing atop 
I am 
ey fade , pain attacks me : just like 
get clear of the shore unless he has 
well : I frighten them , as if I were 
The body , which is 
Prudent lady , spare me 
, who is already on the road to such 
thers , and there always will be , of 
But you and your ways are 
up to a high degree of pleasure when 
step ; I believe in paradise through 
hat Nature decrees , it gives rise to 
Beats me how 
For you 've sold your body for 
ollows cióse on their heels and wages 
such circumstances there ought to be 
it is variable , and does not come in 
d the bad squint , and a palr of legs 
without my help is either mad or else 
ut , through the understanding , even 
I am the only lover in whom it takes 
f love is no better than a wolf ' s or 
h , since I have no doubt that I have 
my own enemy , even when I think I am 
petites fully into play , agreeing to 
What can I compare you with , except 
one who never ceases to dream of such 
s an act of the will directed towards 
eel a small spark of the delight that 
but you have no inkling of where such 
Just as 
- following the dominant nature , for 
11 , but rather begins to see through 
But it must lie in 
reward ! Love , love , you would have 
You cannot expect 
And if death were not such 
y feeble limbs jerk ; my head becomes 
gs , I have only to remember her with 
e draws near when I shall go and lead 
again joined , so love lifts me up to 
strives to experience its delight on 
Whoever has 
ises that the highest good will yield 
and he finds his way to the intended goal 
and stern in love : I would be deeply hurt i 
and they would answer me , for there is no o 
but only that God will take her up into Heav 
except those who have given their lives for 
following the dominant nature , for a greate 
for I alone among lovers would have almost r 
for you have entered into some that were mor 
from such amalgams great strength is forged 
love has abandoned it , because the power of 
my special sensibilities reveal this truth 
nothing that is of this world - but only tha 
only to be executed suddenly without a singl 
something easily done , since he has my acti 
such things are of little use against Fortun 
the sight of your beauty has sapped all my s 
thus does subtle and infinite love temper th 
you who could wipe out all my pain 
139 
bad Christian when judged by my works , I be 
base desire , and does not even stir 
bastard child is born that rebels against bo 
beautiful and virtuous body 
bed of hope , so soundly asleep that reason 
beloved ; and so , when the beloved dies in 
bit of procuring done , give Na Monboi a try 
bitter draught to drink 
boy 
brief pleasure 
brief respite is followed by redoubled angui 
brutish desire 
bull meets his match , and is forced into su 
castle , who looks at the sky and , seeing n 
Catholic , but faith does not warm me enough 
condemned man who has spent a long time comi 
contrary wind to help 
corpse 
creature of corruption , is necessarily draw 
crust of bread , for it is the only thing th 
destination ? I beg you , Lord , to end my d 
different nature , blessed with riches and n 
different story altogether , for in you a mo 
double bond holds body and spirit , for ofte 
faith that reason confirms 
false and unstable desire 
fellow like that ever carne to be selling Fio 
few yards of cloth ! You are no use to anyon 
fierce war against them 
fight , for the soul then wants what is cont 
fixed measure : lover is great or insignifi 
fly or a locust could be proud of 
fool and a mindless lout 
fool realises that the highest good will yie 
form as unusual as this : while absence caus 
fox 's , animáis which can aspire no higher 
free will ; I do not know what obstructs thi 
friend to myself 
friendly truce , hen there are marvellous ac 
game of dice ? With pain like that of the so 
god , and yet he gives me nothing 
good ; but you have no inkling of where such 
good man enjoys in you , so that my disobedi 
good might be found 
greater glory will be within man 's reach wh 
greater mass attracts a smaller one - and he 
grille 
hard bed-in a man devoid of true life 
hard time trying to make any other man love 
haré to know how it feels to be courageous ! 
heavy blow , forcing me to be absent from th 
heavy burden to my neck ; intense heat cours 
heavy sigh for all my thoughts to rush back 
hermit 's life , so as better to celébrate 1 
high degree of pleasure when a double bond h 
highér level ; it forgets its wretched natur 
journey to make can have no rest 
joy above all others 
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that by mounting you he 'd amount to 
I live in pain , leading 
You '11 soon see what 
me to be selling Florentine cloth for 
or a visible crown would sit ill upon 
squint , and a pair of legs a fly or 
st like a condemned man who has spent 
Where , then , will I find 
In all love there is always 
I have turned reason into 
And so I hold him to be 
nd'which have all come gushing out of 
Lily among thorns , we both know that 
But it must lie in a hard bed-in 
If 
with darkness , and keeps watch over 
Just as 
eserve the honour accorded it ; it is 
Like 
soul to die for lack of compassion , 
love as mine if I were to allow such 
ou who gave that low body of yours to 
f nothing that could stand up to such 
All I want of her is 
help is either mad or else a fool and 
wills , when they are mingled , weave 
And so the two work together to form 
fferent story altogether , for in you 
Yet no one can cali himself 
elf a musician if he has never played 
normous head and the bad squint , and 
he body , except where the spirit has 
of no other man who , without loving 
"There 's not 
ngness , especially if she is in such 
fretted at the thought of renouncing 
kinds of love assailed me , and found 
any other delight , since it involves 
re , that the body will give the soul 
The ocean will bubble like 
Not that I think that even such 
I have turned the straight rule into 
, performing such deeds that in only 
quite convinced that he may trust to 
ay their power is transmuted , and in 
only to be executed suddenly without 
hing that ventures upon it , even for 
ure as if it were my enenty , for when 
ject it completely ; and make me feel 
nature , for a greater mass attracts 
mpletely : the oppressed will lies in 
s pitching ship struggles to ride out 
n before he knows what has happenéd , 
s obedient to the soul , man keeps to 
some great ship riding at anchor off 
This is 
hope totters within me and I can feel 
And yet , were I to murder 
s finite in him is of no help at such 
ho must eat or perish , but then sees 
And she ' d never perch on 
! My desire and my reason have called 
Id has its own ends ; none of them is 
it of procuring done , give Na Monboi 
ove must necessarily be engendered in 
passions are subject to variations of 
If you are not 
many pains , and can often reign over 
Yet that is what you deserve , for 
it no longer finds itself looking at 
d I strive to the utmost to make pain 
paper is good or poor , in just such 
this seems to me some excuse , though 
! You are no use to anyone except as 
Why , if you let your beard grow for 
Every small creature keeps 
its concept of love is no better than 
one , by which it forges the image of 
er compelled by virtuous love to love 
rage subsides , even if I do not say 
love is very oíd , absence can become 
a knight 
a life of perversity , and I fear eternal deat 
a lift she '11 give you ! Let wind conspire wi 
a living 
a living miracle 
a locust could be proud of 
a long time coming to terms with his death , a 
a love so complete that I would be loved in li 
a lover and a beloved ; and so , when the belo 
a lowly thrall , and have given no thought to 
a madman who would be angry at you : love of e 
a madman without the help of art 
a man can easily die of love 
a man devoid of true life 
a man loves virtue , then it is with such love 
a man 's pain even while he sleeps 
a man *s soul lives on when death seizes him , 
a man 's worth which gives valué to everything 
a man whom hunger has brought cióse to death , 
a martyr to his love for you-one who would wil 
a matter to pass unnoticed 
a merchant after it had savoured noble flesh ! 
a mighty forcé 
a mind so limpid that she would understand me 
a mindless lout 
a mixed fabric in which it is difficult to dis 
a mixed will which lasts for as long as they 
a monstrous lust has taken root 
a musician if he has never played a note , for 
a note , for you cannot become one merely by w 
a pair of legs a fly or a locust could be prou 
a part in it 
a particular woman , knows what love is and de 
a pilgrim on my ship who will not cali upon He 
a place because of me 
a place which promised such pleasure 
a place within me , each of them drawn by its 
a pleasurable languishing 
a poor lodging 
a pot of stew taken to the baker 's oven to co 
a separation could vanquish my desire 
a sharp-hooked scythe 
a short time my body has shed most of its bulk 
a single anchor 
a single day melancholy , choler , blood and p 
a single moment 's grace 
a single moment , will feel the forcé of its r 
a small boon comes amidst great ills it brings 
a small spark of the delight that a good man e 
a smaller one - and he finds his way to the in 
a state between life and death 
a storm 
a storm is raging about him that is too fierce 
a straight path - following the dominant natur 
a stretch of beach , feeling as safe as if he 
a sure sign that earthly good is not based in 
a terrible conflict raging there : I see that 
a thousand innocent men in cold blood , it wou 
a time , thus does the body make love mortal 
a tree on one of whose branches hang two splen 
a tree that was young and in leaf 
a truce , and have become as one in their love 
a true end , since they do not make man happy 
a try 
a unión of likenesses 
a very different or conflicting kind , because 
a virgin , it is only because it was God 's de 
a virtuous heart 
a visible crown would sit ill upon a living mi 
a wall , but rather begins to see through a gr 
a way of life , so that I will never know the 
a way this type of love depends on whom it set 
a weak one , for not being as frightened as I 
a wet-nurse . 
a while and then sheared it off , you could kn 
a wide-eyed vigil , while the sick must bear r 
a wolf 's or a fox 's , animáis which can aspi 
a woman 
a woman for her virtues alone ? I am convinced 
a word about it all day , I atn left feeling so 
a worm that eats away at love unless , while t 
abandon 2 
iples who have Venus as their teacher abandon the contemplative path , and take to a 
But in the end they too will have to abandon the very sea which spawned and, nurture 
As for my body 
abandoned 
love has abandoned it because the power of the body h 
abases 1 
89 flesh tries to ascend while the soul abases itself , which is why this desire will 
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340 
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52 
38 
220 
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ny kind is particularly revolting and 
ith the infinite ; the soul by itseif 
abhorrent 1 
abhorrrent to me 
abhors 1 
abhors all kinds of excess 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
69 
319 
retched : that you would no longer be 
But don 't think you '11 be 
what has happened , a storm is raging 
ubsides , even if I do not say a word 
and me , for all I am going to say is 
to blame if Love has placed his noose 
ve of them blowing together may bring 
The ignorant man knows all 
the living : they prefer not to think 
You must have heard 
Once he had learned 
And 
hat the highest good will yield a joy 
by making him like you , you lift him 
e shame , it will drop from its place 
rudent lady , when love is very oíd , 
kes a form as unusual as this : while 
fear death only because it would mean 
such a heavy blow , forcing me to be 
If there is one 
els such great delight and becomes so 
Yet , such as they are , give me 
, before my case is closed by death , 
Your mind 
n never savour contentment of its own 
but the spirit also loves of its own 
XCIV 
XCIV 
II 
CV 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
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XCIV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
IV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
99 
36 
23 
117 
30 
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26 
149 
36 
89 
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55 
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36 
176 
7 ile lineage has to deserve the honour 
re : lover is great or insignificant 
ate together , they cause good or ill 
all the pain I have suffered on your 
this world have all given conflicting 
ore be called generous than he can be 
No man can 
he extremes ; it is very difficult to 
hance disposes that he suddenly comes 
It hurts me whenever I come 
give me what I long for , carrying me 
e 's potentiality will be revealed in 
is because love can be defined as an 
possess it who lay aside all vices , 
the contemplative path , and take to 
able 2 
able to love me once I was dead , and that you 
able to put all that milk to good use when Joh 
about 9 
about him that is too fierce to be weathered o 
about it all day , I am left feeling so weak t 
about love , while I doubt that the sort who t 
about my neck 
about my return 
about the body , except where the spirit has a 
about the state in which I dwell : I frighten 
about the turtle-dove 
about your big weakness , he thought that by m 
above 4 
above all may my faith not waver / and my hope 
above all others 
above the level of man ; and so it is only jus 
above us 
absence 3 
absence can become a worm that eats away at lo 
absence causes love to wane in ordinary people 
absence from you , and because death blots out 
absent 1 
absent from the sight of such loveliness as yo 
absolute 1 
absolute good in this world , then it is throu 
absorbed 1 
absorbed by his efforts to understand you , th 
abundance 1 
abundance of them , since they are the path an 
accept 1 
accept me as yours , since that is what I want 
accomplishes 1 
accomplishes what no other can , for it grasps 
accord 2 
accord ; in this the body does succeed , but n 
accord , so that man is never completely untou 
accorded 1 
accorded it ; it is a man 's worth which gives 
according 2 
according to how he compares with the next man 
according to which of them has dominión over t 
account 1 
account 
accounts 1 
accounts of what it is 
accused 1 
accused of meanness if he never stops spending 
achieve 2 
achieve great worth in this world unless he ha 
achieve this mean , and very few people know w 
achieves 1 
achieves such love begins to know what happine 
across 3 
across one of them , and his oíd friend remind 
across something of hers , and if I attemp to 
across the sea 's perilous highways ! Even now 
act 2 
act , and I shall have proved my words with de 
act of the will directed towards a good ; but 
acting 1 
acting virtuously out of love of goodness , qu 
action 1 
action 
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ist it ? The will , through which all actions are carried out , recognises the under 
onflicting kind , because the soul 's actions are effected instantly , and their imm 
This love obstructs the body 's actions , robbing it of everything with which 
s once they have been translated into actions ; their potentiality can only be seen 
raething easily done , since he has my actions to go by 
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active 1 
But I sink into the active life , and so continué in sadness 
27 
Desires are revealed through 
n who are inspired by love to perform 
ndly truce , hen there are marvellous 
g to play an instrument , but only by 
be better to endure the pain than to 
cry out or am silent , nothing seems 
all dolts when it comes to extolling 
But it has 
constantly / and must watch you from 
gether , for once the man has won the 
ecree , while the body feels death 's 
it has cured many others of the same 
talk of , and through it mortal pain 
ved so much , see how I suffer ! I am 
Just tell me what you 're 
me , if only , once my soul was safe 
that low body of yours to a merchant 
; their potentiality can only be seen 
yes , and feels the desire to touch , 
d I die , you would never think of me 
how they rise up and then plunge down 
n to my bed , but pain thrusts me off 
's reach when our flesh and soul are 
locked them in will not let them out 
e a bastard child is born that rebels 
iable - such things are of little use 
ere safety and comfort wait , fate is 
sometimes the wind beats so strongly 
eparation lasts , constancy holds out 
t is with me : I am always struggling 
flesh , and why do the Fates decree , 
pain , treat me fairly : be my shield 
témplate God , rebels , blaspheming , 
on their heels and wages a fierce war 
You are the good 
vengeance on myself ; I have offended 
the eyes of my soul ! My will is set 
me tasty morsel turns every meal into 
will which lasts for as long as they 
ing their appetites fully into play , 
So , Lord , send faiths fire to my 
God , for I cannot move without your 
My 
acts 3 
acts , and from these it is evident that the s 
acts of holiness are blessed with deep and div 
acts to be seen 
actually 1 
actually playing it well and in tune 
add 1 
add one scrap of pleasure to the torments that 
adequate 1 
adequate ; whether my mind is empty or fall of 
adequately 1 
adequately the worth of a beautiful and virtuo 
advanced 1 
advanced only one argument in its favour , dec 
afar 1 
afar - you who could wipe out all my pain 
affection 1 
affection of the woman he loves , he wants her 
affliction 2 
affliction 
affliction 
afflicts 1 
afflicts them 
afraid 1 
afraid to speak to you : I need to know in wha 
after 5 
after , and leave the rest to me 
after baptism , I had not been returned to the 
after it had savoured noble flesh ! What 's hi 
after the event 
after which this will grows or dies 
again 5 
again 
again 
again 
again joined , so love lifts me up to a high d 
again ! Well / beloved lady , that is just the 
against 13 
against both its progenitors 
against Fortune and the events through which i 
against him : he never reaches it 
against him that he cannot get clear of the sh 
against it and pays no heed to what the enviou 
against love , always trying to do what my rea 
against love 's own wishes , that the soul be 
against oblivion 
against the idea of that place ; no man can im 
against them 
against which every other good is measured , a 
against your will through my great sins , and 
against yours /and I am my.own enemy , even w 
agony 1 
agony ; or like the hermit who has spent long 
agree 1 
agree to continué \ 
agreeing 1 
agreéing to a friendly truce , hen there are m 
aid 2 
aid and warm the part that chills'me 
aid , because my body is worse than paralytic 
ailing 1 
ailing heart burns hotter than the sun in June 
ailment 
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11 you of many cases where some minor ailment has ended in death 
alas 1 
o leave my imagined pleasure , then , alas ! my joy turns to suffering ; a brief res 
alike 1 
them , and their passions come to be alike 
alive 2 
he form my desires took while she was alive 
nothing obstructs me : while she was alive my flesh rebelled 
all 
The ignorant man knows all 
resist it ? The will , through which all 
of frenzied thoughts , and which have all 
an infidel suffered no misfortune at all 
An obese body wants only to sleep all 
even if I do not say a word about it all 
I have lost all 
• And yet , we are all 
e strength of my desire is capable of all 
You are the end in which all 
that would be preferable to spending all 
th wind to lend its support , so that all 
t the true end was of this world have all 
for unless the man himself is good , all 
each the goal for which he strives in all 
orld the sovereign good , and employs all 
this fear that stands between me and all 
htened lover will understand me , for all 
All 
ful counterpart , for the latter does all 
nature , while at the same time doing all 
It does all 
If love sees that all 
ason governs the appetite , reason in all 
infinite ; the soul by itself abhors all 
forced such pain upon me , for it is all 
In all 
And above all 
rings from the kind of love common to all 
od ceases , following the course that all 
case , then annihilate my soul ; may all 
on you and you alone that I have cast all 
All 
ou from afar - you who could wipe out all 
, her joy is ineffable ; if in Hell , all 
tense heat courses through my veins ; all 
Pierce my heart and seize hold of all 
- the sight of your beauty has sapped all 
In all 
to remember her with a heavy sigh for all 
y mind is empty or fall of thoughts , all 
night , for it is then that I summon all 
All 
e dawn brings no respite , for I toil all 
e , for they have lost their vigour , all 
to be clever to know this because in all 
ts power can be such that it can make all 
aim that it is totally different from all 
e highest good will yield a joy above all 
those enormous hairs you have growing all 
It will soon be all 
All 
irtues alone ? I am convinced that we all 
s deep cares keep me far removed from all 
Just as the rivers all 
like manner , and so would be free of all 
e , it is never satisfied , and keeps all 
thingness : death returns to the void all 
t don 't think you '11 be able to put all 
good by taking life as by giving it : all 
ng by turns full of fear and hope for all 
I could write my own Apocalypse of all 
he learned the whole story and heard all 
, where time has no meaning , I know all 
will feel the forcé of its rage , and all 
tter , you will not be ungrateful for all 
e pleasures he once enjoyed , so that all 
m , and his oíd friend reminds him of all 
ou weary of it , and are left feeling all 
And I feel remorse for all 
all these , and once the world ends , all 
is because of the world that God made all 
The passions deriving from all 
ce desire is the driving forcé behind all 
It darkens the reason of all 
So it is that the understanding of all 
Then I shall have put beneath me all 
he ugly ones that offend you but also all 
Love should use all 
83 
about the body , except where the spirit h 
actions are carried out , recognises the u 
come gushing out of a madman without the h 
compared to me , for there is no solution 
day , and could not climb one step up this 
day , I am left feeling so weak that no so 
desire for food , unless it is some morsel 
dolts when it comes to extolling adequatel 
else 
ends meet , and there can be no end that d 
eternity in the dark dungeon 
five of them blowing together may bring ab 
given conflicting accounts of what it is 
he has is useless 
his doings 
his wits in the search for great pleasures 
hope of happiness 
I am going to say is about love , while I 
I want of her is a mind so limpid that she 
it can to ensure , for the sake of its own 
it can to make the other obey , but it doe 
it can to make the body disposed towards 1 
its wandering is profitless , I am sure th 
its works becomes natural to man ; but if 
kinds of excess 
love 's doing 
love there is always a lover and a beloved 
may my faith not waver , and my hope not t 
raen 
men can understand 
my being be returned to nothingness , espe 
my desires , and it is in you that the sam 
my labours have brought me nothing 
my pain 
my prayers are pointless 
my senses are buffeted by presentiments of 
my senses , spend all your rage on me , fo 
my strength 
my suffering you do me no wrong , for if y 
my thoughts to rush back 
my time is spent in vain : I repent of eve 
my wits to plot my self-betrayal 
my words will be lost on those who have no 
night racking my brains how best to perfor 
of them 
of us our desires find no end except in yo 
other kinds of love lay down their arms 
other pain : quantitatively , it can be co 
others 
over it 
over with me , unless your pity sends repr 
pain is insignificant unless it is eternal 
prefer the woman to be virtuous , because 
real events 
run down to the sea , so does every end me 
suffering ? It is in this sphere that my p 
that is finite at bay as long as it can 
that is of the body 
that milk to good use when John goes off a 
that springs from your power is one 
that the future might hold , I would know 
the deep secrets which love keeps hidden b 
the details of your filthy little life , a 
the fear that we are capable of feeling 
the fish beneath will rush for shelter to 
the pain I have suffered on your account 
the past comes vividly back , and when the 
the pleasures he once enjoyed , so that al 
the weaker ; the same thing happens every 
the wrongs I did her , and wish I could re 
their marvellous operations will cease 
these , and once the world ends , all thei 
these desires were mixed when they reached 
this , and I know of nothing that could st 
those it wounds , and they have no means o 
those over whom Venus holds complete sway 
those things that I carry on my shoulders 
those which are indifferently sinful 
three of its strands together to make its 
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6 k their evil , and wish it could last all year 
4 4 telling it with great indignation : " All your hopes and desires are futile , since 
38 d seize hold of all my senses , spend all your rage on me , for I will offer no defe 
5 em back 
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150 
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IV 
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CV 
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IV 
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41 
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17 
120 
34 
184 
97 
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• 5 
17 
155 
153 
143 
allies 
enlisting the help of their allies the North-Eastern and the Midi 
oy or sadness ; whatever fate God has 
such great love as mine if I were to 
ep over my death , repentant that you 
ril I am in : even though I beg to be 
begins to know what happiness is : it 
d then is exposed to fire to make the 
- for I alone among lovers would have 
le and I can feel them separately and 
nts what the other does not despise , 
e , and will not need to take my word 
h as flesh , I tried to love her soul 
nly there were bounds to love - for I 
but only that I may love you , God , 
My spirit is content with imaginings 
love to love a woman for her virtues 
mpulses of desire , the understanding 
The love which derives from the soul 
It is on you and you 
allotted 1 
allotted me lies with you 
allow 1 
allow such a matter to pass unnoticed 
allowed 2 
allowed an innocent soul to die for lack of co 
allowed into Heaven , I do not reveré that pía 
allows 1 
allows neither fear ñor hope to come anywhere 
alloy 1 
alloy dissolve in smoke , leaving puré and inc 
almost 3 
almost reached them by now 
almost see them 
almost without effort that will takes complete 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
alone 
among lovers would have almost reached t 
, because I am certain that the greatest 
, by which it forges the image of a woma 
? I am convinced that we all prefer the 
is equipped with judgement 
is founded on the virtues and on the und 
that I have cast all my desires , and it 
left it entirely 
of Hell grips me 
along 2 
but has struck out along that road : my hope already shows signs 
for I have started along the road towards it ; I want to retrace 
already 5 
erything that could happen to her has already come to pass 
But I can see already from your delay in granting my wish th 
suffering so he feel , then , who is already on the road to such a destination ? I 
My body already shows clear signs of decrepitude , sin 
struck out along that road : my hope already shows signs- of decay 
also 6 
nly the ugly ones that offend you but also all those which are indifferently sinful 
our fate , whether good or bad , will also be mine 
n but , through another sweet pain it also brings some small pleasure 
But this also has sharpened my wits so that I can bette 
They love together , but the spirit also loves of its own accord , so that man is 
e ; it cannot experience good without also tasting the bad, 
Although 5 
Although he can see the shore where safety and 
Although I am a bad Christian when judged by m 
ure from this world approaching , for although I grieve I do not love you as I wish 
rong , and it makes the others hold ; although they can exist without it , it preven 
Although you seem full of anger , that is only 
altogether 
u and your ways are a different story altogether for in you a monstrous lust has t 
In all love there is 
Lily among thorns , I will 
rgue with it , in the end the will is 
nds or throat , even though like will 
pleasure at our ignorance : your will 
's just the way it is with me : I am 
ls of its battles , and this keeps it 
I am always struggling against love , 
he woman to be virtuous , because man 
There are others , and there 
nly when they are forced to , but are 
Although 
am my own enemy , even when I think 
loved so much , see how I suffer ! 
hat ' s just the way it is with me : 
ay love you , God , alone , because 
ove a woman for her virtues alone ? 
, let me live on , for I feel that 
always 11 
always a lover and a beloved ; and so , when t 
always do my utmost to ensure that pain never 
always governed by the understanding 's good s 
always seek like 
always shows clemency , and the bad you seem t 
always struggling against love , always trying 
always supplied with the choicest food 
always trying to do what my reason tells me is 
always wants his pleasure to last 
always will be , of a differeh-t nature , bless 
always willing to sing out of harmony 
am 36 
am a bad Christian when judged by my works , I 
am a Catholic , but faith does not warm me eno 
am a friend to myself ;x 
am afraid to speak to you : I need to know in 
am always struggling against love , always try 
am assailed by even greater pain than Tityos a 
am certain that the greatest good springs from 
am convinced that we all prefer the woman to b 
am drawing closer to you 
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24 
you to realise 'that because of you 
I feel no regret even though I know 
r leaves me ; and don 't think that 
If 
ill keep me from sin , because once 
lover will understand me , for all 
sing the gift that it might make me 
frightened as I ought of the peril 
, such is my delight that I forget 
not reveré that place as I ought ; 
o not say a word about it all day , 
My will is set against yours , and 
And so , it is because 
will through my great sins , and if 
Help me , God , for 
I am driven to every extreme : love has overeóme 
I am dying 
I am exaggerating , for my shameful guilt deserv 
I am forced to think of other things , I have on 
I am free of sin , I will cast aside those habit 
I am going to say is about love , while I doubt 
, am happy to give myself up to its sadness and 
I am in : even though I beg to be allowed into H 
I am in this world 
I am just like the master of some great ship rid 
I am lacking both in fear and in hope 
I am left feeling so weak that no sound escapes 
I am my own enemy , even when I think I am a fri 
I am no more trouble to you than many others who 
I am not disposed to the deepest of joys that I 
I am not equal to that task , do with my flesh a 
I am one who never ceases to dream of such a god 
I am poor in strength 
I am prepared for whatever love has in store for 
I am quite sure that everything you do is good a 
am silent , nothing seems adequate ; whether m 
I am still waiting for my reward ! Love , love , 
I am sure that , from puré shame , it will drop 
I am sure that when you come to know me better , 
I am the guilty one ; I have judged your decisio 
I am the only lover in whom it takes a form as u 
I am unique in matters of love , I believe that 
amalgams 1 
destroy their joint mass - from such amalgams great strength is forged - thus does 
amidst 2 
y enemy , for when a small boon comes amidst great ills it brings only sorrow ; and 
in no small measure , is to be found amidst the thoughts of one who is sad ; and ev 
among 8 
ere were bounds to love - for I alone among lovers would have almost reached them by 
s good , and there is no disagreement among the desires which spring from it 
For I would sooner spend my time among the tombs , plying the damned with my qu 
Lily among thorns , God help you to realise that be 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Lily among thorns 
Whether I cry out o 
Sixteen years of this , and 
t all its wandering is profitless , 
But 
ave blamed you , for I confess that 
in matters of love , I believe that 
Since 
I will always do my utmost to e 
it is beyond my powers to make 
my desires shift so wildly that 
we both know that a man can eas 
amount 2 
No amount of cleverness will make virtue easy to 
he thought that by mounting you he ' d amount to a knight 
his is because love can be defined as 
owards pleasure that I cannot look at 
onger , and yet I dread its coming to 
When this world comes to 
ever-replenished liver and never puts 
nd incorruptible gold , so death puts 
o as it bids me : love has thought up 
My will has obeyed love to such 
d the bad you seem to do us is really 
g of Cyprus who was kept in prison by 
my death , repentant that you allowed 
become one merely by wanting to play 
, it is beyond my powers to make you 
beyond the bounds of man 's nature : 
f the time this love infliets upon me 
ordered reckoning ? You have given me 
nvinced that he may trust to a single 
in the safest port , it will lose its 
e master of some great ship riding at 
In all love there is always a lover 
my help is either mad or else a fool 
he enormous head and the bad squint , 
of any kind is particular!y revolting 
lled this fear that stands between me 
t , will feel the floree of its rage , 
shable and I can feel them separately 
with my pain , the pleasure is lost , 
s rope , for one of them easily snaps 
does not discrimínate between one man 
some time need bother with my works ! 
nd of pleasure than you weary of it , 
the delights of the flesh weary me ; 
oes not have the necessary strength , 
ges colour ; I seek out hidden places 
appy to give myself up to its sadness 
an 17 
an act of the will directed towards a good ; b 
an attractive woman without sighing and wantin 
an end 
an end , sun , moon , planets and constellatio 
an end to its meal , for while one worm gnaws 
an end to my base desire 
an especially fierce illness just for me , to 
an extent that the dangerous wound it has infl 
an ineffable good 
an infidel suffered no misfortune at all compa 
an innocent soul to die for lack of compassion 
an instrument , but only by actually playing i 
an invisible crown 
An obese body wants only to sleep all day , an 
an unmistakeable sign of it is that it has no 
an unmitigated pain but , through another swee 
an upright nature , but I have turned the stra 
anchor 3 
anchor 
anchor and its rigging will snap 
anchor off a stretch of beach , feeling as saf 
and 317 
and a beloved ; and so , when the beloved dies 
and a mindless lout 
and a pair of legs a fly or a locust could be 
and abhorrent to me 
And above all may my faith not waver , and my 
and all hope of happiness 
and all the fish beneath will rush for shelter 
and almost see them 
and anguish overtakes me once more 
and another does not last for long 
and another slightly diminishes our dread 
And anyone who is tormented by his suffering n 
and are left feeling all the weaker ; the same 
And , as long as the appetite wants only what 
and as soon as my body 's vigour returns , my 
and at the first step he crumples up and falls 
and avoid publie ones ; I throw myself on to m 
and be sad for ever 
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ause it would mean absence from you , and 
nderstanding feels such great delight and 
n it wrenches itself free of the body and 
the power of its enemies ? The sweet and 
Soul and 
gave out light , the other darkness , and 
can feel pain lurking in wait for me and 
rings many pleasures and many pains , and 
the soul is not attached to matter , and 
n detain me as I follow this straight and 
ugh he can see the -shore where safety and 
ornes to an end , sun , moon , planets and 
se body wants only to sleep ali day , and 
sed will lies in a state between life and 
particular woman , knows what love is and 
great indignation : " All your hopes and 
cts of holiness are blessed with deep and 
d by my works , I bear you no anger , and 
In quantity it is variable , and 
s unable to turn into a base desire , and 
te wants only what is necessary to it and 
rment of the man whom death has taken and 
o has spent long years away from town and 
t its will , can tame the savage body and 
s off and leaves you with his child { and 
to ensure that pain never leaves me ; and 
ng in this world the sovereign good , and 
ce , it is quite wrong to pity them , and 
for I have no firmness of intention , and 
idst the thoughts of one who is sad ; and 
and at the first step he crumples up and 
e for the beloved , he derives honour and 
med with this love through the eyes , and 
, and both together health , pleasure and 
ve temper the body 's finite nature , and 
Let them go and 
make the body disposed towards love , and 
's nature are restricted to the known and 
s which have no element of virtue ebb and 
se , both kinds of love assailed me , and 
Desires are revealed through acts , and 
g , with fleet foot seeks out virtues and 
d many such women , who are most wise and 
Its son and 
Just as we can hear the sea howl and 
t been returned to the arms of life , and 
nce , for love wants me for its court and 
e and my reason have called a truce , and 
e turned reason into a lowly thrall , and 
it throws his nature into confusión , and 
greater mass attracts a smaller one - and 
But if he learried the whole.story and 
he woman he loves , he wants her mind and 
has material possessions , goodness , and 
e suddenly comes across one of them , and 
last for ever like that of St Francis and 
his cannot happen unless I scorn life and 
that any wickedness will shame them , and 
Its son and grandson are desire and 
When desire and 
nstead of being by turns full of fear and 
es , the North-Eastern and the Midi , and 
soul ! My will is set against yours , and 
Sixteen years of this , and 
My hope totters within me and 
ead , they are easily distinguishable and 
love you more in death than in life , and 
oment to moment I change my desires 
not remember anything from the past 
r you more than I feel love for you 
ment as no other man has ever known 
pain , leading a life of perversity 
insignificant unless it is eternal 
Even death has not killed my love 
s the driving forcé behind all this 
otentiality will be revealed in act 
danger , I shall think only of you 
st great illa it brings only sorrow 
e that saint whose feast-day I keep 
rt of passión that inflames my soul 
nst your will through my great sins 
ver I come across something of hers 
Do this , Lord 
's vigour returns , my spirit weeps 
and 
and 
and 
And 
and 
and 
and 
and 
And 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
And 
and 
And 
And 
and 
and 
And 
and 
And 
and 
And 
because death blots out love 
becomes so absorbed by his efforts to unde 
begins its journey outwards , leaving in t 
bitter tastes of both kinds of love are in 
body each finds pleasure in the other ; th 
both together health , pleasure and fever 
can count on ending up in its hands 
can often reign over a virtuous heart 
cannot be the exclusive object of this des 
certain course 
comfort wait , fate is against him : he ne 
constellations will no longer move through 
could not climb one step up this rugged el 
death 
declares it to be his god 
desires are futile , since you no sooner f 
divine understanding , through instilled k 
do not blame you for anything 
does not come in a fixed measure : lover 
does not even stir 
does not exceed the natural order , it doe 
does not know where he is to be sent ( he 
does not miss any of the friends he used t 
domestícate any wild thing by inflicting t 
don 't expect a boy 
don 't think that I am exaggerating , for 
employs all his wits in the search for gre 
even more mistaken to find excuses for the 
even now my will has changed 
even when people have seen me in great pai 
falls to the ground 
fame , and the soul thus finds pleasure in 
feels the desire to touch , after which th 
fever 
fill it with life 
fill the squares and streets and pleasant 
finds as much scope in us as the Devil 
finite 
flow like the tide , and no one could fail 
found a place within me , each of them dra 
from these it is evident that the soul dra 
good 
good , but lady Teresa enjoys perfection i 
grandson are desire and hope , but fear fo 
groan when the west wind whips it one way 
had paid death his due ; then I would not 
has summoned me to it 
have become as one in their love of the sp 
have given no thought to God 
he fails to reach the goal for which he st 
he finds his way to the intended goal 
heard all the details of your filthy littl 
her understanding 
high lineage 
his oíd friend reminds him of all the plea 
his stigmata 
hold death in contempt for your sake 
holding in esteem only honourable virtue 
hope , but fear follows cióse on their hee 
hope die , love cannot survive , and it ca 
hope for all that the future might hold , 
humbly imploring the North wind to lend it 
I am my own enemy , even when I think I am 
I am still waiting for my reward ! Love , 
I can feel a terrible conflict raging ther 
I can feel them separately and almost see 
I can forgive anyone if he does not believ 
I can never tell where the pain will strik 
I clothe my body in nothing but my own sha 
I confess this sin before you 
I could tell you of many cases where some 
I do no harm to anyone 
I fear eternal death beyond this life 
I fear lest this is what she has earned 
I feel no regret even though I know I am d 
I feel remorse for all the wrongs I did he 
I know of nothing that could stand up to s 
I shall have proved my words with deeds 
I shall make my vow to .that same God who j 
I strive to the utmost to make pain a way 
I take pleasure in what soon filis me inst 
I , who love love for its own sake , witho 
I would willingly sacrifice my reason if I 
if death were not such a heavy blow , forc 
if God chose to take me up into Heaven , m 
if I am not equal to that task , do with m 
if I attemp to avoid the pain , it feels a 
if I can redeem my sins through death , le 
if I ever turn back , may I know for certa 
if I should plead for my flesh , do not li 
if my body 's strength should be completel 
if not as much love enters me as I wish , 
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would be angry at you : love of evil 
f the day their power is transmuted , 
s I ought ; I ara lacking both in fear 
never perch on a tree that was young 
Intense delight , 
but only by actually playing it well 
y sea which spawned and nurtured them 
Hoy dissolve in smoke , leaving puré 
strength is forged - thus does subtle 
n part this will is born of ignorance 
Whenever a bull meets his match , 
never attains what is worthy of it , 
time coming to terms with his death , 
and hope die , love cannot survive , 
more spacious does its prison feel , 
em , even without being aware of it , 
ess will make virtue easy to attain , 
one that I have cast all my desires , 
ts constituent parts are in harmony , 
lt the lingering cold of the senses , 
This 'strand is strong , 
ody does succeed , but not for long , 
this simple will that God raises up , 
safest port , it will lose its anchor 
if it succeeds , it thwarts both love 
ou , Lord , that you deaden my senses 
you , for they have left me half dead 
dy may tire , it is never satisfied , 
covers subtle truths with darkness , 
The time draws near when I shall go 
Recommend me to love , 
Just tell me what you 're after , 
t milk to good use when John goes off 
f the dead : come back to the world , 
Fish will spawn in the woods 
es and streets and pleasant gardens , 
: I flee from everyone who is happy , 
ker ' s oven to cook , changing colour 
o how he compares with the next man , 
easily keep the fire of love hidden , 
rstanding , because of which it knows 
ermined to love , proceeds to do so , 
standing wasted no time in replying , 
he strength to reject it completely ; 
knot it with the hair from your arms 
e pain is not to be found in Nature , 
Id who have not understood my poems , 
It soon brings many pleasures 
aging there : I see that you are just 
e joyfully celébrate the feast-days , 
st feel who long for you constantly , 
Lady , you are my god 
nd above all may my faith not waver , 
and then blames me for it ! My desire 
r of the body has reached its limit , 
ernally at his ever-replenished liver 
fouling it herself before drinking , 
f virtue ebb and flow like the tide , 
which every other good is measured , 
ifferent nature , blessed with riches 
now I can see the winds from the West 
esires the fulfilment of its nature , 
to abandon the very sea which spawned 
er worth , but is poor in possessions 
details of your filthy little life , 
that the soul has to assert its own , 
soul alone is founded on the virtues 
f the world that God made all these , 
Desire tunes and tempers hope , 
Both our experience 
urse : usually time wears pain away , 
, and love shows plainly in my eyes , 
Suffering here , then , 
e in the other ; they share pleasures 
asts , constancy holds out against it 
ingle day melancholy , choler , blood 
Be off with you , 
Times 
n I press my hands together in prayer 
m go and fill the squares and streets 
on feel , and it extends its strength 
11 not cali upon Heaven , making vows 
y cannot speak without exaggeration , 
kind , he flees into the wilderness , 
In purity and virtue I love 
atop a castle , who looks at the sky 
ery creature longs for its likeness , 
Pierce my heart 
ich is completely human gives no rest 
and ignorance of good are the reasons that men 
and in a single day melancholy , choler , bloo 
and in hope 
and in leaf 
and in no small measure , is to be found amids 
and in tune 
and , in utter desperation , leap out on to dr 
and incorruptible gold , so death puts an end 
and infinite love temper the body 's finite na 
and is composed of our two natures 
and is forced into submission by another of hi 
and is never fulfilled 
and is then led to believe that his life will 
and it cannot reign where there is nothingness 
and it extends its strength and power so that 
and it is because of this that such love could 
and it is beyond the reach of the poet 's art 
and it is in you that the same desires origina 
and it is this harmony which multiplies the fo 
and it is what I feel through these that dicta 
and it makes the others hold ; although they c 
and its pleasure is soon spent 
and its power can be such that it can make all 
and its rigging will snap 
and itself 
and keep me for ever from knowing certain plea 
and keep me from life ! O Lord God , let me li 
and keeps all that is finite at bay as long as 
and keeps watch over a man 's pain even while 
and lead a hermit 's life , so as better to ce 
and leave me be , for of love I have little fe 
and leave the rest to me 
and leaves you with his child ( and don 't exp 
and let me see what has become of you 
and lions roam the sea before my love will eve 
and listen to long tales being sung 
and loathe the thought that my grief could eve 
and losing its natural form as it seethes 
And love knows what has forced such pain upon 
and love 's strength is determined by where it 
and love shows plainly in my eyes , and pain s 
and loves good 
and loves himself for it 
and made nonsense of these ideas 
and make me feel a small spark of the delight 
and make some first-rate hunting snares for ca 
and man cannot guess what it is like , much le 
and many more who have never heard of them 
and many pains , and can often reign over a vi 
and merciful , I see your will which dispenses 
and mix fun with their worship 
and must watch you from afar - you who could w 
and my delight 
and my hope not tremble ; if these are strong 
and my reason have called a truce , and have b 
and my spirit has been confirmed in puré love 
and never puts an end to its meal , for while 
and. never touches the running stream 
and no one could fail to be shocked if he saw 
and no one is good who does not resemble you 
and noble blood but lacking the most important 
and North-West gathering hostile forces : the 
And nothing can halt their labour except the v 
and nothing in the world can stand in the way 
and nurtured them and , in utter desperation , 
and of base lineage , does not have the means 
and of how you paid in public the wages of you 
And often Nature is at fault / for it will end 
and on other occasions the body has to strive 
and on the understanding ; it is this simple w 
and once the world ends , all their marvellous 
and once this is lost , love bewails its own d 
and our judgement prove in the end to be unrel 
and overcomes it 
and pain stops the blood reaching my heart , s 
and pain without end that awaits me 
and pains between them , and their pas3ions co 
and pays no heed to what the envious might say 
and phlegm predomínate 
and pick on someone who doesdt want to be your 
and places point her out to me together with t 
and plead to God , for everything that could h 
and pleasant gardens , and listen to long tale 
and power so that it no longer finds itself lo 
and promises of countless votive offerings of 
and quelling my fervent desire so that I can w 
and returns only when he has built up the stre 
and reveré her spirit for itself , on which ma 
and , seeing no cloud in sight , is quite conv 
and seeks it out ; that is why I choose not to 
and-seize hold of all my senses , spend all yo 
and sets no limits to the appetite ; but witho 
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es will become fused with your will , 
But I sink into the active life , 
you lift him above the level of man ; 
this so that I will think only of you 
res were mixed when they reached me : 
ere is always a lover and a beloved ; 
hat I would be loved in like manner , 
be within man ' s reach when our flesh 
ver can attain delight until the body 
ry swells up , which is why both body 
tempt me with that desire which body 
It is not easy to tell how body 
mixed desire is composed of both body 
on involves the participation of body 
The pleasure which body 
leasure when a double bond holds body 
that she should be clever and wise -
Let them go and fill the squares 
ve it ; you grant the gift of grace , 
it cries out loudly for pain to come 
cher abandon the contentplative path , 
Desire tunes 
pain and the great pleasure of love , 
I would to God that my mind were dead 
this love I feel occurs in the body , 
wn wishes , that the soul be fettered 
he would understand me in every way , 
e sure that everything you do is good 
be able to love me once I was dead , 
he 's the one with the enormous head 
e : your will always shows clemency , 
n when the west wind whips it one way 
ngs areof little use against Fortune 
t one way and the east wind another , 
re that the lover feels both the pain 
eties that nourish your understanding 
on his wages at the end of the day , 
teel will crumple at the first blow , 
p of their allies , the North-Eastern 
nce of them , since they are the path 
Flesh desires flesh , 
eloved , he derives honour and fame , 
athering hostile forces : the Sirocco 
1 ' s actions are effected instantly , 
re pleasures and pains between them , 
ill realise that what I say is true , 
Love / I mean , which makes me love , 
p from the mines mixed with base ores 
as the once living flesh turns yellow 
w for the first time how they rise up 
f you let your beard grow for a while 
There are others , 
are the end in which all ends meet , 
ove takes the form of virtuous good , 
s the reason of all those it wounds , 
plying the damned with my questions -
to gather the spoils of its battles , 
n times , the love of our senses dies 
There is some comparison between me 
tish man has no place on that bench , 
It is this will that poets talk of , 
But I nave made my cholee 
e body , neglecting its own delight , 
y has to strive to -subjugate the soul 
Id like to guard her love jealously , 
d us never to weaken in my resolve , 
ining it , no matter how much thought 
with me ; for I make love into my god 
y that I want you to be both virtuous 
re decrees , it gives rise to a false 
very difficult to achieve this mean , 
In purity 
g adequately the worth of a beautiful 
but fear follows cióse on their heels 
1-t makes man love falsely 
t an attractive woman without sighing 
o , Lord , send faiths fire to my aid 
hat all the past comes vividly back , 
turtle-doves , or crested lapwings 
, which speak of frenzied thoughts 
ses the understanding as its master 
And she 'd never perch on a tree that was youn 
and since I know that the world brings me no b 
And since they *11 cali you by your proper nam 
and so continué in sadness 
And so I hold him to be a madman who would be 
And so , it is because I am not disposed to th 
and so it is only just that whoever pleases th 
and so that I may reach the road which climbs 
And so the two work together to form a mixed w 
and so they continued mixed within me 
And so this seems to me some excuse , though a 
and so , when the beloved dies in body , the 1 
And so with me : I know now that my best cours 
and so would be free of all suffering ? It is 
and soul are again joined , so love lifts me u 
and soul are in harmony , for the love we feel 
and soul are poor in delights 
and soul both embrace 
and soul implement this desire : they take nei 
and soul joined together , for once the man ha 
and soul together 
and soul together desire does not last beyond 
and spirit , for often one is held captive by 
and stern in love : I would be deeply hurt if 
and streets and pleasant gardens , and listen 
and take it away , regardless of worth 
and take its place 
and take to action 
and tempers hope , and once this is lost , lov 
and that for this reason the body must first b 
and that I could spend my life asleep 
and that it is there that the lover feels both 
and that reason never free it , while the fies 
and that she should be clever and wise - and s 
and that you do as much good by taking life as 
and that you would soon find your love turning 
and the bad squint , and a pair of legs a fly 
and the bad you seem to do us is really an ine 
and the east wind another , and the fight ends 
and the events through which it shapes our liv 
and the fight ends only when one of them retre 
and the great pleasure of love / and that for 
and the innocent movements of your beautiful b 
and the lawyer can expect to be paid even when 
and the lightest stroke will pierce one made o 
and the Midi , and humbly imploring the North 
and the road to the other kind 
and the soul seeks its own like ; to these a b 
and the soul thus finds pleasure in the body ' 
and the South-Western must hold them back , en 
and their immediate cause is in the body 
and their passions come to be alike 
and their spirits will sink 
And then before he knows what has happened , a 
and then blames me for it ! My desire and my r 
and then is exposed to fire to make the alloy 
and then pales : even greater pain does my des 
and then plunge down again 
and then sheared it' off , you could knot it wi 
and there always will be , of a different natu 
and there can be no end that does not lead to 
and there is no disagreement among the desires 
and they have no means of knowing what virtuou 
and they would answer me , for there is no one 
and this keeps it always supplied with the cho 
and this tempered state is lost , for the spir 
and those great lovers who have grieved over t 
and those who are far removed from such virtue 
and through it mortal pain afflicts them 
and , through love , -I shall live 
and thus forgets its own nature 
and to dominate it 
and to feel sure that she would willingly die 
and to keep you constantly in my thoughts 
and trouble he may take , because this will is 
and try to wrest contentment from it , only to 
and unchaste 
and unstable desire 
and very few people know what it is like 
and virtue I love and reveré her spirit for it 
and virtuous body 
and wages a fierce war against them 
and want that which cannot lead him to happine 
and wanting to make her mine for ever 
and warm the part that chills me 
And when she lived on this earth as flesh , I 
and when the friend departs , he is filled wit 
And when the two wills are both attracted to t 
And when they both bring their appetites fully 
And when you hear people shout : " Hey , you ! 
and which have all come gushing out of a madma 
and while it may argüe with it , in the end th 
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m hunger has brought cióse to death , 
y does God encase the soul in flesh , 
my disobedient flesh will be appeased 
1 see the outer signs of love in me , 
ins in the senses , but makes virtues 
y way , and that she should be clever 
emorse for all the wrongs I did her , 
under its cover to work their evil , 
ith the spirit and without the body , 
man to love simply , with the spirit 
t burns hotter than the sun in June , 
never ceases to dream of such a god , 
rds it ; I want to retrace my steps , 
that my life should last any longer , 
pray will happen could cost me dear , 
It is on you 
ded , you are incapable of pleasure , 
n many others who did not serve you , 
He can appreciate your complexión 
But you 
dy , very often because of neglect or 
en judged by my works , I bear you no 
he recovers , so it is with me : when 
Although you seem full of 
and who must eat or perish , but then sees a t 
and why do the Fates decree , against love 's 
and will give some respite 
and will not need to take my word alone 
and wisdom its goal 
and wise - and stern in love : I would be deep 
and wish I could redress them with my blood 
and wish it could last all year 
and with the body but without the soul 
and without the body , and with the body but w 
and yet has won no reward 
and yet he gives me nothing 
and yet I do not turn in that direction 
and yet I dread its coming to an end 
And yet , in such circumstances there ought to 
and yet this same hope consoles me in my great 
And yet , we are all dolts when it comes to ex 
And yet , were I to murder a thousand innocent 
and you alone that I have cast all my desires 
and you are too brutish to be of any use to lo 
and you have done for them no less than what I 
and your figure , but as for your mien , he ha 
and your ways are a different story altogether 
anger 4 
anger 
anger , and do not blame you for anything 
anger grips me , I find such strength that I d 
anger , that is only due to your displeasure a 
angry 3 
hold him to be a madman who would be angry at you : love of evil and ignorance of g 
lack for love , I shall not want for angry thoughts with which to punish myself for 
elay in granting my wish that you are angry : your mercy finds nothing in me to work 
anguish 3 
say is madness : my words arise from anguish 
rief respite is followed by redoubled anguish : just like the sick man who for the s 
my pain , the pleasure is lost , and anguish overtakes me once more 
30 o better than a wol'f ' s or a fox 's 
animáis 1 
animáis which can aspire no higher in love tha 
XCVI 
IV 
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XIII 
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If that is the case 
higher goal 
annihilate 1 
then annihilate my soul may all my being be retur 
announce 1 
Saint John was sent to announce the Messiah 
nd whips it one way and the east wind 
pe , for one of them easily snaps and 
ne worm gnaws constantly at my mind , 
ch , and is forced into submission by 
lovers love : one of them is chaste , 
This is 
not discrimínate between one man and 
me an unmitigated pain but , through 
another 8 
another , and the fight ends only when one of 
another does not last for long 
another eats at my heart 
another of his kind / he flees into the wilder 
another pleasurable ; of the third , profitabl 
another ' s doing , not mine 
another slightly diminishes our dread 
another sweet pain it also brings some small p 
XIII ed with my questions 
answer 
and they would answer me for there is no one else to share 
CV 
XXXII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
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any 
beg you for health in body , ñor for any 
h goodness men who are unable to make any 
Love of any 
ws clear signs of decrepitude , since any 
the thought that my life should last any 
ears away from town and does not miss any 
If any 
ep sadness is much to be preferred to any 
Whoever seeks any 
erstanding will not rest content with any 
would have a hard time trying to make any 
there is no pleasure for me in seeing any 
I do not believe God could put me to any 
re , and you are too brutish to be of any 
dness , quite free from the fear that any 
tame the savage body and domestícate any 
16 
good of nature or fortune , but only that 
impression upon the world 
kind is particularly revolting and abhorre 
kind of flesh now turns my stomach 
longer , and yet I dread its coming to an 
of the friends he used to have in the worl 
of you are troubled by love , or if you sh 
other delight , since it involves a pleasu 
other end but God knows no rest , for the 
other good 
other man love like me 
task through to its completion 
torment comparable to staying in this worl 
use to love 
wickedness will shame them , and holding i 
wild thing by inflicting the most extreme 
has ever known , and I do no harm to 
y that part of you that 's no good to 
hole body is swollen with poison , as 
ew yards of cloth ! You are no use to 
eath than in life , and I can forgive 
I do not know of 
In just the same way , 
at pleasure is the same as that which 
time need bother with my works ! And 
anyone 9 
anyone 
anyone 
anyone can see by those enormous hairs you hav 
anyone except as a wet-nurse 
anyone if he does not believe me : there are f 
anyone who feels virtuous love for its own sak 
anyone who has inner worth , but is poor in po 
anyone who is sad may enjoy : when we pity our 
anyone who is tormented by his suffering need 
anything 7 
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u no anger , and- do not blame you for anything 
t , for the will can find no peace in anything else : we do not need to be clever to 
I cannot remember anything from the past , and I clothe my body 
conceive of paradise without feeling anything of it here 
ere are few people who give credit to anything that is different from what they have 
Anything that ventures upon it , even for a si 
No one can foretell how anything will turn out 
anywhere 1 
allows neither fear ñor hope to come anywhere near it 
Apocalypse 1 
I could write my own Apocalypse of all the deep secreta which love 
appeased 1 
so that my disobedient flesh will be appeased and will give some respite 
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ves no rest and sets no limits to the 
ower increase , for often the body 's 
When the 
no higher in love than their bestial 
When reason governs the 
hardly surprising that the reasonable 
And , as long as the 
ort who thinks only of satisfying his 
appetite 8 
appetite ; but without it man cannot reach the 
appetite ceases , so that the soul has to asse 
appetite is obedient to the soul , man keeps t 
appetite permits 
appetite , reason in all its works becomes nat 
appetite should resent being led by its lustfu 
appetite wants only what is necessary to it an 
appetite will grasp very much 
appetites. 4 
, is necessarily drawn to the corrupt appetites 
feels to be courageous ! The sensual appetites fetter the soul 
And when they both bring their appetites fully into play , agreeing to a frie 
f the soul which spurs them on : such appetites thrive on the sensual will 
XXIII 
6 efused to do love 's bidding 
appointed 1 
I have appointed my desire as its master 
appreciate 1 
He can appreciate your complexión and your figure 
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approaching 1 
e to see my departure from this world approaching , for although I grieve I do not 1 
Appropriately 1 
Appropriately , it is known as pleasurable lov 
But you and your ways 
man 's reach when our flesh and soul 
And yet , we 
on only when they are forced to , but 
ur delay in granting my wish that you 
Within man 's «body , the humours 
ou : I need to know in what place you 
d by love to perform acts of holihess 
And when the two wills 
rses through my veins ; all my senses 
meaning , I know all the fear that we 
The will , throygh which all actions 
Since I know what you 
Its son and grandson 
from , remembering only to whom they 
But now that she is dead , they 
ng kind , because the soul ' s actions 
o place on that bench , and those who 
one if he does not believe me : there 
re no better off in this respect than 
, will sing in unisón only when they 
spring from attrition , because they 
nation : " All your hopes and desires 
Yet , such as they 
11 myself to my feet , but my efforts 
Through it the others 
you as much as I feel you ! As things 
extent to which its constituent parts 
ttain delight until the body and soul 
death seizes him , since its origins 
Unaided , you 
t offend you but also all those which 
d bitter tastes of both kinds of love 
Laymen who 
onflict raging there : I see that you 
f pleasure than you weary of it , and 
There 
eeing to a frlendly truce , hen there 
These two wills , when they 
ct than are fools^ - , except that fools 
He has created many such women , who 
So great 
Lady , you 
The wise 
r body for a few yards of cloth ! You 
If you 
are 74 
are a different story altogether , for in you 
are again joined , so love lifts me up to a hi 
are all dolts when it comes to extolling adequ 
are always willing to sing out of harmony 
are angry : your mercy finds nothing in me to 
are at war ; with each new period of the day t 
are before I can decide what to say to you 
are blessed with deep and divine understanding 
are both attracted to the same thing , this de 
are buffeted by presentiments of future danger 
are capable of feeling 
are carried out , recognises the understanding 
are , compel me to love you : let love overcom 
are desire and hope , but fear follows cióse o 
are directed : don ' t let her suffer because o 
are easily distinguishable and I can feel them 
are effected instantly , and their immediate c 
are far removed from such virtue are well out 
are few people who give credit to anything tha 
are fools , except that fools are more likely 
are forced to , but are always willing to sing 
are founded more in fear than in love 
are futile , since you no sooner feel your kin 
are , give me abundance of them , since they a 
are half-hearted ; the weight of my terrible s 
are highly esteemed , for power has no worth u 
are , I '11 be left with only that part of you 
are in harmony , and it is this harmony which 
are in harmony , for the love we feel when the 
are in the infinite , while the other part of 
are incapable of pleasure , and you are too br 
are indifferently sinful 
are indistinguishable 
are inspired by love to perfQrm acts of holine 
are just and merciful , I see your will which 
are left feeling all the weaker ; the same thi 
are many people in the world who have not unde 
are marvellous acts to be seen 
are mingled , weave a mixed fabric in which it 
are more likely to make the wrong guessjes 
are most wise and good , but lady Teresa enjoy 
are my fears that she may be in terrible suffe 
are my god and my delight. 
are no better off in this respect than are foo 
are no use to anyone except as a wet-nurse 
are not a virgin , it is only because it was G 
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things in my ufe are those which now are 
he end to be unreliable - such things are 
ng the most important part since they are 
There are 
effable ; if in Hell , all my prayers are 
up , which is why both body and soul are 
is desire , whose effects on the body are 
wills that derive from man 's nature are 
Desires are 
Only those who are 
ng the style of the troubadours , who are 
Oíd habits are 
, and my hope not tremble ; if these are 
just this way the spirit 's passions are 
ependently are without end , for they are 
You are 
You are 
ive me abundance of them , since they are 
: love of evil and ignorance of good are 
The best things in my life are 
There are 
u aré incapable of pleasure , and you are 
If any of you are 
There are 
r it will endow with goodness men who are 
Nobody can know you for what you are 
who are far removed from such virtue are 
ch the soul experiences independently are 
nothing 
of little use against Fortune and the even 
of little worth themselves , for unless th 
others , and there always will be , of a d 
pointless 
poor in delights 
purely bestial 
restricted to the known and finite 
revealed through acts , and from these it 
sad or else have been sad at some time nee 
so inflamed that they cannot speak without 
so ingrained in me that virtue has become 
strong , then charity will not fail me 
subject to variations of a very different 
such that the soul never tires of them 
the end in which all ends meet , and there 
the good against which every other good is 
the path and the road to the other kind 
the reasons that men do not know you 
those which now are nothing 
three kinds of love with which lovers love 
too brutish to be of any use to love 
troubled by love , or if you should want a 
two driving forces in man , each of which 
unable to make any impression upon the wor 
until he is free of you 
well out of reach of the great delight 
without end , for they are such that the s 
argüe 1 
41 ding as its master , and while it may argüe with it , in the end the will is always 
argument 1 
22 But it has advanced only one argument in its favour , declaring that this 1 
27 e if what I say is madness 
arise 1 
my words arise from anguish 
LXXXVII 311 
armour 1 
Just as armour made of steel will crumple at the first 
arms 6 
LXXXVII 184 11 other kinds of love lay down their arms 
CV 23 ou , as you show by your outstretched arms 
XLII 30 could knot it with the hair from your arms and make some first-rate hunting snares f 
LXXXVII 233 I do not think of her in terms of arms , feet , hands or throat , even though li 
LXXXVII 47 e , then it is with such love that he arms himself , while there is no doubt that th 
CV 201 tism , I had not been returned to the arms of life , and had paid death his due ; th 
art 2 
XXXII 34 it is beyond the reach of the poet 's art 
XXXIX 6 g out of a madman without the help of art 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
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as 109 
Just as a greater glory will be within man 's reach 
Just as a man 's soul uves on when death seizes hi 
oth ! You are no use to anyone except as a wet-nurse 
This is because love can be defined as an act of the will directed towards a good 
r whole body is swollen with poison , as anyone can see by those enormous hairs you 
Just as armour made of steel will crumple at the fi 
ould not be complete unless , as well as beholding him , I learnt there that you cho 
all go and lead a hermit 's life , so as better to celébrate love 's feast-days 
at you do as much good by taking life as by giving it : all that springs from your p 
Just as everything that is wet opposes fire , so lo 
member that you saved the thief ; yet as far as we can see from his works , he did n 
ow now that my best course is to keep as far from you as I can - the sight of your b 
And when she lived on this earth as flesh , I tried to love her soul alone 
As for me , driven from this world , I would f 
As for me , if only , once my soul was safe af 
As for my body - love has abandoned it , becau 
tate is lost , for the spirit as well as for the body 
As for the first , no wisdom can dwell in thei 
no wisdom can dwell in their heads ; as for the latter , if they lack worthiness , 
your complexión and your figure , but as for your mien , he has nothing much to say 
e , though a weak one , for not being as frightened as I ought of the peril I am in 
Just as gold is brought up from the mines mixed wit 
I do not sin with my understanding as greatly as I have sinned with my will , whi 
Just as the epileptic in his frenzy , as he tries to get to his feet in order to wor 
one who comes face to face with death as his pitching ship struggles to ride out a s 
fore my love will ever wane , as long as 
est course is to keep as far from you as 
s much proof of my heart 's suffering as 
ve , if only I understood you as much as 
Nothing can detain me as 
sin with my understanding as greatly as 
As soon as 
As soon as 
is this , beloved lady : to love you as 
o Heaven , I do not reveré that place as 
eak one 85 eak one 
I at least do not displease you 
I can - the sight of your beauty has sapped 
I could by dying 
I feel you ! As things are , I '11 be left 
I follow this straight and certain course 
I have sinned with my will , which I have 1 
I have to leave my imagined pleasure , then 
I mingle pleasure with my pain , the pleasu 
I ought 
I ought ; I am lacking both in fear and in 
fened as I ought of the peril I am in : even though 
But as soon as I try to understand love 's ways more deepl 
I grieve because I do not grieve as I want to at the thought of the eternal dam 
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r although I grieve I do not love you as 
And if not as much love enters me as 
and to meet yours , pulí me up to you as 
a stretch of beach , feeling as safe as 
in which I dwell : I frighten them , as 
I attemp to avoid the pain , it feels as 
I run away from every pleasure as 
But I cannot do as 
eps all that is finite at bay as long as 
ment as peaceful as that of your mind as 
ng colour and losing its natural form as 
ay to paradise ) , but only in so far as 
ed , the other ' s strength diminíshes as 
bidding , I have appointed my desire as 
ed out , recognises the understanding as 
e sea before my love will ever wane , as 
, and keeps all that is finite at bay as 
And , as 
er , each strives towards delight for as 
to form a mixed will which lasts for as 
I would be betraying such great love as 
s to show great zeal in what is known as 
Love , if only I understood you as 
Experience will teach as 
ything you do is good and that you do as 
And if not as 
Make me feel as 
e I continué to live , I cannot offer as 
ody disposed towards love , and finds as 
s of the flesh weary me ; and as soon as 
t not me : for I live in such torment as 
have called a truce , and have become as 
Venice has never known government as 
Appropriately , it is known as 
chor off a stretch of beach , feeling as 
Have no doubt , my suffering is as 
As 
As 
But as 
delights of the flesh weary me ; and as 
no doubt , my suffering is as serious as 
Let me not be strícken with such pain as 
as never known government as peaceful as 
Part of my great pleasure is the same as 
And , as long as 
love , and finds as much scope in us as 
Just as 
I believe in you as 
The day fades in terror as 
eath the place which it disinhabits , as 
Just as 
Just as 
h strives towards delight for as ,long as 
iled by even greater pain than Tityos as 
Those disciples who have Venus as 
a mixed will which lasts for as long as 
Yet , such as 
nderstood you as much as I feel you ! As 
er in whom it takes a form as unusual as 
Do not think I could be so blind as 
he only lover in whom it takes a form as 
Just as 
that you saved the thief ; yet as far as 
bliss would not be complete unless , as 
mpered state is lost , for the spirit as 
Make me feel as much of your power as 
ys on me is that you do not desire me as 
never failing those who come to you , as 
equal to that task , do with my flesh as 
ent from the sight of such loveliness as 
y case is closed by death , accept me as 
I wish 
I wish , increase my fear so that sheer dre 
if by forcé 
if he were standing atop a castle , who loo 
if I were a corpse 
if I were trying to distance myself from he 
if it were my enemy , for when a small boon 
it bids me : love has thought up an especia 
it can 
it commands the subtleties that nourish you 
it seethes 
it was the beginning of this Law of ours , 
it watches resentfully its opponent 's powe 
its master 
its master , and while it may argüe with it 
long as I at least do not displease you 
long as it can 
long as the appetite wants only what is nec 
long as the soul fails to realise its mista 
long as they agree to continué 
mine if I were to allow such a matter to pa 
moral virtue 
much as I feel you ! As things are , I '11 
much even to fools 
much good by taking life as by giving it : 
much love enters me as I wish , increase my 
much of your power as you can 
much proof of my heart 's suffering as I co 
much scope in us as the Devil 
my body ' s vigour returns , my spirit weeps 
no other man has ever known , and I do no h 
one in their love of the spirit , performin 
peaceful as that of your mind as it command 
pleasurable love , for it makes use indiscr 
safe as if he were standing atop a castle , 
serious as that 
soon as I have to leave my imagined pleasur 
soon as I mingle pleasure with my pain , th 
soon as I try to understand love 's ways mo 
soon as my body 's vigour returns , my spir 
that 
that 
that of your mind as it commands the subtle 
that which anyone who is sad may enjoy : wh 
the appetite wants only what is necessary t 
the Devil 
the epileptic in his frenzy , as he tries t 
the God who said of Judas that it were bett 
the night draws in , spreading darkness bef 
the once living flesh turns yellow and then 
the rivers all run down to tÜe sea , so doe 
the setting of gold on paper depends on whe 
the soul fails to realise its mistake 
the vulture tears eternally at his ever-rep 
their teacher abandon the contemplative pat 
they agree to continué 
they are , give me abundance of them , sinc 
things are , I '11 be left with only that p 
this : while abs'ence causes love to wane in 
to be unaware of the gifts with which Natur 
unusual as this : while absence causes love 
we can hear the sea howl and groan when the 
we can see from his works , he did not dése 
well as beholding him , I learnt there that 
well as for the body 
you can 
you ought / so that , should I die , you wo 
you show by your outstretched arms 
you will , but do not touch my spirit , sin 
yours , I would have no reason to thank it 
yours , since that is what I want ; let you 
ascend 1 
The flesh tries to ascend while the soul abases itself which is 
aside 2 
Only those possess it who lay aside all vices , acting virtuously out of lov 
e once I am free of .sin , I will cast aside those habits which have kept me from lov 
ask 4 
that it cannot provide me with what I ask 
I ask that you strengthen my heart , so that my 
on 't pretend you 're deaf , but just ask them : " So what will it be , my dears ? I 
ave done for them no less than what I ask you , which is why I beg you to come into 
asleep 2 
e dead and that I could spend my life asleep 
eeps me to a bed of hope , so soundly asleep that reason cannot wake me 
aspire 1 
animáis which can aspire no higher in love than their bestial ap 30 lf 's or a fox 
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But in my case 
tite ceases 
assailed 2 
I am assailed by even greater pain than Títyos as t 
both kinds of love assailed me , and found a place within me , ea 
assert 1 
so that the soul has to assert its own and on other occasions the bo 
hat it no longer finds itself looking 
by an infidel suffered no misfortune 
d towards pleasure that I cannot look 
the master of some great ship riding 
understanding can keep our sensuality 
isfied , and keeps all that is finite 
And often Nature is 
They come upon me with pain 
Tityos as the vulture tears eternally 
my love will ever wane , as long as I 
glect soon drives love from them , or 
ence can become a worm that eats away 
Take me when you find me 
constantly at my mind , another eats 
, for while one worm gnaws constantly 
that is only due to your displeasure 
ose who are sad or else have been sad 
r what is finite in him is of no help 
t I bore these marks that love leaves 
eyman labourer can count on his wages 
as armour made of steel will crumple 
not have the necessary strength , and 
been like for me , who love two women 
hem forgets its proper nature , while 
I shall fear no terror 
re standing atop a castle , who looks 
This lewd body has fretted 
because I do not grieve as I want to 
rit has been confirmed in puré love ; 
I feel such pleasure 
Within-man 's body , the humours are 
him to be a madman who would be angry 
eeling as safe as if he were standing 
in this desire , for the soul is not 
pleasure ; but when they fade , pain 
f cleverness will make virtue easy to 
No lover can 
, then it is through me that man may 
Through you I will 
This form of love is 
his hope 's fulfilment , without ever 
, hampered by the carnal sort , never 
e across something of hers , and if I 
.Nothing that lovers have ever 
the flesh declares war every time it 
Nothing that is unadulterated can 
And when the two wills are both 
rds pleasure that I cannot look at an 
dominant nature , for a greater mass 
These bitter tears I weep spring from 
ace in the heavens , for no other man 
at 33 
at a wall , but rather begins to see through a 
at all compared to me , for there is no soluti 
at an attractive woman without sighing and wan 
at anchor off a stretch of beach , feeling as 
at bay 
at bay as long as it can 
At certain times , the love of our senses dies 
at fault , for it will endow with goodness men 
at first , but before long this pain becomes p 
at his ever-replenished liver and never puts a 
at least do not displease you 
at least it does not stay for the same length 
at love unless , while the separation lasts , 
at my best ; I do not know what good it can do 
at my heart 
at my mind , another eats at my heart 
at our ignorance : your will always shows clem 
at some time need bother with my works ! And a 
at such a time , thus does the body make love 
at such times on men even before I knew grief 
at the end of the day , and the lawyer can exp 
at the first blow , and the lightest stroke wi 
at the first step he crumples up and falls to 
at the same time 
at the same time doing all it can to make the 
at the sight of you 
at the sky and , seeing no cloud in sight , is 
at the thought of renouncing a place which pro 
at the thought of the eternal damnation of whi 
at this point my reason becomes lucid 
at this time that the delights of the flesh we 
at war ; with each new period of the day their 
at you : love of evil and ignorance of good ar 
atop 1 
atop a castle , who looks at the sky and , see 
attached 1 
attached to matter , and cannot be the exclusi 
attacks 1 
attacks me : just like a condemned man who has 
attain 4 
attain , and it is beyond the reach of the poe 
attain delight until the body and soul are in 
attain it 
attain joy or sadness ; whatever fate God has 
attained 1 
attained only through the understanding , beca 
attaining 1 
attaining it , no matter how much thought and 
attains 1 
attains what is worthy of it , and is never fu 
attemp 1 
attemp to avoid the pain , it feels as if I we 
attempted 1 
attempted impresses me , except voluntary deat 
attempts 1 
attempts resistance ? My flesh is so inclined 
attract 1 
attract our nature ; the soul can never savour 
attracted 1 
attracted to the same thing , this desire so o 
attractive 1 
attractive woman without sighing and wanting t 
attracts 1 
attracts a smaller one - and he finds his way 
attrition 1 
attrition , because they are founded more in f 
attunes 1 
attunes himself to love except me , for they h 
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avoid 2 
LXXXVII 278 oolour ; I seek out hidden places and avoid public ones ; I throw myself on to my be 
XCIV 90 omething of hers , and if I attemp to avoid the pain , it feels as if I «ere trying 
await 
I want to set out towards where you await me I do not know why I do not do what 
LXXXVII 
CV 
xxxix 
II 
LXXXVII 
II 
XLII 
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XCIV 
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CV 
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156 
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69 
33 
62 
82 
38 
4 
26 
174 
43 
45 
195 
53 
34 
14 
7 
91 
9 
200 
29 
40 
14 
26 
awaits 4 
n the contemplative life that delight awaits me 
fe , then , and pain without end that awaits me 
not understand the great delight that awaits the true lover who 
least hint that this willing servant awaits your orders 
having determined 
sure within them 
aware 1 
•even without being aware of it and it is because of this that s 
away 7 
ing that could take this bitter taste away 
rely on rae to get to work on it right away 
rmal course : usually time wears pain away , and overcomes it 
, absence can become a worm that eats away at love unless , while the separation las 
I run away from every pleasure as if it were my enem 
e the hermit who has spent long years away from town and does not miss any of the fr 
grant the gift of grace , and take it away , regardless of worth 
back ' 6 
eavy sigh for all my thoughts to rush back 
, so that all the past comes vividly back , and when the friend departs , he is fil 
and the South-Western must hold them back , enlisting the help of their allies , th 
ade you , only the fine stuff he kept back for making exceptional women was good eno 
Do this , Lord , and if I ever turn back , may I know for certain that your ears w 
reak with the ways of the dead : come back to the world , and let me see what has be 
bad 7 
er love has in store for me , good or bad 
erience good without also tasting the bad 
ompletely change my nature , which is bad because of my great faults 
Although I am a bad Christian when judged by my works , I bear 
he one with the enormous head and the bad squint , and a pair of legs a fly or a loe 
, because your fate , whether good or bad , will also be mine 
will always shows elemeney , and the bad you seem to do us is really an ineffable g 
baker 
ubble like a pot of stew taken to the baker s oven to cook , changing colour and lo 
if only 
baptism 
once my soul was safe after baptism I had not been returned to the arms 
cv 118 
base 4 
ble gold , so death puts an end to my base desire 
of the body is unable to turn into a base desire , and does not even stir 
h , but is poor in possessions and of base lineage , does not have the means to show 
brought up from the mines mixed with base ores and then is exposed to fire to make 
based 1 
a sure sign that earthly good is not based in truth ; that is why it cannot make ma 
34 You oíd whore-monger don 
bashful 
't be bashful because it 's you they '11 mean 
XCIV 
CV 
IV 
104 
215 
15 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XLVI 
XLII 
XIII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XLII 
LIII 
34 
80 
46 
58 
39 
33 
25 
26 
30 
123 
20 
' 86 
39 
48 
34 
17 
bastard 1 
soul seeks its own like ; to these a bastard child is born that rebels against both 
bathe 1 
O when will sweet tears bathe my face ? Contrition is the fount from w 
battleground 1 
trong desires have made my mind their battleground , but now I have decided in favou 
battles 1 
e thought to gather the spoils of its battles , and this keeps it always supplied wi 
bay 2 
erstanding can keep our sensuality at bay 
ied , and keeps all that is finite at bay as long as it can 
s not yet revealed what my fate is to 
in such circumstances there ought to 
And so I hold him to 
e wretched : that you would no longer 
But don 't think you '11 
not such a heavy blow , forcing me to 
o more be called generous than he can 
een them , and their passions come to 
It will soon 
peril I am in : even though I beg to 
o I hold him to be a madman who would 
u , so that my disobedient flesh will 
u ! You oíd whore-monger ! " , don 't 
I would 
be 94 
be 
be a fight , for the soul then wants what is c 
be a madman who would be angry at you : love o 
be able to love me once I was dead , and that 
be able to put all that milk to good use when 
be absent from the sight of such loveliness as 
be aecused of meanness if he never stops spend 
be alike 
be all over with me , unless your pity sends r 
be allowed into Heaven , I do not reveré that 
be angry at you : love of evil and ignorance o 
be appeased and will give some respite 
be bashful , because it 's you they '11 mean 
be betraying such great love as mine if I were 
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It would be 
es shift so wildly that I want you to be 
se of this that such love could never be 
man who shows no largesse can no more be 
me in every way , and that she should be 
in anything else : we do not need to be 
e up into Heaven , my bliss would not be 
s , and if my body 's strength should be 
other pain : quantitatively , it can be 
expect a haré to know how it feels to be 
know for certain that your ears will be 
nd wise - and stern in love : I would be 
. This is because love can be 
en : Love is happy for its secrets to be 
s , but the sensual side of me has to be 
directed , for love must necessarily be 
at his life will be spared - only to be 
sense that when her child screams to be 
st love 's own wishes , that the soul be 
Recommend me to love , and leave me be 
no inkling of where such a good might be 
ght , and in no small measure , is to be 
even though comparable pain is not to be 
bvious to me that puré love is not to be 
e loved in like manner , and so would be 
knows what love is and declares it to be 
m there for their respective fires to be 
So great are my fears that she may be 
whether of good or evil , should not be 
as I feel you ! As things are , I '11 be 
ugh it seems impossible that I should be 
All my words will be 
find a love so complete that I would be 
ate , whether good or bad , will also be 
but just ask them : " So what will it be 
Oh pain , treat me fairly : be 
deem my sins through death , let this be 
n which all ends meet , and there can be 
root : where my desire is , there can be 
innocent men in cold blood , it would be 
re are others , and there aíways will be 
pleasure , and you are too brutish to be 
Be 
he day , and the lawyer can expect to be 
hingness , I beg you , for that would be 
t is that its deep sadness is much to be 
pair of legs a fly or a locust could be 
I daré say I shall be 
annihilate my soul ; may all my being be 
Love 's potentiality will be 
to give myself up to its sadness and be 
w of ours , because of which it could be 
t for this reason the body must first be 
ual nature causes such desire : I can be 
ce , hen there are marvellous acts to be 
actions ; their potentiality can only be 
e how a fellow like that ever carne to be 
aken and does not know where he is to be 
e the tide , and no one could fail to be 
Do not think I could be 
de me soon , I do not want my life to be 
hen led to believe that his life will be 
Each of them in turn has to be 
Let me not be 
hat God raises up , and its power can be 
No words I find seem to be 
t I might save my soul , while it may be 
s not attached to matter , and cannot be 
, while it may be that my fate is to be 
taying in this world should my desire be 
I would feel no other torment than to be 
o not think I could be so blind as to be 
come to know me better , you will not be 
and our judgement prove in the end to be 
ntitatively , it can be considered to be 
inced that we all prefer the woman to be 
aging about him that is too fierce to be 
will I cease to fear death ? It will be 
Just as a greater glory will be 
nd pick on someone who doesdt want to be 
better to endure the pain than to add one s 
both virtuous and unchaste 
called constant : it is goaded by weariness 
called generous than he can be accused of m 
clever and wise - and stern in love : I wou 
clever to know this because in all of us ou 
complete unless , as well as beholding him 
completely restored , my spirit gives itsel 
considered to be very like others 
courageous ! The sensual appetites fetter t 
deaf to me 
deeply hurt if she behaved otherwise 
defined as an act of the will directed towa 
displayed 
dragged into faith 
engendered in a unión of likenesses 
executed suddenly without a single moment ' 
fed with poison , she gives in to its deman 
fettered and that reason never free it , wh 
, for of love I have little fear 
found 
found amidst the thoughts of one who is sad 
found in Nature , and man cannot guess what 
found in woman : it is in the contemplative 
free of all suffering ? It is in this spher 
his god 
ignited 
in terrible suffering , that I do not even 
kept hidden : Love is happy for its secrets 
left with only that part of you that rs no 
less than happy while we both live , there 
lost on those who have not seen you , for t 
loved in like manner , and so would be free 
mine 
, my dears ? If it 's to do with love , you 
my shield against oblivion 
my sweet penitence 
no end that does not lead to you 
no stability 
nothing compared to what I do each night , 
, of a different nature , blessed with rich 
of any use to love 
off with you , and pick on someone who does 
paid even when he loses his case 
preferable to spending all eternity in the 
preferred to any other delight , since it i 
proud of 
reprimanded by many people for giving such 
returned to nothingness , especially if she 
revealed in act / and I shall have proved m 
sad for ever 
said that together they form one Law 
satisfied before either kind of love can fl 
satisfied only by what derives from both so 
seen 
seen after the event 
selling Florentine cloth for a living 
sent { he cannot tell whether God will rec 
shocked if he saw for the first time how th 
so blind as to be unaware of the gifts with 
spared 
spared - only to be executed suddenly with 
stirred by its hunger or goaded by the othe 
stricken with such pain as that 
such that it can make all other kinds of lo 
sufficient 
that my fate is to be the reverse 
the exclusive object of this desire , whose 
the reverse 
thwarted ; by then I will have tried everyt 
unable to look upon you 
unaware of the gifts with which Nature has 
ungrateful for all the pain I have suffered 
unreliable - such things are of little use 
very like others 
virtuous , because man always wants his pie 
weathered out 
when I become inflamed with love of you ; b 
within man 's reach when our flesh and soul 
your serfl Imagine someone who comes face t 
XXVIII 
CV 
4 
35 
beach 1 
hip riding at anchor off a stretch of beach , feeling as safe as if he were standing 
bear 2 
wide-eyed vigil , while the sick must bear redoubled pain 
Christian when judged by my works , I bear you no anger , and do not blame you for a 
XLII 
beard 1 
Why , if you let your beard"grow for a while and then sheared it off 
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Beats me how a fellow like that ever carne to b 
But sometimes the wind beats so strongly against him that he cannot g 
beautiful 2 
o extolling adequately the worth of a beautiful and virtuous 
ng and the innocent movements of your beautiful body 
body 
from you as I can 
beauty 2 
Her beauty , even for the most devout man 
the sight of your beauty has sapped all my strength 
is bli 
it would mean absence from you , and 
No one is deemed good merely 
y that I may love you , God , alone , 
And so , it is 
I grieve 
elings to myself , do not think it is 
do not need to be clever to know this 
hore-monger 
If you are not 
don 't be bashful 
virgin , it is only 
I fear death only 
This is 
all prefer the woman to be virtuous , 
for I cannot move without your aid , 
especially if she is in such a place 
etely change my nature , which is bad 
are directed : don 't let her suffer 
s leave through the body , very often 
It is 
without being aware of it , and it is 
s the beginning of this Law of ours , 
ined only through the understanding , 
So do not pity me if I should die 
thorns , God help you to realise that 
t sheer dread will ,keep me from sin , 
for my body - love has abandonad it , 
very different or conflicting kind , 
ew enterprise fails from the outset , 
tears I weep spring from attrition , 
uch thought and trouble he may take , 
owing what God has ordained for you , 
, when love is very oíd , absence can 
reason have called a truce , and have 
re so ingrained in me that virtue has 
ry people , through death my love has 
en my heart , so that my desires will 
ase to fear death ? It will be when I 
What is to 
o the world , and let me see What has 
never played a note , for you cannot 
because 31 
because death blots out love 
because he knows that the mean exists : the ma 
because I am certain that the greatest good sp 
because I am not disposed to the deepest of jo 
because I do not grieve as I want to at the th 
because I do not know what true love is 
because in all of us our desires find no end e 
because it 's you they '11 mean 
because it was God 's desire that you should h 
because it would mean absence from you , and b 
because love can be defined as an act of the w 
because man always wants his pleasure to last 
because my body is worse than paralytic 
because of me 
because of my great faults 
because of my sins 
because of neglect or anger 
because of the world that God made all these , 
Because of this , harmony can never reign in m 
because of this that such love could never be 
because of which it could be said that togethe 
because of which it knows and loves good 
because of you 
because of you I am driven to every extreme : 
because once I am free of sin , I will cast as 
because the power of the body has reached its 
because the soul 's actions are effected insta 
because there is no pleasure for me in seeing 
because they are founded more in fear than in 
because this will is unable to satisfy the sou 
because your fate , whether good or bad , will 
become 9 
become a worm that eats away at love unless , 
become as one in their love of the spirit , pe 
become bitter to the taste 
become boundless 
become fused with your will , and since I know 
become inflamed with love of you ; but this ca 
become of me , who do not deserve your help , 
become of you 
become one merely by wanting to play an instru 
becomes 6 
My feeble limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden to my neck ; intense he 
Man becomes inflamed with this love through the ey 
n puré love ; at this point my reason becomes lucid 
he appetite , reason in all its works becomes natural to man ; but if the opposite o 
at first , but before long this pain becomes pleasurable 
standing feels such great delight and becomes so absorbed by his efforts to understa 
bed 3 
n weakened by long confinement to his bed 
public ones ; I throw myself on to my bed , but pain thrusts me off again 
My desire keeps me to a bed of hope , so soundly asleep that reason ca 
bedchamber 
gs impatiently for the solaces of the bedchamber 
1 
bed-in 1 
But it must lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid of true Ufe 
been 
CV 199 that it were better that man had not been 
XXXIX 12 e seen me in great pain , my soul has been 
LXXXVII 213 reached its limit ,• and my spirit has been 
II 30 It is his fault that you have not been 
IV 7 he can eat : this is just what it has been 
LXXXVII 138 The scales in which this love has been 
CV 201 ul was safe after baptism , I had not been 
XXXIX 1 Only those who are sad or else have been 
Lili 36 om the strong bonds with which he has been 
XCIV 60 ful loves virtuous desire should have been 
XXXII 31 ell virtues from vices once they have been 
LXXXVII 274 , so that it runs to wherever I have been 
12 
born 
comforted by this great pleasure 
confirmed in puré love ; at this point my 
given the least hint.that this willing se 
like for me , who love two women at the s 
placed work in the following way : each p 
returned to the arms of life , and had pa 
sad at some time need bother with my work 
secured , but does not feel the pain unti 
struggling to break free , working its wo 
translated into actions ; their potential 
wounded 
73 rd 
befalls 1 
to end my days before even worse befalls me 
before 
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CV 
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141 
2 
149 
198 
114 
238 
which never stops to negotiate terms before 
ers puddle-water , fouling it herself before 
ason the body must first be satisfied before 
n ? I beg you , Lord , to end my days before 
íting his desire to one of the fruits before 
And then before 
I need to know in what place you are before 
: I repent of everything I do , even before 
love leaves at such times on men even before 
e night draws in , spreading darkness before 
come upon me with pain at first , but before 
Please , God , before 
n in the woods and lions roam the sea before 
t ends only when one of them retreats before 
love for you , and I confess this sin before 
will teach me how to matee my excuses before 
carrying out its will , can tame the sa 
drinking , and never touches the runnin 
either kind of love can flourish 
even worse befalls me 
he can eat : this is just what it has b 
he knows what has happened , a storm is 
I can decide what to say to you 
I do it 
I knew grief 
it 
long this pain becomes pleasurable 
my case is closed by death , accept me 
my love will ever wane , as long as I a 
the other 's superior strength ; just s 
you 
you when I will have to make my disorde 
beg 7 
Help me , God ! But I beg for your help in vain , for you only help 
of the peril I am in : even though I beg to be allowed into Heaven , I do not rever 
I do not beg you for health in body , ñor for any good 
? Return my being to nothingness , I beg you , for that would be preferable to spen 
I beg you , Lord , that you deaden my senses and 
on the road to such a destination ? I beg you , Lord , to end my days before even wo 
than what I ask you , which is why I beg you to come into my heart - for you have e 
begin 1 
veils that cover the eyes of the soul begin to clear 
beginning 1 
) , but only in so far as it was the beginning of this Law of ours , because of whi 
begins 5 
Spiritual love begins in the senses , but makes virtues and w 
wrenches itself free of the body and begins its journey outwards , leaving in the c 
Whoever achieves such love begins to know what happiness is : it allows n 
itself looking at a wall , but rather begins to see through a grille 
do not make man happy ; the true good begins where worldly good ceases , following t 
love 
behaved 1 
I would be deeply hurt if she behaved otherwise 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
behaves 1 
22 bring him something pleasurable , it behaves like the woman who has so little sense 
behind 2 
289 My fierce desire is the driving forcé behind all this , and I know of nothing that c 
196 The farther the spirit leaves behind the body 's great passion , the more sp 
beholding 1 
as well as beholding him , I learnt there that you chose 35 d not be complete unless 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
CV 
LIII 
CV 
CV 
XIII 
XXVIII 
XCIV 
I 
XCIV 
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196 
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187 
198 
44 
13 
6 
15 
1 
59 
40 
6 
107 
88 
108 
77 
13 
17 
being 7 
excuse , though a weak one , for not being as frightened as I ought of the peril I 
f pleasure within them , even without being aware of it , and it is because of this 
then annihilate my soul ; may all my being be returned to nothingness , especially 
Then , instead of being by turns full of fear and hope for all t 
the reasonable appetite should resent being led by its lustful counterpart , for the 
nt gardens , and listen to long tales being sung 
knowledge was infallible ? Return my being to nothingness , I beg you , for that wo 
believe 
I do not believe 
these that dictates my every step ; I believe 
I believe 
The least you can do is to believe 
Believe 
d I can forgive anyone if he does not believe 
s with his death , and is then led to believe 
ce I am unique in matters of love , I believe 
Who could believe 
ive up the ghost , if he could really believe 
have not seen you , for they will not believe 
11 
God could put me to any torment compar 
in paradise through a faith that reaso 
in you as the God who said of Judas th 
me 
me , the dawn brings no respite , for 
me : there are few people who give ere 
that his life will be spared - only t 
that I am the only lover in whom it ta 
that in the midst of sinful loves virt 
that you would take pity on him 
what they hear , while those who have 
beloved 6 
11 love there is always a lover and a beloved ; and so , when the beloved dies in bo 
vers who have grieved -over their dead beloved ; but they do not quite match me 
ver and a beloved ; and so , when the beloved dies in body , the lover can no longer 
From his love for the beloved , he derives honour and fame , and the 
will not let them out again ! Well , beloved lady , that is just the position in wh 
It is this , beloved lady : to love you as I ought 
XXXII 39 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XLVI 
329 
164 
13 
bench 
the brutish man has no place on that bench and those who are far removed from suc 
beneath 3 
deep secrets which love keeps hidden beneath his cloak 
Then I shall have put beneath me all those things that I carry on my 
forcé of its rage ', and all the fish beneath will rush for shelter to secret hiding 
44 
benefit 
ce I know that the world brings me no benefit give me the strength to reject it co 
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18 
35 
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32 
69 
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18 
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best 6 
ying to do what my reason tells me is best 
And so with me : I know now that my best course is to keep as far from you as I ca 
ce the storm is going to set in , his best course is to seek harbour rather than to 
Take me when you find me at my best ; I do not know what good it can do me to 
The best things in my life are those which now are 
toil all night racking my brains how best to perform the next day 's treachery 
bestial 2 
whose effects on the body are purely bestial 
n aspire no higher in love than their bestial appetite permits 
bestow 1 
On whomever it pleases , you bestow the ñame of god ; by making him like yo 
betraying 1 
I would be betraying such great love as mine if I were to 
betrays 1 
hold no fears for the man who like me betrays his own self 
better 7 
o has sharpened my wits so that I can better contémplate love 
The wise are no better off in this respect than are fools , ex 
flesh that its concept of love is no better than a wolf *s or a fox 's , animáis wh 
he God who said of Judas that it were better that man had not been born 
go and lead a hermit 's life , so as better to celébrate love 's feast-days 
It would be better to endure the pain than to add one sera 
am sure that when you come to know me better , you will not be ungrateful for all th 
: the oppressed will lies in a state 
have dispelled this fear that stands 
There is some comparison 
he fact that it does not discrimínate 
which it is difficult to distinguish 
Virtue lies in the mid-place , 
ther ; they share pleasures and pains 
he desires equally , but must choose 
s hope , and once this is lost , love 
nd soul together desire does not last 
Lily among thorns , it is 
The other desire goes 
ake virtue easy to attain , and it is 
perversity , and I fear eternal death 
But if it should reach 
, my gates unbarred , ready to do her 
Since my reason refused to do love 's 
But I cannot do as it 
Once he had learned about your 
led by love , or if you should want a 
ndowed it , while it gives the soul a 
s the only thing that could take this 
power of its enemies ? The sweet and 
The se 
ngrained in me that virtue has become 
t lady , I know I have only myself to 
ks , I bear you no anger , and do not 
Forgive me , God , if I have 
mean , which makes me love , and then 
estined to contémplate God , rebels , 
love to perform acts of holiness are 
ays will be , of a different nature , 
God endows the spirit with great 
between 8 
between life and death 
between me and all hope of happiness 
between me and those great lovers who have gri 
between one man and another slightly diminishe 
between the colours it displays 
between the extremes ; it is very difficult to 
between them , and their passions come to be a 
between them , so limiting his desire to one o 
bewails 1 
bewails its own death 
beyond 6 
beyond its fulfilment 
beyond my powers to make you an invisible crow 
beyond the bounds of man 's nature : an unmist 
beyond the reach of the poet rs art 
beyond this life 
beyond what Nature decrees , it gives rise to 
bidding 2 
bidding humbly 
bidding , I have appointed my desire as its ma 
bids 1 
bids me : love has thought up an especially fi 
big 1 
big weakness , he thought that by mounting you 
bit 1 
bit of procuring done , give Na Monboi a try 
bitter 5 
bitter draught to drink 
bitter taste away 
bitter tastes of both kinds of love are indist 
bitter tears I weep spring from attrition , be 
bitter to the taste 
blame 2 
blame if Love has placed his noose about my ne 
blame you for anything 
blamed 1 
blamed you , for I confess that I am the guilt 
blames 1 
blames me for it ! My desire and my reason hav 
blaspheming 1 
blaspheming , against the idea of that place ;• 
blessed 2 > 
blessed with deep and divine understanding , t 
blessed with riches and noble blood but lackin 
blessings 1 
blessings : tormenting passions do not trouble 
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18 Do not think I could be so blind as to be unaware of the gifts with which 
174 y can see only very dlmly through the blind fires which shroud the spirit 
XLVI 
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XIII 
31 y , even for the most devout man 
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196 
17 
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219 
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blinding 1 
ís blinding 
bliss 2 
more easily than they can imagine the bliss of paradise ; the pain we know here give 
chose to take me up into Heaven , my bliss would not be complete unless , as well a 
blood 6 
and wish I could redress them with my blood 
in a single day melancholy , choler , blood and phlegm predomínate 
ature , blessed with riches and noble blood but lacking the most important part sinc 
urder a thousand innocent men in cold blood , it would be nothing compared to what I 
ainly in my eyes , and pain stops the blood reaching my heart , so that it runs to w 
since that is what I want ; let your blood soften my hardened heart : it has cured 
absence from you 
blots 1 
and because death blots out love 
307 nite 
blotted 1 
while the other part of him is blotted out from this world for what is fini 
blow 
de of steel will crumple at the first blow 
And if death were not such a heavy blow 
and the lightest stroke will pierce one 
forcing me to be absent from the sight 
blowing 1 
ts support , so that all five of them blowing together may bring about my return 
blows 1 
Two blows I felt , dealt by each with its lance 
body 69 
the worth of a beautiful and virtuous body 
innocent movements of your beautiful body 
ure while it is in the company of the body 
t , for.the spirit as well as for the body 
, and their immediate cause is in the body 
eturns to the void all that is of the body 
As for my body 
My body 
I when it wrenches itself free of the body 
ng out its will , can tame the savage body 
No lover can attain delight until the body 
's fury swells up , which is why both body 
s not tempt me with that desire which body 
It is not easy to tell how body 
This mixed desire is composed of both body 
ominion involves the participation of body 
The pleasure which body 
of pleasure when a double bond holds body 
g that this love I feel occurs in the body 
ply , with the spirit and without the body 
of this desire , whose effects on the body 
t and without the body , and with the body 
It does all it can to make the body 
tment of its own accord ; in this the body 
Soul and body 
The ignorant man knows all about the body 
trary to reason 's decree , while the body 
For you 've sold your body 
lf , while there is no doubt that the body 
This lewd body 
But the love of the body 
andoned it , because the power of the body 
ch deeds that in only a short time my body 
its own , and on other occasions the body 
thing from the past , and I clothe my body 
For your whole body 
and you , that the inclination of the body 
ot move without your aid , because my body 
help at such a time , thus does the body 
While the body 
ch less the body , since it gives the body 
f love , and that for this reason the body 
ines towards its pleasure through the body 
I do not beg you for health in body 
itting pretty ! You who gave that low body 
The body 
This love obstructs the body 
ent 's power increase , for often the body 
d the soul thus finds pleasure in the body 
s subtle and infinite love temper the body 
the soul drags itself down while the body 
farther the spirit leaves behind the body 
The body 
II thrusts the body upwards , but the body 
returns , my spirit weeps , and if my body 
he flesh weary me ; and as soon as my -body 
- love has abandoned it , because the pow 
already shows clear signs of decrepitude 
and begins its journey outwards , leaving 
and domestícate any wild thing by inflict 
and soul are in harmony , for the love we 
and soul are poor in delights 
and soul both embrace 
and soul implement this desire : they tak 
and soul joined together , for once the m 
and soul together 
and soul together desire does not last be 
and spirit , for often one is held captiv 
, and that it is there that the lover fee 
, and with the body but without the soul 
are purely bestial 
but without the soul 
disposed towards love , and finds as much 
does succeed , but not for long , and its 
each finds pleasure in the other ; they s 
, except where the spirit has a part in i 
feels death 's affliction 
for a few yards of cloth ! You are no use 
, for its part , groans with a brutish de 
has fretted at the thought of renouncing 
has no other goal except a brief pleasure 
has reached its limit , and my spirit has 
has shed most of its bulk 
has to strive to subjugate the soul and t 
in nothing but my own shame ; trapped in 
is swollen with poison , as anyone can se 
is unable to turn into a base desire , an 
is worse than paralytic 
make love mortal , while the soul cannot 
may tire , it is never satisfied , and ke 
more than is necessary : this will thrust 
must first be satisfied before either kin 
, neglecting its own delight , and thus f 
, ñor for any good of nature or fortune , 
of yours to a merchant after it had savou 
, on its own , can have no contact with t 
1
 s actions , robbing it of everything wit 
's 
appetite ceases 
deeds 
finite nature 
fury swells up 
great passion 
so that the soul has 
and fill it with life 
which is why both bod 
the more spacious does 
love plunges the soul into its form of 
nature pulís it down 
strength should be completely restored 
vigour returns , my spirit weeps , and 
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for not clothing with earth my naked body 
e to satisfy the soul , much less the body 
The body 
Within man 's body 
d ; and so , when the beloved dies in body 
ssions do not loóse their grip on the body 
is necessary : this will thrusts the body 
vers , it takes its leave through the body 
An obese body 
When the desires of the body 
spirit , who have departed from that body 
The body 
e-sake of its own pleasure , that the body 
, since it can count on no other pleasure 
, since it gives the body more than is ne 
strives to experience its delight on a hi 
, the humours are at war ; with each new 
, the lover can no longer love , since he 
until it has wearied of its pleasure ; it 
upwards , but the body 's nature pulís it 
, very often because of neglect or anger 
wants only to sleep all day , and could n 
weaken , the veils that cover the eyes of 
which I have loved so much , see how I su 
, which is a creature of corruption , is 
will give the soul a poor lodging 
bond 1 
high degree of pleasure when a double bond holds body and spirit for often one is 
bonds 1 
il , takes great harm from the strong bonds with which he has been secured , but doe 
boon 1 
f it were my enemy , for when a small boon comes amidst great ills it brings only so 
bore 1 
The fact is , however , that I bore these marks that love leaves at such time 
born 3 
it were better that man had not been born 
In part this will is born of ignorance and is composed of our two n 
wn like ; to these a bastard child is born that rebels against both its progenitors 
And when the two wills are 
body 's fury swells up , which is why 
This mixed desire is composed of 
And when they 
with that desire which body and soul 
that place as I ought ; I am lacking 
ard child is born that rebels against 
mies ? The sweet and bitter tastes of 
But in my case , 
Lily among thorns , we 
I should be less than happy while we 
her / but if it succeeds , it thwarts 
e satisfied only by what derives from 
that it is there that the lover feels 
out light , the other darkness , and 
shift so wildly that I want you to be 
else have been sad at some time need 
le , through death my love has become 
The other desire goes beyond the 
Oh God , if only there were 
with his child ( and don ' t expect a 
ite , for I toil all night racking my 
but then sees a tree on one of whose 
Prudent lady , spare me a crust of 
desire should have been struggling to 
, spirit , if nothing prevents you , 
both 18 
both attracted to the same thing , this desire 
both body and soul are poor in delights 
both body and soul joined together , for once 
both bring their appetites fully into play , a 
both embrace 
both in fear and in hope 
both its progenitors 
both kinds of love are indistinguishable 
both kinds of love assailed me , and found a p 
both know that a man can easily die of love 
both live , there is one thought that makes me 
both love and itself 
Both our experience and our judgement prove in 
Both performed their deeds within me : one gav 
both sources 
both the pain and the great pleasure of love , 
both together health , pleasure and fever 
both virtuous and unchaste 
bother 1 
bother with my works ! And anyone who is torme 
boundless 1 
boundless 
bounds 2 
bounds of man 's nature : an unmistakeable sig 
bounds to love - for I alone among lovers wouí 
boy 1 
boy 
brains 1 
brains how best to perform the next day ' s tre 
branches 1 
branches hang two splendid fruits which he des 
bread 1 
bread , for it is the only thing that could ta 
break 2 
break free ,, working its wonderful effects upo 
break with the ways of the dead : come back to 
breathes 1 
Your spirit breathes wherever it pleases ; when or why no 
f the body has no other goal except a 
alas ! my joy turns to suffering ; a 
all five of them- blowing together may 
Whenever he wants it to 
And when they both 
It soon 
rudent lady , nothing on God 's Earth 
brief 2 
brief pleasure 
brief respite is followed by reddubled anguish 
bring 3 
bring about my return 
bring him something pleasurable , it behaves 1 
bring their appetites fully into play , agreei 
brings 7 
brings many pleasures and many pains , and can 
brings me joy except you 
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ill , and since I know that the world 
erstand love 's ways more deeply , it 
Believe me , the dawn 
small boon comes amidst great ills it 
, through another sweet pain it also 
Like a man whom hunger has 
All my labours have 
Just as goid is 
e body , for its part , groans with a 
But the 
capable of pleasure , and you are too 
brings me no benefit , give me the strength to 
brings me pleasure mixed with pain 
brings no respite , for I toil all night racki 
brings only sorrow ; and I strive to the utmos 
brings some small pleasure 
brought 3 
brought cióse to death / and who must eat or p 
brought me nothing 
brought up from the mines mixed with base ores 
brutish 3 
brutish desire 
brutish man has no place on that bench , and t 
brutish to be of any use to love 
bubble 1 
The ocean will bubble like a pot of stew taken to the baker 
through my veins ; all my senses are 
erness , and returns only when he has 
buffeted 1 
buffeted by presentiments of future danger 
built 1 
built up the strength he needs to destroy the 
bulk 1 
ort time my body has shed most of its bulk 
bull 2 
Whenever a bull meets his match , and is forced into subm 
the strength he needs to destroy the bull which has worsted him 
burden 1 
limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden to my neck ; intense heat courses throu 
burning 1 
That is why , when you see lovers burning in love 's furnace , it is quite wrong 
280 r I stop weeping 
burns 1 
My ailing heart burns hotter than the sun in June 
burst 1 
I feel that I will burst 
and yet ha 
bury 1 
eive him or whether He will decide to bury him in Hell this is the sort of torme 
ot only the ugly ones that offend you 
unisón only when they are forced to , 
ate your complexión and your figure , 
hey come upon me with pain at first , 
task , do with my flesh as you will , 
onds with which he has been secured , 
I am a Catholic , 
on and grandson are desire and hope , 
Whoever seeks any other end 
I want to do so , 
It has not left it entirely , 
hear , while those who have seen you 
Help me , God ! 
I want to straighten it , 
You have given me an upright nature 
o the life that is spent in sadness 
passion tries to outweigh the other 
11 its works becomes natural to man 
of them I remember that she was sad 
ases to love when the flesh. is lost 
me way , anyone who has inner worth 
g all it can to make the other obey 
but 95 
but also all those which are indifferently sin 
but are always willing to sing out of harmony 
but as for your mien , he has nothing much to 
But as soon as I try to understand love 's way 
but before long this pain becomes pleasurable 
but do not -touch my spirit , since this is lik 
but does not feel the pain until he recovers , 
But don ' t think you *11 be able to put all th 
but faith does not warm me enough to melt the 
but fear follows cióse on their heels and wage 
But Fortune has not yet revealed what my fate 
but God knows no rest , for the will can find 
but habit opposes me : I have loaded myself wi 
but has struck out along that road : my hope a 
but have not seen within you , will realise th 
But he does not see it the way the discerning 
But he simply does not have the necessary stre 
But I am sure that when you come to know me be 
But I beg for your help in vain , for you only 
but I can only do so with your help 
But I can see already from your delay in grant 
But I cannot do as it bids me : love has thoug 
But I do not daré give up hope 
But I have made my cholee and , through love , 
but I have turned the straight rule into a sha 
But I remember that you saved the thief ; yet 
But I sink into the active life , and so conti 
but I , who have seen the glory of it with my 
But if he learned the whole story and heard al 
But if I have served love , it is only to end 
But if I should have to end my days , then lov 
But if it should reach beyond what Nature decr 
but if it succeeds , it thwarts both love and 
but if the opposite oceurs , it throws his nat 
but in many more I see her happy 
But in my case , both kinds of love assailed m 
But in the end they too will have to abandon t 
But in the midst of this danger , I shall thin 
but is left feeling grief every time he rememb 
but is poor in possessions and of base lineage 
But it differs from the others in quality , wh 
but it does not succeed in making the other gi 
But it has advanced only one argument in its f 
But it" is virtuous love which gives me life ; 
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ñame , don ' t pretend you 're deaf , 
, blessed with riches and noble blood 
women , who are most wise and good / 
Spiritual love begins in the senses , 
did fruits which he desires equally , 
I want to pulí myself to my feet , 
ast , and I clothe my body in nothing 
ich is why this desire will enter men 
ord ; in this the body does succeed , 
ave made my mind their battleground , 
ly by wanting to play an instrument , 
( it was not the way to paradise ) , 
elf - nothing that is of this world -
r for any good of nature or fortune , 
ones ; I throw myself on to my bed , 
nger finds itself looking at a wall , 
this will thrusts 'the body upwards 
for the havoc that death can wreak 
piritual part of me is in readiness , 
They love together , 
he can tell the colour of the cloth , 
death , and who must eat or perish , 
ave grieved over their dead beloved ; 
oung noblemen have paid court to it / 
I become inflamed with love of you ; 
inflicts upon me an unmitigated pain 
epest of joys that I do not feel it ; 
s some idea of the torments of Hell , 
the soul into its form of pleasure , 
uch memories I linger with pleasure ; 
and sets no limits to the appetite ; 
without the body , and with the body 
of the will directed towards a good ; 
; the same thing happens every day , 
done , since he has my actions to go 
ting to play an instrument , but only 
king of Cyprus who was kept in prison 
match , and is forced into submission 
ease , God , before my case is closed 
f of my heart 's suffering as I could 
Two blows I felt , dealt 
I'-am assailed 
meet yours , pulí me up to you as if 
you do as much good by taking life as 
great delight and becomes so absorbed 
y works ! And anyone who is tormented 
e body and domestícate any wild thing 
desire so that I can write untroubled 
ach of them in turn has to be stirred 
place within me , each of them drawn 
able appetite should resent being led 
contact with the infinite ; the soul 
r the plight of the sick man weakened 
hat man is never completely untouched 
If any of you are troubled 
Laymen who are inspired 
leases , you bestow the ñame of god ; 
I daré say I shall be reprimanded 
t your big weakness , he thought that 
r when I think that you will judge me 
ough I am a bad Christian when judged 
lovers would have almost reached them 
my veins ; allxmy senses are buffeted 
ffering ; a brief respite is followed 
is good and that 7ou do as much good 
The higher kind of love , hampered 
Since this was held fast 
elp , give me your hand or drag me up 
to be stirred by its hunger or goaded 
pirit , for often one is held captive 
effects upon me , driven into secrecy 
n the end the will is always governed 
But 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
But 
but 
But 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
But 
But 
but 
But 
but 
But 
But 
But 
but 
but 
but 
But 
but 
But 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
but 
But 
but 
But 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
But 
but 
but 
by 
by 
by actually playing it well and in tune 
by an infidel suffered no misfortune at all co 
by another of his kind , he flees into the wil 
by death , accept niegas yours , since that is 
by dying 
by each with its lance 
by even greater pain than Tityos as the vultur 
by forcé 
by giving it : all that springs from your powe 
by his efforts to understand you , that the in 
by his suffering need not seek out some dark p 
by inflicting the most extreme passion 
by it , I shall say what I find in you 
by its hunger or goaded by the other ' s desire 
by its likeness 
by its lustful counterpart , for the latter do 
by itself abhors all kinds of excess 
by long confinement to his bed 
by love 
by love , or if you should want a bit of procu 
by love to perform acts of holiness, are blesse 
by making him like you , you lift him above th 
by many people for giving such praise to the 1 
by mounting you he 'd amount to a knight 
By mutual consent , however ,
 veach strives tow 
by my merits ; I loathe the thought that my li 
by my works , I bear you no anger. , and do not 
by now 
by presentiments of future danger 
by redoubled anguish : just like the sick man 
by taking life as by giving it : all that spri 
by the carnal sort , never attains what is wor 
by the corresponding part of that woman whom d 
by the hair ; if I fail to -stretch out my hand 
by the other ' s desire 
by the other so that love of the person wanes 
by the power of its enemies ? The sweet and bi 
by the understanding ' s good sense 
it must lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid 
just ask them : " So what will it be , my 
lacking the most important part since they 
lady Teresa enjoys perfection itself , pos 
makes virtues and wisdom its goal 
must choose between them , so limiting his 
my efforts are half-hearted ; the weight o 
my own shame ; trapped in my own thoughts 
neither of them can endure the other to th 
never hold fast in them 
not for long , and its pleasure is soon sp 
not me : for I live in such torment as no 
now I have decided in favour of one of the 
now that she is dead , they are easily dis 
only by actually playing it well and in tu 
only in so far as it was the beginning of 
only that God will take her up into Heaven 
only that I may love you , God , alone , b 
pain thrusts me off again 
rather begins to see through a grille 
sometimes the wind beats so strongly again 
that 's one path I '11 never tread 
the body 's nature pulís it down 
the brutish man has no place on that bench 
the fact that it does not discrimínate bet 
the love of the body has no other goal exc 
the pleasures which the soul experiences i 
the second of these is more important than 
the sensual side of me has to be dragged i 
the spirit also loves of its own accord , 
the texture is lost on him 
the understanding has more to say to the f 
then sees a tree on one of whose branches 
these passions do not loóse their grip on 
they do not quite match me 
they have had to suffer unabated hunger 
this also has sharpened my wits so that I 
this cannot happen unless I scorn life and 
, through another sweet pain it also bring 
, through the understanding , even a fool 
virtuous love is the philosopher * s stone 
we have to conceive of paradise without fe 
we see that those philosophers who held th 
when the soul fails to find its own deligh 
when they fade , pain attacks me : just li 
why does God encase the soul in flesh , an 
without it man cannot reach the higher goa 
without the soul 
you and your ways are a different story al 
you have no inkling of where such a good m 
you never learn 
51 
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world should my desire be thwarted ; 
eat pain , my soul has been comfortsd 
ollen with poison , as anyone can see 
Then , instead of being 
What man was ever compelled 
te , for you cannot become one merely 
ver be called constant : it is goaded 
such desire : I can be satisfied only 
, and love 's strength is determined 
it is content with imaginings alone , 
g those who come to you , as you show 
And since they '11 cali you 
Yet no one can 
He is wretched indeed who can 
not a pilgrim on my ship who will not 
And since they '11 
for it ! My desire and my reason have 
of this that such love could never be 
who shows no largesse can no more be 
Beats me how a fellow like that ever 
by then I will have tried everything , short o 
by this great pleasure 
by those enormous hairs you have growing all o 
by turns full of fear and hope for all that th 
by virtuous love to love a woman for her virtu 
by wanting to play an instrument , but only by 
by weariness or neglect 
by what derives from both sources 
by where it enters 
by which it forges the image of a woman 
by your outstretched arms 
by your proper ñame , don 't pretend you 're d 
cali 4 
cali himself a musician if he has never played 
cali his own mind his enemy since it reminds h 
cali upon Heaven , making vows and promises of 
cali you by your proper ñame , don 't pretend 
called 3 
called a truce , and have become as one in the 
called constant : it is goaded by weariness or 
called generous than he can be accused of mean 
carne 1 
carne to be selling Florentine cloth for a livi 
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can 
I that is finite at bay as long as it can 
me feel as much of your power as you can 
ourse is to keep as far from you as I can 
No man can 
He can 
a wolf 's or a fox 's , animáis which can 
No lover can 
Nothing that is unadulterated can 
an no more be called generous than he can 
all other pain : quantitatively , it can 
This is because love can 
nd in which all ends meet , and there can 
ake root ; where my desire is , there can 
My dual nature causes such desire : I can 
II that God raises up , and its power can 
ady , when love is very oíd , absence can 
also has sharpened my wits so that I can 
Yet no one can 
He is wretched indeed who can 
feel pain lurking in wait for me and can 
Every journeyman labourer can 
g with earth my naked body , since it can 
o know in what place you are before I can 
erce one made of iron , while nothing can 
Nothing can 
The least you can 
my best ; I do not know what good it can 
As for the first , no wisdom can 
mong thorns , we both know that a man can 
desire to one of the fruits before he can 
But neither of them can 
makes the others hold ; although they can 
t the end of the day , and the lawyer can 
My hope totters within me and I can 
h is the only good it knows , while I can 
they are easily distinguishable and I can 
but God knows no rest , for the will can 
e lover can no longer love , since he can 
satisfied before either kind of love can 
Your mind accomplishes what no other can 
No one can 
ou more in death than in life , and I can 
Men can 
And nothing can 
The body , on its own , can 
Whoever has a journey to make can 
Just as we can 
Death or the prison cell can 
. The future can 
What can 
e most just of men live in fear , how can 
ainst the idea of that place ; no man can 
he pain of Hell more easily than they can 
Only the understanding can 
Nobody can 
p , and its power can be such that it can 
Because of this , harmony can 
ted can attract our nature ; the soul can 
to moment I change my desires , and I can 
the beloved dies in body , the lover can 
xists : the man who shows no largesse can 
s many pleasures and many pains , and can 
ted into actions ; their potentiality can 
I want to straighten it , but I can 
- the sight of your beauty has sapped all 
achieve great worth in this world unless h 
appreciate your complexión and your figure 
aspire no higher in love than their bestia 
attain delight until the body and soul are 
attract our nature ; the soul can never sa 
be accused of meanness if he never stops s 
be considered to be very like others 
be defined as an act of the will directed 
be no end that does not lead to you 
be no stability 
be satisfied only by what derives from bot 
be such that it can make all other kinds o 
become a worm that eats away at love unles 
better contémplate love 
cali himself a musician if he has never pl 
cali his own mind his enemy since it remin 
count on ending up in its hands 
count on his wages at the end of the day , 
count on no other pleasure than the though 
decide what to say to you 
destroy their joint mass - from such amalg 
detain me as I follow this straight and ce 
do is to believe me 
do me. to put that moment off 
dwell in their heads ; as for the latter , 
easily die of love 
eat : this is just what it has been like f 
endure the other to the extent of complete 
exist without it , it prevents their undoi 
expect to be paid even when he loses his c 
feel a terrible conflict raging there : I 
feel pain lurking in wait for me and can c 
feel them separately and almost see them 
find no peace in anything else : we do not 
find nothing to love 
flourish 
, for it grasps the greatest subtleties 
foretell how anything will turn out 
forgive anyone if he does not believe me : 
grasp the pain of Hell more easily than th 
halt their labour except the very thing th 
have no contact with the infinite ; the so 
have no rest 
hear the sea howl and groan when the west 
hold no fears for the man who like me betr 
hold no good for me 
I compare you with , except a game of dice 
I do otherwise ? If righteous Job was weig 
imagine suffering so he feel , then , who 
imagine the bliss of paradise ; the pain w 
keep our sensuality at bay 
know you for what you are until he is free 
make all other kinds of love lay down thei 
never reign in man 
never savour contentment of its own accord 
never tell where the pain will strike 
no longer love , since he can find nothing 
no more be called generous than he can be 
often reign over a virtuous heart 
only be seen after the event 
only do so with your help 
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We 
Since none 
And if I 
ears ? If it 's to do with love , you 
ppiness , for it does not desire what 
But I 
dy Í5 swollen with poison , as anyone 
ou saved the thief ; yet as far as we 
Help me , God , since you 
e over whora Venus holds complete sway 
Although he 
sea 's perilous highways ! Even now I 
its nature , and nothing in the world 
terms before carrying out its will , 
t pleases ; when or why no living man 
see it the way the discerning do ; he 
nterpart , for the latter does all it 
It does all it 
, while at the same time doing all it 
s , following the course that all men 
simple fear for the havoc that death 
quelling my fervent desire so that I 
soul is not attached to matter , and 
he has never played a note , for you 
But I 
For then I 
The soul 
You 
1 it has wearied of its pleasure ; it 
beats so strongly against him that he 
s not to be found in Nature , and man 
inflamed with love of you ; but this 
r labour except the very thing that I 
I 
man love falsely and want that which 
s so inclined towards pleasure that I 
s not based in truth ; that is why it 
Help me , God , for I 
While I continué to live , I 
ntment from it , only to find that it 
to the appetite ; >but without it man 
pe die , love cannot survive , and it 
I 
nds its influence only over those who 
ody make love mortal , while the soul 
dours , who are so inflamed that they 
When desire and hope die , love 
not know where he is to be sent ( he 
Unless one has experienced it , one 
I 
hope , so soundly asleep that reason 
th , for the strength of my desire is 
ing , I know all the fear that we are 
can only tell virtues from vices once they hav 
can reach you without your help , give me your 
can redeem my sins through death , let this be 
can rely on me to get to work on it right away 
can satisfy the whole man ; that is why it mak 
can see already from your delay in granting my 
can see by those enormous hairs you have growi 
can see from his works , he did not deserve it 
can see me in these straits ! I despair when I 
can see only very dimly through the blind fire 
can see the shore where safety and comfort wai 
can see the winds from the West and North-West 
can stand in the way of this desire 
can tame the savage body and domestícate any w 
can tell 
can tell the colour of the cloth , but the tex 
can to ensure , for the sake of its own pleasu 
can to make the body disposed towards love , a 
can to make the other obey , but it does not s 
can understand 
can wreak , but the fact that it does not disc 
can write untroubled by it , I shall say what 
cannot 29 
cannot be the exclusive object of this desire 
cannot become one merely by wanting to play an 
cannot do as it bids me : love has thought up 
cannot easily keep the fire of love hidden , a 
cannot embroil itself unaided in this desire , 
cannot expect a haré to know how it feels to b 
cannot experience good without also tasting th 
cannot get clear of the shore unless he has a 
cannot guess what it is like , much less feel 
cannot happen unless I scorn life and hold dea 
cannot have 
cannot help thinking how very true it is that 
cannot lead him to happiness , for it does not 
cannot look at an attractive woman without sig 
cannot make man content 
cannot move without your aid , because my body 
cannot offer as much proof of my heart 's suff 
cannot provide me with what I ask 
cannot reach the higher goal : Saint John was 
cannot reign where there is nothingness : deat 
cannot remember anything from the past , and I 
cannot resist its powers 
cannot show its true nature while it is in the 
cannot speak without exaggeration , and quelli 
cannot survive , and it cannot reign where the 
cannot tell whether God' will receive him or wh 
cannot understand the great delight that await 
cannot wait for it to pass 
cannot wake me 
dy and spirit 
olish fancies 
for often one is held 
for my imaginación is 
LXXXII 
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cv 
LXXXVI I 
62 
138 
250 
ped in my own thoughts , love 's deep 
higher kind of love , hampered by the 
will , through which all actions are 
ut beneath me all those things that I 
ith sail to give me what I long for , 
never stops to negotiate-terms before 
ect to be paid even when he loses his 
But in my 
Pleáse^  , God , before my 
If that is the 
And I could tell you of many 
t is on you and you alone that I have 
ecause once I am free of sin , I will 
e my reason if I thought that I could 
capable 2 
capable of all else 
capable of feeling 
captive 2 
captive by the other so that love of the perso 
captive to the past , which is the only good i 
cares 1 
cares keep me far removed from all real events 
carnal 1 
carnal sort , never attains what is worthy of 
carried 1 
carried out , recognises the understanding as 
carry 1 
carry on my shoulders ; he who does not fear t 
carrying 2 
carrying me across the sea 's perilous highway 
carrying out its will , can tame the savage bo 
case 4 
case 
case , both kinds of love assailed me , and fo 
case is closed by death , accept me as yours , 
case , then annihilate my soul ; may all my be 
cases 1 
cases where some minor ailment has ended in de 
cast 3 
cast all my desires , and it is in you that th 
cast aside those habits which have kept me fro 
cast love off 
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XLII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
Lili 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
cv 
cv 
cv 
LXXXVII 
32 
184 
119 
35 
24 
22 
3 
36 
203 
334 
160 
114 
105 
263 
105 
18 
1 
15 
19 
169 
155 
175 
317 
LXXXVII 
CV 
cv 
as safe as if he were standing atop a 
ke some first-rate hunting snares for 
I am a 
e discordant parts that make up man , 
If they opérate together , they 
ected instantly , and their immediate 
dangerous wound it has inflicted will 
rm as unusual as this : while absence 
with my own eyes , desire the pain it 
My dual nature 
all their marvellous operations will 
When will I 
e true good begins where worldly good 
ease , for often the body 's appetite 
I am one who never 
Whoever loves flesh 
ad a hermit 's life , so as better to 
Let people joyfully 
castle 1 
castle , who looks at the sky and , seeing no 
catching 1 
catching partridges , turtle-doves , or creste 
Catholic 1 
Catholic , but faith does not warm me enough t 
caught 1 
caught in their great conflicts , will sing in 
cause 3 
cause good or ill according to which of them h 
cause is in the body 
cause me no pain if only my renown will last f 
causes 3 
causes love to wane in ordinary people , throu 
causes , since it holds the promise of pleasur 
causes such desire : I can be satisfied only b 
cease 2 
cease 
cease to fear death ? It will be when I become 
ceases 4 
ceases , following the course that all men can 
ceases , so that the soul has to assert its ow 
ceases to dream of such a god , and yet he giv 
ceases to love when the flesh is loat , but is 
celébrate 2 
celébrate love 's feast-days 
celébrate the feast-days , and mix fun with th 
cell 1 
Death or the prison cell can hold no fears for the man who like me 
tain me as I follow this straight and 
ses and keep me for ever from knowing 
love you , God , alone , because I am 
if I ever turn back , may I know for 
At 
36 s he used to have in the world : then 
275 
52 
103 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
CV 
LXXXVII 
277 
10 
213 
6 
XLII 
XCIV 
I 
Lili 
CV 
IV 
IV 
XCIV 
26 
104 
23 
3 
191 
9 
59 
20 
From moment to moment I 
O God , have merey ! Completely 
intention , and even now my will has 
My face constantly 
taken to the baker 's oven to cook , 
tremble ; if these are strong , then 
th which lovers love : one of them is 
John goes off and leaves you with his 
eks its own like ; to these a bastard 
who has so little sense that when her 
its journey outwards , leaving in the 
fire to my aid and warm the part that 
But I have made my 
his keeps it always supplied with the 
ed , and in a single day melancholy , 
certain 5 
certain course 
certain pleasures , not only the ugly ones th 
certain that the greatest good springs from yo 
certain that your ears will be deaf to me 
certain times , the love of our senses dies an 
chance 1 
chance disposes that he suddenly comes across 
change 2 
change my desires , and I can never tell where 
change my nature , which is bad because of my 
changed 1 
changed 
changes 1 
changes colour ; I seek out hidden places and 
changing 1 
changing colour and losing its natural form as 
charity 1 
charity will not fail me 
chaste 1 
chaste , another pleasurable ; of the third , 
cherish 1 
cherish only the past , loving something which 
child 3 
child { and don ' t expect a boy 
child is born that rebels against both its pro 
child screams to be fed with poison , she give 
chill 1 
chill of death the place which it disinhabits 
chills 1 
chills me 
choice 1 
choice and , through love , I shall live 
choicest 1 
choicest food 
choler 1 
choler , blood and phlegm predomínate 
choose 
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XIII 
XIII 
XIII 
cv 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
5 
10 
33 
35 
34 
58 
11 
201 
63 
II 
s which he desires equally , but must 
ss , and seeks it out ; that is why I 
And if God 
holding him , I learnt there that you 
Although I am a bad 
And yet , in such 
I do not 
I do not 
LXXXVI I 
II 
XCIV 
120 
10 
85 
we feel when the desires of these two 
shoulders ; he who does not fear the 
t cover the eyes of the soul begin to 
rongly against him that he cannot get 
My body already shows 
56 The 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXXII 
II 
II 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
IV 
CV 
CV 
237 
130 
33 
40 
40 
173 
329 
136 
1 
11 
217 
XXIII 
XLII 
XLII 
LXXXVI I 
XIII 
II 
LXXXVI I 
XXVIII 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXVI I 
XXIII 
12 
16 
23 
286 
27 
3 
165 
10 
185 
10 
277 
12 
90 ur ignorance : your will always shows 
in every way , and that she should be 
anything else : we do not need to be 
No amount of 
uld not climb one step up this rugged 
only to sleep all day , and could not 
nd so that I may reach the road which 
s which love keeps hidden beneath his 
re desire and hope , but fear follows 
Like a man whom hunger has brought 
Please , God , before my case is 
low ; this is the key which opens the 
ive on , for I feel, that I am drawing 
en have people shut themselves in the 
ng do ; he can tell the colour of the 
at ever carne to be selling Florentine 
've sold your body for a few yards of 
member anything from the past , and I 
Id have no reason to thank it for not 
who iooks at the sky and , seeing no 
It 
to murder a thousand innocent men in 
warm me enough to melt the lingering 
the baker ' s oven to cook , changing 
My face constantly changes 
y the discerning do ; he can tell the 
143 
choose between them , so limiting his desire t 
choose not to follow the ways of the living : 
chose 2 
chose to take me up into Heaven , my bliss wou 
chose to weep over my death , repentant that y 
Christian 1 
Christian when judged by my works , I bear you 
circumstances 1 
circumstances there ought to be a fight , for 
claim 2 
claim that it is totally different from all ot 
claim that love does not tempt me with that de 
clash 1 
clash will not take us very far 
claws 1 
claws of the strong lion will feel little drea 
clear 3 
clear 
clear of the shore unless he has a contrary wi 
clear signs of decrepitude , since any kind of 
clearer 1 
clearer our understanding , the higher the pie 
clemency 1 
clemency , and the bad you seem to do us is re 
clever 2 
clever and wise - and stern in love : I would 
clever to know this because in all of us our d 
cleverness 1 
cleverness will make virtue easy to attain , a 
cliff 1 
cliff 
climb 1 
climb one step up this rugged cliff 
climbs 1 
climbs up towards you 
cloak 1 
cloak 
cióse 2 
cióse on their heels and wages a fierce war ag 
cióse to death , and who must eat or perish , 
closed 2 
closed by death , accept me as yours , since t 
closed door of heaven 
closer 1 
closer to you 
closet 1 
closet only to find that the key that has lock 
cloth 3 
cloth , but the texture is lost on him 
cloth for a living 
cloth ! You are no use to anyone except as a w 
clothe 1 
clothe my body in nothing but my own shame ; t 
clothing 1 
clothing with earth my naked body , since it c 
cloud 1 
cloud in sight , is quite convinceck that he ma 
clouds 1 
clouds the mind , covers subtle truths with da 
cold 2 
cold blood , it would be nothing compared to" w 
cold of the senses , and it is what I feel thr 
colour- 3 
colour and losing its natural form as it seeth 
colour ; I seek out hidden places and avoid pu 
colour of the cloth , but the texture is lost 
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colours 1 
LXXXVII 50 difficult to distinguish between the colours it displays 
CV 
XCIV 
I 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
cv 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
II 
XCVI 
cv 
XCIV 
I 
XCIV 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
I 
151 
89 
40 
150 
43 
131 
6 
98 
182 
5 
123 
21 
18 
22 
83 
36 
70 
1 
53 
331 
17 
38 
XXXIX 
12 
cv 
I 
XXIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
Lili 
I 
XLVI 
XIII 
XXVIII 
101 
14 
34 
65 
310 
82 
9 
1 
60 
14 
11 
is the present , for me it is yet to 
It hurts me whenever I 
ave , it cries out loudly for pain to 
: it allows neither fear ñor hope to 
u , break with the ways of the dead : 
take no notice of where these prayers 
renzied thoughts , and which have ail 
uantity it is variable , and does not 
I ask you , which is why I beg you to 
Crimináis 
ins between them , and their passíons 
But I am sure that when you 
that could happen to her has already 
themselves , never failing those who 
They 
then chance disposes that he suddenly 
were my enemy , for when a small boon 
to be your serfl Imagine someone who 
When that hour 
When this world 
And yet , we are all dolts when it 
e once enjoyed , so that all the past 
come 15 
come 
come across something of hers , and if I attem 
come and take its place 
come anywhere near it 
come back to the world , and let me see what h 
come from , remembering only to whom they are 
come gushing out of a madman without the help 
come in a fixed measure : lover is great or i 
come into my heart - for you have entered into 
come out under its cover to work their evil , 
come to be alike 
come to know me better , you will not be ungra 
come to pass 
come to you , as you show by your outstretched 
come upon me with pain at first , but before 1 
comes 1 
comes across one of them , and his oíd friend 
comes amidst great ills it brings only sorrow 
comes face to face with death as his pitching 
comes , people will see the outer signs of lov 
comes to an end , sun , moon , planets and con 
comes to extolling adequately the worth of a b 
comes vividly back , and when the friend depar 
comfort 1 
he can see the shore where safety and comfort wait , fate is against him : he never 
99 
n me in great pain , my soul has been 
pity our own plight , our lamentation 
last any longer , and yet I dread its 
ndemned man who has spent a long time 
s peaceful as that of your mind as it 
eceased springs from the kind of love 
ow its true nature while it is in the 
of which I live in fear , even though 
lieve God could put me to any torment 
You could 
What can I 
infidel suffered no misfortune at all 
n in cold blood , it would be nothing 
or insignificant according to how he 
There is some 
comforted 1 
comforted by this great pleasure 
comforts 1 
comforts us more than if the whole world were 
coming 2 
coming to an end 
coming to terms with his death , and is then 1 
commands 1 
commands the subtleties that nourish your unde 
common 1 
common to all men 
company 1 
company of the body 
comparable 2 
comparable pain is not to be found in Nature , 
comparable to staying in this world should my 
compare 2 
compare me to someone who has no other pleasur 
compare you with , except a game of dice ? Wit 
compared 2 
compared to me , for there is no solution to m 
compared to what I do each night , for it is t 
compares 1 
compares with the next man , and love 's stren 
comparison 1 
comparison between me and those great lovers w 
LIII 
XIII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XIII 
CV 
cv 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
29 
38 
134 
151 
40 
173 
227 
34 
45 
52 
126 
124 
219 
nothing would hurt me more than your 
d an innocent soul to die for lack of 
Since I know what you are , 
What man was ever 
almost without effort that will takes 
ng of all those over whom Venus holds 
Where , then , will I find a love so 
p into Heaven , my bliss would not be 
t , give me the strength to reject it 
O God , have mercy ! 
can endure the other to the extent of 
Similarly , the end which is 
and if my body 's strength should be 
compasaron 2 
compassion 
compassion , a martyr to his love for you-one 
compel 1 
compel me to love you : let love overeóme the 
compelled 1 
compelled by virtuous love to love a woman for 
complete 4 
complete control of what it desires 
complete sway can see only very dimly through 
complete that I would be loved in like manner 
complete unless , as well as beholding him , I 
completely 8 
completely ; and make me feel a small spark of 
Completely change my nature , which is bad bec 
completely denying itself 
completely human gives no rest and sets no lim 
completely restored , my spirit gives itself u 
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LXXX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
3 
53 
320 
15 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
IV 
I 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
74 
22 
207 
29 
13 
326 
93 
57 
20 
1 
213 
ve served love / it is only to end up completely ruined 
t succeed in making the other give up completely : the oppressed will lies in a stat 
its own accord , so that man is never completely untouched by love 
completion 1 
me in seeing any task through to its completion 
complexión 1 
He can appreciate your complexión and your figure , but as for your m 
composed 2 
This mixed desire is composed of both body and soul joined together 
this will is born of ignorance and is composed of our two natures 
conceive 1 
the torments of Hell , but we have to conceive of paradise without feeling anything 
concept 1 
, is the nature of the flesh that its concept of love is no better than a wolf 's or 
condemned 1 
fade , pain attacks me : just like a condemned man who has spent a long time coming 
condone 1 
pe me which reason does not praise or condone , let no one reprove me for what I say 
confess .2 
, God , if I have blamed you , for I confess that I am the guilty one ; I have judg 
more than I feel love for you , and I confess this sin before you 
confessor 1 
1 forcé out secrets that not even the confessor has learned 
confinement 1 
ight of the sick man weakened by long confinement to his bed 
confirmed 1 
ed its limit , and my spirit has been confirmed in puré love ; at this point my reas 
confirms 1 
paradise through a faith that reason confirms 
59 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
I 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
LXXXI 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
117 
22 
119 
39 
117 
1 
12 
50 
1 
43 
157 
8 
5 
21 
277 
24 
331 
145 
115 
conflict 1 
s within me and I oan feel a terrible conflict raging there : I see that you are jus 
conflicting 2 
end was of this world have all given conflicting accounts of what it is 
to variations of a very different or conflicting kind , because the soul *s actions 
conflicts 1 
t make up man , caught in their great conflicts , will sing in unisón only when they 
v
 confusión 1 
te occurs , it throws his nature into confusión , and he fails to reach the goal for 
consent 1 
By mutual consent , however , each strives towards delig 
Consider 1 
Consider the plight of the sick man weakened b 
considered 1 
her pain : quantitatively , it can be considered to be very like others 
consoles 1 
cost me dear , and yet this same hope consoles me in my great suffering 
conspire 1 
at a lift she '11 give you ! Let wind conspire with sail to give me what I long for 
constancy 1 
unless , while the separation lasts , constancy holds out against it and pays no hee 
constant 2 
that such love could never be called constant : it is goaded by weariness or neglec 
here is no one else to share in their constant lamentation 
constantly 4 
ink what I must feel who long for you constantly , and must watch you from afar - yo 
o its meal , for while one worra gnaws constantly at my mind , another eats at my hea 
My face constantly changes colour ; I seek out hidden 
eaken in my resolve , and to keep you constantly in my thoughts 
constellations 1 
to an end , sun , moon , planets and constellations will no longer move through the 
constituent 1 
er depends on the extent to which its constituent parts are in harmony , and it is t 
contact 1 
The body , on its own , can have no contact with the infinite ; the soul by itself 
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cv 
II 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
68 The soul , which is destined to 
38 harpened my wits so that I can better 
2 69 t to be found in woman : it is in the 
176 ve Venus as their teacher abandon the 
163 unless I scorn life and hold death in 
contémplate 2 
contémplate God , rebels , blaspheming , again 
contémplate love 
contemplative 2 
contemplative life that delight awaits me 
contemplative path , and take to action 
contempt 1 
contempt for your sake 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
119 ruth ; that is why it cannot make man 
226 ife ; the under3tanding will not rest 
231 My spirit is 
256 ake love into my god and try to wrest 
69 ur nature ; the soul can never savour 
content 3 
content 
content with any other good 
content with imaginings alone by which it fo 
contentment 2 
contentment from it , only to find that it can 
contentment of its own accord ; in this the bo 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
20 
270 
43 
continually 1 
n mind his enemy since it reminds him continually of his troubles 
continué 3 
ch lasts for as long as they agree to continué 
I sink into the active life , and so continué in sadness 
While I continué to live , I cannot offer as much proo 
54 
LXXXVII 
II 
CV 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXVII 
59 
10 
216 
40 
4 
153 
continued 1 
ed when they reached me : and so they continued mixed within me 
contrary 2 
ght , for the soul then wants what is contrary to reason 's decree 
et clear of the shore unless he has a contrary wind to help 
while the body 
when will sweet tears bathe my face 
Contrition 1 
Contrition is the fount from which they flow 
control 1 
thout effort that will takes complete control of what it desires 
convinced 2 
, seeing no cloud in sight , is quite convinced that he may trust to a single anchor 
a woman for her virtues alone ? I am convinced that we all prefer the woman to be v 
cook 1 
of stew taken to the baker *s oven to cook , changing colour and losing its natural 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
12 
30 
13 
49 
LXXXIII 
XLII 
CV 
IV 
XCIV 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
I 
XLVI 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XLII 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
II 
XXIII 
Lili 
XIII 
XCIV 
I 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXII 
CV 
2 
15 
123 
18 
59 
44 
250 
1 
49 
16 
68 
93 
18 
30 
6 
157 
40 
9 
9 
40 
96 
18 
290 
42 
3 
25 
corpse 1 
11 : I frighten them , as if I were a corpse 
corresponding 1 
Since this was held fast by the corresponding part of that woman whom death ha 
corrupt 1 
ruption , is necessarily drawn to the corrupt appetites 
corruption 1 
The body , which is a creature of corruption / is necessarily drawn to the corru 
cost 1 
e very thing I pray will happen could cost me dear 
costs 1 
truggle to his feet no matter what it costs 
and yet this same hope consoles 
and a pair of legs a fly or a locust 
his Law of ours , because of which it 
Do not think I 
Who 
s suffering as I 
I thought that I 
You 
pray will happen 
no physician who 
h proof of my heart 
crifice my reason if 
The very thing I 
There is 
and loathe the thought that my grief 
b and flow like the tide , and no one 
nd plead to God , for everything that 
a while and then sheared it off , you 
over to work their evil , and wish it 
it is because of this that such love 
ody wants only to sleep all day , and 
Even the most dim-sighted fool 
I do not believe God 
d willingly give up the ghost , if he 
all the wrongs I did her , and wish I 
God that my mind were dead and that I 
all this , and I know of nothing that 
bread , for it is the only thing that 
And I 
serve your help , since I know that I 
could 28 
could be proud of 
could be said that together they form one Law 
could be so blind as to be unaware of the gift 
could believe that in the midst of sinful love 
could by dying 
could cast love off 
could compare me to someone who has no other p 
could cost me dear , and yet this same hope co 
could cure me of my desire 
could ever end 
could fail to be shocked if he saw for the fir 
could happen to her has already come to pass 
could knot it with the hair from your arms and 
could last all year 
could never be called constant : it is goaded 
could not climb one step up this rugged cliff 
could not fail to recognize the nobility of yo 
could put me to any torment comparable to stay 
could really believe that you would take pity 
could redress them with my blood 
could spend my life asleep 
could stand up to such a mighty forcé 
could take this bitter taste away 
could tell you of many cases where some minor 
could try much harder ? Forgive me if what I s 
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LXXXI 
LXXXVII 
I 
LXXX 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
XXIX 
II 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
28 
6 
328 
6 
1 
28 
112 
18 
170 
19 
5 
8 
115 
9 
283 
20 
19 
120 
5 
165 
XXIII 
cv 
XXVIII 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
27 
192 
3 
9 
13 
t I think that even such a separation could vanquish my desire 
nd must watch you from afar - you who could wipe out all my pain 
I could wrlte my own Apocalypse of all the deep 
count 3 
1 pain lurkíng in wait for me and can count on ending up in its hands 
Every journeyman labourer can count on his wages at the end of the day , and 
th earth my naked body , since it can count on no other pleasure than the thought of 
counterpart 1 
hould resent being led by its lustful counterpart , for the latter does all it can t 
countless 1 
Heaven , making vows and promises of countless votive offerings of wax 
courageous 1 
ect a haré to know how it feels to be courageous ! The sensual appetites fetter the 
course 5 
as I follow this straight and certain course 
so with me : I know now that my best course is to keep as far from you as I can - t 
e storm is going to set in , his best course is to seek harbour rather than to stay 
e worldly good ceases , following the course that all men can understand 
deep pain does not follow the normal course : usually time wears pain away , and ov 
courses 1 
eavy burden to my neck ; intense heat courses through my veins ; all my senses are b 
court 2 
existence , for love wants me for its court and has summoned me to it 
Learned young noblemen have paid court to it , but they have had to suffer unab 
cover 2 
s of the body weaken , the veils that cover the eyes of the soul begin to clear 
Crimináis come out under its cover to work their evil , and wish it could 1 
covers 1 
It clouds the mind , covers subtle truths with darkness , and keeps 
créate 1 
If this is so , then why did you créate me , since your knowledge was infallibl 
created 2 
He has created many such women , who are most wise an 
You created me that I might save my soul , while i 
creature 3 
Every small creature keeps a wide-eyed vigil , while the s 
Every creature longs for its likeness , and seeks it 
The body , which is a creature of corruption , is necessarily drawn 
credit 1 
ve me : there are few people who givve credit to anything that is different from what 
XLII 
I 
XXVIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXIII 
II 
XCVI 
XIII 
cv 
XIII 
XLII 
XLII 
XLII 
32 
40 
5 
42 
44 
311 
4 
41 
26 
16 
14 
13 
18 
6 
22 
crested 1 
tching partridges , turtle-doves , or crested lapwings ! And when you hear people sh 
cries 1 
gret : when good takes its leave , it cries out loudly for pain to come and take its 
Crimináis 1 
Crimináis come out under its cover to work the 
crown 2 
nd my powers to make you an invisible crown 
t is what you deserve , for a visible crown would sit ill upon a living miracle 
crumple 1 
Just as armour made of steel will crumple at the first blow , and the lightest s 
crumples 1 
y strength , and at the first step he crumples up and falls to the ground 
crust 1 
Prudent lady , spare me a crust of bread , for it is the only thing that 
cry 1 
Whether I cry out or am silent , nothing seems adequate 
cure 1 
There is no physician who could cure me of my desire 
cured 1 
ood soften my hardened heart : it has cured many others of the same affliction 
Cyprus 1 
That king of Cyprus who was kept in prison by an infidel su 
*d 3 
, he thought that by mounting you he 'd ámount to a knight 
And she 'd never perch on a tree that was young and in 
in public the wages of your sins , he 'd soon regret loving you 
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cv 
damnation 1 
81 want to at the thought of the eternal damnation of which I live in fear , even thoug 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
XXXIX 
damned 1 
6 my time among the tombs , plying the damned with my questions - and they would answ 
danger 2 
284 e buffeted by presentiments of future danger 
21 But in the midst of this danger , I shall think only of you , and I sha 
dangerous 1 
22 beyed love to such an extent that the dangerous wound it has inflicted will cause me 
daré 2 
260 But I do not daré give up hope 
33 I daré say I shall be reprimanded by many people 
dark 2 
197 rabie to spending all eternity in the dark dungeon 
3 his suffering need not seek out some dark place in which to give himself up to sadn 
168 
darkens 1 
It darkens the reason of all those it wounds , an 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
189 
165 
2 
darkness 3 
n me : one gave out light , the other darkness , and both together health , pleasure 
the mind , covers subtle truths with darkness , and keeps watch over a man 's pain 
ror as the night draws in , spreading darkness before it 
II 
LXXX 
IV 
XXVIII 
LXXXIII 
Lili 
XCIV 
XXVI11 
XCIV 
13 
39 
1 
47 
1 
2 
39 
19 
14 
18 
Believe me 
dawn 1 
the dawn brings no respite for I toil all night 
fin obese body wants only to sleep all 
count on his wages at the end of the 
weaker ; the same thing happens every 
The 
One 
n if I do not say a word about it all 
power is transmuted , and in a single 
y brains how best to perform the next 
at war ; with each new period of the 
day 9 
day , and could not climb one step up this rug 
day , and the lawyer can expect to be paid eve 
day , but you never learn 
day fades in terror as the night draws in , sp 
day he decides that he must struggle to his fe 
day , I am left feeling so weak that no sound 
day melancholy , choler , blood and phlegm pre 
day 's treachery 
day their power is transmuted , and in a singl 
CV 
XIII 
72 
31 
days 2 
? I beg you , Lord , to end my days before even worse befalls me 
But if I should have to end my days , then love will have reached its limits 
dead 6 
CV 141 from you , for they have left me half dead and keep me from life ! 0 Lord God , let 
I 17 I would to God that my mind were dead and that I could spend my life asleep 
XLVI 33 longer be able to love me once I was dead , and that you would soon find your love 
XCIV 88 at lovers who have grieved over their dead beloved ; but they do not quite match me 
XCVI 42 ents you , break with the ways of the dead : come back to the world , and let me see 
XCIV 55 But now that she is dead , they are easily distinguishable and I c 
deaden 1 
CV 168 I beg you , Lord , that you deaden my senses and keep me for ever from kno 
deaf 2 
XLII 36 proper ñame , don *t pretend you 're deaf , but just ask them 
CV 175 ow for certain that your ears will be deaf to me 
So what will it b 
187 Two blows I felt 
dealt 1 
dealt by each with its lance 
49 
dear 
hing I pray will happen could cost me dear and yet this same hope consoles me in m 
ask them So what will it be 
dears 1 
my dears ? If it s to do with love , you can reí 
LXXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
I 
IV 
LXXXI 
CV 
XLVI 
XCVI 
Lili 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
3 
54 
134 
11 
14 
1 
1 
75 
26 
33 
14 
123 
2 
31 
202 
163 
160 
54 
4 
death 
where some minor ailment has ended in death 
will lies in a state between life and death 
e this is lost , love bewails its own death 
e , God , before my case is closed by death 
a long time coming to terms with his death 
man whom hunger has brought cióse to death 
e someone who comes face to face with death 
fe of perversity , and I fear eternal death 
d mean absence from you , and because death 
e than simple fear for the havoc that death 
mpted impresses me , except voluntary death 
Even death 
inexpressible torment of the man whom death 
corresponding part of that woman whom death 
ed to the arms of life , and had paid death 
t happen unless I scorn life and hold death 
When will I cease to fear death 
And if I can redeem my sins through death 
to wane in ordinary people , through death 
31 
, accept me as yours , since that is wha 
, and is then led to believe that his li 
, and who must eat or perish , but then 
as his pitching ship struggles to ride o 
beyond this life 
blots out love 
can wreak , but the fact that it does no 
: even if I should lack for love , I sha 
has not killed my love , and I feel no r 
has taken and does not know where he is 
has taken from the world , the virtuous 
his due ; then I would not live in this 
in contempt for your sake 
? It will be when I become inflamed with 
, let this be my sweet penitence 
my love has become boundless 
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XXVIII 
XCIV 
XIII 
XCIV 
XLII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
XCIV 
Lili 
XIII 
25 
15 
29 
36 
112 
3 
60 
305 
140 
5 
3 
25 
XCVI 
XCVI 
IV 
LXXXIII 
II 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
65 
4 
14 
94 
262 
244 
242 
59 
85 
XLVI 
LXXXVI I 
II 
LXXXVII 
56 
78 
35 
188 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVI I 
323 
288 
9 
27 
328 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XCVI 
IV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXXII 
Lili 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
238 
15 
38 
50 
207 
15 
• 40 
25 
37 
9 
I fear 
ving puré and incorruptible gold , so 
there that you chose to weep over my 
ot reign where there is nothingness : 
When 
ason *s decree , while the body feels 
Just as a man ' s 'soul u v e s on when 
In fact , I love you more in 
ey outwards , leaving in the chill of 
And if 
road : my hope already shows signs of 
The grief we feel for the 
d will receive him or whether He will 
ow in what place you are before I can 
d their battleground , but now I have 
One day he 
He makes his 
m the guilty one ; I have judged your 
death only because it would mean absence from 
Death or the príson cell can hold no fears for 
death puts an end to my base desire 
death , repentant that you allowed an innocent 
death returns to the void all that is of the b 
death robs her of her mate , she says farewell 
death 's affliction 
death seizes him , since its origins are in th 
Death take those who have estranged me from yo 
death than in life , and I can forgive anyone 
death the place which it disinhabits , as the 
death were not such a heavy blow , forcing me 
decay 1 
decay 
deceased 1 
deceased springs from the kind of love common 
decide 2 
decide to bury him in Hell ) : this is the sor 
decide what to say to you 
decided 1 
decided in favour of one of them 
decides 1 
decides that he must struggle to his feet no m 
decisión 
decisión since the storm is going to set in 
icular woman , knows what love is and 
eason never free it / while the flesh 
23 ced only one argument in its favour , 
soul in flesh , and why do the Fates 
n wants what is contrary to reason 's 
if it should reach .beyond what Nature 
My body already shows clear signs of 
and I shall have proved my words with 
ul thus finds pleasure in the body ' s 
love of the spirit / performing such 
Both performed their 
decisions 1 
decisions with eyes of flesh 
declares 2 
declares it to be his god 
declares war every time it attempts resistance 
declaring 1 
declaring that this love I feel occurs in the 
decree 2 
decree , against love 's own wishes , that the 
decree , while the body feels death 's afflict 
decrees 1 
decrees , it gives rise to a false and unstabl 
decrepitude 1 
decrepitude , since any kind of flesh now turn 
deeds 4 
deeds 
deeds 
deeds that in only a short time my body has sh 
deeds within me : one gave out light , the oth 
orm acts of holiness are blessed with 
trapped in my own thoughts , love 's 
My 
thinking now very true it is that its 
Id write my own Apocalypse of all the 
157 t is because I am not disposed to the 
wise - and stern in love : I would be 
I try to understand love 's ways more 
your rage on me , for I will offer no 
This is because love can be 
oined , so love lifts me up to a high 
But I can sée already from your 
ue are well out of 'reach of the great 
Lady , you are my god and my 
man of understanding feels such great 
Intense 
deemed 1 
No one is deemed good merely because he knows that the m 
deep 5 
deep and divine understanding , through instil 
deep cares keep me far removed from all real e 
deep pain does not follow the normal course : 
deep sadness is much to be preferred to any ot 
deep secrets which love keeps hidden beneath h 
deepest 1 
deepest of joys that I do not feel it ; but , 
deeply 2 
deeply hurt if she behaved otherwise 
deeply , it brings me pleasure mixed with pain 
defence 1 
defence ; hurt me so much that everyone will g 
defined 1 
defined as an act of the will\directed towards 
degree 1 
degree of pleasure when a double bond holds bo 
delay 1 
delay in granting my wish that you are"angry : 
delight 15 
delight 
delight 
delight and becomes so absorbed by his efforts 
delight , and in no small measure , is to be f 
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cv 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
86 
269 
117 
18 
102 
87 
27 
46 
38 
14 
61 
84 
216 
LXXXVII 
137 
126 
9 
39 
176 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
145 
101 
292 
294 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
204 
181 
14 
77 
53 
XXIII 
cv 
cv 
XXXII 
cv 
43 
31 
61 
7 
24 
XIII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
II 
LXXX 
LUÍ 
LXXXVII 
LUÍ 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LUÍ 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
16 
28 
30 
48 
110 
29 
48 
8 
40 
135 
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33 
6 
10 
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5 
43 
71 
51 
203 
12 
74 
32 
289 
259 
265 
29 
60 
38 
through the body , neglecting its own 
it is in the contemplative life that 
sent , however , each strives towards 
t when the soul fails to find its own 
ement this desire : they take neither 
The body strives to experience its 
is much to be preferred to any other 
and raake me feel a small spark of the 
it , one cannot understand the great 
in me in its simple form , such is my 
No lover can attain 
is why both body and soul are poor in 
1 such pleasure at this time that the 
fed with poison , she gives in to its 
No lover will 
the other to the extent of completely 
You , spirit , who nave 
es vividly back , and when the friend 
It grieves me to see my 
Its power 
Its guality 
Just as the setting of gold on paper 
in just such a way this type of love 
delight / and thus forgets its own nature 
delight awaits me 
delight for as long as the soul fails to reali 
delight , it grieves 
delight ñor displeasure in it 
delight on a higher level ; it forgets its wre 
delight , since it involves a pleasurable lang 
delight that a good man enjoys in you , so tha 
delight that awaits the true lover who , havin 
delight that I forget I am in this world 
delight until the body and soul are in harmony 
delights 2 
delights 
delights of the flesh weary me ; and as soon a 
demands 1 
demands 
deny 1 
deny that he has these passions 
denying 1 
denying itself 
departed 1 
departed from that body which I have loved so 
departs 1 
departs , he is filled with regret : when good 
departure 1 
departure from this world approaching , for al 
depends 4 
depends on the extent to which its constituent 
depends on where it is directed , for love mus 
depends on whether the quality of the paper is 
depends on whom it settles in - my special sen 
derive 1 
The wills that derive from man ' s nature are restricted to th 
derives 4 
iré : I can be satisfied only by what derives from both sources 
The love which derives from the soul alone is founded on the 
rs from the others in quality , which derives from the type of love which gives it i 
From his love for the beloved , he derives honour and fame , and the soul thus fi 
deriving 1 
The passions deriving from all these desires were mixed whe 
deserve 5 
Yet that is what you deserve , for a visible crown would sit ill up 
e can see from his works , he did not deserve it 
ven to those who have done nothing to deserve it ; you grant the gift of grace , and 
ut to good use , while lineage has to deserve the honour accorded it ; it is a man ' 
What is to become of me , who do not deserve your help , since I know that I could 
4 4 exaggerating 
deserves 1 
for my shameful guilt deserves even worse 
desire 
no physician who could cure me of my desire 
n such a separation could vanquish my desire 
he world can stand in the way of this desire 
for its part , groans with a brutish desire 
its hunger or goaded by the other 's desire 
oíd , so death puts an end to my base desire 
it gives rise to a false and unstable desire 
1 ; I do not know what obstructs this desire 
he body is unable to turn into a base desire 
Its son and grandson are desire 
When desire 
love , and then blames me for it ! My desire 
love 's bidding , I have appointed my desire 
le to staying in this world should my desire 
pleasure which body and soul together desire 
hen pales : even greater pain does my desire 
I have lost all desire 
cannot embroil itself unaided in this desire 
The other desire 
My dual nature causes such desire 
on the Faith , for the strength of my desire 
This mixed desire 
s taken from the world , the virtuous desire 
My fierce desire 
its influence to take root : where my desire 
My desire 
r that preys on me is that you do not desire 
in the midst of sinful loves virtuous desire' 
th attracted to the same thing , this desi're 
42 
, and does not even stir 
and hope , but fear follows cióse on th 
and hope die , love cannot survive , an 
and my reason have called a truce , and 
as its master 
be thwarted ; by then I will have tried 
does not last beyond its fulfilment 
feel when it must take leave of my hope 
for food , unless it is some morsel tha 
, for the soul is not attached to matte 
goes beyond the bounds of man 's nature 
: I can be satisfied only by what deriv 
is capable of all else 
is composed of both body and soul joine 
is left within me , unadulterated 
is the driving forcé behind all this , 
is , there can be no stability 
keeps me to a bed of hope , so soundly 
me as you ought , so that , should I di 
should have been struggling to break fr 
so obstructs man that , if one of the w 
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24 
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35 
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35 
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72 
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62 
44 
81 
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131 
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180 
31 
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186 
43 
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194 
xaggeration , and quelling my fervent 
in , ít is only because it was God *s 
en the glory of it with my own eyes , 
has no part in the first impulses of 
tell how body and soul implement this 
choose between them , so limiting his 
love through the eyes , and feels the 
ad him to happiness , for it does not 
that love does not tempt me with that 
The unchaste 
annot"be the exclusive object of this 
oul abases itself / which is why this 
, have to express themselves through 
ill takes complete control of what it 
From moment to moment I change my 
and you alone that I have cast all my 
at indignation : " All your hopes and 
hes hang two splendid fruits which he 
to know this because in all of us our 
Flesh 
e than the thought of never seeing my 
erior strength ; just so , two strong 
In despair of ever fulfilling my 
When the 
rmony , for the love we feel when the 
ires , and it is irt you that the same 
Lily among thorns , my 
Everything in him 
This is the form my 
The passions deriving from'all these 
Those 
nd there is no disagreement among the 
you strengthen my heart , so that my 
desire so that I can write untroubled by it , 
desire that you should have progeny 
desire the pain it causes , since it holds the 
desire , the understanding alone is equipped w 
desire : they take neither delight ñor displea 
desire to one of the fruits before he can eat 
desire to touch , after which this will grows 
Desire tunes and tempers hope , and once this 
desire what can satisfy the whole man ; that i 
desire which body and soul both embrace 
desire , which never stops to negotiate terms 
desire , whose effects on the body are purely 
desire will enter men but never hold fast in t 
desires 22 
desires 
desires 
desires , and I can never tell where the pain 
desires , and it is in you that the same desir 
desires are futile , since you no sooner feel 
Desires are revealed through acts , and from t 
desires equally , but must choose between them 
desires find no end except in you 
desires flesh , and the soul seeks its own lik 
desires fulfilled 
desires have made my mind their battleground , 
desires , I -shall wander the world , singing o 
desires of the body weaken , the veils that co 
desires of these two clash will not take us ve 
desires origínate 
desires shift so wildly that I want you to be 
desires the fulfilment of its nature , and not 
desires took while she was alive 
desires were mixed when they reached me : and 
desires which have no element of virtue ebb an 
desires which spring from it 
desires will become fused with your will , and 
In 
e you can see me in these straits ! I 
wned and nurtured them and , in utter 
greatly wants what the other does not 
who is already on the road to such a 
The soul , which is 
has built up the strength he needs to 
one made of iron ,.while nothing can 
ned the whole story and heard all the 
Nothing can 
he next man , and love 's strength is 
at awaits the true lover who , having 
and finds as much .scope in us as the 
is only just that whoever pleases the 
ut it must lie in a hard bed-in a man 
despair 2 
despair of ever fulfilling my desires , I shal 
despair when I think that you will judge me by 
desperation 1 
desperation , leap out on to dry land 
despise 1 
despise , almost without effort that will take 
destination 1 
destination ? I beg you , Lord , to end my day 
destined 1 
destined to contémplate God , rebels , blasphe 
destroy 2 
destroy the bull which has worsted him 
destroy their joint mass - from such amalgams 
details 1 
details of your filthy little life , and of ho 
detain 1 
detain me as I follow this straight and certai 
determined 2 
determined by where it enters 
determined to love , proceeds to do so , and 1 
Devil 2 
Devil 
Devil should take the ñame of the one whose wa 
devoid 1 
devoid of true life 
devout 1 
Her beauty , even for the most devout man , is blinding 
dice 1 
I compare you with , except a game of dice ? With pain like that of the soul when it 
dictates 1 
it is what I feel through these that dictates my every step ; I believe in paradise 
did 5 
There 's nothing she did for me that she wouldn 't do for you 
d I feel remorse for all the wrongs I did her , and wish I could redress them with m 
far as we can see from his works , he did not deserve it 
e trouble to you than many others who did not serve you , and you have done for them 
If this is so , then why did you créate me , since your knowledge was i 
die 
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So do not pity me if I should 
that you allowed an innocent soul to 
to feel sure that she would willingly 
When desire and hope 
When I 
, we both know that a man can easily 
me as you ought , so that , should I 
ouch , after which this will grows or 
ertain times , the love of our senses 
a beloved ; and so , when the beloved 
I do not claira that it is totally 
e who give credit to anything that is 
ers , and there always will be , of a 
s are subject to variations of a very 
But you and your ways are a 
die because of you 
die for lack of compassion , a martyr to his 1 
die for me 
die , love cannot survive , and it cannot reig 
die , love will go into eclipse 
die of love 
die , you would never think of me again 
dies 3 
dies 
dies and this tempered state is lost , for the 
dies in body , the lover can no longer love , 
different 5 
different from all other pain : quantitatively 
different from what they have experienced them 
different nature , blessed with riches and nob 
different or conflicting kind , because the so 
different story altogether , for in you a mons 
differs 1 
But it differs from the others in quality , which der 
e / between the extremes ; it is very 
, weave a mixed fabric in which it is 
is satisfied , the other ' s strength 
between one man and another slightly 
holds complete sway can see only very 
Even the most 
m , remembering only to whom they are 
Its quality depends on where it is 
can be defined as an act of the will 
steps , and yet I do not turn in that 
rm of virtuous good , and there is no 
But he does not see it the way the 
Those 
The 
wreak , but the fact that it does not 
the chill of death the place which it 
a good man enjoys in you , so that my 
efore you when I will have to make my 
I shall not return until I have 
in full measure the good which Venus 
and merciful , I see your will which 
: Love is happy for its secrets to be 
to distinguish between the colours it 
r wane , as long as I at least do not 
1 of anger , that is only due to your 
esire : they take neither delight ñor 
difficult 2 
difficult to achieve this mean , and very few 
difficult to distinguish between the colours i 
diminishes 2 
diminishes as it watches resentfully its oppon 
diminishes our dread 
dimly 1 
dimly through the blind fires which shroud the 
dim-sighted 1 
dim-sighted fool could not fail to recognize t 
directed 3 
directed : don 't let her suffer because of my 
directed , for love must necessarily be engend 
directed towards a good ; but you have no inkl 
direction 1 
direction 
disagreement 1 
disagreement among the desires which spring fr 
Discarding 1 
Discarding the style of the troubadours who 
discerning 1 
discerning do ; he can tell the colour of the 
disciples 1 
disciples who have Venus as their teacher aban 
discordant 1 
discordant parts that make up man , caught in 
discrimínate 1 
discrimínate between one man and another sligh 
disinhabits 1 
disinhabits , as the once living flesh turns y 
disobedient 1 
disobedient flesh will be appeased and will gi 
disordered 1 
disordered reckoning ? You have given me an up 
dispelled 1 
dispelled this fear that stands between me and 
dispenses 2 
dispenses 
dispenses grace even to those who have done no 
displayed 1 
displayed 
displays 1 
displays 
displease 1 
displease you 
displeasure 2 
displeasure at our ignorance : your will alway 
displeasu-re in it 
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do 
But I cannot do 
verything you do is good and that you do 
t would be nothing compared to what I do 
nt in vain : I repent of everything I do 
Since you do 
n with the fear of God , what shall I do 
ing she did for me that she wouldn 't do 
oes not see it the way the discerning do 
ing up , my gates unbarred , ready to do 
I am quite sure that everything you do 
The least you can do 
nt of everything I do , even before I do 
Since my reason refused to do 
In all my suffering you do 
best ; I do not know what good it can do 
Lily among thorns , I will always do 
s no other man has ever known , and I do 
I do 
I do 
and do 
I do 
I do 
But I do 
What is to becomé of me , who do 
the fear that preys on me is that you do 
ill ever wane , as long as I at least do 
re you await me ; I do not know why I 
may be in terrible suffering , that 
isposed to the deepest of joys that 
I grieve because 
my works , I bear you no anger 
ke me when you find me at my best ; 
no doubt that I have a free will ; 
myself , do not think it is because 
et out towards where you await me ; 
anee of good are the reasons that men do 
And if I should plead for my flesh , do 
But these passions do 
approaching , for although I grieve I do 
ne of them is a true end , since they do 
n find no peace in anything else : we do 
rips me , I find such strength that I do 
So do 
ed over their dead beloved ; but they do 
h I beg to be allowed into Heaven 
; when the rage subsides , even if 
f I have kept my feelings to myself 
I do 
I do 
I do 
Do 
, do 
I do 
, do with my flesh as you will , but do 
great blessings : tormenting passions do 
want to retrace my steps , and yet I do 
h I pray God will provide me soon , I do 
just of men live in fear , how can I do 
ving determined to love , proceeds.to do 
I want to do 
ant to straighten it , but I can only do 
od encase the soul in flesh , and why do 
Do 
ws elemeney , and the bad you seem to do 
await me ; I do not know why I do not do 
gling against love , always trying to do 
t will it be , my dears ? If it 's to do 
and if I am not equal to that task , do 
65 
as it bids me : love has thought up an espe 
as much good by taking life as by giving it 
each night , for it is then that I summon a 
, even before I do it 
every kind of good , in you sloth has gone 
, floundering in my sins ? When I think of 
for you 
; he can tell the colour of the cloth , but 
her bidding humbly 
is good and that you do as much good by tak 
is to believe me 
it 
love 's bidding , I have appointed my desir 
me no wrong , for if you took pity on me , 
me to put that moment off 
my utmost to ensure that pain never leaves 
no harm to anyone 
not beg you for health in body , ñor for an 
not believe God could put me to any torment 
not blame you for anything 
not claim that it is totally different from 
not claim that love does not tempt me with 
not daré give up hope 
not deserve your help , since I know that I 
not desire me as you ought , so that , shou 
not displease you 
not do what I wish , since I have no doubt 
not even grieve over' the pleasure whose los 
not feel it ; but , through the understandi 
not grieve as I want to at the thought of t 
not know of anyone who feels virtuous love 
not know what good it can do me to put that 
not know what obstruets this desire 
not know what true love is 
not know why I do not do what I wish , sinc 
not know you 
not listen to me 
not loóse their grip on the body until it h 
not love you as I wish 
not make man happy ; the true good begins w 
not need to be clever to know this because 
not notice how much I struggle ; when the r 
not pity me if I should die because of you 
not quite match me 
not reveré that place as I ought ; I am lac 
not say a word about it all day , I am left 
not sin with my understanding as greatly as 
not think I could be so blind as to be unaw 
not think it is because I do not know what 
not think of her in terms of arras , feet , 
not touch my spirit , since this is like yo 
not trouble its unmitigated pleasure 
not turn in that direction 
not want my life to be spared 
otherwise ? If righteous Job was weighed do 
so , and loves himself for it 
so , but habit opposes me : I have loaded m 
so with your help 
the Fates decree , against love ' s own wish 
this , Lord. , and if I ever turn back , may 
us is really an ineffable good 
what I wish , since I have no doubt that I 
what my reason tells me is best 
with love , you can rely on me to get tó wo 
with my flesh as you will , but do not touc 
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lustful counterpart 
does 37 
for the latter does all it can to ensure , for the sake of it 
It does all it can to make the body disposed towa 
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e rivers all run down to the sea , so 
But why 
' s great passion , the more spacious 
ow and then pales : even greater pain 
life , and I can forgive anyone if he 
In quantity it is variable , and 
cannot lead him to happiness , for it 
he wills greatly wants what the other 
eath can wreak , but the fact that it 
able to turn into a base desire , and 
ants only what is necessary to it and 
oes not exceed the natural order , it 
that I carry on my shoulders ; he who 
with which he has been secured , but 
My deep pain 
in possessions and of base lineage , 
But he simply 
such wisdora that there is nothing she 
t of the man whom death has taken and 
e which body and soul together desire 
one of them easily snaps and another 
s meet , and there can be no end that 
s spent long years away from town and 
ould some word escape me which reason 
1 not speak , for in it the loved one 
is measured , and no one is good who 
But he 
rives love from them , or at least it 
t can to make the other obey , but it 
I do not claim that love 
I am a Catholic , but faith 
When she 
lgams great strength is forged - thus 
of its own accord ; in this the body 
is of no help at such a time , thus 
12 ff with you , and pick on someone who 
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pain upon me , for it is all love ' s 
roper nature , while at the same time 
This is another 's 
goal for which he strives in all his 
And yet , we are all 
s will , can tame the savage body and 
ps to a straight path - following the 
o strive to subjugate the soul and to 
form of love over Which Venus has her 
or ill according to which of them has 
ey , you ! You oíd whore-monger ! " , 
f and leaves you with his child { and 
ring only to whom they are directed : 
ey '11 cali you by your proper ñame , 
nsure that pain never leaves me ; and 
But 
who did not serve you , and you have 
if you should want a bit of procuring 
In me it has 
ispenses grace even to those who have 
e has its origins - something easily 
his is the key which opens the' closed 
p to a high degree of pleasure when a 
Have no 
not do what I wish , since I have no 
t he arms himself , while there is no 
going to say is about love , while I 
rds , but the body 's nature pulís it 
does every end merge into you 
does God encase the soul in flesh , and why do 
does its prison feel , and it extends its stre 
does my desire feel when it must take leave of 
does not believe me : there are few people who 
does not come in a fixed measure : lover is g 
does not desire what can satisfy the whole man 
does not despise , almost without effort that 
does not discrimínate between one man and anot 
does not even stir 
does not exceed the natural order , it does no 
does not fail man 
does not fear the claws of the strong lion wil 
does not feel the pain until he recovers , so 
does not follow the normal course : usually ti 
does not have the means to show great zeal in 
does not have the necessary strength , and at 
does not know 
does not know where he is to be sent { he can 
does not last beyond its fulfilment 
does not last for long 
does not lead to you 
does not miss any of the friends he used to ha 
does not praise or condone , let no one reprov 
does not reciprócate the lover 's feelings 
does not resemble you 
does not see it the way the discerning do ; he 
does not stay for the same length of time in e 
does not succeed in making the other give up c 
does not tempt me with that desire which body 
does not warm me enough to melt the lingering 
does , she will find me waiting up , my gates 
does subtle and infinite love temper the body 
does succeed , but not for long , and its plea 
does the body make love mortal , while the sou 
doesdt 1 
doesdt want to be your serfl Imagine someone w 
doing 3 
doing 
doing all it can to make the other obey , but 
doing , not mine 
doings 1 
doings 
dolts 1 
dolts when it comes to extolling adequately th 
domestícate 1 
domestícate any wild thing by inflicting the m 
dominant 1 
dominant nature 
domínate 1 
dominate it 
for a greater mass attracts 
dominión 2 
dominión involves the participation of body an 
dominión over the other 
don 6 
don 't be bashful , because it 's you they '11 
don 't expect a boy 
don 't let her suffer because of my sins 
don 't pretend you 're deaf , but just ask the 
don 't think that I am exaggerating , for my s 
don 't think you '11 be able to put all that m 
done 5 
done for them no less than what I ask you , wh 
done , give Na Monboi a try 
done its worst : I flee from everyone who is h 
done nothing to deserve it ; you grant the gif 
done , since he has my actions to go by 
door 1 
door of heaven 
double 1 
double bond holds body and spirit , for often 
doubt 4 
doubt , my suffering is as serious as that 
doubt that I have a free will ; I do not know 
doubt that the body , for its part , groans wi 
doubt that the sort who thinks only of satisfy 
down 6 
down 
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time how they ri'se up and then plunge 
can make all other kinds of love lay 
Just as the rivers all run 
is evident that the soul drags itself 
erwise ? If righteous Job was weighed 
hout your help , give me your hand or 
but the sensual side of me has to be 
rom these it is evident that the soul 
it , while it gives the soul a bitter 
let me live on , for I feel that I am 
e with my own strength , without even 
ound a place within me , each of them 
eature of corruption , is necessarily 
The day fades in terror as the night 
The time 
n and another sligh'tly diminishes our 
s of the strong lion will feel little 
fe should last any longer , and yet I 
wish , increase my fear so that sheer 
one who has no other pleasure than to 
I am one who never ceases to 
it gives the soul a bitter draught to 
dle-water , fouling it herself before 
crap of pleasure to the torments that 
As for me , 
rking its wonderful effects upon me , 
u to realise that because of you I am 
down again 
down their arms 
down to the sea , so does every end merge into 
down while the body 's fury swells up , which 
down with the fear of God , what shall I do , 
drag 1 
drag me up by the hair ; if I fail to stretch 
dragged 1 
dragged into faith 
drags 1 
drags itself down while the body 's fury swell 
draught 1 
draught to drink 
drawing 2 
drawing closer to you 
drawing on its own infinite power 
drawn 2 
drawn by its likeness 
drawn to the corrupt appetites 
draws 2 
draws in , spreading darkness before it 
draws near' when I shall go and lead a hermit ' 
dread 4 
dread 
dread for the sting of the wasp 
dread its coming to an end 
dread will keep me from sin , because once I a 
dream 2 
dream foolish fancies , for my imagination is 
dream of such a god , and yet he gives me noth 
drink 1 
drink 
drinking 1 
drinking , and never touches the running strea 
drive 1 
drive me to my wits' end 
driven 3 
driven from this world , I would feel no other 
driven into secrecy by the power of its enemie 
driven to every extreme : love has overeóme me 
drives 1 
Satiety or neglect soon drives love from them , or at least it does no 
My fierce desire is the 
There are two 
sure that , from puré shame , it will 
in utter desperation , leap out on to 
My 
arms of life , and ,had paid death his 
you seem full of anger , that is only 
197 to spending all eternity in the dark 
11 
23 
13 
44 
124 
121 
12 
92 
t to think about the state in which I 
As for the first , no wisdom can 
driving 2 
driving forcé behind,all this , and I know of 
driving forces in man , each of which follows 
drop 1 
drop from its place above us 
dry 1 
dry land 
dual 1 
dual nature causes such desire : I can be sati 
due 2 
due ; then I would not live in this present fe 
due to your displeasure at our ignorance : you 
dungeon 1 
dungeon 
dwell 2 
dwell : I frighten them , as if I were a corps 
dwell in their heads ; as for the latter , if 
dwells 1 
When love dwells within me in its simple form , such is 
f my heart 's suffering as I could by 
eel no regret even though I know I am 
Soul and body 
hese two manifestatíons of the will , 
ether with the pleasures or the pains 
dying 2 
dying 
dying 
each 14 
each finds pleasure in the other ; they share 
each following its own nature , have to exprés 
each has held ; in some of them I remember tha 
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t stay for the same length of time in 
Let 
body , the humours are at war ; with 
ould be nothing compared to what I do 
ed me , and found a place within me , 
There are two driving forces in man , 
en placed work in the following way : 
By mutual consent , however , 
Two blows I felt , dealt by 
, unless it is some morsel that I may 
and I fear lest this is what she has 
ck , may I know for certain that your 
And when she lived on this 
Prudent lady , nothing on God 's 
son to thank it for not clothing with 
This is a sure sign that 
thorns , we both know that a man can 
But now that she is dead , they are 
my love has its origins - something 
For then I cannot 
er to make its rope , for one of them 
Men can grasp the pain of Hell more 
12 he west wind whips it one way and the 
amount of clevernes,s will make virtue 
It is not 
brought cióse to death , and who must 
re to one of the fruits before he can 
gnaws constantly at my mind , another 
oíd , absence can become a worm that 
sires which have no element of virtue 
When I die , love will go into 
ind , because the soul 's actions are 
Love reveáis itself through its 
clusive object of this desire , whose 
to break free , working its wonderful 
her does not despise , almost without 
nt to pulí myself to my feet , but my 
elight and becomes so absorbed by his 
e body must first be satisfied before 
hopes to reach it without my help is 
Those desires which have no 
worth which gives valué to everything 
rength of my desire is capable of alí 
h it without my help is either mad or 
Only those who are sad or 
would answer me , for there is no one 
he will can find no peace in anything 
that desire which body and soul both 
each : in the great majority of lovers , it ta 
each man judge where my love has its origins 
each new period of the day their power is tran 
each night , for it is then that I summon all 
each of them drawn by its likeness 
Each of them forgets its proper nature , while 
Each of them in turn has to be stirred by its 
each of which follows nature 
each passion tries to outweigh the other , but 
each strives towards delight for as long as th 
each with its lance 
earn 1 
earn through my great love 
earned 1 
earned 
ears 1 
ears will be deaf to me 
earth 3 
earth as flesh , I tried to love her soul alón 
Earth brings me joy except you 
earth my naked body , since it can count on no 
earthly 1 
earthly good is not based in truth ; that is w 
easily 6 
easily die of love 
easily distinguishable and I can feel them sep 
easily done , since he has my actions to go by 
easily keep the fire of love hidden , and love 
easily snaps and another does not last for Ion 
easily than they can imagine the bliss of para 
east 1 
east wind another , and the fight ends only wh 
easy 2 
easy to attain , and it is beyond the reach of 
easy to tell how body and soul implement this 
eat 2 
eat or perish , but then sees a tree on one of 
eat : this is just what it has been like for m 
eats 2 
eats at my heart 
eats away at love unless , while the separatio 
ebb 1 
ebb and flow like the tide , and no one could 
eclipse 1 
eclipse 
effected 1 
effected instantly , and their immediate cause 
effects 3 
effects 
effects on the body are purely bestial 
effects upon me , driven into secrecy by the p 
effort 1 
effort that will takes complete control of wha 
efforts 2 
efforts are half-hearted ; the weight of my te 
efforts to understand you , that the inclinati 
either 2 
either kind of love can flourish 
either mad or else a fool and a mindless lout 
element 1 
element of virtue ebb and flow like the tide , 
else 6 
else 
else 
else a fool and a mindless lout 
else have been sad at some time need bother wi 
else to share in their constant lamentation 
else : we do not need to be clever to know thi 
embrace 1 
embrace 
embroil -
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32 
1 
But why does God 
he torments that drive me to my wits' 
the thought that nty grief could ever 
er , and yet I dread its coming to an 
Whoever seeks any other 
ause in all of us our desires find no 
experiences independently are without 
You are the 
1 run down to the sea , so does every 
a destination ? I beg you , Lord , to 
But if I shouid have to 
abourer can count on his wages at the 
its own ends ; none of them is a true 
When this world comes to an 
fering here , then , and pain without 
h all ends meet , and there can be no 
d while it may argüe with it , in the 
But in the 
rience and our judgement prove in the 
r-replenished liver and never puts an 
incorruptible gold , so death puts an 
if I have served love , it is only to 
e philosophers who held that the true 
Similarly , the 
ny cases where some minor ailment has 
rking in wait for me and can count on 
ften Nature is at fault , for it will 
t of everything with which Nature has 
re of the gifts with which Nature has 
encase 1 
encase the soul in flesh 
all my time is spe 
and why do the Fate 
end 23 
end 
end 
end 
end but God knows no rest , for the will can f 
end except in you 
end , for they are such that the soul never ti 
end in which all ends meet , and there can be 
end merge into you 
end my days before even worse befalls me 
end my days , then love will have reached its 
end of the day , and the lawyer can expect to 
end , since they do not make man happy ; the t 
end , sun , moon , planets and constellations 
end that awaits me 
end that does not lead to you 
end the will is always governed by the underst 
end they too will have to abandon the very sea 
end to be unreliable - such things are of litt 
end to its meal , for while one worm gnaws con 
end to my base desire 
end up completely ruined 
end was of this world have all given conflicti 
end which is completely human gives no rest an 
ended 1 
ended in death 
ending 1 
ending up in its hands 
endow 1 
endow with goodness men who are unable to make 
endowed 2 
endowed it , while it gives the soul a bitter 
endowed you 
endows 1 
endows the spirit with great blessings torme 
XLVI 
d made all these , ,and once the world 
You are the end in which all 
This world has its own 
the east wind another , and the fight 
But neither of them can 
It would be better to 
62 iven into secrecy by the power of its 
s set against yours , and I am my own 
from every pleasure as if it were my 
indeed who can cali his own mind his 
rected , for love must necessarily be 
e as that which anyone who is sad may 
inds him of all the pleasures he once 
like the sick man who for the sake of 
spark of the delight that a good man 
most wise and good , but lady Teresa 
Her mind is food for the 
Every 
5 e South-Western must hold them back , 
ends 4 
ends , all their marvellous operations will ce 
ends meet , and there can be no end that does 
ends ; none of them is a true end , since they 
ends only when one of them retreats before the 
endure 2 
endure the other to the extent of completely d 
endure the pain than to add one scrap of pleas 
enemies 1 
enemies ? The sweet and bitter tastes of both 
enemy 3 
enemy , even when I think I am a friend to mys 
enemy , for when a small boon comes amidst gre 
enemy since it reminds him continually of his 
engendered 1 
engendered in a unión of likenesses 
when we pity our own plight , our lame 
enjoy 
enjoy 
enjoyed 1 
enjoyed , so that all the past comes vividly b 
enjoying 1 
enjoying some tasty morsel turns every meal in 
enjoys 2 
enjoys in you , so that my disobedient flesh w 
enjoys perfection itself , possessing such wis 
enlightened 2 
enlightened 
enlightened lover will understand me 
enlisting 1 
enlisting the help of their allies 
for all 
the North 
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XLII 
XLII 
XXIII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
28 
14 
26 
184 
113 
41 
90 
183 
75 
100 
136 
Lili 
1 
Lili 
CV 
IV 
IV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXIII 
XCVI 
XXXII 
XXXII 
CV 
XCVI 
CV 
CV 
44 
33 
210 
4 
36 
325 
40 
7 
23 
38 
5 
140 
31 
81 
75 
18 
197 
CV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
xxxix 
XLVI 
XXIII 
Lili 
XIII 
XCVI 
xciv 
Lili 
Lili 
LXXXII 
XXXII 
IV 
LIII 
158 
28 
74 
123 
44 
12 
31 
5 
17 
30 
117 
39 
15 
2 
4 
33 
28 
h poison , as anyone can see by those 
w who I mean ; he 's the one with the 
for making exceptional women was good 
Catholic , but faith does not warm me 
t , for the latter does all it can to 
horns , I will always do my utmost to 
tself , which is why this desire will 
to come into my heart - for you have 
I make sure that every new 
's strength is determined by where it 
And if not as much love 
It has not left it 
ainst it and pays no heed to what the 
Just as the 
rough my great sins , and if I am not 
two splendid fruits which he desires 
f desire , the understanding alone is 
hen I talk of love , should some word 
am left feeling so weak that no sound 
s it bids me : love has thought up an 
my being be returned to nothingness , 
ness will shame them / and holding in 
Through it the others are highly 
Death take those who have 
11 pain is insignificant unless it is 
ve as I want to at 'the thought of the 
ing a life of perversity , and I fear 
pain than Tityos as the vulture tears 
t would be preferable to spending all 
t ; but , through the understanding , 
vain : I repent of everything I do , 
that love leaves at such times on men 
orne me with my own strength , without 
Anything that ventures upon it , 
Her beauty , 
g flesh turns yellow and then pales : 
I am assailed by 
in terrible suffering , that I do not 
I try 
I struggle ; when the rage subsides , 
presses me , except voluntary death : 
that the ship should go under , then 
s more important than the other two , 
it is quite wrong to pity them , and 
pity on me , you would make me suffer 
enormous 2 
enormous hairs you have growing all over it 
enormous head and the bad squint , and a pair 
enough 2 
enough for you 
enough to melt the lingering cold of the sense 
ensure 2 
ensure , for the sake of its own pleasure , th 
ensure that pain never leaves me ; and don 't 
enter 1 
enter men but never hold fast in them 
entered 1 
entered into some that were more loathsome tha 
enterprise 1 
enterprise fails from the outset , because the 
enters 2 
enters 
enters me as I wish increase my fear so that 
entirely 1 
entirely , but has struck out along that road 
envious 1 
envious might say 
epileptic 1 
epileptic in his frenzy , as he tries to get t 
equal 1 
equal to that task , do with my flesh as you w 
equally 1 
equally , but must choose between them , so li 
equipped 1 
equipped with judgement 
escape 1 
escape me which reason does not praise or cond 
escapes 1 
escapes me except the sigh of my heart 
especially 2 
especially fierce illness just for me , to mak 
especially if she is in such a place because o 
esteem 1 
esteem only honourable virtue 
esteemed 1 
esteemed , for power has no worth unless it is 
estranged 1 
estranged me from you , for they have left me 
eternal 3 
eternal , and I fear lest this is what she has 
eternal damnation of which I live in fear , ev 
eternal death beyond this life 
eternally 1 
eternally at his ever-replenished liver and ne 
eternity 1 
eternity in the dark dungeon 
even 40 
even a fool realises that the highest good wil 
even before I do it 
even before I knew grief 
Even death has not killed my love , and I feel 
even drawing on its own infinite power 
even for a single moment , will feel the forcé 
even for the most devout man , is blinding 
even greater pain does my desire feel when it 
even greater pain than Tityos as the vulture t 
even grieve over the pleasure whose loss makes 
even harder now that nothing obstructs me : wh 
even if I do not say a word about it all day , 
even if I should lack for love , I shall not w 
even if it is rnoored in the safest port , it w 
even if it is of little use without them 
even more mistaken to find excuses for them 
even more : nothing would hurt me more than yo 
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XLVI 
CV 
XXIII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XXIII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
IV 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXX 
CV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
CV 
3 
103 
40 
27 
20 
9 
63 
82 
86 
124 
35 
31 
234 
113 
124 
61 
2 
97 
11 
166 
156 
44 
73 
across the sea 's perilous highways ! 
I have no firmness of intention , and 
urn into a base desire , and does not 
Not that I think that 
error will forcé out secrets that not 
When 
1 damnation of which I live in fear , 
ned as I ought of the peril I am in : 
killed my love , and I feel no regret 
ms of arms , feet , hands or throat / 
Experience will teach as much 
I see your will which dispenses grace 
and the lawyer can expect to be paid 
ainst yours , and I am my own enemy , 
the thoughts of one who is sad ; and 
, and keeps watch over a man 's pain 
he workings of pleasure within them , 
ting , for my shameful guilt deserves 
eg you , Lord , to end my days before 
Even now I can see the winds from the West and 
even now my will has changed 
even stir 
even such a separation could vanquish my desir 
even the confessor has learned 
Even the most dim-sighted fool could not fail 
even the most just of men live in fear , how c 
even though comparable pain is not to be found 
even though I beg to be allowed into Heaven , 
even though I know I am dying 
Even though it has no part in the first impuls 
Even though it seems impossible that I should 
even though like will always seek like 
Even though the woman I love no longer inhabit 
even to fools 
even to those who have done nothing to deserve 
even when he loses his case 
even when I think I am a friend to myself 
even when people have seen me in great pain , 
even while he sleeps 
even without being aware of it , and it is bec 
even worse 
even worse befalls me 
event 
XXXII 32 tentiality can only be seen after the event 
XLVI 51 In that fearful event with which I pray God will provide me 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
I 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXX I 
XXVIII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
CV 
II 
events 2 
res keep me far removed from all real events 
of little use against Fortune and the events through which it shapes our lives 
10 
24 
247 
24 
13 
16 
151 
68 
169 
7 
7 
23 
36 
41 
174 
19 
15 
19 
XIII 
IV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXX 
XXIII 
XXIII 
I 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XXXII 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
9 
47 
133 
1 
42 
1 
23 
37 
32 
75 
106 
69 
3 
186 
106 
244 
236 
160 
67 
39 
8 
28 
29 
11 
18 
296 
66 
36 
82 
ever 
no longer exists , for it is gone for ever 
self up to its sadrtess and be sad for ever 
hing and wanting to make her mine for ever 
want his hope 's fulfilment , without ever 
Nothing that lovers have ever 
Beats me how a fellow like that ever 
What man was ever 
oathe the thought that my grief could ever 
you deaden my senses and keep me for ever 
In despair of ever 
e in such torment as no other man has ever 
pain if only my renown will last for ever 
man ; that is why it m-akes the lover ever 
No one has ever 
Do this , Lord , and if I ever 
ions roam the sea before my love will ever 
16 
attaining it , no matter how much thought 
attempted impresses me , except voluntary 
carne to be selling Florentine cloth for a 
compelled by virtuous love to love a woma 
end 
from knowing certain pleasures , not onl 
fulfilling my desires , I shall wander th 
known , and I do no harm to anyone 
like that of St Francis and his stigmata 
restless 
taken his love to greater extremes than I 
turn back , may I know for certain that y 
wane , as iong as I at least do not displ 
everlasting 
which is everlasting with fleet foot seeks out virtue 
ever-replenished 1 
as the vulture tears eternally at his ever-replenished liver and never puts an end t 
1 the weaker ; the same thing happens 
ers all run down to the sea , so does 
se that because of you I am driven to 
Since you do 
e of enjoying some tasty morsel turns 
I make sure that 
You are the good against which 
I run away from 
I feel through these that dictates my 
h is lost , but is left feeling grief 
ree it , while the flesh declares war 
impid that she would understand me in 
hilosopher 's stone , making precious 
Every 18 
Every creature longs for its likeness , and se 
every day , but you never learn 
every end merge into you 
Every enlightened lover will understand me , f 
every extreme : love has overeóme me with my o 
Every journeyman labourer can count on his wag 
every kind of good , in you sloth has gone to 
Every man of understanding feels such great de 
every meal into agony ; or like the hermit who 
every new enterprise fails from the outset , b 
every other good is measured / and no one is g 
every pleasure as if.it were my enemy , for wh 
Every small creature keeps a wide-eyed vigil , 
every step ; I believe in paradise through a f 
every time he remembers the pleasure it has gi 
every time it attempts resistance ? My flesh i 
every way , and that she should be clever and 
every worthless thing it touches 
everyone 2 
e it has done its worst~ : I flee from everyone who is happy , and loathe the thought 
fer no defence ; hurt me so much that everyone will grieve for me 
everything 
s a man 's worth. which gives valué to everything 
y time is spent in vain : I repent of everything 
Everything 
thwarted ; by then I-. will have tried everything 
ther in prayer and plead to God , for everything 
Just as everything 
s the body 's actions , robbing it of everything 
I am quite sure that everything 
else 
-I _do , even before I do it 
in him desires the fulfilment of it 
, short of reneging on the Faith , 
that could happen to her has airead 
that is wet opposes fire , so love 
with which Nature has endowed it , 
you do is good and that you do as m 
d through acts 
evident 1 
and from these it is evident that the soul drags itself down while 
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cv 
XXVIII 
Lili 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
40 
6 
19 
34 
254 
43 
Lili 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XLII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
Lili 
XIII 
XLVI 
Lili 
XXIII 
IV 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
IV 
19 
46 
200 
60 
24 
131 
338 
6 
40 
24 
42 
14 
14 
61 
26 
116 
72 
84 
144 
33 
LXXXVII 
16 
19 
I 
XXXII 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
LXXX 
LXXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
10 
28 
26 
no 2 
7 
195 
87 
124 
37 
8 
303 
27 
12 
297 
197 
n who would be angry at you : love of 
orne out under its cover to work their 
Notable examples , -whether of good or 
get to hia feet in order to work some 
r great pleasures , only to find many 
eaves me ; and don 't think that I am 
flamed that they cannot speak without 
Notable 
what is necessary to it and does not 
he love of the body haa no other goal 
What can I compare you with , 
s of cloth ! You are no use to anyone 
in all of us our desires find no end 
no other man attunes himself to love 
off in this respect than are fools , 
ling so weak that no sound escapes me 
And nothing can halt their labour 
his love to greater extremes than I -
rs have ever attempted impresses me , 
norant man knows all about the body , 
nothing on God 's Earth brings me joy 
he fine stuff he kept back for making 
he soul by itself abhors all kinds of 
ttached to matter , and cannot be the 
And so this seems to me some 
Who will teach me how to make my 
them , and even more mistaken to find 
his ufe will be spared - only to be 
s the others hold ; although they can 
No one need pity me for this strange 
st , loving something which no longer 
merely because he knows that the mean 
eaves you with his child ( and don 't 
You cannot 
e end of the day , and the lawyer can 
Both our 
s wearied of its pleasure ; it cannot 
The body strives to 
Unless one has 
that is different from what they have 
But the pleasures which the soul 
ines mixed with base ores and then is 
ch following its own nature , have to 
ng that is wet opposes fire , so love 
pacious does its prison feel , and it 
evil 4 
evil and ignorance of good are the reasons tha 
evil , and wish it could last all year 
evil , should not be kept hidden : Love is hap 
evil , takes great harm from the strong bonds 
evils 1 
evils in worldly glory , so it is with me ; fo 
exaggerating 1 
exaggerating , for my shameful guilt deserves 
exaggeration 1 
exaggeration , and quelling my fervent desire 
examples 1 
examples , whether of good or evil , should no 
exceed 1 
exceed the natural order , it does not fail ma 
except 12 
except a brief pleasure 
except a game of dice ? With pain like that of 
except as a wet-nurse 
except in you 
except me , for they have lost their vigour , 
except that fools are more likely to make the 
except the sigh of my heart 
except the very thing that I cannot have 
except those who have given their lives for it 
except voluntary death : even if I should lack 
except where the spirit has a part in it 
except you 
exceptional 1 
exceptional women was good enough for you 
excess 1 
excess 
exclusive 1 
exclusive object of this desire , whose effect 
excuse 1 
excuse , though a weak one , for not being as 
excuses 2 
excuses before you when I will have to make my 
excuses for them 
executed 1 
executed suddenly without a single moment 's g 
exist 1 
exist without it , it prevents their undoing 
existence 
existence for love wants me for its court an 
exists 2 
exists , for it is gone for ever 
exists : the man who shows no largesse can no 
expect 3 
expect a boy 
expect a haré to know how it feels to be coura 
expect to be paid even when he loses his case 
experience 4 
experience and our judgement prove in the end 
experience good without also tasting the bad 
experience its delight on a higher level ; it 
Experience will teach as much even to fools 
experienced 2 
experienced it / one cannot understand the gre 
experienced themselves 
experiences 1 
experiences independently are without end , fo 
exposed 1 
exposed to fire to make the alloy dissolve in 
express 1 
express themselves through desires 
extends 2 
extends its influence only over those who cann 
extends its strength and power so that it no 1 
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LXXXVI I 
Lili 
LXXXVI I 
126 
21 
145 
XXIII 17 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XXXIX 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXI 
LXXXI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
42 
179 
25 
41 
131 
272 
35 
94 
95 
120 
50 
277 
215 
1 
1 
5 
73 
33 
r of them can endure the other to the 
My will has obeyed love to such an 
Its power depends on the 
we are all dolts when it comes to 
t because of you I am driven to every 
any wild thing by inflicting the most 
e lies in the mid-place , between the 
ne has ever taken his love to greater 
s inflamed with this love through the 
hidden , and love shows plainly in my 
have seen the glory of it with my own 
e ; I have judged your decisions with 
Only give light to the 
ody weaken , the veils that cover the 
when they are mingled , weave a mixed 
My 
O when will sweet tears bathe my 
your serfl Imagine someone who comes 
rfl Imagine someone who comes face to 
In 
The 
havoc that death can wreak , but the 
linger with pleasure ; but when they 
extent 3 
extent of completely denying ítself 
extent that the dangerous wound it has inflict 
extent to which its constituent parts are in h 
extolling 1 
extolling adequately the worth of a beautiful 
extreme 2 
extreme : love has overeóme me with my own str 
extreme passion 
extremes 2 
extremes ; it is very difficult to achieve thi 
extremes than I - except those who have given 
eyes 6 
eyes , and feels the desire to touch , after w 
eyes , and pain stops the blood reaching my he 
eyes , desire the pain it causes , since it ho 
eyes of flesh 
eyes of my soul ! My will is set against yours 
eyes of the soul begin to clear 
fabric 1 
fabric in which it is difficult to distinguish 
face 4 
face constantly changes colour ; I seek out hi 
face ? Contrition is the fount from which they 
face to face with death as his pitching ship s 
face with death as his pitching ship struggles 
fact 3 
fact , I love you more in death than in life , 
fact is , however , that I bore these marks th 
fact that it does not discrimínate between one 
fade 1 
fade , pain attacks me : just üke a condemned 
XXVIII 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
CV 
1 
46 
213 
93 
9 
3 
fades 1 
The day fades in terror as the night draws in , spread 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
75 
IB 
40 
118 
xceed the natural order , it does not 
se are strong , then charity will not 
flow like the tide , and no one could 
n the most dim-sighted fool could not 
hand or drag me up by the hair ; if I 
22 elp those who help themselves , never 
I make sure that every new enterprise 
form of pleasure , but when the soul 
ws his nature into confusión , and he 
wards delight for as long as the soul 
fail 5 
fail man 
fail me 
fail to be shocked if he saw for the first tim 
fail to recognize the nobility of your person 
fail to stretch out my hand to meet yours , pu 
•failing 1 
failing those who come to you , as you show by 
fails 4 
fails from the outset , because there is no pl 
fails to find its own delight , it grieves 
fails to reach the goal for which he strives i 
fails to realise its mistake 
35 
CV 
CV 
Lili 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
CV 
189 
184 
11 
324 
212 
187 
fairly 1 
Oh pain , treat me fairly : be my shield against oblivion 
ual side of me has to be dragged into 
I am a Catholic , but 
everything , short of reneging on the 
ge / while their way of life inspires 
And above all may my 
tep ; I believe in paradise through a 
faith 6 
faith 
faith does not warm me enough to melt the ling 
Faith , for the strength of my desire is capab 
faith in others 
faith not waver , and my hope not tremble ; if 
faith that reason confirms 
190 
faiths 1 
Lord , send faiths fire to my aid and warm the part that c 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
LXXXIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
337 
27 
4 
48 
33 
77 
r which inclines us towards love will 
dequate ; whether my mind is empty or 
at the first step he crumples up and 
t Nature decrees , it gives rise to a 
It makes man love 
r the beloved , he derives honour and 
fail 2 
fail from its place in the heavens , for no ot 
fail of thoughts , all my time is spent in vai 
fails 1 
fails to the ground 
false 1 
false and unstable desire 
falsely 1 
falsely and want that which cannot lead him to 
fame 1 
fame , and the soul thus finds pleasure in the 
fancies 
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I 2 other pleasure than to dream foolish fancies , for my imagination is captive to the 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
cv 
XXIX 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XLII 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
CV 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
II 
64 
122 
31 
5 
288 
40 
3 
196 
30 
90 
16 
4 
46 
193 
7 
242 
21 
24 
30 
far 6 
these two clash will not take us very far 
he way to paradise } , but only in so far as it was the beginning of this Law of our 
ber that you saved the thief ; yet as far as we can see from his works , he did not 
now that my best course is to keep as far from you as I can - the sight of your beau 
thoughts , love 's deep cares keep me far removed from all real events 
ace on that bench , and those who are far removed from such virtue are well out of r 
death robs her of her mate 
farewell 1 
she says farewell to love 
farther 1 
The farther the spirit leaves behind the body ' s g 
fast 2 
Since this was held fast by the corresponding part of that woman w 
desire will enter men but never hold fast in them 
fate 5 
whatever fate God has allotted me lies with you 
fate is against him : he never reaches it 
will attain joy or sadness 
shore where safety and comfort wait 
Fortune has not yet revealed what my fate is to be 
ave my soul , while it may be that my fate is to be the reverse 
d has ordained for syou , because your fate whether good or bad , will also be mine 
se the soul in flesh 
Fates 1 
and why do the Fates decree against love 's own wishes th 
fault 3 
And often Nature is at fault , for it will endow with goodness men wh 
ey lack worthiness , it is through no fault of theirs 
It is his fault that you have not been given the least h 
53 
faults 
which is bad because of my great faults 
IV 
IV 
Lili 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
cv LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
cv 
cv 
XCVI 
XCVI 
LXXXVI I 
cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
XXXII 
XLVI 
xxix 
cv 
cv 
cv 
22 
16 
31 
203 
39 
87 
160 
25 
75 
81 
136 
33 
63 
135 
32 
44 
150 
64 
28 
137 
219 
37 
29 
8 
67 
166 
56 
favour 2 
has advanced only one argument in its favour , declaring that this love I feel occur 
tleground , but now I have decided in favour of one of them 
fear 
ave me be , for of love I have little fear 
then I would not live in this present fear 
n , instead of being by turns full of fear 
ace as I ought ; I am lacking both in fear 
When will I cease to fear 
I fear 
leading a life of perversity , and I fear 
eternal damnation of which I live in fear 
nd grandson are desire and hope , but fear 
We feel much more than simple fear 
hen even the most just of men live in fear 
e to love you : let love overeóme the fear 
nificant unless it is eternal , and I fear 
I shall fear 
what happiness is : it allows neither fear 
ghteous Job was weighed down with the fear 
The fear 
ove enters me as I wish , increase my fear 
on , because they are founded more in fear 
ove of goodness , quite free from the fear 
Rather , the fear 
ot return until I have dispelled this fear 
time has no meanin,g , I know all the fear 
rry on my shoulders ; he who does not fear 
I fear 
25 
and hope for all that the future might ho 
and in hope 
death ? It will be when I become inflamed 
death only because it would mean absence 
eternal death beyond this life 
, even though comparable pain is not to b 
follows cióse on their heels and wages a 
for the havoc that death can wreak , but 
, how can I do otherwise ? If righteous J 
in which I hold you 
lest this is what she has earned 
no terror at the sight of you 
ñor hope to come anywhere near it 
of God , what shall I do , floundering in 
of Hell grips me , for I have started alo 
so that sheer dread will keep me from sin 
than in love 
that any wickedness will shame them , and 
that preys on me is that you do not desir 
that stands between me and all hope of ha 
that we are capable, of • feeling 
the claws of the strong lion will feel li 
you more than I feel love for you , and I 
fearful 1 
XLVI 51 In that fearful event , with which I pray God will pro 
fears 2 
XXVIII 15 Death or the prison cell can hold no fears for the man who like me betrays his own 
XCVI 29 So great are my fears that she may be in terrible suffering , 
feast-day 1 
LIII 43 I hate that saint whose feast-day I keep , and I take pleasure in what 
feast-days 2 
XXXIX 18 e , so as better to celébrate love 's feast-days 
XIII 1 Let people joyfully celébrate the feast-days , and mix fun with their worship 
fed 1 
I 23 nse that when her child screams to be fed with poison , she gives in to its demands 
feeble 1 
LXXXVII 281 My feeble limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy bu 
feel 30 
CV 4 6 to reject it completely ; and make me feel a small spark of the delight that a good 
CV 59 My hope totters within me and I can feel a terrible conflict raging there : I see 
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LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XCIV 
cv 
cv 
cv 
cv 
XCVI 
XLVI 
XCIV 
IV 
I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
XLVI 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
IV 
CV 
IV 
CV 
II 
XCIV 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
II 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXIII 
197 
40 
65 
83 
157 
167 
56 
33 
36 
124 
23 
5 
95 
215 
240 
143 
280 
12 
37 
156 
56 
70 
186 
5 
63 
5 
57 
45 
67 
46 
207 
2 
106 
40 
8 
25 
90 
24 
60 
222 
37 
132 
170 
155 
9 
233 
34 
2 
n , the more spacious does its prison feel 
Make me feel 
The grief we feel 
not guess what it is like , much less feel 
to the deepest of joys that I do not feel 
ear the claws of the strong lion will feel 
I fear you more than I feel 
We feel 
me , driven from this world , I would feel 
death has not killed my love , and I feel 
s favour , declaring that this love I feel 
the only good it knows , while I can feel 
And I feel 
I feel 
to guard her love jealously , and to feel 
! O Lord God , let me live on , for I feel 
Whenever I stop weeping , I feel 
it , even for a single moment , will feel 
ch he has been secured , but does not feel 
Lovers feel 
are easily distinguishable and I can feel 
; no man can imagine suffering so he feel 
cold of the senses , and it is what I feel 
es : even greater pain does my desire feel 
soul are in harmony , for the love we feel 
Now think what I must feel 
if only I understood you as much as I feel 
ires are futile , since you no sooner feel 
, and it extends its strength and power s 
as much of your power as you can 
for the deceased springs from the kind of 
it 
it ; but , through the understanding , ev 
little dread for the sting of the wasp 
love for you , and I confess this sin bef 
much more than simple fear for the havoc 
no other torment than to be unable to loo 
no regret even though I know I am dying 
occurs in the body , and that it is there 
pain lurking in wait for me and can count 
remorse for all the wrongs I did her , an 
such pleasure at this time that the delig 
sure that she would willingly die for me 
that I am drawing closer to you 
that I will burst 
the forcé of its rage , and all the fish 
the pain until he recovers , so it is wit 
the workings of pleasure within them , ev 
them separately and almost see them 
, then , who is already on the road to su 
through these that dictates my every step 
when it must take leave of my hope 
when the desires of these two clash will 
who long for you constantly , and must wa 
you ! As things are , I '11 be left with 
your kind of pleasure than you weary of i 
w all the fear that we are capable of 
e than you weary of it , and are left 
have to conceive of paradise without 
ng at anchor off a stretch of beach , 
when the flesh is lost , but is left 
y a word about it all day , I am left 
one does not reciprócate the lover 's 
Love *s-fire roar ! If I have kept my 
feeling 6 
feeling 
feeling all the weaker ; the same thing happen 
feeling anything of it here 
feeling as safe as if he were standing atop a 
feeling grief every time he remembers the plea 
feeling so weak that no sound escapes me excep 
feelings 2 
feelings 
feelings to myself do not think it is becaus 
feels 
nd if I attemp to avoid the pain , it feels 
, and that it is there that the lover feels 
to reason 's decree , while the body feels 
ve towards which my flesh is inclined feels 
Every man of understanding feels 
with this love through the eyes , and feels 
u cannot expect a haré to know how it feels 
I do not know of anyone who feels 
as if I were trying to distance myself f 
both the pain and the great pleasure of 
death ' s affliction 
in full measure the good which Venus dis 
such great delight and becomes so absorb 
the desire to touch , after which this w 
to be courageous ! The sensual appetites 
virtuous love for its own sake 
feet 4 
I want to pulí myself to my feet , but my efforts are half-hearted ; the w 
o not think of her in terms of arms', feet , hands or throat , even though like will 
is frenzy , as he tries to get to his feet in order to work some evil , takes great 
decides that he must struggle to his feet no matter what it costs 
XLII 
fellow 1 
Beats me how a fellow like that ever carne to selling Flore 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XXXII 
XCIV 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXI 11 
II 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
187 
3 
171 
243 
190 
26 
7 
23 
289 
7 
6 
136 
13 
58 
felt 1 
Two blows I felt , dealt by each with its lance 
fervent 1 
ithout exaggeration , and quelling my fervent desire so that I can write untroubled 
fetter 1 
be courageous ! The sensual appetites fetter the soul 
love 's own wishes 
fettered 1 
that the soul be fettered and that reason never free it 
d both together health 
fever 
pleasure and fever 
15 
few 3 
icult to achieve this mean , and very few people know what it is like 
if he does not believe me : there are few people who give credit to anything that is 
For you 've sold your body for a few yards of cloth ! You are no use to anyone 
fierce 4 _v 
My fierce desire is the driving forcé behind all 
e : love has thought up an especially fierce illness just for me , to make sure that 
storm is raging about him that is too fierce to be weathered out 
lows cióse on their heels and wages a fierce war against them 
fight 2 
y and the east wind another , and the fight ends only when one of them retreats befo 
uch circumstances there ought to be a fight , for the soul then wants what is contra 
figure 1 
n appreciate your complexión and your figure but as for your mien , he has nothing 
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LXXXVII 
XIII 
Lili 
XXIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XLVI 
II 
XCIV 
316 
3 
39 
44 
20 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXIII 
II 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
227 
33 
4 
18 
254 
77 
47 
131 
129 
109 
25 
38 
257 
12 
8 
15 
34 
300 
44 
198 
16 
258 
32 
78 
121 
50 
80 
308 
316 
271 
24 
296 
27 
190 
10 
174 
102 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
IV 
XXXII 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
25 
311 
83 
35 
23 
4 
94 
9 
31 
13 
17 
fill 2 
emper the body ' s finite nature , and fill it with life 
Let them go and fill the squares and streets and pleasant gard 
and when the friénd departs , he is 
filled 1 
filled wíth regret when good takes its leave 
filis 1 
ep , and I take pleasure in what soon filis me instantly with rage 
filthy 1 
ory and heard all the details of your filthy little life , and of how you paid in pu 
find 
Where , then , will I find 
pity them , and even more mistaken to find 
untroubled by it , I shall say what I find 
pleasure , but when the soul fails to find 
search for great pleasures , only to find 
Take me when you find 
When she does , she will find 
this because in all of us our desires find 
God knows no rest , for the will can find 
ver can no longer love , since he can find 
No words I find 
is with me : when anger grips me , I find 
o wrest contentment from it , only to find 
shut themselves in the closet only to find 
st for me , to make sure that I never find 
o stop loving , then I must no longer find 
I was dead , and that you would soon find 
finds 
the body disposed towards love , and finds 
mass attracts a smaller one - and he finds 
rength and power so that it no longer finds 
wish that you are angry : your mercy finds 
It finds 
s use indiscriminately of whatever it finds 
s honour and fame , and the soul thus finds 
Soul and body each finds 
17 
a love so complete that I would be loved 
excuses for them 
in you 
its own delight , it grieves 
many evils in worldly glory , so it is wi 
me at my best ; I do not know what good i 
me waiting up , my gates unbarred , ready 
no end except in you 
no peace in anything else : we do not nee 
nothing to love 
seem to be sufficient 
such strength that I do not notice how mu 
that it cannot provide me with what I ask 
that the key that has locked them in will 
the strength 
you pleasing 
your love turning to hate 
as much scope in us as the Devil 
his way to the intended goal 
itself looking at a wall , but rather be 
nothing in me to work upon 
nowhere for its influence to take root : 
pleasurable 
pleasure in the body ' s deeds 
pleasure in the other ; they share pleas 
When God made you 
fine 1 
only the fine stuff he kept back for making exceptional 
finite 4 
ature are restricted to the known and finite 
ver satisfied , and keeps all that is finite at bay as long as it can 
ted out from this world , for what is finite in him is of no help at such a time , 
and infinite love temper the body 's finite nature , and fill it with life 
fire 5 
For then I cannot easily keep the fire of love hidden , and love shows plainly i 
That 's when you '11 see Love 's fire roar ! If I have kept my feelings to myse 
ust as everything that is wet opposes fire , so love extends its influence only over 
with base ores and then is exposed to fire to make the alloy dissolve in smoke , lea 
So , Lord , send faiths fire to my aid and warra the part that chills m 
fires 2 
re is room there for their respective fires to be ignited 
see only very dimly through the blind fires which shroud the spirit 
I live in pain 
firmness 1 
for I have no firmness of intention and even now my will h 
first 8 
nd that for this reason the body must first be satisfied before either kind of love 
pur made of steel will crumple at the first blow , and the lightest stroke will pier 
They come upon me with pain at first , but before long this pain becomes plea 
Even though it has no part in the first impulses of desire , the understanding a 
As for the first , no wisdom can dwell in their heads ; a 
e the necessary strength , and at the first step he crumples up and falls to the gro 
fail to be shocked if he saw for the first time how they rise up and then plunge do 
The first two kinds may take root jointly in us , 
first-rate 1 
the hair from your arms and make some first-rate hunting snares for catching partrid 
1 the forcé of its rage 
fish 2 
and all the fish beneath will rush for shelter to secret h 
Fish will spawn in the woods and lions roam th 
67 
five 1 
ind to lend its support , so that all five of them blowing together may bring about 
fixed 1 
is variable , and 'does not come in a fixed measure : lover is great or insignifica 
flee 1 
In me it has done its worst : I flee from everyone who is happy , and loathe t 
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flees 1 
XXIX 2 ubmission by another of his kind , he flees into the wilderness , and returns only w 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
IV 
IV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
CV 
XLII 
CV 
IV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
16 
94 
206 
103 
241 
210 
105 
244 
103 
214 
115 
221 
105 
245 
37 
86 
118 
43 
28 
89 
4 
216 
11 
47 
16 
65 
25 
92 
216 
he soul , which is everlasting 
fleet 1 
with fleet foot seeks out virtues and good 
XLII 
flesh 
ve judged your decisions with eyes of flesh 
will be within man 's reach when our flesh 
Flesh desires flesh 
But why does God encase the soul in flesh 
m-not equal to that task , do with my flesh 
Wnoever loves flesh 
that reason never free it , while the flesh 
Flesh 
And if I should plead for my flesh 
And when she lived on this earth as flésh 
That type of love towards which my flesh 
r loves flesh ceases to love when the flesh 
very time it attempts resistance ? My flesh 
My flesh 
ns of decrepitude , since any kind of flesh 
obstructs me : while she was alive my flesh 
understanding has more to say to the flesh 
Such , it said , is the nature of the flesh 
The flesh 
h it disinhabits , as the once living flesh 
at this time that the delights of the flesh 
merchant after it had savoured noble flesh 
njoys in you , so that my disobedient flesh 
23 
and soul are again joined , so love lift 
, and the soul seeks its own like ; to t 
, and why do the Fates decree , against 
as you will , but do not touch my spirit 
ceases to love when the flesh is lost , 
declares war every time it attempts resi 
desires flesh , and the soul seeks its o 
, do not listen to me 
, I tried to love her soul alone 
is inclined feels in full measure the go 
is lost , but is left feeling grief ever 
is so inclined towards pleasure that I c 
is wasted from so many sleepless nights 
now turns my stomach 
rebelled 
, telling it with great indignation : " 
that its concept of love is no better th 
tries to ascend while the soul abases it 
turns yellow and then pales : even great 
weary me ; and as soon as my body 's vig 
! What ' s his ñame ? John , isn 't it ? 
will be appeased and will give some resp 
Florentine 1 
low like that ever carne to be selling Florentine cloth for a living 
floundering 1 
h the fear of God , what shall I do , floundering in my sins ? When I think of Hell 
flourish 1 
isfied before either kind of love can flourish 
XCIV 
XIII 
XXVIII . 
9 
10 
19 
Ich have no element of virtue ebb and 
ntrition is the fount from which they 
15 the bad squint , and a pair of legs a 
My deep pain does not 
it out ; that is why I choose not to 
Nothing can detain me as I 
flow 2 
flow like the tide , and no one could fail to 
flow ; this is the key which opens the closed 
fly 1 
fly or a locust could be proud of 
follow 3 
follow the normal.course : usually time wears 
follow the ways of the living : they prefer no 
follow this straight and certain course 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
IV 
XXIII 
II 
IV 
XXIII 
CV 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
LXXXII 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XCIV 
XLII 
12 
115 
42 
138 
111 
136 
34 
59 
32 
43 
55 
9 
158 
2 
251 
124 
6 
5 
16 
23 
43 
16 
30 rns to suffering ; a brief respite is 
two manifestations of the will , each 
od begins where wor'ldly good ceases , 
soul , man keeps to a straight path -
this love has been placed work in the 
ake the ñame of the one whose ways he 
andson are desire and hope , but fear 
driving forces in man , each of which 
it always supplied with the choicest 
Her mind is 
I have lost all desire for 
thout my help is either mad or else a 
Even the most dim-sighted 
, through the understanding , even a 
o has no other pleasure than to dream 
Like the man who has the 
Experience wi-11 teach as much even to 
respect than 'are fools , except that 
o better off in this respect than are 
1 , which is everlasting , with fleet 
For you 've sold your body 
ath - following the dominant nature , 
r carne to be selling Florentine cloth 
followed 1 
followed by redoubled anguish just like the 
following 4 
following its own nature / have to express the 
following the course that all men can understa 
following the dominant nature , for a greater 
following way : each passion tries to outweigh 
follows 3 
follows 
follows cióse on their heels and wages a fierc 
follows nature 
food 3 
food 
food for the enlightened 
food , unless it is some morsel that I may ear 
fool 3 
fool and a mindless lout 
fool could not fail to recoghize the nobility 
fool realises that the highest good will yield 
foolish 2 
foolish fancies , for my imagination is captiv 
foolish idea of seeking in thl^ s world the sove 
fools 3 
fools 
fools are more likely to make the wrong guesse 
fools , except that fools are more likely to m 
foot 1 
foot seeks out virtues and good 
for 166 
for a few yards of cloth ! You are no use to a 
for a greater mass attracts a smaller one - an 
for a living 
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XLVI 
XXIII 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
II 
XCIV 
cv 
Lili 
CV 
cv LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XLVI 
XLII 
CV 
I 
XXXIX 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
Lili 
XCVI 
II 
XXXIX 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
XCVI 
XIII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVI I 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
I 
II 
XXVIII 
LXXXVI I 
II 
XXVIII 
XXXII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
LXXXVI I 
XXXIX 
LXXXVI I 
XLVI 
Lili 
XCIV 
XIII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXXVI I 
I 
XLVI 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
I 
XLVI 
XLVI 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
XLII 
LXXXIII 
IV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
I 
Lili 
LXXX 
XXXII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
12 
44 
29 
2 
82 
39 
22 
95 
177 
15 
153 
35 
117 
20 
1 
32 
175 
10 
24 
247 
169 
23 
18 
43 
34 
253 
152 
152 
38 
149 
49 
93 
143 
102 
28 
7 
255 
14 
38 
5 
28 
8 
8 
40 
35 
22 
8 
10 
42 
12 
32 
32 
8 
22 
20 
258 
9 
155 
21 
48 
42 
20 
125 
38 
96 
70 
15 
102 
20 
26 
45 
7 
40 
240 
39 
5 
35 
45 
200 
76 
151 
43 
7 
7 
211 
214 
3 
16 
8 
44 
127 
337 
ive me , God , if I 
life ! O Lord God 
Anything that ventures upon it , even 
Yet that is what you deserve , 
Why , if you let your beard grow 
nlightened lover will understand me , 
nly to remember her with a heavy sigh 
being by turns full of fear and hope 
e better , you will not be ungrateful 
And I feel remorse 
parture from this world approaching , 
ould lack for love , I shall not want 
not beg you for health in body , ñor 
r you no anger , and do not blame you 
owever , each strives towards delight 
her to form a mixed will which lasts 
pire with sail to give me what I long 
d make some first-rate hunting snares 
and if I ever turn back , may I know 
ich no longer exista , for it is gone 
e myself up to its sadness and be sad 
sighing and wanting to make her mine 
that you deaden my senses and keep me 
e no pain if only my renown will last 
together in prayer and plead to God , 
I have lost all desire 
I shall be reprimanded by many people 
nd employs all his wits in the search 
I do not beg you 
lled by virtuous love to love a woman 
, if only there were bounds to love -
Help me , God 
Help me , God 
have blamed you 
let me live on 
I live in pain 
The fear of Hell grips me 
But not me 
in worldly glory , so it is with me 
eve me , the dawn brings no respite 
senses , spend all your rage on me 
all my suffering you do me no wrong 
profitable love , I will not speak 
ys are a different story altogether 
proceeds to do so , and loves himself 
which cannot lead him to happiness 
mind accomplishes what no other can 
s what has forced such pain upon me 
ng something which no longer exists 
nt lady , spare me a crust of bread 
ng compared to what I do each night 
y , it is known as pleasurable love 
ch makes me love , and then blames me 
I cannot wait 
And often Nature is at fault , 
strange existence , for love wants me 
It finds nowhere 
Every creature longs 
now of anyone who feels virtuous love 
And I , who love love 
ile there is no doubt that the body , 
cept those who have given their Uves 
Id not be kept hidden : Love is happy 
d virtue I love and reveré her spirit 
t you allowed an innocent soul to die 
asily snaps and another does not last 
this the body does succeed , but not 
luntary death : even if I should lack 
ity depends on wher-e it is directed , 
pity me for this strange existence , 
ou , only the fine stuff he kept back 
It is quite possible 
The future can hold no good 
ure how much love your heart harbours 
eel sure that she would willingly die 
me so much that everyone will grieve 
while I can feel pain lurking in wait 
As 
epared for whatever love has in store 
As 
outset , because there is no pleasure 
To you it is the present , 
There 's nothing she did 
up an especially fierce illness just 
: this is just what it has been like 
As 
And if I should plead 
asure than to dream foolish fancies , 
thoughts with which to punish myself 
ears of this , and I am still waiting 
don *t think that I am exaggerating , 
I want nothing 
fall from its place in the heavens , 
for a single moment , will feel the forcé of i 
for a visible crown would sit ill upon a livin 
for a while and then sheared it off , you coul 
for all I am going to say is about love , whil 
for all my thoughts to rush back 
for all that the future might hold , I would k 
for all the pain I have suffered on your accou 
for all the wrongs I did her , and wish I coul 
for although I grieve I do not love you as I w 
for angry thoughts with which to punish myself 
for any good of nature or fortune , but only t 
for anything 
for as long as the soul fails to realise its m 
for as long as they agree to continué 
for , carrying me across the sea 's perilous h 
for catching partridges , turtle-doves , or cr 
for certain that your ears will be deaf to me 
for ever 
for ever 
for ever 
for ever from knowing certain pleasures , not 
for ever like that of St Francis and his stigm 
for everything that could happen to her has al 
for food , unless it is some morsel that I may 
for giving such praise to the life that is spe 
for great pleasures , only to find many evils 
for health in body , ñor for any good of natur 
for her virtues alone ? I am convinced that we 
for I alone among lovers would have almost rea 
for I am poor in strength 
for I cannot move without your aid , because m 
for I confess that I am the guilty one ; I hav 
for I feel that I am drawing closer to you 
for I have no firmness of intention , and even 
for I have started along the road towards it ; 
for I live in such torment as no other man has 
for I make love into my god and try to wrest c 
for I toil all night racking my brains how bes 
for I will offer no defence ; hurt me so much 
For I would sooner spend my time among the tom 
for if you took pity on me , you would make me 
for in it the loved one does not reciprócate t 
for in you a monstrous lust has taken root 
for it 
for it does not desire what can satisfy the wh 
for it grasps the greatest subtleties 
for it is all love 's doing 
for it is gone for ever 
for it is the only thing that could take this 
for it is then that I summon all my wits to pl 
for it makes use indiscriminately of whatever 
for it ! My desire and my reason have called a 
for it to pass 
for it will endow with goodness men who are un 
for its court and has summoned me to it 
for its influence to take root : where my desi 
for its likeness , and seeks it out ; that is 
for its own sake 
for its own sake , without refusing the gift t 
for its part , groans with a brutish desire 
for its sake 
for its secrets to be displayed 
for itself , on which may God have mercy 
for lack of compassion , a martyr to his love 
for long 
for long , and its pleasure is soon spent 
for love , I shall not want for angry thoughts 
for love must necessarily be engendered in a u 
for love wants me for its court and has summon 
for making exceptional women was good enough f 
for man to love simply , with the spirit and w 
for me 
for me 
for me 
for me 
for me and can count on ending up in its hands 
driven from this world , I would feel 
good or bad 
if only , once my soul was safe after 
for me in seeing any task through to its compl 
for me it is yet to come 
for me that she wouldn 't do for you 
to make sure that I never find the st 
who love two women at the same time 
for my body - love has abandoned it , because 
for my flesh , do not listen to me 
for my imagination is captive to the past , wh 
for my past misdeeds 
for my reward ! Love , love , you would have a 
for my shameful guilt deserves even worse 
for myself - nothing that is of this world - b 
for no other man attunes himself to love excep 
for me 
for me 
for me 
for me 
for me 
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27 
roe some excuse ', though a weak one , 
, I would have no reason to thank it 
ommend me to love , and leave me be , 
a double bond holds body and splrit , 
ully its opponent ' s power increase , 
both body and soul joined together , 
s strands together to make its rope , 
takes its leave , it cries out loudly 
h it the others are highly esteemed , 
i and all the fish beneath will rush 
the future might hold , I would know 
my being to nothingness , I beg you , 
From his love 
e is lost , for the spirit as well as 
The grief we feel 
Her mind is food 
As 
ne could fail to be shocked if he saw 
We feel much more than simple fear 
eing led by its lustful counterpart , 
wisdom can dwell in their heads ; as 
il the body and soul are in harmony , 
or the prison cell can hold no fears 
Her beauty , even 
anguish : just like the sick man who 
he latter does all it can to ensure , 
m them , or at least it does not stay 
It longs impatiently 
broil itself unaided in this desire , 
umstances there ought to be a fight , 
ies and this tempered state is lost , 
he strong lion will feel little dread 
ng , short of reneging on the Faith , 
any other end but God knows no rest , 
ointly in us , if there is room there 
nd even more mistaken to find excuses 
did not serve you ,, and you have done 
uestions - and they would answer me , 
no misfortune at all compared to me , 
enees independently are without end , 
hose who have estranged me from you , 
n attunes himself to love except me , 
lost on those who have not seen you , 
the great pleasure of love , and that 
No one need pity me 
other of God , if she is in purgatory 
they are of little worth themselves , 
than if the whole world were grieving 
se or condone , let no one reprove me 
him is blotted out from this world , 
Nobody can know, you 
I am prepared 
ery pleasure as if it were my enemy , 
sion , and he fails to reach the goal 
r and never puts an end to its meal , 
ing exceptional women was good enough 
she did for me that she wouldn 't do 
I fear you more than I feel love 
1 , not knowing what God has ordained 
ician if he has never played a note , 
Now think what I must feel who long 
why I beg you to come into my heart -
d ! But I beg for your help in vain , 
of compassion , a martyr to his love 
Help me , God ! But I beg 
r complexión and your figure , but as 
scorn life and hold death in contempt 
for not being as frightened as I ought of the 
for not clothing with earth my naked body , si 
for of love I have little fear 
for often one is held captive by the other so 
for often the body 's appetite ceases , so tha 
for once the man has won the affection of the 
for one of them easily snaps and another does 
for pain to come and take its place 
for power has no worth unless it is put to goo 
for shelter to secret hiding-places 
for sure how much love your heart harbours for 
for that would be preferable to spending all e 
for the beloved , he derives honour and fame , 
for the body 
for the deceased springs from the kind of love 
for the enlightened 
for the first , no wisdom can dwell in their h 
for the first time how they rise up and then p 
for the havoc that death can wreak , but the f 
for the latter does all it can to ensure , for 
for the latter , if they lack worthiness , it 
for the love we feel when the desires of these 
for the man who like me betrays his own self 
for the most devout man , is blinding 
for the sake of enjoying some tasty morsel tur 
for the sake of its own pleasure , that the bo 
for the same length of time in each : in the g 
for the solaces of the bedehamber 
for the soul is not attached to matter , and c 
for the soul then wants what is contrary to re 
for the spirit as well as for the body 
for the sting of the wasp 
for the strength of my desire is capable of al 
For the understanding sends subtle thought to 
for the will can find no peace in anything els 
for their respective fires to be ignited 
for them 
for them no less than what I ask you , which i 
For then I cannot easily keep the fire of love 
for there is no one else to share in their con 
for there is no solution to my longing 
for they are such that the soul never tires of 
for they have left me half dead and keep me fr 
for they have lost their vigour , all of them 
for they will not believe what they hear , whí 
for this reason the body must first be satisfi 
for this strange existence , for love wants me 
for unexpiated sins , plead with your son that 
for unless the man himself is good , all he ha 
for us 
for what I say 
for what is finite in him is of no help at suc 
for what you are until he is free of you 
for whatever love has in store for me , good o 
for when a small boon comes amídst great ills 
for which he strives in all his doings 
for while one worm gnaws constantly at my mind 
for you 
for you 
for you , and I confess this sin before you 
for you , because your fate / whether good or 
for you cannot become one merely by wanting to 
for you constantly , and must watch you from a 
for you have entered into some that were more 
for you only help those who help themselves , 
For you 've sold your body for a few yards of 
for you-one who would willingly give up the gh 
for your help in vain , for you only help thos 
for your mien , he has nothing much to say 
for your sake 
For your whole body is swollen with poison , a 
LXXXVII 290 that could stand up to such a mighty 
CV 4 et yours , pulí me up to you as if by 
LXXXVII 289 My fierce desire is the driving 
XLVI 12 n for a single moment , will feel the 
XLVI 19 Sheer terror will 
forcé 5 
forcé 
forcé 
forcé behind all this , and I know of nothing 
forcé of its rage , and all the fish beneath w 
forcé out secrets that not even the confessor 
forced 4 
XXIX 2 never a bull meets his match , and is forced into submission by another of his kind 
XXXIX 7 And love knows what has forced such pain upon me , for it is all love 
XCIV 120 ill sing in unisón only when they are forced to , but are always willing to sing out 
XCIV 81 If I am forced to think of other things , I have only 
forces 3 
XCIV 33 There are two driving forces in man , each of which follows nature 
LXXXVII 23 It forces man to want his hope 's fulfilment , wi 
XLVI - 3 West and North-West gathering hostile forces : the Sirocco and the South-Western mus 
2 6 if death were not such a heavy blow 
forcing 1 
forcing me to be absent from the sight of such 
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LXXXII 
foretell 1 
No one can foretell how anything will turn out 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
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LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
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LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
CV 
XLVI 
314 
232 
14 
9 
86 
51 
88 
6 
92 
26 
19 
10 
2 
14 
64 
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161 
17 
147 
123 
13 
146 
8 
153 
46 
forged 1 
from such amalgams great strength is forged - thus does subtle and infinite love te 
forges 1 
t with imaginings alone , by which it forges the image of a woman 
forget 2 
mple form , such is my delight that I forget I am in this world 
just forget it , madam , if you thought you were si 
forgets 3 
neglecting its own delight , and thus forgets its own nature 
Each of them forgets its proper nature , while at the same 
ce its delight on a higher level ; it forgets its wretched nature 
forgive 3 
ore in death than in life , and I can forgive anyone if he does not believe me : the 
Forgive me , God , if I have blamed you , for 
I know that I could try much harder ? Forgive me if what I say is madness : my words 
form 
And so the two work together to form 
hanging colour and losing its natural form 
am the only lover in whom it takes a form 
m the type of love which gives it its form 
This is the form 
This form 
That form 
ody 's love plunges the soul into its form 
This love takes the form 
h it could be said that together they form 
n love dwells within me in its simple form 
11 
a mixed will which lasts for as long as 
as it seethes 
as unusual as this : while absence causes 
; most of the time this love inflicts upo 
my desires took while she was alive 
of love is attained only through the unde 
of love over which Venus has her dominión 
of pleasure , but when the soul fails to 
of virtuous good , and there is no disagr 
one Law 
, such is my delight that I forget I am i 
forms 1 
is this harmony which multiplies the forms of good from which it is made 
Fortune 3 
such things are of little use against Fortune and the events through which it shapes 
body , ñor for any good of nature or fortune , but only that I may love you , God , 
But Fortune has not yet revealed what my fate is t 
She prefers puddle-water 
fouling 1 
fouling it herself before drinking and never 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
51 
185 
10 
82 
268 
219 
182 
found 5 
inkling of where such a good might be found 
both kinds of love assailed me , and found a place within me , each of them drawn b 
, and in no small measure , is to be found amidst the thoughts of one who is sad ; 
n though comparable pain is not to be found in Nature , and man cannot guess what it 
ous to me that puré love is not to be found in woman : it is in the contemplative li 
founded 2 
ing from attrition , because they are founded more in fear than in love 
which derives from the soul alone is founded on the virtues and on the understandin 
Lili 
fount 1 
216 ars bathe my face ? Contrition is the fount from which they flow ; this is the key w 
fox 1 
29 love is no better than a wolf 's or a fox 's , animáis which can aspire no higher in 
Francis 1 
24. wn will last for ever like that of St Francis and his stigmata 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
Lili 
XLVI 
CV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
Lili 
IV 
I 
I 
CV 
37 
243 
229 
138 
1 
59 
7 
60 
5 
33 
20 
39 
37 
97 
free 
ously out of love of goodness , quite free 
oul be fettered and that reason never free 
oved in like manner , and so would be free 
keep me from sin , because once I am free 
t of the soul when it wrenches itself free 
know you for what you are until he is free 
, since I have no doubt that I have a free 
should have been strugg-l-ing to break free 
from the fear that any wickedness will sh 
it , while the flesh declares war every t 
of all suffering ? It is in this sphere t 
of sin , I will cast aside those habits w 
of the body and begins its journey outwar 
of you 
will ; I do not know what obstructs this 
, working its wonderful effects upon me , 
frenzied 1 
et him read my poems , which speak of frenzied thoughts , and which have all come gu 
frenzy 1 
Just as the epileptic in his frenzy , as he tries to get to his feet in ord 
fretted 1 
This lewd body has fretted at the thought of renouncing a place w 
friend 3 
ast comes vividly back , and when the friend departs , he is filled with regret : wh 
ornes across one of 'them , and his oíd friend- reminds him of all the pleasures he one 
own enemy , even when I think I am a frieínd to myself 
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friendly 1 
LXXXVII 56 tites fully into play , agreeing to a friendly truce , hen there are marvellous acts 
friends 1 
34 rom town and does not miss any of the friends he used to nave in the world 
frighten 1 
12 about the state in which I dwell : I frighten them , as if I were a corpse 
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141 
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32 
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37 
65 
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26 
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35 
14 
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31 
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140 
30 
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30 
224 
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29 
23 
222 
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39 
though a weak one 
frightened 1 
for not being as frightened as I ought of the peril I am in 
r you constantly , and must watch you 
ot claira that it is totally different 
ove 's deep cares keep me far removed 
The passions deriving 
hat I say is madness : my words arise 
These bitter tears I weep spring 
can be satisfied only by what derives 
I run away 
In me it has done its worst : I flee 
s if I were trying to distance myself 
the thief ; yet as far as we can see 
eement among the desires which spring 
o my god and try to wrest contentment 
that , from puré shame , it will drop 
ch inclines us towards love will fall 
deaden my senses and keep me for ever 
ey have left me half dead and keep me 
aside those habits which have kept me 
The wills that derive 
I only pray that God will protect me 
ring is profitless , I am sure that , 
no notice of where these prayers come 
fear so that sheer dread will keep me 
My flesh is wasted 
othing can destroy their joint mass -
bench , and those who are far removed 
You , spirit , who have departed 
out of love of goodness , quite free 
rief we feel for the deceased springs 
Just as gold is brought up 
But it differs 
sure that every new enterprise fails 
I cannot remember anything 
heavy blow , forcing me to be absent 
The love which derives 
to work some evil , takes great harm 
the others in quality / which derives 
ghways ! Even now I can see the winds 
rt of that woman whom death has taken 
Satiety or neglect soon drives love 
sires are revealed through acts , and 
It grieves me to see my depárture 
the other part of him is blotted out 
,fts for me , driven 
hermit who has spent long years away 
We can only tell virtues 
credit to anything that is different 
ny which multiplies the forms of good 
the my face ? Contrition is the fount 
ertain that the greatest good springs 
th only because it would mean absence 
that my best course is to keep as far 
eath take those who have estranged me 
off , you could knot it with the hair 
But I can see already 
fe as by giving it : all that springs 
so limiting his desire to one of the 
e of whose branches hang two splendid 
he thought of never seeing my desires 
s what is worthy of it , and is never 
from 58 
from afar - you who could wipe out all my pain 
from all other pain : quantitatively , it can 
from all real events 
from all these desires were mixed when they re 
from anguish 
from attrition , because they are founded more 
from both sources 
from every pleasure as if it were my enemy , f 
from everyone who is happy , and loathe the th 
from her 
From his love for the beloved , he derives hon 
from his works , he did not deserve it 
from it 
from it , only to find that it cannot provide 
from its place above us 
from its place in the heavens , for no other m 
from knowing certain pleasures , not only the 
from life ! O Lord God , let me live on , for 
from loving you 
from man ' s nature are restricted to the known 
From moment to moment I change my desires , an 
from my own iré 
from puré shame , it will drop from its place 
from , remembering only to whom they are direc 
from sin , because once I am free of sin , I w 
from so many sleepless nights 
from such amalgams great strength is forged -
from such virtue are well out of reach of the 
from that body which I have loved so much , se 
from the fear that any wickedness will shame t 
from the kind of love common to all men 
from the mines mixed with base ores and then i 
from the others in quality , which derives fro 
from the outset , because there is no pleasure 
from the past , and I clothe my body in nothin 
from the sight of such loveliness as yours , I 
from the soul alone is founded on the virtues 
from the strong bonds with which he has been s 
from the type of love which gives it its form 
from the West and North-West gathering hostile 
from the world , the virtuous desire is left w 
from them , or at least it does not stay for t 
from these it is evident that the soul drags i 
from this world approaching , for although I g 
from this world , for"what is finite in him is 
from this world , I would feel no other tormén 
from town and does not miss any of the friends 
from vices once they have been translated into 
from what they have experienced themselves 
from which it is made 
from which they flow ; this is the key which o 
from you 
from you , and because death blots out love 
from you as I can - the sight of your beauty h 
from you , for they have left me half dead and 
from your arms and make some first-rate huntin 
from your delay in granting my wish that you a 
from your power is one 
fruits 2 
fruits before he can eat : this is just what i 
fruits which he desires equally , but must cho 
fulfilled 2 
fulfilled 
fulfilled 
fulfilling 1 
In despair of ever fulfilling my desires , I shall wander the wor 
ether desire does not last beyond its 
Everything in him desires the 
It forces man to want his hope 's 
s which my flesh is inclined feels in 
Although you seem 
Then , instead of being by turns 
fulfilment 3 
fulfilment
 N 
fulfilment of its nature , and nothing in the 
fulfilment , without ever attaining it , no ma 
full 3 
full measure the good which Venus dispenses 
full of anger , that is only due to your displ 
full of fear and hope for all that the future 
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30 
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24 
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225 
when they both bring their appetites 
ly celébrate the feast-days , and mix 
herí you see lovers burning in love 's 
1 drags itself down while the body 's 
eart , so that my desires will become 
on : " All your hopes and desires are 
The 
nses are buffeted by presentiments of 
ull of fear and hope for all that the 
hat can I compare you with , except a 
the squares and st;reets and pleasant 
es , she will find me waiting up , my 
understanding sends subtle thought to 
he winds from the West and North-West 
performed their deeds within me : one 
ght you were sitting pretty ! You who 
fully 1 
fully into play , agreeing to a friendly truce 
fun 1 
fun with their worship 
furnace 
furnace it is quite wrong to pity them , and 
fury 1 
fury swells up , which is why both body and so 
fused 1 
fused with your will and since I know that t 
29 ows no largesse can no more be called 
o strongly against him that he cannot 
leptic in his frenzy , as he tries to 
do with love , you can rely on me to 
39 u-one who would willingly give up the 
futile 1 
futile , since you no sooner feel your kind of 
future 3 
future can hold no good for me 
future danger 
future might hold , I would know for sure how 
game 1 
game of dice ? With pain like that of the soul 
gardens 1 
gardens , and listen to long tales being sung 
gates 1 
gates unbarred , ready to do her bidding humbl 
gather 1 
gather the spoils of its battles , and this ke 
gathering 1 
gathering hostile forces : the Sirocco and the 
gave 2 
gave out light , the other darkness , and both 
gave that low body of yours to a merchant afte 
generous 1 
generous than he can be accused of meanness if 
get 3 
get clear of the shore unless he has a contrar 
get to his feet in order to work some evil , t 
get to work on it right away 
ghost 
ghost if he could really believe that you wo 
nothing to deserve it ; you grant the 
r its own sake , without refusing the 
19 d be so blind as to be unaware of the 
believe me : there are few people who 
seek out some dark place in which to 
Only 
Yet , such as they are , 
that the world brings me no benefit , 
you ! Let wind conspire with sail to 
one can reach you without your help , 
t that it might make me , am happy to 
should want a bit of procuring done , 
dient flesh will be appeased and will 
its own pleasure , that the body will 
does not succeed in making the other 
But I do not daré 
love for you-one who would willingly 
You '11 soon see what a lift she '11 
e true end was of this world have all 
time he remembers the pleasure it has 
ke my disordered reckoning ? You have 
reason into a lowly thrall , and have 
t is his fault that you have not been 
tremes than I - except those who have 
d screams to be fed with poison , she 
h derives from the type of love which 
Id be completely restored , my spirit 
But it is virtuous love which 
gift 2 
gift of grace , and take it away , regardless 
gift that it might make me , am happy to give 
gifts 1 
gifts with which Nature has endowed you 
give 16 
give credit to anything that is different from 
give himself up to sadness : let him read my p 
give light to the eyes of my soul ! My will is 
give me abundance of them , since they are the 
give me the strength to reject it completely ; 
Give me the strength to take vengeance on myse 
give me what I long for , carrying me across t 
give me your hand or drag me up by the hair ; 
give myself up to its sadness and be sad for e 
give Na Monboi a try 
give some respite 
give the soul a poor lodging 
give up completely : the oppressed will lies i 
give up hope 
give up the ghost , if he could really believe 
give you ! Let wind conspire with sail to give 
given 6 
given conflicting accounts of what it is 
given him 
given me an upright nature , but I have turned 
given no thought to God 
given the least hint that this willing servant 
given their Uves for its sake 
gives 11 
gives in to its demands 
gives it its form ; most of the time this love 
gives itself up to physical pleasures 
gives me life ; the understanding will not res 
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205 
s to dream of such a god , and yet he gives me nothing 
y , the end which is completely human gives no rest and sets no limits to the appeti 
reach beyond what Nature decrees , it gives rise to a false and unstable desire 
soul , much less the body , since it gives the body more than is necessary : this w 
hich Nature has endowed it , while it gives the soul a bitter draught to drink 
s of paradise ; the pain we know here gives us some idea of the torments of Hell , b 
orded it ; it is a man 's worth which gives valué to everything else 
giving 2 
do as much good by taking life as by giving it : all that springs from your power i 
all be reprimanded by many people for giving such praise to the life that is spent i 
glory 3 
n sadness , but I , who have seen the glory of it with my own eyes , desire the pain 
, only to find many evils in worldly glory , so it is with me ; for I make love int 
Just as a greater glory will be within man 's reach when our fie 
XIII end to its meal 
gnaws 1 
for while one worm gnaws constantly at my mind another eats at 
XIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXX 
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17 
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110 
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44 
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40 
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262 
154 
25 
255 
264 
11 
20 
108 
33 
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16 
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92 
37 
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142 
333 
25 
183 
68 
24 
60 
1 
98 
17 
64 
22 
198 
32 
51 
3 
128 
51 
26 
2 
7 
go 5 
Let them go and fill the squares and streets and pleasa 
The time draws near when I shall go and lead a hermit 's life , so as better to 
ily done , since he has my actions to go by 
When I die , love will go into eclipse 
t is God 's will that the ship should go under , then even if it is moored in the sa 
goaded 2 
rn has to be stirred by its hunger or goaded by the other ' s desire 
ould never be called constant : it is goaded by weariness or neglect 
goal 5 
es , but makes virtues and wisdom its goal 
and he finds his way to the intended goal 
But the love of the body has no other goal except a brief pleasure 
confusión , and he fails to reach the goal for which he strives in all his doings 
ithout it man cannot reach the higher goal : Saint John was sent to announce the Mes 
XCIV 
42 
, alone , because I am certain that the gr 
and my delight 
and try to wrest contentment from it , onl 
, and yet he gives me nothing 
, before my case is closed by death , acce 
! But I beg for your help in vain , for yo 
; by making him like you , you lift him ab 
chose to take me .up into Heaven , my bliss 
could put me to any torment comparable to 
encase the soul in flesh , and why do the 
endows the spirit with great blessings : t 
, for everything that could happen to her 
, for I am poor in strength 
, for I cannot move without your aid , bec 
has allotted me lies with you 
has ordained for you , because your fate / 
have mercy 
, have mercy ! Completely change my nature 
help you to realise that because of you I 
, if I have blamed you , for I confess tha 
, if only there were bounds to love - for 
, if she is in purgatory for unexpiated si 
knows no rest , for the will can find no p 
, let me live on , for I feel that I am dr 
made all these , and once the world ends , 
made you , only the fine stuff he kept bac 
raises up , and its power can be such that 
/ rebels , blaspheming , against the idea 
's desire that you should have progeny 
's Earth brings me joy except you 
's will that the ship should go under , th 
, since you can see me in these straits ! 
that my mind were dead and that I could sp 
, what shall I do , floundering in my sins 
who joined us never to weaken in my resol 
who said of Judas that it were better that 
will protect me from my own iré 
will provide me soon / I do not want my li 
will receive him or whether He will decide 
will take her up into Heaven 
goes 2 
, The other desire goes beyond the bounds of man 's nature : an u 
t all that milk to góod use when John goes off and leaves you with his child ( and d 
going 2 
ver will understand me , for all I am going to say is about love , 'while I doubt tha 
kes his decisión : since the storm is going to set in , his best course is to seek h 
gold 3 
Just as gold is brought up from the mines mixed with b 
God 
thrall / and have given no thought to God 
hat love is and declares it to be his god 
tune , but only that I may love you , God 
Lady , you are my god 
is with me ; for I make love into my god 
e who never ceases to dream of such a god 
Please , God 
Help me , God 
r it pleases , you bestow the ñame of god 
And if God 
I do not believe God 
But why does God 
- God 
hands together in prayer and plead to God 
Help me , God 
Help me , God 
attain joy or sadness ;. whatever fate God 
that racks my soul , not knowing what God 
her spirit for itself / on which may God 
O God 
Lily among thorns , God 
Forgive me , God 
Oh God 
Mother of God 
Whoever seeks any other end but God 
f dead and keep me from life ! O Lord God 
It is because of the world that God 
When God 
tanding ; it is this simple will that God 
ul -, which is destined to contémplate God 
a virgin , it is only because it was God 
Prudent lady , nothing on God 
Whenever it is God 
Help me , God 
I would to God 
Job was weighed down with the fear of God 
and I shall make my vow to that same God 
I believe in you as the God 
I only pray that God 
hat fearful event , with which I pray God 
to be sent ( he qannot tell whether God 
that is of this_ world - but only that God 
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222 
107 
159 
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2 
22 
36 
moke 
Just as the setting of gold on paper depends on whether the quality o 
leaving puré and incorruptible gold , so death puts an end to my base desire 
XXIII 
XCIV 
I 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
33 
37 
16 
62 
61 
135 
62 
15 
204 
4 
XXIII 
gone 2 
ng which no longer exists , for it is gone for ever 
every kind of good , in you sloth has gone to sleep 
with fleet foot seéks out virtues and 
, because of which it knows and loves 
will not rest content with any other 
seem to do us is really an ineffable 
You are the 
elves , for unless the man himself is 
f seeking in this world the sovereign 
quite sure that everything you do is 
This love takes the form of virtuous 
t you : love of evil and ignorance of 
they do not make man happy ; the true 
ny such women , who are most wise and 
an act of the will directed towards a 
ou do is good and that you do as much 
; the true good begins where worldly 
back for making exceptional women was 
The future can hold no 
harmony which multiplies the forms of 
The Mosaic Law was not 
If there is one absolute 
Since you do every kind of 
re the good against which every other 
This is a sure sign that earthly 
nd me at my best ; I do not know what 
ptive to the past , which is the only 
1 a small spark of the delight that a 
No one is deemed 
t you have no inkling of where such a 
you for health in body , ñor for any 
r whatever love has in store for me , 
for you , because your fate , whether 
•Notable examples , whether of 
If they opérate together , they cause 
n whether the quality of the paper is 
ways governed by the understanding 's 
ecause I ara certain that the greatest 
rts , he is filled with regret : when 
with only that part of you that 's no 
u '11 be able to put all that milk to 
ower has no worth unless it is put to 
is inclined feels in full measure the 
ther good is measured , and no one is 
even a fool realises that the highest 
f its pleasure ; it cannot experience 
unless he has material possessions , 
is at fault , for it will endow with 
es , acting virtuously out of love of 
th it , in the end the will is always 
Venice has never known 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
44 
against which every other good is measure 
, all he has is useless 
, and employs all his wits in the search 
and that you do as much good by taking li 
, and there is no disagreement among the 
are the reasons that raen do not know you 
begins where worldly good ceases , follow 
, but lady Teresa enjoys perfection itsel 
; but you have no inkling of where such a 
by taking life as by giving it : all that 
ceases , following the course that all me 
enough for you 
for me 
from which it is made 
in itself ( it was not the way to paradis 
in this world , then it is through me tha 
, in you sloth has gone to sleep 
is measured , and no one is good who does 
is not based in truth ; that is why it ca 
it can do me to put that moment off 
it knows , while I can feel pain lurking 
man enjoys in you , so that my disobedien 
merely because he knows that the mean exi 
might be found 
of nature or fortune , but only that I ma 
or bad 
or bad , will also be mine 
or evil , should not be kept hidden : Lov 
or ill according to which of them has dom 
or poor , in just such a way this type of 
sense 
springs from you 
takes its leave , it cries out loudly for 
to anyone 
use when John goes off and leaves you wit 
use , while lineage has to deserve the ho 
which Venus dispenses 
who does not resemble you 
will yield a joy above all others 
without also tasting the bad 
goodness 3 
goodness , and high lineage 
goodness men who are unable to make any impres 
goodness , quite free from the fear that any w 
governed 1 
governed by the understanding 's good sense 
government 1 
government as peaceful as that of your mind as 
governs 1 
When reason governs the appetite , reason in all its works 
d suddenly without a single moment 's 
to deserve it ; you grant the gift of 
ful , I see your will which dispenses 
grace 3 
grace 
grace , and take it away , regardless of worth 
grace even to those who have done nothing to d 
grandson 1 
Its son and grandson are desire and hope , but fear follow 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
29 
191 
119 
have done nothing to deserve it ; you 
I can see already from your delay in 
Men can 
only of satisfying his appetite will 
22 complishes what no other can , for it 
God endows the spirit with 
ts that make up man , caught in their 
grant 1 
grant the gift of grace , and take it away , r 
granting 1 
granting my wish that you are angry : your mer 
grasp 2 
grasp the pain of Hell more easily than they c 
grasp very much 
grasps 1 
grasps the greatest subtleties 
great 28 
great are my fears that she may be in terrible 
great blessings : tormenting passions do not t 
great conflicts , will sing in unisón only whe 
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h virtue are well out of reach of the great 
Every man of understanding feels such great 
ienced it , one cannot understand the great 
y nature , which is bad because of my great 
et in order to work some evil , takes great 
, for when a small boon comes amidst great 
to say to the flesh , telling it with great 
orne morsel that I may earn through my great 
I would be betraying such great 
some comparison between me and those great 
same length of time in each : in the great 
t come in a fixed measure : iover is great 
and even when people have seen me in great 
the spirit leaves behind the body 's great 
, my soul has been comforted by this great 
that is just the position in which my great 
Part of my great 
the lover feels both the pain and the great 
mploys all his wits in the search for great 
I am just like the master of some great 
offended against your will through my great 
their joint mass - from such amalgams great 
yet this same hope consoles me in my great 
No man can achieve great 
age , does not have the means to show great 
delight 
delight and becomes so absorbed by his e 
delight that awaits the true lover who , 
faults 
harm from the strong bonds with which he 
ills it brings only sorrow ; and I striv 
indignation : " All your hopes and desir 
love 
love as mine if I were to allow such a m 
lovers who have grieved over their dead 
majority of lovers , it takes its leave 
or insignificant according to how he com 
pain , my soul has been comforted by thi 
passion , the more spacious does its pri 
pleasure 
pleasure in you has placed me 
pleasure is the same as that which anyon 
pleasure of love , and that for this rea 
pleasures , only to find many evils in w 
ship riding at anchor off a stretch of b 
sins , and if I am not equal to that tas 
strength is forged - thus does subtle an 
suffering 
worth in this world unless he has materi 
zeal in what is known as moral virtue 
greater 5 
No one has ever taken his love to greater extremes than I - except those who hav 
Just as a greater glory will be within man 's reach when 
following the dominant nature , for a greater mass attracts a smaller one - and he f 
sh turns yellow and then pales : even greater pain does my desire feel when it must 
I am assailed by even greater pain than Tityos as the vulture tears 
greatest 2 
alone , because I am certain that the greatest good springs from you 
what no other can , for it grasps the greatest subtleties 
greatly 2 
I do not sin with my understanding as greatly as I have sinned with my will , which 
tructs man that , if one of the wills greatly wants what the other does not despise 
grief 4 
such times on men even before I knew grief 
appy , and loathe the thought that my grief could ever end 
e flesh is lost , but is left feeling grief every time he remembers the pleasure it 
The grief we feel for the deceased springs from th 
I grieve because I do not 
I 
; hurt me so much that everyone will 
is world approaching , for although I 
rrible suffering , that I do not even 
87 en me and those great lovers who have 
ul fails to find its own delight , it 
It 
us more than if the whole world were 
, but rather begins to see through a 
But these passions do not loóse their 
The fear of Hell 
overs , so it is with me : when anger 
Just as we can hear the sea howl and 
doubt that the body , for its part' , 
step he crumples up and falls to the 
Why , if you-.let your beard 
^see by those enormous hairs you have 
sire to touch , after which this will 
29 
grieve 5 
grieve as I want to at the thought of the éter 
grieve.because I do not .grieve as I want to at 
grieve for me 
grieve I do not love you as I wish 
grieve over the pleasure whose loss makes me s 
grieved 1 
grieved over their dead beloved ; but they do 
grieves 2 
grieves 
grieves me to see my departure from this world 
grieving 1 
grieving for us 
grille 1 
grille 
grip 1 
grip on the body until it has wearied of its p 
grips 2 
grips me , for I have started along the road t 
grips me , I find such strength that I do not 
groan 1 . 
groan when the west wind whips it one way and 
groans 1 
groans with a brutish desire 
ground 1 
ground 
grow 1 
grow for a while and then sheared it off , you 
growing 1 
growing all over it 
grows 1 
grows or dies 
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I would like to 
o be found in Nature , and man cannot 
oís are more likely to make the wrong 
It is the will rs unfailing 
th my will , which I have loaded with 
t I am exaggerating , for my shameful 
e : I have loaded myself with so much 
med you , for I confess that I am the 
ed thoughts , and which have all come 
I want to do so , but 
Oíd 
free of sin , I will cast aside those 
Oncs he 
of Judas that it were better that man 
ce my soul was safe after baptism , I 
en returned to the arms of life , and 
body of yours to a merchant after it 
have paid court to it , but they have 
d it off , you could knot it with the 
ive me your hand or drag me up by the 
, as anyone can see by those enormous 
d me from you , for they have left me 
yself to my feet , but my efforts are 
And nothing can 
The higher kind of love , 
you without your help , give me your 
he hair ; if I fail to stretch out my 
me and can count on ending up in its 
hink of her in terms of arms , feet , 
In vain I press my 
sees a tree on one of whose branches 
The very thing I pray will 
ad to God , for everything that could 
ed with love of you ; but this cannot 
And then before he knows what has 
eling all the weaker ; the same1 thing 
hat stands between me and all hope of 
nd want that which cannot lead him to 
chieves such love begins to know what 
was sad , but in many more I see her 
s worst : I flee from everyone who is 
, should not be kept hidden : Love is 
true end , since they do not make man 
g the gift that it might make me , am 
impossible that I should be less than 
and to feel sure th 
much less feel it 
guard 1 
guard her love jealously 
guess 1 
guess what it is like 
guesses 1 
guesses 
guide 1 
guide 
guilt 3 
guilt 
guilt deserves even worse 
guilt in the past 
guilty 1 
guilty one ; I have judged your decisions with 
gushing 1 
gushing out of a madman without the help of ar 
habit 1 
habit opposes me : I have loaded myself with s 
habits 2 
habits are so ingrained in me that virtue has 
habits which have kept me from loving you 
had 6 
had learned about your big weakness , he thoug 
had not been born 
had not been returned to the arms of life , an 
had paid death his due ; then I would not live 
had savoured noble flesh ! What 's his ñame ? 
had to suffer unabated hunger 
hair 2 
hair from your arms and make some first-rate h 
hair ; if I fail to stretch out my hand to mee 
hairs 1 
hairs you have growing all over it 
half 1 
half dead and keep me from life ! O Lord God , 
half-hearted 1 
half-hearted ; the weight of my terrible sins 
halt 1 
halt their labour except the very thing that I 
nampered 1 
hampered by the carnal sort never attains wh 
hand 2 
hand or drag me up by the hair ; if I fail to 
hand to meet yours , pulí me up to you as if b 
hands 3 
hands 
hands or throat , even though like will always 
hands together in prayer and plead to God , fo 
hang 1 
hang two splendid fruits which he desires equa 
happen 3 
happen could cost me dear , and yet this same 
happen to her has already come to pass 
happen unless I scorn life and hold death in c 
happened 1 
happened , a storm is raging about him that is 
happens 1 
happens every day , but you never learn 
happiness 3 
happiness 
happiness , for it does not desire what can sa 
happiness is : it allows neither fear ñor hope 
happy 6 
happy 
happy , and loathe the thought that my grief c 
happy for its secrets to be displayed 
happy ; the true good begins where worldly goo 
happy to give myself up to its sadness and be 
happy while ~we both live , there is one though 
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harbour 1 
o set in , his best course is to seek harbour rather than to stay where he is 
harbours 1 
now for sure how much love your heart harbours for me 
hard 2 
But it must lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid of true life 
ward ! Love , love , you would have a hard time trying to malte any other man love li 
hat I want 
hardened 1 
let your blood soften my hardened heart it has cured many others of t 
harder 2 
, since I know that I could try much harder ? Forgive me if what I say is madness : 
I try even harder now that nothing obstructs me : while s 
hardly 1 
It is hardly surprising that the reasonable appetite 
haré 1 
You cannot expect a haré to know how it feels to be courageous ! T 
harm 2 
order to work some evil , takes great harm from the strong bonds with which he has b 
ther man has ever known , and I do no harm to anyone 
but are always willing to sing out of 
to which its constituent parts are in 
Because of this , 
elight until the body and soul are in 
parts are in harmony , and it is this 
nnot get clear of the shore unless he 
Whoever 
ut the body , except where the spirit 
As
 4for my body - love 
But it 
in joy or sadness ; whatever fate God 
r everything that could happen to her 
ts are so ingrained in me that virtue 
dinary people , through death my love 
ck to the world , and let me see what 
have seen me in great pain , my soul 
has reached its limit , and my spirit 
ore he can eat : this is just what it 
The scales in which this love 
m from the strong bonds with which he 
Like a man whom hung'er 
wilderness , and returns only when he 
s of intention , and even now my will 
He 
r blood soften my hardened heart : it 
ood or ill according to which of them 
In me it 
al , and I fear lest this is what she 
f many cases where some minor ailment 
ng it of everything with which Nature 
naware of the gifts with which Nature 
live in such torment as no other man 
No one 
Unless one 
And love knows what 
This lewd body 
ery time he remembers the pleasure it 
do every kind of good , in you sloth 
And then before he knows what 
with the pleasures or the pains each 
That form of love over which Venus 
I am prepared for whatever love 
an extent that the dangerous wound it 
In just the same way , anyone who 
less the man himself .is good , all he 
Let each man judge where my love 
This world 
t secrets that not even the confessor 
closet only to find that the key that 
e great worthN-in this world unless he 
But the understanding 
s - something easily done , since he 
x
 Venice 
one can cali himself a musician if he 
n unmistakeable sign of it is that it 
s ? When I think of Hell , where time 
But the love of the body 
You could compare me to someone who 
Even though it 
But the brutish man 
thers are highly esteemed , for power 
harmony 5 
harmony 
harmony , and it is this harmony which multipl 
harmony can never reign in man 
harmony , for the love we feel when the desire 
harmony which multiplies the forms of good fro 
has 89 
has a contrary wind to help 
has a journey to make can have no rest 
has a part in it 
has abandoned it , because the power of the bo 
has advanced only one argument in its favour , 
has allotted me lies with you 
has already come to pass 
has become bitter to the taste 
has become boundless 
has become of you 
has been comforted by this great pleasure 
has been confirmed in puré love ; at this poin 
has been like for me , who love two women at t 
has been placed work in the following way : ea 
has been secured , but does not feel the pain 
has brought cióse to death , and who must eat 
has built up the strength he needs to destroy 
has changed 
has created many such women , who are most wis 
has cured many others of the same.affliction 
has dominión over the other 
has done its worst : I flee from everyone who 
has earned 
has ended in death 
has endowed it , while it gives the soul a bit 
has endowed you 
has ever known , and I do no harm to anyone 
has ever taken his love to greater extremes th 
has experienced it , one cannot understand the 
has forced such pain upon me , for it is all 1 
has fretted at the thought of renouncing a pía 
has given him 
has gone to sleep 
has happened , a storm is raging about him tha 
has held ; in some of them I remember that she 
has her dominión involves the participation of 
has in store for me , good or bad 
has inflicted will cause me no pain if only my 
has inner worth , but is poor in possessions a 
has is useless 
has its origins - something easily done , sin 
has its own ends ; none of them is a true end 
has learned ^ 
has locked them in will not let them out again 
has material possessions , goodness , and high 
has more to.say to the flesh , telling it with 
has my actions to go by 
has never known government as peaceful as that 
has never played a note , for you cannot becom 
has no limits 
has no meaning , I know all the fear that we a 
has no other goal except a brief pleasure 
has no other pleasure than to dream foolish fa 
has no part in the first impulses of desire , 
has no place on that bench , and those who are 
has no worth unless it is put to good use , wh 
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XCIV 123 Even death 
Lili 7 It 
XLVI 4 6 But Fortune 
XXIII 16 ur figure , but as for your mien , he 
Lili 21 My will 
XCVI 6 racks my soul , not knowing what God 
XXXIX 43 u I ara driven to every extreme : love 
XXVIII 18 w I have only myself to blame if Love 
II 14 ion in which my great pleasure in you 
LXXXVII 212 ed it , because the power of the body 
XXIX 6 u as I can - the sight of your beauty 
II 38 But this also 
II 36 eds that in only a short time my body 
I 22 rabie , it behaves like the woman who 
I 13 ks me : just like a condemned man who 
I 33 1 into agony ; or like the hermit who 
Lili 7 It has not left it entirely , but 
XXXIX 20 , for love wants me for its court and 
XCVI 2 essible torment of the man whom death 
XCIV 31 ponding part of that woman whom death 
XLII 8 ogether , for in you a monstrous lust 
LXXXVII 251 Like the man who 
LXXXVII 137 No lover will deny that he 
LXXXIII 7 But I cannot do as it bids me : love 
LXXXVII 106 's appetite ceases , so that the soul 
CV 189 eadiness , but the sensual side of me 
LXXXVII 109 Each of them in turn 
XXXII 7 it Is put to good use , while lineage 
LXXXVII 107 own , and on other ocoasions the body 
LXXXVII 194 loóse their grip on the body until it 
II 28 hotter than the sun in June , and yet 
LXXXVII 75 ul joined together , for once the man 
XXIX 4 th he needs to destroy the bull which 
has not killed my love , and I feel no regret 
has not left it entirely , but has struck out 
has not yet revealed what my fate is to be 
has nothing much to say 
has obeyed love to such an extent that the dan 
has ordained for you , because your fate , whe 
has overeóme me with my own strength , without 
has placed his noose about my neck 
has placed me 
has reached its limit , and my spirit has been 
has sapped all my strength 
has sharpened my wits so that I can better con 
has shed most of its bulk 
has so little sense that when her child scream 
has spent a long time coming to terms with his 
has spent long years away from town and does n 
has struck out along that road : my hope airea 
has summoned me to it 
has taken and does not know where he is to be 
has taken from the world , the virtuous desire 
has taken root 
has the foolish idea of seeking in this world 
has these passions 
has thought up an especially fierce illness ju 
has to assert its own , and on other occasions 
has to be dragged into faith 
has to be stirred by its hunger or goaded by t 
has to deserve the honour accorded it ; it is 
has to strive to subjugate the soul and to dom 
has wearied of its pleasure ; it cannot experi 
has won no reward 
has won the affection of the woman he loves , 
has worsted him 
XLVI 
LUÍ 
34 
43 
would soon find your love turning to 
I 
hate 2 
hate 
hate that saint whose feast-day I keep , and I 
XIII 
CV 
LXXX 
XXXIX 
CV 
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LXXX 
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31 
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4 
33 
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16 
9 
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181 
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183 
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13 
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25 
141 
31 
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19 
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10 
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15 
126 
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115 
43 
7 
91 
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r except the very thing that I cannot 
I wish , since I have no doubt that I 
r my reward ! Love , love , you would 
peak of frenzied thoughts , and which 
d that the true end was of this world 
love - for I alone among lovers would 
son refused to do love 's bidding , I 
d my reason have called a truce , and 
Only those who are sad or else 
f sinful loves virtuous desire should 
nly tell virtues from vices once they 
heart , so that it runs to wherever I 
Forgive me , God , if I 
All my labours 
s me for it ! My desire and my reason 
It is on you and you alone that I 
y mind their battleground , but now I 
You , spirit , who 
I shall not return until I 
thers who did not serve you , and you 
ich dispenses grace even to those who 
g you to come into my heart - for you 
Death take those who 
Nothing that lovers 
hing that is different from what they 
to make my disordered reckoning ? You 
rned reason into a lowly thrall , and 
er extremes than I - except those who 
between me and those great lovers who 
e can see by those enormous hairs you 
emen have paid court to it , but they 
You must 
ot miss any of the friends he used to 
confess that I am the guilty one ; I 
I will cast aside those habits which 
you '11 see Love ' s fire roar ! If I 
have estranged me from you , for they 
ove , and leave me be , for of love I 
t to do so , but habit opposes me : I 
I have sinned with my will , which I 
I 
himself to love except me , for they 
have departed from that body which I 
But I 
rength ; just so , 
spirit for itself 
derstood my poems , 
The body 
two strong desires 
, on which may God 
O God , 
and many more who 
, on its own , can 
why I do not do what I wish , since I 
Those desires which 
I live in pain , for I 
have 89 
have 
have a free will ; I do not know what obstruct 
have a hard time trying to make any other man 
have all come gushing out of a madman without 
have all given conflicting accounts of what it 
have almost reached them by now 
have appointed my desire as its master 
have become as one in their love of the spirit 
have been sad at some time need bother with my 
have been struggling to break free , working i 
have been translated into actions ; their pote 
have been wounded 
have blamed you , for I confess that I am the 
have brought me nothing 
have called a truce , and have become as one i 
have cast all my desires , and it is in you th 
have decided in favour of one of them 
have departed from that body which I have love 
have dispelled this fear that stands between m 
have done for them no less than what I ask you 
have done nothing to deserve it ; you grant th 
have entered into some that were more loathsom 
have estranged me from you , for they have lef 
have ever attempted impresses me , except volu 
have experienced themselves 
have given me an upright nature , but I have t 
have given no thought to God 
have given their u v e s for its sake 
have grieved over their dead beloved ; but the 
have growing all over it 
have had to suffer unabated hunger 
have heard about the turtle-dove 
have in the world : then chance disposes that 
have judged your decisions with eyes of flesh 
have kept me from loving you 
have kept my feelings to myself / do not think 
have left me half dead and keep me from life I 
have little fear 
have loaded myself with so much guilt in the p 
have loaded with guilt 
have lost all desire for food , unless it is s 
have lost their vigour , all of them 
have loved so much , see how I suffer ! I am a 
have made my choice and , through love , I sha 
have made my mind their battleground , but now 
have merey 
have merey ! Completely change my nature , whi 
have never heard of them 
have no contact with the infinite ; the soul b 
Have no doubt , my suffering is as serious as 
have no doubt that I have a free will ; I do n 
have no élement of virtue ebb and flow like th 
have no firmness of intention , and even now m 
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ill directed towards a good ; but you have 
son of all those it wounds , and they have 
of such loveliness as yours , I would have 
Whoever has a journey to make can have 
It is his fault that you have 
r , while those who have seen you but have 
11 my words will be lost on those who have 
here are many people in the world who have 
ength to take vengeance on myself ; I have 
Prudent lady , I know I have 
m forced to think of other thíngs , I have 
Learned young noblemen have 
How often have 
it was God 's desire that you should have 
will be revealed in act / and I shall have 
Then I shall have 
have to end my days , then love will have 
one who is sad ; and even when people have 
hat is spent in sadness , but I , who have 
ieve what they hear , while those who have 
But if I have 
with my understanding as greatly as I have 
The fear of Hell grips me , for I have 
not be ungrateful for all the pain I have 
ssions and of base lineage , does not have 
But he simply does not have 
But in the end they too will have 
idea of the torments of Hell , but we have 
But if I should have 
ill , each following its own nature , have 
As soon as I have 
ake my excuses before you when I will have 
y desire be thwarted ; by then I will have 
I have 
ve given me an upright nature , but I have 
Those disciples who have 
no inkling of where such a good might be 
no means of knowing what virtuous love is 
no reason to thank it for not clothing wi 
no rest 
not been given the least hint that this w 
not seen within you , will realise that w 
not seen you , for they will not believe 
not understood my poems , and many more w 
offended against your will through my gre 
only myself to blame if Love has placed h 
only to remember her with a heavy sigh fo 
paid court to it , but they have had to s 
people shut themselves in the closet only 
progeny 
proved my words with deeds 
put beneath me all those things that I ca 
reached its limits 
seen me in great pain , my soul has been 
seen the glory of it with my own eyes , d 
seen you but have not seen within you , w 
served love , it is only to end up comple 
sinned with my will , which I have loaded 
started along the road towards it ; I wan 
suffered on your account 
the means to show great zeal in what is k 
the necessary strength , and at the first 
to abandon the very sea which spawned and 
to conceive of paradise without feeling a 
to end my days , then love will have reac 
to express themselves through desires 
to leave my imagined pleasure / then , al 
to make my disordered reckoning ? You hav 
tried everything , short of reneging on t 
turned reason into a lowly thrall , and h 
turned the straight rule into a sharp-hoo 
Venus as their teacher abandon the contem 
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haven 1 
Well , if you haven ' t , listen while I tell you 
having 1 
ight that awaits the true lover who , having determined to love , proceeds to do so 
havoc 1 
el much more than simple fear for the havoc that death can wreak , but the fact that 
rtue , then it is with such love that 
e can no more be called generous than 
is desire to one of the fruits before 
the lover can no longer love , since 
Althoügh 
ot see it the way the discerning do ; 
nd beats so strongly against him that 
es not know where he is to be sent ( 
eat or insignificant according to how 
ould willingly give up the ghost , if 
sary strength , and at the first step 
ess , he thought that by mounting you 
id in public the wages of your sins , 
One day 
From his love for the beloved , 
anches hang two splendid fruits which 
as far as we can see from his works , 
in life , and I can forgive anyone if 
But 
hrows his nature into confusión , and 
ace ; no man can imagine suffering so 
ter mass attracts a smaller one - and 
o submission by another of his kind , 
d take the ñame of the one whose ways 
ases to dream of such a god , and yet 
Once 
cannot get clear of the shore unless 
harm from the strong bonds with which 
he wilderness , and -returns only when 
unless the man himself is good , all 
ieve great worth in this world unless 
gins - something easily done , since 
no one can cá-lNl himself a musician if 
your figure , but as for your mien , 
No lover will deny that 
eek harbour rather than to stay where 
back , and when the friend departs , 
y can know you for what you are until 
ath has taken and does not know where 
en God made you , only the fine stuff 
No one is deemed good merely because 
And then before 
he 73 
he arms himself , while there is no doubt that 
He can appreciate your complexión and your fig 
he can be accused of meanness if he never stop 
he can eat : this is just what it has been lik 
he can find nothíng to love 
he can see the shore where safety and comfort 
he can tell the colour of the cloth , but the 
he cannot get clear of the shore unless he has 
he cannot tell whether God will receive him or 
he compares with the next man , and love 's st 
he could really believe that you would take pi 
he crumples up and falls to the ground 
he 'd amount to a knight 
he 'd soon regret loving you 
he decides that he must struggle to his feet n 
he derives honour and fame , and the soul thus 
he desires equally , but must choose between t 
he did not deserve it 
he does not believe me : there are few people 
he does not see it the way the discerning do ; 
he fails to reach the goal for which he strive 
he feel , then , who is already on the road to 
he finds his way to the intended goal 
he flees into the wilderness , and returns onl 
he follows 
he gives me nothing 
he had learned about your big weakness , he th 
he has a contrary wind to help 
he has been secured , but does not feel the pa 
he has built up the strength he needs to destr 
He has created many such women , who are most 
he has is useless 
he has material possessions , goodness , and h 
he has my actions to go by 
he has never played a note 
he has nothing much to say 
he has these passions 
he is 
he is filled with regret 
he is free of you 
he is to be sent ( he cannot tell whether God 
He is wretched indeed who can cali his own min 
he kept back for making exceptional women was 
he knows that the mean exists : the man who sh 
he knows what has happened , a storm is raging 
for you cannot be 
when good takes its 
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But if 
awyer can expect to be paid even when 
an has won the affection of the woman 
o matter how much thought and trouble 
ud in sight , is quite convinced that 
One day he decides that 
nly when he has built up the strength 
comfort wait , fate is against him : 
than he can be accused of meanness if 
iend reminds him of all the pleasures 
ed , but does not feel the pain until 
but is left feeling grief every time 
n , isn rt it ? You know who I mean : 
nd no one could fail to be shocked if 
But 
s watch over a man 's pain even while 
he fails to reach the goal for which 
the worid : then chance disposes that 
had learned about your big weakness , 
t as the epileptic in his frenzy , as 
and does not miss any of the friends 
the affection of the woman he loves , 
Whenever 
etch of beach , feeling as safe as if 
things that I carry on my shoulders ; 
ether God will receive him or whether 
iated sins , plead with your son that 
he learned the whole story and heard all the d 
he loses his case 
he loves , he wants her mind and her understan 
He makes his decisión : since the storm is goi 
he may take , because this will is unable to s 
he may trust to a single anchor 
he must struggle to his feet no matter what it 
he needs to destroy the bull which has worsted 
he never reaches it 
he never stops spending 
he once enjoyed , so that all the past comes v 
he recovers , so it is with me : when anger gr 
he remembers the pleasure it has given him 
he 's the one with the enormous head and the b 
he saw for the first time how they rise up and 
he simply does not nave the necessary strength 
he sleeps 
he strives in all his doings 
he suddenly comes across one of them , and his 
he thought that by mounting you he 'd amount t 
he tries to get to his feet in order to work s 
he used to have in the world : then chance dis 
he wants her mind and her understanding 
he wants it to bring him something pleasurable 
he were standing atop a castle , who looks at 
he who does not fear the claws of the strong 1 
He will decide to bury him in Hell ) : this is 
he will take no notice of where these prayers 
head 2 
ean : he 's the one with the enormous head and the bad squint , and a pair of legs a 
My feeble limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden to my neck ; inten 
XXXII 23 first 
heads 
no wisdom can dwell in their heads as for the latter , if they lack worth 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
IV 
XXIII 
XLII 
XLII 
XCIV 
XIII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCVI 
II 
XLVI 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
XCVI 
CV 
XLVI 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
152 
190 
33 
10 
6 
1 
20 
58 
22 
40 
164 
182 
37 
27 
40 
13 
44 
273 
42 
283 
128 
217 
19 
86 
17 
33 
332 
337 
25 
282 
82 
health 2 
I do not beg you for health in body , ñor for any good of nature or 
he other darkness , and both together health , pleasure and fever 
hear 3 
, or crested lapwings ! And when you hear people shout : " Hey , you ! You oíd whor 
Just as we can hear the sea howl and groan when the west wind 
, for they will not believe what they hear , while those who have seen you but have 
heard 3 
You must have heard about the turtle-dove 
But if he learned the whole story and heard all the details of your filthy little li 
poems , and many more who have never heard of them 
antly at my mind , another eats at my 
ound escapes me except the sigh of my 
, and can often reign over a virtuous 
hich is why I beg you to come into my 
Pierce my 
My ailing 
ould know for sure how much love your 
t ; let your blood soften my hardened 
, I cannot offer as much proof of my 
and pain stops the blood reaching my 
I ask that you strengthen my 
heart 11 
heart 
heart 
heart 
heart - for you have entered into some that we 
heart and seize hold of all my senses , spend 
heart burns hotter than the sun in June , and 
heart harbours for me 
heart : it has cured many others of the same a 
heart 's suffering as I could by dying 
heart , so that it runs to wherever I have bee 
heart , so that my desires will become fused w 
s a heavy burden to my neck 
heat 1 
intense heat courses through my veins all my senses 
Heaven 
t only that God will take her up into Heaven 
he key which opens the closed door of heaven 
If she is in Heaven , 
even though I beg -to be allowed into Heaven , 
rim on my ship who will not cali upon Heaven , 
And if God chose to take me up into Heaven , 
heavens 
tions will no longer move through the heavens 
love will fall from its place in the heavens 
her joy is ineffable ; if in Hell , a 
I do not reveré that place as I ought 
making vows and promises of countless 
my bliss would not be complete unless 
for no other man attunes himself to 
heavy 3 
And if death were not such a heavy blow , forcing me to be absent from the 
feeble limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden to my neck ; intense heat courses 
, I have only to remember her with a heavy sigh for all my thoughts to rush back 
heed 1 
ancy holds out against it and pays no heed to what the envious might say 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
136 
209 
30 
heels 1 
ope , but fear follows cióse on their heels and wages a fierce war against them 
held - 4 
ds body and spirit , for often one is held'captive by the other so that love of the 
Since this was held fast by the corresponding part of that wo 
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LXXXVII 
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XCIV 
cv 
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XCIV 
CV 
XXXIX 
I 
92 
116 
20 
206 
28 
204 
4 
66 
10 
148 
308 
1 
20 
54 
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149 
49 
98 
6 
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24 
21 
25 
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57 
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31 
48 
23 
161 
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18 
233 
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3 
76 
32 
247 
3 
91 
114 
116 
125 
132 
76 
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82 
207 
206 
114 
76 
17 
33 
XLII 
XLVI' 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
89 
33 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
271 
329 
19 
278 
h the pleasures or the pains each has held ; in some of them I remernber that she was 
ut we see that those philosophers who held that the true end was of this world have 
Hell 6 
Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; if in Hell , all my prayers are pointless 
gives us some idea of the torments of Hell , but we have to conceive of paradise wit 
The fear of Hell grips rae , for I have started along the r 
Men can grasp the pain of Hell more easíly than they can imagine the bli 
whether He will decide to bury him in Hell ) : this is the sort of torment that rack 
undering in my sins ? When I think of Hell , where time has no meaning , I know all 
hore unless he has a contrary wind to 
n it , but I can only do so with your 
, for what is finite in him is of no 
Since none can reach you without your 
Help me , God ! But I beg for your 
Whoever hopes to reach it without my 
e gushing out of a madman without the 
n must hold them back , enlisting the 
ecome of me , who do not deserve your 
in vain , for you only help those who 
I cannot 
for your help in vain , for you only 
Lily among thorns , God 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
Help 
Help 
Help 
Help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
help 
17 
at such a time , thus does the body make 
, give me your hand or drag me up by the 
in vain , for you only help those who hel 
is either mad or else a fool and a mindle 
me , God ! But I beg for your help in vai 
me , God , for I am poor in strength 
me , God , for I cannot move without your 
me , God , since you can see me in these 
of art 
of their allies , the North-Eas.tern and t 
, since I know that I could try much hard 
themselves , never failing those who come 
thinking how very true it is that its dee 
those who help themselves , never failing 
you to realise that because of you I am d 
play , agreeing to a friendly truce 
I were trying to distance myself from 
feel remorse for all the wrongs I did 
up , my gates unbarred , ready to do 
man who has so little sense that when 
hat form of love over which Venus has 
she was sad , but in many more I see 
, for everything that could happen to 
I do not think of 
All I want of 
If she is in Heaven , 
I would like to guard 
When death robs her of 
tion of the woraan he loves , he wants 
n without sighing and wanting to make 
When death robs 
Times and places point 
is world , the most important part" of 
this earth as flesh , I tried to love 
n purity and virtue I love and reveré 
o whom they are directed : don 't let 
ornan he loves , he wants her mind and 
s world - but only that God will take 
by virtuous love to love a woman for 
ther things , I have only to remernber 
radise without feeling anything of it 
bliss of paradise ; the pain we know 
he most important part of her remains 
Suffering 
draws near when I shall go and lead a 
s every meal into agony ; or like the 
e whenever I come across something of 
She prefers puddle-water , fouling it 
! And when you hear people shout : " 
I cannot easily keep the fire of love 
all the deep sécrets which love keeps 
of good or evil , should not be kept 
onstantly changes colour ; I seek out 
13 neath will rush for shelter to secret 
hen 1 
hen there are marvellous acts to be seen 
her 26 
her 
her , and wish I could redress them with my bl 
Her beauty , even for the most devout man , is 
her bidding humbly 
her child screams to be fed with poison , she 
her dominión involves the participation of bod 
her happy 
her has already come to pass 
her in terms of arms , feet , hands or throat 
her is a mind so limpid that she would underst 
her joy is ineffable ; if in Hell , all my pra 
her love jealously , and to feel sure that she 
her mate , she says farewell to love 
her mind and her understanding 
Her mind is food for the enlightened 
her mine for ever 
her of her mate , she says farewell to love 
her out to me together with the pleasures or t 
her remains here in spirit 
her soul alone 
her spirit for itself , on which may God have 
her suffer because of my sins 
her understanding 
her up into Heaven 
her virtues alone ? I am convinced that we all 
her with a heavy sigh for all my thoughts to r 
here 4 
here 
here gives us some idea of the torments of Hel 
here in spirit 
here , then , and pain without end that awaits 
hermit 2 
hermit ' s life , so as better to celébrate lov 
hermit who has spent long years away from town 
hers 1 
hers , and if I attemp to avoid the pain , it 
herself 1 
herself before drinking , and never touches th 
Hey 
He y you You oíd whore-monge^r don 
207 
2 
ain joined , so love lifts me up to a 
material possessions , goodness , and 
hidden 4 
hidden , and love shows plainly in my eyes , a 
hidden beneath his cloak 
hidden : Love is happy for its secrets to be d 
hidden places and avoid public ones ; I;ithrow 
hiding-places 1 
hiding-places 
high 2 
high degree of pleasure when a double bond hol 
high lineage 
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21 
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39 
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337 
4 
47 
higher 5 
; but without it man cannot reach the higher goal : Saint John was sent to announce 
fox 's , animáis which can aspire no higher in love than their bestial appetite per 
The higher kind of love , hampered by the carnal s 
trives to experience its delight on a higher level ; it forgets its wretched nature 
The clearer our understanding , the higher the pleasure we may win through it 
highest 1 
even a fool realises that the highest good will yield a joy above all others 159 nding 
highly 1 
Through it the others are highly esteemed for power has no worth unles 
highways 
arrying me across the sea 's perilous highways Even now I can see the winds from t 
him 
y believe that you would take pity on him 
he cloth , but the texture is lost on him 
to destroy the bull which has worsted him 
e remembers the pleasure it has given him 
d ; by making him like you , you lift him 
s own mind his enemy since it reminds him 
Everything in him 
ty and comfort wait , fate is against him 
omplete unless , as well as beholding him 
him or whether He will decide to bury him 
he infinite , while the other part of him 
om this world , for what is finite in him 
ou bestow the ñame of god ; by making him 
of them , and his oíd friend reminds him 
cannot tell whether God will receive him 
h to give himself up to sadness : let him 
an 's soul Uves on when death seizes him 
Whenever he wants it to bring him 
es the wind beats so strongly against him 
as happened , a storm is raging about him 
And so I hold him 
lsely and want that which cannot lead him 
22 
above the level of man ; and so it is only 
continually of his troubles 
desires the fulfilment of its nature , and 
: he never reaches it 
, I learnt there that you chose to weep ov 
in Hell ) : this is the sort of torment th 
is blotted out from this world , for what 
is of no help at such a time , thus does 
like you , you lift him above the level of 
of all the pleasures he once enjoyed , so 
or whether He will decide to bury him in H 
read my poems , which speak of frenzied th 
, since its origins are in the infinite , 
something pleasurable , it behaves like th 
that he cannot get clear of the shore unle 
that is too fierce to be weathered out 
to be a madman who would be angry at you : 
to happiness , for it does not desire what 
himself 6 
Yet no one can cali himself a musician if he has never played a no 
love , proceeds to do so , and loves himself for it 
worth themselves , for unless the man himself is good , all he has is useless 
he heavens , for no other man attunes himself to love except me , for they have lost 
out some dark place in which to give himself up to sadness : let him read my poems 
hen it is with such love that he arms himself , while there is no doubt that the bod 
II 30 
hint 1 
hat you have not been given the least hint that this willing servant awaits your ord 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
II 
LXXX 
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LXXXVII 
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II 
IV 
XCIV 
CV 
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XIII 
II 
Lili 
LXXXIII 
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XXIX 
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XXXIX 
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LXXX 
XCIV 
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1 
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2 
26 
329 
14 
7 
6 
40 
202 
38 
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30 
34 
2 
33 
262 
23 
2 
15 
77 
39 
41 
1 
12 
39 
18 
37 
19 
16 
2 
154 
24 
3 
20 
1 
44 
his 
he sort who thinks only of satisfying his 
k man weakened by long confinement to his 
since the storm is going to set in , his 
expect to be paid even when he loses his 
hen John goes off and leaves you with his 
crets which love keeps hidden beneath his 
pent a long time coming to terms with his 
He makes his 
ust choose between them , so limiting his 
the goal for which he strives in all his 
the arms of life , and had paid death his 
at delight and becomes so absorbed by his 
ched indeed who can cali his own mind his 
yos as the vulture tears eternally at his 
It is his 
in his frenzy , as he tries to get to his 
y he decides that he must struggle to his 
Just as the epileptic in his 
ws what love is and declares it to be his 
It forces man to want his 
forced into submission by another of his 
ath , and is then led to believe that his 
From his 
for lack of compassion , a martyr to his 
No one has ever taken his 
Whenever a bull meets his 
it had savoured noble flesh ! What 's his 
ut if the opposite occurs , it throws his 
ly ntyself to blame if Love has placed his 
ddenly comes across one of them , and his 
He is wretched indeed who can cali his 
fears for the man who like me- betrays his 
who comes face to face with death as his 
e virtuous , because man always wants his 
for ever like that of St Francis and his 
orks ! And anyone who is tormented by his 
y since it reminds him continually of his 
very journeyman labourer can count on his 
attracts a smaller one - and he finds his 
41 
appetite will grasp very much 
bed 
best course is to seek harbour rather than 
case 
child { and don 't expect a boy 
cloak 
death , and is then led to believe that hi 
decisión : since the storm is going to set 
desire to one of the fruits before he can 
doings 
due ; then I would not live in this presen 
efforts to understand you , that the incli 
enemy since it reminds him continually of 
ever-replenished liver and never puts an e 
fault that you have not been given the lea 
feet in order to work some evil , takes gr 
feet no matter what it costs 
frenzy , as he tries to get to his feet in 
god 
hope ' s fulfilment , without ever attainin 
kind , he flees into the wilderness , and 
life will be spared - only to be executed 
love for the beloved , he derives honour a 
love for you-one who would willingly give 
love to greater extremes than I - except t 
match , and is forced into submission by a 
ñame ? John , isn 't it ? You know who I m 
nature into confusión , and he fails to re 
noose about my neck 
oíd friend reminds him of all the pleasure 
own mind his enemy since it reminds him co 
own self 
pitching ship struggles to ride out a stor 
pleasure to last 
stigmata 
suffering need not seek out some dark plac 
troubles 
wages at the end of the day , and the lawy 
way to the intended goal 
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CV 
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39 
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15 
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37 
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135 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
XXXIX 
208 
172 
43 
36 
the soverelgn good , and employs all his wits in the search for great pleasures 
thief ; yet as far as we can see from his works , he did not deserve it 
d is strong , and it makes the others 
cannot happen unless I scorn life and 
this desire will enter raen but never 
And so I 
nd hope for all that the future might 
Death or the prison cell can 
The future can 
Pierce my heart and seize 
he Sirocco and the South-Western must 
let love overeóme the fear in which I 
it 
hold 10 
hold ; although they can exist without it 
hold death in contempt for your sake 
hold fast in them 
hold him to be a madman who would be angry at 
hold , I would know for sure how much love you 
hold no fears for the man who like me betrays 
hold no good for me 
hold of all my senses , spend all your rage on 
hold them back , enlisting the help of their a 
hold you 
any wickedness will shame them 
holding 1 
and holding in esteem only honourable virtue 
holds 4 
degree of pleasure -when a double bond holds body and spirit , for often one is held 
standing of all those over whom Venus holds complete sway can see only very dimly th 
hile the separation lasts , constaney holds out against it and pays no heed to what 
desire the pain it causes , since it holds the promise of pleasure 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
322 
7 
77 
holiness 1 
e inspired by love to perform acts of holiness are blessed with deep and divine unde 
honour 2 
se , while lineage has to deserve the honour accorded it ; it is a man 's worth whic 
his love for the beloved , he derives honour and fame , and the soul thus finds plea 
ame them 
honourable 1 
and holding in esteem only honourable virtue 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
CV 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XLVI 
CV 
XXIX 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
IV 
IV 
260 
87 
8 
133 
135 
50 
110 
39 
213 
8 
23 
265 
150 
58 
44 
54 
hope 
re feel when it must take leave of my hope 
But I do not daré give up hope 
ht ; I am lacking both in fear and in hope 
t has struck out along that road : my hope 
Desire tunes and tempers hope 
Its son and grandson are desire and hope 
ould cost me dear , and yet this same hope 
When desire and hope 
ad of being by turns full of fear and hope 
e all may my faith not waver , and my hope 
s fear that stands between me and all hope 
It forces man to want his hope 
My desire keeps me to a bed of hope 
iness is : it allows neither fear ñor hope 
My hope 
15 
already shows signs of decay 
, and once this is lost , love bewails it 
, but fear follows cióse on their heels a 
consoles me in my great suffering 
die , love cannot survive , and it cannot 
for all that the future might hold , I wo 
not tremble ; if these are strong , then 
of happiness 
'g fulfilment , without ever attaining it 
, so soundly asleep that reason cannot wa 
to come anywhere near it 
totters within me and I can feel a terrib 
t with great indignation : 
hopes 2 
All your hopes and desires are futile , since you no so 
Whoever hopes to reach it without my help is either ma 
XLVI 
hostile 1 
rom the West and Nbrth-West gathering hostile forces the ,Sirocco and the South-Wes 
27 
hotter 1 
My ailing heart burns hotter than the sun in June and yet has won 
53 
hour 1 
When that hour comes 
XLII 
LXXXII 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXXIX 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
16 
4 
14 
101 
63 
99 
11 
170 
38 
40 
24 
11 
94 
144 
26 
21 
117 
73 
Beats me 
No one can foretell 
or I toil all night racking my brains 
It is not easy to tell 
n the most just of men live in fear , 
s great or insignificant according to 
body which I nave loved so much , see 
You cannot expect a haré to know 
nd such strength that I do not notice 
re might hold , I would know for sure 
without ever attaining it , no matter 
shocked if he saw for the first time 
Who will teach me 
I cannot help thinking 
s of your filthy little life , and of 
Eiy mutual consent 
The fact is 
people will see the outer signs o 
how 16 
how a fellow like that ever carne to be selling 
how anything will turn out 
how best to perform the next day 's treachery 
how body and soul implément this desire : they 
how can I do otherwise ? If righteous Job was 
how he compares with the next man , and love ' 
how I suffer ! I am afraid to speak to you : I 
how it feels to be courageous ! The sensual ap 
how much I strüggle ; when thé rage subsides , 
how much love your heart harbours for me 
how much thought and trouble he may take , bec 
How often have people shut themselves in the c 
how they rise up and then plunge down again 
how to make my excuses before ypu when I will 
how very true it is that its deep sadness is m 
how you paid in publie the wages of your sins 
however 
however 
however 
each strives towards delight for as 
that I bore these marks that love le 
howl 1 
1*0 Just as we can hear the sea howl and groan when the west wind whips it one 
human 1 
L24 milarly , the end which is completely human gives no rest and sets no limits to the 
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48 es unbarred , ready to do her bidding humbly 
6 the North-Eastern and the Midi , and humbly imploring the North wind to lend its su 
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20 
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161 
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86 
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182 
187 
198 
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204 
38 
14 
59 
5 
56 
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276 
148 
54 
15 
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4 
7 
Withín man ' 5 body 
humours 1 
the humours are at war with each new period of t 
hunger 3 
20 but they have had to suffer unabated hunger 
1 Like a man whom hunger has brought cióse to death , and who mu 
109 them in turn has to be stirred by its hunger or goaded by the other ' s desire 
hunting 1 
om your arms and make some first-rate hunting snares for catching partridges turtl 
hurt 3 
and stern in love : I would be deeply hurt if she behaved otherwise 
e me suffer even more : nothing would hurt me more than your compassion 
on me , for I will offer no defence ; hurt me so much that everyone will grieve for 
hurts 1 
It hurts me whenever I come across something of h 
ken his love to greater extremes than 
only there were bounds to love - for 
Although 
I am my own enemy , even when I think 
ve loved so much , see how I suffer ! 
That 's just the way it is with me : 
may love you , God , alone , because 
love a woman for her virtues alone ? 
od , let me live on , for I feel that 
Ip you to realise that because of you 
d I feel no regret even though I know 
ver leaves me ; and don 't think that 
If 
will keep me from sin , because once 
ed lover will understand me , for all 
as frightened as I ought of the peril 
rm , such is my delight that I forget 
do not reveré that place as I ought ; 
do not say a word about it all day , 
! My will is set against yours , and 
And so , it is because 
r will through my great sins , and if 
Help me , God , for 
Sixteen years of this , and 
hat all its wandering is profitless , 
But 
have blamed you , for I confess that 
e in matters of love , I believe that 
Since 
d that it cannot provide me with what 
have done for them no less than what 
e my love will ever wane , as long as 
orne across something of hers , and if 
d Christian when judged by my works , 
cease to fear death ? It will be when 
Help me , God ! But 
ht of the peril I am in : even though 
le ? Return my being to nothingness , 
y on the road to such a destination ? 
ss than what I ask you , which is why 
h these that dictates my every step ; 
ince I am unique in matters of love , 
The fact is , howe-ver , that 
course is to keep as far from you as 
My dual nature causes such desire : 
is also has sharpened my wits so that 
to know in what place you are before 
My hope totters within me and 
ich is the only good it knows , while 
, they are easily distinguishable and 
you more in death than in life , and 
t to moment I change my desires , and 
I want to straighten it , but 
And if 
But 
e sea 's perilous highways 1 Even now 
nd quelling my fervent desire so that 
But 
I 330 
I - except those who have given their lives fo 
I alone among lovers would have almost reached 
I am a bad Christian when judged by my works , 
I am a Catholic , but faith does not warra me e 
I am a friend to myself 
I am afraid to speak to you : I need to know i 
I am always struggling against love , always t 
I am assailed by even greater pain than Tityos 
I am certain that the greatest good springs fr 
I am convinced that we all prefer the woman to 
I am drawing closer to you 
I am driven to every extreme : love has overeo 
I am dying 
I am exaggerating , for my shameful guilt dése 
I am forced to think of other things , I have 
I am free of sin , I will cast aside those hab 
I am going to say is about love , while I doub 
I am in : even though I beg to be allowed into 
I am in this world 
I am just like the master of some great ship r 
I am lacking both in fear and in hope 
I am left feeling so weak that no sound escape 
I am my own enemy , even when I think I am a f 
I am no more trouble to you than many others w 
I am not disposed to the deepest of joys that 
I am not equal to that task , do with my flesh 
I am one who never ceases to dream of such a g 
I am poor in strength 
I am prepared for whatever love has in store f 
I am quite sure that everything you do is good 
I am still waiting for my reward ! Love , love 
I am sure that , from puré shame , it will dro 
I am sure that when you come to know me better 
I am the guilty one ; I have judged your decis 
I am the only lover in whom it takes a form as 
I am unique in matters of love , I believe tha 
I ask 
I ask that you strengthen my heart , so that m 
I ask you , which is why I beg you to come int 
I at least do not displease you 
I attemp to avoid the pain , it feels as if I 
I bear you no anger , and do not blame you for 
I become inflamed with love of you ; but this 
I beg for your help in vain , for you only hel 
I beg to be allowed into Heaven , I do not rev 
I beg you , for that would be preferable to sp 
I beg you , Lord , that you deaden my senses a 
I beg you , Lord , to end my days before even 
I beg you to come into my heart - for you have 
I believe in paradise through a faith that rea 
I believe in you as the God who said of Judas 
I believe that I am the only lover in whom it 
I bore these marks that love leaves at such ti 
I can - the sight of your beauty has sapped al 
I can be satisfied only by what derives from b 
I can better contémplate love 
I can decide what to say to you 
I can feel a terrible conflict raging there : 
I can feel pain lurking in wait for me and can 
I can feel them separately and almost see them 
I can forgive anyone if he does not believe me 
I can never tell where the pain will strike 
I can only do so with your help 
I can redeem my sins through death , let this 
I can see already from your delay in granting 
I can see the winds from the West and North-We 
I can write untroubled by it , I shall say wha 
I cannot do as it bids me : love has thought u 
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For then 
eir labour except the very thing that 
is so inclined towards pleasure that 
Help me , God , for 
While I continué to Uve , 
put beneath me all those things that 
When will 
From moment to moment 
ness , and seeks it out ; that is why 
remember anything from the past , and 
It hurts me whenever 
What can 
if I have blamed you , for 
feel love for you , and 
While 
Do not think 
uch proof of my heart 's suffering as 
sacrifice my reason if I thought that 
r all the wrongs I did her , and wish 
o God that my mind were dead and that 
And 
deserve your help , since I know that 
me , God 
u more than I 
Whether 
nce you can see me in these straits ! 
And I feel remorse for all the wrongs 
When 
re me as you ought , so that , should 
it would be nothing compared to what 
pent in vain : I repent of everything 
own with the fear of God , what shall 
pent of everything I do , even before 
as no other man has ever known , and 
But 
here you await me ; I do not know why 
e may be in terrible suffering , that 
disposed to the deepest of joys that 
I grieve because 
Take me when you find me at my best ; 
ve no doubt that I have a free will ; 
o myself , do not think it is because 
set out towards where you await, me ; 
d approaching , for although I grieve 
grips me , I find such strength that 
ugh I beg to be allowed into Heaven , 
le ; when the rage subsidies , even if 
I want to retrace my steps , and yet 
ich I pray God will provide me soon , 
st just of men live in fear , how can 
am going to say is about love , while 
Ufe should last any longer , and yet 
not to think about the State in which 
Do this , Lord , and if 
r hand or drag me up by the hair ; if 
, leading a Ufe of perversity 
ignificant unless it is eternal 
and 
and 
I fear you more than 
en death has not killed my love , and 
its favour , declaring that this love 
And 
e ! O Lord God , let me live on , for 
Whenever I stop weeping , 
g cold of the senses , and it is what 
, if only I understood you as much as 
Two blows 
Where , then , will 
e untroubled by it , I shall say what 
No words 
it is with me : when anger grips me , 
In me it vhas done its worst : 
Nothing can detain me as 
simple form , such is my delight that 
nk about the State in which I dwell : 
this world approaching , for although 
once my soul was safe after baptism , 
I cannot easily keep the fire of love hidden , 
I cannot have 
I cannot help thinking how very true it is tha 
I cannot look at an attractive woman without s 
I cannot move without your aid , because my bo 
I cannot offer as much proof of my heart 's su 
I cannot remember anything from the past , and 
I cannot wait for it to pass 
I carry on my shoulders ; he who does not fear 
I cease to fear death ? It will be when I beco 
I change my desires , and I can never tell whe 
I cherish only the past , loving something whi 
I choose not to follow the ways of the living 
I clothe my body in nothing but my own shame ; 
I come across something of hers , and if I att 
I compare you with , except a game of dice ? W 
I confess that I am the guilty one ; I have ju 
I confess this sin before you 
I continué to live , I cannot offer as much pr 
I could be so blind as to be unaware of the gi 
I could by dying 
I could cast love off 
I could redress them with my blood 
I could spend my Ufe asleep 
I could tell you of many cases where some mino 
I could try much harder ? Forgive me if what I 
I could'write my own Apocalypse of all the dee 
I cry out or am silent , nothing seems adequat 
I daré say I shall be reprimanded by many peop 
I despair when I think that you will judge me 
I did her , and wish I could redress them with 
I die , love will go into eclipse 
I die , you would never think of me again 
I do each night , for it is then that I summon 
I do , even before I do it 
I do , floundering in my sins ? When I think o 
I do it 
I do no harm to anyone 
I do not beg you for health in body , ñor for 
I do not believe God could put me to any torme 
I do not claim that it is totally different fr 
I do not claim that love does not tempt me wit 
I do not daré give up hope 
I do not do what I wish , since I have no doub 
I do not even grieve over the pleasure whose 1 
I do not feel it ; but , through the understan 
I do not grieve as I want to at the thought of 
I do not know of anyone who feels virtuous lov 
I do not know what good it can do me to put th 
I do not know what obstructs this desire 
I do not know what true love is 
I do not know why I do not do what I wish , si 
I do not love you as I wish 
I do not notice how much I struggle ; when the 
I do not reveré that place as I ought ; I am 1 
I do not say a word about it all day , I am le 
I do not sin with my understanding as greatly 
I do not think of her in terms of arms , feet 
I do not turn in that direction 
I do not want my Ufe to be spared 
I do otherwise ? If rlghteous Job was weighed 
I doubt that the sort who thinks only of satis 
I dread its coming to an end 
I dwell : I frighten them , as if I were a cor 
I ever turn back , may I know for certain that 
I fail to stretch out my hand to meet yours , 
I fear death only because it would mean absenc 
I fear eternal death beyond this U f e 
I fear lest this is what she has earned 
I fear you more than I feel love for you , and 
I feel love for you , and I confess this sin b 
I feel no regret even though I know I am dying 
I feel occurs in the body , and that it is the 
I feel remorse for all the wrongs I did her , 
I feel such pleasure at._this time that the del 
I feel that I am drawing closer to you 
I feel that I will burst 
I feel through these that dictates my every st 
I feel you ! As things are , 1 '11 be left wit 
I felt , dealt by each with its lance 
I find a love so complete that I would be love 
I find in you 
I find seem to be sufficient 
I find such strength that I do not notj.ce how 
I flee from everyone who is happy , and loathe 
I follow this straight and certain course 
I forget I am in this world 
I frighten them , as if I were a corpse 
I grieve because I do not grieve as I want to 
I grieve I do not love you as I wish 
I had not been returned to the arms of U f e , 
I hate that Saint whose feast-day I keep , and 
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t I wish , since' I have no doubt that 
eason refused to do love 's bidding , 
y heart , 30 that it runs to wherever 
Forgive me , God , if 
It is on you and you alone that 
my raind their battleground , but now 
I shall not return until 
I confess that I am the guilty one ; 
en you '11 see Love 's fire roar ! If 
love , and leave me be , for of love 
ant to do so , but habit opposes me : 
as I have sinned with my will , which 
ho have departed from that body which 
But 
w why I do not do what I wish , since 
I live in pain , for 
trength to take vengeance on myself ; 
Prudent lady , I know 
am forced to think of other things , 
But if 
n with my understanding as greatly as 
The fear of Hell grips me , for 
11 not be ungrateful for all the pain 
As soon as 
have given me an upright nature , but 
And so 
: let love overeóme the fear in which 
I hate that saint whose feast-day 
aves at such times on men even before 
of Hell , where time has no meaning , 
Lord , and if I ever turn back , may 
ve , and I feel no regret even though 
Prudent lady , 
And so with me : 
e driving forcé behind all this , and 
who do not deserve your help , since 
come fused with your will , and since 
Since 
e unless , as well as beholding him , 
In such memories 
ght of the eternal damnation of which 
But not me : for 
much as I feel you ! As things are , 
But that 's one path 
that you will judge me by my merits ; 
nd conspire with sa'il to give me what 
In purity and virtue 
Even though the woman 
In fact , 
orldly glory , so it is with me ; for 
food , unless it is some morsel that 
of nature or fortune , but only that 
I will think only of you and so that 
ame ? John , isn 't it ? You know who 
Love , 
You created me that 
As soon as 
Now think what 
If I want to stop loving , then 
uffer ! I am afraid to speak to you : 
lness just for me , to make sure that 
this , beloved lady : to love you as 
eaven , I do not reveré that place as 
one , for not being as frightened as 
In that fearful event , with which 
The very thing 
In vain 
pains each has held ; in some of them 
But 
ghts , all my time is spent in vain : 
done , let no one reprove me for what 
try much harder ? Forgive me if what 
n within you , will realise that what 
f you ; but this cannot happen unless 
r that she was sad , but in many more 
el a terrible conflict raging there : 
see that you are just and merciful , 
My face constantly changes colour ; 
I daré say 
The time draws near when 
tiality will be revealed in act , and 
Then 
e made my choice and , through love , 
I have a free will ; I do not know what obstru 
I have appointed my desire as its master 
I have been wounded 
I have blamed you , for I confess that I am th 
I have cast all my desires , and it is in you 
I have decided in favour of one of them 
have dispelled this fear that stands between 
have judged your decisions with eyes of fies 
have kept my feelings to myself , do not thi 
have little fear 
have loaded myself with so much guilt in the 
have loaded with guilt 
have lost all desire for food , unless it is 
have loved so much , see how I suffer ! I am 
I have made my choice and , through love , I s 
I have no doubt that I have a free will ; I do 
have no firmness of intention , and even now 
have offended against your will through my g 
have only myself to blame if Love has placed 
have only to remember her with a heavy sigh 
have served love , it is only to end up comp 
have sinned with my will , which I have load 
have started along the road towards it ; I w 
have suffered on your account 
have to leave my imagined pleasure , then , 
have turned reason into a lowly thrall , and 
have turned the straight rule into a sharp-h 
hold him to be a madman who would be angry a 
hold you 
keep , and I take pleasure in what soon fill 
knew grief 
know all the fear that we are capable of fee 
know for certain that your ears will be deaf 
know I am dying 
know I have only myself to blame if Love has 
know now that my best course is to keep as f 
know of no other man who , without loving a 
know of nothing that could stand up to such 
know that I could try much harder ? Forgive 
know that the world brings me no benefit , g 
know what you are , compel me to love you : 
learnt there that you chose to weep over my 
linger with pleasure ; but when they fade , 
live in fear , even though comparable pain i 
live in pain , for I have no firmness of int 
live in pain , leading a life of perversity 
live in such torment as no other man has eve 
'11 be left with only that part of you that 
'11 never tread 
loathe the thought that my life should last 
long for , carrying me across the sea 's per 
love and reveré her spirit for itself , on w 
love no longer inhabits this world , the mos 
love you more in death than in life , and I 
make love into my god and try to wrest conté 
make sure that every new enterprise fails fr 
may earn through my great love 
may love you , God , alone , because I am ce 
may reach the road which climbs up towards y 
mean : he 's the one with the enormous head 
mean , which makes me love , and then blames 
might save my soul , while it may be that my 
mingle pleasure with my pain , the pleasure 
must feel who long for you constantly / and 
must no longer find you pleasing 
need to know in what place you are before I 
never find the strength 
only pray that God will protect me from my o 
ought 
ought ; I am lacking both in fear and in hop 
ought of the peril I am in : even though I b 
pray God will provide me soon , I do not wan 
pray will happen could cost me dear , and ye 
press my hands together in prayer and plead 
remember that she was sad , but in many more 
remember that you saved the thief ; yet as f 
repent of everything I do , even before I do 
run away from every pleasure as if it were m 
say 
say is madness : my words arise from anguish 
say is true , and their spirits will sink 
scorn life and hold death in contempt for yo 
see her happy 
see that you are just and merciful , I see y 
see your will which dispenses grace even to 
seek out hidden places and avoid publie ones 
I shall be reprimanded by many people for givi 
I shall fear no terror at the sight of you 
I shall go and lead a hermit 's life , so as b 
I sháll have proved my words with deeds 
I shall have put beneath me all those things t 
I shall live 
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ger , I shall think only of you , and 
th : even if I should lack for love , 
0 that I can write untroubled by it , 
But in the midst of this danger , 
spalr of ever fulfilling my desires , 
Even though it seems impossible that 
So do not pity me if 
But if 
me , except voluntary death : even if 
And if 
In just the same way , if 
But 
Whenever 
reat ills it brings only sorrow ; and 
trength that I do not notice how much 
which I have loved so much , see how 
1 do each night , for it is then that 
at 3aint whose feast-day I keep , and 
So , when 
Well , if you haven 't , listen while 
s , and I am my own enemy , even when 
I do , floundering in my sins ? When 
Not that 
me in these straits ! I despair when 
ould willingly sacrifice my reason if 
hidden places and avoid public ones ; 
And yet , were 
me , the dawn brings no respite , for 
en she lived on this earth as flesh , 
cept me as yours 
But as soon as 
Love , if only 
since that is what 
All 
I grieve because I do not grieve as 
e started along the road towards it 
If 
rns , my desires shift so wildly that 
uld no longer be able to love me once 
These bitter tears 
ich I dwell : I frighten them , as if 
betraying such great love as mine if 
mp to avoid the pain , it feels as if 
e life that is spent in sadness , but 
And 
Lily among thorns , 
Through you 
Whenever I stop weeping , I feel that 
sin , because once I am free of sin , 
ow to make my excuses before you when 
hould my desire be thwarted ; by then 
to make pain a way of life , so that 
le ; of the third , profitabíe love , 
ses , spend all yoiir rage on me , for 
Whichever it is , 
I want this so that 
lthough I grieve I do not love you as 
And if not as much love enters me as 
; I do not know why I do not do what 
clever and wise - and stern in love : 
, will I find a love so complete that 
As for me , driven from this world , 
e sight of such loveliness as yours , 
for all that the future might hold , 
and had paid death his due then 
For 
f passion that inflames my soul , and 
I shall make my vow to that same God who joine 
I shall not return until I have dispelled this 
I shall not want for angry thoughts with which 
I shall say what I find in you 
I shall think only of you , and I shall make m 
I shall wander the world , singing of your pri 
I should be less than happy while we both live 
I should die because of you 
I should have to end my days , then love will 
I should lack for love , I shall not want for 
I should plead for my flesh , do not listen to 
I should take my leave of this world , that po 
I sink into the active life , and so continué 
I stop weeping , I feel that I will burst 
I strive to the utmost to make pain a way of 1 
I struggle ; when the rage subsides , even if 
I suffer ! I am afraid to speak to you : I nee 
I summon all my wits to plot my self-betrayal 
I take pleasure in what soon filis me instantl 
I talk of love , should some word escape me wh 
I tell you 
I think I am a friend to myself 
I think of Hell , where time has no meaning , 
I think that even such a separation could vanq 
I think that you will judge me by my merits ; 
I thought that I could cast love off 
I throw myself on to my bed , but pain thrusts 
I to murder a thousand innocent men in cold bl 
I toil all night racking my brains how best to 
I tried to love her soul alone 
I try even harder now that nothing obstructs m 
I try to understand love ' s ways more deeply , 
I understood you as much as I feel you I As th 
I want ; let your blood soften my hardened hea 
I want nothing for myself - nothing that is of 
I want of her is a mind so limpid that she wou 
I want this so that I will think only of you a 
I want to at the thought of the eternal damnat 
I want to do so , but habit opposes me : I hav 
I want to know to what you predestine me 
I want to pulí myself to my feet , but my effo 
I want to retrace my steps , and yet I do not 
I want to set out towards where you await me ; 
I want to stop loving , then I must no longer 
I want to straighten it , but I can only do so 
I want you to be both virtuous and unchaste 
I was dead , and that you would soon find your 
I weep spring from attrition , because they ar 
I were a corpse 
I were to allow such. a matter to pass unnotice 
I were trying to distance myself from her 
I / who have seen the glory of it with my own 
I , who love love for its own sake , without r 
I will always do my utmost to ensure that pain 
I will attain joy or sadness ; whatever fate G 
I will burst 
I will cast aside those habits which have kept 
I will have to make my disordered reckoning ? 
I will have tried evefything , short of renegi 
I will never know the taste of joy 
I will not speak , for in it the loved one doe 
I will offer no defence ; hurt me so much that 
I will suffer it too 
I will think only of you and so that I may rea 
I wish 
I wish , increase my fear so that sheer dread 
I wish , since I have no doubt that I have a f 
I would be betraying such great love as mine i 
I would be deeply hurt if she behaved otherwis 
I would be loved in like manner , and so would 
I would feel no other torment than to be unabl 
I would have no reason to thank it for not cío 
I would know for sure how much love your heart 
I would like to guard her love jealously , and 
I would not live in this present fear 
I would sooner spend my time among the tombs , 
I would to God that my mind were dead and that 
I would willingly sacrifice my reason if I tho 
idea 3 
Like the man who has the foolish idea of seeking in this world the sovereign go 
, rebels , blaspheming , against the idea of that place ; no man can imagine suffer 
the pain we know here gives us some idea of the torments of Hell , but we have to 
27 replying 
ideas 
and made nonsense of these ideas 
LXXXVII 47. 
XLII 41 
CV 4 to meet yours 
XIII 25 
If 71 
If a man loves virtue , then it is with such 1 
If ány of you are troubled by love , or if you 
pulí me up to you as if by forcé 
And if death were not such a heavy blow , forcing 
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And 
o would willingly give up the ghost , 
an in life , and I can forgive anyone 
et no one can cali himself a musician 
But 
us than he can be accused of meanness 
, and no one could fail to be shocked 
stretch of beach , feeling as safe as 
your will through my great sins 
I come across something of hers 
and 
and 
And 
uggle ; when the rage subsides , even 
Do this , Lord , and 
your hand or drag me up by the hair ; 
Forgive me , God , 
when you '11 see Love 's fire roar ! 
But 
So do not pity me 
But 
es me , except voluntary death : even 
And 
In just the same way , 
I would willingly sacrifice my reason 
which I dwell : I frighten them , as 
be betraying such great love as mine 
ttemp to avoid the pain , it feels as 
is in Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; 
the ship should gq under , then even 
e important than the other two , even 
m : "So what will it be , my dears ? 
But 
ion tries to outweigh the other , but 
I run away from every pleasure as 
, I know I have only myself to blame 
igour returns , my spirit weeps , and 
And 
You , spirit , 
, this desire so obstructs man that , 
Love , 
t has inflicted will cause me no pain 
As for me , 
Oh God , 
ve in fear , how can I do otherwise ? 
tern in love : I would be deeply hurt 
Mother of God , 
returned to nothingness , especially 
ts works becomes natural to man ; but 
our lamentation comforts us more than 
o kinds may take root jointly in us , 
not waver , and my hope not tremble ; 
in their heads ; as for the latter , 
I could try much harder ? Forgive me 
Well , 
Why , 
any of you are troubled by love , or 
just forget it , madam , 
my suffering you do me no wrong , for 
God chose to take me up into Heaven , my bl 
he could really believe that you would take 
he does not believe me : there are few peop 
he has never played a note , for you cannot 
he learned the whole story and heard all th 
he never stops spending 
he saw for the first time how they rise up 
he were standing atop a castle , who looks 
I am forced to think of other things , I ha 
am not equal to that task , do with my fl 
attemp to avoid the pain , it feels as if 
can redeem my sins through death , let th 
do not say a word about it all day , I am 
ever turn back , may I know for certain t 
fail to stretch out my hand to meet yours 
have blamed you , for I confess that I am 
I have kept my feelings to myself , do not 
I have served love , it is only to end up c 
should die because of you 
should have to end my days , then love wi 
should lack for love , I shall not want f 
should plead for my flesh , do not listen 
should take my leave of this world , that 
thought that I could cast love off 
want to stop loving , then I must no long 
were a corpse 
were to allow such a matter to pass unnot 
were trying to distance myself from her 
in Hell , all my prayers are pointless 
it is moored in the safest port , it will 1 
it is of little use without them 
it 's to do with love , you can rely on me 
it should reach beyond what Nature decrees 
it succeeds , it thwarts both love and itse 
it were my enemy , for when a small boon co 
Love has placed his noose about my neck 
love sees that all its wandering is profitl 
my body 's strength should be completely re 
not as much love enters me as I wish , incr 
nothing prevents you , break with the ways 
one of the wills greatly wants what the oth 
one of these is too taut or too slack , it 
only I understood you as much as I feel you 
only my renown will last for ever like that 
only , once my soul was safe after baptism 
only there were bounds to love - for I alón 
righteous Job was weighed down with the fea 
she behaved otherwise 
she is in Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; i 
she is in purgatory for unexpiated sins , p 
she is in such a place because of me 
that is the case , then annihilate my soul 
the opposite occurs , it throws his nature 
the whole world were grieving for us 
there is one absolute good in this world , 
there is room there for their respective fi 
these are strong , then charity will not fa 
they lack worthiness , it is through no fau 
they opérate together , they cause good or 
this is so , then why did you créate me , s 
what I say is madness : my words arise from 
you are not a virgin , it is only because i 
you haven 't , listen while I tell you 
you let your beard grow for a while and the 
you should want a bit of procuring done , g 
you thought you were sitting pretty ! You w 
you took pity on me , you would make me suf 
ignited 1 
here for their respective fires to be ignited 
ignorance 3 
In part this will is born of ignorance and is composed of our two natures 
Id be angry at you : love of evil and ignorance of good are the reasons that men do 
s only due to your displeasure at our ignorance : your will always shows clemency , 
ignorant 1 
The ignorant man knows all about the body except 
ill 2 
opérate together , they cause good or ill according to which of them has dominión ov 
serve , for a visible crown would sit ill upon a living miracle 
illness 1 
e has thought up an especially fierce illness just for me to make sure that I nevé 
232 
ills 1 
when a small boon comes amidst great ills it brings only sorrow ; and I strive to t 
image - 1 
inings alone , by which it forges the image of a woman 
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3 han to dream foolish fancies 
imagination 1 
for my imagination is captive to the past which is 
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241 
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15 
11 
145 
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19 
20 
4 
29 
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33 
87 
14 
102 
8 
Imagine 3 
eone who doesdt want to be your serfl Imagine someone who comes face to face with de 
t the idea of that place ; no man can imagine suffering so he feei , then , who is a 
ain of Hell more easiiy than they can imagine the bliss of paradise ; the pain we kn 
As 
imagined 1 
soon as I have to leave my imagined pleasure then , alas ! my joy turns 
imaginings 1 
My spirit is content with imaginings alone , by which it forges the imag 
immediate 1 
ns are effected instantly , and their immediate cause is in the body 
impatiently 1 
It longs impatiently for the solaces of the bedchamber 
implement 1 
is not easy to tell how body and soul implement this desire they take neither deli 
6 rth-Eastern and the Midi 
imploring 1 
and humbly imploring the North wind to lend its support 
important 3 
longer inhabits this world , the most important part of her remains here in spirit 
and noble blood but lacking the most important part. since they are of little worth 
But the second of these is more important than the other two , even if it is o 
impossible 1 
Even though it seems impossible that I should be less than happy wh 
impresses 1 
thing that lovers have ever attempted impresses me , except voluntary death : even i 
impression 1 
odness raen who are unable to make any impression upon the world 
impulses 1 
en though it has no part in the first impulses of desire the understanding alone i 
pe of love depends on whom it settles 
ty it is variable , and does not come 
But it must lie 
e day their power is transmuted , and 
completely : the oppressed will lies 
r love must necessarily be engendered 
Love 's potentiality will be revealed 
o reach the goal for which he strive's 
reason governs the appetite , reason 
eed to be clever to, know this because 
rest , for the will can find no peace 
I do not beg you for health 
oved ; and so , when the beloved dies 
e I to murder a thousand innocent men 
en unless I scorn life and hold death 
es where some minor ailment has ended 
In fact , I love you more 
ch is why both body and soul are poor 
not stay for the same length of time 
kedness will shame them , and holding 
ightened as I ought of the peril I am 
o limpid that she would understand me 
battleground , but now I have decided 
place as I ought ; I am lacking both 
the eternal damnation of which I live 
When even the most just of men live 
ition , because they are founded more 
But why does God encase the soul 
ards which my flesh is inclined feels 
But I can see already from your delay 
d ; and even when people have seen me 
nt to which its constituent parts are 
n delight until the body and soul are 
If she is 
in Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; if 
or whether He will decide to bury him 
Everything 
from this world , for what is finite 
ion : since the storm is going to set 
Just as the epileptic 
ought ; I am lacking both in fear and 
, except where the spirit has a part 
take neither delight ñor displeasure 
fitable love , I will not speak , for 
202 
my special sensibilities reveal this trut 
a fixed measure : lover is great or insign 
a hard bed-in a man devoid of true life 
a single day melancholy , choler , blood an 
a state between life and death 
a unión of likenesses 
act / and I shall have proved my words with 
all his doings 
all its works becomes natural to man ; but 
all love there is always a lover and a belo 
all my suffering you do me no wrong , for i 
all of us our desires find no end except in 
anything else : we ,do not need to be clever 
body , ñor for any good of nature or fortun 
body , the lover can no longer love , since 
cold blood , it would be nothing compared t 
contempt for your sake 
death 
death than in life , and I can forgive anyo 
delights 
despair of ever fulfilling my desires , I s 
each : in the great majority of lovers , it 
esteem only honourable virtue 
: even though I beg to be allowed into Heav 
every way , and that she should be clever a 
fact , I love you more in death than in iif 
favour of one of them 
fear and in hope 
fear , even though comparable pain is not t 
fear , how can I do otherwise ? If righteou 
fear than in love 
flesh , and why do the Fates decree , again 
full measure the good which Venus dispenses 
granting my wish that you are angry : your 
great pain , my soul has beeh\ comforted by 
harmony , and it is this harmony which mult 
harmony , for the love we feel when the des 
Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; if in Hell 
Hell , all my prayers are pointless 
Hell ) : this is the sort of torment that r 
him desires the fulfilment of its nature , 
him is of no help at such a time , thus do 
, his best course is to s,eek harbour rather 
his frenzy , as he tries to get to his feet 
hope 
it 
it 
it the loved one does not reciprócate the 1 
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But it has advaríced only one argument 
ait for me and can count on ending up 
When love dwells within me 
The Mosaic Law was not good 
iling heart burns hotter than the sun 
uality of the paper is good or poor , 
ín 
in 
ín 
in 
in 
in 
In 
In 
In 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
In 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
In 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
In 
But it differs from the others in 
In 
The spirituai part of me is in 
The understanding wasted no time in 
nto the active life , and so continué in 
such praise to the life that is spent in 
, because there is no pleasure for me in 
ooks at the sky and , seeing no cloud in 
ed to fire to make the alloy dissolve in 
not the way to paradise ) , but only in 
leasures or the pains each has held ; in 
st important part of her remains here in 
ay fades in terror as the night draws in 
I am prepared for whatever love has in 
Help me , God , for I am poor in 
to nothingness , especially if she is in 
And yet , in 
In 
But not me : for I live in 
I do not think of her in 
So great are my fears that she may be in 
The day fades in 
race my steps , and yet I do not turn in 
In 
tantly , and their immediate cause is in 
eclaring that this love I "feel occurs in 
me , and the soul thus finds pleasure in 
begins its journey outwards , leaving in 
How often nave people shut themselves in 
nnot show its true natura while it is in 
e is not to be found in woman : it is in 
e preferable to spending all eternity in 
er , and while it may argüe with it , in 
But in 
ur experience and our judgement prove in 
Even though it has no part in 
which this love has been placed work in 
for the same length of time in each : in 
towards love will fall from its place in 
th seizes him , since its origins are in 
Virtue lies in 
er perch on a tree that was young and 
fact , I love you .more in death than 
ove so complete that I would be loved 
se they are founded more in fear than 
should be clever and wise - and stern 
is why , when you see lovers burning 
, animáis which can aspire no higher 
other obey , but it does not succeed 
use of this , harmony can never reign 
There are two driving forces 
hem I remember that she was sad , but 
Since I am unique 
ople will see the outer signs of love 
Oíd habits are so ingrained 
are angry : your mercy finds nothing 
But 
love hidden , and love shows plainly 
, and yet this same hope consoles me 
The best things 
in nothing but my own shame ; trapped 
me God who joined us never to weaken 
f God , what shall I do , floundering 
resolve , and to keep you constantly 
gh comparable pain is not to be found 
Intense delight , and 
from the past , and I clothe my body 
e spirit , performing such deeds that 
enzy , as he tries to get to his feet 
s : while absence causes love to wane 
hile their way of life inspires faith 
I live 
I live 
at dictates my every step ; I believe 
one who has inner worth , but is poor 
In vain I press my hands together 
That king of Cyprus who was kept 
thy little life , and of how you paid 
it , and my spirit has been confirmed 
Mother of God , if she is 
its favour , declaring that this love I fee 
its hands 
its simple form , such is my delight that I 
itself { it was not the way to paradise ) , 
June , and yet has won no reward 
just such a way this type of love depends o 
just the same way , anyone who has inner wo 
just the same way , if I should take my lea 
just this way the spirit 's passions are su 
leaf 
life , and I can forgive anyone if he does 
like manner , and so would be free of all s 
love 
love : I would be deeply hurt if she behave 
love 's furnace , it is quite wrong to pity 
love than their bestial appetite permits 
making the other give up completely : the o 
man 
man , each of which follows nature 
many more I see her happy 
matters of love , I believe that I am the o 
me , and will not need to take my word alón 
me it has done its worst : I flee from ever 
me that virtue has become bitter to the tas 
me to work upon 
my case , both kinds of love assailed me , 
my eyes , and pain stops the blood reaching 
my great suffering 
my life are those which now are nothing 
my own thoughts , love 's deep cares keep m 
my resolve , and to keep you constantly in 
my sins ? When I think of Hell , where time 
my thoughts 
Nature , and man cannot guess what it is li 
no small measure , is to be found amidst th 
nothing but my own shame ; trapped in my ow 
only a short time my body has shed most of 
order to work some evil , takes great harm 
ordinary people , through death my love has 
others 
pain , for I have no firmness of intention 
pain , leading a life of perversity , and I 
paradise through a faith that reason confir 
part this will is born of ignorance and is 
possessions and of base líneage , does not 
prayer and plead to God , for everything th 
prison by an infidel suffered no misfortune 
public the wages of your sins , he 'd soon 
puré love ; at this point my reason becomes 
purgatory for unexpiated sins , plead with 
purity and virtue I love and reveré her spi 
quality ,.which derives from the type of lo 
quantity it is variable , and does not come 
readiness , but the sensual side of me has 
replying , and made nonsense of these ideas 
sadness 
sadness , but I , who have seen the glory o 
seeing any task through to its completion 
sight , is quite convinced that he may trus 
smoke , leaving puré and incorruptible gold 
so far as it was the beginning of this Law 
some of them I remember that she was sad , 
spirit 
, spreading darkness before it 
store for me , good or bad 
strength 
such a place because of me 
such circumstances there ought to be a figh 
such memories I linger with pleasure ; but 
such torment as no other man has ever known 
terms of arms , feet , hands or throat , ev 
terrible suffering , that I do not even gri 
terror as the night draws in , spreading da 
that direction 
that fearful event , with which I pray God 
the body 
the body , and that it is there that the lo 
the body 's deeds 
the chill of death the place which it disin 
the closet only to find that the key that h 
the company of the body 
the contemplative life that delight awaits 
the dark dungeon 
the end the will is always govérned by the 
the end they too will have to abandon the v 
the end to be unreliable - such things are 
the first impulses of desire , the understa 
the following way : each passion tries to o 
the great majority of lovers , it takes its 
the heavens , for no other man attunes hims 
the infinite , while the other part of him 
the mid-place , between the extremes ; it i 
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Who could believe that 
But 
Soul and body each finds pleasure 
have loaded myself with so much guilt 
go under , then even if it is moored 
reign good , and employs all his wits 
Spiritual love begins 
, and nothing in the world can stand 
Fish will spawn 
ulfilment of its nature , and nothing 
ss any of the friends he used to have 
There are many people 
e ; for there is no one else to share 
rdant parts that make up man , caught 
s for the first , no wisdom can dwell 
lled a truce , and have become as one 
re will enter men but never hold fast 
Help me , God , since you can see me 
he soul cannot embroil itself unaided 
death his due ; then I would not live 
The wise are no better off 
ould be free of all suffering ? It is 
avour contentment of its own accord ; 
such is my delight that I forget I am 
to any torment comparable to staying 
n who has the foolish idea of seeking 
If there is one absolute good 
No man can achieve great worth 
ams to be fed with poison , she gives 
e sign that earthly good is not based 
only by actually playing it well and 
Each of them 
in their great conflicts , will sing 
owards love , and finds as much scope 
first two kinds may take root jointly 
which spawned and nurtured them and , 
lp me , God ! But I beg for your help 
11 of thoughts , all my time is spent 
knows , while I can feel pain lurking 
not have the means to show great zeal 
raid to speak to you : I need to know 
east-day I keep , and I take pleasure 
You are the end 
y prefer not to think about the state 
love you : let love overeóme the fear 
ey are mingled , weave a mixed fabric 
oved lady , that is just the position 
The scales 
ing need not seek out some dark place 
, I believe that I am the only lover 
ind that the key that has locked them 
me that puré love is not to be found 
t pleasures , only to find many evils 
ubled by it , I shall say what I find 
of us our desires find no end except 
re a different story altogether , for 
I believe 
e position in which my great pleasure 
Since you do every kind of good , 
of the delight that a good man enjoys 
have cast all my desires , and it is 
in the midst of sinful loves virtuous desire s 
in the midst of this danger , I shall think on 
in the other ; they share pleasures and pains 
in the past 
in the safest port , it will lose its anchor a 
in the search for great pleasures , only to fi 
in the senses , but makes virtues and wisdom i 
in the way of this desire 
in the woods and lions roam the sea before my 
in the world can stand in the way of this desi 
in the world : then chance disposes that he su 
in the world who have not understood my poems 
in their constant lamentation 
in their great conflicts , will sing in unisón 
in their heads ; as for the latter , if they 1 
in their love of the spirit , performing such 
in them 
in these straits ! I despair when I think that 
in this desire , for the soul is not attached 
in this present fear 
in this respect than are fools , except that f 
in this sphere that my pleasure lies 
in this the body does succeed , but not for lo 
in this world 
in this world should my desire be thwarted ; b 
in this world the sovereign good , and employs 
in this world , then it is through me that man 
in this w'orld unless he has material possessio 
in to its demands 
in truth ; that is why it cannot make man cont 
in tune 
in turn has to be stirred by its hunger or goa 
in unisón only when they are forced to , but a 
in us as the Devil 
in us , if there is room there for their respe 
in utter desperation , leap out on to dry land 
in vain , for you only help those who help the 
In vain I press my hands together in prayer an 
in vain : I repent of everything I do , even b 
in wait for me and can count on ending up in i 
in what is known as moral virtue 
in what place you are before I can decide what 
in what soon filis me instantly with rage 
in which all ends meet , and there can be no e 
in which I dwell : I frighten them , as if I w 
in which I hold you 
in which it is difficult to distinguish betwee 
in which my great pleasure in you has placed m 
in which this love has been placed work in the 
in which to give himself up to sadness : let h 
in whom it takes a form as unusual as this : w 
in will not let them out again ! Well , belove 
in woman : it is in the contemplative life tha 
in worldly glory , so it is with me ; for I ma 
in you 
in you 
in you a monstrous lust has taken root 
in you as the God who said of Judas that it we 
in you has placed me 
in you sloth has gone to sleep 
in you , so that my disobedient flesh will be 
in you that the same desires origínate 
incapable 1 
you are incapable of pleasure , and you are too brutis 
inclination 1 
efforts to understand you , that the inclination of the body is unable to turn into 
28 
ype of love towards which my flesh is 
attempts resistance ? My flesh is so 
The soul 
eave of this world , that power which 
dissolve in smoke , leaving puré and 
inclined 2 
inclined feels in full measure the good which 
inclined towards pleasure that I cannot look a 
inclines 2 
inclines towards its pleasure through the body 
inclines us towards love will fall from its pl 
incorruptible 1 
incorruptible gold , so death puts an end to m 
LXXXVII 
CV 
I 
LXXXVII 
CV 
104 
137 
19 
303 
171 
hes resentfully its opponent 's power 
ot as much love enters me as I wish , 
He is wretched 
pleasures which the soul experiences 
fend you but also all those which are 
increase 2 
increase , for often the body 's appetite ceas 
increase my fear so that sheer dread will keep 
indeed 1 
indeed who can cali his own mind his etfemy sin 
independently 1 
independently are without end , for they are s 
indifferently 1 
indifferently sinful 
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IV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
cv 
XCVI 
43 
32 
63 
91 
19 
XCVI 
to the flesh , telling it with great 
s pleasurable love , for it makes use 
tter tastes of both kinds of love are 
he bacl you seem to do us is really an 
If she is in Heaven , her joy is 
The 
créate me , since your knowledge was 
f Cyprus who was kept in prison by an 
ngth is forged - thus does subtle and 
gth , without even drawing on its own 
ts own , can nave no contact with the 
es him , since its origins are in the 
style of the troubadours , who are so 
fear death ? It will be when I becorae 
Man becomes 
This is the sort of passion that 
Lili 22 xtent that the dangerous wound it has 
LXXXVII 179 ody and domestícate any wild thing by 
XCIV 15 its form ; most of the time this love 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
13 
315 
44 
115 
306 
2 
161 
131 
248 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
IV 
XXXII 
297 
258 
113 
XXVIII 
XXIII 
XIII 
XCIV 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
Lili 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XCIV 
10 
36 
37 
99 
31 
321 
324 
23 
44 
39 
324 
11 
44 
et opposes fire , so love extends its 
It finds nowhere for its 
Oíd habits are so 
ven though the woman I love no longer 
cted towards a good ; but you have no 
In just the same way , anyone who has 
find yet , were I to murder a thousand 
at nourish your understanding and the 
death , repentant that you allowed an 
a fixed measure : lover is great or 
All pain is 
Laymen who are 
d knowledge , whilé their way of life 
ause the soul 's actions are effected 
I take pleasure in what soon filis me 
Then , 
ep and divine understanding , through 
come one merely by wanting to play an 
ler one - and he finds his way to the 
indignation 1 
indignation : " ñll your hopes and desires are 
indiscriminately 1 
indiscriminately of whatever it finds pleasura 
indistinguishable 1 
indistinguishable 
ineffable 2 
ineffable good 
ineffable ; if in Hell , all my prayers are po 
inexpressible 1 
inexpressible torment of the man whom death ha 
infallible 1 
infallible ? Return my being to nothingness , 
infidel 1 
infidel suffered no misfortune at all compared 
infinite 4 
infinite love temper the body 's finite nature 
infinite power 
infinite ; the soul by itself abhors all kinds 
infinite , while the other part of him is blot 
inflamed 3 
inflamed that they cannot speak without exagge 
inflamed with love of you ; but this cannot ha 
inflamed with this love through the eyes , and 
inflames 1 
inflames my soul , and I would willingly sacri 
inflicted 1 
inflicted will cause me no pain if only my ren 
inflicting 1 
inflicting the most extreme passion 
inflicts 1 
inflicts upon me an unmitigated pain but , thr 
influence 2 
influence only over those who cannot resist it 
influence to take root : where my desire is , 
ingrained 1 
ingrained in me that virtue has become bitter 
inhabits 1 
inhabits this world , the most important part 
inkling 1 
inkling of where such a good might be found 
inner 1 
inner worth , but is poor in possessions and o 
innocent 3 
innocent men in cold blood , it would be nothi 
innocent movements of your beautiful body 
innocent soul to die for lack of compassion , 
insignificant 2 
insignificant according to how he compares wit 
insignificant unless it is eternal , and I fea 
inspired 1 
inspired by love to perform acts of holiness a 
inspires 1 
inspires faith in others 
instantly 2 
instantly , and their immediate cause is in th 
instantly with rage 
instead 1 
instead of being by turns full of fear and hop 
instilled 1 
instilled knowledge , while their way of life 
instrument 1 
instrument , but only by actually playing it w 
intended 1 
intended goal 
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Intense 2 
XXXIX 9 Intense delight , and ín no small measure , is 
LXXXVII 283 d becomes a heavy burden to my neck ; intense heat courses through my veins ; all my 
XXIII 
102 e in pain 
LXXXVII 
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CV 
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CV 
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- 74 
22 
231 
59 
55 
intention 
for I have no firmness of intention and even now my will has changed 
interest 1 
It is not interest that moves its puré love 
into 
ination of the body is unable to turn into 
I have turned reason into 
, but I have turned the straight rule into 
vices once they have been translated into 
ng some tasty morsel turns every meal into 
pposite occurs , it throws his nature into 
When I die , love will go into 
sensual side of rae has to be dragged into 
- but only that God will take her up into 
in : even though I beg to be allowed into 
And if God chose to take me up into 
The body *s love plunges the soul into 
, so it is with me ; for I make love into 
you , which is why I beg you to come into 
they both bring their appetites fully into 
ts wonderful effects upon me , driven into 
into my heart - for you have entered into 
bull meets his match , and is forced into 
But I sink into 
ion by another of his kind , he flees into 
to the sea , so does every end merge into 
21 
a base desire , and does not even stir 
a lowly thrall , and have given no though 
a sharp-hooked scythe 
actions ; their potentiality can only be 
agony ; or like the hermit who has spent 
confusión , and he fails to reach the goa 
eclipse 
faith 
Heaven 
Heaven , I do not reveré that place as I 
Heaven , my bliss would not be complete u 
its form of pleasure , but when the soul 
my god and try to wrest contentment from 
my heart - for you have entered into some 
play , agreeing to a friendly truce , hen 
secrecy by the power of its enemies ? The 
some that were more loathsome than mine 
submission by another of his kind , he fl 
the active life , and so continué in sadn 
the wilderness , and returns only when he 
you 
invisible 1 
it is beyond my powers to make you an invisible crown 
involves 2 
erred to any other delight , since it involves a pleasurable languishing 
ove over which Venus has her dominión involves the participation of body and soul to 
that God will protect me from my own iré 
iron 
ghtest stroke will pierce one made of iron 
1 
while nothing can destroy their joint m 
harbour rather than to stay where he is 
because I do not know what true love is 
o means of knowing what virtuous love is 
given conflicting accounts of what it is 
The body , which is 
0 deserve the honour accorded it ; it is 
All ~I want of her is 
This is 
world has its own ends ; none of them is 
rstand me / for all I am going to say is 
where safety and comfort wait , fate is 
has forced such pain upon me , for it is 
ine suffering so he feel , then , who is 
In all love there is 
y argüe with it , in the end the will is 
a particular woman , knows what love is 
This is 
Have no doubt , my suffering is 
And often Nature is 
This form of love is 
! Completely change my nature , which is 
And so , it is 
feelings to myself , do not think it is 
This is 
It is 
en without being aware of it , and it is 
trying to do what my reason tells me is 
Lily among thorns , it is 
1 make virtue easy to attain , and it is 
auty , even for the most devout man , is 
nfinite , while the other part of him is 
In part this will is 
s own like ; to these a bastard child is 
Just as gold is 
Faith , for the strength of my desire is 
foolish fancies / for my imagination is 
with which lovers love : one of them is 
Please , God , before my case is 
Similarly , the end which is 
This mixed desire is 
rt this will is born of ignorance and is 
My spirit is 
fight , for the soul then wants what is 
But now that she is 
248 
a creature of corruption , is necessarily d 
a man 's worth which gives valué to everyth 
a mind so limpid that she would understand 
a sure sign that earthly good is not based 
a true end , since they do not make man hap 
about love , while I doubt that the sort wh 
against him : he never reaches it 
all love 's doing 
already on the road to such a destination ? 
always a lover and a beloved ; and so , whe 
always governed by the understanding 's goo 
and declares it to be his god 
another ' s doing , not mine 
as serious as that 
at fault , for it will endow with goodness 
attained only through the understanding , b 
bad because of my great faults 
because I am not disposed to- the deepest of 
because I do not know what true love is 
because love can be defined as an act of th 
because of the world that God made all thes 
because óf this that such love could never 
best 
beyond my powers to make you an invisible c 
beyond the reach of the poet 's art 
blinding 
blotted out from this world , for what is f 
born of ignorance and is composed of our tw 
born that rebels against both its progenito 
brought up from the mines mixed with base o 
capable of all else 
captive to the past , which is the.Nonly goo 
chaste , another pleasurable ; of the third 
closed by death , accept me as yours , sinc 
completely human gives no rest and sets no 
composed of both body and soul joined toget 
composed of our two natures 
content with imaginings alone , by which it 
contrary to reason 's decree , while the bo 
dead , they are easily distinguishable and 
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209 
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149 
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No one 
The soul , which 
h the next man , and love 's strength 
ople who give credit to anything that 
ed , weave a mixed fabric in which it 
Its quality depends on where it 
ver hopes to reach it without my help 
hing seems adequate ; whether my mind 
s of desire , the understanding alone 
All pain is insignificant unless it 
The aoul , which 
aled through acts , and from these it 
e mines mixed with base ores and then 
ck , and when the friend departs , he 
never satisfied , and keeps all that 
lotted out from this world , for what 
turns to suffering ; a brief respite 
Her mind 
Whenever a bull meets his match , and 
s - from such amalgams great strength 
ove which derives from the soul alone 
an know you for what you are until he 
e could never be called constant : it 
Whenever it 
makes his decisión : since the storm 
thing which no longer exists , for it 
emselves , for unless the man himself 
am quite sure that everything you do 
s on whether the quality of the paper 
y other good is measured , and no one 
not come in a fixed measure : lover 
its worst : I flee from everyone who 
il , should not be kept hidden : Love 
It 
holds body and spirit , for often one 
It 
The fact 
Whichever it 
If she 
Mother of God , if she 
The spiritual part of me 
ed to nothingness , especially if she 
instantly / and their immediate cause 
cannot show its true nature while it 
love is not to be found in woman : it 
o would be free of all suffering ? It 
t I have cast all my desires , and it 
t type of love towards which my flesh 
If she is in Heaven , her joy 
All pain 
ch love begins to know what happiness 
ut again ! Well , beloved lady , that 
f the fruits before he can eat : this 
the means to show great zeal in what 
Appropriately , it 
to love when the flesh is lost , but 
from the world , t'he virtuous desire 
an , and very few people know what it 
Nature , and man cannot guess what it 
t do not touch my spirit , since this 
pleasure with my pain , the pleasure 
s flesh ceases to love when the flesh 
r senses dies and this tempered state 
unes and tempers hope , and once this 
colour of the cloth , but the texture 
plies the forms of good from which it 
uch harder ? Forgive me if what I say 
e good against which every other good 
hip should go under , then even if it 
But the second of these 
very true it is that its deep sadness 
s within me in its simple form , such 
, which is a creature of corruption , 
y , since it gives the body more than 
long as the appetite wants only what 
loves of its own accord -, so that man 
er attains what is worthy of it , and 
While the body may tire , it 
of the flesh that its concept of love 
the form of virtuous good , and there 
ve that he arms himself , while there 
and they would answer me , for there 
There 
fails from the outset , because there 
une at all compared to me , for there 
unaided in this desire , for the soul 
This is a sure sign that earthly good 
It 
It 
It 
patently obvious to me that puré love 
in fear , even though comparable pain 
deemed good merely because he knows that th 
destined to contémplate God , rebels , blas 
determined by where it enters 
different from what they have experienced t 
difficult to distinguish between the colour 
directed , for love must necessarily be eng 
either mad or else a fool and a mindless lo 
empty or fall of thoughts , all my time is 
equipped with judgement 
eternal , and I fear lest this is what she 
everlasting , with fleet foot seeks out vir 
evident that the soul drags itself down whi 
exposed to fire to make the alloy dissolve 
filled with regret : when good takes its le 
finite at bay as long as it can 
finite in him is of no help at such a time 
followed by redoubled anguish : just like t 
food for the enlightened 
forced into submission by another of his ki 
forged - thus does subtle and infinite love 
founded on the virtues and on the understan 
free of you 
goaded by weariness or neglect 
God 's will that the ship should go under , 
going to set in , his best course is to see 
gone for ever 
good , all he has is useless 
good and that you do as much good by taking 
good or poor , in just such a way this type 
good who does not resemble you 
great or insignificant according to how he 
happy , and loathe the thought that my grie 
happy for its secrets to be displayed 
hardly surprising that the reasonable appet 
held captive by the other so that love of t 
his fault that you have not been given the 
, however , that I bore these marks that lo 
, I will suffer it too 
in Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; if in He 
in purgatory for unexpiated sins , plead wi 
in readiness , but the sensual side of me h 
in such a place because of me 
in the body 
in the company of the body 
in the contemplative life that delight awai 
in this sphere that my pleasure lies 
in you that the same desires originate 
inclined feels in full measure the good whi 
ineffable ; if in Hell , all my prayers are 
insignificant unless it is eternal / and I 
: it allows neither fear ñor hope to come a 
just the position in which my great pleasur 
just what it has been like for me , who lov 
known as moral virtue 
known as pleasurable love , for it makes us 
left feeling grief every time he remembers 
left within me , unadulterated 
like 
like , much less feel it 
like you 
lost , and anguish overtakes me once more 
but is left feeling grief every time 
for the spirit as well as for the bo 
love bewails its own death 
lost on him 
made 
madness : my words arise from anguish 
measured , and no one is good who does not 
moored in the safest port , it will lose it 
more important than the other two , even if 
much to be preferred to any other delight , 
my delight that I forget I am in this world 
necessarily drawn to the corrupt appetites 
necessary : this will thrusts the body upwa 
necessary to it and does not exceed the nat 
never completely untouched by love 
never fulfilled 
never satisfied , and keeps all that is fin 
no better than a wolf 's or a fox 's , anim 
no disagreement among the desires which spr 
no doubt that the body , for its part , gro 
no one else to share in their constant lame 
no physician who could cure me of my desire 
no pleasure for me in seeing any task throu 
no solution to my longing 
not attached to matter , and cannot be the 
not based in truth ; that is why it cannot 
not easy to tell how body and soul implemen 
not- interest that moves its puré love 
not the rational part of the soul which spu 
not to be found in woman : it is in the con 
not to be found in Nature , and man cannot 
lost 
lost 
lost 
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f , possessing such wisdom that there 
ive , and it cannot reign where there 
When the appetite 
rtant than the other two , even if it 
his world , for what is finite in him 
: death returns to the void all that 
ant nothing for myself - nothing that 
It 
it : all that springs from your power 
If there 
than happy while we both live , there 
If you are not a virgin , it 
lthough you seem full of anger , that 
im above the level of man ; and so it 
But if I have served love , it 
Love of any kind 
It 
ay , anyone who has inner worth , but 
her useless ; unless the third strand 
If love sees that all its wandering 
ed , for power has no worth unless it 
sky and , seeing no cloud in sight , 
It 
overs burning in love 's furnace , it 
he knows what has happened , a storm 
mency , and the bad you seem to do us 
ay take root jointly in us , if there 
found amidst the thoughts of one who 
is the same as that which anyone who 
While one 
ight to the eyes of my soul ! My will 
ime it attempts resistance ? My flesh 
If this 
There 
lost all desire for food , unless it 
, but not for long , and its pleasure 
r givíng such praise to the life that 
pty or fall of thoughts , all my time 
This strand 
For your whole body 
nature : an unmistakeable sign of it 
cannot help thinking how very true it 
So it 
Rather , the fear that preys on me 
If that 
My fierce desire 
This 
weet tears bathe my face ? Contrition 
the fount from which they flow ; this 
Such , it said , 
nation is captive to the past , which 
, spare me a crust of bread , for it 
But virtuous love 
What 
To you it 
Part of my great pleasure 
This 
1 decide to bury him in Hell ) : this 
It 
coming to terms with his death , and 
ared to what I do each night , for it 
luence to take root : where my desire 
feel occurs in the body , and that it 
It 
it 
it 
It 
absolute good in this world , then it 
latter / if they lack worthiness , it 
une has not yet revealed what my fate 
e delight , and in no small measure , 
has taken and does not know where he 
y soul , while it may be that my fate 
What 
The least you can do 
h me : I know now that my best course 
is going to set in , his best course 
ed , a storm is raging about him that 
If one of these 
bother with my works ! And anyone who 
I do not claim that it 
ach new peripd of the day their power 
in you , wilix realise that what I say 
ouble he may take , because this will 
ou , that the inclination of the body 
Nothing that 
the man himself is good , all he has 
In quantity it 
mid-place , between the extremes ; it 
Prudent lady , when love 
But it 
My flesh 
tituent parts are in harmony , and 
virtues and on the understanding ; 
nothing she does not know 
nothingness : death returns to the void all 
obedient to the soul , man keeps to a strai 
of little use without them 
of no help at such a time , thus does the 
of the body 
of this world - but only that God will take 
on you and you alone that I have cast all m 
one 
one absolute good in this world , then it i 
one thought that makes me wretched : that y 
only because it was God 's desire that you 
only due to your displeasure at our ignoran 
only just that whoever pleases the Devil sh 
only to end up completely ruined 
particularly revolting and abhorrent to me 
patently obvious to me that puré love is no 
poor in possessions and of base lineage , d 
present , the rope unravels 
profitless , I am sure that , from puré sha 
put to good use , while lineage has to dése 
quite convinced that he may trust to a sing 
quite possible for man to love simply , wit 
quite wrong to pity them , and even more mi 
raging about him that is too fierce to be w 
really an ineffable good 
room there for their respective fires to be 
sad ; and even when people have seen me in 
sad may enjoy : when we pity our own plight 
satisfied , the other 's strength diminishe 
set against yours , and I am my own enemy , 
so inclined towards pleasure that I cannot 
so , then why did you créate me , since you 
some comparison between me and those great 
some morsel that I may earn through my grea 
soon spent 
spent in sadness , but I , who have seen th 
spent in vain : I repent of everything I do 
strong , and it makes the others hold ; alt 
swollen with poison , as anyone can see by 
that it has no limits 
that its deep sadness is much to be preferr 
that the understanding of all those over wh 
that you do not desire me as you ought , so 
the case , then annihilate my soul ; may al 
the driving forcé behind all this , and I k 
the form my desires took while she was aliv 
the fount from which they flow ; this is th 
the key which opens the closed door of heav 
the nature of the flesh that its concept of 
the only good it knows , while I can feel p 
the only thing that could take this bitter 
the philosopher 's stone , making precious 
the point of trying to resist it ? The will 
the present , for me it is yet to come 
the same as that which anyone who is sad ma 
the sort of passion that inflames my soul , 
the sort of torment that racks my soul , no 
the will 's unfailing guide 
then led to believe that his life will be s 
then that I summon all my wits to plot my s 
, there can be no stability 
there that the lover feels both the pain an 
this , belovéd lady : to love you as I ough 
this harmony which multiplies the forms of 
this simple will that God raises up , and i 
this will that poets talk of , and through 
through me that man may attain it 
through no fault of theirs 
to be 
to be found amidst the thoughts of one who 
to be sent ( he cannot tell whether God wi 
to be the reverse 
to become of me , who do not deserve your h 
to believe me 
to keep as far from you as I can - the sigh 
to seek harbour rather than to stay where h 
too fierce to be weathered out 
too taut or too slack , it renders the othe 
tormented by his suffering\need not seek ou 
totally different from all other pain : qua 
transmuted , and in a single day melancholy 
true , and their spirits will sink 
unable to satisfy the soul , much less the 
unable to turn into a base desire /.^ and doe 
unadulterated can attract our nature ; the 
useless 
variable , and does not come in a fixed mea 
very difficult to achieve this mean , and v 
very oíd , absence can become a worm that e 
virtuous love which gives me life ; the und 
wasted from so many sleepless nights 
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CV 186 lingering cold of the senses , and it 
CV 12 ath , accept me as yours , since that 
XCVI 32 it is eternal , and I fear lest this 
XXIII 43 Yet that 
LXXXVII 84 le the body 's fury swells up , which 
CV 182 m no less than what I ask you , which 
XIII 10 ts likeness , and seeks it out ; that 
CV 119 hly good is not based in truth ; that 
LXXXVII 36 what can satisfy the whole man ; that 
LXXXVII 90 while the soul abases itself , which 
IV 32 That 
LXXXVII 254 d many evils in worldly glory , so it 
LXXXIII 5 That 's just the way it 
LIII 37 el the pain until he recovers , so it 
LXXXVII 47 If a man loves virtue , then it 
CV 50 ve without your aid , because my body 
LXXXVII 224 the carnal sort , never attains what 
I 19 He 
CV 151 To you it is the present , for me it 
is wet opposes fire , so love extends its infl 
is what I feel through these that dictates my 
is what I want ; let your blood soften my hard 
is what she has earned 
is what you deserve , for a visible crown woul 
is why both body and soul are poor in delights 
is why I beg you to come into my heart - for y 
is why I choose not to follow the ways of the 
is why it cannot make man content 
is why it makes the lover ever restless 
is why this desire will enter men but never no 
is why , when you see lovers burning in love ' 
is with me ; for I make love into my god and t 
is with me : I am always struggling against lo 
is with me : when anger grips me , I find such 
is with such love that he arms himself , while 
is worse than paralytic 
is worthy of it , and is never fulfilled 
is wretched indeed who can cali his own mind h 
is yet to come 
XLII 12 ble flesh ! What 's his ñame ? John 
isn 
isn t it ? You know who I mean : he ' s the on 
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it is through me that man may attain 
igher the pleasure we may win through 
except where the spirit has a part in 
draws in , spreading darkness before 
for its court and has summoned me to 
eeds to do so , and loves himself for 
rmous hairs you have growing all over 
ate is against him : he never reaches 
ke neither delight ñor displeasure in 
to subjugate the soul and to dominate 
t among the desires which spring from 
r fear ñor hope to come anywhere near 
time wears pain away , and overcomes 
of everything I do ,, even before I do 
e from his works , he did not deserve 
uess what it is like , much less feel 
s , even if I do not say a word about 
much good by taking life as by giving 
ve begins to know what happiness is : 
pain but , through another sweet pain 
poils of its battles , and this keeps 
ur kind of pleasure than you weary of 
etite wants only what is necessary to 
ort , never attains what is worthy of 
in them , even without being aware of 
n lasts , constancy holds out against 
ile the flesh declares war every time 
ou grant the gift of grace , and take 
, but just ask them : " So what will 
As for my body - love has abandoned 
to bring him something pleasurable , 
But I cannot do as 
understand love 's ways more deeply , 
a small boon comes amidst great ills 
I want to straighten 
ned young noblemen have paid court to 
he deepest of joys that I do not feel 
all that is finite at bay as long as 
rom all other pain : quantitatively , 
hing with earth my naked body , since 
at my best ; I do not know what good 
s up , and its power can be such that 
counterpart , for the latter does all 
It does all 
re , while at the same time doing all 
ntil it has wearied of its pleasure ; 
d is not based in truth ; that is why 
ntentment from it , only to find that 
hope die / love cannot survive , and 
it with my own eyes , desire the pain 
And yet , we are all dolts when 
t as peaceful as that of your mind as 
efit , give me the strength to reject 
t struggle to his feet no matter what 
f this Law of ours , because of which 
s cover to work their evil , and wish 
regret : when good takes its leave , 
t will takes complete control of what 
But 
in the chill of death the place which 
lt to distinguish between the colours 
ch cannot lead him to happiness , for 
t death can wreak , but the fact that 
d does not exceed the natural order , 
257 
all day , I am left feeling so weak that no 
: all that springs from your power is one 
allows neither fear ñor hope to come anywhe 
also brings some small pleasure 
always supplied with the choicest food 
, and are left feeling all the weaker ; the 
and does not exceed the natural order , it 
, and is never fulfilled 
, and it is because of this that such love 
and pays no heed to what the envious might 
attempts resistance ? My flesh is so inclin 
away , regardless of worth 
be , my dears ? If it 's to do with love , 
, because the power of the body has reached 
behaves like the woman who has so little se 
bids me : love has thought up an especially 
brings me pleasure mixed with pain 
brings only sorrow ; and I strive to the ut 
, but I can only do so with your help 
, but they have had to suffer unabated hung 
; but , through the understanding , even a 
can 
can be considered to be very like others 
can count on no other pleasure than the tho 
can do me to put that moment off 
can make all other kinds of love lay down t 
can to ensure , for the sake of its own pie 
can to make the body disposed towards love 
can to make the other obey , but it does no 
cannot experience good without also tasting 
cannot make man content 
cannot provide me with what I ask 
cannot reign where there is nothingness : d 
causes , since it holds the promise of plea 
clouds the mind , covers subtle truths with 
comes to extolling adequately the worth of 
commands the subtleties that nourish your u 
completely ; and make me feel a small spark 
costs 
could be said that together they forra one L 
could last all year 
cries out loudly for pain to come and take 
darkens the reason of all those it wounds , 
desires 
differs from the others in quality , which 
disinhabits , as the once living flesh turn 
displays 
does all it can to make the body disposed t 
does not desire what can satisfy the whole 
doe~s not discrimínate between one man and a 
does not fail man 
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n drives love from them , or at least 
1 it can to malee the other obey , but 
pwards , but the body 's nature pulís 
ve 's strength is determined by where 
It has not left 
Anything that ventures upon 
e spacious does its prison feel , and 
, and if I attemp to avoid the pain , 
You cannot expect a haré to know how 
akes use indiscriminately of whatever 
urs , I would have no reason to thank 
tent with imaginings alone , by which 
íence its delight on a higher level ; 
Id reach beyond what Nature decrees , 
the soul , much less the body , since 
h which Nature has endowed it , while 
accomplishes what no other can , for 
soul fails to find its own delight , 
low body of yours to a merchant after 
But 
before he can eat : this is just what 
your blood soften my hardened heart : 
In me 
every time he remembers the pleasure 
ch an extent that the dangerous wound 
: an unmistakeable sign of it is that 
Even though 
ot loóse their grip on the body until 
paradise without feeling anything of 
She prefers puddle-water , fouling 
s , desire the pain it causes , since 
iré so that I can write untroubled by 
I have started along the road towards 
master , and while it may argüe with 
referred to any other delight , since 
II given conflicting accounts of what 
s to deserve the honour accorded it ; 
at has forced such pain upon me / for 
And so , 
my feelings to myself , do not think 
even without being aware of it , and 
Lily among thorns , 
will make virtue easy to attain , and 
ngled , weave a mixed fabric in which 
Its quality depends on where 
All pain is insignificant unlesá 
evealed through acts , and from these 
love could never be called constant : 
Whenever 
omething which no longer exists , for 
Whichever 
oul cannot show its true nature while 
re love is not to be found in woman : 
d so would be free of all suffering ? 
that I have cast all my desires , and 
Appropriately , 
mean , and very few people knbw what 
in Nature , and man cannot guess what 
Itiplies the forms of good from which 
e ship should go under , then even if 
While the body may tire , 
mportant than the other two , even if 
If you are not a virgin , 
t him above the level of man ; and so 
But if I have'served love , 
eemed , for power has no worth unless 
e lovers burning in love 's furnace , 
ave lost all desire for food , unless 
's nature : an unmistakeable sign of 
I cannot help thinking how very true 
So 
ady , spare me a crust of bread , for 
To you 
ompared to what I do each night , for 
I feel oceurs in the body , and that 
onstituent parts are in harmony , and 
it does not stay for the same length of time i 
it does not succeed in making the other give u 
it down 
it enters 
it entirely , but has struck out along that ro 
it , even for a single moment , will feel the 
it extends its strength and power so that it n 
it feels as if I were trying to distance mysel 
it feels to be courageous ! The sensual appeti 
It finds nowhere for its influence to take roo 
it finds pleasurable 
it for not clothing with earth my naked body , 
It forces man to want his hope 's fulfilment , 
it forges the image of a woman 
it forgets its wretched nature 
it gives rise to a false and unstable desire 
it gives the body more than is necessary : thi 
it gives the soul a bitter draught to drink 
it grasps the greatest subtleties 
it grieves 
It grieves me to see my departure from this wo 
it had savoured noble flesh ! What 's his ñame 
it has advanced only one argument in its favou 
it has been like for me , who love two women a 
it has cured many others of the same afflictio 
it has done its worst : I flee from everyone w 
it has given him 
it has inflicted will cause me no pain if only 
it has no limits 
it has no part in the first impulses of desire 
It has not left it entirely , but has struck o 
it has wearied of its pleasure ; it cannot exp 
it here 
it herself before drinking , and never touches 
it holds the proraise of pleasure 
It hurts me whenever I come across something o 
it , I shall say what I find in you 
it ; I want to retrace my steps , and yet I do 
it , in the end the will is always governed by 
it involves a pleasurable languishing 
it is 
it is a man 's worth which gives valué to ever 
it is all love 's doing 
it is because I am not disposed to the deepest 
it is because I do not know what true love is 
It is because of the world that God made all t 
it is because of this that such love could nev 
it is beyond my powers to make you an invisibl 
it is beyond the reach of the poet 's art 
it is difficult to distinguish between the col 
it is directed , for love must necessarily be 
it is eternal , and I fear lest this is what s 
it is evident that the soul drags itself down 
it is goaded by weariness or neglect 
it is God 's will that the ship should go unde 
it is gone for ever 
It is hardly surprising that the reasonable ap 
It is his fault that you have not been given t 
it is , I will suffer it too 
it is in the company of the body 
it is in the contemplative life that delight a 
It is in this sphere that my pleasure lies 
it is in you that the same desires origínate 
it is known as pleasurable love , for it makes 
it is like 
it is like , much less feel it 
it is made 
it is moored in the safest port , it will lose 
it is never satisfied , and keeps all that is 
It is not easy to tell how body and soul imple 
It is not interest that moves its puré love 
It is not the rational part of the soul which 
it is of little use without them 
It is on you and you alone that I have cast al 
it is only because it was God 's desire that y 
it is only just that whoever pleases the Devil 
it is only to end up completely ruined 
It is patently obvious to me that puré love is 
it is put to good use , while lineage has to d 
It is quite possible for man to love simply , 
it is quite wrong to pity them , and even more 
it is some morsel that I may earn through my g 
it is that it has no limits 
it is that its deep sadness is much to be pref 
it is that the understanding of all those over 
it is the only thing that could take this bitt 
it is the present , for me it is yet to come 
It is the will *s unfailing guide 
it is then that I summon all my wits to plot m 
it is there that the lover feels both the pain 
It is this , beloved lady : to love you as I o 
it'is this harmony which multiplies the forms 
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he virtues and on the understanding ; 
ne absolute good in thia world , then 
he latter , if they lack worthiness , 
I do not claim that 
In quantity 
he mid-place , between the extremes ; 
But 
he lingering cold of the senses , and 
find many evils in worldly glory , so 
That 's just the way 
feel the pain until he recovers , so 
If a man loves virtue , then 
To you it is the present , for me 
ge has to deserve the honour accorded 
oíd ; although they can exist without 
ves from the type of love which gives 
the understanding , because of which 
to the past , which is the only good 
just forget 
n satisfy the whole man ; that is why 
This strand is strong , and 
it is known as pleasurable love , for 
limita to the appetite ; but without 
derstanding as its master , and while 
me that I might save my soul , while 
sake , without refusing the gift that 
will that poets talk of , and through 
But 
greater pain does my desire feel when 
akes me love , and then blames me for 
xtends its strength and power so that 
s fulfilment , without ever attaining 
structs the body 's actions , robbing 
ard grow for a while and then sheared 
Unless one has experienced 
wl and groan when the west wind whips 
god and -try to wrest contentment from 
re longs for its likeness , and seeks 
Your spirit breathes wherever 
On whomever 
although they can exist without it , 
can cali his own mind his enemy since 
e of these is too taut or too slack , 
you can rely on me to get to work on 
the blood reaching my heart , so that 
" So what will it be , my dears ? If 
ger ! " , don 't be bashful , because 
Such , 
Even though 
colour and losing its natural form as 
way this type of love depends on whom 
Fortune and the events through which 
But if 
tries to outweigh the other , but if 
ieve that I ara the only lover in whom 
h : in the great majority of lovers , 
able love , I will not speak , for in 
Through 
But he does not see 
What is the point of trying to resist 
to man ; but if the opposite occurs , 
eigh the other , but if it succeeds , 
man , knows what love is and declares 
Whenever he wants 
I cannot wait for 
Whichever it is , I will suffer 
making precious every worthless thing 
are not a virgin , it is only because 
e Mosaic Law was not good in itself ( 
to paradise ) , but only in so far as 
, the other 's strength diminishes as 
rument , but only by actually- playing 
you as the God who said of Judas that 
I run away from every pleasure as if 
rything with which Nature has endowed 
e fettered and that reason never free 
Only those possess 
When will I cease to fear death ? 
, I am sure that , from puré shame , 
And often Nature is at fault , for 
if it is moored in the safest port , 
as more to say to the flesh , telling 
the body 's finite nature , and fill 
, but I , who have seen the glory of 
then sheared it off , you could knot 
Whoever hopes to reach 
it is this simple will that God raises up , an 
It is this will that poets talk of , and throu 
it is through me that man may attain it 
it is through no fault of theirs 
it is totally different from all other pain : 
it is variable , and does not come in a fixed 
it is very difficult to achieve this mean , an 
it is virtuous love which gives me life ; the 
it is what I feel through these that dictates 
it is with me ; for I make love into my god an 
it is with me : I am always struggling against 
it is with me : when anger grips me , I find s 
it is with such love that he arms himself , wh 
it is yet to come 
it ; it is a man 's worth which gives valué to 
it , it prevents their undoing 
it its form ; most of the time this love infli 
it knows and loves good 
it knows / while I can feel pain lurking in wa 
It longs impatiently for the solaces of the be 
it , madam , if you thought you were sitting p 
It makes man love falsely and want that which 
it makes the lover ever restless 
it makes the others hold ; although they can e 
it makes use indiscriminately of whatever it f 
it man cannot reach the higher goal : Saint Jo 
it may argüe with it , in the end the will is 
it may be that my fate is to be the reverse 
it might make me , am happy to give myself up 
it mortal pain afflicts them 
it must lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid of t 
it must take leave of my hope 
it ! My desire and my reason have called a tru 
it no longer finds itself looking at a wall , 
it , no matter how much thought and trouble he 
it of everything with which Nature has endowed 
it off , you could knot it with the hair from 
it , one cannot understand the great delight t 
it one way and the east wind another , and the 
it , only to find that it cannot provide me wi 
it out ; that is why I choose not to follow th 
it pleases ; when or why no living man can tel 
it pleases , you bestow the ñame of god ; by m 
it prevents their undoing 
it reminds him continually of his troubles 
it renders the other useless ; unless the thir 
it right away 
it runs to wherever I have been wounded 
it 's to do with love , you can rely on me to 
it 's you they '11 mean 
it said , is the nature of the flesh that its 
it seems impossible that I should be less than 
it seethes 
it settles in - my special sensibilities revea 
it shapes our lives 
it should reach beyond what Nature decrees , i 
It soon brings many pleasures and many pains , 
it succeeds , it thwarts both love and itself 
it takes a form as unusual as this : while abs 
it takes its leave through the body , very oft 
it the loved one does not reciprócate the love 
it the others are highly esteemed , for power 
it the way the discerning do ; he can tell the 
it ? The will , through which all actions are 
it throws his nature into confusión / and he f 
it thwarts both love and itself 
it to be his god 
it to bring him something pleasurable , it beh 
it to pass 
it too 
it touches 
it was God ' s desire that you should have prog 
it was not the way to paradise ) , but only in 
it was the beginning of this Law of ours , bec 
it watches resentfully its opponent 's power i 
it well and in tune 
it were better that man had not been born 
it were my enemy , for when a small boon comes 
it , while it gives the soul a bitter draught 
it , while the flesh declares war every time i 
it who lay aside all vices , acting virtuously 
It will be when I become inflamed with love of 
it will drop from its place above us 
it will endow with goodness men who are unable 
it will lose its anchor and its rigging will s 
It will soon be all over with me , unless your 
it with great indignation : " All your hopes a 
it with life 
it with my ,own eyes , desire the pain it cause 
it with the hair from your arms and make some 
it without my help is either mad or else a foo 
It would be better to endure the pain than to 
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thousand innocent men in cold blood , it would be nothing compared to what I do each 
I fear death only because it would mean absence from you , and because d 
It darkens the reason of all those it wounds , and they nave no means of knowing 
With pain üke that of the soul when it wrenches itself free of the body and begins 
hose who nave done nothing to deserve it ; you grant the gift of grace , and take it 
sh ! What rs his ñame ? John , isn *t it ? You know who I mean : he 's the one with 
red in the safest port , it will lose 
ubtle thought to gather the spoils of 
a short time my body has shed most of 
uld last any longer , and yet I dread 
for me in seeing any task through to 
aid , is the nature of the flesh that 
power depends on the extent to which 
nge existence , for love wants me for 
Crimináis come out under 
elp thinking how very true it is that 
The body strives to experience 
be fed with poison , she gives in to 
Love reveáis itself through 
, driven into secrecy by the power of 
it has advanced only one argument in 
from the type of love which gives it 
he body 's love plunges the soul into 
together desire does not last beyond 
senses , but makes virtues and wisdom 
for me and can count on ending up in 
of them in turn has to be stirred by 
is wet opposes fire , so love extends 
It finds nowhere for 
es itself free of the body and begins 
Two blows I felt , 'dealt by each with 
filled with regret : when good takes 
e great majority of lovers , it takes 
ace within me , each of them drawn by 
Every creature longs for 
use the power of the body has reached 
my days , then love will have reached 
e appetite should resent being led by 
dding , I have appointed my desire as 
out , recognises the understanding as 
nished liver and never puts an end to 
as long as the soul fails to realise 
to cook , changing colour and losing 
hing in him desires the fulfilment of 
diminishes as it watches resentfully 
Let each man judge where my love has 
ives on when death seizes him , since 
soul can never savour contentment of 
gether , but the spirit also loves of 
ases , so that the soul has to asser't 
The body , on 
and once this is lost , love bewails 
leasure through the body , neglecting 
ure , but when the soul fails to find 
This world has 
wn strength , without even drawing on 
sh desires flesh , and the soul seeks 
ng its own delight , and thus forgets 
stations of the will , each following 
11 it can to ensure / for the. sake of 
of anyone who feels virtuous love for 
And I , who love love for 
there is no doubt that the body , for 
out loudly for pain to come and take 
, from puré shame , it will drop from 
clines us towards love will fall from 
does succeed , but not for long , and 
p on the body until it has wearied of 
The soul inclines towards 
simple will that God raises up , and 
nce only over those who cannot resist 
reat passion , the more spacious does 
hild is born that rebels against both 
Each of them forgets 
It is not interest that moves 
ingle moment , will feel the forcé of 
st port , it will lose its anchor and 
three of its strands together to make 
ke me , am happy to give myself up to 
those who have givéíi their lives for 
ot be kept hidden : Love is happy for 
When love dwells within me in 
Love should use all three of 
does its prison feel , and it extends 
mbly imploring the North wind to lend 
e mortal / while the soul cannot show 
: tormenting passions do not trouble 
its 90 
its anchor and its rigging will snap 
its battles , and this keeps it always supplie 
its bulk 
its coming to an end 
its completion 
its concept of love is no better than a wolf ' 
its constituent parts are in harmony , and it 
its court and has summoned me to it 
its cover to work their evil , and wish it cou 
its deep sadness is much to be preferred to an 
its delight on a higher level ; it forgets its 
its demands 
its effects 
its enemies ? The sweet and bitter tastes of b 
its favour , declaring that this love I feel o 
its form ; most of the time this love inflicts 
its form of pleasure , but when the soul fails 
its fulfilment 
its goal 
its hands 
its hunger or goaded by the other 's desire 
its influence only over those who cannot resis 
its influence to take root : where my desire i 
its journey outwards , leaving in the chill of 
its lance 
its leave , it cries out loudly for pain to co 
its leave through the body , very often becaus 
its likeness 
its likeness , and seeks it out ; that is why 
its limít , and my spirit has been confirmed i 
its limits 
its lustful counterpart , for the latter does 
its master 
its master , and while it may argüe with it , 
its meal , for while one worm gnaws constantly 
its mistake 
its natural form as it seethes 
its nature , and nothing in the world can stan 
its opponent 's power increase , for often the 
its origins - something easily done , since h 
its origins are in the infinite , while the ot 
its own accord ; in this the body does succeed 
its own accord , so that man is never complete 
its own , and on other occasions the body has 
its own , can have no contact with the infinit 
its own death 
its own delight , and thus forgets its own nat 
its own delight , it grieves 
its own ends ; none of them is a true end , si 
its own infinite power 
its own like ; to these a bastard child is bor 
its own nature 
its own nature , have to express themselves th 
its own pleasure , that the body will give the 
its own sake 
its own sake , without refusing the gift that 
its part , groans with a brutish desire 
its place 
its place above us 
its place in the heavens , for no other man at 
its pleasure is soon spent 
its pleasure ; it cannot experience good witho 
its pleasure through the body , neglecting its 
its power can be such that it can make all oth 
Its power depends on the extent to which its c 
its powers 
its prison feel , and it extends its strength 
its progenitors 
its proper nature , while at the same time doi 
its puré love 
Its quality depends on where it is directed , 
its rage , and all the fish beneath will rush 
its rigging will snap 
its rope , for one of them easily snaps and an 
its sadness and be sad for ever 
its sake 
its secrets to be displayed 
its simple form , such is my delight that I fo 
Its son and grandson are desire and hope , but 
its strands together to make its rope , for on 
its strength and power so that it no longer fi 
its support , so that all five of them blowing 
its true nature while it is in the company of 
its unmitigated pleasure 
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If love sees that all its wandering is profitless , I am sure that , 
o negotiate terms before carrying out its will , can tame the savage body and domest 
en struggling to break free , workíng its wonderful effects upon me , driven into se 
governs the appetite , reason in all its works becomes natural to man ; but if the 
In me it has done its worst : I flee from everyone who is happy 
elight on a higher level ; it forgets its wretched nature 
r to the extent of completely denying 
t succeeds , it thwarts both love and 
ntact with the infinite ; the soul by 
ese it is evident that the soul drags 
ike that of the soul when it wrenches 
The Mosaic Law was not good in 
and power so that it no longer finds 
rtue I love and reveré her spirit for 
d , but lady Teresa enjoys perfection 
Love reveáis 
The soul cannot embroil 
completely restored , my spirit gives 
tries to ascend while the soul abases 
I would like to guard her love 
My feeble limbs 
how can I do otherwise ? If righteous 
to put all that milk to good use when 
ured noble flesh ! What 's his ñame ? 
cannot reach the higher goal : Saint 
ach when our flesh and soul are again 
iré is composed of both body and soul 
hall make my vow to that same God who 
ron , while nothing can destroy their 
The first two kinds may take root 
tself free of the body and begins its 
Whoever has a 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
itself 
13 
abhors all kinds of excess 
down while the body 's fury swells up , 
free of the body and begins its journey 
( it was not the way to paradise ) , bu 
looking at a wall , but rather begins t 
, on which may God have mercy 
, possessing such wisdom that there is 
through its effects 
unaided in this desire , for the soul i 
up to physical pleasures 
, which is why this desire will enter m 
jealously 1 
jealously , and to feel sure that she would wi 
jerk 1 
jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden to my ne 
Job 1 
Job was weighed down with the fear of God , wh 
John 3 
John goes off and leaves you with his child ( 
John , isn 't it ? You know who I mean : he 's 
John was sent to announce the Messiah 
joined 3 
joined , so love lifts me up to a high degree 
joined together , for once the man has won the 
joined us never to weaken in my resolve , and 
joint 1 
joint mass ~ from such amalgams great strength 
jointly 1 
jointly in us , if there is room there for the 
journey 2 
journey outwards , leaving in the chill of dea 
journey to make can have no rest 
journeyman 1 
Every journeyman labourer can count on his wages at 
XCIV 
CV 
IV 
XCVI 
XCVI 
I 
72 
159 
61 
19 
15 
29 
CV 
198 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
IV 
LXXXII 
99 
121 
34 
94 
36 
7 
27 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
60 
205 
305 
311 
296 
o that I will never know the taste of 
es that the highest good will yield a 
y , nothing on God 's Earth brings me 
If she is in Heaven , her 
Through you I will attain 
imagined pleasure , then , alas ! my 
Let people 
e I am not disposed to the deepest of 
believe in you as the God who said of 
I despair when I think that you will 
Let each man 
Although I am a bad Christian when 
ess that I am the guilty one ; I have 
understanding alone is equipped with 
Both our experience and our 
ng heart burns hotter than the sun in 
ict raging there : I see that you are 
joy 6 
joy 
joy above all others 
joy except you 
joy is ineffable ; if in Hell , all my prayers 
joy or sadness ; whatever fate God has allotte 
joy turns to suffering ; a brief respite is fo 
joyfully 1 
joyfully celébrate the feast-days , and mix fu 
joys 1 
joys that I do not feel it ; but , through the 
Judas 1 
Judas that it were better that man had not bee 
j udge 2 
judge me by my merits ; I loathe the thought t 
judge where my love has its origins - somethi 
j udged 2 
judged by my works , I bear you no anger , and 
judged your decisions with eyes of flesh 
judgement 2 
j udgement 
judgement prove in the end to be unreliable -
June 1 
June , and yet has won no reward 
just 27 
just and merciful , I see your will which disp 
Just as a greater glory will be within man 's 
Just as a man ' s soul Uves on when death seiz 
Just as armour made of steel will crumple at t 
Just as everything that is wet opposes fire , 
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5 
e , don 't pretend you 're deaf , but 
ought up an especially fierce ilíness 
ut when they fade , pain attacks me : 
I am 
te is followed by redoubled anguish : 
When even the most 
fore the other ' s superior strength ; 
ity of the paper is good or poor , in 
the level of man ;' and so it is only 
again ! Well , beloved lady , that is 
In 
In 
That 's 
In 
he fruits before he can eat : this is 
Just as gold is brought up from the mines mixe 
Just as the epileptic in his frenzy , as he tr 
Just as the rivers all run down to the sea , s 
Just as the setting of gold on paper depends o 
Just as we can hear the sea howl and groan whe 
just ask them : " So what will it be , my dear 
just for me , to make sure that I never find t 
just forget it , madam , if you thought you we 
just like a condemned man who has spent a long 
just like the master of some great ship riding 
just like the sick man who for the sake of enj 
just of men live in fear , how can I do otherw 
just so , two strong desires have made my mind 
just such a way this type of love depends on w 
Just tell me what you 're after , and leave th 
just that whoever pleases the Devil should tak 
just the position in which my great pleasure i 
just the same way , anyone who has inner worth 
just the same way , if I should take my leave 
just the way it is with me : I am always strug 
just this way the spirit 's passions are subje 
just what it has been like for me , who love t 
I hate that saint whose feast-day I 
I know now that my best course is to 
my own thoughts , love 's deep cares 
Lord , that you deaden my senses and 
, for they have left me half dead and 
ease my fear so that sheer dread will 
Only the understanding can 
For then I cannot easily 
ever to weaken in my resolve , and to 
keep 9 
keep , and I take pleasure in what soon filis 
keep as far from you as I can - the sight of y 
keep me far removed from all real events 
keep me for ever from knowing certain pleasure 
keep me from life ! O Lord God / let me live o 
keep me from sin , because once I am free of s 
keep our sensuality at bay 
keep the fire of love hidden , and love shows 
keep you constantly in my thoughts 
keeps 7 
Every small creature keeps a wide-eyed vigil , while the sick must 
ay tire , it is never satisfied , and keeps all that is finite at bay as long as it 
se of all the deep secrets which love keeps hidden beneath his cloak 
the spoils of its battles , and this keeps it always supplied with the choicest foo 
My desire keeps me to a bed of hope , so soundly asleep 
ppetite is obedient to the soul , man keeps to a straight path - following the domin 
ers subtle truths with darkness , and keeps watch over a man 's pain even while he s 
kept 5 
God made you , only the fine stuff he kept back for making exceptional women was goo 
ether of good or evil , should not be kept hidden : Love is happy for its secrets to 
That king of Cyprus who was kept in prison by an infidel suffered no misfo 
11 cast aside those habits which have kept me from loving you 
'11 see Love 's fire roar ! If I have kept my feelings to myself , do not think it i 
key 2 
s in the closet only to find that the key that has locked them in will not let them 
nt from which they flow ; this is the key which opens the closed door of heaven 
killed 1 
.Even death has not killed my love and I feel no regret even tho 
re the path and the road to the other 
ns of a very different or conflicting 
ced into submission by another of his 
Love of any 
lear signs of decrepitude , since any 
Since you do every 
must first be satisfied before either 
eel for the deceased springs from the 
The higher 
utile , since you no sooner feel your 
10 kind 
kind 
kind , because the soul 's actions are effecte 
kind , he flees into the wilderness , and retu 
kind is particularly revolting and abhorrent t 
kind of flesh now turns my stomach 
kind of good , in you sloth has gone to sleep 
kind of love can flourish 
kind of love common to all men 
kind of love , hampered by the carnal sort , n 
kind of pleasure than you weary of it , and ar 
kinds 6 
The first two kinds may take root jointly in us , if there i 
inite ; the soul by itself abhors all kinds of excess 
? The sweet and bitter tastes of both kinds of love are indistinguishable 
But in my case , both kinds of love assailed me , and found a place 
an be such that it can make all other kinds of love lay down their arms 
There are three kinds of love with which lovers love : one of 
XCIV 
XXIII 
CV 
13 
king 1 
That king of Cyprus who was kept in prison by an in 
knew 1 
74 es at such times^on men even before I knew grief 
knight 1 
18 hat by mounting you he ' d amount to a knight 
knot 1 
30 " e and then sheared it off , you could knot it with the hair from your arms and make 
know 31 
30 om that there is nothing she does not know 
67 Hell , where time has no meaning , I know all the fear that we are capable of feeli 
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cv 
XLVI 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXVI11 
XCVI 
II 
XXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
CV 
II 
CV 
XCVI 
XLII 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
XCVI 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
XXXII 
XXXIX 
II 
LXXXVII 
I 
175 
40 
206 
170 
124 
17 
13 
21 
5 
155 
261 
290 
41 
25 
44 
72 
130 
150 
78 
149 
26 
8 
26 
134 
2 
13 
6 
41 
59 
169 
6 
169 
195 
324 
50 
7 
16 
31 
33 
13 
144 
128 
28 
7 
5 
262 
4 
ord , and if I ever turn back , may I know 
that the future inight hold , I would know 
e the bliss of paradise ; the pain we know 
You cannot expect a haré to know 
, and I feel no regret even though I know 
Prudent lady , I know 
am afraid to speak to you : I need to know 
But I am sure that when you come to know 
And so with me : I know 
I do not know 
I know 
driving forcé behind all this , and I know 
Lily among thorns , we both know 
no do not deserve your help , since I know 
me fused with your will , and since I know 
a way of life , so that I will never know 
else : we do not need to be clever to know 
I want to know 
hen you find me at my best ; I do not know 
Whoever achieves such love begins to know 
hieve this mean , and very few people know 
bt that I have a free will ; I do not know 
, do not think it is because I do not know 
Since I know 
man whom death has taken and does not know 
's his ñame ? John , isn 't it ? You know 
towards where you await me ; I do not know 
good are the reasons that men do not know 
Nobody can know 
for certain that your ears will be deaf t 
for sure how much love your heart harbour 
here gives us some idea of the torments o 
how it feels to be courageous ! The sensu 
I am dying 
I have only myself to blame if Love has p 
in what place you are before I can decide 
me better , you will not be ungrateful fo 
now that my best course is to keep as far 
of anyone who feels virtuous love for its 
of no other man who , without loving a pa 
of nothing that could stand up to such a 
that a man can easily die of love 
that I could try much harder ? Forgive me 
that the world brings me no benefit , giv 
the taste of joy 
this because in all of us our desires fin 
to what you predestine me 
what good it can do me to put that moment 
what happiness is : it allows neither fea 
what it is like 
what obstructs this desire 
what true love is 
what you are , compel me to love you : le 
where he is to be sent ( he cannot tell 
who I mean : he 's the one with the enorm 
why I do not do what I wish , since I hav 
you 
you for what you are until he is free of 
knowing 3 
n my senses and keep me for ever from knowing certain pleasures , not only the ugly 
t of torment that racks my soul , not knowing what God has ordained for you , becaus 
it wounds , and they have no means of knowing what virtuous love is 
knowledge 2 
en why did you créate me , since your knowledge was infallible ? Return my being to 
ine understanding , through instilled knowledge , while their way of life inspires f 
known 5 
m man 's nature are restricted to the known and finite 
such torment as no other man has ever known , and I do no harm to anyone 
e means to show great zeal in what is known as moral virtue 
Appropriately , it is known as pleasurable love , for it makes use i 
Venice has never known government as peaceful as that of your m 
The ignorant man 
e understanding , because of which it 
Whoever seeks any other end but God 
one is deemed good merely because he 
And love 
And then before he 
, without loving a particular woman , 
the past , which is the only good it 
knows 8 
knows all about the body , except where the sp 
knows and loves good 
knows no rest , for the will can find no peace 
knows that the mean exists : the man who shows 
knows what has forced such pain upon me , for 
knows what has happened , a storm is raging ab 
knows what love is and declares it to be his g 
knows , while I can feel pain lurking in wait 
labour 1 
And nothing can halt their labour except the very thing that I cannot hav 
labourer 1 
Every journeyman labourer can count on his wages at the end of 
Lili 
XIII 
XXXII 
CV 
XXXII 
labours 1 
4 All my labours have brought me nothing 
lack 3 
15 pt voluntary death : even if I should lack for love , I shall not want for angry tho 
38 u allowed an innocent soul to die for lack of compassion , a martyr to his love for 
24 r heads ; as for the latter , if they lack worthiness , it is through no fault of th 
lacking 2 
87 t reveré that place as I ought ; I am lacking both in fear and in hope 
18 essed with riches and noble blood but lacking the most important part since they are 
lady 8 
XXVIII 17 Prudent lady , I know I have only myself to blame if L 
IV 60 Prudent lady , nothing on God *s Earth brings me joy e 
II 41 Prudent lady , spare me a crust of bread , for it is t 
XXIII 28 en , who are most wise and good , but lady Teresa enjoys perfection itself , possess 
II 13 t let them out again ! Wall , beloved lady , that is just the position in which my g 
IV 17 It is this , beloved lady : to love you as I ought 
I 41 Prudent lady , when love is very oíd , absence can bec 
LUÍ 25 Lady , you are my god and my delight 
XIII 
XXXIX 
lamentation 2 
o one else to share in their constant lamentation 
y : when we pity our own plight , our lamentation comforts us more than if the whole 
LXXXVII 
lance 
blows I felt , dealt by each with its lance 
land 
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XLVI 16 tter desperation- , leap out on to dry land 
28 ght 
languishing 
since it involves a pleasurable languishing 
XIII 
32 artridges , turtle-doves 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
Lili 
LXXXVI I 
I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
154 
6 
100 
302 
23 
96 
43 
20 
113 
24 
123 
122 
120 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
XLII 
XLVI 
IV 
XLVI 
XLII 
XLII 
XXIII 
35 
184 
321 
17 
34 
105 
74 
6 
16 
47 
20 
17 
19 
19 
35 
II 
II 
LXXXVI I 
XIII 
I 
Lili 
I 
Lili 
LXXXVI I 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XLII 
Lili 
XCIV 
20 
30 
128 
44 
40 
31 
28 
6 
335 
40 
129 
74 
196 
42 
26 
3 
28 
lapwings 
or crested lapwings 
1 
TAnd when you hear people shout 
29 he mean exists 
largesse 1 
the man who shows no largesse can no more be called generous than h 
last 6 
ause man always wants his pleasure to last 
o work their evil , and wish it could last all year 
oathe the thought that my life should last any longer , and yet I dread its coming t 
ody and soul together desire does not last beyond its fulfilment 
use me no pain if only my renown will last for ever like that of St Francis and his 
hem easily snaps and another does not last for long 
lasts 2 
at love unless , while the separation lasts , constancy holds out against it and pay 
together to form a mixed will which lasts for as long as they agree to continué 
latter 2 
by its lustful counterpart , for the latter does all it can to ensure , for the sak 
can dwell in their heads ; as for the latter , if they lack worthiness , it is throu 
Law 3 
d be said that together they form one Law 
o far as it was the beginning of this Law of ours , because of which it could be sai 
The Mosaic Law was not good in itself ( it was not the wa 
lawyer 1 
wages at the end of the day , and the lawyer can expect to be paid even when he lose 
lay 2 
Only those possess it who lay aside all vices , acting virtuously out of 
t it can make all other kinds of love lay down their arms 
Laymen 1 
Laymen who are inspired by love to perform act 
lead 3 
e time draws near when I shall go and lead a hermit *s life 
ve falsely and want that which cannot lead him to happiness 
and there can be no end that does not lead to you 
so as better to celebr 
for it does not desire 
I live in pain 
leading 1 
leading a life of perversity and I fear éter 
leaf 1 
perch on a tree that was young and in'leaf 
leap 1 
red them and , in utter desperation , leap out on to dry land 
learn 1 
ing happens every day , but you never learn 
learned 4 
crets that not even the confessor has learned 
Once' he had learned about your big weakness , he thought t 
But if he learned the whole story and heard all the deta 
Learned young noblemen have paid court to it / 
learnt 1 
unless , as well as beholding him , I learnt there that you chose to weep over my de 
least 4 
love will ever wane , as long as I at least do not displease you 
ault that you have not been given the least hint that this willing servant awaits yo 
ct soon drives love from them , or at least it does not stay for the same length of 
The least you can do is to believe me 
leave 7 
led with regret : when good takes its leave , it cries out loudly for pain to come a 
Recommend me to love , and leave me be , for of love I have little fear 
As soon as I have to leave my imagined pleasure , then, , alas ! my 
does my desire feel when it must take leave of my hope 
st the same wáy , if I should take my leave of this world , that power which incline 
Just tell me what.. you 're after , and leave the rest to me 
eat majority of lovers , it takes its leave through the body , very often because of 
leaves 4 
r , that I bore these marks that love leaves at such times on men even before I -knew 
The farther the spirit leaves behind the body 's great passion , the 
.o my utmost to ensure that pain never leaves me ; and don 't think that I am exagger 
lk to good use when John goes off and leaves you with his child ( and don 't expect 
leaving 2 
leaving in the chill of death the place which 
leaving puré and incorruptible gold , so death 
ody and begins its journey outwards 
to make the alloy dissolve in smoke 
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LXXXVII 
I 
IV 
XCIV 
Lili 
Lili 
CV 
XLVI 
XCIV 
112 
15 
46 
106 
40 
7 
141 
58 
32 
led 2 
asonable appetlte should resent being led by its lustful counterpart , for the latte 
to terms with his death , and is thsn led to believe that his life will be spared -
left 7 
easure than you weary of it , and are left feeling all the weaker ; the same thing h 
love when the flesh is lost , but is left feeling grief every time he remembers the 
ot say a word about it all day , I ara left feeling so weak that no sound escapes me 
It has not left it entirely , but has struck out along th 
estranged me from you , for they have left me half dead and keep me from life ! O Lo 
I feel you ! As things are , I '11 be left with only that part of you that 's no goo 
om the world , the virtuous desire is left within me , unadulterated 
CV 
XLVI 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
legs 1 
15 ad and the bad squint , and a pair of legs a fly or a locust could be proud of 
lend 1 
7 nd humbly imploring the North wind to lend its support , so that all five of them bl 
length 1 
128 t least it does not stay for the same length of time in each : in the great majority 
less 4 
83 n cannot guess what it is like , much less feel it 
31 it seems impossible that I should be less than happy while we both live , there is 
181 e you , and you have done for them no less than what I ask you , which is why I beg 
25 is unable to satisfy the soul , much less the body , since it gives the body more t 
lest 1 
32 ant unless it is eternal , and I fear lest this is what she has earned 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
CV 
CV 
XCVI 
XCVI 
LXXXVI I 
XIII 
XIII 
II 
CV 
XLVI 
XLII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
121 
132 
5 
135 
142 
24 
43 
327 
1 
3 
12 
55 
1 
29 
13 
87 
109 
ly to whom they are directed : don ' t 
which to give himself up to sadness : 
hat you are , compel me to love you : 
and keep me from life ! O Lord God , 
e dead : come back to the world , and 
h reason does not praise or condone , 
key that has locked them in will not 
I can redeem my sins through death , 
on see what a lift she '11 give you ! 
Why , if you 
s yours , since that is what I want ; 
Let 15 
Let each man judge where my love has its origi 
let her suffer because of my sins 
let him read my poems , which speak of frenzie 
let love overeóme the fear in which I hold you 
let me live on , for I feel that I ara drawing 
Let me not be stricken with such pain as that 
let me see what has become of you 
let no one reprove me for what I say 
Let people joyfully celébrate the feast-days , 
Let them go and fill the squares and streets a 
let them out again ! Well , beloved lady , tha 
let this be my sweet penitence 
Let wind conspire with sail to give me what I 
let your beard grow for a while and then shear 
let your blood soften my hardened heart : it h 
level 2 
to experience its delight on a higher level ; it forgets its wretched nature 
him like you , you 'lift him above the level of man ; and so it is only just that who 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XXXII 
XCVI 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
XLII 
LXXXVI I 
I 
CV 
I 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
xxxix 
LXXXVI I 
XLVI 
I 
180 
230 
54 
25 
16 
180 
316 
75 
54 
201 
162 
5 
20 
270 
8 
37 
18 
324 
141 
74 
100 
17 
71 
269 
34 
225 
52 
15 
lewd 1 
This lewd body has fretted at the thought of renoun 
lie 1 
But it must lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid of true life 
lies 4 
It is in this sphere that my pleasure lies 
ve up completely : the oppressed will lies in a state between life and death 
Virtue lies in the mid-place , between the extremes ; 
s ; whatever fate God has allotted me lies with you 
life 
in a hard bed-in a man devoid of true life 
y ' s finite nature , and fill it with life 
and I fear eternal death beyond this life 
ppressed will lies in a state between life 
had not been returned to the arms of life 
but this cannot happen unless I scorn life 
ct , I love you more in death than in life 
all the details of your filthy little life 
But I sink into the active life 
The best things in my life 
nd that you do as much good by taking life 
d were dead and that I could spend my life 
tilled knowledge , while their way of life 
ve left me half dead and keep me from life 
I live in pain , leading a life 
merits ; I loathe the thought that my life 
when I shall go and lead a hermit 's life 
e to the utmost to make pain a way of life 
in woman : it is in the contemplative life 
people for giving such praise to the life 
ut it is virtuous love which gives me life 
11 provide me soon , I do not want my life 
, and is then led to believe that his life 
23 
and death 
, and had paid death his due ; then I wou 
and hold death in contempt for your sake 
, and I can forgive anyone if he does not 
, and of how you paid in publie the wages 
, and so continué in sadness 
are those which now are nothing 
as by giving it : all that springs from y 
asleep 
inspires faith in others 
! O Lord God , let me live on , for I fee 
of perversity , and I fear eternal death 
should last any longer , and yet I dread 
, so as better to celébrate love ' s feast 
, so that I will never know the taste of 
that delight awaits me 
that is spent in sadness , but I , who ha 
; the understanding will not rest content 
to be spared 
will be spared - only to be executed sud 
109 of god ; by making >him like you 
lift - 2 
you lift him above the level of man and so it is 
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XLII 44 You '11 soon see what a lift she '11 give you ! Let wínd conspire with 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
I 
IV 
XLVI 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXX 
XXVIII 
CV 
XCIV 
XLII 
LIII 
LIII 
I 
LXXXVII 
II 
I 
LXXXVII 
I 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
LXXXII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
207 
189 
95 
312 
26 
234 
13 
1 
9 
7 
228 
10 
16 
83 
12 
16 
23 
1 
33 
251 
1 
31 
92 
22 
239 
103 
234 
211 
109 
6 
186 
9 
h and soul are again joined 
lifts 1 
so love lifts me up to a high degree of pleasure when 
XXXIX 
XXXII 
xxin 
LIII 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
281 
212 
XIII 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
32 
52 
125 
235 
2 
14 
7 
CV 
CV 
II 
XIII 
185 
166 
18 
4 
light 2 
their deeds within me : one gave out light , the other darkness , and both together 
Only give light to the eyes of my soul ! My will is set 
1 crumple at the flrst blow 
lightest 1 
and the lightest stroke will pierce one made of iron 
, and very few people know what it is 
t , even though like will always seek 
en they fade , pain attacks me : just 
The ocean will bubble 
n eat : this is just what it has been 
so complete that I would be loved in 
ime trying to make any other man love 
ell can hold no fears for the man who 
ure , and man canndt guess what it is 
ely , it can be considered to be very 
Beats me how a fellow 
if only my renown will last for ever 
h , except a game of dice ? With pain 
rsel turns every meal into agony ; or 
I am just 
followed by redoubled anguish : just 
ave no element of virtue ebb and flow 
im something pleasurable , it behaves 
I would 
es flesh , and the soul seeks its own 
feet , hands or throat , even though 
o not touch my spirit , since this is 
estow the ñame of god ; by making him 
like 25 
like 
like 
like a condemned man who has spent a long time 
Like a man whom hunger has brought cióse to de 
like a pot of stew taken to the baker 's oven 
like for me , who love two women at the same t 
like manner , and so would be free of all suff 
like me 
like me betrays his own self 
like , much less feel it 
like others 
like that ever carne to be selling Florentine c 
like that of St Francis and his stigmata 
like that of the soul when it wrenches itself 
like the hermit who has spent long years away 
Like the man who has the foolish idea of seeki 
like the master of some great ship riding at a 
like the sick man who for the sake of enjoying 
like the tide / and no one could fail to be sh 
like the woman who has so little sense that wh 
like to guard her love jealously , and to feel 
like ; to these a bastard child is born that r 
like will always seek like 
like you 
like you , you lift him above the level of man 
re fools , except that fools are more 
within me , each of them drawn by its 
Every creature longs for its 
102 cessarily be engendered in a unión of 
My feeble 
the power of the body has reached its 
y , but must choose between them , so 
ays , then love will have reached its 
takeable sign of it is that it has no 
etely human gives no rest and sets no 
All I want of her is a mind so 
ial possessions , goodness , and high 
ut is poor in possessions and of base 
unless it is put to good use , while 
In such memories I 
h does not waXm me enough to melt the 
does not fear the claws of the strong 
Fish will spawn in the woods and 
nd streets and pleasant gardens , and 
likely 1 
likely to make the wrong guesses 
likeness 2 
likeness 
likeness , and seeks it out ; that is why I ch 
likenesses 1 
likenesses 
Lily 5 
Lily among thorns , God help you to realise th 
Lily among thorns / I will always do my utmost 
Lily among thorns , it is beyond my powers to 
Lily among thorns , my desires shift so wildly 
Lily among thorns , we both know that a man ca 
limbs 1 
limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden to 
limit 1 
limit , and my spirit has been confirmed in pu 
limiting 1 
limiting his desire to one of the fruits befor 
limits 3 
limits 
limits 
limits to the appetite ; but without it man ca 
limpid 1 
limpid that she would understand me in every w 
lineage 3 
lineage 
lineage , does not have the means to show grea 
lineage has to deserve the honour accorded it 
linger 1 
linger with pleasure ; but when they fade , pa 
lingering 1 
lingering cold of the senses , and it is what 
lion 1 
lion will feel little dread for the sting of t 
lions 1 
lions roam the sea before my love will ever wa 
listen 3 
listen to long tales being sung 
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CV 214 I should plead for my flesh , do not listen to me 
XLII 2 Well , i£ you haven 't , listen while I tell you 
littls 7 
CV 167 he claws of the strong lion will feel little dread for the sting of the wasp 
Lili 31 and leave me be , for of love I have little fear 
XLII 20 heard all the details of your filthy little life , and of how you paid in public th 
I 22 it behaves like the woman who has so little sense that when her child screams to be 
LXXXII 8 to be unreliable - such things are of little use against Fortune and the events thro 
XXXII 4 than the other two , even if it is of little use without them 
XXXII 19 most important part since they are of little worth themselves , for unless the man h 
live 
IV 9 y choice and , through love , I shall live 
XLVI 43 While I continué to live 
CV 81 t of the eternal damnation of which I live 
CV 63 When even the most just of metí live 
CV 102 I live 
CV 74 I live 
XXVIII 7 But not me : for I live 
CV 203 paid death his due ; then I would not live 
CV 14 2 ep me from life ! O Lord God , let me live 
XLVI 31 ould be less than happy while we both live 
10 
, I cannot offer as much proof of my hear 
in fear , even though comparable pain is 
in fear , how can I do otherwise ? If rig 
in pain , for I have no firmness of inten 
in pain , leading a life of perversity , 
in such torment as no other man has ever 
in this present fear 
on , for I feel that I am drawing closer 
, there is one thought that makes me wret 
lived 1 
And when she lived on this earth as flesh I tried to love 
19 
LXXXII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
Lili 
CV 
XXIII 
XIII 
XLII 
XLVI 
XLII 
XLII 
XLII 
II 
II 
XLII 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
8 
42 
305 
16 
4 
33 
44 
10 
25 
58 
35 
44 
34 
16 
24 
44 
179 
19 
68 
100 
liver 1 
ars eternally at his ever-replenished liver and never puts an end to its meal , for 
lives 3 
he events through which it shapes our lives 
I - except those who have given their lives for its salce 
Just as a man *s soul lives on when death seizes him since its orx 
living 5 
to be selling Florentine cloth for a living 
ce which it disinhabits , as the once living flesh turns yellow and then pales : eve 
wherever it pleases ; when or why no living man can tell 
a visible crown would sit ill upon a living miracle 
choose not to follow the ways of the living : they prefer not to think about the st 
'11 
But don 
uch as I feel you 
You '11 soon see what a lift she 
t be bashful , because it 's you they 
But that 's one path I 
That ' s when you 
You 
t think you '11 be able to put all that milk to good use w 
As things are , I '11 be left with only that part of you that 's 
And since they '11 cali you by your proper ñame , don 't pret 
'11 give you ! Let wind conspire with sail to 
11 mean 
11 never tread 
11 see Love rs fire roar ! If I have kept my 
11 soon see what a lift she '11 give you ! Le 
CV 183 
loaded 2 
do so , but habit opposes me : I have loaded myself with so much guilt in the past 
ve sinned with my will , which I have loaded with guilt 
loathe 2 
flee from everyone who is happy , and loathe the thought that my grief could ever en 
at you will judge me by my merits ; I loathe the thought that my life should last an 
loathsome 1 
have entered into some that were more loathsome than mine 
locked 1 
et only to find that the key that has locked them in will not let them out again ! W 
15 quint 
locust 1 
and a pair of legs a fly or a locust could be proud of 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII I 
XLVI 
LXXXI 
XIII 
XCIV 
I 
I 
CV 
XLVI 
I 
114 
96 
70 
20 
80 
45 
118 
20 
1 
1 
5 
4 
84 
14 
33 
100 
33 
10 
lodging 
at the body will give the soul a poor lodging 
long 
y snaps and another does not last for long 
s the body does succeed , but not for long 
ea before my love will ever wane , as long 
nd keeps all that is finite at bay as long 
And , as long 
, each strives towards delight for as long 
form a mixed will which lasts for as long 
he plight of the sick man weakened by long 
conspire with sail to give me what I long 
Now think what I must feel who long 
and pleasant gardens , and listen to long 
on me with pain at first , but before long 
like a condemned man who has spent a long 
ny ; or like the hermit who has spent long 
14 
, and its pleasure is soon spent 
as I at least do not displease you 
as it can 
as the appetite wants only what is necess 
as the soul fails to realise its mistake 
as they agree to continué 
confinement to his bed 
for , carrying me across the sea ' s peril 
for you constantly , and must watch you f 
tales being sung 
this pain becomes pleasurable 
time coming to terms with his death , and 
years away from town and does not miss an 
longer 8 
thought that my life should last any longer , and yet I dread its coming to an end 
makes me wretched : that you would no lo'nger be able to love me once I was dead , an 
the past , loving something which no longer exists , for it is gone for ever 
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LXXXVII 
xciv 
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198 
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XIII 
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CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXII 
9 
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XCVI 
II 
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XXIII 
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43 
80 
105 
317 
134 
12 
5 
338 
want to stop loving , then I must no 
its strength and power so that it no 
Even though the woman I love no 
loved dies in body , the lover can no 
, planets and constellations will no 
15 o me , for there is no solution to ray 
Every creature 
It 
clíned towards pleasure that I cannot 
no other torment than to be unable to 
wer so that it no longer finds itself 
he were standing atop a castle , who 
But these passions do not 
Do this , 
e half dead and keep me from life ! O 
So , 
I beg you , 
d to such a destination ? I beg you , 
s moored in the safest port , it will 
er can expect to be paid even when he 
's oven to cook , changing colour and 
t even grieve over 'the pleasure whose 
I nave 
easure with my pain , the pleasure is 
lesh ceases to love when the flesh is 
enses dies and this tempered state is 
s and tempers hope , and once this is 
our of the cloth , but the textura is 
flll my words will be 
elf to love except me , for they have 
n good takes its leave , it cries out 
her mad or else a fool and a mindless 
10 
30 
55 
II 
II 
IV 
XIII 
XLII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
XLVI 
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XCIV 
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XCIV 
IV 
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XCIV 
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IV 
IV 
XCIV 
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219 
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299 
123 
140 
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185 
213 
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134 
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25 
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longer find you pleasing 
longer finds itself looking at a wall , but ra 
longer inhabits this world , the most importan 
longer love , since he can find nothing to lov 
longer move through the heavens 
longing 1 
longing 
longs 2 
longs for its likeness , and seeks it out ; th 
longs impatiently for the solaces of the bedch 
look 2 
look at an attractive woman without sighing an 
look upon you 
looking 1 
looking at a wall , but rather begins to see t 
looks 1 
looks at the sky and , seeing no cloud in sigh 
loóse 1 
loóse their grip on the body until it has wear 
Lord 5 
Lord , and if I ever turn back , may I know fo 
Lord God , let me live on , for I feel that I 
Lord , send faiths fire to my aid and warm the 
Lord , that you deaden my senses and keep me f 
Lord , to end my days before even worse befall 
lose 1 
lose its anchor and its rigging will snap 
loses 1 
loses his case 
losing 1 
losing its natural form as it seethes 
loss 1 
loss makes me suffer 
lost 8 
lost all-desire for food , unless it is some m 
lost , and anguish overtakes me once more 
lost , but is left-feeling grief every time he 
lost , for the spirit as well as for the body 
lost , love bewails its own death 
lost on him 
lost on those who have not seen you , for they 
lost their vigour , all of them 
loudly 1 
loudly for pain to gome and take its place 
lout 1 
lout 
love 
wits so that I can better contémplate love 
rsel that I may earn through my great love 
u are too brutish to be of any use to love 
oth know that a man can easily die of love 
er of her mate , she says farewell to love 
rom you , and because death blots out love 
t is not interest that moves its puré love 
man is never completely untouched by love 
r love , since he can find nothing to love 
they are founded more in fear than in love 
Oh God , if only there were bounds to love 
as ever compelled by virtuous love to love 
h me : I am always struggling against love 
can to make the body disposed towards love 
Even death has not killed my love 
but if it succeeds , it thwarts both love 
Recommend me, to love 
In purity and virtue I love 
th the pain and the great pleasure of love 
Love , I mean , which makes me love 
et and bitter tastes of both kinds of love 
I would be bevtraying such great love 
But in my case , both kinds of love 
my spirit has been confirmed in puré love 
Spiritual love 
Whoever achieves such love 
empers hope , and once this is lost , love 
This is because love 
st be satisfied before either kind of love 
When desire and hope die , love 
162 
- for I alone among lovers would have alm 
a woman for her virtues alone ? I am conv 
, always trying to do what my reason tell 
, and finds as much scope in us as the De 
, and I feel no regret even though I know 
and itself 
, and leave me be , for óf love I have li 
and reveré her spirit for itself , on whi 
, and that for this reason the body must 
, and then blames me for it ! My desire a 
are indistinguishable 
as mine if I were to allow such a matter 
assailed me , and found a place within me 
; at this point my reason becomes lucid 
begins in the senses -, but makes virtues 
begins to know what happiness is : it all 
bewails its own death 
can be defined as an act of the will diré 
can flourish 
cannot survive , and it cannot reign wher 
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the deceased springs from the kind of 
, and it is because of this that such 
oor , in just such a way this type of 
I do not claim that 
When 
And if not as much 
, for no other man attunes himself to 
rything that is wet opposes fire , so 
It makes man 
priately , it is known as pleasurable 
not know of anyone who feels virtuous 
And I , who love 
From his 
I fear you more than I feel 
lack of compassion , a martyr to his 
Satiety or neglect soon drives 
The higher kind of 
As for my body -
in ordinary peopla , through death my 
The scales in which this 
I am prepared for whatever 
Let each man judge where my 
of you I am driven to every extreme : 
I know I have only myself to blame if 
But I cannot do as it bids me : 
d on this earth as flesh , I tried to 
then I cannot easily keep the fire of 
Since I am unique in matters of 
t in its favour , declaring that this 
me to love , and leave me be , for of 
t I have made my choice and , through 
ary death : even if I should lack for 
easurable ; of the third , profitable 
uld be clever and wise - and stern in 
, people will see the outer signs of 
s it its form ; most of the time this 
glory , so it is with me ; for I make 
it is because I do not know what true 
ave no means of knowing what virtuous 
oving a particular woman , knows what 
This form of 
or evil , should not be kept hidden : 
ture of the flesh that its concept of 
t is patently obvious to me that puré 
But virtuous 
Prudent lady , when 
But if I have served 
I would like to guard her 
calypse of all the deep secrets which 
And 
h that it can make all other kinds of 
owever , that I bore these marks that 
flesh and soul are, again joined , so 
ard time trying to make any other man 
And I , who 
nd I am still waiting for my reward ! 
: that you would no longer be able to 
uch a time , thus does the body make 
depends on where it is directed , for 
Even though the woman I 
This 
a madman who would be angry at you : 
all vices , acting virtuously out of 
At certain times , the 
But the 
is held captive by the other so that 
uce , and have become as one in their 
t will be when I become inflamed with 
reason if I thought that I could cast 
three kinds of love with which lovers 
If any of you are troubled by 
That form of 
you are , compel me to love you : let 
The body 's 
true lover who , having determined to 
Since my reason refused to do 
shame ; trapped in my own thoughts , 
ced such pain upon me , for it is all 
t 's life , so as better to celébrate 
That 's when you '11 see 
why , when you see lovers burning in 
and why do the Fates decree , against 
w he compares with the next man , and 
But as soon as I try to understand 
If 
So , when I talk of 
love common to all men 
love could never be called constant : it is go 
love depends on whom it settles in - my specia 
love does not tempt me with that desire which 
love dwells within me in its simple form , suc 
love enters me as I wish , increase my fear so 
love except me , for they have lost their vigo 
love extends its influence only over those who 
love falsely and want that which cannot lead h 
love , for it makes use indiscriminately of wh 
love for its own sake 
love for its own sake , without refusing the g 
love for the beloved , he derives honour and f 
love for you , and I confess this sin before y 
love for you-one who would willingly give up t 
love from them , or at least it does not stay 
love , hampered by the carnal sort , never att 
love has abandoned it , because the power of t 
love has become boundless 
love has been placed work in the following way 
love has in store for me , good or bad 
love has its origins - something easily done 
love has overeóme me with my own strength , wi 
Love has placed his noose about my neck 
love has thought up an especially fierce illne 
love her soul alone 
love hidden , and love shows plainly in my eye 
love , I believe that I am the only lover in w 
love I feel oceurs in the body , and that it i 
love I have little fear 
Love , I mean , which makes me love , and then 
love , I shall live 
love , I shall not want for angry thoughts wit 
love , I will not speak , for in it the loved 
love : I would be deeply hurt if she behaved o 
Love , if only I understood you as much as I f 
love in me , and will not need to take my word 
love infliets upon me an unmitigated pain but 
love into my god and try to wrest contentment 
love is 
love is 
love is and declares it to be his god 
love is attained only through the understandin 
Love is happy for its secrets to be displayed 
love is no better than a wolf 's or a fox 's , 
love is not to be found in woman : it is in th 
love is the philosopher 's stone , making prec 
love is very oíd , absence can become a worm t 
love , it is only to end up completely ruined 
love jealously , and to feel sure that she wou 
love keeps hidden beneath his cloak 
love knows what has forced such pain upon me , 
love lay down their arms 
love leaves at such times on men even before I 
love lifts me up to a high degree of pleasure 
love like me 
love love for its own sake , without refusing 
Love , love , you would have a hard time tryin 
love me once I was dead , and that you would s 
love mortal , while the soul cannot show its t 
love must necessarily be engendered in a unión 
love no longer inhabits this world , the most 
love obstruets the body 's actions , robbing i 
Love of any kind is particularly revolting and 
love of evil and ignorance of good are the rea 
love of goodness , quite free from the fear th 
love of our senses dies and this tempered stat 
love of the body has no other goal except a br 
love of the person wanes 
love of the spirit , performing such deeds tha 
love of you ; but this cannot happen unless I 
love off 
love : one of them is chaste , another pleasur 
love , or if you should want a bit of procurin 
love over which Venus has her dominión involve 
love overeóme the fear in which I hold you 
love plunges the soul into its form of pleasur 
love , proceeds to do so , and loves himself f 
Love reveáis itself through its effeets 
love 's bidding , I have appointed my desire a 
love 's deep cares keep me far removed from al 
love 's doing 
love 's feast-days 
Love 's fire roar ! If I have kept my feelings 
love 's furnace , it is quite wrong to pity th 
love 's own wishes , that the soul be fettered 
Love 's potentiality will be revealed in act , 
love 's strength is determined by where it ent 
love 's ways more deeply , it brings me pleasu 
love sees that all its wandering is profitless 
love , should some word escape me which reason 
Love should use all three of its strands toget 
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221 
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40 
228 
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10 
ly keep the fire- of love hidden , and love 
It is quite possible for man to love 
ies in body , the lover can no longer love 
Where , then , will I find a love 
This love 
orged - thus does subtle and infinite love 
animáis which can aspire no higher in love 
n loves virtue , then it is with such love 
In all love 
Man becomes inflamed with this love 
No one has ever taken his love 
at man was ever compelled by virtuous love 
Laymen who are inspired by love 
My will has obeyed love 
nusual as this : while absence causes love 
They love 
That type of love 
d , and that you would soon find your love 
st what it has been like for me , who love 
e can become a worra that eats away at love 
y me for this strange existence , for love 
ody and soul are in harmony , for the love 
Whoever loves flesh ceases to love 
The love 
lity , which derives from the type of love 
But it is virtuous love 
, for all I am going to say is about love 
oods and lions roam the sea before my love 
that power which inclines us towards love 
When I die , love 
f I should have to end my days , then love 
There are three kinds of love 
It is this , beloved lady : to love 
hing , for although I grieve I do not love 
t be , my dears ? If it 's to do with love 
ture or fortune , but only that I may love 
ce I know what you are , compel me to love 
In fact , I love 
still waiting for my reward ! Love , love 
hold , I would know for sure how much love 
shows plainly in my eyes , and pain stops 
simply , with the spirit and without the 
, since he can find nothing to love 
so complete that I would be loved in like 
takes the form of virtuous good , and the 
temper the body 's finite nature , and fi 
than their bestial appetite permits 
that he arras himself / while there is no 
there is always a lover and a beloved ; a 
through the eyes , and feels the desire t 
to greater extremes than I - except those 
to love a woman for her virtues alone ? I 
to perform acts of holiness are blessed w 
to such an extent that the dangerous woun 
to wane in ordinary people , through deat 
together , but the spirit also loves of i 
towards which my flesh is inclined feels 
turning to hate 
two women at the same time 
unless , while the separation lasts , con 
wants me for its court and has summoned m 
we feel when the desires of these two cía 
when the flesh is lost , but is left feel 
which derives from the soul alone is foun 
which gives it its form ; most of the tim 
which gives me life ; the understanding w 
, while I doubt that the sort who thinks 
will ever wane , as long as I at least do 
will fall from its place in the heavens , 
will go into eclipse 
will have reached its limits 
with which lovers love : one of them is c 
you as I ought 
you as I wish 
, you can rely on me to get to work on it 
you , God , alone , because I am certain 
you : let love overeóme the fear in which 
you more in death than in life , and I ca 
, you would have a hard time trying to ma 
your heart harbours for me 
loved 3 
nd a love so complete that I would be loved in like manner , and so would be free of 
ve , I will not speak , for in it the loved one does not reciprócate the lover 's fe 
departed from that body which I have loved so much , see how I suffer ! I am afraid 
loveliness 1 
e to be absent from the sight of such loveliness as yours I would have no reason t 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
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38 
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40 
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47 
59 
261 
10 
15 
22 
139 
lover 
In all love there is always a lover 
No lover 
, when the beloved dies in body , the lover 
whole man ; that is why it makes the lover 
body , and that it is there that the lover 
f love , I believe that I am the only lover 
d does not come in a fixed measure : lover 
he loved one does not reciprócate the lover 
he great delight that awaits the true lover 
No lover 
Every enllghtened lover 
11 
and a beloved ; and so , when the belove 
can attain delight until the body and so 
can no longer love , since he can find n 
ever restless 
feels both the pain and the great pleasu 
in whom it takes a form as unusual as th 
is great or insignificant according to h 
's feelings 
who , having determined to love , procee 
will deny that he has these passions 
will understand me , for all I am going 
lovers 7 
That is why , when you see lovers burning in love 's furnace , it is quit 
Lovers feel the workings of pleasure within th 
Nothing that lovers have ever attempted impresses me , exce 
me in each : in the great majority of lovers , it takes its leave through the body , 
re are three kinds of love with which lovers love : one of them is chaste , another 
comparison between me and those great lovers who have grieved over their dead belove 
re bounds to love - for I alone among lovers would have almost reached them by now 
loves 7 
Whoever loves flesh ceases to love when the flesh is 1 
nding , because of which it knows and loves good 
has won the affection of the woman he loves , he wants her mind and her understandin 
ned to love , proceeds to do so , and loves himself for it 
y love together , but the spirit also loves of its own accord , so that man is never 
If a man loves virtue , then it is with such love that 
d believe that in the midst of sinful loves virtuous desire should have been struggl 
loving 5 
I know of no otrier man who , without loving a particular woman , knows what love is 
I cherish only the past , loving something which no longer exists , for 
If I want to stop loving , then I must no longer find you pleasi 
ages of your sins , he 'd soon regret loving you 
those habits which have kept me from loving you 
low 1 
10 re sitting pretty ! You who gave that low body of yours to a merchant after it had s 
lowly 1 
7 I have turned reason into a lowly thrall , and have given no thought to Go 
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lurking 1 
good it knows , while I can feel pain lurking in wait for me and can count on ending 
lust 1 
y altogether , for in you a monstrous lust has taken root 
lustful 1 
petite should resent being led by its lustful counterpart for the latter does all 
mad 1 
to reach it without my help is either mad or else a fool and a mindless lout 
just forget it 
madam 
madam if you thought you were sitting pretty 
made 8 
es the forms of good from which it is made 
It is because of the world that God made all these , and once the world ends , all 
But I have made my choice and , through love , I shall li 
h ; just so , two strong desires have made my mind their battleground , but now I ha 
ding wasted no time in replying , and made nonsense of these ideas 
d the lightest stroke will pierce one made of iron , while nothing can destroy their 
Just as armour made of steel will crumple at the first blow , 
When God made you , only the fine stuff he kept back fo 
And so I hold him to be 
which have all come gushing out of 
madman 2 
madman who would be angry at you 
madman without the help of art 
love of evi 
harder ? Forgive me if what I 
madness 
say is madness my words arise from anguish 
length of time in each 
majority 1 
in the great majority of lovers it takes its leave throug 
and its power can be such that it can 
w with goodness men who are unable to 
you would have a hard time trying to 
Whoever has a journey to 
woman without sighing and wanting to 
all three of its strands together to 
ldly glory , so it is with me ; for I 
at such a time , thus does the body 
ased in truth ; that is why it cannot 
hem is a true end , since they do not 
thout refusing the gift that it might 
trength to reject it completely ; and 
or if you took pity on me , you would 
xcuses before you when I will have to 
Who will teach me how to 
shall think only of you , and I shall 
orrow ; and I strive to the utmost to 
t it with the hair from your arms and 
I 
ially fierce illness just for me , to 
e ores and then is exposed to fire to 
It does all it can to 
at the same time doing all it can to 
except that fools are more likely to 
The discordant parts that 
No amount of cleverness will 
ng thorns , it is beyond my powers to 
He 
It 
Love , I mean , which 
n grieve over the pleasure whose loss 
both live , there is one thought that 
atisfy the whole man ; that is why it 
This strand is strong , and it 
is known as pleasurable love , for it 
itual love begins in the senses , but 
only the fine stuff he kept back for 
ses , you bestow the ñame of god ; by 
us love is the philosopher rs stone , 
her obey , but it does not succeed in 
ship who will not cali upon Héaven , 
of this , harmony can never reign in 
the natural order , it does not fail 
er the woman to be virtuous , because 
it does not discrimínate between one 
make 28 
make all other kinds of love lay down their ar 
make any impression upon the world 
make any other man love like me 
make can have no rest 
make her mine for ever 
make its rope , for one of them easily snaps a 
make love into my god and try to wrest content 
make love mortal , while the soul cannot show 
make man content 
make man happy ; the true good begins where wo 
make me , am happy to give myself up to its sa 
make me feel a small spark of the delight that 
Make me feel as much of your power as you can 
make me suffer even more : nothing would hurt 
make my disordered reckoning ? You have given 
make my excuses before you when I will have to 
make my vow to that same God who joined us ne 
make pain a way of life , so that I will never 
make some first-rate hunting snares for catchi 
make sure that every new enterprise fails from 
make sure that I never find the strength 
make the alloy dissolve in smoke , leaving pur 
make the body disposed towards love , and find 
make the other obey , but it does not succeed 
make the wrong guesses 
make up man , caught in their great conflicts 
make virtue easy to attain , and it is beyond 
make you an invisible crown 
makes 9 
makes his decisión : since the storm is going 
makes man love falsely and want that which can 
makes me love , and then blames me for it ! My 
makes me suffer 
makes me wretched : that you would no longer b 
makes the lover ever restless 
makes the others hold ; although they can exis 
makes use indiscriminately of whatever it find 
makes virtues and wisdom its goal 
making 5 
making exceptional women was good enough for y 
making him like you , you lift him above the 1 
making precious every worthless thing it touch 
making the other give up completely : the oppr 
making vows and promises of countless votive o 
man 
man 
man 
57 
man always wants his pleasure to last 
man and another slightly diminishes our dread 
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27 
ding to how he compares with the next man 
you , you lift him above the level of man 
s place in the heavens , for no other man 
Man 
n in all its works becomes natural to man 
No man 
ly among thorns , we both know that a man 
, against the idea of that place ; no man 
er it pleases ; when or why no living man 
in is not to be found in Nature , and man 
mits to the appetite ; but without it man 
The diacordant parts that make up man 
in truth ; that is why it cannot make man 
But it must lie in a hard bed~in a man 
There are two driving forces in man 
malí spark of the delight that a good man 
aid of Judas that it were better that man 
s a true end , since they do not make man 
or I live in such torment as no other man 
But the brutish man 
d soul joined together , for once the man 
tle worth themselves , for unless the man 
Her beauty , even for the most devout man 
lso loves of its own accord , so that man 
Let each man 
he appetite is obedient to the soul , man 
The ignorant man 
It makes man 
a hard time trying to make any other man 
If a man 
is world , then it is through me that man 
Every man 
Within man 
ther desire goes beyond the bounds of man 
The wills that derive from man 
ith darkness , and keeps watch over a man 
ust as a greater glory will be within man 
Juat as a man 
erve the honour accorded it ; it is a man 
same thing , this desire so obstructs man 
not desire what can satisfy the whole man 
It is quite possible for man 
It forces man 
What man 
Consider the plight of the sick man 
edoubled anguish : just like the sick man 
in attacks me : just like a condemned man 
Like the man 
prison cell can hold no fears for the man 
e he knows that the mean exists : the man 
I know of no other man 
The inexpressible torment, of the man 
Like a man 
, and love 's strength is determined by wh 
; and so it is only just that whoever plea 
attunes himself to love except me , for th 
becomes inflamed with this love through th 
; but if the opposite occurs , it throws h 
can achieve great worth in this world unle 
can easily die of love 
can imagine suffering so he feel , then , 
can tell 
cannot guess what it is like , much less f 
cannot reach the higher goal : Saint John 
, caught in their great conflicts , will s 
content 
devoid of true life 
, each of which follows nature 
enjoys in you , so that my disobedient fie 
had not been born 
happy ; the true good begins where worldly 
has ever known , and I do no harm to anyon 
has no place on that bench , and those who 
has won the affection of the woman he love 
himself is good , all he has is useless 
, is blinding 
is never completely untouched by love 
judge where my love has its origins - som 
keeps to a straight path - following the d 
knows all about the body , except where th 
love falsely and want that which cannot le 
love like me 
loves virtue , then it is with such love t 
may attain it 
of understanding feels such great delight 
' s body , the humours are at war ; with ea 
's nature : an unmistakeable sign of it is 
' s nature are restricted to the known and 
*s pain even while he sleeps 
's reach when our flesh and soul are again 
's soul uves on when death seizes him , s 
's worth which gives valué to everything e 
that , if one of the wills greatly wants w 
; that is why it makes the lover ever rest 
to love simply , with the spirit and witho 
to want his hope 's fulfilment , without e 
was ever compelled by virtuous love to lov 
weakened by long confinement to his bed 
who for the sake of enjoying some tasty mo 
who has spent a long time coming to terms 
who has the foolish idea of seeking in thi 
who like me betrays his own self 
who shows no largesse can no more be calle 
who , without loving a particular woman , 
whom death has taken and does not know whe 
whom hunger has brought cióse to death , a 
manifestations 1 
These two manifestations of the will each following it 
manner 
omplete that I would be loved in like manner and so would be free of all suffering 
And I could tell you of 
ch for great pleasures , only to find 
I remember that she was sad , but in 
ho have not understood my poems , and 
ften my hardened heart : it has cured 
I am no more trouble to you than 
It soon brings many pleasures and 
I daré say I shall be reprimanded by 
There are 
It soon brings 
My flesh is wasted from so 
He has created 
many 12 
many cases where some minor ailment has ended 
many evils in worldly glory , so it is with me 
many more I see her happy 
many more who have never heard of them 
many others of the same affliction 
many others who did not serve you , and you ha 
many pains , and can often reign over a virtuo 
many people for giving such praise to the life 
many people in the world who have not understo 
many pleasures and many pains , and can often 
many sleepless nights 
many such women , who are most wise and good , 
73 fact is 
marks 1 
that I bore these marks that love leaves at such times on men ev 
39 oul to die for lack of compassion 
martyr 1 
a martyr to his love for you^-one who would willi 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXX 
IV 
II 
57 
334 
313 
43 
6 
40 
1 
marvellous 2 
g to a friendly truce , herí there are marvellous acts to be seen 
, and once the world ends , all their marvellous operations will cease 
mass 2 
while nothing can destroy their joint mass - from such amalgams great strength is fo 
g the dominant nature , for a greater mass attracts a smaller one - and he finds his 
master 3 
g , I have appointed my desire as its master 
, recognises the understanding as its master , and while it may argüe with it , in t 
I am just like the master of some great ship riding at anchor off 
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Whenever a bull meets his 
dead beloved ; but they do not quite 
When death robs her of her 
eat worth in this world unless he has 
iré , for the soul is not attached to 
ment , without ever attaining it , no 
ove as mine if I were to allow such a 
that he must struggle to his feet no 
match 2 
match , and is forced into submission by anoth 
mate 1 
mate , she says farewell to love 
material 1 
material possessions , goodness , and high lin 
matter 4 
matter , and cannot be the exclusive object of 
matter how much thought and trouble he may tak 
matter to pass unnoticed 
matter what it costs 
matters 1 
Since I am unique in matters of love , I believe that I am the only 
the case , then annihilate my soul ; 
standing as its master , and while it 
orld , then it is through me that man 
So great are my fears that she 
that I might save my soul , while it 
hat all five of them blowing together 
ood , unless it is some morsel that I 
same as that which anyone who is sad 
veré her spirit for itself , on which 
is , Lord , and if I ever turn back , 
f nature or fortune , but only that I 
And above all 
will think only of you and so that I 
atter how much thought and trouble he 
The first two kinds 
While the body 
in sight , is quite convinced that he 
standing , the higher the pleasure we 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
may 
me 
The future can hold no good for me 
h my great pleasure in you has placed me 
The least you can do is to believe me 
you 're after , and leave the rest to me 
how much love your heart harbours for me 
rying to make any other man love like me 
sure that she would willingly die for me 
oundly asleep that reason cannot wake me 
ontemplative life that delight awaits me 
: and so they continued mixed within me 
rticularly revolting and abhorrent to me 
beloved ; but they do not quite match me 
if she is in such a place because of me 
so much that everyone will grieve for me 
end my days before even worse befalls me 
en , and pain without end that awaits me 
I want to know to what you predestine me 
ertain that your ears will be deaf to me 
my aid and warm the part that chills me 
e strong , then charity will not fail me 
plead for my flesh , do not listen to me 
Prudent lady , spare me i 
Yet , such as they are , give me 
to give me what I long for , carrying me 
ould I die , you would never think of me 
Then I shall have put beneath me 
refusing the gift that it might make me 
t of the time this love inflicts upon me 
disordered reckoning ? You have given me 
spelled this fear that stands between me 
that the delights of the flesh weary me 
e I can feel pain lurking in wait for me 
most to ensure that pain never leaves me 
my case , both kinds of love assailed me 
My hope totters within me 
desires were mixed when they reached me 
There is some comparison between me 
e will see the outer signs of love in me 
Nothing can detain me 
And if not as much love enters me 
preys on me is that you do not desire me 
e my case is closed by death , accept me 
Take me when you find me 
Recommend me to love , and leave me 
an hold no fears for the man who like me 
I am sure that when you come to know me 
pair when I think that you will judge me 
y thing I pray will happen could cost me 
As for me 
, working its wonderful effects upon me 
ssailed me , and found a place within me 
18 
all my being be returned to nothingness , 
argüe with it , in the end the will is alw 
attain it 
be in terrible suffering , that I do not e 
be that my fate is to be the reverse 
bring about my return 
earn through my great love 
enjoy : when we pity our own plight , our 
God have mercy 
I know for certain that your ears will be 
love you , God , alone , because I am cert 
my faith not waver , and my hope not tremb 
reach the road which climbs up towards you 
take , because this will is unable to sati 
take root jointly in us , if there is room 
tire , it is never satisfied , and keeps a 
trust to a single anchor 
win through it 
180 
a crust of bread , for it is the only thing 
abundance of them , since they are the path 
across the sea 's perilous highways ! Even 
again 
all those things that I carry on my shoulde 
, am happy to give myself up to its sadness 
an unmitigated pain but , through another s 
an upright nature , but I have turned the s 
and all hope of happiness 
; and as soon as my body 's vigour returns 
and can count on ending up in its hands 
; and don 't think that I am exaggerating , 
, and found a place within me , each of the 
and I can feel a terrible conflict raging t 
: and so they continued mixed within me 
and those great lovers who have grieved ove 
, and will not need to take my word alone 
as I follow this straight and certain cours 
as I wish , increase my fear so that sheer 
as you ought , so that , should I die , you 
as yours , since that is what I want ; let 
at my best ; I do not know what good it can 
be , for of love I have little fear 
betrays his own self 
better , you will not be ungrateful for all 
by my merits ; I loathe the thought that my 
dear , and yet this same hope consoles me i 
, driven from this world , I would feel no 
, driven into secrecy by the power of its e 
, each of them drawn by its likeness 
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a Catholic , but faith does not warm me 
feeling so weak that no sound escapes me 
lovers have ever attempted impresses me 
Oh pain , treat me 
wn thoughts , love 's deep cares keep me 
th to reject it completely ; and make me 
Make me 
ery enlightened lover will understand me 
, that you deaden my senses and keep me 
The fear of Hell grips me 
But not me 
vils in worldly glory , so it is with me 
11 my senses , spend all your rage on me 
knows what has forced such pain upon me 
which makes me love , and then blames me 
is strange existence , for love wants me 
my questions - and they would answer me 
ered no misfortune at all compared to me 
er man attunes himself to love except me 
No one need pity me 
raise or condone , let no one reprove me 
they have left me half dead and keep me 
st aside those habits which have kept me 
I only pray that God will protect me 
my fear so that sheer dread will keep me 
Death take those who have estranged me 
Help me 
Help me 
Help me 
Forgive me 
Help me 
ed for whatever love has in store for me 
nged me from you , for they have left me 
n readiness , but the sensual side of me 
Beats me 
Who will teach me 
That 's just the way it is with me 
nt to set out towards where you await me 
, so it is with me : when anger grips me 
I want to do so , but habit opposes me 
And so with me 
So do not pity me 
As for me 
hat I could try much harder ? Forgive me 
d so limpid that she would understand me 
sad ; and even when people have seen me 
When love dwells within me 
ear , and yet this same hope consoles me 
et , because there is no pleasure for me 
Help me , God , since you can see me 
nd I take pleasure in what soon filis me 
ays trying to do what my reason tellss me 
The spiritual part of me 
Rather , the fear that preys on me 
In me 
To you it is the present , for me 
lady , nothing on God ' s Earth brings me 
e ; but when they fade , pain attacks me 
ness ; whatever fate God has allotted me 
But it is virtuous love which gives me 
keep me from life ! O Lord God , let me 
Love , I mean , which makes me 
But I cannot do as it bids me 
suffer even more : nothing would hurt me 
nd since I know that the world brings me 
ous wound it has inflicted will cause me 
In all my suffering you do me 
Let me 
All my labours have brought me 
ream of such a god , and yet he gives me 
There is no physician who could cure me 
yself on to my bed , but pain thrusts me 
t you would no longer be able to love me 
asure is lost , and anguish overtakes me 
Both performed their deeds within me 
love 's ways more deeply , it brings me 
ad : come back to the World , and let me 
this is so , then why did you créate me 
, for I will offer no defence ; hurt me 
And so this seems to me 
, with which I pray God will provide me 
ve over the pleasure whose loss makes me 
you took pity on me , you would make me 
x You created me 
od in this world , then it is through me 
It is patently obvious to me 
There 's nothing she did for me 
Oíd habits are so ingrained in me 
Believe me 
the world brings me no benefit , give me 
Give me 
forgive anyone if he does not believe me 
enough to melt the lingering cold of the se 
except the sigh of my heart 
, except voluntary death : even if I should 
fairly : be my shield against oblivion 
far removed from all real events 
feel a small spark of the delight that a go 
feel as much of your power as you can 
, for all I am going to say is about love , 
for ever from knowing certain pleasures , 
, for I have started along the road towards 
: for I live in such torment as no other ma 
; for I make love into my god and try to wr 
, for I will offer no defence ; hurt me so 
, for it is all love 's doing 
for it ! My desire and my reason have calle 
for its court and has summoned me to it 
, for there is no one else to share in thei 
, for there is no solution to my longing 
, for they have lost their vigour , all of 
for this strange existence , for love wants 
for what I say 
from life ! 0 Lord God , let me live on , f 
from loving you 
from my own iré 
from sin , because once I am free of sin , 
from you , for they have left me half dead 
, God ! But I beg for your help in vain , f 
, God , for I am poor in strength 
, God , for I cannot move without your aid 
, God , if I have blamed you , for I confes 
, God , since you can see me in these strai 
, good or bad 
half dead and keep me from life ! O Lord Go 
has to be dragged into faith 
how a fellow íike that ever carne to be sell 
how to make my excuses before you when I wi 
: I am always struggling against love , alw 
; I do not know why I do not do what I wish 
, I find such strength that I do not notice 
: I have loaded myself with so much guilt i 
: I know now that my best course is to keep 
if I should die because of you 
, if only / once my soul was safe after bap 
if what I say is madness : my words arise f 
in every way , and that she should be eleve 
in great pain , my soul has been comforted 
in its simple form , such is my delight tha 
in my great suffering 
in seeing any task through to its completio 
in these straits ! I despair when I think t 
instantly with rage 
is best 
is in readiness , but the sensual side of m 
is that you do not desire me as you ought , 
it has done its worst : I flee from everyon 
it is yet to come 
joy except you 
: just like a condemned man who has spent a 
lies with you 
life ; the understanding will not rest cont 
live on , for I feel that I am drawing clos 
love , and then blames me for it ! My desir 
: love has thought up an especially fierce 
more than your compassion 
no benefit , give me the strength to reject 
no pain if only my renown will last for eve 
no wrong , for if you took pity on me / you 
not be stricken with such pain as that 
nothing 
nothing 
of my desire 
off again 
once I was dead , and that you would soon f 
once more 
: one gave out light , the other darkness , 
pleasure mixed with pain 
see what has become of you 
, since your knowledge was infallible ? Ret 
so much that everyone will grieve for me 
some excuse , though a weak one , for not b 
soon , I do not want my life to be spared 
suffer 
suffer even more : nothing would hurt me mo 
that I might save my soul , while it may be 
that man may attain it 
that puré love is not to be found in woman 
that she wouldn 't do for you 
that virtue has become bitter to the taste 
, the dawn brings no respite , for I toil a 
the strength to reject it completely ; and 
the strength to take vengeance on myself ; 
: there are few people who give credit to a 
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LXXXVII 
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XCIV 
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CV 
IV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
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CV 
XIII 
I 
XLII 
XLVI 
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XXXII 
XLII 
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CV 
xxxn 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
265 
9 
26 
38 
20 
30 
134 
7 
27 
78 
176 
1 
16 
91 
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20 
2 
33 
207 
4 
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43 
83 
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257 
32 
28 
2 
20 
32 
34 
25 
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28 
13 
32 
66 
30 
169 
15 
9 
98 
222 
CV 
CV 
My desire keeps 
I do not believe God could put 
were not such a heavy blow , forcing 
's to do with love , you can rely on 
nts me for its court and has summoned 
Recommend 
Since I know what you are , compel 
an especially fierce illness just for 
f pleasure to the torments that drive 
t ; I do not know what good it can do 
It grieves 
You could compare 
e angry : your mercy finds nothing in 
Times and places point her out to 
, the virtuous desire is left within 
It will soon be all over with 
your help , give me your hand or drag 
And if God chose to take 
soul are again joined , so love lifts 
etch out my hand to meet yours , pulí 
When she does , she will find 
! Let wind conspire with sail to give 
Just tell 
ain until he recovers , so it is with 
Take 
It hurts 
alk of love , should some word escape 
ven harder now that nothing obstructs 
What is to become of 
his is just what it has been like for 
to every extreme : love has overeóme 
They come upon 
do not claim that love does not tempt 
, only to find that it cannot provide 
ive , there is one thought that makes 
me no wrong , for if you took pity on 
an reach you without your help , give 
ed liver and never puts an end to its 
njoying some tasty morsel turns every 
bashful , because it ' s you they '11 
I fear death only because it would 
it is very difficult to achieve this 
good merely because he knows that the 
e ? John , isn 't it ? You know who I 
Love , I 
n I think of Hell , where time has no 
ed generous than he can be aecused of 
11 those it wounds , and they have no 
d of base lineage , does not have the 
Intense delight , and in no small 
riable , and does not come in a fixed 
ch my flesh is inclined feels in full 
106 ood against which every other good is 
104 
3 
19 
CV 
I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
cv CV 
CV 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
185 
11 
65 
90 
204 
115 
41 
74 
10 
You are the end in which all ends 
; if I fail to stretch out my hand to 
Whenever a bull 
r is transmuted , and in a" single day 
but faith does not warm me enough to 
In such 
s from the kind of love common to all 
, which is why this desire will enter 
eases , following the course that all 
gnorance of good are the reasons that 
rks that love leaves at such times on 
were I to murder a thousand innocent 
me to a bed of hope , so soundly asleep that r 
me to any torment comparable to staying in thi 
me to be absent from the sight of such lovelin 
me to get to work on it right away 
me to it 
me to love , and leave me be , for of love I h 
me to love you : let love overeóme the fear in 
me , to make sure that I never find the streng 
me to my wits' end 
me to put that moment off 
me to see my departure from this world approac 
me to someone who has no other pleasure than t 
me to work upon 
me together with the pleasures or the pains ea 
me , unadulterated 
me , unless your pity sends reprieve 
me up by the hair ; if I fail to stretch out m 
me up into Heaven , my bliss would not be comp 
me up to a high degree of pleasure when a doub 
me up to you as if by forcé 
me waiting up , my gates unbarred , ready to d 
me what I long for , carrying me across the se 
me what you 're after , and leave the rest to 
me : when anger grips me , I find such strengt 
me when you find me at my best ; I do not know 
me whenever I come across something of hers , 
me which reason does not praise or condone , 1 
me : while she was alive my flesh rebelled 
me , who do not deserve your help , since I kn 
me , who love two women at the same time 
me with my own strength , without even drawing 
me with pain at first , but before long this p 
me with that desire which body and soul both e 
me with what I ask 
me wretched : that you would no longer be able 
me , you would make me suffer even more : noth 
me your hand or drag me up by the hair ; if I 
me al 2 
meal , for while one worm gnaws constantly at 
meal into agony ; or like the hermit who has s 
mean 6 
mean 
mean absence from you , and because death blot 
mean , and very few people know what it is lik 
mean exists : the man who shows no largesse ca 
mean : he 's the one with the enormous head an 
mean , which makes me love , and then blames m 
meaning 1 
meaning , I know all the fear that we are capa 
meanness 1 
meanness if he never stops spending 
means 2 
means of knowing what virtuous love is 
means to show great zeal in what is known as m 
measure 3 
measure , is to be found amidst the thoughts o 
measure : lover is great or insignificant acc 
measure the good which Venus dispenses 
measured 1 
measured , and no one is good who does not res 
meet 2 
meet , and there can be no end that dees not 1 
meet yours , pulí me up to you as if by forcé 
meets 1 
meets his match , and is forced into submissio 
melancholy 1 
melancholy , choler , blood and phlegm predomi 
melt 1 
melt the lingering cold of the senses , and it 
memories 1 
memories I linger with pleasure ; but when the 
men 9 
men 
men but never hold fast in them 
Men can grasp the pain of Hell more easily tha 
men can understand 
men do not know you 
men even before I knew grief 
men in cold blood , it would be nothing compar 
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cv 
XXXII 
XLII 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
cv 
XXXII 
XXXII 
cv 
cv 
cv 
XLVI 
XXXII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
63 
22 
11 
60 
126 
52 
16 
27 
11 
133 
99 
127 
5 
25 
59 
21 
IV 
When even the most just of 
ult , for it will endow with goodness 
who gave that low body of yours to a 
g there : I see that you are just and 
'it for itself , on which may God have 
O God , have 
ing my wish that you are angry : your 
No one is deemed good 
ed a note , for you cannot become one 
n down to the sea , so does every end 
I think that you will judge me by my 
: Saint John was sent to announce the 
ir allies , the North-Eastern and the 
Virtue lies in the 
men live in fear , how can I do otherwise ? If 
men who are unable to make any impression upon 
merchant 1 
merchant after it had savoured noble flesh ! W 
merciful 1 
merciful , I see your will which dispenses gra 
mercy 3 
mercy 
mercy ! Completely change my nature , which is 
mercy finds nothing in me to work upon 
merely 2 
merely because he knows that the mean exists : 
merely by wanting to play an instrument , but 
merge 1 
merge into you 
merits 1 
merits ; I loathe the thought that my life sho 
Messiah 1 
Messiah 
Midi 1 
Midi , and humbly imploring the North wind to 
mid-place 1 
mid-place , between the extremes it is very 
IV 
XLVI 
XXXIX 
CV 
I 
LXXXVI I 
XLII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
I 
XCVI 
xxni 
LXXXVII 
IV 
I 
51 
39 
22 
192 
44 
290 
25 
21 
76 
21 
34 
165 
19 
27 
32 
235 
15 
17 
II 
XCVI 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
29 
7 
183 
247 
18 
26 
79 
49 
3 
XXIII 
Who could believe that in the 
But in the 
16 ion and your figure , but as for your 
have no inkling of where such a good 
fear and hope for all that the future 
e , without refusing the gift that it 
You created me that I 
and pays no heed to what the envious 
nothing that could stand up to such a 
think you '11 be able to put ali that 
Your 
of the woman he loves , he wants her 
while one worm gnaws constantly at my 
overnment as peaceful as that of your 
It clouds the 
wretched indeed who can cali his own 
, nothing seems adequate ; whether my 
Her 
All I want of her is a 
so , two strong desireshave made my 
I would to God that my 
55 lp is either mad or else a fool and a 
This is another 's doing , not 
, whether good or bad , will also be 
to some that were more íoathsome than 
thout sighing and wanting to make her 
would be betraying such great love as 
Just as gold is brought up from the 
-As soon as I 
These twoxwills , when they are 
uld tell you of many cases where some 
ble crown would sit ill upon a living 
midst 2 
midst of sinful loves virtuous desire should h 
midst of this danger , I shall think only of y 
mi en 1 
mien , he has nothing much to say 
might 5 
might be found 
might hold , I would know for sure how much lo 
might make me , am happy to give myself up to 
might save my soul , while it may be that my f 
might say 
mighty 1 
mighty forcé 
milk 1 
milk to good use when John goes off and leaves 
mind 11 
mind accomplishes what no other can , for it g 
mind and her understanding 
mind , another ea'ts at my heart 
mind as it commands the subtleties that nouris 
mind , covers subtle truths with darkness , an 
mind his enemy since it reminds him continuall 
mind is empty or fall of thoughts , all my tim 
mind is food for the enlightened 
mind so limpid that she would understand me in 
mind their battleground , but now I have decid 
mind were dead and that I could spend my life 
mindless 1 
mindless lout 
mine 5 
mine 
mine 
mine 
mine for ever 
mine if I were to allow such a matter to pass 
mines 1 
mines mixed with base ores ^ and then is exposed 
mingle 1 
mingle pleasure with my pain , the pleasure is 
mingled 1 
mingled , weave a mixed fabric in which it is 
miñor 1 
minor ailment has ended in death 
miracle 1 
miracle 
misdeeds 
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Lili 
XIII 
I 
LXXXVII 
IV 
16 
14 
34 
118 
33 
th which to punish myself for my past misdeeds 
misfortune 1 
t in prison by an infidel suffered no misfortune at all compared to me , for there i 
miss 1 
ong years away from town and does not miss any of the friends he used to have in the 
mistake 1 
long as the soul fails to realise its mistake 
te wrong to pity them 
mistaken 1 
and even more mistaken to find excuses for them 
XIII 2 yfully celébrate the feast-days 
mix 1 
and mix fun with their worship 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
I 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
74 
50 
53 
19 
26 
16 
54 
275 
78 
16 
275 
12 
XLII 42 
This 
lis , when they are' mingled , weave a 
deriving from all these desires were 
nd so the two work together to form a 
as gold is brought up from the mines 
s more deeply , it brings me pleasure 
ey reached me : and so they continued 
mixed 7 
mixed desire is composed of both body and soul 
mixed fabric in which it is difficult to disti 
mixed when they reached me : and so they conti 
mixed will which lasts for as long as they ag 
mixed with base ores and then is exposed to fi 
mixed with pain 
mixed within me 
moment 5 
From moment to moment I change my desires , and I can never t 
ow what good it can do me to put that moment off 
be executed suddenly without a single moment ' s grace 
From moment to moment I change my desires , and I c 
ventures upon it , even for a single moment , will feel the forcé of its rage , and 
Monboi 1 
ant a bit of procuring done , give Na Monboi a try 
monstrous 1 
erent story altogether , for in you a monstrous lust has taken root 
moon 1 
LXXXVII 331 en this world comes to an end , sun , moon , planets and constellations will no long 
moored 1 
LXXXII 2 should go under , then even if it is moored in the safest port , it will lose its a 
16 
moral 1 
show great zeal in what is known as moral virtue 
xciv 
XXXII 
XXXIX 
CV 
xciv 
xxxn 
xciv 
CV 
LXXXII 
CV 
IV 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
Lili 
IV 
CV 
XCIV 
II 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
80 
29 
15 
204 
94 
3 
5 
219 
6 
183 
33 
28 
197 
56 
32 
26 
33 
29 
43 
180 
58 
44 
31 
42 
309 
more 
lost , and anguish overtakes me once more 
the man who shows no largesse can no more 
n as I try to understand love ' s ways more 
Men can grasp the pain of Hell more 
member that she was sad , but in many more 
But the second of these is more 
In fact , I love you more 
attrition , because they are founded more 
han are fools , except that fools are more 
you have entered into some that were more 
s quite wrong to pi^ ty them , and even more 
on me , you would make me suffer even more 
ehind the body ' s great passion , the more 
I fear you more 
plight , our lamentation comforts ,us more 
ss the body , since it gives the body more 
We feel much more 
fer even more : nothing would hurt me more 
But the understanding has more 
I am no more 
ve not understood my poems , and many more 
21 
be called generous than he can be accused 
deeply , it brings me pleasure mixed with 
easily than they can imagine the bliss of 
I see her happy 
important than the other two , even if it 
in death than in life , and I can forgive 
in fear than in love 
likely to make the wrong guesses 
loathsome than mine 
mistaken to find excuses for them 
: nothing would hurt me more than your co 
spacious does its prison feel , and it ex 
than I feel love for you , and I confess 
than if the whole world were grieving for 
than is necessary : this will thrusts the 
than simple fear for the havoc that death 
than your compassion 
to say to the flesh , telling it with gre 
trouble to you than many others who did n 
who have never heard of them 
120 
morsel 2 
1 desire for food , unless it is some morsel that I may earn through my great love 
0 for the sake of enjoying some tasty morsel turns every meal into agony ; or like t 
mortal 2 
1 that poets talk of , and through it mortal pain afflicts them 
time , thus does the body make love mortal , while the soul cannot show its true n 
Mosaic 1 
The Mosaic Law was not good in itself ( it was not 
XXIII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXII 
CV 
II 
XCIV 
XXIII 
31 
9 
179 
114 
18 
63 
36 
15 
27 
most 
Her beauty , even for the most 
Even the most 
cate any wild thing by inflicting the most 
e no longer inhabits this world , the most 
iches and noble blood but lacking the most 
When even the most 
in only a short time my body has shed most 
yps of love which gives it its form ; most 
has created many such women , who are most 
devout man , is blinding 
dim-sighted fool could not fail to recogn 
extreme passion 
important part of her remains here in spi 
important part since they are of little w 
just of men live in fear , how can I do o 
of its bulk 
of the time this love inflicts upon me an 
wise and good , but lady Teresa enjoys pe 
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XCIV 129 
Mother 1 
Mother of God , if she is in purgatory for une 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XLVI 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
CV 
CV 
Lili 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
XLVI 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XCVI 
LXXXVI I 
xxxix 
XXIII 
LXXXVI I 
XXVIII 
332 
49 
36 
199 
4 
57 
124 
37 
179 
25 
38 
83 
25 
136 
40 
33 
40 
43 
300 
10 
39 
24 
27 
16 
146 
9 
mounting 1 
our big weakness , he thought that by mounting you he 'd amount to a knight 
move 2 
ets and constellations will no longer move through the heavens 
Help me , God , for I cannot move without your aid , because my body is wor 
movements 1 
h your understanding and the innocent movements of your beautiful body 
moves 1 
It is not interest that moves its puré love 
much 
tisfying his appetite will grasp very much 
Love , if only I understood you as much 
Experience will teach as much 
ing you do is good and that you do as much 
ses me : I have loaded myself with so much 
help , since I know that I could try much 
uch strength that I do not notice how much 
nd man cannot guess what it is like , much 
will is unable to satisfy the soul , much 
And if not as much 
ight hold , I would know for sure how much 
We feel much 
Make me feel as much 
continué to uve , I cannot offer as much 
disposed towards love , and finds as much 
from that body which I have loved so much 
I will offer no defence ; hurt me so much 
out ever attaining it , no matter how much 
y true it is that its deep sadness is much 
but as for your mien , he has nothing much 
20 
as I feel you ! As things are , I '11 be 
even to fools 
good by taking life as by giving it : all 
guilt in the past 
harder ? Forgive me if what I say is madn 
I struggle ; when the rage subsides , eve 
less feel it 
less the body , since it gives the body m 
love enters me as I wish , increase my fe 
love your heart harbours for me 
more than simple fear for the havoc that 
of your power as you can 
proof of my heart 's suffering as I could 
scope in us as the Devil 
, see how I suffer ! I am afraid to speak 
that everyone will grieve for me 
thought and trouble he may take , because 
to be preferred to any other delight , si 
to say 
multiplies 1 
armony , and it is this harmony which multiplies the forms of good from which it is 
murder 1 
And yet , were I to murder a thousand innocent men in cold blood , 
musician 1 
Yet no one can cali himself a musician if he has never played a note for y 
XXVIII 
IV 
IV 
LXXXI 
IV 
XLII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
II 
LXXXIII 
Lili 
LXXXI 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
CV 
II 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
CV 
XXIX 
CV 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
II 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
IV 
CV 
XIII 
XLII 
4 
• 5 
2 
5 
25 
1 
4 
180 
102 
15 
2 
6 
6 
117 
122 
190 
27 
29 
279 
22 
196 
5 
77 
34 
96 
211 
85 
35 
286 
50 
219 
217 
14 
185 
11 
9 
72 
31 
37 
must 
ps a wide-eyed vigil , while the sick must 
fruits which he desires equally , but must 
has brought cióse to death , and who must 
Now think what I'must 
e , and that for this reason the body must 
You must 
s : the Sirocco and the South-Western must 
But it must 
ds on where it is directed , for love must 
If I want to stop loving , then I must 
One day he decides that he must 
ater pain does my desire feel when it must 
eel who long for you constantly , and must 
13 
bear redoubled pain 
choose between them , so limiting his des 
eat or perish , but then sees a tree on o 
feel who long for you constantly , and mu 
first be satisfied before either kind of 
have heard about the turtle-dove 
hold them back , enlisting the help of th 
lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid of true 
necessarily be engendered in a unión of 1 
no longer find you pleasing 
struggle to his feet no matter what it co 
take leave of my hope 
watch you from afar - you who could wipe 
mutual 1 
By mutual consent however , each strives toward 
my 
something easily done , since he has my 
So , Lord , send faiths fire to my 
My 
ptible gold , so death puts an end to my 
id public ones ; I throw myself on to my 
e , then annihilate my soul ; may all my 
our knowledge was infallible ? Return my 
And so with me : I know now that my 
Take me when you find me at my 
God chose to take me up into Heaven , my 
, and wish I could redress them with my 
As for my 
My 
such deeds that in only a short time my 
anything from the past , and I clothe my 
annot move without your aid , because my 
ur returns , my spirit weeps , and if my 
f the flesh weary me1-; and as soon as my 
espite , for I toil all night racking my 
But in my 
Please , God , before my 
But I have made my 
stination ? I beg you , Lord , to end my 
But if I should have to end my 
ust ask them : " So what will it be , my 
199 
actions to go by 
aid and warm the part that chills me 
ailing heart burns hotter than the sun in J 
base desire 
bed , but pain thrusts me off again 
being be returned to nothingness , especial 
being to nothingness , I beg you , for that 
beat course is to keep as far from you as I 
best ; I do not know what good it can do me 
bliss would not be complete unless , as wel 
blood 
body - love has abandoned it , because the 
body already shows clear signsN of decrepitu 
body has shed most of its bulk 
body in nothing but my own shame ; trapped 
body is worse than paralytic 
body 's strength should be completely resto 
body 's vigour returns , my spirit weeps , 
brains how best to perform the next day^ 's 
case , both kinds of love assailed me , and 
case is closed by death , accept me as your 
choice and , through love , I shall live 
days before even worse befalls me 
days , then love will have reached its limi 
dears ? If it 's to do with love , you can 
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XIII 
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LXXX 
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XIII 
LXXXI 
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CV 
CV 
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CV 
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CV 
CV 
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CV 
CV 
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CV 
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CV 
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XIII 
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IV 
LIII 
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CV 
CV 
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LXXX 
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CV 
XLVI 
XIII 
XCIV 
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XCIV 
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CV 
XIII 
XCVI 
IV 
I 
36 
9 
25 
14 
176 
16 
28 
33 
6 
10 
5 
12 
259 
265 
275 
62 
30 
7 
41 
64 
43 
47 
145 
203 
9 
69 
186 
144 
272 
277 
215 
212 
46 
193 
137 
29 
281 
25 
9 
3 
289 
210 
214 
221 
245 
37 
118 
47 
25 
255 
53 
44 
14 
29 
209 
50 
68 
3 
17 
13 
282 
22 
40 
182 
37 
44 
273 
42 
54 
6 
8 
213 
58 
3 
28 
29 
4 
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8 
18 
100 
52 
15 
123 
4 
121 
19 
99 
21 
27 
15 
17 
rnt there that you ^ hose to weep over 
Lady , you are my god and 
ithin me in its simple form , such is 
It grieves me to see 
is no physician who couid cure me of 
even such a separation could vanquish 
me love , and then blames me for it ! 
do love 's bidding , I have appointed 
rabie to staying in this world should 
d then pales : even greater pain does 
ng on the Faith , for the strength of 
or its influence to take root : where 
From moment to moment I change 
ou and you alone that I have cast all 
sure than the thought of never seeing 
In despair of ever fulfilling 
Lily among thorns , 
This is the form 
hat you strengthen my heart , so that 
at a good man enjoys in you , so that 
s before you when I will have to make 
want to pulí myself to my feet , but 
way from every pleasure as if it were 
at I feel through these that dictates 
Who will teach me how to make 
ve hidden , and love shows plainly in 
O when will sweet tears bathe 
And above all may 
But Fortune has not yet revealed what 
t save my soul , while it may be that 
h love enters me as I wish , increase 
So great are 
ee Love 's fire roar ! If I have kept 
I want to pulí myself to 
k without exaggeration , and quelling 
I am not equal to that task , do with 
And if I should plead for 
That type of love towards which 
r every time it attempts resistance 
ng obstructs me : while she was alive 
does , she will find me waiting up , 
Lady , you are 
it is with me ; for I make love into 
e my nature / which is bad because of 
s some morsel that I may earn through 
, that is just the position in which 
Part of 
ve offended against your will through 
and yet this same hope consoles me in 
s happy , and loathe the thought that 
y the hair ; if I fail to stretch out 
In vain I press 
s what I want ; let your blood soften 
My feeble limbs jerk ; 
nstantly at my mind , another eats at 
o sound escapes me except the sigh of 
, which is why I beg you to come into 
Pierce 
ive / I cannot offer as much proof of 
s , and pain stops the blood reaching 
I ask that you strengthen 
Whoever hopes to reach it without 
esire feel when it must take leave of 
but has struck out along that road : 
bove all may my faith not waver , and 
e than to dream foolish fancies , for 
As soon as I have to leave 
my imaginad pleasure , then , alas ! 
All 
just the same way , if I should take 
The best things in 
mind were dead and that I could spend 
my merits ; I loathe the thought that 
will provide me soon , I do not want 
d to me , for there is no solution to 
Even death has not killed 
ne in ordinary people , through death 
Let each man judge where 
e woods and lions roam the sea before 
hen I think that you will judge me by 
or while one worm gnaws constantly at 
nt / nothing seems adequate ; whether 
ust so , two strong desires have made 
I would to God that 
my death , repentant that you allowed an innoc 
My deep pain does not follow the normal course 
my delight 
my delight that I forget I am in this world 
my departure from this world approaching , for 
my desire 
my desire 
My desire and my reason have called a truce , 
my desire as its master 
my desire be thwarted ; by then I will have tr 
my desire feel when it must take leave of my h 
my desire is capable of all else 
my desire is , there can be no stability 
My desire keeps me to a bed of hope , so sound 
my desires , and I can never tell where the pa 
my desires , and it is in you that the same de 
my desires fulfilled 
my desires , I shall wander the world , singin 
my desires shift so wildly that I want you to 
my desires took while she was alive 
my desires will become fused with your will , 
my disobedient flesh will be appeased and will 
my disordered reckoning ? You have given me an 
My dual nature causes such desire : I can be s 
my efforts are half-hearted ; the weight of my 
my enemy , for when a small boon comes amidst 
my every step ; I believe in paradise through 
my excuses before you when I will have to make 
my eyes , and pain stops the blood reaching my 
My face constantly changes colour ; I seek out 
my face ? Contrition is the fount from which t 
my faith not waver , and my hope not tremble ; 
my fate is to be 
my fate is to be the reverse 
my fear so that sheer dread will keep me from 
my fears that she may be in terrible suffering 
My feeble limbs jerk ; my head becomes a heavy 
my feelings to myself , do not think it is bec 
my feet , but my efforts are half-hearted ; th 
my fervent desire so that I can write untroubl 
My fierce desire is the driving forcé behind a 
my flesh as you will , but do not touch my spi 
my flesh , do not listen to me 
my flesh is inclined feels in full measure the 
My flesh is so inclined towards pleasure that 
My flesh is wasted from so many sleepless nigh 
my flesh rebelled 
my gates unbarred , ready to do her bidding hu 
my god and my delight 
my god and try to wrest contentment from it , 
my great faults 
my great love 
my great pleasure in you has placed me 
my great pleasure is the same as that which an 
my great sins , and if I am not equal to that 
my great suffering 
my grief could ever end 
my hand to meet yours , pulí me up to you as i 
my hands together in prayer and plead to God , 
my hardened heart : it has cured many others o 
my head becomes a heavy burden to my neck ; in 
my heart 
my heart 
my heart - for you have entered into some that 
my heart and seize hold of all my senses , spe 
my heart ' s suffering as I could by dying 
my heart , so that it runs to wherever I have 
my heart , so that my desires will become fuse 
my help is either mad or else a fool and a min 
my hope 
my hope already shows signs of decay 
my hope not tremble ; if these are strong , th 
My hope totters within me and I can feel a ter 
my imagination is captive to the past , which 
my imagined pleasure , then , alas ! my joy tu 
my joy turns to suffering ; a brief respite is 
my labours have brought me nothing 
my leave of this world , that power which incl 
my life are those which now are nothing 
my life asleep 
my life should last any longer , and yet I dre 
my life to be spared 
my longing 
my love , and I feel no regret even though I k 
my love has become boundless 
my love has its origins - something easily do 
my love will ever wane , as long as I at least 
my merits ; I loathe the thought that my life 
my mind , another eats at my heart 
my mind is empty or fall of thoughts , all my 
my mind their battleground , but now I have de 
my mind were dead and that I could spend my li 
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XIII 28 thank it for not clothing with earth 
CV 52 God , have mercy ! Completely change 
XXVIII 18 rae if Love has placed his noose about 
LXXXVII 282 k ; my head becomes a heavy burden to 
LXXXVII 328 I could write 
CV 97 will is set against yours , and I am 
XXXIX 35 , who have seen the glory of it with 
Lili 32 ly pray that God will protect me from 
LXXXVII 286 , and I clothe my body in nothing but 
XXXIX 4 3 y extreme : love has overeóme me with 
LXXXVII 287 nothing but my own shame ; trapped in 
LXXXI 6 rom 'afar - you who -could wipe out all 
XCIV 79 As soon as I mingle pleasure with 
LIII 16 ughts with which to punish myself for 
LXXXVII 230 suffering ? It is in this sphere that 
XCIV 57 in the world who have not understood 
XXXIX 5 himself up to sadness : let him read 
XXIII 41 Lily among thorns , it is beyond 
XCVI 20 r joy is ineffable ; if in Hell , all 
XIII 6 ng the tombs , plying the damned with 
LXXXVII 214 onfirmed in puré love ; at this point 
II 33 then blames me for it ! My desire and 
LXXXVII 24 9 oul , and I would willingly sacrifice 
LXXX 5 Since 
LXXXIII 6 ainst love , always trying to do what 
LIII 23 flicted will cause me no pain if only 
XLVI 23 God who joined us never to weaken in 
XLVI 8 them blowing together may bring about 
LXXX 8 of this , and I am still waiting for 
XXVIII 12 hen that I summon all my wits to plot 
CV 168 I beg you , Lord , that you deaden 
LXXXVII 284 e heat courses through my veins ; all 
XCVI 37 Pierce my heart and seize hold of all 
XXXII 44 't think that I am exaggefating , for 
XCVI 36 Oh pain , treat me fairly : be 
XLVI 17 There 's not a pilgrim on 
CV 165 h me all those things that I carry on 
XCIV 132 ed : don 't let her suffer because of 
CV 54 /And if I can redeem 
CV 65 od , what shall I do , floundering in 
LXXXVII 248 is the sort of passion that inflames 
XXXIX 12 n people have seen me in great pain , 
XCVI 21 If that is the case , then annihilate 
CV 95 Only give light to the eyes of 
XCVI 5 his is the sort of torment that racks 
CV 200 As for me , if only , once 
CV 192 You created me that I might save 
LXXXVII 295 love depends on whom it settles in -
LXXXVII 220 ength should be completely restored , 
LXXXVII 213 the body has reached its limit , and 
LXXXVII 231 
CV 211 flesh as you will , but do not touch 
LXXXVII 218 s soon as my body 's vigour returns , 
CV 29 e road towards it ; I want to retrace 
XCIV 8 6 e , since any kind of flesh now turns 
XXIX 6 e sight of your beauty has sapped all 
XIII 43 Have no doubt , 
LIII 27 In all 
CV 55 m my sins through death , let this be 
CV 10 orts are half-hearted ; the weight of 
XLVI 24 solve , and to keep you constantly in 
XCIV 82 emember her with a heavy sigh for all 
XIII 5 For I would sdoner spend 
XCVI 27 nd is empty or fall of thoughts , all 
CV 17 I do not sin with 
XXXII 41 Lily among thorns , I will always do 
LXXXVII 283 y neck ; intense heat courses through 
XLVI 22 think only of you , and I shall make 
CV 103 firmness of intention , and even now 
LIII 21 
CV 96 y give light to the eyes of my soul ! 
CV 18 ding as greatly as I have sinned with 
CV 15 e already from your delay in granting 
II 38 But this also has sharpened 
XXVIII 12 ht , for it is then that I summon all 
I 27 sure to the torments that drive me to 
XLVI 54 ove in me , and will not need to take 
CV 27 Forgive me if what I say is madness : 
XXIII 5 All 
XLVI 56 aled in act , and I shall have proved 
XXXIX 2 een sad at some time need bother with 
CV 34 h I am a bad Ghristian when judged by 
and have becom 
could cast love 
bidding , I ha 
my naked body , since it can count on no other 
my nature , which is bad because of my great f 
my neck 
my neck ; intense heat courses through my vein 
my own Apocalypse of all the deep secrets whic 
my own enemy , even when I think I am a friend 
my own eyes / desire the pain it causes , sinc 
my own iré 
my own shame ; trapped in my own thoughts , lo 
my own strength , without even drawing on it3 
my own thoughts , love 's deep cares keep me f 
my pain 
my pain , the pleasure is lost , and anguish o 
my past misdeeds 
my pleasure lies 
my poems , and many more who have never heard 
my poems , which speak of frenzied thoughts , 
my powers to make you an invisible crown 
my prayers are pointless 
my questions - and they would answer me , for 
my reason becomes lucid 
my reason have called a truce 
my reason if I thought that I 
my reason refused to do love 
my reason tells me is best 
my renown will last for ever like that of St F 
my resolve , and to keep you constantly in my 
my return 
my reward ! Love , love , you would have a har 
my self-betrayal 
my senses and keep me for ever from knowing ce 
my senses are buffeted by presentiments of fut 
my senses , spend all your rage on me , for I 
my shameful guilt deserves even worse 
my shield against oblivion 
my ship who will not cali upon Heaven , making 
my shoulders ; he who does not fear the claws 
my sins 
my sins through death , let this be my sweet p 
my sins ? When I think of Hell , where time ha 
my soul , and I would willingly sacrifice my r 
my soul has been comforted by this great pleas 
my soul ; may all my being be returned to noth 
my soul ! My will is set against yours , and I 
my soul , not knowing what God has ordained fo 
my soul was safe after baptism , I had not bee 
my soul , while it may be that my fate is to b 
my special sensibilities reveal this truth 
my spirit gives itself up to physical pleasure 
my spirit has been confirmed in puré love ; at 
My spirit is content with imaginings alone , b 
my spirit , since this is like you 
my spirit weeps , and if my body 's strength s 
my steps , and yet I do not turn in that direc 
my stomach 
my strength 
my suffering is as serious as that 
my suffering you do me no wrong , for if you t 
my sweet penitence 
my terrible sins sees to that 
my thoughts 
my thoughts to rush back 
my time among the tombs , plying the damned wi 
my time is spent in vain : I repent of everyth 
my understanding as greatly as I have sinned w 
my utmost to ensure that pain never leaves me 
my veins ; all my senses are buffeted by prese 
my vow to that same God who joined us never t 
my will has changed 
My will has obeyed love to such an extent that 
My will is set against yours , and I am my own 
my will , which I have loaded with guilt 
my wish that you are angry : your mercy finds 
my wits so that I can better contémplate love 
my wits to plot my self-betrayal 
my wits1 end 
my word alone 
my words arise from anguish 
my words will be lost on those who have not se 
my words with deeds 
my works ! And anyone who is tormented by his 
my works , I bear you no anger , and do not bl 
CV 97 , even when I thihk I am a friend to 
XCIV 127 I want nothing for 
II 25 roar ! If I have kept my feelings to 
LIII 16 r angry thoughts with which to punish 
XCIV 90 feels as if I were trying to distance 
CV 208 me the strength to take vengeance on 
LXXXVII 279 laces and avoid publie ones ; I throw 
XXVIII 17 Prudent lady , I know I have only 
myself 11 
myself 
myself - nothing that is of this world - but o 
myself , do not think it is because I do not k 
myself for my past misdeeds 
myself from her 
myself ; I have offended against your will thr 
myself on to my bed , but pain thrusts me off 
myself to blame if Love has placed his noose a 
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cv 
xxxix 
cv 
9 
23 
179 
28 
XLII 
XLII 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXII 
IV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
cv 
XCVI 
XLVI 
35 
12 
108 
111 
10 
46 
37 
86 
88 
34 
51 
316 
82 
29 
49 
17 
146 
203 
47 
42 
66 
19 
12 
39 
21 
28 
153 
27 
68 
52 
51 
310 
22 
150 
17 
102 
14 
3 
26 
45 
18 
282 
2 
3 
19 
130 
13 
54 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
158 
130 
127 
86 
177 
102 
I want to pulí myself to my feet , but my efforts are half-he 
t it might make me , am happy to give myself up to its sadness and be sad for ever 
but habit opposes me : I have loaded myself with so much guilt in the past 
Na 1 
d want a bit of procuring done , give Na Monboi a try 
naked 1 
ank it for not clothing with earth my naked body , since it can count on no other pl 
ñame 4 
ince they '11 cali you by your proper ñame , don 't pretend you 're deaf , but just 
ad savoured noble flesh ! What 's his ñame ? John , isn 't it ? You know who I mean 
whomever it pleases / you bestow the ñame of god ; by making him like you , you lif 
ver pleases the Devil should take the ñame of the one whose ways he follows 
natural 3 
cook / changing colour and losing its natural form as it seethes 
cessary to it and does not exceed the natural order , it does not fail man 
ite , reason in all its works becomes natural to man ; but if the opposite occurs , 
nature 
wn delight , and thus forgets its own nature 
igher level ; it fdrgets its wretched nature 
forces in man , each of which follows nature 
sire goes beyond the bounds of man rs nature 
finite love temper the body ' s finite nature 
comparable pain is not to be found in Nature 
in him desires the fulfilment of its nature 
The wills that derive from man 's nature 
there always will be , of a different nature 
koning ? You have given me an upright nature 
My dual nature 
But if it should reach beyond what Nature 
traight path - following the dominant nature 
, robbing it of everything with which Nature 
to be unaware of the gifts with which Nature 
of the will , each following its own nature 
f the opposite occurs , it throws his nature 
And often Nature 
Such , it said , is the nature 
health in body , ñor for any good of nature 
ts the body upwards , but the body 's nature 
that is unadulterated can attract our nature 
d , have mercy ! Completely change my nature 
Each of them forgets its proper nature 
, while the soul cannot show its true nature 
25 
: an unmistakeable sign of it is that i 
, and fill it with life 
, and man cannot guess what it is like 
, and nothing in the world can stand in 
are restricted to the known and finite 
, blessed with riches and noble blood b 
, but I have turned the straight rule i 
causes such desire : I can be satisfied 
decrees , it gives rise to a false and 
, for a greater mass attracts a smaller 
has endowed it , while it gives the sou 
has endowed you 
, have to express themselves through de 
into confusión , and he fails to reach 
is at fault , for it will endow with go 
of the flesh that its concept of love i 
or fortune , but only that I may love y 
pulís it down 
; the soul can never savour contentment 
, which is bad because of my great faul 
, while at the same time doing all it c 
while it is in the company of the body 
natures 1 
ignorance and is composed of our two natures 
near 2 
either fear ñor hope to come anywhere near it 
The time draws near when I shall go and lead a hermit 's life 
necessarily 2 
where it is directed , for love must necessarily be engendered in a unión of likene 
hich is a creature of corruption , is necessarily drawn to the corrupt appetites 
necessary 3 
But he simply does not have the necessary strength , and at the first step he 
since it gives the body more than is necessary : this will thrusts the body upwards 
ng as the appetite wants only what is necessary to it and does not exceed the natura 
neck 2 
if Love has placed his noose about my neck 
my head becomes a heavy burden to my neck intense heat courses through my veins 
need 6 
ad or else have been sad at some time need bother with my works ! And anyone who is 
one who is tormented by his suffering need not seek out some dark place in which to 
No one need pity me for this strange existence , for 
no peace in anything else : we do not need to be clever to know this because in all 
fer ! I am afraid to speak to you : I need to know in what place you are before I ca 
er signs of love in me , and will not need to take my word alone 
needs 1 
when he has built up the strength he needs to destroy the bull which has worsted hi 
neglect 3 
nstant : it is goaded by weariness or neglect 
ough the body , very often because of neglect or anger 
Satiety or neglect soon drives love from them , or at lea 
neglecting 1 
wards its pleasure through the body , neglecting its own delight , and thus forgets 
negotiate 1 
nchaste desire , which never stops to negotiate terms before carrying out its will , 
neither 3 
oul implement this desire : they take neither delight ñor displeasure in it 
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LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
150 to know what happiness is : it allows neither fear ñor hope to come anywhere near it 
125 But neither of them can endure the other to the ex 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
IV 
XXXII 
XLII 
XXXII 
XIII 
LXXXI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
XXXII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XLII 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
224 
157 
263 
320 
22 
8 
243 
224 
58 
90 
72 
33 
47 
42 
6 
10 
20 
4 
28 
79 
69 
30 
30 
177 
276 
30 
304 
23 
5 
16 
75 
18 
14 
99 
1 
11 
14 
never 
love , hampered by the carnal sort , never 
because of this that such love could never 
I am one who never 
es of its own accord , so that man is never 
only help those who help themselves , never 
ess just for me , to make sure that I never 
the spul be fettered and that reason never 
attains what is worthy of it , and is never 
ood my poems , and many more who have never 
is why this desire will enter men but never 
e pain a way of life , so that I will never 
Venice has never 
ame thing happens every day , but you never 
ways do my utmost to ensure that pain never 
And she 'd never 
can cali himself a musician if he has never 
lly at his ever-replenished liver and never 
mfort wait , fate is against hira : he never 
Because of this , harmony can never 
While the body may tire , it is never 
can attract our nature ; the soul can never 
no other pleasure than the thought of never 
n he can be accused of meanness if he never 
The unchaste desire , which never 
oment I change my desires , and I can never 
, so that , should I die , you would never 
end , for they are such that the soul never 
y vow to that same God who joined us never 
ling it herself before drinking , and never 
But that 's one path I '11 never 
30 
attains what is worthy of it , and is ne 
be called constant : it is goaded by wea 
ceases to dream of such a god , and yet 
completely untouched by love 
failing those who come to you , as you s 
find the strength 
free it , while the flesh declares war e 
fulfilled 
heard of them 
hold fast in them 
know the taste of joy 
known government as peaceful as that of 
learn 
leaves me ; and don *t think that I am e 
perch on a tree that was young and in le 
played a note , for you cannot become on 
puts an end to its meal , for while one 
reaches it 
reign in man 
satisfied , and keeps all that is finite 
savour contentment of its own accord ; i 
seeing my desires fulfilled 
stops spending 
stops to negotiate terms before carrying 
tell where the pain will strike 
think of me again 
tires of them 
to weaken in my resolve , and to keep yo 
touches the running stream 
tread 
new 2 
I make sure that every new enterprise fails from the outset , because 
the humours are at war ; with each new period of the day their power is transmute 
next 
ing my brains how best to perform the next day 
according to how he compares with the next man 
s treachery 
and love 's strength is determined 
37 
night 3 
The day fades in terror as the night draws in , spreading darkness before it 
be nothing compared to what I do each night , for it is then that I summon all my wi 
wn brings no respite , for I toil all night racking my brains how best to perform th 
nights 1 
lesh is wasted from so many sleepless nights 
XXXII 
CV 
CV 
LXXXII 
IV 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
XXXII 
XXVIII 
CV 
I 
XLVI 
XXVIII 
I 
LXXXVI I 
IV 
IV 
XXXII 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
I 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
33 
35 
44 
5 
29 
3 
115 
38 
148 
43 
7 
48 
91 
131 
105 
24 
15 
102 
7 
58 
8 
44 
308 
30 
51 
29 
181 
52 
125 
33 
33 
10 
15 
198 
113 
109 
332 
61 
137 
1 
when judged by my works , I bear you 
since I know that the world brings me 
The wise are 
the flesh that its c'oncept of love is 
e , who looks at the sky and , seeing 
The body , on its own , can have 
11 your rage on me , for I will offer 
form of virtuous good , and there is 
Have 
do not do what I wish , since I have 
that he arms himself , while there is 
Those desires which have 
because in all of us our desires find 
hich all ends meet , and there can be 
they lack worthiness , it is through 
Death or the prison cell can hold 
I live in pain , for I have 
The future can hold 
ft with only that part of you that 's 
o other man has ever known , and I do 
nstancy holds out against it and pays 
rld , for what is finite in him is of 
r a fox 's , animáis which can aspire 
irected towards a good ; but you have 
t the mean exists : the man who shows 
erve you , and you have done for them 
mistakeable sign of it is that it has 
mpletely human .gives no rest and sets 
hes wherever it pleases ; when or why 
at makes me wretched : that you would 
nly the past , loving something which 
f I want to'stop loving , then I must 
nds its strength and power so that it 
Even though the woman I love 
beloved dies in body , the lover can 
oon , planets and constellations will 
No 92 
No amount of cleverness will make virtue easy 
no anger , and do not blame you for anything 
no benefit , give me the strength to reject it 
no better off in this respect than are fools , 
no better than a wolf 's or a fox 's , animáis 
no cloud in sight , is'quite convinced that he 
no contact with the infinite ; the soul by its 
no defence ; hurt me so much that everyone wil 
no disagreement among the desires which spring 
no doubt , my suffering is as serious as that 
no doubt that I have a free will ; I do not kn 
no doubt that the body , for its part , groans 
no element of virtue ebb and flow like the tid 
no end except in you 
no end that does not lead to you 
no fault of theirs 
no fears for the man who like me betrays his o 
no firmness of intention , and even now my wil 
no good for me 
no good to anyone 
no harm to anyone 
no heed to what the envious might say 
no help at such a time , thus does the body m 
no higher in love than their bestial appetite 
no inkling of where such a good might be found 
no largesse can no more be called generous tha 
no less than what I ask you , which is why I b 
no limits 
no limits to the appetite ; but witho.ut it man 
no living man can tell 
no longer be able to love me once I was dead , 
no longer exists , for it is gone for ever 
no longer find you pleasing 
no longer finds itself looking at a wall , but 
no longer inhabits this world , the most impor 
no longer love , since he can find nothing to 
no longer move through the heavens 
No lover can attain delight until the body and 
No lover will deny that he has these passions 
No man can achieve great worth in this world u 
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ng , against the idea of that place ; 
filment , without ever attaining it , 
des that he must struggle to his feet 
When I think of Hell , where time has 
f all those it wounds , and they have 
kept in prison by an infidel suffered 
s : the man who shows no largesse can 
I am 
plead with your son that he will take 
Yet 
rtue ebb and flow like the tide , and 
d they would answer me , for there is 
ch every other good is measured , and 
ason does not praise or condone , let 
Your mind accomplishes what 
But the love of the body has 
1 from its place in the heavens , for 
ot me : for I live in such torment as 
I know of 
my naked body , since it can count on 
u could compare me to someone who has 
driven from this world , I would feel 
wound it has inflicted will cause me 
Even though it has 
knows no rest , for the will can find 
There is 
But the brutish man has 
ls from the outset , because there is 
ch loveliness as yours , I would have 
h has not killed my love , and I feel 
Believe me , the dawn brings 
hoever has a journey to make can have 
e end which is completely human gives 
ver seeks any other end but God knows 
han the sun in June , and yet has won 
Intense delight , and in 
at all compared to me , for there is 
es and desires are futile , since you 
day , I am left feeling so weak that 
t : where my desire is , there can be 
I shall fear 
into a lowly thrall , and have given 
The understanding wasted 
dy for a few yards of cloth ! You are 
As for the first , 
s are highly esteemed , for power has 
In all my suffering you do me 
fool could not fail to recognize the 
XXXII 
XLII 
XXIII 
XLVI 
CV 
CV 
18 
11 
19 
59 
1 
113 
rent nature , blessed with riches and 
s to a merchant after it had savoured 
Learned young 
Since 
This world has its own ends ; 
27 
102 
153 
150 
wasted no time in replying , and made 
yself to blame if Love has placed his 
is desire : they take neither delight 
I do not beg you for health in body , 
happiness is : it allows neither fear 
My deep pain does not follow the 
d the Midi , and humbly implóring the 
isting the help of their allies , the 
I can see the winds from the West and 
no man can imagine suffering so he feel , then 
no matter how much thought and trouble he may 
no matter what it costs 
no meaning , I know all the fear that we are c 
no means of knowing what virtuous love is 
no misfortune at all compared to me , for ther 
no more be called generous than he can be accu 
no more trouble to you than many others who di 
no notice of where these prayers come from , r 
no one can cali himself a musician if he has n 
No one can foretell how anything will turn out 
no one could fail to be shocked if he saw for 
no one else to share in their constant lamenta 
No one has ever taken his love to greater extr 
No one is deemed good merely because he knows 
no one is good who does not resemble you 
No one need pity me for this strange existence 
no one reprove me for what I say 
no other can , for it grasps the greatest subt 
no other goal except a brief pleasure 
no other man attunes himself to love except me 
no other man has ever known , and I do no harm 
no other man who , without loving a particular 
no other pleasure than the thought of never se 
no other pleasure than to dream foolish fancie 
no other torment than to be unable to look upo 
no pain if only my renown will last for ever 1 
no part in the first impulses of desire , the 
no peace in anything else : we do not need to 
no physician who could cure me of my desire 
no place on that bench , and those who are far 
no pleasure for me in seeing any task through 
no reason to thank it for not clothing with ea 
no regret even though I know I am dying 
no respite , for I toil all night racking my b 
no rest 
no rest and sets no limits to the appetite ; b 
no rest , for the will can find no peace in an 
no reward 
no small measure , is to be found amidst the t 
no solution to my longing 
no sooner feel your kind of pleasure than you 
no sound escapes me except the sigh of my hear 
no stability 
no terror at the sight of you 
no thought to God 
no time in replying , and made nonsense of the 
no use to anyone except as a wet-nurse 
no wisdom can dwell in their heads ; as for th 
No words I find seem to be sufficient 
no worth unless it is put to good use , while 
no wrong , for if you took pity on me , you wo 
nobility 1 
nobility of your person 
noble 2 
noble blood but lacking the most important par 
noble flesh ! What 's his ñame ? John , isn 't 
noblemen 1 
noblemen have paid court to it , but they have 
Nobody 1 
Nobody can know you for what you are until he 
none 2 
none can reach you without your help , give me 
none of them is a true end , since they do not 
nonsense 1 
nonsense of these ideas 
noose 1 
noose about my neck 
ñor 3 
ñor displeasure in it 
ñor for any good of nature or fortune , but on 
ñor hope to come anywhere near it 
normal 1 
normal course : usually time wears pain away , 
North 1 
North wind to lend its support , so that all f 
North-Eastern 1 
North-Eastern and the Midi , and humbly implor 
North-West 1 
North-West gathering hostile forces : the Siró 
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There 's 
If you are 
And if 
ided in this desire , for the soul is 
s is a sure sign that earthly good is 
ke me up into Heaven , my bliss would 
es , whether of good or evil , should 
Let me 
you come to know me better , you will 
udas that it were better that man had 
It is his fault that you have 
y soul was safe after baptism , I had 
I do 
some excuse , though a weak one , for 
I do 
, and I can forgivé anyone if he does 
who have not seen you , for they will 
works , I bear you no anger , and do 
's not a pilgrim on my ship who will 
I do 
I do 
nts only to sleep all day , and could 
would have no reason to thank it for 
In quantity it is variable , and does 
But I do 
as we can see from his works , he did 
What is to become of me , who do 
fear that preys on me is that you do 
t lead him to nappiness , for it does 
lis greatly wants what the other does 
can wreak , but the fact that it does 
ever wane , as long as I at least do 
And so , it is because I 
you await me ; I do not know why I 
It is 
1 through my great sins , and if I am 
be in terrible suffering , that I do 
to turn-into a base desire , and does 
er terror will forcé out secrets that 
only what is necessary to it and does 
ot exceed the natural order , it does 
these are strong , then charity will 
Even the most dim-sighted fool could 
I carry on my shoulders ; he who does 
osed to the deepest of joys that I do 
which he has been secured , but does 
My deep pain does 
; in this the body does succeed , but 
The Mosaic Law was 
I grieve because I do. 
ossessions and of base lineage , does 
But he simply does 
It is 
Even death has 
wisdom that there is' nothing she does 
I do 
me when you find me at my best ; I do 
doubt that I have a free will ; I do 
elf , do not think it is because I do 
the man whom death has taken and does 
out towards where you await me ; I do 
e of good are the reasons that men do 
sort of torment that racks my soul , 
ch body and soul together desire does 
of them easily snaps and another does 
t , and there can be no end that does 
It has 
the key that has locked them in will 
d if I should plead for my flesh , do 
had paid death his due ; then I would 
But these passions do 
roaching , for although I grieve I do 
of them is a true end , since they do 
But 
This is another *s doing , 
nt long years away from town and does 
ind no peace in anything else : we do 
outer signs of love in me , and will 
3 rae , I find such strength that I do 
ver from knowing -certain pleasures , 
So do 
some word escape me >(hich reason does 
over their d'ead beloved ; but they do 
speak , for in it the loved one does 
easured , and no one is good who does 
ives me life ; the understanding will 
I shall 
beg to be allowed into Heaven , I do 
when the rage subsides , even if I do 
But he does 
not 121 
not a pilgrim on my ship who will not cali upo 
not a virgin , it is only because it was God ' 
not as much love enters me as I wish , increas 
not attached to matter , and cannot be the exc 
not based in truth ; that is why it cannot mak 
not be complete unless , as well as beholding 
not be kept hidden : Love is happy for its sec 
not be stricken with such pain as that 
not be ungrateful for all the pain I have suff 
not been born 
not been given the least hint that this willin 
not been returned to the arms of life , and ha 
not beg you for health in body , ñor for any g 
not being as frightened as I ought of the peri 
not believe God could put me to any torment co 
not believe me : there are few people who give 
not believe what they hear , while those who h 
not blame you for anything 
not cali upon Heaven , making vows and promise 
not claim that it is totally different from al 
not claim that love does not tempt me with tha 
not climb one step up this rugged cliff 
not clothing with earth my naked body , since 
not come in a fixed measure : lover is great 
not daré give up hope 
not deserve it 
not deserve your help / since I know that I co 
not desire me as you ought , so that , should 
not desire what can satisfy the whole man ; th 
not despise , almost without effort that will 
not discrimínate between one man and another s 
not displease you 
not disposed to the deepest of joys that I do 
not do what I wish , since I have no doubt tha 
not easy to tell how body and soul implement t 
not equal to that task , do with my flesh as y 
not even grieve over the pleasure whose loss m 
not even stir 
not even the confessor has learned 
not exceed the natural order , it does not fai 
not fail man 
not fail me 
not fail to recognize the nobility of your per 
not fear the claws of the strong lion will fee 
not feel it ; but , through the understanding 
not feel the pain until he recovers , so it is 
not follow the normal- course : usually time we 
not for long , and its pleasure is soon spent 
not good in itself ( it was not the way to par 
not grieve as I want to at the thought of the 
not have the means to show great zeal in what 
not have the necessary strength , and at the f 
not interest that moves its puré love 
not killed my love , and I feel no regret even 
not know 
not know of anyone who feels virtuous love for 
not know what good it can do me to put that mo 
not know what obstructs this desire 
not know what true love is 
not know where he is to be sent ( he cannot t 
not know why I do not do what I wish , since I 
not know you 
not knowing what God has ordained for you , be 
not last beyond its fulfilment 
not last for long 
not lead to you 
not left it entirely , but has struck out alón 
not let them out again ! Well , beloved lady , 
not listen to me 
not live in this present fear 
not loóse their grip on the body until it has 
not love you as I wish 
not make man happy ; the true good begins wher 
not me : for I live in such torment as no othe 
not mine 
not miss any of the friends he used to have in 
not need to be clever to know this because in 
not need to take my word alone 
not notice how much I struggle ; when the rage 
not only the ugly ones that offend you but ais 
not pity me if I should die because of you 
not praise or condone , let no one reprove me 
not quite match me 
not reciprócate the lover 's feelings 
not resemble you 
not rest content with any other good 
not return until I have dispelled this fear th 
not reveré that place as I ought ; I am lackin 
not say a word about it all day , I am left fe 
not see it the way the discerning do ; he can 
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ho is tormented by his suffering need not 
hile those who have seen you but have not 
words will be lost on those who have not 
ouble to you than many others who did not 
I do not 
the third , profitable love , I will not 
love from them , or at least it does not 
to make the other obey , but it does not 
And if death were not 
n the desires of these two clash will not 
I do not claim that love does not 
Not 
It is not 
c Law was not good in itself ( it was not 
Do not 
have kept ray feelings to myself , do not 
I do not 
fear , even though comparable pain is not 
ently obvious to me that puré love is not 
d seeks it out ; that is why I choose not 
the ways of the living : they prefer not 
do with my flesh as you will , but do not 
may my faith not waver , and my hope not 
at blessings : tormenting passions do not 
nt to retrace my steps , and yet I do not 
are many people in the world who have not 
n if I should lack for love , I shall not 
pray God will provide me soon , I do not 
I am a Catholic , but faith does not 
And above all may my faith not 
But Fortune has not 
seek out some dark place in which to give 
seen within you , will realise that what I 
seen you , for they will not believe what 
serve you , and you have done for them no 
sin with my understanding as greatly as I 
speak , for in it the loved one does not r 
stay for the same length of time in each : 
succeed in making the other give up comple 
such a heavy blow , forcing me to be absen 
take us very far 
tempt me with that desire which body and s 
that I think that even such a separation c 
the rational part of the soul which spurs 
the way to paradise ) , but only in so far 
think I could be so blind as to be unaware 
think it is because I do not know what tru 
think of her in terms of arms , feet , han 
to be found in Nature , and man cannot gue 
to be found in woman : it is in the contem 
to follow the ways of the living : they pr 
to think about the state in which I dwell 
touch my spirit , since this is like you 
tremble ; if these are strong , then chari 
trouble its unmitigated pleasure 
turn in that direction 
understood my poems , and many more who ha 
want for angry thoughts with which to puni 
want my life to be spared 
warm me enough to melt the lingering cold 
waver , and my hope not tremble ; if these 
yet revealed what my fate is to be 
Notable 1 
Notable examples whether of good or evil 
note 
f a musician if he has never played a note 
gs in my life are those which now are 
All my labours have brought me 
m of such a god , and yet he gives me 
om the past , and I clothe my body in 
will pierce one made of iron , while 
And 
ocent men in cold blood , it would be 
I want 
that you are angry : your mercy finds 
es the fulfilment of its nature , and 
igure , but as for your mien , he has 
I try even harder now that 
Prudent lady , 
You , spirit , if 
Whether I cry out or am silent , 
There 's 
possessing such wisdom that there is 
forcé behind all this , and I know of 
I want nothing for myself -
ses grace even to those who have done 
an no longer love , since he can find 
you would make me suffer even more : 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
Nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing 
for you cannot become one merely by wan 
25 
but my own shame ; trapped in my own t 
can destroy their joint mass - from su 
can detain me as I follow this straigh 
can halt their labour except the very 
compared to what I do each night , for 
for myself - nothing that is of this w 
in me to work upon 
in the world can stand in the way of t 
much to say 
obstructs me : while she was alive my 
on God 's Earth brings me joy except y 
prevents you , break with the ways of 
seems adequate ; whether my mind is era 
she did for me that she wouldn 't do f 
she does not know 
that could stand up to such a mighty f 
that is of this world - but only that 
that is unadulterated can attract our 
that lovers have ever attempted impres 
to deserve it ; you grant the gift of 
to love 
would hurt me more than your compassio 
nothingness 
., and it cannot reign where there is nothingness 
oul ; may all my being be returned to nothingness 
e was infallible ? 'Return my being to nothingness 
death returns to the void all th 
especially if she is in such a p 
I beg you , for that would be pr 
35 
notice 2 
, I find such strength that I do not notice how much I struggle ; when the rage sub 
ad with your son that he will take no notice of where these prayers come from , reme 
nourish 1 
nd as it commands the subtleties that nourish your understanding and the innocent mo 
XLVI 38 ers would have almost reached them by 
I 8 est things in my life are those which 
XLVI 3 s the sea 's perilous highways ! Even 
IV 16 made my mind their battleground , but 
CV 103 e no firmness of intention , and even 
XXIX 5 And so with me : I know 
XCIV 117 I try even harder 
XCIV 55 But 
LXXXI 5 
XCIV 86 decrepitude , since any kind of flesh 
now 10 
now 
now are nothing 
now I can see the winds from the West and Nort 
now I have decided in favour of one of them 
now my will has changed 
now that my best course is to keep as far from 
now that nothing obstructs me : while she was 
now that she is dead , they are easily disting 
Now think what I must feel who long for you co 
now turns my stomach 
258 
nowhere 1 
It finds nowhere for its influence to take root where 
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nurtured 1 
XLVI 15 bandon the very sea which spawned and nurtured them and , in utter desperation , lea 
cv 
cv 
cv 
XCIV 
II 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVI I 
52 
142 
215 
41 
39 
52 
21 
72 
36 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
IV 
XCIV 
38 
117 
65 
8 
267 
107 
23 
38 
O 3 
O God , have mercy ! Completely change my natu 
me half dead and keep me from life ! O Lord God , let me live on , for I feel that 
0 when will sweet tears bathe my face ? Contri 
obedient 1 
When the appetite is obedient to the soul , man keeps to a straight 
obese 1 
fin obese body wants only to sleep all day , and c 
obey 1 
me doing all it can to make the other obey , but it does not succeed in making the o 
obeyed 1 
My will has obeyed love to such an extent that the dangero 
object 1 
matter , and cannot be the exclusive object of this desire , whose effects on the b 
oblivion 1 
reat me fairly : be my shield against oblivion 
obstructs 4 
ed to the same thing , this desire so obstructs man that , if one of the wills great 
I try even harder now that nothing obstructs me : while she was alive my flesh re 
This love obstructs the body 's actions , robbing it of 
have a free will ; I do not know what obstructs this desire 
obvious 1 
It is patently obvious to me that puré love is not to be foun 
occasions 1 
has to assert its own , and on other occasions the body has to strive to subjugate 
occurs 2 
our , declaring that this love I feel occurs in the body , and that it is there that 
natural to man ; but if the opposite occurs , it throws his nature into confusión , 
ocean 1 
The ocean will bubble like a pot of stew taken to 
of 
XLII 15 legs a fly or a locust could be proud of 
XXIII 18 mes to extolling adequately the worth of 
XXXII 17 e others , and there always will be , of 
XXXIX 6 , and which have all come gushing out of 
XCIV 22 's passions are subject to variations of 
LXXXVII 232 alone , by which it forges the imageof 
LIII 12 the strength of my desire is capable of 
XCVI 37 Pierce my heart and seize hold of 
LXXXVII 229 in like manner , and so would be free of 
LXXXVII 328 I could write my own fipocalypse of 
I 37 them , and his oíd friend reminds him of 
LXXXVII 168 It darkens the reason of 
LXXXVII 172 So it is that the understanding of 
LXXXVII 41 It is this will that poets talk of 
CV 88 filthough you seem full of 
XCIV 78 Love of 
IV 4 9 asure , and you are too brutish to be of 
LXXXVII 155 I do not know of 
LXXXVII 233 I do not think of her in terms of 
XXXIX . 6 hing out of a madman without the help of 
XXXII 14 orth , but is poor in possessions and of 
II 1 t ship riding at anchor off a stretch of 
XLVI 39 Then , instead of 
LXXXVII 162 r dominión involves the participation of 
LXXXVII 74 This mixed desire is composed of 
XCIV 63 enemies ? The sweet and bitter tastes of 
II 41 Prudent lady , spare me a crust of 
XXXII 33 No amount of 
XLII 23 ou 've sold your body for a few yards of 
XIII 38 owed an innocent soul to die for lack of 
LXXXVII 126 em can endure the other to the extent of 
LXXXVII 13 The body , which is a creature of 
XLVI 18 pon Heaven , making vows and promises of 
XIII 13 ' That king of 
LIII 3 urney outwards ,-leaving in the chlll of 
LIII 8 at road : my hope^already shows signs of 
XCIV 85 My body already shows clear signs of 
IV 35 it has no part in the first impulses of 
XLVI 60 an I compare you with , except a game of 
I 31 st like the sick man who for the sake of 
LXXXI 7 - In despair of 
XCVI 28 1 my time is spent in vain : I repent of 
LXXXVII 66 ucts the body 's actions , robbing it of 
CV 40 dman who would be angry at you : love of 
LXXXVII 116 ; the soul by itself abhors all kinds of. 
XLVI 39 Then , instead of being by turns full of 
310 
a beautiful and virtuous body 
a different nature , blessed with riches an 
a madman without the help of art 
a very different or conflicting kind , beca 
a woman 
all else 
all my senses , spend all your rage on me , 
all suffering ? It is in this sphere that m 
all the deep secrets which love keeps hidde 
all the pleasures he-once enjoyed , so that 
all those it wounds , and they have no mean 
all those over whom Venus holds complete sw 
, and through it mortal pain afflicts them 
anger , that is only due to your displeasur 
any kind is particularly revolting and abho 
any use to love 
anyone who feels virtuous love for its own 
arms , feet , hands or throat , even though 
art 
base lineage , does not have the means to s 
beach , feeling as safe as if he were stand 
being by turns full of fear and hope for al 
body and soul together 
both body and soul joined together , for on 
both kinds of love are indistinguishable 
bread , for it is the only thing that could 
cleverness will make virtue easy to attain 
cloth ! You are no use to anyone except as 
compassion , a martyr to his love for you-o 
completely denying itself 
corruption , is necessarily drawn to the co 
countless votive offerings of wax 
Cyprus who was kept in prison by an infidel 
death the place which it disinhabits , as t 
decay 
decrepitude , since any kind of flesh now t 
desire , the understanding alone is equippe 
dice ? With pain like that of the soul when 
enjoying some tasty morsel turns every meal 
ever fulfilling my desires-, I shall wander 
everything I do , even before I do it 
everything with which Nature has endowed it 
evil and ignorance of good are the reasons 
excess 
fear and hope for all that the future might 
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CV 67 know all the fear that we are capable 
CV 94 have judgad your decisions with eyes 
XCIV 86 signs of decrepitude , since any kind 
XXXIX 5 : let him read my poeras , which speak 
LXXXVII 284 senses are buffeted by presentiments 
CV 108 ever it pleases , you bestow the ñame 
XCIV 129 Mother 
CV 64 us Job was weighed down with the fear 
LXXXVII 291 Just as the setting 
CV 40 y at you : love of evil and ignorance 
LXXXVII 146 is harmony which multiplies the forms 
XXIII 23 Since you do every kind 
Lili 19 Notable examples , whether 
XXXII 36 vices , acting virtuously out of love 
CV 62 ng to deserve it ; you grant the gift 
XXIX 8 r that stands between me and all hope 
XCIV 120 , but are always willing to sing out 
CV 217 s the key which opens the closed door 
CV 206 re gives us some idea of the torments 
CV 28 The fear 
CV 204 Men can grasp the pain 
CV 66 floundering in my sins ? When I think 
LXXXVII 233 I do not think 
LXXXVII 235 All I want 
XLII 3 When death robs her 
XCIV 114 this world , the most important part 
XCIV 89 s me whenever I come across something 
LXXXVII 307 n the infinite , while the other part 
XXIX 2 is forced into submission by another 
I 20 nemy since it reminds him continually 
LXXXVII 322 are inspired by love to perform acts 
LXXXVII 265 My desire keeps me to a bed 
XLII 21 ails of your filthy little life , and 
LXXXVII 21 In part this will is born 
CV 102 live in pain , for I have no firmness 
LXXXVII 312 lightest stroke will pierce one made 
IV 45 your kind of pleasure than you weary 
LXXXVII 224 1 sort , never attains what is worthy 
LXXXVII 156 ithin them , even without being aware 
CV 207 of paradise without feeling anything 
XCIV 52 man 's nature : an unmistakeable sign 
XXXIX 35 ess , but I , who have seen the glory 
IV 58 s subtle thought to gather the spoils 
II 36 ly a short time my body has shed most 
XCIV 62 me , driven into secrecy by the power 
LXXXVII 29 rything in him desires the fulfilment 
LXXXVII 69 the soul can never savour contentment 
LXXXVII 319 together , but the spirit also loves 
LXXXVII 113 s all it can to ensure , for the sake 
LXXXVII 194 grip on the body until it has wearied 
XLVI 12 a single moment , will feel the forcé 
LXXXVII 95 Love should use all three 
XCIV 72 , so that I will never know the taste 
CV 157 ause I am not disposed to the deepest 
CV 198 I believe in you as the God who said 
LXXXVII 169 se it wounds , and they have no means 
XLII 15 head and the bad squint , and a pair 
CV 201 , I had not been returned to the arms 
LXXXVII 324 instilled knowledge , while their way 
XCIV 71 rive to the utmost to make pain a way 
XCIV 102 necessarily be engendered in a unión 
LXXXII 8 nd to be unreliable - such things are 
XXXII 4 nt than the other two , even if it is 
XXXII 19 he most important part since they are 
XIII 42 e both know that a man can easily die 
IV 24 both the pain and the great pleasure 
XCIV 63 sweet and bitter tastes of both kinds 
LXXXVII 185 But in my case , both kinds 
IV 25 first be satisfied before either kind 
XCIV 65 or the deceased springs from the kind 
LXXXVII 294 r poor , in just such a way this type 
LXXXVII 223 The higher kind 
LXXXVII 271 or then I cannot easily keep the fire 
XCIV 1 Since I am unique in matters 
Lili 31 nd me to love , and leave me be , for 
XLVI 53 mes , people will see the outer signs 
LXXXVII 143 ' • This form 
IV 29 nature of the flesh that its concept 
LXXXVII 184 such that it can make all other kinds 
XXXII 36 ide all vices , acting virtuously out 
LXXXVII 161 That form 
LXXXVII 325 So , when I talk 
LXXXVII 221 That type 
XCIV 14 quality , which derives from the type 
LXXXVII 5 There are three kinds 
LXXXVII 129 time in each : in the great majority 
CV 109 ke you , you lift him above the level 
XCIV 51 e other desire goes beyond the bounds 
LXXXII 3 TAnd I could tell you 
XCVI 23 lly if she is in such a place because 
XLVI 30 should I die , you would never think 
CV 189 s in readiness , but the sensual side 
of feeling 
of flesh 
of flesh now turns my stomach 
of frenzied thoughts , and which have all come 
of future danger 
of god ; by making him like you , you lift him 
of God , if she is in purgatory for unexpiated 
of God , what shall I do , floundering in my s 
of gold on paper depends on whether the qualit 
of good are the reasons that men do not know y 
of good from which it is made 
of good , in you sloth has gone to sleep 
of good or evil , should not be kept hidden : 
of goodness , quite free from the fear that an 
of grace , and take it away , regardless of wo 
of happiness 
of harmony 
of heaven 
of Hell , but we have to conceive of paradise 
of Hell grips me , for I have started along th 
of Hell more easily than they can imagine the 
of Hell , where time has no meaning , I know a 
of her in terms of arms , feet , hands or thro 
of her is a mind so limpid that she would unde 
of her mate , she says farewell to love 
of her remains here in spirit 
of hers , and if I attemp to avoid the pain , 
of him is blotted out from this world , for wh 
of his kind , he flees into the wilderness , a 
of his troubles 
of holiness are blessed with deep and divine u 
of hope , so soundly asleep that reason cannot 
of how you paid in public the wages of your si 
of ignorance and is composed of our two nature 
of intention , and even now my will has change 
of iron , while nothing can destroy their join 
of it , and are left feeling all the weaker ; 
of it , and is never fulfilled 
of it , and it is because of this that such lo 
of it here 
of it is that it has no limits 
of it with my own eyes , desire the pain it ca 
of its battles , and this keeps it always supp 
of its bulk 
of its enemies ? The sweet and bitter tastes o 
of its nature , and nothing in the world can s 
of its own accord ; in this the body does succ 
of its own accord , so that man is never compl 
of its own pleasure , that the body will give 
of its pleasure ; it cannot experience good wi 
of its rage , and all the fish beneath will ru 
of its strands together to make its rope , for 
of joy 
of joys that I do not feel it ; but , through 
of Judas that it were better that man had not 
of knowing what virtuous love is 
of legs a fly or a locust could be proud of 
of life , and had paid death his due ; then I 
of life inspires faith in others 
of life , so that I will never know the taste 
of likenesses 
of little use against Fortune and the events t 
of little use without them 
of little worth themselves , for unless the ma 
of love 
of love , and that for this reason the body mu 
of love are indistinguishable 
of love assailed me , and found a place within 
of love can flourish 
of love common to all men 
of love depends on whom it settles in - my spe 
of love , hampered by the carnal sort , never 
of love hidden , and love shows plainly in my 
of love , I believe that I am the only lover i 
of love I have little fear 
of love in me , and will not need to take my w 
of love is attained only through the understan 
of love is no better than a wolf 's or a fox ' 
of love lay down their arms 
of love of goodness , quite free from the fear 
of love over which Venus has her dominión invo 
of love , should some word escape me which rea 
of love towards which my flesh is inclined fee 
of love which gives it its form ; most of the 
of love with which lovers love : one of them i 
of lovers , it takes its leave through the bod 
of man ; and so it is only just that whoever p 
of man 's nature : an unmistakeable sign of it 
of many cases where some minor ailment has end 
of me 
of me again 
of me has to be dragged into faith 
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206 
The spiritual part of 
What is to become of 
alled generous than he can be accused of 
When even the most just of 
ere is no physician who could cure me of 
eging on the Faith , for the strength of 
ange my nature , which is bad because of 
Part of 
t no sound escapes me except the sigh of 
0 live , I cannot offer as much proof of 
y desire feel when it must take leave of 
ected : don 't let her suffer because of 
Only give light to the eyes of 
efforts are half-hearted ; the weight of 
for health in body , ñor for any good of 
through the body , very often because of 
on no other pleasure than the thought of 
world , for what is finite in him is of 
I know of 
ng forcé behind alí this , and I know of 
nd , but now I nave decided in favour of 
, is to be found amidst the thoughts of 
If I am forced to think of 
At certain times , the love of 
is born of ignorance and is composed of 
r as it was the beginning of this Law of 
asily than they can imagine the bliss of 
nts of Hell , but we have to conceive of 
This is the sort of 
I live in pain , leading a life of 
t causes , since it holds the promise of 
Unaided , you are incapable of 
s love plunges the soul into its form of 
, since you no sooner feel your kind of 
endure the pain than to add one scrap of 
so love lifts me up to a high degree of 
Lovers feel the workings of 
by love , or if you should want a bit of 
removed from such virtue are well out of 
I will have tried everything , short of 
lewd body has fretted at the thought of 
1 doubt that the sort who thinks only of 
Like the man who has the foolish idea of 
me from sin , because once I am free of 
Who could believe that in the midst of 
I am just like the master of 
y renown will last for ever like that of 
Just as armour made of 
The ocean will bubble like a pot of 
I am one who never ceases to dream of 
orcing me to be absent from the sight of 
bels , blaspheming , against the idea of 
s held fast by the corresponding part of 
It longs impatiently for the solaces of 
rué nature while it is in the company of 
death returns to the void all that is of 
the soul when it wrenches itself free of 
But the love of 
has abandoned it , because the power of 
understand you , that the inclination of 
When the desires of 
iscerning do ; he can tell the colour of 
rer can count on his wages. at the end of 
urs are at war ; with each new period of 
ng prevents you , break with the ways of 
tely ; and make me feel a small spark of 
ot grieve as I want to at the thought of 
Such , it said , is the nature of 
easure at this time that the delights of 
away from town and does not miss any of 
them , so limiting his desire to one of 
I could be so blind as to be unaware of 
rom such virtue are well out of reach of 
s why I choose not to follow the ways of 
The inexpressible torment of 
leases the Devil should take the ñame of 
paper depends on whether the quality of 
or not being as frightened as I ought of 
eld captive by the other so that love of 
o attain , and it is beyond the reach of 
ened heart : it has cured many others of 
me enough to melt the lingering cold of 
against him that he cannot get clear of 
Consider the plight of 
eaken , the veils that cover the eyes of 
a game of dice ? With pain like that of 
It is not the rational part of 
and have become as one in their love of 
ders ; he who does not fear the claws of 
hem is chaste , another pleasurable ; of 
f love which gives it its form ; most of 
pain we know here gives us some idea of 
me is in readiness , but the sensual side o 
me , who do not deserve your help , since I 
meanness if he never stops spending 
men live in fear , how can I do otherwise ? 
my desire 
my desire is capable of all else 
my great faults 
my great pleasure is the same as that which 
my heart 
my heart 's suffering as I could by dying 
my hope 
my sins 
my soul I My will is set against yours , an 
my terrible sins sees to that 
nature or fortune , but only that I may lov 
neglect or anger 
never seeing my desires fulfilled 
no help at such a time , thus does the bod 
no other man who , without loving a particu 
nothing that could stand up to such a might 
one of them 
one who is sad ; and even when people have 
other things , I have only to remember her 
our senses dies and this tempered state is 
our two natures 
ours , because of which it could be said th 
paradise ; the pain we know here gives us s 
paradise without feeling anything of it her 
passion that inflames my soul , and I would 
perversity , and I fear eternal death beyon 
pleasure 
pleasure / and you are too brutish to be of 
pleasure , but when the soul faiis to find 
pleasure than you weary of it , and are lef 
pleasure to the torments that drive me to m 
pleasure when a double bond holds body and 
pleasure within them , even without being a 
procuring done , give Na Monboi a try 
reach of the great delight 
reneging on the Faith , for the strength of 
renouncing a place which promised such plea 
satisfying his appetite will grasp very muc 
seeking in this world the sovereign good , 
sin , I will cast aside those habits which 
sinful loves virtuous desire should have be 
some great ship riding at anchor off a stre 
St Francis and his stigmata 
Steel will crumple at the first blow , and 
stew taken to the baker 's oven to cook , c 
such a god , añd yet he gives me nothing 
such loveliness as yours , I would have no 
that place ; no man can imagine suffering s 
that woman whom death has taken from the wo 
the bedchamber 
the body 
the body 
the body and begins its jourrtey outwards , 
the body has no other goal except a brief p 
the body has reached its limit , and my spi 
the body is unable to turn into a base desi 
the body weaken , the veils that cover the 
the cloth , but the texture is lost on him 
the day , and the lawyer can expect to be p 
the day their power is transmuted , and in 
the dead : come back to the world , and let 
the delight that a good man enjoys in you , 
the eternal damnation of which I live in fe 
the flesh that its concept of love is no be 
the flesh weary me ; and as soon as my body 
the friends he used to have in the world : 
the fruits before he can eat : this is just 
the gifts with which Nature has endowed you 
the great delight 
the living,: they prefer not tp think about 
the man whom death has taken and does not k 
the one whose ways he follows 
the paper is good or poor , in just such a 
the peril I am in : even though I beg to be 
the person wanes 
the poet 's art 
the same affliction 
the senses , and it is what I feel through 
the shore unless he has a contrary wind to 
the sick man weakened by long confinement t 
the soul begin to clear 
the soul when it wrenches itself free of th 
the soul which spurs them on : such appetit 
the spirit , performing such deeds that in 
the strong lion will feel little dread for 
the third , profitable love , I will not sp 
the time this love inflicts upon me an unmi 
the torments of Hell / but we have to conce 
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' Discarding the style 
will feel little dread for the sting 
because love can be defined as an act 
These two manifestations 
desire so obstructs man that , if one 
or once the man has won the affection 
It is because 
t hold them back , enlisting the help 
k worthiness , it ís through no fault 
t now I have decided in favour of one 
ey are such that the soul never tires 
for they have lost their vigour , all 
, and many more who have never heard 
ses that he suddenly comes across one 
o lend its support , so that all five 
But neither 
, and found a place within me , each 
s together to make its rope , for one 
Each 
cause good or ill according to which 
or the pains each has held ; in some 
Each 
This world has its own ends ; none 
of love with which lovers love : one 
er , and the fight ends only when one 
such as they are , give me abundance 
time in replying , and made nonsense 
But the second 
If one 
for the love we feel when the desires 
Sixteen years 
But in the midst 
ing in the world can stand in the way 
, and cannot be the exclusive object 
Because 
nly in so far as it was the beginning 
being aware of it , and it is because 
nothing for myself - nothing that is 
ophers who held that the true end was 
same way , if I should take my leave 
te ; whether my mind is empty or fall 
it does not stay for the same length 
bury him in Hell ) : this is the sort 
ust lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid 
What is the point 
Every man 
be clever to know this because in all 
Those desires which have no element 
This love takes the form 
romises of countless votive offerings 
fort that will takes complete control 
d have all given conflicting accounts 
e , for it makes use indiscriminately 
ards a good ; but you have no inkling 
your son that he will take no notice 
are two driving forces in man , each 
the thought of the eternal damnation 
ginning of this Law of ours , because 
y through the understanding , because 
perish , but then sees a tree on one 
grace , and take it away , regardless 
you for what you are until he is free 
0 not pity me if I should die because 
orld , and let me see what has become 
I shall fear no terror at the sight 
t of this danger , I shall think only 
.1 want this so that I will think only 
If any 
1 be when I become inflamed with love 
God help you to realise that because 
e , I * 11 be left with only that part 
erstanding and the 'innocent movements 
as far from you as I can - the sight 
whole story and heard all the details 
known government as peaceful as that 
Id not fail to recognize the nobility 
Make me feel as much 
, I shall wander the world , singing 
d of how you paid in public the wages 
g pretty ! You who gave that low body 
n if I thought that I could cast love 
good it can do me to put that moment 
r of some great ship riding at anchor 
lf on to my bed , but pain thrusts me 
that milk to good use when John goes 
The wise are no better 
Be 
for a while and then sheared it grow 
of the troubadours , who are so inflamed that 
of the wasp 
of the will directed towards a good ; but you 
of the will , each following its own nature , 
of the wills greatly wants what the other does 
of the woman he loves , he wants her mind and 
of the world that God made all these , and one 
of their allies , the North-Eastern and the Mi 
of theirs 
of them 
of them 
of them 
of them 
of them , and his oíd friend reminds him of al 
of them blowing together may bring about my re 
of them can endure the other to the extent of 
of them drawn by its likeness 
of them easily snaps and another does not last 
of them forgets its proper nature , while at t 
of them has dominión over the other 
of them I remember that she was sad , but in m 
of them in turn has to be stirred by its hunge 
of them is a true end , since they do not make 
of them is chaste , another pleasurable ; of t 
of them retreats before the other 's superior 
of them , since they are the path and the road 
of these ideas 
of these is more important than the other two 
of these is too taut or too slack , it renders 
of these two clash will not take us very far 
of this , and I am still waiting for my reward 
of this danger , I shall think only of you , a 
of this desire 
of this desire , whose effeets on the body are 
of this , harmony can never reign in man 
of this Law of ours , because of which it coul 
of this that such love could never be called c 
of this world - but only that God will take he 
of this world have all given conflicting accou 
of this world , that power which inclines us t 
of thoughts , all my time is spent in vain : I 
of time in each : in the great majority of lov 
of torment that racks my soul , not knowing wh 
of true life 
of trying to resist it ? The will , through wh 
of understanding feels such great delight and 
of us our desires find no end except in you 
of virtue ebb and flow like the tide , and no 
of virtuous good , and there is no disagreemen 
of wax 
of what it desires 
of what it is 
of whatever it finds pleasurable 
of where such a good might be found 
of where these prayers come from , remembering 
of which follows nature 
of which I live in fear , even though comparab 
of which it could be said that together they f 
of which it knows and loves good 
of whose branches hang two splendid fruits whi 
of worth 
of you 
of you 
of you 
of you 
of you , and I shall make my vow to that same 
of you and so that I may reach the road which 
of you are troubled by love , or if you should 
of you ; but this cannot happen unless I scorn 
of you I am driven to every extreme : love has 
of you that 's no good to anyone 
of your beautiful body 
of your beauty has sapped all my strength 
of your filthy little life , and of how you pa 
of your mind as it commands the subtleties tha 
of your person 
of your power as you can 
of your pride 
of your sins , he 'd soon regret loving you 
of yours to a merchant after it had savoured n 
off 8 
off 
off 
off a stretch of beach 
off again 
off and leaves you with his child ( 
off in this respect than are fools 
off with you , and pick on someone who doesdt 
off , you could knot it with the hair from you 
feeling as safe as if 
and don 't 
except th 
offend 
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asures / not only .the ugly ones that offend you but also all those which are indiff 
offended 1 
to take vengeance on myself ; I have offended against your will through my great si 
offer 2 
While I continué to live , I cannot offer as much proof of my heart 's suffering a 
pend all your rage on me , for I will offer no defence ; hurt me so much that everyo 
offerings 1 
vows and promises of countless votive offerings of wax 
often 6 
kes its leave through the body , very often because of neglect or anger 
How often have people shut themselves in the cióse 
And often Nature is at fault , for it will endow w 
uble bond holds body and spirit , for often one is held captive by the other so that 
ny pleasures and many pains , and can often reign over a virtuous heart 
its opponent 's power increase , for often the body 's appetite ceases , so that th 
Oh 2 
Oh God , if only there were bounds to love - f 
Oh pain , treat me fairly : be my shield again 
oíd 4 
Prudent lady , when love is very oíd , absence can become a worm that eats away 
ly comes across one of them , and his oíd friend reminds him of all the pleasures he 
Oíd habits are so ingrained in me that virtue 
hear people shout : " Hey , you ! You oíd whore-monger ! " , don 't be bashful , bec 
ody strives to experience its delight on 
And she 'd never perch on 
lurking in wait for me and can count on 
from life ! O Lord God , let me live on 
Prudent lady , nothing on 
ally believe that you would take pity on 
f the cloth , but the texture is lost on 
Every journeyman labourer can count on 
e , you can rely on me to get to work on 
The body , on 
y own strength , wi'thout even drawing on 
f all my senses , spend all your rage on 
Rather , the fear that preys on 
it 's to do with love , you can rely on 
do me no wrong , for if you took pity on 
marks that love leaves at such times on 
There 's not a pilgrim on 
eath me all those things that I carry on 
ive me the strength to take vengeance on 
th my naked body , since it can count on 
eat or perish , but then sees a tree on 
the soul has to assert its own , and on 
Just as the setting of gold on 
Be off with you , and pick on 
nal part of the soul which spurs them on 
But the brutish man has no place on 
object of this desire , whose effects on 
hese passions do not loóse their grip on 
Its power depends on 
tried everything , short of reneging on 
ng so he feel , then , who is already on 
spurs them on : such appetites thrive on 
1 alone is founded on the virtues and on 
erives from the soul alone is founded on 
iré and hope , but fear follows cióse on 
And when she lived on 
All my words will be lost on 
and , in utter desperation , leap out on 
nd avoid public ones ; I throw myself on 
Just as a man 's soul lives on 
Its quality depends on 
the setting of gold on paper depends on 
ve and reveré her spirit for itself , on 
such a way this type of love depends on 
On 
It is on 
eful for all the pain I have suffered on 
47 
a higher level ; it forgets its wretched na 
a tree that was young and in leaf 
ending up in its hands 
, for I feel that I am drawing closer to yo 
God 's Earth brings me joy except you 
him 
him 
his wages at the end of the day , and the 1 
it right away 
its own , can have no contact with the infi 
its own infinite power 
me , for I will offer no defence ; hurt me 
me is that you do not desire me as you ough 
me to get to work on it right away 
me , you would make me suffer even more : n 
men even before I knew grief 
my ship who will not cali upon Heaven , mak 
my shoulders ; he who does not fear the cía 
myself ; I have offended against your will 
no other pleasure than the thought of never 
one of whose branches hang two splendid fru 
other occasions the body has to strive to s 
paper depends on whether the quality of the 
someone who doesdt want to be your serfl Im 
: such appetites thrive on the sensual will 
that bench , and ,those who are far removed 
the body are purely bestial 
the body until it has wearied of its pleasu 
the extent to which its constituent parts a 
the Faith , for the strength of my desire i 
the road to such a destination ? I beg you 
the sensual will 
the understanding ; it is this simple will 
the virtues and on the understanding ; it i 
their heels and wages a fierce war against 
this earth as flesh , I tried to love her s 
those who have not seen you , for they will 
to dry land 
to my bed , but pain thrusts me off again 
when death seizes him , since its origins a 
where it is directed , for love must necess 
whether the quality of the paper is good or 
which may God have mercy 
whom it settles in - my special sensibiliti 
whomever it pleases , you bestow the ñame o 
you and you alone that I have cast all my d 
your account 
d reminds him.. of all the pleasures he 
dread will keep me from sin , because 
ou would no longer be able to love rae 
e place which it disinhabits , as the 
re is lost , and anguish overtakes me 
As for me , if only , 
h body and soul joined together , for 
e world that God made all these , and 
We can only tell virtues from vices 
Desire tunes and tempers hope , and 
once 11 
once enjoyed , so that all the past comes vivi 
Once he had learned about your big weakness , 
once I am free of sin , I will cast aside thos 
once I was dead , and that you would sopn find 
once living flesh turns yellow and then pales 
once more 
once my soul was safe after baptism , I had no 
once the man has won the affection of the woma 
once the world ends , all their marvellous ope 
once they have been translated into actions ; 
once this is lost , love bewails its own death 
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: all that springs from your power is 
for a greater mass attracts a sntaller 
If there is 
But it has advanced only 
Yet no 
No 
Unless one has experienced it , 
e ebb and flow like the tide / and no 
will not speak , for in it the loved 
hey would answer me , for there is no 
ems to me sorae excuse , though a weak 
oth performed their deeds within me : 
No 
Unless 
, for I confess that I am the guilty 
e called a truce , and have become as 
No 
every other good is measured , and no 
ond holds body and spirit , for often 
While 
could be said that together they form 
, and the lightest stroke will pierce 
that it does not discrimínate between 
played a note , for you cannot become 
No 
ween them , so limiting his desire to 
his desire so obstructs man that , if 
, but now I have decided.in favour of 
isposes that he suddenly comes across 
rands together to make its rope , for 
inds of love with which lovers love : 
nother , and the fight ends only when 
If 
t or perish , but then sees a tree on 
But that 's 
n does not praise or condone , let no 
better to endure the pain than to add 
o sleep all day , and could not climb 
n happy while we both live , there is 
and groan when the west wind whips it 
is to be found amidst the thoughts of 
I am 
the Devil should take the ñame of the 
it ? You know who I mean : he 's the 
r puts an end to its meal , for while 
ek out hidden places and avoid public 
ertain pleasures , not only the ugly 
pirit , performing such deeds that in 
into actions ; their potentiality can 
If you are not a virgin , it is 
I fear death 
y wanting to play an instrument , but 
uses such desire : I can be satisfied 
I want to straighten it , but I can 
ough you seem full of anger , that is 
is captive to the past , which is the 
I beg for your help in vain , for you 
II shame them , and holding in esteem 
Love , if 
t was not the way to paradise ) , but 
above the level of man ; and so it is 
ers of love , I believe that I am the 
as inflicted will cause me no pain if 
Prudent lady , I know I have 
hile I doubt that the sort who thinks 
midst of this danger , I shall think 
I want this so that I will think 
As for me , if 
But it has advanced 
fire , so love extends its influence 
I 
oon comes amidst great ills it brings 
We can 
- nothing that is of this world - but 
r any good of nature or fortune , but 
! As things are , I '11 be left with 
When God made you , 
I cherish 
from knowing certain pleasures , not 
e me a crust of bread 
Oh God , if 
for it is the 
This form of love is attained 
one 4 6 
one 
one - and he finds his way to the intended goa 
one absolute good in this world , then it is t 
one argument in its favour , declaring that th 
one can cali himself a musician if he has nevé 
one can foretell how anything will turn out 
one cannot understand the great delight that a 
one could fail to be shocked if he saw for the 
One day he decides that he must struggle to hi 
one does not reciprócate the lover 's feelings 
one else to share in their constant lamentatio 
one , for not being as frightened as I ought o 
one gave out light , the other darkness , and 
one has ever taken his love to greater extreme 
one has experienced it , one cannot understand 
one ; I have judged your decisions with eyes o 
one in their love of the spirit , performing s 
one is deemed good merely because he knows tha 
one is good who does not resemble you 
one is held captive by the other so that love 
one is satisfied , the other 's strength dimin 
one Law 
one made of iron , while nothing can destroy t 
one man and another slightly diminishes our dr 
one merely by wanting to play an instrument , 
one need pity me for this strange existence , 
one of the fruits before he can eat : this is 
one of the wills greatly wants what the other 
one of them 
one of them , and his oíd friend reminds him o 
one of them easily snaps and another does not 
one of them is chaste , another pleasurable ; 
one of them retreats before the other 's super 
one of these is too taut or too slack , it ren 
one of whose branches hang two splendid fruits 
one path I '11 never tread 
one reprove me for what I say 
one scrap of pleasure to the torments that dri 
one step up this rugged cliff 
one thought that makes me wretched : that you 
one way and the east wind another , and the fi 
one who is sad ; and even when people have see 
one who never ceases to dream of such a god , 
one whose ways he follows 
one with the enormous head and the bad squint 
one worm gnaws constantly at my mind , another 
ones 2 
ones ; I throw myself on to my bed , but pain 
ones that offend you but also all those which 
only 52 
only a short time my body has shed most of its 
only be seen after the event 
only because it was God 's desire that you sho 
only because it would mean absence from you , 
only by actually playing it well and in tune 
only by what derives from both sources 
only do so with your help 
only due to your displeasure at our ignorance 
Only give light to the eyes of my soul ! My wi 
only good it knows , while I can feel pain lur 
only help those who help themselves , never fa 
only honourable virtue 
only I understood you as much as I feel you ! 
only in so far as it was the beginning of this 
only just that whoever pleases the Devil shoul 
only lover in whom it takes a form as unusual 
only my renown will last for ever like that of 
only myself to blame if Love has placed his no 
only of satisfying his appetite will grasp ver 
only of you / and I shall make my vow to that 
only of you and so that I may reach the road w 
only , once my soul was safe after baptism , I 
only one argument in its favour , declaring th 
only over those who cannot resist its powers 
only pray that God will protect me from my own 
only sorrow ; and I strive to the utmost to ma 
only tell virtues from vices once they have be 
only that God will take her up into Heaven 
only that I may love you , God , alone , becau 
only that part of you that 's no good to anyon 
only the fine stuff he kept back for making ex 
only the past , loving something which no long 
only the ugly ones that offend you but also al 
Only the understanding can keep our sensuality 
only there were bounds to love - for I alone a 
only thing that could take this bitter taste a 
Only those possess it who lay aside all vices 
Only' those who are sad or else have been sad a 
only through the understanding , because of wh 
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lieve that his l'ife will be spared - only 
But if I have served love , it is only 
s in the search for great pleasures , only 
nd try to wrest contentment from it , only 
people shut themselves in the closet only 
ced to think of other things , I have only 
An obese body wants only 
these prayers come from , remembering only 
hom Venus holds complete sway can see only 
And , as long as the appetite wants only 
ees into the wilderness , and returns only 
ast wind another , and the fight ends only 
great conflicts , will sing in unisón only 
to be executed suddenly without a single 
to end up completely ruined 
to find many evils in worldly glory , so 
to find that it cannot provide me with wh 
to find that the key that has locked them 
to remember her with a heavy sigh for all 
to sleep all day , and could not climb on 
to whom they are directed : don 't let he 
very dimly through the blind fires which 
what is necessary to it and does not exce 
when he has built up the strength he need 
when one of them retreats before the othe 
when they are forced to , but are always 
opens 1 
ich they flow ; this is the key which opens the closed door of heaven 
opérate 1 
If they opérate together they cause good or ill acco 
334 the world ends 
operations 1 
all their marvellous operations will cease 
opponent 
inishes as it watches resentfully its opponent 's power increase , for often the bod 
opposes 2 
Just as everything that is wet opposes fire , so love extends its influence o 
I want to do so / but habit opposes me : I have loaded myself with so much 
opposite 1 
s becomes natural to man ; but if the opposite occurs , it throws his nature into co 
oppressed 1 
ng the other give up completely : the oppressed will lies in a state between life an 
or 
t of love is no better than a wolf ' s or 
bad squint , and a pair of legs a fly or 
Whether I cry out or 
body , very often because of neglect or 
neglect soon drives love from them , or 
tever love has in store for me , good or 
ou , because your fate , whether good or 
scape me which reason does not praise or 
ect to variations of a very different or 
catching partridges , turtle-doves , or 
o touch , after which this will grows or 
without your help , give me your hand or 
each it without my help is either mad or 
Only those who are sad or 
Notable examples , whether of good or 
s adequate ; whether my mind is empty o.r 
in body / ñor for any good of nature or 
turn has to be stirred by its hunger or 
If any of you are troubled by love , or 
ey opérate together , they cause good or 
in a fixed measure : lover is great or 
morsel turns every meal into agony ; or 
constant : it is goaded by weariness or 
Satiety or 
ght cióse to death , and who must eat or 
ther the quality of the paper is good or 
Through you I will attain joy or 
out to me together with the pleasures or 
Death or 
f her in terms of arms , feet , hands or 
If one of these is too taut or 
not tell whether God will receive him or 
t breathes wherever it pleases ; when or 
33 
a fox ' s , animáis which can aspire no high 
a locust could be proud of 
am silent , nothing seems adequate ; whethe 
anger 
at least it does not stay for the same leng 
bad 
bad , will also be mine 
condone / let no one reprove me for what I 
conflicting kind , because the soul ' s acti 
crested lapwings ! And when you hear people 
dies 
drag me up by the hair ; if I fail to stret 
else a fool and a mindless lout 
else have been sad at some time need bother 
evil , should not be kept hidden : Love is 
fall of thoughts , all my time is spent in 
fortune , but only that I may love you , Go 
goaded by the other ' s desire 
if you should want a bit of procuring done 
ill according to which of them has dominión 
insignificant according to how he compares 
like the hermit who has spent long years aw 
neglect 
neglect soon drives love from them , or at 
perish / but then sees a tree on one of who 
poor , in just such a way this type of love 
sadness ; whatever fate God has allotted me 
the pains each has held ; in some of them I 
the prison cell can hold no fears for the m 
throat / even though like will always s.eek 
too slack , it renders the other useless ; 
whether He will decide to bury him in Hell 
why no living man can tell 
ordained 1 
ks my soul , not knowing what God has ordained for you , because your fate , whether 
order 2 
to it and does not exceed the natural order , it does not fail man 
y , as he tries to get to his feet in order to work some evil , takes great harm fro 
orders 1 \ 
that this willing servant awaits your orders 
x ordihary 1 
while absence causes love to wane in ordinary people , through death my love has be 
ores 1 
26 ght up from the mines mixed with base ores and then is exposed to fire to make the a 
origínate 1 
63 nd it is in you that the same desires originate 
origins 2 
121 each man judge where my love has its origins - something easily done , since he ha 
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0 which of them has dominión over the 
: each passion tries to outweigh the 
Your mind accomplishes what no 
within rae : one gave out light , the 
adness is much to be preferred to any 
The 
e of the wills greatly wants what the 
Whoever seeks any 
but it does not succeed in making the 
But the love of the body has no 
anding will not rest content with any 
You are the good against which every 
they are the path and the road to the 
ower can be such that it can malee all 
rom its place in the heavens , for no 
me : for I live in such torment as no 
d have a hard time trying to make any 
I know of no 
ame time doing all it can to make the 
e soul has to assert its own , and on 
that it is totally different from all 
igins are in the infinite , while the 
naked body , since it can count on no 
ould compare me to someone who has no 
tirred by its hunger or goaded by the 
While one is satisfied , the 
when one of them retreats before the 
for often one is held captive by the 
1 and body each finds pleasure in the 
If I am forced to think of 
But neither of them can endure the 
ven from this world , I would feel no 
d of these is more important than the 
oo taut or too slack , it renders the 
e their'way of life inspires faith in 
it can be considered to be very like 
ghest good will yield a joy above all 
There are 
Through it the 
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other 
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other 
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others 
others 
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others are highly esteemed , for power has no 
others hold ; although they can exist without 
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others of the same affliction 
others who did not serve you , and you have do 
34 
, but if it succeeds , it thwarts both 1 
can , for it grasps the greatest subtlet 
darkness , and both together health , pl 
delight , since it involves a pleasurabl 
desire goes beyond the bounds of man 's 
does not despise , almost without effort 
end but God knows no rest , for the will 
give up completely : the oppressed will 
goal except a brief pleasure 
good 
good is measured , and no one is good wh 
kind 
kinds of love lay down their arms 
man attunes himself to love except me , 
man has ever known , and I do no harm to 
man love like me 
man who , without loving a particular wo 
obey , but it does not succeed in making 
occasions the body has to strive to subj 
pain : quantitatively , it can be consid 
part of him is blotted out from this wor 
pleasure than the thought of never seein 
pleasure than to dream foolish fancies / 
!s desire 
's strength diminishes as it watches res 
's superior strength ; just so , two str 
so that love of the person wanes 
; they share pleasures and pains between 
things , I have only to remember her wit 
to the extent of completely denying itse 
torment than to be unable to look upon y 
two , even if it is of little use withou 
useless ; unless the third strand is pre 
otherwise 
I would be deeply hurt if she behaved otherwise 
st of men live in fear , how can I do otherwise If righteous Job was weighed down 
his , beloved lady : to love you as I 
ven , I do not reveré that place as I 
ne , for not being as frightened as I 
e is that you do not desire me as you 
And yet , in such circumstances there 
ver to know this because in all of us 
e man and another slightly diminishes 
Both 
lory will be within man 's reach when 
at is only due to your displeasure at 
Both our experience and 
enjoy : when we pity our own plight , 
nd the events through which it shapes 
ing that is unadulterated can attract 
e who is sad may enjoy : when we pity 
At certain times , the love of 
Only the understanding can keep 
born of ignorance and is composed of 
The clearer 
ought 5 
ought 
ought ; I am lacking both in fear and in hope 
ought of the peril I am in : even though I beg 
ought , so that , should I die , you would nev 
ought to be a fight , for the soul then wants 
our 14 
our desires find no end except in you 
our dread 
our experience and our judgement prove in the 
our flesh and soul are again joined , so love 
our ignorance : your will always shows elemene 
our judgement prove in the end to be unreliabl 
our lamentation comforts us more than if the w 
our Uves 
our nature ; the soul can never savour content 
our own plight / our lamentation comforts us m 
our senses dies and this tempered state is los 
our sensuality at bay 
our two natures 
our understanding , the higher the pleasure we 
122 s it was the beginning of this Law of ours , because of which it could be said that 
II 
LXXXII 
LXXXI 
II 
I 
LXXXI 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
6 
4 
2 
12 
43 
6 
7 
307 
278 
177 
189 
40 
im that is too fierce to be weathered 
e can foretell how anything will turn 
s his pitching ship struggles to ride 
has locked them in will not let them 
he separation lasts , constaney holds 
ch you from afar - you who could wipe 
not left it entirely , but has struck 
hile the other part of him is blotted 
ce constantly changes colour ; I seek 
ps to negotiate terms before carrying'" 
rmed their deeds within me : one gave 
when good takes its leave , it cries 
out 28 
out 
out 
out a storm 
out again ! Well , beloved lady , that is just 
out against it and pays no heed to what the en 
out all my pain 
out along that road : my hope already shows si 
out from this world , for what is finite in hi 
out hidden places and avoid publie ones ; I th 
out its will , can tame the savage body and do 
out light , the other darkness , and both toge 
out loudly for pain to come and take its place 
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XLVI 
CV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XLVI 
XCVI 
IV 
XLVI 
XXXIX 
XIII 
XCIV 
CV 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
26 
3 
6 
120 
36 
40 
16 
26 
39 
19 
3 
9 
91 
5 
5 
16 
ce from you , and because death blots out 
up by the hair ; if I fall to stretch out 
hts , and which nave all come gushing out 
d to , but are always willing to sing out 
y asicíe all vices , acting vírtuously out 
far removed from siich virtue are well out 
hem and , in utter desperation , leap out 
Whether I cry out 
through which all actions are carried out 
Sheer terror will forcé out 
mented by his suffering need not seek out 
longs for its likeness / and seeks it out 
Times and places point her out 
I want to set out 
Crimináis come out 
s everlasting , with fleet foot seeks out 
love 
my hand to meet yours , pulí me up to you 
of a madman without the help of art 
of harmony 
of love of goodness , quite free from the 
of reach of the great delight 
on to dry land 
or am silent , nothing seems adequate ; wh 
, recognises the understanding as its mast 
secrets that not even the confessor has le 
some dark place in which to give himself u 
; that is why I choose not to follow the w 
to me together with the pleasures or the p 
towards where you await me ; I do not know 
under its cover to work their evil , and w 
virtues and good 
53 that hour comes 
outer 1 
people will see the outer signs of love in me and will not need 
75 
outset 1 
t every new enterprise fails from the outset , because there is no pleasure for me i 
23 who come to you 
outstretched 1 
as you show by your outstretched arms 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
2 
139 
outwards 
ee of the body and begins its journey outwards leaving in the chill of death the p 
outweigh 1 
following way : each passion tries to outweigh the other , but if it succeeds , it t 
oven 1 
e a pot of stew taken to the baker 's oven to cook , changing colour and losing its 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XIII 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
XXXIX 
CV 
166 
164 
28 
36 
36 
30 
88 
298 
161 
172 
20 
43 
135 
over 
ruths with darkness , and keeps watch over 
and many pains , and can often reign over 
e enormous hairs you have growing all over 
I learnt there that you chose to weep over 
cording to which of them has dominión over 
suffering , that I do not even grieve over 
d those great lovers who have grieved over 
, so love extends its influence only over 
That form of love over 
s that the understanding of all those over 
It will soon be all over 
11 
a man 's pain even while he sleeps 
a virtuous heart 
it 
my death , repentant that you allowed an 
the other 
the pleasure whose loss makes me suffer 
their dead beloved ; but they do not quit 
those who cannot resist its powers 
which Venus has her dominión involves the 
whom Venus holds complete sway can see on 
with me , unless your pity sends reprieve 
am driven to every extreme 
re , compel me to love you 
overeóme 2 
love has overeóme me with my own strength , without eve 
let love overeóme the fear in which I hold you 
XCIV 10 usually time wears pain away 
overcomes 1 
and overcomes it 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
Lili 
XCIV 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XXVIII 
LXXXVI I 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
CV 
LXXX 
XLII 
69 
319 
106 
328 
115 
134 
86 
18 
112 
97 
35 
44 
32 
103 
19 
86 
12 
113 
31 
155 
21 
16 
286 
43 
287 
242 
' 19 
202 
2 
21 
the pleasure is lost 
overtakes 1 
and anguish overtakes me once more 
I can never savour contentment of its 
er , but the spirit also loves of its 
, so that the soul has to assert its 
I coúld write my 
The body , on its 
once this is lost , love bewails its 
ure through the body , neglecting its 
, but when the soul fails to find its 
This world has its 
II is set against yours , and I am my 
who have seen the glory of it with my 
trength , without even drawing on its 
pray that God will protect me from my 
esires flesh , and the soul seeks its 
e is wretched indeed who can cali his 
ts own delight , and thus forgets its 
ions of the will , each following its 
t can to ensure , for the sake of its 
o is sad may enjoy : when we pity our 
nyone who feels virtuous love for its 
And I , who love love for its 
s for the man who like me betrays his 
nd I clothe my body in nothing but my 
xtreme : love has overeóme me with my 
hing but my own shame ; trapped in my 
do the Fates decree , against love 's 
own 26 
own accord ; in this the body does succeed , b 
own accord , so that man is never completely u 
own , and on other occasions the body has to s 
own Apocalypse of all the deep secrets which 1 
own / can have no contact with the infinite ; 
own death 
own delight , and thus forgets its own nature 
own delight , it grieves 
own ends ; none of them is a true end , since 
own enemy , even when I think I am a friend to 
own eyes / desire the pain it causes , since i 
own infinite power 
own iré 
own like ; tp these a bastard child is born th 
own mind his enemy since it reminds him contin 
own nature 
own nature , have to express themselves throug 
own pleasure , that the body will give the sou 
own plight , our lamentationx comforts us more 
own sake 
own sake , without refusing the gift that it m 
own self 
own shame ; trapped in my own thoughts , love 
own strength , without even drawing on its own 
own thoughts , love 's deep cares keep^me far 
own wishes , that the soul be fettered and tha 
paid 4 
Learned y'oung noblemen have paid court to it , but they have had to suffer 
eturned to the arms of life , and had paid death his due ; then I would not live in 
day , and the lawyer can expect to be paid even when he loses his case 
r filthy little life , and of how you paid in publie the wages of your sins , he 'd 
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XXVIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
I 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
Lili 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
II 
Lili 
XCVI 
CV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CV 
Lili 
I 
XXXIX 
XXXII 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
I 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
I 
XCVI 
Lili 
XXXIX 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
4 
16 
6 
71 
42 
24 
24 
83 
12 
10 
84 
15 
5 
9 
166 
102 
22 
22 
31 
82 
16 
36 
90 
74 
1 
5 
11 
42 
204 
11 
273 
17 
25 
79 
279 
40 
35 
37 
7 
206 
276 
76 
163 
122 
92 
pain 
, while the sick must bear redoubled pain 
ly , it brings me pleasure mixed with pain 
afar - you who could wipe out all my pain 
; and I strive to the utmost to make pain 
poets talk of , and through it mortal pain 
s there that the iover feels both the pain 
Let me not be stricken with such pain 
They come upon me with pain 
with pleasure ; but when they fade , pain 
he normal course : usually time wears pain 
pain at first , but before long this pain 
love inflicts upon me an unmitigated pain 
yellow and then pales : even greater pain 
My deep pain 
kness , and keeps watch over a man 's pain 
I live in pain 
ou will not be ungrateful for all the pain 
und it has inflicted will cause me no pain 
All pain 
live in fear , even though comparable pain 
ated pain but , through another sweet pain 
y of it with my own eyes , desire the pain 
f hers , and if I attemp to avoid the pain 
I live in pain 
u with , except a game of dice ? With pain 
only good it knows , while I can feel pain 
ven when people have seen me in great pain 
11 always do my utmost to ensure that pain 
Men can grasp the pain 
t is totally different from all other pain 
d love shows plainly in my eyes , and pain 
I am assailed by even greater pain 
It would be better to endure the pain 
As soon as I mingle pleasure with my pain 
s ; I throw myself on to my bed , but pain 
s its leave , it cries out loudly for pain 
Oh pain 
been secured , but does not feel the pain 
And love knows what has forced such pain 
n imagine the bliss of paradise ; the pain 
ires , and I can never tell where the pain 
Suffering here , then , and pain 
42 
a way of life , so that I will never know 
afflicts them 
and the great pleasure of love , and that 
as that 
at first , but before long this pain beco 
attacks me : just like a condemned man wh 
away , and overcomes it 
becomes pleasurable 
but , through another sweet pain it also 
does my desire feel when it must take lea 
does not follow the normal course : usual 
even while he sleeps 
, for I have no firmness of intention , a 
I have suffered on your account 
if only my renown will last for ever like 
is insignificant unless it is eternal , a 
is not to be found in Nature , and man ca 
it also brings some small pleasure 
it causes , since it holds the promise of 
, it feels as if I were trying to distanc 
, leading a life of perversity , and I fe 
like that of the soul when it wrenches it 
lurking in wait for me and can count on e 
, my soul has been comforted by this grea 
never leaves me ; and don ' t think that I 
of Hell more easily than they can imagine 
: quantitatively , it can be considered t 
stops the blood reaching my heart , so th 
than Tityos as the vulture tears eternall 
than to add one scrap of pleasure to the 
, the pleasure is lost , and anguish over 
thrusts me off again 
to come and take its place 
, treat me fairly : be my shield against 
until he recovers , so it is with me : wh 
upon me , for it is all love 's doing 
we know here gives us some idea of the to 
will strike 
without end that awaits me 
pains 3 
t soon brings many pleasures and many pains , and can often reign over a virtuous he 
the other ; they share pleasures and pains between them , and their passions come t 
me together with the pleasures or the pains each has held ; in some of them I rememb 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
15 rmous head and the bad squint 
291 
292 
121 
205 
187 
207 
pair 1 
and a pair of legs a fly or a locust could be proud 
pales 1 
ce living flesh turns yellow and then pales : even greater pain does my desire feel 
paper 2 
Just as the setting of gold on paper depends on whether the quality of the pa 
depends on whether the quality of the paper is good or poor , in just such a way thi 
paradise 4 
ood in itself { it was not the way to paradise ) , but only in so far as it was the 
ly than they can imagine the bliss of paradise ; the pain we know here gives us some 
dictates my every step ; I believe in paradise through a faith that reason confirms 
of Hell , but we have to conceive of paradise without feeling anything of it here 
50 r aid 
paralytic 
because my body is worse than paralytic 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XXXII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
48 
14 
35 
114 
307 
188 
29 
31 
43 
58 
18 
191 
21 
162 
261 
78 
e is no doubt that the body , for its 
body , except where the spirit has a 
Even though it has no 
abits this world , the most important 
are in the infinite , while the other 
The spiritual 
is was held fast by the corresponding 
It is not the rational 
gs are , I '11 be left with only that 
blood but lacking the most important 
nd faiths fire to my aid and warm the 
In 
part 13 
part , groans with a brutish desire 
part in it 
part in the first impulses of desire , the und 
part of her remains here in spirit 
part of him is blotted out from this world , f 
part of me is in readiness , but the sensual s 
Part of my great pleasure is the same as that 
part of that woman whom death has taken from t 
part of the soul which spurs them on : such ap 
part of you that 's no good to anyone 
part since they are of little worth themselves 
part that chills me 
part this will is born of ignorance and is com 
participation 1 
h Venus has her dominión involves the participation of body and soul together 
particular 1 
f no other man who , without loving a particular woman , knows what love is and decl 
particularly 1 
Love of any kind is particularly revolting and abhorrent to me 
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XLII 32 irst-rate hunting añares for catching 
partridges 
partridges turtle-doves , or crested lapwing 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
XCVI 
Lili 
LXXXVI1 
LXXXVI1 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
I 
I 
Lili 
1 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
II 
145 
119 
8 
18 
18 
179 
248 
196 
139 
137 
21 
123 
53 
193 
192 
179 
285 
38 
9 
16 
3 
267 
42 
176 
221 
16 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
LXXXVI I 
129 
34 
55 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XIII 
XXXII 
XLII 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XLVI 
33 
11 
57 
1 
26 
33 
11 
3 
7 
53 
322 
14 
85 
18 
n the extent to which its constituent 
The discordant 
I cannot wait for it to 
uld happen to her has already come to 
e if I were to allow such a matter to 
thing by inflicting the most extreme 
This is the sort of 
pirit leaves behind the body 's great 
aced work in the following way : each 
No lover will deny that he has these 
In just this way the spirit 's 
es and pains between them , and their 
The 
But these 
rit with great blessings : tormenting 
aded myself with so much guilt in the 
I cannot remember anything from the 
res he once enjoyed. , so that ail the 
I cherish only the 
ts with which to punish myself for my 
for my imagination is captive to the 
to the soul , man keeps to a straight 
eir teacher abandon the contemplativa 
bundance of them , since they are the 
But that 's one 
, constancy holds out against it and 
ws no rest , for the will can find no 
Venice has never known government as 
through death , let this be my sweet 
re say I shall be reprimanded by many 
hts of one who is sad ; and even when 
There are many 
Let 
t to achieve this mean , and very few 
crested lapwings ! And when you hear 
How often have 
sence causes love to wane in ordinary 
e does not believe me ; there are few 
When that hour comes , 
And she 'd never 
ise and good , but lady Teresa enjoys 
Laymen who are inspired by love to 
1 night racking my brains how best to 
Both 
as one in their love of the spirit , 
being as frightened as I ought of the 
g for , carrying me across the sea 's 
he humours are at war ; with each new 
parts 2 
parts are in harmony , and it is this harmony 
parts that make up man , caught in their great 
pass 3 
pass 
pass 
pass unnoticed 
passion 4 
passion 
passion that inflames my soul , and I would wi 
passion , the more spacious does its prison fe 
passion tries to outweigh the other , but if i 
passions 6 
passions 
passions are subject to variations of a very d 
passions come to be alike 
passions deriving from all these desires were 
passions do not loóse their grip on the body u 
passions do not trouble its unmitigated pleasu 
past 6 
past 
past , and I clothe my body in nothing but my 
past comes vividly back , and when the friend 
past , loving something which no longer exists 
past misdeeds 
past , which is the only good it knows , while 
patently 1 
patently obvious to me that puré love is not t 
path 4 
path - following the dominant nature , for a g 
path , and take to action 
path and the road to the other kind 
path I '11 never tread 
pays 1 
pays no heed to what the envious might say 
peace 1 
peace in anything else : we do not need to be 
peaceful 1 
peaceful as that of your mind as it commands t 
penitence 1 
penitence 
people 10 
people for giving such praise to the'life that 
people have seen me in great pain , my soul ha 
people in the world who have not understood my 
people joyfully celébrate the feast-days , and 
people know what it is like 
people shout : " Hey , you ! You oíd whore-mon 
people shut themselves in the closet only to f 
people , through death my love has become boun 
people who give credit to anything that is dif 
people will see the outer signs of love in me 
perch 1 
perch on a tree that was young and in leaf 
perfection 1 
perfection itself , possessing such wisdom tha 
perform 2 
perform acts of holiness are blessed with deep 
perform the next day 's treachery 
performed 1 
performed their deeds within me : one gave out 
performing 1 
performing such deeds that in only a short tim 
peril 1 
peril I am in : even though I beg to be allowe 
perilous 1 
perilous highways Even now I can see the win 
period 1 
period of the day their power is transmuted , 
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IV 
IV 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
2 
31 
10 
210 
74 
159 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
XIII 
20 
220 
16 
LXXX 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
37 
312 
17 
XXXIX 
Lili 
XIII 
Lili 
XXXIX 
XXVIII 
IV 
I 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
XXXII 
Lili 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XXVIII 
II 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
CV 
XCVI 
19 
26 
40 
28 
31 
20 
33 
40 
340 
86 
23 
337 
3 
69 
39 
3 
21 
185 
13 
18 
14 
138 
278 
91 
272 
331 
55 
11 
10 
12 
214 
17 
cióse to death , and who must eat or 
r in love than their bestial appetite 
perish 
perish , 
permits 
permits 
1 
but then sees 
1 
a tree on one of whose 
ail to recognize the nobility of your 
tive by the other so that love of the 
person ¿ 
person 
person wanes 
perversity 
perversity and I fear eternal death beyond t 
philosopher 
philosopher 
philosophers 
s stone , making precious every w 
I live in pain , leading a life of 
But virtuous love is the 
But we see that those philosophers who held that the true end was of 
e day melancholy , choler , blood and 
stored , my spirit gives itself up to 
There is no 
Be off with you , and 
phlegm 1 
phlegm predomínate 
physical 1 
physical pleasures 
physician 1 
physician who could cure me of my desire 
pick 1 
pick on someone who doesdt want to be your ser 
t blow , and the lightest stroke will 
There 's not a 
comes face to face with death as his 
No one need 
So do not 
Id really believe that you would take 
you do me no wrong , for if you took 
anyone who is sad may enjoy : when we 
oon be all over with me , unless your 
ove ' s furnace , it is quite wrong to 
loudly for pain to come and take its 
om puré shame , it will drop from its 
ed into Heaven , I do not reveré that 
ness / especially if she is in such a 
es us towards love will fall from its 
suffering need not seek out some dark 
laspheming , against the idea of that 
But the brutish man has no 
s , leaving in the chill of death the 
retted at the thought of renouncing a 
nds of love assailed me , and found a 
speak to you : I need to know in what 
have only myself to blame if Love has 
in which my great pleasure in you has 
he scales in which this love has been 
ly changes colour ; I seek out hidden 
Times and 
fire of love hidden / and love shows 
world comes to an end , sun , moon , 
both bring their appetites fully into 
annot become one merely by wanting to 
11 himself a musician if he has never 
an instrument , but only by actually 
And if I should 
press my hands together in prayer and 
Pierce 2 
Pierce my heart and seize hold of all my sense 
pierce one made of iron , while nothing can de 
pilgrim 1 
pilgrim on my ship who will not cali upon Heav 
pitching 1 
pitching ship struggles to ride out a storm 
pity 7 
pity me for this strange existence , for love 
pity me if I should die because of you 
pity on him 
pity on me , you would make me suffer even mor 
pity our own plight , our lamentation comforts 
pity sends reprieve 
pity them , and even more mistaken to find exc 
place 12 
place 
place above us 
place as I ought ; I am lacking both in fear a 
place because of me 
place in the heavens , for no other man attune 
place in which to give himself up to sadness : 
place ; no man can imagine suffering so he fee 
place on that bench , and those who are far re 
place which it disinhabits , as the once livin 
place which promised such pleasure 
place within me , each of them drawn by its li 
place you are before I can decide what to say 
placed 3 
placed his noose about my neck 
placed me 
placed work in the following way : each passio 
places 2 
places and avoid public ones ; I throw myself 
places point her out to me together with the p 
plainly 1 
plainly in my eyes , and pain stops the blood 
planets 1 
planets and constellations will no longer move 
play 2 
play , agreeing to a friendly truce , hen ther 
play an instrument , but only by actually play 
played 1 
played a note for you cannot become one mere 
playing 1 
playing it well and in tune 
plead 3 
plead ,for my flesh , do not listen to me 
plead to God , for everything that could happe 
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XCIV 130 is in purgatory for unexpiated sins , plead with your son that he will take no notic 
pleasant 1 
and fill the squares and streets and pleasant gardens and listen to long tales be 
11 
Please 
Please 
cv 
cv 
cv 
110 
32 
108 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
I 
xxxix 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
II 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
IV 
XIII 
I 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
XXXIX 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
32 
84 
21 
28 
31 
6 
21 
12 
36 
192 
200 
16 
190 
48 
69 
215 
17 
11 
76 
78 
121 
44 
14 
80 
70 
29 
194 
106 
230 
16 
24 
, 29 
2 
45 
245 
113 
28 
85 
154 
26 
57 
207 
301 
30 
79 
156 
220 
163 
122 
37 
169 
253 
92 
303 
1 
31 
12 
94 
17 
6 
God , before my case is closed by dea 
pleases 3 
and so it is only just that whoever pleases the Devil should take the ñame of the 
Your spirit breathes wherever it pleases ; when or why no living man can tell 
On whomever it pleases , you bestow the ñame of god ; by maki 
15 ving 
pleasing 
then I must no longer find you pleasing 
pleasurable 6 
indiscriminately of whatever it finds pleasurable 
t , but before long this pain becomes pleasurable 
er he wants it to bring him something pleasurable , it behaves like the woman who ha 
y other delight , since it involves a pleasurable languishing 
Appropriately , it is known as pleasurable love / for it makes use indiscrimi 
ove : one of them is chaste , another pleasurable ; of the third , profitable love , 
enouncing a place which promised such 
soul has been comforted by this great 
auses , since it holds the promise of 
ssions do not trouble its unmitigated 
body has no other goal except a brief 
sweet pain it also brings some small 
darkness , and both together health , 
Unaided , you are incapable of 
I run away'from every 
I feel such 
ove plunges the soul into its form of 
In such memories I linger with 
from the outset , because there is no 
ur and fame , and the soul thus finds 
Soul and body each finds 
t whose feast-day I keep , and I take 
s just the position in which my great 
I mingle pleasure with my pain , the 
succeed , but not for long , and its 
Part of my great 
the body until it has wearied of its 
ing grief every time he remembers the 
fering ? It is in this sphere that my 
ve 's ways more deeply , it brings me 
ver feels both the pain and the great 
body , since it can count on no other 
ompare me to someone who has no other 
since you no sooner feel your kind bf 
nce ? My flesh is so inclined towards 
n to ensure , for the sake of its own 
s soon as I nave to leave my imagined 
The soul inclines towards its 
rtuous , because man always wants his 
ure the pain than to add one scrap of 
er our understanding , the higher the 
love lifts me up to a high degree of 
The 
, that I do not even grieve over the 
As soon as I mingle 
Lovers feel the workings of 
my spirit gives itself up to physical 
It soon brings many 
ds pleasure in the other ; they share 
his oíd friend reminds him of all the 
keep me for ever from knowing certain 
all his wits in the search for great 
point her out to me together with the 
But the 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasure 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
pleasures 
40 
and fever 
, and you are too brutish to be of an 
as if it were my enemy , for when a s 
at this time that the delights of the 
, but when the soul fails to find its 
; but when they fade , pain attacks m 
for me in seeing any task through to 
in the body 's deeds 
in the other ; they share pleasures a 
in what soon filis me instantly with 
in you has placed me 
is lost , and anguish overtakes me on 
is soon spent 
is the same as that which anyone who 
; it cannot experience good without a 
it has given him 
lies 
mixed with pain 
of love , and that for this reason th 
than the thought of never seeing my d 
than to dream foolish fancies , for m 
than you weary of it , and are left f 
that I cannot look at an attractive w 
, that the body will give the soul a 
, then , alas ! my joy turns to suffe 
through the body , neglecting its own 
to last 
to the torments that drive me to my w 
we may win through it 
when a double bond holds body and spi 
which body and soul together desire d 
whose loss makes me suffer 
with my pain , the pleasure is lost , 
within them , even without being awar 
and many pains , and can often reign 
and pains between them , and their p 
he once enjoyed , so that all the pa 
, not only the ugly ones that offen 
, only to find many evils in worldly 
or the pains each has held ; in some 
which the soul experiences independe 
plight 2 
Consider the plight of the sick man weakened by long confin 
sad may enjoy : when we pity our own plight , our lamentation comforts us more than 
plot 1 
is then that I summon all my wits to plot my self-betrayal 
plunge 1 
first time how the~y rise up and then plunge down again > 
plunges 1 
The body 's love plunges the soul into its form of pleasure , b 
plying 1 
ooner spend my time among the tombs , plying the damned with my questions - and they 
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XLII 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXII 
II 
27 
23 
84 
293 
14 
149 
114 
2 
13 
XCIV 57 the world who have not understood my 
XXXIX 5 mself up to sadness : let him read my 
n , and it is beyond the reach of the 
It is this will that 
XCIV 91 Times and places 
LXXXVII 214 been confirmed in puré love ; at this 
IV 38 What is the 
20 ble ; if in Hell , all my prayers are 
For your whole body is swollen with 
when her child screams to be fed with 
, which is why both body and soul are 
r the quality of the paper is good or 
, anyone who has inner worth , but is 
Help me , God , for I am 
, that the body will give the soul a 
en even if it is moored in the safest 
ell , beloved lady , that is just the 
Only those 
ady Teresa enjoys perfection itself , 
who has inner worth , but is poor in 
in this world unless he has material 
It is quite 
The ocean will bubble like a 
been translated into actions ; their 
Love 's 
hout even drawing on its own infinite 
Make me feel as much of your 
pie will that God raises up , and its 
Its 
the others are highly esteemed , for 
t watches resentfully its opponent 's 
iving it : all that springs from your 
with each new period of the day their 
upon me , driven i'nto secrecy by the 
- love has abandoned it , because the 
eel , and it extends its strength and 
Id take my leave of this world , that 
XXXII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XXXII 
XLVI 
XXXIX 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
Lili 
XLVI 
14 
2 
45 
9 
32 
55 
44 
40 
184 
145 
6 
104 
38 
18 
62 
212 
197. 
336 
298 
41 
326 
34 
51 
32 
49 
XCVI 
XCIV 
20 
131 
160 
only over those who cannot resist its 
Lily among thorns , it is beyond my 
word escape me which reason does not 
manded by many people for giving such 
In that fearful event , with which I 
I only 
The very thing I 
In vain I press my hands together in 
oy is ineffable ; if in Hell , all my 
he will take no notice of where these 
is the philosopher 's stone , making 
poems 2 
poems , and many more who have never heard of 
poems , which speak of frenzied thoughts , and 
poet 1 
poet 's art 
poets 1 
poets talk of , and through it mortal pain aff 
point 3 
point her out to me together with the pleasure 
point my reason becomes lucid 
point of trying to resist it ? The will , thro 
pointless 1 
pointless 
poison 2 
poison , as anyone can see by those enormous h 
poison , she gives in to its demands 
poor 5 
poor in delights 
poor , in just such a way this type of love de 
poor in possessions and of base lineage , does 
poor in strength 
poor lodging 
port 1 
port , it will lose its anchor and its rigging 
position 1 
position in which my great pleasure in you has 
possess 1 
possess it who lay aside all vices , acting vi 
possessing 1 
possessing such wisdom that there is nothing s 
possessions 2 
possessions and of base lineage , does not hav 
possessions , goodness , and high lineage 
possible 1 
possible for man to love simply , with the spi 
pot 1 
pot of stew taken to the baker 's oven to cook 
potentiality 2 
potentiality can only be seen after the event 
potentiality will be revealed in act , and I s 
power 12 
power 
power as you can 
power can be such that it can make all other k 
power depends on the extent to which its const 
power has no worth unless it is put to good us 
power increase , for often the body 's appetit 
power is one 
power is transmuted , and in a single day mela 
power of its enemies ? The sweet and bitter ta 
power of the body has reached its limit , and 
power so that it no longer finds itself lookin 
power which inclines us towards love will fall 
powers 2 
powers 
powers to make you an invisible crown 
praise 2 
praise or condone , let no one reprove me for 
praise to the life that is spent in sadness , 
pray 3 
pray God will provide me soon , I do not want 
pray that God will protect me from my own iré 
pray will happen could cost me dear , and yet 
prayer 1 
prayer and plead to God , for everything that 
prayers 2 
prayers are pointless 
prayers come from , remembering only to whom t 
preciotis 1 
precious every worthless thing it touches 
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cv 
XCIV 
XIII 
LXXXVI I 
cv 
XXXIX 
150 
20 
11 
153 
197 
27 
XLVI 
XLII 
LXXXVI I 
Lili 
45 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XCVI 
XLII 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
203 
151 
98 
284 
17 
36 
9 
100 
41 
29 
XIII 
XXVIII 
LXXXVI I 
13 
15 
197 
XLII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
IV 
42 
7 
339 
104 
24 
36 
21 
43 
35 
51 
predestine 1 
I want to know to what you predestine me 
predomínate 1 
elancholy , choler , blood and phlegm predomínate 
prefer 2 
follow the ways of the living : they prefer not to think about the state in which I 
es alone ? I ara convinced that we all prefer the woman to be virtuous , because man 
preferable 1 
gness , I beg you , for that would be preferable to spending all eternity in the dar 
preferred 1 
s that its deep sadness is much to be preferred to any other delight , since it invo 
prefers 1 
She prefers puddle-water , fouling it herself befo 
prepared 1 
I am prepared for whatever love has in store for me 
present 3 
s due ; then I would not live in this present fear 
To you it is the present , for me it is yet to come 
useless ; unless the third strand is present , the rope unravels 
presentiments 1 
veins ; all my senses are buffeted by presentiments of future danger 
press 1 
In vain I press my hands together in prayer and plead to 
pretend 1 
cali you by your proper ñame , don "t pretend you 're deaf , but just ask them : " S 
pretty 1 
dam , if you thought you were sitting pretty ! You who gave that low body of yours t 
prevents 2 
though they can exist without it , it prevents their undoing 
You , spirit , if nothing prevents you , break with the ways of the dead 
preys 1 
Rather , the fear that preys on me is that you do not desire me as yo 
pride 1 
11 wander the world , singing of your pride 
prison 3 
That king of Cyprus who was kept 4.n prison by an infidel suffered no misfortune at 
Death or the prison cell can hold no fears for the man who 
passion , the more spacious does its prison feel , and it extends its strength and 
proceeds 1 
ver who , having determined to love , proceeds to do so , and loves himself for it 
procuring 1 
love , or if you should want a bit of procuring done , give Na Monboi a try 
profitable 1 
another pleasurable ; of the third , profitable love , I will not speak , for in it 
profitless 1 
f love sees that all its wandering is profitless , I am sure that , from puré shame 
progenitors 1 
is born that rebels against both its progenitors 
progeny 1 
as God 's desire that you should have progeny 
promise 1 , 
e pain it causes , since it holds the promise of pleasure 
promised 1 
e thought of renouncing a place which promised such pleasure 
promises 1 
ot cali upon Heaven , making vows and promises of countless votive offerings of wax 
proof 1 
inue to live , I cannot offer as much proof of my heart 's suffering as I could by d 
proper 2 
And since they '11 cali you by your proper ñame , don 't pretend you 're deaf / bu 
Each of them forgets its proper nature , while at the same time doing a 
protect 1 
I only pray that God will protect me from my own iré 
proud 
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15 
LXXXII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XXVI11 
IV 
II 
I 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
7 
56 
51 
257 
17 
60 
41 
41 
278 
21 
ir of legs a fly or a locust could be proud of 
Both our experience and our judgement 
be revealed in act , and I shall have 
prove 1 
prove in the end to be unreliable - such thing 
proved 1 
proved my words with deeds 
ul event , with which I pray God will 
from it , only to find that it cannot 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XLII 
CV 
Lili 
CV 
XXXII 
XIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
4 
9 
27 
16 
28 
199 
213 
268 
340 
73 
129 
125 
25 
164 
9 
78 
6 
20 
29 
101 
292 
1'3. 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XIII 
II 
XXXII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
IV 
XXVI11 
XCVI 
98 
3 
6 
4 
37 
88 
45 
36 
33 
14 
5 
; I seek out hidden places and avoid 
little life , and of how you paid in 
o stretch out my hand to meet yours , 
I want to 
body upwards , but the body 's nature 
want for angry thoughts with which to 
the alloy dissolve in smoke , leaving 
It is not interest that moves its 
, and my spirit has been confirmed in 
It is patently obvious to me that 
is profitless , I am sure that , from 
esiré , whose effects on the body are 
Mother of God , if she is in 
In 
But don 't think you '11 be able to 
Then I shall have 
I do not believe God could 
do not know what good it can do me to 
, for power has no worth unless it is 
his ever-replenished liver and never 
ure and incorruptible gold , so death 
gold on paper depends on whether the 
But it differs from the others in 
tally . different from all other pain : 
In 
nnot speak without exaggeration , and 
the tombs , plying the damned with my 
y and , seeing no cloud in sight , is 
virtuously out of love of goodness / 
their dead beloved ; but they do not 
It is 
I am 
rs burning in love''s furnace , it is 
ngs no respite , for I toil all night 
) : this is the sort of torment that 
provide 2 
provide me soon , I do not want my life to be 
provide me with what I ask 
Prudent 4 
Prudent lady , I know I have only myself to bl 
Prudent lady , nothing on God 's Earth brings 
Prudent lady , spare me a crust of bread , for 
Prudent lady , when love is very oíd , absence 
public 2 
public ones ; I throw myself on to my bed , bu 
public the wages of your sins , he 'd soon reg 
puddle-water 1 
She prefers puddle-water , fouling it herself before drink 
pulí 2 
pulí me up to you as if by forcé 
pulí myself to my feet , but my efforts are ha 
pulís 1 
pulís it down 
punish 1 
punish myself for my past misdeeds 
puré 5 
puré and incorruptible gold , so death puts an 
puré love 
puré love ; at this point my reason becomes lu 
puré love is not to be found in woman : it is 
puré shame , it will drop from its place above 
purely 1 
purely bestial 
purgatory 1 
purgatory for unexpiated sins , plead with you 
purity 1 
purity and virtue I love and reveré her spirit 
put 5 
put all that milk to good use when John goes o 
put beneath me all those things that I carry o 
put me to any torment comparable to staying in 
put that moment off 
put to good use , while lineage has to deserve 
puts 2 
puts an end to its meal , for while one worm g 
puts an end to my base desire 
quality 3 
quality depends-on where it is directed , for 
quality of the paper is good or poor , in just 
quality , which derives from the type of love 
quantitatively 1 
quantitatively , it can be considered to be ve 
quantity 1 
quantity it is variable , and does not come in 
quelling 1 
quelling my fervent desire so that I can write 
questions 1 
questions - and they would answer me , for the 
quite 6 
quite convinced that he may trust to a single 
quite free from the fear that any wickedness w 
quite match me 
quite possible for man to love simply , with t 
quite sure that everything you do is good and 
quite wrong to pity them , and even more mista 
racking 1 
raeking my brains how best to perform the next 
racks 1 
racks my soul , not knowing what God has ordai 
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Lili 
XLVI 
XCVI 
Lili 
II 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
II 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XLII 
XCIV 
IV 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
44 
12 
38 
39 
5 
59 
183 
198 
8 
29 
43 
39 
36 
47 
54 
40 
34 
40 
126 
173 
205 
1 
212 
32 
53 
38 
rage 4 
in what soon filis me instantly with rage 
e moment , will feel the forcé of its rage , and all the fish beneath will rush for 
oíd of all my senses , spend all your rage on me , for I will offer no defence ; hur 
notice how much I struggle ; when the rage subsides , even if I do not say a word ab 
raging 2 
knows what has happened , a storm is raging about him that is too fierce to be weat 
me and I can feel a terrible conflict raging there : I see that you are just and mer 
ing 
raises 
it is this simple will that God raises up 
1 
and its power can be such that it 
rather 3 
finds itself looking at a wall , but rather begins to see through a grille 
, his best course is to seek harbour rather than to stay where he is 
Rather , the fear that preys on me is that you 
rational 1 
It is not the rational part of the soul which spurs them on 
Just tell me what you 're after 
your proper ñame , don *t pretend you 're deaf , 
and leave the rest to me 
but just ask them : " So what will 
reach 
But if it should reach 
Whoever hopes to reach 
oved from such virtue are well out of reach 
easy to attain , and it is beyond the reach 
ture into confusión , and he fails to reach 
appetite ; but without it man cannot reach 
1 think only of you and so that I may reach 
a greater glory will be within man 's reach 
Since none can reach 
beyond what Nature decrees , it gives ri 
it without my help is either mad or else 
of the great delight 
of the poet 's art 
the goal for which he strives in all his 
the higher goal : Saint John was sent to 
the road which climbs up towards you 
when our flesh and soul are again joined 
you without your help , give me your han 
reached 4 
t , because the power of the body has reached its limit , and my spirit has been con 
to end-my days , then love will have reached its limits 
11 these desires were mixed when they reached me : and so they continued mixed withi 
alone among lovers would have almost reached them by now 
wait , fate is against him 
reaches 
he never reaches it 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
273 
5 
188 
48 
288 
118 
41 
8 
reaching 1 
in my eyes , and pain stops the blood reaching my heart , so that it runs to whereve 
read 1 
give himself up to sadness : let him read my poems , which speak of frenzied though 
readiness 1 
The spiritual part of me is in readiness , but the sensual side of me has to 
d me waiting up , nty gates unbarred 
ready 1 
ready to do her bidding humbly 
real 1 
ep cares keep me far removed from all real events 
realise 3 
ight for as long as the soul fails to realise its mistake 
Lily among thorns , God help you to realise that because of you I am driven to eve 
u but have not seen within you , will realise that what I say is true , and their sp 
158 rough the understanding , even a 
realises 1 
fool realises that the highest good will yield a jo 
CV 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
IV 
XIII 
91 
40 
214 
266 
187 
325 
37 
33 
249 
37 
7 
243 
168 
5 
59 
6 
25 
27 
really 2 
cy , and the bad you seem to do us is really an ineffable good 
ingly give up the ghost , if he could really believe that you would take pity on him 
reason 
irmed in puré love ; at this point my reason 
bed of hope , so soundly asleep that reason 
ieve in paradise through a faith that reason 
ve , should some word escape me which reason 
When reason 
n blames me for it ! My desire and my reason 
, and I would willingly sacrifice my reason 
When reason goVerns the appetite , reason 
I have turned reason 
, that the soul be fettered and that reason 
It darkens the reason 
Since my reason 
e soul then wants what is contrary to reason 
st love , always trying to do what my reason 
pleasure of love , and that for this reason 
loveliness as yours , I would have no reason 
16 
becomes lucid 
cannot wake me 
confirms 
does not praise or condone , let no one 
governs the appetite , reason in all it 
have called a truce , and have become a 
if I thought that I could cast love off 
in all its works becomes natural to man 
into a lowly thrall , and have given no 
never free it , while the flesh declare 
of all those it wounds , and they have 
refused to do love 's bidding , I have 
's decree , while the body feels death 
tells me is best 
the body must first be satisfied before 
to thank it for not clothing with earth 
reasonable 
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XCIV 
cv 
XCVI 
cv 
LXXX 
XLII 
111 
41 
118 
104 
69 
IV 
XXIII 
Lili 
Lili 
CV 
I 
XXVIII 
40 
10 
30 
37 
54 
30 
4 
96 
xxxix 
cv 
XCIV 
XLII 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
xciv 
22 
62 
124 
22 
39 
28 
164 
111 
38 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
cv 
XCIV 
XCIV 
I 
I 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
285 
82 
93 
30 
132 
106 
20 
37 
95 
288 
It is hardly surprising that the reasonable appetite should resent being led by 
reasons 1 
of evil and ignorance of good are the reasons that men do not know you 
rebelled 1 
cts me : while she was alive my flesh rebelled 
rebels 2 
to these a bastard child is born that rebels against both its progenitors 
hich is destined to contémplate God , rebels , blaspheming , against the idea of tha 
receive 1 
nt ( he cannot tell whether God will receive him or whether He will decide to bury 
reciprócate 1 
ak , for in it the loved one does not reciprócate the lover 's feelings 
reckoning 1 
hen I will have to make my disordered reckoning ? You have given me an upright natur 
recognises 1 
h which all actions are carried out , recognises the understanding as its master , a 
recognize 1 
st dim-sighted fool could not fail to recognize the nobility of your person 
Recommend 1 
Recommend me to love , and leave me be ,• for o 
recovers 1 
, but does not feel the pain until he recovers , so it is with me : when anger grips 
redeem 1 
find if I can redeem my sins through death , let this be my 
redoubled 2 
ring ; a brief respite is followed by redoubled anguish : just like the sick man who 
eyed vigil , while the sick must bear redoubled pain 
redress 1 
e wrongs I did her , and wish I could redress them with my blood 
refused 1 
Since my reason refused to do love ' s bidding , I have appoint 
refusing 1 
love love for its own sake , without refusing the gift that it might make me , am h 
regardless 1 
he gift of grace , and take it away , regardless of worth 
regret 3 
as not killed my love , and I feel no regret even though I know I am dying 
c the wages of your sins , he 'd soon regret loving you 
he friend departs , he is filled with regret : when good takes its leave , it cries 
reign 3 
Because of this , harmony can never reign in man 
asures and many pains , and can often reign over a virtuous heart 
, love cannot survive , and it cannot reign where there is nothingness : death retur 
reject 1 
no benefit , give me the strength to reject it completely ; and make me feel a smal 
rely 1 
? If it 's to do with love , you can rely on me to get to work on it right away 
remains 1 
orld , the most important part of her remains here in spirit 
remember 4 
I cannot remember anything from the past , and I clothe 
hink of other things , I have only to remember her with a heavy sigh for all my thou 
ins each has held ; in some of them I remember that she was sad , but in many more I 
But I remember that you saved the thief ; yet as far 
remembering 1 
ce of where these prayers come from , remembering only to whom they are directed : d 
remembers 1 
t is left feeling grief every time he remembers the pleasure it has given him 
reminds 2 
cali his own mind his enemy since it reminds him continually of his troubles 
ross one of them , and his oíd friend reminds him of all the pleasures he once enjoy 
remorse 1 
And I feel remorse for all the wrongs I did her , and wis 
removed 2 
ghts , love 's deep cares keep me far removed from all real events 
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40 
97 
IV 
Lili 
XCVI 
XIII 
IV 
XXVIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
21 
23 
28 
37 
26 
20 
33 
327 
107 
112 
104 
38 
298 
244 
23 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXVIII 
I 
CV 
cv 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
10 
48 
13 
30 
79 
125 
226 
128 
40 
36 
219 
50 
29 
XLVI 
CV 
XXIX 
XCVI 
cv 
196 
7 
22 
201 
on that bench , and those who are far 
f these is too taut or too slack , it 
will have tried everything , short of 
wd body has fretted at the thought of 
cted will cause me no pain if only my 
ts , all my time is spent in vain : I 
hat you chose to weep over my death , 
The understanding wasted no time in 
over with me , unless your pity sends 
I daré say I shall be 
es not praise or condone , let no one 
red , and no one is good who does not 
g that the reasonable appetite should 
*s strength diminishes as it watches 
What is the point of trying to 
influence only over those who cannot 
h declares war every time it attempts 
who joined us never to weaken in my 
The wise are no better off in this 
us , if there is room there for their 
h will be appeased and will give some 
Believe me , the dawn brings no 
! my joy turns to suffering ; a brief 
ver has a journey to make can have no 
nd which is completely human gives no 
me life ; the understanding will not 
seeks any other end but God knows no 
me what you 're after , and leave the 
; that is why it makes the lover ever 
body 's strength should be completely 
ls that derive from man 's nature are 
along the road towards it ; I want to 
the fight ends only when one of them 
m blowing together may bring about my 
.since your knowledge was infallible ? 
I shall not 
ihilate my soul ; may all my being be 
s safe after baptism , I had not been 
removed from such virtue are well out of reach 
renders 1 
renders the other useless ; unless the third s 
reneging 1 
reneging on the Faith , for the strength of my 
renouncing 1 
renouncing a place which promised such pleasur 
renown 1 
renown will last for ever like that of St Fran 
repent 1 
repent of everything I do , even before I do i 
repentant 1 
repentant that you allowed an innocent soul to 
replyxng 1 
replying , and made nonsense of these ideas 
reprieve 1 
reprieve 
reprimanded 1 
reprimanded by many people for giving such pra 
reprove 1 
reprove me for what I say 
resemble 1 
resemble you 
resent 1 
resent being led by its lustful counterpart , 
resentfully 1 
resentfully its opponent 's power increase , f 
resist 2 
resist it ? The will , through which all actio 
resist its powers 
resistance 1 
resistance ? My flesh is so inclined towards p 
resolve 1 
resolve , and to keep you constantly in my tho 
respect 1 
respect than are fools , except that fools are 
respective 1 
respective fires to be ignited 
respite 3 
respite 
respite , for I toil all night racking my brai 
respite is followed by redoubled anguish : jus 
rest 5 
rest 
rest and sets no limits to the appetite ; but 
rest content with any other good 
rest , for the will can find no peace in anyth 
rest to me 
restless 1 
restless 
restored 1 
restored , my spirit gives itself up to physic 
restricted 1 
restricted to the known and finite 
retrace 1 \ 
retrace my steps , and yet I do not turn in th 
retreats 1 
retreats before' the other 's superior strength 
return 3 -N 
return 
Return my being to nothingness , I beg you , f 
return until I have dispelled this fear that s 
returned 2 
returned to nothingness , especially if she is 
returned to the arms of life , and had paid de 
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LXXXVII 
XXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
218 
3 
112 
295 
55 
81 
46 
XCIV 
XCIV 
cv 
XCIV 
II 
LXXX 
LXXXI 
me ; and as soon as my body 's vigour 
, he flees into the wilderness , and 
gn where there is nothingness : death 
settles in - my special sensibilities 
Love 's potentiality will be 
Desires are 
But Fortune has not yet 
returns 3 
returns , my spirit weeps , and if my body 's 
returns only when he has built up the strength 
returns to the void all that is of the body 
reveal 1 
reveal this truth 
revealed 3 
revealed in act , and I shall have proved my w 
revealed through acts , and from these it is e 
revealed what my fate is to be 
97 
125 
86 
193 
28 
reveáis 1 
Love reveáis itself through its effects 
LXXXII 
XLII 
cv 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
2 
38 
64 
48 
94 
In purity and virtue I love and 
to be allowed into Heaven , I do not 
e it may be that my fate is to be the 
Love of any kind is particularly 
the sun in June , and yet has won no 
this , and I am still waiting for my 
of a different nature , blessed with 
ath as his pitching ship struggles to 
st like the master of some great ship 
ort , it will lose its anchor and its 
u can rely on me to get to work on it 
in fear , how can !• do otherwise ? If 
beyond what Nature decrees , it gives 
if he saw for the first time how they 
reveré 2 
reveré her spirit for itself , on which may Go 
reveré that place as I ought ; I am lacking bo 
reverse 1 
reverse 
revolting 1 
revolting and abhorrent to me 
reward 2 
reward 
reward ! Love , love , you would have a hard t 
riches 1 
riches and noble blood but lacking the most im 
ride 1 
ride out a storm 
riding 1 
riding at anchor off a stretch of beach , feel 
rigging 1 
rigging will snap 
right 1 
right away 
righteous 1 
righteous Job was weighed down with the fear o 
rise 2 
rise to a false and unstable desire 
rise up and .then plunge down again 
rivers 1 
Just as the rivers all run down to the sea , so does every 
Lili 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
II 
II 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXX 
7 
71 
221 
28 
173 
18 
24 
66 
3 
10 
8 
9 
258 
95 
98 
40 
3 
irely , but has struck out along that 
e feel , then , who is already on the 
hem / since they are the path and the 
ips me , for I have started along the 
ly of you and so that I may reach the 
ish will spawn in the woods and lions 
That rs when you '11 see Love 's fire 
love obstructs the body 's actions , 
When death 
take root jointly in us , if there is 
for in you a monstrous lust has taken 
The first two kinds may take 
nds nowhere for its influence to take 
e of its strands together to make its 
ess the third strand is present , the 
and could not clinib one step up this 
ove , it is only to end up completely 
road 5 
road : my hope already shows signs of decay 
road to such a destination ? I beg you , Lord 
road to the other kind 
road towards it ; I want to retrace my steps , 
road which climbs up towards you 
roam 1 
roam the sea before my love will ever wane , a 
roar 1 
roar ! If I have kept my feelings to myself , 
robbing 1 
robbing it of everything with which Nature has 
robs 1 
robs her of her mate , she says farewell to lo 
room 1 
room there for their respective fires to be ig 
root 3 
root 
root jointly in us , if there is room there fo 
root : where my desire is , there can be no st 
rope 2 
rope , for one of them easily snaps and anothe 
rope unravels 
rugged 1 
rugged cliff 
ruined 1 
ruined 
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rule 1 
CV 147 ture , but I nave turned the straight rule into a sharp-hooked scythe 
XCIV 
CV 
69 
132 
run 2 
I run away from every pleasure as if it were my 
Just as the rivers all run down to the sea , so does every end merge 
running 1 
5 fore drinking , and never touches the running stream 
runs 1 
274 blood reaching my heart , so that it runs to wherever I nave been wounded 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
LXXX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
II 
IV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
II 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
I 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
LXXXIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XLII 
II 
IV 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
IV 
XLII 
XLII 
XXVIII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
II 
LXXXII 
XXXII 
XLII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
82 
13 
23 
65 
60 
29 
105 
34 
5 
17 
59 
78 
288 
110 
24 
8 
29 
60 
18 
8 
316 
24 
23 
32 
83 
42 
16 
196 
12 
5 
17 
17 
51 
49 
27 
58 
17 
43 
16 
29 
9 
242 
166 
21 
2 
55 
104 
205 
305 
159 
103 
100 
219 
44 
14 
14 
38 
14 
37 
217 
15 
24 
1 
8 
34 
rush 2 
h a heavy sigh for all my thoughts to rush back 
rage , and all the fish beneath will rush for shelter to secret hiding-places 
r conflicting kind , because the soul 
This love obstructs the body 
s decree , while the body feels death 
is no better than a wolf 's or a fox 
s power increase , for often the body 
nd it ís beyond the reach of the poet 
Since my reason refused to do love 
Within man 
then wants what is contrary to reason 
soul thus finds pleasure in the body 
e ; trapped in my own thoughts , love 
by its hunger or goaded by the other 
irgin , it is only because it was God 
uch pain upon me , for it is all love 
This is another 
Prudent lady , nothing on God 
life , so as better to celébrate love 
ed one does not reciprócate the lover 
tle and infinite love temper the body 
That 's when you '11 see Love 
It forces man to want his hope 
, when you see lovers burning in love 
soul drags itself down while the body 
always governed by the understanding 
uted suddenly without a single moment 
her the spirit leaves behind the body 
er it had savoured noble flesh ! What 
That 
ear when I shall go and lead a hermit 
The body 
desire goes beyond the bounds of man 
The wills that derive from man 
rusts the body upwards , but the body 
left with only that part of you tha't 
The re 
There 
But that 
cept of love is no better than a wolf 
like a pot of stew taken to the baker 
hy do the Fates decree , against love 
darkness , and keeps watch over a man 
In just this way the spirit 
long for , carrying me across the sea 
Love 
s it watches resentfully its opponent 
as a greater glory will be within man 
Just as a man 
But virtuous love is the philosopher 
While one is satisfied , the other 
compares with the next man , and love 
ns , my spirit weeps , and if my body 
annot offer as much proof of my heart 
one of them retreats before the other 
isn ' t it ? You know who I mean : he 
So what will it be , my dears ? If it 
ains how best to perform the next day 
It is the will 
esh weary me ; and as soon as my body 
t as soon as I try to únderstand love 
That 
Whenever it is God 
the honour accorded it ; it is a man 
! " , don 't be bashful , because it 
s 63 
s actions are effected instantly , and their 
s actions , robbing it of everything with whi 
s affliction 
s , animáis which can aspire no higher in lov 
s appetite ceases , so that the soul has to a 
s art 
s bidding , I have appointed my desire as its 
s body , the humours are at war ; with each n 
s decree , while the body feels death 's affl 
s deeds 
s deep cares keep me far removed from all rea 
s desire 
s desire that you should have progeny 
s doing 
s doing , not mine 
s Earth brings me joy except you 
s feast-days 
s feelings 
s finite nature , and fill it with life 
s fire roar ! If I have kept my feelings to m 
s fulfilment , without ever attaining it , no 
s furnace , it is quite wrong to pity them , 
s fury swells up , which is why both body and 
s good sense 
s grace 
s great passion , the more spacious does its 
s his ñame ? John , isn 't it ? You know who 
s just the way it is with me : I am always st 
s life , so as better to celébrate love 's fe 
s love plunges the soul into its form of plea 
s nature : an unmistakeable sign of it is tha 
s nature are restricted to the known and fini 
s nature pulís it down 
s no good to anyone 
s not a pilgrim on my ship who will not cali 
s nothing she did for me that she wouldn 't d 
s one path I '11 never tread 
s or a fox 's , animáis which can aspire no h 
s oven to cook , changing colour and losing i 
s own wishes , that the soul be fettered and 
s pain even while he sleeps 
s passions are subject to variations of a ver 
s perilous highways ! Even now I can see the 
s potentiality will be revealed in act , and 
s power increase , for often the body 's appe 
s reach when our flesh and soul are again joi 
s soul lives on when death seizes him , since 
s stone , making precious every worthless thi 
s strength diminishes as it watches resentful 
s strength is determined by where it enters 
s strength should be completely restored , my 
s suffering as I could by dying 
s superior strength ; just so , two strong de 
s the one with the enormous head and the bad 
s to do with love , you can rely on me to get 
s treachery 
s unfailing guide 
s vigour returns , my spirit weeps , and if m 
s ways more deeply , it brings me pleasure mi 
s when you '11 see Love 's fire roar ! If I h 
s will that the ship should go under , then e 
s worth which gives valué to everything else 
s you they '11 mean 
24 9 lames my soul 
sacrifice 1 
and J would willingly sacrifice my reason if I thought that I qpuld 
sad 6 
10 und amidst the thoughts of one who is sad ; and even when people have seen me in gre 
1 y those who are sad or else have been sad at some time need bother with my works ! A 
93 some of them I remember that she was sad , but in many more I see her happy 
24 give myself up to its sadness and be sad for ever 
30 the same as that which anyone who is sad may enjoy : when we pity our own plight , 
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Only those who are sad or else have been sad at some time need bo 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XCVI 
cv 
II 
LXXXII 
IV 
cv 
cv 
cv 
LIII 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
CV 
I 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
XXXIX 
IV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVI I 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
270 
23 
34 
27 
4 
15 
200 
2 
28 
198 
123 
127 
43 
42 
155 
163 
31 
113 
21 
14 
30 
63 
22 
50 
128 
47 
37 
8 
52 
13 
335 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
127 
79 
25 
204 
103 
25 
35 
3 
178 
192 
30 
69 
sadness 6 
the active life , and so continué in sadness 
e , am happy to give myself up to its sadness and be sad for ever 
h praise to the life that is spent in sadness , but I , who have seen the glory of i 
ing how very true it is that its deep sadness is rauch to be preferred to any other d 
place in which to give himself up to sadness : let him read my poems , which speak 
Through you I will attain joy or sadness ; whatever fate God has allotted me li 
safe 2 
s for me , if only , once my soul was safe after baptism , I had not been returned t 
r off a stretch of beach , feeling as safe as if he were standing atop a castle , wh 
safest 1 
then even if it is moored in the safest port , it will lose its anchor and its 
safety 1 
Although he can see the shore where safety and comfort wait fate is against him 
said 3 
Such , it said , is the nature of the flesh that its con 
I believe in you as the God who said of Judas that it were better that man had 
f ours , because of which it could be said that together they form one Law 
'11 give you 
sail 1 
Let wind conspire with sail to give me what I long for carryíng me 
Saint 2 
it man cannot reach the higher goal : Saint John was sent to announce the Messiah 
I hate that saint whose feast-day I keep , and I take plea 
sake 6 
se who have given their uves for its sake 
e who feels virtuous love for its own sake 
e and hold death in contempt for your sake 
: just like the sick man who for the sake of enjoying some tasty morsel turns every 
r does all it can to ensure , for the sake of its own pleasure , that the body will 
And I , who love love for its own sake , without refusing the gift that it might 
art : it has cured many others of the 
Part of my great pleasure is the 
y desires , and it is in you that the 
you , and I shall make my vow to that 
pen could cost me dear , and yet this 
or at least it does not stay for the 
are left feeling all the weaker ; the 
e two wills are both attracted to the 
ke for me , who love two women at the 
gets its proper nature , while at the 
In just the 
In just the 
6 I can - the sight of your beauty has 
While the body may tire , it is never 
or this reason the body must first be 
nature causes such desire : I can be 
While one is 
take , because this will is unable to 
ess , for it does not desire what can 
oubt that the sort who thinks only of 
carrying out its will , can tame the 
You created me that I might 
But I remember that you 
tract our nature ; the soul can never 
same 12 
same affliction 
same as that which anyone who is sad may enjoy 
same desires origínate 
same God who joined us never to weaken in my 
same hope consoles me in my great suffering 
same length of time in each : in the great maj 
same thing happens every day , but you never 1 
same thing , this desire so obstructs man that 
same time 
same time doing all it can to make the other o 
same way , anyone who has inner worth , but is 
same way , if I should take my leave of this w 
sapped' 1 
sapped all my strength 
Satiety 1 
Satiety or neglect soon drives love from them 
satisfied 4 
satisfied , and keeps all that is finite at ba 
satisfied before either kind of love can flour 
satisfied only by what derives from both sourc 
satisfied , the other 's strength diminishes a 
satisfy 2 
satisfy the soul , much less the body , since 
satisfy the whole man ; that is why it makes t 
satisfying 1 
satisfying his appetite will grasp very much 
savage 1 
savage body and domestícate any wild thing by 
save 1 
save my soul , while it may be that my fate is 
saved 1 
saved the thief ; yet as far as we can see fro 
savour 1 
savour contentment of its own accord ; in this 
94 
savoured 1 
y of yours to a merchant after it had savoured noble flesh ! What 's his ñame ? John 
saw 1 
no one could fail to be shocked if he saw for the first time how they rise up and th 
say 
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I 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LIII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXIII 
IV 
XCVI 
XXIII 
44 
16 
327 
39 
33 
2 
26 
8 
43 
14 
4 
ays no heed to what the envious might say 
or your mien , he has nothing much to say 
ne , let no one reprove me for what I say 
the rage subsides , even if I do not say 
I daré say 
understand me , for all I am going to say 
ry much harder ? Forgive me if what I say 
within you , will realise that what I say 
But the understanding has more to say 
e you are before I can decide what to say 
can write untroubled by it , I shail say 
a word about it all day , I am left feelin 
I shall be reprimanded by many people for 
is about love , while I doubt that the sor 
is madness : my words arise from anguish 
is true , and their spirits will sink 
to the flesh , telling it with great indig 
to you 
what I find in you 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
I 
I 
CV 
II 
IV 
XLVI 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
138 
300 
162 
26 
23 
147 
18 
10 
2 
132 
14 
253 
XXXII 
says 1 
3 When death robs her of her mate , she says farewell to love 
scales 1 
The scales in which this love has been placed work 
scope 1 
osed towards love , and finds as much scope in us as the Devil 
scorn 1 
you ; but this cannot happen unless I scorn life and hold death in contempt for your 
scrap 1 
er to endure the pain than to add one scrap of pleasure to the torments that drive m 
screams 1 
s so little sense that when her child screams to be fed with poison , she gives in t 
scythe 1 
the straight rule into a sharp-hooked scythe 
sea 5 
spawn in the woods and lions roam the sea before my love will ever wane , as long as 
Just as we can hear the sea howl and groan when the west wind whips it 
t I long for , carrying me across the sea 's perilous highways ! Even now I can see 
ust as the rivers all run down to the sea , so does every end merge into you 
hey too will have to abandon the very sea which spawned and nurtured them and , in u 
search 1 
ood , and employs all his wits in the search for great pleasures , only to find many 
second 1 
But the second of these is more important than the oth 
62 
13 
XLVI 
LIII 
LXXXVII 
19 
20 
328 
secrecy 1 
nderful effects upon me , driven into secrecy by the power of its enemies ? The swee 
secret 1 
fish beneath will rush for shelter, to secret hiding-places 
secrets 3 
Sheer terror will forcé out secrets that not even the confessor has learne 
e kept hidden : Love is happy for its secrets to be displayed 
ite my own ñpocalypse of all the deep secrets which love keeps hidden beneath his el 
36 
secured 
e strong bonds with which he has been secured but does not feel the pain until he 
CV 
XLII 
CV 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XXIII 
II 
IV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
CV 
XLVI 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XCVI 
CV 
XCIV 
XIII 
II 
II 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IS 
28 
31 
94 
11 
11 
24 
32 
98 
176 
173 
116 
60 
53 
3 
3 
56 
198 
44 
43 
61 
77 
30 
3 
8 
234 
278 
see 
But I can see 
s swollen with poison , as anyone can see 
aved the thief ; yet as far as we can see 
that she was sad , but in many more I see 
hat body which I have loved so much , see 
But he does not see 
That 's when you '11 see 
That is why , when you see 
Help me , God , since you can see 
It grieves me to see 
er whoro Venus holds complete sway can see 
But we see 
a terrible conflict raging there : I see 
When that hour comes , people will see 
Although he can see 
's perilous highways ! Even now I can see 
I can feel them separately and almost see 
king at a wall , but rather begins to see 
You '11 soon see 
: come back tb the -world , and let me see 
ee that you are just and merciful , I see 
21 
already from your delay in granting my wis 
by those enormous hairs you have growing a 
from his works , he did not deserve it 
her happy 
how I suffer ! I am afraid to speak to you 
it the way the discerning do ; he can tell 
Love *s fire roar ! If I have kept my feel 
lovers burning in love 's fur-nace , it is 
me in these straits ! I despair when I thi 
my departure from this world approaching , 
only very dimly through the blind fires wh 
that thosé philosophers who held that the 
that you are just and merciful , I see you 
the outer signs of love in me , and will n 
the shore where safety and comfort wait , 
the winds from the West and North-West gat 
them 
through a grille 
what a lift she '11 give you ! Let wind co 
what has become of you 
your will which dispenses grace even to th 
seeing 3 
ecause there is no pleasure for me in seeing any task through to its completion 
er pleasure than the thought of never seeing my desires fulfilled 
a castle , who looks at the sky and , seeing no cloud in sight , is quite convinced 
seek 4 
ing to set in , his best course is to seek harbour rather than to stay where he is 
throat , even though like will always seek like 
My face constantly changes colour ; I seek out hidden places and avoid publie ones ; 
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XXXIX 3 s tormented by his suffering need not seek out some dark place in which to give hims 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCVI 
cv 
XCVI 
XLVI 
cv 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
cv 
252 
128 
9 
103 
16 
88 
25 
91 
26 
31 
84 
57 
32 
11 
35 
7 
7 
5 
3 
339 
10 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XXVIII 
37 
305 
16 
12 
XLII 
CV 
XXVIII 
IV 
IV 
I 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
16 
190 
20 
58 
42 
22 
185 
168 
284 
141 
317 
37 
295 
171 
189 
44 
34 
XCVI 
cv 
XCIV 
XLVI 
2 
127 
56 
27 
e the man who has the foolish idea of 
Whoever 
creature longs for its likeness , and 
Flesh desires flesh , and the soul 
hich is everlasting , with fleet foot 
Al though you 
No words I find 
ways shows clemency , and the bad you 
ther I cry out or am silent , nothing 
Even though it 
And so this 
, hen there are marvellous acts to be 
ions ; their potentiality can only be 
ho is sad ; and even when people have 
s spent in sadness , but I , who have 
those who have seen you but have not 
what they hear , while those who have 
ds will be lost on those who have not 
and who must eat or perish , but then 
If love 
rted ; the weight of my terrible sins 
our and losing its natural form as it 
Pierce my heart and 
as a man 's soul lives on when death 
r the man who like me betrays his own 
that I summon all my wits to plot my 
ow a fellow like that ever carne to be 
So , Lord , 
e all over with me , unless your pity 
For the understanding 
governed by the understanding 's good 
aves like the woman who has so little 
ugh to melt the lingering cold of the 
I beg you , Lord , that you deaden my 
eat courses through my veins ; all my 
Spiritual love begins in the 
At certain times , the love of our 
rce my heart and seize hold of all my 
ds on whom it settles in - my special 
w how it feels to be courageous ! The 
part of me is in readiness , but the 
hem on : such appetites thrive on the 
Only the understanding can keep our 
n and does not know where he is to be 
each the higher goal : Saint John was 
y distinguishable and I can feel them 
Not that I thirik that even such a 
seeking 1 
seeking in this world the sovereign good , and 
seeks 4 
seeks any other end but God knows no rest , fo 
seeks it out ; that is why I choose not to fol 
seeks its own like ; to these a bastard child 
seeks out virtues and good 
seem 3 
seem full of anger , that is only due to your 
seem to be sufficient 
seem to do us is really an ineffable good 
seems 3 
seems adequate ; whether my mind is empty or f 
seems impossible that I should be less than ha 
seems to me some excuse , though a weak one , 
seen 7 
seen 
seen after the event 
seen me in great pain , my soul has been comfo 
seen the glory of it with my own eyes , desire 
seen within you , will realise that what I say 
seen you but have not seen within you , will r 
seen you , for they will not believe what they 
sees 3 
sees a tree on one of whose branches hang two 
sees that all its wandering is profitless , I 
sees to that 
seethes 1 
seethes 
seize 1 
seize hold of all my senses , spend all your r 
seizes 1 
seizes him , since its origins are in the infi 
self 1 
self 
self-betrayal 1 
self-betrayal 
selling 1 
selling Florentine cloth for a living 
send 1 
send faiths fire to my aid and warm the part t 
sends 2 
sends reprieve 
sends subtle thought to gather the spoils of i 
sense 2 
sense 
sense that when her child screams to be fed wi 
senses 6 
senses , and it is what I feel through these t 
senses and keep me for ever from knowing certa 
senses are buffeted by presentiments of future 
senses , but makes virtues and wisdom its goal 
senses dies and this tempered state is lost , 
senses , spend all your rage on me , for I wil 
sensibilities 1 
sensibilities reveal this truth 
sensual 3 
sensual appetites fetter the soul 
sensual side of me has to be dragged into fait 
sensual will 
sensuality 1 
sensuality at bay 
sent 2 
sent ( he cannot tell whether God will receiv 
sent to announce the Messiah 
separately 1 
separately and almost see them 
separation 2 
separation could vanquish my desire 
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I 43 eats away at love unless , while the separation lasts , constancy holds out against 
serfl 1 
on someone who doesdt want to be your serfl Imagine someone who come3 face to face w 
Have no doubt 
serious 1 
my suffering is as serious as that 
II 
cv 
LXXX 
CV 
II 
CV 
31 
180 
3 
96 
7 
5 
servant 1 
iven the least hint that this willing servant awaits your orders 
serve 1 
e to you than many others who did not serve you , and you have done for them no less 
served 1 
But if I have served love , it is only to end up completely 
set 3 
t to the eyes of my soul ! My will is set against yours , and I ara my own enemy , ev 
ecision : since the storm is going to set in , his best course is to seek harbour ra 
I want to set out towards where you await me ; I do not 
LXXXVII 
125 
291 
294 
sets 1 
is completely human gives no rest and sets no limits to the appetite but without i 
setting 1 
Just as the setting of gold on paper depends on whether th 
settles 1 
this type of love depends on whom it settles in - my special sensibilities reveal t 
XXXIX 
XCVI 
XXXIX 
XLVI 
CV 
CV 
IV 
XLVI 
XXIX 
Lili 
XXIII 
XLVI 
LXXX I 
33 
44 
17 
56 
164 
65 
9 
22 
7 
15 
4 
21 
I daré say 
The time draws near when I 
ality will be revealed in act , and I 
Then I 
ghed down with the fear of God , what 
made my choice and , through love , I 
r , I shall think only.of you , and 
: even if I should lack for love 
that I can write untroubled by it 
But in the midst of this danger 
air of ever fulfilling my desires 
shall 13 
shall be reprimanded by many people for giving 
shall fear no terror at the sight of you 
shall go and lead a hermit 's life , so as bet 
shall have proved my words with deeds 
shall have put beneath me all those things tha 
shall I do , floundering in my sins ? When I t 
shall live 
shall make my vow to that same God who joined 
shall not return until I have dispelled this f 
shall not want for angry thoughts with which t 
shall say what I find in you 
shall think only of you , and I shall make my 
shall wander the world , singing of your pride 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
340 
37 
286 
shame 3 
ofitless , I am sure that , from puré shame , it will drop from its place above us 
rom the fear that any wickedness will shame them , and holding in esteem only honour 
clothe my body in nothing but my own shame ; trapped in my own thoughts , love ' s d 
4 4 think that I am exaggerating 
shameful 1 
for myshameful guilt deserves even worse 
LXXXII 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
II 
147 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XLII 
XXIII 
XLVI 
I 
XCVI 
XCIV 
XCVI 
XCIV 
XCVI 
xciv 
XLII 
XCVI 
XLII 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XLVI 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
238 
6 
43 
30 
47 
24 
32 
55 
19 
129 
23 
115 
44 
29 
4 
3 
237 
64 
118 
93 
47 
236 
240 
43 
shapes 1 
rtune and the events through which it shapes our lives 
share 2 
swer me , for there is no one else to share in their constant lamentation 
ch finds pleasure in the other ; they share pleasures and pains between them and t 
sharpened 1 
But this aiso has sharpened my wits so that I can better contemp 
sharp-hooked 1 
have turned the straight rule into a sharp-hooked scythe 
she 
n in love : I would be deeply hurt if she 
And she 
There 's nothing she 
ing such wisdom that there is nothing she 
When she 
child screams to be fed with poison , she 
ternal , and I fear lest this is what she 
But now that she 
If she 
Mothér of God , if she 
turned to nothingness , especially if she 
And when she 
You '11 soon see what a lift she 
So great are my fears that she 
She 
When death robs her of her mate , she 
understand me in every way , and that she 
his is the form my desires took while she 
now that nothing obstructs me : while she 
^ eld ; in some of them I remember that she 
When she does , she 
want of her is a mind so limpid that she 
ove jealously , and to feel sure that she 
There 's nothing she did for me that she 
24 
behaved otherwise 
'd never perch on a tree that was young an 
did for me that she wouldn 't do for you 
does not know 
does , she will find me waiting up , my ga 
gives in to its demands 
has earned 
is dead , they are easily distinguishable 
is in Heaven , her joy is ineffable ; if i 
is in purgatory for unexpiated sins , plea 
is in such a place because of me 
lived on this earth as flesh \ I tried to 
'11 give you ! Let wind conspire with sail 
may be in terrible suffering , that I do n 
prefers püddle-water , fouling it herself 
says farewéll to love 
should be clever and wise - and stern in 1 
was alive 
was alive my flesh rebelled 
was sad , but in many more I see her happy 
will find me waiting up , my gates unbarre 
would understand me in every way , and tha 
would willingly die for me 
wouldn •t do for you 
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XLII 
sheared 1 
29 your beard grow for a while and then sheared it off , you could knot it with the ha 
CV 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XCVI 
Lili 
II 
LXXXII 
LXXXI 
XLVI 
36 
137 
19 
13 
36 
41 
1 
1 
2 
17 
shed 1 
that in only a short time my body has shed most of its bulk 
sheer 2 
as I wish , increase my fear so that sheer dread will keep me from sin , because on 
Sheer terror will forcé out secrets that not e 
shelter 1 
nd all the fish beneath will rush for shelter to secret hiding-places 
shield 1 
Oh pain , treat me fairly : be my shield against oblivion 
Lily among thorns 
shift 1 
my desires shift so wildly that I want you to be both vir 
ship 4 
am just like the master of some great ship riding at anchor off a stretch of beach , 
Whenever it is God 's will that the ship shouid go under , then even if it is moor 
ce to face with death as his pitching ship struggles to ride out a storm 
There 's not a pilgrim on my ship who will not cali upon Heaven , making vo 
93 he tide 
shocked 1 
and no one could fail to be shocked if he saw for the first time how they 
II 
LXXXI 
Lili 
II 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
Lili 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
XXIII 
XIII 
XLVI 
Lili 
CV 
Lili 
Lili 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
10 
3 
11 
35 
237 
219 
31 
26 
1 
60 
24 
31 
30 
15 
100 
10 
19 
214 
47 
112 
325 
335 
111 
95 
41 
shore 2 
t him that he cannot get clear of the shore unless he has a contrary wind to help 
Although he can see the shore where safety and comfort wait , fate is 
short 2 
y then I will have tried everything , short of reneging on the Faith , for the stren 
performing such deeds that in only a short time my body has shed most of its bulk 
shouid 
rstand me in every way , and that she shouid 
it weeps , and if my body 's strength shouid 
ven though it seems impossible that I shouid 
So do not pity me if I shouid 
never it is God 's will that the ship shouid 
midst of sinful loves virtuous desire shouid 
because it was God 's desire that you shouid 
But if I shouid 
ot desire me as you ought , so that , shouid 
, except voluntary death : even if I shouid 
s ; I loathe the thought that my life shouid 
t comparable to staying in this world shouid 
examples , whether of good or evil , shouid 
And if I shouid 
But if it shouid 
rprising that the reasonable appetite shouid 
So , when I talk of love , shouid 
In just the same way , if I shouid 
y just that whoever pleases the Devil shouid 
Love shouid 
you are troubled by love , or if you shouid 
21 
be clever and wise - and stern in love 
be completely restored , my spirit give 
be less than happy while we both live , 
die because of you 
go under , then even if it is moored in 
have been struggling to break free , wo 
have progeny 
have to end my days , then love will ha 
I die , you would never think of me aga 
lack for love , I shall not want for an 
last any longer , and yet I dread its c 
my desire be thwarted ; by then I will 
not be kept hidden : Love is happy for 
plead for my flesh , do not listen to m 
reach beyond what Nature decrees , it g 
resent being led by its lustful counter 
some word escape me which reason does n 
take my leave of this world , that powe 
take the ñame of the one whose ways he 
use all three of its strands together t 
want a bit of procuring done , give Na 
CV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
CV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
23 
15 
310 
85 
90 
29 
272 
8 
174 
LXXXIII 
I 
XXVIII 
11 
1 
31 
4 
189 
shoulders 
e all those things that I carry on my shoulders he who does not fear the claws of 
shout 1 
33 d lapwings ! And when you hear people shout : " Hey you You oíd whore-monger 
show 3 
ailing those who come to you , as you show by your outstretched arms 
lineage , does not have the means to show great zeal in what is known as moral virt 
e love mortal , while the soul cannot show its true nature while it is in the compan 
shows 5 
My body already shows clear signs of decrepitude , since any k 
e at our ignorance : your will always shows clemency , and the bad you seem to do us 
ws that the mean exists : the man who shows no largesse can no more be called genero 
ep the fire of love hidden , and love shows plainly in my eyes , and pain stops the 
out along that road : my hope already shows signs of decay 
shroud 1 
y dimly through the blind fires which shroud the spirit 
shut 1 
How often have people shut themselves in the closet only to find tha 
sick 3 
Consider the plight of the sick man weakened by long confinement to his b 
by redoubled anguish : just like the sick man who for the sake of enjoying some tas 
e keeps a wide-eyed vigil , while the sick must bear redoubled pain 
side 1 
me is in readiness , but the sensual side of me has to be dragged into faith 
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XCIV 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
II 
XIII 
XCVI 
XXIX 
XCIV 
cv 
Lili 
XCIV 
XLVI 
82 
40 
246 
3 
26 
44 
6 
52 
118 
8 
85 
53 
ave only to remembefr her with a heavy 
k that no sound escapes me except the 
t look at an attractive woman without 
s at the sky and , seeing no cloud in 
ow , forcing me to be absent from the 
I shall fear no terror at the 
o keep as far from you as I can - the 
s of man 's nature an unmistakeable 
Thls is a sure 
ong that road : my hope already shows 
My body already shows clear 
our comes , people will see the outer 
sigh 2 
sigh for all my thoughts to rush back 
sigh of my heart 
sighing 1 
sighing and wanting to make her mine for ever 
sight 4 
sight , is quite convinced that he may trust t 
sight of such loveliness as yours , I would ha 
sight of you 
sight of your beauty has sapped all my strengt 
sign 2 
sign of It is that it has no limits 
sign that earthly good is not based in truth ; 
signs 3 
signs of decay 
signs of decrepitude , since any kind of flesh 
signs of love in me , and will not need to tak 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
26 
33 
13 
183 
3 
45 
silent 1 
Whether I cry out or am silent , nothing seems adequate ; whether my m 
Similarly 1 
Similarly , the end which is completely human 
simple 3 
simple fear for the havoc that death can wreak 
simple form , such is my delight that I forget 
simple will that God raises up , and its power 
simply 2 
simply does not have the necessary strength , 
simply , with the spirit and without the body 
We feel much more than 
When love dwells within me in its 
and on the understanding ; it is this 
But he 
It is quite possible for man to love 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
137 so that sheer dread will keep me from sin , because once I am free of sin , I will c 
57 eel love for you , and I confess this sin before you 
138 from sin , because once I am free of sin , I will cast aside those habits which hav 
17 I do not sin with my understanding as greatly as I have 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXX 
CV 
CV 
II 
XXXII 
CV 
CV 
XLII 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
XXIII 
IV 
CV 
86 
109 
122 
1 
7 
25 
44 
134 
28 
26 
36 
28 
20 
306 
5 
1 
12 
7 
19 
221 
113 
35 
211 
30 
98 
23 
45 
195 
dy shows clear signs of decrepitude , 
body , the lover can no longer love , 
ts origins - something easily done , 
ot know why I do not do what I wish , 
f me , who do not deserve your help , 
ill become fused with your will , and 
t clothing with earth my naked body , 
tisfy the soul , much less the body , 
wn eyes , desire the pain it causes , 
o be preferred to any other delight , 
d who can cali his own mind his enemy 
soul lives on when death seizes him , 
losed by death , accept me as yours , 
He makes his decisión : 
d but lacking the most important part 
hey are , give me abundance of them , 
n ends ; none of them is a true end , 
And 
u will , but do not touch my spirit , 
Help me , God , 
1 your hopes and desires are futile , 
is so , then why did you créate me , 
since 28 
since any kind of flesh now turns my stomach 
since he can find nothing to love 
since he has my actions to go by 
Since I am unique in matters of love , I belie 
since I have no doubt that I have a free will 
since I know that I could try much harder ? Fo 
since I know that the world brings me no benef 
Since I know what you are / compel me to love 
since it can count on no other pleasure than t 
since it gives the body more than is necessary 
since it holds the promise of pleasure 
since it involves a pleasurable languishing 
since it reminds him cohtinually of his troubl 
since its origins are in the infinite , whlle 
Since my reason refused to do love 's bidding 
Since none can reach you without your help , g 
since that is what I want ; let your blood sof 
since the storm is going to set in , his best 
since they are of little worth themselves , fo 
since they are the path and the road to the ot 
since they do not make man happy ; the true go 
since they *11 cali you by your proper ñame , 
since this is like you 
Since this was held fast by the corresponding 
since you can see me in these straits ! I desp 
Since you do every kind of good , in you sloth 
since you no sooner feel your kind of pleasure 
since your knowledge was infallible ? Return m 
sinful 2 
CV 171 lso all those which are indifferently sinful 
XCIV 59 ho could believe that in the midst of sinful loves virtuous desire should have been 
, sing 2 \ 
XCIV 120 aught in their great conflicts , will sing in unisón only when they are forced to , 
XCIV 120 forced to , but are always willing to sing out of harmony 
desires , I shall 'wander the world 
singing 1 
singing of your pride 
II 
XCIV 
I 
XLVI 
single 4 
4 uite convinced that he may trust to a single anchor 
19 " their power is transmuted , and in a single day melancholy , choler , blood and phl 
16 nly to be executed suddenly without a single moment 's grace 
12 ng that ventures upon it , even for a single moment , will feel the forcé of its rag 
XXIII say is true 
sink 
and their spirits will sink 
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LXXXVII 270 But I sink into the active life , and so continué in 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
XLII 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
132 
209 
21 
130 
10 
54 
65 
XXIII 
XLII 
LXXX 
II 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
II 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CV 
3 
97 
23 
39 
37 
166 
34 
23 
70 
3 
9 
16 
46 
LXXXII 
XLII 
43 
27 
96 
31 
XXIII 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
IV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
Lili 
CV 
CV 
XCVI 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
38 
40 
18 
18 
178 
227 
270 
29 
26 
133 
122 
29 
70 
39 
245 
2 
51 
156 
110 
172 
254 
my understanding as greatly as I have 
: don 't let her suffer because of my 
ed against your will through my great 
you paid in public the wages of your 
if she is in purgatory for unexpiated 
f-hearted ; the weight of my terrible 
And ,if I can redeem my 
, what shall I do , floundering in my 
sinned 1 
sinned with my will which I have loaded with 
sins 
sins 
sins 
sins 
sins 
h-West gathering hostile forces : the 
u deserve , for a visible crown would 
it , madam , if you thought you were 
ding atop a castle , who looks at the 
If one of these is too taut or too 
and if I am not equal to that task , do 
he ' d soon regret loving you 
plead with your son that he will take n 
sins sees to that 
sins through death , let this be my sweet peni 
sins ? When I think of Hell , where time has n 
Sirocco 1 
Sirocco and the South-Western must hold them b 
sit 1 
sit ill upon a living miracle 
sitting 1 
sitting pretty ! You who gave that low body of 
Sixteen 1 
Sixteen years of this , and I am still waiting 
sky 1 
sky and , seeing no cloud in sight , is quite 
slack 1 
slack , it renders the other useless ; unless 
nd of good , in you sloth has gone to 
An obese body wants only to 
My flesh is wasted from so many 
atch over a man 's pain even while he 
crimínate between one man and another 
ce you do every kind of good , in you 
e as if it were my enemy , for when a 
Every 
Intense delight , and in no 
nother sweet pain it also brings some 
ct it completely ; and make me feel a 
ature , for a greater mass attracts a 
to fire to make the alloy dissolve in 
lose its anchor and its rigging will 
ake its rope , for one of them easily 
arms and make some first-rate hunting 
feels such great delight and becomes 
g determined to love , proceeds to do 
shall go and lead a hermit 's life , 
Do not think I could be 
I want to do 
Where , then , will I find a love 
But I sink into the active life , and 
leaving puré and incorruptible gold , 
the rivers all run down to the sea , 
t the way to paradise ) , but only in 
place ; no man can imagine suffering 
And 
it attempts resistance ? My flesh is 
he style of the troubadours , who are 
Oíd habits are 
And 
lift him above the level of man ; and 
to find many evils in worldly glory , 
and could not climb one step u 
sleep 2 
sleep 
sleep all day 
sleepless 1 
sleepless nights 
sleeps 1 
sleeps 
slightly 1 
slightly diminishes our dread 
sloth 1 
sloth has gone to sleep 
sraall 5 
small boon comes amidst great illa it brings o 
small creature keeps a wide-eyed vigil , while 
small measure , is to be found amidst the thou 
small pleasure 
small spark of the delight that a good man enj 
smaller 1 
smaller one - and he finds his way to the inte 
smoke 
smoke leaving puré and incorruptible gold 
snap 1 
snap 
snaps 1 
snaps and another does not last for long 
snares 1 
snares for catching partridges turtle-doves 
so 64 
so absorbed by his efforts to understand you , 
so , and loves himself for it 
so as better to celébrate love 's feast-days 
so blind as to be unaware of the gifts with wh 
so , but habit opposes me : I have loaded myse 
so complete that I would be loved in like mann 
so continué in sadness 
so death puts an end to my base desire 
So do not pity me if I should die because of y 
so does every end merge into you 
so far as it was the beginning of this Law of 
So great are my fears that she may be in terri 
so he feel , then , who is already on the road 
so I hold him to be a madman who would be angr 
so inclined towards pleasure that I cannot loo 
so inflamed that they cannot speak without exa 
so ingrained in me that virtue has become bitt 
so , it is because I am not disposed to the de 
so it is only just that whoever pleases the De 
So it is that the understanding of all those o 
so it is with me ; for I make love into my god 
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not feel the pain until he recovers , 
ally , but must choose between them , 
All I want of her is a mind 
e , it behaves like the woman who has 
everything that is wet opposes fire , 
our flesh and soul are again joined , 
My flesh is wasted from 
pposes me : I have loaded myself with 
ted from that body which I have loved 
for I will offer no defence ; hurt me 
acted to the same thing , this desire 
My desire keeps me to a bed of hope , 
But sometimes the wind beats 
the North wind to lend its support , 
f all the pleasures he once enjoyed , 
But this also has sharpened my wits 
tion , and quelling my fervent desire 
so that I will think only of you and 
e utmost to make pain a way of life , 
I want this 
and it extends its strength and power 
n stops the blood reaching my heart , 
ften one is held captive by the other 
spirit also loves of its own accord , 
I ask that you strengthen my heart , 
light that a good man enjoys in you , 
nters me as I wish , increase my fear 
t you do not desire me as you ought , 
r often the body 's appetite ceases , 
And 
If this is 
were mixed when they reached me : and 
And 
the other 's superior strength ; just 
about it all day , I am left feeling 
you 're deaf , but just ask them : " 
is always a lover and a beloved ; and 
Lily among thorns , my desires shift 
And 
to straighten it , but I can only do 
I would be loved in like manner , and 
so it is with me : when anger grips me , I fin 
so limiting his desire to one of the fruits be 
so limpid that she would understand me in ever 
so little sense that when her child screams to 
So , Lord , send faiths fire to my aid and war 
so love extends its influence only over those 
so love lifts me up to a high degree of pleasu 
so many sleepless nights 
so much guilt in the past 
so much , see how I suffer ! I am afraid to sp 
so much that everyone will grieve for me 
so obstructs man that , if one of the wills gr 
so soundly asleep that reason cannot wake me 
so strongly against him that he cannot get ele 
so that all five of them blowing together may 
so that all the past comes vividly back , and 
so that I can better contémplate love 
so that I can write untroubled by it , I shall 
so that I may reach the road which climbs up t 
so that I will never know the taste of joy 
so that I will think only of you and so that I 
so that it no longer finds itself looking at a 
so that it runs to wherever I have been wounde 
so that love of the person wanes 
so that man is never completely untouched by 1 
so that my desires will become fused with your 
so that my disobedient flesh will be appeased 
so that sheer dread will keep me from sin , be 
so that , should I die , you would never think 
so that the soul has to assert its own , and o 
so the two work together to form a mixed will 
so , then why did you créate me , since your k 
so they continued mixed within me 
so this seems to me some excuse , though a wea 
so , two strong desires have made my mind thei 
so weak that no sound escapes me except the si 
So what will it be , my dears ? If it 's to do 
So , when I talk of love , should some word es 
so , when the beloved dies in body , the lover 
so wildly that I want you to be both virtuous 
so with me : I know now that my best course is 
so with your help 
so would be free of all suffering ? It is in t 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XIII 
13 
23 
soften 1 
that is what I want ; let your blood soften my hardened heart : it has cured many o 
solaces 1 
It longs impatiently for the solaces of the bedehamber 
all compared to me 
sold 1 
For you 've sold your body for a few yards of cloth 
solution 1 
for there is no solution to my longing 
You 
XCIV 
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Lili 
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325 
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12 
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122 
89 
21 
10 
some 
There is some 
ed by his suffering need not seek out some 
s to get to his feet in order to work some 
And so this seems to me some 
with the hair from your arms and make some 
I am just .like the master of some 
dise ; the pain we know here gives us some 
I could tell you of many cases where some 
st all desire for food , unless it is some 
sures or the pains each has héld ; in some 
flesh will be appeased and will give some 
ugh another sweet pain it also brings some 
sick man who for the sake of enjoying some 
my heart - for you have entered into some 
who are sad or else have been sad at some 
So , when I talk of love , should some 
16 
comparison between me and those great lov 
dark place in which to give himself up to 
evil , takes great harm from the strong b 
excuse , though a weak one , for not bein 
first-rate hunting snares for catching pa 
great ship riding at anchor off a stretch 
idea of the torments of Hell , but we hav 
minor ailment has ended in death 
morsel that I may earn through my great 1 
of them I remember that she was sad , but 
respite 
small pleasure 
tasty morsel turns every meal into agony 
that were more loathsome than mine 
time need bother with my works ! And anyo 
word escape me which reason does not prai 
someone 3 
doesdt want to be your serfl Imagine someone who comes face to face with death as h 
Be off with you , and pick on someone who doesdt want to be your serfl Imagi 
You could compare me to someone who has no other pleasure than to drea 
something 4 \ 
udge where my love has its origins - something easily done , since he has my action 
It hurts me-.whenever I come across something of hers , and if I attemp to avoid t 
Whenever he "wants it to bring him something pleasurable , it behaves like the wo 
I cherish only the past , loving something which no longer exists , for it is g 
sometimes 1 
But sometimes the wind beats so strongly against h 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
135 
130 for unexpiated sins 
son 2 
Its son and grandson are desire and hope , but fea 
plead with your son that he will take no notice of where these 
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soon 
As soon 
As soon 
But as soon 
lights of the flesh weary me ; and as soon 
It will soon 
It soon 
Satiety or neglect soon 
I keep , and I take pleasure in what soon 
once I was dead , and that you would soon 
with which I pray God will provide me soon 
public the wages of your sins , he 'd soon 
You '11 soon 
ut not for long , and its pleasure is soon 
13 
as I have to leave my imagined pleasure , 
as I mingle pleasure with my pain , the p 
as I try to understand love 's ways more 
as my body 's vigour returns , my spirit 
be all over with me , unless your pity se 
brings many pleasures and many pains , an 
drives love from them , or at least it do 
filis me instantly with rage 
find your love turning to hate 
, I do not want my life to be spared 
regret loving you 
see what a lift she '11 give you ! Let wi 
spent 
and desires are futile 
sooner 2 
since you no sooner feel your kind of pleasure than you wea 
For I would sooner spend my time among the tombs , plying 
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sorrow 
ornes amidst great ills it brings only sorrow and I strive to the utmost to make pa 
kind of love , hampered by the carnal 
This is the 
e to bury him in Hell ) : this is the 
s about love , while I doubt that the 
y , and with the body but without the 
us ! The sensual appetites fetter the 
e has endowed it , while it gives the 
leasure , that the •body will give the 
The flesh tries to ascend while the 
earth as flesh , I tried to love her 
The love which derives from the 
the sort of passion that inflames my 
e body has to strive to subjugate the 
ithin man 's reach when our flesh and 
can attain delight until the body and 
wells up , which is why both body and 
against love ' s own wishes , that the 
the veils that cover the eyes of the 
pt me with that desire which body and 
ve no contact with the infinite ; the 
lterated can attract our nature ; the 
The 
the body make love mortal , while the 
and from these it is evident that the 
But the pleasures which the 
o its form of pleasure , but when the 
es towards delight for as long as the 
eople have seen me in great pain , my 
body ' s appetite ceases , so that the 
It is not easy to tell how body and 
But why does God encase the 
The 
The body 's love plunges the 
self unaided in this desire , for the 
d desire is composed of both body and 
Just as a man 's 
When the appetite is obedient to the 
that is the case , then annihilate my 
se this will is unable to satisfy the 
Only give light to the eyes of my 
hout end , for they are such that the 
is the sort of torment that racks my 
ent or conflicting kind , because the 
Flesh desires flesh , and the 
s there ought to be a fight , for the 
he derives honour and fame , and the 
epentant that you allowed an innocent 
nvolves the partici'pation of body and 
The pleasure which body and 
As for me , if only , once my 
of dice ? With pain like that of the 
The 
The 
It is not the rational part of the 
You created me that I might save my 
y , I am left feeling so weak that no 
desire keeps me to a bed of hope , so 
isfied only by what derives from both 
sort 4 
sort , never attains what is worthy of it , an 
sort of passion that inflames my soul , and I 
sort of torment that racks my soul , not knowi 
sort who thinks only of satisfying his appetit 
soul 52 
soul 
soul 
soul a bitter draught to drink 
soul a poor lodging 
soul abases itself , which is why this desire 
soul alone 
soul alone is founded on the virtues and on th 
Soul and body each finds pleasure in the othe'r 
soul , and I would willingly sacrifice my reas 
soul and to domínate it 
soul are again joined , so love lifts me up to 
soul are in harmony / for the love we feel whe 
soul are poor in delights 
soul be fettered and that reason never free it 
soul begin to clear 
soul both embrace 
soul by itself abhors all kinds of excess 
soul can never savour contentment of its own a 
soul cannot embroil itself unaided in this des 
soul cannot show its true nature while it is i 
soul drags itself down while the body 's fury 
soul experiences independently are without end 
soul fails to find its own delight , it grieve 
soul fails to realise its mistake 
soul has been comforted by this great pleasure 
soul has to assert its own , and on other occa 
soul implement this desire : they take neither 
soul in flesh , and why do the Fates decree , 
soul inclines towards its pleasure through the 
soul into its form of pleasure , but when the 
soul is not attached to matter , and cannot be 
soul joined together , for once the man has wo 
soul uves on when death seizes him , since it 
soul , man keeps to a straight path - followin 
soul ; may all my being be returned to nothing 
soul , much less the body , since it gives the 
soul ! My will is set against yours , and I am 
soul never tires of them 
soul , not knowing what God has ordained for y 
soul 's actions are effected instantly , and t 
soul seeks its own like ; to these a bastard c 
soul then wants what is contrary to reason 's 
soul thus finds pleasure in the body 's deeds 
soul to die for lack of compassion , a martyr 
soul together 
soul together desire does not last beyond its 
soul was safe after baptism , I had not been r 
soul when it wrenches itself free of the body 
soul , which is destined to contémplate God , 
soul , which is everlasting , with fleet foot 
soul which spurs them on : such appetites thri 
soul , while it may be that my fate is to be t 
sound 1 
sound escapes me except the sigh of my heart 
soundly 1 
soundly asleep that reason cannot wake me 
sources 1 
sources 
South-Western 
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hostlle forces : the Sírocco and the 
ish idea of seeking in this world the 
the body 's great passion , the more 
Prudent lady , 
me soon , I do not want my life to be 
led to believe that hi3 life will be 
completely ; and make me feel a small 
Fish will 
11 have to abandon the very sea which 
third , profitable love , I will not 
dness : let him read my poems , which 
h , see how I suffer ! I am afraid to 
who are so inflamed that they cannot 
ve depends on whom it settles in - my 
art and seize hold of all my senses , 
at my mind were dead and that I could 
For I would sooner 
accused of meanness if he never stops 
you , for that would be preferable to 
t for long , and it's pleasure is soon 
e : just like a condemned man who has 
iving such praise to the life that is 
or fall of thoughts , all my time is 
to agony ; or like the hermit who has 
free of all suffering 7 It is in this 
ough the blind fires which shroud the 
important part of her remains here in 
They love together- , but the 
ble for man to love simply , with the 
this tempered State is lost , for the 
Your 
rity and virtue I love and reveré her 
ure when a double bond holds body and 
th should be completely restored , my 
all about the body , except where the 
e body has reached its limit- , and my 
You , 
My 
The farther the 
ve become as one in their love of the 
In just this way the 
esh as you will , but do not touch my 
oon as my body ' s vigour returns , my 
You , 
God endows the 
e that what I say is true , and their 
The 
ree on one of whose branches hang two 
ng sends sübtle thought to gather the 
des in terror as the night draws in , 
These bitter tears I weep 
South-Western must hold them back , enlisting 
sovereign 1 
sovereign good , and employs all his wits in t 
spacious 1 
spacious does its prison feel , and it extends 
spare 1 
spare me a crust of bread , for it is the only 
spared 2 
spared 
spared - only to be executed suddenly without 
spark 1 
spark of the delight that a good man enjoys in 
spawn 1 
spawn in the woods and lions roam the sea befo 
spawned 1 
spawned and nurtured them and in utter despe 
speak 4 
speak , for in it the loved one does not recip 
speak of frenzied thoughts , and which have al 
speak to you : I need to know in what place yo 
speak without exaggeration , and quelling my f 
special 1 
special sensibilities reveal this truth 
spend 3 
spend all your rage on me 
spend my life asleep 
spend my time among the tombs 
for I will offer n 
plying the dam 
spending 2 
spending 
spending all eternity in the dark dungeon 
spent 5 
spent 
spent a long time coming to terms with his dea 
spent in sadness , but I , who have seen the g 
spent in vain : I repent of everything I do , 
spent long years away from town and does not m 
sphere 1 
sphere that my pleasure lies 
spirit 20 
spirit 
spirit 
spirit also loves of its own accord , so that 
spirit and without the body , and. with the bod 
spirit as well as for the body 
spirit breathes wherever it pleases ; when or 
spirit for itself , on which may God have mere 
spirit , for often one is held captive by the 
spirit gives itself up to physical pleasures 
spirit has a part in it 
spirit has been confirmed in puré love ; at th 
spirit , if nothing prevents you , break with 
spirit is content with imaginings alone , by w 
spirit leaves behind the body 's great passion 
spirit , performing such deeds that in only a 
spirit 's passions are subject to variations o 
spirit , since this is like you 
spirit weeps , and if my body 's strength shou 
spirit , who have departed from that body whic 
spirit with great blessings : tormenting passi 
spirits 1 
spirits will sink 
Spiritual 2 
Spiritual love begins in the senses , but make 
spiritual part of me is in readiness , but the 
splendid 1 
splendid fruits which he desires equally , but 
spoils 1
 N 
spoils of its battles , and this keeps it alwa 
spreading 1 
spreading darkness before it 
spring 2 
spring from attrition , because they are found 
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The grief we feel for the deceased 
e I am certain that the greatest good 
aking life as by giving it : all that 
t the rational part of the soul which 
Let them go and fill the 
ne with the enormous head and the bad 
enown will last for ever like that of 
where my desire is , there can be no 
nature , and nothing in the world can 
is , and I know of nothing that could 
beach , feeling as safe as if he were 
until I have dispelled this fear that 
he fear of Hell grips me , for I have 
letely : the oppressed will lies in a 
: they prefer not to think about the 
of our senses dies and this tempered 
e from them , or at least it does not 
rse is to seek harbour rather than to 
d put me to any torment comparable to 
Just as armour made of 
necessary strength , and at the first 
through these that dictates my every 
eep all day , and could not climb one 
oad towards it ; I want to retrace my 
t she should be clever and wise - and 
The ocean will bubble like a pot of 
ever like that of St Francis and his 
Sixteen years of this , and I am 
g lion will feel little dread for the 
nto a base desire , and does not even 
Each of them in turn has to be 
since any kind of flesh now turns my 
t virtuous love is the philosopher 's 
If I want to 
Whenever I 
an be accused of meanness if he never 
e shows plainly in my eyes , and pain 
springs 3 
springs from the kind of love common to all me 
springs from you 
springs from your power is one 
spurs 1 
spurs them on : such appetites thrive on the s 
squares 1 
squares and streets and pleasant gardens , and 
squint 1 
squint , and a pair of legs a fly or a locust 
St 1 
St Francis and his stigmata 
stability 1 
stability 
stand 2 
stand in the way of this desire 
stand up to such a mighty forcé 
standing 1 
standing atop a castle , who looks at the sky 
stands 1 
stands between me and all hope of happiness 
started 1 
started along the road towards it ; I want to 
state 3 
state between life and death 
state in which I dwell : I frighten them , as 
state is lost , for the spirit as well as for 
stay 2 
stay for the same length of time in each : in 
stay where he is 
staying 1 
staying in this world should my desire be thwa 
steel 1 
steel will crumple at the first blow , and the 
step 3 
step he crumples up and falls to the ground 
step ; I believe in paradise through a faith t 
step up this rugged cliff 
steps 1 
steps , and yet I do not turn in that directio 
stern 1 
stern in love : I would be deeply hurt if she 
stew 1 
stew taken to the baker 's oven to cook , chan 
stigmata 1 
stigmata 
still 1 
still waiting for my reward ! Love , love , yo 
sting 1 
sting of the wasp 
stir 1 
stir 
stirred 1 
stirred by its hunger or goaded by the other ' 
stomach 1 
stomach 
stone 1 
stone , making precious every worthless thing 
stop 2 
stop loving , then I must no longer find you p 
stop weeping , I feel that I will burst 
stops 3 
stops spending 
stops the blood reaching my heart , so that it 
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LXXXVII 177 The lanchaste- desire , which never stops to negotiate terms before carrying out i 
45 
store 1 
am prepared for whatever love has in store for me good or bad 
LXXXI 
II 
II 
XLII 
XLII 
XXVIII 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XXXIX 
XLII 
2 
7 
5 
7 
19 
19 
42 
147 
148 
98 
98 
99 
95 
19 
5 
XXIX 
LXXXIII 
CV 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXIX 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LIII 
LXXXVII 
LIII 
CV 
CV 
XXXIX 
6 
8 
14 9 
3 
197 
103 
3 
100 
314 
•14 
12 
219 
38 
45 
208 
43 
CV 
II 
CV 
24 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LIII 
IV 
CV 
CV 
276 
107 
71 
40 
87 
117 
312 
99 
35 
15 
166 
213 
storm 3 
pitching ahip struggles to ride out a storm 
He makes his decisión : since the storm is going to set in , his best course is 
before he knows what has happened , a storm is raging about him that is too fierce t 
story 2 
But you and your ways are a different story altogether , for in you a monstrous lust 
But if he learned the whole story and heard all the details of your filthy 
straight 3 
othing can detain me as I follow this straight and certain course 
obedient to the soul , man keeps to a straight path - following the dominant nature 
pright nature , but I have turned the straight rule into a sharp-hooked scythe 
straighten 
I want to straighten it but I can only do so with your 
straits 
God , since you can see me in these straits I despair when I think that you will 
the other useless 
strand 2 
unless the third strand is present 
This strand is strong , 
the rope unravels 
and it makes the others hol 
strands 1 
Love should use all three of its strands together to make its rope for one of 
nking 
strange 1 
No one need pity me for this strange existence 
stream 1 
and never touches the running stream 
for love wants me for its 
streets 1 
Let them go and fill the squares and streets and pleasant gardens and listen to 1 
strength 
ight of your beauty has sapped all my strength 
, to make sure that I never find the strength 
Help me , God , for I am poor in strength 
he simply does not have the necessary strength 
its prison feel , and it extends its strength 
While one is satísfied , the other 's strength 
returns only when he has built up the strength 
pares with the next man , and love 's strength 
joint mass - from such amalgams great strength 
retreats before the other 's superior strength 
rt of reneging on the Faith , for thevstrength 
, my spirit weeps , and if my body 's 'strength 
e : when anger grips me , I find such strength 
Id brings me no benefit , give me the strength 
Give me the strength 
me : love has overeóme me with my own strength 
16 
, and at the first step he crumples u 
and power so that it no longer finds 
diminishes as it watches resentfully 
he needs to destroy the bull which ha 
is determined by where it enters 
is forged - t'hus does subtle and infi 
; just so , two strong desires have m 
of my desire is capable of all else 
should be completely restored , my sp 
that I do not notice how much I strug 
to reject it completely ; and make me 
to take vengeance on myself ; I have 
, without even drawing on its own inf 
I as 
strengthen 
¡k that you strengthen my 
1 
heart so that my desires wi. 11 
stretch 2 
orne great ship riding at anchor off a stretch of beach , feeling as safe as if he we 
drag me up by the hair ; if I fail to stretch out my hand to meet yours , pulí me up 
stricken 1 
Let me not be stricken with such pain as that 
strike 1 
I can never tell where the pain will strike 
strive 2 
nd on other occasions the body has to strive to subjugate the soul and to dominate i 
at ills it brings only sorrow ; and I strive to the utmost to make pain a way of lif 
strives 3 
fails to reach the goal for which he strives in all his doings 
The body strives to experience its delight on a higher 
By mutual consent , however , each strives towards delight for as long as the sou 
at the first bl'ow 
stroke 1 
and the lightest stroke will pierce one made of iron while no 
strong 5 
x
 This strand is strong , and it makes the others hold ; alfehou 
some evil , takes great harm from the strong bonds with which he has been secured , 
's superior strength ; just so , two strong desires have made my mind their battleg 
-he who does not fear the claws of the strong lion will feel little dread for the sti 
nd my hope not tremble ; if these are strong , then charity will not fail me 
strongly 1 
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II 9 But sometimes the wind beats so strongly against him that he cannot get clear 
7 It has not left it entirely , but has 
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LXXXIII 
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LXXXVII 
XXIX 
Lili 
2 
38 
5 
60 
25 
108 
39 
LXXXVII 
IV 
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XXIII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XIII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
Lili 
XXXIX 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XIII 
I 
XCVI 
XXXIX 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LUÍ 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
XXXII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
315 
58 
165 
22 
35 
70 
53 
140 
71 
264 
51 
25 
18 
290 
23 
27 
308 
294 
314 
21 
44 
220 
58 
35 
203 
37 
17 
14 
28 
149 
157 
47 
26 
11 
24 
7 
21 
215 
34 
38 
184 
304 
8 
74 
7 
40 
29 
27 
One day he decides that he must 
ength that I do not notice how much I 
face with death as his pitching ship 
t the way it is with me : I ara always 
oves virtuous desire should have been 
When God made you , only the fine 
Discarding the 
t this way the spirit 's passions are 
r occasions the body has to strive to 
meets his match , and is forced into 
e how much I struggle ; when the rage 
great strength is forged - thus does 
For the understanding sends 
It clouds the mind , covers 
struck 1 
struck out along that road : my hope already s 
struggle 2 
struggle to his feet no matter what it costs 
struggle ; when the rage subsides , even if I 
struggles 1 
struggles to ride out a storm 
struggling 2 
struggling against love , always trying to do 
struggling to break free / working its wonderf 
stuff 1 
stuff he kept back for making exceptional wome 
style 1 
style of the troubadours , who are so inflamed 
subject 1 
subject to variations of a very different or c 
subjugate 1 
subjugate the soul and to domínate it 
submission 1 
submission by another of his kind , he flees i 
subsides 1 
subsides , even if I do not say a word about i 
subtle 3 
subtle and infinite love temper the body 's fi 
subtle thought to gather the spoils of its bat 
subtle truths with darkness , and keeps watch 
subtleties 2 
ther can , for it grasps the greatest subtleties 
that of your mind as it commands the subtleties that nourish your understanding and 
succeed 2 
ts own accord ; in this the body does succeed , but not for long , and its pleasure 
make the other obey , but it does not succeed in making the other give up completely 
ies to outweigh the other 
succeeds 
but if it succeeds it thwarts both love and itself 
such 
then , who is already on the road to such 
I am one who never ceases to dream of such 
od ; but you have no inkling of where such 
And if death were not such 
great love as mine if I were to allow such 
now of nothing that could stand up to such 
nothingness , especially if she is in such 
Not that I think that even such 
hat is finite in him is of no help at such 
f the paper is good or poor , in just such 
g can destroy their joint mass - from such 
My will has obeyed love to such 
art of the soul which spurs them on : such 
Yet , such 
And yet , in such 
their love of the spirit , performing such 
My dual nature causes such 
Every man of understanding feels such 
I would be betraying such 
dwells within me in its simple form , such 
Such 
Whoever achieves such 
f it , and it is because of this that such 
a man loves virtue , then it is with such 
ing me to be absent from the sight of such 
In such 
Let me not be stricken with such 
And love knows what has forced such 
of renouncing a place which promised such 
I feel such 
reprimanded by many people for giving such 
ith me : when anger grips me , I find such 
God raises up , and its power can be such 
dently are without end , for they are such 
t prove in the end to be unreliable - such 
bore these marks that love leaves at such 
But not me : for I live in such 
, and those who are far removed from such 
enjoys perfection itself , possessing such 
He has created many such 
40 
a destination ? I beg you , Lord , to end 
a god , and yet he gives me nothing 
a good might be found 
a heavy blow , forcing me to be absent fr 
a matter to pass unnoticed 
a míghty forcé 
a place because of me 
a separation could vanquish my desire 
a time , thus does the body make love mo 
a way this type of love depends on whom i 
amalgams great strength is forged - thus 
an extent that the dangerous wound it has 
appetites thrive on the sensual will 
as they are , give me abundance of them , 
circumstances there ought to be a fight , 
deeds that in only a short time my body h 
desire : I can be satisfied only by what 
great delight and becomes so absorbed by 
great love as mine if I were to allow suc 
is my delight that I forget I am in this 
, it said , is the nature of the flesh th 
love begins to know what happiness is : i 
love could never be called constant : it 
love that he arms himself , while there i 
loveliness as yours , I would have no rea 
memories I linger with pleasure ; but whe 
pain as that 
pain upon me , for it is all love 's doin 
pleasure 
pleasure at this time that the delights o 
praise to the life that is spent in sadne 
strength that I do not notice how much I 
that it can make all other kinds of love 
that the soul never tires of them 
things are of little use against Fortune 
times on men even before I knew grief 
torment as no other man has ever known , 
virtue are well out of reach of the great 
wisdom that there is nothing she does not 
women , who are most wise and good , but 
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I 
I 
XCVI 
XCIV 
Lili 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XXIII 
XIII 
II 
XLVI 
I 
XLVI 
CV 
XIII 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
CV 
XCVI 
Lili 
36 
16 
30 
132 
28 
11 
8 
20 
13 
23 
50 
29 
44 
76 
43 
229 
3 
70 
29 
27 
suddenly 2 
world : then chance disposes that he suddenly comes across one of them , and his ol 
will be spared - only to be executed suddenly without a single moment 's grace 
suffer 6 
over the pleasure whose loss makes me suffer 
om they are directed : don 't let her suffer because of my sins 
u took pity on me , you would make me suffer even more : nothing would hurt me more 
hich I nave loved so much , see how I suffer ! I am afraid to speak to you : I need 
Whichever it is , I will suffer it too 
id court to it , but they have had to suffer unabated hunger 
suffered 2 
who was kept in prison by an infidel suffered no misfortune at all compared to me , 
be ungrateful for all the pain I have suffered on your account 
his same hope consoles me in my great 
asure , then , alas ! my joy turns to 
ot offer as much proof of my heart 's 
Have no doubt , my 
manner , and so would be free of all 
! And anyone who is tormented by his 
ea of that place ; no man can imagine 
my fears that she may be in terrible 
In all my 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
Suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
suffering 
10 
; a brief respite is followed by red 
as I could by dying 
here , then , and pain without end t 
is as serious as that 
? It is in this sphere that my pleas 
need not seek out some dark place in 
so he feel , then , who is already o 
, that I do not even grieve over the 
you do me no wrong , for if you took 
XCVI 25 
sufficient 
No words I find seem to be sufficient 
summon 1 
do each night , for it is then that I summon all my wits to plot my self-betrayal 
20 
summoned 1 
r love wants me for its court and has summoned me to it 
sun 2 
II 27 My ailing heart burns hotter than the sun in June , and yet has won no reward 
LXXXVII 331 When this world comes to an end , sun , moon , planets and constellations will n 
IV 59 
sung 1 
dens , and listen to long tales being sung 
superior 1 
of them retreats before the other 's superior strength ; just so , two strong desir 
supplied 1 
ts battles , and this keeps it always supplied with the choicest food 
XLVI 
support 1 
imploring the North wind to lend its support , so that all five of them blowing tog 
XLVI 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
II 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XLII 
XLII 
XLII 
XLII 
XCIV 
XLII 
XLII 
40 
118 
75 
36 
339 
8 
240 
21 
111 
110 
173 
63 
16 
55 
215 
83 
27 
34 
43 
26 
12 
132 
2 
36 
sure 8 
future might hold , I would know for sure how much love your heart harbours for me 
This is a sure sign that earthly good is not based in tr 
I make sure that every new enterprise fails from the 
I am quite sure that everything you do is good and that y 
11 its wandering is profitless , I am sure that , from puré shame , it will drop fro 
fierce illness just for me , to make sure that I never find the strength 
uard her love jealously , and to feel sure that she would willingly die for me 
But I am sure that when you come to know me better , yo 
surprising 1 
It is hardly surprising that the reasonable appetite should 
survive 1 
hen desire and hope die , love cannot survive , and it cannot reign where there is n 
sway 1 
those over whom Venus holds complete sway can see only very dimly through the blind 
sweet 4 
ecy by the power of its enemies ? The sweet and bitter tastes of both kinds of love 
nmitigated pain but , through another sweet pain it also brings some small pleasure 
y sins through death , let this be my sweet penitence 
O when will sweet tears bathe my face ? Contrition is the 
swells 1 
gs itself down while the body 's fury swells up , which is why both bódy and soul ar 
swollen 1 
For your whole body is swollen with poison , as anyone can see by tho 
't 
you ! You oíd whore-monger ! " , don 't 
othing she did for me that she wouldn •t 
d leaves you with his child ( and don 't 
flesh ! What 's his ñame ? John , isn 't 
only to whom they are directed : don ' t 
Well , if you haven 't 
11 cali you by your proper ñame , don 't 
be bashful , because it ' s you they '11 mea 
do for you 
expect a boy 
it ? You know who I mean : he ' s the one wi 
let her suffer because of my sins 
, listen while I tell you 
pretend you 're deaf , but just ask them : 
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CV 
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CV 
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XIII 
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LXXXVI I 
CV 
II 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
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XCIV 
XLVI 
XLII 
XLVI 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
I 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
XIII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
XCIV 
CV 
II 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
XIII 
CV 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
XLII 
XXIII 
43 
25 
24 
128 
62 
40 
6 
33 
77 
335 
54 
102 
131 
40 
44 
9 
258 
111 
42 
140 
176 
64 
208 
2 
31 
41 
2 
40 
35 
40 
129 
147 
37 
41 
325 
e that pain never leaves me and don 
But don 
t think that I am exaggerating , for my shame 
t think you '11 be able to put all that milk 
210 
77 
51 
42 
72 
63 
195 
31 
97 
124 
144 
175 
215 
18 
218 
33 
101 
39 
12 
r how much thought and trouble he may 
f this world - but only that God will 
t ; you grant the gift of grace , and 
cries out loudly for pain to come and 
pain does my desire feel when it must 
And if God chose to 
In just the same way , if I should 
of love in me , and will not need to 
and soul implement this desire : they 
ns , plead with your son that he will 
e could really believe that you would 
saint whose feast-day I keep , and I 
The first two kinds may 
It finds nowhere for its influence to 
that whoever pleases the Devil should 
, for it is the only thing that could 
Death 
abandon the contemplative path , and 
e desires of these two clash will not 
Give me the strength to 
ble torment of the man whom death has 
ing part of that woman whom death has 
No .one has ever 
her , for in you a monstrous lust has 
ocean will bubble like a pot of stew 
e that I am the only lover in whom it 
ise , almost without effort that will 
his feet in order to work some evil , 
he is filled with regret : when good 
in the great majority of lovers , it 
This love 
good and that you do as much good by 
pleasant gardens , and listen to long 
It is this will that poets 
So , when I 
178 ms before carrying out its will , can 
sins , and if I am not equal to that 
e is no pleasure for me in seeing any 
that virtue has become bitter to the 
nly thing that could take this bitter 
life , so that I will never know the 
of its enemies ? The sweet and bitter 
t cannot experience good without also 
man who for the sake of enjoying some 
If one of these is too 
take 21 
take , because this will is unable to satisfy 
take her up into Heaven 
take it away , regardless of worth 
take its place 
take leave of my hope 
take me up into Heaven , my bliss would not be 
Take me when you find me at my best ; I do not 
take my leave of this world , that power which 
take my word alone 
take neither dellght ñor displeasure in it 
take no notice of where these prayers come fro 
take pity on him 
take pleasure in what soon filis me instantly 
take root jointly in us , if there is room the 
take root : where my desire is , there can be 
take the ñame of the one whose ways he follows 
take this bitter taste away 
take those who have estranged me from you , fo 
take to action 
take us very far 
take vengeance on myself ; I have offended aga 
taken 5 
taken and does not know where he is to be sent 
taken from the world , the virtuous desire is 
taken his love to greater extremes than I - ex 
taken root 
taken to the baker 's oven to cook , changing 
takes 6 
takes a form as unusual as this : while absenc 
takes complete control of what it desires 
takes great harm from the strong bonds with wh 
takes its leave , it cries out loudly for pain 
takes its leave through the body , very often 
takes the form of virtuous good , and there is 
taking 1 
taking life as by giving it : all that springs 
tales 1 
tales being sung 
talk 2 
talk of , and through it mortal pain afflicts 
talk of love , should some word escape me whic 
tame 1 
tame the savage body and domestícate any wild 
task 2 
task , do with my flesh as you will , but do n 
task through to its completion 
taste 3 
taste 
taste away 
taste of joy 
tastes 1 
tastes of both kinds of love are indistinguish 
tasting 1 
tasting the bad 
tasty 1 
tasty morsel turns every meal into agony ; or 
taut 1 
taut or too slack it renders the other úsele 
teach 2 
Experience will teach as much even to fools 
Who will teach me how to make my excuses before you whe 
teacher 1 
ose disciples who have Venus as their teacher abandon the contemplative path and t 
tears 3 
O when will sweet tears bathe my face ? Contrition is the fount 
eater pain than Tityos as the vulture tears eternally at his ever-replenished liver 
These bitter tears I weep spring from attrition , because t 
tell 9 
eases ; when or why no living man can tell 
It is not easy to tell how body and soul implement this desire : 
Just tell me what you 're after , and leave the res 
it the way the discerning do ; he can tell the colour of the cloth , but the texture 
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IV 
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CV 
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CV 
CV 
CV 
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II 
XIII 
IV 
CV 
XIII 
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I 
II 
CV 
IV 
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XIII 
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CV 
CV 
XIII 
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CV 
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CV 
XXXIX 
XXXIX 
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LXXXIII 
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LXXXVII 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
CV 
CV 
XCVI 
XXVIII 
XCVI 
XLVI 
6 
315 
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28 
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14 
59 
10 
29 
1 
44 
19 
29 
5 
31 
30 
41 
56 
32 
5 
219 
26 
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50 
33 
3 
27 
29 
31 
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18 
26 
36 
2 
8 
181 
45 
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27 
43 
24 
10 
47 
42 
8 
339 
115 
38-
37 
76 
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42 
39 
We can only 
I change my desires , and I can never 
w where he is to be sent { he cannot 
II , if you haven 't , listen while I 
find I could 
anding has more to say to the flesh , 
, always trying to do what my reason 
- thus does subtle and infinite love 
the love of our senses dies and this 
Desire tunes and 
I do not claira that love does not 
who are most wise and good , but lady 
sire , which never stops to negotiate 
I do not think of her in 
n who has spent a long time coming to 
pe totters within me and I can feel a 
s are half-hearted ; the weight of my 
great are my fears that she may be in 
The day fades in 
I shall fear no 
Sheer 
tell virtues from vices once they have been tr 
tell where the pain will strike 
tell whether God will receive him or whether H 
tell you 
tell you of many cases where some minor ailmen 
telling 1 
telling it with great indignation : " All your 
tells 1 
tells me is best 
temper 1 
temper the body 's finíte nature , and fill it 
tempered 1 
tempered state is lost , for the spirit as wel 
tempers 1 
tempers hope , and once this is lost , love be 
tempt 1 
tempt me with that desire which body and soul 
Teresa 1 
Teresa enjoys perfection itself , possessing s 
terms 3 
terms before carrying out its will , can tame 
terms of arms , feet , hands or throat , even 
terms with his death , and is then led to beli 
terrible 3 
terrible conflict raging there : I see that yo 
terrible sins sees to that 
terrible suffering , that I do not even grieve 
terror 3 
terror as the night draws in , spreading darkn 
terror at the sight of you 
terror will forcé out secrets that not even th 
12 ell the colour of the cloth 
texture 1 
but the texture is lost on him 
that its concept of love is no better 
ise are no better off in this respect 
eems impossible that I should be less 
rgesse can no more be called generous 
er taken his love to greater extremes 
I fear you moré 
ht , our lamentation comforts us more 
In fact , I love you more in death 
because they are founded more in fear 
e body , since it gives the body more 
I am no more trouble to you 
ed into some that were more loathsome 
t your aid , because my body is worse 
We feel much more 
the second of these is more important 
My ailing heart burns hotter 
nce it can count on no other pleasure 
ls which can aspire no higher in love 
an grasp the pain of Hell more easily 
I am assailed by even greater pain 
It would be better to endure the pain 
world , I would feel no other torment 
to someone who has no other pleasure 
best course is to seek harbour rather 
, and you have done for them no less 
no sooner feel your kind of pleasure 
ven more : nothing would hurt me more 
as yours I would have no reason to 
than 27 
than a wolf *s or a fox 's , animáis which can 
than are fools , except that fools are more li 
than happy while we both live , there is one t 
than he can be accused of meanness if he never 
than I - except those who have given their liv 
than I feel love for you , and I confess this 
than if the whole world were grieving for us 
than in life , and I can forgive anyone if he 
than in love 
than is necessary : this will thrusts the body 
than many others who did not serve you , and y 
than mine 
than paralytic 
than simple fear for the havoc that death can 
than the other two , even if it is of little u 
than the sun in June , and yet has won no rewa 
than the thought of never seeing my desires fu 
than their bestial appetite permits 
than they can imagine the bliss of paradise ; 
than Tityos as the vulture tears eternally at 
than to add one scrap of pleasure to the torme 
than to be unable to look upon you 
than to dream foolish fancies , for my imagina 
than to stay where he is 
than what I ask you , which is why I beg you t 
than you weary of it , and are left feeling al 
than your compassion 
thank 1 
thank it for not clothing with earth my naked 
doubt , my suffering is as serious as 
me not be stricken with such pain as 
he weight of my^errible sins sees to 
me feel a small spark of the delight 
Lily among thorns , we both know 
e North wind to lendv its support , so 
If love sees 
ly good ceases , following the course 
11 the pleasures he once enjoyed , so 
f goodness , quite free from the fear 
ng here , then , and pain without end 
e cannot understand the great delight 
mong thorns , God help you to realise 
But the brutish man has no place on 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
that 
244 
a good man enjoys in you , so that my dis 
a man can easily die of love 
all five of them blowing togéther may bri 
all its wandering is profitless , I am su 
all men can understand . 
all the past comes vividly back , and whe 
any wickedness will shame them , and hold 
awaits me 
awaits the true lover who , having determ 
because of you I am driven to every extre 
bench , and those who are far removed fro 
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You , spirit , who have departed from 
about your big weakness , he thought 
iths fire to my aid and warm the part 
yer and plead to God , for everything 
hind all this , and I know of nothing 
t of bread , for it is the only thing 
esires of the body weaken , the veils 
h more than simple fear for the havoc 
man : it is in the contemplative life 
The wills 
laim that love does not tempt me with 
, and it is what I feel through these 
e my steps , and yét I do not turn in 
1 ends meet , and there can be no end 
one scrap of pleasure to the torments 
This is a sure sign 
very oíd , absence can become a worm 
Not 
Beats me how ¡ 
11 offer no defence 
that I think 
a fellow like 
I make sure 
hurt me so much 
I am quite sure 
In 
this respect than are fools , except 
and the great pleasure of love , and 
s wandering is profitless , I am sure 
It is because of the world 
nderstanding ; it is this simple will 
I only pray 
hing that is of this world - but only 
the closet only to find that the key 
es virtue , then it is with such love 
he wind beats so strongly against him 
No lover will deny 
o cloud in sight , is quite convinced 
One day he decides 
e in the world : then chance disposes 
unexpiated sins , plead with your son 
is death , and is then led to believe 
When 
ord God , let me live on , for I feel 
in never leaves me ; and don 't think 
if I have blamed you , for I confess 
unique in matters of love , I believe 
The fact is , however , 
ut this also has sharpened my wits so 
n , and quelling my fervent desire so 
lt their labour except the very thing 
flesh is so inclined towards pleasure 
have put beneath me all those things 
ngly sacrifice my reason if I thought 
uld to God that my .rnind were dead and 
not deserve your help , since I know 
at she may be in terrible suffering , 
m not disposed to the deepest of joys 
anger grips me , I find such strength 
its simple form , such is my delight 
o what I wish , since I have no doubt 
It is on you and you alone 
e for food , unless it is some morsel 
good of nature or fortune , but only 
that I will think only of you and so 
You created me 
ce illness just for me , to make sure 
Even though it seems impossible 
what I do each night , for it is then 
Not 
g thorns , my desires shift so wildly 
Whenever I stop weeping , I feel 
tmost to make pain a way of life , so 
I want this so 
then , will I find a love so complete 
thing , this desire so obstructs man 
of the spirit , performing such deeds 
Who could believe 
This is the sort of passion 
ew people who give credit to anything 
it is never satisfied , and keeps all 
hem out again ! Well , beloved lady , 
gness : death returns to the void all 
I want nothing for myself - nothing 
Although you seem full of anger , 
le for giving such praise to the life 
If 
appened , a storm is raging about him 
Nothing 
Just as everything 
by death , accept me as yours , since 
Yet 
for its likeness , and seeks it out ; 
earthly good is not based in truth ; 
that body which I have loved so much , see how 
that by mounting you he ' d amount to a knight 
that chills me 
that could happen to her has already come to p 
that could stand up to such a mighty forcé 
that could take this bitter taste away 
that cover the eyes of the soul begin to clear 
that death can wreak , but the fact that it do 
that delight awaits me 
that derive from man 's nature $re restricted 
that desire which body and soul both embrace 
that dictates my every step ; I believe in par 
that direction 
that does not lead to you 
that drive me to my wits' end 
that earthly good is not based in truth ; that 
that eats away at love unless , while the sepa 
that even such a separation could vanquish my 
that ever carne to be selling Florentine cloth 
that every new enterprise fails from the outse 
that everyone will grieve for me 
that everything you do is good and that you do 
that fearful event , with which I pray God wil 
that fools are more likely to make the wrong g 
that for this reason the body must first be sa 
That form of love over which Venus has her dom 
that , from puré shame , it will drop from its 
that God made all these , and once the world e 
that God raises up , and its power can be such 
that God will protect me from my own iré 
that God will take her up into Heaven 
that has locked them in will not let them out 
that he arms himself , while there is no doubt 
that he cannot get clear of the shore unless h 
that he has these passions 
that he may trust to a single anchor 
that he must struggle to his feet no matter wh 
that he suddenly comes across one of them , an 
that he will take no notice of where these pra 
that his life will be spared - only to be exe 
that hour comes , people will see the outer si 
that I am drawing closer to you 
that I am exaggerating , for my shameful guilt 
that I am the guilty one ; I have judged your 
that I am the only lover in whom it takes a fo 
that I bore these marks that love leaves at su 
that I can better contémplate love 
that I can write untroubled by it , I shall sa 
that I cannot have 
that I cannot look at an attractive woman with 
that I carry on my shoulders ; he who does not 
that I could cast love off 
that I could spend my life asleep 
that I could try much harder ? Forgive me if w 
that I do not even grieve over the pleasure wh 
that I do not feel it ; but , through the unde 
that I do not notice how much I struggle ; whe 
that I forget I am in this world 
that I have a free will ; I do not know what o 
that I have cast all my desires , and it is in 
that I may earn through my great love 
that I may love you , God , alone , because I 
that I may reach the road which climbs up towa 
that I might save my soul , while it may be th 
that I never find th.e strength 
that I should be less than happy while we both 
that I summon all my wits to plot my self-betr 
that I think that even such a separation could 
that I want you to be both virtuous and unchas 
that I will burst 
that I will never know the taste of joy 
that I will think only of you and so that I ma 
that I would be loved in like manner , and so 
that , if one of the wills greatly wants what 
that in only a short time my body has shed mos 
that in the midst of sinful loves virtuous des 
that inflames my soul , and I would willingly 
that is different from what they have experien 
that is finite at bay as long as it can 
that is just the position in which my great pl 
that is of the body 
that is of this world - but only that God will 
that is only due to your displeasure at our ig 
that is spent in sadness , but I , who have se 
that is the case , then annihilate my soul ; m 
that is too fierce to be weathered out 
that is unadulterated can attract our nature ; 
that is wet opposes fire , so love extends its 
that is what I want ; let your blood soften my 
that is what you deserve , for a visible crown 
that is why I choose not to follow the ways of 
that is why it cannot make man content 
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1 
sire what can satisfy the whole man ; 
raises up , and its power can be such 
st contentment from it , only to find 
c that death can wreak , but the fact 
ture : an unmistakeable sign of it is 
love I feel occurs in the body , and 
I do not claim 
own sake , without refusing the gift 
it extends its strength and power so 
tops ths blood reaching my heart , so 
e in y'ou as the God who said of Judas 
it said , is the nature of the flesh 
not help thinking now very true it is 
I do not claim 
s , however , that I bore these marks 
n one is held captive by the other so 
Nothing 
ou were sitting pretty ! You who gave 
The discordant parts 
e we both live , there is one thought 
who said of Judas that it were better 
rit also loves of its own accord , so 
in this worid , then it is through me 
and ignorance of good are the reasons 
n 't think you '11 be able to put all 
ot know what good it can do me to put 
It is not interest 
And so with me : I know now 
ask that you strengthen my heart , so 
ht that a good man enjoys in you , so 
might save my soul , while it may be 
who is happy , and loathe the thought 
e by my merits ; I loathe the thought 
I would to God 
all suffering ? It is in this sphere 
t all day , I ara left feeling so weak 
Sheer terror will forcé out secrets 
I try even harder now 
ur mind as it commands the subtleties 
nly my renown will last for ever like 
xcept a game of dice ? With pain like 
never known government as peaceful as 
n pleasures , not only the ugly ones 
I will always do my utmost to ensure 
things are , I '11 be left with only 
allowed into Heaven , I do not reveré 
s , blaspheming , against the idea of 
It is this will 
should take my leave of this world , 
Rather , the fear 
It is patently obvious to me 
Hell ) : this is the sort of torment 
to a bed of hope , so soundly asleep 
I believe in paradise through a faith 
ishes , that the soul be fettered and 
ke ; to these a bastard child is born 
t entirely , but has struck out along 
II be left with only that part of you 
But 
I hate 
y of you , and I shall make my vow to 
But now 
So great are my fears 
ould understand me in every way , and 
has held ; in some of them I remember 
All I want of her is a mind so limpid 
her love jealously , and to feel sure 
There 's nothing she did for me 
rs me as I wish , increase my fear so 
ou do not desire me as you ought , so 
by taking life as by giving it : all 
turn until I have dispelled this fear 
are of it , and it is because of this 
great sins , and if I am not equal to 
rms himself , while there is no doubt 
, for the sake of its own pleasure , 
ill has obeyed love to such an extent 
I feel suchxpleasure at this time 
y turns full of fear and hope for all 
, God , alone , because I am certain 
understanding , even a fool realises 
ed by his efforts to understand you , 
themselves in the closet only to find 
rs in the body , and that it is there 
s deemed good merely because he knows 
It is hardly surprising 
ast all my desires , and it is in you 
Whenever it is God 's will 
that is why it makes the lover ever restless 
That is why , when you see lovers burning in 1 
that it can make all other kinds of love lay d 
that it cannot provide me with what I ask 
that it does not discrimínate between one man 
that it has no limits 
that it is there that the lover feels both the 
that it is totally different from all other pa 
that it might make me , am happy to give mysel 
that it no longer finds itself looking at a wa 
that it runs to wherever I have been wounded 
that it were better that man had not been born 
that its concept of love is no better than a w 
that its deep sadness is much to be preferred 
That king of Cyprus who was kept in prison by 
that love does not tempt me with that desire w 
that love leaves at such times on men even bef 
that love of the person wanes 
that lovers have ever attempted impresses me , 
that low body of yours to a merchant after it 
that make up man , caught in their great confl 
that makes me wretched : that you would no Ion 
that man had not been born 
that man is never completely untouched by love 
that man may attain it 
that men do not know you 
that milk to good use when John goes off and 1 
that moment off 
that moves its puré love 
that my best course is to keep as far from you 
that my desires will become fused with your wi 
that my disobedient flesh will be appeased and 
that my fate is to be the reverse 
that my grief could ever end 
that my life should last any longer , and yet 
that my mind were dead and that I could spend 
that my pleasure lies 
that no sound escapes me except the sigh of my 
that not even the confessor has learned 
that nothing obstructs me : while she was aliv 
that nourish your understanding and the innoce 
that of St Francis and his stigmata 
that of the soul when it wrenches itself free 
that of your mind as it commands the subtletie 
that offend you but also all those which are i 
that pain never leaves me ; and don 't think t 
that part of you that 's no good to anyone 
that place as I ought ; I am lacking both in f 
that place ; no man can imagine suffering so h 
that poets talk of ,'and through it mortal pai 
that power which inclines us towards love will 
that preys on me is that you do not desire me 
that puré love is not to be found in woman : i 
that racks my soul , not knowing what God has 
that reason cannot wake me 
that reason confirms 
that reason never free it , while the flesh de 
that rebels against both its progenitors 
that road : my hope already shows signs of dec 
That 's just the way it is with me : I am alwa 
that 's no good to anyone 
that 's one path I '11 never tread 
That 's when you '11 see Love 's fire roar ! I 
that saint whose feast-day I keep , and I take 
that same God who joined us never to weaken i 
that she is dead , they are easily distinguish 
that she may be in terrible suffering , that I 
that she should be clever and wise - and stern 
that she was sad , but in many more I see her 
that she would understand me in every way , an 
that she would willingly die for me 
that she wouldn 't do for you 
that sheer dread will keep me from sin , becau 
that , should I. die , you would never think of 
that springs from your power is one 
that stands between me and all hope of happine 
that such love could never be called constant 
that task , do with my flesh as you will , but 
that the body , for its part ,
 vgroans with a b 
that the body will give the soulv a poor lodgin 
that the dangerous wound it has inflicted will 
that the delights of the flesh weary me ; and 
that the future might hold , I would know for 
that the greatest good springs from you 
that the highest good will yield a joy above a 
that the inclination of the body is unable to 
that the key that has locked them in will not 
that the lover feels both the pain and the gre 
that the mean exists : the man who shows no la 
that the reasonable appetite should resent bei 
that the same desires origínate 
that the ship should go under , then even if i 
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LXXXVII 3 to say is about- love , while I doubt 
LXXXVII 243 decree , against love 's own wishes , 
LXXXVII 82 h acts , and from these it is evident 
LXXXVII 106 ften the body 's appetite ceases , so 
LXXXVII 304 y are without end , for they are such 
CV 116 see that those philosophers who held 
LXXXVII 172 So it is 
CV 4 4 sed with your will , and since I know 
XXIII 30 ction itself , possessing such wisdom 
XXIII 2 the troubadours , who are so inflamed 
IV 23 ne argument in its favour , declaring 
II 31 ou have not been given the least hint 
CV 116 But we see 
CV 123 s , because of which it could be said 
LXXXVII 221 
XLVI 11 Anything 
CV 51 Oíd habits are so ingrained in me 
XLII 6 And she 'd never perch on a tree 
LXXXVII 153 or her virtues alone ? I am oonvinced 
CV 67 has no meaning , I know all the fear 
CV 183 eart - for you have entered into some 
XXIII 8 ve not seen within you , will realise 
I 23 ike the woman who has so little sense 
II 21 But I am sure 
XXXIX 30 t of my great pleasure is the same as 
LXXXVII 34 It makes man love falsely and want 
CV 110 level of man ; and so it is only just 
LXXXVII 40 s not despise , almost without effort 
XCIV 31 eld fast by the corresponding part of 
CV 197 eing to nothingness , I beg you , for 
XIII 37 ose to weep over my death , repentant 
CV 15 y from your delay in granting my wish 
CV 60 errible conflict ráging there : I see 
XIII 35 ell as beholding him , I learnt there 
CV 168 I beg you , Lord , 
CV 37 re that everything you do is good and 
XLVI 29 Rather , the fear that preys on me is 
II 30 It is his fault 
CV 30 But I remember 
XXIII 24 is only because it was God 's desire 
CV 42 I ask 
CV 99 hese straits ! I despair when I think 
XLVI 33 one thought that makes me wretched : 
XLVI 34 able to love me once I was dead , and 
XIII 40 he ghost , if he could really believe 
CV 175 er turn back , may I know for certain 
LXXXVII 270 But I sink into 
LXXXVII 75 d together , for once the man has won 
XCIV 27 s and then is exposed to fire to make 
CV 125 n gives no rest and sets no limits to 
XCIV 41 When 
XCIV 37 When reason governs 
XCIV 45 And , as long as 
CV 201 baptism , I had not been returned to 
LXXXVII 195 experience good without also tasting 
XLII 14 ' s the one with the enormous head and 
CV 91 your will always shows clemency , and 
XLVI 9 11 bubble like a pot of stew taken to 
LXXXVII 167 longs impatiently for the solaces of 
CV 122 dise ) , but only in so far as it was 
XCIV 108 a lover and a beloved ; and so , when 
LXXXVII 77 From his love for 
I 8 
LXXXVII 174 sway can see only very dimly through 
CV 205 ell more easily than they can imagine 
LXXXVII 273 s plainly in my eyes , and pain stops 
LXXXVII 310 nature while it is in the company of 
LXXXVII 318 lost , for the spirit as well as for 
XCIV 24 tly , and their immediate cause is in 
XCIV 112 th returns to the void all that is of 
Lili 1 soul when it wrenches itself free of 
LXXXVII 62 No lover can attain delight until 
IV 23 aring that thi3 love I feel occurs in 
LXXXVII 4 6 simply , with the spirit and without 
LXXXVII 73 ect of this desire , whose effects on 
LXXXVII 4 6 pirit and without the body , and with 
LXXXVII 299 It does all it can to make 
LXXXVII 70 ntentment of its own accord ; in this 
XXIII 13 The ignorant man knows all about 
LXXXVII 60 contrary to reason 's decree , while 
LXXXVII 48 imself , while there is no doubt that 
LXXXVII 200 But the love of 
LXXXVII 212 s abandoned it , because the power of 
LXXXVII 107 sert its own , and on other occasions 
XXIII 39 erstand you , that the inclination of 
LXXXVII 309 f no help at such a time , thus does 
LXXXVII 79 While 
LXXXVII 26 , much less the body , since it gives 
IV 25 re of love , and that for this reason 
LXXXVII 85 inclines towards its pleasure through 
that the sort who thinks only of satisfying hi 
that the soul be fettered and that reason nevé 
that the soul drags itself down while the body 
that the soul has to assert its own , and on o 
that the soul never tires of them 
that the true end was of this world have all g 
that the understanding of all those over whom 
that the world brings me no benefit , give me 
that there is nothing she does not know 
that they cannot speak without exaggeration , 
that this love I feel occurs in the body , and 
that this willing servant awaits your orders 
that those philosophers who held that the true 
that together they form one Law 
That type of love towards which my flesh is in 
that ventures upon it , even for a single mome 
that virtue has become bitter to the taste 
that was young and in leaf 
that we all prefer the woman to be virtuous , 
that we are capable of feeling 
that were more loathsome than mine 
that what I say is true , and their spirits wi 
that when her child screams to be fed with poi 
that when you come to know me better , you wil 
that which anyone who is sad may enjoy : when 
that which cannot lead him to happiness , for 
that whoever pleases the Devil should take the 
that will takes complete control of what it de 
that woman whom death has taken from the world 
that would be preferable to spending all etern 
that you allowed an innocent soul to die for 1 
that you are angry : your mercy finds nothing 
that you are just and merciful , I see your wi 
that you chose to weep over my death , repenta 
that you deaden my senses and keep me for ever 
that you do as much good by taking life as by 
that you do not desire me as you ought , so th 
that you have not been given the least hint th 
that you saved the thief ; yet as far as we ca 
that you should have progeny 
that you strengthen my heart , so that my desi 
that you will judge me by my merits ; I loathe 
that you would no longer be able to love me on 
that you would soon find your love turning to 
that you would take pity on him 
that your ears will be deaf to me 
the 557 
the active life / and so continué in sadness 
the affection of the woman he loves , he wants 
the alloy dissolve in smoke , leaving puré and 
the appetite ; but without it man cannot reach 
the appetite is obedient to the soul , man kee 
the appetite , reason in all its works becomes 
the appetite wants only what is necessary to i 
the arms of life , and had paid death his due 
the bad 
the bad squint , and a pair of legs a fly or a 
the bad you seem to do us is really an ineffab 
the baker 's oven to cook , changing colour an 
the bedchamber 
the beginning of this Law of ours , because of 
the beloved dies in body , the lover can no lo 
the beloved , he derives honour and fame , and 
The best things in my life are those which now 
the blind fires which shroud the spirit 
the bliss of paradise ; the pain we know here 
the blood reaching my heart , so that it runs 
the body 
the body 
the body 
the body 
the body and begins its journey outwards , lea 
the body and soul are in harmony , for the lov 
the body , and that it is there that the lover 
the body , and with the body but without the s 
the body are purely bestial 
the body but without the soul 
the body disposed towards love , and finds as 
the body does succeed , but not for long , and 
the body / except where the spirit has a part 
the body feels death 's affliction 
the body , for its part , groans with a brutis 
the body has no other goal except a brief plea 
the body has reached its limit , and my spirit 
the body has to strive to subjugate the soul a 
the body is unable to turn into a base desire 
the body make love mortal , while the soul can 
the body may tire , it is never satisfied , an 
the body more than is necessary : this will th 
the body must first be satisfied before either 
the body , neglecting its own delight , and th 
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This love obstructs 
pponent 's power increase , for often 
, and the soul thus finds pleasure in 
does subtle and infinite love temper 
that the soul drags itself down while 
The farther the spirit leaves behind 
s will thrusts the body upwards , but 
nable to satisfy the soul , much less 
e passions do not loóse their grip on 
than is necessary : this will thrusts 
f lovers , it takes its leave through 
When the desires of 
r the sake of its own pleasure , that 
The other desire goes beyond 
But 
t up the strength he needs to destroy 
The higher kind of love , hampered by 
If that is 
ins its journey outwards , leaving in 
nd this keeps it always supplied with 
n my shoulders ; he who does not fear 
ey flow ; this is the key which opens 
often have people shut themselves in 
erning do ; he can tell the colour of 
e way the discerning do ;. he can tell 
t is difficult to distinguish between 
t show its true nature while it is in 
will forcé out secrets that not even 
s not to be found in woman : it is in 
o have Venus as their teacher abandon 
Since this was held fast by 
corruption , is necessarily drawn to 
where worldly good ceases , following 
pend my time among the tombs , plying 
as obeyed love to such an extent that 
referable to spending all eternity in 
Believe me , 
can count on his wages at the end of 
are at war ; with each new period of 
prevents you , break with the ways of 
The grief we feel for 
could write my own Apocalypse of all 
, it is because I am not disposed to 
y ; and make me feel a small spark of 
feel such pleasure at this time that 
his love through the eyes , and feels 
•When 
n harmony , for the love we feel when 
, and there is no disagreement among 
learned the whole story and heard all 
ve , and finds as much scope in us as 
it is only just' that whoever pleases 
But he does not see it the way 
keeps to a straight path - following 
My fierce desire is 
en the west wind whips it one way and 
You are 
an labourer can count on his wages at 
, and while it may argüe with it , in 
But in 
experience and our judgement prove in 
Similarly , 
Her mind is food for 
know who I mean : he 's the one with 
t against it and pays no heed to what 
Just as 
grieve as I want to at the thought of 
r potentiality can only be seen after 
are of little use against Fortune and 
ot attached to matter , and cannot be 
ither of them can endure the other to 
Its power depends on 
irtue lies in the mid-place , between 
comes inflamed with this love through 
Only give light to 
he body weaken , the veils that cover 
the havoc that death can wreak , but 
ied everything , short of reneging on 
encase the soul in flesh , and why do 
el me to love you : let love overeóme 
f righteous Job was weighed down with 
of love of goodness , quite free from 
The 
the 
the 
the 
the 
the 
the 
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The 
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body 
body 
body 
body 
body 
body 
body 
body 
body 
body 
on its own , can have no contact wi 
s actions , robbing it of everything 
so that the soul 
and fill it with 1 
which is why both 
the more spacious 
s appetite ceases 
s deeds 
s finite nature 
s fury swells up 
s great passion 
s love plunges the soul into its for 
s nature pulís it down 
since it gives the body more than i 
body strives to experience its delight on 
body until it has wearied of its pleasure 
body upwards , but the body 's nature pulí 
body , very often because of neglect or an 
body weaken , the veils that cover the eye 
body , which is a creature of corruption , 
body will give the soul a poor lodging 
bounds of man 's nature : an unmistakeable 
brutish man has no place on that bench , a 
bull which has worsted him 
carnal sort , never attains what is worthy 
case , then annihilate my soul ; may all m 
chill of death the place which it disinhab 
choicest food 
claws of the strong lion will feel little 
clearer our understanding , the higher the 
closed door of heaven 
closet only to find that the key that has 
cloth , but the texture is lost on him 
colour of the cloth , but the texture is 1 
colours it displays 
company of the body 
confessor has learned 
contemplative life that delight awaits me 
contemplative path , and take to action 
corresponding part of that woman whom deat 
corrupt appetites 
course that all men can understand 
damned with my questions - and they would 
dangerous wound it has inflicted will caus 
daric dungeon 
dawn brings no respite , for I toil all ni 
day , and the lawyer can expect to be paid 
day fades in terror as the night draws in 
day their power is transmuted , and in a s 
dead : come back to the world , and let me 
deceased springs from the kind of love com 
deep secrets which love keeps hidden benea 
deepest of joys that I do not feel it ; bu 
delight that a good man enjoys in you , so 
delights of the flesh weary me ; and as so 
desire to touch , after which this will gr 
desires of the body weaken , the veils tha 
desires of these two clash will not take u 
desires which spring from it 
details of your filthy little life / and o 
Devil 
Devil should take the ñame of the one whos 
discerning do ; he can tell the colour of 
discordant parts that make up man , caught 
dominant nature , for a greater mass attra 
driving forcé behind all this , and I know 
east wind another , and the fight ends onl 
end in which all ends meet , and there can 
end of the day , and the lawyer can expect 
end the will is always governed by the und 
end they too will have to abandon the very 
end to be unreliable - such things are of 
end which is completely human gives no res 
enlightened 
enormous head and the bad squint , and a p 
envious might say 
epileptic in his frenzy , as he tries to g 
eternal damnation of which I live in fear 
event 
events through which it shapes our uves 
exclusive object of this desire , whose ef 
extent of completely denying itself 
extent to which its constituent parts are 
extremes ; it is very difficult to achieve 
eyes , and feels the desire to touch , aft 
eyes of my soul ! My will is set against y 
eyes of the soul begin to clear 
fact is / however , that I bore these mark 
fact that it does not discrimínate .^between 
Faith , for the strength of my desire is c 
farther the spirit leaves behind the body 
Fates decree , against love 's own wishes 
fear in which I hold you 
fear of God , what shall I do , flounderin 
fear of Hell grips me , for I have started 
fear that any wickedness will shame them , 
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Rather , 
here time has no meaning , I know all 
Let people joyfully celébrate 
e way and the east wind another , and 
When God made you , only 
For then I cannot easily keep 
armour made of steel will crumple at 
Even though it has no part in 
As for 
have the necessary strength , and at 
ould fail to be shocked if he saw for 
feel the forcé of
 tits rage , and all 
and that reason never free it , while 
oever loves flesh ceases to love when 
the understanding has more to say to 
Such , it said , is the nature of 
ure at this time that the delights of 
ich this love has been placed work in 
Like the man who has 
even for a single moment , will feel 
This is 
This love takes 
d it is this harmony which multiplies 
t tears bathe my face ? Contrition is 
he past comes vividly back , and when 
ay from town and does not miss any of 
em , so limiting his desire to one of 
Everythi'ng in him desires 
ns full of fear and hope for all that 
r you-one who would willingly give up 
one nothing to deserve it ; you grant 
e for its own sake , without refusing 
could be so blind as to be unaware of 
nt in sadness , but I , who have seen 
nto confusión , and he fails to reach 
I believe in you as 
You are 
esh is inclined feels in full measure 
such virtue are well out of reach of 
xperienced it , one cannot understand 
the same length of time in each : in 
hat the lover feels both the pain and 
d , alone , because I am certain that 
hes what no other can , for it grasps 
irst step he crumples up and falls to 
blamed you , for I confess that I am 
eared it off , you could knot it with 
, give me your hand or drag me up by 
e feel much more than simple fear for 
ellations will no longer move through 
ards love will fall from its place in 
come gushing out of a madman without. 
stern must hold them back , enlisting 
turns every meal into agony ; or like 
ite ; but without it man cannot reach 
The clearer our understanding , 
rstanding , even a fool realises that 
od use / while lineage has to deserve 
Within man 's body , 
God , rebels , blaspheming , against 
imaginings alone , by which it forges 
his efforts to understand you , that 
on its own , can have no contact with 
seizes him , since its origins are in 
s that nourish your understanding and 
smaller one - and he finds his way to 
elves in the closet only to find that 
fount from which they flow ; this is 
we feel for the deceased springs from 
from man 's nature are restricted to 
led by its lustful counterpart , for 
dom can dwell in their heads ; as for 
his wages at the end of the day , and 
is fault that you have not been given 
ing him like you , you lift him above 
many people for giving such praise to 
will crumple at the first blow , and 
faith does not warm me enough to melt 
hy I choose not to follow the ways of 
At certain times , 
But 
he body and soul are in harmony , for 
e love , I will not speak , for in it 
the fear that preys on me is that you do not d 
the fear that we are capable of feeling 
the feast-days , and mix fun with their worshi 
the fight ends only when one of them retreats 
the fine stuff he kept back for making excepti 
the fire of love hidden , and love shows plain 
the first blow , and the lightest stroke will 
the first impulses of desire , the understand! 
the first , no wisdom can dwell in their heads 
the first step he crumples up and falls to the 
the first time how they rise up and then plung 
The first two kinds may take root jointly in u 
the fish beneath will rush for shelter to secr 
the flesh declares war every time it attempts 
the flesh is lost , but is left feeling grief 
the flesh , telling it with great indignation 
the flesh that its concept of love is no bette 
The flesh tries to ascend while the soul abase 
the flesh weary me ; and as soon as my body ' s 
the following way : each passion tries to outw 
the foolish idea of seeking in this world the 
the forcé of its rage , and all the fish benea 
the forra my desires took while she was alive 
the form of virtuous good , and there is no di 
the forms of good from which it is made 
the fount from which they flow ; this is the k 
the friend departs , he is filled with regret 
the friends he used to have in the world : the 
the fruits before he can eat : this is just wh 
the fulfilment of its nature , and nothing in 
The future can hold no good for me 
the future might hold , I would know for sure 
the ghost , if he could really believe that yo 
the gift of grace , and take it away , regardl 
the gift that it might make me , am happy to g 
the gifts with which Nature has endowed you 
the glory of it with my own eyes , desire the 
the goal for which he strives in all his doing 
the God who said of Judas that it were better 
the good against which every other good is mea 
the good which Venus dispenses 
the great delight 
the great delight that awaits the true lover w 
the great majority of lovers / it takes its le 
the great pleasure of love , and that for this 
the greatest good springs from you 
the greatest subtleties 
The grief we feel for the deceased springs fro 
the ground 
the guilty one ; I have judged your decisions 
the hair from your arms and make some first-ra 
the hair ; if I fail to stretch out my hand to 
the havoc that death can wreak , but the fact 
the heavens 
the heavens / for no other man attunes himself 
the help of art 
the help of their allies , the North-Eastern a 
the hermit who has spent long years away from 
the higher goal : Saint John was sent to annou 
The higher kind of love , hampered by the carn 
the higher the pleasure we may win through it 
the highest good will yield a joy above all ot 
the honour accorded it ; it is a man 's worth 
the humours are at war ; with each new period 
the idea of that place ; no man can imagine su 
The ignorant man knows all about the body , ex 
the image of a woman 
the inclination of the body is unable to turn 
The inexpressible torment of the man whom deat 
the infinite ; the soul by itself abhors all k 
the infinite , while the other part of him is 
the innocent movements of your beautiful body 
the intended goal 
the key that has locked them in will not let t 
the key which opens the closed door of heaven 
the kind of love common to all men 
the known and finite 
the latter does all it can to ensure , for the 
the latter , if they lack worthiness , it is t 
the lawyer can expect to be paid even when he 
the least hint that this willing servant await 
The least you can do is to believe me 
the level of man ; and so it is only just that 
the life that is spent in sadness , but I , wh 
the lightest stroke will pierce one made of ir 
the lingering cold of the senses , and it is w 
the living : they prefer not to think about th 
the love of our senses dies and this tempered 
the^  love of the body has no other goal except 
the" love we feel when the desires of these two 
The love which derives from the soul alone is 
the loved one does not reciprócate the lover ' 
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so / when the beloved dies in body , 
the whole man ; that is why it makes 
the body , and that it is there that 
it the loved one does not reciprócate 
y and soul joined together , for once 
little worth themselves , for unless 
Like 
the prison cell can hold no fears for 
cause he knows that the mean exists : 
The inexpressible torment of 
I am just like 
med good merely because he knows that 
s and of base lineage , does not nave 
oal : Saint John was sent to announce 
their allies , the North-Eastern and 
Virtue lies in 
Who could believe that in 
But in 
It clouds 
Just as gold is brought up from 
es behind the body 's great passion , 
Her beauty , even for 
Even 
esticate any wild thing by inflicting 
love no longer inhabits this world , 
th riches and noble blood but lacking 
When even 
On whomever it pleases , you bestow 
whoever pleases the Devil should take 
s necessary to it and does not exceed 
Such , it said , is 
But he simply does not have 
racking my brains how best to perform 
ant according to how he compares with 
The day fades in terror as 
hted fool could not fail to recognize 
My deep pain does not follow 
n and the Midi , and humbly imploring 
enlisting the help of their allies , 
h the place which it disinhabits , as 
ses the Devil should take the ñame of 
n 't it ? You know who I mean : he 's 
ion is captive to the past , which is 
matters of love , I believe that I am 
spare me a crust of bread , for it is 
works becomes natural to man ; but if 
making the other give up completely : 
ng to which of them has dominión over 
way : each passion tries to outweigh 
eeds within me : one gave out light , 
f one of the wills greatly wants what 
y , but it does not succeed in making 
nce they are the path and the road to 
he same time doing all it can to make 
s origins are in the infinite , while 
be stirred by its hunger or goaded by 
While one is satisfied , 
only when one of them retreats before 
it , for often one is held captive by 
Soul and body each finds pleasure in 
But neither of them can endure 
econd of these is more important than 
is too taut or too 'slack , it renders 
Through it 
This strand is strong , and it makes 
But it differs from 
hen that hour comes , people will see 
that every new enterprise fails from 
it is there that the lover feels both 
, you will not be ungrateful for all 
glory of it with my own eyes , desire 
ng of hers , and if I attemp to avoid 
Men can grasp 
It would be better to endure 
has been secured , but does not feel 
y can imagine the bliss of paradise ; 
desires , and I can never tell where 
to me together with the pleasures or 
per dependa, on whether the quality of 
, send faiths fire to my aid and warm 
which Venus has her dominión involves 
e loaded myself with so much guilt in 
I cannot remember anything from 
easures he once enjoyed , so that all 
I cherish only 
es , for my imagination is captive to 
me abundance of them , since they are 
not being as frightened as I ought of 
the lover can no longer love , since he can fi 
the lover ever restless 
the lover feels both the pain and the great pl 
the lover 's feelings 
the man has won the affection of the woman he 
the man himself is good , all he has is úseles 
the man who has the foolish idea of seeking in 
the man who like me betrays his own self 
the man who shows no largesse can no more be c 
the man whom death has taken and does not know 
the master of some great ship riding at anchor 
the mean exists : the man who shows no largess 
the means to show great zeal in what is known 
the Messiah 
the Midi , and humbly imploring the North wind 
the mid-place , between the extremes ; it is v 
the midst of sinful loves virtuous desire shou 
the midst of this danger , I shall think only 
the mind , covers subtle truths with darkness 
the mines mixed with base ores and then is exp 
the more spacious does its prison feel , and i 
The Mosaic Law was not good in itself ( it was 
the most devout man , is blinding 
the most dim-sighted fool could not fail to re 
the most extreme passion 
the most important part of her remains here in 
the most important part since they are of litt 
the most just of men live in fear , how can I 
the ñame of god ; by making him like you , you 
the ñame of the one whose ways he follows 
the natural order , it does not fail man 
the nature of the flesh that its concept of lo 
the necessary strength , and at the first step 
the next day 's treachery 
the next man , and love *s strength is determi 
the night draws in , spreading darkness before 
the nobility of your person 
the normal course : usually time wears pain aw 
the North wind to lend its support , so that a 
the North-Eastern and the Midi , and humbly im 
The ocean will bubble like a pot of stew taken 
the once living flesh turns yellow and then pa 
the one whose ways he follows 
the one with the enormous head and the bad squ 
the only good it knows , while I can feel pain 
the only lover in whom it takes a form as unus 
the only thing that could take this bitter tas 
the opposite occurs , it throws his nature int 
the oppressed will lies in a state between lif 
the other 
the other , but if it succeeds , it thwarts bo 
the other darkness , and both together health 
The other desire goes beyond the bounds of man 
the other does not despise , almost without ef 
the other give up completely : the oppressed w 
the other kind 
the other obey , but it does not succeed in ma 
the other part of him is blotted out from this 
the other 's desire 
the other 's strength diminishes as it watches 
the other 's superior strength ; just so , two 
the other so that love of the person wanes 
the other ; they share pleasures and pains bet 
the other to the extent of completely denying 
the other two , even if it is of little use wi 
the other useless ; unless the third strand is 
the others are highly esteemed , for power has 
the others hold ; although they can exist with 
the others in quality , which derives from the 
the outer signs of love in me / and will not n 
the outset , because there is no pleasure for 
the pain and the great pleasure of love , and 
the pain I have suffered on your account 
the pain it causes , since it holds the promis 
the pain , it feels as if I were trying to dis 
the pain of Hell more easily than they can ima 
the pain than to add one scrap of pleasure to 
the pain until he recovers , so it is with me 
the pain we know here gives^ us some idea of th 
the pain will strike 
the pains each has held ; in some of them I re 
the paper is good or poor , in just such a way 
the part that chills me 
the participation of body and soul together 
The passions deriving from all these desires w 
the past 
the past , and I clothe my body in nothing but 
the past comes vividly back , and when the fri 
the past , loving something which no longer ex 
the past , which is the only good it knows , w 
the path and the road to the other kind 
the peril I am in : even though I beg to be al 
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captive by the -other so that love of 
But virtuous love is 
wards / leaving in the chill of death 
n as I mingle pleasure with my pain , 
feeling grief every time he remembers 
learer our understanding , the higher 
ring , that I do not even grieve over 
and his oíd friend reminds him of all 
ees point her out to me together with 
But 
Consider 
ttain , and it is beyond the reach of 
What is 
! Well , beloved lady , that is just 
ects upon me , driven into secrecy by 
ody - love has abandoned it , because 
To you it is 
Death or 
e the pain it causes , since it holds 
g of gold on paper depends on whether 
not notice how much I struggle ; when 
It is not 
tue easy to attain , and it is beyond 
It darkens 
It is hardly surprising that 
ove of evil and ignorance of good are 
ell me what you 're after , and leave 
while it may be that my fate is to be 
Just as 
so he feel , then , who is already on 
of them , since they are the path and 
I grips me , for I have started along 
k only of you and so that I may reach 
unless the third strand is present , 
f before drinking , and never touches 
under , then even if it is moored in 
uish : just like the sick man who for 
atter does all it can to ensure , for 
d heart - : it has cured many others of 
Part of my great pleasure is 
II my desires , and it is in you that 
em , or at least it does not stay for 
and are left feeling all the weaker ; 
n the two wills are both attracted to 
n like for me , who love two women at 
forgets its proper nature , while at 
In just 
In just 
fore carrying out its will , can tame 
ill spawn in the woods and lions roam 
Just as we can hear 
what I long for , carrying me across 
Just as the rivers all run down to 
gn good , and entploys all his wits in 
But 
enough to melt the lingering cold of 
Spiritual love begins in 
know how it feels to be courageous ! 
tual part of me is in readiness , but 
rs them on : such appetites thrive on 
that eats away at love unless , while 
Just as 
Whenever it is God 's will that 
ainst him that he cannot get clear of 
Although he can see 
Consider the plight of 
owed by redoubled anguish : just like 
ature keeps a wide-eyed vigil , while 
weak that no sound escapes me except 
y blow , forcing me to be absent from 
I shall fear no terror at 
is to keep as far from you as I can -
North-West gatheririg hostile forces : 
standing atop a castle , who looks at 
It longs impatiently for 
This is 
ecide to bury him in Hell ) : this is 
ay is about love , while I doubt that 
body , and with the body but without 
ageous ! The sensual appetites fetter 
ature has endowed it , while it gives 
wn pleasure , that the body will give 
The flesh tries to ascend while 
The love which derives from 
s the body has to strive to subjugate 
e , against love 's own wishes , that 
en , the veils that cover the eyes of 
n have no contact with the infinite ; 
nadulterated can attract our nature ,-
the person wanes 
the philosopher ' s stone , making precious eve 
the place which it disinhabits , as the once 1 
the pleasure is lost , and anguish overtakes m 
the pleasure it has given him 
the pleasure we may win through it 
The pleasure which body and soul together desi 
the pleasure whose loss makes me suffer 
the pleasures he once enjoyed , so that all th 
the pleasures or the pains each has held ; in 
the pleasures which the soul experiences indep 
the plight of the sick man weakened by long co 
the poet 's art 
the point of trying to resist it ? The will , 
the position in which my great pleasure in you 
the power of its enemies ? The sweet and bitte 
the power of the body has reached its limit , 
the present. , for me it is yet to come 
the prison cell can hold no fears for the man 
the promise of pleasure 
the quality of the paper is good or poor , in 
the rage subsides , even if I do not say a wor 
the rational part of the soul which spurs them 
the reach of the poet rs art 
the reason of all those it wounds , and they h 
the reasonable appetite should resent being le 
the reasons that men do not know you 
the rest to me 
the reverse 
the rivers all run down to the sea , so does e 
the road to such a destination ? I beg you , L 
the road to the other kind 
the road towards it ; I want to retrace my ste 
the road which climbs up towards you 
the rope unravels 
the running stream 
the safest port , it will lose its anchor and 
the sake of enjoying some tasty morsel turns e 
the sake of its own pleasure , that the body w 
the same affliction 
the same as that which anyone who is sad may e 
the same desires originate 
the same length of time in each : in the great 
the same thing happens every day , but you nev 
the same thing , this desire so obstruets man 
the same time 
the same time doing all it can to make the oth 
the same way , anyone who has inner worth , bu 
the same way , if I should take my leave of th 
the savage body and domestícate any wild thing 
The scales in which this love has been placed 
the sea before my love will ever wane , as Ion 
the sea howl and groan when the west wind whip 
the sea 's perilous highways ! Even now I can 
the sea , so does every end merge into you 
the search for great pleasures , only to find 
the second of these is more important than the 
the senses , and it is what I feel through the 
the senses , but makes virtues and wisdom its 
The sensual appetites fetter the soul 
the sensual side of me has to be dragged into 
the sensual will 
the separation lasts , constaney holds out aga 
the setting of gold on paper depends on whethe 
the ship should go under , then even if it is 
the shore unless he has a contrary wind to hel 
the shore where safety and comfort wait , fate 
the sick man weakened by long confinement to h 
the sick man who for the sake of enjoying some 
the sick must bear redoubled pain 
the sigh of my heart 
the sight of such loveliness as yours , I woul 
the sight of you 
the sight of your beauty has sapped all my str 
the Sirocco and the South-Western must hold th 
the sky and , seeing no cloud in sight , is qu 
the solaces of the bedehamber 
the sort of passion that inflames my soul , an 
the sort of torment that racks my soul , not k 
the sort who thinks only of satisfying his app 
the soul 
the soul 
the soul a bitter draught to drink 
the soul a poor lodging 
the soul abases itself , which is why this des 
the soul alone is founded on the virtues and o 
the soul and to domínate it 
the soul be fettered and that reason never fre 
the soul begin to clear 
the soul by itself abhors all kinds of excess 
the soul can never savour contentment of its o 
The soul cannot embroil itself unaided in this 
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oes the body make love mortal , while 
s , and from these it is evident that 
But the pleasures which 
into its form of pleasure , but when 
trives towards delight for as long as 
the body 's appetite ceases , so that 
But why does God encase 
The body 's love plunges 
1 ítself unaided in this desire , for 
When the appetite is obedient to 
ecause this will is unable to satisfy 
without end , for they are such that 
fferent or conflicting kind , because 
Flesh desires flesh , and 
anees there ought to be a fight , for 
ed , he derives honour and fame , and 
game of dice ? With pain like that of 
It is not the rational part of 
ring hostile forces : the Sirocco and 
foolish idea of seeking in this world 
through the blind fires which shroud 
They love together , but 
ossible for man to love simply , with 
and this tempered state is lost , for 
ows all about the body , except where 
The farther 
d have become as one in their love of 
In just this way 
God endows 
anding sends subtle thought to gather 
Let them go and fill 
ving : they prefer not to think about 
trong lion will feel little dread for 
He makes his decisión : since 
an upright nature , but I have turned 
r me , to make sure that I never find 
and returns only when he has built up 
short of reneging on the Faith , for 
world brings me no benefit , give me 
Give me 
ork some evil , tak'es great harm from 
s ; he who does not fear the claws of 
Discarding 
1 as that of your mind as it commands 
My ailing heart burns hotter than 
secrecy by the power of its enemies ? 
n me that virtue has become bitter to 
y of life , so that I will nevér know 
an tell the colour of the cloth , but 
But I remember that you saved 
is chaste , another pleasurable ; of 
it renders the other useless ; unless 
t can count on no other pleasure than 
This lewd body has fretted at 
cause I do not grieve as I want to at 
om everyone who is happy , and loathe 
will judge me by my merits ; I loathe 
small measure , is to be found amidst 
o element of virtue ebb and flow like 
ove which gives it its form ; most of 
or I would sooner spend my time among 
in we know here gives us some idea of 
than to add one scrap of pleasure to 
Discarding the style of 
that those philosophers who held that 
, since they do not make man happy ; 
erstand the great delight that awaits 
You must have heard about 
And when 
And so 
thers in quality , which derives from 
knowing certain pleasures , not only 
art in the first impulses of desire , 
actions are carried out , recognises 
form of lo.ye is attained only through 
x
 Only 
that I do not feel it ; but , through 
x But 
lone is founded on >the virtues and on 
So it is that 
he end the will is always governed by 
For 
s virtuous love which gives me life ; 
brings only sorrow ; and I strive to 
When the desires of the body weaken , 
the soul cannot show its true nature while it 
the soul drags itself down while the body 's f 
the soul experiences independently are without 
the soul fails to find its own delight , it gr 
the soul fails to realise its mistake 
the soul has to assert its own , and on other 
the soul in flesh , and why do the Fates decre 
The soul inclines towards its pleasure through 
the soul into its form of pleasure , but when 
the soul is not attached to matter , and canno 
the soul , man keeps to a straight path - foll 
the soul , much less the body , since it gives 
the soul never tires of them 
the soul 's actions are effected instantly , a 
the soul seeks its own like ; to these a basta 
the soul then wants what is contrary to reason 
the soul thus finds pleasure in the body 's de 
the soul when it wrenches itself free of the b 
The soul , which is destined to contémplate Go 
The soul , which is everlasting , with fleet f 
the soul which spurs them on : such appetites 
the South-Western must hold them back , enlist 
the sovereign good , and employs all his wits 
the spirit 
the spirit also loves of its own accord , so t 
the spirit and without the body , and with the 
the spirit as well as for the body 
the spirit has a part in it 
the spirit leaves behind the body 's great pas 
the spirit , performing such deeds that in onl 
the spirit 's passions are subject to variatio 
the spirit with great blessings : tormenting p 
The spiritual part of me is in readiness , but 
the spoils of its battles , and this keeps it 
the squares and streets and pleasant gardens , 
the state in which I dwell : I frighten them , 
the sting of the wasp 
the storm is going to set in , his best course 
the straight rule into a sharp-hooked scythe 
the strength 
the strength he needs to destroy the bull whic 
the strength of my desire is capable of all el 
the strength to reject it completely ; and mak 
the strength to take vengeance on myself ; I h 
the strong bonds with which he has been secure 
the strong lion will feel little dread for the 
the style of the troubadours , who are so infl 
the subtleties that nourish your understanding 
the sun in June- , and yet has won no reward 
The sweet and bitter tastes of both kinds of 1 
the taste 
the taste of joy 
the texture is lost on him 
the thief ; yet as far as we can see from his 
the third , profitable love , I will not speak 
the third strand is present , the rope unravel 
the thought of never seeing my desires fulfill 
the thought of renouncing a place which promis 
the thought of the eternal damnation of which 
the thought that my grief could ever end 
the thought that my life should last any longe 
the thoughts of one who is sad ; and even when 
the tide , and no one could fail to be shocked 
The time draws near when I shall go and lead a 
the time this love infliets upon me an unmitig 
the tombs , plying the damned with my question 
the torments of Hell , but we have to conceive 
the torments that drive me to my wits' end 
the troubadours , who are so inflamed that the 
the true end was of this world have all given 
the true good begins where worldly good ceases 
the true lover who , having determined to love 
the turtle-dove 
the two wills are both attracted to the same t 
the two work together to form a mixed will wh 
the type of love which gives it its form ; mos 
the ugly ones that offend you but also all tho 
The unchaste desire , which never stops to neg 
the understanding alone is ^ equipped with judge 
the understanding as its master , and while it 
the understanding , because of which it knows 
the understanding can keep our sensuality at b 
the understanding , even a fool realises that 
the understanding has more to say tq the flesh 
the understanding ; it is this simple will tha 
the understanding of all those over whom Venus 
the understanding 's good sense 
the understanding sends subtle thought to gath 
The understanding wasted no time in replying , 
the understanding will not rest content with a 
the utmost to make pain a way of life , so tha 
the veils that cover the eyes of the soul begi 
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the end they too will have to abandon 
nothing can halt their labour except 
ves from the soul alone is founded on 
whom death has taken from the world , 
ere is nothingness : death returns to 
d by even greater pain than Tityos as 
life , and of how you paid in public 
11 feel little dread for the sting of 
That 's just 
and nothing in the world can stand in 
But he does not see it 
w was not good in itself ( it was not 
if nothing prevents you , break with 
; that is why I choose not to follow 
eary of it , and are left feeling all 
t , but my efforts are half-hearted ; 
s ! Even now I can see the winds from 
can hear the sea howl and groan when 
r it does not desire what can satisfy 
But if he learned 
lamentation comforts us more than if 
y another of his kind , he flees into 
other end but God knows no rest , for 
ause love can be defined as an act of 
These two manifestations of 
ile it may argüe with it , in the end 
It is 
is the point of trying to resist it ? 
iré so obstructs man that , if one of 
erilous highways 
But sometimes 
Even now I can see 
once the man has won the affection of 
Even though 
e ? I am convinced that we all prefer 
mething pleasurable , it behaves like 
Fish will spawn in 
Lovers feel 
re unable to make any impression upon 
h the ways of the dead : come back to 
ith your will , and since I know that 
ilment of its nature , and nothing in 
Id that God made all these , and once 
ulfilling my desires , I shall wander 
It is because of 
that woman whom death has taken from 
any of the friends he used to have in 
There are many people in 
when it comes to extolling adequately 
pt that fools are more likely to make 
And I feel remorse for all 
the very sea which spawned and nurtured them a 
The very thing I pray will happen could cost m 
the very thing that I cannot have 
the virtues and on the understanding ; it is t 
the virtuous desire is left within me , unadul 
the void all that is of the body 
the vulture tears eternally at his ever-replen 
the wages of your sins , he 'd soon regret lov 
the wasp 
the way it is with me : I am always struggling 
the way of this desire 
the way the discerning do ; he can tell the co 
the way to paradise ) , but only in so far as 
the ways of the dead : come back to the world 
the ways of the living : they prefer not to th 
the weaker ; the same thing happens every day 
the weight of my terrible sins sees to that 
the West and North-West gathering hostile forc 
the west wind whips it one way and the east wi 
the whole man ; that is why it makes the lover 
the whole story and heard all the details of y 
the whole world were grieving for us 
the wilderness , and returns only when he has 
the will can find no peace in anything else : 
the will directed towards a good ; but you hav 
the will , each following its own nature , hav 
the will is always governed by the understandi 
the will 's unfailing guide 
The will , through which all actions are carri 
the wills greatly wants what the other does no 
The wills that derive from man 's nature are r 
the wind beats so strongly against him that he 
the winds from the West and North-West gatheri 
The wise are no better off in this respect tha 
the woman he loves , he wants her mind and her 
the woman I love no longer inhabits this world 
the woman to be virtuous , because man always 
the woman who has so little sense that when he 
the woods and lions roam the sea before my lov 
the workings of pleasure within them , even wi 
the world 
the world , and let me see what has become of 
the world brings me no benefit , give me the s 
the world can stand in the way of this desire 
the world ends , all their marvellous operatio 
the world , singing of your pride 
the world that God made all these , and once t 
the world , the virtuous desire is left within 
the world : then chance disposes that he sudde 
the world who have not understood my poems , a 
the worth of a beautiful and virtuous body 
the wrong guesses 
the wrongs I did her , and wish I could redres 
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2 
their 
oíd them back , enlisting the help of their 
And when they both bring their 
make all other kinds of love lay down their 
two strong desires have made my mind their 
ich can aspire no higher in love than their 
for there is no one else to share in their 
se great lovers who have grieved over their 
Both performed their 
nals come out under its cover to work their 
nt parts that make up man , caught in their 
But these passions do not loóse their 
or the first , no wisdom can dwell in their 
and hope , but fear follows cióse on their 
actions are effected instantly , and their 
e of iron , while nothing can destroy their 
And nothing can halt their 
than I - except those who have given their 
d a truce , and have become as one in their 
these , and once the world ends , all their 
leasures and pains between them , and their 
y have been translated into actions ; their 
war ; with each new period of the day their 
ly in us , if there is room there for their 
realise that what I say is true , and their 
Those disciples who have Venus as their 
ey can exist without it , it prevents their 
o love except me , for they have lost their 
, through instilled knowledge , while their 
ate the feast-days , and mix fun with their 
29 
allies , the North-Eastern and the Midi 
appetites fully into play , agreeing to 
arms 
battleground , but now I have decided in 
bestial appetite permits 
constant lamentation 
dead beloved ; but they do not quite mat 
deeds within me : one gave out light , t 
evil , and wish it could last all year 
great conflicts , will sing in unisón on 
grip on the body until it has wearied of 
heads ; as for the latter , if they lack 
heels and wages a fierce war against the 
immediate cause is in the body 
joint mass - from such amalgams great st 
labour except the very thing that I cann 
uves for its sake 
love of the spirit , performing such dee 
marvellous operations will cease 
passions come to be alike 
potentiality can only be seen after the 
power is transmuted , and in a single da 
respective fires to be ignited 
spirits will sink 
teacher abandon the contemplative path , 
undoing 
vigour , all of them 
way of life inspires faith in others 
worship 
XXXII 24 orthiness , it is through no fault of 
theirs 
theirs 
IV 16 ow I have decided in favour of one of 
IV 33 ven more mistaken to find excuses for 
XXXII 4 , even if it is of little use without 
them 
them 
them 
them 
41 
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, and through it mortal pain afflicts them 
will enter men but never hold fast in them 
heels and wages a fierce war against them 
are such that the soul never tires of them 
they have lost their vigour , all of them 
n feel them separately and almost see them 
and many more who have never heard of them 
s furnace , it is quite wrong to pity them 
that he suddenly comes across one of them 
e fear that any wickedness will shame them 
e very sea which spawned and nurtured them 
'hey share pleasures and pains between them 
e state in which I dwell : I frighten them 
rocco and the South-Western must hold them 
end its support , so that all five of them 
mong lovers would have almost reached them 
But neither of them 
and found a place within me , each of them 
ogether to make its rope , for one of them 
feel the workings of pleasure within them 
Each of them 
Let them 
use good or ill according to which of them 
the pains each has held ; in some of them 
Each of them 
to find that the key that has locked them 
This world has its own ends ; none of them 
love with which lovers love : one of them 
not serve you , and you have done for them 
rational part of the soul which spurs them 
iety or neglect soon drives love from them 
that has locked them in will not let them 
, and the fight ends only when one of them 
easily distinguishablé and I can feel them 
ch as they are , give me abundance of them 
res equally , but must choose between them 
t pretend you 're deaf , but just ask them 
I did her , and wish I could redress them 
, and even more mistaken to find excuses 
, and his oíd friend reminds him of all t 
, and holding in esteem only honourable v 
and , in utter desperation , leap out on 
/ and their passions come to be alike 
, as if I were a corpse 
back , enlisting the help of their allies 
blowing together may bring about my retur 
by now 
can endure the other to the extent of com 
drawn by its likeness 
easily snaps and another does not last fo 
, even without being aware of it , and it 
forgets its proper nature , while at the 
go and fill the squares and streets and p 
has dominión over the other 
I remember that she was sad , but in many 
in turn has to be stirred by its hunger o 
in will not let them out agaih ! Well , b 
is a true end , since they do not make ma 
is chaste , another pleasurable ; of the 
no less than what I ask you , which is wh 
on : such appetites thrive on the sensual 
, or at least it does not stay for the sa 
out again ! Well , beloved lady , that is 
retreats before the other 's superior str 
separately and almost see them 
, since they are the path and the road to 
, so limiting his desire to one of the fr 
: " So what will it be , my dears ? If it 
with my blood 
themselves 5 
erent from what they have experienced themselves 
t part since they are of little worth themselves , for unless the man himself is goo 
How often have people shut themselves in the closet only to find that the 
in , for you only help those who help themselves , never failing those who come to y 
wing its own nature , have to express themselves through desires 
then 28 
then , alas ! my joy turns to suffering ; a br 
then , and pain without end that awaits me 
then annihilate my soul ; may all my being be 
then before he knows what has happened , a sto 
then blames me for it ! My desire and my reaso 
then chance disposes that he suddenly comes ac 
then charity will not fail me 
then even if it is moored in the safest port , 
then I cannot easily keep the fire of love hid 
then I must no longer find you pleasing 
Then I shall have put beneath me all those thi 
then I will have tried everything , short of r 
then I would not live in this present fear 
Then , instead of being by turns full of fear 
then is exposed to fire to make the alloy diss 
then it is through me that man may attain it 
then it is with such love that he arms himself 
then led to believe that his life will be spar 
then love will have reached its limits 
then pales : even greater pain does my desire 
then plunge down again 
then sees a tree on one of whose branches hang 
then sheared it off , you could knot it with t 
then that I summon all my wits to plot my self 
then wants what is contrary to reason 's decre 
then , who is already on the road to such a de 
then why did you créate me , since your knowle 
then , will I find a love so complete that I w 
there 30 
there always will be , of a different nature , 
there are few people who give credit to anythi 
There are many people in the world who have no 
there are marvellous acts to be seen 
There are others , and there always will be , 
There are three kinds of love with which lover 
There are two driving forces in man , each of 
there can be no end that does not lead to you 
there can be no stability 
there for their respective fires to be ignited 
there : I see that you are just and merciful , 
there is always a lover and a beloved ; and so 
there is no disagreement among the desires whi 
there is no doubt that the body , for its part 
there is no one else to share in their constan 
have to leave my imagined pleasure , 
Suffering here , 
If that is the case , 
And 
, I mean , which makes me love , and 
riends he used to have in the World : 
e not tremole ; if these are strong , 
will that the ship shpuld go under , 
For 
If I want to stop loving , 
rld should my desire be thwarted ; by 
f life , and had paid death his due ; 
om the mines mixed with base ores and 
is one absolute good in this world , 
If a man loves virtue , 
ming to terms with his death , and is 
But if I should have to end my days , 
he once living flesh turns yellow and 
r the first time how they rise up and 
th , and who must eat or perish , but 
u let your beard grow for a while and 
d to what I do each night , for it is 
re ought to be a fight , for the soul 
an can imagine suffering so he feel , 
If this is so , 
Where , 
There are others , and 
ve anyone if he does not believe me : 
, agreeing to a friendly truce , hen 
the end in which all ends meet , and 
e to take root : where my desire is , 
rpot jointly in us , if there is room 
I can feel a terrible conflict raging 
In all love 
takes the form of virtuous good , and 
uch love that he arms himself , while 
ions - and they would answer me , for 
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prise fails from the outset , because 
isfortune at all compared to me , for 
itself , possessing such wisdom that 
t survive , and it cannot reign where 
If 
less than happy while we both live , 
inds may take root jointly in us , if 
And yet , in such circumstances 
1 occurs in the body , and that it is 
, as well as beholding him , I learnt 
Oh God , if only 
and the soul seeks its own like ; to 
ecause of the world that God made all 
waver , and my hope not tremble ; if 
The passions deriving from all 
me in replying , and made nonsense of 
But the second of 
If one of 
are revealed through acts , and from 
The fact is , however , that I bore 
No lover will deny that he has 
But 
that he will take no notice of where 
Ip me , God , since you can see me in 
enses , and it is what I feel through 
the love we feel when the desires of 
ixed will which lasts for as long as 
come from , remembering only to whom 
But now that she is dead , 
licts , will sing in unisón only when 
weep spring from attrition , because 
Yet , such as 
These two wills , when 
lacking the most important part since 
s independently are without end , for 
e , give me abundance of them , since 
And when 
d it makes the others hold ; although 
asp the pain of Hell more easily than 
roubadours , who are so inflamad that 
If they opérate together , 
e mixed when they reached me : and so 
; none of them is a true end , since 
grieved over their dead beloved ; but 
ies I linger with pleasure ; but when 
? Contrition is the fount from which 
which it could be said that together 
can only tell virtues from vices once 
anything that is different from what 
noblemen have paid court to it , but 
who have estranged me from you , for 
tunes himself to love except me , for 
e reason of all those it wounds , and 
you , for they will not believe what 
their heads ; as for the latter , if 
And since 
don 't be bashful , because it 's you 
If 
ot to follow the ways of the living : 
rom all these desires were mixed when 
cked if he saw for the first time how 
dy each finds pleasure in the other ; 
body and soul implement this desire : 
But in the end 
on those who have not seen you , for 
ng the damned with my questions - and 
But I remember that you saved the 
savage body and domesticate any wild 
eft feeling all the weaker ; the same 
The very 
one , making precious every worthless 
a crust of bread , for it is the only 
can halt their labour except the very 
wills are both attracted to the same 
The re 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
there 
There 
there 
There 
There 
there 
there 
there 
these 
these 
these 
these 
These 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
these 
These 
These 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
They 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
They 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
they 
thief 
thief 
is no physician who could cure me of my 
is no pleasure for me in seeing any task 
is no solution to my longing 
is nothing she does not know 
is nothingness : death returns to the vo 
is one absolute good in this world , the 
is one thought that makes me wretched : 
is room there for their respective fires 
is some comparison between me and those 
ought to be a fight , for the soul then 
's not a pilgrim on my ship who will not 
's nothing she did for me that she would 
that the lover feels both the pain and t 
that you chose to weep over my death , r 
were bounds to love - for I alone among 
a bastard child is born that rebels agai 
, and once the world ends , all their ma 
are strong , then charity will not fail 
bitter tears I weep spring from attritio 
desires were mixed when they reached me 
ideas 
is more important than the other two , e 
is too taut or too slack , it renders th 
it is evident that the soul drags itself 
marks that love leaves at such times on 
passions 
passions do not loóse their grip on the 
prayers come from , remembering only to 
straits ! I despair when I think that yo 
that dictates my every step ; I believe 
two clash will not take us very far 
two manifestations of the will , each fo 
two wills , when they are mingled , weav 
42 
agree to continué 
are directed : don 't let her suffer beca 
are easily distinguishable and I can feel 
are forced to , but are always willing to 
are founded more in fear than in love 
are / give me abundance of them , since t 
are mingled , weave a mixed fabric in whi 
are of little worth themselves , for unle 
are such that the soul never tires of the 
are the path and the road to the other ki 
both bring their appetites fully into pía 
can exist without it , it prevents their 
can imagine the bliss of paradise ; the p 
cannot speak without exaggeration , and q 
cause good or ill according to which of t 
come upon me with pain at first , but bef 
continued mixed within me 
do not make man happy ; the true good beg 
do not quite match me 
fade , pain attacks me : just like a cond 
flow ; this is the key which opens the el 
form one Law 
have been translated into actions ; their 
have experienced themselves 
have had to suffer unabated hunger 
have left me half dead and keep me from 1 
have lost their vigour , all of them 
have no means of knowing what virtuous lo 
hear , while those who have seen you but 
lack worthiness , it is through no fault 
'11 cali you by your proper ñame , don 't 
'11 mean 
love together , but the spirit also loves 
opérate together , they cause good or ill 
prefer not to think about the state in wh 
reached me : and so they continued mixed 
rise up and then plunge down again 
share pleasures and pains between them , 
take neither delight ñor displeasure in i 
too will have to abandon the very sea whi 
will not believe what they hear , while t 
would answer me , for there is no one els 
yet as far as we can see from his work 
thing 7 
thing by inflicting the most extreme passion 
thing happens every day , but you never learn 
thing I pray will happen could cost me dear , 
thing it touches 
thing that could take this bitter taste away 
thing that I cannot have 
thing , this desire so obstruets man that , if 
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rstood you as much as I feel you 
things 
As things are , I '11 be left with only that part 
ve in the end to be unreliable - such things are of little use against Fortune and t 
If I am forced to think of other things , I have only to reraember her with a he 
The best things in my life are those which now are noth 
I shall have put beneath me all those things that I carry on my shoulders ; he who d 
think 
ys of the living : they prefer not to think 
, and I am my own enemy , even when I think 
Do not think 
e kept my feelings to myself , do not think 
do , floundering in my sins ? When I think 
I do not think 
that , should I die , you would never think 
If I am forced to think 
in the midst of this danger , I shall think 
I want this so that I will think 
Not that I think 
hat pain never leaves me ; and don ' t think 
e in these straits ! I despair when 1 think 
Now think 
But don 't think 
15 
I fri about the state in which I dwell 
I am a friend to myself 
I could be so bünd as to be unaware of 
it is because I do not know what true lo 
of Hell , where time has no meaning , I 
of her in terms of arms , feet , hands o 
of me again 
of other things , I have only to remembe 
only of you , and I shall make my vow to 
only of you and so that I may reach the 
that even such a separation could vanqui 
that I am exaggerating , for my shameful 
that you will judge me by my merits ; I 
what I must feel who long for you consta 
you '11 be able to put all that milk to 
ove 
thinking 1 
I cannot help thinking how very true it is that its deep sad 
thinks 1 
while I doubt that the sort who thinks only of satisfying his appetite will gr 
third 2 
chaste , another pleasurable ; of the third , profitable love , I will not speak , f 
enders the other useless. ; unless the third strand is present , the rope unravels 
But 
Sixteen years of 
esire is the driving forcé behind all 
an redeem my sins through death , let 
: we do not need to be clever to know 
It is 
it is the only thing that could take 
ecome inflamed with love of you ; but 
But in the midst of 
in the world can stand in the way of 
e will ; I do not know what obstructs 
soul cannot embroil itself unaided in 
re both attracted to the same thing , 
y to tell how body and soul implement 
and cannot be the exclusive object of 
the soul abases itself , which is why 
And when she lived on 
all not return until I have dispelled 
pain , my soul has been comforted by 
Because of 
uent parts are in harmony , and it is 
one of the fruits before he can eat : 
, but do not touch my spirit , since 
iré tunes and tempers hope , and once 
If 
n is the fount from which they flow ; 
e will decide to bury him in Hell ) : 
nless it is eternal , and I fear lest 
ather the spoils of its battles , and 
in so far as it was the beginning of 
ity , and I fear eternal death beyond 
Do 
The scales in which 
gument in its favour , declaring that 
gives it its form"; most of the time 
Man becomes inflamed with 
mes ; it is-, very difficult to achieve 
with pain at first , but before long 
has been confirmed in puré love ; at 
th his due ; then I would not live in 
great pleasure of love , and that for 
The wise are no better off in 
day , and could not climb one step up 
1 happen could cost me dear 
tues and on the understanding 
n I feel love for you , and I 
and yet 
And so 
; it is 
confess 
this 91 
this also has sharpened my wits so that I can 
this , and I am still waiting for my reward ! 
this , and I know of nothing that could stand 
this be my sweet penitence 
this because in all of us our desires find no 
this , beloved lady : to love you as I ought 
this bitter taste away 
this cannot happen unless I scorn life and hol 
this danger , I shall think only of you , and 
this desire 
this desire 
this desire , for the soul is not attached to 
this desire so obstructs man that , if one of 
this desire : they take neither delight ñor di 
this desire , whose effects on the body are pu 
this desire will enter men but never hold fast 
this earth as flesh , I tried to love her soul 
this fear that stands between me and all hope 
This form of love is attained only through the 
this great pleasure 
this , harmony can never reign in man 
this harmony which,multiplies the forms of goo 
This is a sure sign that earthly good is not b 
This is another 's doing , not mine 
This is because love can be defined as an act 
this is just what it has been like for me , wh 
this is like you 
this is lost , love bewails its own death 
this is so , then why did you créate me , sinc 
This is the form my desires took while she was 
this is the key which opens the closed door of 
This is the sort of passion that inflames my s 
this is the sort of torment that racks my soul 
this is what she has earned 
this keeps it always supplied with the cholees 
this Law of ours , because of which it could b 
This lewd body has fretted at the thought of r 
this life 
this , Lord , and if I ever turn back , may I 
this love has been placed work in the followin 
this love I feel oceurs in the body , and that 
this love infliets upon me an unmitigated pain 
This love obstructs the body 's actions , robb 
This love takes the form of Xirtuous good , an 
this love through the eyes , and feels the des 
this mean , and very few people know what it i 
This mixed desire is composed of both body and 
this pain becomes pleasurable 
this point my reason becomes lucid 
this present fear 
this reason the body must first be satisfied b 
this respect than are foqls , except that fool 
this rugged cliff 
this same hope consoles me in my great sufferi 
this seems to me some excuse , though a weak o 
this simple will that God raises up , and its 
this sin before you 
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I want this 
d be free of all suffering ? It is in this 
Nothing can detain me as I follow this 
This 
No one need pity me for this 
mes , the love of our senses dies and this 
ng aware of it , and it is because of this 
ur contentment of its own accord ; in this 
I feel such pleasure at this 
in - my special sensibiiities reveal this 
is good or poor , in just such a way this 
Since this 
In just this 
in whom it takes a form as unusual as this 
els the desire to t;ouch , after which this 
In part this 
ght and trouble he may take , because this 
It is this 
ves the body more than is necessary : this 
ve not been given the least hint that this 
h is my delight that I forget I am in this 
thing for myself - nothing that is of this 
t grieves me to see my departure from this 
When this 
other part of him is blotted out from this 
This 
ers who held that the true end was of this 
As for me , driven from this 
any torment comparable to staying in this 
me way , if I should take my leave of this 
h the woman I love no longer inhabits this 
ho has the foolish idea of seeking in this 
If there is one absolute good in this 
No man can achieve great worth in this 
so that I will think only of you and so t 
sphere that my pleasure lies 
straight and certain course 
strand is strong , and it makes the other 
strange existence , for love wants me for 
tempered state is lost , for the spirit a 
that such love could never be called cons 
the body does succeed , but not for long 
time that the delights of the flesh weary 
truth 
type of love depends on whom it settles i 
was held fast by the corresponding part o 
way the spirit 's passions are subject to 
: while absence causes love to wane in or 
will grows or dies 
will is born of ignorance and is composed 
will is unable to satisfy the soul , much 
will that poets talk of , and through it 
will thrusts the body upwards , but the b 
willing servant awaits your orders 
world 
world - but only that God will take her u 
world approaching , for although I grieve 
world comes to an end , sun , moon , plan 
world , for what is finite in him is of n 
world has its own ends ; none of them is 
world have all given conflicting accounts 
world , I would feel no other torment tha 
world should my desire be thwarted ; by t 
world , that power which inclines us towa 
world , the most important part of her re 
world the sovereign good , and employs al 
world , then it is through me that man ma 
world unless he has material possessions 
Lily among 
Lily among 
Lily among 
Lily among 
Lily among 
en with poison , as anyone can see by 
ere is some comparison between me and 
I am free of sin , I will cast aside 
It darkens the reason of all 
o it is that the understanding of all 
But we see that 
Only 
Then I shall have put beneath me all 
gly ones that offend you but also all 
The best things in my life are 
man has no place on that bench , and 
Only 
love extends its influence only over 
e who help themselves , never failing 
ur will which dispenses grace even to 
Death take 
e to greater extremes than I - except 
All my words will be lost on 
11 not believe what they hear , while 
your help in vain , for you only help 
And so this seems to me some excuse , 
nation of which I live in fear , even 
s I ought of the peril I am in : even 
d my love , and I feel no regret even 
Even 
Even 
arms , feet , hands or throat , even 
Even 
thorns 5 
thorns , God help you to realise that because 
thorns , I will always do my utmost to ensure 
thorns , it is beyond my powers to make you an 
thorns , my desires shift so wildly that I wan 
thorns , we both know that a man can easily di 
Those 22 
Those desires which have no element of virtue 
Those disciples who have Venus as their teache 
those enormous hairs you have growing all over 
those great lovers who have grieved over their 
those habits which have kept me from loving yo 
those it wounds , and they have no means of kn 
those over whom Venus holds complete sway can 
those philosophers who held that the true end 
those possess it who lay aside all vices , act 
those things that I carry on my shoulders ; he 
those which are indifferently sinful 
those which now are nothing 
those who are far removed from such virtue are 
those who are sad or else have been sad at som 
those who cannot resist its powers 
those who come to you , as you show by your ou 
those who have done nothing to deserve it ; yo 
those who have estranged me from you , for the 
those who have given their lives for its sake 
those who have not seen you , for they will no 
those who have seen you but have not seen with 
those who help themselves , never failing thos 
though 8 
though a weak one , for not being as frightene 
though comparable pain is not to be found in N 
though I beg to be allowed into Heaven , I do 
though I know I am dying 
though it has no part in the first impulses of 
though it seems impossible that I should be le 
though like will always seek like 
though the woman I love no longer inhabits thi 
thought 
ver attaining it , no matter how much thought 
n count on no other pleasure than the thought 
This lewd body has fretted at the thought 
e I do not grieve as I want to at the thought 
learned about your big weakness , he thought 
Id willingly sacrifice my reason if I thought 
ppy while we both live , there is one thought 
veryone who is happy , and loathe the thought 
judge me by my merits ; I loathe the thought 
For the understanding sends subtle thought 
to a lowly thrall , and have given no thought 
I cannot do as it bids me : love has thought 
just forget it , madam , if you thought 
13 
and trouble he may take , because this 
of never seeing my desires fulfilled 
of renouncing a place which promised s 
of the eternal damnation of which I li 
that by mounting you he ' d amount to a 
that I could cast love off 
that makes me wretched : that you woul 
that my grief could ever end 
that my life should last any longer , 
to gather the spoils of its battíes , 
to God 
up an especially fierce illness just f 
you were sitting pretty ! You who gave 
thoughts 
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24 
27 
5 
287 
10 
82 
15 
10 
ve , and to keep you constantly in my thoughts 
; whether my mind is empty or fall of thoughts , all my time is spent in vain : I re 
ad my poems , which speak of frenzied thoughts , and which have all come gushing out 
but my own shame ; trapped in my own thoughts , love 's deep cares keep me far remo 
1 measure , is to be found amidst the thoughts of one who is sad ; and even when peo 
mber her with a heavy sigh for all my thoughts to rush back 
for love , I shall not want for angry thoughts with which to punish myself for my pa 
And yet , were I to murder a 
thousand 1 
thousand innocent men in cold blood it would 
LXXX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
5 
95 
thrall 
I have turned reason into a lowly thrall and have given no thought to God 
three 2 
There are three kinds of love with which lovers love : o 
Love should use all three of its strands together to make its rope 
LXXXVI I which spurs them on 
thrive 1 
such appetites thrive on the sensual will 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
XCIV 
CV 
XCIV 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
IV 
LXXXVI I 
XXXII 
XCIV 
IV 
IV 
II 
CV 
LXXXVI I 
XXXII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
CV 
XCIV 
IV 
LXXXII 
XCVI 
LXXXVI I 
233 er in terms of arms , feet 
throat 
hands or throat 
187 my every step ; I believe in paradise 
198 at a wall , but rather begins to see 
81 Desires are revealed 
16 cts upon me an unmitigated pain but , 
54 And if I can redeem my sins 
4 ses love to wane in ordinary people , 
12 n nature , have to express themselves 
324 with deep and divine understanding , 
57 , the higher the pleasure we may win 
42 is this will that poets talk of , and 
5 
97 Love reveáis itself 
9 But I have made my choice and , 
53 olute good in this world , then it is 
44 ess it is some morsel that I may earn 
209 f ; I have offended against your will 
283 den to my neck ; intense heat courses 
24 ter , if they lack worthiness , it is 
174 complete sway can see only very dimly 
85 he soul inclines towards its pleasure 
129 jority of lovers , it takes its leave 
131 Man becomes inflamed with this love 
332 nd constellations will no longer move 
143 This form of love is attained only 
158 of joys that I do not feel it ; but , 
186 of the senses , and it is what I feel 
77 no pleasure for me in seeing any task 
39 t of trying to resist it ? The will , 
8 le use against Fortune and the events 
15 
279 dden places and avoid public ones ; I 
39 man ; but if the opposite occurs , it 
even though like will always seek lik 
30 
a faith that reason confirms 
a grille 
acts , and from these it is evident th 
another sweet pain it also brings some 
death , let this be my sweet penitence 
death my love has become boundless 
desires 
instilled knowledge , while their way 
it 
it mortal pain afflicts them 
it the others are highly esteemed , fo 
its effects 
love , I shall live 
me that man may attain it 
my great love 
my great sins , and if I am not equal 
my veins ; all my senses are buffeted 
no fault of theirs 
the blind fires which shroud the spiri 
the body , neglecting its own delight 
the body , very often because of negle 
the eyes , and feels the desire to tou 
the heavens 
the understanding , because of which i 
the understanding , even a fool realis 
these that dictates my every step ; I 
to its completion 
which all actions are carried out , re 
which it shapes our lives 
you I will attain joy or sadness ; wha 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
Through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
through 
Through 
throw 1 
throw myself on to my bed , but pain thrusts m 
throws 1 
throws his nature into confusión , and he fail 
thrusts 2 
LXXXVII 279 throw myself on to my bed , but pain thrusts me off again 
LXXXVII 27 dy more than is necessary : this will thrusts the body upwards , but the body s nat 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
315 
309 
78 
86 
10 
140 
thus 4 
h amalgams great strength is forged - thus does subtle and infinite love temper the 
n him is of no help at such a time , thus does the body make love mortal , while th 
erives honour and fame , and the soul thus finds pleasure in the body 's deeds 
dy , neglecting its own delight , and thus forgets its own nature 
thwarted 1 
ing in this world should my desire be thwarted ; by then I will have tried everythin 
h the other , but if it succeeds 
thwarts 1 
it thwarts both love and itself 
LXXXVII 92 
tide 
ement of virtue ebb and flow like the. tide 
1 
and no one could fail to be shocked if 
time 
IV 8 r me , who love 6wo women at the same time 
XIII 5 For I would sooner spend my time 
I 14 a condemned man who has spent a long time 
LXXXVII 52 its proper nature , while at the same time 
XXXIX 17 The time 
CV 66 y sins ? When I think of Hell , where time 
XCIV 106 ost , but is left feeling grief every time 
LXXXVII 94 to be shocked if he saw for the first time 
LXXXVII 129 does not stay for the same length of time 
IV 26 The understanding wasted no time 
19 
among the tombs , plying the damned with 
coming to terms with his death , and is t 
doing all it can to make the other obéy , 
draws near when I shall go and lead a her 
has no meaning , I know all the fear that 
he remembers the pleasure it has given hi 
how they rise up and then plunge down aga 
in each : in the great majority of lovers 
in replying , and made nonsense of these 
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is empty or fall- of thoughts , all my time 
, while the flesh declares war every time 
rming such deeds that in only a short time 
are sad or else have been sad at some time 
I feel such pleasure at this time 
which gives it its form ; most of the time 
finite in him is of no help at such a time 
! Love , love , you would have a hard time 
ot follow the normal course : usually time 
is spent in vain : I repent of everything 
it attempts resistance ? My flesh is so i 
my body has shed most of its bulk 
need bother with my works ! And anyone wh 
that the delights of the flesh weary me ; 
this love inflicts upon me an unmitigated 
, thus does the body make love mortal , 
trying to make any other man love like me 
wears pain away , and overcomes it 
Times 3 
Times and places point her out to me together 
these marks that love leaves at such times on men even before I knew grief 
At certain times , the love of our senses dies and this t 
tire 
While the body may tire it is never satisfied , and keeps all t 
tires 1 
for they are such that the soul never tires of them 
Tityos 1 
18 am assailed by even greater pain than Tityos as the vulture tears eternally at his e 
My desire keeps me 
d what Nature decrees , it gives rise 
appetites fully into play , agreeing 
re again joined , so love lifts me up 
ght that by mounting you he 'd amount 
! You who gave that low body of yours 
is quite convinced that he may trust 
e is obedient to the soul , man keeps 
But in the end they too will have 
n the extremes ; it; is very difficult 
don the contemplative path , and take 
uld be better to endure the pain than 
springs from the kind of love common 
ing such great love as mine if I were 
y longer , and yet I dread its coming 
When this world comes 
the higher goal : Saint John was sent 
deep sadness is much to be preferred 
I do not believe God could put me 
man has ever known , and I do no harm 
only that part of you that 's no good 
a few yards of cloth ! You are no use 
there are few people who give credit 
The flesh tries 
ppetite ceases , so that the soul has 
eve because I do not grieve as I want 
t of cleverness will make virtue easy 
s something of hers , and if I attemp 
has not yet revealed what my fate is 
t , in such circumstances there ought 
And so I hold him 
re not such a heavy blow , forcing me 
etween them , and their passions come 
the peril I am in : even though I beg 
sires shift so wildly that I want you 
ace in anything else : we do not need 
ot expect a haré to know how it feels 
idden : Love is happy for its secrets 
ness , but the sensual side of me has 
that his life will be spared - only 
tle sense that when her child screams 
elight , and in no small measure , is 
, even though comparable pain is not 
y obvious to me that puré love is not 
, knows what love is and declares it 
room there for their respective fires 
of pleasure , and you are too brutish 
f the day , and the lawyer can expect 
e it is that its deep sadness is much 
truce , hen there are marvellous acts 
s me how a fellow like that ever carne 
s taken and does not know where he is 
like the tide , and no bne could fail 
ovide me soon , I do not want my life 
Each of them in turn has 
No words I find seem 
oul , while it may be that my fate is 
, I would feel no other torment than 
Do not think I could be so blind as 
ce and our judgement prove in the end 
quantitatively , it can be considered 
onvinced that we all prefer the woman 
s raging about him that is too fierce 
, and pick on someone who doesdt want 
What is 
The least you can do is 
erms with his death , and is then led 
to 349 
to a bed of hope , so soundly asleep that reas 
to a false and unstable desire 
to a friendly truce , hen there are marvellous 
to a high degree of pleasure when a double bon 
to a knight 
to a merchant after it had savoured noble fies 
to a single anchor 
to a straight path - following the dominant na 
to abandon the very sea which spawned and nurt 
to achieve this mean , and very few people kno 
to action 
to add one scrap of pleasure to the torments t 
to all men 
to allow such a matter to pass unnoticed 
to an end 
to an end , sun , moon , planets and constella 
to announce the Messiah 
to any other delight , since it involves a pie 
to any torment comparable to staying in this w 
to anyone 
to anyone 
to anyone except as a wet-nurse 
to anything that is different from what they h 
to ascend while the soul abases itself , which 
to assert its own , and on other occasions the 
to at the thought of the eternal damnation of 
to attain , and it is beyond the reach of the 
to avoid the pain , it feels as if I were tryi 
to be 
to be a fight , for the soul then wants what i 
to be a madman who would be angry at you : lov 
to be absent from the sight of such loveliness 
to be alike 
to be allowed into Heaven , I do not reveré th 
to be both virtuous and unchaste 
to be clever to know this because in all of us 
to be courageous ! The sensual appetites fette 
to be displayed 
to be dragged into faith 
to be executed suddenly without a single momen 
to be fed with poison , she gives in to its de 
to be found amidst the thoughts of one who is 
to be found in Nature , and man cannot guess w 
to be found in woman : it is in the contemplat 
to be his god 
to be ignited 
to be of any use to love 
to be paid even when he loses his case 
to be preferred to any other delight , since i 
to be seen 
to be selling Florentine cloth for a living 
to be sent { he cannot tell whether God will 
to be shocked if he saw for the first time how 
to be spared 
to be stirred by its hunger or goaded by the o 
to be sufficient 
to be the reverse 
to be unable to look upon you 
to be unaware of the gifts with which Nature h 
to be unreliable - such things are of little u 
to be very like others 
to be virtuous , because man always wants his 
to be weathered out 
to be your serfl Imagine someone who comes fac 
to become of me , who do not deserve your help 
to believe me 
to 'believe that his life will be spared - onl 
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13 
dent lady , I know I have only myself to 
us desire should have been struggling to 
Whenever he wants it to 
receive him or whether He will decide to 
g in unisón only when they are forced to 
lead a hermit 's life , so as better to 
that cover the eyes of the soul begin to 
it is the present , for me it is yet to 
leave , it cries out loudly for pain to 
is : it allows neither fear ñor hope to 
at I ask you , which is why I beg you to 
of the torments of Hell , but we have to 
The soul , which is destined to 
which lasts for as long as they agree to 
ot of stew taken to the baker ' s oven to 
e a man whom hunger has brought cióse to 
e even to those who have done nothing to 
s put to good use , while lineage has to 
he has built up the strength he needs to 
ant that you allowed an innocent soul to 
e pain , it feels as if I were trying to 
mixed fabric in which it is difficult to 
aiting up , my gates unbarred , ready to 
Since my reason refused to 
having determined to love , proceeds to 
I want to 
shows clemency , and the bad you seem to 
ruggling against love , always trying to 
what will it be , my dears ? If it 's to 
s to strive to subjugate the soul and to 
omeone who has no other pleasure than to 
I am one who never ceases to 
le it gives the soul a bitter draught to 
, in utter desperation , leap out on to 
ch a destination ? 1 beg you , Lord , to 
But if I should have to 
ut if I have served love , it is only to 
It would be better to 
part , for the latter does all it can to 
g thorns / I will always do my utmost to 
alise that because of you I am driven to 
t is a man 's worth which gives valué to 
The body strives to 
each following its own nature , have to 
yet , we are all dolts when it comes to 
serfl Imagine someone who comes face to 
When will I cease to 
ike to guard her love jealously , and to 
to pity them , and even more mistaken to 
of pleasure , but when the soul fails to 
the search for great pleasures , only to 
y to wrest contentment from it , only to 
le shut themselves in the closet only to 
ed with base ores and then is exposed to 
eks it out ; that is why I choose not to 
Experience will teach as much even to 
And so the two work together to 
he understanding sends' subtle thought to 
epileptic in his frenzy , as he tries to 
to do with love , you can rely on me to 
not seek out some dark place in which to 
ive you ! Let wind conspire with sail to 
gift that it might make me , am happy to 
easily done , since he has my actions to 
ly thrall , and have given no thought to 
my hands together in prayer and plead to 
I would to 
you '11 be able to put all that milk to 
r power has no worth unless it is put to 
No one has ever taken his love to 
I would like to 
y and want that which cannot lead him to 
you would soon find your love turning to 
s not miss any of the friends he used to 
e shore unless he has a contrary wind to 
od , for everything that could happen to 
sick man weakened by long confinement to 
ic in his frenzy , as he tries to get to 
day he decides that he must struggle to 
die for lack of compassion , a martyr to 
r is great or iosignificant according to 
me for its court.and has summoned me to 
appetite wants only, what is necessary to 
earned young noblemen have paid court to 
ure for me in seeing any task through to 
to be fed with poison , she gives in to 
plenished liver and never puts an end to 
make me , am happy to give myself up to 
e : I know now that my best course is to 
never to weaken in my resolve , and to 
You cannot expect a haré to 
I am afraid to speak to you : I need to 
blame if Love has placed his noose about my 
break free , working its wonderful effects 
bring him something pleasurable , it behave 
bury him in Hell ) : this is the sort of to 
, but are always willing to sing out of har 
celébrate love 's feast-days 
clear 
come 
come and take its place 
come anywhere near it 
come into my heart - for you have entered i 
conceive of paradise without feeling anythi 
contémplate God , rebels , blaspheming , ag 
continué 
cook , changing colour and losing its natur 
death , and who must eat or perish , but th 
deserve it ; you grant the gift of grace , 
deserve the honour accorded it ; it is a ma 
destroy the bull which has worsted him 
die for lack of compassion , a martyr to hi 
distance myself from her 
distinguish between the colours it displays 
do her bidding humbly 
do love * s bidding , I have appointed my de 
do so , and loves himself for it 
do so , but habit opposes me : I have loade 
do us is really an ineffable good 
do what my reason tells me is best 
do with love , you can rely on me to get to 
domínate it 
dream foolish fancies , for my imagination 
dream of such a god / and yet he gives me n 
drink 
dry land 
end my days before even worse befalls me 
end my days , then love will have reached i 
end up completely ruined 
endure the pain than to add one scrap of pl 
ensure , for the sake of its own pleasure , 
ensure that pain never leaves me ; and don 
every extreme : love has overeóme me with m 
everything else 
experience its delight on a higher level ; 
express themselves through desires 
extolling adequately the worth of a beautif 
face with death as his pitching ship strugg 
fear death ? It will be when I become infla 
feel sure that she would willingly die for 
find excuses for them 
find its own delight , it grieves 
find many evils in worldly glory , so it is 
find that it cannot provicáe me with what I 
find that the key that has locked them in w 
fire to make the alloy dissolve in smoke , 
follow the ways of the living : they prefer 
fools 
form a mixed will which lasts for as long 
gather the spoils of its battles , and this 
get to his feet in order to work some evil 
get to work on it right away 
give himself up to sadness : let hira read m 
give me what I long for , carrying me acros 
give myself up to its sadness and be sad fo 
go by 
God 
God , for everything that could happen to h 
God that my mind were dead and that I could 
good use when John goes off and leaves you 
good use , while lineage has to deserve the 
greater extremes than I - except those who 
guard her love jealously , and to feel sure 
happiness / for it does not desire what can 
hate 
have in the world : then chance disposes th 
help 
her has already come to pass 
his bed 
his feet in order to work some evil , takes 
his feet no matter what it costs 
his love for you-one who would willingly gi 
how he compares with the next man , and lov 
it 
it and does not exceed the natural order , 
it , but they have had to suffer unabated h 
its completion 
its demands 
its meal , for while one worm gnaws constan 
its sadness and be sad for eyer 
keep as far from you as I can - the sight o 
keep you constantly in my thoughts 
know how it feels to be courageous ! The se 
know in what place you are before I can dec 
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But I am sure that when you come 
ng else : we do not need to be clever 
I want 
Whoever achieves such love begins 
because man always wants his pleasure 
As soon as I have 
, and humbly imploring the North wind 
While I continué 
ets and pleasant gardens , and listen 
el no other torment than to be unable 
you are too brutish to be of any use 
s her of her mate , she says farewell 
nger love , since he can find nothing 
Oh God , if only there were bounds 
n was ever compelled by virtuous love 
Recommend me 
ns , for no other man attunes himself 
ived on this earth as flesh , I tried 
ed : that you would no longer be able 
he true lover who , having determined 
It is quite possible for man 
Whoever loves flesh ceases 
It is this , beloved lady : 
Since I know what you are , compel me 
ndow with goodness men who are unable 
e , you would have a hard time trying 
Whoever has a journey 
ive woman without sighing and wanting 
use all three of its strands together 
y excuses before you when I will have 
Who will teach me how 
y sorrow ; and I strive to the utmost 
pecially fierce illness just for me , 
base ores and then is exposed to fire 
It does all it can 
ile at the same time doing all it can 
s , except that fools are more likely 
among thorns , it is beyond my powers 
ason in all its works becomes natural 
desire / for the soul is not attached 
at you 're after , and leave the rest 
particularly revolting and abhorrent 
r certain that your ears will be deaf 
Id plead for my flesh , do not listen 
uffered no misfortune at all compared 
And so this seems 
It is patently obvious 
Times and places point her out 
ir ; if I fail to stretch out my hand 
c , but faith does not warm me enough 
From moment 
And yet , were I 
So , Lord , send faiths fire 
rruptible gold , so death puts an end 
avoid public ones ; I throw myself on 
I want to pulí myself 
ared to me , for th'ere is no solution 
jerk ; my head becomes a heavy burden 
leasure to the torments that drive me 
emy , even when I think I am a friend 
iré roar ! If I have kept my feelings 
e unchaste desire , which never stops 
y soul ; may all my being be returned 
edge was infallible ? Return my being 
between them , so limiting his desire 
he following way : each passion tries 
t good in itself { it was not the way' 
I cannot wait for it 
could happen to her has already come 
mine if I were to allow such a matter 
Laymen who are inspired by love 
all night racking my brains how best 
restored , my spirit gives itself up 
n love 's furnace , it is quite wrong 
u cannot become one merely by wanting 
it is then that I summon all my wits 
I want 
ot want for angry thoughts with which 
But don 't think you *11 be able 
I do not know what good it can do me 
Whoever hopes 
nature into confusión , and he fails 
delight for as long as the soul fails 
Lily among thorns , God help you 
the soul then wants what is contrary 
most dim-sighted fool could not fail 
me no benefit , give me the strength 
o think of other things , I have only 
What is the point of trying 
ed along the road towards it ; I want 
death as his pitching ship struggles 
with a heavy sigh for all my thoughts 
to know me better , you will not be ungrateful 
to know this because in all of us our desires 
to know to what you predestine me 
to know what happiness is : it allows neither 
to last 
to leave my imagined pleasure , then , alas ! 
to lend its support , so that all five of them 
to live , I cannot offer as much proof of my h 
to long tales being sung 
to look upon you 
to love 
to love 
to love 
to love - for I alone among lovers would have 
to love a woman for her virtues alone ? I am c 
to love , and leave me be , for of love I have 
to love except me , for they have lost their v 
to love her soul alone 
to love me once I was dead , and that you woul 
to love , proceeds to do so , and loves himsel 
to love simply , with the spirit and without t 
to love when the flesh is lost , but is left f 
to love you as I ought 
to love you : let love overeóme the fear in wh 
to make any impression upon the world 
to make any other man love like me 
to make can have no rest 
to make her mine for ever 
to make its rope , for one of them easily snap 
to make my disordered reckoning ? You have giv 
to make my excuses before you when I will have 
to make pain a way of life , so that I will ne 
to make sure that I never find the strength 
to make the alloy dissolve in smoke , leaving 
to make the body disposed towards love , and f 
to make the other obey , but it does not succe 
to make the wrong guesses 
to make you an invisible crown 
to man ; but if the opposite oceurs , it throw 
to matter , and cannot be the exclusive object 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me 
to me , for there is no solution to my longing 
to me some excuse , though a weak one , for no 
to me that puré love is not to be found in wom 
to me together with the pleasures or the pains 
to meet yours , pulí me up to you as if by for 
to melt the lingering cold of the senses , and 
to moment I change my desires , and I can nevé 
to murder a, thousand innocent men in cold bloo 
to my aid and warm the part that chills me 
to my base desire 
to my bed , but pain thrusts me off again 
to my feet , but my efforts are half-hearted ; 
to my longing 
to my neck ; intense heat courses through my v 
to my wits' end 
to myself 
to myself , do not think it is because I do no 
to negotiate terms before carrying out its wil 
to nothingness , especially if she is in such 
to nothingness , I beg you , for that would be 
to one of the fruits before he can eat : this 
to outweigh the other , but if it succeeds , i 
to paradise ) , but only in so far as it was t 
to pass 
to pass 
to pass unnoticed 
to perform acts of holiness are blessed with d 
to perform the next day * s treachery 
to physical pleasures 
to pity them , and even more mistaken to find 
to play an instrument , but only by actually p 
to plot my self-betrayal 
to pulí myself to my feet , but my efforts are 
to punish myself for my past misdeeds 
to put all that milk to good use when John goe 
to put that moment off 
to reach it without my help is either mad or e 
to reach the goal for which he strives in all 
to realise its mistake 
to realise that because of you I am driven to 
to reason 's decree , while the body feels dea 
to recognize the nobility of your person 
to reject it completely ; and make me feel a s 
to remember her with a heavy sigh for all my t 
to resist it ? The will , through which all ac 
to retrace my steps , and yet I do not turn in 
to ride out a storm 
to rush back 
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XXXIX 4 ark place in which to give himself up 
LXXXVII 25 ay take , because this will is unable 
XXIII 16 s for your mien , he has nothing much 
LXXXVII 2 11 understand me , for all I am going 
IV 4 3 But the understanding has more 
XCVI 14 lace you are before I can decide what 
XLVI 13 he fish beneath will rush for shelter 
CV 176 It grieves me 
LXXXVII 198 looking at a wall , but rather begins 
II 8 going to set in , his best course is 
II 7 s decisión : since the storm is going 
CV 5 I want 
XIII 8 answer me , for there is no one else 
XXXII 15 ase lineage , does not nave the means 
XCIV 120 re forced to , but are always willing 
XXIII 23 kind of good , in you sloth has gone 
II 39 An obese body wants only 
I 1 You could compare me 
XCVI 12 much , see how I suffer ! I am afraid 
CV 197 eg you , for that would be preferable 
II 8 course is to seek harbour rather than 
Lili 10 ould put me to any torment comparable 
II 15 If I want 
CV 14 8 I want 
CV 3 or drag me up by the hair ; if I fail 
LXXXVII 107 , and on other occasions the body has 
LXXXVII 108 ther occasions the body has to strive 
CV 71 1 , then , who is already on the road 
LXXXVII 290 I know of nothing that could stand up 
Lili 21 My will has obeyed love 
XXIII 20 paid court to it , but they have had 
I 29 pleasure , then , alas ! my joy turns 
XIII 33 And if God chose 
XLVI 54 gns of love in me , and will not need 
LXXXVII 258 It finds nowhere for its influence 
CV 208 Give me the strength 
LXXXVII 101 It is not easy 
I 14 man who has spent a long time coming 
XIII 27 ess as yours , I would have no reason 
CV 10 ; the weight of my terrible sins sees 
XLVI 22 only of you , and I shall make my vow 
CV 210 my great sins , and if I am not equal 
CV 125 uman gives no rest and sets no limits 
CV 201 ter baptism , I had not been returned 
XLVI 9 will bubble like a pot of stew taken 
LXXXVII 14 of corruption , is necessarily drawn 
CV 157 so , it is because I am not disposed 
LXXXVII 126 neither of them can endure the other 
CV 95 Only give light 
IV 43 But the understanding has more to say 
LXXXIII 4 e first step he crumples up and falls 
XCIV 4 4 a smaller one - and he finds his way 
XCIV 50 ive from man 's nature are restricted 
XXXIX 34 by many people for giving such praíse 
CV 221 since they are the path and the road 
I 3 ncies , for my imagination is captive 
LXXXVII 37 when the two wills are both attracted 
CV 132 Just as the rivers all run down 
XCIV 41 When the appetite is obedient 
CV 51 d in me that virtue has become bitter 
I 27 ain than to add one scrap of pleasure 
XCIV 71 it brings only sorrow ; and I strive 
XCIV 112 there is nothingness : death returns 
XCVI 43 with the ways of the dead : come back 
XCIV 104 h , and the soul seeks its own like ; 
XIII 11 ways of the living* : they prefer not 
XCIV 81 If I am forced 
CV 61 your will which dispenses grace even 
LXXXVII 132 rough the eyes , and feels the desire 
XXIII 40 the inclination of the body is unable 
XXXIX 15 But as soon as I try 
XXIII 38 nd becomes so absorbed by his efforts 
XCIV 21 ay the spirit 's passions are subject 
XCIV 3 1 as this : while absence causes love 
LXXXVII 23 It forces man 
XLVI 23 to that same God who joined us never 
XIII 36 g him , I learnt there that you chose 
XXVIII 11 blood , it would be nothing compared 
I 4 4 holds out against it and pays no heed 
CV 150 I want to know 
LXXXVII 274 d reaching my heart , so that it runs 
LXXXVII 145 Its power áepends on the extent 
XCIV 36 er , they cause good or ill according 
XCIV 132 prayers come from ,xremembering only 
XLII 38 with love , you can rely on me to get 
Lili 34 he tries to get to his feet in order 
XXVIII 6- Crimináis come out under its cover 
CV 16 ngry : your mercy finds nothing in me 
LXXXVII 256 ; for I make love into my god and try 
XCVI 14 u are before I can decide what to say 
CV 105 here can be no end that does not lead 
CV 143 , for I feel that I am drawing closer 
to sadness : let him read my poems , which spe 
to satisfy the soul , much less the body , sin 
to say 
to say is about love , while I doubt that the 
to say to the flesh , telling it with great in 
to say. to you 
to secret hiding-places 
to see my departure from this world approachin 
to see through a grille 
to seek harbour rather than to stay where he i 
to set in , his best course is to seek harbour 
to set out towards where you await me ; I do n 
to share in their constant lamentation 
to show great zeal in what is known as moral v 
to sing out of harmony 
to sleep 
to sleep all day , and could not climb one ste 
to someone who has no other pleasure than to d 
to speak to you : I need to know in what place 
to spending all eternity in the dark dungeon 
to stay where he is 
to staying in this world should my desire be t 
to stop loving , then I must no longer find yo 
to straighten it , but I can only do so with y 
to stretch out my hand to meet yours , pulí me 
to strive to subjugate the soul and to dominat 
to subjugate the soul and to domínate it 
to such a destination ? I beg you , Lord , to 
to such a mighty forcé 
to such an extent that the dangerous wound it 
to suffer unabated hunger 
to suffering ; a brief respite is followed by 
to take me up into Heaven , my bliss would not 
to take my word alone 
to take root : where my desire is , there can 
to take vengeance on myself ; I have offended 
to tell how body and soul implement this desir 
to terms with his death , and is then led to b 
to thank it for not clothing with earth my nak 
to that 
to that same God who joined us never to weake 
to that task , do with my flesh as you will , 
to the appetite ; but without it man cannot re 
to the arms of life , and had paid death his d 
to the baker 's oven to cook , changing colour 
to the corrupt appetites 
to the deepest of joys that I do not feel it ; 
to the extent of completely denying itself 
to the eyes of my soul ! My will is set agains 
to the flesh , telling it with great indignati 
to the ground 
to the intended goal 
to the known and finite 
to the life that is spent in sadness , but I , 
to the other kind 
to the past , which is the only good it knows 
to the same thing , this desire so obstructs m 
to the sea , so does every end merge into you 
to the soul , man keeps to a straight path - f 
to the taste 
to the torments that drive me to my wits' end 
to the utmost to make pain a way of life , so 
to the void all that is of the body 
to the world , and let me see what has become 
to these a bastard child is born that rebels a 
to think about the state in which I dwell : I 
to think of other things , I have only to reme 
to those who have done nothing to deserve it ; 
to touch , after which this will grows or dies 
to turn into a base desire , and does not even 
to understand love 's ways more deeply , it br 
to understand you , that the inclination of th 
to variations of a very different or conflicti 
to wane in ordinary people , through death my 
to want his hope * s fulfilment , without ever 
to weaken in my resolve , and to keep you cons 
to weep over my death , repentant that you all 
to what I do each night , for it. is then that 
to what the envious might say 
to what you predestine me 
to wherever I have been wounded 
to which its constituent parts are in harmony 
to which of them has dominión over the other 
to whom they are directed : don 't let hez; suf 
to work on it right away 
to work some evil , takes great harm from the 
to work their evil , and wish it could last al 
to work upon 
to wrest contentment from it , only to find th 
to you 
to you 
to you 
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cv 
cv 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
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XCIV 
cv 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
4 
22 
12 
151 
180 
89 
162 
319 
301 
74 
190 
17 
8 
35 
123 
19 
95 
91 
14 
XIII 
ut my hand to meet yours , pulí me up to you as if by forcé 
selves , never failing those who come to you , as you show by your outstretched arms 
e how I suffer ! I am afraid to speak to you : I need to know in what place you are 
To you it is the present , for me it is yet to 
I am no more trouble to you than many others who did not serve you 
seem full of anger , that is only due to your displeasure at our ignorance - — * - "* 
XCVI 
IV 
II 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XLVI 
Lili 
XCIV 
XXVIII 
Lili 
XCVI 
XLVI 
XCVI 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
CV 
I 
8 
49 
6 
97 
97 
14 
28 
64 
7 
9 
1 
36 
5 
3 
192 
206 
27 
LXXXVI I 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
132 
211 
160 
5 
50 
117 
28 
85 
299 
336 
245 
5 
221 
173 
31 
18 
your wi
es the participation of body and soul 
They love 
The pleasure which body and soul 
composed of both body and soul joined 
light , the other darkness , and both 
In vain I press my hands 
rt , so that all five of them blowing 
If they opérate 
ecause of which it could be said that 
And so the two work 
e should use all three of its strands 
Times and places point her out to me 
the dawn brings no respite , for I 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
together 
12 
, but the spirit also loves of its ow 
desire does not last beyond its fulfi 
, for once the man has won the affect 
health , pleasure and fever 
in prayer and plead to God , for ever 
may bring about my return 
, they cause good or ill according to 
they form one Law 
to form a mixed will which lasts for 
to make its rope , for one of them ea 
with the pleasures or the pains each 
toil 1 
toil all night racking my brains how best to p 
tombs 
would sooner spend my time among the tombs plying the damned with my questions 
too 6 
Whichever it is , I will suffer it too 
e incapable of pleasure ,. and you are too brutish to be of any use to love 
, a storm is raging about him that is too fierce to be weathered out 
If one of these is too taut or too slack , it renders the other useless ; uní 
If one of these is too taut or too slack , it renders the other u 
But in the end they too will have to abandon the very sea which sp 
took 2 
ering you do me no wrong , for if you took pity on me , you would make me suffer eve 
This is the form my desires took while she was alive 
torment 5 
But not me : for I live in such torment as no other man has ever known , and I 
o not believe God could put me to any torment comparable to staying in this world sh 
The inexpressible torment of the man whom death has taken and do 
om this world , I would feel no other torment than to be unable to look upon you 
y him in Hell ) : this is the sort of torment that racks my soul , not knowing what 
her with my works ! And anyone who is 
ows the spirit with great blessings : 
e know here gives us some idea of the 
n to add one scrap of pleasure to the 
I do not claim that it is 
tormented 1 
tormented by his suffering need not seek out s 
tormenting 1 
tormenting passions do not trouble its unmitig 
torments 2 
torments of Hell , but we have to conceive of 
torments that drive me to my wits1 end 
totally 1 
totally different from all other pain : quanti 
totters 1 
My hope totters within me and I can feel a terrible co 
gh the eyes , and feels the desire to 
ith my flesh as you will , but do not 
ing precious every worthless thing it 
t herself before drinking , and never 
efined as an act of the will directed 
tual consent , however , each strives 
e , for I have started along the road 
The soul inclines 
all it can to make, the body disposed 
world , that power which inclines us 
resistance ? My flesh is so inclined 
I want to set out 
That type of love 
I may reach the road which climbs up 
it who has spent long years away from 
irtues from vices once they have been 
new period of the day their power is 
touch 2 
touch , after which this will grows or dies 
touch my spirit , since this is like you 
touches 2 
touches 
touches the running stream 
towards 10 
towards a good ; but you have no inkling of wh 
towards delight for as long as the soul fails 
towards it ; I want to retraes my steps , and 
towards its pleasure through the body , neglec 
towards love , and finds as much scope in us a 
towards love will fall from its place in the h 
towards pleasure that I cannot look at an attr 
towards where you await me ; I do not know why 
towards which my flesh is inclined feels in fu 
towards you 
town 1 
town and does not miss any of the friends he u 
translated 1 
translated into actions their potentiality c 
transmuted 
transmuted and in a single day melancholy 
trapped 
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II 
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IV 
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XCIV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
287 
16 
35 
11 
116 
89 
34 
139 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
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II 
LXXXVII 
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CV 
CV 
CV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
II 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
24 
192 
180 
41 
20 
33 
56 
8 
113 
116 
114 
26 
180 
26 
38 
310 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
XLII 
XCIV 
CV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
LXXXII I 
LXXX 
IV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXIII 
LXXXII 
295 
118 
165 
42 
117 
25 
15 
256 
90 
6 
10 
38 
12 
133 
174 
109 
29 
40 
4 
my body in nothing but my own shame ; trapped in my own thoughts , love 's deep care 
s how best to perform the next day 's 
But that 's one path I *11 never 
Oh pain , 
treachery 
treachery 
tread 
tread 
treat 1 
treat me fairly : be my shield against oblivio 
must eat or perish , but then sees a 
And she 'd never perch on a 
213 my faith not waver , and my hope not 
iré be thwarted ; by then I will have 
she lived on this earth as flesh , I 
The flesh 
s the epileptic in his frenzy , as he 
k in the following way : each passion 
Discarding the style of the 
g it , no matter how much thought and 
lessings : tormenting passions do not 
I am no more 
If any of you are 
nce it reminds him continually of his 
My desire and my reason have called a 
ly into play , agreeing to a friendly 
you , will realise 'that what I say is 
has its own ends ; none of them is a 
those philosophers who held that the 
ince they do not make man happy ; the 
I cannot help thinking how very 
lie in a hard bed-in a man devoid of^  
hink it is because I do not know what 
and the great delight that awaits the 
rtal , while the soul cannot show its 
ight , is quite convinced that he may 
my special sensibilities reveal this 
ign that earthly good is not based in 
It clouds the mind , covers subtle 
of procuring done , give Na Monboi a 
I 
your help , since I know that I could 
But as soon as I 
me ; for I make love into my god and 
void the pain , it feels as if I were 
ways struggling against love , always 
e , love , you would have a hard time 
What is the point of 
ly by actually playing it well and in 
Desire 
Do this , Lord , and if I ever 
Each of them in 
o retrace my steps , and yet I do not 
inclination of the body is unable to 
No one can foretell how anything will 
tree 2 
tree on one of whose branches hang two splendi 
tree that was young and in leaf 
tremble 1 
tremble ; if these are strong , then charity w 
tried 2 
tried everything , short of reneging on the Fa 
tried to love her soul alone 
tries 3 
tries to ascend while the soul abases itself , 
tries to get to his feet in order to work some 
tries to outweigh the other , but if it succee 
troubadours 1 
troubadours , who are so inflamed that they ca 
trouble 3 
trouble he may take , because this will is una 
trouble its unmitigated pleasure 
trouble to you than many others who did not se 
troubled 1 
troubled by love , or if you should want a bit 
troubles 1 
troubles 
truce 2 
truce , and have become as one in their love o 
truce , hen there are marvellous acts to be se 
true 9 
true , and their spirits will sink 
true end , since they do not make man happy ; 
true end was of this world have all given conf 
true good begins where worldly good ceases , f 
true it is that its deep sadness is much to be 
.true life 
true love is 
true lover who , having determined to love , p 
true nature while it is in the company of the 
trust 1 
trust to a single anchor 
truth 2 
truth 
truth ; that is why it cannot make man content 
and keeps watch over a 
truths 1 
truths with darkness 
try 5 
try 
try even harder now that nothing obstructs me 
try much harder ? Forgive me if what I say is 
try to understand love 's ways more deeply , i 
try to wrest contentment from it , only to fin 
trying 4 
trying to distance myself from her 
trying to do what my reason tells me is best 
trying to make any other man love like me 
trying to resist it ? The will , through which 
tune 
tune 
1 
tunes 1 
tunes and tempers hope and once this is lost 
turn 5 
turn back , may I know for certain that your e 
turn has to be stirred by its hunger or goaded 
turn in that direction 
turn into a base desire , and does not even st 
turn out 
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LXXX 
CV 
7 
147 
34 
I 
XLVI 
XCIV 
I 
Lili 
32 
39 
86 
29 
4 
ven me an upright nature 
turned 2 
I have turned reason into a lowly thrall , and have g 
but I have turned the straight rule into a sharp-hooked s 
turning 1 
nd that you would soon find your love turning to hate 
turns 5 
he salce of enjoying some tasty morsel turns every meal into agony ; or like the herm 
Then , instead of being by turns full of fear and hope for all that the f 
epitude , since any kind of flesh now turns my stomach 
gined pleasure , then , alas ! my joy turns to suffering ; a brief respite is follow 
isinhabits , as the once living flesh turns yellow and then pales : even greater pai 
turtle-dove 1 
You must have heard about the turtle-dove 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
IV 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
187 
63 
33 
3 
9 
11 
22 
3 
15 
37 
49 
8 
19 
294 
221 
14 
XLVI 
XXXII 
LXXXVI I 
XXIII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
36 
22 
25 
39 
32 
68 
71 
48 
32 ting snares for catching partridges , 
ove we feel when the desires of these 
There are 
hese is more important than the other 
The first 
These 
n of ignorance and is composed of our 
a tree on one of whose branches hang 
ther ' s superior strength ; just so , 
And when the 
These 
at it has been like for me , who love 
And so the 
ood or poor , in just such a way this 
That 
s in quality / which derives from the 
ing certain pleasures , not only the 
t to it , but they have had to suffer 
ould feel no other torment than to be 
will endow with goodness men who are 
le he may take , because this will is 
, that the inclination of the body is 
e virtuous desire is left within me , 
Nothing that is 
The soul cannot embroil itself 
turtle-doves 
turtle-doves or crested lapwings ! ñnd when 
170 
Two 13 
Two blows I felt , dealt by each with its lanc 
two clash will not take us very far 
two driving forces in man , each of which foll 
two , even if it is of little use without them 
two kinds may take root jointly in us , if the 
two manifestations of the will , each followin 
two natures 
two splendid fruits which he desires equally , 
two strong desires have made my mind their bat 
two wills are both attracted to the same thing 
two wills , when they are mingled , weave a mi 
two women at the same time 
two work together to form a mixed will which 
type 3 
type of love depends on whom it settles in - m 
type of love towards which my flesh is incline 
type of love which gives it its form ; most of 
ugly 1 
ugly ones that offend you but also all those w 
unabated 1 
unabated hunger 
unable 4 
unable to look upon you 
unable to make any impression upon the world 
unable to satisfy the soul , much less the bod 
unable to turn into a base desire , and does n 
unadulterated 2 
unadulterated 
unadulterated can attract our nature ; the sou 
unaided 2 
unaided in this desire , for the soul is not a 
Unaided , you are incapable of pleasure , and 
19 
XLVI 
LIII 
LXXXVI I 
XXVI11 
LXXXII 
CV 
XXXIX 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVI I 
XXXIX 
XXIII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
XXIII 
CV 
IV 
LXXXVI I 
IV 
CV 
XXIII 
42 
177 
5 
1 
115 
15 
1 
236 
37 
38 
76 
36 
35 
17 
40 
143 
34 
158 
37 
unaware 1 
ot think I could be so blind as to be unaware of the gifts with which Nature has end 
unbarred 1 
he will find me waiting up , my gates unbarred , ready to do her bidding humbly 
unchaste 2 
at I want you to be both virtuous and unchaste 
The unchaste desire , which never stops to negotia 
under 2 
Crimináis come out under its cover to work their evil , and wish 
s God 's will that the ship should go under , then even if it is moored in the safes 
understand 6 
following the course that all men can understand 
But as soon as I try to understand love 's ways more deeply , it bring 
Every enlightened lover will understand me , for all I am going to say is a 
er is a mind so limpid that she would understand me in every way , and that she shou 
s one has experienced it , one cannot understand the great delight that awaits the t 
becomes so absorbed by his efforts to understand you , that the inclination of the b 
understanding 
he loves , he wants her mind and her understanding 
in the first impulses of desire , the understanding 
ands the subtleties that nourish your understanding 
I do not sin with my understanding 
ions are carried out , recognises the understanding 
of love is attained only through the understanding 
Only the understanding 
I do not feel it ; but , through the understanding 
Every man of understanding 
18 
alone is equipped with judgement 
and the innocent movements of yo 
as greatly as I have sinned with 
as its master , and while it may 
, because of which it knows and 
can keep our sensuality at bay 
, even a fool realises that the 
feels such great delight and bec 
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IV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
IV 
IV 
IV 
LXXXVII 
IV 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
IV 
II 
XCIV 
XCIV 
43 
182 
172 
42 
58 
56 
323 
26 
226 
57 
57 
100 
130 
37 
22 
102 
1 
XCIV 
120 
XIII 
II 
XXXII 
cv 
XCVI 
XXXII 
II 
XXXIX 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
I 
XXVIII 
34 
10 
2 
162 
31 
6 
44 
37 
20 
98 
42 
20 
52 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
LXXXII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
Lili 
XXIX 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
15 
192 
18 
98 
7 
48 
59 
37 
7 
194 
62 
320 
LXXXIII 
LXXXIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
LXXX 
LXXXVII 
7 
4 
. 183 
94 
2 
3 
53 
But the understanding 
is founded on the virtues and on the understanding 
So it is that the understanding 
nd the will is always governed by the understanding 
For the understanding 
The clearer our understanding 
ness are blessed with deep and divine understanding 
The understanding 
rtuous iove which gives me life ; the understanding 
has more to say to the flesh , t 
; it is this simple will that Go 
of all those over whom Venus hol 
's good sense 
sends subtle thought to gather t 
, the higher the pleasure we may 
, through instilled knowledge , 
wasted no time in replying , and 
will not rest content with any o 
understood 2 
many people in the world who have not understood my poems , and many more who have n 
Love , if only I understood you as much as I feel you ! As thin 
undoing 1 
exist without it , it prevents their undoing 
unexpiated 1 
r of God , if she is in purgatory for unexpiated sins , plead with your son that he 
unfailing 1 
It is the will 's unfailing guide 
ungrateful 1 
e to know me better , you will not be ungrateful for all the pain I have suffered on 
unión 1 
e must necessarily be engendered in a unión of likenesses 
unique 1 
Since I am unique in matters of love I believe that I a 
their great conflicts 
unisón 1 
will sing in unisón only when they are forced to but are 
aven , my bliss would not be complete 
that he cannot get clear of the shore 
can achieve great worth in this world 
love of you ; but this cannot happen 
All pain is insignificant 
hly esteemed , for power has no worth 
1 have lost all desire for food , 
are of little worth themselves , for 
lack , it renders the other useless ; 
become a worm that eats away at love 
It will soon be all over with me , 
unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
Unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
unless 
12 
, as well as beholding him , I learnt t 
he has a contrary wind to help 
he has material possessions , goodness 
I scorn life and hold death in contempt 
it is eternal , and I fear lest this is 
it is put to good use , while lineage h 
it is some morsel that I may earn throu 
one has experienced it , one cannot und 
the man himself is good , all he has is 
the third strand is present , the rope 
, while the separation lasts , constanc 
your pity sends reprieve 
unmistakeable 1 
yond the bounds of man 's nature : an unmistakeable sign of it is that it has no lim 
unmitigated 2 
he time this love inflicts upon me an unmitigated pain but 
ormenting passions do not trouble its unmitigated pleasure 
through another sweet p 
I were to allow such a matter to pass 
he third strand is present , the rope 
our judgement prove in the end to be 
ecrees , it gives rise to a false and 
Nobody can know you for what you are 
secured , but does not feel the pain 
I shall not return 
s do not loóse their grip on the body 
No lover can attain delight 
ord , so that man is never completely 
my fervent desire so that I can write 
only lover ih whom it takes a form as 
t do as it bids me : love has thought 
h , and at the first step he crumples 
t is this simple will that God raises 
saw for the first time how they rise 
r help , give me your hand or drag me 
have served love , it is only to end 
not succeed in making the other giye 
unnoticed 1 
unnoticed 
unravels 
unravels 
unreliable 
unreliable such things are of little use aga 
unstable 1 
unstable desire 
until 5 
until he is free of you 
until he recovers , so it is with me : when an 
until I have dispelled this fear that stands b 
until it has wearied of its pleasure ; it cann 
until the body and soul are in harmony , for t 
untouched 1 
untouched by love 
untroubled 1 
untroubled by it , I shall say what I find in 
unusual 1 
unusual as this : while absence causes love to 
up 25 
up an especially fierce illness just for me , 
up and falls to the ground 
up , and its power can be such that it can mak 
up and then plunge down again 
up by the hair ; if I fail to stretch out my h 
up completely ruined 
up completely : the oppressed will lies in a s 
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XCIV 
LXXXVII 
I 
XCIV 
XIII 
XCIV 
XLVI 
XIII 
XXIX 
II 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
XXXIX 
LXXXVII 
CV 
cv 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XXIII 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XCIV 
XCIV 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XXXII 
XLVI 
25 
260 
6 
128 
33 
119 
47 
39 
3 
40 
207 
23 
220 
4 
290 
4 
173 
83 
16 
44 
17 
11 
15 
61 
7 
83 
22 
36 
Just as gold is brought 
But I do not daré give 
n wait for me and can count on ending 
rld - but only that God will take her 
And if God chose to take me 
The discordant parts that make 
n she does , she will find me waiting 
for you-one who would willingly give 
, and returns only when he has built 
11 day , and could not climb one step 
1 are again joined , so love lifts me 
ght make me , am happy to give myself 
ely restored , my spirit gives itself 
e dark place in which to give himself 
nd I know of nothing that could stand 
h out my hand to meet yours , pulí me 
hat I may reach the road which climbs 
lf down while the body 's fury swells 
our roercy finds nothing in me to work 
e , for a visible crown would sit ill 
pilgrim on my ship who will not cali 
Anything that ventures 
; most of the time this love inflicts 
free , working its wonderful effects 
love knows what has forced such pain 
They come 
who are unable to make any impression 
her torment than to be unable to look 
up from the mines mixed with base ores and the 
up hope 
up in its hands 
up into Heaven 
up into Heaven , my bliss would not be complet 
up man , caught in their great conflicts , wil 
up , my gates unbarred , ready to do her biddi 
up the ghost , if he could really believe that 
up the strength he needs to destroy the bull w 
up this rugged cliff 
up to a high degree of pleasure when a double 
up to its sadness and be sad for ever 
up to physical pleasures 
up to sadness : let him read my poems , which 
up to such a mighty forcé 
up to you as if by forcé 
up towards you 
up , which is why both body and soul are poor 
upon 10 
upon 
upon a living miracle 
upon Heaven , making vows and promises of coun 
upon it , even for a single moment , will feel 
upon me an unmitigated pain but , through anot 
upon me , driven into secrecy by the power of 
upon me , for it is all love 's doing 
upon me with pain at first , but before long t 
upon the world 
upon you 
14 6 ered reckoning 
upright 1 
You have given me an upright nature but I have turned the straigh 
LXXXVII 27 scessary : this will thrusts the 
upwards 
body upwards but the body ' s nature pulís it down 
XXXIX 32 if the whole world were grieving for 
LXXXVII 340 e , it will drop from its place above 
LXXXVII 300 rds love , and finds as much scope in 
LXXXVII 9 st two kinds may take root jointly in 
CV 91 clemency , and the bad you seem to do 
XXXIX 32 own plight , our lamentation comforts 
XLVI 22 ke my vow to that same God who joined 
CV 131 clever to know this because in all of 
CV 206 aradise ; the pain we know here gives 
LXXXVII 336 his world , that power which inclines 
LXXXVII 64 ires of these two clash will not take 
us 
US 
us as the Devil 
us , if there is room there for their respecti 
us is really an ineffable good 
us more than if the whole world were grieving 
us never to weaken in my resolve , and to kee 
us our desires find no end except in you 
us some idea of the torments of Hell , but we 
us towards love will fall from its place in th 
us very far 
LXXXII 8 nreliable - such things are of little 
LXXXVII 95 Love should 
LXXXVII 32 wn as pleasurable love , for it makes 
XLI1 24 for a few yards of cloth ! You are no 
IV 4 9 and you are too brutish to be of any 
XLII 26 be able to put all that milk to good 
XXXII 6 has no worth unless it is put to good 
XXXII 4 e other two , even if it is of little 
use 8 
use against Fortune and the events through whi 
use all three of its strands together to make 
use indiscriminately of whatever it finds plea 
use to anyone except as a wet-nurse 
use to love 
use when John goes off and leaves you with his 
use , while lineage has to deserve the honour 
use without them 
35 d does not miss any of the friends he 
used 1 
used to have in the world : then chance dispos 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XCIV 
20 
97 
e man himself is good , all he has is 
t or too slack , it renders the other 
10 n does not follow the normal course 
41 ly among thorns , I will always do my 
71 ngs only sorrow ; and I strive to the 
useless 2 
useless 
useless ; unless the third strand is present , 
usually 1 
usually time wears pain away , and overcomes i 
utmost 2 
utmost to ensure that pain never leaves me ; a 
utmost to make pain a way of life , so that I 
16 ch spawned and nurt'ured them and , in 
utter 1 
utter desperation , leap out on to dry land 
CV 
XCVI 
XCVI 
XXXII 
XCIV 
20 me , God ! But I beg for your help in 
17 In 
27 of thoughts , all my time is spent in 
8 it ; it is a man 's worth which gives 
28 ink that even such a separation could 
98 In quantity it is 
vain 3 
vain , for you only help those who help themse 
vain I press my hands together in prayer and p 
vain : I repent of everything I do , even befo 
valué 1 
valué to everything else 
vanquish 1 
vanquish my desire 
variable 1 
variable , and does not come in a fixed measur 
variations 
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XCIV 21 the spirit 's passions are subject to variations of a very different or conflicting 
XLII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
23 
283 
208 
33 
11 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XCIV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
I 
XLVI 
XLVI 
XIII 
XXXIX 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXVIII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
175 
222 
161 
172 
22 
26 
173 
64 
26 
12 
4 
130 
41 
14 
49 
24 
26 
35 
31 
3 
338 
217 
24 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
CV 
XCIV 
XXXII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
Lili 
LXXXVII 
XXIII 
XCIV 
XCIV 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
XXXII 
XXIII 
16 
38 
40 
33 
91 
51 
125 
25 
47 
152 
16 
182 
142 
31 
42 
153 
18 
32 
60 
147 
164 
155 
169 
159 
151 
225 
36 
44 
•ve 1 
For you 've sold your body for a few yards of cloth ! 
veils 1 
the desires of the body weaken , the veils that cover the eyes of the soul begin to 
veins 1 
eck ; intense heat courses through my veins ; all my senses are buffeted by presenti 
vengeance 1 
Give me the strength to take vengeance on myself ; I have offended against 
Venice 1 
Venice has never known government as peaceful 
ventures 1 
Anything that ventures upon it , even for a single moment , 
Venus 4 
Those disciples who have Venus as their teacher abandon the contemplati 
feels in full measure the good whích Venus dispenses 
That form of love over which Venus has her dominión involves the participat 
understanding of all those over whom Venus holds complete sway can see only very di 
very 
ssions are subject to variations of a very 
-place , between the extremes ; it is very 
enus holds complete sway can see only very 
s of these two clash will not take us very 
difficult to achieve this mean , and very 
tatively , it can be considered to be very 
of satisfying his appetite will grasp very 
it takes its leave through the body , very 
Prudent lady , when love is very 
end they too will have to abandon the very 
The very 
hing can halt their labour except the very 
I cannot help thinking how very 
13 
different or conflicting kind , because t 
difficult to achieve this mean , and very 
dimly through the blind fires which shrou 
far 
few people know what it is like 
like others 
much 
often because of neglect or anger 
oíd , absence can become a worm that eats 
sea which spawned and nurtured them and , 
thing I pray will happen could cost me de 
thing that I cannot have 
true it is that its deep sadness is much 
vices 2 
ly those possess it who lay aside all vices , acting virtuously out of love of goodn 
We can only tell virtues from vices once they have been translated into acti 
vigil 1 
very small creature keeps a wide-eyed vigil , while the sick must bear redoubled pai 
vigour 2 
except me / for they have lost their vigour , all of them 
weary me ; and as soon as my body 's vigour returns , my spirit weeps , and if my b 
virgin 1 
If you are not a virgin / it is only because it was God 's desi 
virtue 9 
great zeal in what is known as moral virtue 
and holding in esteem only honourable virtue 
d those who are far removed from such virtue 
No amount of cleverness will make virtue 
hose desires which have no element of virtue 
Id habits are so ingrained in me that virtue 
In purity and virtue 
Virtue 
If a man loves virtue 
are well out of reach of the great deli 
easy to attain , and it is beyond the r 
ebb and flow like the tide , and no one 
has become bitter to the taste 
I love and reveré her spirit for itself 
lies in the mid-place , between the ext 
, then it is with such love that he arm 
virtues 5 
virtuous love to love a woman for her virtues alone ? I am convinced that we all pre 
erlasting , with fleet foot seeks out virtues and good 
from the soul alone is founded on the virtues and on the understanding ; it is this 
love begins in the senses , but makes virtues and wisdom its goal 
We can only tell virtues from vices once they have been transía 
virtuous 
so wildly that I want you to be both virtuous 
ed that we all prefer the woman to be virtuous 
equately the worth of a beautiful and virtuous 
death has taken~ from the world , the virtuous 
eve that in the midst óf sinful loves virtuous 
This love takes the form of virtuous 
ny pains , and can often reign over a virtuous 
I do ..not know of anyone who feels virtuous 
nd they have no means of knowing what virtuous 
But virtuous 
What mají was ever compelled by virtuous 
But it is virtuous 
12 
and unchaste 
, because man always wants his pleasu 
body 
desire is left within me , unadultera 
desire should have been struggling to 
good , and there is no disagreement a 
heart 
love for its own sake 
love is 
love is the philosopher 's stone , ma 
love to love a woman for her virtues 
love which gives me life ; the unders 
virtuously 1 
s it who lay aside all vices , acting virtuously out of love of goodness , quite fre 
visible 1 
Yet that is what you deserve , for a visible crown would sit ill upon a living mira 
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XLVI 
38 
112 
14 
18 
22 
18 
LXXXVII 
LXXX 
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LXXX I 
XXVIII 
I 
LXXX 
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enjoyed , so that all the past comes 
is nothingness : death returns to the 
ever attempted impresses me , except 
making vows and promises of countless 
ink only of you , and I shall make my 
ho will not cali upon Heaven , making 
even greater pain than Tityos as the 
fear follows cióse on their heels and 
journeyman labourer can count on his 
e , and of how you paid in public the 
ee the shore where safety and comfort 
I cannot 
ws , while I can feel pain lurking in 
ixteen years of this , and I am still 
When she does , she will find me 
so soundly asleep that reason cannot 
t no longer finds itself looking at a 
ever fulfilling my desires , I shall 
If love sees that all its 
roam the sea before my love will ever 
s this : while absence causes love to 
the other so that love of the person 
e troubled by love , or if you should 
I should lack for love , I shall not 
It forces man to 
pt me as yours , since that is what I 
y God will provide me soon , I do not 
I 
All I 
It makes man love falsely and 
I 
I grieve because I do not grieve as I 
you , and pick on someone who doesdt 
I 
I 
I 
started along the road towards it ; I 
I 
If I 
I 
s , my desires shift so wildly that I 
attractive woman without sighing and 
, for you cannot become one merely by 
affection of the woman he loves , he 
n to be virtuous , because man always 
Whenever he 
for this strange existence , for love 
An obese body 
And , as long as the appetite 
ght to be a fight , for the soul then 
an that , if one of the wills greatly 
ose on their heels and wages a fierce 
vividly 1 
vividly back , and when the friend departs , h 
void 1 
void all that is of the body 
voluntary 1 
voluntary death : even if I should lack for lo 
votive 1 
votive offerings of wax 
vow 1 
vow to that same God who joined us never to w 
vows 1 
vows and promises of countless votive offering 
vulture 1 
vulture tears eternally at his ever-replenishe 
wages 3 
wages a fierce war against them 
wages at the end of the day , and the lawyer c 
wages of your sins , he 'd soon regret loving 
wait 3 
wait , fate is against him : he never reaches 
wait for it to pass 
wait for me and can count on ending up in its 
waiting 2 
waiting for my reward ! Love , love , you woul 
waiting up , my gates unbarred , ready to do h 
wake 1 
wake me 
wall 1 
wall , but rather begins to see through a gril 
wander 1 
wander the world , singing of your pride 
wandering 1 
wandering is profitless , I am sure that , fro 
wane 2 
wane , as long as I at least do not displease 
wane in ordinary people , through death my lov 
wanes 1 
wanes 
want 19 
want a bit of procuring done , give Na Monboi 
want for angry thoughts with which to punish m 
want his hope 's fulfilment , without ever att 
want ; let your blood soften my hardened heart 
want my life to be spared 
want nothing for myself - nothing that is of t 
want of her is a mind so limpid that she would 
want that which cannot lead him to happiness , 
want this so that I will think only of you and 
want to at the thought of the eternal damnatio 
want to be your serfl Imagine someone who come 
want to do so , but habit opposes me : I have 
want to know to what you predestine me 
want to pulí myself to my feet , but my effort 
want to retrace my steps , and yet I do not tu 
want to set out towards where you await me ; I 
want to stop loving , then I must no longer fi 
want to straíghten it , but I can only do so w 
want you to be both virtuous and unchaste 
wanting 2 
wanting to make her mine for ever 
wanting to play an instrument , but only by ac 
wants 8 
wants her mind and her understanding 
wants his pleasure to last 
wants it to bring him something pleasurable , 
wants me for its court and has summoned me to 
wants only to sleep all day , and could not el 
wants only what is necessary to it and does no 
wants what is contrary to reason 's decree , w 
wants what the other does not despise , almost 
war 3 
war against them 
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er free it , while the flesh declares war every time it attempts resistance ? My fie 
thln man 's body , the humours are at war ; with each new period of the day their po 
warra 2 
I am a Catholic , but faith does not warm me enough to melt the lingering cold of t 
Lord , send faiths fire to my aid and warm the part that chills me 
is the form my desires took while she 
that nothing obstructs me : while she 
d no longer be able to love me once I 
What man 
not a virgin , it is only because it 
ept back for making exceptional women 
Since this 
you créate me , since your knowledge 
That king of Cyprus who 
The Mosaic Law 
osaic Law was not good in itself ( it 
ilosophers who held that the true end 
; in some of them I remember that she 
As for me , if only , once my soul 
ot reach the higher goal : Saint John 
paradise ) , but only in so far as it 
can I do otherwise ? If righteous Job 
And she 'd never perch on a tree that 
was 18 
was alive 
was alive my flesh rebelled 
was dead , and that you would soon find your 1 
was ever compelled by virtuous love to love a 
was God 's desire that you should have progeny 
was good enough for you 
was held fast by the corresponding part of tha 
was infallible ? Return my being to nothingnes 
was kept in prison by an infidel suffered no m 
was not good in itself ( it was not the way to 
was not the way to paradise ) , but only in so 
was of this world have all given conflicting a 
was sad , but in many more I see her happy 
was safe after baptism , I had not been return 
was sent to announce the Messiah 
was the beginning of this Law of ours , becaus 
was weighed down with the fear of God , what s 
was young and in leaf 
wasp 
el little dread for the sting of the wasp 
1 
wasted 2 
My flesh is wasted from so many sleepless nights 
The understanding wasted no time in replying , and made nonsense 
LXXXVII 
LXXXI 
166 
6 
btle truths with darkness , 
ho long for you constantly 
watch 2 
and keeps watch over a man 's pain even while he sleeps 
, and must watch you from afar - you who could wipe out a 
watches 1 
104 he other 's strength diminishes as it watches resentfully its opponent s power mcr 
CV 212 
waver 
And above all may my faith not waver and my hope not tremble ; if these are 
18 ises of countless votive offerings of wax 
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that she would understand me in every 
groan when the west wind whips it one 
In just the same 
has been placed work in the following 
In just thesame 
That 's just the 
ugh instilled knowledge , while their 
I strive to the utmost to make pain a 
nothing in the world can stand in the 
But he does not see it the 
In just this 
aper is good or poor , in just such a 
s not good in itself ( it was not the 
acts a smaller one - and he finds his 
But you and your 
should take the ñame of the one whose 
s soon as I try to understand love 's 
nothing prevents you , break with the 
hat is why I choose not to follow the 
virtues alone ? I am convinced that 
And yet , 
I know all the fear that 
Lily among thorns , 
hat I should be less than happy while 
Just as 
no meanmg 
t you saved the thief ; yet as far as 
can find no peace in anything else : 
The grief 
nd soul are in harmony , for the love 
me idea of the torments of Hell , but 
gine the bliss of paradise ; the pain 
derstanding , the higher the pleasure 
ch anyone who is sad may enjoy : when 
But 
way 14 
way , and that she should be clever and wise -
way and the east wind another , and the fight 
way , anyone who has inner worth , but is poor 
way : each passion tries to outweigh the other 
way , if I should take my leave of this world 
way it is with me : I am always struggling aga 
way of life inspires faith in others 
way of life , so that I will never know the ta 
way of this desire 
way the discerning. do ; he can tell the colour 
way the spirit 's passions are subject to vari 
way this type of love depends on whom it settl 
way to paradise ) , but only in so far as it w 
way to the intended goal 
ways 5 
ways are a different story altogether , for in 
ways he follows 
ways more deeply , it brings me pleasure mixed 
ways of the dead : come back to the world , an 
ways of the living : they prefer not to think 
we 17 
we all prefer the woman to be virtuous , becau 
we are all dolts when it comes to extolling ad 
we are capable of feeling 
we both know that a man can easily die of love 
we both live , there is one thought that makes 
we can hear the sea howl and groan when the we 
We can only tell virtues from vices once they 
we can see from his works , he did not deserve 
we do not need to be clever to know this becau 
we feel for the deceased springs from the kind 
We feel much more than simple fear for the hav 
we feel when the desires of these two clash wi 
we have to conceive of paradise without feelin 
we know here gives us some idea of the torment 
we may win through it 
we pity our own plight , our lamentation comfo 
we see that those philosophers who held that t 
CV 
Lili 
weak 2 
84 is seems to me some excuse , though a weak one , for not being as frightened as I ou 
40 out it all day , I am left feeling so weak that no sound escapes me except the sigh 
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that same Gocl who joined us never to 
When the desires of the body 
Consider the plight of the sick man 
of it , and are left feeling all the 
Once he had learned about your big 
e their grip on the body until it has 
be called constant : it is goaded by 
llow the normal course : usually time 
3 time that the delights of the flesh 
r feel your kind of pleasure than you 
ng about him that is too fierce to be 
e two wills , when they are mingled , 
im , I learnt there that you chose to 
These bitter tears I 
Whenever I stop 
my body 's vigour returns , my spirit 
I do otherwise ? If righteous Job was 
but my efforts are half-hearted ; the 
ent , but only by actually playing it 
iss would not be complete unless , as 
red state is lost , for the spirit as 
them in will not lét them out again ! 
are far removed from such virtue are 
h I dwell : I frighten them , as if I 
as the God who said of Judas that it 
Oh God , if only there 
I would to God that my mind 
forts us more than if the whole world 
And yet , 
sions deriving from all these desires 
- for you have entered into some that 
run away from every pleasure as if it 
And if death 
orget it , madam , if you thought you 
h of beach , feeling as safe as if he 
etraying such great love as mine if I 
to avoid the pain , it feels as if I 
Even now I can see the winds from the 
hear the sea howl and groan when the 
Just as everything that is 
You are no use to anyone except as a 
You '11 soon see 
to happiness , for it does not desire 
h desire : I can be satisfied only by 
ment that racks my soul , not knowing 
ou find me at my best ; I do not know 
ver achieves such love begins to know 
me back to the world , and let me sée 
weaken 2 
weaken in my resolve , and to keep you constan 
weaken , the veils that cover the eyes of the 
weakened 1 
weakened by long confinement to his bed 
weaker 1 
weaker ; the same thing happens every day , bu 
weaknesa 1 
weakness , he thought that by mounting you he 
wearied 1 
wearied of its pleasure ; it cannot experience 
weariness 1 
weariness or neglect 
wears 1 
wears pain away , and overcomes it 
weary 2 
weary me ; and as soon as my body 's vigour re 
weary of it , and are left feeling all the wea 
weathered 1 
weathered out 
weave 1 
weave a mixed fabric in which it is difficult 
weep 2 
weep over my death , repentant that you allowe 
weep spring from attrition , because they are 
weeping 1 
weeping , I feel that I will burst 
weeps 1 
weeps , and if my body 's strength should be c 
weighed 1 
weighed down with the fear of God , what shall 
weight 1 
weight of my terrible sins sees to that 
well 6 
well and in tune 
well as beholding him , I learnt there that yo 
well as for the body 
Well , beloved lady , that is just the positio 
Well , if you haven 't , listen while I tell y 
well out of reach of the great delight 
were 14 
were a corpse 
were better that man had not been born 
were bounds to love - for I alone among lovers 
were dead and that I could spend my life aslee 
were grieving for us 
were I to murder a thousand innocent men in co 
were mixed when they reached me : and so they 
were more loathsome than mine 
were my enemy , for when a small boon comes am 
were not such a heavy blow , forcing me to be 
were sitting pretty ! You who gave that low bo 
were standing atop a castle , who looks at the 
were to allow such a matter to pass unnoticed 
were trying to distance myself from her 
West 2 
West and North-West gathering hostile forces : 
west wind whips it one way and the east wind a 
wet 1 
wet opposes fire 
wet-nurse 1 
wet-nurse 
so love extends its influen 
what 60 
what a lift she '11 give you ! Let wind conspi 
What can I compare you with , except a game of 
what can satisfy the whole man ; that is why i 
what derives from both sources 
what God has ordained for you , because your f 
what good it can do me to put that moment off 
~what happiness is : it allows neither fear ñor 
what has become of you 
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And love knows 
And then before he knows 
o find that it cannot provide me with 
d you have done for thera no less than 
ood , it would be nothing compared to 
gering cold of the senses , and it is 
write untroubled by it , I shall say 
et wind conspire with sail to give me 
Now think 
r condone , let no one reprove me for 
couid try much harder ? Forgive me if 
t seen within you , will realise that 
, accept me as yours , since that is 
it me ; I do not know why I do not do 
be a fight , for the soui then wants 
is blotted out from this world , for 
have the means to show great zeal in 
, as long as the appetite wants only 
ed by the carnal sort , never attains 
e must struggle to his feet no matter 
t that will takes complete control of 
uits before he can 'eat : this is just 
ave all given conflicting accounts of 
this mean , and very few people know 
ound in Nature , and man cannot guess 
out loving a particular woman , knows 
But Fortune has not yet revealed 
ng against love , always trying to do 
But if it should reach beyond 
Your mind accomplishes 
at I have a free will ; I do not know 
d to speak to you : I need to know in 
t after it had savoured noble flesh ! 
s weighed down with the fear of God , 
is eternal , and I fear lest this is 
t-day I keep , and I take pleasure in 
ds out against it and pays no heed to 
t , if one of the wills greatly wants 
it to anything that is different from 
seen you , for they will not believe 
hat place you are before I can decide 
not think it is because I do not know 
s , and they have no means of knowing 
u 're deaf , but just ask them : " So 
Since I know 
Nobody can know you for 
Yet that is 
I want to know to 
Just tell me 
what has forced such pain upon me , for it is 
what has happened , a storm is raging about hi 
what I ask 
what I ask you , which is why I beg you to com 
what I do each night , for it is then that I s 
what I feel through these that dictates my eve 
what I find in you 
what I long for , carrying me across the sea ' 
what I must feel who long for you constantly , 
what I say 
what I say is madness : my words arise from an 
what I say is true , and their spirits will si 
what I want ; let your blood soften my hardene 
what I wish , since I have no doubt that I hav 
what is contrary to reason 's decree , while t 
what is finite in him is of no help at such a 
what is known as moral virtue 
what is necessary to it and does not exceed th 
What is the point of trying to resist it ? The 
What is to become of me , who do not deserve y 
what is worthy of it , and is never fulfilled 
what it costs 
what it desires 
what it has been like for me , who love two wo 
what it is 
what it is like 
what it is like , much less feel it 
what love is and declares it to be his god 
What man was ever compelled by virtuous love t 
what my fate is to be 
what my reason tells me is best 
what Nature decrees , it gives rise to a false 
what no other can , for it grasps the greatest 
what obstructs this desire 
what place you are before I can decide what to 
What 's his ñame ? John , isn 't it ? You know 
what shall I do , floundering in my sins ? Whe 
what she has earned 
what soon filis me instantly with rage 
what the envious might say 
what the other does not despise , almost witho 
what they have experienced themselves 
what they hear , while those who have 
what to say to you 
what true love is 
what virtuous love is 
what will it be , my dears ? If it 's 
what you are , compel me to love you 
what you are until he is free of you 
what you deserve , for a visible crown would s 
what you predestine me 
what you 're after , and leave the rest to me 
whatever 3 
gh you I will attain joy or sadness ; whatever fate God has allotted me lies with yo 
for it makes use indiscriminately of whatever it finds pleasurable 
I am prepared for whatever love has in store for me , good or ba 
seen you 
to do wi 
let lov 
ts me up to a high degree of pleasure 
pleasure as if it were my enemy , for 
ntil he recovers , so it is with me : 
Just as a man 's soul uves on 
departs , he is filled with regret : 
nto the wilderness , and returns only 
the lawyer can expect to be paid even 
he woman who has so little sense that 
11 I cease to fear death ? It will be 
The time draws near 
So , 
yours , and I am my own enemy , even 
shall I do , floundering in my sins ? 
n see me in these straits ! I despair 
me how to make my excuses before you 
And yet , we are all dolts 
even greater pain does my desire feel 
ice ? With pain like that of the soul 
able to put ali\that milk to good use 
Although I am a bad Christian 
Prudent lady , 
ind another , and the fight ends only 
spirit breathes wherever it pleases ; 
ter glory will be within man 's reach 
thoughts of one who is sad ; and even 
when 59 
when a double bond holds body and spirit , for 
when a small boon comes amidst great ills it b 
when anger grips me , I find such strength tha 
When death robs her of her mate , she says far 
when death seizes him , since its origins are 
When desire and hope die , love cannot survive 
When even the most just of men live in fear , 
When God made you , only the fine stuff he kep 
when good takes its leave , it cries out loudl 
when he has built up the strength he needs to 
when he loses his case 
when her child screams to be fed with poison , 
when I become inflamed with love of you ; but 
When I die , love will go into eclipse 
when I shall go and lead a hermit 's life , so 
when I talk of love , should some word escape 
when I think I am a friend to myself 
When I think of Hell , where time has no meani 
when I think that you will judge me by my meri 
when I will have to make my disordered reckoni 
when it comes to extolling adequately the wort 
when it must take leave of my hovpe 
when it wrenches itself free of the body and b 
when John goes off and leaves you with his chi 
when judged by my works , I bear you no anger 
When love dwells within me in its simple form 
when love is very oíd , absence can become a w 
when one of them retreats before the other 's 
when or why no living man can tell 
when our flesh and soul are again joined , so 
when people have seen me in great pain , my so 
When reason governs the appetite , reason in a 
When she does , she will find me waiting up , 
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ways a lover and a beloved ; and so , 
are in harmony , for the love we feel 
Whoever loves flesh ceases to love 
all the past comes vlvidly back , and 
I do not notice how much I struggle ; 
soul into its form of pleasure , but 
And 
as we can hear the sea howl and groan 
conflicts , will sing in unisón only 
These two wills , 
And 
memories I linger with pleasure ; but 
ing from all these desires were mixed 
t which anyone who is sad may enjoy : 
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41 ly among thorns 
wildly 1 
my desires shift so wildly that I want you to be both virtuous and 
will 
such appetites thrive on the sensual will 
use your fate , whether good or bad , will 
Lily among thorns , I will 
, hands or throat , even though like will 
r displeasure at our ignorance : your will 
y desires will become fused with your will 
Through you I will 
in you , so that my disobedient flesh will 
may I know for certain that your ears will 
All my words will 
There are others , and there always will 
Love 's potentiality will 
is then led to believe that his life will 
When will I cease to fear death ? It will 
Just as a greater glory will 
engthen my heart , so that my desires will 
The ocean will 
enever I stop weeping , I feel that I will 
0 that task , do with my flesh as you will 
r end but God knows no rest , for the will 
gotiate terms before carrying out its will 
n , because once I ara free of sin , I will 
the dangerous wound it has inflicted will 
nds , all their marvellous operations will 
Just as armour made of steel will 
er God will receive him or whether He will 
No lover will 
love can be defined as an act of the will 
1 am sure that , from puré shame , it will 
These two manifestations of the will 
And often Nature is at fault , for it will 
ses itself , which is why this desire will 
and lions roam the sea before my love will 
power which inclines us towards love will 
not fear the claws of the strong lion will 
upon it , even for a single moment , will 
When she does , she will 
'v Sheer terror will 
isobedient flesh will be appeased and will 
e of its own pleasure , that the body will 
When I die , love will 
hinks only of satisfying his appetite will 
fence ; hurt me so much that everyone will 
he desire to touch , after which this will 
The very thing I pray will 
rmness of intention , and even now my will 
My will 
hould have to end my days , then love will 
112 
also be mine 
always do my utmost to ensure that pain n 
always seek like 
always shows cl.emency , and the bad you s 
, and since I know that the world brings 
attain joy or sadness ; whatever fate God 
be appeased and will give some respite 
be deaf to me 
be lost on those who have not seen you , 
be , of a different nature , blessed with 
be revealed in act , and I shall have pro 
be spared - only to be executed suddenly 
be when I become' inflamed with love of yo 
be within man 's reach when our flesh and 
become fused with your will , and since I 
bubble like a pot of stew taken to the ba 
burst 
, but do not touch my spirit , since this 
can find no peace in anything else : we d 
, can tame the savage body and domesticat 
cast aside those habits which have kept m 
cause me no pain if only my renown will 1 
cease 
crumple at the first blow , and the light 
decide to bury him in Hell ) : this is th 
deny that he has these passions 
directed towards a good ; but you have no 
drop from its place above us 
, each following its own nature , have to 
endow with goodness men who are unable to 
enter men but never hold fast in them 
ever wane / as long as I at least do not 
fall from its place in the heavens , for 
feel little dread for the sting of the wa 
feel the forcé of its ragex, and all the 
find me waiting up , my gate& unbarred , 
forcé out secrets that not even the confe 
give some respite 
give the soul a poor lodging 
go into eclipse > 
grasp very much 
grieve for me 
grows or dies 
happen could cost me dear , and yet this 
has changed 
has obeyed love to such an extent that th 
have reached its limits 
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But in the end they too will 
to make my excuses before you when I will 
uld my desire be thwarted ; by then I will 
When will 
ce I nave no doubt that I have a free will 
Where , then , will 
it may argüe with it , in the end the will 
In part this will 
ive light to the eyes of my soul ! My will 
nd trouble he may take , because this will 
deaf , but just ask them : " So what will 
its ! I despair when I think that you will 
increase my fear so that sheer dread will 
11 cause me no pain if only my renown will 
er give up completely : the oppressed will 
ít is moored in the safest port , it will 
No amount of cleverness will 
0 make pain a way of life , so that I will 
n , moon , planets and constellations will 
when you come to know me better , you will 
hose who have not seen you , for they will 
There 's not a pilgrim on my ship who will 
; if these are strong , then charity will 
that the key that has locked them in will 
e the outer signs of love in me , and will 
ich gives me life ; the understanding will 
; of the third , profitable love , I will 
1 when the desires of these two clash will 
s , spend all your rage on me , for I will 
first blow , and the lightest stroke will 
I only pray that God will 
fearful event , with which I pray God will 
en you but have not seen within you , will 
be sent ( he cannot tell whether God will 
f its rage , and all the fish beneath will 
It is the will 
When that hour comes , people will 
ree from the fear that any wickedness will 
n , caught in their great conflicts , will 
hat I say is true , and their spirits will 
will lose its anchor and its rigging will 
It will 
Fish will 
, and I can never tell where the pain will 
Whichever it is , I will 
O when will 
is of this world - but only that God will 
ed sins , plead with your son that he will 
despise , almost without effort that will 
Experience will 
Who will 
the understanding ; it is this simple will 
It is this will 
Whenever it is God ' s will 
I want this so that I will, 
myself ; I have offended against your will 
he point of trying to resist it ? The will 
he body more than is necessary : this will 
No one can foretell how anything will 
Every enlightened lover will 
ou are just and merciful , I see your will 
g as greatly as I have sinned with my will 
the two work together to form a mixed will 
a fool realises that the highest good will 
have to abandon the very sea which spawne 
have to make my disordered reckoning ? Yo 
have tried everything ,' short of reneging 
I cease to fear death ? It will be when I 
; I do not know what obstructs this desir 
I find a love so complete that I would be 
is always governed by the understanding ' 
is born of ignorance and is composed of o 
is set against yours , and I am my own en 
is unable to satisfy the soul , much less 
it be , my dears ? If it 's to do with lo 
judge me by my merits ; I loathe the thou 
keep me from sin , because once I am free 
last for ever like that of St Francis and 
lies in a state between life and death 
lose its anchor and its rigging will snap 
make virtue easy to attain , and it is be 
never know the taste of joy 
no longer move through the heavens 
not be ungrateful for all the pain I have 
not believe what they hear , while those 
not cali upon Heaven , making vows and pr 
not fail me 
not let them out again ! Well , beloved 1 
not need to take my word alone 
not rest content with any other good 
not speak , for in it the loved one does 
not take us very far 
offer no defence ; hurt me so much that e 
pierce one made of iron , while nothing c 
protect me from my own iré 
provide me soon , I do not want my life t 
realise that what I say is true , and the 
receive him or whether He will decide to 
rush for shelter to secret hiding-places 
's unfailing guide 
see the outer signs of love in me , and w 
shame them , and holding in esteem only h 
sing in unisón only when they are forced 
sink 
snap 
soon be all over with me , unless your pi 
spawn in the woods and lions roam the sea 
strike 
suffer it too 
sweet tears bathe my face ? Contrition is 
take her up into Heaven 
take no notice of where these prayers com 
takes complete control of what it desires 
teach as much even to fools 
teach me how to make my excuses before yo 
that God raises up , and its power can be 
that poets talk of , and through it morta 
that the ship should go under , then even 
think only of you and so that I may reach 
through my great sins , and if I am not e 
, through which all actions are carried o 
thrusts the body upwards , but the body ' 
turn out 
understand me , for all I am going to say 
which dispenses grace even to those who h 
, which I have loaded with guilt 
which lasts for as long as they agree to 
yield a joy above all others 
willing 2 
t been given the least hint that this willing servant awaits your orders 
n they are forced to , but are always willing to sing out of harmony 
willingly 3 
sly , and to feel sure that she would willingly die for me 
tyr to his love for you-one who would willingly give up the ghost / if he could real 
n that inflames my soul , and I would willingly sacrifice my reason if I thought tha 
wills 4 
And when the two wills are both attracted to the same thing , t 
so obstructs man that. , if one of the wills greatly wants what the other does not de 
The wills that derive from man ' s nature are restr 
These two wills , when they are mingled , weave a mixed 
57 ding 
win 1 
the higher the pleasure we may win through it 
IV 
II 
XLVI 
II 
XLVI 
IV 
12 
9 
1 
10 
6 
11 
wind 6 
st wind whips it one way and the east wind another , and the fight ends only when on 
But sometimes the wind beats so strongly against him that he can 
ee what a lift she '11 give you ! Let wind conspire with sail to give me what I long 
of the shore unless he has a contrary wind to help 
Midi , and humbly imploring the North wind to lend its support , so that all five of 
the sea howl and groan when the west wind whips it one way and the east wind anothe 
winds 
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XLVI 3 ous highways ! Even now I can see the winds from the West and North-West gathering h 
6 t watch you from afar 
wipe 1 
you who could wipe out all my pain 
XXXII 
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XCVI 
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IV 
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CV 
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XCIV 
LXXXVII 
XCVI 
wisdom 3 
23 As for the first , no wisdom can dwell in their heads ; as for the 1 
14 2 in the senses , but makes virtues and wisdom its goal 
29 s perfection itself , possessing such wisdom that there is nothing she does not know 
wise 3 
237 y , and that she should be clever and wise - and stern in love : I would be deeply h 
27 reated many such women , who are most wise and good , but lady Teresa enjoys perfect 
5 The wise are no better off in this respect than ar 
wish 6 
177 hough I grieve I do not love you as I wish 
96 se for all the wrongs I did her , and wish I could redress them with my blood 
136 nd if not as much love enters me as I wish , increase my fear so that sheer dread wi 
6 er its cover to work their evil , and wish it could last all year 
6 I do not know why I do not do what I wish , since I have no doubt that I have a fre 
15 lready from your delay in granting my wish that you are angry : your mercy finds not 
242 he Fates decree , against love 's 
48 
82 
226 
26 
165 
1 
56 
323 
18 
27 
60 
94 
16 
22 
191 
43 
19 
26 
14 
231 
41 
187 
36 
316 
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38 
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5 
5 
20 
37 
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35 
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17 
18 
2 
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83 
1 
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27 
23 
44 
39 
18 
1 
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47 
24 
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46 
59 
14 
64 
30 
115 
99 
92 
46 
42 
wishes 
own wishes 
1 
that the soul be fettered and that re 
with 
that the body , for its part , groans with 
things , I have only to remember her with 
e understanding will not rest content with 
Id is brought up from the mines mixed with 
louds the mind , covers subtle truths with 
magine someone who comes face to face with 
ct , and I shall have proved my words with 
perform acts of holiness are blessed with 
an 's body , the humours are at war ; with 
0 reason to thank it for not clothing with 
What can I compare you with 
ty one ; I have judged your decisions with 
The soul , which is everlasting , with 
ature is at fault , for it will endow with 
God endows the spirit with 
more to say to the 'flesh , telling it with 
ed with my will , which I have loaded with 
use when John goes off and leaves you with 
has spent a long time coming to terms with 
My spirit is content with 
s its master , and while it may argüe with 
Two blows I felt , dealt by each with 
, the understanding alone is equipped with 
e body 's finite nature , and fill.it with 
h ? It will be when I become inflamed with 
ill it be , my dears ? If it 's to do with 
any evils in worldly glory-, so it is with 
That 's just the way it is with 
And so with 
It will soon be all over with 
the pain until he recovers , so it is with 
d her , and wish I could redress them with 
am not equal to that task , do with 
who have seen the glory of it with 
every extreme : love has overeóme me with 
As soon as I mingle pleasure with 
e among the tombs , plying the damned with 
I do not sin with 
rstanding as greatly as I have sinned with 
ave been sad at some time need bother with 
1 you ! As things are , I '11 be left with 
deeply , it brings me pleasure mixed with 
They come upon me with 
re you with , except a game of dice ? With 
In such memories I linger with 
For your whole body is swollen with 
that when her child screams to be fed with 
asure in what soon filis me instantly with 
hen the friend departs , he is filled with 
be , of a different nature , blessed with 
she '11 give you ! Let wind conspire with 
bit opposes me : I have loaded myself with 
If a man loves virtue , then it is with 
\Let me not be stricken with 
not claim that love does not tempt me with 
the spirit and without the body , and with 
s. , and this keepsx it always supplied with 
? You know who I mean : he ' s the one with 
e ? If righteous Job was weighed down with 
en sheared it off , you could knot it with 
dy , on its own , can have no contact with 
nificant according to how he compares with 
d places point her out to me together with 
ite possible for man to love simply , with 
rit , if nothing prevents you , break with 
d if I 
but I 
79 
a brutish desire 
a heavy sigh for all my thoughts to rush 
any other good 
base ores and then is exposed to fire to 
darkness , and keeps watch over a man 's 
death as his pitching ship struggles to r 
deeds 
deep and divine understanding , through i 
each new period of the day their power is 
earth my naked body , since it can count 
, except a game of dice ? With pain like 
eyes of flesh 
fleet foot seeks out virtues and good 
goodness men who are unable to make any i 
great blessings : tormenting passions do 
great indignation : " All your hopes and 
guilt 
his child { and don *t expect a boy 
his death , and is then led to believe th 
imaginings alone , by which it forges the 
it , in the end the will is always govern 
its lance 
j udgement 
life 
love of you ; but this cannot happen unle 
love , you can rely on me to get to work 
me ; for I make love into my god and try 
me : I am always struggling against love 
me : I know now that my best course is to 
me , unless your pity sends reprieve 
me : when anger grips me , I find such st 
my blood 
my flesh as you will , but do not touch m 
my own eyes , desire the pain it causes , 
my own strength , without even drawing on 
ray pain , the pleasure is lost , and angu 
my questions - and they would answer me , 
my understanding as greatly as I have sin 
my will , which I have loaded with guilt 
my works ! And anyone who is tormented by 
only that part of you that 's no good to 
pain 
pain at first , but before long this pain 
pain like that of the soul when it wrench 
pleasure ; but when they fade , pain atta 
poison , as anyone can see by those enorm 
poison , she gives in to its demands 
rage 
regret : when good takes its leave , it c 
riches and noble blood but lacking the mo 
sail to give me what I long for , carryin 
so much guilt in the past 
such love that he arms himself , while th 
such pain as that 
that desire which body and soul both embr 
the body but without the soul 
the choicest food 
the enormous head and the bad squint , an 
the fear of God , what shall I do , floun 
the hair from your arms and make some fir 
the infinite ; the soul by itself abhors 
the next man , and love 's strength is de 
the pleasures or the pains each has held 
the spirit and without the body , and wit 
the ways of the dead : come back to the w 
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49 
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253 
38 
12 
elebrate the fea'st-days , and mix fun 
Man becoraes inflamed 
nly to find that it cannot provide me 
akes great harm from the strong bonds 
In that fearful event , 
There are three kinds of love 
's actions , robbing it of everything 
o blind as to be unaware of the gifts 
, I shall not want for angry thoughts 
hatever fate God has allotted me lies 
Be off 
straighten it , but I can only do so 
purgatory for unexpiated sins , plead 
so that my desires will become fused 
Just as a greater glory will be 
ched me : and so they continued mixed 
My hope totters 
love assailed me , and found a place 
When love dwells 
Both performed their deeds 
e world , the virtuous desire is left 
Lovers feel the workings of pleasure 
e who have seen you but have not seen 
pared - only to be executed suddenly 
pleasure ; it cannot experience good 
rkings of pleasure within them , even 
t the other does not despise , almost 
he soul experiences independently are 
Suffering here , then , and pain 
as overeóme me with my own strength , 
man to want his hope 's fulfilment , 
re so inflamed that they cannot speak 
, but we have to conceive of paradise 
others hold ; although they can exist 
sets no limits to the appetite ; but 
I know of no other man who , 
Whoever hopes to reach it 
I , who love love for its own sake , 
I cannot look at an attractive woman 
to love simply , with the spirit and 
have all come gushing out of a madman 
hout the body , and with the body but 
her two , even if it is of little use 
Help me , God , for I cannot move 
Since none can reach you 
with their worship 
with this love through the eyes , and feels th 
with what I ask 
with which he has been secured , but does not 
with which I pray God will provide me soon , I 
with which lovers love : one of them is chaste 
with which Nature has endowed it , while it gi 
with which Nature has endowed you 
with which to punish myself for my past misdee 
with you 
with you , and pick on someone who doesdt want 
with your help 
with your son that he will take no notice of w 
with your will , and since I know that the wor 
Within 
Within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
within 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
without 
10 
body , the humours are at war ; 
reach when our flesh and soul ar 
man 
man 
me 
me and I can feel a terrible conflict r 
me , each of them drawn by its likeness 
me in its simple form , such is my deli 
me : one gave out light , the other dar 
me , unadulterated 
them 
you , 
even without being aware of it , 
will realise that what I say is t 
22 
a single moment 's grace 
also tasting the bad 
being aware of it , and it is because 
effort that will takes complete contro 
end , for they are such that the soul 
end that awaits me 
even drawing on its own infinite power 
ever attaining it , no matter how much 
exaggeration , and quelling my fervent 
feeling anything of it here 
it , it prevents their undoing 
it man cannot reach the higher goal : 
loving a particular woman , knows what 
my help is either mad or else a fool a 
refusing the gift that it might make m 
sighing and wanting to make her mine f 
the body , and with the body but witho 
the help of art 
the soul 
them 
your aid , because my body is worse th 
your help , give me your hand or drag 
wits 3 
sovereign good , and employs all his wits in the search for great pleasures , only 
But this also has sharpened my wits so that I can better contémplate love 
, for it is then that I summon all my wits to plot my self-betrayal 
27 
wits' 
to the tormenta that drive me to my wits' 
1 
end 
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22 
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246 
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26 
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75 
wolf 
s concept of love is no better than a wolf ' 
woman 
e , by which it forges the image of a woman 
compelled by virtuous love to love a woman 
the man has won the affection of the woman 
Even though the woman 
that puré love is not to be found in woman 
man who , without loving a particular woman 
I am convinced that we all prefer the woman 
ing pleasurable , it behaves like the woman 
ast by the corresponding part of that woman 
e that I cannot look at an attractive woman 
1 
or 
10 
animáis which can aspire 
for her virtues alone ? I am convinced t 
he loves , he wants her mind and her und 
I love no longer inhabits this world , t 
: it is in the contemplative life that d 
, knows what love is and declares it to 
to be virtuous , because man always want 
who has so little sense that when her ch 
whom death has taken from the world , th 
without sighing and wanting to make her 
women 3 
t has been like for me , who love two women at the same time 
f he kept back for making exceptional women was good enough for you 
He has created many such women , who are most wise and good , but lady 
won 2 
er than the sun in June , and yet has won no reward 
oined together , for once the man has won the affection of the woman he loves , he w 
wonderful 1 
truggling to break free , working its wonderful effeets upon me , driven into secrec 
woods 1 
Fish will spawn in the woods and lions roam the sea before my love wi 
Lili 
XLVI 
wo rd 3 
39 age subsides , even if I do not say a word about it all day 
54 in me , and will not need to take my word alone 
I am left feeling so w 
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CV 
325 
27 
25 
5 
56 
138 
38 
34 
6 
19 
16 
o , when I talk of love , should sorae word escape me which reason does not praise or 
words 4 
give me if what I say is madness : my words arise from anguish 
No words I find seem to be sufficient 
All my words will be lost on those who have not seen 
d in act / and I shall have proved my words with deeds 
work 6 
es in which this love has been placed work in the following way : each passion tries 
h love , you can rely on me to get to work on it right away 
tries to get to his feet in order to work some evil , takes great harm from the str 
Crimináis come out under its cover to work their evil , and wish it could last all y 
And so the two work together to form a mixed will which last 
y : your mercy finds nothing in me to work upon 
XCIV 61 have been struggling to break free 
working 1 
working its wonderful effects upon me driven 
156 
workings 1 
Lovers feel the workings of pleasure within them even withou 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
CV 
CV 
2 sad at some time need bother with my 
37 erns the appetite , reason in all its 
31 f ; yet as far as we can see from his 
34 am a bad Christian when judged by my 
works 4 
works ! And anyone who is tormented by his suf 
works becomes natural to man ; but if the oppo 
works , he did not deserve it 
works , I bear you no anger , and do not blame 
XXXII 
XXXIX 
XCIV 
XCVI 
CV 
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LXXXVII 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVI I 
LXXXVII 
CV 
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XLVI 
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43 
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307 
112 
116 
35 
10 
8 
333 
335 
113 
252 
31 
35 
52 
1 
32 
57 
254 
114 
nable to make any impression upon the 
my delight that I forget I am in this 
for myself - nothing that is of this 
e ways of the dead : come back to the 
eves me to see my departure from this 
your will , and since I know that the 
nt of its nature , and nothing in the 
When this 
hat God made all these , and once the 
part of him is blotted out from this 
This 
ho held that the true end was of this 
As for me , driven from this 
torment comparable to staying in this 
lling my desires , I shall wander the 
It is because of the 
y , if I should take my leave of this 
woman I love no longer inhabits this 
s the foolish idea of seeking in this 
t woman whom death has taken from the 
of the friends he used to have in the 
If there is one absolute good in this 
o man can achieve great worth in this 
on comforts us more than if the whoíe 
There are many people in the 
leasures 
an happy 
only to•find many evils in 
the true good begins where 
world 25 
world 
world 
world - but only that God will take her up int 
world , and let me see what has become of you 
world approaching , for although I grieve I do 
world brings me no benefit , give me the stren 
world can stand in the way of this desire 
world comes to an end , sun , moon , planets a 
world ends , all their marvellous operations w 
world , for what is finite in him is of no hel 
world has its own ends ; none of them is a tru 
world have all given conflicting accounts of w 
world , I would feel no other torment than to 
world should my desire be thwarted ; by then I 
world , singing of your pride 
world that God made all these , and once the w 
world , that power which inclines us towards 1 
world , the most important part of her remains 
world the sovereign good , and employs all his 
world , the virtuous desire is left within me 
world : then chance disposes that he suddenly 
world , then it is through me that man may att 
world unless he has material possessions , goo 
world were grieving for us 
world who have not understood my poems , and m 
worldly 2 
worldly glory , so it is with me ; for I make 
worldly good ceases , following the course tha 
XIII 
I 
worm 2 
21 ts an end to its meal , for while one worm gnaws constantly at my mind , another eat 
4 2 ve is very oíd , absence can become a worm that eats away at love unless , while the 
XXXII 
CV 
CV 
worse 3 
4 4 , for my shameful guilt deserves even worse 
73 u , Lord , to end my days before even worse befalls me 
50 without your aid , because my body is worse than paralytio 
worship 1 
2 e feast-days , and mix fun with their worship 
worst 1 
66 In me it has done its worst : I flee from everyone who is happy , an 
worsted 1 
4 e needs to destroy the bull which has worsted him 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXIII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
XXXII 
LXXXVI I 
13 
1 
18 
19 
6 
8 
24 
160 
worth 1 
ce , and take it away , regardless of worth \ 
t the same way , anyone who has inner worth , but is poor in possessions and of base 
No man can achieve great worth in this world unless he has material pos 
it comes to e'xtolling adequately the worth of a beautiful and virtuous body 
portant part since they are of little worth themselves , for unless the man himself 
re highly esteemed ,, for power has no worth unless it is put to good usé , while lin 
e honour accorded il ; it is a man rs worth which gives valué to everything else 
worthiness 1 
ds ; as for the latter , if they lacle worthiness , it is through ño fault of theirs 
worthless 1 
pher ' s stone , making precious every worthless thing it touches 
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would 
e damned with my questions - and they would 
find so I hold him to be a madman who would 
I would 
It would 
ever and wise - and stern in love : I would 
ould be loved in like manner , and so would 
will I find a love so complete that I would 
usand innocent men in cold blood , it would 
to nothingness , I beg you , for that would 
s for me , driven from this world , I would 
ing for my reward ! Love , love , you would 
ds to love - for I alone among lovers would 
sight of such loveliness as yours , I would 
Id make me suffer even more : nothing would 
or all that the future might hold , I would 
I would 
ng , for if you took pity on me , you would 
I fear death only because it would 
ought , so that , should I die , you would 
ght that makes me wretched : that you would 
to take me up into Heaven , my bliss would 
, and had paid death his due ; then I would 
hat you deserve , for a visible crown would 
ove me once I was dead , and that you would 
For I would 
, if he could really believe that you would 
I would 
t of her is a mind so limpid that she would 
jealously , and to feel sure that she would 
a martyr to his love for you-one who would 
passion that inflames my soul , and I would 
31 
answer me , for there is no one else to 
be angry at you : love of evil and ignor 
be betraying such great love as mine if 
be better to endure the pain than to add 
be deeply hurt if she behaved otherwise 
be free of all suffering ? It is in this 
be loved in like manner , and so would b 
be nothing compared to what I do each ni 
be preferable to spending all eternity i 
feel no other torment than to be unable 
have a hard time trying to make any othe 
have almost reached them by now 
have no reason to thank it for not cloth 
hurt me more than your compassion 
know for sure how much love your heart h 
like to guard her love jealously , and t 
make me suffer even more : nothing would 
mean absence from you , and because deat 
never think of me again 
no longer be able to love me once I was 
not be complete unless , as well as beho 
not live in this present fear 
sit ill upon a living miracle 
soon find your love turning to hate 
sooner spend my time among the tombs , p 
take pity on him 
to God that my mind were dead and that I 
understand me in every way , and that sh 
willingly die for me 
willingly give up the ghost , if he coul 
willingly sacrifice my reason if I thoug 
wouldn 1 
re 's nothing she did for me that she wouldn 't do for you 
wound 1 
to such an extent that the dangerous wound it has inflicted will cause me no pain i 
wounded 1 
that it runs to wherever I have been wounded 
CV 
II 
LXXXVII 
CV 
31 
28 
264 
29 
It darkens the reason of all those it 
pie fear for the havoc that death can 
th pain like that of the soul when it 
or I make love into my god and try to 
He is 
ht on a higher level ; it forgets its 
, there is one thought that makes me 
I could 
lling my fervent desire so that I can 
In all my suffering you do me no 
hat fools are more likely to make the 
ning in love 's furnace , it is quite 
find I feel remorse for all the 
For you 've sold your body for a few 
eir evil , and wish it could last all 
or like the hermit who has spent long 
Sixteen 
bits , as the once living flesh turns 
I remember that you saved the thief ; 
rns hotter than the sun in June , and 
r ceases to dream of such a god , and 
it ; I want to retrace my steps , and 
wounds 1 
wounds , and they have no means of knowing wha 
wreak 1 
wreak , but the fact that it does not discrimi 
wrenches 1 
wrenches itself free of the body and begins it 
wrest 1 
wrest contentment from it , only to find that 
wretched 3 
wretched indeed who can cali his own mind his 
wretched nature 
wretched : that you would no longer be able to 
write 2 
write my own Apocalypse of all the deep secret 
write untroubled by it , I shall say what I fi 
wrong 3 
wrong , for if you took pity on me', you would 
wrong guesses 
wrong to pity them , and even more mistaken to 
wrongs 1 
wrongs I did her , and wish I could redress th 
yards 1 
yards of cloth ! You are no use to anyone exce 
year 1 
year 
years 2 
years away from town and does not miss any of 
years of this , and I am still waiting for my 
yellow 1 
yellow and then pales : even greater pain does 
yet 14 
yet as far as we can see from his works , he d 
yet"has won no reward 
yet he gives me nothing 
yet I do not turn in that direction 
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my life should last any longer 
will happen could cost me dear 
you it is the present 
and yet I dread its coming to an end 
And yet , in such circumstances there ought to be 
Yet no one can cali himself a musician if he h 
But Fortune has not yet revealed what my fate is to be 
Yet , such as they are , give me abundance of 
Yet that is what you deserve , for a visible c 
and yet this same hope consoles me in my great suf 
for me it is yet to come 
And yet , we are all dolts when it comes to extoll 
And yet , were I to murder a thousand innocent men 
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yield 1 
1 realises that the highest good will yield a joy above all others 
s long as I at least do not displease 
e gifts with which Nature has endowed 
on God 's Earth brings me joy except 
ed by it , I shall say what I find in 
exceptional women was good enough for 
if you haven 't , listen while I tell 
your sins , he 'd soon regret loving 
did for me that she wouldn 't do for 
orment than to be unable to look upon 
for what you are until he is free of 
ot pity me if I should die because of 
re before I can decide what to say to 
er fate God has allotted me lies with 
d , and let me see what has become of 
shall fear no terror at the sight of 
are the reasons that men do not know 
r you , and I confess this sin before 
e can be no end that does not lead to 
no one is good who does not resemble 
us our desires find no end except in 
he sea , so does every end merge into 
ove overeóme the fear in which I hold 
habits which have kept me from loving 
or I feel that I am drawing closer to 
n that the greatest good springs from 
each the road which climbs up towards 
touch my spirit , since this is like 
a different story altogether , for in 
o weep over my death , repentant that 
It is on you and 
orns , it is beyond my powers to make 
ly because it would mean absence from 
I fear you more than I feel love for 
f this danger , I shall think only of 
Be off with 
ant this so that I will think only pf 
It is ón 
ou than many others who did not serve 
But 
m your delay in granting my wish that 
to you : I need to'know in what place 
Since I know what 
Unaided , 
le conflict raging there : I see that 
Lady , 
your body for a few yards of cloth ! 
If 
, you are incapable of pleasure , and 
If any of 
Nobody can know you for what 
my best course is to keep as far from 
It is this , beloved lady : to love 
, for although I griave I do not love 
my hand to meet yours , pulí me up to 
Love , if only I understood 
I believe in 
ly I understood you as much as I feel 
ves , never failing those who come to 
I want to set out towards where 
not knowing what God has ordained for 
On whomever it pleases , 
You , spirit , if nothing prevents 
, not only the ugly ones that offend 
they hear , while those who have seen 
e when I become inflamed with love of 
And,since they '11 cali 
Make me féel as much of your power as 
The least 
my dears ? If it 's to do with love , 
Help me , God , since 
n if he has never played a note , for 
s beholding him , I learnt there that 
But I am sure that when 
w think what I must feel who long for 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
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you 
you 
you 
you 
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you 
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you 
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you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
you 
You 
you 
you 
you 
185 
a monstrous lust has taken root 
allowed an innocent soul to die for lack o 
alone that I have cast all my desires , an 
an invisible crown 
, and because death blots out love 
, and I confess this sin before you 
, and I shall make my vow to that same God 
, and pick on someone who doesdt want to b 
and so that I may reach the road which cli 
and you alone that I have cast all my desi 
, and you have done for them no less than 
and your ways are a different story altoge 
are angry : your merey finds nothing in me 
are before I can decide what to say to you 
are , compel me to love you : let love ove 
are incapable of pleasure , and you are to 
are just and merciful , I see your will wh 
are my god and my delight 
are no use to anyone except as a wet-nurse 
are not a virgin , it is only because it w 
are the end in which all ends meet , and t 
are the good against which every other goo 
are too brutish to be of any use to love 
are troubled by love , or if you should wa 
are until he is free of you 
as I can - the sight of your beauty has sa 
as I ought 
as I wish 
as if by forcé 
as much as I feel you ! As things are , I 
as the God who said of Judas that it were 
! As things are , I '11 be lef.t with only 
, as you show by your outstretched arms 
await me ; I do not know why I do not do w 
, because your fate , whether good or bad 
bestow the ñame of god ; by making him lik 
, break with the ways of the dead : come b 
but also all those which are indifferently 
but have not seen within you , will realis 
; but this cannot happen unless I scorn li 
by your proper ñame , don 't pretend you * 
can 
can do is to believe me 
can rely on me to get to work on it right 
can see me in these straits ! I despair wh 
cannot become one merely by wanting to pía 
cannot expect a haré to know how it feels 
chose to weep over my death , repentant th 
come to know me better , you will not be u 
constantly , and must watch you from afar 
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24 to weaken in my resolve , and to keep you constantly in my thoughts 
1 You could compare me to someone who has no oth 
30 for a while and then sheared it off , you could knot it with the hair from your arms 
194 If this is so , then why did you créate me , since your knowledge was infal 
192 You created me that I might save my soul , whi 
168 I beg you , Lord , that you deaden my senses and keep me for ever from 
4 3 Yet that is what you deserve , for a visible crown would sit il 
37 at everything you do is good and that you do as much good by taking life as by givin 
23 Since you do every kind of good , in you sloth has g 
36 I am quite sure that everything you do is good and that you do as much good by 
27 In all my suffering you do me no wrong , for if you took pity on m 
29 r , the fear that preys on me is that you do not desire me as you ought , so that , 
77 Take me when you find me at my best ; I do not know what go 
35 bear you no anger , and do not blame you for anything 
152 I do not beg you for health in body , ñor for any good of n 
92 Forgive me , God , if I have blamed you , for I confesa that I am the guilty one ; 
196 eturn my being to nothingness , I beg you , for that would be preferable to spending 
140 take those who have estranged me from you , for they have left me half dead and keep 
5 11 be lost on those who have not seen you , for they will not believe what they hear 
59 Nobody can know you for what you are until he is free of you 
6 g for you constantly , and must watch you from afar - you who could wipe out all my 
154 or fortune , but only that I may love you , God , alone , because I am certain that 
62 who have done nothing to deserve it ; you grant the gift of grace , and take it away 
14 osition in which my great pleasure in you has placed me 
181 ny others who did not serve you , and you have done for them no less than what I ask 
183 I beg you to come into my heart - for you have entered into some that were more loat 
146 ave to make my disordered reckoning ? You have given me an upright nature , but I ha 
28 nyone can see by those enormous hairs you have growing all over it 
51 he will directed towards a good ; but you have no inkling of where such a good might 
30 It is his fault that you have not been given the least hint that th 
2 Well , if you haven 't , listen while I tell you 
18 eakness , he thought that by mounting you he 'd amount to a knight 
33 oves , or crested lapwings ! And when you hear people shout : " Hey , you ! You oíd 
42 d help you to realise that because of you I am driven to every extreme : love has ov 
12 ow I suffer ! I am afraid to speak to you : I need to know in what place you are bef 
15 Through you I will attain joy or sadness ; whatever fa 
151 To you it is the present , for me it is yet to co 
13 What 's his ñame ? John , isn 't it ? You know who I mean : he 's the one with the e 
134 know what you are , compel me to love you : let love overeóme the fear in which I ho 
44 '11 soon see what a lift 3he '11 give you ! Let wind conspire with sail to give me w 
29 Why , if you let your beard grow for a while and then s 
109 ame of god ; by making him like you , you lift him above the level of man ; and so i 
25 But don 't think you '11 be able to put all that milk to good u 
24 That 's when you '11 see Love 's fire roar ! If I have kept 
44 You '11 soon see what a lift she '11 give you 
168 I beg you , Lord , that you deaden my senses and kee 
72 he road to such a destination ? I beg you , Lord , to end my days before even worse 
39 to be a madman who would be angry at you : love of evil and ignorance of good are t 
5 In fact , I love you more in death than in life , and I can for 
56 I fear you more than I feel love for you , and I conf 
1 You must have heard about the turtle-dove 
47 he same thing happens every day , but you never learn 
35 tian when judged by my works , I bear you no anger , and do not blame you for anythi 
45 hopes and desires are futile , since you no sooner feel your kind of pleasure than 
3 And I could tell you of many cases where some minor ailment has 
33 you hear people shout : " Hey , you ! You oíd whore-monger ! " , don 't be bashful , 
21 But I beg for your help in vain , for you only help those who help themselves , nevé 
25 When God made you , only the fine stuff he kept back for mak 
29 on me is that you do not desire me as you ought , so that , should I die , you would 
21 your filthy little life , and of how you paid in publie the wages of your sins , he 
15 p loving , then I must no longer find you pleasing 
150 I want to know to what you predestine me 
39 Just tell me what you 're after , and leave the rest to me 
36 by your proper ñame , don 't pretend you 're deaf , but just ask them : " So what w 
30 But I remember that you saved the thief ; yet as far as we can see 
32 That is why , when you see lovers burning in love 's furnace , it 
88 Although you seem full of anger , that is only due to y 
91 1 always shows elemeney , and the bad you seem to do us is really an ineffable good 
24 nly because it was God 's desire that you should have progeny 
41 y of you are troubled by love , or if you should want a bit of procuring done , give 
23 er failing those who come to you , as you show by your outstretched arms 
23 Since you do every kind of good , in you sloth has gone to sleep 
47 the delight that a good man enjoys in you , so that my disobedient flesh will be app 
41 You , spirit , if nothing prevents you , break 
9 You , spirit , who have departed from that bod 
42 I ask that you strengthen my heart , so that my desires w 
180 I am no more trouble to you than many others who did not serve you , a 
58 I '11 be left with only that part of you that 's no good to anyone 
38 absorbed by his efforts to understand you , that the inclination of the body is unab 
63 ve cast all my desires , and it is in you that the same desires originate 
34 " , don 't be bashful , because it 's you they '11 mean 
9 just forget it , madam , if you thought you were sitting pretty ! You who 
42 y desires shift so wildly that I want you to be both virtuous and unchaste 
182 n what I ask you , which is why I beg you to come into my heart - for you have enter 
41 Lily among thorns , God help you to realise that because of you I am driven 
28 suffering you do me no wrong , for if you took pity on me , you would make me suffer 
23 For you 've sold your body for a few yards of clot 
4 5 ooner feel your kind of pleasure than you weary of it , and are left feeling all the 
9 st forget it , madam , if you thought you were sitting pretty ! You who gave that lo 
145 each me how to make my excuses before you when I will have to make my disordered rec 
181 done for them no less than what I ask you , which is why I beg you to come into my h 
6 ntly / and must watch you from afar -'you who could wipe out all my pain 
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10 you thought you were sitting pretty ! 
210 al to that task , do with my flesh as 
99 straits ! I despair when I think that 
22 hat when you come to know me better , 
7 ave seen you but have not seen within 
60 What can I compare 
2 6 ood use when John goes off and leaves 
1 Since none can reach 
9 waiting for my reward ! Love , love , 
28 wrong , for if you took pity on me , 
30 you ought , so that , should I die , 
33 thoúght that makes me wretched : that 
34 to love me once I was dead , and that 
40 ost , if he could really believe that 
109 the ñame of god ; by making him like 
33 when you hear people shout : " Hey , 
6 she 'd never perch on a tree that was 
19 Learned 
You who gave that low body of yours to a merch 
you will , but do not touch my spirit , since 
you will judge me by my merits ; I loathe the 
you will not be ungrateful for all the pain I 
you , will realise that what I say is true , a 
you with , except a game of dice ? With pain 1 
you with his child ( and don 't expect a boy 
you without your help , give me your hand or d 
you would have a hard time trying to make any 
you would make me suffer even more : nothing w 
you would never think of me again 
you would no longer be able to love me once I 
you would soon find your love turning to hate 
you would take pity on him 
you , you lift him above the level of man ; an 
you ! You oíd whore-monger ! " , don 't be bas 
young 2 
young and in leaf 
young noblemen have paid court to it but the 
39 compássion , a martyr to his love for 
II 23 1 for all the pain I have suffered on 
CV 4 9 me , God , for I cannot move without 
XLII 30 you could knot it with the hair from 
XLII 29 Why , if you let 
XXIII 36 tanding and the innocent movements of 
XXIX 6 far from you as I can - the sight of 
XLII 17 Once he had learned about 
CV 13 urs , since that is what I want ; let 
XLII 23 For you 've sold 
Lili 29 ore : nothing would hurt me more than 
XXIII 15 He can appreciate 
CV 94 t I am the guilty one ; I have judged 
CV 15 But I can see already from 
CV 89 m full of anger , that is only due to 
CV 175 rn back., may I know for certain that 
XCVI 7 at God has ordained for you , because 
XXIII 15 He can appreciate your complexión and 
XLII 20 le story and heard all the details of 
CV 2 reach you without your help , give me 
XLVI 4 0 , 1 would know for sure how much love 
CV 148 ighten it , but I can only do so with 
CV 1 Since none can reach you without 
CV 20 Help me , God ! But I beg for 
CV 24 to become of me , who do not deserve 
IV 44 ing it with great indignation : " All 
IV ' 45 are futile / since you no sooner feel 
CV 195 , then why did you créate me , since 
XLVI 34 s dead , and that you would soon find 
CV 16 granting my wish that you are angry : 
XXIII 16 mplexion and your figure , but as for 
XXIII 21 
XXIII 34 own government as peaceful as that of 
II 31 hint that this willing servant awaits 
CV 23 hose who come to you , as you show by 
XXIII 10 not fail to recognlze the nobility of 
XXVIII 20 ill soon be all over with me , unless 
XCVI 40 Make me feel as much of 
CV 38 by giving it : all that springs from 
LXXXI 8 I shall wander the world , singing of 
XLII 35 And since they '11 cali you by 
XCVI 38 ize hold of all my senses , spend all 
CV 163 n life and hold death in contempt for 
LXXX 12 pick on someone who doesdt want to be 
XLII 21 f how you paid in public the wages of 
XCIV 130 tory for unexpiated sins , plead with 
CV 32 
XXIII 35 commands the subtleties that nourish 
XLII 7 But you and 
XLII 27 For 
CV 90 o your displeasure at our ignorance : 
CV 43 hat my desires will become fused with 
CV 209 e on myself ; I have offended against 
CV 61 hat you are just and merciful , I see 
you-one 1 
you-one who would willingly give up the ghost 
your 53 
your account 
your aid , because my body is worse than paral 
your arms and make some first-rate hunting sna 
your beard grow for a while and then sheared i 
your beautiful body 
your beauty has sapped all my strength 
your big weakness , he thought that by mountin 
your blood soften my hardened heart : it has c 
your body for a few yards of cloth ! You are n 
your compassion 
your complexión and your figure , but as for y 
your decisions with eyes of flesh 
your delay in granting my wish that you are an 
your displeasure at our ignorance : your will 
your ears will be deaf to me 
your fate , whether good or bad , will also be 
your figure , but as for your mien , he has no 
your filthy little life , and of how you paid 
your hand or drag me up by the hair ; if I fai 
your heart harbours for me 
your help 
your help , give me your hand or drag me up by 
your help in vain , for you only help those wh 
your help , since I know that I could try much 
your hopes and desires are futile , since you 
your kind of pleasure than you weary of it , a 
your knowledge was infallible ? Return my bein 
your love turning to hate 
your mercy finds nothing in me to work upon 
your mien , he has nothing much to say 
Your mind accomplishes what no other can , for 
your mind as it commands the subtleties that n 
your orders 
your outstretched arms 
your person 
your pity sends reprieve 
your power as you can 
your power is one 
your pride 
your proper ñame , don 't pretend you 're deaf 
your rage on me , for I will offer no defence 
your sake 
your serfl Imagine someone who comes face to f 
your sins , he 'd soon regret loving you 
your son that he will take no notice of where 
Your spirit breathes wherever it pleases ; whe 
your understanding and the innocent movements 
your ways are a different story altogether , f 
your whole body is swollen with poison , as an 
your will always shows clemency , and the bad 
your will , and since I know that the world br 
your will through my great sins , and if I am 
your will which dispenses grace even to those 
CV 
XIII 
CV 
CV 
XLII 
XXXII 
96 s of my soul ! My will is set against 
26 from the sight of such loveliness as 
3 I fail to stretch out my hand to meet 
12 ase is closed by death , accept me as 
10 retty ! You who gave that low body of 
15 does not have the means to show great 
yours 
yours 
yours 
yours 
yours 
and I am my own enemy , even when I th 
I would have no reason to thank it for 
pulí me up to you as if by forcé 
since that is what I want ; let your b 
yours to a merchant after it had savoured nobl 
zeal 1 
zeal in what is known as moral virtue 
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8.3.5. CONCORDANCIA DE LA VERSIÓ ANGLESA DELS POEMES 
D'AUSIÁS MARCH (WITTLIN,TRAD., 1999) 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
10 ? Worse ! To murder thousands is less a crime than what I am doing : At night I plot 
aches 1 
4 The sick can 't sleep , their aches redoubled 
afraid 1 
1 The day 's afraid to lose its light when night draws in a 
all 2 
12 all night I forcé my brain to reason , to live 
8 wish it were morning , worse off than all , suffering much anguish 
am 1 
10 thousands is less a crime than what I am doing : At night I plot my own betrayal 
and 2 
13 to reason , to live next day in lies and falsehoods 
2 to lose its light when night draws in and spreads dark shadows 
anguish 1 
8 , worse off than all , suffering much anguish 
animáis 1 
3 Most animáis are restless , worried 
are 2 
No-one but thieves are pleased by darkness ; they hope it '11 hid 
Most animáis are restless , worried 
At 1 
11 s less a crime than what I am doing : At night I plot my own betrayal 
be 1 
19 I '11 be your servant 
beg 1 
18 st Lady : I keep thinking how best to ,beg for Cupid 's shackles 
bent 1 
16 ves dread prison ; nothing stops me , bent on destruction 
best 1 
18 My dearest Lady : I keep thinking how best to beg for Cupid 's shackles 
betrayal 1 
11 t I am doing : At night I plot my own betrayal 
brain 1 
12 all night I forcé my brain to reason , to live next day in lies and 
brings 1 
14 Therefore , don 't think dawn brings me comfort ! The sick fear death , the 
But 2 
7 But I , no crook , wish it were morning , wors 
5 No-one but thieves are pleased by darkness ; they hop 
by 1 
5 No-one but thieves are pleased by darkness ; they hope it rll hide their crim 
can 1 
4 The sick can 't sleep , their aches redoubled 
comfort 1 
14 erefore , don 't think dawn brings me comfort ! The sick fear death , thé thieves dr 
'•x crime 1 
10 Worse ! To murder thousands is less a crime than what I am doing : At night I plot m 
crimes 1 > 
6 arkness ; they hope it '11 hide their crimes forever 
crook 2 
No crook I ? Worse ! To murder thousands is less 
But I , no crook , wish it were morning , worse off than 
Cupid 1 
18 : I keep thinking how best to beg for Cupid 's shackles 
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XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVI11 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
2 light when night draws in and spreads 
5 No-one but thieves are pleased by 
14 Therefore , don 't think 
13 rce my brain to reason , to live next 
1 The 
17 My 
15 awn brings me comfort ! The sick fear 
19 No more 
16 d prison ; nothing stops me , bent on 
20 Don 't let me 
10 usands is less a crime than what I am 
20 
14 Therefore , 
2 s afraid to lose its light when night 
15 t ! The sick fear death , the thieves 
13 reason , to live next day in lies and 
15 ink dawn brings me comfort ! The sick 
18 ady : I keep thinking how best to beg 
12 all night I 
6 ; they hope it '11 hide their crimes 
6 leased by darkness ; they hope it '11 
6 hieves are pleased by darkness ; they 
18 My dearest Lady : I keep thinking 
10 r thousands is less a crime than what 
12 . all night 
17 ' My dearest Lady : 
19 
7 But 
11 crime than what I am doing : At night 
9 No crook 
2 id to lose its light when night draws 
13 my brain to reason , to live next day 
10 crook I ? Worse ! To murder thousands 
6 s are pleased by darkness ; they hope 
7 But I , no crook , wish 
The day 's afraid to lose 
My dearest Lady : I 
dark 1 
dark shadows 
darkness 1 
darkness ; they hope it '11 hide their crimes 
dawn 1 
dawn brings me comfort ! The sick fear death , 
day 2 
day in lies and falsehoods 
day 's afraid to lose its light when night dra 
dearest 1 
dearest Lady : I keep thinking how best to beg 
death 1 
death , the thieves dread prison ; nothing sto 
deceit 1 
deceit 
destruction 1 
destruction 
die 1 
die ! Please show me mercy 
doing 1 
doing : At night I plot my own betrayal 
Don 2 
Don 't let me die ! Please show me mercy 
don 't think dawn brings me comfort ! The sick 
draws 1 
draws in and spreads dark shadows 
dread 1 
dread prison ; nothing stops me , bent on dest 
falsehoods 1 
falsehoods 
fear 1 
fear death , the thieves dread prison ; nothin 
for 1 
for Cupid 's shackles 
forcé 1 
forcé my brain to reason , to live next day in 
forever 1 
forever 
hide 1 
hide their crimes forever 
hope 1 
hope it '11 hide their crimes forever 
how 1 
how best to beg for Cupid 's shackles 
I 7 
I am doing : At night I plot my own betrayal 
I forcé my brain to reason , to live next day 
I keep thinking how best to beg for Cupid 's s 
I '11 be your servant 
I , no crook , wish it were morning , worse of 
I plot my own betrayal 
I ? Worse ! To murder thousands is less a crim 
in 2 
in and spreads dark shadows 
in lies and falsehoods 
is 1 
is less a crime than what I am doing : At nigh 
it 2 
it '11 hide their crimes forever 
it were morning , worse off than all , sufferi 
its 1 
its light when night draws in and spreads dark 
keep, " 1 
keep thinking how best to beg for Cupid 's sha 
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XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
17 My dearest 
10 ok I ? Worse ! To murder thousands is 
20 Don 't 
13 brain to.reason , to live next day in 
1 The day 's afraid to lose its 
13 night I forcé my brain to reason , to 
19 I 
6 re pleased by darkness ; they hope it 
Lady 1 
Lady : I keep thinking how best to beg for Cup 
less 1 
less a crime than what I am doing : At night I 
let 1 
let me die ! Please show me mercy 
lies 1 
lies and falsehoods 
light 1 
light when night draws in and spreads dark sha 
live 1 
live next day in lies and falsehoods 
'11 2 
'11 be your servant 
'11 hide their crimes forever 
lose 1 
The day 's afraid to lose its light when night draws in and spreads 
16 thieves dread prison ; nothing stops 
14 Therefore , don 't think dawn brings 
20 
20 
20 
19 
7 
3 
Don 't let 
Don 't let me die ! Please show 
Don 't let me die ! Please show me 
No 
But I , no crook , wish it were 
me 4 
me , bent on destruction 
me comfort ! The sick fear death , the thieves 
me die ! Please show me mercy 
me mercy 
mercy 1 
mercy 
8 ning , worse off than all , suffering 
9 No crook I ? Worse ! To 
more 1 
more deceit 
morning 1 
morning , worse off than all , suffering much 
Most 1 
Most animáis are restless , worried 
much 1 
much anguish 
murder 1 
murder thousands is less a crime than what I a 
12 
17 
11 han what I am doing : At night I plot 
13 I forcé my brain to reason , to live 
2 day 's afraid to lose its light when 
12 all 
11 ess a crime than what I am doing : At 
9 
7 
19 
16 ar death , the thieves dread prison ; 
8 crook , wish it were morning , worse 
16 read prison ; nothing stops me , bent 
11 what I am doing : At night I plot my 
20 Don ,'t let me die ! 
5 . No-one but thieves are 
11 ime than what I am doing : At night I 
my 3 
all night I forcé my brain to reason , to live next day in lies 
My dearest Lady : I keep thinking how best to 
my own betrayal 
next 1 
next day in lies and falsehoods 
night 3 
night draws in and spreads dark shadows 
night I forcé my brain to reason , to live nex 
night I plot my own betrayal 
No 3 
No crook I ? Worse ! To murder thousands is le 
no crook , wish it were morning , worse off th 
No more deceit 
No-one 1 
No-one but thieves are pleased by darkness ; t 
nothing 1 
nothing stops me , bent on destruction 
off 1 
off than all , suffering much anguish 
on 1 
on destruction 
own 1 
own betrayal 
Please 1 
Please show me mercy 
pleased 1 
pleased by darkness ; they hope it '11 hide th 
plot 1 
plot my own betrayal 
prison 
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XXVIII 15 e sick fear death , the thieves dread prison ; nothing stops me , bent on destructio 
XXVIII 12 all night I foroe my brain to 
XXVIII 4 The sick can 't sleep , their aches 
XXVIII 3 Most animáis are 
reason 1 
reason , to live next day in lies and falsehoo 
redoubled 1 
redoubled 
restless 1 
restless , worried 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 19 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
18 
2 
20 
4 
15 
4 
2 
16 
8 
20 
4 
14 
8 
10 
1 
4 
15 
15 
4 
6 
XXVIII 
The day 
ep thinking how best to beg for Cupid 
I '11 be your 
thinking how best to beg for Cupid 's 
when night draws in and spreads dark 
Don 't let me die ! Please 
The 
't think dawn brings me comfort ! The 
The sick can ' t 
ose its light when night draws in and 
, the thieves dread prison ; nothing 
t were morning , worse off than all , 
's afraid to lose its light when night draws i 
's shackles 
servant 1 
servant 
shackles 1 
shackles 
shadows 1 
shadows 
show 1 
show me mercy 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
6 
5 
15 
14 
17 
9 
18 
13 
1 
9 
12 
XXVIII 
Don 
The sick can 
Therefore , don 
ok , wish it were morning , worse off 
! To murder thousands is less a crime 
don 't think dawn brings me comfort ! 
gs me comfort ! The sick fear death , 
The sick can 't sleep , 
d by darkness ; they hope it '11 hide 
but thieves are pleased by darkness ; 
No-one but 
e comfort ! The sick fear death , the 
Therefore , don 't 
My dearest Lady : I keep 
No crook I ? Worse ! To murder 
arest Lady : I keep thinking how best 
11 night I forcé my brain to reason , 
The day 's afraid 
No crook I ? Worse ! 
all night I forcé my brain 
But I , 'no crook , wish it 
sick 2 
sick can 't sleep , their aches redoubled 
sick fear death , the thieves dread prison ; n 
sleep 1 
sleep , their aches redoubled 
spreads 1 
spreads dark shadows 
stops 1 
stops me , bent on destruction 
suffering 1 
suffering much anguish 
't 3 
't let me die ! Please show me mercy 
't sleep , their aches redoubled 
' t think dawn brings me comfort ! The sick fea 
than 2 
than all , suffering much anguish 
than what I am doing : At night I plot my own 
The 4 
The day ' s afraid to lose its light when night 
The sick can 't sleep , their aches redoubled 
The sick fear death , the thieves dread prison 
the thieves dread prison ; nothing stops me , 
their 2 
their aches redoubled 
their crimes forever 
Therefore 1 
Therefore , don 't think dawn brings me comfor 
they 1 
they hope it '11 hide their crimes forever 
thieves 2 
thieves are pleased by darkness ; they hope it 
thieves dread prison ; nothing stops me , bent 
think 1 
think dawn brings me comfort ! The sick fear d 
thinking 1 
thinking how best to beg for Cupid ' s shackles 
thousands 1 
thousands is less a crime than what I am doing 
to 5 
to beg for Cupid 's shackles 
to live next day in lies and falséhoods 
to lose its light when night draws in and spre 
To murder thousands is less a crime than what 
to reason , to live next day in lies and false 
were 1 
were morning , worse off than all , suffering 
what 
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XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
XXVIII 
10 murder thousands- is less a crirae than what I 
am doing : At night I plot my own betra 
9 
19 
2 The day -B afraid to lose its light tTn nighí draws in and spreads dark shadows 
7 wish 1 
But I , no crook , „i s h it were morning , worse off than all , su 
3 Most animáis are restless , worried * 
8 I , no crook , wish it «ere morning worse off than all , suffering much anguish 
NO crook I ? Worse ! To murder thousands is less a crime th 
your 1 
I '11 be your servant 
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